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PREFACE

This 5 volume compilation contains historical documents pertaining to P.L. 101-508,
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990. The book contains congressional
debates, a chronological compilation of documents pertinent to the legislative history
of the public law and listings of relevant reference materials.

Pertinent documents include:
o
o
o
o

Committee reports
Differing versions of key bills
The Public Law
Legislative history

The books are prepared by the Office of Legislation and Congressional Affairs and are
designed to serve as helpful resource tools for those charged with interpreting laws
administered by the Social Security Administration.
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3209

To provide for reconciliation pursuant to section 4 of the concurrent resolution on

the budget for the fiscal year 1991.

IN TifE SENATE OF TifE TIK[TED STATES
OCTOBER 16 (legislative day, OCTOBER 2), 1990

Mr. SASSER, from the Committee on the Budget, reported without recommendation the following original bill; which was read twice and placed on the calendar

A BILL
To provide for reconciliation pursuant to section 4 of the
concurrent resolution on the budget for the fiscal year 1991.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2

lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4

This Act may be cited as the "Omnibus Budget Recon-

5

ciliation Act of 1990".

6

SEC. 2. TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Title I—Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry.
Title fl—Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs.
Title 111—Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.
Title JY—Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

2
Title V—Committee on Environment and Public Works.
Title VT—Committee on Finance—Spending Reductions.

Title Vil—Committee on Finance—Revenues.
Title VIll—Committee on Governmental Affairs.
Title IX—Committee on the Judiciary.
Title X—Committee on Labor and Human Resources.
Title XI—Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
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1 TITLE VI—NON-RE VENUE PRO VI2
SIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON.
3
FINANCE
4 SEC. 6000. AMENDMENT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT,
5
6

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

(a) AMENDMENT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—

7 Except as otherwise expressly provided, whenever in this
8

title an amendment or repeal is expressed in terms of an

9 amendment to, or repeal of, a section or other provision, the
10 reference shall be considered to be made to a section or other
11

12

provision of the Social Security Act.
(b) TABLE OF CONTENTS.—
TITLE VI—NON-REVENUE PROVISIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE
Sec. 6000. Amendment of the Social Security Act; table of contents.
Subtitle A—Income Security
PART I—CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT

Sec. 6001. IRS intercept for non-AFDC families.
Sec. 6002. Commission on interstate child support.
PART H—SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

Sec. 6010. Continuation of medicaid eligibility under section 1619(b) past age 65.
Sec. 6011. Exclusion from income of impairment-related work expenses.
Sec. 6012. Treatment of royalties and honoraria as earned income.
Sec. 6013. Evaluation by pediatrician in child disability determinations.
Sec. 6014. Concurrent SSI and food stamp applications by institutionalized individuals.

Sec. 6015. Reimbursement for vocational rehabilitation services furnished during
certain months of nonpayment of supplemental security income
benefits.

Sec. 6016. Certain non-cash contributions received by recipients of SSI benefits excluded from income.

Sec. 6017. Certain trusts not to be counted as a resource available to the recipient;
trust not income in month in which it is established.
Sec. 6018. Notification of certain individuals eligible to receive retroactive benefits.
PART 111—AID TO FA.MILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN
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6020. Optional monthly reporting and retrospective budgeting.
Sec. 6021. Children receiving foster care maintenance or adoption assistance payments not treated as member of family unit for purposes of determining eligibility for, or amount of, AFDC benefit.
Sec. 6022. Elimination of term legal guardian.
Sec. 6023. Reporting of child abuse and neglect.
Sec. 6024. Disclosure of information about AFDC applicants and recipients authorized for purposes directly connected to State foster care and adoption assistance programs.
Sec. 6025. Repatriation.
Sec. 6026. Good cause exception to required cooperation for transitional child care

Sec.

benefits.

Sec. 6027. Technical correction regarding penalty for failure to participate

in

JOBS program.
Sec. 6028. Technical correction regarding AFDC-UP eligibility requirements.
Sec. 6029. Technical amendments to national commission on children.
Sec. 6030. Family support act demonstration projects.
Sec. 6031. Study of JOBS programs operated by Indian tribes and Alaska Native
organizations.

Sec. 6032. Proposed emergency assistance and AFDC special needs regulations.
PuT TV—CHILD WELFA1E AND FOSTEE CAEE; CHILD CAEE

Sec. 6040. Clarification of terminology relating to administrative costs.
Sec. 6041. Section 427 triennial reviews.
Sec. 6042. Independent living initiatives.
Sec. 6043. Grants to States for child care.
PAET V—OLD-AGE, SuavivoEs, AND DISABILITY INSUEANCE

Sec. 6050. Continuation of disability benefits during appeal.
Sec. 6051. Repeal of special disability standard for widows and widowers.
Sec. 6052. Dependency requirements applicable to a child adopted by a surviving
spouse.

Sec. 6053. Representative payee reforms.
Sec. 6054. Fees for representation of claimants in administrative proceedings.
Sec. 6055. Applicability of administrative res judicata; related notice requirements.
Sec. 6056. Demonstration projects relating to accountability for telephone service
center communications.

Sec. 6057. Telephone access to the Social Security Administration.
Sec. 6058. Amendments relating to social security account statements.
Sec. 6059. Trial work period during rolling five-year period for all disabled beneficiaries.

Sec. 6060. Continuation of benefits on account of participation in a non-State vocational rehabilitation program.
Sec. 6061. Limitation on new entitlement to special age-72 payments.
Sec. 6062. Elimination of advanced crediting to the trust funds of Social Security
payroll taxes and revenues from taxation of Social Security benefits.

Sec. 6063. Elimination of eligibility for retroactive benefits for certain individuals
eligible for reduced benefits.

Sec. 6064. Consolidation of old methods of computing primary insurance amounts.
Sec. 6065. Suspension of dependent's benefits when the worker is in an extended
period of eligibility.

Subtitle B—Medicare
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PART 1—PROVISIONS RELATING ONLY TO PART A

Sec. 6101. Reductions in payments for capital-related costs of inpatient hospital
services.

Sec. 6102. Prospective payment hospitals.
Sec. 6103. Reduction in indirect medical education payments.
Sec. 6104. PPS exempt hospitals.
Sec. 6105. Expansion of hospice benefit.
Sec. 6106. Miscellaneous and technical amendments relating to part A.
PART 2—PROVISIONS RELATING ONLY TO PART B
SUBPART A—PAYMENT FOR PHYSICIANS' SERVICES

Sec. 6111. Reductions in payments for overvalued procedures.
Sec. 6112. Radiology services.
Sec. 6113. Anesthesia services.
Sec. 6114. Pathology services.
Sec. 6115. Update for physicians' services.
Sec. 6116. New physicians.
Sec. 6117. Assistants at surgery.
Sec. 6118. Advance determinations by carriers.
Sec. 6119. Limitation on beneficiary liability.
Sec. 6120. Statewide fee schedule areas for physicians' services.
Sec. 6121. Technical corrections relating to physician payment.
Sec. 6122. Billing for services of substitute physician.
Sec. 6123. Study of prepayment medical review screens.
Sec. 6124. Utilization screens for physician visits in rehabilitation hospitals.
Sec. 6125. Study of high volume payment adjustment.
SUBPART B—PAYMENTS FOR OTHER ITEMS AN]) SERVICES

Sec. 6130. Hospital outpatient services.
Sec. 6131. Clinical diagnostic laboratory services.
Sec. 6132. Durable medical equipment.
Sec. 6133. Orthotics and prosthetics.
SUBPART C—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Sec. 6140. Commi.mity mental health centers.
Sec. 6141. Extension of Alzheimer's disease demonstration projects.
Sec. 6142. Certified registered nurse anesthetists.
Sec. 6143. Federally qualified health centers and rural health clinics.
Sec. 6144. Separate payment under part B for services of certain health professionals.

Sec. 6145. New technology IOL's.
Sec. 6146. Rural nursing incentives.
PART 3—PROVISIONS RELATING TO PARTS A AT B

Sec. 6150. End-stage renal disease services.
Sec. 6151. Staff-assisted home dialysis.
Sec. 6152. Medicare as secondary payer.
Sec. 6153. Health maintenance organizations.
Sec. 6154. Peer review organizations.
Sec. 6155. Improvements in and simplification of medigap policies.
Sec. 6156. Technical and miscellaneous provisions relating to parts A and B.
Sec. 6157. Living wills and other advance directives.
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PAET 4—PBOvISIONS RELATING TO PBEMrUMS, DEDUCTIBLES, AND
COINSURANCE

Sec. 6161. Part B premium.
Sec. 6162. Change in Part B deductible.
Sec. 6163. 20 Percent coinsurance for clinical diagnostic laboratory tests.
Subtitle C—Medicaid
PART I—PBESCRIPTION DRUG DISCOUNTS

Sec. 6201. Reimbursement for prescribed drugs under medicaid.
PAET H—PTJRCHASE OF PBIVATE INSURANCE

Sec. 6211. States required to pay premiums, deductibles, and coinsurance for private health insurance coverage for medicaid beneficiaries where
cost effective.

PAET ifi—Low INCOME ELDERLY

Sec. 6221. 1-year acceleration of and increase in option amount for buy-in of premiums and cost sharing for indigent medicare beneficiaries.
Sec. 6222. Delay in counting Social Security COLA increases until new poverty
guidelines implemented.
PAET TV—CHILD HEALTH

Sec. 6231. Medicaid child health provisions.
PAET V—HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES

Sec. 6241. Home and community-based care as optional service.
Sec. 6242. Community supported living arrangements services.
Sec. 6243. Medicaid coverage of personal care services outside the home.
PART VI—NURSING HOME REFORM

Sec. 6251. Medicaid nursing home reform provisions.
PART VU—MISCELLANEOUS AND TECHNICAL PROVISIONS

Sec. 6261. Demonstration projects to study he effect of allowing States to extend
medicaid coverage to certain low-income families not otherwise
qualified to receive medicaid benefits.
Sec. 6262. Medicaid respite demonstration project extended.
Sec. 6263. Demonstration project to provide medicaid coverage for HIV-positive
individuals, and certain pregnant women determined to be at risk
of contracting the lilY virus.
Sec. 6264. Mental health facility certification demonstration project.
Sec. 6265. Optional State medicaid disability determinations mdependent of the
Social Security Administration.
Sec. 6266. Medically needy income levels for certain member families.
Sec. 6267. Medicaid spenddown option.
Sec. 6268. Limitation on disallowances or deferral of Federal financial participation
for certain inpatient psychiatric hospital services for individuals
under age 21.
Sec. 6269. 5-year extension of certain waiver.
Sec. 6270. Medicaid long-term care insurance demonstration project.
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Sec.

6271. Medicaid coverage of alcoholism and drug dependency treatment services.

Sec. 6272. Home and community-based waivers.
Sec. 6273. Medicaid provisions relating to health maintenance organizations.
Sec. 6274. State flexibility in identifying and paying disproportionate share hospitals.

Sec. 6275. Extension of provision on voluntary contributions and provider-specific
taxes

Sec. 6276. Prohibition on waiving reasonable and adequate payment rates.
Subtitle D—Trade Provisions
PART I—CUSTOMS USER FEES
Sec.

6301. Customs user fees.
PART ll—TEcHNICAJ. CoRREcTIoNS

Sec. 6311. Technical amendments to the Harmonized Tariff Schedule.
Sec. 6312. Technical amendments to certain customs laws.

Subtitle E—Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation Premiums

Sec. 6401. Increase in premium rates.
Subtitle F—Child Care and Development Block Grant
Sec. 6501. Child Care and Development Block Grant.

Subtitle A—Income Security
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3

PART 11—SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

4 SEC. 6010. CONTINUATION OF MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY UNDER
SECTION 1619(b) PAST AGE 65.

5
6

(a) IN GENERAL.—Paragraph (1) of section 1619(b) (42

7

U.S.C. 1382h(b)) is amended in the matter preceding sub-

8 paragraph (A) by striking "under age 65".
9

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by sub-

10

section (a) shall apply with respect to benefits payable for

11

months beginning after the date of the enactment of this Act.

12

SEC. 6011. EXCLUSION FROM INCOME OF IMPAIRMENT-RELAT-

ED WORK EXPENSES.

13
14

15

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 1612(b)(4)(B)(ii) (42 tJ.S.C.

1382a(b)(4)(B)(ii)) is amended by striking "(for purposes

of

16 determining the amount of his or her benefits under this title
17

and of determining his or her eligibility for such benefits for

18

consecutive months of eligibility after the initial month of

19

such eligibility)".

20

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by sub-

21

section (a) shall apply to benefits payable for calendar months

22 beginning after the date of the enactment of this Act.
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1

SEC. 6012. TREATMENT OF ROYALTIES AND HONORARIA AS

2

3

4

EARNED INCOME.

(a)

IN

GENERAL.—Sectjon

1612(a)

(42

U.s.c.

1382a(a)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1)—

5

(A) in subparagraph (c), by striking "; and"

6
7

at the end of the subparagraph and inserting

8

semicolon; and

a

(B) by inserting after subparagraph (D) the

9

following new subparagraph:

10
11

"(E) any royalty which is earned in connec-

12

tion with any publication of the work of an mdi-

13

vidual or any portion of any honorarium which is

14

received for services rendered; and"; and

15

(2) in subparagraph (F) of paragraph (2), by in-

16

serting before the period ",

17

scribed in paragraph (1)(E) of this subsection".

18

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

19

section shall apply with respect to benefits for months begin-

other

than royalties de-

20 ning on or after the first day of the 18th calendar month
21

following the month in which this Act is enacted.

22 SEC. 6013. EVALUATION BY PEDIATRICIAN IN CHILD DISABIL23

24

ITY DETERMINATIONS.

5ection 1614(a)(3) (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)) is amended

25 by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
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1

"(H) In making determinations with respect to disability

2

of a child under the age of 18 under this title, the Secretary

3

shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that a qualified pedia-

4 trician or other individual who specializes in a field of medi5 cine appropriate to the disability of such child (as determined

6 by the Secretary) evaluates the case of such child.".
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by sub-

7

8 section (a) shall apply to determinations
9

made in or after the

sixth month beginning after the date of the enactment of this

10 Act.
11

SEC. 6014. CONCURRENT SSI AND FOOD STAMP APPLICATIONS

12

BY INSTITUTIONALIZED INDIVIDUALS.

13

Section 1631(m) (42 U.S.C. 1383(m)) is amended by

14 striking the second sentence and inserting the following new

15 sentence: "The Secretary and the Secretary of Agriculture
16 shall develop a procedure under which an individual who ap17

plies for supplemental security income benefits under this

18 subsection shall also be permitted to apply at the same time
19 for participation in the food stamp program authorized under

20 the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.).".
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1

SEC. 6015. REIMBURSEMENT FOR VOCATIONAL REHABILITA-

2

TION SERVICES FURNISHED DURING CERTAIN

3

MONTHS OF NONPAYMENT OF SUPPLEMENTAL

4

SECURITY INCOME BENEFITS.

5

(a) IN

GENERAL.—(1) Section 1615(d) (42 U.s.c.

6

1382d(d)) is amended by inserting immediately after the first

7

sentence the following: "In such cases the reimbursement

8 may include costs incurred for any month for which the mdi-

9 vidual received a benefit under this title (including assistance

10 pursuant to section 1619(b)), received a federally adrriinis11

tered State supplementary payment, or was ineligible (for a

12 reason other than cessation of disability or blindness) to re13 ceive a benefit pursuant to section 1611, an agreement under

14

section 1616(a), section 1619, and an agreement under sec-

15 tion 212(b) of Public Law 93—66, but only for months prior to

16 the thirteenth consecutive month of ineligibility.".
17

(b)EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by this

18 section shall be effective on the date of the enactment of this

19 Act and shall apply to claims for reimbursement pending on

20 or after such date.
21

SEC. 6016. CERTAIN NON-CASH CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED BY

22

RECIPIENTS OF SSI

23

FROM INCOME.

24

BENEFITS EXCLUDED

(a) CONTRIBUTIONS (OTHER THAN CASH PAID Di-

25 RECTLY TO THE RECIPIENT) MAJE To OBTAIN SOCIAL
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1

SERVICES OR FOR MAINTENANCE OF H0ME.—(1) Section

2

1612(b) (42 U.S.C. 1382a(b)) is amended—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

3

4

(15);

(B) by striking the period at the end of paragraph

5

6

(16) and inserting a semicolon; and

(C) by inserting after paragraph (16) the follow-

7

8

ing;

9

"(17) contributions other than cash paid directly

10

to the recipient which are not in the form of. food,

11

clothing, or shelter, or may not be used to obtain food,

12

clothing, or shelter and are for the purchase of—
"(A) any service, including those which

13

14

are—

15

"(i) designed to assist an eligible mdi-

16

vidual who has any physical or mental im-

17

pairment to function in society on a level

18

comparable to that of an individual who is

19

not so impaired; and
"(ii)

20

provided by a recognized social

21

services or educational agency, whether gov-

22

ernmental or private, and whether nonprofit

23

or operated for profit;

24

"(B) vocational rehabilitation services;
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"(C)

1

2

private medical insurance coverage

where the private insurer is to be the first payor;

3

"(D) medical care;

4

"(E) transportation;

5

"(F) educational services (including continu-

6

ing adult education, postsecondary education, and

7

vocational education), including books, tuition,

8

laboratory fees, and any other costs related to

9

education except those for room and board;

10

"(G-) personal assistance or attendant care

11

services; or

12

"(Ii) services or equipment related to the

13

quality and liveability of the individual's shelter

14

and which are not for the purposes of rent, mort-

15

gage, real property taxes, garbage collection and

16

sewerage services, water, heating fuel, electricity,

17

or gas; but permissible contributions include—

18

"(i) payment for telephone services;

19

"(ii) payment for repairs to shelter;

20

"(iii) payment for repairs or replacement

21

of heating source in shelter; and

22

"(iv) purchase of any appliance, if such

23

purchase will not result in the individual's

24

household goods exceeding the amount which
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1

has been determined by the Secretary to be

2

reasonable under section 1613(a)(2)(A).".

3

(2) The amendments made by paragraph (1) shall apply

4

to determinations of income made in months following the

5

date of the enactment of this Act.

6

(b)(1) RULES GOVERNING CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER

7 WHICH CONTRIBUTION OF A SHELTER Is To BE COUNT-

8 ED AS INc0ME.—Section 1612(a)(2) (42 U.S.C. 1382a(a)(2))
9 is amended—

10

(A) in subparagraph (E), by striking "; and" and

11

inserting ", except that receipt of any sum or property

12

as a result of inheritance,

13

treated as income only in the month in which the mdi-

14

vidual legally has access to the funds to use for the in-

15

dividual's own benefit;";

16
17

18

gift,

or support shall be

(B) in subparagraph (F), by striking the period
and inserting "; and"; and
(C) by inserting at the end the following:

19

"(G) the value of an ownership interest in a

20

shelter received, but the value of such interest

21

shall be included in income only in the month

22

receipt and pursuant to the following rules:

"(i) If the individual resides in

23

of

the shel-

24

ter at the time of the conveyance, the limita-

25

tions
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1

presuming a maximum value for in-kind sup-

2

port shall apply.

3

"(ii) lIthe individual does not reside in

4

the shelter at the time of the conveyance,

5

the full value of the interest shall be income

6

in the month of receipt.".

7

(2) The amendments made by paragraph (1) shall apply

8

to determinations of income made in or after the sixth month

9 beginning after the date of the enactment of this Act.
10 SEC. 6017. CERTAIN TRUSTS NOT TO BE COUNTED AS A RE.
11

SOURCE AVAILABLE TO THE RECIPIENT; TRUST

12

NOT INCOME IN MONTH IN WHICH IT IS ESTAB-

13

LISHED.

14

(a) CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH TRUST CREATED

15 FOR BENEFIT OF RECIPIENT SHALL NOT BE COUNTED AS

16 A RESOURCE.—Section 1613(a) (42 U.S.C. 1382b(a))

is

17 amended—
18

(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (7);

19

(2) by striking the period at the end of paragraph
(8) and inserting ", and"; and

20
21

(3) by inserting after paragraph (8) the following:

22

"(9) any amount set aside in a trust or similar

23

legal device, either by the individual or on behalf of the

24

individual, for the purpose of providing assistance to

25

the individual, so long as the individual does not have
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access to the assets of the trust. An individual does not

2

have access to assets held in a trust if the trustee, and

3

not the individual has the discretion

4

when such assets ought to be distributed to or for such

5

individual and the amount of any such distribution. The

6

authority for discretion by the trustee to use the assets

7

of the trust for the support and maintenance of the in-

8

dividual, or to supplement any benefits avaUlable to the

9

individual under title XVII or other public benefits,

10

shall not mean that the individual has access to these

11

assets. The fa.ct that the trustee is also the representa-

12

tive payee for the individual or relative of the individ-

13

ual shall not. be construed as causing trust assets to be

14

accessible to the individual if all the other requirements

15

of this subsection are satisfied.".

16

(b) CREATION OF TRUST NOT To BE COUNTED AS

to determine

17 INcOI1E IN MONTEL o: CREATION; LATER PLACEMENT OF
18 FUNDS OR PROPE1TY IN THE TRUST ALSO NOT COUNTED

19 AS INCOME.—(1) Section 1612(b) (42 U.S.C. 1382a(b)) is

20 amended—
(A) by striking "and" at the end of the paragraph

21

22

(16),

23

(B) by striking the period at the end of the para-

24

graph (17) added by section 6016(a)(1)(C) of this Act

25

and inserting "; and"; and
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(C) by inserting after the paragraph (17) added by

1

2

section 6016(a)(1)(C) of this Act the following:

3

"(18) any funds or other property placed in a

4

trust for the benefit of the individual over which the

5

individual has no discretion as to use shall not be treat-

6

ed as income either at the time of creation of the trust

7

or if placed in the trust after its creation.".

8

(2) The amendments made by paragraph (1) shall apply

9

to determinations of income made in or after the sixth month

10 beginning after the date of the enactment of this Act.
11

SEC. 6018. NOTIFICATION OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS ELIGIBLE

12

TO RECEIVE RETROACTIVE BENEFITS.

13

In notifying individuals of their eligibility to receive ret-

14 roactive benefits under Sullivan v. Zebley, 110 5. Ct. 2658

15 (1990), the Secretary shall include written notice, in Ian16 guage that is easily understandable, explaining—
17

(1) the 6-month limitation on the exclusion from

18

resources under section 1613(a)(7) of the Social Securi-

19

ty Act (42 U.S.C. 1382b(a)(7));

20

(2) the potential effects under title XVT

of the

21

Social Security Act, attributable to the receipt of such

22

payment, including—

23
24

(A)

and
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(B) potential reductions in

1

the amount of

2

benefits;

3

(3) the possibility of establishing a supplemental

4

security income (SST) special needs trust account

5

that—

(A) designates the individual for whom such

6
7

payment is made as the beneficiary; and
(B) may

8
9

not be considered as income or re-

sources for the purposes of this title; and

10

(4) that legal assistance in establishing such a

11

trust may be available through legal referral services

12

offered by a State or local bar association, or through

13

the Legal Services Corporation.
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15

PART V—OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY

16

INSURANCE

17

SEC. 6050. CONTINUATION OF DISABILITY BENEFITS DURING

18
19

APPEAL.

Subsection (g) of section 223 (42 U.S.C. 423(g))

is

20 amended—
21

(1)

in paragraph (1)(i), in the matter following

22

subparagraph (C), by inserting "or" after "hearing,",

23

and by striking "pending, or (iii) June 1991." and in-

24

serting "pending."; and

25

(2) by striking paragraph (3).
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SEC. 6051. REPEAL OF SPECIAL DISABILITY STANDARD FOR
WIDOWS AND WIDOWERS.

2
3

(a)

IN

GErERAL.—Section

223(d)(2)

(42

U.S.C.

4 423(d)(2)) is amended—
5

(1) in subparagraph (A), by striking "(except a

6

widow, surviving divorced wife, widower, or surviving

7

divorced husband for purposes of section 202(e) or (0)";

8

(2) by striking subparagraph (B); and

9

(3) by redesignating subparagraph (C) as subpara-

10

graph (B).

11

(b) CooRMING AMENDMENTS.—

12

(1) The third sentence of section 216(i)(1) (42

13

TLS.C. 416(i)(1)) is amended by striking "(2)(C)" and

14

inserting "(2)(B)".

15

16

(2) Section 223(fXl)(B) (42 TLS.C. 423(fX1XB)) is

amended to read as follows:

"(B) the individual is now able to engage in

17

18

substantial gainful activity; or".

19

(3) Section 223(f)(2)(A)(ii) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

20

423(f)(2)(A)(ii)) is amended to read as follows:
"(ii)

21

engage in substantial gainful activity, or".

22
23

the individual is now able to

(4)

Section 223(0(3) of

such Act (42 U.S.C.

24

423(0(3)) is amended by striking "therefore-" and all

25

that follows and inserting "therefore the individual is

26

able to engage in substantial gainful activity; or".
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(5) Section 223(0 of such Act is further amended,

2

in the matter following paragraph (4), by striking "(or

3

gainful activity in the case of a widow, surviving di-

4

vorced wife, widower, or surviving divorced husband)"

5

each place it appears.

6

(c) TRANSITIONAL RULES RELATING TO MEDICAID

7 AND MEDICARE ELIGIBILITY.—
8

9

10

(1)

ITY.—Section 1634(d) (42 U.S.C. 1383c(d)) is amended—

(A) by redesignating paragraphs (1) and (2)

11

12

DETERMINATION OF MEDICAID ELIGIBIL-

as subparagraphs (A) and (B), respectively;

13

(B) by striking "(d) If any person—" and in-

14

serting "(d)(1) This subsection applies with re-

15

spect to any person who—";

16

(C) in subparagraph (A) (as redesignated), by

17

striking "as required" and all that follows through

18

"but not entitled" and inserting "being then not

19

entitled";

20

(D) in subparagraph (B) (as redesignated), by

21

striking the comma at the end and inserting a

22

period; and

23

(E) by striking "such person shall" and all

24

that follows and inserting the following new para-

25

graph:
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2

"(2) For purposes of title XIX, each person with respect
to whom this subsection applies—

3

"(A) shall be deemed to be a recipient of supple-

4

mental security income benefits under this title if such

5

person received such a benefit for the month before the

6

month in which such person began to receive a benefit

7

described in paragraph (1)(A), and

8

"(B) shall be deemed to be a recipient of State

9

supplementary payments of the type referred to in sec-

10

tion 1616(a) of this Act (or payments of the type de-

11

scribed in section 212(a) of Public Law 93—66) which

12

are paid by the Secretary under an agreement referred

13

to

14

Public Law 93—66) if such person received such a pay-

15

ment for the month before the month in which such

16

person began to receive a benefit described in para-

17

graph (1)(A),

in such section 1616(a) (or

in

section 212(b) of

18 for so long as such person (i) would be eligible for such sup-

19 plemental security income benefits, or such State supplemen-

20 tary payments, in the absence of benefits described in para21

graph (1)(A), and (ii) is not entitled to hospital insurance ben-

22 efits under part A of title XVTII.".
23

(2) INCLUSION OF MONTHS OF SSI ELIGIBILITY

24

WITHIN 5-MONTH DISABILITY WAITING PERIOD AND

25

24-MONTH MEDICARE WAITING PERIOD.—
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(A) WIDOW'S BENEFITS BASED ON
DISABIL-

2

ITY.—Sectjon 202(e)(5) (42 U.S.C. 402(e)(5))
is

3

amended—.

4

(i) in subparagraph (B), by striking "(i)"

5

and "(ii)" and inserting "(I)" and "(11)", re-

6

spectively;

7

(ii) by redesignating subparagraphs (A)

8

and (B) as clauses (i) and (ii), respectively;

9

(iii) by

10

inserting "(A)" after "(5)"; and

(iv) by adding at the end the following

11

new subparagraph:

12

"(B) For purposes of paragraph (1)(F)(i),
each month in
13 the period commencing with the
first month for which such
14 widow or surviving divorced wife
is first eligible for
supple-

15 mental security income benefits
under title XVI, or State
16 supplementary payments of the type referred
to in section
17

1616(a) (or payments of the type described
in section 212(a)
18 of Public Law 93—66) which
are paid by the Secretary under

19 an agreement referred to in section l616(a) (or
in section
20 212(b) oi Public Law 93—66), shall be included
as one of the
21 months of such waiting period for which the requirements
of

22 subparagraph (A) have been met.".
23

(B) WIDOWER'S BENEFITS BASED
ON DIS-

24

ABILITy__Section 202(0(6) (42 U.S.C.
402(0(6))

25

is amended—...
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1

(i) in subparagraph (B), by striking "(i)"

2

and "(ii)" and inserting "U)" and "(II)", re-

3

spectively;

(ii) by redesignating subparagraphs (A)

4

and (B) as clauses (i) and (ii), respectively;

5
6

(iii) by inserting "(A)" after "(6)";

7

(iv) by adding at the end the following
new subparagraph:

8

9

and

"(B) For purposes of paragraph (1)(F)(i), each month in

10 the period commencing with the first month for which such

11 widower or surviving divorced husband is first eligible for
12

supplemental. security income benefits under title XVI, or

13

State supplementary payments of the type referred to in sec-

14

tion 1616(a) (or payments of the tpe described in section

15 2 12(a) of Public Law 93—66) which are paid by the Secretary

16 under an agreement referred to in section 1616(a) (or in sec17

tion 212(b) of Public Law 93—66), shall be included as one of

18 the months of such waiting period for which the requirements

19

of subparagraph (A) have been met.".

20
21

(C)

MEDICARE

BENEFITs.—Section

226(e)(1) (42 U.S.C. 426(e)(1)) is amended—

(i) by redesignating subparagraphs (A)

22

and (B) as clauses (i) and (ii), respectively;

23

(ii) by inserting "(A)'' after "(e)(1)''; and

24
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(iii) by adding at the end the following

1

2

new subparagraph:

"(B) For purposes

3

of subsection (b)(2)(A)(iii), each

4 month in the period commencing with the first month for
5 which an individual is first eligible for supplemental security
6 income benefits under title XVI, or State supplementary pay-

7 ments of the type referred to in section 1616(a) of this Act (or

8 payments of the type described in section 212(a) of Public
9 Law 93—66) which are paid by the Secretary under an agree-

10 ment referred to in section 1616(a) (or in section 212(b) of
11

Public Law 93—66), shall be included as •one of the 24

12 months for which such individual must have been entitled to

13 widow's or widower's insurance benefits on the basis of dis14 ability in order to become entitled to hospital insurance bene15 fits on that basis.".

16

(d) DEEMED DISABILITY FOR PURPOSES OF ENTITLE-

17 MENT TO WIDow's AND WIDOwER'S INSURANCE BENE18 FITS FOR WIDOWS AND WIDOWERS ON SSI ROLLS.—
19

(1)

WIDOW'S INSURANCE

BENEFITS.—Sectjon

20

202(e) (42 U.S.C. 402(e)) is amended by adding at the

21

end the following new paragraph:

22

"(9) An individual shall be deemed to be under a disabil-

23 ity for purposes of paragraph (1)(B)(ii) if such
individual is

24 eligible for supplemental security income benefits under title

25 XVI,

or State supplementary payments of
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to in section 1616(a) (or payments of the type described in

2

section 212(a) of Public Law 93—66) which are paid by the

3

Secretary under an agreement referred to in section 1616(a)

4 (or in section 212(b) of Public Law 93—66), for the month for

5 which all requirements of paragraph (1) for entitlement to
6 benefits under this subsection (other than being under a dis7

ability) are met.".

8

(2) WIDOwER'S INSURANCE BENEFIT5.—Section

9

202(f) (42 U.S.C. 402(f)) is amended by adding at the

10

end the following new paragraph:

11

"(9) An individual shall be deemed to be under a disabil-

12

ity for purposes of paragraph (i)(B)(ii) if such individual is

13

eligible for supplemental security income benefits under title

14 XVI, or State supplementary payments of the type referred
15 to in section 1616(a) (or payments of the type described in
16

section 212(a) of Public Law 93—66) which are paid by the

17

Secretary under an agreement referred to in such section

18

1616(a) (or in section 2 12(b) of Public Law 93—66), for the

19 month for which all requirements of paragraph (1) for entitle-

20 ment to benefits under this subsection (other than being
21 under a disability) are met.".
22

(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

23

(1) IN GENERAL.—The amendments made by this

24

section (other than paragraphs (1) and (2)(C) of subsec-

25

tion (c)) shall apply with respect to monthly insurance
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benefits for months after December 1990 for which ap-

2

plications are filed on or after January 1, 1991, or are

3

pending on such date. The amendments made by sub-

4

section (c)(1) shall apply with respect to medical assist-

5

ance provided after December 1990. The amendments

6

made by subsection (c)(2)(O) shall apply with respect to

7

items and services furnished after December 1990.

8

(2) APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN

9

INDIVIDUALS ON BENEFIT ROLLS.—In the case of any

10

individual who—

11

(A) is entitled to disability insurance benefits

12

under section 223 of the Social Security Act for

13

December 1990 or is eligible for supplemental se-

14

curity income benefits under title XVI

15

Act, or State supplementary payments of the type

16

referred to in section 1616(a) of such Act (or pay-

17

ments of the type described in section 212(a) of

18

Public Law 93—66) which are paid by the Secre-

19

tary under an agreement referred to in such sec-

20

tion 1616(a) (or in section 212(b) of Public Law

21

93—66), for January 1991,

of such

22

(B) applied for widow's or widower's insur-

23

ance benefits under subsection (e) or (0 of section

24

202 of the Social Security Act during 1990, and
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1

(C) is not entitled to such benefits under such

2

subsection (e) or (I) for any month on the basis of

3

such application by reason of the definition of dis-

4

ability under section 223(d)(2)(B) of the Social Se-

5

curity Act (as in effect immediately before the

6

date of the enactment of this Act), and would

7

have been so entitled for such month on the basis

8

of such application if the amendments made by

9

this section had been applied with respect to such

10

application,

11

for purposes of determining such individual's entitle-

12

ment to such benefits under subsection (e) or (I) of sec-

13

tion 202 of the Social Security Act for months after

14

December 1990, the requirement of paragraph (1)(C)(i)

15

of such subsection shall be deemed to have been met.

16 SEC. 6052. DEPENDENCY REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO A
CHILD ADOPTED BY A SURVIVING SPOUSE.

17

18

(a) Ii GENEBAL.—Section 216(e) (42 U.S.C. 416(e)) is

19 amended in the second sentence—
20

(1) by striking "at the time of such individual's

21

death living in such individual's household" and insert-

22

ing "either living with or receiving at least one-half of

23

his support from such individual at the time of such in-

24

dividual's death"; and
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(2) by striking "; except" and all that follows and

1

2

inserting a period.

3

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

4

section shall apply with respect to benefits payable for

5 months after December 1990, but only on the basis of appli6

cations filed after December 31, 1990.

7

SEC. 6053. REPRESENTATIVE PAYEE REFORMS.

8

(a) IMPROVEMENTS IN THE REPRESENTATIVE PAYEE

9 SELECTION AND RECRUITMENT PROCESS.—
10
11

(1) AUTHORrTY FOR CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENTS TO REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES.—

12

(A) TITLE 11.—Section 205(j)(1) (42 U.S.C.

13

405(j)) is amended to read as follows:

14
15

"REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES

"(j)(1) If the Secretary determines that the interest of

16 any individual under this title would be served thereby, certi17

fication of payment of such individual's benefit under this title

18 may be made, regardless of the legal competency or incompe-

19 tencv of the individual, either for direct payment to the mdi-

20 vidual, or for his or her use and benefit, to another individual
21

or organization with respect to whom the requirements of
22 paragraph (2) have been met (hereinafter in this subsection
23 referred to as the individual's
'representative payee'). If the

24 Secretary or a court of competent jurisdiction determines that
25 a representative payee has misused any individual's benefit
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paid to such representative payee pursuant to this subsection

2

or section 163 1(a)(2), the Secretary shall promptly revoke

3

certification for payment of benefits to such representative

4 payee pursuant to this subsection and certify payment to an
5

alternate representative payee or to the individual.".
(B) TITLE XVI.—

6
7

(i) IN GENERAL.—Section 163 1(a)(2)(A)

8

(42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(A)) is amended to read

9

as follows:

10

4'(A)(i) Payments of the benefit of any individual may be

11 made to any such individual or to the eligible spouse (if any)
12 of such individual or partly to each.
13

"(ii) Upon a determination by the Secretary that the

14 interest of such individual would be served thereby, or in the

15 case of any individual or eligible spouse referred to in section
16

1611(e)(3)(A), such payments shall be made, regardless of

17

the legal competency or incompetency of the individual or

18 eligible spouse, to another individual

who, or to a qualified

19 organization (as defined in subparagraph (DXii)) which, is in-

20 terested in or concerned with the welfare of such individual
21 and with respect to whom the requirements of subparagraph
22 (B) have been met (in this paragraph referred to as such mdi-

and benefit of the
23 vidual's 'representative payee') for the use

24 individual or eligible spouse.
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"(iii) If the Secretary or a court of competent jurisdic-

2

tion determines that the representative payee of an individual

3

or eligible spouse has misused any benefits which have been

4 paid to the representative payee pursuant to clause (ii) or
5

section 205(j)(1), the Secretary shall promptly terminate pay-

6 ment of benefits to the representative payee pursuant to this
7

subparagraph, and provide for payment of benefits to the in-

8

dividual or eligible spouse or to an alternative representative

9 payee of the individual or eligible spouse.".
10

(ii) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—Sec-

11

tion 1631(a)(2)(C) (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(C))

12

is amended—

13

U) in clause (i),

by striking "a

14

person other than the individual or

15

spouse entitled to such payment" and

16

inserting "representative payee of an in-

17

dividual or spouse";

18

(II) in clauses (ii), (jjj), and (iv), by

19

striking "other person to whom such

20

payment is made" each place it appears

21

and inserting "representative payee";

22

and

23

(UT) in clause (v)—

24

(aa) by striking "person re-

25

ceiving payments on behalf of anS 3209 PCS
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other" and inserting "representa-

2

tive payee"; and

3

(bb) by striking "person re-

4

ceiving such payments" and insert-

5

ing "representative payee".

6
7

(2) PROCEDURE FOR SELECTING REPRESENTATIVE PAYEES.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—

8

(i)

9

TITLE

11.—Section

205(j)(2)

(42

10

U.S.C. 405(j)(2)) is amended to read as fol-

11

lows:

12

"(2)(A) Any certification made under paragraph (1) for

13 payment of benefits to an individual's representative payee
14 shall be made on the basis of—
15

"(i)

an investigation by the Secretary

of the

16

person to serve as representative payee, which shall be

17

conducted in advance of such certification and shall, to

18

the extent practicable, include a face-to-face interview

19

with the person to serve as representative payee, and

20

"(ii) adequate evidence that such certification is in

21

the interest of such individual (as determined by the

22

Secretary in regulations).

23

"(B)(i) As part of the investigation referred to in sub-

24 paragraph (A)(i), the Secretary shall—
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"(I) require the person being investigated to

2

submit documented proof of the identity of such person,

3

unless information establishing .such identity has been

4

submitted with an application for benefits under this

5

title or title XVI,

"UI) verify such person's social security account

6
7

number (or employer identification number),

"(lilT) determine whether such person has been

8

9

convicted of a violation of section 208 or 1632, and

10

"(IV) determine whether certification of payment

11

of benefits to such person has been revoked pursuant to

12

this subsection or payment of benefits to such person

13

has

14

1631(a)(2)(A)(iii) by reason of misuse of funds paid as

15

benefits under this title or title XVI.

16

"(ii) The Secretary shall establish and maintain 2 cen-

17

tralized files, which shall be updated periodically and which

18

shall be in a form which renders them readily retrievable by

been

terminated

pursuant

to

section

19 each servicing office of the Social Security Administration.
20 Such files shall consist of—
21

"(11) a list of the names and social security ac-

22

count numbers (or employer identification numbers) of

23

all persons with respect to whom certification of pay-

24

ment of benefits has been revoked on or after January

25

1, 1991,
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whom payment of benefits has been terminated on or

2

after such date pursuant to section 163 1(a)(2), by

3

reason of misuse of funds paid as benefits under this

4

title or title XVI,

and

5

"(H) a list of the names and social security ac-

6

count numbers (or employer identification numbers) of

7

all persons who have been convicted of a violation of

8

section 208, 1107(a), 1128B, or 1632.

9

"(C)(i) Benefits of an individual may not be certified for

10 payment to any other person pursuant to this subsection if—
11

12

"(I) such person has previously been convicted as
described in subparagraph (B)(i)(IH),

13

"(II) except as provided in clause (ii), certification

14

of payment of benefits to such person under this sub-

15

section has previously been revoked as described in

16

subparagraph (B)(i)UV), or payment of benefits to such

17

person pursuant to section 1631(a)(2)(A)(ii) has previ-

18

ously

19

163 1(a)(2)B)(il)UV), or

20

been

terminated

as

described

"iii) except as provided in

in

section

clause (iii), such

21

person is a creditor of such individual who provides

22

such individual with goods or services for consider-

23

ation.

24

"(ii) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations under

25 which the Secretary may grant exemptions to any person
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from the provisions of clause (i)(ll) on a case-by-case basis if

2 such exemption is in the best interest of the individual whose
3

benefits would be paid to such person pursuant to this subsec-

4 tion.
5

"(iii) Clause (i)(I1II) shall not apply with respect to any

6 person who is a creditor referred to therein if such creditor

7 is—
"(I) a relative of such individual if such relative

8
9

resides in the same household as such individual,

"(IT) a legal guardian or legal representative of

10
11

such individual,

12

"(lIT) a facility that is licensed or certified as a

13

care facility under the law of a State or a political sub-

14

division of a State,

15

"(IV) a person who is an administrator, owner, or

16

employee of a facility referred to in subclause (III) if

17

such individual resides in such facility, and the certifi-

18

cation of payment to such facility or such person is

19

made otily after good faith efforts have been made by

20

the local servicing office of the Social Security Admin-

21

istration to locate an alternative representative payee

22

to whom such certification of payment would serve the

23

best interests of such individual, or

24

"(V) an individual who is determined by the Sec-

25

retary, on the basis of written findings and under proS 3209 PCS
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cedures which the Secretary shall prescribe by regula-

2

tion,

3

payee.

4

"(iv) The procedures referred to in clause (iii)(V) shall

to be acceptable to serve as a representative

5 require the individual who will serve as representative payee
6 to establish, to the satisfaction of the

"U) such individual poses no risk to the benefici-

7

8

Secretary, that—

ary,

9

"(II) the financial relationship of such individual

10

to the beneficiary poses no substantial conflict of inter-

11

est, and

12

"(III) no other more suitable representative payee

13

can be found.

14

"(D)(i) Subject to clause (ii), if the Secretary makes a

15 determination described in the first sentence of paragraph (1)

16 with respect to any individual's benefit and determines that
17

direct payment of the benefit to the individual would cause

18

substantial harm to the individual, the Secretary may defer

19 (in the case of initial entitlement) or suspend (in the case of

20 existing entitlement) direct payment of such benefit to the
21

individual, until such time as the selection of a representative

22 payee is made pursuant to this subsection.
23

"(ii)W Except as provided in subcla.use (II), any deferral

24 or suspension of direct payment of a benefit pursuant to
25 clause (i) shall be for a period of not more than 1 month.
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"(II) Subclause (I) shall not apply in any case in which

2

the individual is, as of the date of the Secretary's determina-

3

tion, legally incompetent or under the age of 15.

4

"(iii) Payment pursuant to this subsection of any bene-

5

fits which are deferred or suspended pending the selection of

6 a representative payee shall be made to the individual or the
7

representative payee as a single sum or over such period of

8 time as the Secretary determines is in the best interest of the
9 individual entitled to such benefits.
10

"(E)(i) Any individual who is dissatisfied with a determi-

11

nation by the Secretary to certify payment of such individ-

12 ual's benefit to a representative payee under paragraph (1) or

13 with the designation of a particular person to serve as repre-

14 sentative payee shall be entitled to a hearing by the Secre15

tary to the same extent as is provided in subsection (b), and

16 to judicial review of the Secretary's final decision as is pro17

18

vided in subsection (g).

"(ii) In advance of the certification of payment of an

19 individual's benefit to a representative payee under para20 graph (1), the Secretary shall provide written notice of the
21

Secretary's initial determination to certify such payment.

22 Such notice shall be provided to such individual, except that,
23 if such individual—

24

"(I) is under the age of 15,
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2
3

"(II) is an unemancipated minor under the age of

18,or
"UlI) is legally incompetent,

4 then such notice shall be provided solely to the legal guardian
5 or legal representative of such individual.
6

"(iii) Any

such notice shall be clearly written in Ian-

7

guage that is easily understandable to the reader, shall identi-

8

fy the person to be designated as such individual's represent-

9

ative payee, and shall explain to the reader the right under

10 clause (i) of such individual or such individual's legal guardi11

12
13

an or legal representative—

"(I) to appeal a determination that a representative payee is necessary for such individualt,

14

"(II) to appeal the designation of a particular

15

person to serve as the representative payee of such in-

16

dividual, and

17

"(III) to review the evidence upon which such

18

designation is based and submit additional evidence.".

19

(ii) TITLE xvi.—Section 163 1(a)(2)(B)

20

(42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(B)) is amended to read

21

as follows:

22

"(B)(i) Any provision made under subparagraph (A) for

23 payment of benefits to the representative payee of an iniclivid24 ual or eligible spouse shall be made on the basis of—
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"(1)

1

an investigation by the Secretary of the

2

person to serve as representative payee, which shall be

3

conducted before such payment, and shall, to the

4

extent practicable, include a face-to-face interview with

5

the person; and

6

"(II) adequate evidence that such payment is in

7

the interest of the individual or eligible spouse (as de-

8

termined by the Secretary in regulations).

9

"(ii) As part of the investigation referred to in clause

10 (i)U), the Secretary shall—
"(1)

11

require the person being investigated to

12

submit documented proof of the identity of such person,

13

unless information establishing such identity was sub-

14

mitted with an application for benefits under title II or

15

this title;

16
17

"(II) verify the social security account number (or
employer identification number) of such person;

18
19

"(1111) determine whether such person has been
convicted of a violation of section 208 or 1632; and

20

"(IV) determine whether payment of benefits to

21

such person has been terminated pursuant to subpara-

22

graph (A)(ii)(ll), and whether certification of payment

23

of benefits to such person has been revoked pursuant to

24

section 205(j), by reason of misuse of funds paid as

25

benefits under title II or this title.
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2
3

4

"(iii) Benefits of an individual may not be paid to any
other person pursuant to subparagraph (A)(ii) if—

"(1) such person has previously been convicted as
described in clause (ii)(IflI);

5

"(II) except as provided in clause (iv), payment of

6

benefits to such person pursuant to subparagraph (A)(ii)

7

has previously been terminated as described in clause

8

(ii)(IV), or certification of payment of benefits to such

9

person under section 215(j) has previously been re-

10
11

yoked as described in section 215(j)(2)(B)(i)(IVJ; or
"(1111)

except as provided in clause (v), such

12

person is a creditor of the individual who provides the

13

individual with goods or services for consideration.

14

"(iv) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations under

15 which the Secretary may grant an exemption from clause
16 (iii)(ll) to any person on a case-by-case basis if such exemp17

tion would be in the best interest of the individual or eligible

18 spouse whose benefits under this title would be paid to such

19 person pursuant to subparagraph (A)6i).
20

"(v) Clause (iii)(ffl) shall not apply to any person who is

21 a creditor of the individual if the creditor is—

22
23

24
25

"(1) a relative of the individual if such relative resides in the same household as such individual;

"(II) a legal guardian or legal representative of
the individual;
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"(III) a facility that is licensed or certified as a

2

care facility under the law of a State or a political sub-

3

division of a State;

4

"(IV) a person who is an administrator, owner, or

5

employee of a facility referred to in subclause (III) if

6

the individual resides in the facility, and the payment

7

of benefits under this title to the facility or the person

8

is made only after good faith efforts have been made

9

by the local servicing office of the Social Security Ad-

10

ministration to locate an alternative representative

11

payee to whom the payment of such benefits would

12

serve the best interests of the individual; or

13

"(V) an individual who is determined by the Sec-

14

retary, on the basis of written findings and under pro-

15

cedures which the Secretary shall prescribe by regula-

16

tion,

17

payee.

18

"(vi) The procedures referred to in clause (v)(V) shall

19

require the individual who will serve as representative payee

to be acceptable to serve

as

a representative

20 to establish, to the satisfaction of the Secretary, that—
21

22

"(I) such individual poses no risk to the beneficiarv;

23

"(II) the financial relationship of such individual

24

to the beneficiary poses no substantial conflict of inter-

25

est; and
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"(III) no other more suitable representative payee

2

can be found.

3

"(vii) Subject to clause (viii), if the Secretary makes a

4 determination described in subparagraph (A)(ii) with respect
5

to any individual's benefit and determines that direct pay-

6 ment of the benefit to the individual would cause substantial

7 harm to the individual, the Secretary may defer (in the case
8 of initial entitlement) or suspend (in the case of existing enti9

tlement) direct payment of such benefit to the individual,

10 until such time as the selection of a representative payee is
11 made pursuant to this subparagraph.
12

"(viii)(I) Except as provided in subclause (I), any defer-

13

ral or suspension of direct payment of a benefit pursuant to

14 clause (vii) shall be for a period of not more than 1 month.
15

"(II) Clause (I) shall not apply in any case in

16

which the individual or eligible spouse is, as of the date

17

of the Secretary's determination, legally incompetent

18

or under the age 15 years.

19

"(ix) Payment pursuant to this subparagraph of any

20 benefits which are deferred or suspended pending the selec21

22
23

tion of a representative payee shall be made—

"U) to the representative payee upon such selection; and
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"(II) as a single payment, or over such period as

2

the Secretary determines is in the best interests of the

3

individual entitled to such benefits.

4

"(x) Any individual who is dissatisfied with a determina-

5 tion by the Secretary under subparagraph (A)(ii) to pay such

6 individual's benefits under this title to a representative payee,
7

or with the selection of a particular person to be the repre-

8

sentative payee of the individual, shall be entitled to a hear-

9 ing by the Secretary, and to judicial review of the Secretary's
10 final decision, to the same extent as is provided in subsection
11

12
13

(c).

"(xi) Before the first payment of an individual's benefit

to a representative payee under subparagraph

(A)(ii), the

14 Secretary shall provide written notice of the Secretary's mi15

tial determination to so make the payment. Such notice shall

16 be provided to—
17

"(1) the legal guardian or legal representative of

18

the individual, if the individual has not attained the age

19

of 15 years, is an unemancipated minor who has not

20

attained the age of 18 years, or is legally incompetent;

21

or

22
23

"(II) the individual, in any other case.
"(xii) Any notice referred to in clause (xi) shall be clear-

24 ly written in language that is easily understandable to the
25 reader, identify the person selected to be the representative
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payee of the individual, and explain to the reader the right

2 under clause (x) of the individual or the legal guardian or
3

4
5

6
7

8

9

legal representative of the individual—
"U) to appeal a determination that a representa-

tive payee is necessary for the individual;

"(II) to appeal the selection of a particular person
to be the representative payee of the individual; and
"(1111) to review the evidence upon which the se-

leetion is based and submit additional evidence.".

10

(B) REPORT ON FEASIBILITY OF OBTAINING

11

READY ACCESS TO CERTAIN CRIMINAL FRAUD

12

RECORDS.—A5 soon as practicable after the date

13

of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of

14

Health and Human Services, in consultation with

15

the Attorney General of the United States and

16

the Secretary of the Treasury, shall study the fea-

17

sibility of establishing and maintaining a current

18

list, which would be readily available to local of-

19

fices of the Social Security Administration for use

20

in investigations undertaken pursuant to section

21

205j)(2) or 1631(a)(2)W) of the Social Security

22

Act, of the names and social security account

23

numbers of individuals who have been convicted

24

of a violation of section 495 of title 18, United

25

States Code. The Secretary of Health and Human
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than July

1

Services shall, not later

2

submit the results of such study, together with

3

any recommendations, to the Committee on Ways

4

and Means of the House of Representatives and

5

the Committee on Finance of the Senate.

6

(3) PROvISION FOB COMPENSATION OF QUALI-

7

FlED ORGANIZATIONS SERVING AS REPRESENTATIVE

8

PAYEES.—

1,

1992,

(A) IN GENERAL.—

9

10

(i) TITLE 11.—Section 205(j) (42 U.S.C.

11

405(j)) is amended by redesignating para-

12

graph (4) as paragraph (5), and by inserting

13

after paragraph (3) the following new para-

14

graph:

15

"(4)(A) A qualified organization may collect from an in-

16 dividual a monthly fee for expenses (including overhead) in-

17 curred by such organization in providing services performed
18

as such individual's representative payee pursuant to this

19 subsection if such fee does not exceed the lesser of—
20

"(i) 10 percent of the monthly benefit involved, or

21

"(ii) $25.00 per month.

22 Any agreement providing for a fee in excess of the amount
23 permitted under this subparagraph shall be void and shall be

24 treated as misuse by such organization of such individual's
25 benefits.
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"(B) For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'qualified

2

organization' means any community-based nonprofit social

3

service agency which is bonded or licensed in each State in

4 which it serves as a representative payee and which, in ac5 cordance with any applicable regulations of the Secretary—
6

"(i) regularly provides services as the representa-

7

tive payee, pursuant to this subsection or section

8

1631(a)(2), concurrently to 5 or more individuals,

9

"(ii) demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secre-

10

tary that such agency is not otherwise a creditor of

11

any such individual, and
"(iii) was in existence on October 1, 1988.

12

"(C) Any

13

qualified

organization which knowingly

14 charges or collects, directly or indirectly, any fee in excess of

15 the maximum fee prescribed under subparagraph (A) or
16 makes any agreement, directly or indirectly, to charge or col17

lect any fee in excess of such maximum fee, shall be fined in

18 accordance with title 18, United States Code.
"(ID) This paragraph shall cease to be effective on Janu-

19

20 ary

1,

1994.".
(ii) TITLE xvi.—Section 1631(a)(2) (42

21

U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)) is amended—-

22

U) by

23

redesignating subparagraph

(D) as subparagraph (E);

24
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(111) by inserting after subpara-

1

graph (0) the following:

2

3

"(D)(i) A qualified organization may collect from an in-

4 dividual a monthly fee for expenses (including overhead) in5 curred by such organization in providing services performed
6

as such individual's representative payee pursuant to sub-

7 paragraph (A)(ii) if the fee does not exceed the lesser of—
8

"U) 10 percent of the monthly benefit involved, or

9

"(II) $25.00 per month.

10 Any agreement providing for a fee in excess of the amount
11 permitted under this clause shall be void and shall be treated
12

as misuse by the organization of the individual's benefits

13 under this title.
14

"(ii) For purposes of this subparagraph, the term 'quali-

15 fled organization' means any community-based nonprofit
16 social service agency which—
17

18

"U) is bonded or licensed in each State in which

the agency serves as a representative payee;

"(II) in accordance with any applicable regula-

19

20

tions of the Secretary—

21

"(aa) regularly provides services as a repre-

22

sentative payee pursuant to subparagraph (A)(ii)

23

or section 205(j)(4) concurrently to 5 or more in-

24

dividuals;
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"(bb) demonstrates to the satisfaction of the

2

Secretary that such person is not otherwise a

3

crethtor of any such inthvidual; and

"(cc) was in existence on October 1, 1988.

4
5

"(iii)

Any qualified

organization which knowingly

6 charges or collects, directly or inthrectly, any fee in excess of
7

the maximum fee prescribed under clause (i) or makes any

8 agreement, directly or indirectly, to charge or collect any fee
9

in excess of such maximum fee, shall be fined in accordance

10 with title 18, United States Code.
11

"(iv) This subparagraph shall cease to be effective on

12 January 1, 1994.".
(B) STUDIES AND REPORTS.—

13

14

(i) REPORT BY SECRETARY OF HEALTH

15

AND HUMAN SERVICES.—NOt later than

16

January 1, 1993, the Secretary of Health

17

and Human Services shall transmit a report

18

to the Committee on Ways and Means of the

19

House of Representatives and the Committee

20

on Finance of the Senate setting forth the

21

number and types of qualified organizations

22

which have served as representative paees

23

and have collected fees for such service pur-

24

suant to any amendment made by subpara-

25

graph (A), and
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(ii) REPORT BY COMPTROLLER GENER-

1

2

AL.—Not later than July

3

Comptroller General of the United States

4

shall conduct a study of the advantages and

5

disadvantages of allowing qualified organiza-

6

tions serving as representative payees to

7

charge fees pursuant to the amendments

8

made by subparagraph (A) and shall transmit

9

a report to the Committee on Ways and

10

Means of the House of Representatives and

11

the Committee on Finance of the Senate set-

12

ting forth the results of such study.

1,

1992, the

13

(4)

14

SCREENING

15

RECORDS.—As soon as practicable after the date of

16

the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Health and

17

Human Services shall conduct a study of the feasibility

18

of determining the type of representative payee appli-

19

cant most likely to have a felony or misdemeanor con-

20

viction, the suitability of individuals with prior convic-

21

tions to serve as representative payees, and the cir-

22

cumstances under which such applicants could be al-

23

lowed to serve as representative payees. The Secretary

24

shall transmit the results of such study to the Commit-

25

tee on Ways and Means of the House of Representa-

STUDY
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1

tives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate not

2

later than July 1, 1992.

3

(5) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

4

(A) USE AND SELECTION OF REPRESENTA-

5

TIVE PAYEES.—The amendments made by para-

6

graphs (1) and (2) shall take effect July 1, 1991,

7

and shall apply only with respect to—
(i)

8

certifications of payment of benefits

9

under title II of the Social Security Act to

10

representative payees made on or after such

11

date; and
(ii)

12

provisions for payment of benefits

13

under title XVII of such Act to representative

14

payees made on or after such date.

15

(B) COMPENSATION OF REPRESENTATIVE

16

pAYEES.—The amendments made by paragraph

17

(3) shall take effect January 1, 1992, and the

18

Secretary of Health and Human Services shall

19

prescribe initial regulations necessary to carry out

20

such amendments not later than such date.

21

(b) IMPROVEMENTS IN RECOBDKEEPING AND AurnT-

22 ING REQUIREMENTS.—
23

24

(1) IMPROVED ACCESS TO CERTAIN INFORMATION.—
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(A)

1

IN GERAJ.—Sectjon

205(j)(3)

(42

U.S.C. 605(j)(3)) is amended—

2
3

(i) by striking subparagraph (B);

4

(ii) by redesignating subparagraphs (c),

5

(B), and (E) as subparagraphs (B), (c), and

6

(B), respectively;

7

(iii) in

subparagraph (I)) (as so redesig-

8

nated), by striking "(A), (B), (C), and (I))"

9

and inserting "(A), (13), and (C)"; and

10

(iv) by adding at the end the following
new subparagraphs:

11

12

"(E) The Secretary shall maintain a centralized file,

13 which shall be updated periodically and which shall be in a
14 form which will be readily retrievable by each servicing office
15 of the Social Security Administration, of—
16

"(i) the address and the social security account

17

number (or employer identification number) of each

18

representative payee who is receiving benefit payments

19

pursuant to this subsection or section 1631(a)(2), and

20

"(ii)

the address and social security account

21

number of each individual for whom each representa-

22

tive payee is reported to be providing services as rep-

23

resentative payee pursuant to this subsection or section

24

1631(a)(2).
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"(F) Each servicing office of the Administration shall

2 maintain a list, which shall be updated periodically, of public
3

agencies and community-based nonprofit social service agen-

4 cies which are qualified to serve as representative payees
5 pursuant to this subsection or section 163 1(a)(2) and which
6 are located in the area served by such servicing office.".
7

(B) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments

8

made by subparagraph (A) shall take effect Octo-

9

ber 1, 1992, and the Secretary of Health and

10

Human Services shall take such actions as are

11

necessary to ensure that the requirements of sec-

12

tion 205(j)(3)(E) of the Social Security Act (as

13

amended by subparagraph (A) of this paragraph)

14

are satisfied as of such date.

15

(2)

16

OVERSIGHT

17

PATEES.—

STUDY RELATING TO MORE STRINGENT
OF

HIGH-RISK

REPRESENTATIVE

18

(A) IN GENERAL—As soon as practicable

19

after the date of the enactment of this Act, the

20

Secretary of Health and Human Services shall

21

conduct a study of the need for a more stringent

22

accounting system for high-risk representative

23

payees than is otherwise generally provided under

24

section 205(j)(3) or 163 1(a)(2)(C) of the Social Se-

25

curity Act, which would include such additional
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reporting requirements, record maintenance re-

2

quirements, and other measures as the Secretary

3

considers necessary to determine whether services

4

are being appropriately provided by such payees

5

in accordance

6

1631(a)(2).

with such

sections

205(j)

and

7

(B) SPECIAL PROCEDUREs.—In such study,

8

the Secretary shall determine the appropriate

9

means of implementing more stringent, statistical-

10

ly valid procedures for—

11

(i)

reviewing reports which would be

12

submitted to the Secretary under any system

13

described in subparagraph (A), and

14

(ii)

periodic, random audits of records

which would be kept under such a system,

15
16

in order to identify any instances in which high-

17

risk representative payees are misusing payments

18

made pursuant to section 205(j) or 1631(a)(2) of

19

the Social Security Act.

20

(C) HIGH-RIsK REPRESENTATIVE PAYEE.—

21

For purposes of this paragraph, the term "high-

22

risk representative payee" means a representative

23

payee under section 205(j) or 1631(a)(2) of the

24

Social
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1383(a)(2), respectively) (other than a Federal or

2

State institution) who—
(i)

3

regularly provides concurrent serv-

4

ices as a representative payee under such

5

section 205(j), such section 163 1(a)(2), or

6

both such sections, for 5 or mOre individuals

7

who are unrelated to such representative

8

payee,

9

(ii) is neither related to an individual on

10

whose behalf the payee is being paid benefits

11

nor living in the same househo'd with such

12

individua',

is a creditor of such individual, or

13

(iii)

14

(iv) is in such other category of payees

15

as the Secretary may determine appropriate.

16

(D) REPORT.—The Secretary shall report to

17

the Committee on Ways and Means of the House

18

of Representatives and the Committee on Finance

19

of the Senate the resu]is of the study, together

20

with any recommendations, not later than July 1,

21

1992. Such report shall include an evaluation of

22

the feasibility and desirability of legislation imple-

23

menting stricter accounting and review procedures

24

for high-risk representative payees in all servicing
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offices of the Social Security Administration (to-

2

gether with proposed legislative language).

3

(3) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS RELATING TO

4

PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO LOCAL AGENCIES

5

PROVIDING CHILD AND ADULT PROTECTIVE SERV-

6

ICES.—

7

(A) IN GENERAL.—As soon as practicable

8

after the date of the enactment of this Act, the

9

Secretary of Health and Human Services shall

10

implement a demonstration project under this

11

paragraph in all or part of not fewer than 2

12

States. Tinder each such project, the Secretary

13

shall enter into an agreement with the State in

14

which the project is located to make readily avail-

15

able, for the duration of the project, to the appro-

16

priate State agency, a listing of addresses of mul-

17

tiple benefit recipients.

18

(B) LISTING OF ADDRESSES OF MULTIPLE

19

BENEFIT RECIPIENTS.—_.The list referred to in

20

subparagraph (A) shall consist of a current list

21

setting forth each address within the State at

22

which benefits under title II, benefits uiider title

23

XVI, or any combination of such benefits are

24

being received by 5 or more individuals. For pur-

25

poses of this subparagraph, in the case of benefits
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1

under title II, all individuals receiving benefits on

2

the basis of the wages and self-employment

3

income of the same individual shall be counted as

4

1 individual.

5

(C) APPROPRIATE STATE AGENCY.—The

6

appropriate State agency referred to in subpara-

7

graph (A) is the agency of the State which the

8

Secretary determines is primarily responsible for

9

regulating care facilities operated in such State or

10

providing for child and adult protective services in

11

such State.

12

(D) REPORT.—The Secretary shall report to

13

the Committee on Ways and Means of the House

14

of Representatives and the Committee on Finance

15

of

16

projects, together with any recommendations, not

17

later than July 1, 1992. Such report shall include

18

an evaluation of the feasibility and desirability of

19

legislation implementing the programs established

20

pursuant to this paragraph on a permanent basis.

21

(E) STATE.—FOr purposes of this paragraph,

22

the term "State" means a. State, induding the en-

23

tities included in such term by section 210(h)

24

the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 410(h)).

25

the Senate concerning such demonstration

(c) REPORTS TO THE CoNGRESS.—
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(1) IN GENERAL.—

1

2

(A) TITLE 11.—Section 205(j)(5) (as so re-

3

designated by subsection (a)(3)(A)(i) of this sec-

4

tion) is amended to read as follows:

5

"(5) The Secretary shall include as a part of the annual

6 report required under section 704 information with respect to
7

the implementation of the preceding provisions of this subsec-

8

tion, including the number of cases in which the representa-

9

tive payee was changed, the number of cases discovered

10 where there has been a misuse of funds, how any such cases
11

were dealt with by the Secretary, the final disposition of such

12

cases, including any criminal penalties imposed, and such

13

other information as the Secretary determines to be appropri-

14 ate.".
15

(B) TITLE

xvi.—Sectjon 1631(a)(2)(E) (42

16

U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(E)), as so redesignated by sub-

17

section (a)(3)(A)(ii)(I) of this section, is amended to

18

read as follows:

19

"(E) The Secretary shall include as a part of the annual

20 report required under section 704 information with respect to
21

the implementation of the preceding provisions of this para-

22 graph, including—
23

24

"(i) the number of cases in which the representative payee was changed;
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"(ii) the number of cases discovered where

1

2

there has been a misuse of funds;

"(iii) how any such cases were dealt with by

3

4

the Secretary;

"(iv) the final disposition of such cases (in-

5
6

cluding any criminal penalties imposed); and

"(v) such other information as the Secretary

7

8

determines to be appropriate.".

9

(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made

10

by paragraph (1) shall apply with respect to annual re-

11

ports issued for years after 1991.

12

(3) FEASIBILITY STUDY REGARDING INVOLVE-

13

MENT OF DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS.—As

14

soon as practicable after the date of the enactment of

15

this Act, the Secretary of Health and Human Services,

16

in cooperation with the Secretary of Veterans Affairs,

17

shall conduct a study of the feasibility of designating

18

the Department of Veterans Affairs as the lead agency

19

for purposes of selecting, appointing, and monitoring

20

representative payees for those individuals who receive

21

benefits paid under title II or XVI

22

rity Act and benefits paid by the Department of Veter-

23

ans Affairs. Not later than 180 days after the date of

24

the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Health and

25

Human Services shall transmit to the Committee on
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1

Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and

2

the Committee on Finance of the Senate a report set-

3

ting forth the results of such study, together with any

4

recommendations.

5

SEC. 6054. FEES FOR REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANTS IN AD-

6
7

MINISTRA'rIVE PROCEEDINGS.

(a) IN

(1) TITLE 11.—Subsection (a) of section 206 (42

8

9

U.S.C. 406(a)) is amended—

10

(A) by inserting "(1)" after "(a)";

11

(B) in the fifth sentence, by striking "When-

12

ever" and inserting "Except as provided in para-

13

graph (2)(A), whenever"; and

14

(C) by striking the sixth sentence and all that

15

follows through "Any person who" in the seventh

16

sentence and inserting the following:

17

"(2)(A) In the case of a claim of entitlement to past-due

18 benefits under this title, if—
19

"(i) an agreement between the claimant and an-

20

other person regarding any fee to be recovered by such

21

person to compensate such person for services with re-

22

spect to the claim is presented in writing to the Secre-

23

tary prior to the time of the Secretary's determination

24

regarding the claim,
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"(ii) the fee specified in the agreement does not

1

2

exceed the lesser of—

3

"(I) 25 percent of the total amount of such

4

past-due benefits (as determined before any appli-

5

cable reduction under section 1127(a)), or

"(II) $4,000, and

6

"(iii) the determination is favorable to the claim-

7

8

ant,

9 then the Secretary shall approve that agreement at the time
10 of the favorable determination, and (subject to paragraph (3))
11

the fee specified in the agreement shall be the maximum fee.

12 The Secretary may from time to time increase the dollar

13 amount under clause (ii)(ll) to the extent that the rate of
14 increase in such amount, as determined over the period since

15 January 1, 1991, does not at any time exceed the rate of
16 increase in primary insurance amounts under section 2 15(i)
17

since such date. The Secretary shall publish any such in-

18 creased amount in the Federal Register.
19

"(B) For purposes of this subsection, the term 'past-due

20 benefits' excludes any benefits with respect to which payment
21 has been continued pursuant to section 223(g).
22

"(C) In the case of a claim with respect to which the

23 Secretary has appr?ved an agreement pursuant to subpara24 graph (A), the Secretary shall provide the claimant and the
25 person representing the claimant a written notice of—
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"(i) the dollar amount of the past-due benefits (as

2

determined before any applicable reduction under sec-

3

tion 1127(a)) and the dollar amount of the past-due

4

benefits payable to the claimant,

5

"(ii) the dollar amount of the maximum fee which

6

may be charged or recovered as determined under this

7

paragraph, and

"(iii) a description of the procedures for review

8
9

under paragraph (3).

10

"(3)(A) The Secretary shall provide by regulation for

11

review of the amount which would otherwise be the maxi-

12 mum fee as determined under paragraph (2) if, within 15
13

days after receipt of the notice provided pursuant to para-

14 graph (2)(C)—
15

"(i) the claimant, or the administrative law judge

16

or other adjudicator who made the favorable determi-

17

nation, submits a written request to the Secretary to

18

reduce the maximum fee, or

19

"(ii) the person representing the claimant submits

20

a written request to the Secretary to increase the max-

21

imum fee.

22 Any such review shall be conducted after providing the
23 claimant, the person representing the claimant, and the adju24 dicator with reasonable notice of such request and an oppor-

25 tunity to submit written information in favor of or in opposiS 3209 PCS
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tion to such request. The adjudicator may request the Secre-

2 tary to reduce the maximum fee only on the basis of evidence
3

of the failure of the person representing the claimant to rep-

4 resent adequately the claimant's interest or on the basis of
5 evidence that the fee is clearly excessive for services ren-

6 dered.
7

"(B)(i) In the case of a request for review under sub-

8 paragraph (A) by the claimant or by the person representing
9 the claimant, such review shall be conducted by the adminis10 trative law judge who made the favorable determination or, if
11

the Secretary determines that such administrative law judge

12

is unavailable or if the determination was not made by an

13

administrative law judge, such review shall be conducted by

14 another person designated by the Secretary for such purpose.
15

"(ii) In the case of a request by the adjudicator for

16 review under subparagraph (A), the review shall be conduct17

ed by the Secretary or by an administrative law judge or

18 other person (other than such adjudicator) who is designated

19 by the Secretary.
20

"(C) Upon completion of the review, the administrative

21 law judge or other person conducting the review shall affirm
22 or modify the amount which would otherwise be the maxi-

23 mum fee. Any such amount so affirmed or modified shall be

24 considered the amount of the maximum fee which may be
25 recovered under paragraph (2). The decision of the adminis-
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trative law judge or other person conducting the review shall

2

not be subject to further review.

3

"(4)(A) Subject to subparagraph (B), if the claimant is

4 determined to be entitled to past-due benefits under this title

5 and the person representing the claimant is an attorney, the

6 Secretary shall, notwithstanding section 205(i), certify for
7 payment out of such past-due benefits (as determined before
8 any applicable reduction under section 1127(a)) to such attor-

9 ney an amount equal to the maximum fee, but not in excess
10 of 25 percent of such past-due benefits (as determined before
11

12

any applicable reduction under section 1127(a)).

"(B) The Secretary shall not in any case certify any

13 amount for payment to the attorney pursuant to this para14 graph before the expiration of the 15-day period referred to
15

in paragraph (3)(A) or, in the case of any review conducted

16 under paragraph (3), before the completion of such review.
17

"(5) Any person who".

18

(2) TITLE xvi.—Paragraph (2)(A) of section 1631

19

(d) (42 u.S.C. 1383(d)(2)(A)) is ameflded to read as fol-

20

lows:

21

"(2)(A) The provisions of section 206(a) (other than

22 paragraphs (2)(B) and (4) thereof) shall apply to this part to
23 the same extent as they apply in the case of title II, and in so

24 applying such provisions 'section 1631(g)' shall be substituted
25 for 'section 1127(a)'.".
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(b) PROTECTION OF ATTORNEY'S FEES FROM OFF-

2 SETTING SSI BENEFITS.—Subsection (a) of section 1127
3

(42 U.S.C. 1320a-6(a)) is amended by adding at the end the

4 following new sentence: "A benefit under title II shall not be

5 reduced pursuant to the preceding sentence to the extent that
6 any amount of such benefit would not otherwise be available
7

for payment in full of the maximum fee which may be recov-

8

ered from such benefit by an attorney pursuant to section

9

206(a)(4).".

10

(c) LIMITATION OF TRAVEL EXPENSES FOR REP- RE-

11 SENTATION OF CLAIMANTS AT ADMINISTRATIVE PRo12 CEEDINGS.—Section

201(j)

(42

U.S.C. 401(j)),

section

13

1631(h) (42 U.S.C. 1383(h)), and section 1817(i) (42 U.S.C.

14

1395i(i)) are each amended by adding at the end the follow-

15 ing new sentence: "The amount available for payment under
16

this subsection for travel by a representative to attend an

17

administrative proceeding before an administrative law judge

18

or other adjudicator shall not exceed the maximum amount

19 allowable under this subsection for such travel originating
20 within the geographic area of the office having jurisdiction
21 over such proceeding.".
22

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendmeiits made by this

23 section shall apply with respect to determinations made on or

24 after January 1, 1991, and to reimbursement for travel ex25 penses incurred on or after January 1, 1991.
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SEC. 6055. APPLICABILITY OF ADMINISTRATIVE RES JUDICA-

2
3

4

TA; RELATED NOTICE REQUIREMENTS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—

(1) TITLE 11.—Section 205(b) of the Social Secu-

5.

rity Act (42 U.S.C

6

the end the following new paragraph:

405(b))

is amended by adding at

7

"(3)(A) A failure to timely request review of an

8

initial adverse determination with respect to an ap-

9

plication for any benefit under this title or an adverse

10

determination on reconsideration of such an initial de-

11

termination shall not serve as a basis for denial of a

12

subsequent application for any benefit under this title if

13

the applicant demonstrates that the applicant, or any

14

other individual referred to ill paragraph (1), failed t.o

15

so request such a review acting in good faith reliance

16

upon incorrect, incomplete, or misleading information,

17

relating to the consequences of reapplying for benefits

18

in lieu of seeking review of an adverse determination,

19

provided by any officer or employee of the Sothal Secu-

20

rity Administration or any State agency acting under

21

sect.ion 221.

22

"(B) In any notice of an adverse determination

23

with respect to which a review may be requested

24

under paragraph (1), the Secretary shall describe in

25

clear and specific language the effect on possible enti-
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tlement to benefits under this title of choosing to reap-

2

ply in lieu of requesting review of the determination.".

3

(2) TITLE XVI.—Section 1631(c)(1) (42 U.S.C

4

1383(c)(1)) is amended—

5

(A) by inserting "(A)" after "(c)(1)"; and

6

(B) by adding at the end the following:

7

"(B)(A) A failure to timely request review of an initial

8 adverse determination with respect to an application for any

9 payment under this title or an adverse determination on re10 consideration of such an initial determination shall not serve
11

as a basis for denial of a subsequent application for any pay-

12 ment under this title if the applicant demonstrates that the
13

applicant, or any other individual referred to in paragraph

14

(1), failed to so request such a review acting in good faith

15 reliap.ce upon incorrect, incomplete, or misleading informa16 tion, relating to the consequences of reapplying for payments
17

in lieu of seeking review of an adverse determination, provid-

18 ed by any officer or employee of the Social Security Adminis19 tration.

20

"(B) In any notice of an adverse determination with re-

21

spect to which a review may be requested under paragraph

22 (1), the Secretary shall describe in clear and specific language

23 the effect on possible entitlement to payments under this title

24 of choosing to reapply in lieu of requesting review of the
25 determination.".
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(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

2

section shall apply with respect to adverse determinations

3 made on or after January 1, 1991.
4 SEC. 6056. DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS RELATING TO AC5

COUNTABILITY

6

CENTER COMMUNICATIONS.

7

(a)

FOR TELEPHONE

SERVICE

IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health and

8 Human Services shall develop and carry out demonstration
9 projects designed to implement the accountability procedures

10 described in subsection (b) in each of not fewer than 3 tele11 phone service centers operated by the Social Security Acimin12 istration. Telephone service centers shall be selected for im-

13 plementation of the accountability procedures as they would

14 operate in conjunction with the service technology most re15 cently employed by the Social Security Administration. Each

16 such demonstration project shall commence not later than
17

180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act and shall

18 remain in operation for not less than 1 year and not more
19 than 3 years.
20

(b) ACCOUNTABILITY PROCEDURES.—

21

(1) IN GENERAL.—During the period of each

22

demonstration project developed and carried out by the

23

Secretary of Health and Human Services with respect

24

to a telephone service center pursuant to subsection

25

(a), the Secretary shall provide for the application at
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such telephone service center of accountability proce-

2

dures consisting of the following:

3

(A) In any case in which a person communi-

4

cates with the Social Security Administration by

5

telephone at such telephone service center and

6

provides in such communication his or her name,

7

address, and such other identifying information as

8

the Secretary determines necessary and appropri-

9

ate for purposes of this subparagraph, the Secre-

10

tary must thereafter promptly provide such person

11

a written receipt which sets forth—

12

(i) the name of any individual represent-

13

ing the Social Security Administration with

14

whom such person has spoken in such corn-

15

munication,

16

(ii) the date of the communication;

17

(iii)

a description of the nature of the

communication,

18
19

(iv) any action that an individual repre-

20

senting the Social Security Administration

21

has indicated in the communication will be

22

taken in response to the communication, and

23

(v) a description of the information or

24

advice offered in the communication by an
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individual representing the Social Security

2

Administration.

3

(B) Such

person must be notified during the

4

communication by an individual representing the

5

Social Security Administration that, if adequate

6

identifying information is provided to the Adminis-

7

tration, a receipt described in subparagraph (A)

8

will be provided to such person.

9

(C) A copy of any receipt required to be pro-

10

vided to any person under subparagraph (A) must

11

be—

12

(i) included in the file maintained by the

13

Social Security Administration relating to

14

such person, or

15

(ii) if there is no such file, otherwise re-

16

tamed by the Social Security Administration

17

in retrievable form until the end of the 5-

18

year period following the termination of the

19

project.

20

(2) ExcLusIoN OF CERTAIN ROUTINE TELE-

21

PHONE COMMUNICATIONS.—The Secretary may ex-

22

dude from demonstration projects carried out pursuant

23

to this section routine telephone communications which

24

do not relate to potential or current eligibility or enti-

25

tiement to benefits.
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(C) REPORT.—

2

(1) IN GENERAL—The Secretary of Health and

3

Human Services shall submit to the Committee on

4

Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and

5

the Committee on Finance of the Senate a written

6

report on the progress of the demonstration projects

7

conducted pursuant to this section, together with any

8

related data and materials which the Secretary may

9

consider appropriate. The report shall be submitted not

10

later than 90 days after the termination of the project.

11

(2) SPEcIFIc MATTERS TO BE INCLUDED.—The

12

report required under paragraph (1) shall—

(A) assess the costs and benefits of the ac-

13

14

countability procedures,

(B) identify any major difficulties encountered

15

16

in implementing the demonstration project, and

(C) assess the feasibility of implementing the

17

18

accountability procedures on a national basis.

19 SEC. 6057. TELEPHONE ACCESS TO THE SOCIAL SECURITY AD-

20
21

MINISTRATION.

(a) REQUIRED MINIMUM LEVEL OF ACCESS TO LOCAL

22 OFFICES.—In addition to such other access by telephone to
23 offices of the Social Security Administration as the Secretary

24 of Health and Human Services may consider appropriate, the

25 Secretary shall maintain access by telephone to local offices
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of the Social Security Administration at the level of access

2 generally available as of September 30, 1989.
3

(b) TELEPHONE LIsTnGs.—The Secretary shall make

4 such requests of local telephone utilities in the United States
5

as are necessary to ensure that the listings subsequently

6 maintained and published by such utilities for each locality
7

include the address and telephone number for each local

8 office of the Social Security Administration to which direct
9

telephone access is maintained under subsection (a) in such

10 locality. Such listing may also include information concerning
11

the availability of a toll-free number which may be called for

12 general information.
13

14

(c) REPORT BY SECRETARY.—NOt later than January

1, 1993, the Secretary shall submit to the Committee

on

15 Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the
16 Committee on Finance of the Senate a report which—
17

(1) assesses the impact of the requirements estab-

18

lished by this section on the Social Security Adminis-

19

tration's allocation of resources, workload levels, and

20

service to the public, and

21

(2) presents a plan for using new, innovative tech-

22

nologies to enhance access to the Social Security Ad-

23

ministration, including access to local offices.

24

(d) GAO REPORT.—NOt later than 90 days after the

25 date of the enactment of this Act, the Comptroller General of
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the United States shall submit a report to the Oommittee on

2 Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the
3 Oommittee on Finance of the Senate describing the level of

4 telephone access by the public to the local offices of the
5 Social Security Administration.
6
7

(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsections (a) and (b) shall
take effect on April 1, 1991.

8 SEC. 6058. AMENDMENTS RELATING TO SOCIAL SECURITY AC9

10

COUNT STATEMENTS.

(a) IN GERAL.—Section 1142 of the Social Security

11 Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b-13), as added by section 10308 of the

12 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 (103 Stat.
13 2485), is amended—

14
15

16

(1) by striking "SEC. 1142."

and

inserting "SEC.

1143."; and

(2) in subsection (c)(2), by striking "

a

biennial"

17

and inserting "an annual".

18

(b) DISCLOSURE OF ADDRESS INFORMATION BY IN-

19 TERNAL REVENUE SERVICE TO SOCIAL SECURITY ADMIN-

20 ISTRATION.—
21

(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 6103(m) of the Inter-

22

nal Revenue Oode of 1986 (relating to disclosure of

23

taxpayer identity information) is amended by adding at

24

the end the following new paragraph:
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"(7) SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT STATEMENT FUR-

2 NISHED BY SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION.—Upon
3

written request by the Commissioner of Social Security, the

4 Secretary may disclose the mailing address of any taxpayer
5 who is entitled to receive a social security account statement

6 pursuant to section 1143(c) of the Social Security Act, for
7

use only by officers, employees or agents of the Social Secu-

8

rity Administration for purposes of mailing such statement to

9 such taxpayer.".
10

(2)

SAFEGUARDS.—Section 6103(p)(4) of such

11

Code (relating to safeguards) is amended, in the matter

12

following subparagraph (f)(iii), by striking "subsection

13

(m)(2), (4), or (6)" and inserting "paragraph (2),

14

(6), or (7) of subsection (m)".

(4),

15

(3) UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE PENALTIES.—

16

Paragraph (2) of section 7213(a) of such Code (relating

17

to unauthorized disclosure of returns and return infor-

18

mation) is amended by striking "(m)(2), (4), or (6)" and

19

inserting "(m)(2), (4), (6), or (7)".

20 SEC. 6059. TRIAL WORK PERIOD DURING ROLLING FIVE-YEAR
PERIOD FOR ALL DISABLED BENEFICIARIES.

21

22

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 222(c)(42 U.S.C. 422(c)) is

23 amended—
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(1) in paragraph (4)(A), by striking ", beginning

2

on or after the first day of such period," and inserting

3

"iii any period of 60 consecutive months,"; and

4
5

(2) by striking paragraph (5).
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by sub-

6 section (a) shall take effect on January 1, 1992.
7

SEC. 6060. CONTINUATION OF BENEFITS ON ACCOUNT OF PAR.

8

TICIPATION IN A NON-STATE VOCATIONAL RE-

9

HABILITATION PROGRAM.

10

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 225(b) (42 U.S.C. 425(b)) is

11 amended—
12
13

14

(1) by striking paragraph (1) and inserting the following new paragraph:

"(1) such individual

is

participating in an ap-

15

proved program of vocational rehabilitation services,

16

and"; and

17

(2) in paragraph (2), by striking "Commissioner of

18

Social Security" and inserting "Secretary".

19

(b)PAYMENTS uD PR0CEDuREs.—Section 163 1(a)(6)

20 (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(6)) is amended—
21

22

(1) by striking subparagraph (A) and inserting the
following new subparagraph:

23

"(A) such individual is participating in an ap-

24

proved program of vocational rehabilitation services,

25

and"; and
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(2) in subparagraph (B), by striking "Commission-

1

2

er of Social Security" and inserting "Secretary".

3

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

4 section shall be effective with respect to benefits payable for

5 months after the eleventh month following the month in
6 which this Act is enacted and shall apply only with respect to
7

individuals whose blindness or disability has or may have

8 ceased after such eleventh month, as determined by the Sec9 retary of Health and Human Services.
10 SEC. 6061. LIMITATION ON NEW ENTITLEMENT TO SPECIAL
11

12
13

AGE.72 PAYMENTS.

(a)

IN

GENERAL.—Sectjon

228(a)(2)

(42

U.S.C.

428(a)(2)) is amended by striking "(B)" and inserting "(B)(i)

14 attained such age after 1967 and before 1972, and (ii)".
15

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE— The amendment made by sub-

16

section (a) shall apply with respect benefits payable on the

17

basis of applications filed after the date of the enactment of

18 this Act.

19 SEC. 6062. ELIMINATION OF ADVANCED CREDITING TO THE

20

TRUST FUNDS OF SOCIAL SECURITY PAYROLL

21

TAXES AND REVENUES FROM TAXATION OF

22

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS.

23

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 201(a)(42 U.S.C. 401(a)) is

24 amended—
25

(1) in the first sentence following clause (4)—
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(A) by striking "monthly on the first day of

2

each calendar month" both places it appears and

3

inserting "from time to time";

4

(B) by striking "to be paid to or deposited

5

into the Treasury during such month" and insert-

6

ing "paid to or deposited into the Treasury"; and

7

(2) in the last sentence, by striking "Fund;" and

8

inserting "Fund. Notwithstanding the preceding sen-

9

tence, in any month for which the Secretary of the

10

Treasury determines that the assets of either such

11

Trust Fund would otherwise be inadequate to meet

12

such Fund's obligations, the Secretary of the Treasury

13

shall transfer to such Trust Fund on the first day of

14

such month the amount which would have been trans-

15

ferred to such Fund under this section as in effect on

16

October 1, 1990; and".

17

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

18 section shall become effective on the first day of the month
19

following the month in which this Act is enacted.

20 SEC. 6063. ELIMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR RETROACTIVE
21

BENEFITS FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS ELIGI-

22

BLE FOR REDUCED BENEFITS.

23

(a)

IN

GENERAL.—Section

24 402(j)(4)) is amended—
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(1) in subparagraph (A), by striking "if the effect"

2

and all that follows and inserting "if the amount of the

3

monthly benefit to which such individual would other-

4

wise be entitled for any such month would be subject

5

to reduction pursuant to subsection (q)."; and

6

(2) in subparagraph (B), by striking clauses (i) and

7

(iv) and by redesignating clauses (ii), (iii), and (v) as

8

clauses (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively.

9

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

10 section shall apply with respect to applications for benefits
11

filed on or alter January 1, 1991.

12 SEC. 6064. CONSOLIDATION OF OLD METHODS OF COMPUTING

13

14

PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNTS.

(a) CONSOLIDATION OF COMPUTATION METHODS.—

15
16

(1) IN GENERAL.—Sectjon 215(a)(5) (42 U.S.C.
415(a)(5)) is amended—

17

(A) by striking "For purposes of" and insert-

18

ing "(A) Subject to subparagraphs (B), (C), (D)

19

and (E), for purposes of";

20

(B) by striking the last sentence; and

21

(C) by adding at the end the following new

22
23

subparagraphs:
"(B)(i) Subject to clauses (ii), (iii), and (iv), and notwith-

24 standing any other provision of law, the primary insurance
25 amount of any individual described in subparagraph (C) shall
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be, in lieu of the primary insurance amount as computed pur-

2

suant to any of the provisions referred to in subparagraph

3

(B), the primary insurance amount computed under subsec-

4 tion (a) of section 215 as in effect in December 1978, without

5 regard to subsection (b)(4)

and

(c) of such section as so in

6 effect.
7

"(ii) The computation of a primary insurance amount

8 under this subparagraph shall be subject to section 104(j)(2)
9

of the Social Security Amendments of 1972 (relating to the

10 number of elapsed years under section 215(b)).
11

"(iii) In computing a primary insurance amount under

12

this subparagraph, the dollar amount specified in paragraph

13

(3) of section 215(a) (as in effect in December 1978) shall be

14 increased to $11.50.
15

"(iv) In the case of an individual to whom section 2 15(d)

16

applies, the primary insurance amount of such individual

17

shall be the greater of—

18

"(I) the primary insurance amount computed

19

under the preceding clauses of this subparagraph, or

20

"(II) the primary insurance amount computed under

21

section 215(d).

22

"(0) An individual is described in this subparagraph if—

23

"(i) paragraph (1) does not apply to such individ-

24

ual by reason of such individual's eligibility for an old-
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1

age or disability insurance benefit, or the individual's

2

death, prior to 1979, and

3

"(ii) such individual's primary insurance amount

4

computed under this section as in effect immediately

5

before the date of the enactment of the Qmnibus

6

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 would have been

7

computed under the provisions described in subpara-

8

graph (I)).

9

"(D) The provisions described in this subparagraph

10 are—
11

"(i) the provisions of this subsection as in effect

12

prior to the enactment of the Social Security Amend-

13

ments of 1965, if such provisions would preclude the

14

use of wages prior to 1951 in the computation of the

15

primary insurance amount,

16

"(ii) the provisions of section 209 as in effect prior

17

to the enactment of the Social Security Act Amend-

18

ments of 1950, and

19

"(iii) the provisions of section 2 15(d) as in effect

20

prior to the enactment of the Social Security Amend-

21

ments of 1977.

22

"(E) For purposes of this paragraph, the table for deter-

23 mining primary insurance amounts and maximum family ben24 efits contained in this section in December 1978 shall be re-

25 vised as provided by subsection (i) for each year alter 1978.".
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2

(2) COMPUTATION OF PRIMARY INSURANCE BEN-

EFIT uNDER 1939 ACT.—
(A)

3

DIVISION OF WAGES BY ELAPSED

4

YEuS.—Section 215(d)(1) (42 U.S.C. 415(d)(1))

5

is amended—

6

(i)

in subparagraph (A),

by inserting

7

"and subject to section 104(j)(2) of the Social

8

Security Amendments of 1972" after "there-

9

of"; and

(ii) by striking "(B) For purposes" in

10

that

11

subparagraph

12

through clause (ii) of such subparagraph and

13

inserting the following:

14
15

(B)

and

all

follows

"(B) For purposes of subparagraphs (B) and (C) of
subsection (b)(2) (as so in effect)—

16

"(i) the total wages prior to 1951 (as defined

17

in subparagraph (C) of this paragraph) of an mdi-

18

vidual—

19

"(I) shaH, in the case of an individual

20

who attained age 21 prior to 1950, be divid-

21

ed by the number of years (hereinafter ii this

22

subparagraph referred to as the 'divisor')

23

elapsing after the year in which the inidivid-

24

ual attained age 20, or 1936 if later, and

25

prior to the earlier of the year of death or
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1951, except that such divisor shall not in-

2

dude any calendar year entirely included in

3

a period of disability, and in no case shall the

.4

divisor be less than one, and

5

"(II) shall, in the case of an individual

6

who died before 1950 and before attaining

7

age 21, be divided by the number of years

8

(hereinafter in this subparagraph referred to

9

as the 'divisor') elapsing after the second

10

year prior to the year of death, or 1936 if

11

later, and prior to the year of death, and in

12

no case shall the divisor be less than one;

13

and

14

"(ii) the total wages prior to 1951 (as de-

15

fined in subparagraph (C) of this paragraph) of an

16

individual who either attained age 21 after 1949

17

or died after 1949 before attaining age 21, shall

18

be divided by the number of years (hereinafter in

19

this subparagraph referred to as the 'divisor')

20

elapsing after 1949 and prior to 1951.".

21

(B) CREDITING OF WAGES TO YEARS.—

22

Clause (iii) of section 215(d)(1)(B) (42 U.S.C.

23

415(d)(1)(B)(iii)) is amended to read as follows:

24
25

"(iii) if

the quotient exceeds $8,000, only

$8,000 shall be deemed to be the individual's
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wages for each of the years which were used in

2

computing the amount of the divisor, and the re-

3

mainder of the individual's total wages prior to

4

1951 (1) if less than $3,000, shall be deemed

5

credited to the computation base year (as defined

6

in subsection (b)(2) as in effect in December 1977)

7

immediately preceding the earliest year used in

8

computing the amount of the divisor, or (II)

if

9

$3,000 or more, shall be deemed credited,

in

10

$3,000 increments, to the computation base year

11

(as so defined) immediately preceding the earliest

12

year used in computing the amount of the divisor

13

and to each of the computation base years (as so

14

defined) consecutively preceding that year, with

15

any remainder less than $3,000 being credited to

16

the computation base year (as so defined) immedi-

17

ately preceding the earliest year to which a full

18

$3,000 increment was credited; and".
(0) APPLIcABILI'ry.—Section 215(d) is fur-

19

20

ther amended—

21

(i)

22

in

paragraph (2)(B), by striking

"except as provided in paragraph (3),";

23

(ii) by striking paragraph (2)(C) and in-

24

serting the following:
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"(C)(i) who becomes entitled to benefits under

1

2

section 202(a) or 223 or who dies, or

3

"(ii) whose primary insurance amount is required

4

to be recomputed under paragraph (2), (6), or (7) of

5

subsection (0 or under section 231."; and

(iii) by striking paragraphs (3) and (4).

6
7

(3) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

8

(A) Section 215(i)(4) (42 U.S.C. 415(i)(4)) is

9

amended in the first sentence by inserting "and as

10

amended by section 6064 of the Omnibus Budget

11

Reconciliation Act of 1990" after "as then in

12

effect".

13

(B) Section 203(a)(8) (42 U.S.C. 403(a)(8)) is

14

amended in the first sentence by inserting "and as

15

amended by section 6064 of the Omnibus Budget

16

Reconciliation Act of 1990," after "December

17

1978" the second place it appears.

18

(C)

Section 215(c) (42 U.S.C. 415(c))

is

19

amended by striking "This" and inserting "Sub-

20

ject to the amendments made by section 6064 of

21

the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990,

22

this".

23

(B) Section 215(0(7) (42 U.S.C. 415(0(7)) is

24

amended by striking the period at the end of the

25

first sentence and inserting ", including a primary
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insurance amount computed under any such sub-

2

section whose operation is modified as a result of

3

the amendments made by section 6064 of the

4

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990".
(E)(i) Section

5

215(d) (42 U.S.C. 415(d)) is

6

further amended by redesignating paragraph (5) as

7

paragraph (3).

8

(ii)

Subsections (a)(7)(A), (a)(7)(C)(ii), and

9

(f)(9)(A) of section 215 of such Act (42 U.S.C.

10

415) are each amended by striking "subsection

11

(d)(5)" each place it appears and inserting "sub-

12

section (d)(3)".

13

"(iii)

Section

215(fX9)(B)

(42

U.S.C.

14

415(fX9)(B)) is amended by striking "subsection

15

(a)(7) or (d)(5)" each place it appears and insert-

16

ing "subsection (a)(7) or (d)(3)".

17

(4) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

18

(A) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in

19

subparagraph (B), the amendments made by this

20

subsection shall apply with respect to the compu-

21

tation of the primary insurance amount of any in-

22

sured individual in any case in which a person be-

23

comes entitled to benefits under section 202 or

24

223 on the basis of such insured individual's

25

wages and self-employment income for months
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after the 18-month period following the month in

2

which this Act is enacted, except that such

3

amendments shall not apply if any person is enti-

4

tIed to benefits based on the wages and self-em-

5

ployment income of such insured individual for the

6

month preceding the initial month of such person's

7

entitlement to such benefits under section 202 or

8

223.

9

(B) REc0MPuTATI0N5.—The amendments

10

made by this subsection shall apply with respect

11

to any primaryinsurance amount upon the recom-

12

putation of such primary insurance amount if such

13

recomputation is first effective for monthly bene-

14

fits for months after the 18-month period follow-

15

ing the month in which this Act is enacted.

16
17

(b) BENEFITS IN CASE OF VETERANs.—Section 217(b)

(42 U.S.C. 417(b)) is amended—

18

(1) in the first sentence of paragraph (1), by strik-

19

ing "Any" and inserting "Subject to paragraph (3),

20

any"; and

21

(2) by adding at the end the following new para-

22

graph:

23

"(3)(A) The preceding provisions of this subsection shall

24 apply for purposes of determining the entitlement to benefits
25 under section 202, based on the primary insurance amount of
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the deceased World War II veteran, of any surviving individ-

2

ual only if such surviving individual makes application for

3

such benefits before the end of the 18-month period after the

4 month in which the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

5 1990 was enacted.
6

"(B) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply if any person is

7

entitled to benefits under section 202 based on the primary

8 insurance amount of such veteran for the month preceding
9 the month in which such application is made.".

10

(c) APPLICABILITY OF ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR

11 DETERMINING QUART'RS OF COVERAGE WITH RESPECT
12 TO WAGES IN THE PERIOD FROM 1937 TO 1950.—
13

(1)

APPLICABILITY

WITHOUT

REGARD

TO

14

NUMBER OF ELAPSED YEARS.—Section 213(c) (42

15

U.S.C. 413(c)) is amended—

(A) by inserting "and 215(d)" after "214(a)";

16
17

and

18

(B) by striking "except where—" and all

19

that follows and inserting the following: "except

20

where such individual is not a fully insured mdi-

21

vidual on the basis of the number of quarters of

22

coverage so derived plus the number of quarters

23

of coverage derived from the wages and self-em-

24

ployment income credited to such individual for

25

periods after 1950.".
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(2) APPLICIUTy

1

WITHOUT REGARD TO DATE

2

OF DEATH.—Section 155(b)(2) of the Social Security

3

Amendments of 1967 is •amended by striking "after

4

such date".

5

(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made

6

by this subsection shall apply only with respect to mdi-

7

viduals who—

8

(A) make application for benefits under sec-

9

tion 202 of the Social Security Act after the 18-

10

month period following the month in which this

11

Act is enacted, and

12

(B) are not entitled to benefits under section

13

227 or 228 of such Act for the month in which

14

such application is made.

15 SEC. 6065. SUSPENSION OF DEPENDENT'S BENEFITS WHEN
16

THE WORKER IS IN AN EXTENDED PERIOD OF

17

ELIGIBILITY.

18

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 223(e) (42 IJ.S.O. 623(e)) is

19 amended by—
20

(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(e)"; and

21

(2) by adding at the end the following new para-

22

graph:

23

"(2) No benefit shall be payable under section 202 on

24 the basis of the wages and self-employment income of an
25 individual entitled to a benefit under subsection (a)(1) of this
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1 'section for any month for which the b6nefit

of such individual

2 'under subsection (a)(1) is not payable under paragraph (1).".
3

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by sub-

4 section (a) shall apply with respect to benefits for months
5 after the date of the enactment of this Act.

Subtitle B—Medicare

6
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13 PART 3—PROVISIONS RELATING TO PARTS A AND B
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18 SEC. 6152. MEDICARE AS SECONDARY PAYER.

19

20

(a) EXTENSION OF TRANSFER OF DATA.—

(1)

Section

1862(b)(5)(C)(iij)

(42

U.s.c.

21

1395y(b)(5)(C)(iii)) is amended by striking "September

22

30, 1991" and inserting "September 30, 1995".

23
24

(2) Section 61030)(12)(F) of the Internal Revenue

code of 1986 is amended—
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(A) in clause (i), by striking "September 30,

1

2

1991" and inserting "September 30, 1995";

(B) in clause (ii)(1), by striking "1990" and

3

4

inserting "1994"; and
(C) in clause (ii)(I1), by striking "1991" and

5
6
7

inserting "1995".
(b) EXTENSION OF APPLICATION TO DISABLED BENE-

8 FICIARIES.—Section
9

1862(b)(1)(B)(iii)

(42

U.S.C.

1395y(b)(1)(B)(iii)) is amended by striking "January 1, 1992"

10 and inserting "October 1, 1995".
11

12

(c) TEMPORARY EXTENSION OF ESRD PERIOD.—
(1)

IN

GENERAL.—SeCtiofl

1862(b)(1)(C)

(42

13

U.S.C. 1395y(b)(1)(C)) is amended to read as follows:

14

"(C) INDIVIDUALS WITH END-STAGE RENAL DIS-

15

EASE.—

16

"(i) A group health plan (as defined in sub-

17

paragraph (A)(v)) may not take into account that

18

an individual is entitled to benefits under this title

19

solely by reason of section 226A during the 12-

20

month period that begins with the earlier of—

21

"(I) the first month in which the mdi-

22

vidual becomes entitled to benefits under

23

part A under the provisions of section 226A,

24

or
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"(II) in the case of an individual who

2

receives a kidney transplant, the first month

3

in which the individual would be eligible for

4

benefits under part A (if the individual had

5

filed an application for such benefits) under

6

the provisions of section 226A(b)(1)(B).

7

"(ii) A group health plan (as so defined) may

8

not differentiate in the benefits it provides be-

9

tween individuals having end-stage renal disease

10

and other individuals covered by such plan on the

11

basis of the existence of end-stage renal disease,

12

the need for renal dialysis, or in any other

13

manner. The preceding sentence shall not prohibit

14

a plan from taking into account that an individual

15

is

16

reason of section 226A during a period occurring

17

before or after the 12-month period described in

18

clause (i).

19

"(iii)

entitled to benefits under this title solely by

Effective for items and services fur-

20

nished on or after February 1, 1991, and before

21

January 1, 1996 (with respect to periods begin-

22

fling on or after February 1, 1990), clauses (i) and

23

(ii) shall be applied by substituting '24-month' for

24

'12-month' each place it appears.".
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(2) STuDY.—(A) The Comptroller General shall

2

study and report to the Committees on Ways and

3

Means and Energy and Commerce of the House of

4

Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the

5

Senate on the impact of the application of clause (iii) of

6

section 1862(b)(1)(C) of the Social Security Act (42

7

U.S.C. 1395y(b)(1)(C)) on individuals entitled to bene-

8

fits under title XVIII of such Act by reason of section

9

226A of such Act. The report shall include information

10

relating to—

11

(i) the number (and geographic distribution)

12

of such individuals for whom medicare is second-

13

ary,

14

(ii)

the amount of savings to the medicare

15

program achieved annually by reason of the appli-

16

cation of such clause,

17

(iii) the effect on access to employment, and

18

employment-based health insurance, for such mdi-

19

viduals and their family members (including cover-

20

age by employment-based health insurance

21

cost-sharing requirements under medicare after

22

such employment-based insurance becomes sec-

23

ondary),
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(iv) the effect on the amount paid for each

2

dialysis treatment under employment-based health

3

insurance, and

4

(v) the effect on cost-sharing requirements

5

under employment-based health insurance (and on

6

out-of-pocket expenses of such individuals) during

7

the period for which medicare is secondary.

8

(B) The Comptroller General shall submit a pre-

9

liminary report under this subsection not later than

10

January 1, 1993, and a final report not later than Jan-

11

uary

12

(d) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

13

1,

(1)

1995.

Except as provided in paragraph

(2),

the

14

amendments made by this section shall become effec-

15

tive on the date of the enactment of this Act.

16

(2)(A)

The

amendment

made

by

subsection

17

(a)(2)(B) shall apply to requests made on or after the

18

date of the enactment of this Act.

19

(B) Section 1862(b)(1)(C)(i)(I) of the Social Securi-

20

ty Act, as amended by subsection

21

1862(b)(1)(C)(iii) of such Act, as added by such subsec-

22

tion, shall apply to periods beginning on or after Feb-

23

ruary 1, 1990.

24
25

(c),

and section

(C) The amendments made by subsection (d) shall
be effective—
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(i) on January 1, 1992, with respect to mdi-

2

viduals described in clause (ii) of subparagraph (A)

3

of the paragraph added by paragraph (d)(1) who

4

are covered by group health plans contributed to

5

or sponsored by employers with 1,000 or more

6

employees and with respect to all individuals de-

7

scribed in clause (ii) of subparagraph (A) of such

8

paragraph;

9

(ii) on January 1, 1993, with respect to mdi-

10

viduals covered by group health plans contributed

11

to or sponsored by employers with 100 or more

12

employees; and

(iii) on January 1, 1994, with respect to all

13

14

other individuals.
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18

PART 4—PROVISIONS RELATING TO PREMIUMS,

19

DEDUCTIBLES, AND COINSURANCE

20 SEC. 6161. PART B PREMIUM.

21

Section 1839(e) is amended by inserting "and for each

22 month after December 1992 and before January 996" after
23 "January 1991" each time it appears.
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Subtitle C—Medicaid

20
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PART Il—PURCHASE OF PRIVATE INSURANCE

2

SEC. 6211. STATES REQUIRED TO PAY PREMIUMS, DEDUCTI.

3

BLES,

4

HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR MEDIC-

5

AID BENEFICIARIES WHERE COST EFFECTIVE.

6
7

(a) STATE

AND

COINSURANCE

FOR

PRIVATE

PLu ItEQUIREMENT.—Section 1902(a) (42

U.S.C. 1396a(a)), as amended by section 6201, is further

8 amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

9

10

(53);

(2) by striking the period at the end of paragraph

11

12

(54) and inserting "; and"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new para-

13

14

graph:

15

"(55) meet the requirements of section 1928 (re-

16

lating to payment of premiums, deductibles, and coin-

17

surance for private health insurance).".

18

(b) DESCRIPTION OF REQUIREMENT.—Title XIX (42

19 U.S.C. 1396 et seq.), as amended by section 6201, is further

20 amended—
(1) by redesignating section 1928 as section 1929;

21

22
23

24

and

(2) by inserting after section 1927 the following
new section:
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"PAYMENT OF PREMIIJMS FOR PRIVATE HEALTH

2

INSURANCE

3

"SEC. 1928. (a) REQmREMENT.—Notwithstanding any

4 other provision of this title, each State plan approved under
5 this title shall provide that with respect to individuals eligible

6 for medical assistance under this title that the State shall pay
7

premiums, deductibles, and coinsurance for private health in-

8

surance policies (as defined in subsection (d)) on behalf of

9

such individuals and, where appropriate, the individuals'

10 family members, when it is cost effective to do so.
11

"(b) DETERMINATION OF COST EFFECTIVENESS.—

12 The Secretary shall promulgate regulations providing criteria
13

for determining cost effectiveness for purposes of this section.

14 In promulgating regulations under this subsection the Secre15 tary shall consider:

(1) the duration of the time period to be consid-

16
17

ered by States in determining cost effectiveness;

18

(2) whether States in determining cost effective-

19

ness, may base such determination on individual cir-

20

cumstances or actuarial categories, and, if based on ac-

21

tuarial categories whether States should be permitted

22

to categorize actuarial groups on the basis of diagnosis;

23

and

24

(3) the circumstances under which States should

25

pay premiums, deductibles, and coinsurance for non-
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medicaid eligible family members of individuals eligible

2

for medical assistance under this title.

3

"(c) SCOPE OF OOVERAGE.—EaCh State shall ensure

4 that as part of its State plan approved under this title that
5 where the State makes payments for premiums, deductibles,
6

or coinsurance for private health insurance coverage on

7

behalf of an individual who is eligible for medical assistance

8 under this section, that if such private health coverage does

9 not cover an item or service or does not cover an item or
10

service to the same extent as such item or service is covered

11 under the State plan approved under this title that the State
12

shall provide under such State plan any additional benefits

13 necessary to provide such individual with coverage as com14 prehensive in amount, duration, and scope as medical assist15 ance provided under the State plan approved under this title.
16

"(d) PRIVATE hEALTH INSURANCE DEFINED.—For

17

purposes of this section, the term 'private health insurance

18 policy' includes employment-related health insurance, group

19 health insurance, membership in private health maintenance

20 organizations, or such other private health insurance as the
21

22

Secretary may specify.".
(c) OONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

23

(1) LIMITATION ON AMOUNT, DURATION, AND

24

SCOPE OF BENEFITS MODIFIED.—Section 1902(a)(1O)
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(42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)(10)) is amended in the matter fol-

2

lowing subparagraph CE)—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of subdivi-

3

4

sion (IX);

(B) by inserting "and" at the end of subdivi-

5
6

sion (X); and

(C) by adding at the end the following new

7

8

subdivision:

9

"(XI) the making available of med-

10

ical assistance to cover the costs of pre-

11

miums, deductibles, and coinsurance for

12

certain individuals for private health

13

coverage as described in section 1928

14

shall not, by reason of paragraph (10),

15

require the making available of any

16

such benefits or the making available of

17

services of the same amount, duration,

18

and scope of such private coverage to

19

any other individuals;".

20

(2) PREMrtJMS INCLUDED AS MEDICAL ASSIST-

21

ANCE.—Section

22

amended—

(42

U.S.C.

1396d(a))

is

(A) by striking "and" at the end of para-

23

24

1905(a)

graph (21);
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(B) by redesignating paragraph (22) as para-

1

graph (23); and

2

(0) by inserting after paragraph (21) the fol-

3

4

lowing new paragraph:

5

"(22) premiums, deductibles, and coinsurance for

6

private health insurance coverage where cost effective

7

(as provided in section 1928); and".

8

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—(1) The amendments made by

9

this section shall become effective with respect to payments

10 for calendar quarters beginning on or after January 1, 1991.
11

(2) In the case of a State plan for medical assistance

12 under title XIX of the Social Security Act which the Secre13

tary of Health and Human Services determines requires

14 State legislation (other than legislation authorizing or appro15

priating funds) in order for the plan to meet the additional

16 requirements imposed by the amendments made by subsec17

tion (a), the State plan shall not be regarded as failing to

18 comply with the requirements of such title solely on the basis
19

of its failure to meet this additional requirement before the

20 first day of the first calendar quarter beginning after the close
21

of the first regular session of the State legislature that begins

22 after the date of the enactment of this Act. For purposes of
23 the previous sentence, in the case of a State that has a 2-

24 year legislative session, each year of such session shall be
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deemed to be a separate regular session of the State legisla-

2 ture.
3

PART 111—LOW-INCOME ELDERLY

4 SEC. 6221. 1-YEAR ACCELERATION OF AND INCREASE IN
5

OPTION AMOUNT FOR BUY-IN OF PREMIUMS

6

AND COST SHARING FOR INDIGENT MEDICARE

7

BENEFICIARIES.

8

(a) OPTION UP TO 133 PERCENT OF POVERTY LINE.—

9 Section 1905(p)(2)(A) (42 U.S.C. 1396d(p)(2)(A)) is amended

10 by striking "100" and inserting "133".
11

(b) REQUIRED 1-YE ACCELERATION TO 100 PER-

12 CENT OF POVERTY Ln.—Section l905(p)(2) (42 U.S.C.
13 1396d(p)(2)) is further amended—
14

(1) in subparagraph (B)—

15

(A) by adding "and" at the end of clause (ii);

16

(B) in clause (iii), by striking "95 percent,

17

and" and inserting "100 percent."; and

18

(C) by striking clause (iv); and

19

(2) in subparagraph (C)—

(A) in clause (iii), by striking "90" and in-

20
21

serting "95";

(B) by adding "and" at the end of clause

22
23

(iii);

(0) in clause (iv), by striking "95 percent,

24
25

and" and inserting "100 percent."; and
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(D) by striking clause (v).

1

2

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—(1) The amendment made by

3

subsection (a) and, except as provided in paragraph (2), the

4 amendments made by subsection (b) shall become effective
5 with respect to payments for calendar quarters beginning on
6
7

or after January 1, 1991.

(2) In the case of a State plan for medical assistance

8 under title XIX of the Social Security Act which the Secre-

9 tary of Health and Human Services determines requires
10 State legislation (other than legislation authorizing or appro11

priating funds) in order for the plan to meet the additional

12 requirements imposed by the amendments made by this sec13 tion, the State plan shall not be regarded as failing to comply

14 with the requirements of such title solely on the basis of its
15 failure to meet this additional requirement before the first day

16 of the first calendar quarter beginning after the close of the
17

first regular session of the State legislature that begins after

18 the date of the enactment of this Act. For purposes of the
19 previous sentence, in the case of a State that has a 2-year
20 legislative session, each year of such session shall be deemed
21

to be a separate regular session of the State legislature.
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8

.

PART Vu—MISCELLANEOUS AND TECHNICAL

9

PROVISIONS
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18 SEC. 6265. OPTIONAL STATE MEDICAID DISABILITY DETERMI-

19

NATIONS INDEPENDENT OF THE SOCIAL SECU-

20

RITY ADMINISTRATION.

21

(a) IN GERAL.—Section 1902 (42 U.S.C. 1396a) as

22 amended by section 6201 is further amended by adding at the
23 end the following new subsection:
24

"(t)(1) A State plan may provide for the making of de-

25 terminations of disability or blindness for the purpose of de-
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termining eligibility for medical assistance under the State

2 plan by the single State agency or its designee, and make
3 medical assistance available to individuals whom it finds to be

4 blind or disabled and who are determined otherwise eligible
5 for such assistance during the period of time prior to which a

6 final determination of disability or blindness is made by the
7

Social Security Administration with respect to such an mdi-

8 vidual. In making such determinations, the State must apply

9 the definitions of disability and blindness found in section
10 1614(a) of the Social Security Act.".
11

(b) STUDY OF MEDICAID DIsuILITY DEFINITION.—

12 (1) The General Accounting Office shall conduct a study of

13 the appropriateness of the use of the definition of disability
14 and blindness (including the durational requirement) found in

15 section 1614(a) of the Social Security Act for purposes of
16 eligibility for medical assistance under title XIX of the Social
17

18

Security Act.

(2) By no later than January 1, 1992, the GAO shall

19 submit a report to Congress and to the Secretary of Health
20 and Human Services on its study and shall include its recom-

21 mendations, if any.
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16

17
18

19

TITLE VIl—COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE REVENUE PROVISIONS
SEC. 7100. SHORT TITLE; ETC.
(a) SHORT

TITLE.—This title may be cited as the

20 "Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1990".
21

(b) AMENDMENT OF 1986 CODE.—Except as otherwise

22 expressly provided, whenever in this title an amendment or
23 repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment to, or repeal of,

24 a section or other provision, the reference shall be considered
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1

to be made to a section or other provision of the Internal

2 Revenue Code of 1986.
3

(c) TABLE OF CONTENTS.—
Subtitle A—i-Year Extension of Oertain Expiring Tax Provisions
Sec. 7iOi. Allocation of research and experimental expenditures.
Sec. 7i02. Research credit.
Sec. 7 i 03. Employer-provided educational assistance.
Sec. 7i04. Group legal services plans.
Sec. 7i05. Targeted jobs credit.

Sec. 7i06. Energy investment credit for solar, geothermal, and ocean thermal
property.

Sec. 7i07. Low-income housing credit.
Sec. 7i08. Qualified mortgage bonds.
Sec. 7i09. Qualified small issue bonds.
Sec. 7iiO. Health insurance costs of sell-employed individuals.
Sec. 7iil. Expenses for drugs for rare conditions.
Subtitle B—Tax Incentives
PART I—ERaY INCENTIITES

Sec. 720i. Extension and modification of credit for producing fuel from nonconventional source.

Sec. 7202. Oredit for small producers of ethanol; modification of alcohol fuels
credit.

Sec. 7203. Tax credit to increase domestic energy exploration and production.
Sec. 7204. Percentage depletion permitted after transfer of proven property.
Sec. 7205. Net income limitation on percentage depletion increased from 50 percent to iOO percent of property net income for oil and natural gas
wells.

Sec. 7206. Increase in percentage depletion allowance for marginal production.
Sec. 7207. Special energy deduction for minimum tax.
PART H—SMALL Busxss INCENTIVES
SUBPART A—TREATMENT OF ESTATE TAX FREEZES

Sec. 7209. Repeal of section 2036(c).
Sec. 72i0. Special valuation rules.
SUBPART B—ADDITIONAL INCENTIVES

Sec. 721i. Increase in limitation on expensing under section i79.
Sec. 72i2. Oredit for cost of providing nondiscriminatory public accommodations
for disabled individuals.

Subtitle O—Modifications of Earned Income Tax Oredit
Sec. 730i. Modifications of earned income tax credit.
Sec. 7302. Dependent care credit made refundable.
Sec. 7303. Study of advance payments.
Sec. 7304. Program to incrcase public awareness.
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7305. Exclusion from income and resources of earned income tax credit under
titles IV, XVI, and XIX of the Social Security Act.
Sec. 7306. Coordination with refund provision.
Sec.

Subtitle D—Revenue-Raising Provisions
PART I—ExcIsE TAXES
SUBPART A—TAXES RELATED TO HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Sec. 7401. Increase in excise taxes on distilled spirits, wine, and beer.
Sec. 7402. Increase in excise taxes on tobacco products.
Sec. 7403. Additional chemicals subject to tax on ozone-depleting chemicals.
SUBPART B—USER-RELATED TAXES

Sec. 7404. Increase and extension of highway-related taxes and trust fund.
Sec. 7405. Increase and extension of aviation-related taxes and trust fund; repeal
of reduction in rates.
Sec. 7406. Increase in harbor maintenance tax.
Sec. 7407. Extension of Leaking Underground Storage Tank Prust Fund taxes.
Sec. 7408. Floor stocks tax treatment of articles in foreign trade zones.
SUBPART C—TAXES ON LUXURY ITEMS

Sec. 7409. Taxes on luxury items.
SUBPART D—TELEPHONE TAX

Sec. 7410. Permanent extension of telephone excise tax.
PART 11—INSURANCE PROVISIONS
SUBPART A—PROVISIONS RELATED TO POLICY ACQUISITION COSTS

Sec. 7411. Capitalization of policy acquisition expenses.
Sec. 7412. Treatment of certain nonlife reserves of life insurance companies.
Sec. 7413. Treatment of life insurance reserves of insurance companies which are
not life insurance companies.
SUBPART B—TREATMENT OF SALVAGE RECOVERABLE

Sec. 7414. Treatment of salvage recoverable.
SUBPART C-WAIVER OF ESTIMATED TAX PENALTIES

Sec. 7415. Waiver of estimated tax penalties.
PART lB—COMPLIANCE PROVISIONS

Sec. 7421. Suspension of statute of limitations during proceedings to enforce certain summonses.

Sec. 7422. Accuracy-related penalty to apply to section 482 adjustments.
Sec. 7423. Treatment of persons providing services.
Sec. 7424. Application of amendments made by section 7403 of Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1989 to taxable years beginning on or before July
10, 1989.
Sec. 7425. Other reporting requirements.
Sec. 7426. Study of section 482.
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PART ill—EMPLOYER REVERSIONS

SUBPART A—TREATMENT OF REVERSIONS OF QUALIFIED PLAN ASSETS TO
EMPLOYERS

Sec. 7431. Increase in reversion tax.
Sec. 7432. Additional tax if no replacement plan.
Sec. 7433. Effective date.
SUBPART B—TRANSFERS TO RETIREE HEALTH ACCOUNTS

Sec. 7434. Transfer of excess pension assets to retiree health accounts.

Sec. 7435. Application of ERISA to transfers of excess pension assets to retiree
health accounts.

Part V—Corporate Provisions

Sec. 7441. Recognition of gain by distributing corporation in certain section 355
transactions.
Sec. 7442. Modifications to regulations issued under section 305(c).
Sec. 7443. Modifications to section 1060.
Sec. 7444. Modification to corporation equity reduction limitations on net operating
loss carrybacks.
Sec. 7445. Issuance of debt or stock in satisfaction of indebtedness.

Part VT—Employment Tax Provisions

Sec. 7451. Increase in dollar limitation on amount of wages subject to hospital insurance tax.
Sec. 7452. Extending Medicare coverage of, and application of hospital insurance
tax to, all State and local government employees.
Sec. 7453. Coverage of certain state and local employees under social security.
Sec. 7454. Extension of FUTA surtax.
Sec. 7455. Increase in tier 2 railroad retirement taxes.
Sec. 7456. Transfer to railroad retirement account.
Sec. 7457. Tier 1 railroad retirement tax rates explicitly determined by reference
to social security taxes.
Sec. 7458. Deposits of payroll taxes.

Part \rll_Miscellaneous Provisions
Sec. 7461. Overall limitation on itemized deductions.
Sec. 7462. Disallowance of deduction for interest on unpaid corporate taxes.
Sec. 7463. Denial of deduction for unnecessary cosmetic surgery.

Subtitle E—Other Provisions

Sec. 7471. Tax-related user fees made permanent.
Sec. 7472. Public debt limit extension.
Sec. 7473. Reports of refunds and credits.
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2

Subtitle A—i-Year Extension of
Certain Expiring Tax Provisions
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7

8
9

SEC. 7103. EMPLOYER-PROVIDED EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE.
,

(a) IN GENERAL.—SubsectiOn (d) of section 127 (relat-

ing to educational assistance programs) is amended by strik-

10 ing "September 30, 1990" and inserting "December 31,
11

12

1991".
(b) REPEAL OF LIMITATION ON GRADUATE LEVEL

13 AssISTANCE.—Section 127(c)(1) is amended by striking the
14 last sentence.

S

15

(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Subsection (a) of sec-

16

tion 7101 of the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1989 is

17 amended by striking paragraph (2).
18

(d) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

19

(1) IN GENERAL.—EXcePt as provided in para-

20

graph (2), the amendments made by this section shall

21

apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,

22

1989.

23

(2) SUBSECTION (b).—The amendment made by

24

subsection (b) sha'l apply to taxable years beginning

25

after December 31, 1990.
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2

SEC. 7104. GROUP LEGAL SERVICES PLANS.

(a)

Ir GE1'riRAI4.—Subsection (e) of section 120 (relat-

3 ing to amounts received under qualified group legal services

4 plans) is amended by striking "September 30, 1990" and in5 serting "December 31, 1991".
6

(b) O0NF0RMING AMEi,mMENT.—Subsection (a) of sec-

7

tion 7102 of the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1989 is

8 amended by striking paragraph (2).
9

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

10 section shall apply to taxable years beginning after De11

cember 31, 1989.

12

SEC. 7105. TARGETED JOBS CREDIT.

13

(a) Ir GENERAI4.—Paragraph (4) of section 51(c) is

14 amended by striking "September 30, 1990" and inserting
15 "December 31, 1991".
16

(b) AuTH0RIzATI0N.—Paragraph (2) of section 261(1)

17

of the Economic Recovery Act of 1981 is amended by strik-

18 ing "fiscal year 1982" and all that follows through "neces-

19 sary" and inserting "each fiscal year such sums as may be

20 necessary".
21

(c) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

22

(1) ORErnT.—The amendment made by subsec-

23

tion (a) shall apply to individuals who begin work for

24

the employer after September 30, 1990.
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(2) AUTHORIZATION.—The amendment made by

2

subsection (b) shall apply to fiscal years beginning after

3

1990.
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PART VI—EMPLOYMENT TAX PROVISIONS

2

SEC. 7451. INCREASE IN DOLLAR LIMITATION ON AMOUNT OF

3

WAGES SUBJECT TO HOSPITAL INSURANCE

4

TAX.

5
6

7

(a) HOSPITAL INSURANCE TAX.—
(1)

IN

GENERAL.—Paragraph

(1)

of

section

3121(a) is amended—

8

(A) by striking "contribution and benefit base

9

(as determined under section 230 of the Social

10

Security Act)" each place it appears and inserting

11

"applicable contribution base (as determined under

12

subsection (x))", and

13

(B) by striking "such contribution and benefit

14

base" and inserting "such applicable contribution

15

base".

16

(2) APPLICABLE CONTRIBUTION BASE.—SectiOn

17

3121 is amended by adding at the end thereof the fol-

18

lowing new subsection:

19

"(x) APPLICABLE CONTRIBUTION BASE.—FOr pur-

20 poses of this chapter—
21

"(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AN]) DISABILITY IN-

22

SURANCE.—For purposes of the taxes imposed by sec-

23

tions 3101(a) and 3111(a), the applicable contribution

24

base for any calendar year is the contribution and ben-

25

efit base determined under section 230 of the Social

26

Security Act for such calendar year.
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"(2) HosPITiu INSURANCE.—For purposes

1

of

2

the taxes imposed by section 3101(b) and 3111(b), the

3

applicable contribution base is—

4

"(A) $89,000 for calendar year 1991, and

5

"(B) for any calendar year after 1991, the

6

applicable contribution base for the preceding year

7

adjusted

8

ing the contribution and benefit base under section

9

230(b) of the Social Security Act."

10

in the same manner as is used in adjust-

(b)SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX.—

11

(1) IN GENERAL.—Subsectjon (b) of section 1402

12

is amended by striking "the contribution and benefit

13

base (as determined under section 230 of the Social

14

Security Act)" and inserting "the applicable contribu-

15

tion base (as determined under subsection (k))".

16

(2) APPLICABLE CONTRIBUTION BASE.—Sectjon

17

1402 is amended by adding at the end thereof the fol-

18

lowing new subsection:

19

"(k) APPLICABLE CONTRIBUTION BASE.—For pur-

20 poses of this chapter—
21

"(1) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY IN-

22

SUBANCE.—For purposes of the tax imposed by sec-

.23

tion 1401(a), the applicable contribution base for any

24

calendar year is the contribution and benefit base de-
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tennined under section 230 of the Social Security Act

2

for such calendar year.

3

"(2) HOsPITAL INSURANCE.—For purposes of

4

the tax imposed by section 1401(b), the applicable con-

5

tribution base for any calendar year is the applicable

6

contribution base determined under section 3121(x)(2)

7

for such calendar year."

8

(c) RAILROAD RETIREMENT TAx.—Clause (i) of section

9 323 1(e)(2)(B) is amended to read as follows:
"(i) TIER 1 TAXES.—

10
11

"U) IN GENERAL.—EXcept as pro-

12

vided in subclause (II) of this clause and

13

in clause (ii), the term 'applicable base'

14

means for any calendar year the contri-

15

bution

16

under section 230 of the Social Security

17

Act for such calendar year.

and

"(II)

18

benefit base

HOSPITAL

determined

INSURANCE

19

TAXES.—For purposes of applying so

20

much of the rate applicable under sec-

21

tion 3201(a) or 3221(a) (as the case

22

may be) as does not exceed the rate of

23

tax in effect under section 3101(b), and

24

for purposes of applying so much of the

25

rate of tax applicable under section
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3211(a)(1) as does not exceed the rate

2

of tax in effect under section 1401(b),

3

the term 'applicable base' means for

4

any calendar year the applicable contri-

5

bution base detennined under section

6

3121(x)(2) for such calendar year."

7

(d) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.—

(1) Paragraph (3) of section 6413(c) is amended to

8
9

read as follows:

10

"(3) SEPARATE APPLICATION FOR HOSPITAL IN-

11

SURANCE TAXE 5.—In applying this subsection with

12

respect to—

"(A) the tax imposed by section 3101(b) (or

13

any amount equivalent to such tax), and

14
15

"(B) so much of the tax imposed by section

16

3201 as is determined at a rate not greater than

17

the rate in effect under section 3101(b),

18

the applicable contribution base determined under sec-

19

tion 3121(x)(2) for any calendar year shall be substitut-

20

ed for 'contribution and benefit base (as determined

21

under section 230 of the Social Security Act)' each

22

place it appears."

23

(2) Sections 3122 and 3125 are each amended by

24

striking "contribution and benefit base limitation" each
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place it appears and inserting "applicable contribution

2

base limitation".

3

(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

4 section shall apply to 1991 and later calendar years.
5 SEC. 7452. EXTENDING MEDICARE COVERAGE OF, AND APPLI-

6

CATION OF HOSPITAL INSURANCE TAX TO, ALL

7

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES.

8
9

(a) IN
(1)

APPLICATION OF HOSPITAL INSURANCE

10

TAX.—Section 3121(u)(2) of the Internal Revenue

11

Code of 1986 is amended by striking subparagraphs

12

(C) and (.D).

13

(2)

COVERAGE

UNDER

MEDICARE.—Section

14

210(p) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 410(p)) is

15

amended by striking paragraphs (3) and (4).

16

(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made

17

by this subsection shall apply to services performed

18

after December 31, 1991.

19

(b) TRANSITION IN TAX RATES.—In applying sections

20 3101(b) and 3111(b) of the Internal Revenue Code to service
21 which, but for the amendment made by subsection (a), would

22 not constitute employment for purposes of such sections and
23 which is performed—
24
25

(1)

after December 31, 1991, and before Jan-

uary 1, 1993, the percentage of wages rate of tax
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under such sections shall be 0.8 percent (instead of

2

1.45 percent), and

3

(2)

after December 31, 1992, and before Jan-

4

uary 1, 1994, the percentage of wages rate of tax

5

under such sections shall be 1.35 percent (instead of

6

1.45 percent).

7

(c) TRANSITION IN BENEFITS FOR STATE AND LocAL

8 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES AND FORMER EMPLOYEES.—
9

(1) IN GENERAL.—

10

(A)

EMPLOYEES

NEWLY

SUBJECT

TO

11

TAX.—For purposes of sections 226, 226A, and

12

1811 of the Social Security Act, in the case of

13

any individual who performs services during the

14

calendar quarter beginning January 1, 1992, the

15

wages for which are subject to the tax imposed by

16

section 3101(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of

17

1986 only because of the amendment made by

18

subsection (a),

19

the individual's medicare qualified State or local

20

government employment (as defined in subpara-

21

graph (B)) performed before January

22

shall be considered to be "employment" (as de-

23

fined for purposes of title II of such Act), but only

24

for purposes of providing the individual (or an-

25

other person) with entitlement to hospital insurS 3209 PCS

1,
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ance benefits under part A of title XVIII of such

2

Act for months beginning with January 1992.

3

(B) MEDICARE QUALIFIED STATE OR LOCAL

4

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT DEFINED.—Ifl this

5

paragraph, the term "medicare qualified State or

6

local government employment" means medicare

7

qualified government employment described in

8

section 21O(p)(l)(B) of the Social Security Act

9

(determined without regard to section 2l0(p)(3) of

10

such Act).

11

(2)

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—

12

There are authorized to be appropriated to the Federal

13

Hospital Inurance Trust Fund from time to time such

14

sums as the Secretary of Health and Human Services

15

deems necessary for any fiscal year on account of—

16

(A) payments made or to be made during

17

such fiscal year from such Trust Fund with re-

18

spect to individuals who are entitled to benefits

19

under title XVIII of the Social Security Act

20

solely by reason of paragraph (1),

(B) the additional athninistrative expenses re-

21

22

suiting or expected to result therefrom, and

(0) any loss in interest to such Trust Fund

23

24

resulting from the payment of those amounts,
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in order to place such Trust Fund in the same position

2

at the end of such fiscal year as it would have been in

3

if this subsection had not been enacted.

4

(3) INFORMATION TO INDIVIDUALS WHO ABE

5

PROSPECTIVE MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES BASED ON

6

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT.—

7

Section 226(g) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

8

426(g)) is amended—

(A) by redesignating clauses (1) through (3)

9

10

as clauses (A) through (0), respectively,

11

(B) by inserting "(1)" alter "(g)", and

12

(0) by adding at the end the following new

13

14

paragraph:

"(2) The Secretary, in consultation with State and local

15 governments, shall provide procedures designed to assure
16 that individuals who perform medicare qualified government

17 employment by virtue

of

service described in section

18 210(a)(7) are fully informed with respect to (A) their eligibil19

ity or potential eligibility for hospital insurance benefits

20 (based on such employment) under part A of title XVIII, (B)
21 the requirements for and conditions of such eligibility, and (0)

22 the necessity of timely application as a condition of becoming
23 entitled under subsection (b)(2)(0), giving particular attention

24 to individuals who apply for an annuity or retirement benefit
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and whose eligibility for such annuity or retirement benefit is

2 based on a disability.".
3

SEC. 7453. COVERAGE OF CERTAIN STATE AND LOCAL EMPLOYEES UNDER SOCIAL SECURITY.

4
5

(a) EMPLOYMENT UNDER OASDI.—Paragraph (7) of

6 section 210(a) of the Social
7

410(a)(7)) is amended—

(1) by striking "or" at the end of subparagraph

8

9

10
11

12
13

Security Act (42 U.S.C.

(I));

(2) by striking the semicolon at the end of subparagraph (E) and inserting ", or"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:

14

"(F) service in the employ of a State (other

15

than the District of Columbia, Guam, or Amen-

16

can Samoa), of any political subdivision thereof, or

17

of any instrumentality of any one or more of the

18

foregoing which is wholly owned thereby, by an

19

individual who is not a member of a retirement

20

system (as defined in section 218(b)(4)) of such

21

State, political subdivision, or instrumentality,

22

except that the provisions of this subparagraph

23

shall not be applicable to service performed—
"(i) by an individual who is employed to

24

relieve such individual from unemployment;

25
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"(ii) in a hospital, home, or other insti-

1

tution by a patient or inmate thereof;

2
3

"(lii) by any individual as an employee

4

serving on a temporary basis in case of fire,

5

storm, snow, earthquake, flood, or other

6

similar emergency;

7

"(iv) by an election official or election

8

worker if the remuneration paid in a calen-

9

dar year for such service is less than $100;

10

or

11

"(v) by an employee in a position corn-

12

pensated solely on a fee basis which is treat-

13

ed pursuant to section 211(c)(2)(E) as a trade

14

or business for purposes of inclusion of such

15

fees in net earnings from self employment;".

16

(b) EMPLOYMENT UNDER FICA.—Paragraph (7) of

17

section 3121(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is

18 amended—

(1) by striking "or" at the end of subparagraph

19

20
21

22
23

24

(B);

(2) by striking the semicolon at the end of subparagraph (E) and inserting ", or"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
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"(F) service in the employ of a State (other

2

than the District of Columbia, Guam, or Amen-

3

can Samoa), of any political subdivision thereof, or

4

of any instrumentality of any one or more of the

5

foregoing which is wholly owned thereby, by an

6

individual who is not a member of a retirement

7

system (as defined in section 218(b)(4)) of the

8

Social Security Act) of such State, political subdi-

9

vision, or instrumentality, except that the provi-

10

sions of this subparagraph shall not be applicable

11

to service performed—

12

"(i) by an individual who is employed to
relieve such individual from unemployment;

13

"(ii) in a hospital, home, or other insti-

14

tution by a patient or inmate thereof;

15

16

"(iii) by any individual as an employee

17

serving on a temporary basis in case of fire,

18

storm, snow, earthquake, flood, or other

19

similar emergency;

20

"(iv) by an election official or election

21

worker if the remuneration paid in a calen-

22

dar year for such service is less than $100;

23

or

24

"(v) by an employee in a position corn-

25

pensated solely on a fee basis which is treat-
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ed pursuant to section 1402(c)(2)(E) as a

2

trade or business for purposes of inclusion of

3

such fees in net earnings from self-employ-

4

ment;".

5

(c) MANDATORY EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN EMPLOYEES

6 FROM STATE AGREEMENTS.—SeCtiOn 218(c)(6) of the
7

8

Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 418(c)(6)) is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of subparagraph

9

10
11

12

13

(2) by striking the period at the end of subparagraph (E) and inserting in lieu thereof ", and"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:

14

"(F) service described in section 210(a)(7)(F)

15

which is included as 'employment' under section

16

210(a).".

17

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

18

section shall apply with respect to service performed after

19 December 31, 1991.
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6 SEC. 7456. TRANSFER TO RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACCOUNT.
7

(a) IN

GERAi.—Subsectjon (c)(1)(A) of section 224

8

of the Railroad Retirement Solvency Act of 1983 (relating to

9

section 72(r) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, revenue

10 increase transferred to certain railroad accounts) is amended
11

12
13

by striking "1990" and inserting "1991".
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by this

section shall take effect on September 30, 1990.

14 SEC. 7457. TIER 1 RAILROAD RETIREMENT TAX RATES EX15

PLICITLY DETERMINED BY REFERENCE TO

16

SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES.

17

(a) TAx ON EMpLOmES.—Subsectjon (a) of section

18 3201 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to rate
19 of tax) is amended—

20
21

(1) by striking "following" and inserting "applica-

ble", and

22

(2) by striking "employee:" and all that follows

23

and inserting "employee. For purposes of the preceding

24

sentence, the term 'applicable percentage' means the

25

percentage equal to the sum of the rates of tax in
S 3209 PCS
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effect under subsections (a) and (b) of section 3101 for

2

the calendar year."

3

(b) TAX

ON

EMPLOYEE REPBESENTATIITES._Para..

4 graph (1) of section 32 11(a) of such Oode (relating to rate of
5 tax) is amended—

6
7

(1) by striking "following" and inserting "applica-

ble", and

8

(2) by striking "representative:" and all that fol-

9

lows and inserting "representative. For purposes of the

10

preceding sentence, the term 'applicable percentage'

11

means the percentage equal to the sum of the rates of

12

tax in effect under subsections (a) and (b) of section

13

3101 and subsections (a) and (b) of section 3111 for

14

the calendar year."

15

(c) TAX

ON

EMPLOYEBS.-_Subsectjon (a) of section

16 3221 of such Oode (relating to rate of tax) is amended—
17

18

(1) by striking "following" and inserting "applica-

ble", and

19

(2) by striking "employer:" and all that follows

20

and inserting "employer. For purposes of the preceding

21

sentence, the term 'applicable percentage' means the

22

percentage equal to the sum of the rates of tax in

23

effect under subsections (a) and (b) of section 3111 for

24

the calendar year."
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2

SEC. 7458. DEPOSITS OF PAYROLL TAXES.
(a) IN GENERAL—Subsection (g) of

section 6302 is

3 amended to read as follows:
4

"(g) DEPOSITS OF SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES

ANT)

5 WITHHELD INCOME TAXES.—If, under regulations pre6 scribed by the Secretary, a person is required to make depos7

its of taxes imposed by chapters 21 and 24 on the basis of

8 eighth-month periods, such person shall make deposits of

9 such taxes on the 1st banking day after any day on which
10 such person has $100,000 or more of such taxes for deposit."
11

(b) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.—Paragraph (2) of sec-

12

tion 7632(b) of the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1989 is

13 hereby repealed.
14

(c) EFFECTrVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

15

section shall apply to amounts required to be deposited after

16 December 31, 1990.
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6 TITLE VIlI—COMMITTEE ON GOV7
ERNMENTAL
AFFAIRS-CIVIL
8
9

SERVICE AND POSTAL SERVICE PROGRAMS
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4 SEC. 8004. COMPUTER MATCHING OF FEDERAL BENEFITS IN5

6

FORMATION AND PRIVACY PROTECTION.

(a) SHORT

TITLE.—This section may be cited as the

7

"Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Amendments of

8

1990".

9

(b) VERIFICATION REQUIREMENTS AMENDMENT.—(1)

10 Subsection (p) of section 552a of title 5, United States Code,
11

12

is amended to read as follows:
"(p) VERIFICATION AND OPPORTUNITY TO CONTEST

13 FINDINGS.—(1) In order to protect any individual whose
14 records are used in a matching program, no recipient agency,

15 non-Federal agency, or source agency may suspend, termi-

16 nate, reduce, or make a final denial of any financial assist17

ance or payment under a Federal benefit program to such

18 individual, or take other adverse action against such individ19

ual, as a result of information produced by such matching

20 program, until—
21

22

"(A)(i) the agency has independently verified the
information; or

23

"(ii) the Data. Integrity Board of the agency, or in

24

the case of a non-Federal agency the Data Integrity

25

Board of the source agency, determines in accordance

980
1

with guidance issued by the Director of the Office of

2

Management and Budget that—

3

"U) the information is limited to identifica-

4

tion and amoimt of benefits paid by the source

5

agency imder a Federal benefit program; and

"(II) there

6

is

a high degree of confidence

7

that the information provided to the recipient

8

agency is accurate;

9

"(B) the individual receives a notice from the

10

agency containing a statement of its findings and in-

11

forming the individual of the opportunity to contest

12

such findings; and

13

"(O)(i) the expiration of any time period estab-

14

lished for the program by statute or regulation for the

15

individual to respond to that notice; or

16

"(ii) in the case of a program for which no such

17

period is established, the end of the 30-day period be-

18

ginning on the date on which notice under subpara-

19

graph (B)

20

individual.

21

"(2) Independent verification referred to in paragraph

is

mailed or otherwise provided

to the

22 (1) requires investigation and confirmation of specific infor-

23 mation relating to an individual that is used as a basis for an
24 adverse action against the individual, including where appli25 cable investigation and confirmation of—
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1

"(A) the amount of any asset or income involved;

2

"(B) whether such individual actually has or had

3

access to such asset or income for such individual's

4

own use; and

"(C) the period or periods when the individual ac-

5

6

tually had such asset or income.

7

"(3) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), an agency may

8 take any appropriate action otherwise prohibited by such
9 paragraph if the agency determines that the public health or

10 public safety may be adversely affected or significantly
11

threatened during any notice period required by such

12 paragraph.".
13

(2) Not later than 90 days after the date of the enact-

14 ment of this Act, the Director of the Office of Management

15 and Budget shall publish guidance under subsection
16 (p)(1)(A)(ii) of section 552a of title 5, United States Code, as

17 amended by this Act.
18

(c) LIMITATION ON APPLICATION OF VERIFICATION

19 REQmBEMENT.—Section 552a(p)(1)(A)(ii)(ll) of title 5,

20 United States Code, as amended by section 2, shall not apply
21 to a program referred to in paragraph (1), (2), or (4) of sec-

22 tion 1137(b) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—7),
23 until the earlier of—

24

(1) the date on which the Data Integrity Board of

25

the Federal agency which administers that program deS 3209 PCS
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termines that there is not a high degree of confidence

2

that information provided by that agency under Federal

3

matching programs is accurate; or

4
5

(2) 30 days after the date of publication of guidance under section 2(b).
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Subtitle F—Miscellaneous

2

SEC. 11051. USE OF INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE AND SOCIAL
ADMINISTRATION

3

SECURITY

4

INCOME VERIFICATION.

5

DATA

FOR

(a) DIscLosuiE OF TAX INFORMATION.—

6

(1) IN GENERAL.—Subparagraph (D) of section

7

6103(I)(7) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relat-

8

ing to disclosure of return information to Federal,

9

State,. and local agencies administering certain pro-

10

grams) is amended—

(A) by striking out "and" at the end of

11

12

clause (vi);

13

(B) by striking out the period at the end of

14

clause (vii) and inserting in lieu thereof "; and";

15

and

(C) by adding at the end the following new

16
17

clause:

18

"(viii)(I) any needs-based pension provided

19

under chapter 15 of title 38, United States Code,

20

or any other law administered by the Secretary of

21

Veterans Affairs;

22

"(II) parents' dependency and indemnity

23

compensation provided under section 415 of title

24

38, United States Code;

pcs
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"(111) health-care services furnished under

1

2

section

3

612(a)(2)(TB) of such title; and

610(a)(1)(J),

610(a)(2),

610(b),

and

4

"(IV) compensation pursuant to a rating of

5

total disability awarded by reason of inability to

6

secure or follow a substantially gainful occupation

7

as a result of a service-connected disability, or

8

service-connected disabilities, not rated as total

9

(except that, in such cases, only wage and self-

10

employment information may be disclosed).".

11

(2)

CLERICAL AMENDMENT..__.The

heading of

12

paragraph (7) of section 6103(1) of such Code is

13

amended by striking out "OR THE FOOD STAMP ACT

14

OF 1977" and inserting in lieu thereof ",

15

STAMP ACT OF 1977, OR TITLE 38, UNITED STATES

16

CODE".

17

(b) USE OF INCOME INFORMATION FOR NEEDS-BASED

THE FOOD

18 PROGRAMS.—
19

(1) USE FOR NEEDS-BASED PROGRAMS.._Chapter

20

53 of title 38, United States Code, is amended

21

adding at the end the following new section:

22 "

3117.

by

Use of income information from other agencies:

23

notice and verification

24

"(a) The Secretary shall notify each applicant for a ben25 efit or service described in subsection (c) of this
section that
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income information furnished by the applicant to the Secre-

2

tary may be compared with information obtained by the Sec-

3

retary from the Secretary of Health and Human Services or

4 the Secretary of the Treasury under section 6103 (fl(7)(D)(viii)
shall
5 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. The Secretary

6 periodically transmit to recipients of such benefits and serv7

ices additional notifications of such matters.

"(b) The Secretary may not, by reason of information

8

9 obtained from the Secretary of Health and Human Services

10 or
11

the

Secretary

of

the

Treasury

under

section

6103W(7)(D)(viii) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, ter-

12 minate, deny, suspend, or reduce any benefit or service de13

scribed in subsection (c) of this section until the Secretary

14 takes appropriate steps to verify independently information
15 relating to the following:
16

"(1) The amount of the asset or income involved.

17

"(2) Whether such individual actually has (or had)

18

access to such asset or income for the individual's own

19

use.

20

"(3) The period or periods when the individual ac-

21

tually had such asset or income.

22

"(c) The benefits and services described in this subsec-

23 tion are the following:
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"(1) Needs-based pension benefits provided under

2

chapter 15 of this title or any other law administered

3

by the Secretary.

4
S

"(2) Parents' dependency and indemnity compensation provided under section 415 of this title.

6

"(3) Health-care services furnished under sections

7

610(a)(1)(1), 610(a)(2), 610(b), and 612(a)(2)(B) of this

8

title.

9

"(4) Oompensation pursuant to a rating of total

10

disability awarded by reason of inability to secure or

11

follow a substantially gainful occupation as a result of

12

a service-connected disability, or service-connected dis-

13

abilities, not rated as total.

14

"(d) In the case of compensation described in subsection

15 (c)(4) of this section, the Secretary may independently verify

16 or otherwise act upon wage or self-employment information
17 referred to in subsection (b) of this section only if the Secre-

18 tary finds that the amount and duration of the earnings re19 ported in that information clearly indicate that the individual

20 may no longer be qualified for a rating of total disability.
21

"(e) The Secretary shall inform the individual of the

22 findings made by the Secretary on the basis of verified infor23 mation under subsection (b) of this section, and shall give the

24 individual an opportunity to contest such findings, in the
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same manner as applies to other information and findings re-

2

lating to eligibility for the benefit or service involved.

3

"(1) The Secretary shall pay the expenses of carrying

4 out this section from amounts available to the Department for
5 the payment of compensation and pension.".
6

(2) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of sec-

7

tions at the beginning of such chapter is amended by

8

adding at the end the following new item:
"3117. Use of income information from other agencies: notice and verification.".

9

(c) NOTICE TO CURRENT BENEFICIARIES.—

10

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Veterans Af-

11

fairs shall notify individuals who (as of the date of the

12

enactment of this Act) are applicants for or recipients

13

of the benefits described in subsection (c) (other than

14

paragraph (3))

15

States Code (as added by subsection (b)), that income

16

information furnished to the Secretary by such appli-

17

cants and recipients may be compared with information

18

obtained by the Secretary from the Secretary of Health

19

and Human Services or the Secretary of the Treasury

20

under clause (viii) of section 6103(D(7)(D) of the Inter-

21

nal Revenue Code of 1986 (as added by subsection (a)).

22

(2) DEADLINE FOR N-0TICE.—Notthcation under

23

paragraph (1) shall be made not later than 90 days

24

after the date of the enactment of this Act.

of

section 3117 of title 38, United

1073
1

(3) LIMITATION UNTIL NOTICE MADE.—The 5cc-

2

retary of Veterans Affairs may not obtain information

3

from the Secretary of Health and Human Services or

4

the

5

6103(I)(7)(D)(viii)

6

1986 (as added by subsection

7

under paragraph (1) is made.
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4

SEC. 11053. REPORTING OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS BY

5

CLAIMANTS AND USES OF DEATH INFORMA-

6

TION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS

7

AFFAIRS.

8

(a) MANDATORY REPORTING OF SocIAI SECURITY

9 NuMBERs.—Section 3001 of title 38, United States Code, is

10 amended by adding at the end the following new subsection:
11

"(c)(1) Any person who applies for or is in receipt of any

12 compensation or pension benefit under laws administered by

13 the Secretary shall, if requested by the Secretary, furnish the
14 Secretary with the social security number of such person and
15 the social security number of any dependent or beneficiary on

16 whose behalf, or based upon whom, such person applies for
17

or is in receipt of such benefit. A person is not required to

18 furnish

the

Secretary with a social security number for any

19 person to whom a social security number has not been
20 assigned.
21

"(2) The Secretary shall deny the application of or ter-

22 minate the payment of compensation or pension to a person

23 who fails to furnish the Secretary with a social security
24 number required to be furnished pursuant to paragraph (1) of

25 this subsection. The Secretary may thereafter reconsider the
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application or reinstate payment of compensation or pension,

2

as the case may be, if such person furnishes the Secretary

3

with such social security number.

4

"(3) The costs of administering this subsection shall be

5 paid for from amounts available to the Department of Veter6

ans Affairs for the payment of compensation and pension.".

7

(b)

REVIEW OF DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

AND

8 HUMAN SERVICES DEATH INFORMATION To IDENTIFY
9 DECEASED RECIPIENTS OF COMPENSATION AND PENSION

10 BENEFITS.—
11

(1) IN GENERAL.—Chapter 53 of title 38, United

12

States Code, as amended by section 11051(b), is fur-

13

ther amended by adding at the end the following new

14

section:

15 "

3118.

16
17

Review of Department of Health and Human
Services death information

"(a) The Secretary shall periodically compare Depart-

18 ment of Veterans Affairs information regarding persons to or
19 for whom compensation or pension is being paid with Depart-

20 ment of Health and Human Services death information for
21

the purposes of—

"(1) determining whether any such persons are

22
23

deceased;
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"(2) ensuring that such payments to or for any

2

such persons who are deceased are terminated in a

3

timely manner; and

4

"(3) ensuring that collection of overpayments of

5

such benefits resulting from payments after the death

6

of such persons is initiated in a timely manner.

7

"(b) The Department of Health and Human Services

8 death information referred to in subsection (a) of this section
9 is

death information available to the Secretary from or

10 through the Secretary of Health and Human Services, in11

cluding death information available to the Secretary of

12 Health and Human Services from a State, pursuant to a
13 memorandum of understanding entered into by such
14 Secretaries.".
15

(2) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of sec-

16

tions at the beginning of such chapter, as amended by

17

section 11051(b), is further amended by adding at the

18

end the following:
"3118. Review of Department of Health and Human Services death information.".
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of Representatives and the

Senate In the space of only 10 days.

The foundation and the framework
that was done In the budget summit
has been put to good use by the committees in both Houses, and I think
the committees in both Houses of Con-

gress are to be congratulated for the

expeditious manner in which they

have addressed themselves to the task
of honest and meaningful deficit reduction.
This package, which was produced
through established procedures of the

Congress, has a far better chance of
passage than the agreement that was
passed behind closed doors by the
small and somewhat Isolated group
that called itself the summit conferees. Virtually every Member of the
Senate has had a hand In the creation

of this package, and every Member of'

the Senate has a stake in seeing that
this package becomes law.

If we act swiftly, if we act now and
complete our work, we will send the
clearest possible answer to those citizens who may be troubled that Congress cannot do its job and cannot do
it on time. I think we will have drawn

and completed in the space of 2 weeks

the largest deficit reduction package

in the history of this Nation—over $40

billion In honest deficit reduction in
fIscal year 1991, 500 billion dollars'
worth of honest deficit reduction over
5 years, the largest deficit reduction
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I rise package in the history of this Repubthe Senate will now proceed to the this morning to Introduce the budget lic.Mr. PresIdent, 10 commIttees have
consideration of 8. 3209. which the reconcifiation bill for fIscal year 1991. now
reported legislation that would
clerk will report.
I do so with both confidence and hope,
The assistant legislative clerk read I say to my dllstlngulshed friend, Sena- produce more than $24 billion in
tor DoMxNicI; confidence that the budget savings for 1991 and $248 bilas follows:
A bill (8. 3209) to provide for reconcths- committees of this body have jointly lion in savings over the 5-year period.
tion pursuant to eection 4 of concurrent res- crafted a budget plan that Is balanced, Each and every committee of the
olution on the budget for the fIscal year one that Is fair, and one that does thç Senate—and I am proud to report this,
1991.
critical work of reducing this Nation's Mr. President—has moved very forceThe Senate proceeded to consider deficit. I offer this package with the fully to get these savings.
the bilL
hope that what has been a long wait This work has not been easy. On the
for the American people and a period contrary, it has been very difficult.
of uncertainty and strife for this body Some of the choices they have had to
make have been very painful, and
will finally be nearing an end.
In my judgment, Mr. President. the some of the cuts that they have had to
OMNIBUS BUDGET
RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1990
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
KZRRSY). Under the previous order,

job before us could not be more plain.
Deficit reduction simply must be accomplished, but we must also do it In a
fair and equitable way. We must move
decisively now to accomplish deficit reduction.
I think It Is only fair to note In that

context that the closed-door budget

make have been very painful for them,
and they will be painful for the Amen
can people. Some of the Senators have

reported to me that this Is the - moat
difficult work they have ever had to

do. One indicated that cutting some of
these programs was almost like shooting his children as far as he was concerned. Farm price supports, for example,. have been scaled back. And for
those of us who come from agricultur-

summit, In which I participated, took
some 6 months to reach conclusion on
the Issues that we address today. And
I must say, Mr. President. I sincerely al States, that Is, indeed, a bitter pill
hope that Is the last budget summit to swallow.
Bank Insurance fees have been Innegotiation In which I shall ever have
to participate. It was hard, bone-crush- creased so that the banks themselves
would pay a larger portion of any coning work, long, long hours.
The product had much to recom- tingent liability that they might be ex-

mend It In the final conclusion but posed to rather than the taxpayer.

also the product had some severe flaws Coast Guard user fees have been
to which I think we will all agree. But adopted—less subsidies for the Coast

the task that we undertook for 6 Guard In doing work that rightfully
months In the budget summit has ought to be paid for. The Student
Loan Program has been tightened up
been picked up and completed by the
congressional committees In both the to cut out some of the waste and per-
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haps some of the abuse that has taken original summit proposal that the
For ills of that magnitude, I will
place. And Federal retiree benefits summiteers brought back to this body. have to confess that the budget agreesuch as the lump sum option have The burden of sacrifice Is spread ment we are considering today Is not a
been elimInsted. We have attempted much more evenly than that of the magic cure-all. But It Is a very potent
to address some of the problems of the budget summit proposal. The summit dose, I submit, of fiscal responsibility,
growth In Medicare. Revenues of $142 plan, for example, would have In- a signal to one and all that this Govbillion have been proposed also, all In creased tax rates by 76 percent on the ernment of the United States Is serithe name of deficit reduction.
neediest Americans.
ous about reducing Its crippling defiThere has not been a single commit-. The proposal that we will have cit, serious about nursing Its economy
tee that has not measured up to its re- before us today rightly cuts the rates back to health. It Is the kind of tangisponsibilities. Not a single committee, on the poorest citizens by 23 percent. ble agreement that the world financial
Mr. President, has not assumed. Its What about the other end of the markets have been waiting to embrace,

share of the burden and assumed It income scale, the wealthiest Ameriwillingly. The fact Is that the savings cans? The summit proposal that we
from each committee of the Senate hi-ought back to this body would have
either meet or exceed the instructions Increased the contribution of the

a credible package upon which our
own Federal Reserve, and Dr. Alan
Oreenspan, the able chairman, can

now rely on and move to reduce inter'wealthiest Americans by only 17 per- est rates.
Congressional cent. Under the plan that we are conYes. There will be sacrifice. And I
Budget Office, this bill actually stir- sidering today these wealthiest Ameri- think
it Is high time that those of us
passes and exceeds our deficit reduc- cans would see a 3.7-percent rise In In elective
office started telling the
tion goals or the reconciliation Instruc- their tax rates. Finally, this proposal American people
the truth again. It
tions by $4 billion In 1991 and $6 bil- will, not suffocate middle-income has been the fashion
over the past
lion over 5 years, and I say .to my Americans. It seeks only a 2-percent decade to say that we could
have It all,
friend, the distinguished ranking tax rate increase for middle Amerithat
there
would
be
no
tomorrow,
that
member, Senator DoMxiticz, I think cans.
could mortgage the future of our
that Is virtually unprecedented.
So in sum, Mr. President, this entire we
and we did not have to take
In terms of deficit reduction, the piece of legislation I thIn represents childen,
any
bad
medicine
ourselves.
package contains more out-year sav- a genuine step forward, one that asks That day Is gone.
Yes. We tell the
ings than any reconciliation bill that moderate sacrifice from all Americans American people that
there will be
has ever been enacted. Together, we. In our drive to reduce thIs deficit and some sacrifice in this package.
we
have assembled a package that seeks safeguard our economy. It exempts no tell them at the same time thatBut
it will
to make up for the fiscal excesses and one, no citizen from the duty of deficit be fair, that no American Is going
to
deficiencies, I would submit, of an reduction. On Its merits I submit it is
be
asked
to
make
more
sacrifice
than
entire decade.
sound, sensible, and supportable.
I realize, Mr. President, that al- I think, perhaps equally as Impor- another. We tell them that the
in our society are going to
though committee members have all 'tant, the proposal that we present to wealthiest
pay
their
fair
share.
spoken on this package, It does not our colleagues today accomplishes real
mean that we must forever hold our genuine deficit reduction without 1 say, Mr. President, that if we can
peace. There Is likely to be a very spir- fakery, without deception, and with- Implement this, if we can move this
ited debate on the floor of this Chain- out shrinking from the stark rallty of deficit reduction plan into place quickher today, and I think that Is healthy, the fiscal problem that faces this ly before our economy deteriorates
further, then we stand a good chance
a very spirited debate about tax equity country.
real benefits, a chance of
and, quite frankly, I believe that Is as
We all have an interest in demon- of receiving
real substantial gains.
It should be
strating to the American people that receiving
I do not believe we should ask we can do our job. I suggest that our Lower interest rates, we all know,
middle-Income Americans, those who interest Is even more pressing than will put more money In the pocket of
have been stretched and squeezed by that. The forces that at the very American working men and women. If
the policies of the 1980's, to work over- moment are undermining the founda- interest rates fall by just one-half of 1
time In the gristmill of deficit reduc- tion of our economy leave us no choice percent, and certainly that Is a reasonable and logical expectation given the
tion. I think all of us would agree that but to act and to act now.
middle-income Americans have done The perils of our Indebtedness have content of this legislation, then the
their fair share, and it Is only fair that been widely recognized. Confidence average middle-class family could save
the 700,000 upper-income households has been shaken in the soundness of $435 a year on their $100,000 adjustathat benefited most from the policies the financial system of this country. ble rate mortgage. Compare this to the
of the 1980's, who saw their tax rates Confidence has been shaken In our $297 cost of the Senate agreement to
cut In half and then income In many Government's ability to stand up to its the typical middle-income family, and
cases double, should contribute pro- responsibility. Foreign investors, those you can see that the vast majority of
portionately to help solve this Na- from whom we borrowed enormous Americans clearly have something to
tion's deficit crisis.
sums of money over the past few again from the passage of this deficit
I extend my congratuiations to the years, are now looking elsewhere to reduction package.
distinguished chairman of the Senate Invest their funds. Unless we get this
This Is the message that we must
Finance Committee, Senator Bzirrsm Government out of the massive busi- take to the American people. It Is the
of Texas, who, along with the joint ness of borrowing, Interest rates will message that we must consider ourleadership team of Senator PACKWOOD, inevitably go up and economic stagna- selves today. We must convince the
the very able ranking member, Sena- tion will set In.
American people of the benefits we
tor MITcxziI the distinguished majorI do not have to remind anybody in will all derive from a balanced and
ity leader, and Senator ROBERT DOLE, this Chamber that we are now poised sound economy. The benefits we will
the distinguished minority leader, dangerously on the cusp of a recession, all derive from lower interest rates,
have together and in a bipartisan way and we see ourselves at the very brink and the benefits derived from this
designed a revenue package that Is eq- of war in the Middle East The stock agreenint, will persist and endure a
uitable and one that I submit Is sound. market has lost 20 percent of its value long time after the time of sacrifice
Moreover, they have created a pack- In just the past few months. The U.S. has passed and has been forgotten
age that was built to pass this body. dollar In world markets Is dropping to about.
They have created a package that will record lows. Sky-high oil has pushed
Mr. President, after many months of
rally the votes to be accepted. I submit up prices. And, once again, the tenta- adversarial dickering, after many
that in terms of progress Ivity it Is, cles of inflation are tightening them- months of back and forth, after many
Indeed, a far better plan than the selves around our productive capacity. months of partisan accusations, It Is
which we sent them.
According to the

.
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is the intention of the chairman and and raising revenues. It does not come
our Job.
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This deficit reduction package Is the the ranking member certainly not to
product of virtually every committee preclude anyone. There will be plenty
of the U.S. Senate. Virtually every of time. They should know there are
Member of this Senate has participat- 20 hours. That goes Into tomorrow.
ed in producing this product. I do not But we intend not to yield for that
think anyone has been left out of the purpose until sometime after lunch.
process. Everyone Is an author and Mr. SASSER. That is correct We
every citizen of every State can know have been approached by a number of
that their elected representatives had Members In prior days wishing to
make opening statements, and we will
a hand In producing this final result.
I must say the result Is a commenda- consume the time up to noon In doing
ble agreement that I think deserves so. I might say to the distinguished
the support of all of us, and I do be- ranking member that I hope we can
lieve it reflects credit on this institu- make significant and speedy progress

here as a Democratic or Republican
Initiative.

Maybe some of the specific Initia-

tives within it might be somewhat par-

tisan, but the package was produced
by the joint bipartisan Democrat-Republican leadership, and the principal

committees of activity, such as Fi-

nance, produced the bipartisan package that Is before us.

Frankly, I believe the deficit of the
United States is so serious that it is
not a Democrat Issue, a Republican
Issue, or the President's issue. The

today, and perhaps it might not be people of the United States want us to
If ever there was a time for action, I necessary to use the full 20 hours of do something. As a matter of fact,
submit, Mr. President, it is now. For debate.
they are almost to the point, in my
the better part of a decade we have To those of our colleagues who opinion, where they are giving up on
had rhetoric about the crisis to come, might be listening to us in their of- our ability to govern. I hate to say, but
and we have had rhetoric about the fices, once we get past the opening I think some of them think it Is a joke.
perilous problems we are creating for statements, I hope we can move fast
Frankly, the way we have conducted
our children. We have talked about on any amendments that might be of- ourselves over the past few months,
the uncertain future we are bequeath- fered. and I hope that we can keep any maybe that is right; maybe their coning to our country. Mr. President, this amendments to an absolute minimum. clusion is right. Let me say to them,
Senator has been on the floor a Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, let however, that we have a few days,
number of times in the past few years me say, so there will be no misunder- fellow Americans and fellow New
standing, this rule that we just estabraising those problems.
2, maybe 5—to
But now the crisis is here that many lished, this modus operandi, Is not the MexIcans—maybe
redeem
ourselves,
because
Indeed, this
of us have been predicting. The prob- creature of the chairman and the particular deficit reduction package, If
lems are ours and the future is the ranking member. We have been asked it goes through here, has Democrat
here and now. We have much to prove, by and consulted with the leadership, and Republican support, and probably
Mr. President, to our fellow citizens In who have asked us to do this.
get the President's support, and
this country, many of whom have I hope our fellow Senators will un- would
would have an historic event occur.
watched in dismay as our Government derstand that we, too, want to get on weLet
me suggest that during the day,
with things. But there are a few probwas stopped cold in its tracks.
I
say
to
my fellow Senators who are
I say to my colleagues that with the lems we are trying to work out with
and ranking members, in paradoption of this budget reconciliation reference to this measure that. need chalmen of
the Finance Committee,
bill today, this budget reconciliation our time. Some of us have to go off ticular,
that
wrote
the
principal package—
the
floor
and
work
on
those
Items.
bill that will reduce the indebtedness
A number of Senators have asked Chairman Baxmzz and Ranking
of our children and our children's children by $500 billion over the next 5 me when amendment time Is. We will Member PAcxWooD and other chairyears, we will have demonstrated not follow the rules and be fair but, obvl- men and ranking members—we alonly to our countrymen, but to those ously, we control the time, and we ready know there are going to be a
who watch us with great Interest from would like opening statements until number of amendments and proposals
abroad, that we here In this Chamber, noon or thereabouts, without preju- affecting their part of this bilL
Frankly, we will try our very best to
and we in this Government know how dice to either side.
Mr. President, let me say at this notify the ranking members and chairand can govern.
point, while this document before us is men, so they can come down and
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. DOMENICI addressed the historic, and there is no question defend and argue their point, If Senaabout that, it Is with a great deal of tors intend to change what they have
Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The sadness that the Senator from New put together. I hope they know that.
Senator from New Mexico Is recog- Mexico comes to the floor with It, be- We do not want to do that; we want
cause, frankly, a number of us have them to do it. We will do it if they are
n:zed.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I worked very hard over a long period of not here, or are busy or occupied. We
teld myself as much time as I might time, and It was not intended that the will try to get notice to them. That Es
process, started 4 or 5 months ago at point No. 1.
require.
Point No. 2, this package contains
Mr. President, might I inquire of the the request of and behest of the Presidistinguished chairman of the Budget dent of the United States, would end some provisions which should not be
Committee, the Senator from Tennes- up in the manner that It is now evolv- In a budget reconciliation package. We
see, so that our fellow Senators might Ing. Clearly, we did not intend that it are going to try our best to keep this a
understand what our intentions are to- become partisan, as has occurred In clean package, and we will confer with
those conunittees and those Senators
tally consistent, I hope, with the rules. the U.S. House.
This is not criticism on my part; it is Is due course about provisions that are
Mr. President, is It not the case that,
for those fellow Senators from either just a truism. Since we went to the extraneous and subject to what we call
is a rule that
side of the aisle who might want to summit, bipartisan, bicameral, with the "Byrd rule," which
nake opening statements, the chair- both Houses, we had intended more of says, essentially, matters that are
not deficit reductIon can get
man and the ranking member are what is happening here on the floor of really
going to see to it that, In yielding time, the Senate, because everyone should taken out of here, and those who want
we yield only for that purpose until know that we do not know how many them in have to get a super majority
Republicans are going to vote for this to keep them. That will occur In due
sometime after 12 o'clock?
Mr. 8ASSER. Mr. President, that is package. Clearly, the Democrats do course.
My third point is that a number of
not know how many are going to vote
correct.
Senators
have asked us where Is the
for
It
on
their
side.
Mr. DOMENICL That means, if I
and enforcement part, the
understand It, that any Senator who But it does nst come to the floor of reform
of the processes and the enIntends to offer any action on the the Senate as a package of deficit re- reform
floor by way of an amendment, to duction activities, reducing expendi- forcement provisions. They are not In
tion.
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this, Mr. President, because there was things done. I do not agree with those than somebody's Idea, somebody's
no committee that could be Instructed who think we ought to close down wish. Clearly we want collective decito do that.
Government in order to push our- sions; that Is why we have a Senate. If
So later In the day, hopefully, we selves to do what we ought to do. I we wanted 'one-man decisions, we
will have completed with the leader- may be alone in that, I do not support would not have a Congress.
ship, the chairman and ranking It. It does not come as anything new to
So It Is very difficult to come into
member of the Budget Committee, Members on my side. I do not see that consensus, and I hope we are close to
and others who were Interested In the as an approach. For one thing, the that, and I hope after a day's debate,
summit reform activities, and we will working people in Government are maybe long into the night tonight, we
hopefully have a major amendment to only a little tiny part of our expend!- will do something right and historic
offer on the floor of the Senate. Cer- tures. The expenditures of two-thirds and get on to conference with the
tainly, we are hopeful that the distin- of Government go on while we in a House and perhaps end this agony, not
guished chairman of the Appropria- rather vindictive way furlough people only for us, but for our people. We
tions Committee, Senator Biw, Is on who are supposed to be getting their ought to get it done.
board, and we are trying to see that paychecks.
the package is what he understands It
Having said that, let me say that I Now, Mr. President, -let me confer
to be.
will for now say nothing more about for one moment and I will ylid.
So those who are worried about the progressive nature of this other

voting for this package, without some than what I have just said in general
reform and assurance that the deficit terms. But as the debate ensues, I will
will be reduced and we will not just talk about dollar numbers, how much
spend the money, you will have an op- more the higher income people will
portunity to vote on that reform pay under this. I do not think it is pubefore you have to vote on this pack- nitive at all, but It Is more than the
age.
House-passed bill for the higher
Obviously, I want to say here and income. I believe it is in a rather fair
now, If a whole new enforcement proc- way. We have been told over and over
ess building credibility into our activi- that what we were talking about here
ties Is not adopted, count me out. on our side was not progressive. It Is.
There are a number of things In this They say that the wealthy did not pay
package I would like to take out that their fair share, not more, but their
are extraneous, but I support the sub- fair share. That Is wrong. It does.
stance of this package. It Is bipartisan
Now, Mr. President, one last remark.
and it Is fair.
When we speak of $40 billion in the
I will try In my own simple way to fIrst year, $500 billion over 5 years. asdispose of the notion that we are not suming the new process reform, the
taxing the wealthy enough in this enforcement mechanism, the new caps
package for deficit reduction, because we are going to put on that are enwe are. In fact, as a general statement, forceable, the pay-as-you-go that we
the wealthy in the United States will are going to insist on for entitlements,
pay more in new taxes under this pro- and all the other things that are going
posal. Let me repeat it. The wealthy of to be in the reform package, If all of
the United States will pay more under this occurs, then people tend to ask,
this proposal than they do under the do we not have to pass something next
so-called Democrat package In the year to carry It out? No. We have to
House. This bipartisan one Imposes keep the agreement which is enforced
more taxes and, I think, In an orderly by caps and other measures and
and reasonable way and somewhat change the laws which are changed in
more progressive upward than In the this package so that expenditures that
House package.
would have occurred automatically
It does not have the removal of in- will not occur. And that is where you
dexing of taxes for middle-income get the package.
America. It does not permit bracket A portion of it is discretionary and
creep to start again. One of the most principally for defense. Defense Is
devastating aspects of the income tax coming down. Some might say, is that
for middle America was bracket creep real? I think 'for the next 3 years It Is
with Inflation. We did not adjust for as real as anything we have done beInflation, and obviously we were col- cause, If we get the reform package In,
lecting taxes we never expected be- we will have three caps in each of the
cause, with Inflation, people's incomes next 3 years, defense, domestic, forwere going up, but it was not meaning- eign. You do not mingle them and you
ful, but the brackets never changed. do not exceed them. If you exceed
We did that. The distinguished Sena- them, It is cut back. That is how you
tor from Colorado (Mr. AausmoNol get the discretionary savings. And
leaves that as his legacy, one of the even in the fourth and fifth there is a
most significant things we have done. aImiIr provision.
The House did away with that for a So, obviously, If I were writing my
year and changed the deductions for own budget, If I were writing a budget,
middle income a bit. We do not do that I would not write this one, but nobody
in this package.
else would either. Everyone would
Having said that, let me conclude have a different idea, a different plan,
that I hope we can keep this package a different approach. And I am very
basically intact and send It to the con- comfortable with Senators coming to
ference with a bipartisan attitude of the floor saying how they would do It.

getting something this weekend or But I jut remind everyone, unless
early next week so that we do not someone can convInce 51 Senators
close down Government in the United that what they want to do is what we
States because of our Inability to get ought to do, then It is nothing more
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Mr. SYMMS. Mr. President, what

this points out Is that the trends of
the 1988 Tax Reform Act are that the

wealthy people in this country are
paying more taxes than they have
ever paid before. These are IRS fig-

urea Just recently released on 1987-88
tax returns, that 8hOw in a summAry

now that the distribution of total
income tax burden for those with in-

comes over $100,000, those people are
paying, 38.4 percent of all taxes.

During the 1980's period of growth,
these people's share grew 76 percent
of where they used to be pre-Ronald
Reagan: Those over $50,000 are now
paying 62.9 percent of all the taxes.
Under $50,000 pays 37 percent.

The point Is, Mr. President, that our
tax system does already tax—It Is like

the old question when they asked

Willie Sutton why he robbed the bank.

He said that Is where the money Is.
The same thing Is true with the tax

collector. This package has all kinds of

excise taxes that are going to hit

across-the-board,, rich and poor alike
and, in my view, Is unnecessary at this
point in time.
In summarizing my remarks, I say,
again, to the American people, now Is
the time to grab your wallet, run for
cover, get the ballot box out and start
comparing how the people in Congress
vote and how these bills come out on
your tax increases and start watching
because, in my opinion, we are playing

Russian roulette with the American
economy to be doing anything other

than controlling spending. In fact, this
budget's saving will not be savings at

alL Why? Because the President's

man, Jim Brady Just asked this week
for an additional $50 bfflion to bailout
saving and loans. This $50 billion will
more than wipe out the $40 billion in
1991

savIngs put forward by this

budget package before us.

No, Mr. President, this budget wifi
not lead to balanced budget as it proposes to do. Moreover, every economist
in the country, every business leader

in the country will tell you the problem Is spending, spending, spending.
Somehow it turns out It Is easier to
divert the argument from spending to
whom are we going to tax. Then the

strategy becomes, tax someone and try
to make it look like, "Oh. I didn't want

to do that but I have to vote for this
bifi because we just cannot get by
without It."
Cannot get by without what? Cannot

get by without $1,150 trillion? We
have $1150 trillion in the Treasury
now, or close to that. The revenue

flow to the Treasury has been growing
every year. We have so far $1,100 billion in revenue and people are saying
that Is not buying us enough government.
Look out America. Congress Is getting up a head of steam to raise taxe.'
and neither facts nor reality seem able
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—. thereby reduce Interest rates. ence seems to have been typical, and

to slow It down. What will certainly

slow down further lithe Congress con- Congress, while spending months
timi. down this pith M our economy. wrangling over the details of the tax
The Finance Committee has con Increase, did not question the need for
uted to this headlong tax Increase, such an Increase, While many factors
$113 billion In additional taxes dis- conta-Ibuted to the Great Depression,
guised as spending eats, and $5.3 bil- no one questions that the Hoover tax
lion In sddltlona], new spending. Com- increase made a bad situation worse.

bined with the other elements In the
budget, less than one-quarter of the
budget represents real savings or Improved efficiencies In Government programs.
In addition, imder the original

so, despite the exceptional efforts of
the secret suxnmiteers, the agreement
went down to defeat in the House of
Representatives. It was a take-It-or-

leave-ft deal, and the Amerft$n people
shouted Leave It.
The package put together In the FiYet here we are getting ready to nance Committee has been acourately
repeat the tragic mistake of 1932.
described as the budget summit agreeTodays argument—and that may be ment with softened edges. In fact, the
too strong a word—for Increasing leadership of the Finance Committee
taxes traces Its Intellectual heritage dithe budget summit agreement as
rectly to the Hoover tax increase. The took
Its
starting
point and then began a
full statement of this argument runs committee minisummit.
as follows: Rsislng taxes In a recession
The committee leadership has met

budget summit agreement the various
committees of Congress were directed
to raise about $116.2 billion in various is necessary to cut the budget deficIt
numerous times, all behind closed
user fees. These additional tax In- and thereby lower Interest rates.
creases are cleverly hidden because
There are two fatal flaws with this doors. Members eaucuaed numerous
they. are scored as spending reduc- theory, First, a tax Increase Is not times, all behind closed doors. The
tions.
needed to reduce the budget deficit. If pvtage was then presented to the
When combined with the user fee In- we simply hold this year's spending at whole committee for d1s'lon and Increases, the Finance Committee's ex- last year's levels, the deficit would fall formal markup, again behind closed
plicit and disguised tax Increases bring by about $76 billion. That Is, even doors, and with a clear leadership unthe total tax Increase to $269.6 billion, without a tax Increase we could cut derstanding that Member's amendone of the largest tax Increases In
the deficit by nearly twice the amount ments would be opposed—the fix was
Nation's history. And It comes at a proposed In the budget summit agree- In.
time when our economy Is already ment, and we could do so without a These Informal discussions are not
necessarily or always bed. But there
struggling. Battered by a credit crunch single cut In spending.
and the recent runup in oil prices as a The second flaw Is the idea that cut- comes a point where public hearings,
result of the Iraqi Invasion of kuwaIt, ting the budget deficit by $40 billion and public discussion and debate
the economy Is slipping Into a reces- will lower Interest rates. The effect on essential to safeguard the democratic
sion. The recession may be over in a interest rates of reducing the deficit process. When the entire legislative
year, or It may last much longer. The by a few tens of billions of dollars in process is done out of public view, It
recession may be a gentle slowdown In the context of a $5 trillion economy, not only conflicts with our national
growth, or a precipitous collae like and a global economy many times that values and traditions, but It breeds the
the recession in the early 1980's. But a size, Is like a pebble's waves on the kinds of legislative disasters for which
recession is clearly at hand.
the Congress Is rightly scolded. The
ocean surface.
There Is no defensible economic
Proponents of the interest rate argu- reconciliation tax bifi the committee
theory which says the correct policy In ment are not even consistent. Even has reported out may turn out to be
a recession Is to raise taxes. Not from with a deficit reduction package of $40 one of the best examples of & latethe left, not from the right, not from billion, the budget deficit Is expected night, closed-doors disaster that we
the past., nor from the present. Not to Increase by about $130 billion from have seen.
one.
fIscal year 1990 to fiscal year 1991.
The rallying cry of the tax-andThe monetartst., supply side, and This means that If Interest rates are spend crowd has become: "Tax the
neoclassical schools all tell us the cor- sffected significantly by the budget RICh? Many people, though certainly
rect response to a recession Is to cut deficit, they would be driven upward not all, agree with the ability-to-pay
spending to free up resources for more by the budget agreement targets, not proposition; that is, that the wealthy
productive uses and to cut taxes to downward. If proponents of the inter- should pay a higher total tax relative
reduce the straitjacket Government est rate theory really considered their to their Income than should middleImposes on Investment, work, and argument In detail, in the face of a re- Income taxpayers and that middlegrowth.
cession ft would be Irresponsible of
taxpayers should pay more
Even the now discredited Keynslan them to accept a paltry $40 billion def- Income
than lower Income taxpayers. But it Is
school tells us to Increase wending icit reduction package.
to wonder It enough is not already
and to cut taxes, exactly the opposite We find ourselves In this predica- fair
of what the Finance Committee Is re- ment because the Congress convinced enough.
As the table below describes, when
porting out.
the White House that the only way to measured by income levels, under our
The one prescription each of these deal with the budget was to convene a
tax system the top 1 percent
schools agree on Is that the correct summit. The sole purpose of the current
taxpayers earn 13.4 percent of all
policy in a recession Is to cut t.rp8 summit was to hide the budget delib- of
Income and pay 24.8 percent of the
not to raise them.
erations from the public eye and to
Income tax. The top 8 percent
So, what ghost of a theory Is propel- allow proposals to be advanced and Federal
of
all
taxpayers
28 percent of the
ling these Halloween tax macsara adopted without the public knowing total Income andearn
pay 44.8 percent of
through the Finance Committee and whose fingerprints were on them. The the tax. The top half
all taxpayers
the rest of Congress? The evidence ret sumaniteers did not have the earn 86.4 percent ofofall
4nne and
points to the Depression economics of courage of their convictions to defend pay 94.6 percent of the tax.
Herbert Hoover. In 1932, followIng the their Ideas In public debate, so they system In which the top halfAoftax
ill
collapse of the stock market and In sought the shelter of anonymity.
already pay almost 95 perthe clear signs of recession, Herbert The agreement wag presented to the taxpayers
of the tax while the bottom half
Hoover decided the best policy was to Congress on a take-ft-or-leave-ft bails. cent
about 6 percent Is not merely
get the NaLions fiscal house in order The President and the Senate majori- pays
przve,
It Is punitive.
by raising taxes. Mr. Hoover, a fine
leader t on televIsion to encourman, was tragically mistaken, as ty
age the American people to Ice theIr
events quickly proved.
support for the package. The AmenThe expectation at the time was can people expressed themselves, all
that the tax 1ncrese would relax the zlght, Well over 90 percent of the calls
strain on the credit markets created we received were In strong opposition
It'
by the policies of the Federal Reserve to the budget agreement, Our expert- sa.i
as
Mi
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Inability to restrain spending. For ex-
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the reality could not be further separated

the rhetoric.
ample, even though the price at the from
If you doubt this, we ask you to consider

.

—
c.s

pump for a gallon of gas has increased the 1987 and 1988 Income tax return data
over 27 cents since the Iraqi invasion, recently released by the Internal Revenue
the Finance Committee has decided to Service. Not only do the data show the mas-

raise an additional $42.6 billion by

sive concentration of the income tax burden
on the top taxpayers, but they demonstrate
The gas tax was originally levied conclusively that virtually all the growth in
under a compact with the American income tax revenues Is now coming from the
people that the funds raised would be top 13 percent of the taxpayers, and nearly
placed into the highway trust fund to 7'l percent of it Is coming from those over

While the package the Finance Committee Is reporting out Isn't as extreme
as other proposals floating around the
Capitol, It clearly achieves the tax-therich goaL For example, the package in-

more than doubling the gas tax.

$100,000.

broken this compact because only half 1988 year, the taxes paid by the income

$100,000. (See Table).
cludes a provision that reduces by 5 be spent on transportation Infrastruc- In 1988, total income tax collections rose
ture
such
as
highways,
bridges,
tunpercent of their adjusted gross income
by $47 billion over 1987, from $389 billion to
the Itemized deductions that may be nels, and mass transit. The Hooverites $416 billion, a 12.7 percent rise—reflecting
taken by individuals with incomes over on the Finance Committee have the strong, pre-Bush economy. Yet in that

The effect of this provision, much of the money raised by the gas tax Inlike the effect of the so-called bubble, crease goes into the trust fund, the
which results from phasing out per- other half goes to deficit reduction.
sonal exemptions and the 15-percent Having broken faith with taxpayers,
tax rate for upper income Individuals, the committee may be criticized as
Is to increase the effective top tax rate well for counting the taxes that are
by about 1.67 percentage points. The deposited into the trust fund as deficit
effective top Income tax rate, there- reduction. Clearly, taxes raised to be
fore, has been raised from 33 percent spent will eventually be spent, and so
to almost 35 percent. Ironically, after It Is disingenuous to count the inall the opposition from the White creased Inflow Into the trust fund as
House over the bubble and preserving
the existing tax rate structure, the Finance Committee has managed to slip
in a higher tax rate.
The charities are strongly opposed
to this proposal, and for good reason.

groups under $50,000 (representing 87.3 percent of the taxpayers) rose by only $1.9 billion. or only 4 percent of the total increase.

Furthermore, that 87.3 percent of all taxpayers paid only 37.1 percent of the total
income taxes collected, and in real terms

their tax payments have actually been going
down every year. And 1988 was no exception: The real tax payments (after inflation)

for the bottom 87 percent of all taxpayers

fell by another 2 percent, on top of a 10 percent real drop 1981-87.

This means that 98 percent of the entire
deficit reduction.
The biggest tax increase on business. 1987-1988 increase was paid by the top 13
of the taxpayers, who accounted for
es falls on the life insurance industry. percent
nearly 63 percent of all income taxes paid.

Whatever the technical merits of the Their tax payments rose 21 percent in 1988,
proposal, the effect of this $8 billion or a real rise of 17 percent. It Is hard to
revenue grab Is nearly to double the Imagine a more steeply progressive tax

For, although the 5-percent limit Is industry's taxes overnight.

burden than that, or a more steeply progres-

low enough so as not to affect most InAccording to the Finance Commit- sive trend.
dividuals' decisions as to whether and tee, the rich would seem to be anyone The bellyaching coming from average tax-

how much to give, it Is not hard to who works for a living, drives a car, payers over the alleged "tax breaks" for the
read the writing on the wall. Over has a small business, drinks wine or rich represents an appalling level of ignorance from a class of taxpayers who have
seen their income taxes go down massively
(nearly 15 percent) in real terms over the
last nine years. even as the taxes paid by

time, the 5-percent rate will be raised,
first to 8 percent, then to 10 percent,
then to 50 percent, and so forth. And
while the rate increases, the threshold
will fall to $90,000, then to $75,000,

smokes cigarettes, buys life Insurance
or works for a life Insurance company,
or has a telephone.

charitable giving.

this package Is the economic version of cent.

Some Senators intone gravely that the wealthy have in fact soared at their
we may be playing Russian roulette fastest growth in at least three decades.
and so on. And with each change, with the economy If we don't get our From 1981-88, the taxes paid by the top 6
more and more Americans will become budget deficit under control by raising percent rose in real terms by more than 70
discouraged by the tax treatment of taxes. The reality, however, Is that percent while ONP grew less than 24 perThe rich are also the primary target
of the tax on luxury items. There Is no
policy reason to support this new tax.
It Is just a convenient means to hit up
higher Income individuals for another
$2.1 billion. These are not so much

Indeed, in 1988 the 2.3 percent of all taxthe Dark Ages medical practice of payers
the income level of $100,000,
bleeding the patient to effect a cure. paId 77over
percent of all of the additional taxes

Applying the tax leeches to the Ameri- collected in 1988 (over 1987), even though
can economy may well worsen the big. thIs 2.3 percent's total share of the tax

gest budget buster of all—recession. burden Is already a massive 38.4 percent.
And next year we could be facing a Their actual tax payments rose 27 percent
luxury taxes as envy taxes; It Is the budget dilemma that makes thIs year's reaL
codification of covetousness.
In plain English, the 1986 Tax Reform Act
deliberations look like a cakewalk.
The Finance Committee has given
made an already intensely "progressive"

upper middle Income taxpayers a
higher tax rate as well. Currently,

Srosirnso mx Rxcx
(By Warren Brookes)

both employers and employees pay a
1.45-percent hospital Insurance (HI) In the last few months, Americans have
tax on gross wages to fund Medicare, been treated to the greatest orgy of rich.
along with a 6.2-percent tax to fund bashing since Vladimir Lenin led the revoluonto the barricades in 1917.
Social Security. In each case, only the tionaries
Broadcast talk show. now reveal most

income tax burden still more progressive,
with new taxes collected from the rich at
double even their already high share of the
current income tax burden.

Indeed, the highest target of the Democrats' revenge, the 65.303 taxpayers with

more than $1 million in income, who represent only 6/100 of 1 percent (0.06 percent)

first $51,300 of wage Income Is subject Americana think the rich In this country of all the taxpayers, not only paid 10.5 perto tax under current law.
very little taxes, and are paying less cent of all the taxes paid ($44 billion) but
Under the Finance Committee pro- pay
every year, at. the expense of the poor and paId 41.3 percent of the total revenue in-

posal, the wage cap for the HI tax Is middle class.
raised to $89,000. Since the employee This incredibly false notion Is being fed
pays all of his tax, and much or all of with gusto by the Democrats In Congress
the employer's share of the tax, this and their friends in the media, like Sam
proposal Is equivalent to raising the Donaldson. who was massively offended last

crease in 1988!

to almost 31 percent, and another tax But then Mr. Donaldson has never been
rate Increase Is slipped In through the one much troubled by facts, and apparently
back door to raise $19 billion.
the public I. in no mood for rational disThe rich aren't the only ones offered course in this already deeply poisoned
the opportunity to pay for Congress' debate. For anyone Interested in the truth,

5 percent to 15 percent tax surcharges on

This mesas that the Democrats and their
allies like Kevin Phillips are engaged in the

most astonishing and destructive, not to

mention irresponsible, level of distortion on
Sunday because the new Senate tax propos- this Issue, and the result could be cata"only" adds $29 billion to the tax burden strophic for economic policy.
number of taxpayers from 28 percent al
That Is because simply slapping huge new
of those over $100,000.

Income tax rate of a very large

everyone with an income of more than

$100,000 (as House Democrats now propose)
will not only be massively unfair in terms of

who has actually been paying the rising tax
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burden In this country, but economically su- President Bush'a Inauguration and almost unprecedented need for FedericidaL
made the case to them that we needed al borrowing to deal with the disaster
The vest preponderance of U.S. new job to embark on a program of significant that has occurred in the savings and
October 17, 1990

formation Is the result of investment by deficit reduction, and It needed to be
those with Incomes of more than $100,000.
and whacking those incomes I attacking job done then—and now—when the economy was doing weU, when the economy
eation and economic growth.
It Is time to stop disgusting and ugly poll. was expanding.
We were rebuffed In those overtures
tics of envy and remember where Lenin led

loan administration.
So that ia why we find ourselves now
as we bang on the edge of a recession
having to move in the direction of sig
nificant deficit reduction.
his people—right down the economic toilet. and told that It was not time to take
The dItIngu1shed Senator from
the
measures that needed to be Idaho was quite correct in his asser1987-88 INCOME TM TRENDS
taken—perhaps at a later date but not tion that this ia not good for an econoyet.
my which is coursing downward, but I
Some of us retorted that if we con- would submit that because of the failit

ken
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tinue to wait we are going to see this ure of the administration to act we
business cycle, which ia already very simply have no alternative but to do
mature, begin to curve downward; we so.

will ee the deficits get up even fur- Why do we have no alternative? Bether that will not be the opportune cause we now find that the Federal
time to come with a significant deficit deficit which the President told the
reduction package.
American people in his State of the
Again we were rebuffed, and the Union message in January was $101
effect at substantial deficit reduction billion and would be reduced to $84
was put off once again, even though billion by fiscal year 1991, and then it
these same officials realized that
go away, by the President's own
Bomething was going to have to be would
statement
of a few days ago in his
done about the deficit.

House address to the American
How did we get into the present pos- White
people the deficit has mushroomed to
ture?
$300 billion. So we have no alterThe proximate cause of the explo- over
native
but to try to deal with it now.
sion in indebtedness that we have seen
We are in a catch-22 situation. Why?
over the past decade Ls the result of
two things: One, the supply side tax Because we are financing a substantial
cut of 1981. According to the statistics portion of this deficit with funds that
of the Office of Management and are borrowed from abroad, principally
Budget—and bear in mind. Mr. Presi- Japanese funds. We find now that aS
dent, at the time, this was President the American doUar continues to de
Ronald Reagan's Office of Manage- dine, as our economy continues to dement and Budget-as a result of that cline, as troubles start to appear in the
tax cut of 1981, the so-called supply banking structure and in the underlyside tax cut, the Federal Government ing Insurance structure of our econolost $1.414 trillion during the decade my, foreign investors are looking else.
of the 1980's, an unprecedented hem- where to invest their funds. They find
that interest rates in Japan and interorrhage of Federal revenue.
In essence, the revenue base of the est rates in Germany and even the fiU.S. Oovernment was reduced by 20 nancial security offered by those two
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I have percent over the period of the 1980's. countries might be at least on a par or

listened with Interest to the remarks Superimposed on top of that was the
made here this morning by the distin- largest military buildup in the peaceguished Senator from Idaho, valua- time history of this country; Indeed, a
ble member of the Senate Budget military buildup that even mirpassed
Committee. I must say that I cannot the buildup during the course of the
agree entirely with a number of the Vietnam war.
assertions which have been made this As we were reducing taxes and demorning by my distinguished friend.
priving the Government of a revenue

Mr. President, the Senator from base to the tune of $1414 trillion
Idaho raised the point—and I think & during the decade of the 1980's, we
valid point-that this ia perhaps not were Increasing military spending in
the most opportune time for us to be nominal dollars at about 50 percent.
Mr. President, that ia what conraising revenues given the state of the

economy. This economy, according to fronts this Congres8, and that ia the
most of the indicators, is either teeter- reason we are in the posture now of
ing on the brink of a recession or ia, having to move in the direction of seriindeed, in a recession at the present ous deficit reduction. That ia the
time. So why should we be looking at a reason leading officials of the Bush
deficit reduction package today that adnIn1stration knew when they took
would reduce the deficit by over $40 office that something was going to
billion in fIscal year 1991 .nd by have to be done about this deficit, bealmost $500 billion over the next 5 cause we were literally mortgaging the
years?

future of this country to satisfy the

We do so, Mr. President, because we need to meet the Federal debt payare forced to do so. We have absolute- ments.
We found over the past few months
ly no alternative. We are seeing a virtual explosion In the Federal Indebted- that there has been a virtual explosion

ness and In the deficit that this Gov- in the deficit. It comes about as a
result of two things: First, the econoernment ia now carrying.
Some of us approached leading rep- my is now starting to curve downward,
resentatives of the new admInistration just as some cautioned the a&nlnlstra-

as they came Into office right after tion it would do; second, there ia an

even preferable to that of the United

States. So we see the option of financing our excesses from abroad starting
to dry up on us. We are left with no &1
ternative but to fall back on our own
resources to try to finance this deficit.
The distinguished Senator from

Idaho said why do anythlnW, let us

just go on with the sequester. He cited

polls in which the American people

said we want to see Government

shrunk.
He said the American people would

not care if we had a 8equester. I
submit that the American people
might very weU change their minds
when they determine that the airplanes are not running on time, or in
some places running hardly at all.

There might be second thoughts

when there are air coUlsions because
of not enough air traffic controUers,
and people perish as a result of that.
There might be second thoughts when
we go back to the days before meat inipections were in the factories and in
the meat packing plants, back to the
days written about the muckraker3 at
the turn of the century, when people
were eating meat from disabled cattle;
spoiled meat. If we did not have the
Government funds to keep the meat
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inspectors there, then we would see Is precisely what the responsibility of The real disposable Income of the
that people were reaily starting to the leadership to accede to the Presi- poorest 10 percent of this population
dent's request Is. That Is what was dropped by 8.4 percent during the
Care.

What about lack of Oovernrnent employees to get out the Social Security
checks or the Medicare checks? Cer•
talnly, I think we would see the people
beginning to care then. I suspect we
would begin to see a lot of cftlzens be•

done.

1980's, while the richest 5 percent ex•

But I submit that it was not the perienced a skyrocketing 45-percent

Congress or the leaders of the Con• growth in real disposable income.
gress who wanted the anonymity of a
8UmmIt. No.

What we are saying in this package,

what we are saying in a bipartisan

I strongly suspect it was leading fig- way—and I want to say to the credit of

ginning to care if they aw the mifi- ures in the administration, perhaps the disttnguished minority leader, Sen-

tary establishment In this country re- even the Chief Executive himself, who ator Doi.z, who hM been a leader in a
duced by sequester by as much as 30 wanted the anonymity of the summit lot of areas, and who Is a man, I think,

percent, while we have almost 200,000 so that when the summit came out of proven courage, not only on the
troop6 now deployed in the Middle with a budget summit agreement that floor of this Senate, but in other fields
had revenues in it—which every sensi- of endeavor, also, the leadership of
East.
So sequester Is not a rational alter• ble economist in this Country knew this Senate, working in conjunction
native for us at the present time. If we had to occur and every serious student with the Finance Committee, its dlswent to sequester, it would mean a se- of Government affairs knew had to be tinguished chairman and ranking miquester of well over $120 bililon acroas a principal part of any summit agree- nority member—I think they have prothe whole spectrum of the Federal ment—I suspect that there were offl• duced a fair and progressive revenue
cials in the administration, and per- package. Is t the one that .1 would
Government.
The distinguished Senator from haps even the President, that wanted have produced? No. I would like to
Idaho addressed himself to reducing to say this fs something that had some have one that Is more progressive. I
Government spending. He said that he kind of an immaculate conception: would like to have one that raises the
found that to be a more platable alter- •We had nothing to do with it."
bracket. I would like to have one
native than the package we have It was the administration that top
with
no gasoline tax at all. I would like
wanted
the
anonymity
of
a
summit
before us. But I noted not one word•
was said about reducing defense agreement to do what they knew had to have one with no reduction in beneto be done. Well, to the credit of the fith to Medicare beneficiaries at all.
spending.
I submit to my coUeagues that when leadership of this Congress; to the But they have done the best they
you spend a doUar to buy a B-2 credit of the distinguished majority could in a bipartlsim way, and I think
bomber, that dollar Is just as valid as leader, Senator Mrrclm.L to the it is a ftne product. In the final a,aIythe doUar you spend for child nutri- credit of the Speaker of the House of sis, Mr. President, I am going to suption programs. And the doUar you RepresentaUves, ?(r. Foz.y, they let it port it.
The time has passed for us to come
spend to build a nuclear aircraft carri- be known in no uncertain terms that
er depletes the Federal Treasury just they were wluing to do their duty, but to this floor to try to convince the

as much as the doUar you spend for they wanted to have a sharing of the
defense. And the doUar you spend to responsibility.
That Is when the President finally.
buy 155-mililmeter howttzers depletes
the Federal Treasury just as much u at long last, sort of slipped a piece of
the dollar you spend for Medicare for paper out from under the door to the
our older people. But not a word waa waiting press, and said, 'Oh, by the
said ftbout reducing defense spending way; we are doing to need some In-

American people that the problems

dent of the United States requested gressional Budget Office, during the
the summit. The facts are that this decade of the 1980's, the tax rate on
Senator said: I do not want to go to a the poorest tenth of our population insumnitt. The fact. are that the Senate crea.ed by 28 percent, while the tax
majority leader, Senator Miycxzu, in- rate on the richest 5 percent was cut

So although I think the Senator
from Idaho has done the Senate a

facing this Government can simply be
solved by doing away with the waste,
fraud, and abuse. I have served in this
body for 14 years, and I have not seen
one line item in any budget dedicated
to waste, fraud, and abuse, and I have
creases in revenue In this budget pack- looked hard for it. I cannot find anyin this budget package.
I thought, Mr. President, tt was sad age."
body that is allocating funds to waste,
Following that statement, then we fraud, arid abuse in this budget or in
(rony yesterdfty when the word caine
that the President of the Soviet Union stw the Chief of Staff rush over here any other. Sure, there are some cxwas receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, to Capitol Hill to assure Members of cesses. There are excesses in any large
and
majority of this U.S. Senate the other party in the House of Repre- human endeavor. And that Is precisely
voted to expend tens of bflhioni of dol- sentatives: WeU, no, that probably was what government is—perhaps the larglar! of taxpayers' money to buy more not the case at all. As U to say, 'AWe est of iii human endeavors. There are
8-2 bombers. Who in the world ere we did not want to do it, but the leader- some places we can cut; there are some
ship, the Democratic leadership in the place3 we can save, and we have to
going to bomb with those thtngs?
My distingu1hed friend also Indicat- Congress, made us do it."
to look for them. But to say
ed that the Members of Congress Mr. President, some statementa were continue
that, by cutUng here and saving a tiny
asked for a summit; that we wanted to made about the taz policy: What sort bit there and cutting out a little dupliget the adm1n1straton In a summit so of revenue policies we ought to have; cation here, we would solve a problem
there could be anonymity as to what who ought to be paiing them. Just let that now axnount.a to over $3 trillion,
the results of that summit agreement me remind my coUeagues of a few sta- simply, I think, Mr. President, to put
were.
tiStiC5.
Well, the facta are that the Prei- According to the nonpartisan Con- it kindly, begs a question.

dicated he would go to a 8ummit only by 0Y2 percent. And when some of our
coUeagues in the House of Representawith great reluctance.
But when the President of the Uves try to call attention to that, they
United States summons the leadership are accused of what? Class warfare.
I call my colleagues' attention to the
of thl3 Congre to the White House
to dlscusa the economic mess that thia fact that the bottom 30 percent in the
country Is In, to discuss the fiscal crisis economic brackets of this country

that threatens the very health of this
economy, what do we do? Of course,
you go to the White House to discuss
t.ho3e matters with the President, and

were hit by doubledIg1t tax-rate Increases during the 1980's. Tax rates
were Increased on the bottom 60 percent of our population, and they were

If he wt8hes an economic summit, that lowered on the top 40 percent.

service in bringing some of these mat-

ters to our attentIon here this morn-

ing, I ay that, on balance, I would
have to agree with him on the substance to a substantial degree. What

we have before us, I think, is a budget
reconclfl&ion bill that every Senator
can proudly support.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that I be allowed to yIeld 10 mlii-

utes to the Senator from Delaware,
from the time under the control of
Senator Doriziict, for the sole purpose of an opening statement, and
that I be recognized tmmedately at
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the close of that statement, without
any Intervening action.
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You have to offer them productivfty.
men convinced against their will are of
the same opinion still. I can remember You have to pay your bills. And back

a dozen year ago when these same in the 1950's, we led the way. We
8enators complained about certain raised taxes in South Carolina. And it
severe OSHA requirements. OSHA ex- was not easy. I had to sell the idea.

cesses more or less disposed of the That is why I fought the President
former distinguished Senator from of the United States, because we have
Wyoming, Senator McGee, because seen this problem of not paying the

our colleague here, the present Sena- bills. I have been to the mountain top
tor, Senator Wii.o, depicted on TV and seen the other side. You have to
how the OSHA crowd was going to re- work, and work against friends, and
quire Wyoming ranchers to ride the work against politics because nobody
range with portable toilets. The ad de- likes taxes.
picted a roundup, complete with MarlAll these polls say the people are
boro men, but instead of the ciga- against taxes. Who is surprised. Heavrettes, you had a toilet bowl and tank ens above, polls do not ever ask, "Do
wrapped around the poor horse's neck. you want the Federal Government to
As the animal went wobbllng down the pay its bills?" I thInk 95 percent would

range, about to go head over heels, the say "yes" to1hat, but polls do not ask
announcer said: "That is the way that question. They Just ask: "Are you
Washington thinks we ought to round for taxes?"
up cattle here in Wyoming. Vote So you have to straighten yourself

Wallop." So do not wallop me with out in the first instance, raise taxes
that OSHA nonsense again.
and pay the bills. Therein, incidentalI want to Join the Senator from Ar. ly, was the idea behind Grainni-

kansas in opposing that provision. I do Rudman-Hollings. It was, immodestly,
not see how it got out of the commit- my initiative growing out of my expetee, but It has, and these things do rience in South Caroilna. Wall Street
happen.
said, "Governor, we have heard that
Now, Mr. President, by way of open- before, that you have a balanced
ing remarks on this bifi, let me note budget. But how can we count on it?"
that we have heard this morning from
I said I have an iron-clad device to
our distinguished colleague from Dela- control it. Our law requires the audiware, the daddy rabbit of growth, the tor to periodically certify to the Govgrowth of deficits and debt, that is. ernor, that the expenditures were
That is the only thing that has grown within the reference. And if not, zoom,
in any meaningful terms. Deficits and right across, sequestration and it
debt, and debt and deficits, and def i- works. Governor Reffly did that; Govcits and debt.
ernor Campbell has done it. The se-

We are told that when you find quester is usually 2 percent. It is a

yourself In a hole, you should stop dig- minimal kind of cut, but everybody
ging, but we have never seen, as the knows that the discipilne is there.

Senator said, a Republican who did
not like a shovel. They continue digging furiously today. Here, after 10
years of wrecking the economy, they
want to take another swig of that old

And, incidentally, we did not con-

template under Grainni-Rudman-Holllngs cutting $110 billion in a single
year. Indeed, 1991, this year, was sup-

to give us a balanced budget
deficit barleycorn and preach the old- posed
we adopted Granini-Rudinantime religion of growth, growth, when
Hollings back in 1985.
growth.
And we did not anticipate robbing
For heaven's sakes, do not give us
Social Security Trust Fund. There
any more of this growth. It Is killing the
was no need. We planned a balanced
us. It has been a nagging cancer all
summer long, this so-called capital
gains issue. For a year and a half, now,
we have heard how that $5 billion
measure is going to single handedly

budget by 1991. So there is nothing
wrong with the budget law.
The failure of Gramm-Rudman-Hol-

llngs is simply that we have not told
jumpstart the economy. We have wit- the truth. Of course, it would be blasnessed grown men walking around hol- phemous to try to compare Graznmlering how we are going to jump-start Rudman-Holllngs with the Ten Coma $5 trillion economy with a capital rnandments. Nonetheless, we do not
gains provision that, of course, over obey the Ten Commandments, but
the 5 years, loses us $21 billion. What nobody says abolish them. We do not
obey Graznm-Rudman-Hollings, but
nonsense.
"We are going to have growth, everybody says let us get rid of it. But
growth." Do not ever tell us southern they do not want to have to vote expoliticans about growth. We learned plicitly to kill it.
The Senator from Delaware says we
long ago how to carpetbag the North.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, let The first requirement is that you pay need growth. Of course we do. We
me thank the managers of the bifi and your bills. You are not going up to need growth. We need a freeze. We
thank my distinguished colleague New York, to Boston. to Chicago to need spending cuts. We need taxes. We
from Arkarlsa8. We can see the be- visit captains of American Industry, need all of the above. Our situation is
devilment that besets us when we op- and try to lure them with visions of desperate.
erate in this particular 11th-hour fash- moonlight and magnolias. You're not
I have outlined the nature of the
ion.
going to lure them with promises like. crisis throughout the summer. When
With regard to the Senator from Ar- "We are going to pave your road." No we came back after Labor Day, I wrote
kaxsas' remarks, I would note that way, Jose. That's a lot of hooey.
a Washington Post article, and more
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I have listened to everyone, and I
recently ce In the New York Times,
So if you add 162 billion and 100 bilS 15468

describing our predicament.
lion, you have 262 bIllion, And then still listen, but how do you keep those
As I have said we Deed & mini-Mar- add the trust funds that they are still health-care costs from goIng up 11.5
shall plan for East Europe and Latin trying to rob, The Senator from Penn- percent each and every year? I want

America and a maxi-Marahall plan sylvania calls It embelement The the best health care. I want the CAT

here In the United States, because we Senator from New York calls ft thievhave moved Into the trade war where ery. We have the gall to call it "hard,"
competitiveness Is the name of the "tough" choices. "Hard," "tough"
game. There is no sense of that In this choices. Pain, pain; oh, I have pain.
Congress or In this town. There Is no Nonsense. They have been out there
understanding of the problem from at Andrews eating so much Ice cream
the President of the United States. In- that they all gained weight; they got
stead, he flies around the country fat out there. One of my friends told
trying to blame Congress. The debate me, 9 have to go on a diet" They
Is distracted by questions of who Is took good care of pleasure boats, the
rich and who Is poor and which tax Is pleasure craft
progressive and which Is regressive. Mr. FOWLER. Planes.
But we are not talking about America
Mr. HOLLINGS. Yes, they took care
stepping up to the challenge of compe- of the private airplanes. They got all
tition Internationally.
little loopholes for oil exploration,
So we need growth, yes, and the best the
and
they fed the Japanese lobbyists by
growth measure Is to stop the growth exempting
And then they
of Interest costs. We are now Into a had the gallelectronics.
to come on the floor and
vortex where interest costs are eating cry: Pain; hard,
tough tholces tough
the Federal budget alive.
choices.

For the first time In the history of
the United States, we are witnessing
an International crisis In which the
dollar Is going down rather than up.
The Europeans and Japanese do not
think the United States of America Is
a safe haven for their money, and so

scan when I get sick. I want all of the
tests. Then, of course, they are suing

the doctors, so the doctors require
every conceivable test. The bills run
up and up and away. So health costs
are $200 billion, plus $300 billion for
defense; that Is $500 billion.

Then, of course, you have $263 bil-

lion for Social Security, and no one
dares to cut that. There are the trust
fund. We would do well to stop them
from robbing it, much less cuttIng It.
So they are not going to cut it. In addition, $286 billion In Interest costs are

projected. So now, addltlng It all up,
we have spending of some $1.50 billion. So even if you eliminate all the
rest of the Government—the Presi-

dent, the Congress, the courts, the

FBI. the drug program, Commerce, In-

And by the way, they say, let us terior, Agriculture. Just eliminate the

have a conference report here with no rest of Government, and you still have
amendments, and 10 hours of debate. a deficit of some $200 billion.

Like right now, you cannot offer an So let us start talking sense. The
amendment; same act, same scene, American people have no Idea abut
the magnitude of the task of getting
same let us sweep it under the rug.
the dollar goes down. In previous Well, we will watch that. We will this Government back in the black. I
crises, the dollar always went up.

watch that, But in any event what made one suggestion—I got eight votes

So the best way to achieve growth about waste, fraud, and abuse?
If you have spending of $400 billion,
and straighten this mess out is to pay
the bills. It is annoying, dlRmAylng to how are you going to cut that? Nobody
me to have Senators come on this in his right mind wants to cut spendfloor and start talking about growth, ing by $400 billion in $1.2 trillion
and how they are against taxes, be- budget. Even the Grace Commission
cause the pollster says that Is what report did not have that in mind.
Senators have to parrot Reelect me.

for it in the Budget Committee—S-per-

cent VAT tax, exemption food, housing, and health care. But they project-

ed that out at the

Congressional
Budget Office. Even a VAT tax would
take to the year 2021 to do the job.
So we have a serious, serious prob-

Incidentally, in the last Grace report lem. They keep talking about the

You will not find In the history of we got, in 1989, the President said that Democratic controlled Congress. Well,
man the solution to a problem of this we have adopted 69 percent of the I saw Sununu this morning. Be started
magnitude In a political pool. At the Grace Commlssllon Initiatives, and by palavering that political nonsense. He
founding of the country, Ben Franklin now ft Is over 70 percent of the Grace Is the one controlling this Congress.
said, "Let's put this proceeding In Commission initiatives. And obviously, The White House Is watching ConPhiladelphia off the record if we are the Grace Commission initiatives are a gress at every move. Why did we not
going to get a Constitutional Convention," because if you took a public pool
back 200-some years ago, people were
against the king, against strong governnient.
They were for the Articles of Con-

get child care, clean air, CAFE standmatter of sound public policy.
Included in that astronomical ards, the textile bill? The Republicans
ariount, Grace was going to save out over there, so well disciplined., upheld
of defense, for example, were commis- the FSX veto, the Hatch Act veto. We
saries and post exchanges, the things have had 15 up and down vetoes, and
that we put In there to attract people you cannot override them.

federation and against the Constitu- into the volunteer army.. And other- They have the control. So do not
tion. Everybody knew It. But the wise, CHAMPUS, health care, accord- talk about a Democratic control. It is
wisdom of the forefathers said, "Close ing to the Grace ComTnl&clon, Is waste, controlled at the executive level. He
the door, and let us not have any polit- fraud, and abuse.
So they can parrot that pollster nonIcal pools, because we will never get a
free people started."
sense of "I am against waste, fraud,
We also hear fine preachments and abuse," and "I am against taxes,"
against waste, fraud, and abuse, and and "Reelect me," but look honestly at
for cutting spending. Let us be clear the spending that you cannot and wIll

has the bully pulpit.

So don't talk any more about a

Democratic-controlled Congress. We

were ready last Thursay to take up

Labaor, Health and Human Resources.
We had to wait for the minority to say
right now that the President is agree- not cut. We are not going to cut de- when we could take It up. We waited
ing to $162 billion deficit for thIs year, fense spending. According to the all Thursday even1ng we waited all
right now, 1991. Add Bifi Seldman's summit and every other plan, $292 bil- Friday morning, and Friday afternoon.

8&L bailout which they are off the
floor trying to maneuver to get off
budget It could total $100 billion.
They cannot find a rug big enough to
sweep that one under. You can get
wall-to-wall carpeting, but It Is not

lion Is the Nunn figure for defense. We were in here tifi midnight. I was
We will not go below $292 billion for here. We could have easily taken It up.
defense. And add In Desert Shield, and But the minority tells you If you can
you have at least $300 billion or more. even vote on Friday and on Monday.

I do not want to cut ft. and the They just put two or three Senators

President does not want to cut ft. and on the floor, and they all go about
they will not be cutting It. So you have politicking. We are a minority-congoing to hide the S&L bailout
I know the President does not want $300 billion budget defense. You have trolled Congress.
to hear about his son, Neil, anymore. $200 billion for health costs. We would I am against the filibuster rule. That

We do not want to hear about the all like to control that. I could get Is how strongly I feel about It now. We

S&L Senators anymore. But there it elected President If I knew how to con- do not need extended debate. We can
Is, another $100 billion In 1991.

trol It.

have, 1 hour, 2 hours. I came from the
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South, and we relied in the old days on With this $1 trillion problem, that Is leaders with ambitious, progressive
the filibuster. My senior South Caroli- why the Senator from South Carolina agendas for the Nation.
na colleague Is the national champion. keeps counseling freezes and a VAT
But today's President says we have
But I can see now rather than tax. Heavens above, I am not advocat- more will than wallet. And, by the
making us the most deliberative body, ing this, because I like taxes and I sin way, let us get a 25-percent writeoff if
the filibuster has undermined true de- against Government. I sin for Govern- somebody buys stock, and let us have
liberation. We have to change and ment, and I would like to see It work, tax breaks for oil. We need incentives.
move into the modern world of televi- and I have seen it work. I have seen The price of oil Is up to $40 a barrel.
sion.

this disaster 'build up over the past We are ready to go to war for oil.

Let us look this budget crisis in the decade.
face and understand it. In a capsule, With a problem of this magnitude,
Mr. President, we have trebled the na- the President needs to get out into the
tional debt. The national debt right hinterlands and educate, sell, cajole,
now Is $3.2 trillion. It was $907 billion persuade, and come again and again
when President Reagan took office. It and again and tell the American
took all the previous Presidents, Re- people exactly where we stand. Inpublican and Democrat, 192 years of stead, he finally agrees, in the Rose
our history, all the wars, revolutions, Garden, to a budget agreement and
civil, Spanish-American, World War I, sells it on TV for a mere 10 mInutes.
World War U, Vietnam, Korea, all the He claimed there Is no smoke and

The distinguished Senator from
Nevada put in CAFE standards, and it
was vetoed. That Is why we did not get

Vice President who Is now President.

all kinds of mirrors; and we rob $169
We added up all the new spending billion from the Social Security Trust
programs that have been proposed. Fund.
We took Senator KxN1XDY'S health
And he says, if the Soviets and the
program for 1 year.
United States can get together, ReWe took Senator DODD'S child care publicans and Democrats can get toprogram. We took DAINY Qt7AYLIC'S go- gether, as if we only have a political
to-Mars program; we took all the re- problem here. We have a national ecoscarch programs; we took all the Infra- nomic crisis, for rich, poor, for every-

ation bill. Like the summit agreement
before it, it Is half a haircut. You have
a fellow 100 yards offshore, and you
throw him a 50-yard lifeline and brag
about how you are trying to save the

only $19 billion. Yet we spent $27 bil- pitch in on this one and sacrifice.
lion this past year for nothing, just for
I well remember Jack Kennedy's
added interest on the debt.
first inaugural, when he said, "The
As I said, interest costs are now up new frontier of which I speak Is not a

Oramm.Rudman-Holllngs. Heretofore,
Oramm-Rudman-Holllngs has been

even the beginning of an energy
policy. The President put troops in the
sands of Saudi Arabia but killed a

CAPE standards bill that would have
saved the equivalent of the production
of Iraq and Kuwait.

• He says we have more will than
wars, and we got our debt at a little there Is no mirrors. He claimed we wallet, so let us just keep spending,
over $900 billion. Now we are at $3.2 have not messed with Social Security. and don't pay the bills.
trillion after one President, plus one In truth, there are all kinds of smoke, Mr. President, look at this reconcili-

man. Nonsense.

Nowhere in the media have I seen
reported perhaps the most profound
element of this latest incarnation of
structure programs, and it added up to one. All of America Is going to have to Gramm-Rudman-Bollings. It guts

to $286 billion. The House passed a
budget for defense, of $283 billion.

They were saying that in several

years interest cost would exceed de-

fense, It already has, The interest
costs exceed the defense budget.

Interest Is eating us alive. We have
gone from the biggest creditor to the

biggest debtor nation in the world.
The Europeans do not anymore consider the United States a safe haven.
The dollar value Is going down. We do
not have a trade policy. We have a
trade deficit of $100 billion plus each
year. And we have basic institutional
problems with the banks, the S&L's,
the Insurance companies, real estate,
and right on down the list.
Incidentally, if this keeps up, by the
next quarter—in the first part of December—we will have had two quarters
of less than 1 percent growth, and you

can then set aside Oramm-RudmanHollings. We put that proviso in the

law. So we will have the technical recession I am fearful of, and that will
be our refuge.
U.S per capita income Is actually declining for the first time since World
War II. And Federal spending Is over
$400 billion more than we are taking
in.

The problem, then, if you are going
to try to tackle it over 5 years, Is not a
$500 billion problem. The Comptroller

General of the United States last

month said to the summiteers it was

premised on specific deficit targets

aimed at achieving a balanced budget.
set of promises—it Is a set of chal- That is now gone. In its place, this bill
lenges. It sums up not what I intend to talks only about targets for proposed
offer the American people, but what I savings, In other words, in 1991 we
intend to ask of them."
only have to reach the proposed savCompare Kennedy's Inaugural Ad- ings of $40 billion, and no one Is supdress with George Bush's. Recall Ken- posed to notice or care that the deficit
nedy's call to "challenges" and "new skyrockets to $253 billion. By 1995, the
frontiers," then comparee it to the last year of the plan, even the wildly
most memorable line from George optimistic 0MB projection foresees a
Bush's inaugural: "we have more will $63 billion deficit—even after raiding
than wallet."
the trust funds, factoring in rosy eco"We have more will than wallet." nomic assumptions, and excluding
How Ironic! In 1990, the United States S&L bailout costs. A more accurate

stands as the world's only remaining deficit projection for 1995 would be
superpower. We are the wealthiest closer to $200 billion. In other words,
Nation on the face of the Earth, en- the deficit 'continue to grow undowed with unparalleled natural re- checked in each and every year of this
sources and the world's most produc- plan, but as long as we reach our
tive workers. The U.S. economy Is four target for proposed savings, then we
times larger than it was at the end of get to claim that we did our job. PerWorld War II, Our per capita ONP Is haps nothing more clearly illustrates
2.3. times larger. And yet, today, our the Inadequacy and sham of this bill.
poor-mouthing President protests that
There we go again, the same old
we have "more will than wallet." He smoke and the same old mirrors. The
should be ashamed of himself.

bills economic assumptions are basical-

In the 1930's America truly had ly sound for 1991, but the assumptions
more will than wallet, but our Presi- for 1992 through 1995 really put the
dent, from his wheelchair, put the rouge on old "Rosy Scenario." ConsidU.S. economy back on its feet.
er 1992, when 0MB says we will have
In 1948 America had more will than robust GNP growth of 3.8 percent and

wallet, but Harry Truman ignored the
polls and pushed ahead with the Marshall plan for Europe and the Truman
doctrine in Greece and Turkey.
In 1961 America had more will than
wallet, but Kennedy summoned us to a
New Frontier and a race to the Moon.
Throughout our history, we Americans have always had more will than
wallet. But we moved forward and ac-

interest rates at only 5,7 percent. Or

consider 1995, when 0MB promises us
3.5 percent economic growth and 4.2

percent interest rates. These are just
not in the real world.

Meanwhile, a large portion of the
Social Security, Medicare, highway,
and airport trust funds will all be on
budget for purposes of calculating the

$1 trillion problem. But the Congress,
along with the President, said, we can
solve the problem by disregarding half
Oramm-Rudman.Hollings deficit. The
of it.
complished great things because of surpluses in those funds will be used
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In their entirety to fund the operating
expenses of the Government.
Neatly tucked away in this bill Is the
fact that all expenditures for the S&L
bailout will be off budget for purposes

of calculating the QrammRulm.n
Houhrigs deficit. At the same time, the
statutory debt limit is left open-ended

and Is extended for a full 5 years.
When you put these two provisions to
gether, what you have Is congressional

October 17, 1990

OMB'a authority under the terms of considered within the Budget Committhis package to rule unilaterally on tee.
Now they are going to fall back on a
whether a given bill violates the technicality
and say that the bill came
spending caps.
Meanwhile, the Senate Budget Cam- out of the Budget Committee, but
mittee will be reduced to automatic when the bill was in committee they
pilot. It will be striped of any mean- said we Ciuiust discuss it because we
Ii*f ul role in establishing budget pri- could not Instruct the authorizers.
oritles, and will quickly fall Into irrele- They Instructed me on Coast Guard,
and instructed me on several other
vance.
As I said, Mr. President, this Is a things as chairman of the Cothmlttee
sure-fire formula for a deadlocked on Commerce, Science, and TransporCongress and a do-nothing Govern- tation. Why not Instruct the budget

authorization of carte blanche for
bailout spending by the Resolution
Trust Corporation. RTC can spend ment That may be just fine In the
whatever it needs to cover up its in- eyes of the President without an
competent handling of the S&L liqui- agenda. But America deserves an
dations. Those tens of billions won't agenda, and a leadership willing to pay
count against the deficit, and they for it.
won't bring about a crisis In terms of Hopefully we will get out of this conexceeding the statutory debt limit. frontation In the Middle East without
The purpose, of course, Is to solve further loss of life. I do not think

process reform to the Budget Committee? You could not discuss it and now
they do not want you to amend it be-

cause they just want opening state-

ments until they get it all greased. As
a result we have done away with the
Budget Committee save for ministerial
duties, as they call it. We will raise a
Congress' and the administration's po- Kuwait Is worth it. Meanwhile, this point of order and then of course filitical problems by keeping the S&L bill officially kills any idea of a "peace nally we have done away with, I guess,
mess out of sight and out of mind.
dividend." Gone are the predictions of the Congress itself.

They say, hard choices. They say,
budget being pushed down
smoke and mirrors. But there is no DOD's
toward $250 billion over the next sevtruth to this. More to the point, Mr. eral years. What's more, the cost of
President, this bill eliminates the Desert Shield Is not Included under
function to the Congressional Budget the DOD budget cap—it does not
Office, it eliminates the practical role

You effectively eliminate CBO,
0MB, and the Budget Committee, and
you Include provisions which say that
"such and such shall be held harmless
for Gramm-Rudman-HollIflgS." That
Is a rhetorical way of abolishing
count
against
DOD's
$292-plus
billion
of the Budget Committee, and it elm!- spending limit. In other words, Instead Gramm.Rudman-Holllflgs. I know my
nates Gramrn-Rudmnan-Hollthgs.
a peace dividend to fund urgent do- distinguished chairman does not like
I was bemused at the Budget Corn- of
mestic
priorities, this bill awards the Gramm-Rudman-HoUlngS. He does not
mitte markup that every one of my
Pentagon
a "war dividend" by exempt- like me saying that Gramm-Rudmancolleagues on the Republican aide said
it from significant cuts and giving Hollings got them to the summit,
that we have to have reform of the ing
It did when I raised the point of
process. The distinguished ranking DOD carte blanche In the Persian which
order
on
putting the S&L bailout off
Gulf.
member and former chairman, the
budget.
Returning
to
the
matter
of
the
Senator from New Mexico, said If he
The premise of Gramm-Rudniandoes not get this process, count him triple-veto provision In this bill, I Rolllngs
was truth in budgeting. Evwould
note
that
there
have
been
those
out.
erybody
was
supposed to see everywho
have
been
very,
very
careful
to
Mr. President, this reconciliation bill
is especially shameful In that it falls to stick up for the prerogatives of the thing on top of the table, and then we
all make sound judgments. We
address our changing national prior- congressional branch, to not weaken could
would
consider it in the open. We deits
power.
They
have
opposed
the
lineities. During the last year, our Nation
bated
taxes
in the open, in markups in
item
veto.
I
can
tell
you
right
now
you
has moved from the cold war to the
Budget Committee.
trade war. We have a crying need for do not have to worry about a line or theBut
they went to the summit
new investments In education and in- an item because the executive branch and ininstead
secret
all
pledged not to discuss
now
has
three
vetoes
establishing
mifrastructure In order to get our counthe deal in public, and I can see why.
try moving and competitive. This bill nority control over this body.
You do not have to worry about No- As a result, of course, the majority of
offers a martial plan, not the domestic
and majority of RepubliMarshall plan we desperately require. vember 6. 11 you can wIn the White Democrats
cans
turned
the
summit deal down.
House,
you
control
government,
and
if
I can tell you that the extremely low
Mr. President, I will vote against the
spending celings for domestic discre- you do not win the White House, then Senate
reconciliation bill. I take no
tionary spending are not adequate to you have nothing.
in this negative vote. Quite
fund even current program obliga- Meanwhile, CBO can forget about pride
I have been chomping at the
tions. Beyond that, the bill assumes giving us budget figures. This bill does frankly,
bit
to
find
a budget package that I can
not
give
CBO
anything
but
the
back
of
zero new initiatives by the self-styled
for, a budget package that adeducation President, environment the hand. They say to CBO we do not vote
the magnitude of the problem
President, child care President, and want to hear from you. Just look at dresses
that offers some promise of actuhis like-minded colleagues In Congress. the so-called leadership amendment. It and
balancing the budget over a 5-year
Mr. President, this reconciliation bill says 0MB will be the authority and ally
period.
This bill falls on all counts.
whatever
0MB
says,
we
will
live
by.
presents us with a formula for a gridIndeed, this bill Is next-of-kin to the
So, they effectively abolish the Conlock Congress and a do-nothing Govdiscredited summit package,
ernment for the next 5 years. It slso gressional Budget Office. They effec- original,
It displays all the same warts and
grants three-way veto authority to a tively abolish the Budget Committee. and
of the earlier version. It
willful minority In Congress. Take All we are left with Is, as they said yes- deformities
continues
to
ransack
the Social Securinever
I
duties.
ministerial
terday,
your pick from the Sununu veto, the
ty trust fund. It puts spending for the
Dole veto, and the Darman veto. The heard of that particular role.
bailout of f budget—out of sight
Sununu White House can exercise the There was no reason, in my opinion. S&L
out of mind. It leaves defense
traditional constitutional veto requir- for not fully discussing this matter In and
virtually untouched and sacIng 67 votes for override. The distin- committee. Conscientiously I would spending
rosanct,
while
hog-tying domestic disranking
and
chairman
the
want
guished Republican leader, Senator
cretionary spending in a 3-year-straitmember
to
discuss
all
of
this
with
my
Doi.a, has his own veto power under
meaning that we can forget
the provision requiring a 60-vote point Budget Committee members, because jacket,
any new Initiatives to Improve
of order for any bill exceeding the section 306 of the Budget Act env1 about
to rebuild Infrastructure, to
spending cape. And DICK Da.rman has sbus lust that, that none of these education,
boost
competitiveness.
This package Is
things
would
come
out
that
were
not
yet a third veto option by virtue of
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all pain and no gain. It raises the debt
limit by $1.9 billion, which gives us a
good Idea of the magnitude of addi-

tional deficit spending which Is expect-

ed over the next 5 years. And it will
still leave us with a whopping deficit

in 1995. So what is the purpose of this
exercise?

Mr. President, Senators are well

aware of my efforts in recent weeks to

advance my own budget freeze plan

designed to accoriiplish the consensus
objective of saving $50 billion In 1991
and $500 billion over 5 years. More Importantly, for years now I have urged

freeze plans arid a value-added tax

which would go well beyond that limited objective by actually balancing the
budget over the same timeframe. So I

have sought to be constructive, but I
refuse to capitulate on my fundaxnental insistence that we produce a deficit-reduction package that Is real, and

that will get the job done. At this
point, I believe I can best serve the
Senate by sticking to my guns. The Inadequacy of this package will be abun-

dantly manifest within a matter of

months. Deficit forecasts will skyrocket. Our foreign creditors, looking
inward in the case of the Japanese and
looking eastward in the case of the Europeans, will refuse to continue financ-

ing our run-away deficits. At that
point, Congress and the President will
at long last be ready for a budget
freeze and a value-added tax which, together, will move this country toward
a balanced budget in short order. I am

prepared to lead that efforts, to pay

whatever political cost is involved in
selling and administering that bitter
medicine. But I cannot support the
present, entirely inadequate measure.
I yield the floor.
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Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, I will
not ask to waive the point of order, be-

cause I understand the legitimacy of a

procedural point. But I shall advise
the Senate I will rise again on that
particular Issue, insofar as the formula
Is

restructured next year, and will

atrongy support the idea that the
donor States get a better deal.

Mr. President, what we are doing

here today Is dealing with a decade of
indu'gence by this country of ours; a
decade of writing $150 billion worth of

hot checks; regrettab the American
peop'e do not understand nor have
they been advised of the depth of the
problem. It has taken us months to

come to this point. One of the reasons
it has taken us 80 long is that we are
ilving under the Illusion that we can
spend on and on and on. without ever
having to pay for it.
That Is no longer the case. It is bnportarit that the Congress and this administration he'p the American people
to understand the economic problems
we face and what these deficits mean
for the future of this country. Within

the last 3 years, we went from the

greatest creditor NaUon in the wor'd

to the biggest debtor Nation in the
world.

The spending cuts and revenue pack-

age we have brought out of the F-

nance Committee is a bipartisan measure.

It is not the proposal the Senator
proposal the minority leader from
from Texas would have written or the

Kansas would have written or the proposal the majority leader from Maine

would have written, or my distinguished friend, the ranking minority
member from Oregon would have writ-

ten. It is a compromise. As my col
leagues may recaU, I walked out on

the rose garden ceremony last year because I said the budget proposal crafted by the White House and the Con-

gress was smoke and mirrors—too
much creative accounting. And I was
proven right. That Is one of the rea-

sons we are here, because we did not
address the problem earlier. This
package before us today has some very

poiltically unpopular things in it. It

calls for sacrifice. It Is * credible cut in
the deficit. The deficit will be reduced

by $40 billion In the fIrst year and

$500 billion over the next 5 years. The
question Is, Will we in the Congress
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the unemployed. And, finally, the Ficontinue posturing and arguing, fight- the stock market and further escala-

ing for partisan advantage, or bring
this deficit reduction effort to a conelusion? The American people are
rightfully fed up with the arguing.
They want the President to be part of

tion of Interest rates.

will not compromise on, and that Is
.tzylng to see that the burden of cutting this deficit Is equitably shared
across all economic levels, and I am

after taxes, yet the rich Increased
theirs by some 87 percent. They can
afford to help share in cutting this

nance Committee deleted the Ill-con-

Mr. President, the budget summit ceived, so-called small business Incennegotiations were marked by partisan tives from the summit agreement. I
differences, differing views about how heard Republicans and Democrats

the American people should share the alike criticizing that one. The Pinance
burden of deficit reduction, and I Committee replaced these with some
expect that some of those differences Important Initiatives that Members
are going to be referred In amend- are familiar with and that have broad
ments on this floor from Members on bipartisan support. These include the
both sides of the aisle. But In the final extenders—the mortgage revenue
this." Ours Is a balanced Government analysis, when we vote on this bill, we bond program, the 25-percent deducof three branches. One cannot not can and we should put aside those par- tion for health Insurance premiums by
Imagine a Governor not participating tisan differences and so what is right the self-employed, and the targeted
in the budget decision in his own for the country and put the country jobs tax credit, as well as the lowState. So it Is with the President.. We first, ahead of partisan differences. It income housing credit and the reIs critically Important for the Senate search and experimentation credit. All
ask for his participation.
We brought a package out of the to lead. I believe the Senate will live these are included in this package.
summit The Finance Committee reve- up to that responsibility, move this
These are some significant Improveforward, and pass a recon- ments, Mr. President. This Is a packnue and spending cuts proposals legislation
cillation
bill
to
be
signed
and
that
will
age that I think both Democratic and
before you today are a much better, be signed by the President.
progressive set of proposals. If you In the Finance Committee title of Republican Senators can support. The
look at the table of distribution, where the reconciliation bill, the contribu- package has the support of 15 memin the suiuinlt there was a 1-percent tion from the highest income taxpay- bers of the Finance Committee, Demotax increase for the poorest among us, ers in the country is substantially crats and Republicans. I strongly urge
in today's proposal they have been greater than was contemplated in the my colleagues to support this piece of
held harmless. The people wlo pay budget summit agreement. We have legislation so it receives the same kind
the most are those who make the doubled the share of the tax burden of strong bipartIsan support from the
highest Incomes. This package came on those making over $200,000 a year Senate that It received in the Finance
out of the committee by a vote of 15 to and we reduced the burden on the ma- Committee.
5, a majority of Democrats and Repub- jority—average Americans, middleMr. President, I yield back the relicans supporting this legislation. That income Americans—as we should have. mainder of my time.
Is what I mean by compromise.
Over the last decade middle America
But let me say there Is one thing I increased its earnings only 3 percent

this process and they want him to
show the leadership that has to be
shown In this situation, they do not
want to see him walk away from It
saying, "You In the Congress settle

talking particularly about that sixtenths of 1 percent of the people at
the top. They must bear their fair
share. The interesting thing Is that I
think the vast majority of them
expect and want to bear an equitable
share of responsibility for reducing
the deficit
One of the things we have to think
about as we are completing this

deficit.

We were able to make some changes

in the summit package by increasing

the share of the deficit reduction

borne by those with the highest incomes. We were able to reduce the hit
on elderly and disabled Medicare bene-

ficiaries by $10 billion. Where the

summit agreement had them paying a
30-percent premium on part B of Med-

icare, this package cuts it back and
budget process Is that we must not continues the current policy under
lose sight of the bottom line: What which they pay 25 percent.
could happen to this country and Its I am especially pleased to note that
economy and its credit ratings if we the Finance Committee package Infail to enact a serious deficit reduction cludes some very Important—albeit
plan. West Germany does not have to modest—spending initiatives to protect
buy our securities as they have over low-income elderly and disabled benethe last decade. They have East Germany to be concerned about now and
Eastern Europe. Japan's stock market
has been in a free fall, the country has
taken a tremendous loss—they have
problems In their banks, add overinfisted real estate. We understand that.
The Japanese do not have to buy our
securities. You let this dollar continue
falling as It has over the last 6 months
and it will add to inflation concerns in

ficiaries from the additional costs asso-

ciated with high premiums, deductables, and as payments for Medicare

services.

In addition, we expanded Medicaid
coverage for low-income children—a
national priority when are Infant mortality rate Is alarmingly high and 12
million American children lack health

Insurance coverage.
Originally, I had proposed a $20 bilthis country and Increase Interest lion reduction In the Medicare savings,
rates. We must show to the rest of the but we had to compromise, and $10 bilworld that we are in charge of our eco- lion was the best we could do. We
nomic destiny.
eliminated the 2-cent tax per gallon on

We cannot afford to see another refined petroleum products, Including
Government shutdown, further re- the tax on home heating oil that was
crImIntIons, further loss In our capsoity to govern. If we fall to act and have
a sequester, giving us problems in the
operation of the Federal Government,
then we can expect further selloffs In

so controversial in the Northeast. We
cut the size of the gasoline tax by over

20 percent. We deleted a provision
that would have delayed for 2 more
weeks the unemployment checks
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'if taxable Income s:
Over $39.200._._....

The tax ts:
$8,886.75, plus 33% of
the
exce
over
$39,200.

AMENDMENT NO. 3013

(Purpose: To provide alternative revenue
provisions)

Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President. I send
an amendment to the desk and ask for
its Immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, The

clerk will report.
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from North Dakota [Mr.

CONRAD], for himself and Mr. BAUCUS, pposes an amendment numbered 3013.

Strike all after the section designated
the language to be stricken and insert the
following:

ELIMINATiON OF PROVISION REDUCING MAR(1NAL TAX RATE FOR HIGH-INCOME TAXPAYERS.

(a) OENXRAL RULE.—Section 1 (relating to

tax imposed) is amended by striking subsec-

'If taxable Income ts:
Not over $5,450

The tax ts:
15% of taxable Income.

Over $5,450 but not over $817.50, plus 28% of the
$14,150.
exce over $5,450.
Over $14,15O...._ $3,253.50, plui 33% of
excess
the
over
$14,150."

(b Rgpi. or PRAsE0u'r.—

of 15-percent rate and personal exemptions).
(2)

CONFORMING

A.MENDMENT.—subpara-

Justments for Inflation) Is amended by strikIng 'subsection (g)(4),".
(c) 28 Pc MAXIMUM CAPITAL GAINs
hereby imposed on the taxable income of— RAItJ).—Subsection (j) of section 1 (relating
"(1) every married individual (83 defined to maximum capital gains rate) Is amended
In section 7703) who makes a single return to read as follows:
Jointly with his spouse under section 6013,
"(J) MAXIMUM CMrM. GAINs RATE.—
and
"(1) Iii GP2iERAL.—If a taxpayer has a net
(2) every surviving spouse (as defined in capital gain for any taxable year, then the
section 2(a)), a tax determined in accord- tax imposed by this section shall not exceed
ance wits the following table:
the sum of—
The
15% of taxable income,

plus 28% of

"(A) a tax computed at the rates and in
the same manner as If this subsection had

not been enacted on the greater of—
"(i) taxable income reduced by the
$32,450.
amount of the net capital gain, or
Over $78400
$17733.50. plus 33% of
"(U) the amount of taxable income taxed
the
exce
over
at * rate below 28 percent, plus
$78,400.
"(B) a tax of 28 percent of the amount of
"(b) HEADs or Hovsuous.—There Is
Income In excess of the amount dehereby imposed on the taxable Income of taxable
termined under paragraph (1).
every head of a household (8.8 defined
"(2) COO1nINATION wim sEcTION 1202 DEsection 2(b)) a tax determined In accordance Dvc'rxoN.—For
purposes of paragraph (1),
with the following table:
the amount of the net capital gain shall be
If t,.xable Income ts:
The tax ls
reduced by the sum of—
Not over $26,050
-- 15% of taxable Income.
'(A) the amount allowable as a deduction
Over $26050 but not $3,907.50, plua 28% of under section 1202(aXl), plus
over $78,400.

the

excess

the

over $67200.

Over $67,200

not $4887.50,

-

excess

$28050.
$15429.50,

the

over

over

pIus 33%

excess

over

$67,200.

ly.

(3) Subsection (J) of section 59 Is amend-

ed—

(A) by striking "section 1(i)" each place it
appears and Inserting "section 1(g)", and
(B) by striking "section 1(i)(3)(B)" in
paragraph (2XC) and Inserting "section
1(g)(3)(B)".
(4) Paragraph (4) of section 691(c) Is

(1) Iii GENERAL—Section 1 Is amended by amended by striking '1(J)" and inserting
striking subsection (g) (relating to phaseout "1(h)".

"(a) MAJUUm INDIvIDVALs FILDG Jonr
RETURNS ain StJIUVING Spovszs.—There Is

Not over $32450

1989'.

(0) Clause (iD of 8ection 135(h)(2XC) Is
amended by Inserting ", by substituting 'calimposed on the taxable income of—
endar year 1987' for 'calendar year 1989' in
"(1) every estate, and
aubparagraph (B) thereof' before the
"(2) every trust,
period at the end.
(2) SeCtion 1 Is amended by 8trlkjng 8ubtaxable under thIs subsection s tax deter.
mined In acoordance with the following section (h) and redesignating subsections (I)
md (J) BS subsections (g) and (h), respectivetable:

lowing:

'If taxable Income is:

(F) Subparagraph (B) of section 151(d)(3)
l amended by strUthg "1987" and inserting

"Ce) E$TATS MW TRVSTs.—There is hereby

tions (a) through (e) and Inserting the fol- graph (A) of section 1(fX6) (relating to ad

Over $32,450 but
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(5XA) Clause (i) of section 904(b)(3)(D) Is
amended by striking 'subsection (J)" and inserting "subsection (h)".
of
section
(I)
Subclause
(B)
904(b)(3)(E)(iii) Is amended by striking "seetion 1(J)" and Inserting "section 1(h).
(6) Clause (iv) of section 6103(e)(1)(A) Is
amended by striking "section 1(j)" and inserting 'section 1(g)".
(7)(A) Subparagraph (A) of section
7518(gX6) Is amended by strEking '1(J)" and
inserting '1(h)".
(B) Subparagraph (A) of section 607(h)(6)
of the Merchant Marine Act. 1936 Is amended by striking "1(j)" and Inserting "1(h)".

(e) Emcrxvz DArz.—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1990.
SEC. 7441k INCREASE IN RATE OF INDIVIDUAL AL.TERNATIVE MINIMUM TAL

(a) 0zi. RDLZ.—Subparagraph (A) of

section 55(b)(1) (relating to tentative mini-

mum tax) Is amended by striking "21 percent' and Inserting "25 percent".
(b)

EFFECTiVE DATL—The amendment

made by subsection (a) shall apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,
1990.
SEC. 7461B. SURTAX ON INDIVIDUALS WITH INCOMES OVER $1,900,000.
RAi

Rmz.—Subchapter A of
"(B) the amount of the qualified gain (as chapter 1 (relatIng to determination of tax
defined in section 1202(c)) for the taxable liability) Is amended by adding at the end
year to the extent taken into account under thereof the following new part:
(a) G1

aection 1202(c)(1) for the taxable year."

"PART Vill—SURTAX ON INDWIDUALS
WITH INCOMES OVER $1,000,000
Sec. 59B. Surtax on sectIon 1 tax.
ed—
(i) by striking '1988" in paragraph (1) and "Sec. 59C. Surtax on minimum tax.
"Sec. 59D. Special rules.
than a surviving spouse as defined In section Inserting "1990", and
(U) by striking '1987" in paragraph (3XB) 8EC 59B. SURTAX ON SECTION ITAX.
2(a) or the head of a household as defined
in section 2(b)) who Is not a niarrted individ- and InsertIng "1989"
"fl the case of an individual who has tax(B) Subparagraph (B) of section 32(i)(1)
ual (as defined in section 7703) a tax deteramended by strIking "1987" and inserting able income for the taxable year in excess of

'(c) UNMARRZFD I,qIvxoVts (()
SThV!V!NG SpovsEs wi, Hws
Hovs!H0LDs).—There Is hereby Imposed on the
taxable income of every individual (other

mined in accordance with the following
table:

'If taxable Income Is:

The

Not over $19,450
-. 15% of taxable Income.
Over $19,450 but not $2,917.50, plus 28% of
over $47400.
the
excet
over
$19450.
Over $47,050
$10645.50, plui 33% of
the
excess
over
$47,050.

'(d) MARRrED INDIVIDVALS FILI1(G Srp&iwr

(d) TECHNICAL

(1XA) Subsection (f) of section 1 Is amend-

the amount of the tax imposed
"1989". (C) Subparagraph (C) of 8ection 81000,000,
under section 1 fOr such taxable year shall
41(eX5) Is amended—
(i) by Inserting ', by 8ubstitutlng 'calendar be increased by 10 percent of the amount
year 1987' for 'calendar year 1989' in sub- which bears the same ratio to the tax imp$.ragraph (B) thereof' before the period at

posed under 8ection 1 (determined without

8erting "1989", d

Income of such individual for such taxable

the end of clauae (i),
(U) by strikIng '1987" In clause (U) and in-

regard to this 8ection) as—

(LU) by adding at the end of clause (U) the
following new eentence: "Such substitution

year exceeds $1,000,000, bears to

year 1987' In subparagraph (B) thereof",

taxable year exceeds $1,000,000.

"(1) the amount by which the taxable
"(2) the total amount of such individual's

Rrrus.—There Is hereby imposed on the ahall be in lieu of the Bubstitution under taxable income for 8uch taxable year.
"SEC. 5C. SURTAX ON MINIMUM TAX.
taxable income of every married individual clause (i).".
'1n the caae of in individual who has al(D) Subparagraph (B) of section 63(cX4)
(U defined in section 7703) who does not
make a single return jointly with h1 8POUB Is amended by Inserting ". by 8ubtitutlng ternative minimum taxable income for the
under section 6013. a tax determined in - calendar year 1987' for 'calendar year 1989' taxable year In excess of $1,000,000, the
In SUbparagraph (B) thereof" before the amount of the tentative minimum tax detercordance with the following table:
period at the end.
mined under aection 55 for such taxable
"If t.&xp.ble Income Is:
The ..
(E) Clause (U) of section 135(bX2)(B) Is year 8hall be increased by 2.5 percent of the
Not over $16.225
..
15% of tax.ble Ijrcome.
Over $16225 but not $2,433.75, pltii 28% of tmended by tr1k1ng ". determined by 8ub- amount by which the alternative minimum
over $39.200.
the
exce over gtttuting calendar yesr 1989' for 'calendar taxable Income of auth taxpayer for the
$16225.
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"SEC III). S&'SCIAL I1JL.

crop, as determined by the Secretary of Ag-

"(a) Suarax 'lb Arriv To Esrsrm ann r1culture or
(B) the loan level determined for the crop;
Tausvs.—For purposes of this part, the term

'Individual' Includes any estate or trust tax- and
(3) the amount of the dairy assessment
abie under sectIon 1.
"(b) TRZATXVIT or MAajtim INDIvIDuAls provided for in section 1105(b) of this Act
FILING SXPARATZ RsTuans.—In the case of a shall be $0.05 per hundredweight during the

married Individual (within the meaning of period begInning January 1, 1991, and
sectIon 7703) filing a separate return for the ending August 31,1995.
taxable year, sections 59B and 59C shall be
Notwithstanding any other provision of
applied by iubstituting '$500,000' for this Act the provision of section 7461 as re'$1,000,000'.

"(C) COoanzwavioi, WITH OTnza Piovi

SrOzcs.—The provisions of this part—

"(1) shall be applied after the application
of section 1(h),but

"(2) before the application of any other
provision of this title which refers to the
amount of tax imposed by section 1 or 55, as
the case may be."

(b) Cinucai. Axmmvtr.—The table of
parts for subchapter A of chapter 1 Is
amended by adding at the end the following
new item

"Part VIII. Surtax on Individuals with incomes over $1,000,000."

(C) Erncrrvx DAre—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1990.

SEC. 7461C. 5-CENT INCRllASE IN MoTOR FUEL
TAXES.

Notwithstanding any provision of, or
amendment made by, section 7405 of this
Act (relating to Increase and extension of
highway-related taxes and trust fund) or
any provision of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1986. the following tax rates shall be effective for any period beginning on or after
January 1, 1991:

(1) TAX ON GAs0LZNE.—The Highway Trust

Fund financing rate and the deficit reduction rate under section 4081(a)(2)(B) shall

be 11.5 cents a gallon and 2.5 cents a gallon
(3 cents a gallon In the case of gasohol containing ethanol), respectively.
(2) TAX ON DIESEL ,'vn,.—The Highway

Trcst Fund financing rate and the diesel
fuel deficit reduction rate under section

4091(b) shall be 17.5 cents a gallon and 2.5
cents a gallon (3 cents a gallon in the case of
any mixture of diesel If at least 10 percent
of such mixture Is ethanol), respectively.
(3) TAX On FUEL USED IN vwis.—The rate

of tax on fuel med In trains under sections
4041(aXS) and 4093(c) shall be 2.5 cents per
gallon.
71610. PAST B DWIJCTIBIL

Section 1833(b) of the Social Security Act

(42 U.S.C. 13951), as amended by section

6162, is further aiended by striking "for
calendar years before 1991 and alter 1995,

and $150 for years after 1990 and before
1996" and Inserting "for calendar years
before 1991 and $100 for 1991 and subsequent years",

SEC. 71815. AGEIaJUImAL SUPI'ORT PSOGRAMS.

Notwithstanding any provision of, or

amendment made by, this Act—

(1) the base reduction percentage for the
1991 crops of wheat, feed grains, upland

cotton, and rice under sectIon 1101(c) of this

Act shall be 5 percent; and the base reduction percentage for the 1992 through 1995
crops of wheat, feed grains, upland cotton,
and rice under sectIon 1101(c) of this Act
shall be 7.6 percent,
(2) in calculating deficiency payments for

each of the 1991 through 1995 crops of
wheat, feed grains, and rice under section
1102(a) of this Act, the payment rate for a
crop shall be the amount by which the est.abUshed price for the crop exceeds the
higher of—

(A) the national weighted average market
price received by producern during the first

6 months of the marketing year for the

ported will be effective.
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program would still be cut by approximately $6.6 billion.

Medicare would still be cut by $47.5

billion; $13.75 billion of those cuts
would be made up by beneficiaries.
And Americans would still be forced to
pay $24.5 billion in gasoline taxes.
There is still a burden to be borne.
But this amendment would improve
the deficit reduction legislation before

us in four important ways. First, the
draconian cuts in the farm program
would be decreased. Second, Medicare

cuts that will place a tremendous

burden on America's elderly are decreased. Third, the highly regressive
gasoline tax is cut. And, finally, the
amendment distributes the tax burden
far more progressively than the bill
before us.
Let me explain these points in greater detail.
FARM PROGRAM CUT5

There is an unfortunate myth that

farm program benefits go exclusively
to millionaire farmers. Nothing could

be further from the truth. The average farmer in America makes about
$16,000 per year. Far from being a millionaire, he is struggling to support his
family on an income only a few thousand dollars above the poverty level.

Net farm income in the decade of
the 1980's has been lower than farm
income in any decade since we began
keeping records, and that includes the
1930's. A portion of those farmers'
income Is derived from Federal farm
program benefits, that Is true. But
these benefits have been slashed from
more than $24 billion a few years ago
to $10.8 billion this year—a 55-percent

cut. The farm program has been the
fastest shrinking item in the Federal
budget in recent years.
The Congressional Budget Office—
the same agency that completed all of
the estimates on which the legislation
before us Is based—recently estimated

that U farm program spending is
merely frozen for the next 5 years,

500,000 farmers will e driven off the
land.
Mr. BATJCTJS. Mr. President, I am mate. That is the bipartisan CBO esti-

pleased to join my colleague from In other words, one in every four
North Dakota In supporting this very farmers will go out of business simply
Important amendment. I think It es• if farm program spendings is frozen
sentially goes to the heart of most of

the next 5 years.
the objections that various Senators— over
But the legislation now before the
the
of
Members
various
think
I
goes beyond even a freeze. It
House—have had as they have been Senate
cuts
$13.6
from the larm prowatching the reconciliation, particu- grain over 5billion
years.
larly the deficit reduction parts of recCBO has not been able to redo their

onciliation, move through the Con- estimates in light of these cuts. But
gress.

CBO models indicate that the cuts
Simply put, the goal of this amend- the
in
this
could easily force one out
nent is to equitably distribute the of threebill
or
even one out of every two
burden of deficit reduction.
farmers
out
of business, off the land.
The amendment Increases taxes on
up.
the wealthiest Americans and uses the belly
Such an exodus would be unpreceadditional revenue to lessen the cuts dented
and would create dozens of new
applied to the farm program and MedNorth
icare. The amendment also lowers the ghost towns in Montana.
and
Dakota,
South
Dakota.
Nebraska,
gasoline tax reported by the Finance
farm States.
Committee by 45 percent.
Make no mistake about It. This But this amendment does not even
amendment shares the pain. The farm seek to replace all of the farm pro-
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cuts. It merely decreases those

cuts by about 50 percent.

An Increase En the gasoline tax also

treats different areas of the country

S 15197
The $51,300 cap on wages-and salaries subject to the payroll tax covers
all of a median family's income—but
less than one-fourth of the total
income of a typical family In the top

Farmers will still bear more than differently.
their fair share of cuts. But perhaps A study by Auburn University shows
we will be able to keep a few more that a gasoline tax increase would hit
farmers on the land, if this amend- rural States especially hard.
five percent who earn In excess of

ment Is agreed to.

That Is not surprising because many $200,000.
rural residents have little or no access
An a result, for a two-parent family
mass transportation
earning the national median Income,
Senior citizens would also be hit toFor
example, a household in Mon- the full burden of social security taxes
hard by this package.
on average consumes 19 more gal- exceeds that of the income tax.
The proposal we are debating today, tana
gasoline a year and drives These statistics paint a disturbing
which I opposed in the Finance Com- lons of
1,000 more miles than the na- picture.
mittee, doubles the Medicare Part B about
tional average.
deductible.
The Nation's tax bill is being paid
Rural America is certainly willing to disproportionately by the poor and
Under that proposal, the deductible pay
for Its share of deficit reduction.
Increases from $75 to $15O. That But
class. The rich are paying a
the farm program cuts, the middle
steadily smaller portion of the bill.
means that seniors who go to the Medicare
cuts,
and
the
gasoline
tax
doctor would have to pay twice as would be a deva.stating triple blow to If we are going to raise taxes to address the deficit, the rich should pay
much, before Medicare begins to cover rural States like mine.
their share.
those doctor bills.
TAX TEL RiCH
The basic principle of deficit reducI cannot support asking our Nation's
reducing the Federal defi- tion should be: those that can pay
seniors to pay out-of-pocket Increases citCertainly,
is an important national goal that more should pay more.
of that magnitude in the name of defi- would
benefit all Americans.
cit reduction.
CONCLUSION
But
the
debate about distribThere is no question that Medicare uting thecurrent
In sum, this amendment shifts the
deficit
reduction
burden
is one of the fastest-growing Items in comes alter a decade in which an oft- deficit reduction burden from farmers,
the Federal budget and I am as consaying has come true: the rich rural Americans, and the elderly to
cerned about that as any Member of quoted
have gotten richer and the poor upper income Americans who can
this body.
poorer, and tax policy was part of the afford to pay a little more than they
We are not solving that problem by reason.
have in the past decade.
asking seniors to pay an additional exThe budget reconciliation legislation
This
amendment
seeks
to
pay
for
pense.
the cuts I have described by raising now before the Senate attempts to balIt is true that many seniors have taxes on the rich.
ance the budget largely on the back of
Medigap Insurance which will protect
Specifically, the amendment pro- farmers, rural Americans, and senior
them from feeling the full effect of vides for increasing the top marginal citizens.
the deductible increase.
That approach will not work.
tax rate on upper income Americans
But many seniors—especially low- to 33 percent and imposing a new 10
All Americans must pay their fair
income seniors--do not have Medigap percent surtax on those with incomes share if we are to produce a package
policies and they will be hurt by the over $1 million.
all sides can support.
increase.
Under this amendment, all AmeriThese changes will eliminate some
And those who do have Medigap will of the inequity in the current Tax cans will bear their fair share.
have to pay yet another rate increase, Code.
Farm program benefits will be cut.
reflecting the higher amount that According to the Congressional Medicare benefits will be cut.
DICAR CUSS

Medicare will not pay.

Budget Office the top 5 percent of

Mr. President, the amendment that American families will have 45 percent
Senator Coirsiu and I are offering more in pretax income in 1990 than
today reduces the deductible increase they did in 1980 after accounting for
to $100. It does not completely elimi- Inflation.
nate the deductible increase, but It But the overall percentage of that
income they pay in Federal taxes will
cuts the Increase in half.
The cost of lowering the deductible have fallen from 295 percent to 26.7
increase to $100 is about $4 billion percent, a drop of imost 10 percent,
over 5 years. That is $4 billion that That Is, their incomes are up, but
would remain in the pockets of our their taxes are down. That is the top

The gasoline tax will be raised.

But taxes are also increased on the

most wealthy.

This amendment would make the
budget package much fairer to rural
States, much fairer to farmers, and
much fairer to senior citizens,
Utimately, this amendment is much
fairer to all Americans.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.

most wealthy Americans.
Nations seniors.
Precisely the opposite trend ocAgain, our amendment will not hold
on the bottom of the Income
seniors harmless. But it will protect curred
them from devastating out-of-pocket ladder.
The budget office estimates that the
Increases.
poorest 10 percent of American houseT1Th GASOUNE TAX
holds will earn 9 percent less In 1990
The amendment also lowers the gaso- than they did in 1980.
line tax reported by the Finance ComBut rather than paying 6.7 percent
mittee.
of their Income in taxes as they did in
A higher gasoline tax increase than 1980, they wifi pay 8.5 percent, an inthat proposed in this amendment crease
of almost 28 percent.
would be unfair to lower income taxCorrespondingly, during the 1980's,
payers and rural States.
upper-income households had their
A gasoline tax is highly regressive; it income tax rates cut., from 70 percent
falls more heavily on lower income In l980to28percent today.
families than on higher income fanilMeanwhile the poorest households
lies.
saw their payroll taxes for Social SeUS. Department of Labor statistics curity and Medicare rise from 6.13 pershow that families living on $10,000 a cent in 1980 to 7.65 percent in 1990.
year spend twice as large of their Keep in mind, the payroll tax Mr. BOSCHWITZ. Mr. President, I
income on gasoline as families living burden is an Important factor In deter- say first to my friend, the distinon $50,000 or more a year.
mining the fairness of our tax system. guished senior Senator from Tennes-
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see, it Is not clear to me how I am that too has gone up in this decade of the tax, and that is the way it

going to vote on this amendment, but
I want to talk about tax fairness. We
on this side are not going to see to it
that this amendment Is voted down so
we can just be the subject of more political abuse.

I am not sure yet how I am going to
vote, but I want to talk about tax fair•

ness, Mr. President. I want to talk
about whether or not it has become

worse or whether or not it has become

better, whether or not the rich are

paying, or whether or not they are es-

caping taxation because I think that
those who say the rich are escaping

and has gone up materially.

income taxation are doing a disservice body with a high income escaped taxto our whole income tax system and ation altogether? You have not. There
destroying the faith of the American has not been such an article since the
people in the income tax system. I do 1986 tax bill because we got them all.
not think that is a very honest thing Now, if somebody invested entirely
to do, and I do not think it is a very ac- in municipal bonds, perhaps they still
can avoid Federal income taxes, but
curate thing to do, as well.
Frankly, some of those I now hear that would be a very unusual investor.

speaking about the fact that it is not The truth is that the income tax
fair voted for it. Those of us on our system of the United States is fair,
side who hear this recognize that, as a and we have made it fairer.
Mr. President, I went into business
practical matter, the tax system would
not have been changed unless votes in 1963. The top rate of income tax
came from both sides of the aisle. then was 91 percent, and I was not in
Quite obviously, the tax program of the top bracket by any means 50 it did
the United States could not have been not matter so much to me, but the top
changed unless there were more bracket was confiscatory. And on top

Democratic votes for it over in the of the 91 percent came the State
House because they controlled over taxes. So that there really was not
there for about 40 years in an uninter- much left. Then President Kennedy
introduced legislation that brought
rupted manner.
But let me talk, if I m&y, about taxes tax rates from 91 percent on earned
and who is paying them. First, income income down to 50 percent and on un-

taxes in the United States constitute
about 45 percent of all taxes that the
Federal Government collects. About
45 cents of every dollar that the Government collects is collected from the
income tax. About 35 percent is collected from Social Security insurance

should be.

So, Mr. President, I will perhaps put
What about the lowest 50 percent,
the 55 million tax returns that show some of this material into the RECORD
the lowest income. They pay less than at some future date, but I wanted to
5 percent of all the income taxes that speak out because many people apparare paid in the United States, even ently are noticing in the few weeks
though they have considerably more ahead there is something called an
than 5 percent—15 percent or so—of election and they certainly are making
speeches that would have a bearing on
the total income.
The tax system of the United States that. So my speech is that the income
is fair, and it has been made fairer in tax system of the United States is fair
recent years. Yes, we lowered the tax and it has gotten fairer.
rates but we took away all the loop- I yield the floor.
holes. When is the last time you saw
an article in the paper that said some-

earned income it was at 70 percent.
Then President Reagan brought it
down still further to 28 percent as the
top rate of tax.

Some people say that it should be

higher. I can only tell you, Mr. President, that after all the so-called loopincluding both HI and Social Security holes were taken away, after all the inand other trust funds and the balance centives or whatever else they were
of it is corporate tax, about 10 percent, called that led to a good deal of tax
and then other taxes about 8 percent. avoidance were all taken away, the
It should add up to about 100 percent. rich are, indeed, paying more taxes
But nevertheless, in taxes, 45 cents than they ever paid before. And that
of every dollar that the Federal Gov- is the way it is supposed to be. They
ernment receives comes from income are paying a larger percentage of the
taxes. There are about 110 million total tax pie than they have ever paid
income tax returns filed every year. before because the rates are lower and
The top 5 percent of those, the people you cannot fool around with all these
with the highest income, pay 46 per- tax avoidance schemes. There is not
cent of all the income taxes paid. So is much use going down to the lawyer's
it fair or unfair that the top 5 percent office and spending a bundle trying to
of the income taxpayers pay, to be figure out how to avoid the income tax
quite exact, Mr. President, 45.9 per- because you are not going to be very
cent of all income taxes paid. These successful. indeed, people are now
are 1988 figures, the last time we have paying more taxes than they have in
the other years.
complete figures.
So those who say that the income
It is interesting to note that in 1979
the top 5 percent paid only 37.6 per- tax system in this country is unfair
cent of all income taxes. So that are wrong. Those who say that they
income taxes have become more pro- now have to enter a new element of
gressive in the 1980's. The people with greater fairness into it I think are just
the highest incomes are paying a making political speeches—some,
larger proportion of the income taxes indeed, involving considerable demagoguery. The tax system of the United
paid in the United States.
How about the top 10 percent? The States Is by and large fair. The income
top 10 percent of all taxpayers—and tax system of the United States is fair.
the top 10 percent by income—pay 57 People who have higher income are
percent of all income taxes paid, and paying a larger and larger percentage
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the budget deficit. Hogwash. It would
not do that, for the many reasons my

articulate friend and colleague from
Colorado just enunciated.

Possibly out of all this might come
sense. I do not know what is going to
happen but I suspect sooner or later,
Sometime this week, we are going to
come to some kind of a budget agreeS

ment that in all probability will be
by the President of the United
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I yield vetoed
myself what time is necessary from States. Then we will be back In the

soup once again.
the amendment.
The only good news I can see about
Mr. President, I have been listening
with great interest to my friend and that, Mr. President, is that at that
colleague from my neighboring State time maybe a proposal that the Senaof Colorado. We have worked, labored tor from Colorado had referenced—
on the Budget Committee for many, and that Is a freeze that this Senator
many years together. I want to gener- and a few others have been advocating
ally associate myself with the remarks for 7 of the last 8 years on the floor of
that he just made. I do not agree in the U.S. Senate—maybe we can come
total concept with everything the Sen• back with something like that.
I caution against continuing to fool
ator from Colorado has said. I am not
going to start fixing blame for the crit- the American people every 5 years
that we fashion a new 5-year piogram
ical mess we are in right now.
I am going to be very brief in my re- to balance the budget at the end of

marks, Mr. President, and try to set the 5 years and in almost every in-

some kind of pattern here. Let us stop stance those of us who have some rutalking and start voting, because we dimentary understanding of the
are in a totally critical, crisis situation budget know there Is no possible way
with the Government scheduled to that that could prevail. So, regardless
be
close down the day after tomorrow of what we work out here it should
and we do not yet even have a bill with clearly understood across America
which to go into a conference with the that while whatever action we take
House of Representatives. I think might be a step in the right direction,
wasting a lot of time on debate that Is it does not solve the prob'em, as the
not going to change any votes Is not Senator from Co'orado said so very,
too fruitful a way to move ahead and very well.
One of the things we might have to
at least try to get something worked
come back to Is reality. The reality of
out.

One of the things my friend from the situation is that there is no way
Colorado said I want to correct him we can balance the Federal budget of
on, and I think he would agree with the United States and stop the sky-

me. He just sent an article to the desk rocketing increase in the national debt
that said the budget deficit was $300 in 5 years.
billion. That is an error. That Is what Mr. President, it cannot be done. It
took us a lot longer than 5 years to get
we keep hearing.
this mess. It Is going to take us
The GAO just gave a report, re- into
quested by the Senator from Idaho, more than 5 years to get out of it, and
who I see on gave floor, and myself, on1y if we are wise enough to plan
which said the real deficit today is ahead, in some way to not break the
$370 billion. The difference of course country and throw this country into a
Is the amount of money that Is contin- recession by unwise and inappropriate
ually used to offset the true deficit be- action.
I suggest maybe when we come bark
cause we have been borrowing from

the Social Security Trust Fund. So
that makes the situation even worse.
I pointed out in a talk a week ago
that even if the President's summit

to that train wreck that Is likely to
happen this weekend, maybe at that

lion.

do that, Mr. President,

time a little reason will prevail, we will
come up with a plan that will freeze

that
package had been enacted, the nation- spending; come up with a plan
al debt would have gone on up in the will force, over a series of years
next 4 or 5 years from it present lofty beyond the 5 years, total elimination
helght3 of $3 trillion to over $5 tril- of the deficit, The only way we could

I think the worst mistake we are
making here In toto is the American
people are being led to believe that
had the budget summit agreement the
President endorsed come over here
and had it passed with all that pain
and suffering and Increased taxes,
that would have once and f©r all told
the American public that we have
done something axd w hv solved

is

with a

motion I offered In the Budget Committee, which was strongly supported

by the Senator from Colorado, and

that Is we should change the enforcement mechanism, rather to have it be

in the form of proJected savings, to
make the day that we have to borrow
money, the thy we have to raise the

national debt ceiling o the Uted
States, the day we thud have s the
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enforcement date of whatever we In
19.90

advance agree to.
Why Is that? Because that Is a finite
number. It Is easily understood and we

cannot use snoke and nirrors to cover
It up. If you are broke and you have to
go to the bank and borrow money, as
the Federal Government has had to do
time and time again, then that Is the
time to call a halt and make the hard
tholce that has to be made.
I do think In the end maybe we will

be able to work out some kind of a
freeze agreement If everything else
falls, with some kind of an enforce

ment mechanism over a longer period
of years, to force the Congress and the

President to make honest decisions
and force them to live up to that by

using the day we have to borrow more
money as the only enforcement mechanisni that I think will work.
I yield the flonr
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chart and he said: "Our national debt

is approaching $1 trillion. A few weeks

ago. I called such a figure—$1 tril-

lion—incomprehensible. and I have
been trying ever since to iilustrate
how big a trillion really is. The best I
could come up with is that if you had
a stack of thousand dollar bills in your

hand only 4 inches high. you'd be a
millionaire. A trillion doUars would be

a stack of thousand dollar bills 67
miles high."

I seem to recall that the flgure later
was reduced to something like 62
miles.

On this chart, this bar represents

what Mr. Reagan was pointing out to
the American people on February 18.
1981: that a stack of thousand dollar
bills would stretch 62 miles into the
stratosphere, representing the national debt at that point in time.
I said many times during the Reagan
Presidency, you will never see Prestdent Reagan on television again doing

that. Why? Because the stack was
growing higher and higher. On Janu•

ary 1. 1989. 19 days before Mr. Reagan
left office, that stack of thousand

dollar bills, if it represented the national debt, would have been 179 miles
into the stratosphere.

What a difference! Remember that
this stack to which Mr. Reagan alluded In February 1981 represented 39 ad-

ministrations, over a period of 192

38 different Presidents; one
President. Cleveland. had been elected

years:

twice with an intervening term by

Benjamin Harrison.
The stack of thousand dollar bills. to
which Mr. Reagan pointed. was the accumulation of the debt beginning with
George Washington, John Adams.

Thomas Jefferson, James Madison,
Monroe, John Quincy Adams. Andrew

Jackson, Martin Van Buren, William

Henry Harrison, John Tyler, Polk,

Taylor, Fillmore. Pierce. Buchanan,
Lincoln, Andrew Johnson, Grant,
Hayes, Garfield, Arthur. Cleveland,
Benjamin Harrison, Cleveland again,
McKInley, Teddy Roosevelt, Taft,
Wilson, Harding, Coolidge, Hoover,

Franklin D. Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Lyndon B. Johnson,
Nixon, Ford, and Carter. That is what

this bar represented the accumulated

debt throughout all of those 39 adminPresident
preceding
Istrations,
Reagan, $931 billion. The stack of
thousand dollar bills went, during one
President's administration—that of
Ronald Reagan—to 179 miles—representing an increase during hIs years In

the White House, of $1.738 trillion.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, shortly
after President Reagan first took
office, he addressed a Joint session of
the Congress on February 18. 1981.

Nineteen days later, Mr. Bush Inherit-

ed that bar on the chart, Since that
time, the stack of bills has increased.
as I have already indicated, to where it
would be 214 miles in the air on Octo-

Here is an extract from his speech. He ber 1, 1990, just 2 weeks ago.
I had a friend recently who said to
said: "Our national debt is approaching $1 trillion."

me, "Senator, I just had an idea. If

I remember seeing the President on every working man in the United
television that evening. He had a chart States contributed a dollar toward our

to his right and he pointed to that national debt. we could pay it off."
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I said. "No; that would not begin to discretionary spending was cut $326 bridges, airports, waterways, our need
pay the interest on it."
billion below inflation. Foretgn oper- for clean water, cancer research, scienThe per capita debt—the amount ationE almost held its own. It dropped Wic research, and so on.
that each American man, woman, boy. just $10 billion below baseline over a
On this chart, viewers will see the
and girl would have to contribute th period of 10 years.
situation that this country is going to
pay off that national debt., as it stood
Here Is a chart that shows the share be In by the year 1997 if things continon October 1 of 1990—would be of domestic discretionary funding as ue as they are going now. Right now
$12,659.
related to the total budget m 1981. there are 21 airports in this country in

I have now shown how much the and the share of domestic discretionFederal debt has grown in the past 10 ary funding out of the total budget for
years.
the upcomthg fIscal year, 1991. In
Let u take a look at Government 1981, domesUc discretionary, as I
spending over the same period and see pointed out a moment ago, was to the
where it has grown. Let us see what tune of $157 bililon. That was out of a
has caused these deficits. Let us see total budget of $678 billion.
what has caused that debt to grow. Let
In other words, domestic discretionus see what the chief offenders are.
try—what we spend for education, job
I have heard a great deal of talk, and training, law enforcement, bridges,
we all hive, about Government spend- mass transit, railways, et cetera—coning. Let us now take a look at Govern- stituted 23 percent of the total budget
ment spending. A good many people In tn fiscal year 1981—almost a fourth of
talking about Government spending the total budget—$157 billion out of

forget that spending for defense

is

Government spending; that spending
on entitlements Is Government spending, as well as Is domestic discretionary

each of which there has been 20,000
hours of delay annually; 20,000 hours
of delay at each of 21 airports in this
country.

I know that every Member of this
body understands what it is. and the

people who are viewing from that electronic eye up there know what it is to

have to fly around in the "soup" in

fog, clouds, over crowded citfes for a
half-hour. for 45 minutes, for an hour.
looking out the window, not being able
to see the ground—planes wasting
fuel, producing pollution, wasting the
$678 billion.
time, increasing the
Ten years later, what had happened? passengers'
danger
to
all
persons on the planes.
The whole budget had grown to 81.434 Only one airport
been built since
trillion by fiscal year 1991, while do- 1974, that being inhas
In 1997,
mestic discretionary grew from $157 there are going to beColorado.
33 airports which

spending, which I want to get around
billion to $171 billion. So while the
to shortly.
This line on this chart is baselme. entire budget by fiscal year 1991 grew
Baseline means last year's appropria- $756 billion over what it was in 1981
tion plus Inflation. The chart indicates domestic discretionary grew only $14
what happened between the years billion over what it was 10 years ago.
1981 and 1990. So beginning in 1981. Where domestic discretionary was 23
let us take a look at the entitlement percent in fiscal year 1981, It is 11.9
bar, which will be pointed out to the percent of the total budget for fiscal
viewers. In 1981, the baseline for enti- year 1991.

will experience in excess of 20,000
hours of annual delays. Here is the
chart. And the red dots show where
those airports are located which wll

be experiencing such delays by 1997 if
we do not do something about it. That
is domestic discretionary spending.

What about the Nation's bridges?
This chart again shows the pitful The esthnated cost of the Federal
What I am saying to our viewers is plight of domestic discretionary. That highway bridge repair and replacethis. Each year we take the appropria- is the little runt puppy. Ten years ago, ment program right today would be
tion for last year and add inflation. it constituted 23 percent of the total $50.7 billion. There are 577,717 bridges

tlements was $320 billion.

The next year we take the appiropria- budget. Today it constitutes 11.9 pertion for last year and add inflation. cent. It reminds me of the little puppy
The next year we take the appropria- that cannot get enough to eat and it
tion for last year and add inflation. wiggles its way and tries to push aside
The next year we take the appropria- the big dogs, it looks like it has the
tion for last year and add inflation. scratches, and it is all skin and bones.
Now, that is what we call baseline.
There it is right here on the graph: doWhat happened on entitlements. mestic discretionary.
which started out with a $320 billion Let us now t.ake a look at the rest of
baseline in 1981? Entitlements over a the chart for fiscal year 1991: The in10-year period grew $599 billion above terest on the national debt is 13.2 perbaseline—In other words, above infla- cent: Medicare, 6.1 percent; SOCI8J Setion. What happened on defense? In curity, 23.7 percent; "other," this one
1981. defense spending and domestic right here—that is civil service retirediscretionary spending were on a level. ment, unemployment compensation. et
Defense spending was $158 billion. Do- cetera—is 8.2 percent; and the next
mestic discretionary spending was $157 one, moving clockwise, GRH mandatobillion—a $1 billion difference between ry—that is Medicaid, child nutrition,
defense and domestic discretionary in food stamps, veterans' compensation—
1981. What happened?
ktems that are not to be cut, or not
Defense Increased above b8seline very much, at least, in the event of a
$569 billion in 10 years. It grew that sequester—is 13.5 percent. Then,

in this country, and some of these are
interstate, some are urban, some are
of fsystem, some are primary, and some

are on secondary or lesser roads. But
these are the bridges in which there is
some degree or some percentage of
Federal participation in the cost.

According to the Department of
Transportation, aome bridges are
structurally deficient. Some are functionally obsolete. Those that are functionally obsolete are no longer funcUonally viable in a way that meets the

needs of today as against the days
when they were built. But those that
are structurally deficient are danger-

ous bridges. They ought to be replaced. They are like the bridge at
Point Pleasant, WV. that collapsed
just a few years back and carried
many people to their deaths. To repair
and replace these bridges today would

much above Inflation. And what hap- moving further up clockwise, defense. cost $50.7 billion.
pened to domestic discretionary spend- 3.4 percent. That includes 1.5 percent
The Federal highway system makes
ing. remembering that it started out for foreign operations, the two togeth- up 22 percent of the Nation's highalmost on a par with defense in 1981? er makIng 23.4 percent. And then, fi- ways, yet it carries 81 percent of the
Defen8e, $158 billion; domestic discre- nally, back to our little runt puppy, vehicles, more than 1.6 trillion miles a
twnary, $157 billion. What happened domestic
apending. year, enough to make 8,600 round
discretionary
to domestic discretionary? Domestic which a lot of people around here still trips to the Sun, which s 93 million
discreUonary spending: highways, want to cut. This little fellow has been miles away. More than 40 percent of
bridges, ma transit, waste water on the operating table for 10 years. the pavement on the system is in need
treatment, water quality, rivers and under the knife; yet, there are those of repair. It is in poor condition or fair
harbors, et cetera, et cetera, decreased who want to cut on it more.
condition.
To meet the existing capital needs of
under baseline by a total of $326 bilSo we can see how little we are in1ion—$26 billion below inflation.
vesting in our own country. I am talk- the Federal highway system, the DeWhile entitlements went up $599 bil- Ing about investing in human Infra- partment of Transportation estimates
lion over Inflation, and defense went 8tructure—people—and In the physical that & 840 billIon annual investment is
up $569 billion over inflation, domestic infrastructure—the roads and the required. Of this annual amount, the
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United States invested only, three- vestment and how it relates,to productenths of 1 percent and had only.six- tivity growth.
Let us take now the human side of
tenths of 1 percent growth in producinfrastructure. This chart indicates
tivity.
Spending was onjy $14.6 bfflion. In So we can see there how nondefense the relative standing 'of the United
other words, it was $10.4 billion below public investment translates into in- States among a total of 16 nations, in
the amount required for the Federal creased productivity; and increased respect to education spending—grades
Government to meet the $25 bflhion productivity means increased econom- K through 12, for the year 1985.
We do very well with post secondary
share of. the $40 billion annually that, c growth; and increased economic
Federal share would be $25 biluon; $25
billion out of the $40 bilUon would be
for the Federal share. The fiscal year
1991 baseline for Federal highway

according to the Department of Trans- growth means increased national secuportation, would be required to deal rity. It also means an enhanced comwith the existing capital needs for petitive position for a nation. It means
a higher standard of living. And inhighways.
The poor and neglected state of the creased public investment also encourNation's highways and bridges is a ages increased private investment.
Why not? Mr. President, if you had
drain on the Nation's productivity. It
is estimated by the Department of a company, let us say, and you would
Transportation that the American like to buy a brand spanking new fleet

•

education. Students come from other

countries, to the United States to

study. But from K through 12, we are

cheating our kids. On this chart, we

find that in K through 12 spending, as
a percent of gross national product, in
185 the United States ranked 14th in
a list of 16 nations—l4th—spending
just 4.1 percent of the gross national
people waste 1.38 billion gallons of of trucks, all outfitted in bright red product. The lowest was Ireland with
gasoline every year and waste 1.2 bIl- paint and chrome, how would you like 3.8; and Australia, 3.9. The rest of the
lion hours every year because of traf- to put that fleet of trucks out on roads countries spent a' higher percent of
fic tieups and traffic congestion. And that are fified with potholes and on the gross national product on chileach of these figures is estimated to bridges in need of repair? How would drens education from kindergarten
grow to over 7 billion gallons of gaso- you like to detour 18 miles around a through the 12th year.
line and 7 billion hours of time wasted bridge which was closed because it was
Let us see how that reflects on the
unsafe? How much would that cost? achievement
on the highways bythe year 2005.
in science. On the left of
How
much
would
that
lower
your
proLet us see what our failure to invest
the
chart
is
the
rank in order for 10in the Nation's physical Infrastructure ductivity? How much would that cut year-olds, grades 4 through 5. This is a
means in comparison with the nations into your profits?
of 15 nations. The United States is
Public investment encourages pr! list
that do make vital public Investments.
No.
8 in a listing of those 15 nations.
vate
investment
and
is
conducive
to
Let us look at the link between pubUc
By
the time they reach the age of 14
investments in infrastructure and pro- the profit-making of the private and are
in grades 8 and 9, see how
ductivity of workers.
sector.
they have gone down. In a list of 17
Mr. GORE. Will the Senator yield?
Over a 12-year period, 1973 to 1985,
nations, the United States is in a tie
Mr. BYRD. Yes.
we will see, in looking at the chart, the
two other nations for 13th place.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I rise with
blue bars, which represent nondefense
Singapore, Thailand, and the United
public investment as a percentage of only for a brief comment.
Mr. President, there was just a States are all tied for 13th place, with
the gross domestic product—goods and
services produced in this country and major study by one of the leading only Hong Kong and the Philippines
utilized In this country, a little differ- technical institutes of higher educa- at the bottom. And the other counent from gross national product. Look- tion in the United States, which fo- tries listed above the United States
ing at the blue bars, the United States cused on the precise point the distin- are: Italy, England, Australia, Norway,
invested three-tenths of 1 percent of guished President pro tempore is Poland, Korea, Sweden, Finland,
ts gross domestfc product, on the av- making at this very moment. A team Canada, The Netherlands, Japan, and
erage, annually during those 12 years, of management analysts, economists, Hungary—Germany does not show up
1973 to 1985. Canada, meanwhile, in- and scientists joined forces to analyze on the chart because, it is my undervested 1.5 percent; the United King- all of the factors that can be said to standing, there were no figures for
dom invested 1.8 percent; France in- influence national productivity growth Germany; they were not available at
that point
vested 2 percent; and what was the In nations around the world.
Isnt this a drab, dreary picture of
This is a controversial field of study,
Federal Republic of Germany at that
time invested 2.5 percent; Italy invest- but it has grown increasingly sophisti- what we are doing to our kids? When
ed 2.7-percent; and Japan Invested 5.1 cated in recent years. And this particu- it comes to spending Federal funding
percent. Look at it again. Japan invest- lar team ended up by identifying as for the education of our kids in grades
ed 5.1 percent of its gross domestic the one factor most Influential in de- K through 12, look what it is ultimateproduct in infrastructure annually termining the relative rate of produc- ly doing to meet the country's need for
during that period, while the United tivity growth in nationz around the scientists.
This is a chart that projects the
States was Investing only three-tenths world, the level of nondefense public
supply and demand for science and eninvestment, such as in Infrastructure.
of 1 percent.
I have been one who has argued that gineering Ph.D's per year in the
How did that cOrrespond with the
productivity? While the United States we should expand the definftion of in- United States. The green indicates the
was investing only threetenths of 1 frastructure to include not only roads number of science and engineering
percent of ts gross domestic product and bridges, as has been the common Ph.D's that are coming out of the resdefinition in the past, but now fiber ervoir of U.S. citizens and permanent
annually in its Infrastructure, th
ductivity grew only six-tenths of 1 per- optic cables and information Infra- residents annually.
Observers 'will note that the line is
structure and the like.
cent. Less than 1 percent.
In any event, I was intrigued by this fairly level beginning in 1988 and
Canada invested 1.5 percent and experienced a productivity growth of 1.3; study and the close correlation be- going to the year 2006, fairly level, at
the United Kingdom Invested 1.8 per- tween the conclusions of this team of about 10,000 to 12,000 Ph.d's per year
cent and had a 1.8 percent producthrl- experts and the point being made by that are being turned out in the
ty growth; France invested 2 percent the distinguished President pro tem- United States ,from the reservoir of
and grew 2.3 percent; the then FederaI pore, which just now provoked this U.S. citizens and permanent residents,
and the yellow coloring represents forRepublic of Germany .inrested 2.5 per- brief intervention.
I thank my colleague for his courte- eign students who come to the United
cent and enjoyed a 2.4 percent producStates to get their science and engitivity growth annually; Italy invested sy in yielding.
2.7 percent for a productivity growth
Mr. BYRD. I thank my distin- neering Ph.D.'s. but half of them
of 1.8 percent the same as the United guished colleague from Tennessee for return to their native countries so,
Kingdom; and In. Japan productivity the emphasis he has p'aced upon the considering that there may be half
growth of' :3 percent—.aIl while. the importance of non-defense public in who remain here. ft means that we an-
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nually produce In this country some- the spirit of the thcredible American to relive again the vision that was
thing like from 11,000 to 13000 or of that day.
Mnerica, that made this country great;
14,000 PhD's from this reservoir of
Sampson took the jawbone bone of when men hewed the forests and built
U.S. citlzenz and permanent residents an ass and killed 1,000 Philistines. The the bridges and the roads and traveled
and foreign students. The red coloring early American took an ax,a Bible, a with their pioneer wagons and built a
represents the projected demand for iifle, and a bag of seeds, and he hewed great nation. They believed they could
science and engineering Ph.D.'s show- the forests, blazed the trails, and do it, and they did it. And now, today,
trig that the year 2008 the demand In crossed the mountains to the prairies we face a challenge
the United States will be for about from sea to shining sea, and he built a Are we going to make it possible for
23.500 or 24,000 Ph.D's per year. And, nation.
America to again? Are we going to
Moses struck the rock at Horeb with make it possible for our young people
of course as I have Indicated, we will

meet only a little better than half of his rod, and the water gushed forth. to study and to learn and to develop
The incredible American struck the their talents and to become the best of
that need by the year 2004.
Mr. President, I have taken the time rock of our natural resources and we whatever is in them?
of the Senate to address three defi- have exceeded all other countries in America is in trouble.
cits—the trade deficit, the Federal def- the production of steel, coal. chenilPericles, one of the greatest of Athecals, and glass.
icit, and the investment deficit.
nians,
said to his countrymen, "Set
Elijah, when he came to the Jordan your eyes upon the greatness of your
Unless we do something to address
the horrors that these charts portray, with his son, Elisha, tossed his mantle country and remember that her greatwe are a Nation that Is headed from a on the waters of the Jordan, and the ness was won by men with courage,
parted, and the two crossed
fall. The reconciliation bill before the waters
a knowledge of their duty, and
Jordan on dry land. The incredi- with
Senate makes a start toward address- over
with
a
sense of honor in action."
American built shining, massive, In this
ing these problems that I have been ble
time of trouble, America
bridges
that
glimmer
in
the
Sun,
that
talking about.
needs men, America needs politicians—
span
the
Misslssipi,
the
Missouri,
the
And there are efforts In this Senate
statesmen who have courage and a
great rivers of this country.
today, by way of a3nendments that are many
It
took
Moses 40 years to lead the Isbeing offered, to tear the package raelites out
of Egypt and bring them
apart.
to the land of Canaan. The incredible
I attended the summit. I never want
invented the airplane in
to attend another. I do not expect to American
1903. And when Lindberg took off in
ever attend another one, even though 1927 in the Spirit of St.. Louis he
I may live to be as old as Methuselah, crossed over New York City at the Inand he lived to be 969 years old. I do credible speed of 100 miles an hour.
not want to attend any more summits. And with that indomitable spirit, the
As the summit here Is what we did. American spirit, he braved the AtlanEverybody put on their green eye tic alone, and set foot on the European
shades, and they looked at figus and shores, having crossed the mighty
formulas. I took the position there, waters. The incredible American!

knowledge of their duty.

Our country is in trouble, bad trou-

ble. We have an S&L crisis. We have a
deficit crisis. Some of our banks are on

thin ice. Investors are nervous. The
stock markets are shaky. We have a
war threating in the Middle East and a
recession looming just over the hori-

zon. It fs time to stop posturing and

pretending. It Is time to stop all of the
glib talk. It is time to do our duty.
We have almost 200,000 men in the
Middle East. Those men and women
and I take the position here, that In high school, I read a book by are in the desert wIth 120 degree heat.
while we not only have to deal with Jules Verne, Around the World in 80 They probably don't think it is such a
the Federal deficit, and the meeting of Days. Jom GIZrIN and other Ameri- great idea, being over there in that
targets, and shaving a little here, shav- can astronauts, as they have orbited heat and in the sands of the desert.

ing a little there, and shaving a little
somewhere else, what we are really
talking about actually is a 5-year plan
for the Nation. So we ought to take
off our green eyeshades, and, in addition to discussion the figures, the tar.

the Earth, traveled at the speed of But they are not complaining. They
18,000 miles an hour, around the world
not in 80 days but in 80 mInutes! Man
had gazed upon the moon for centuries with longing eyes, wanting to see
the other side. The incredible Ameri-

are there to do their duty.
Now why can we not do our duty?

Why can't Senators on both sides of
the aisle do their duty? Why cannot
House Members on both sides of the

gets, the outlay. levels and all of those can put a man on that Moon and aisle do theirs? Why cannot the Presiimportant things regarding Gramm- broughthlm back to Earth safely gain. dent? Why cannot all of us work toRudman-Hollhigs, we also want to This was the spirit that made our gether to do our duty?
Some of those servicemen. may I say
think about this country and where we country great!
are going for the next 5 years.
Jesus touched a dead Lazarus and he to the distinguished Senator from ArI tried to bring the summit away sprang from his bed.
kansas, (Mr. PRY0R], 11 a war breaks
from the green eyeshades, away from
Franklin D. Roosevelt led us in a out over there, some of them will come
a total concentration on figures and time of Great Depression, when the home in flag-draped coffins. Some of
target8—tmportant though they are— country was prostrate—and I lived in them will never have seen their chilusing pencils and erasers, and Cutting that Depression; I know what it was. then who were born after they left
a little here and a little there,- meet- Men and women walking the country these shores to do their duty in a 'and
ting this Gramm-Rudman Target, and roads of this Nation, standing in soup thousands of miles way.
meeting that Gramin-Rudman target, lines in the urban communities, look- And what about our children? In lisand all that, but also to atop and take ing for a job. But the indomitable tening to all of the debate over the
a look &t the forest and not just kt the spirit of a crippled man and his vision past several days, seldom have I heard
trees and to consider the fact that we brought the country back to its feet.
a Senator or a House Member refer to
are actually considering a 5-year plan
So he stretched forth his hand and our children. We talk about what is
for thI country. Where are we headed the dead corpse of the Depression good for us, politically or what would
in this country? And where are we going went away, and the country lived please the special interest groups. We
to be at the end of the 5-year period? againand soared to greater heights.
are governed, we are owned, we are
I happen to believe that this country
What a proud heritage!
controlled; we are little men, con-

still has the spirit to which de Toc- I thtzk too many of us are wilike trolled by special interest groups in
queville referred over 150 years ago Lots wife. She looked back. We fail to this country. Let some of those special
when he came to this country when he look back.
interests say "go," and we run. Let
said, "The incredible American," think
Cornelius Tacitus said, "when you go them say "jump," and we jump.
of It! "The incredible American be- into battle, remember your ancestors
I tried eight times to close off a fili
lteves that if something has not yet and your descendents."
buster here when I was majority
been accomplished, it is because he
We fall to remember our ancestors. leader in the effort to enact campaign

has not yet attempted It." That wa We fall to remember and to recall and financing

reform.

The

American
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said to Esther, "who knoweth whether
people, if they really wanted a bar- or grandchildren today. They cannot
thou art come to the kingdom for such
gain, they would finance the cain- speak here.
paigns of Members of the House and We are told in the Scriptures that a time as this?" I say to Senators,
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Senate. It would be a bargain for the who among you, if your son asks for "Who knoweth whether thou art come
American people. Because once again,
the American people themselves would
be heard and their elected representatives would no longer be cowards. That

is what we have seen right at work
here in the legislative branch of both
Houses, political cowardice—speaking
to the galleries, posturing to the cam-

eras. Everybody has his own plan. I
have a plan. He has a plan. She has a
plan. And every one of us knows that

my plan will not get 25 votes. His plan
will not get 30 votes. Her plan will not

bread, would give him a stone; or if he to the"_—Senate—"fOr such a time as
should ask for a fish, would gve him a this?"
serpent; or If he should ask for an egg,
This is a time when the country
would give him a scorpion?
needs men. I will not take the time to
These voices cry out and they are recite the poem by J.G. Holland: God
not being heard. I say let us think of give us men'
our posterity. Let us think of our chilLycurgus the Lawgiver said it best
dren. And let us put out of our minds when he said, "That city is well fortiand our mind's eye the special interest fied which has a wall of men Instead
groups. Just for once. Perhaps the of brick."
American people, then, would have a
I can understand why the American
renewed faith in politicians. They people
are put out with the Congress.
would appreciate a little bit of candor,
a little bit of courage on the part of So -many of us foul our nests; we badmouth the Congress; we run against
their elected representatives.
Senior citizens of this country are the Institution.

get 50 votes. But we all have plans.
And we all realize down deep in our
hearts that if we get a plan through
As one who reveres the history of
these two Houses, that will be signed patriots. They have worked in the
by the President of the United States, fields, in the mines, in the harbors; this institution, I have seen men and
that plan is going to have to have they fought for their country. They women rise to the need of the moment
are patriots. Others who are being in this Senate, during my time here.
votes from both sides of the aisle.
It is tough. It is difficult. But that is asked to make a contribution in this And I believe they can and will again.
Let us not be fooled by the glittering
what we signed on for. The American reconciliation bill to this national
people think we are wimps. And they problem are patriots. I believe if they gewgaws of some of the amendments
were fully made aware of the trouble that are called up. Let us stand with
are right.
We knee-jerk to the drumbeats of this country is in, the predicament in the leadership in opposing the waiver
the pressure groups, the special Inter- which this country finds itself, I be- of points of order and let us stand
est groups. Each of us tries to please lieve they woujd be willing to be taxed with the leadership in opposing
this special interest group or that spe- a little more for the sake of their amendments to the reconciliation bill,
country.
cial Interest group.
because that is the only way that we
That is not to say that some of the The President had the courage to will resolve this problem. We are not
come
out
and
say
that
he
would
supspecial interest groups do not repregoing to wipe out the national debt or
sent the views of a great many people port a tax increase. We have all made the deficit with this package alone.
in this country; it is true. But until the our glib statements and our political This is a start. It is a start in paying
American people wise up and become speeches about taxes—nobody wants the bill and the tip for the feast on
awake to the fact, the bald fact, that to vote for taxes. I do not want to vote which the Nation has gorged itself
the special interest groups are calling for taxes.
But as I said to Mr. Reagan in 1981, during the past 10 years.
the tune and the American people are
paying the fiddlers—you have to pay you cannot have a 3-year 10-percent- 'Benjamin Hill was a great Senator
the fiddler when you call the tune— per-year tax cut, increase defense as- from the State of Georgia, and I am
the American people are going to con- tronomically, and balance the budget told that on his statue in Atlanta are
all at the same time. Now, we cannot these words:
tinue to get the shaft.
deal with this deficit, and it is getting
Who saves his country saves himself, saves
(Mr. GORE assumed the chair.)
Mr. BYRD. So our boys are in the worse and worse and worse, with the all things, and all things saved do bless him.
lets his country die lets all things die,
sands of the deserts—Desert Shield. I interest payment this year at $189 bil- Who
refer to what we have before us as def- lion. That does not buy a single text- dies himself ignobly, and all things dying
icit shield. Desert Shield; deficit book; not one. That is the interest on curse hun.
the national debt. And it is going Let us not crucify the Nation on a
shield.
Are we going to respond to the needs
of our children? In all of this talk, as I
started to say a moment ago, I do not
hear anyone talking about their
grandchildren. Everybody is thinking
about how he is going to be affected
out there in the campaign. We listen

higher all the time.

Today it is $189 billion; $189 for every country!

minute since Jesus Christ was born.

debt.
points of order and in opposing
I believe that if the American people amendments. Support the reconcilia-

willing to give their share to deal with
the problem. And we owe it to them to
We are passing on this tremendous tell them the truth.
To my colleagues I say—to the disdebt and these deficits to the children
and grandchildren who are not even tinguished Senator from Alaska [Mr.

less.

knocking yet, knocking at the gates.
They are being unheard of and unthought of.
We should remember them, think of

them, and perhaps we will all stand a
little straighter and a little taller and
be a little more courageous. And we
will pay less attention to the special
interest groups if we listen and try to

hear the faint whisper of the yet

unborn or those who are our children

I urge my colleagues to stand with

That is the interest on the national the leadership in opposing waivers to

to the drunbeats of the special inter- were told the truth so that they unest group,. What about the voices of derstood the deficits and the national
the voiceless—our grandchildren, our debt, the terrible things that are afchildren, our great.grandchildren? Are flicting our country, they would be
they represented here? They are voice-

cross of political expediency and politi-

Ten years ago it was $69 billion. cal cowardice. Let us work to save our

tion and the leadership, because only
in that way will we be able to make a

start on the problem that confronts
us, and only then will we merit the

conference and the faith of the people
who send us here. As Webster said at

the laying of the cornerstone of the

Bunker Hill Monument in 1825,
object be our country, our whole
Smvs1—a fine Senator, a Senator our
country,
and nothing but our counwho has courage and backbone. I have
seen him stand up in this Senate many try."
Mr. PRYOR addressed the Chair,
times when he did not have many Senators stanxiing with him. But he took a
stand. The American people should be
told the truth.
Esther, in the Old Testament—I will
not tell the whole story; anyone can go
to the Scriptures, and find in the Book
of Esther where Mordecai, her cousin,
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further reasons not mentioned here
this evening.

I believe that would be the most

simple, logical, straightforward, and
most Important, fair method of deal•

Ing with the problem of fairness In the

tax structure and raising the necessary revenue to address the problem
we are here 8eeklng to address.

But the reality Is, Mr. President,
that President Bush has stated clearly
and unequivocally his Intention to
veto any legislation which Includes a
33-percent tax rate on higher-income
taxpayers. My proposal has consistently been that the third rate of 33 percent should apply to those taxpayers
at the upper end of the bubble. Notwithstanding what I believe to be the

logic and fairness of that argument,
the President has been consistent and
emphatic In his statements that he
will veto any such legislation.
Therefore, we are now faced, again,
with a problem which we conlront reg-

ularly here In the Senate. It is wheth-

er we wish to make a statement or
make a law. Adoption of this amend-

ment will make a very strong statement. It will result In no law. Rejec-

tion of the amendment will permit us
to go forward to make a law which,
while not completely consistent with
what the Senator from North Dakota
has proposed, will still produce a fair
and progressive tax package that deals
with the deficit problem.

How can that be accomplished?

Mr. MITCHELL Mr. President. this WeU, of course, &s we all know, raising
Is an ironic moment for me, Four-and- the top rate is not the only mechanism
a-half years ago when the Senate was by which taxes can be Increased on

considering the Tax Reform Act of those at the very top of the Income
1986. I stood on this Senate floor for scale. There are a variety of other
an entire day and offered an amend- means by which to accomplish that
ment to provide for a three-rate tax objective.
The tax package that is Included In
schedule. The maximum marginal tax
rate had been 70 percent until 1981, this reconciliation bill, the basic bill
when it was reduced to 50 percent. now before us, does that In three ways.

And In 1986 we debated on how much The first is a relatively modest and unprecise method of accomplishing the
further to reduce it,
President Reagan proposed and ad- objective, and that is an excise tax on
vocated a three-rate structure with a the purchase of certain luxury items.
maximum rate of 35 percent. I agreed The second and third, however, are
with President Reagan. and when the substantial and very precise mechacommittee went to a two-rate struc- nisms for accomplishing that purpose.
They are, first, sri Increase In the
ture of 15 and 28 percent, I attempted
to persuade the Senate that we should wage cap for the health insurance por•

have a three-rate structure at 14, the tion of the FICA or better known as

lowest bracket, then 28 and 35 percent, the Social Security tax. Under current
I presented on the Senate floor a law, income In excess of $52,300 is not
number of charts which are similar to subject to that tax. This bill increases
those which the Senator from North that amount to $89,000. By definition,

Dakota has presented here tonight, that applies only to those persons
And foUowlng the defeat of my whose Incomes exceed $52,300 a year.
amendment and the passage of the It does not and, of course, cannot
Tax Reform Act with a two-rate struc- .pply to those whose Incomes are

ture, I requested a series of atudies by below that level because they are althe Congressional Budget Office ready paying a tax on the full amount
which produced the data which are on of their earned Income.
the charts the Senator from North The third and largest, most substanDakota has and are based on a series tial, and most precise mechanism for
of subsequent studies building on that raising taxes from those at the very
information. I still believe there top of the Income scale is the limitashould be a three-rate structure, 15, tion on deductions now set at 5 per28, and 33 percent, for many of the cent In this legislation which, again,
reasons suggested by the Senator from by definition applies only to taxpayers
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whose adjusted gross Income exceed end from the results of the confer$100,000 a year. So any taxpayer coos.
whose adjusted gross Income Is less • And, remember, we are going to conthan $100,000 a year Is unaffected by ference with the Rouse bill that Is
this provision.
much more progressive than either
The combination of those three pro- this bill ci' the current tax structure.
So with the greatest of reluctance,
nearly half of the total amount of snd with respect for my colleague, I
taxes, the net of $130 billion beIng the must ask and encourage all Members

•visfons raises In excess of $50 billion or

target under this legislation, and It of the Senate to join In refusing to
raises It for higher Income groups, pri- 'waive the Budget Act for this amendmarily from those whose Incomes ment so that we can proceed to get the
exceed $100,000 a year.
job done, so that we can get a bill
So, Mr. President, I want to say to passed and get In a conference and get
the Senator and to my colleagues and * conference report and have written
especially to those who will be dis- Into law the most meaningful deficit
posed to support this amendment, If reduction legislation in our Nation's
this amendment prevails and we get history. That Is what we started out to
no bill, we will not only fail to address do. That Is what we should finish
the problem of the deficit, which Is, doing, and I hope we can do it before
after all, our principal target here, our the FrIday midnight deadline,
main objective which we ought always
Mi-. President, I yield the floor.
to keep In mind, but second, we will

leave in place a tax structure that Is

less progressive than it would be If this
bill were adopted, not as progressive as
if the Senator's amendment were
adopted, but we know that Is not going

to become law because the President
has said repeatedly and unequivocally
that he will veto It.

1 do not happen to agree with the

President on that. I think he is wrong.

There is no Member of this Senate

who has spoken more often and consistently for a need for a third rate to
apply to those with very high incomes
than myself. But In the circumstances
In which we now find ourselves, if we
adopt this amendment, we assure no
deficit reduction package and the resulting chaos which will flow from
that decision and we assure that the
tax system now In place remains In
effect with neither the 33-percent rate
nor the other provisions which raise
taxes on the very wealthy that are InCluded in the bill.

So the reality is if one believes that
the tax structure should be made more
progressive, as I believe many of our

colleagues do, understand then that
adoption of this amendment retains
the current tax structure whlth Is less
progressive than It would be if we
adopted the committee bill.
I wish it were otherwise. I wish we

could get not just the votes to pass the
33-percent rate, but the 67 votes necessary to override the veto. The reality
Is that we cannot 80, as is so often
the case in life generally and certain ,
In the political process, we must play
with the cards that are dealt to us. We
must deal with the situation as it
exists and the situation as it exists Is
as I have described it.
So while I commend my colleague
for the presentation he has made—and

I emphasize my agreement with the
Importance of piercing the bubble and

having a third rate and have a mare

progressive tax structure—I must say
and repeat to all of my colleagues that
adoption of this amendment will prevent the adoption of a more progressive tax structure which would result
from the committee bill now before Us
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know we all know we are within the

rules. Nobody is violating the rules.
We are using the rules. We are offering amendments.

I think the majority, at least I trust

the majority understands we are work-

ing on a package here of about $500
billion. This would take out $33.6 billion and put nothing back. That would

not only unravel the package, that
would probably finish the package. If

not, someone can offer a motion to
strike the next tax and then offer to
strike the Medicare savings and then
offer to strike defense savings. And
then, of course, the interest savings
would fall on their own. Maybe the

leaders can offer that motion.
Those who want to kill this bill certainly ought to use every opportunity,

but we should not have to cooperate
with them. If somebody is going to
hang me, they are going to furnish the

rope. I am not going to furnish the
rope. You get your own rope.

I am trying to do the best I can for
President Bush. The last time I
checked, he was a Republican. It is my
job as a leader in the Senate to try to
move the President's agenda. I regret

that some of my colleagues on this
side disagree. That is their right. We
all have our rights. I might find
mysell in disagreement sometime.
If we put a COLA freeze in here, we

£MDMT NO. 30tS TO AILDMZNT NO. 3014

would have people all over us about
the COLA freeze. If we taxed Social
Security benefits, they would be all
over us about taxing Social Security

benefits. We left those out.
I defy anyone to put together a $500
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I send an bUlion package to pass—I can put one
amendment to the desk and ask for its together—but put one together that
will pass. We will be glad to remove
Immediate consideration.
(Purpose: To change the allocation formula)

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The this one and bring another one up by
unanimous consent. But that is not
The assistant legislative clerk read what we have before us. We have some

clerk will report.
as follows:

people who want to kill the package,

The Senator from Kansas [Mr. Doi.z) proposes amendment numbered 3015 to amend-

but they want to do it an inch at a
time. This is more than an inch. It is

ment No. 3014.

about 10 percent of the package, so we

unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With.
out objection, it is so ordered.
(The text of the amendment is printed in today's Rzcoiw under "Amendments Submitted.")
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

somebody says, let us take out another

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask will just have 90 percent left. Then
10 percent.

This Senator would like to finish
this bill and leave Washington. But

certainly every Member has a right to
offer every amendment, and we have

every right to try to frustrate every
amendment. That is the way it works,
the rule, the Republican leader con- end this Senator does not know the
trols 30 minutes. The majority manag- rules that well. I agree with the Parer or his designee controls the balance Uamentarian. If he did not vote, I

of the time. The Republican leader is would not try to interpret him. So we
have an understanding. I do the voting
recognized.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, this end he would do the interpretation.
What we are doing is legislating. We
amendment retains the 9 14-cent gas
tax. It does shift the mix. Instead of are playing by the rules in an effort to
50-50, 60 percent goes into the trust preserve this package. And to those
fund and 40 percent is deficit reduc- who do not want the package, they
Uon. That in essence is what it does can do everything they can to try to
and it does avoid a vote on the gas tax frustrate it, defeat it, chop it up. But.

amendment offered by the distin- in my view, if we think there is a
chance that they might prevail and
guished Senator from Idaho.
I have heard a lot of complaints kill the package, then we will look a
about not having a vote up or down. I little foolish out here. Oh, I do not
think I have been here long enough to want anybody to be denied their vote.
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It Is only a $500 billion package, ao
what. We can dream up another one In
a couple of years.

We may lose In any event, out I
bled to protect the package and not
glve•everybody a free shot like. It is
turkey shoot around here, to shoot
want the Racoiw to show at least we

until you win. If somebody wins, the

country loses, In this Senator's view.
So I regret we cannot have an up-ordown vote. I regret we cannot support
any of the amendments that are pend-

ing, unless they are agreed upon by

the managers. Some may be and there

ny be good questions raised by the
Senator from Oklahoma and others,
and they ought to be addressed, and
they are. But this takes 10 percent of
the package and It Is gone and does
not substitute one dime; not one dime.
I understand that this will add about
$20 to the average motorist per year.
Not quite a tank of gas. This tax, not

quite a tank of gas. We turn on the

evening news and we see the boys over,

In Saudi Arabia. We say, "oh. well,

boys, we feel sorry for them, but we do

not want to do anything to Inconven-

ience us. We keep on driving, you deep
'staying over there In the hot sun; you
keep on protecting that oil over there
so we can keep on driving. We do not
want to. conserve anything, so you just
stay over there 2 or 3 years." You tell
that to somebody's son or tell that to
the parents.
This Is about the best policy In this
whole bill, trying to conserve energy.
As I said earlier, I respect the Senator
from Idaho because he Is one to stand

up here and vote to cut spending,

whatever It Is. He does not care what
It Is. If It Is necessary, he will vote to
reduce spending and so will the Sena-

tor from Wyoming and so will the Sen-

ator from Colorado and the Senator
from Oklahoma and others who have

spoken. But that Is not a majority.
And I will do the same.
I do not know what the answer Is.

•We try to please everybody and let cv-

erybody have an up-or-down vote on
every amendment and let the package
unravel. This amendment can still be
offered later. All you have to do Is say
notwithstanding anything In this bill.
and you put your amendment In. But
then It Is subject to a point of order,
and It takes 60 votes. That Is the dllference. we are talking about 10 votes.

80 I just suggest we vote on this
tor from Idaho Is going to move to
amendment. The distinguished Sena-

table the amendment. He may prevail.
I would say to those who want to kill

the package, vote with the Senator
from Idaho. We can get home by
11:15. That may be the best argument
we have.

October 17, 1990
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Mr. SYMMS. I repeat again, Mr.

President, and I admire the expertise
with which the majority leader is such
a wonderfu1 wordsmlth, but if he has
listened closeJy, he had never heard
the Senator from Idaho stand In here

and talk about deficit reduction. I
talked about gpendlng
There is a big difference.

reduction.

What seems to be the big craze In

this town Is that we have to reduce the
deficit. Nobody ever talks about reducing spending. It Is the percentage of
the work and labor—sweat, blood, and
tears—that we jerk out of those people

that we spend in Government that
matters. That Is the issue. And this

tax is regressive. It hits those that are
the least able to afford it. It hurts the
low-income, the retired senior citizen
on Social Security that has tc drive
somewhere, worse than any other
group. If we would just reduce wendlug, we would not have to worry about
the so-called deficit. It Is the percent-

age of the gro national product the
Government spends that is so detimental to our economy and our

people. There Is a big difference be.
tween spending control and deficit reduction.
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found no Increased costs associated with ministration

that provision, which also sought to codify
gejsting practice. We are currently In the
process of requesting a cost estImate of our
proposal from CR0 and will share the results with your office as soon as It's available.
Thank you for your assistance on this mu-

ciii matter

Sincerely.
ALSI CRASTOI

Pamica Lunr.

mzam XanICAU.Y XZZDT PIOGRAM

WasMngton,

cktober 17, 1990
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U.S. SsnATZ.
September 18. 1990.

USfl. lLOYD BabrI,

Mr. TRATTY, Mr President1 I want
to Join Senator CasxsToN In thanking

Olgi,man, Cbwsmfftee on Ffncae U& Chairman mvc for including In his
Finance Committee reconciliation
&ncte, Wasfrdngtori, DC
D,*a Lwm We are writing regarding the package our provision clarifying how
Finance Committee's upcoming consider- States set Income tests for single Indi-

stion of the FT 1991 budget reconciliation viduals In the Medicaid medically
kgtslaUon.
needy program. This Is good news for
1*st year, the Administration proposed In
2,000 low-income and disabled VerKs PT 1990 budget a regulatory change re- the
monters
whose Medicaid benefits have
garding the medically needy income levels
for one-member fanililes under date Medic- been threatened since the administraaid programs. This regulation would have tion requested a change ip the income

has made no effort

toward this end.

)fr, President, I have never understood the wisdom of the administration's proposal. In my view, It Is simply

an attempt to save a few dollars at the
expense of the most vulnerable members of our society: low-income elderly
and disabled Individuals. Loss of McdlcaJd benefits would mean that many

frail Individuals would be forced to

choose between food, heat and rent or
vital medical care. Many would lose
their Independence and be forced into
nursing homes In order to gain access
to medical care. In the long run, that
would mean a much greater commit.inent of Federal and State Medicaid
dollars.

I am grateful to Chairman Bswvssu
and his Committee for including the
language Senator CRAsSI'ou and I
drafted. It will protect the single
person medically needy Income level In
those States which, as of June 1, 1989,

had the effect of rendering thousands of tests last year.
single aged, blind, and disabled adults lne.1lIn Its fiscal year 1990 budget, the ad- relied on the current regulations. It is
$lble for Medicaid In at least 17 Mates.
ministration
proposed a regulatory my understanding that the House recWith your assistance, language was In- change that would remove an option onciliatIon package includes a similar
duded In the Omnibus Budget Reconcilia- States have had for the last 20 years provision.
tion Act of 1989 which placed a one year
I especially want to thank Senator
moratorium on the p1omentat1on of the allowing them to set more generous Csroi for his leadership and hard
Income
levels
for
single
adults
in
the
proposed regulation. In Pubruary of 1990,
work In seeing his provision through
twenty-two Senators Joined In writing a Medicaid medically needy program.
letter to Secretary Sullivan requesting that
The medically needy program covers the Finance Committee. This Is a good
he review and reconsider his proposal to Individuals who are not eligible for provision that will help many elderly
change the regulations with rect to the cash assistance under the Mediclad and disabled Americans with their
medically needy Income leve Secretary
urgent medical needs. I urge all Sena8ulilvan acknowledged our iondence, program but who need help with medi- tors to support this effort.
cal
expenses
and
meet
a
financial
but we are unaware of any effort within the
I also would like to thank Chairman
3.dm.tnlstrstion to date to give this matter standard established by the State. The
serious reoonsldera&$on. Because this ban is
due to ezpfre on December $1, 1990. we are

eeklng your assistance In resolving this
Iue permanently.
As you may recall, current regulations—
which have been In effect for more than 20
years—state that In determining the medi-

medically needy income standard is Bzlrrsrs on another matter regarding
based on 133½ percent of the State's access to health care. His reconciliaAFDC payment standard for a house- tion bill Includes a provision assuring
hold of tm1lar size, But for 20 years that Medicaid beneficiaries continue
there has been an exception. States to receive urgent medical care while
have had the option of calculating the they appeal a decisIon of "not disincome standard for medically needy abled" made by the Social Security

cally needy income levels for a single
person, states may utilize a methodolor single adults based on the AFDC pay- Administration SSA).
In another example of the ongoing
that 1.13344 percent of the amount 'reason- ment for a household of two instead of
ably related to the highest money payment one.
effort by this administration to deny
which would ordinarily be made under the
This option reflects the fact that a people access to disability benefits, the
state's APDC plan to a family of two with- md1cally needy household of one or- Health Care Financing AdministratIon
out Income and resources." Thus, even U a
a rule In January 1990, that
Mate has an AFDC payment level for a dinarily Is an elderly, blind or disabled adopted
family of one child, since that level Is not adult with greater needs than an limits the States' flexIbility In providrelated to the reasonable maintenance AFDC household of one, ordinarily a ing care to thousands In need. In this
rule, HCFA denied States the right to
needs of a medically needy adult, a state dependent child.
may set different levels to take into account
Vermont and other States have
the greater needs of an adult. This practice taken advantage of this flexibility in
Is wholly consistent with current law.
The AdmInIstration's proposed regula- order to make Medicaid available to
tions would forbid states from Implementing more single Individuals. For thousands

the "reasonable relatedness" requirement of elderly and disabled Vermonters, rewhen such states have an AFDC payment eel ving medical care under the medistandard for one person. Since all states cally needy program has meant a
have such APDC payment standards, no chance to live Independently and avoid
state would be permitted to continue Its cur- nursing home care.
rent policy.
During last year'I reconciliation
Lloyd. we would very much appreciate debate,
Senator CaaJrsroN and I
your Including a provision In this year's reconciliation legislation that would protect worked with Senator BZSITSEN to place
the single person medically needy Income a 1-year ban on the administration's
level In those states which, as of June 1. proposed rile with the understanding
1989, had relied upon the current regula- that we would work this year to pertions. We have included draft language for manently resolve the Issue.
your review.
In February of this year, twenty
Since this provision Is codifying current Senators joined us in writing to Secrepractice and regulations, we do not believe tary Sullivan requesting that he
that Its Inclusion will result In Increased
Costa. This pmvwlon 1. very similar to one
adopted In section 4106 of Public Law 100203, whIch protected California's adult
couple medically needy income levels. CR0

review md reconsider his proposal to
revise the provisions for establishing
Income tests In the medically needy
program. To our knowledge, the ad-

provide Medicaid benefits to persons
determined 'not disabled" by the completely separate Supplemental Security Income Program.
Chairman Buirrssi. Included legislation I drafted that rightly allows
States to continue providing Medicaid
ben! its to persons needing urgent medIcal care, until a final decision is
handed down by ES. This Is absolutely

essential In light of the serious prob-

lems with the Social Security Administration's handlIng of disability cases. A
report issued by the General Accounting Office [GAOl la.st year determined
that over half of those applicants who

are denied disability benefits by the
SSA should have been granted those

benefIts. The reconciliation provision
assures that beneficiaries will not face
a 1-year delay In Medicaid benefits If

they do not get fair treatment from
the Social Security MTnifllztratlon.
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I had hoped that the Finance Committee would accept my proposal to
allow States to make Medcaid disabil.
ity determinations Independent of

Social Security decisions. For years
Vermont has provided an effect!ve ap
peals process through which the State
could overturn SSA determinations of
"not-disabled." Other States have
made the Initial determination of dis.
ability Independent of SSA. Through
these processes, States ,provlded Med•
ca1d for persons it considered disabled

and in need. Eligibility w not re

tricted by the very narrow Interpreta.

tIons of disability characteristic of
Social Secuirty Administration deci.
slons. In addition, States like Vermont
made determinations In a timely and
&ccurate manner, as mandated in the
Social Security Act.
However, the chairman has shown

foiesight by asking the General Ac-

counting Office to study the feasibility

of establishing a definition of "dis.

abled" for the Medicaid program that

differs from the standard definition
used for the Supplemental Security

Income Program. These two programs

address vastly different needs. The
GAO study will determine If a more
flexible definition of disability is
needed for determining Medicaid elIgl•
blilty.
I look forward to working with

Chairman Bns and the General

Accounting Office In developing this
study.

S 15541
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Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, as
chairman of the Committee on Veterans' Affairs, I wish to comment on the
provisions in title XI of S. 3209, the
fIscal year 1991 budget reconciliation
measure.
Mr. President, the reconciliation instructions contained In section 4(cXlO)
of House Concurrent ResolutIon 310,

S 15543

considered permanently and totally other than category A veterans to

disabled If they have disabilities rated make copayments of $10 a day for In60 percent or more or are 60 to 64 years patient care—in addition to a copayold and rated at least 50-percent dis- nent equal to the Medicare annual deabled. It is expected that VA would ductible for the fIrst 90 days of care in

extend this system of presumptions a year, plus half that amount for each

aubsequent 90 days of care in the
for veterans age 65 and older.
Third, in section 111)03, limit month- year—$5 a day for nursing home
ly pension payments to $90 for Medic- care—in addition to a copayment for
aid-eligible recipients of VA pension each 90 days of care equal to the Med.!who are in nursing homes, other than care deductible—and $16 per visit for

the concurrent resolution on the
budget for fiscal year 1991, requIre the State veterans homes, participating in outpatient care-with no cap.
Committee on Veterans' Affairs to Medicaid.
HICATIO5AL £ItD VOCATIONAL AISISTANC!
report changes in laws within the Fourth, In section 11004, eltn,Inate Ninth, in section 11021, reduce edu-

committee's jurisdiction sufficient to dependency and Indemnity compensa- cation benefits payable for certain inreduce outlays for veterans' programs tion and pension benefits for surviving ternis between school terms or quarby $620 million in fiscal year 1991 and spouses who have remarried nd again ters to 33 percent of the full amount.
$3.35 billion in fIscal years 1991-95.
become single.
Tenth, in section 11022, eliminate
Pursuant to section 4(a) of House
Filth, in sectIon 11005, round down vocational rehabilitation benefits for
Concurrent ResolutIon 310 and action to the nearest whole dollar the fiscal veterans with disabilities rated 20 per-

of the committee at an October 12, year 1991 cost-of-lIving adjustment for cent or les8.
1990, meeting, the Committee on Vet- disability compensation and DIC and
HOME LOAN GUARANTIES
erans' Affairs submitted to the Budget reduce by $1 the COLA for veterans
Eleventh, in sectIon 11031, allow
Committee legislation recommending rated 20 percent disabled or less.
lenders to file guaranty claims for
budget savings. Estimated savings reHIALTU CARS
manufactured home loans upon the
sulting from enactment of the legislation we submitted would exceed the 5year total of $3.35 billion in required
reconciliation savings by $2.71 billion.
According to CBO estimates, the com-

mittee legislation would achieve net

savings of $6,059 billion In outlays over
fiscal years 1991 through 1995.

Mr. President, title XI of the bill

contains provisions that would make
changes In the areas of compensation
and pension. VA health care, educational and vocational assistance, home
loan guaranties, burial benefits and

gravemarkers, and In other miacellane-

otis areas. In s1Inn1nry, these provisions would

COSATIOa AXD ?tSIO5

First, in section 11001, suspend pay-

ment of service-connected disability

compensation to an incompetent veter-

an without dependents whose estate

exceeds a value of $25,000 and resume

compensation payments when the
value of the estate reaches $10,000.
Second, in sectIon 11002, elimInate

the presumption of permanent and

tots_I disability for veterans over age 65
for purposes of pension eligibility. VA
regulations currently provide that

nonworking veterans aged 55-59 are

Sixth, in section 11011, authorize VA lender's receipt of the VA estimate of
to bill third-party Insurers for the cost the resale price of the manufactured
of health care provided for non-service- home.
connected conditions of veterans who
Twelfth, in section 11032, increase
have service-connected disabilities; es- all fees for VA-guaranteed home loans
tablish the medical care cost recovery by 0.75 percent.
fund (MCCRFI to receive collections
NURIAL 5&.&m AND CRAVE MARWS
from billing third-party insurers for Thirteenth,
in section 11041, lImit
certain health-care services and from
VA plot aflowance—$150 paid on
copayments by veterans for VA-f ur- the
behalf of deceased veterans who are
nished care and to pay the adrn1nttra- not
burled In a national cemetery—to
Uve costcof these collection activities, those
who are eligible for a burial s_Iincluding the costs of 300 full-tIme lowance,
veterans who, at
equivalent employees (F1'El In addi- the time ofgenerally
death, were receiving
tion to those currently engaged in bill- VA pension their
or disability compensation.
hig and collection efforts; and provide The plot allowance
would continue to
that collections in excesa of the ad- be paid for veterans
ministrative coats would be paid from veterans cemeteries. burled in State
the MCCRF into the Treasury.
Seventh, In section 11012, require Fourteenth, in section 11042, elimIpayment of $2 for each 30-day supply nate the headstone allowance, which
of medication dispensed by VA for the is a paymmt In lieu of a VA-furnished
care of non-service-connected condi- headstone or gi-avemarker, based on
average wholesale cost for headtions of veterans who do not have VA's
and markers—currently $87—
service-connected disabilities rated 50 stones
for deceased veterans who are not
percent or more disabling.
Eighth, in sectIon 11013, modify buried In a national cemetery.
MIBCLiANEOUS
health-care categories and copayment
requirements by 1lmInRting the dis- Fifteenth, in section 11051, allow use
Unction between the current B and C of certain Internal Revenue Service
categories; and requiring all veterans and Social Security Administration
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data to verify veterans' Income for conduct" and how far that principle might
purposes of eligibility for VA needs- be extended. For example, would that principle apply to adverse health effects of the
based benefits.
of tobacco? On the other hand, If no
Slicteenth, in sectIon 11052, emil- use
such new principle is being proposed or If It
nate compensation for the secondary would be very limited in application, how
effects of willful misconduct or of the would the distinction be drawn between orabuse of aloohol or drugs.
ganic diseases resulting from the chronic
•8eventeenth, In sectIon 11053, re- me of alcohol and diseases resulting from
quIre disclosure of Social Security other unhealthy behaviors?
numbers for applicants for VA needs- With respect to AIDS, the briefing paper
based benefits and require VA to con- also stated, "The amendment would only
benefits based on AIDS secondary to
duct regular matches of Social Securi- bar
abuse." Does that statement accuratety and State data on deaths with cer- drug
reflect the Department's policy regarding
tain VA beneficiary data In order to ly
the Interpretation and Implementation of
Identify erroneous payments being the provision? Atho, I would Like to know
made to or for veterans and other how you anticipate It being established in
the adjudication process that a particular
beneficiaries who have died.
veteran contracted AIDS as a result of drug
SZOONDART UFECTS 0? WU.L?UL X1SCONDUcT
Mr. President, there was one matter abuse and whether the same principles
•

apply to hepatitis and other diseases
In this legislation—relating to elimina- would
transmissible through intravenous-drug

tion of compensation for the second-

abuse?
Ed, I would appreciate receiving your
reply to these questions no later than
Thursday, October 11, in light of the time
constraints inherent in the current budget

ary effects of willful misconduct—as to

which I was seeking further informa-

tion at the time we submitted our

report. Under current law, direct or

I greatly appreciate the cooperation
you and other Department officials are extending, in providing Information and technical consultation to the Committee concerning this and other deficit.reductlon proprocess.

primary effects of willful misconduct

may not be compensated as service
connected. However, under VA regulations—section 3.301 of title 38, Code of
Federal Regulations—organic diseases
and disabilities which are a secondary

October 17, 1990

secondary to willful misconduct may not be
the basis for a grant of service connection.
This proposed change would make inapplicable the 1954 AdmInistrator's decision.
IV. Questions from Sen. Cranston's letter
(paraphrased):
Question. If the proposed change is enacted, will you adopt a principle that long-

term behavior patterns that result in cumulative harm to one's medical condition (such
as use of tobacco) constitute "willful misconduct" and how far would that principle
extend?

Response. At some future date the Issue
of the known secondary effects of the use of
tobacco,

or other unhealthful behavior,

could well rise to the level of concern associated with alcohol and drug usage at earlier

dates. In such an atmosphere VA would

have to consider the application of the statutory language regarding willful misconduct
to these conditions.
It is not possible to determine at this time
what the eventual outcome might be. Cer-

tainly the similarities and differences

be-

tween the condition(s) under discussion and
alcohol and drug use would have to be considered in the light of the law as it existed

at that time. We have no intention of ad.
dressing the general Issue of "unhealthy behaviors" at this time, with or without the

proposed change regarding willful miscon-

duct.
Question. If no new principle is being proposed, how would the distinction be drawn
between organic diseases resulting from
ALaN CRANSTON,
chronic use of alcohol and diseases resulting
Chairman.
from other unhealthy behaviors?
Enclosure.
Response. If changes are made in the statS
THI SZCRSTARY 0? VtrzRANs AITAIRS,
• utory language so as to exclude disabilities
Washington, October 15, 1990.
secondary to willful misconduct, the
Hon. Az..uc CRANSTON.
would apply to the effects of alcoChairman, Committee on Veterans' 4,ffalrs, changes
hol and drug use. The consideration of secU.S. Senate, Wo.shington, DC.
ondary effects of these activities has been a
DLaN Ma. CHAIB.MAN: Thank you for your
of VA regulations and procedures since
letter requesting clarifIcatIon of VA's pro- part
but we would need to make amendS
posal to eliminate disability compensation 1964
ments to conform to the new law. We see
for conditions that constitute secondary ef- nothing in the proposed language which
posals.

With warm regards,
Cordially.

result of the chronic use of alcohol or

of drugs are not considered to be
caused by willful misconduct. The

•

committee legislation Is designed to
change that result.
Because of concerns about how VA

would implement the committee provi-

sion, I wrote to Secretary Derwlnsk.I

on October 9, 1990, requestIng specific

information as to VA's plans in that

regard. Secretary Derwinski responded
In An October 15, 1990, letter.
Mr. President, so that my colleagues feds of willful misconduct.
would mandate an expansion to other beThe enclosed fact sheet has been devel- haviors.
and the public may have the benefit of oped
to address the concerns you raised.
Question. Is it accurate to state that the
this correspondence, I ask unanimous
Sincerely yours,
•

consent that my letter and Secretary
Derwlnskl's reply be printed in the

EDWARD J. DSRWINSKI.

Enclosure.

Racoan at this point.

DxI'ARTMZNT 0? VETERANS Arrams VETERANS

There being no objection the letter

Baxigrrrs ADNINISTRATION

was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

AND PENSION SERVICE
•

U.S. SSNATL

CoMi'rrz oii Vrrsas' A,raxRs,

COMPENSATION

amendment would only bar benefits based
on AIDS secondary to drug abuse?
Response. We believe that 38 USC 105, as

currently written, prohibits denial of benefits based on venereal disease as a willful
misconduct activity. Therefore, it is our po-

I. Issue: To respond to letter of 10-9-90 sitlon that benefits based on AIDS contractfrom Sen. Cranston regarding proposal to ed through sexual activity cannot be denied,
eliminate disability compensation benefits
for conditions that constitute secondary effeds of willful misconduct.
II. Background: The law prohibits pay-

without regard to the question of secondary
effects. AIDS contracted due to drug usage,
or in other ways, is subject to the usual provisions regarding willful misconduct. includ-

conduct Venereal disease Is stated to be
presumed not to be due to willful misconduct. (38 USC 105a) A 1931 AdmInistrator's
decision held that excessive drinking of .,lagreement, the Department provided a cohol to enjoy its intoxicating effects Is willbriefing paper (copy enclosed) describing ful misconduct If It results in disability. A
VA'. proposal to eliminate disability corn- 1964 Administrator's decision made a Wapensatlon for conditions that constitute sec- Unction between disabilities which are the
ondary efforts of willful misconduct. The primary result of drinking (for example,
briefIng paper raises a number of questions. automobile sccldcnts) and the remote, orI. am writing to request clarification as to ganic, secondary effects (for example, liver
how VA would implement this proposed leg- disease). As a result of the second decision,
latIon.
regulations were promulgated which permit
First, the white paper stated that organic the grant of benefits based on the secondary
diseases and disabilities which are a second- effects. The same principles were extended
Ly result of the chronic use of alcohol as a to the effects of drug abuse. Attention to
beverage . . . would be considered of willful specific causes and effects were clearly remisconduct origin. . . . "ThIs raises the sponsive to societal concerns of the times in
question as to whether you will adopt a question.
principle that long-term behavior Patterns
fit. Current Status: It has been proposed
that result in cumulative harm to one's to amend the section of the law dealing with

regarding secondary effects were amended,

Washington, DC, October 9, 1990.
Hon. EDwans J. Daawuqsai,

Secretary of Ve1erans'4Jfairs
Washington, DC.

Dw ED: During recent consultations betweeri the Committee staff and VA officials
concerning Administration suggestions for
leglslaUon to comply with the deficlt.reducUon requirements of the expected budget

medical condition constitut* "willful mis-

•

ment of compensation If the disability was ing the current regulations regarding secthe result of the veteran's own willful mis- ondary effects. If the law and regulations
they would likewise apply to nonsexuaily.

contracted AIDS.
Question. How do you anticipate it being
established in the adjudication process that

a particular veteran contracted AIDS as a
result of drug abuse?
Response. Determinations as to the applicability of current willful misconduct provilions to AIDS (that Is, whether it was contracted due to sexual activity or otherwise)
are made in the same manner as all other
willful misconduct determinations. If there
Is evidence that any condition was contract.
ed due to a willful misconduct activity, the
applicable regulations must be applied. In
the absence of evidence of misconduct
origin, no misconduct determination need be

made. Determinations in each ca-se must be
based on the available evidence of record.

In an AIDS case, If the law prohibited
willful misconduct to specify tht disability benefits based on secondary effects of mis-
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cdit dimblilUes, we would have to determine What evidence was rard1ng the incUrrence. With iniormaUon tending to show
sexual origin, or In the absence of evidence

regarding or1g1 misconduct would not be.
'an issue. If there were evidence of origina-

11ou k drug me md the law had been
•

Cbanged, benefits would not be payable.
Qmejtfon. WoUld the ume principles
pp&y to hepatitis and other diseases trammittable though Intravenous-drug abuse?

• Response. This same principle would

apply to any type of disease caused by drug

ae.

suwsrr nm

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, the

legislation that I proposed at the corninlttee's October 12, 1990, meeting In-

cluded termination dates for certain
provisions. That part of my proposal
was superceded by an amendment deleting the sunset provisions. I am con-

cerned that the Committee legisla-

tion—which exacts an extra $2.7 billion from veterans programs over the
next 5 years—Is an uhfortunate distortion of the intent of our reconciliation
histructions and takes unfair advantage of the breadth of the cuts we had
to make In order to meet our first-year
savings requirements. I have expressed
my strongly held beliefs on this
matter hi the additional views that I
transmitted with the committee's submission to the Budget Committee. My
views appear elsewhere In the REcoRD

for today In the materials submitted
by the Budget Committee.
CO$CLUS1OJ

Mr. President, there are very few

provisions in this package that I would
recon-iniend in the absence of reconciliation requirements and the great need
to reduce the Federal deficit this year
and In coming years. However, In light
of the savings levels required and aside

from the sunset Issue, I believe that
these recommendations would make
savings In the most appropriate areas.
aMoLnrz si
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Mr. MITCHElL. I withhold my suggestion of the absence of a quorwn.
Mr. GORE. Will the leader yield?
Mr. MITCHELL Certainly.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, 1 wonder
11 it might be possible to suggest some

structure for the first part ol the con-

sideratlon tomorrow. I know the Senator from Florida has been waiting pa-

tiently, and the Senator from Mary-

land, Senator MIKUL5EX, and I have
been waiting as well. Might It be possible to get some kind of an agreement
that when we come back onto the bill
that the order of business would be to

take up the amendment of the Sena-

tor from Florida, and then to go to the
amendment of the Senator from Ten-

nessee and the Senator from Mary-

land? We are willing to do a time
agreement of an hour equally divided.
Mr. MITCHILL Mr. President, I

would refer the Senator from Tennessee and others who have amendments,
and there are a large number of Sena-

tors, to the managers who I believe
will be here early tomorrow and be
prepared to proceed and to set up the
best and most expeditious .way of deal-

ing with the bill. I believe the appropriate course would be to discuss the
matter with the managers first thing
in the morning.

Mr. GORE. I am prepared to, of
course, accept the Judgment of the

leader and the manager of the bill, my
good friend and colleague, but may I
get some kind of assurance that there
will not be an effort on the part of the
leaders to use up all of the remitining

time so that those of us who have

been patiently waiting to offer amendments will have to do so under proce-

dures that do not afford an debate at
all?

Mr. MITCHELL Mr. President, of

course, we will do. our best to accommodate as many Senators as possible

in that regard. I emphasized earlier
this evening that I and the Republican

leader tried to shorten the time for
debate on some of the matters that
were before us so that there could be
the opportunity for others to offer
amendments. Understandably, those

who offer the amendments Wish to dis-

Mr. MITCWTL Mr. President, and
I say to Members of the Senate, there
will be no further roll call votes this
evening. The Senate will be in tomorrow and on the bill at 9 &m. so that we
can complete action on this measure
in sufficient time tomorrow to permit

cuss them. As frequently happens in
the Senate, the debate went on longer
than one would have anticipated at Its
beginning. I assure the Senator, and I
assure the managers, who can speak
for themselves, that every effort will
be made to accommodate every Senator as possible.

Mr. GORE. We will be here at 9

o'clock sharp.

Mr. ME'I'ZEBAUM. Will the leader
of the Senate yield for a question?
Mr. MITCHELL Certainly.
us to go to conference tomorrow. Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President,
Therefore, Senators should be aware I wonder If it would be possible in the
that rollcall votes and possible early in Interest of fairness to get unanimous

the morning and throughout the day. consent that with respect to any
Mr. President, I suggest the absence of amendment there would be a time
agreement that not more than a half
a quorum.
Mr. GORE. Will the leader withhold hour will be allocated, 15 mInutes on a
side, so that as many amendments as
of yield?
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couid be heard? I .think that the amendments that have been of•

would be fair to the Senator from TenS

fered so fa. They have not been

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I.
think that is one of many responsible
suggestions•. for proceeding that has
been aid will be made. I think the best
course th for all Interested to come in

been discussed in the Conrad amend•
ment to some extent and in the

nessee nd many Other Senators. 1 faring very well.
think thatis a reasonable proposal. I
Additionally, some of the items that
wonder If anybody would object to it? will be in other amendments have

Syznms amendment to some extent

also. So there has been debate on

facets or other amendments that will

in the morning and meet with the be introduced. So perhaps we can commanagers and attempt to work out a press the time tomorrow morming and
procedure that provides the most fair enter into an agreement so that all

and responsthle and expeditious way Senators may have an opportunity to
of proceeding. I am certain the manag• speak for some limited time on their
ers are committed to that and will be amendments.
happy to consider the suggestion from
The PRESIDING OCER (Mr.
the Senator from Ohio, the suggestion SHELBY). The majority leader.
of the Senator from Tennessee. the Mr. MITCHELL I yield to the dis•
suggestion of the Senator from Florl. tinguished Republican leader.
da, and others in that regard.
The PRESIDING OmCER. The
Mr. DOMENICI. Will the majority Republican leader.
leader yield?
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, earlier
Mr. MITCHELL Certainly.
this evening I had requested of the
Mr. DOMENICI. I understand the distinguished majority leader that we
time is running now on this bill. Might go to the Executive Calendar because
the leader make arrangements so that there are a number of State DepartIt is not, so we can move to something ment nominees that have been held
else? So we can get off It and not for -some time and that I elt we
waste the time off the bill.
move forward. I have been adMr. GRAMM. Why not let them• should
vised by the Senator who has the hold
debate It tonight?

that he has been unable to reach

Mr. MITCHELL Mr. President, may
by telephone and I think as a
I suggest that all Senators who wish to someone
courtesy to him—I do not think he will

offer amendments should be here in
the morning and meet with the managers to discuss the best way to proceed in the most fair and expeditious
manner in an effort to accommodate
as many Senators as possible. I know
both the distinguished chairman of
the Budget Committee and the rank•
Ing member will do their very best to
accomnodate the interest of as many

object tomorrow if we can work out
the problem. I would ask the majority

leader if we couid not take those up
Immediately after we dispose of the
reconciliation bill tomorrow afternoon.

Mr. MITC1LT Mr. President, I
ance with the wishes of the distinguished Republican leader.
Mr. DOLE. I thank the majority
Senators as possible.
Mr. SASSER. If the majority leader leader.
The PRESIDING OmCER. The
will yield for one moment, as we got majority
leader has the floor.
underway this morning, the distin- Mr. MITCHELL.
Mr. President, I
will be pleased to do that in accord-

guished Senator from Florida, Senator suggest the absence of a quorum,
GRAaut, was here wishing to present
The PRESIDING OmCER. The
hlsamendxnent. A list was compiled, I clerk
ca.fl the roll.
think, by the distinguished majority Thewill
legislative clerk pro•
and minority leader listing four ceededassistant
to cal' the roll.
amendments that would be in order to
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I ask
be taken up Immediately. One of those unanimous
consent that the order for
amendments was the amendment of the quourm call
be rescinded.
the distinguished Senator from FloriThe PRESIDING OFTICER. Withda.The other three amendments have out
objection. It Is so ordered.
been dealt with today in one way or
another.

So I hope that tomorrow morning

we could proceed with the amendment

of the distinguished Senator from
Florida and make every effort to curtail debate so that as many amendment as possible can be taken up and
debated. I might say to my colleagues

that 8uddenly about 8 o'clock this
evening, amendments started descending like a snowfall. The list o.f six
amendments suddenly grew in the
space of about 10 minutes to 22
amendments. So that gives us some
problem.

I understand that some of these

amendments perhaps will not be of.
feted; Some of our colleagues I think
have looked at what has happened to
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OMNIBUS BUDGET
RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1990
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The clerk will report the pending
business.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
A bill (S. 3209) to provide for reconctha.
tion pursuant to sectIon 4 of the concurrent
resoluUon on the budget for the fiscal year
1091.

The Senate resumed consideration

of the bill.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, as Senators know this reconciliation bill has

been prepared under a very short

deadilne. In order to avoid delay, we
brought the bill to the floor without

printing a formal report. So in an
effort to complete the legislative
record I send to the desk at this time

the report language that the various
committees submitted to the Budget
Committee and ask unanimous consent that this language be printed In

the RECORD at the beginning of debate

on the reconciliation bill today so as
not to Interrupt any debate on the bill
itself.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed In the
RKC0RD, as follows:

• This 'bu11et' •ymbol identifies uatemencs or insertioni which are ot ipoken by a Member of the Senate on the floor.
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U8. SUMTZ,

Coirr ow Pnisucz,

Washtng(on, DC, October 15. 1990.
on. Jn SAB8ER.

hauvian Oomm(Uer ow (he Badpe4 U.S.
Sen&te. Wa

ng(ow, DC

Dw Ma. CIAIIMMC I hereby submit the
atutory language Implementing the rec•

nmendatlons of the ConmIttee on Fl-

moe for purposes of the reoonclllatlon bill
rovided for In H. Con. Rae. 310, the ooncur•

•nt resolution on the budget for fiscal year
p91. Also enclosed ere materials which exLain these provisions along with arecomendation of the Committee concerning the
.idgetary treatment of the social aecurity
rograrn.

These statutory provisions will reduce out.ys for programs within the Jurisdiction of
ie Committee on Pinance by $4.2 billion In

scal year 1991 end by $52.3 billion over
scal years 1991-1095. The revenue provi.

ons will Increase Pederp.l receipts by $17.3
iJJon In fIscal year 1991 end by 1142.1 over

e fIve year period. As directed by the
.idget resolution, the Committee on Fl-

inca Is also submitting statutory language
ttJth will provide additional borrowing euor1ty under the statutory debt limit In an
nount not to exceed $1900 billion.
Sincerely,

LLOYD Bmw,

Owinan.
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Sec. 6028. TechnIcal correction regarding

AFDC-UP eligibility requirements.
Sec. 6029. TechnIcal amendments to national commission on children.
Sec. 6030. Family support act demonstration
projects.
Sec. 6031. Study of JOBS programs operat-

ed by Indian tribes and Alaaka JatIve

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL CONCER1!nQC COM-

MITrE! os PnAJqcZ 1990 RsoONCILIATION
SUBMISSION PURSUANT TO HOUSE CONCUD-

WIT RESOLUTION 310

I. Non Revenue Title (title VI of the bill)
(Income security and services, Medicare,
Medicaid, Trade, Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation, and child care).
II Revenue Title (title VII of the bill).
UI. Revenue table prepared by the Joint
Committee on Taxation.

IV. Cost estimate of the Congressional

Budget Office.

organizations.
Sec. 6032. Propsed emergency assistance and
AFDC special needs regulations.
PANT IV—CHU.D WEL?ARz AND FoSTER C*az:
CHiLD CARS

Sec. 6040. ClarificatIon of terminology relattrig to administrative costs.
Sec. 6041. Section 421 triennIal reviews.
Sec. 6042. Independent living initiatives.
Sec. 6043. Grants to States for child care.
PART V—OLD-Ac?., SURVIVORS, AND
DISABII.ITT INSURANCE

V. Vote of Committee in approving the Sec. 6050. Continuation of disability bene-

submission.
VI. Additional views.

I—NoN RLVEJrUS TirLa (TITLE VI 0? THE

Bn.L)

fits during appeal.
Sec. 6051. Repeal of special disability standard for widows and widowers.
Sec. 6052. Dependency requirements appli-

cable to a child adopted by a surviving

(b) Table of contents.—
Sec. 6000. Amendment of the Social Securi- Sec.spouse.
6053. RepresentatIve payee reforms.
ty Act; table of contents.
Sec. 6054. Fees for representation of claimSubtitle A—Income Security
ants in administrative proceedings.
PANT I—CHILD SUPPORT Eicpoacrr
Sec. 6055. ApplIcability of administrative res
Judicata; related notice requirements.
Sec. 6001. IRS intercept for non-AF)C f amSec. 6056. Demonstration projects relating
illes.
to accounting for telephone service
Sec. 6002. CommissIon on interstate child
center communications.
support.
Sec. 6057. Telephone access to the Social SePANT II—Supn.ElIEicTaz. SICURITY INCOME
curity Administration.
Sec. 6010. Continuation of medicaid eTilgibil- Sec. 6058. Amendments relating to social seIty under sectIon 1619(b) past age 65.
curity account statements.
Sec. 6011. Exclusion from income of Impair- Sec. 6059. Trial work period during rolling
ment-related work expenses.
five-year period for all disabled beneficiSec. 6012. Treatment of royalties and honoaries.
raria as earned income.
Sec. 6060. ContinuatIon of benefits on acSec. 6013. EvaluatIon by pediatrician In
count of participation in a non-State vochild disability determinations.
cational rehabilitation program.
8cc. 6014. Concurrent SSI and food stamp Sec. 6061. LimitatIon on new entitlement to
applications by Institutionalized individspecial age-72 payments.
usia.
Sec. 6062. EliminatIon of advanced crediting
Sec. 6015. ReImbursement for vocational reto the trust funds of Social Security

habilitation services furnished during
certain months of nonpayment of supplemental security income benefits.

Sec. 6016. CertaIn non-cash contributions

received by recipients of SSI benefits excluded from income.

Sec. 6017. CertaIn trusts not to be counted
as a resource available to the recipient;
trust not income in month in which It Is
established.
Sec. 6018. NotIfication of certain individuals
eligible to receive retroactive benefits.
PANT Ill—AID TO Fuixuss Wrr DEPENDENT
CHILDREN

payroll taxes and revenues from tax-

ation of Social Security benefits.
Sec. 6063. BiII1nAtion of eligibility for retreactive benefits for certain individuals
eligible for reduced benefits.
Sec. 6064. Consolidation of old methods of
computing primary Insurance amounts.
Sec. 6065. Suspension of dependent's bene-

fits when the worker Is in an extended
period of eligibility.
Subtitle B—Medicare

PANT 1—PROVISIONS Rmavno Oiny TO PART
A

Sec. 6020. OptIonal monthly reporting and Sec. 6101. Reductions in payments of capital-related coats of inpatient hospital
retrospective budgeting.

Sec. 6021. Children receiving foster care

maintenance or adoption assistance payments not treated as member of family
unit for purposes of determining eligibility for, or amount of. AFDC benefit.
Sec. 6022. ElImination of term legal guardian.
Sec. 6023. Reporting of child abuse and neglect.

Sec. 6024. DIsclosure of Information about
AFDC applicants and recipients authorized for purposes directly connected to

State foster care and adoption assist-

services.
Sec. 6102. Prospective payment hospitals.

Sec. 6103. Reduction in indirect medical
education payments.
Sec. 6104. FF8 exempt hospitals.
Sec. 6105. ExpansIon of hospice benefit.
Sec. 6106. MIscellaneous and technical
amendments relating to part A.
Paxv 2—PRovIsIoNs R!LATUIC ONLY TO PART

B
SUBPART A—PAYMENT rOll PBYSICIAN5'
SERVICES

Sec. 6111. ReductIons in payments for overance programs.
valued procedures.
Sec. 6025. RepatrIation.
Sec. 6026. Good cause exception to required Sec. 6112. RadIology services.
cooperation for transitional child care Sec. 6113. AnesthesIa services.
Sec. 6114. Pathology services.
benef Its.
Sec. 6027. Technical correction regarding Sec. 6115. Update for physicans' services.
penalty for failure to participate in Sec. 6116. New phy'slcans.
Sec. 6117. AssIstants at surgery.
JOBS program.
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6118. Advance determinations by earn-

era.
Sec. 6119. LImitation on beneflclary liabiltty.

Sec. 6243. MedicaId coverage of personal
axe services outside the home.
PART VI—Nuagisu Hogs Ruroa

Sec. 6120. StatewIde fee schedule areas for Sec. 6251. MedIcaid nursing borne reform
provisions.
physicians services.
Sec. 6121. TechnIcal corrections niating to PART Vfl—MIscm..LAwsous LED TZCIDUCAL

physlcIa payment

PROVISIONS

S 15633
Proposed change

The prvIno permanently extends the

present law provision that allows States to
ask the IRS to collect child support arrearages of at least $500 out of Income tax refunds otherwise due to non-custodial psj-ents. The minor child restriction would be
olirninsted for adults wIth a current support
order who are disabled, as defined under
OASDI or 881. In addition, the offset could
be used for ipousal support when spousal
and child support are Included In the same

Sec. 8122. Billing for services of substitute Sec. 6261. DemonstratIon projects to study
the effect of allowing States to extend
Sec. 6123. Study of prepayment medical
medical coverage to certain low-income
review screens.
families not otherwise qualified- to reSec. 6124. UtilIzation screens for physician
ceive medicaid benefits.
port order,
visits in rehabilitation hospitals.
Sec. 8262. MedIcaid respite dernoratIon
The provision would take effect on Janu.
Sec. 6125. Study of high volume payment
project extended.
ary 1,1991.
adjustment
IV)PART )—PATME!TS FOR OTR ranas AND

wvxczs

Sec. 6130. Hospital outpatient services.
Sec. 6131. CUnics.l diagnostic laboratory
services.

6132. Durable medical equipment.
Sec. 6133. Orthotlos and prosthetics.
Sec.

Sec. 8263. nstra*lon project to provide
medicaid coverage for lily-positive mdiildusla, and certain peant women determlned to be at risk of contracting the

my yfr

Sec. 8364. Mental health facWty certification demonstration proJect,

Budget impact (In mlllions) 1991, $1; 1992,

$1; 1993. $2; 1994, $2: 1995, $3: 5-year, $9.
2. ExTENSION OF IJITENITATE Cxn.n SUPPORT
COMMISSION (SecTioN 6002)

Present law

The Family Support Act of 1963 estabSec. 8265. Optional State medicaid disabifity lIshed
Interstate Child Support Comdeterminations Independent of the missionthe
to report to Congress no later than
SURPART O—MISCIU.ANZoUs PROVISIONS
Social Security Altmlnistration.
May
1,
1991
on recommendations for tInSec. 6140. Ocnnmwilty mental health cen- Sec. 8266. Medically needy Income levels for
provements
In
the chfld support enforceters.
certain member families.
ment system and the Uniform Reciprocal
Sec. 6141. ExtensIon of Alahelmer'g disease Sec. 6267. MedIcaid spenddown option.

&iforcement of Support Act. The Commis-

demonstration projects.

Sec. 6268. LimItation on digailowances or de- sion expIres on July 1. 1991.
ferral of FedeTal financial partlclpaUon
Proposed change
thetics.
for certain Inpatient psychiatric hospital
Sec. 6143. Federally qualified health centers
services for Individuals under age 21.
The pi-ovlslon would extend the life of the
and rural health dlnlcs.
Sec. 6269. 8-year extension of certain Commission to July 1. 1992 and would reSec. 6144. Separate payment under part B
waiver.
quire It to submit its report no later than
for services of certain health profession- Sec. 6210. MedIcaid long-term care Insur- May 1, 1992. Also, the provision would auals.
ance demonstration project.
thorize the Commission to hire its own
Sec. 6145. New technology IOL's.
Sec. 8271. MedIcaid coverage of alcoholism staff.
Sec. 6146. Rural nursing Inventives.
and drug dependence treatment services.
The provision would lake effect on the
Sec. 6212. Home and community-based serv- date of enactment.
PART 3—Provisions Relating to Parts A and
ices.
Budget Impact (In mIllions): 1991, 0; 1992.
B
Sec. 6273. MedIcaid pwvisions relating to 0:1993. 0; 1994, 0:1995, 0; 5-year, 0.
Sec. 6150. d-stage renal disease services.
health maintenance organizations.
Sec. 6151. Staff-asclsted home dialysis.
Part ll—Supplemenfal Security Income
Sec. 8214. State flexibility in indentifying
Sec. 6152. MedIcare as secondary payer.
L Work Incentives
and
paying
diroporUonate
share
hosSec. 6153. Health maintenance organizapitals.
(a) Eliminate the Age Limit on Section 1619
tions.
Sec. 6275. ExtensIon of provision on volunEligibility (SectIon 6010)
Sec. 6154. Peer review organizations.
tary contributions and provider-specific
Sec. 6155. Improvements In and slmpUhicaPresent law
taxes.
ton of medlgap policies.
To
be
eligible
for
the Medicaid-only beneSec.
6216.
ProhIbition
on
waiving
reasonable
Sec. 6156. Technical and miscellaneous profit under the aectlon 1619 work Incentive
and adequate payment rates.
visions relating to parts A and B.
provisions an Individual tnust be under 65
Subtitle D—Trade Provisions
Sec. 6157. LIving wills and other advance diyears old.
rectives.
PANT 1—Cuivowa UIIR Fm
Proposed change
PART 4—PRovisioNs RCLATING TO Pjjg, Sec. 8301. Customs user fees.

Sec. 6142. CertifIed registered nurse inca-

DcDuvrmLxs, AND COLJISUR.*J,CR

Sec. 6161. Part B premium.
Sec. 6162. Change In Part B deductible.
Sec. 6163. 20 percent coinsurance for ]Inicai
d1agnosic laboratory tests.
Subtitle C—Medicaid

Paa'r TI—TECENICAL CORRscTI oils

Sec. 6311. TechnIcal amendments to the eenth month after the date of enactment.

Harmonized Tarllf Schedule.
of Impairment-Related Work
Sec. 6312. TechnIcal amendm'nta to certain (b) Treatment
Expenses (Section 6011)

customs laws.
Subtitle Z—Pension Benefit Guarantee
PART 1—PRZScRIp-rIoI, DRUG Disoovirrs
Corporation Premiums
Sec. 6201. ReImbursement for prescribed See. 6401. Increase In premium rates.
drugs under medicaid.
Subtitle P—Child Care and Development
PART U—Puscaasz or PRIVATI INsURAxC!
Block Grant
Sec. 6211. States required to pay premiums, Sec. 6301. Child Care and Development
deductibles, and coinsurance for private
Block Grant.
health Insurance coverage for medicaid Tins Vl—NOi-R.y&j. u& PRovisIoNs or TEN
beneficiaries where cost effective.
OiiXtiTU ON FIRAJICK
PART rn—Low Iscosa Ez.nuiy
•uTIrLg i—ucox ucvrry
Sec. 6221. 1-year aoceleraUon of an Increase
Port I—Quid Sxpport Enforcement
In option amount for buy-In of premi1. ExtensIon of IRS Intercept for Nonurns and cost sharing for indigent mediAFDC Families (SectIon 6001)
care beneficiaries.
Sec. 6222. Delay In counting Social Security
Present law
COLA. Increases until poverty guidelines
States may collect child support arrearImpismented.
ages of at least $500 owed to non-AFDC
Paar TV—CHILD HIALTE

The provision would eliminate this age
limit and would be effective In the eight-

families through the Federal Income tax

Present law
Iznpelrment-related
work
expenses
(IRWE) are excluded from.a disabled Individual's earnings for determlnatlons of: (1)

whether earnings constitute "substantial
gainful acttvlty" (2) the benefit amount of

an eligible disabled individual; and (3 continuing eligibility on the basis of Income.
Proposed change
The proposal would exclude impairmentrelated work expenses from Income In determining Initial eligibIlity and reeligibility for
881 benefits, and in determining State supplementary payments.
The provision would take effect for
months following the month of enactment.
(C) Treat Certain Royalties and Honoraria
as Earned Income (Section 6012)
Present law
Under present law, royalties received are
considered unearned income under the SSI
program unless they are from sell-employment in a royalty-related trade or busIness.

refund offset mechanism. This provision expires at the end of 1990. A girnllii- mechanism Is authorized Permanently for AFDC
families, but the limit on arrearages Is set at
Sec. 8241. Borne and community-based care $150 by regulations. The arrearages must be
as optional service.
owed to a "minor chflt" Spousal support is Honoraria are also considered unearned
Sec. 6242. CommunIty supported living as-- excluded from the definition of support Income. This results In a dollar-for-dollar
rangernents services.
that can be collected through this offset.
loss of 88! benefits.
Sec. 6231. MedicaId child health provisions.

Paar V—Hoz asn orrr-BAnD
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efit status, or are receiving pederally—.dProposed change
Any royalty which is earned In connection ministered State supplementary PayflientS.
with the publication of an Individual's work, The provision would apply to claims for re-

under section 402(a)(13) of the Social Secu-

rity Act, for families who are subject to

monthly reporting requirements. States are
required to calculate benefits based upon
Imbursement
pending
on
or
after
the
date
or any honorarium which Is received for
retrospective budgeting. Under retrospective
services rendered would be treated as earned of enactment.
The provision would take effect on the budgeting, although eligibility is based on
income for purposes of 881 eligIbility and
the family's circumstances in the current
benefit determination. This would mean date of enactment.
Budget Impact (in millIons): 1991, ; 1992, month, payment amounts are based on the
that Income from these sources wpuld be
family's income in the first or second month
1993,'; 1994, ; 1995. ' 5-year,'.
disregarded to the same extent that income
preceding the current month.
from other types of earnings is disregarded
5. DIsregard of Trust Contributions
(SectIons 6016-6018)
(i.e., the first $65 of monthly earnings plus
Proposed change
50 percent of additional earnings).
Present law
•
The
provision
would give States the
The effective date for the provision would
The term "trust" Is not defined in either option of specifying from which categories
be the eighteenth month beginning after 881
law or regulations. 88! policy, as ex- of families, if any, monthly reports will be
the date of enactment.
Budget Impact (in mIllions): 1991,'; 1992, pressed in the program's operating manual, required. If the State exercises the option, it
is to treat a trust as a resource when an in- must describe in Its State plan the catego;1993,'; 1994,'; 1995, '; 5-year,'.
dividual owns the assets in the trust and, ries subject to the reporting requirement.
2. Fv*luatlon of Child's Disability By
acting on his own behalf or through an Further, the State may choose to apply the
Pediatricians (Section 6013)
agent (such as a representative payee for retrospective budgeting technique to any
Present law
88! benefits), has the legal right to use one or more of the categories to whom the
Present law does not require that a pedia- • them for his own food, clothing, or shelter. reporting requirement applies.
trician or other qualified specialist be in- If, however, the individual does not have The provision would take effect with revolved in the evaluation of a child's disabil- the legal authority to access trust assets for spect to reports pertaining to, or aid payable
ity case.

his own food, clothing, or shelter (e.g., there

Proposed change
The provision would require the Secretary
of Health and Human Services to make reasonable efforts to ensure that a qualified pe-

considered a resource.
Cash payments made to an Individual, in-

is an intervening trustee), the trust is not for, months after September 1990.

Budget Impact (in mIllions): 1991, ';
;1993, ; 1994,'; 1995.'; 5—year, ;

1992,

cluding those from a trust (regardless of 2. Treatment of Foster Care Maintenance
the trust is considered a resource).
Payments and Adoption Assistance (Sec
diatrician or other specialist in a field of' whether
tlon 6021)
medicine appropriate to the disability of the are considered income in the month reNoncash payments (i.e., actual food,
child evaluate the child's disability for pur- ceived.
clothing, or shelter) are also considered
poses of determining eligibility for 881.

Present law

Prior to October 1, 1984. a child receiving
The provision would take effect in the income. However, there are special rules
or Federal foster care maintenance
month beginnIng 6 months after the date of under which noncash payments are pre- State
sumed to have a maximum value of one- payments or adoption assistance did not
enactment.
Budget Impact (in mIllions): 1991, ; 1992. third of the Federal 881 monthly benefit have to be included in the AFDC family
amount, plus a $20-a-month income exclu- unit, and the income and resources of the
2:1993. 2; 1994, 2; 1995. 2; 5-year, 8.
sion. If a person can show that any In-kind child did not count as the income and re3. Concurrent Applications for 881 and
support and maintenance provided is less sources of the AFDC family. A family unit
Food Stamps (Section 6014)
than the "presumed value," the lesser rule Implemented as part of the Deficit RePresent law
amount is considered income. Thus, any duction Act of 1984, however, required that
Public Law 99-570. the Anti-Drug Abuse cash payments or noncash income for food, any parent or sibling of a dependent child
Act of 1986. amended the Social Security clothing, or shelter affects 581 benefits and be included in the AFDC unit. This rule apAct to require the Secretaries of BBS and eligibility status.
plied to any sibling receiving' foster care or

Agriculture to develop a procedure to allow
institutionalized individuals who are about
to be released to make a single application
for both 581 and food stamp benefits.
Proposed change
The provision would permit the Secretary
of HHS to: (1) use a single application form
for the food stamp and 581 programs; or (2)

take concurrent applications for the 881
and food stamp programs,

The provision would take effect on the

date of enactment.
Budget Impact (in millions): 1991, ; 1992,
; 1993,'; 1994,'; 1995, I; 5year,'.
4. ReImbursement for Vocational
Rehabilitation Services (Section 6015)
Present law
The Secretary of BBS is required to refer
blind and disabled individuals who are receivIng 58! benefIts to State vocational rehabilitation agencies and is authorized to relmbin-se these agencies for the reasonable
and necessary costs of the vocational reha-

bilitation services that are provided to recipients under certain specified conditions.
Reimbursement is not allowable with re-

spect to services provided to individuals who
are not receiving cash benefits but who are
eligible for Medicaid benefits because they
are in "special status" under 1619(b). are in

suspended benefit status, or are receiving
Pederally-idmlnlstered State supplementa-

Proposed change

adoption assistance.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 amended
specify that a trust established for an 581 AFDC law retroactively to October 1, 1984
recipient to which the recipient does not to provide that, in determining a family's

The 58! statute would be amended to

have legal access would not be counted as a eligibility for or amount of AFDC benefits,
resource, and certain non-cash contributions a child receiving foster care maintenance
to a recipient would not be counted as payments under title IV-E would not be reincome. In addition, the Secretary of HHS garded as a member of the family, and the
would be required to inform the family of a income and resources of the child would not
child who is awarded a retroactive payment be counted as the income and resources of
as the result of the decision of the Supreme the family (SectIon 478 of the Social SecuriCourt in Sullivan v. Zebley that the family ty Act).
may be able to place the payment in a trust
Proposed change
for the benefit of the child. This inforrnaA child receiving State and/or local foster
tion need not be provided in the form of a
separate notice, but may be included in the care maintenance payments would not be
notice of award of the retroactive payment. regarded as a member of an AFDC family
Budget impact (in mIllions): 1991. 0; 1992, for purposes of determining a family's eligi0; 1993, 0; 1994, 0:1995, 0; 5—year, 0;
bility for or amount of AFDC benefits, and
the child's income and resources would not
Part Ill—Aid to Fa,nUle with Dependent
be counted as the income and resources of
O&ildren
1. State Option to Require Monthly Report- the family.
Further, a child receiving adoption assisting and Retrospective Budgeting (Section
ance payments under title IV-E, or State
6020)
and/or local adoption assistance payments
Present law
would not be regarded as amember of an
Under section 402(sX14) of the Social Se- AFDC family for the purposes of determlflcurity Act, States must require families with Inga family's eligibility for or amount of
earned income or a recent work history to AFDC benefits, and the child's income and
provide a monthly report on: (1) income and resources would not be counted as the
family composition during the prior month; income and resources of the family unless
and (2) estimates of the income and re- this would result in lower benefits for the
sources anticipated in the current or future
months. With the approval of the Secre- family.
The provision would also move the section
tary, a State may select categories of these 478
provision, as amended, from title VI-E
families to report at less frequent Intervals,
of the Social Security Act to title Ill-A.
if monthly reporting is not cost effective.
The provision would take effect in the
APDC eligibility and benefits are deterdate
mined monthly. Generally, a family's eligi- month begInning six months after the
bility for and amount of aid for a month are of enactment.
Budget Impact (in mIllions): 1991, '; 1992.
based on the family's income, composition

ry payments but not Federal 88! benefits.
Proposed change
The provision would Implement a recommendation of the Disability Advisory Counfl to authorize reimbursement for vocation.1 rehabilitation services provided to individuals who are not currently receiving Federal
88! benefits but who are in "special status"
under section 1619(b), are in suspended ben- and resources in that month. However.

1; 1993, 1; 1994, 1; 1995, 1; 5-year, 4.

October 18, .1990
3.
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EliminatIng the Use of the Term "Legal
Guardian" (Section 6022)
Present law

Section 402(aX39) of the Social Security

Act requires that, In determining AFDC

benefits for a dependent child whose parent
Or legal guardian Is under the age of 18, the

State agency must Include the Income of

the minor parent's own parents or legal

guardian who are living In the same home.

SENATE

Proposed change
assistance programs, to the list of proThe provision would delete all references tion
grams for which Information about AFDC
to legal guardians.
Legal guardianship is not relevant to eligi- applicants and recipients may be made

bility determination or the deeming of

available.

The provision would take effect on the
Income under the AFDC program. For cxample, the use of the term "legal guardian" date of enactment.
Budget Impact (in niIllIr.s): 1991, 0; 1992, 0;
In the first Instance is irrelevant since, even
U such a guardian were appointed, the child 1993, 0; 1994, 0; 1995, 0; 5-year, 0.
would not be eligible for AFDC unless living
with a relative specified In sectIon 406 of the
Social Security Act.

S 15635

programs; (2) any investigation, prosecution, B. JOBS Technical Correction Regarding
or criminal or civil proceeding conducted In
Penalty for Failure to Participate (Section
6027)
connection with such programs; (3) the administration of any other Federal or FederPresent law
ally-assisted program providing assistance
The Family Support Act of 1988 added a
or services to individuals on the basis of penalty
provision to the AFDC statute (secneed, and (4) any audit of such programs.
tion 402(aXlO)(G)) that provides that If the
Proposed change
principal earner (in the case of a family eliThe provision would add an explicit refer- gible on the basis of the unemployment of
ence to title IV-E, the foster care and adop- the principal earner (APDC-UP) fails to

6. RepatrIation (Section 6025)
Present law
SectIon 1113 of the Social Security Act au-

The use of the term "legal guardian". In
the second Instance Is also]napproprlate In thorizes the Secretary to provide temporary
the context of the AFDC statute. Unlike the assistance to U.S. citizens and their dependparent-child relationship, legal guardian- ents If they: (1) have returrted or been
ship has not been a basis for attributing brought from a foreign country to the U.S.
income to AFDC beneficiaries. Using legal because of destitution or Illness, or war,
guardianship as a source of attributed threat of war, Invasion or similar crisis; and
income In three-generation families creates (2) are without resources.
unequal treatment under the program. For
to June, 1990, the maximum amount
example, if a minor child is living with an ofPrior
temporary assistance that could be pro-

particIpate in the JOBS program as re-

quired, the needs of that individual will not

be taken into account In determining the

amount of the family's APDC benefit. It the
spouse Is not participating, the needs of the
spouse wifi also not be taken into account.

The penalty does not apply to benefits on

behalf of any child in the family, When this
new penalty language was added, however,
the landuage contained in sectIon 407 Imposing a penalty for any child in the family

If the principal earner failed to meet employment s-nd training participation requirements was not repealed.
Proposed change

The statute would be clarified by repealing the penalty language In sectIon 407 that

requires a reduction in AFDC benefits on
behalf of a child in an AFDC-UP family if
the principal earner fails to participate in
the JOBS program.

aunt who is her legal guardian, the aunt's vided In one fIscal year equaled $300,000. In The provision would take effect on the
income is not automatically attributed to
date of enactment.
the AFDC beneficiary; however, if the June, 1990, the Secretary requested that the
Budget Impact (In millions): 1991, 0; 1992,
$300,000
limit
be
increased
to
$1
million,
to
minor has a child, the guardian's income is
0; 1993, 0; 1994, 0; 1995, 0; 5-year, 0.
included in the AFDC determination for the accommodate the repatriation of several
hundred Americans from Liberia, This in- 9. TechnIcal Correction Regarding MDCminor and her child.
The provision would take effect on the crease was enacted in P1.. 101-382. Accord- UP EligibUty Requirements (SectIon 6028)
ing to the Secretary, the subsequent Iraqi
date of enactment.
Present law
Budget Impact (In mIllions): 1991, 0; 1992, invasion of Kuwait has placed new and unPrior to October 1, 1990, partIcipation In
predictable demands on the repatriation the Work Incentive (WIN) and Community
0; 1993. 0; 1994, 0; 1995, 0; 5-year. 0.
program. The Secretary expects the result- Work Experience (CWEP) programs count4. ReportIng at Child Abuse and Neglect
(SectIon 6023)

Present law

Under current law, both the title TV-A
(AFDC) and title IV-E (foster care and
adoption assistance) State plan requirements stipulate that State agencies must

report to appropriate court or law enforcement agencies Instances of a child receiving
program aid who is residing in a home that
is unsuitable because the child is subject to
abuse, neglect or exploitation (Sections
402(aXl6) and 471(a)(9) of the Social Security Act).

Proposed change

The provision would amend the AFDC,
foster care and adoption assistance State-

ing program costs to exceed $1 million.
Proposed change

ed in the definition of "quarter of work" for
purposes of qualifying a family for AFDCTitle IV of the Family Support Act of
The provision temporarily repeals the $1 UP.
amended the definition of "quarter of
million spending cap for the repatriation 1988
to include participation In JOBS, but
program for fIscal year 1990 and 1991, and work"
references to WIN and CWEP. The
permits BBS to receive gifts from those deleted
is that beginning October 1, 1990.
wishing to contribute assistance to rpatri- result
prior participation In WIN or CWEP will
ated Americans through the repatriation not count toward the 'quarter of work" reprogram.
quirement for purposes of establishing eligiBudget Impact (in millions): 1991, 2', 1992. bility for AFDC-UP.
2; 1993, 0; 1994, 0; 1995, 0; 5-year. 4;
Proposed change
7. TechnIcal Amendment to Allow Good
SectIon 407(d) would be amended to allow
Cause Exception (SectIon 6026)
participation in WIN and CWEP prior to ocPresent law
tober 1990 to count toward the "quarter of
Under current law, as a condition of eUgi- work" requirement for purposes of AFDC-

plan requirements to require that each bility for AFDC, a parent must cooperate UP eligibUty.
State agency report, to an appropriate with the child support enforcement (TV-D) The provision would take effect on the
agency or official, known or suspected In- agency In establishing paternity, and In obstances of child abuse and neglect of a child taining and enforcIng a support order unless
receiving program aid, This would include there is "good cause" for refusal. "Good
Instances of physical or mental Injury,
includes such factors as reasonable
sexual abuse or exploitation, or negugent cause"
that cooperation could result in phys—
treatment or maltreatment under circum- belief
or emotional harm to the child or carestances which Indicate that the child's Ical
relative, and other factors established
health or welfare is threatened. The State taker
regulation. The Family Support Act of
agency would also be required to provide by
1988 established a similar requirement for
such Information with respect to the situa- cooperation
with the IV—I) agency in order
tion as It may have.
a family to be eligible to receive child
The provision would take effect on the for
care transition benefits. However, the 'good
date of enactment.
Budget Impact (in millions); 1991 1992 cause" exception was omitted.
1993 1994 1995 S-year,.
Proposed change
5. PermIssible Uses of AFDC Information
The good cause exception from coopera(SectIon 6024)
tion with the IV-D agency would be made
Present law
appUcable to transitional child care benefits
Section 402(aX9) of the Social Security to make It consistent with the exception
Act restricts the use of disclosure of infor- that appUes to AFDC cash benefits.
The provision would take effect on the
mation about AFDC appUcants and recipients to purposes directly connected wIth: (1) date of enactment.
the administration of the AFDC program or
Budget Impact (in mIllions): 1991, 0; 1992,
several other specified Social Security Act 0; 1993, 0; 1994, 0; 1995, 0; 5-year, 0.

date of enactment.
Budget Impact (In millIons): 1991,
;

1993,

;

1994,

;

1995,

;

5-year,

;

1992,

.

Children's Commission Reporting Date
(SectIon 6029)
Present law
The National Commission on Children is

10.

directed to study and recommend to the

President and the Congress ways to Improve
the weU-belng of children. P.L. 101-239 Included an amendment to the original legislation that was intended to establish a final
reportIng date for the Commission of March
31, 1991. The Amendment as enacted, however, includes a technical error.
Proposed change

The statute would be corrected to clarify
that the final reporting date for the Commission is March 31, 1991.
The provision would take effect on the
date of enactment.
Budget Impact (in millIons): 1991, 0; 1992,
0; 1993, 0; 1994, 0; 1995, 0; 5-year, 0.
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11.

Coinnumtty Dvelopment Demenetre,-

don Technical Correction (SectIon 1030)
Present law

The Family Support Act of 1988 author-

d the Secretary of

wtenLenta with up to 10

to enter into

ipi-ufit organi

iem (including community develnp"'nt

wyuzaUon5) for the purpose of conducting

Pcvf tV-asfld Welfare. POster Care, end
1. Aemunth,g for Administrative Costa

w1ng the fiscal year for which the subse-

IM Care

on *040)

12. GAO Study of JOBS Funding for Indian
Thbes (Section *031)
Present law

Under the Family Support Act of 1988,
Indian tribes (or Alaska Native organiza-

tions) may apply to operate JOBS pro-

grams. The statute requfred that, In order

to be considered by the Secretary, an appli-

cation for Federal funding must be made

within six months after 'nt of the

will be reviewed for the third fIscal year fol-

quent review was conducted, and every third
Present law
year thereafter. This Is known as the trienStates are entitled to Federal reimburse- nial review. The ease record survey must
ment at a rate of 50 percent for expendi- confirm that the section 421 foster care protures made for the proper and efficient ad- tJons are provided for *t least 66% of the
inistratlce of the State title IV-E plan.
children In the initial revIew, 90% In the
Under current law and regulation. Federal subsequent review, and 90% In the triennial
matching for administrative costs Includes review. If a State does not meet the estabmatching for activities that involve place- lished standards for the year under review,

demonstration projects to create employment opportunities for certain low
Iv$dna1a. The authorization for the demcoptrstlons g $4.5 mm(nn for each of fiscal ment of the child In foster care, U well as
5Sfl 1990,1991.1992what are ordinarily considered
tive "overhead" costs. These Include activirelated to child protections mandated
¶he statute would be dartfled to specify ties
by the Child Welfare and Adoption Assistthat the Secretary could enter into agree- ance Amendments of 1980, such aa referral
mesits with U to 10 nonprofit organizations to services at time of intake; preparation
each year. There would be no eaee In for, and participation In, jw'cial determinathe authorIzatIon.
tions; development of a case plan for the
Budget Impact (In mlflloxm) 1991. 0; 1992, child, periodic reviews of the child's case
0; 1993,0; 1994. 0; 1995, 0; 6-year, 0.

October 18, 1990

the following fIscal year. States that meet
the requirements of this subsequent review

the review is conducted each succeeding
year until eligibility Is established.

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1989 Included a provinon which prohibit-

ed the Secretary from, before October 1,
1990, reducIng payments to, seeking repay-

ment from, or withholding any payments
for any State u a result of a disallowance
determination made In winectlon with a
review of State compliance with
plan and case management and supervision. triennial
section 427 foster care protections, for
Although there are no official program the
fiscal year procedlng fiscal year 1991.
data showing what portion of administrative any
BBS has eonvened a department-wide
costs go for child placement activities as op- task
force to review and revise the current
posed to ordinary administrative overhead, section
427 review process. Draft regulations
the Inspector General has estimated that are expected
during calendar year 1991.
only about 30 percent of foster osre adminProposed change
istrative costs represent what are traditionally considered administrative overhead exThe ywVlbOfl would extend the current
penses.
prohibition on reducing payments to, seekIng repayment from, or withholding payProposed nge
Title IV-E would be aznnded to gpedflc*l- ments from States to October 1, 1991, to

3y add 'duIld placement services" as activi- apply to any determinations made In conection with a triennial review for any Federal
If an application Is approved, the Secre- ties for which States are entitled to receive fiscal year preceding f'.,cal year 1992.
tory may grant funds to the tribe or Alaska Federal reimbursement This is not IntendThe provision would take effect on Octoed In any way to change the type of activiNative organization (without a non-Federal ties
for which States are currently alkwed ber 1, 1990.
Family Support Act.

matching requirement) to operate a JOBS
program. The amount of funds Is based on
the ratio of adult recipients In the tribe relative to the adult recipients In the State.
(The State's cap Is appropriately reduced.)

Budget Impact (In millions): 1991, 0; 1992,
to claim Federal reimbursement as an administrative cost under title IV-E. In order 0; 1993, 0; 1994, 0; 1995, 0; 5-year, 0.
3, Independent Living to Age 21 at State
to provide the Congress with more specific

Information on bow these child plment
and administrative matching funds are

Requirements of the JOBS program may be being spent, the Congress expects that the

Option (Sei±lnn 6042)
Present law

waived If the Secretary determines that Secretary will develop and establish uni- The Independent Living Initiatives Prothey are inappropriateform definitions for the activities reimburs- grain Is a State entitlement program under
Proposed change

The bill would direct the General Ac-

counting Office to conduct a study of bow
the provisions with respect to Indian tribes

sad Alaska Native omulsatlons have b

Implemented by the Secretary and by such

tribes and organizations, to describe any
problems that may have been experienced
in Implementing the provisions, to determine to the extent possible the effectiveness

of JOBS programs that are being operated

by Indian tribes and Alaska Native organiza-

tions, and to make recommendations as to
any legislative or administrative changes

IV-E designed to help ease the transiable as child placement services and admin- title
of foster children age 16 and older to
istration. and will require the States to ac- tion
living. Independent living servcount for expenditures ordlng to Le Independent
ices may Include school and vocational
activities.
living skills training, housing locaThe provision would take effect on the training,
Lion and career pl.nnlng assistance, counseldate of enactment
service coordination, outreach, and the
Budget Impact (In millions): 1991, 0; 1992, ing
development of plans for Independent living
0; 1993, 0; 1994, 0; 1995, 0; S-year, 0.
as part of the case plan.
2. Section 42'? Triennial Reviews (Section
Proposed change
6041)
The statute would be amended to allow
Present law
to Include youths who have been
Pubic Law 01-212. the A&ptlcn Assist- States
"discharged" from the foster care system In
ance and Child Welfare Amendments of services provided under the Indepenedent
1980, was designed to provide financial Inprogram, up to age 21.
centives to the States to Implement and op- living
The provision would take effect on Octoerate a set of services and procedures to pre- ber 1, 1990.
vent the unnecessary removal of children
Budget Impact (In millIons): 1991, 0; 1992,
train their borne, prevent extended stays In

that could be made to Improve the effectiveness of such programs.
Budget Impact (In minIons): 1991, ; 1992,
0; 1993,0; 1994,0; 1105.0; 6-yeer,.
loiter care, and ensure that efforts are 0; 1993,0; 1994, 0; 1.995,0; 5.year, 0.
made to reunify children with their families 4. Grants to States for child care (Section
13. Moratorium on Final P.eguatlons for

ergency Assistance (Section $032)
Present law

or place them for adoption. The services
and procedures are outlined In section 427
of the Social Security Act,

The Omnibus Budget ReCOnPIIIIOu Ad
According to the BBS Section 427 Review
of 19*9 (P.L. 101-239) included a provision Eandbook, to verify compliance with section

1043)

Present law
Federal matching Is available to States on

an entitlement basis to provide child care
for AFDC parents who are participating in

stating that any final regulation which 427 requIrements, BBS conducts a two-stage the JOBS program, and to provide child
would change any policy In off cet tmmedl- review. The first stage Is an administrative care for a period of 12 month alter the
ately before the date of the enaent of review which determines whether States family loses eligibility for AFDC as a result
that Act with respect to the use of emargen have developed policy and procedures to Im- of Increased hours of, or Increased income
cy assistance or special needs funds under p'nt the section 427 requirements for all from, employmentthe AFDC program could not take effect chfldren In foster care under the ronslProposed change
bfllty of the State. The second stage of the
before October 1, 1990.
Funding for the existing title IV child
review Is the case record survey which conchange

The date on prohibition ci Issuance of

flna.l regulations would be extended to October 1, 1991.

Budget Impact (In mllllons) 1991, 0; 1902,

0; 1993,0; 1904, 0; 1995,0; 6-year, 0.

firms that the policies are being lnWl'mPflt.
ed throughout the State.

care program would be increased to provide

$65 million for each of fiscal years 1991-

care
An Initial review Is conducted for the 1995 to enable States to provide child
that the

fIscal year In which the State first certifies to low Income non-APDC families
its eligibility. If a State meets the Initial State determInes U) need such care In order
review, a subsequent review Is conducted for to work, and (2) would otherwise be at risk

October .18, 1990
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Budget impact (in millions): 1991, 21; 1992,
and who is under age 60 but is at least age
entitlement funds would be allocated on the 50 may be eligible for wldow(er)'s benefits 51; 1993, 83; 1994, 103; 1995, 128; 5-year, 385.
basis of child population. Rules relating to as a disabled wldow(er),
3, Payment of Benefits to a Child Adopted
Federal matching rates, standards. reimOenerally, disabtllty Is defined as an Inby a Surviving Spouse (Section 6052)
bursement, and fee schedules would remain ability to engage in any substantial gainful
Present law
the same as In Current law. States would be activity (defined in regulations as earnings
A child adopted by the surviving spouse of
required to report annually to the Secretary of $500 per month, effective January 1,
on child care activities carried out with 1990) by reason of a physical or mental im- a deceased worker must meet two tests In
funds under this entitlement. It is the Com- pairment. The impairment must be medical- order to the entitled to benefits as a survivmittee's Intent that States will have maxi- ly determinable and expected to last for not ing Child. First, adoption proceedings must
mum flexlbtllty In determining how these less than 12 months or to result in death. A have been Initiated prior to the worker's
person (other than a disabled wldow(er)) death, or the adoption must have been comfunds are used.
In addition, the authorization for grants may be determined to be disabled only 11, pleted within two years of the worker's
(enacted In the Family Support Act of 1988) due to this Impairment, he or she is unable death, Second, the child must have been
to enable States to Improve their child care to engage in any kind of substantial gainful living in the worker's home and cannot have
licensing and registration requirements and work, considering his or her age, education been receiving support from any source
procedures, and to monitor child care pro- and work experience, which exists in the na- other than the worker or the spouse (e.g., a
foster care program) in the year prior to the
vided to children receiving AFDC, would be tional economy.
The definition of disability which is ap- worker's death,
extended to provide $35 million for each of
fiscal years 1992, 1993. and 1994 for these plied to wldow(er)s, however, is stricter than
Proposed change
that which is applied to workers and to Suppurposes.
A child adopted by the surviving spouse of
plemental
Security
Income
(SSI)
disability
Budget impact (in millions): 1991. 39; 1992,
applicants. First, a wldow(er) must have a a deceased worker would bE entitled to sur57; 1993, 65; 1994, 65; 1995, 65; 5-year, 291.
severe enough to prevent him or vivor's benefits If the Child either lived with
Part V—Old-age, Survivors, and Disability disability
her from engaging in "any gainful activity" the worker or received one-half support
Insurance
(little or no earnings at all) rather than sub- from the worker in the year prior to death.
1. Make Permanent the Continuation of stantial gainful activity (ordinarily, earnings The requirements relating to the timing of
Disability Benefits During Appeal (Sec- of more than $500 per month), Second, for a the adoption would not be changed.
The provision would be effective with retion 6050)
disabled wldow(er) the three vocational factors used in determining a worker's disabil- spect to benefits payable for months after
Present law
education, and work experience— December 1990, but only on the basis of apA disability Insurance (Dl) beneficiary ity—age,
not considered. Therefore, the disability plications filed on or after January 1, ;1991.
who is determined to be no longer disabled are
Budget impact (in millions): 1991, 1992,
be established based on medical evimay appeal the determination sequentially must
1; 1993, 1; 1994, 2; 1995, 2; 5-year, 6.
alone.
through three appellate levels within the dence
Once SSA determines that an individual is
4, Improvements in the Representative
Social Security Administration (SSA): a re- disabled,
there is a five-month waiting
Payee System (SectIon 6053)
consideration, usually conducted by the period before
disability benefits are payable,
Present law
State Disability Determination Service that Once disability
benefits
begin,
there
is
a
24rendered the initial unfavorable determina- month waiting period for entitlement to
Under current law, the Secretary of
tion, a hearing before an SSA administra- medicare benefits.
Health and Human Services may appoint a
tive law judge (ALl); and a review by a
The stricter test of disability for disabled relative or some other person (known as a
member of SSA's Appeals Council.
was established In the Social Se- "representative payee") to receive social seThe beneficiary has the Option of having wldow(er*
Amendments of 1967, which created curity or SSI benefit payments on behalf of
his or her benefits continued through the curity
new entitlement to benefits. In explain- a beneficiary whenever it appears to the
hearing stage of appeal. If the earlier unf a- this
ing
reasons for the more restrictive Secretary that the appointment of a reprevorable determinations are upheld by the rules,the
Chairman
Wilbur Mills stated on the sentative payee would be in the best interest
ALl, the benefits are subject to recovery by Rouse floor, "We wrote this provision of the of the beneficIary.
the agency. (If an appeal is made In good bill very narrowly, because it represents a The Secretary is required to investigate
faith, benefit recovery may be waived.) Med- step Into an unexplored area where cost po- each individual applying to be a representaicare eligibility is also contInued, but medi- tentials are an important consideration."
tive payee either prior to, or wIthin 45 days
care benefits are not subject to recovery.
after, the Secretary certlf lea payment of
Proposed change
The Disability Reform Amendments of
benefits to that Individual. Present law does
The
provision
of
benefits
to
wldow(er)s
on
1984 (P.L. 98-460) provided benefits through
not specIfy what shall be included in the inthe
basis
of
disability
has
been
found
not
to
the hearing stage on a temporary basis.
vestigation.
be
a
significant
coat
to
the
trust
fund.
This provision was subsequently extended,
The Secretary is required to maintain a
most recently by the Omnibus Budget Rec- Therefore, the provision would repeal the zystem of accountability monitoring under
stricter
defintion
of
disability
that
must
be
onciliation Act of 1989 (P.L 101-239). That
which each representative payee is required
Act extends the provision to appeals of ter- met by a disabled wldow(er) age 50-59 in to report not less than anually regarding
order
to
qualify
for
wldow(er)'s
benefits
and
mination decisions made on or before Dethe use of the payments. The Secretary is
cember 31, 1990. Under this latest extension, Instead apply the definition of disability required to review the reports and identify
payments may continue through June 30, used for workers. Widow(er)s who had been instances where payments are not being
receiving 5S1 disability benefits or social se- properly used.
1991 (i.e., through the July 1991 check).
curity disability benefits on their own work
Any individual convicted of a felony under
Proposed change
records prior to becoming eligible for disThe provision would make the temporary abled wldow(er)'s benefits would be able to section 208 or section 1632 of the Social Seprovision permanent. Thus, on a permanent count the months beginning with the curity Act may not be certIfied as a repre-

of becoming dependent upon APDC. Capped

basis, beneficiaries would have the option of
having their DI and medicare benefits continued through the hearing stage of appeal.
As under current law, DI benefits would be
subject to recovery where the ALl upheld
the earlier unfavorable decision, while medicare benefits would not be subject to subsequent recovery.
The provision would be effective upon enactment.
Budget Impact (in millions); 1991, 9; 1992.
40; 1993, 53; 1994, 62; 1995, 71; 5-year, 235.
3, Improvement of the Definition of Disabil-

itT Applied to Disabled Widow(er)s (Section 6051)

Present law
A wldow(er) or surviving divorced spouse
of a worker may be entitled to wldow(er)'s
benefits If he or she is age 60, or at any age
If he or she is caring for the worker's child
who is under age 16. A wldow(er) or surviv-

ing divorced spouse with no child In care

month they first received these benefits sentative payee.
Proposed change
toward satisfying the five-month waiting
period for disability benefits and the 24a, Investigations of representative payee

month waiting period for medicare benefits.
applicants
In addition, wldow(er)s who receive SSI disDuring the investigation of the representability benefits prior to becoming entitled to ative
payee applicant, the Secretary would
disabled wldow(er)'s benefits would not lose
required to: (1) require the representamedicaid eligibility as a result of receiving a be
higher social security benefit, but only for tive payee applicant to submit documented
so long as they are not entitled to medicare proof of identity; (2) conduct a face-to-face
interview with the representative payee apbenefits.
The provision would be effective for bene- plicant when practicable; (3) verify the
fits payable for months alter December, social security account number or employer
1990, but only on the basis of applications identIfication number of the representative
filed on or after January 1, 1991. The Secre- payee applicant, (4) determine whether the
tary would not be required to make a new representative payee applicant has been
determination of disability for wldow(er* convicted of a social security felony under
receiving 88! or disabled worker's benefits section 208 or section 1632 of the Social Seprior to becoming entitled to disabled CurIty Act, and (5) determine whether the
w1dower)'s benefits. 88A would be required, representative payee applicant had ever
to the extent possible, to notIfy such mdi- been dismissed as a representative payee for
viduals of their eligibility for disabled misuse of a beneficiary's funds. An individual who had been convicted of a felony
wldow(er)'s benefits.
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section 208 or sectIon 1132. or dis- expects SSA to make every effort I. find a aentatlve payee who may be likely to misuse
as a representative payee Los- misuse qaahuled representative payee for an I or haproperly me benefit payments. At a
of the benefit payment, would not be per- vidual as quickly as possible.
the CornrTdttee expects 8SA to
mitted to be certified
repleaefltftttVe
board and care operators, nursing
The Committee recognise, that hi seme
payee on or after January 1, 1911. The Sec- mees (such as an um-eported change of ad- homes, and Individuals who are not related
retary would be permitted to issue regula- dress) SSA may not be officially notified of to the beneficiary. The proposal does not
mader

mtne

Lions under which an exemption from the
prohibition against oertifkLkin In the case
of misuse would be granted on a case-bycase basis, U the mmptjon would be In the
best Interest of the benelkds.ry. The CornedUce Intends that the exemption would be

the need to change a representatIve payee. apply to Federal or State governmental InThe Committee intends that. the 1-month stituticos.
perIod of suspension shall be measured fi
L Underpayment of benefits
the point the Secretary first becomes aware
In cuss where the negligent failure of the
that a representative payee Ius exists, and Secretary to hiveat4ate or monitor a represhall consider the objective of this provision sentative payee result In misused benefits,
granted only In rare Instances.
met so long as the Secretary takes prompt the Secretary would be required to make reThe Secretary would be required to (1) action to mlnhnl interruption of benefits. payment to the beneficiary. In addition, the
terminate payments to a representative
Secretary would be required to make a good
c TItaLI on the appoIntment of
payee where the Secretary or court of law
faith effort to obtain restitution of any mislepresentative payee

found that the representative payee and

An Individual who Is a creditor providing used funds.
misused the benefit payments 2) niintIn
g. Pee for representative payee services
goods
and services to an OASDI or 851 bena list of those terminated for misuse on or
Commllnlty-based non-profit social service
after January 1, 1991; and (3) provide such a eficiary for consideration would be precludlist to local field offices. If the computer ed from serving as the beneflctar's repre- agencies, In existence on October 1, 1088,
payee with certain exceptions. which are bonded or licensed by their states
program neary to maintain such a list is sentative
net developed by January 1. 1991, the list The exceptions would tnc)ude (1) a relative and regularly serve as representative payecs
dould be maintained manually. UDder our- who reside, in the same household as the for five or more beneficiaries would be alvent A policy, misuse Is defined as eon- beneflclary (2) a legal guardian or repre- lowed to collect a monthly fee for representverUng benefit payments for personal use, sentatIve (3) a facility licensed or certified ative payee services. The fee would be color otherwise diverting the payments in bad under State or local law; (4) an administra- looted from the beneficiary's social security
faith with a re1om lndliference to the wel- tor, owner, or employee of such facility If cm 881 payment not to exceed the lesser of
tare and interests of the beneficiary. The the beneficiary resides In the facility and ten percent of the monthly benefit due or
local social security office has made a $25.
rnnlttee expects the Secretary to apply the
good faith effort to locate an alternative
The provision would sunset alter three
this definition under this provision.
The Secretary would be required to main- representative payee; and (5) an Individual years. The Secretary would be required to
whom
the
Secretary
determines
to
be
ackeep track of the number and type of
tabs a centralized, ourrent file readily retrievable by all local A offices of: (1) the ceptable based on a written finding reached groups who participated under this proviunder
established
rules
that
require
the
Insion and report back to the Committee on
addrom and social aecw-lty account number
(or employer Identification number) of each dividual to ahow to the satisfaction of the Ways and Means and the Committee on FiSecretary
that
he
or
she
poses
no
risk
to
the
nance at the end of two years.
representative payee; and (2) the address
In general, the provision would prohibit
and social security account number of each beneficiary, that the Individual's f1nn1k1
relationship
with
the
beneficiary
poses
no
an agency which is a creditor of the benef Ibeneficiary for whom each representative
substantial
conflict
of
Interest,
and
no
other
payee Is providing services as representative
clary from serving as a representative payee
payee. In addition, local service offices more suitable representaUve payee exists.
but would require the Secretary to develop
d Appeal rights and notices
regulations whereby exceptions would be
Pould be required to maintain a l of all
public agencies and community-based nonThe beneficiary would have the right to granted on a case by case basis If the excepprofit social service ageres qualified to (1) appeal the Secretary's determination of tion Is In the best interest of the beneficierve as a representative payee In the area the need for a representative payee; and (2) ary.
mavad by such office.
appeal the designation of i particular The term "community-based, non-profit,
Current law prohibits any Individual con- person to serve as representative payee. In social service agencies" means non-profit
victed of a felony under section 208 or see- appealing either the determination or the social service agencies which are representaLion 1632 ci the Social Seourity Ad from designation, the beneficiary (or the appli- tive of communities or significant segments
serving as representative payee. The provi- cant in cases of Initial entitlement) would of communities and that regularly provide
sion would require A to maintain a list of have a right to review the evidence upon services for those In need. Guardian, Inc., of
those convicted and make It readily avail- which the determination was based and to Calhoun County, Michigan, is n example
able to local field offices,
submit additional evidmee to support the of a non-profit organization uhich regularly
provides representative payee services. The
appeaL
b. Withholding of benefits
The Secretary would be required to send a Salvation Army, Catholic Charities, and LuIn cases where the Secretary Is unable to
theran Social Services are examples of agenfine a representative payee, and the Secre- written notice of the determination of the cies
providing social services to the needy.
for a representative payee to the benetory determines that ft would cause the need
Qualified organizations which charge or
social security beneficiary or I recipient ficiary (Other than a child under age 18 collect,
make arrangements to charge or
substantial harm to make direct payment, living with his parents), and each person au- collect, aorfee
In excess of the maximum fee
the Secretary would be permitted to with- thorised to act on behalf of an Individual would be subject
to a line of not more than
is legally Incompetent or isa minor.
hold payment for up to one month. Not who
The provision would require that the no- $10,000.
later than the expiration of the one month
Currently, SSA permits an Individual servbe provided in advance of any benefits
period, the Secretary would be required to tices
being paid to a representative payee. In ad- ing as a representative payee to be reirnbegin direct payment to the beneficiary dition,
the notice must be dearly written bursed from the beneficiary's check for
starting with the current months' benefit and explain
the beneficiary's rights In an actual cutof-pocket expenses Incurred on
unless the beneficiary and had been declared
behalf of the beneficiary. These expenses
legally Incompetent ci- was under age 15. easily understandable
include Items auth as stamps, envelopes, cab
e. High-risk representative payeee
RetroacUve benef Its would be withheld
fare, or long.dlstance phone calls. It Is the
until a representative payee has been apThe Secretary would be required to study Intention of the Committee that such indipointed or the Secretary determines a suita- sod provide recommendations as to the fea- vidual representative payeee would continue
ble representative payee could not be found. sibility and desirability of formulating to be rehnbw'sed In this manner. me CornRetroactive benefits would be paid over stricter accounting requirements for all mittee does not Intend these representative
such period as the Secretary determines is high-risk representative payees and provid- payees to reve any additional fee for servIn the beat Interest of the beneficiary.
leg for more stringent review of all accountIt Is not the Intention of the Committee to ing from such representative payees. The ices.
The General Accounting Office would be
encourage SSA to withhold benefits from a Secretary would be required to define as directed
conduct a study of the advanbàieflclary whom the Secretary has deter- hlgti-rlsk representatIve payees (1) non-rel- tages andtodisadvantages
of allowing qualimined to need a representative payee. The atIve representaUve payees who do not live fied organisa.IInn that charge
tees to serve
beneficiary should be paid directly If at all with the beneflciary- (2) those who serve as as representative payees to Individuals
possible, especially If the beneficiary had a representative payee to five or more receive social security and 881 benefits,who
and
been using the benefit payment to meet iso- beneficiaries (under title U, W.le XVI or a to report its finding to the Finance and
mediate needs such as shelter, food and combination thereof) and who are not relat- Ways and Means Committee by January 1,
clothing.
ed to them (3) creditors of the beneficiary;
The Committee does not wish A to view and (4) any other group determined by the 1993.
IL 5(,iuflp and demonstration projects
the one month withholding period as a ron- Secretary to be high-risk.
timely acceptable length of time In which to
'The purposes of the provision I. to Identi(I) The Secretary would be required to
arrangements
thou
find a representative payee. The Committee fy groups or individuals serving as repro- cmster
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with not fewer than two states under which

the case Is required to review the fee peti-

would be required to send the Information
to the state agencies primarily responsible
for regulating care facilities or for providing
adult or child protective aervices In the partic ating states.
The purpose of this demonstration project
is to determine whether providing such In-

ed by the regional Chief LW. Where the 9; 1993, S; 1994,4: 1095—4; 5-year, 14.
Is represented by an attorney and
a favorable determination is made, SSA by 6. Improvements In Social Security Adminisfration Services and Beneficiary ProtecStatute may withhold up to 25 percent of

with any recommendations, to the Committee on Ways and Means and the Committee
on Finance no later than July 1, 1992.
Law enforcement agencies do not report

awarded a fee In excem of 26 percent of the the date of the original application.
4,.hini*nt's past-due social security benefits,
If, however, Instead of appealing, the
the amount payable to the attorney out of dsimnt reapplies and is subeequently
the attorney out of the past-due social secu- found to be disabled as of the date originalrity benefits could not exceed 26 percent of ly alleged, there are circumstances where
these benefits.
retroactive benefits would be limited to 12
The representative, the claimant, or the months prior to the date of the subsequent
ALT that heard the cue would have the application (rather than prior to the date of
right to protest the approved fee. However, the first application). This occurs when
the ALT could protest the approved fee only SSA's "reopening rules" do not permit the
on the basis of evidence of the failure of the original application to be reopened. (88/i's
person repruicuting the Chlmsnt to repre- aLhnlnjgtrative policy permits a case to be
sent adequately the at..lnnt's Interest, or reopened within 12 months of an Initial deon the basis of evidence that the fee Is clear- termination for any reason; and within four
ly excessive for the services rendered. SSA years if there Is new and material evidence
would review any protested fee and approve, or the orIginal evidence clearly shows on Its
modify, or disallow It. U the AL.? that beard face that an error was made in the original

The provision would be effective for deterthe Secretary would send to such dates a tion. If the fee requested I. less than $3,000, minations made on or after January 1, 1991,
list of all addresses where OASDI and SSI the AL.? has authority to approve or modify and reimbursement for travel costs incurred
benefit payments are received by five or It. If the amount requested exceeds $3,000, on or after January 1, 1991.
more unrelated beneficiaries. The Secretary It must be reviewed and approved or modiBudget Impact (in millions): 1991, 12; 1992,

the Ibint's pegtu social security bone-

tions (SectIons 6055-6056)

ftts and pay the attorney directly. In cases
Present law
where the 'tahit is eancurrently entitled a. 88/i Telephone
Accountability Demonformation to the state protective service to both retiutetive social security and Supagencies would be useful in locating unil- plemental Security Income (881) benefit. stration ProjectE The Social Security Act is
censed board and care homes.
and the 88! benefIts ye paid first, the silent regarding telephone service provided
(ii) The Secretary would be required to amount of past-due social security benefits by SSA. In practice, 88/i currently operates
study the feasibility of deternilning the type payable is reduced by the amount of 88! 37 teleservlce centers (TSCs) that respond
of representative payee applicant most benefit. that would not have been paid if to inquiries from the public. In addition to
likely to have a felony or misdemeanor con. the social security benefits had been paid providing general program Information,
vlction, the suitability of Individuals with monthly when due rather than retroactive- these TSCS can schedule appointments at
prior convictions to serve as representative ly. In many such cues, this leaves little or local offices and provide individual service,
payees, and the circumstances under which no put-due social security benefit. out of Including discussing a person's eligibility
such applicants could be allowed to serve as which to pay the attorney the approved fee, and taking specific actions regarding his or
her benefits. In October 1988, the TSCa
representative payee.
Proposed change
were integrated into a toil-free telephone
The information obtained from this study
The provision would generally replace the network that covered 60 percent of the popwould assist the Committee In determining
whether there are circumstances under fee petition proocu with a streamlined proc- ulation. In October 1989, toil-free service
which an Individual with a conviction ass In which SSA would approve any fee was extended via the ThC. and four new
should be permitted to serve as a represent- agreement jointly submitted In writing and mega-T8C. to the entire country. At the
signed by the representative and the claim- same time, direct telephone access to 88A'a
ative payee.
(lii) The Secretary of Health and Human ant if the Secretary's determination with re- local field offices was terminated, so that
Services, In consultation with the Secretary spect to a claim for past-due benefits was fa- the public can no longer call most of these
of the Treasury and the Attorney General, vorable and if the agreed-upon feee did not offices directly.
SInce October 1989, there have been many
would be required to study the feasibility of exoeed a limit of 25 percent of the claimestablishing and maintaining a list of the ant's past-due benefits up to $4,000. The complaints from the public about SSA's
names and social security account numbers $4,000 limit could be Increased periodically telephone service. These complaint. focus
of those who have been convicted of social for Inflation at the Secretary's discretion. If on high 800 number busy rates, on problems
security or 581 check fraud violations under a fee was requested for a claim which did with the accuracy and completeness of insection 495 of title 18 of the U.S. Code. As not meet the conditions for the streamlined formation provided to callers, and on dii f ipart of the study, the Secretary would be re- approval process, It would be reviewed culties caused by the elimination of telephone access to local offices.
quired to consider the feasibility of provid- under the regular fee peUtion process.
A representative who is an attorney would
b. Appeal Versus Reapplication: If a claiming such a list to social security field offices
in order to assist claims representatives in be paid the approved fee Out of the claim- ant for social security disability benefits
ant's
past-due
social
security
benefits,
prior
successfully appeals an adverse determinathe investigation of representative payee applicants. The Secretary would be required to to any reduction for prevIously-paid 88! tion by the Secretary, benefits can be paid
benefits.
However,
if
the attorney were retroactively for up to 12 months prior to
report the results of the study, together

violations under section 495 of title 18 of
the U.S. Code to either SSA or the Department of Health and Human Services Inspec-

tor General. As a result, SSA is often un-

aware of arrests and convictions of Individ-

uals for violations under this section and
therefore fails to obtain restitution or to
prevent those convicted of such violations
from serving as representative payee.

(Iv) The Secretary would be required to
conduct a study with the Department of
Veterans' Affairs of the feasibility of designating the Department of Veterans' Affairs
as the lead agency for administering a representative payee program for dual recipients of Old Age Survivors and Disability Insurance or Supplemental Security Income
benefits and veterans' benefits. The Secretary would be required to report to Congress
on the feasibility of this arrangement
within six months efter enactment.
In general, the provision would be effec-

the case filed the protest, a different AL.? decision.)
would review the fee.
A reapplication, in lieu of an appeal, also
It I. not the Committee's Intent that this could result in an outright denial of social
proces, be used to establish regular review security or Supplemental Security Income
of fees at the AL.? leveL The Committee (881) benefits without .consideration of an
wishes to emphasize that the protest of a individual's medical condition. This occurs
fee amount by an AL.? is to be made only In in the ease of social security when (I) the
cues where there is evidence that the fee Is t1Imnnt' insured status runs out before

clearly excessive in light of the services ren- the date of the original denial, and (II) there
Is no new and material evidence and no facts

dered.
tive July 1, 1991.
In addition, with respect to reinbursement
Budget Impact (in mfllions: 1991, 17; 1992,
for travel expenses of individuals who repre4; 1993, 5; 1994, 5; 1995, 5; S-year, 36.

5. StreamlIning of the Attorney Fee
Payment Process (Section 6054)
Present law

Attorneys and other persons who represent claimants before the Social Security
Administration (SSA) are permitted to collect fees for their services, subject to approval and limits set by SSA. By regulation,

the representative must submit a fee petition detailing the number of hours spent on
the case and requesting a specific fee. The

Adm1nItraUve Law Judge (AU) who heard

or ues that were not considered In making
the prior decision. In the cue of 88!, this

sent c.Jninta, such reimbursement could occurs when (U) applies. In these situations.
not exceed the m2zlnium amount that 88/i applies the legal principle of res judicawould be payible for travel to the site of to to deny the subsequent claim. Under this

the reconsideration interview or proceeding principle—the use of which is prescribed by
before an ALT from a point within the geo- 88/i regulatlcns—88A will not consider the
graphical area served by the office having same claim again and again.
jurisdiction over the interview or proceedPrior to May 1089, 88A's standard denial
ing.
notice Informed t1..im.nts that they could
With the exception of the provisions re- reapply at any time but did not explain the
lating to direct payment of an attorneys fee potential adverse consequences of reapplyout of past-due benefits, conforming ing versus appealing a denial. A May 1989
changes would be made with respect to rep- modification of this notice Informs claimresentation of 851 applIcants.
ants that reapplying may result In a loss of
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In addition, the Secretary of the Treasury
would be authorized to disclose to the Commissioner of Social Security the mailing address of any taxpayer who is entitled to rePresent law
ceive an earnings and benefit statement.
The Social Security Act is silent regarding
The provision would be effective upon entelephone service provided by the Social Se- actment.
curity Administration (SSA). In practice,
Budget Impact (in mIllions): 1991, 0; 1992.
SSA currently operates 37 teleservlce cen- 0; 1993, 0; 1994, 0; 1995, 0; 5-year, 0.
ters (TSCa) that respond to inquiries from
the pubUc. In addition to providing general 9. ProvIde a Rolling Five-Year Trial Work
Period for All Disabled Beneficiaries (Secprogram Information, these TSCs can
tion 6059)
schedule appointments at local offices and
provide individual service, Including discussPresent law
ing a person's eUgibility and taking specific
Under present law, disability beneficiaries
actions regarding his or her benefits. In Oc- who are still disabled but who want to
tober 1988, the TSCs were integrated into a return to work despite their disabling conditoll-free telephone network that covered 60 tion are entitled to a nine-month trial work
percent of the population. In October 1989, period. (The months need not be consecutoll-free service was extended via the TSCs tive.) During this period, disabled beneficiand four new mega-TSCs to the entire coun- aries may test their ability to work without
try. At the same time, direct telephone affecting their entitlement to disability benaccess to SSA's local field offices was termi- efits. Any work and earnings are disregardnated, so that the pubUc can no longer call ed In determining whether the beneficiary's
most of these offices directly.
disability has ceased.
Proposed change
Only one trial work period is allowed In
The provision would require the Secretary any one period of disability. in addition, an
to reestablish telephone access to local SSA individual who is entitled to disabled work-

benefits but does not mention the second 7. Restoration of Telephone Access to the
Local Offices of the Social Security Adproblem described above, Le., an outright
ministration (Section 6057)
denial of eligibility without further consideration of the evidence.
Proposed change
The provision would establish an idditional set of protections for i1efrnnts and beneficiaries.
a. 88A Telephone Accountability Demon-

stration Projects: The Secretary would be
required to carry out demonstration
projects testing a set of accountability prosedures in at least three teleservice centers.
These procedures are Intended to assure

that Individuals who conduct business with
the agency via telephone concerning title II,
title XVI, or title XVIII benefits are not disadvantaged, either as a result of receiving
Incorrect Information or from their Inability
to document their own actions and requests.
Under these procedures, callers who provide
adequate Identifying Information would be
given a written confirmation of the date and

nature of their telephone communication
with the agency. This confirmation would

include the name of the SSA employee with
whom the caller spoke, a description of any
action that the emloyee said would be taken
In response to the call, and any advice that
the caller was given. SSA would be required
to maintain a copy of this confirmation for
a minimum of five years following the termination of the demonstration projects.
Routine telephone communication would
be excluded from these requirements. Thus.

callers making inquiries that do not relate
to potential or current entitlement or eugibUty for title II, title XVI or title XVIII benefits—Le., questions about the location or
hours of operation of local offices—would
not be subject to the accountability proce-

dures described above.
The Secretary would be required to issue a

report to the Committee on Ways and

Means and the Committee on Finance on

the demonstration projects. This report
would:

(D assess the costs and benefits of the ac-

countability procedurs:
(II) Identify any major difficulties encoun-

tered in Implementing the demonstration
projects; and
(Ill) assess the feasibility of Implementing
the accountability procedures nationally.
The telephone demonstration projects
would be required to be Initiated within six

offices at the level generally available on er's benefIts for which he has qualified
September 30, 1989 (the date just prior to without serving a waiting period (i.e., the
the cut-off of direct telephone access to worker was previously entitled to disabled
most local offices). The Secretary would worker's benefits within five years before
also be required to re-list these local office the month he again becomes disabled) is not
numbers in local telephone directories (as entitled to a trial work period.

well as in the directories used by public teleProposed changes
phone operators In providing callers with inAll beneficiaries would be given an opporformation). The required telephone listings tunity
to test their capacity to engage In
could include a brief Instruction to the substantial
gainful activity over a sustained
public to call SSA's 800 number for general period of time
before their benefits would
Information.
stopped by providing that a disabled benIn addition, by January 1, 1993, the Sec- be
would exhaust his nine-month trial
retary would be required tO submit to the eficiary
period only If he performed services In
Committee on Finance and the Committee work
nine months within a rolling 60-month
on Ways and Means a report which: (i) as- any
period
(that is, within any period of 60 consesses the Impact of the requirements estab- secutive
months) and repealing the provilished by this provision on SSA's allocation sion which
a reentitied disabled
of resources, workload levels, and service to worker fromprecludes
being eligible for a trial work
the public, and (II) presents a plan for using period.
new, innovative technologies to enhance
The provision would be effective January
access to the Social Security Administra- 1, 1992.
tion. Including access to local offices. If the
Budget Impact (In millIons): 1991, 0; 1992,
Secretary's plan provides for maintaining or S; 1993, 1; 1994, 1; 1995, 1; 5-year, 3.
enhancing public access to local offices by
individuals In need of assistance from a local 10. ContInuation of Benefits on Account of
Participation In a Non-State Vocational
SSA representative, it Is the Committee's
Rehabilitation Program (SectIon 6060)
intent to reconsider the need for a statutory
requirement governing telephone access.
Present law
Ninety days after the enactment of this proSocial security disability Insurance (DI)
vision. the General Accounting Office would benefits or Supplemental Security Income

months of the enactment of this Act, and be required to report to the Committee on (SSI) benefits based on disability that are
would continue for one to three yers. The Finance and the Committee on Ways and paid to a beneficiary who has medically rereport would be submItted 90 days after the Means on the level of public telephone covered may not be terminated or suspendaccess to the local offices of the Social Secu- ed because the disability has ceased If: (1)
termination of the projects.
Administration.
Budget Impact (In millions): 1991, 1; 1992. rity
Individual Is participating In an apThe provision would require restoration of the
proved State vocational rehabuitatlon pro3; 1993. 1:1994. 0:1995. 0; 5-year, 5.
1,
SSA's
local
telephone
service
by
April
gram, and (2) the Commissioner of Social
b. Appeal Versus Reapplication: When a
Security determines that completion of the
e1aImifl for social security or SSI benefits 1991.
Budget Impact (In millions): 1991, 1; 1992, program, or its continuation for a specified
can demonstrate that he or she failed to 1; 1993, 1; 1994, 1; 1995, 1; 5-year, 4.
period of time, will Increase the likelihood
appeal an adverse decision because of reU8. Improvement in Earnings and Benefit
moe on Incorrect, incomplete, or misleading

information provided by SSA, his or her

failure to appeal could not serve as the basis
for denial by the Secretary of a second ap-

pUcation for any payment under title II or
title XVI. This protection would apply to
both Initial denials and reconsiderations by
the Secretary. The Secretary also would be
required to include In all notices of denial a
clear, simple description of the effect on
possible entitlement to benefits of reapplyIng rather than filing an appeal.
The provision would apply to adverse determinations made on or alter January 1.

Statements (Section 6058)
Present law

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1989 required the Social Security Administration to establish a program under
which covered workers receive periodic

statements concerning their earnings and
the potential benefits payable on the basis
of those earnings. Under that legislation. SSI beneficiaries who medically recover
these statements are to be provided on a bi- while participating in an approved nonennial basis starting October 1, 1999.
Proposed change

The requirement that earnings and benefit statements be provided biennially startBudget Impact (in millions): 1991, ; 1992, ing in 1999 would be modified to require
annual statements beginning at that time.
1993, ; 1994, ; 1995, ; 5-year,.

1991.

that the individual may be permanently removed from the benefit rolls- The 1988 Disability Advisory Council recommended that
the same benefit continuation provisions be
extended to beneficiaries who medically recover while participating In other approved
vocational rehabilitation programsProposed change
The provision would extend to those Dl or
State vocational rehabilitation program the
amine benefit continuation right-s as those
who medically recover while participating in
a State vocational rehabilitation program.
The provision would be effective with respect to benefit-s payable for months after
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tax transfer mechanism would be retained The provision would apply only to new
enactment and would apply with reect to as a contingency to be exercised only to the claims for benefits, virtually all of which are
IndMduais *hose disability ceased after extent that the Secretary of the Treasury for survivor's benefits, and to recomputasuch eleventh month.
determines Is necessary to assure sufficient Lions for retired workers now on the rolls
Budget Impact (in mflhlon 1991. 0; 1992, funds to meet current benefit obligations. who have recent earnings, However, It Is un0; 1993, 0: 1994, 0; 1995,0; 5-year, 0.
This would give the social security program likely that there are many Individuals who
the same level of protection that It enjoys are over 85 and are working at a wage high
11. Umltatlon on New LntlUennmt to
imder present law without continuing the enough to result in an Increase In benefits
8pectal Age-72 Payments (8ectlon 9061)
routine me of the advance transfer meCha- after a recomputatlon using a computation
Present law
method to be eliminated under this provi8peclal age-72 benefits so-called "Prouty nism.
The ,Won would be effective after De- slon. No benefits paid to Individuals already
benefits" after Senator Winston Prouty of cesnber
on the rolls would be reduced.
1990.
Vermont) were enacted In 1966 to provide
The provision would be effective 18
Budget Impact (In mWlons) 1991, 0: 1992.
the eleventh month following the month of

wine payment to Individuals who, when the 0:1993.0:1994,0; 1995,0;5-year. 0.
months after the month of enactment.
social security program began or when covimpact (In millions): 1991. ; 1992,
erage was extended to their lobe, were too 13. Repeal of Retroactive Benefits for Cer- ; Budget
1993 ; 1994, ; 1995, ; b-year, .
tain Categories of Individuals (Section
old to earn enough quarters of coverage to
6063
15. SuspensIon of Dependent's Benefits
beoome fully Insured for regular retirement
When a Disabled Worker Is In an ExPresent law
benefits.
tended Period of Eligibility (Section 9095)
When the benefits were created in 1966, It
Bocial security retirement and survivor
was expected that new entitlement under benef Its can be paid for up to six months
Present law
this provision would not be possible for prior to the month of application If the apA disability hurance beneficiary who
anyone reaching age 72 after 1971. ThIs Is plicant were otherwise eligible for benefits sisooeasfuly
competes a nine-month trial
because Individuals age 72 after 1971 who during that period.
work period has an extended period of eligimet the quarters-of-coverage requirements
In general, retroactive benefits cannot be bility during which he or she contInues to
for Prouty benefits would also have enough paid II doing so would cause a reduction in receive medicare benefits and Is eligible to
quarters of coverage to be fully Insured, and future monthly benefits (Le., It would effec- receive disability benefits If earnings fail
because the amount of the Prouty benefits tively mean that an Individual would be below $500 a month. The law Is silent rewas less than the amount of the mn1mum filing for "early retirement," in which case garding the payment of benefits to dependbenefit payable at age 62. However, due to an actuarial reduction in benefits Is re- ents during this extended period. However,
subsequent changes In the law, It Is now quired,) For example, If a retroactive appli- Current Social Security Administration
theoretically possible for certain people who cation for retirement benefits were to cause (SEA) policy provides that dependent's benwill reach age 72 alter 1990 and who receive I retiree's Initial entitlement month to fail efits are suspended during this period If the
the frosen minimum benefit (due to a before the Individual reached age 65, no ret- disabled worker's benefits are suspended.
change In the law in 1977) or who receive roactive benefits could be paid for the
Proposed change
less than the minimum benefit (due to Its months prior to age 65. However, there are
elimination in 1982) to become newly eligi- four exceptions to this rule which permit
The provision would codify current SEA
ble for Prouty benefits. In 1990, the Prouty payment of retroactive benefits even policy which links the disabled worker's enbenefit amount Is $159 per month.
though It causes an actuarial reduction in titlement to monthly benefits and the dependent's entitlement to benefits for the
benefits.
Proposed change
same month. Thus, a dependent could reProposed change
The provision would preclude the uninbenefits for a month only If the dietended payment of Prouty benefits (due to
The provision would eliminate eligibility ceive
worker received benefits for that
the Interaction of the Prouty benefit provi- for retroactive benefits for two categories of abled
sion with subsequent changes In the law af- Individuals eligible for actuarially reduced month.
The proposal would be effective'upon enfecting the minimum benefit) by providing benef its: (1) IndIviduals who have depend- actment

that Prouty benefits would not be payable ents who would be entitled to unreduced
Budget Impact (in millions): 1991, 0; 1992,
to any Individual reaching age 72 alter 1971 benefits during the retroactive period (e.g., 0:1993.
0; 1994, 0:1995, 0; 5-year, 0.
who files an application for Prouty benefits a retiree under age 65 who has a spouse age
alter December 31. 1990. This change would 65 or over): and (2) IndIviduals who have 16. Recommendation of the Committee Connot affect any current beneficiaries.
cerning the Budgetary Treatment of
pre-retirement earnings over the amount alSocial Security
The provision would be effective upon en- lowed under the social security retirement
actinent.
test that could be charged of f against beneThe Committee recommends that the
Budget Impact (In millions); 1991, ; 1992, f Its for months prior to the month of appli- Income and outgo of the social security tax
; 1993, ; 1994, ; 1995, ; 5-year,

cation, thus permitting an early retiree to revenues and other elements of trust fund
receive benefits for months prior to actual income such as Interest, transfers of reretirement
ceipta from the Income taxation of benefits.
(Section 6062)
The provision would be effective with re- and other payments to the trust fund, be
Present law
to applications for benefits filed on or excluded from any calculations of the surBecause of the threatened Insolvency of spect January
1, 1991.
plus or deficit of the general government Inthe social security trust funds, the Social after
Budget Impact (In mlliions): 1991, —134: Cluding the deficit totals used for purposes
12.

.

ElimInation of Mvance Tax Transfer

Security Amendments of 1983 changed the

1992. —149; 1993, —147; 1994, —144; 1995,

social security tax receipts. Prior to 1983,
the trust funds were credited with the receipts as they were collected throughout
each month. Under the 1983 amendments,
the trust funds are credited at the start of
each month with the full amount of social
security tax receipts which are expected to
be collected throughout the month. These

—139; 5-year, —713.

rules for crediting the trust funds with

14. ConsolidatIon of Old Computation
Methods (Section 8064)
Present law
A number of old, rarely-used benefit com-

putation methods remain In the Social Se-

curity Act. They apply only to claims In
which the worker filed for benefits or died
receipts are Invested In Interest bearing before 1967 and are used only If they proTreasury securities; however, an interest ad- vide a higher benefit than newer computaJustlnent Is made later t leave the trust tion methods,
funds with the same Interest earnings that
Such computations must be done manualthey would have had If the taxes had been ly, The Social Security Administration

credited on an "as received basis." When the (SSA) estimates it would cost more to develdebt subject to limit approaches the level of op computer programs for these computathe debt limit, the present crediting rules tion methods than would be paid In cumulafrequently present Treasury with a situa- tive added benefits when the benefits paytion In which trust fund assets cannot be In- able under these computstlon methods are
vested because the debt limit has been compared to newer computation methods,
reached.
Propo change
Proposed change
The provision would eliminate all old comThe advance tax transfer provisions would putation methods which require manual
be repealed, returning to the prior proce- Intervention. It would substitute newer comdure of crediting the trust funds as tax re- putation methods which may be fully procceipts are received. However, the advanced essed by Computer,

of applying the sequestration provisions of
the Balanced Budget and J.nergency Deficit
Control Act ("Oraznm-Rudznan").
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a&iiu ICAB2 SECONDARY

RgQuTBqTs

PAYER

Present law

the secondary payer to other
third party insurers under specified circumstances when beneficiaries may be covered
by the other Insurer. Medicare may be the
Medicare

secondary payer to automobile, medical, nofault and liability Insurance, and to employer health plans. Requirements that employers offer primary coverage to Medicare-eligible enrollees or their dependents, and penalties for failure to comply with these require-

ments, vary with the basts for the individual's Medicare ellgibility (age, disability or
end-stage renal disease) as well as with the

size of the employer. For beneficiaries eligible for Medicare on the basis that they have
end-stage renal disease, however, Medicare
is the secondary payer to available employ-

er-based health Insurance only for the first
12 months of eligibility. The requirement
that Medicare be secondary payer for dlsshIed beneficiaries expires.

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1989 requires the Internal Revenue Serv-

e (IRS) and the Social Security Administration (SSA) to provide Information to the
Health Caj-e Financing Administration
(HCFA to Improve Identification and collection of Medicare secondary payer cases.

SSA provides IRS with the names and

Social Security numbers of all Medicare
beneficiaries. IRS then provides SSA with a
file of the names and Social Security numbers of all Medicare beneficiaries who filed
I tax return for the previous calendar year.
BSA provides HCPA with a listing of all

Medicare beneficiaries and their spouses,

October 18, 1990
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and the name of the beneficiary's or
spouse's employer 11: 1) the beneficiary and/
or spouse filed a W-2, and 2) the beneficiary
end/or spouse was employed by a large em-

ployer. defined as an employer wIth 20 or

more employees.
RCFA uses the listing provided by SSA to

Identify more thoroughly secondary payer

eases, Including Medicare beneficiaries with
employer-provided health coverage through

the spouse's employment. fiBS's contrac-

tors use this new Inlortnation to contact employers In writing to determine whether the
employer provided health coverage md the
date of such coverage. General restrictions
on the disclosure of Information under the
Internal Revenue Code and the Privacy Act
*lso apply to the Information provided by
SSA and IRS to HCFA.
Third party payers, such as Medicare carriers and employers, receiving taxpayers Information from BBS are subject to restrictions and safeguards on disclosure similar to
those restrictions, safeguards arid penalties
currently provided for In the Internal Revenue Code with respect to other authorized
recipients of taxpayer Information.
To enable BBS to verily employer-provided health coverage, employers are required
to respond to HCFA inquiries withIn 30 days

of receiving the written request. HCFA
would pay as secondary payer on all claims

for beneficiaries currently covered by an
employer health plan. Payments would be
recovered from private insurers for claims
erroneously paid for beneficiaries 11 the
claim was submitted at a time when the
beneficiary was covered by an employer
health plan.
The p'-ovislon expires on September 30,
1991.

Committee provision
Under the Committee bill, two provisions

expiring in 1992 would be extended. One
would continue requirements for data
matching between the IRS and the Social
Security Administration to Identify Medicare beneficiaries who rxay be covered by
group health plans. The other would extend
the requirement that Medicare be secondary payer for disabled beneficiaries.

S 15653
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Present law

IndMduals entitled to benefits under part
A of the Medicare program have the option

of enrolling In part B of the program as
well. Iro3leea pay a monthly premium.
The part B premium originally was set to
ensure that enrollee premiums covered 50
percent of the coats of the part B progrsm
the remainder of the funding came from

—

Bubsequent legislation limited the per-

centage Increase In the pert B premium for
a gIven year to the percentage Increase In
Social Security cash benefits In that year.
This had the effect of decreasing the share
of program costs borne by enrollees.
The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility
Act of 1962 (TEFRA) and the social Secwlty Amendeients of 1983 provided for part B
premiums In 1984 and 1985 to be set at a

level that would cover 25 percent of program costs. If there were no cost of living
sdjtment (COLA) under the cash benefits

program, there would be no increase in the
part B premium. and the dollar value of In

Individuall premium Increase could not

exceed the dollar Increase In his or her cash

benefits. Subsequent legislation extended
these 1n-ovWons through 1990.

niittee provision
Th mmtt*ee bill would require that for
calendar ,ears 1993 through 1995. part B

premiums would be set to cover 25 percent
of pert B costs, with protections to ensure
that no individual's premium Increase could
exceed the increase in Social Security cash
benefIts.

October 18, 1990
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Present law

The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
of 1988 requires State Medicaid plans to pay

Medicare coat sharing (including Part B

and, where applicable, Part A premiums) for
elderly individuals who are eligible to participate in the Medicare program and whose

income end resources are below specified
levels. These individuals are referred to &
Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries (QMBs).
Effective January 1, 1991, to qualify as a
QMB, one's income must be under 95 percent of the Federal poverty level. Effective

January 1, 1992, one's income must be under
100 percent of the Federal poverty level to
qualify. In certain States (so-called "209(b)"

&ates) the applicable income levels are 90

percent and 95 percent, respectively.
Committee provision
States (except 209(b) States) would be required to pay all cost sharing for those individuals who meet current QMB asset standards who have incomes below 100% of the

Pederal poverty level, effective January 1,

1991. In 209(b) States, the requirement

would be to pay cost-sharing for those up to

95 percent of the Federal poverty level in
1991 and 100 percent In 1992. Also effective

January

1, 1991, States would have the
option of making individuals eligible for

QMB status if their income does not exceed
133 percent of the Federal poverty level.

S 15659
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P.MIT STATIS

TO MARS D1&8ZLITT
DETUMIR&TIONS

Present law

On Decembei 11, 1989, the Health Care

Financing AintnI*ratlon aed a final
rule, effective January 10, 1990, that prohibIts States from mkIng their own determina-

tions of disability for the purpose of determining Medicaid eligibility.
Committee provinon

All States would be given the option to
make independent eligibility detern2lna-

Uons—using Federal standards—f or the purposes of Medicaid eligibility, pending a final

determination by the Social Security Administration.

S 156(33
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first $51300 of eelf-exnployment Income of the Treuury for any s.ddltional oo8t artsand, in general. The tax ii reduced by my bg by reon of thIs provision.
wages for which employment taxes were
The Secretary of Health and Human Servwithheld during the year.
ices Is required to provide
process by
The cap on wages and self-employment which employees could provide evidence of
income subject to PICA md SECA taxes is prior State md local governmental service if

Indexed to changes in the average wages In .uch service I necessary to quaMfy for covthe economy. in 1991. the amount of wages erage under the program.
or sell.employment Income .ubJect to the
Effective Date
tax is projected to be $54.300.
The provaion I effective with respect to
Reasons for Change
servtce8 performed alter December 31. 1991.
The committee believes that Increasing
c. Extend social Becurity retirement coverthe cap on wages md sell-employment age (OASDI) to State and local government
Incom&iubject to tax with respect to HI will employees not covered by public employee
improve the progressivity of the tax Bystem. retirement program (sec. 7453 of the bill

In addition, increased revenues under the md eec. 3121 of the Code)
bill will provide necessary funding for the
Present Law
Hospital Insurance Truzt Fund .nd will enhance ita long-term solvency.

Rxplanation of Provfson

Employees of State and local governments
are covered under Bocial security by volun.
tary agreements entered Into by the States

The sill Increases the cap on wages and with the Secretary of Health and Human

sell-employment Income considered In cal- Services (RHS). Alter a State ha.s entered
culating RI tax Uabillty to $89,000. As under into 8uch an agreement, it may decide, or
present law. or years beginning after 1991. permit its political subdivisions to decide.
this cap I Indexed to changes In the aver- whether to Include particular i-oups of em-

age wages in the economy. The OASDI ployees under the agreement. All States
wage cap remains at the level provided hAve entered Into such agreements. The
under present law.
extent of coverage I high in some States
Rffective Date

and limited in others. Nationally, about 72

of State and local workers are covThe provision I effective on January 1. percent
ered by 8ocial security.
.1991.
With certain exceptions, a State has broad
b. Extending Medicare coverage of. ,.nd latitude
to decide which i-oups of State and

appUcation of hospital insurance tax to. all local employees are covered under its agree.
State and local government employees (gee,
ment. In some cases in which States have
7452 of the bill and iec. 3121 of the Code).
elected not to provide coverage. part of
Present Law
the workforce does not participate in any

Before enactment of the ConsoUdated pubUc retirement plan.
For 1990. the eocial security (Old Age.
Survivors, and Disability Insurance) tax
ered under Medicare only if the State and rate I 6.2 percent of covered wages up to
the Secretary of Health and Human Serv- $51,300 and I Lmposed on both the employices entered into a voluntary agreement pro- er and employee (for total of 12.40 perviding for such coverage, in COBRA, the cent).
Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1985
(COBRA). State and local workers were cov-

Congrese extended Medicare coverage (and

Reason3 for Change

the corresponding hospital insurance (HI)
Certain employees of State and local govpayroU tax) on mandatory basIs to State ernments
have no retirement protection
and local government employees (other
either from Bocial security or a pubUc retirethan students) hired after March 31, 1986.
Many of these indivldual are
For wages paid in 1990 to Medicare-cov- ment eystem.
Individuals with limited or Interered employees, the total Hi tax rate I 2.9 low-paid
mittent work experience and, therefore.
percent of the first $51,300 of wages. The social
Becurity coverage will provide Lmpor.
tax I divided equally between the employer
tant disability. survlvorshlp, and retirement

6. Employment Tax Provisions

a. Increase douar limitation on amount of
wsges ,.nd eell-employment Income subject
to the Medicare hospital insurance payroU
tax (sec. 7451 of the bill and sec. 3121 of the

Code).

Present Law

md the employee.
protection.
Rec.ona for Change
Zzp1arat1on of ProvUion
The committee beUeves Medicare coverage
The bill requires eoclal secr1ty (Old Age.
shou1d be extended to .11 employees of Survivors,
and Disability Insurance) coverState md local governmenta.
age for State and local workers who are not.Rxplanatwn of Proviaion
covered by retirement system in conjuncThe bill requires coverage of all employees tion with their employment for the State or
of State and local governments under Medi- local government i.nd iubjects the wages of
care without regard to the employee'8 date iuch employees to the OASDI portion of
of hire. The 2.9 percent HI payroU tax rate te tax under the Federa' In8urance Contrl•
wou1d be phased in with respect to newly bution3 Act (PICA). An exception I providcovered State and local government employ. ed for itudenta employed in pubUc achools,
ee5 so that the tax rate I 1.6 percent in coueges, nd universities, for whom cover1992; 2.7 percent in 1993; md 2.9 percent in ge my contInue to be provided t the
1994 md thereafter. The present-law Btu- option of the State government. This excep-

A8 part of the Federa' Insurance Contribution Act (FICA), tax I Lmpo8ed on employeei and employer8 up to maximum
iznount of employee wages. The tax I com. dent exception ii retained with respect to
prised of two parts: old-sge, mirvlvor, .nd studente employed in pubUc chools, coldiMbiUty insurance (OASDI) and Medicare leges, md unIverSIties. Coverage may, a
hoepita] insurance (Hi). For wag pdd In under preaent law. contInue to be provided
1990 to covered employees, the HI tu rate to iuch individuals t the option of the
ii 1.45 percent on both the employer and State government.
the employee on the flr!t $51300 of wages
in the ca3e of certain employees who are

and the OASDI tax rate I 6.2 percent on required to pay the HI tax md who meet
both the employer iM the employee on the certain other requlrementa. State md local
first $51300 of wages.
service prior to the effective date of this
Under the Sell-Employment Contribu. provision I deemed to have been covered by
tlons Act of 1954 (SECA). tax ii Lmpoeed the RI tax for purposes of determining
on s IndlV1ua.I8 aell-employment Income. Medicare eligibility. Prior State nd local
The sell-employment tax rate I the eazne as service I counted regard]esa of whether
the total rate for employer8 ,.nd employees iuch service was contInuous.
(Le.. 2.9 percent for HI and 12.40 peroent for
Under the provision, the UI trust fund
OASDI). 1'or 1990, the tu I ppUed to the would be reimbursed from the general fund

tion ma1nta1n parsilel coverage rule5 for

itudenta employed by pubUc educational in.

stltutiona ,.nd thoee employed by private

schools, coueges, and universities.
A retirement lyitem ii defIned is under

the definition of retirement system In the

Social 8ecurlty
418(bX4)). Thui.

fined as

.

Act

(42

U.S.C.

sec.

retirement system I depenzlon, annuity, retirement, or

similar fund or syitem established by
Btste or by poUtical ,ubdlvlsion thereof.
Whether an employee I member (Le..
participant) of a retirement aystem i

I

b&aed upon whether t.h&t individual actually

partlcipatea in the program. Thu3. whether
an employee partlclp&tes I not determined
by whether that Individual hold8 position
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menib.. provided that. the aznot.mt to be. deposited eqmIs or exceeds $3,000. These de-

that Is cZuded In a retirement system. In

stead, that tadIvIdUal m .ctiW be a

posits m be made within three banking
days after the cod of the e(ghth.monthly

or of the system. For examp'e, an employee whose Job clwUication Is of a tyPe
that ordInlJy I entftled to coverage. Is not
a member of a tirement system If be or
she Is Ini.llgTh)e because of age or service
conditions contained In the plan and, therefore i required to be covered under social
security. Similarly, If participation In the
system Is elective, and the employee elects

period.

Wectlve Augost 1. 1990. employers who
are on this dghth-moflthly system are required to deposit Income taxes withheld
from pioyeeS! wages and FICA taxes by
the close of the applicable banking day (in-

stead of by the dose of the third banking
day) alter any day on which the business

not to p rticipste, that employee does not
participate In a system for purposes of this
ivia, and Ii to be covered under the social

cumulates an amount to be deposited equal
to or greater than $100,000 (regardless of

whether that day Is the last day of an

The Secretary of the Treasury, In con-

dghth.snonthly period).
For 1990. the applicable banking day Is

junction with the Social Security Administration. Is required to Issue guidance In
order to implement the purposes of this pro-

the first. For 1991. the applicable hinkng

day Is the second. For 1992. the applicable
banking day Is the third. For 1993 and 1994,
the applicable bnktng day Is the first. The
Treasury Department Is given authority to
Imue regulatlone for 1995 and succeeding
pears to provide for similar modifications to
the date by which deposits must be made In

ZifecUve Date
The provision Is effective with respect to

order to mIn(m3

unevenDess

In the re-

ceipta effects of this provision.
Reasons for Cha,ioe
The oommlttee believed that it was appro-

priate to simplify this provision by making
the deposit rules uniform for all years.
gxpianaeton of PrOVISIOn
The bill requires that deposits equal to or

greater than $100,000 must be made by the
dose of the next banking day for all years.
Thue, no change from present law is necessary for calendar year 1990, but for calendar
years 1991 and 1992 deposIts are accelerated. The regulatory authority provided to
the Treasury Department is repealed.
Effective Dale
The provision Is effective for amounts re-

quired to be deposited after December 31.
1990.

b. Payroll tax deposit stablilmUon (sec.
the bill and eeC. 6302(g) of the

5458 of
Code).

-

Present

law

Treasury raguiatIccn have established the

system aer which employers deposit

Income taxes withheld from employees'
wages and PICA taxes. The frequency with
which them taxes must be deposited inas the aawmt required to be depos-

aes
ited Increases.

jknployers are required to deposit these
tanes per

taxes sa frequesstly as eft

_________
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ment, and 50 percent of the amount of the

lump-sum credit on the date 12 months
after the date on which the lump-sum credit

would otherwise have been paid. The re-

mainder of the Iunp-sun credit shall be
payable with Interest.

The CBO estimates that efimination of
this retirement option will reduce the Federel budget deficit by $1.23 billion In FY
1991 alone, and by $8.05 billion In FY 1991—
1995.

?ERAL LOYU HEALTH ENmT5 PROGRAM
Posta1 Service and D.C. Government
The Committee has approved legislation

that wou]d implement President Bush's FY
1991 budget proposal to require the United

States Posta] Service to pay Federal Em-

ployee Health Benefit (FEHB) costs for annultants and their survivors who retired be.
tween June 30, 1971 (the date of the Postal
Reorganization) and October 1, 1986, and to

require the District of Columbia Government to pay the FEHB costs of its retirees
(and their survivors).

Under current law, the Posta] Service s
required to pay the employer'8 share of

FEHB costs for annuitants (and their survivors) who retired after September 30, 1986.
Most Posta] Service annuitants retred between 1971 and 1986. Their benefits are currently paid by the taxpayers as opposed to
the Postal Service.

The CR0 estimates that this transfer of

liability for premium payments will reduce
the deficit by $726 million in FY 1991 and
$4431 billion In fIscal years 1991-1995.
Non-Medicare eligible annuitants

For the 1990 Budget Summit, the Office
of Management and Budget (0MB) includ-

ed a proposa] to sppjy Medicare hospital
and physician payment limits to payments
to providers of services to FEHBP annuitant
enrollees who are age 65 and older but not

eligible for Medicare. The Committee has
approved legislation that would implement
the 0MB proposal for hospita] payments.
The proposal to app'y Medicare limits to

non-Medicare annuitants over 65 wou]d
reduce expenditures for FEHBP hospita]
claims. If this s the case, savings will be realized thitia]ly through reduced outlays (rncreased reserves) of the FEIiBP Trust Fund.

CoMuIrrE ON GOVZRNMENTAL AFFAIRS
BUDGET RECONCILIATION RZCOMMEI(DATIOIqS

Then, when premiums are negOtiated for
1992 and beyond, additional savings will
accrue to the Government because the premium reduction will reduce the Government's premium share (as calcu]ated by

Pursuant to a Con. Res. 310, the Congresiona] Budget Resolution Conference
Report, the Committee on Oovernniental
AIfalrB has approved legislation which s
projected to reduce the Fiscal Year (FY)

using the Big Six fornni]a). However, while
the aggregate effect on enrollees' premium
payments might be to reduce them, the ds-

KLIMXNATIO$ OP ZTIRKflT LUP-5UM CP.ZDIT

premium base. Exemptmg carriers from

tributiona] effect of the proposal s uncerLath.

The CBO estimates that enactment of
1991 budget deficit by approximately $2165
billion, and reduce the Federa] deficit by ap- this proposa] will reduce the deficit by $190
proximately *14.350 billion over five years million in Fiscal Year 1991 and by $1.53 bil(In fiscal years 1991-1995.) These savings lion over the next five fiscal years.
are achieved through federal general govFEHB State Premium Taxes
eminent and pension and posta] reforms, Incurrent law, FEHB insurance carricluding the elimination of the Civil Service erUnder
are required to pay 8tate premium taxes.
lump um retirement Option.
These taxes are built into the programs
The Committee has approved legislation payIng this tax wou]d result in a premium
that wouJd lmpJement President Bush's.FY reduction (which of course, reduces the gov1991 budget proposal to eliminAte the lump. ernment's share).
sum retirement credit that certain federa] The Committee recommendation would
and posta3 employees elect to receive upon exempt the Federa] Employees Hea]th Benretirement. Under the terms of the reconcil- efits Program from state premium tax reiation agreement, the lump-sum credit Quirements In a manner similar to the exwou]d be eliminated November 1, 1990.
emption presently applicable to the Federal
An empJoyee who eJects retirement and Employee's Life Insurance Fund. It s cr1the lump-sum benefit by October 31, 1990, mated that enactment of this proposal ill
wou]d receive 50 percent of the .mount of reduce the deficit by $31 million in FY 1991
the lump-sum credit at the time of retire. and $155 million over the next 5 fsca] years.
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KR. 3189 wIll allow the affected employWAL GOVW!MT WORM
to make these changes without a loss In
The Committee has approved legislation ees
or benefits, such as retirement, leave,
tMt includes the text of KR. $450, the pay
health and life Insurance. The bill
Computer Matching and Privacy Protection and
service as a NAP employee to be CredAct Amenents of 1990. The Mi'tTh- allows
as Federal service foi purposes o1 detion supports enactment o1 the measure. itable
the order or retention during a
This bill marks two changes to the Comput- termining
reducUon-In-force computing the period of

ti IAthlng and Privacy Protection Act of service r.iaed for determining eligibility for a
1188. FIrst, the bill change. the period of periodic Step increase; and determining the
time required by law to notify recipients of number of years of service applicable for acfederal benefit programs about the results cmii of annual leave.
of a computer match prior to taking adverse
action against Individuals. Second, the bill
erestes an alternative to Independent vvlliestion requirements set up by the 1988 law
In limited circumstances.
The 1988 Act established procedures for

The bill allows all annual leave, sick leave.

and home leave of a NAP employee who

moves to a civil service position to be trans-

ferred without limit. Likewise, all annual
leave, sick leave, and home leave of a civil

service employee who moves to a NAP posi-

federal and state agencies to follow when tion will be transferred without limit.
conducting computer matches using federal

The CBO estimates that enactment of
information subject to the Privacy Act. these provisions will produce a $8 million

These computer matches are generally used dollar savings In FY 91, wIth a five year savto check the eligibility of individuals to e- ings of $30 million.
celve government bent! its, like Food
Re/onus In the Health Bene/Lts Progrum
Stamps and AFDC. The law requires adeSectIon 8001 Includes four specific )eglslaquate due process protection for ndivlduals,
particularly that prior to taking adverse tire reforms In the Federal Employee.
action against an Individual based on the re- Health Benefits Program (FEHBP).
SectIon 8001(a) amends section 8902 of
sults of a match, the agency must walt 30
days after giving notice. This gives the indi- title s, United States Code, by adding a new
vidual an opportunity to contest the results subsection (n). The new subsection directs
contracts for health benefits Insurance.
of the match. The law also requires the that
agency to take steps to Independently vertty tmder service benefit plans, Indemnity benethe results of the match prior to taking ad- fit plans, and employee organlmtlon plans
must require carriers to Implement hospitalverse action.
Prior to the law's enactment, several state Ization u,st-contalmnent meaain'e. and esagencies administering AFDC, Medicaid arid tablish Incentives to encourage compliance
Food Stamps programs—which generally with the measures Implemented. Comprehad had a 10 day notice-and-watt period— hensive medical plans are intentionally exexpressed concern that the 30 day period cluded from coverage of this new provision
would result in overpayments to individuals since the cost-containment measures enviwho did not Qualify for benefits. These over- sed by the smendmenl are Inherent in
payments would then have to be recouped the operation of those types of plans.
New section 8902(nXl), subparagraphs (A)
by the agency. States also expressed con- through
CD), enumerate df Ic cost-cononn about the costs they would incur from
measures whIch must be included
having to independently verily certain In. tairiment
formation received from the federal Gov. in thoae bnplnnented by the carrier hi any
contract for benefits. The specific measures
erement.
toward pre-admlsslon
Aeeordthgly, the bill modifies the notice are directed primarily
and wait provision by allowing the agency to certification In non-emergency situations
we the notice and wait period of the under- as large-case management.
Section 8001(b) amends section 8909(a) of
lying benefit program before taking adverse
action based on a computer match result. If title 5, United States Code, to require tightthe underlying program has no notice and er management controls in disbursement of
from the Employees Health Benewilt requirement, the 30 day period con- moneys
fits Fund (Benefits Fund). The amendment
tained In the original law Is retained.
requires
that payments made from the BenThe bill also provides for sri alternative
in the
means of verifying information for purposes ef its Fund to plans participating
disbursement
account
of complying with the law. The bill allows letter-of-credit
be made only on a checks-presented
adverse, action to be taken without Inde- method
(as defined by the Department of the
pendent verification If the Data Integrity basis
Consequently, plans would reBoard of the agency providing the Informa- Treasury).
tion determines that the Information h lim- ceive transfers of money only when actually
needed by the plans to honor plan checks as
ited only to Identification of the Individual they
are presented for payment. Under ex(mich as name and 85 number), and that

practice, some plans have received
there Is a high degree of confidence that isting
of money upon receipt of claims
the Information In the records provided by transfers
rather
than issuance of beneficiary or prothe agency Is accurate.
payments.
The CBO estimates that enactment of vider
Section 8007(d) amends section 6910 of
these provisions will produce a five-year coat tItle
5,
UnIted States Code, to add a new
savings of $270 million.
H.P.. 3139
The Committee has approved legislation

subsection (d). The new subsection requires

the Office of Personnel Management, in

conuItsUon with the Department of Health

that Includes the text of H.R. 31.39, the and Human Services, to develop and implePortability of Benefits for Department of ment a system through which health beneDefense Nonappropriated Fund Employees fits plan carriers will be able to Identify
Act of 1989. The Department of Defense Medicare-eligible FEHBP snnultanta. Estab(DoD) has nearly 200,000 nonapproprlated lishment of this system will ensure that
fund (NAP) employees who work in the payments under coordination of benefits
military morale, welfare, and recreation with Medicare do not exceed the present or
work force. The FY 89 Defense Authoriza- future statutory maximums which physition Act required DoD to reorganize the cians may charge Medicare beneficiaries.
Section 8007(e) sets forth the effective
nonappropriated fund work force, which
would cause U to 6,000 NAP employees to date for all amendments made by section
be converted to the civil service and up to 8002 as January 1, 1991. The amendments
2,000 clvi] service employees to be converted

to nonappropriated fund status.

will apply with respect to all contract years
beginning on or after that date.

ktober 18, 1990

October .18, .1g90
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U.S. SENATE,

Cont1rrEE ON VrrnNs' AFFAIRS,
Wasflingon, DC, October 12, 1990.
Hon. Ju SASSER,
C?zar,nan,
Ron. PETE V. DOMZNICI,

Rank2ng minority member,
Committee on (he Budget,
US. Sensite, Washington, DC.

D J AD

Priz Pursuant to section
4(a) of House Concurrent Resolution 310,
the Concurrent Resolution on the Budget
for Fiscal Year 1991, and action of the Comrn

mittee at an October 12. 1990, meetthg, the
Comñ1ttee on Veterans' Affairs is submittthg to the Budget Committee the enclosed
legislation and report recommending budget
savings. The reconciliation Instructions con-

tained In section 4(c)(10) of H. Con. Res. 310

require this Committee to report changes th

laws within this Committee's jurisdiction
gufficient to reduce outlays for veterans'
programs by $620 miUlon In fisca' year 1991
s.nd $3.35 billion th fIscal years 1991-1995.

in order to meet these requirements, our

Committee, by voice vote, makes numerous
recommendations, all of which are explained in the enclosed report language. In
light of the saving! levels reciuired, we beileve

that these recommendations would

make savthgs in the most apprnpriate areas.
We also have enclosed a cost estimate prepared by the Congressional Budget Office.

Estimated savings resulting from enactment of the legislation we are submitting

would exceed the five-year total of $3.35 bil-

lion th required reconciliation savings by

$2.71 billion. According to CBO estimates,
the Committee legislation would achieve net

savings of $6059 billion In outlays over
fiscal years 1991 through 1995.
Sincerely,

ALAN CRANSTON,

Chairzna n.

FRA H. MuRxowsIu,
Rankuw minority member.
TrrI.E XI—BuDcTr RECONcILIATION RECOM-

Corr't ON
MEtDATION5 oF
A!'S' AFFAIRs.
INTR0DUCrI01c

VETER-

Section 4(c)(10) of the Concurrert Resolu.
tion on the Budget for Fiscal Year 1991 (H.
Con. Res. 310) requires the Senate Commit-

tee on Veter8ns' Affairs to submit to the
Senate Committee on the Budget recommendations for changes th laws within the
jurisdiction of the Committee on Veterans
Affairs that In PY 1991 would reduce outlays by $620 million and outlays th FY5
1991—1995 by $3.35 billion.

On October 12, 1990, the Committee met
In open session and by voice vote agreed to
recommend legislative provisions that would
yeild savings of $648 million in FY 1991 and
a total of $6.05 till1Qn In FY5 1991-1995.
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VA health-care services based on income
status under sections 610(a) (1)(I) and (2),
610(b), and 612(a)(2)(B) of title 38, and (b)
only wage and self-employment information
from such returns for purposes of determining eligibility for compensation paid, pursu-,
ant to section 4.16 of title 38, Code of Federal Regulations, at the total-disability-rating
level based on an individual determnaUon
of unemployability.
Section 11051 is substantively identical to

section 710 of S. 2100 as reported by the
Committee on Ju)y 19 and to section 704 of

S. 13 as reported on September 13, 1989.
which is discussed in detail in the report accompanying 5. 13 (5. Rept. No. 101-12G.
pages 297-303).

Savings

According to CBO, the enactmcnt of section 11051 would result in savings of $28
million in outlays in FY 1991 and total savings of $787 million in outlays in FYs 1991—
1995.

5UBTXTL F—MISCELLANEOUs

Use of Internal Revenue Service and Social
Security Administration Data for Income
Verficat ion

Section 11051 of the reconciliation legisla-

tion would amend paragraph (7) of section
6103(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 (26 U.S.C. 6103(1)(7))—relating to dis-

closures of certain third-party and self-employment tax Information (from the Commissioner of Soda] Security or the Secretary of the Treasury) to Federal, State. and
local agencies administering certain programs under the Social Security Act (essentially Supplementai Security Income, Aid to

Families With Dependent Children, and

Medicaid). the Food Stamp Act of 1977, or
the unemployment compensation program
for purposes of income verification—so as to

require disclosure to VA of (a) such information for purposes of determining eligibility for VA needs-based pension programs
under chapter 15 of title 38 or any other law
administered by VA. needs-based parents'
dependency and indemnity compensation
provided under section 415 of title 38, and

October 18, 1990
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to suthorize VA to Tequlre disclosure of a aocial ecurlty number. If, during the
eI&Jmnts' md depedents' Social Security

matching process. my discrepancy Is found
numbers (SSNs) In in claims for VA dlsabil• In the name and/or other identifying data.
Ity and death benefits. Congress declined to or if there i no identifying Information

include 5. 1110 In veterans legislation en•
acted last year bec&use the Committee beUeved that VA had not shown the report on
8. 18 (5. Rept. No. 101-126, pge 98-100),
the Committee directed that you report to
the Committee:

except the name, the case Ia placed In the
'unable to match" category. Thus, no data
Is obtained to verily eligibility r payment

amount, and we hsve no means of determin-

thg the niture or extent of the problems or

In auch cases.
(1) the nature and extent of my abuses abuBes
The nit m&jorlty of our pension cases
VA has discovered through use of names contain
& social security number. Approxi.
and other indent hying Information of
claimants, beneficiaries, md dependents In mately 200000 (8.0 percent) of the servicethe cases of compensation and pension ben. connected death md disability cases, howevefits 18 to which VA now lacks authority to er, lack this critical identifer. A study re-

require SSNs, and (2) In the .se of each oently completed by the General Accountsuch benefit: the estimated number of caaes Ing Office illustrates one of the problems
In which VA believes SSNs are neceary to these cases present.

Identify claimants, beneficiaries, and de- On July 27, 1990. GAO Issued a report (en.
pendents In Income verification processes, titled "VA Needs Death Inlormation From
along with the estimated average monthly Social Security To Avoid Erroneous Paydollar amounts of the benefits Invo]ved.

ments (GAO/HRD-90-119)") which recom-

Unfortunatley the Information that the mended that Congres8 uthortze VA to reCommittee sought to obtain was not provid- quire social security numbers of ifl veterans
ed. In order for the Committee to have the and their survivors s & condition for eligi.
opportunity to consider 5. 11W before the bWty for either compensation or pension
end of the current Congress, Iwould ippre- benefits. During its study GAO matched
date receiving responses to these questions
before Congress reconvenes on September
10. If you have any questions regarding this
matter, please have your staff contact MIch8el W. Cogan, Associate Counsel of the

VA'e 8.5 million payment records for April
1989 agaInst death Information kept by the
Social Security Administration and identi
fled several hundred deceased veterans who
had active compensation or pension awards.
Committee, at 224-9126.
& c1azns folder review of ipThank you. Ed. for your cooperation on VA Ia doing1.600
of these caaes (about oneS
thiE and other matters relating to the ad. proximately
third of the cases GAO tentatively Identi.
ministration of veterans programs.
fied). To date, 563 folders h&ve been reWith warm regards,
viewed. In 1.11 but 77 cases, the regional
Cordially,
off ice of Jurisdiction had received notice of
ALAJ CRANSTON,
the benefictary'8 death and terminated payS
Char,nan.
ments In the interim sInce April 1989. The
77 cases atill In payment status Involved
Taz
aervice-connected death or dlsabWty beneor Vrrt,qs Arnuts,
fita. Overpayments In these compensation
Wa3hington, DC, September 26, 1990.
and DIC cases totaled $458,000. an average
Hon. ALAJI CRAJSToN,
Chairman, Committee Qfl Veterans' A/fafr3, of $8,039 per case. No pension cases were
found to still be In payment itatus, In large
U.S. Senate Waahington, DC.
DLu MR. CnuIA1: I am pleased to reply part because the annua' VA/SSA data
to your August 27, 1990 request for informa- match and the requirement for submission
tion Justifying our need for the Social Secu- of an annual eligibility verllication report
'rity numbers of VA.benef it recipients to served ia mechanisms to ensure that the reensure proper payment levels. I have en gional office obtained notice of the benefi.
closed a reponsive paper prepared by the ciary's death. Over the years VA has u8ed
Chief Benefits Director. We would ippreci. the &nnual SSA dat& mAtch to identify
ste whatever support you can lend our pro- needs based with missing or Incorrect social
aecurity numbers. Current regulations iflow
Sincerely yours,
VA to require such beneficiaries to disclose
EDWARD 3. DERWIIISKI.
their correct social ecurlty numbers.
At recent meetings, representatives of the
Mandatory Dijclosure of Social Secis,1t
Retired Pay Centers for the varloua military
Numbers
Senator Cranston has requested Infórma- ervlce branches again emphasized the Im.
tion as to (1) the nature and extent of my portance and value of social ecur1ty num
buae VA has discovered through the use bers In the VA/DOD data matche8. In the
of names of other identl.fying benefici.ry In. put, millions of dollars In overpayments oc
formation In the se of compensation and curred each year because VA and the service
pension benefits a.s to which VA now lacks departments could not identl.fy cases In
authorIty to require SSNS, and (2) In the which veteran was receivtng compensation

Sciy

Reporfjng of Socia' Security Numbers bij

CZalmant. and Uses of Death Information
by the Department of Veterans Affairs
Section 11053 of the Committee legisla.
tion would require mandatory disclosure of
claimants' and dependents' Social Security
numbers (SSNs) in all claims for VA dJsabil.
ity and death benefits. Under this provision,

VA also would be required to compare its
records regarding recipients of VA compen.

Bation or pension benefits with records of
the Department of Eealth and Human Serv.

ices to determine whether any such VA
beneficiaries are deceased.

Chairman Cranston, at the request of the
Administration. Introduced legislation (S.

1110) on June 1. 1989, whIch would require

the disclosure of SSNs to VA In all claims case of eath such benefit, the estlm&ted
for dlRabllity and death benefits. At that number of cues In which VA believes SSNs
time, the Committee believed that VA had are neceswy to identify beneficlarle5 In
not provided adequate Justliication for this Income verllication proces&es. jong with
requirement and In an August 27, 1990,
estimated average monthly dollar
letter from Chairman Cranston. the Corn. the
p.mounts of the benefita Involved.
mlttee requested addItiona' information Jus.
The protocols we ue for our data match.
tllylng VA'8 need for the SSNS of VA.bene- ing
prograzna make it Ilmoit Impossible to
fit recipients. That letter, and VAs Septem. provide
the type of data requested by Senaber 28, 1990, response, follow:
tor Cranston. For due process and privacy
U.S. SE74ATZ.
reasons, during computer niatthes we do not

Colnnrr o Vrrn.u' ArnIRS.

Washzngton, DC, AuQuzt 27, 1990.
Hon. EDw*i J. DERWINSKI,

Secretary of Veterans Affaira,

Wa.shington, DC.

and retired pay or drill pay concurrently.
Tod&y. for those records which contain I

ocliJ securIty number, these overpayments

h*ve in but been eliminated by on.going
data matchea.

We believe that our current data match-

ing progrsmz amply demonstrate the advantages thit csn be achieved when the benef i-

clary's iocis] security number Is part of
the claIina record. Mandatory disclosure of
thu Information for in beneficiaries would
&ceept or provide data on & beneficiary permit VA to improve current matches and
unless we aze abeolutely confident that the provide olld b&sls for additional matches.
Indlviduai In our file Ia the Individual on the
matching file. We do not match on name
jone. Depending upon the nature of

Savlng8

Enactment of Bection 11053 would result

DEAR ED: On June 1. 1989. t the requst of records against which the mitch Is being In savings of $4 million In outlays In FY
the Administration. I Introduced S. 1110. made, there may or may not be date of birth 1991 and total Bavings of $47 million In out.

which would amend aeciton 3001 of title 38 or some identifyIng InformaUon other thAn

lays for FYs 1991-1995.
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U.& Coanms,

Affaira,

CoweimesoasI BUDGE Ovric
Washtapto,s, DC, October 22, 1996.

Bo Ma Cwuroa,

str,sa, CoasontUee

oa Vetercu AJYatrs.
U.& Senale, Waah*n900,s, DC.

ai Ma. Caru.a The Conona1
Budget Office has prepared the attached

as ordered snnitted to the

contained hi these legislative proposals

nste Committee i the Budget, Oetober measure against the budget resolution recciocillation htructions.
If you wish further details oc this estiThe asttes Induded Ia the attached
table rvent the 1991-1195 effeets cii the mate, we will be pleased to provide them.
Stheerell,

federal budget and on the budget resolutIon

se1lne of the Committee's legislatIve propoas.Is sit edh* wend1n- CR0 understands
st tisnate for the ReconcIlIatIon recom- that the Committee cii the Budget 'wm be
mendatlons of the Committee on Veterans responsible for interpreting how vlngs

Rowrr D. REm SCIOAUES.

Thrector.

ITIU 1k POVOG RWUDNC $PNDC IN POA WITHiN THE PJRISOICT1ON OF THE SENATE COMITTE
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OMNIBUS BUDGET
RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1990

The Senate continued with the consideration of the bi1l
£DIDMVqT 110. 3033
(Purpose: To exclude the Social Security

trust funds from the deficit calculation)

Mr. HOLLINGS, Mr. President. on

behalf of Senator HEnsz. Senator
Moyims, and myself, I send an
amendment to the desk and ask for Its
Immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFiCER. The

clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read

as follows:
The Senator from South Carolina. (Mr.
Bou.INGs), for himself. Mr. Bgnz, Mr. MoymAn, Mr. McC*m, Mr. Paassz.sn. Mr. Mc-

Comizu, Mr. Gax. and Mr. ORASSLET,
propos an amendment numbered 3033.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection It Is so ordered.
The amendment Is as follows:
At the appropriate place, insert the fo)lowing:
BLC.

•

SOCIAL SECURiTY PRESERVATION *cr.

(a) SeosT TITLL—This section may be
cited as the "8ocial Security Preservation

Act".
(b) DEriNmol. cv Dv'zcrr..—(l) The

second sentence of paragraph (8) of section

3 of the Congressional Budget and Im.

poundment Control Act of 1974 (2 U.S.C.
622(6)) Is repealed.

(2) Section 275(b)(2XA) of the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act
of 1985 (2 U.S.C. 001 note) is amended by
striking out "and the second sentence of sec
tlon 8(6) of such Act (as added by sectios
201(a)(1) of this Joint resolution)".
(c) Socui. Sscvairy AcT.—Subsection (a:
of section 710 of the Social Security Act 11
amended by striking "shall not be Includec

In the totals of the budget" and Insertln

'shall not be included in the budget deficit
or any other totals of the budget".
(d) D'fl.-i&v& D*TY.—The amendmenU
made by subsections (b) and (c) shall appl3
with rsepect to fiscal years beginning aftet
September 30, 1900.

Mr. HOLLINOS. Mr. President, thl
Senate at long last gets the opportuni
ty to vote on taking the Social Securi

ty trust fund off budget. This is

i

October18, 1990
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The public fully supported enact- which means we can reach the spendsimple measure with an all-importaxit
public purpose: to preserve the Integri- ment of hefty new Social Security Ing-reduction target even though the
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ty of the Social Security trust fund by
removing the huge Social Security surpluses from calculations of the budget
for purposes of Granim-Rudmaxi-HolUngs..

This amendment passed by a biparti-

san 20 to 1 vote in the Budget CommIttee 2 months ago. If signed into

law, It will move us one giant step
closer to exposing the true size and

cale of the Federal budget deficit and
ftttalnlng truth In budgeting. Unmasking the true deficit Is, In turn, the essential precondition for rallying public
8upport behind a meaningful effort to
reduce the deficit through significant
spending cuts and tax Increases. And,
ultimately, the only way to truly protect and preserve the Social Security
trust fund surpluses is to balance the

budget and, indeed, begin to run the
Government in the black.

The fact Is thatmore than half of
the annual Federal budget deficit Is
now hidden from public attention due
to accounting tricks and quirks. To il•

lustrate the problem, I would note
that on July 18, Office of Management
and Budget Director unveiled a reestimated, midyear fIscal 1991 deficit projection which he claimed to be $168.8
billion, excluding the megabllllons to
be spent on the S&L bailout. Mr. Darman's $168.9 billion figure depends on
two things. First, it depends on counting off budget upward to $100 billion

In S&L bailout spending

In

1991,

taxes in 1983 to ensure the retirement deficit doubles, yet we can still say we
program's long-term solvency and have made the hard choices and done
credibility. The promise was that our Job. I say this is all the more
today's huge surpluses would be set reason to protect Social Security by
safely aside in a trust fund to provide means of this amendmentWith all refor baby-boomer retirees in the next straints now gone, we have a special
obilgation now to safeguard the Social
century.
Well, look again. The Treasury is si- Security trust fund.
Mr. President, in our casual embezphoning off every dollar of the Social
Security surplus to meet current oper- zling from the trust fund, we have
ating expenses of the Government. By committed a gross breach of faith with
thus reducing the deficit, we mask the the American people. Social Security
true enormity of the Federal budget is perhaps the most successful social
crisis while creating the illusion that program ever enacted by the Federal
Congress and the administration are Government. Without question, it is
actually doing something about defi- the most effective antipoverty procits.
gram in history. Social Security is not
The hard fact is that, in the next charity or welfare. On the contrary, it
century, the Social Security system is a supplementary retirement fund
will find itself paying out vastly more that workers pay for with their hardin benefits than it is taking in through earned money.
payroll taxes. And the American
However, let's be under no Illusions
people will wake up to the reality that that this bill would put an end to the
those lOUs in the trust fund vault are ransacking of the Social Security trust
a 21st century version of Confederate fund. It does not. Trust fund surpluswar bonds.
es, which by law can be invested only
Of course, the Treasury would have in Government securities, will contin-

the option of raising taxes to repay ue to be spent to meet the operating
the astronomical sums we have bor- expenses of the Government. The only
rowed from the trust fund. But that way to prevent the trust fund moneys
would be a brazen rip-off of working
Americans, many of whom will be retirees obliged to pay a second time for
the benefits they have already earned.

On the other hand, if the Treasury
wimps out and chooses not to raise

taxes to reimburse the trust fund,

then there will be no alternative but
clusion Inasmuch as, under current to slash Social Security benefits. The
law, all future S&L spending will in most ilkely scenario is that Social Sewhich Is by no means a foregone con-

fact be counted on budget. Second, it cithty payments would be turned into

depends on counting on-budget the just another means-tested welfare pro.
huge Social Security trust fund sur- gram for the very poor, If you make

from being spent in this maimer is to
change the law to permit investment
of Social Security moneys in nongovernmental equity, a policy change I do
not now recommend. However, this
bill win indirectly act to safeguard the
Social Security trust fund by increasing the pressure to tackle the deficits
in a meaningful, dramatic way. After
all, there is one sure-fire way to protect the Social Security surpluses: balance the Federal budget.
Mr. President, I say it is time to stop
playing games with Bocial Security
and the Government's finances. It is

more than, say, $15000 per year, then
forget about collecting any Social Security benefits.
Any way you silce it, it is lousy time to use honest budget numbers
public policy to borrow massively from and to make honest budget choices. By
putting 8&L bailout expenses on- the Social Security trust fund with no all means, let us begin by putting
budget while putting the Social Secu- credible plan for reimbursement. Of Social Security tru'y in trust and tority surpluses off-budget, then we see course, the Immediate damage from tally of f budget.
that the true fiscal year 1991 deficit this approach is that it allows us to Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and
estimate is closer to $400 billion—more mask the true scale of the Federal nays on the amendment.
than two times bigger than Mr. Dar- budget deficit, thus making it easier The PRESIDING OFFICER. Isa
there a sufficient second? There Is
for us politicians to sit on our hands.
man's fanciful $168.8 billion.
Mr. President, in all the great jamNow, Mr. President, objection was sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
balaya of frauds surrounding the heard in the Budget Committee that
budget, surely the most reprehensible removing Social Security surpluses Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I
Is the systematic and total ransacking from the deficit calculations would yield 2 minutes to Senator hEINZ.
and then I will
of the Social Security trust fund in make the fIscal year 1991 Gramm- from Pennsylvania,
distinguished
Senator
the
to
yield
Rudman-Hollings
target
unreachable.
order to mask the true size of the deficft. As we all know, the Social Security Several Senators tssued apocalyptic from New York.
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. president, I ask
payroll tax has become a money ma- warnings that my bill would destroy
chine for the U.S. Treasury, generat- Oramm-Rudman-HoUings because it unanimous consent that Senator
ing fantastic revenue surpluses in does not provide for an extension of COATS and Senator KAsr be added
excess of the costs of the Social Secu- the Gramni.Rudman-Hollings deficit- as cosponsors of the amendment.
rity program. Excess Social Security reduction timetable. Yet, as a practical The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withtax revenues were $65 billion in 1990 matter, this issue is now moot. The out objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. president, I have
alone—boosted by yet another use in budget summft agreement, and now
the Social Security tax rate this past the House and Senate reconciliation spoken here on the floor about how
January 1. In fIscal year 1991, the sur- bills, have ended any hope or expecta- our addiction to deficit spending has
of misapproplus will be $73 billion. By 1993, the tion that we will balance the budget in gotten us into the habitSecurity
trust
annual Social Security surplus will the foreseeable future. Indeed, we no priating the Social
soar to $95 billion. The surplus will be longer even talk about deficit targets. funds, and its annual surpluses to
$484 billion over the 5 years of this Instead, we talk about endlessly fud- cover up and hide the truth about the
geable spending-reduction targets, real size of the Federal budget deficit.
bill.
plus. In other words, the game Is thIs:
Anything that decreases the deficit Is
counted on-budget, and anything that
Increases the deficit Is put off. Ilowev.
er, If we take the honest approach of
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I have shown, as these charts once gafeguard the whole loaf. We have of growth we need to guarantee a prosagain illustrate, how much faster our ikirted the challenge of true budget perous future for ourselves and our
national debt is growmg than what we reform for abnost a decade now, prereport as our deficits.
ferring to nickel and dime away our
In Just the Last 4 years—our irationa1 children's and grandchildren's future
debt has grown by some $376 billion In lleu of making some hard poiltical

children. The world economy is a com-

petitive place, and we have not been
keeping up with the competition.

1970, we have consistently run a
more than the deficits that we tell choices on spending and taxes. This Since
trade deficit. In 1988, our trade deficit
people ought to add up to our debt.

occurred despite a recommendation was $137 billion, money that flows
overseas to the benefit of foreign investors. These same investors then

Mr. President, the vote we are about from the Senate Finance Committee
to have Is more than a vote to stop to exclude all Social Security funds,
this annual game of deficit deception. both revenues and expenditures, from
This is a vote to demonstrate once and the calculation of the deficit.
for au this Chamber's commitment to
I ask now what should be a purely
inillons of aged and disabled Anieri- rhetorical question, that is: Are we
cans who depend on Sociai Security going to move ahead with real budget
for their retirement.
reform; or continue the political cow-

turn around and buy Treasury bills—

investing in Government debt—and we
wind up paying interest on the money

we lost overseas becaue of the trade

deficit. In 1989, $394 billion of our na-

debt was held by foreigners, and
This Is a vote to protect the Social ard's charade of blessing the budget tional
paid them $33 billion in interest
Security trust funds for future genera- with our right hand while we doctor we
tions who are now paying In.
the books with the left? I say it should alone, one-sixth of the total interest
This Is a vote to end the diversion of be rhetorical, but havthg asked it here paid on the national debt that year.
to blame for our failure to manSocial Security trust funds to a pur- and before numerous committees on Who's
pose for which they were never In- more occasions than I can—or care ufacture good quality, affordable mertended.
to—recount, I remain doubtful. We chandise in this country? Who has
Finally, this Is a vote for making have yet to move ahead, despite forced our manufacturing industries,
truth in budgeting the standard upon mounting evidenceS that through our once the envy of the world, to either
which Republicans and Democrats and lack of initiative, like the LillipuUans, shut down or open up factories overthe American people may and will rely we immobilize the mighty Gulliver pf seas? We. the Congress of the United
as we make the decisions we must for our economy with ever-lengthened States, have allowed our crucial heavy
Industries to suffer because we have
them.
lines of debt.
SOCIAL StCURITY ThUST FUND SURPLUsES
With each morning headline and continued to run tremendous deficits
Mr. President, later today we will be each nightly news report, the fiscal .and have allowed an unconscionable
presented with a leadership amend- quagmire this country is In deepens. Federal debt burden to accumulate.
ment. That amendment as contem- Although the final figure has not been The reason Japan exports so many
plated by the budget summit Ls deeply released, the Office of Management cars to the United States is not beflawed. It falls to remove the Social and Budget'g mid-session review pre- cause Japanese engineers are any
Security Trust Funds—the OASDI dicted that our fiscal year 1990 base- smarter than our engineers or that
Program and its finances as whole, line deficit was $218.5 blllion—$118.5 Japanese workers work any harder
from the budget and the budget proc- bUlion more than the Gramin- than our workers. Our workers are the
ess.
Rudnian-Hollings target and $94.7 bil- most productive in the world, but our
The Hethz-Hollings amendment we lion more than the deficit predicted by car manufacturers and other heavy in.
offer today will demonstrate once and the President's budget for fiscal year dustries lack one competitive advantage that Japan has: cheap capital.
for au this Chamber's commitment to 1991.
We are afready bent—and bent total- Capital is the life-blood of any indusmillions of aged and disabled Americans who depend on Social Security ly out of shape by the burden of this trialized nation, and Japan has plenty
benefits in retirement. It is an amend- debt. Last year's Interest payments of it. Why? Because the Japanese Govment designed as well to ensure that alone—over $180 bfflion—wlll not go to eriunent runs a budget surplus and
America regains its fiscal integrity and help the poor without health Insur- Japanese individuals and businesses
reenters the world market place as the ance, or to build roads, or to cancer re save and invest their capital in
engine of economic growth and oppor- 8earch or national defense or better growth-creating businesses. In the

tunity we want our country to be.

schools. Those dollars go to investors, 1980's, Japan and other industrialized

The amendment that Senator Hoi- bankers, and the wealthy here and
LNGS and I are proposing, would sepa- abroad. Mr. President, that $180 bilrate the Social Security surpluses, lion dedicated to interest on the na
cash and interest, from the deficit re- tional debt is more than the Federal
duction calculations, would protect the Oovernment plans to spend for farm
trust fund for future generations, end aid, housing, education, unemploythe practice of using these surpluses ment compensation, veterans' benefits.
to hide annual deficits, and reduce and the post office and highways—comhopefully eliminate the public debt bined. I repeat, combined.

nations have reduced their budget
deficits and are, in some cases, running

budget surpluses. In 1988, the Japanese ran a surplus representing 0.2
percent of Japanese gross domestic

product: our budget deficit was 2.1 percent of our gross domestic product. At

the same time, these countries have

increased net national savings. For excurrently held by corporations, Institu- There are times when a nation ample, from 1984 to 1987, the Japa
tions, and most of all and increasingly, might spend beyond income. Times nese net national savings rate was 17.4
foreign tnvestors.
when debt is an outcome of necessity. percent; for tke United States, the
This effort today is part of a larger There are times of financial famine, rate is 3.6 percent, almost five times
understanding—a thoroughgoing or- when extraordinary expenditures are less.
chestrated effort—to make truth In required to provide basic services. Or By running tremendous budget defi
budgeting the standard against which times of foreign conflict, when free- cits, we force the American GovernRepublicans and Democrats alike con- dom hangs on the ability to mobilize ment to borrow heavily in the private
alder a budget and every budget.
quickly and effectively. The debt we capital markets. This makes it more
This reconciliation bill came forth are &massing today comes from nei- expensive for our growth-producing
with a plan that included taking only ther, it Is driven simply by a political industries to attract the capital they
a part of Social Security out of the expediency whose guiding principle is need to invest in new plants and equip
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings deficit cal- not how to help our country but how ment or research and development. In
culations. It is a plan that only saves to get through the next election with the 1980's, U.S. short-term and longhalf a loaf. The other half—the large the greatest possible personal or parti- term interest rates have consistently
and growing interest payments that 8an success.
been almost twice as high as comparaSocial Security earns on Its Invest- Our failure to address the budget ble Japanese rates. Because American
ments—Is still missing. Mr. President deficit has cost us and will continue to industry is saddled with twice the inthe purpose of our axnendment s to cost us real economic growth, the 90Tt terest costs of Japanese industry, our
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productivity growth. has slowed while take a financial wlwd to tell us that Is a very important step. In fact, I proJapan's bad increased. In 1950, spending these reserves on todays posed the first bill that would both
Japan's rate of productivity growth bills does not bode well for tomorrow's reduce the payroll tax—and take
S 15780

Social Security out of the budget. My
bill—the Social Security Integrity and
Tax Reduction Act—would have reduced the PICA tax over 3 years, and
strengthen the trust fund by removing
may plead Innocent to malice afore- It from the deficit calculation. We are
thought, but must stand guilty of con- spending far more than we need for
scious deceit in present practice. We Social Security. Instead of using those
have wlUfull.y put off tough choices funds to mask the deficit, we ought to
and attempted to make ourselves look give them back to the small businesses
good by spending someone else's and working families who earned it. I
money—that of the American worker's commend all who have been involved.
today and that of our retirees of to- Mr. HOLLINGS. I thank the distinmorrow.
guished Senator from Wisconsin. I ask
We have dealt In half truths for too unanimous consent that he be added
long. We have dAmmed up the river of as a cosponsor.
future investment capital In an ocean
The PRESIDING OFFICER Withof debt. We have all but sucked dry out objection, It is so ordered.
the retirement security of generations
The Senator's time has expired.
In our thirst for new spending In an Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, we
era of drought of new revenues.
are willing to yield back the time on
It Is time for this administration and our side.
this Congress to acknowledge the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
whole truth of our budget crisis and to Senator's
time has expired.
build a bipartisan solution based on Mr. SANFORD.
Mr. President, In
that truth, This means, for starters,

was only 15.2 percent of ours; by 1988, retirees.
Congress didn't originally Intend to
It had Increased to 71.5 percent At this
rate, the Japanese economy will soon mislead or deceive the American
Produce as much work product per public when It enacted Grammworker as the United States economy; Rudman-Hollings, Mr. President, We

when that happens, It will be difficult

to catch up without a traumatic re-

structuring of our economy and trade
practices.

But the debt we face today Is not a
product of necessity, but of egregious
fiscal management, of inflated expec
tatlons—and yes, of our own Inability
to make difficult choices. It reflects a
laissez faire attitude toward the longterm economic well being and survival
of this Nation, when we ought to show
a determination to preserve the best of

what we have and build for yet a
better future. A case In point, Mr.

President, is that just 10 years from

now, depending on economic assumptions, as much as 40 percent of all non-

Social Security revenues will be required to make Interest payments on
debtalone.

That, Mr. President, Is the good that we remove the Social Security
news. The truth Is that Congress, by Trust Funds from all budget calculacounting the old-age, survivors and tions beginning with the fiscal year

disability income trust funds as part of 1991 budget,.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
general revenues, radically distorts the
actual financial health of this Nation Senator's time has expired.
by pretending that the money paid in Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield to the disby workers to Social Security will tinguished Senator from New York.
never be paid out. Just in fIscal year Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President,

1990 alone, this trick allowed us to earlier this year, the Senator from

pretend that our deficit was $59 billion Pennsylvania described what Is being
smaller than It actually was.
done with the Social Security trust
It Is Important to remember that the funds as embezzlement. I do not think

reserves accumulating in the trust he can use that word in the future If
fund are not just protection against a this amendment does not pass because

potential rainy day for Social Security. embezzlement will have become legal.
They are the actuarial projections set I have nothing more to say.
forth In 1983 program reforms for a Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, on
flood of retirees with the aging of the consideration of this particular matter
earlier this spring, the Budget Combaby boom in the next century.
As we know, these surpluses do not mittee voted, by a vote of 20 to 1, to
exist as real cash. They represent de- favorably report Calendar No. 812, 8.
posits to the U.S. Treasury which are 2999 by our distinguished chairman of
Immediately credited to the Social Se- the Budget Committee, Senator
curity trust funds. Since the U.S. SASSEB. It has been, as we said earlier,
Treasury has the use of the cash, they the work of a couple of years. I have
Immediately start paying interest on additional cosponsors who are coming
these balances. Similarly, the interest forward by the moment. I ask unaniis never transferred to the trust funds mous consent that Senator SANFoRD,
as cash, but is, like the original depos- Senator LEVIN, Senator Kaiuiy, Sena-

credited to the Social Security
trust fund accounts by the Treasury.
And, in turn, since the Treasury again
has the use of the cash they would
otherwise have -paid, interest Is earned
on the interest credited. While these
its.

are the realities of U.S. law, making
the U.S. Treasury our Government's
single payee and payor and handler of

cash, and the requirement the trust

funds always be Invested, the figures,
even If all only on paper, are no less

March 1988, when I introduced legisla-

tion to remove Social Security from
'the deficit calculations, most people

thought this was a radical notion. I am
delighted that attitudes about the mis-

using of Social Security trust funds

have changed, and I am proud to be an

original cosponsor of this Important

measure. Senators Hou.n4Gs', MoyruRAN'S, and HEINz's able leadership on
this Issue has helped generate nearly
unanimous support for It.
There are excellent reasons for protecting Social Security by removing it
from the Gramm-Rudman deficit calculations. This is a giant step forward,

but It falls short of getting us to an
honest accounting of the Federal

budget. The misuse of Social Security
reserves, Including Interest earned by

the trust funds, Is a significant and

rapidly growing part of the coverup.
However, removing Social Security
alone will not prevent the White
House and Congress from continuing
to conceal a significant part of annual

debt Increase, it simply reduces the

amount we can conceal. Another giant
step needed to prevent the creative ac-

counting of other Federal retirement

tor JYZF0P.Ds. Senator DEC0NcUU, Sen- programs and Interest earned by them.

ator SIMoN, Senator Risctz, Senator

During the past decade nearly $1

Bs.Di.sy, and Senator KASTaN be trillion of debt increase has been ex-

added as cosponsors of the particular eluded from our deficit calculations.
We have fooled the public Into believmeasure.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- ing that our annual deficits were declining while, all the time, our annual
out objection, it Is so ordered.
Mr. HOLLINOS. I yield to the Sena- debt Increases—our real deflcit.s—have
been climbing. This misleading of the
tor from Wisconsin.
Mr. KASTEN. I thank the Senator public must stop
from South Carolina for yielding. I A truly honest accounting of the
simply want to say that I would like to Federal budget requires the use of a

real. After all, the laws we make in be added as a cosponsor of this amend- deficit figure that fairly reflects
this body are only on paper. They are ment, and I congratulate and com- annual debt Increase. Redefining defimend people on all aides of this cit as such, without the use of any
no less real for that, either.
Since 1983, when we may have saved debate. We are not quite where Sena- Federal retirement programs, is our
the Social Security goose, we have sys- tor MoYNmu would want us to be, next giant step.
tematically proceeded to melt down and that Is to also reduce the PICA Mr. DOMENICL Mr. president, I
and pawn the golden egg. It doesn't tax. We might be there some day. This support taking Social Security out of
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the budget deficit calculation, and I
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, Mr. HOLUNGS. Mr. President, I
support the Helnz-Hollhigs.Moyrijhan may I note, not for the first time, no move to reconsider the vote by which

amendment. I want to protect the one rises to oppose these measures.

the amendment was agreed to.

tirees and the retirees of the next cen- t4me yielded back?
tury. But I have some concerns with Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, may I
the imendent we adopted today.
ask who Is controlling the time in Opposition?
TUZsT IS A )OOXJIico TRY
Interest payments to the Social Se- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
owity trust funds are paper transac- Senator from Tennessee would control
t&ons within the Government. No that time, unIes8 he favors the amendfunds are actually transferred, and ment.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I know
thePe Is no direct Impact on the
one who wishes to speak.
amount the Government must borrow ofInosee
the distinguished ranking
from private markets.
of the Budget Committee is
A Government surplus or deficit ia member
measured by transactions with the on the floor.

motion on the table.
The motion to Lay on the table was
agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If we
can have order in the Chamber so Sen.
ators can be heard.
The Senator from Idaho.
Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. President, I ask

8ocial Security system, for today's re-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is all

-

Mr. DOMENICI. I do not care to
public: The difference between re- speak.
I will put a statement in. Are
ceipts from the public and outlays to we out of
time?
the public. Interest payments that are
Mr. SASSER. No, we have time, I
merely bookkeeping entries within the aay
my friend from New Mexico.
Government do not In any way affect We to
simply
had no one who wished to
the amount of funds paid to or re- speak, which
Ia a rare occjirrence on
ceived from the public. As a result, this floor.
keeping interest on-budget In no way..
masks the deficit.

fltTtIsT OFT-BUDGET MEANS MORZ DmCIT
REDUCTION

Mr. DOMENICI. That Is rare. I will

Just put a statement in explaining
what I think this does ultimatley in
terms of deficits, and the need for ad-

The Issues Involved with taking ditional revenues and/or budget cuts.
Social Security, including Interest, out
Mr. SASSER. I thank the Senator
of the budget deficit are not as simple, from New Mexico.
or painless, as they seem, or as the
Mr. President, we yield all time in
sponsors of this measure have suggest- opposition.
ed.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All

If we take interest off-budget, then time is yielded back. There being no
we have to come up with more deficit further debate, the question Is on
reduction. And that means only one of .greeing to the amendment. The yeas

two things: More taxes or more spend- and nays have been ordered. The clerk
ing cuts.
will call the roll.
And I note that the amendment The assistant legislative clerk called
&dopted today does not in any way ac- the roll.
The result was announced, yeas 98,
knowledge that we have to get additional deficit reduction: The budget nays 2, as follows:
targets are not revised nor Is Gramxn(RoUcall Vote No. 283 Leg.)
Rudman-Holllngs extended to ensure
a balanced non-Social Security budget.
Powler
McClure
We will face a 1992 sequesteir cut of Adams
AkLk,.
Oarn
McConxeU
about $27 bilion simply because we de- B&UCU
Olenn
Mettenbaum

cided to take interest out of the

Bentaen
Biden

Oore

Rudman-RoUings targets.

Bingimin

Oip.ham

budget without revising the Gramxn-

We should consider whether or not
we want the American people to make
&ddltional sacrifices—more spending

cuts or more taxes—so that we can

claim we have taken these paper
transactions out of the deficit.

Given the difficulty we are having
with the current budget, Fm not sure

Bond

Boren

Bo.chwlts
Br.d1ey

Bretux
Brytn

Bumpers
BUjdCk

Burn.
Byrd

Ch&fee

we can agree on more deficit reduction Costi
at this time. But in any event, exclud- Cochyin
Cohen
ing the cash Social Security 8urpluses Conr&d
from the deficit captures two-thirds of CTaniton
the total surpluses going to Social Se- D'AmI*O
Dar&forth
curity over the next 5 years.
Dsachle

Mr. REINZ. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent the Senator from
Maine (Mr. Coni] be added as a co-

DeConctnl
D4xon

Dodd
Dole

iponsor.
Doinenlct
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- Durenberter
axon
out objection, it Is so ordered.
Ford
Mr. HOLLINGS. We yield back our
time and ask for the call of the roU.
.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time In opposition?
The Senator from New York..

Armitiong

Oorton

Mikuiski
MIttheU
Moyithan

Ortaaley
Harkln

Murkowaki
Nicklea
Nunn

R&tch
R&tfleld
RefUn

Psckwood
PeU

Helmi
Boulnga
Humphrey

Reid
Riegle

Heinz

!nouye

Jeffordi
.lohn.ton
Kawbtum
Kiaten
Kennedy

Keney
KerTy

Kohl

Lautenberg

lesby
L.evtn

Uebetni&n
LOU
IAagaz

Mack
McOain

Preuler
Pryor
Robb

Rockefeuer

Roth

Rudzn&n

&.nford

8srbsnes

Su.er

Shelby

8mon
Simpson
Bpecter
8tevens
Bymmu

Thurmond
Warner

Wilion
Wlrth

NAYS—2
wallop

So, the amendment (No. 3033) was
igreed to.

Mr. 8ASSER. I move to lay that

unanimous consent to be listed as an
original cosponsor of the amendment
Just agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With.
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AiDMnrr NO. 1435

(Purpose: To reinstate the $75 Medicare
part B deductible and to impose a surtax
on income over $1,000,000

Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, I send
an amendment to the desk and ask for
its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Iowa (Mr. HAaKUI], for
hImSeII. Mr.Rim.x, Mr. SIMON, Mr. BRYAN.
Ms. Mxxm.azi, Mr. KENNEDY, Mr. A.xx.s.
Mr. RATTIELD. Mr. DzCoNcxpn. Mr. GwiAM,

and Mr. ADAMS, proposes an amendment
numbered 3035.

Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it Is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
Strike section 6162 and insert the follow-

ing new section:

SEC. 5152. SUWrAX ON INDIVWUALS WITH INCOMES

OVER $1000000.

(a) OZEERAJ. Rvta.—Subchapter A of

chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of

1986 (relatIng to determination of tax liability) is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new part
"PART V111—$URTAX ON INDIVIDUALS
WITH INCOMES OVER $1,000,000

"Sec. 595. Surtax on sectIon 1 tax.
"Sec. 59C. Surtax oo minimum tax.
"Sec. SOD. Spedal rules.
"SZC. 0$. 8LTAX O$I SECTION 1 TAX.

In the case of an Individual who has tax-

ab8e income for the taxable year In excesa of

$1,000,000, the amount of the tax imposed
under aecUon 1 for such taxable year shall
be incs-eased by 18 percent of the amount
which bears the as.me ratio to the tax imposed under sectIon 1 (determined without
regard to this section) as—

'(1) the amount by which the taxable

Income of such Individual for such taxable
year exceeds $1,000,000, bears to

'(2) the total amount of such Individual's

taxable lne for such taxable

year.

Ssa. oc. SUrTAX 014 MINIMUM TAX.

1n e of an individual who has alternathe minimum taxable income for the taxable year In cess of $1,000,000, the
amount of the tentative minimum tax deter-

mined under sectIon 55 for such taxable
3'ear shall be Increased by 18 percent of the

amount which bears the same ratio to the
Imount of ich tentative minimum tax (determined without regard to this section)

as-

"(1) the amount by which the alternative
minimum taxable Income of such taxpayer

(or the taxable year exceeds $1,000,000,

bears to
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of such taxpayer's
Our amendment Is supported by the hardest. Those most unable to pay
alternative minimum taxable Income for most of the major groups representing are asked to pay more.
such taxable ar.
Mr. President, on the other end of
older Americans and American work-

S 15786
(2) the total amount

'8EC. UD. SPECIAL.

ers including: Families USA. the National Council of Senior Citizens, the
TRUSTS—For Purposes of this part, the term AFL-CIO, the United Autoworkers,
lndlvldual' includes sy te or rut
the National Committee to Preserve
ibIe under section 1.
ThE&

'(ft) 8URTAX To APPLY TO ESTATES AID

the spectrum, there is group of Ameri-

cans which has gotten off over the
past decade with not paying 4ts fair
share. We raise the funds to reduce

Social Security and Medicare, National the burden on the.elderly sick by proCouncil on the Aging, and the Older viding a Burcharge on the super rich—
IflETied individual (within the mean1n of Women'B League.
on the taxes they pay on their income
Mr. President, our amendment Is over a million dollars a year. This
ectlon 7703) filIng a eeparate return for U12

"(b) Tiinw,r

Fn.INO SARATI RZTURNS.—In the

of

taxable ye&r, sections 59B and 59C shall be about fairness. Older Americans are small group of millionaires, decainilapplied by substituting $500,000' for a]ready overburdened with high lionaires and billionaires has benefited

11,000,000'.
"(c) COORDINATION WITH OTHER PROm
sioiis.—Tne provisions of this PYt—

health care costs. As this chart clearly the most from the tax policy of the
shows, over the past decade, the elder- past decade. As this chart clearly
have been forced to pay more and shows, over the past decade, the rich"(1) shall be applied after the application ly
more out of their own pockets for the est of the rich have gotten richer and
of eection 1(j), but
"(2) before the application of any other health care they need. Their out-of- at the same time have paid dramaticalprovision of this title which refers to the pocket costs have more than tripled ly less in taxes. The top 1 percent of
Imount of tax Imposed by 8ection 1 or ss u since 1977, leaping from $712 to $2,394 American earners have nearly doubled
the case may be."
in 1988. Because increases in the cost
(b) Cizaxcu. A nawr.—The table of of medical care have outpaced in- their real income since 1977, rIsing
parts for 8ubchapter A of chapter 1 of such creases in Social Security benefits, some 96.2 percent—96.2 percent. Over
Code Is amended by adding at the end the Benlors are now forced to spend a the same period, their tax rate has defoUowLr new Item.
larger percentage of their incomes on creased 23.2 percent.
This other chart dramatically shows
'Part VIII. Surtax on thdivlduals with In- needed health care than they did
comes over $1,000,000.".

before Medicare was established. As the unfair drop in the richest of the

(c) ErxcrTvE DAn.—The amendments this chart indicates, while seniors rich's share of the tax burden. While
made by this section shall apply to taxable spent about 15 percent of their budget middle income Mnericans will pay $8.4
years beginning after December 31, 1990.
on medical care in 1965, the year Med- billion more in total taxes this year

Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, how Icare was enacted, they are spending than If the effective tax rate was what

much time do I have?

over 18 percent of their incomes today. It was in 1977, the richest 1 percent of

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Our senior citizens are being saddled Americans will pay $39 billion less.

Senator is entitled to 5½ mInutes with an ever-increasing burden of
under the prvIous order.
health care costs; most are already
Mr. DOMENICI. I wonder if the dls- paying more than they can afford.
tinguished Senator will permit me to Let's take a look at a typical older
make a request so that somebody will American—an elderly widow living
manage the bill in my stead.
alone. She's 75, just lost her husband
Mr. HARKIN. Not on my time. I of 50 years and is just starting to have
don't have much.
some increased medical needs. In Iowa,
Mr. DOMENICI. Not the Senator's the average widow receives $526 a
time. I designate Senator DAN?oR of month in Social Security benefits and
Missouri to manage the time and the has little other source of support besubject matter on our side.
sides this. She stretches every dollar
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- to make ends meet, carefully planning
out objection, it is so ordered. The out a budget for food, utilities, medical
Senator from Iowa (Mr. HAixrw] may care and other necessities down to the
proceed for 5½ mInutes under the pre- dollar. Yet, because of rising heating
vious order.
costs and several trips to the doctor,

Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, I am she is having to cut back on other neoffering this amendment on behalf of cessities even further. To this elderly
myself and Senator Ruci. as well as widow, the $75 increase in the deductiSenators SIMON, ADAIs, BRY#J1, Mi- ble before Medicare starts to help pay

her doctor bills, would mean the
DEC0NcINI, and Giwi.
Choice between going to the doctor
Mr. President, our amendment Is when she's sick or buying the food she
very simple and straightforward. It needs. For her, $75 is more than 2
KULSKI, KZNNEDY, AKAKA, HATFIELD,

would ease the burden in this package weeks worth of groceries or a month's•
on the elderly sick and ask the richest worth of needed medications. For her,
of the rich to pay a fairer share. Spe- and literally millions of older Amencifically, It would elinilnate the dou- cans like her, our cold budget numbers
bling of the Medicare part B deducti- can mean the difference between
ble from $75 to $150 called for in the making it and not.
bill and replace those revenues with The woman I described Is fairly typi-

that derived from Imposing a sur- cal. The average older Iowan living
charge of 18 percent on the income alone has an income of $9,000 a year
tax paid on taxable thcome over $1 or $750 a month. For about two-thirds

Mr. President, our amendment is not
even talking about all of those in the
top 1 percent. The average person in
the top 1 percent of income doesn't

make hail of what he or she would
need to make to be touched by this
amendment. Although the average
person in the top 1 percent of income

in our country makes $549,000 per
year, after tax breaks allowed under
the Tax Code, such a person has a taxable income of a mere $400,000, less
than half the income level required to
be touched by our amendment. We are

talking about the superrich—those
who earn, alter all of their deductions,

exclusions, and other benefits and

loopholes that their account.a.nt can
find, more than $1 million in a single

year. And we are talking about increasing their effective tax rate on
income over a million from 28 percent

to about 33 percent. Let's take a look
at some of the people our amendment

would affect and how it will affect
them.

Who are we talking about taxing?
One group is top executives of major
companies.

Some make more than $10 million

per year. Their families live on at least
$200,000 per week.

And they include:

The head of Reebok International,

million * year. This would mean a tax of older Iowans, their monthly Social who had a total salary and compensarate of 33 percent on taxable income Security check—which average $560— tion from the company of $14.606,000
over $1 million a year.
Is their main source of Income. The in- in 1989. Now, we are not talking about
-

The basic elements of our amend- creased Medicare payments called for
ment were adopted by the House. 8 in the reconciliation bill would effecwhat we are proposing is nothing new. tively cut the average older AmenIn fact, our amendment results in an can's Social Security cost of living adeffective tax rate of 2.6 percent less on justment by more than half. And the
this Income than the bill passed by the deductible increase In particular hits
House.
the sickest and poorest senior citizens

any dditiona1 income on his outside
investments, just salary and compensation and stock from that company.
That is $280,000 per week;

The head of BHC Industries, with

salary

and

$13,687,000;

compensation

of
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The head of Preeport-McMoran,
with $13,517,000 In salary and compensation; and
The head of Coca-Cola, with

$10,814,000 In salary and compensation,

Will this tax mean that they don't
buy a spare $10,000 watch? Perhaps.
But, I think that is better than some
elderly citizens cutting back on heat In
the winter and a good breakfast In the
morning. We have a chance to Choose
and I believe that the very rich,
making a million dollars a year ithould

pay more and the elderly sick should
have a smaller portion of the burden.
The wealthiest Americans are those
billionaires in our country, people

as a matter of fact, I am very proud of
How much time do I have remaining
my four charts. They go to the ques Mr. President?
tion of the cost of health care, which The asmmo OFFICER. The
Is the basic problem that is before us, Senator has 54 seconds remaining.
and it is going to be before us for a
Mr. DANFORTH. I yield that to the
long time to come.
Senator from Minnesota.
Mr. President, the first chart shows
Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. Presithe average annual growth of Federal dent, I rile to speak to another controoutlays in various components of the versial md frequently misunderstood
various budgets by the decade begin- area, the Medicare Program. You have
ning in the 1970"s. As you can see, Mr. all probzbly heard budget-related conPresident, the orange bar, which Is cerns expressed by your aged constituhealth care, grew in the 1970's 15.9 ents over alleged cuts in the Medicare
percent, compared to a total growth of Program. Unfortunately, the term
Federal spending of 11.7- percent. In 1'cuts" as the average person underthe 1980's, health care grew at 10.5 stands it and as budgeteers use it are
percent, exceeded only by interest on two different things. When we talk
the national debt, 10.5, compared to a Inside the Beltway about cuts in Meditotal growth in Federal spending an- care we mean reductions in increases

whose assets are in excess of $1 billion,
not million, billion.
of 7.7.
These are people whose incomes are nually
Projected by the Congressional
usually in exce of $100 million per Budget
Office for the first 5 years of
year.
the 1990's, health care, which is the

I believe these individuals can be
asked to contribute a little more in
order to hold down costs for the elderly. Instead of having elderly people

orange bar here, 10.9 percent; aecond

1w Social Security, 6.3 percent; total in-

crease, 4.7 percent. This is the prob-

making $11,000 per year pay more for lem of the Federa] budget in general.
Now, Mr. President, a very interest-

Medicare.

These bililonatres, on average, are big chart indicating that by the year
making $11,000 per hour. Can they 2007, Medicare will become the largest
afford to pay an extra 5 percent? I single item in the Federal budget,
passing Social Security in the year
think that they can.
I don't think this is going to pinch 2007, passing national defense a few
thetr lifestyles unduly.

So Mr. President, this amendment
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years before that.

in area iuch as provider payments,

not reductions in benefits or services.
This Is poorly understood outside of
Washington and has raised fa'se
alarms among our older citizens who
fear wrongly that we are retrenching
on our commitment to the Medicare
Program. The fact Is we are taking im•
portant steps to sustain the future vla•
bility of the program. The truly unfor-

tunate aspect of this is that these
needed policy changes have to be done
on the annual budget bill, which

causes them to get caught up in deficit

reduction rhetoric, rather than being

The third chart. The question is,. evaluated on their own merits.

just asks for a little more fairness. how fast are deductibles rising? The For Instance, the Finance CommitPlain and simple. It says that those first deductible in 1965, when we first tee package takes serious 8teps to conwho have benefited the most over the
past decade should be asked to pay a
little bit more so that the elderly sick
can get a little relief.
Now some may argue, Well, older

people need to pay their fair share.
They should pay something toward

deficit reduction. First, the elderly are
not exempted from all of the Increases
called for in this bill. There's no age 65

cutoff on the gas tax. They pay just
like everyone e'se. Second, the fact is
that even without the higher deductible on Part B, seniors would still be

had Medicare, was $50. the present de.
ductible is $75. The Finance Committee's bill would increase it to $150. If
we had indexed for inflation, the Consumer Price Index, the original $50 deductible in 1965 would increase not to
$150 under this bill, but to $225. If we
indexed U for the medical consumer
price index, the deductible would not
be $150 under this bill but $275. The
deductible increase has far from kept
up with inflation much less medical inflation.
-

The

strain.aggregate spending increases for
hospital and physician services,, while
Improving reimbursement and access

to primary care, community health

centers and the services of health pro.
fessionais practicing in rural areas. We
aLso took Initiatives to correct inequities in how certain classes of providers
are treated under the program and to
give beneficiaries greater protection

with respect to how certain benefits

are administered. These include phas11w out unsupportable differentials in

final chart. Over the next 5 prospective payments to rural and

paying about $10 billion more in Medi• years, which is the period that we are urban hospitals; eliminating the arbi•
care costs over the next 5 years than talking about in this budget, the entire trary 210-day limit on hospice benefits
they would under current law. They pie here Is the total increase projected for the terminally Ill; authorizing assi-

will see their• premiums and copay- cost of Medicare. Under what we are tance in the home for certain endments rise. The elderly are already talking about in this legislation, a atage renal disease beneficiaries on
paying more than thetr fair share. total of $20.9 billion will be paid for by home dialysis. The list of ImproveLet's not add to thetr burdens.
the elderly. Part of that Is the deducti- ments is extensive.
Mr. President. How much time do I ble in part A, part of it Is the deductiFurther, a number of us collaborathave remaining?
ble and the coinsurance and the pre- ed on the first major reform in a
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The miuins in part B. The total increase in decade of standards regulating the
Senator has 42 seconds remaining.
the health care costs to the benefici- sale to beneficiaries of private insur•
Mr. R.ARKIN. Senator HATFIELD aries over this 5-year period of time is ance benefits that are supplementary
wished to speak on this. I reserve the $20.9 billion, but the total cost to ev to Medicare. These are widely known
remainder of my time.
erybody else, that is, the people on the as Medigap policies. Or proposals will
The PRESIDING OmCER. Under work force who are paying the payroll help make sure that beneficiaries rethe previous order the Senator from tax and the Treasury, under part B is ceive better value when they purchase
Missouri (Mr. DMIFORTE) is recognized $73.5 billion.
wrap-around policies, and be better
with 54 minutes under his control.
Now, the point that is made by the able to make valid price and benefit
Mr. DANPORTH. Mr. President, advocates of this amendment is that comparisons. We also worked to adcharts have blossomed on the floor of tbi green slice of the total pie is too dress problems plaguing the prepaid
the Senate. A chart is your passport to larde. They want to reduce, maybe cut health care contracting progran in
get on the floor these days, and I am in hail, this green slice of the pie. I order to Improve the availability of
not going to be outdone by anybody. I think that this is a pretty fair deal for managed care options for Medicare
have 544 minutes to talk about four the beneficiaries under Medicare, and beneficiaries.
charts. But I thtnk that the four I think the real problem we have to Un.fortunatel,y, these substantial succharts are very, very Illuminating and, deal with is the cost of Medicare.
cesses have been virtually obliterated
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by debate over budget summit propos- what has happened. Since 1965, part B
us that Would Impose higher cost- spending per enrollee has Increased a
8harlng on beneficiaries. Turning to whopping 1,370 percent. The premium
the major Issue of beneficiary contri- Increases have lagged behind considerbutions to the program, I have ably In real terms, gTowlng only 850

October 18, 1990

Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum and ask
unanimous consent that the time not
be charged against the Senator from
Iowa.

thought long and Iwd about what I percent. The deductible has grown The PRESIDING OFTICER. Withthink is appropriate and equitable in only 50 percent. Let me highlight out objection, it is so ordered. The ab-

the areas of premiums, deductibles
and copayments. But first, a little history is in order. Since its inception in
1966, the Medicare Program has been
divided into two parts—one mandatory

what this reaily means. If the deducti- sence of a quorum having been sugble had kept pace in vaiue with that of gested, the clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to
the benefit, it would now be nearly
nine times higher than ft 1z or $736, call the roll.
not $75. If the premium had kept Mr. BASSER. Mr. President, I ask

.nd one voluntary. The mandatory pace, it would be over $700 a year, not unanimous consent that the order for
pert Is part A or the hospital insur- $343.
the quorum call be rescinded.
snce benefit. This is financed through
The PRESIDING OFFICER. WithIf we acted now In accordance with
payroll taxes on current workers. In what the founders of the Medicare out objection, it Is so ordered.
1989, 136 million workers contributed

Program thought was fair and reason- Mr. SASSER. I yield to the SenAtor
able, these are the kinds of numbers from Iowa.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
we would be talking about. But, we are
not. Instead, we are proposing truly Senator from Iowa (Mr. HARKilI) is
increases by setting the premi- recognized for 42 seconds.
derstand that no significant changes modest
Mr. FOWLER. Mr. President, may
um
contribution
at 25 percent axid by
to part A were proposed as part of the raising the deductible
we have order?
to
$150.
In
my
budget summit agreement, nor in the mind, these are not deficit reduction
The PRESIDING OFFICER. SenaSenate package.
tors are urged to carry on their conchanges,
but
legitimate
changes
that
However, changes were proposed to
entirely consistent with the origi- versations In the cloakroom or off the
part B or the supplementary medical are
intent and structure of the Medi- floor so the Senator may be heard.
Insurance portion of the Medicare Pro- nal
Mr. HARKIN. Let me state for the
care
gram. This is the part that protects It isProgram.
record,
the last thing I want to do is
also
important
to
keep
In
mind
against the cost of doctors and other that as a group, the elderly have expe- cause anyone
discomfort here on
types of medical bills. Enrollment In rienced the greatest gaIns in real the floor or putany
anyone in any bad popart B is voluntary and purchase of income—about a 14-percent rise—over sition or situation.
But I must say I
the coverage is analogous to purchase
very strongly about this. I feel
of yearly, renewable term Insurance. It the last decade. Despite this, there are feel
is a popular program—In 1989, 32 mU- many aged people who live on very low this is an amendment that reauly
lion beneficiaries were enrolled or over Incomes. Therefore, we hnve improved speaks for itself and one which, I beprotection for beneficiaries at or below lieve, can give direction or guidance to
98 percent of the eligible population.
Part B is financed from premiumsthe poverty line for whom even these the conferees and one which I believe
paid by the aged, disabled and chronic modest increases are difficult. Over has the support of the largest crossrenal disease enrollees and from the the past few years, we have used the section of the American populous. If I
general revenues. The hybrid financ- Medicaid Program as a vehicle for pro- did not believe so, I would not have ofing makes it an odd specimen, part tecting what are known a qualified fered the amendment in good faith.
But I do believe this is something
Bocia] Insurance and part private in- Medicare beneficiaries through the
surance. But make no mistake, it is concept of the Medicare buy-In. Under that this body ought to speak on very
I hope Senators can support it
Just as subject to the pressures of this program, the Federal Government loudly.
health care Inflation as any private in. and the States share in the costs of re- because it does speak about basic fairsumnce package. The premium rate is lieving low-income beneficiaries of ness and equality in our society.
Mr. RIEGLE. Mr. President, I am
derived annually based upon projected their Medicare cost-hartng liabilities.
part B costs for the coming year. Mr. President, I congratulate my col- very concerned about the impact of
Originally, the premium was set to league, Senator DoRm. not for his Medicare cuts on senior citizens and
cover one-half of the costs of the pro- colorful presentation, but for his sense disabled persons. The total Medicare
gram for the aged. Subsequent law of realism. We are not doing a deducti- cuts are $51 billion over 5 years. The
changes linked increases in the premi- ble on medicare here to cut the deficit. Senate Finance Committee package
um to the percentage by which h We are doing a deductible on Medicare has $34 billion in cuts to providers. In
benefits were Increased under the because it is the only time we can do addition, this package takes $17 billion
COLA provisions of the Social Securi- Medicare. This the only time we can directly out of the pocket's of beneficity Program. As a resu't of this formu- Improve the Medicare Program for the aries by raising the part B deductible
for doctor bills to $150 per year, an inla, premium income, which originally 33 millIon elderly in America.
financed half of the costs of part B The reality of those charts show us crease of $75; maintaining the part B
has seriously declined to less than 25 that, while the percentage of the $75 premium at 25 percent of program
percent of totai program Income. The deductible has remained the same for costs; and imposing a 20.percent coincurrent premium is $28.60 a month or 14 years for 33 million elderly, it has surance for labs fees.
One of the most problematic Medigone up by almost 1000 percent, on
$343.20 a year.
the part B
In addition, beneficiarle8 have to the average, for au working Ameri- care cuts is the increase inbeneficiaries
meet a deductible of $75.00. This de- cans. We are just trying to make this - deductible. Medicare
ductible has changed only once (from ax insurance program which it is sup- would have to pay $150 out of their
*50 to $75) in 25 years! How many pri- posed to reflect some of the realities own pockets before Medicare would
vate Insurance packages can make the and to protect the elderly of America pay for their doctor bills. This is twice
current level of $75 a year.
same claim? I would bet none, n this from the usual deductibles that you theIncrea.sing
the part B deductible
era of rising health care costs and in. see in au other health Insurance plans.
creased cot-shar1ng by Insureds. In So I urge opposition to this amend- hurts only those Medicare beneficiaries who are sick and require health
fact, according to the U.S. Department ment. I am in favor of tabling it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The care, seventy-five percent of seniors
of Labor, over 30 percent of employees
covered under employer-based health Chair informs the Senator from Mis- are expected to pay the full deductible
benefit plans had deductibles greater souri that the time allocated to him every year because of their immediate
health care needs. It takes needed outhas expired.
than $150.
income away from our NaBut let us return to the Medicare The Senator from Iowa has 2 sec- of-pocket
tion's sick seniors and disabled people
ProgTam and look more closely at onds remaining under this control.
$68.4 billion In payroll taxes to the HI
trust fund. This financed $60.8 billion
In hospital services for 33 million eligible beneficiaries. It is important to un-
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In the same way as a Cut in the Social benefit. If these provisions are en- total confiscation of all of the wealth
Security COLA.
acted, It will be even more critical that of all of the people earning more than

Our proposal would eliminate the In- we enact Medigap consumer protection provisions that the Finance Committee has been developing.
The Finance package includes provi-

crease In the part B deductible. This
would be offset by Imposing a small
surtax on taxable Income over $1 mil
lion a year, making this amendment
budget neutral. The amendment
would reduce the Medicare cuts by

sions to prevent fraud and abuse In

$100,000 would run the country for
about 4½ months. Let's here make a
more relevant comparison, directly
pertaining to the proposal presented
by the Senator from Iowa. That proposal Is to apply a 10 percent surtax
on taxable income over $1 million.
Why stop there? Why not just take It

the Medigap supplemental health insurance market. It prohibits the sale
$6.2 billion over 5 years.
of policies that duplicate benefits and
The Medicare Program has been cut provides stronger enforcement mecha- iii if that Is the problem?
more than any single domestic pro- flISTfl than currently exist. A provision Let's take a look at that: Let's take
gram in recent years. Changes to Med I authored to simplify the Medigap In- all of the money of those eVil millionIcare enacted over the past 6 years are surance market is also included. Sim- aires, and multiply
our surcharge
projected to be almost $12 billion. Ad- pllflcatlon would result in standard alditional excessive cuts In Medicare will ternatives across States so seniors can Intake tenfold; instead of $1.6 billion,
undermine the system, reducing qual- compare policies and get the most we'll take all of that money in excess
ity of care and potentially limiting the value for their money. Currently, of an income of $1 million and bring In
availability of health care to people.
there are hundreds of competing, non- $16 billion and that assumes, of
A $15 per year increase in the part B Identical policies which consumers course, that nothing changes that
deductible will adversely affect sen- cannot evaluate. My provision simpli- • even though we're going to take all of
iors, and particularly low-income per- fies a confusing and complicated that money past $1 million, all of
those people will continue to work and
sons. The projected average yearly system.
Social Security COLA increase Is
Mr. President, we are substituting earn just as they are expected to
about $325. The part B deductible In- for these cuts a surcharge that would now—hardly realistic. What a joke.
So how far have we then come?
crease translates to an over 20 percent raise the bracket for taxpayers with

COLA cut for a person paying the full taxable incomes above $1 million. It Have we paid off our debt? Not exactdeductible. Congress would not be able would create a new marginal tax rate ly. We would have enough revenue to
to get enacted a COLA cut of that for these individuals of only 33 per- run the Government for 21 days—3
degree. As I stated earlier, 75 percent cent. As you can see, the tax rate on weeks. So hear that? That is not going
of seniors are expected to pay the full those earning more than $1 million is to help us avoid having to make those
deductible of $150 per year.
stIll 3 percent below the 36.3 percent tough choices In other parts of the
The cost to the average senior citi- amount in the House bill as a result of budget.
jf we really intend to get the deficit
sen under the Medicare part B pro- their Imposition of a surcharge.
gram has been growing over the last
This proposal is more like bursting under control, we are going to have to
20 years. Seniors already lose part of the bubble, but at $1 million. The face facts about where our money is
their Social Security benefit to high wording in this amendment with re- going—48 percent of our spending is
Medicare costs. The current total out- apect to whom the surcharge would now going into some form of entitleof-pocket costs for seniors—.$803 a apply Is the same as that contained in ments—.and that share is rising rapidyear—is greater than an averag the House reconciliation bill, Individ- ly.
monthly Social Security check of $600. uals, estates, and those subject to the
I want that so clearly understood
This reduces the average total Social alternative minimum tax (AMTI that is where the money is. And—and
Security benefit by 11 percent a year. would be treated as in the House bilL this is crucial—that spending all has
Social Security is the major source of In the name of fairness and equity, increases built right into the law.
income for the majority of seniors in this amendment should be passed. Prior to the budget summit, the Federthis country. Social Security provides Some say that this amendment sticks al Government planned to increase Its
over one-half of total income for 61 It to the rich. This represents a slight spending on Medicare at a rate of 11.6
percent of beneficiaries and contrib- and modest tax increase on the percent per year. The summit agreeutes almost all of the income, 90 per- wealthiest people in our society and ment would have trimmed that to 10
cent or more, for one-fourth of Medi- reduces the burden placed on many In percent.
care beneficiaries.
our society who can least afford cuts Only in Washington is a 10-percent
Low4ncome people will be more ad- in. Medicare.
increase In annual spending called a
versely affected by these cuts. They Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I feel cut. But we do call It a cut and so the
are more likely to rely on Social Secu- compelled to rise and detail my opposi- media has a field day, blasting our vicrity. In the finance bill, we accelerate tion to this proposal—even though I timization of the elderly and demandMedicaid coverage for those below know that It is undoubtedly one big Ing that the rich pay their fair share
poverty by 1 year and give States the political winner, because I want It so that that does not have to happen.
option to cover seniors with incomes known exactly what we're talking But something does have to happen-up to 125 percent of the poverty line. about here. On the surface, what there are rich elderly, too—and they
This option is not enough. Only could make more sense than some- now can have 15 percent of their Med.
210,000 near poor seniors are antic!-. thing like this: "Tax the rich. They've Icare payments subsidized by Joe—and
pated to receive benefits. There are, • got the money, those rotten bums. Josle—Slx Pack. Forget taxing the
however, 2.3 million near poor seniors They can bail us out of our predica- rich—some of that money is paying
with incomes above poverty but less ment. Why should any of the rest of the rich. You cannot balance a budget
than 125 percent of the poverty level. us suffer?"
by refusing to touch spending which is
The House requires Medicaid cover- There is a very inescapable reason going up at twice the rate of Inflation.
age, with full Federal financing, for w'hy the rest of us are going to have to No amount of taxation can keep up
low-income seniors with incomes up to suffer, and It Is called the national with that. You can't stay even, much
125 percent of the poverty level. I debt. Has anyone missed that point? less achieve deficit reduction.
fully expect us in the Senate-House Remember that It is 3½ trillion bucks Olven that situation It is absolutely
conference to come out with greater that we have to repay; $196 billion in amazing that entitlements were shelprotections for this especially vulnera- Interest Is what we expect to pay in tered to the degree that they were In
ble group.
this coming fiscal year alone.
the budget summit, they accounted
Mr. President, these increased MediDoes anyone here actually believe for only 23.8 percent of the deficit recare costs will also lead to Increased that the Nation's problem is solely one duction, despite being 48 percent of
Medigap premiums for the majority of of Insufficient taxation of the rich? I our current spending—and that, I
seniors who purchase Medigap insur- have been down here before with all of remind my colleagues, would have
ances to supplement their Medicare the facts and figures showing that only been a $119 billion savings from
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planned Increases—not a cut In any proved that by returning my pay in- cation, housing and the homeless, and
bonest sense.
aesses every year to the U.S. Treas- crime and drug abuse.

This Is what we have before us on ury, over $20,000 in this year alone. I

In my view, the reconciliation pack-

Medlcare—$49 billion In savings over 5 write that check personally and It goes age places needless restrictions on our

ears—and $32 billion of that Is com- right back Into the T!euury of the ability to meet these challenges. For
pletely In the area of reductions to U.S. Government.
the next3 years, It puts separate caps
health.care providers—not to recipiThe people right here on this floor on the amount of funds that can be al.
ents. Cuts pertaining to beneficiaries of the Senate complaining about the located for each of the three broad
make up only $17 billion of that rich are being paid $98,400 every year categories of discretionary spending—
amount—slightly more than one-third. by—yes—none other than Joe and defense, foreign aid, and domestic proHow would beneficiaries actually be Josle Six Pack. How many of those grams. If we want to fund amajor new
stfected? Part B premiums now stand people out there in the real world do Initiative, we must reduce some other
to go up by an amount of—zero in you think are earning $98,400 a year? program within the same category.
1991, zero in 1992, $3.20 in 1993, and a Only about 2 percent of all of the indiOne obvious result of the separate
total of $9.80 by 1995. Nine dollars and viduals in the United States have in. caps Is to prevent reductions in deeighty cents over 5 years. Just for comes as high as $75,000, and that in- fense from being used to pay for initiacomparison, assume you get $5,000 a cludes salary, Government benefits, or tives in other areas such as education.
year annually from Social Security. If any other income, only 2 percent.
We have a drug problem that Is ravyou received only a 3-percent cost-of- That sounds like a pretty good defini- aging our communities and threatenliving adjustment every year for 5 tion of the rich to me, the top 2 per. ing every American family; 37 million
years, your annual income would have
of America's salary earners, we Americans have no health insurance
increased by nearly $800 by 1995. Your cent
earning what that group was earn- coverage. The AIDS crisis has infected
Medicare premiums, part B, voluntary are
before our salary hikes. But we one and a half million Americans and
Medicare premiums, would have gone lug
passed
those through and I accept re- threatens to bankrupt health Instituup by only $9.80.
sponsibility
for my part In that proc- lions in major cities and rural areas
In addition, Medicare part B deductibut I didn't take the bucks. Now across the country.
bles would be increased from $75, ess,
We have schools where half of the
where It has been since 1982, to $150. that Is in the pot of expenditures that children
never graduate. Early childwe
can't
touch.
That
big
money
maThat Is what Is being proposed. Compare that to what our grandchildren chine which Is the U.S. Government Is hood education Is an Important tool—
will face If we do not cut into entitle- taxing Joe Six Pack and paying out yet only a quarter of eligible children
ments. We in Congress have taken that money to someone else, without are served by Head Start—one of the
away $757 billion in annual spending regard for any demonstrated need. most successful programs.
Millions of children suffer because
under Gramm-Rudman-Holllngs law And all of those expenses are untouchdecent child care Is beyond the reach
and we say, you can't touch this, even able.
It Is time that they ceased to be un- of most working families. MiddleIn the event of a sequester. Well, just
what are we going to touch? This touchable. We made some very alight Income families are being priced out of
amendment would remove a cut and progress with this budget package in higher education.
slowing the snowballing of entitle- Yet the wealthiest Americans have
add a tax—a tax on the rich.
Mr. President, I recall that, in De- ments expenses. This Is not the time seen their taxes decline, and we spend
cember 1987, we faced a vote on to now undo even that small progress. billions of dollars on cold war weapons
whether agricultural corporations It Is time, however, to stop kidding the that demonstrates our mislead priorwith gross receipts over $50 million American people, to stop pretending ities. It Is essential, as we move ahead
should be required to switch to the ac- that our debt can be paid without re- to implement whatever budget aggreecrual method of accounting, that Is, forming the entitlements system In ment Is enacted, that we avoid unreawhether they should stop being treat- some way, means-testing on COLA's or sonable restrictions on our ability to
ed as family farms and thereby stop however else. I want to ask my col- allocate our limited resources to the
receiving millions of dollars in tax ben- leagues one question: What do they areas where the challenges are greatefits. The Joint Tax Committee esti- think is going to happen If we have in- est.
mated that tabling that amendment creases in Medicare expenses of 11.6 The Medicare portion of the budget
cost $300 million in revenue over 3 percent a year forever? And similar in- summit agreement was an unfair atyears—revenue that we are now creases in Social Security and other tempt, one again, to make every elderhaving to make up for In part with entitlements programs? Does anyone ly American the scapegoat for the
cuts In agriculture. The Senator from here on this floor really believe that enormous budget deficits we face. The
Iowa, now indignant and passionate we can just let that Juggernaut keep Finance Committee package, while
over Insufficient taxation of the rich, rolling along forever? What Is their making some Improvements over the
voted to table that measure and to answer to that terrible problem? Tax summit agreement, would still place
give these huge agrlbuslnesses a huge the rich? If we can't even effect a too heavy a burden on Medicare benetax break at the eventual expense of modest deceleration of entitlements ficIaries.
Under the summIt agreement, Medithe little guy family farmers.
spending, I can tell you with absolute
So sometimes we forget about when certainty that we will not-no never— care would have been cut by $60 biland bow we're defending the rich. I solve our deficit problem—whether we lion over the next 5 years. Nearly half
want to ask my colleagues who they raise taxes or not. What are we doing of these cuts—$28 billion would come
think the rich are. We're down here to ourselves and more Importantly to from beneficiaries by increasing the
speaking about how Donald Trump the people who sent us here? That Is part B deductible, linking the part B
and Leona Helmsley need to pay their the real and only question. I strongly premium to 30 percent of program
fair share, unless, presumably, they oppose this amendment and I respect- costs, and requiring a copayment for
use Medicare. At least those rich are fully ask my colleagues to do the laboratory costs. The Finance Committee package reduces that burden
not paid their salaries from the vaults same.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, as somewhat by approximately a third,
of the Federal Treasury. On February

1 of this year the Senate passed a this amendment demonstrates, the raising $17.6 billion from beneficiaries,
salary Increase that rased our annual budget reconciliation package raises but It Is still grossly unfair to millions
pay to $98,400. That was up from numerous concerns about how the of senior citizens.

$89,500 where we had raised It In Nation will be able to meet the basic The Medicare part B deductible Is
March 1987. Prior to that, Senate asia- challenges that face us. Health care the amount that elderly and disabled
i-lea were $77,400 a year, and given the for the elderly Is one of the most Im- beneficiaries pay out of their own
pressures on the Federal budget I portant of these challenges, but there pocket for physician services. Under
think that Is quite a plenty. And I are many others In areas such as edu- current law, this deductible is $75 a
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to $73,000 and raising $12.8 billion End of statement. The inlegrity of

The budget summit agreement
would double this level to $150, and
the Senate Finance Committee proposal adopts the .me increase. That
year.

over the next 5 years. Under the these programs must be guaranteed.

Senate plan, the cap would be raised This amendment to eliminate the $75
to $89,000, raising $19 billion. The per year Increase in the Medicare part
increase leaves the elderly with a diffi- House Democratic package would in- B deductible contained In this budget
cult choice. They will have to ask crease the cap to $100,000, raising $22 package is the bottom line for. me.
themselves In the future whether they billion.
this amendment is absoare "$150 sick" before they decide to The RI tax Is clearly regressive. Put simply,
essential to the health and wellsee a doctor. As a result, many will There Is no justification for any cap at lutely
being of our Nation, and I am pleased
delay seeking health care they need.
all. Raising the cap even further to add my support and cosponsorship
The elderly currently spend 19 per- would be good tax policy, and using to It.
-cent of their Income on health care. these revenues to offset Medicare ben- Under this omnibus budgeL reconcilicompared to less than 6 pci-cent for eficiary cuts would represent good ation bill, Medicare beneficiaries
the average American. Moreover, the health policy as well.
have to pay $150 out of their
elderly have moderate Incomes that I join with Senator HARE.11c In the ou1d
pockets before Medicare would
are, on average, lower than the gener- amendment that he is offering to the own
al population.
Senate package. I would prefer to go pay their doctor bills. This means an
- Another factor we must consider Is even further, by providing full protec- Increase of $75 per year for our senior
the increasing cost of private Medigap tion at least for low-income elderly citizens—an Increase of 100 percent.
coverage. Last year. many plans im' citizens against additional Medicare This Increase will have a disastrous
posed increases of up to 40 percent on cost-sharing, and delinking part B pre- effect on our elderly—particularly the
hundreds of thousands of whom live

elderly policy holders. It adds Insult to miums and program costs. But this
Injury for Congress to increase the amendment Is an Important step In at or below the poverty line.
To them, Mr. President, this deductiMedicare deductible. Eighty percent of easing the burden placed on the elderthe elderly have secondary coverage ly by any increase in the part B de- ble increase has the effect of a Social
with either Medicaid or Medigap, but ductible, and it will keep the deducti- Security COLA cut in excess of 20 per20 percent of the elderly rely solely on ble at Its level under current law, $75. cent, for a person paying the full deMedicare for their health care protec- These reductions in the burden on the ductible.
ti on.

elderly will be offset by applying a

For a decade, one of the highest pri- surtax on the wealthiest Americans.
orities of Reagan and Bush adminis- This amendment means greater fairtrations has been to increase the share ness for our senior citizens, and I urge
of the part B Premium. When the the Senate to approve it.
Medicare Program started, the premiI ask unanimous consent that a table
um was set at 50 percent of program Indicating the revenue raised by Incosts. In 1976. because health care In- creasing the cap on the RI tax to variflation bad outpaced general Inflation, ous levels may be printed in the
Congress passed legislation capping RECORD.
the premium increase at the percentI hope the Senate-House conferees
age increase in the Social Security will consider the alternative of raising
COLA.
the Hi cap as a means of easing the
As a result of this cap, the share of burden on Medicare beneficiaries.
part B program costs paid by beneficiThere being no objection, the table
aries declined to 25 percent by 1982. was ordered to be printed in the
The Reagan adminItration made nu- RECORD, as follows:
merous attempts to restore the tie be-

tween the premium and program
costs, and to raise the share of the
program covered by the premium.
Congress never adopted the full in-

VENUE RAISED BY RAJSIHC THE HI TAXABLE CAP FROM

JRRENT

mi tic

premium to 35 percent of program

ing the preniiurn from failing below 25
percent of program costs.

The budget summit agreement proposed to raise the ltnknge to 30 per-

cent. The current proposals by thc
House and Senate continue the temporary 25-percent rule. I disagree with
this policy. I urge the Senate to let
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reason, of course, is that the sheer size
of the program makes It an attractive

target. We all know that entitlement
programs are growing by leaps and
bounds, seemingly out of control But
Instead of attacking the easy target
for cuts, we must responsibly address
the question of cost-containment.
That's not what this package does.

I know, Mr. President, that the

future growth predictions for Medicare are disturbing. if current growth
trends continue, by the year 2004 the

Medicare budget will equal the size of
the defense budget of $300 billion; by
the year 2012, medIcare spending will

exceed the combined budgets of the
Social Security Adminictration and
the Department of Defense; and by
the year 2040, our entire GNP will go

rj —

creases that President Reagan requested—whIch went as high as raising the

costs. Beginning with the budget reconciliation bill in 1982. however, Congress and the administration did adopt
a series of temporary measures keep-

LEVEL

Why Mr. President? Why should
this burden fail unequally on our elderly? Many of my constituents ask
me why Medicare seems to be easy
prey for cuts every budget cycle. The

261

218

72

30.6

82.0

412

to Medicare.

As these alarming figures show, the
Issue of cost-containment cannot go
unaddressed any longer. Instead of
sacrificing our elderly, we must responsibly take action to reduce costs
by strengthening our knowledge and
our approaches to human needs.
.1 stand before my colleagues today

as an advocate for the cost control
which comes through medical re-

search. Only through our investment
in medical research can we find preventative treatments and cures which
will reduce the future costs of health
care. I have consistently fought for increased medical research funding and
have been successful in obtaining increases for research on Alzheimer's
to 25 percent of program costs.
not—stand by and watch this Congress disease and other aging-related ailAll three of the budget packages in- balance the budget on the backs of ments.
clude an Increase in the taxable limit one of the most vulnerable segments This year has been one of tremenfor the Medicare payroll tax, the so- of our population.
dous progress on these fronts. The
this rule expire, and return the part B
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. Président,
premium to its linkage with the Social during the past several months, I have
Security COLA.
been unable to support the budget
The Rouse package is preferable. It agreements we have considered beIncludes only $10 billion in beneficiary cause a disproportionate share of the
savings. It increases the deductible to budget-cutting burden has been placed
$100, and the part B premium is held on' the elderly. I cannot—and I will

eslied HI tax. Under the summit In my mind. Medicare and Social Se- Comprehensive Alzhelniers Assistance,
agreement, the cap would be Increased curity are nonnegotiable Items. Period. Resetu-ch and Education Act (CARE),
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Introduced with Senators The Conrad sznendment and the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

OssLEy, and BARKIN, Gore amendment raised substantially
been unanimously reported by the the same Issue that Is raised here
Senate Labor Committee and is await- today. We are trying to get through
ing floor action. This bill calls for a this bill and get to the conference and
significant increase In funding for complete action by the deadline of
both research and support for care- midnight tomorrow.
givers. While this Is pending, however,
This is an attractive amendment.
the Senate Appropriations Committee Who would not be attracted to the
has moved forward in ka commitment notion of imposing higher tax on
to addressing this devastating illness. tho8e above a certain level and using
This year alone, the Senate has pro- the funds to reduce the cost of medi
vJded $377 million for research at the care to the beneficiaries? But we have
M!TZENBAUM,

has

National Institute on Aging—an In- to get a bill passed. We have to get
creise of $138 million over last year.
job done. I hope and pray that
In addition, Senator Hxin and I this
this
is
last time we are going to
Introduced the 'independence for vote onthe
this Issue, because it is the

request is so noted. The point of order
Is raised.

The

Senator

from

Iowa

jMr.

HARKIN] is recognized.

Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, I move
to waive the point of order ancLask for
the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there ft sufficient second?
'There is aufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If the

Senator will suspend, the vote will

occur under the previous order in sequence as originally requested ursuant to the unanimous-consent agreeOlder Americans Act" calling for a $1 third time we are voting on this issue. ment.
billion Increase in the federal research And we have already disposed of it.
Investment for all diseases and injurtes The Senate has spoken. I have made
which affect the elderly. I am pleased my views very clear. I say to the Senathat a scaled down version of this legfrom Iowa and other Senators, I
islation has also been reported from tor
agree
the thrust of these amendthe Senate Labor Committee and will ments.with
Once again, we face the same
soon be considered on the floor.
In addition to key support for these question we face so often in this body:
efforts, the Senate Appropriations Do we want to make a statement or do
Committee has provided Increased we want to make a law? I choose to
support for the timely processing of make a law. For that, I am prepared to
Medicare claims. Funding has in- oppose amendments which I believe
creased by $475 million since 1986 to have merit because I know that the
ensure that the needs of the elderly effect of their approval will be the opare met in the most effective and effi- posite of that which is intended.

So lask all Senators to join me in
cient manner possible.
This year alone, the Senate provided making clear for the third and last
$15 million above the President's re- time that we want to finish action on

quest—and $144 million over the 1990 this bill, we want to complete action
funding 'evel—to ensure that Medicare on this bill, and we are going to refuse

clthns receive prompt and adequate to waive the Budget Act for this purattention.

Mr. Piesident, I have laid out all

po&e.

I understand the deeply held convicthese programs and Initiatives to make tion of the Senator from Iowa. He is

a point: We have been moving for- my friend and I have the greatest remade tremendous
We've
progress this year—we've made a real
commitment to the health and security of this Natton's older citizens. But
this omnibus reconciliation bill is
about to take us backward.
ward.

spect for him, but we have already decided this Issue twice before. I do not
see any reason why we have to keep on

deciding the same Issue in a sltghtly
different form over and over again.

So with the greatest of respect and

More to the point, it moves our with the greatest of reluctance be-

senior citizens backward. Back into cause I like the idea presented, I have
poverty—and back into the fear of not been the principal advocate and the
knowing how to make ends meet from
1 week to the next. That is clearly the
wrong direction to take and the adoption of this amendment will correct it.

most outspoken Member of the Senate
expressing the view that tho8e whose
Incomes are the highest in our society

should pay a high rate of taxatton.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The That is not going to be the case.
Chair lnfonns the Senator his time So I urge my colleagues to join in rehas expired.
fusing to watve this budget point of
Mr. 8ASSER. Mr. President, I ask order and let us get on with the busiunanimous consent that the dLstin- ness before us and let us complete
guished majority leader be recognized action on this bill tonight so that we
and the time not be charged against can get to conference, get a conference

the aznendment to foUow.
report and complete action on that by
The PRESIDrNG OFFICER. With- tomorrow midnight. I thank my colout objection, it is so ordered.
leagues.
The majority leader is recognized.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, this .pourr OF oRDER: CO$GRESSIO$AL VDGT ACT
will be the third time In less than 24 The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

hours in which we voted on substan- the previous order, the Senator from
tially the same Issue. How many times Tennessee ia recognized.
Mr. SASSER. Pursuant to 305(b)(2)
Is the Senate going to be asked to vote
on the same issue? How many more of the Budget Act, I raise a point of
Senators are going to craft amend- order that the pending amendment by
inenta which are very attractive and the Senator from Iowa I not germane
which will requtre the Senate to go and I ask for the ye and nays. I vittba_ck over the same izsue over and over te the request for the yeas and nays,
wid over again?

Mr. President.
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AMENDMENT NO. 3035 MOTION TO WAIVE THE
BUDGET ACT

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the Senate will
now proceed to the motion of the Sen-

ator from Iowa to waive the Budget

Act on his amendment, No. 3035. The
yeas and nays have been ordered, and
the clerk will call the roll.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

ROBB). Are there any other Senators
in the Chamber desiring to vote?
The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 49.
nays 51, as follows:
(Rolicall Vote No. 285 Leg.)
YEAS—49
Adaxn
Akaki
Baucus
Biden

Bingaxnan
Boechwltz

Orahan

OrsIey
Rarkin
Hatfield
Heflin

Hollings

DeConcini

Jeffords
Johnston
Kennedy
Kerrey
Kerry
Kohl
Lautenbcrg
Leahy

ArTnMrong

Bunipei

Brsdiey
Bryan
Burdick
Cohen
Conrad

Cranaton

Dixon
Exon
Gore

Levth
Lbeberman
McCsln

McConnell
Metzenbaum
Mikulakl
Peli

Pressler

Reid
Rieg)e
Rockefeller

Sanford
Sarbanes
Shelby
Simon

Specter
Warner
Wilson

NAYS—Si
Bentaen
Bond
Boren
Bresux

Burni
Byrd

Chijee
Coats

Cochran

Danforth
Ds&hle
Dodd
Dole

October 18, 19.90
Dornenici

Duienberger
Ford
Powler
Gem

Glenn
Oorton
Grainm
Hatch
Heinz
Helms

Humphrey

Inouye
Kassebaum
Kasten
LoU

Lugar
Mack
McClure
Mitchell
Moynlhan
Murkoweki
Wickles

Nunn

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE
Rackwood

Pryor
Robb
Roth
Rudman
Samer

Sbnpscm
Stevena

Symnis

Thurmond
Wallop
Wtrth

The PRLSIDING OFFICER. On

this vote, the yeas are 49, the nays are

51; three-fifths of the Senators duly
chosen and sworn not having voted in
the affirmative, the motion is rejected.
The motion to waive having failed,

the Chair Is prepared to rule the

amendment of the Senator from Iowa
proposes a surtax on lndivlduais with

taxable Incomes In excess of $1 mu.
lion. Since there is nothing In the bill

on the tax rate for individuals, the

amendment Is not germane and falls
under section 305(B)(2) of the Budget
Act.
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debate on this amendment so any Senator who wishes to ask questions or to
express a view on it will be free to do
80.

I suggest that time period not arbi-

trarily, but after having consulted
with a large number of Senators who

have expressed an Interest in this

matter. It Is conceivable, Indeed likely,
that I did not, personally, reach every-

one because I am not aware of each

Senator who may be Interested In this.

But I made an effort to contact as

many as possible and consulted with
as wide a range as possible. In view of
the hour I believe, as do most of the
Senators with whom I conferred, that

this would be an appropriate time
period.

Accordingly, Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that there now be
a period for 1 hour of debate on the
Budget Process Reform Act amend-

ment which I will now send to the
desk In behalf of myself, Senator

DOLE, Senator SASSER, Senator Doarxw-

ici, Senator BYRD, and Senator BENtssi and ask for Its Immediate consideration.
Mr. STEVENS. Reserving the right
to object.
Mr. MITCT1F1.T.- Let me separate

the two so that Senators will have a
chance to express objection.

AMENDMENT P0. 3044

(Purpose: To reform the budget process)

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I
send the amendment to the desk and
ask for its Immediate consideration,
and I withhold the Unanimous-consent

request with respect to the time for
debate on the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will report the amendment.
The bill clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Maine (Mr. Mrrcunt].
for himself, Mr. Do Mr. 8AssEa, Mr. Do-

Ici, Mr. BIRD and Mr. Brvsgi, proposes an amendment numbered 3046.

Mr. MiTCHELL Mr. President, I

Mr. MITCR1LT Mr. Presldent
Members of the Senate, the hour Is
late. I know all Senators are weary
from weeks In which we have been en-

ask unanimous consent that reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it Is so ordered.
(The text of the amendment Is printed In today's RECoRD under "Amendments Submitted.")

gaged In this process. There remains
this one additional amendment which
Is a very Important amendment. It Is The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
the budget process reform provisions Senator from New York.
that have been worked out through Mr. MOYNIHAN. I thank the majority leader for giving us this opporseveral weeks of negotiation.
I know many Members of the Senate tunity to discuss the matter. I know
have a keen Interest In and concern the Senator from North Carolina and
about these provisions. Under the I do. I see other Senators standing.
Mr. MITCHELL If the Senator will
rules by which we deal with the reconcUlstlon bill there is no time remain- yield, I have not yet obtained unaniing for debate. I have consulted with mous consent to 1 hour for debate. I
the distinguished Republican leader, wonder if I might do that, if It Is the
with the !nnAgers, with several inter- Senator's Intention to discuss the
ested and ooncerned Senators. It Is my matter. I wanted to make certain Senbelief that an amendment of this mag- ators had an opportunity to express
nitude warrants a period of debate and objection to It.
discussion and the opportunity for I now ask unanimous consent that
Senators to ask questions or express there be a period—
their views about It. So I will momen- Mr. PRESSLER. Reserving the right
tarily propound a unanimous-consent to object, Is It possible if a Senator has
request, asking that there be 1 hour of questions, say to the chairman of the
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Finance Committee, that he can enter ating this package, but I saw it 2or the not only from our eyes but from the
into a colloquy? That time will be di- first time this afternoon and I have public's eyes. We can expect the def 1vided? During the hour, how will one spent 2 hours reading it. Maybe I am cit reduction that we vote for, in terms
obtain time?
dilatory in that, but that is when I re- of the various cuts, taxes, changes,
Mr. MITCHELL. I am going to ask ceived it from my staff. It has raised a and the like, will be achieved.
the time be controlled and divided In series of questions with me, and I do
Might I say to all the Senators, I
the usual form by the distinguished not mean to prolong this matter.
a very similar package has been
chairman and ranking member, the
I would like to have some answers to think
adopted
by the House. So for those
managers of the bill.
questions as to what is intended with who think
it is extremely different
I will state my request.
regard to some of the powers that are
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The conferred upon the Office of Manage- from anything we have ever had, it is
8enator from Illinois.
inent and Budget and the Budget Di- only somewhat different. They have
Mr. SIMON. I would like to speak on rector and how these triggers would adopted it with a couple of changes,
ft. I also have a secondary amendment. impact particular processes under but for the most part, it is part of
their reconciliation package.
Is that included in the 1 hour?
these caps that are outlines.
In fact, I think I know a couple of
Mr. MITCHELL. I did not have a My colleagues, I think, understand it
chance to complete my request. I full well. I am not trying to delay. I areas where we differ and we can probIntend to cover that in my request, if I urge the leader to let us have the ably talk about those, or we will talk
might complete it, and then give the debate period without any amend- about them in conference, if we ever
opportunity to any Senator to object ments in order at all and then see if get this matter through, and I hope
if he wishes to do so.
any of us want amendments later on. we do.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- Maybe we can work it out that way.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I apon the amendment with the time to be preciate the concern of my friend, the
equally divided and controlled in the distinguished Senator from Alaska,
usual form; and that there be 30 mIn- and share that concern. This is a farutes equally divided and controlled In reaching measure. That is why I am
the usual form for debate on any attempting to accommodate the intersecond-degree amendment which may est of those Senators who want to
be offered to the amendment.
have time to debate it. Under the rule,
Mr. JOHNSTON. Reserving the there would be no time for that purright to object.
pose. The objective of this unanimousThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The consent request is to create a period of
Senator from Louisiana.
time for such discussion which would
Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, the not otherwise exist.
hour is late and there could be unlimI would also say while I did not
ited second-degree amendments. We attend meetings involving budget proccould be here past 2 a.m. just by Sena- ess reform at any stage durmg this
tors who put in second-degree amend- process—from our side that was left
ments. I hope we will not have to stay entirely to the distinguished chairmen
here all night long. We have been here of the relevant committees—I am
a long time.
acutely aware from my meetings in
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, as the summit that this is of critical imthe Senator knows, my original unani- portance to the President. Over and
mous-consent request would have pre- over again I was told directly by the
cluded second-degree amendments. President's top negotiators that
Objection was heard to that. I am at- budget process reform was an essential
tempting to accommodate that. I want condition to the President of any
to modify or amend my request that budget legislative package. The distinany second-degree amendments be ger- guished ranking member is here and if
mane. I stated it in my Initial request. I am incorrect in that regard, I would
I do not believe I stated it in this welcome to stand corrected. But I have
latter reiteration.
been under the Impression what we
Mr. STEVENS. Reserving the right are doing here is attempting to accomto object, and I have great respect for modate the President's request by prothe leader, as the Senate knows. This ceedmg with this package of reforms.
s the most far-reaching nongermane Mr. DOMENICI. Will the majority
amendment that is subject to a point leader yield for a second?
of order I have ever seen. It s a proceMr. MITCHELL Yes.
dure that further complicates the proMr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, for a
cedure that we have now gone moment, I will speak to this side of
through In October on process that the aisle, and then I will speak genershould have been completed by May.
fly. Over the past 3 months as this
X am being respectful to my friend package of tax increases, entitlement

sent that there be 1 hour for debate

by saying I think if we could have ,
eiod of discussion to find out what
th Intent of the Ieadershilp s th
regar to this package, we may riot
liiw? ny amendments, nd t may well

that th leadership may ee it to
modify t ftsef to avoid such end-

There were about five Senators involved from both sides of the aisle,
about five House Members, and ultimately 10 or 15 Members from each

side, along with the 0MB Director and
whatever experts we had here. We did

the best we could, and I think it is a
good package.

I thank the majoilty leader.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President,
renew my request.

I

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HKIN). Is there objection to the request of the majority leader?

Mr. STEVENS. Is this the request

for no amendments?
Mr. MITCHELL. No, it is the request

for 1 hour of debate on the pending
amendment and 30 minutes on any
germane second-degree amendment
that is offered thereto.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is

there objection? Without objection, it
is so ordered.

Mr. MITCHELL I thank my col-

leagues.

LI I might Just state before yielding
to the distinguished Senator fron New

York that I hope we can omp1ete
acUon on this within a easonab1e
period and leave for the xilght. X

plore my colleagues to permit us to
complete ct!on at a easonab1e hour
changes, nd reductions in 5 years of th evening. We have a very hng day
disciretionary ccounts, principally de- tomorrow with appropriations bills
ffenze, I do not know how many off my pending nd we hope at some point to
ge bck conference report on this
colleagues have asked, will there be
new process to make sure we get. what. measure. So X thank my colleagues for
we bargained br? do not know how the coopethtlon.
many s1d, 2f you do not give us that, r. DCONCINL Will the majority
you ca Test ssure the ackag s 'eader yed for Question?

I o not llmve y mendnents th Iot gog t

ui1 yseU t this time. o havi

I might say from this side of the

aisle, I heard from at least 10 Senators
who said they were not going to vote
for substantial deficit reduction unless
the budget processes were reformed to
assure we got what we bargained for. I
think we tried that, and 1100k forward
to sharing with you what we achieved.

r. MITCLL. CertaIn'y.

We tried. That Ls what this 2z, t r. DCONCNL Will the majonty
eres of questions. X think others hv think by the time we e finished sursu o' cosder having a
uesUons.
cusng t, we will be able t cojvftnc 'wote on this tomorrow?
We sure gratefu1 to fl who have ee you that while ft is different. t u1y
]&. XXTCHEXL No.
off th eadersh1p group n negoU- renders this ackag rather credible.
LaughterJ
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jority leader would like staying here Indeed, the legislation changes
hourly." Just as there are in here, you
until midnight tonight.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who will be interested to know, new budget

there is one additional nice provision
here. Under this leadership legislation,
changes to the financing of Social Se-

I have an Important announcement
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, there
has been a request for time from this to make. Things are getting worse in
side of the aisle, and it has been repre- our country. Since we first enacted
sented to the Senator from Tennessee this mode of legislation, we have
that the Senator from New York was always known that In 5 years time we
requesting 10 minutes.
would have a balanced budget. Not

ubiquitous 60-vote point of order, and
this Is—now I quote, Mr. President—
this may be as much as anybody in the
Senate learns about this legislation to-

yields time?

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Correct.

Mr. SASSER. I yield 10 minutes to
the distinguished Senator from New
York.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

targets for 5 years.

curity would also be subject to that

night so I ask my friends to listen.

This point of order obtains "without

thIs year, not next year, but in 5 years. regard to whether such changes in—
crease, decrease or have no impact on
Zero.
In 1986 we set the targets which led the outlays of and income to such prous up to 1991; zero. Again, in 1988 we gram." Whether it increases outlays,
set the targets, set it up to 1993; zero. decreases outlays or has no effect, you
We are now at the first zero and we need 60 votes even to consider it.

Senator from New York is recognized
That is a gag on the Senate. This
for 10 minutes.
find in ths bill, that, no, the deficit is
Mr. MOYNIHAN. I thank the chair- not zero; it is $242 billion. I have to legislation is filled with such proviman of the committee. I thank the report to the Senate that in 5 years sions. It is taking away the Senate's
President.
time this time it is not zero anymore, it prerogative. There was something
deeply symbolic about the President
Mr. President, we are told that this is 62 billion.
is a bill to reform the budget process.
Now we propose to divide our budget taking our people away to a military
And if that is not an oxymoron, we into three parts. The defense spending base, keeping them there until they
have not heard one in this Chamber authorization part actually goes up had agreed, and then giving them the
since Senator Russell graced our each year for 3 years. International af- right to return to Capitol Hill in someaisles.
fairs, a minimum $20 billion, stays thing less than the stature with which
This bill of momentous consequence there, with no opportunity taken to they left.
appeared on our desks this afternoon. use a peace dividend in world affairs, I do not speak as to any individual,
I obtained a copy at 11:25. A 122-page much less domestic affairs. The Penta- but can this really be done to U.S.
bill that changes the way the Govern- gon is getting all it wants, even at the Senators? Given legislation at noon
ment works, and the Senate works, end of the cold war. Yes, it is over. today and told to enact it, forever.
and we have never seen it.
Secretary of State keeps telling Enact it in the evening and no votes,
We are told by the majority leader, The
us.
The
keeps telling us no amendments, no discussion, no
our friend, that it was the result of that. ButPresident
their
defense
rises. hearings, not even having it printed.
several weeks of negotiation. We As Helen Dewar wrote inbudget
the Washing- Why do we do this? I will tell you why
learned from the distinguished rank"not one we do this. We do this to reelect the
morning,
this
ton
Post
trig member of the Budget Committee
weapon
system
of
the
cold
war
disap- President. That was his price of letting
that there were, count them,five Senour Senators free.
peared
from
this
budget.'
ators involved. I assume I have reason
First of all, we increased the debt
to believe that this negotiation took I have 40 years of my life in that era, ceiling
by $1.9 trillion. That means 5
and
I
do
not
have
to
apologize
I
hope
place in an armed military base behind
years
with
no debt ceiling discussions,
for
the
views
I
had
then.
But
that
was
barbed wire some distance from the
of those inconvenient discussions
the Capitol. Further, that last-minute then. This is now. But not according none
of what are you doing with that
changes were made by the Budget Di- to this measure.
money? How much are you borrowing?

rector at the White House during an There cannot be five Members of
all-night meeting determining wheth- this body who have read more than
er the President would come down to three pages of this amendment. I say
to you, Mr. President, we do not know
give his assent.
If I can say from my deep knowledge what we are doing accepting this one
of Roman history acquired from the thing. We are letting the legislative

novels of Robert Graves, I have come process disappear from this body.
to the conclusion that it is a mistake The New York Times after the Senafor Senators to allow themselves to be tors returned under guard, or at least
taken off to a military base, put under by military vehicle, from Fort Anarmed guard, and told to write legisla- drews, spoke of government by cabal.
Row else do you describe the measure
tion.
There were no hearings. There has of this consequence? Never printed,
been no debate. There has been no never seen until the day of enactment
consideration. The distinguished Sena- on which point we are assured it has
tor from Alaska got it at 7 o'clock this been agreed to in another place, unevening. I claim the earliest arrival. 1 specified; by other persons, unnamed,
stood down by the Xerox machine and excepting that it is Important to the
at 11:25 I got my hot copy in my President.
I give you just one item. I will not
hands. We have no idea what is in
keep you long because I have not a
this. I will tell you a few things.
First, Mr. President, 5 years ago on great deal to say about a bill which I
this floor I stood and, as a bill of this have scarcely read and only dimly unkind was being written in the Republi- derstand. But how do you like this?
can cloakroom, the first budget proc- Remember, we were told in the State
ess reform, the GrammRudman legis- of the Union message do not mess
lation, I said, "Never, not ever in our around with Social Security. Which
wildest Imagination have we thought really meant let us, let me spend it as
that such a device would be used to if it were general revenue. There is a
force unconsidered and in my view ill- little item here. Anything you want to
considered legislation in the Congress. do on any subject, if it spends any
No hearings have been held on this money, takes 60 votes, forever now.
proposal. No definition settled, no real Forever.

Where did it all go? Five years. No

more of that during the first term. For
3 years in this world of sequester, sequester, sequester, for 3 years no sequesters. Let us see, 1991, 1992. 1993.
That is it, 1993, 1994 all the sequesters
you want. No sequester now. Like in
Alice it was jam yesterday and jam tomorrow, never jam today.
Mr. DOMENICL Will the Senator
yield for a question?
Mr. MOYNIHAN. No, the Senator
will not yield for any question. I have
never been asked about this before. It
is too late to ask me now.
Mr. President, if you want to reelect,
if you want to reelect—
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, may we
have order in the galleries as wellas in
the Chamber.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senate will be in order.
Mr. BYRD. The Chair has responsi-

bility to maintain order in the galleries as well as in the Chamber.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There
will be no outbursts from the galleries.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. I appreciate the

intervention.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will
the Senator please desist just a
moment. The Chair will remind the
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Senator that the 10 minutes yielded to
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, if I may
Mr. SANFORD. I think it is the best
the Senator have expired.
ask the Senator, the chairman of the thing in this amendment. But we come
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Might I have 10 Budget Committee, I thought I had 5 to this 5-year plan, Mr. President, and
seconds?
minutes in there.
we proclaim loudly that we are going
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does
Mr. SASSER. As a matter of fact, to take $500 billion off the budget def-

the Senator from Tennessee yield the distinguished Senator from illinois icit, $500 billion in reductions of defimore time to the distinguished Sena- has 5 mInutes.
tor fromNew York?
Let us recapitulate here. I have alloMr. MOYNIHAN. Ten seconds.
cated out more time than I actually
Mr. SASSEE. Yes, Mr. President.
can allocate, I say to my friend. I say
The PRESIDING OFFICER. How to the distinguished Senator from Armuch time did the Senator yield?
kansas that I had Senator SIMoN on
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Ten seconds.
the list prior to the distinguished SenMr. SASSER. I would be pleased to ator requesting time. Perhaps the Sen-

cits, and at the same time over that 5year period we are going to be adding
$1.4 trillion, $1.6 trillion. $1.9 trillion,
depending on whose figures you take
to the debt.

national election process as well, here kansas.
we have it. This is a bill to reelect the
Mr. PRYOR. I thank the Senator
President of the United States by stat- from Illinois.
ute. All that could be done is done. It
Mr. SANFORD addressed the Chair.
is too late. You will have done it. God
Mr. SASSER. I yield 5 minutes to
save the President. Thank you, Mr. the distinguished Senator from North
President.
Carolina.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, will
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
the Senator from Tennessee yield 1 Senator from North Carolina is recogminute; half a minute?.
nized for 5 minutes.
Mr. SASSER. I say to my friend Mr. SANFORD. Mr. President, there
from New Mexico, of course I would be are a great many things about this bill

We are going to have the worst kind of
financial disaster that could be imag-

I think this is something that we
simply cannot permit to go on for 5
years. We must come to terms with
yield 1 mInute to the Senator from ator from Illinois would be good this deficit and this debt. To lull ourNew York.
enough to split his time with the dis- selves for 5 more years of complacency
Mr. MOYNIHAN. One minute.
tinguished Senator from Arkansas.
I think would be a great tragedy.
I thank the Senator.
Mr. SIMON. If I may respond to the
I can see the day when the big limMr. President, we are In the process Chairman, I will be offering a second- ousines do not pull up to the Federal
of diminishing the legislative roll of degree amendment. I will not take 30 Reserve building, and our bonds do
the Senate at the behest of the Presi- minutes. I would be pleased to give not get bought. If that happens, 1929
dent. If you would like to diminish the some of that to the Senator from Ar- is going to look like a church picnic.

pleased to yield to him. I have a
number of Senators on our side who
want to speak.

Mr. DOMENICI. I want to make a
clarification. It will take me 30 seconds.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If the
Senator will suspend, the Senator

from New Mexico controls one-half

hour of time.
Mr. DOMENICL I will take 30 seconds.

I just want to say to my fellow Sena-

ined..

So I think it would be a great mistake if we saw this as a 5-year plan,
and if we permitted a President or ourselves to talk about this 5-year plan as
getting at our problem in a substantial
way.

I thank the chairman for both putting into this bill and mentioning that
the debt increase will be considered a
that ought to bring rejection. The measure of the deficit. However, I do
Senator from New York has certainly not think that the debt increase is a
made the case very well on most of the measure of deficit. I think the debt inpoints. I want to simply emphasize one crease is the deficit, and the sooner we
point primarily, and then maybe a admit it, the sooner we get honest, the
couple of secondary points.
sooner we will get on with solving this
For the past several years I have problem so we will not bankrupt and
been bothered by one major factor in wreck this country.
the budget; that is, that we did not I yield the floor, Mr. President.
know what the figures were. The The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
public did not know what the real defi- yields time?
cits were. Somehow we managed to
Mr. SASSER. Let me yield 5 minutes
cover up the true deficits. All the time, to the distinguished Senator from
for 10 years, when we claimed we were Florida.
reducing deficits we were actually inThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
creasing the true deficits, piling up an Senator from Florida is recognized for
unprecedented national debt—the 5 minutes.

tors the Social Security provisions
that the distinguished Senator from
New York has talked about are current law. We codified them In this
amendment because the Finance Com- largest in the history of both this
mittee made the request. They are Nation and the world.
current law.
I think that has to stop. I think we
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, on our have to have honesty in our budget. I
side of the aisle there have been re- think the people must know the
quests from a number of Senators to honest figures 11 we expect the supspeak. The distinguished Senator from port of the people In dealing with the
North Carolina (Mr. Syoax] has re- deficits.
quested 5 minutes, as has the distinMr. SASSER. If the distinguished

Mr..GRAHAM. Mr. President, physi-

cians train so that first you diagnose
the patient, attempt to understand the

problem, and then you prescribe. I

would suggest if you look at a diagnosis of Gramm-Rudrnan-Hollings over

the last 5 years you would find these
as some of the problem areas: First, it
has not contributed to credible deficit
guished Senator from Florida (Mr. Senator from North Carolina will yield reduction. That is shown by the fact
Gas], as has the distinguished for a quick question?
that we have had unprecedented addi-

Senator from South Carolina (Mr.

HoLLniGs]; 5 minutes for each of those

Senators, and the distinguished Sena-

tor from Arkansas has not request-

ed—

Mr. PRYOR. I would like to request
time or at least ask a question.
Mr. SASSER. Does the Senator wish
time or to ask a question?

Mr. PRYOR. If I may have 5 min-

utes of questions.

tion to our national debt during the
Mr. SASSER. The distinguished same period of time that we have had
Senator will be pleased to—
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.
Mr. SANFORD. I am well aware of I suggest that the reason why we
that section.
have not had credible deficit reduction
Mr. SASSER. I ask him If he does has been in part because so many
know that in the package before us we items were off budget; that we did not
have—
count.
Mr. SANFORD. Yes I am going to
We did not count, for instance, a
come to that. I was going to say we substantial amount of the S&L bailout
Mr. SANFORD. Yes.

had a little bit of honesty in here.
costs last year. We do not count those
Mr. SASSER. We included the provi- things that occur after the magic date
Senator from Arkansas is allocated 5 sion that he has supported for a when the window was closed and all
minutes, and that eats up the 30 min- number of years here. We think that spending no longer counts for the calutes on our side of the aisle.
is a welcome addition to the package.
culation of Gramm-Rudman. We have

Mr. SASSER. The distinguished
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no effective postenactment enforce- I imagine that this is going to pass. I have all been concerned about. It is
can count, not as well as everyone in easy to make promises, it is easy to
ment mechanisms.
Most States which have a balanced here, but well enough to see that write budgets. It is very hard to live up
budget constitutional amendment re- there is a majority of votes for this. I to those promises in those budgets.
quire some kind of combination of ex- do not think this is going to be one of
ecutive and legislative action to reduce our proudest hours, and I believe we
spending in the event that fiscal pat- will have ample opportunity to be well
terns are leading toward an imbal' advised of the ifi wisdom of the decianced budget. We do not have that sion that we are about to make.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
with Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.
So what is our prescription to this time of the Senator has expired.
The Senator from Minnesoth.
diagnosis? Our prescription Is to elimiMr. BOSCHWITZ. Mr. president, I
nate for all practical purposes the defcit targets. We no longer are talking yield 5 mInutes to the junior Senator
about attempting to reduce the deficit. from the State of Texas.
The. PRESIDING OFFICER. - The
We are now talking about reducing
spending, maintaining our spending Senator from Texas is recognized for 5
minutes.
within certain ceiling levels.
Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, I wonI will make with the highest sense of
confidence the statement that if we dered if our time here tonight was well
adopt this approach tonight, we will spent. The distinguished Senator from
have deficits in the next 3 years that New York has told us that on this vote
will make even the deficits of the last we reelect the President. If we do that,
I0 years pale in comparison. There we are doing the Lord's work, and I rewill be no discipline In our spending, joice in being part of It.
there will be no discipline in our over- Mr. President. we have had a referall deficit posture, because the only ence here to the budget process being
thing we will be looking at are the an oxymoron.
Mr. President, I submit if we went
spending ceilings.
The revenue falls below expectations out to any household in. America we
because of unrealistic economic ambi- would find that they had a budget
tions, and I believe this whole program process, and that budget process would
s built upon those. We will have bur- not be an oxymoron. I submit that in
geoning deficits. There is no sequester any business in America, be it large or
to provide any minimal restraint in ma1l, they have a budget process that
the event of those burgeoning deficits. s not an oxymoron.

The ceiling limits on spending are

ot transferable among categories.

There will be no disincentive not to
spend up to the ceiling because there
are no opportunities to, for instance,
find new domestic programs that justify greater spending by saving spending

on the defense side. Enormous loopholes.

How many people realize that in this
provision, we are about to vote effectively for Egyptian debt relief, Polish

debt relief, and completely a blank

check for Operation Desert Shield? All

of those are going to be outside the
spending limits, outside the deficit targets, since there are no deficit targets.

There is no ironclad guarantee. You
cannot build legislatively a four-sided

fort where you can draw the drawbridge up and go back to sleep. But
what we have here is the strongest
process we have ever had before, a

stone wall to our back in the gunfight
of thoSe who really want to do something about spending.
Mr. president, I have heard the language stretched to the breaking point,
but how anybody could possibly be-

that by having binding constraints on spending, we move this
great Republic toward the financial
lieve

crises of Argentina, I find that totally
incomprehensible, and obviously I do
not believe it to be the case.

Let me say, Mr. president, that the
current vehicle that we operate on, as
imperfect as it is has worked. Let me

remind my colleagues that before

1985, when on the floor of the Senate
we adopted the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings balanced budget law, the 20 years
prior to the adoption of that law saw
Federal spending grow by 11 percent a
year.

With all of its failings since that law
went into effect, Federal spending has
grown by half of that rate. The FederIn fact, we stand on the single spot al Government was spending 23.9 perin the United States of America where cent of GNP the day that law passed.
budget process Is an oxymoron, and as Today the Federal Government is
a result we are the laughing stock of spending 22.4 percent of GNP.
the Nation.
And let me let you in on a secret.

Mr. President, It is interesting that With this agreement fully enforced,
after all of these remarks, we are fi- with moderate growth at least 80 pernally debating, in my humble opinion, cent of the level we have achieved in
the one part of the bill that I know is the last 6 years, Government spending
in the interest of the people who do as a percentage of GNP in 1995, at the
the work, and pay the taxes, and pull end of that fiscal year, will be 18.3 perthe wagon in this country.
cent, 24 percent smaller than it was
Mr. President, let me outline the so- when Gramm-Rudman-Hollings was
called outrages we are talking about in enacted in 1985.
this amendment. The first outrage is Mr. president, I ask for 1 additional
that we have three caps on spending minute.
each year for 3 years, and what the
Mr. STEVENS. Is the Senator going
cap says is if you violate that cap, 15 to save time for those who want to ask
days after you pass the spending bill questions?
there is an across-the-board adjustMr. DOMENICI. I yield 1 additional
ment that cuts spending back to the minute,
and say to the Senator I clear-

Mr. President, when this century
opened, there was a country which
many people thought would be the
great country of the 20th century; it
had beautiful land, It had cultured level that you said In law that you ly intend to.
people, It had tremendous possibilities. would adopt.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
It was at that time the sixth largest Mr. President, if that were submit- Senator
is recognized for 1 additional
ted to a vote of the working people of
economy in the world.
minute.
Today, that country Is the 65th this country, it would be adopted by Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, we do
economy in the world. It struggles an overwhelming margin.
I hear our colleagues say there is no ot have a perfect device in front of
with one of the largest debts and one
We have a device that is aimed at
enforcement,
there s no sequester. us.
of the most broken economies in the
trying to deal with runaway entitleworld. That country is Argentina. And Mr. President, we have more seques- ments;
we have a device aimed at
it fell from grace in 90 years, in large ters In this bill, more enforcement in
jpart because it did not have a capacity
to exercise some discipline, some sense
of vision, some direction, to its national purpose.

this bill by far than we have ever had trying to control spending and help us

before. We have three caps that are
bso1ute1y enforced with a mandatory
offset. We have sequester for the
first time on entitlements nd underperforming funding measures We
have the Gramm-Rudman sequester
rocess strengthened with an ironclad

concerned that by adopting
I
iprovisions such as this before us tonight we are about to move even further down the path oI Argentina. and
ft saddens me that our generation of enforcement.
Americans should be the generation Mr. President. what we are trying to
do here is to do something that we
that will take that step.

live up to the commitment that we

make in this bill.
It is not a perfect process. But it is a

dramatic improvement over any enforcement process that we have had
ever in the Congress of the United
States of America.

believe that of all we do here, if
this reconciliation bill ultimately becomes law, that the greatest impact by
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far will be the changes we make in the yet a third veto option by virtue of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There
budget process tonight.
OMB's authority under the terms of are 23 minutes and 46 seconds remainI yield back the remainder of my this package to rule unilaterally on ing to the Senator from New Mexico.
time.
whether. a given bill violates the Mr. DOMENICI. What is the desire
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The spending caps.
.of my colleague?
time has expired.
Meanwhile, the Senate Budget CornMr. STEVENS. I do not wish to use
Who yields time?
inittee will be reduced to automatic
time if there are people who wish
Mr. SASSER. I yield 5 minutes to pilot. It will be stripped of any mean- the
to sk questions. I can get time on an

the distinguished Senator from South Ingful role in establishing budget priCarolina.,
orities, and will quickly fall Into irreleMr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I am vance.
most struck this evening by the -tre What we have here, as the Senator
mendous change, the shocking change, from New York says, Is a statutory enin our procedures. Heretofore, since actment of the reelection of the Presi1974, whenever we finally got a budget dent. That is all they had in mind.
determined, settled upon, we would
You do not see Senators jumping up
immediately forward it over to the over there on the other side of the
Congressional Budget Office to get aisle. They know that they are holding
their estimations. Not so with this one. four aces. They say hush your mouth;
As the Senator from New York said, iI we can get this in here, we have a
you could not find this blooming hammerlock on the government for
amendment until late this afternoon. I years. They don't have to worry any-

amendment, and intend to do so, if it

Is necessary. I do have some questions.
I wifi be pleased to have some time to
ask them now.
Mr. DOMENICI. We can do it either

way; I w&nt a little time to explain

this as I see it, but t is not urgent.

Why does the Senator not direct his
questions to me?
Mr. STEVENS. I will wait.

Mr. DOMENICI. I yield myself 5

minutes,

I am sure others are going to do a
heard rumors about it. I wondered more about November 8 and how much better job of explaining this
package. I see the distinguished chairhow the S&L bailout was treated, and many seats they can pick up, because
I wondered about Social Security, and this gives them minor1ty control from
I wondered about many othet critical the White House, and particularly
elements. Then, in one fell swoop, we with this so-called budget process
are presented with a 126•page amend- reform.
ment.

It is a scandal, If you study it closely.

man of the Appropriations Committee,

Senator Byi, who spent untold hours
on this process. I Just want to tell my
colleagues, I really do not believe that

he would be part of many of the

Under this leadership amendment, They put the S&L bailout mostly on
you can forget about the Congression- budget because the deficit levels don't
al Budget Office. The fellow who is matter under this new budget regime.
going to oversee all the enforcement
This amendment essentially guts the

things that have been alleged about

quote-unquote "holds harmless" hugh words, In 1991 we only have to reach
chunks of FederaJ spending,
the proposed savings of 840 billIon,
Well, that reminds me of the insur- and no one is supposed to notice or
ance company looking for a slogan, care that the deficit skyrockets to $253
Capital Life: "We'll surely pay, If the billion. By 1995, the last year of this
small print on the back doesn't take it plan, even the wildly optimistic 0MB
away." They are going to hold harm- projection foresees a $63 billion def iless. Well, you know who Is going to cit—even after raiding the trust funds,
see to it that the Administration's pet factoring in rosy economic assuinpprojects are held harmless. That is the tions, and excluding the S&L bailout
Director of 0MB. armed with his fairy costs. A more accurate deficit projecdust economic and technical misesti- tion for 1995 would be closer to 2OO
mates. So 0MB will now be in the billion. In other words, the deficit can
driver's seat.
continue to grow unchecked In each
I am really amazed that some of the and every year of this agreement, but
very people who are so outspoken and as long as we reach our target for prodogged about defending the preroga- posed savings, then we get to claim
tives of the U.S. Congress have now that we did our job. Perhaps nothing
yielded over to the executive branch more clearly Illustrates the hnad&auathis massive discretion nd power. The cy and sham of this approach.
Republican minority takes total con..
That Is scandalous, I can tell my coltrol.
leagues here right now. I have worked
Mr. President, thIs amendment pre- th this field as long as anyone in this
sents us with a formula for grid- U.S. Congress and I am ashamed 0f
locked Congress and . do-nothing this particular thing.
Government for the next years. It
K thank the distinguished chafr.
also grants three-way veto authority The PRESIDING OFFXCER. Who
to willful minority in Congress. Ta!e iieIds time?
your pick from the Sununu veto, the
Mr. SASSER, X ask the disUnguished

budgets

this package. It s inconceivable to me

that he would have turned over the
power of the Congress and the U.S.
that the Senator from Texas talks original focus of Gramin-Rudman-Hol- Senate to the White House, the U.S.
about is the same guy, Richard lings. Heretofore, Graxnin-Rudman- House, or anyone.
Having said that, let me tell SenaDarman, who told us less than a year Houings has been premised on specific
ago that we would have a $100 billion targets aimed at achieving a balanced tors about the background on this
deficit, and we ended up with $262 bil- budget. That is now gone. In
place, process reform proposal. We were
lion. Now, this amendment says don't this amendment talks only about tar- .mab1e to get our business done early
worry about deficit targets, and t gets for proposed savings. In other In the year because we could not get

Dox veto, and the Darmn veto. The Senator from New Mexico If he h
Sununu White ouse cn eecs the anyone on h1 8fde 01 the 1sle h©
traditional constitutjons1 ,eto reutr- wishes to speak?
thg 67 votes for oveffide. The disUnguished

Mi'. DOMENICI. We hftve the dIstfn-

Republican Iader, enatcr uished Senator from Aask, wh de

through

this

place

and

through the U.S. House. We had a
crisis arid we were languishing. We
were going to get nothing done.

The President of the United States

said in sequence: Let us put everything

on the table, and let us try to solve

this problem. Ten days later that was
not enough. He did what was right. He
said revenues are on the table; taxes.

That set In motion a process of

trying to get together on the budget of

the United States, with three groups
participating: The House, the Senate,

and the President and hIs people, with
Democrath and Republicans participating.
We set an agenda. Lt us reduce the
deficit. Let us see what we can do with
entitlements. Let us see what we can
do with revenues.
We put a great big red mark, let us

reform the budget processes. So we
can tell the public that what we have
roducedl is more credible than the
past.

With that backg?ound, negotiations

went on or long, long thne. The
Budget Committee held ar1ngs
budget reform nd budget ckages
while that w io?ing on. Ar all Inds
o des ere the?e.
What we dec1ded t do esenUa11y n
tht package eems compe,, but is
lmple. We id we
ong to try to
have a 5-year
That oftnt No. 1,
Point No. 2, we re going to try to

his own veto owerr mder sires to use some time to ask ustios,
of order for any bill eceedIirig the
ow much time does the eEator
spend1g caps. And Dick DaFman h from w Mexico have?
divide the Federal Government thto
DoLE, has

the provision requiring a 80-vote 9oint X ssusne.
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The PRESIDING OPFICER. Who advantage of by someone who manipulated the rules, that suggestion is abMr. 8.ASSER. Mr. President, let me solutely laughable. If I have ever
just say a few things here. I think the known one individual who knew the
distinguished rankihg member has rules, and knew how to write them,
done an excellent job in generally out- and knew how to interpret them for
lining the parameters of the package. the advantage of the U.S. Senate, and

m'ns, and revenues. We said let us yields time?
have a 5-year plan on discretionary appropriations for this country. The dis-

tinguished chairman will better ex-

plain what happened there, how it all
will work, and his support for what
was done.

set actual numbers, budget
authority, and outlays for the next 5
years for all of the discretionary pro
grams combined. Then we broke it
down each year Into defense, discreBut

we

But let me just answer a couple of those he represents in the U.S. Senate.

I think we would all have to agree it is
things that have been said.
First, with regard to whether or not the distinguished Senator from West
hearings have been held on this Virginia IMr. BYRD].
matter, there were 2 days of hearings,
One of the interesting things we are

joint hearings between the Govern- going to find in this budget package
that we present here this evening is

tionary domestic, and foreign. Arid we mental Affairs Committee and the
Committee, several months
set numbers for each one and said for Budget
the first 3 years those targets are bind- ago. Some Members who are critical of
package here this evening testiing, both the big one cumulatively, this
fied at those hearings and some of the
and each one under it.
that they offered at those
For the last 2 years, only the cumu- suggestions
hearings are Included In this particulative target is binding.
budget reform package.
What does binding mean? Binding larWe
a markup In the Senate
means that when you are through ap- Budgetheld
Committee In which certain

propriating you have met the target.
And, 11 you have not, no bill, no line
item veto, no resclssions. Instead, the
entire sum of appropriated accounts,
take whatever small cut or large cut
across the board that Is required be-

that no longer can 0MB come forward
with one set of economic assumptions

in January and predict the deficit is
going to be so much in January, allow

us to mark up a budget to that par-

ticular deficit number, and then come
along 3 or 4 months later and say the
economic assumptions have changed
since we submitted our budget. And
portions of this package were dis- now you the Congress have to make
cussed there, net as parts of this pack- that up and you have to reduce the
age but as parts of other Member's deficit about three or four times more
views of how the budget process could than we had it reduced in the adminis
be improved.
budget.
Some of those items have been in- tration's
From now on, under this particular
corporated here. As the distinguished budget
we will all be singranking member from New Mexico ing off document,
the
same
sheet
music. We
said, the concept of the Senator from will all be using the sameofeconomic
as-

cause you broke the targets.
I do not think that is a terribly onerous provision. In fact I think it is Calculated to make the American people South Carolina and others to take
believe that over the next 5 years we Social Security off budget and out sumptions to arrive at what deficit
will achieve $184 billion In discretion- from under the calculation of the savings need to be made.
Mr. President, I think that pretty
ary savings, most of which comes out Gramm-Rudman-Holllngs targets has
will covers some of the points I wanted
of defense.
been done.
Then we said, third, let us have pay- We now see for the first time 0MB to make. Do we have other Senators
as-you-go for entitlements In the starting to tell us precisely what the who wish to be recognized on the
future. If someone wants to put new deficits are with three different sets of other side of the aisle?
entitlements in they have to pay for numbers. One with Social Security Mr. ADAMS. Is the Senator proceedthem and they have to be budgetary and RTC, with Social Security count- ing to answer questions?
Mr. SASSER. If the Senator will
neutral or there is a point of order. I ed to offset the deficit and with RTC
do not know what Is wrong with that. off budget; then they come with an- withhold, we have a number of other
I think that is pretty good.
other set of numbers that show us Senators who have requested time.
That Is new. I think it Is pretty with Social Security now off budget, Senator SIMoN, I see, is on his feet. At
healthy.
with RTC on budget, and so on. So we the appropriate time. Mr. President, I
Then we said we ought to extend the get a fair picture of precisely what the am going to ask for some additional
Graxnm-Rudman-Hollings for 5 years deficit actually Is. There are a number time for the distinguished chairman of
and see if we can get close to zero, and of provisions In here that Members the Appropriations Committee.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Parliamentary inwe recognize some shortcomings of have suggested.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quiry. I do not want to be presumptuOramm-Rudman-HollIngs, We modify
ous. A point of order under 305(b)(2)
it annually for the fIrst 3 years, if the time of the Senator has expired.
economics change, or if technicals Mr. SASSER. How much time did I can be made at the expiration of the
hour; is that correct? I make that paryield mysell?
change.
Those who are Interested In budget The PRESIDING OFFICER. All of liamentary Inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. A
language will know that we are really the time of the Senator has expired.

Mr, SASSER. Mr. President, I ask point of order can be made at that
tions for failures to meet the targets. unanimous consent that I be allowed time.
Mr. HOLLINGS. When is that time?
And we are trying not to sequester ap- to proceed for an addItional 3 mInutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- I think it has to be made before the
propriations based on economic
changes that cause the sequester num- out objection. It Is so ordered. The perfecting amendment. That is why I

trying not to punish the appropria-

bers to change. We did that.

Senator is recognized for an additional make the inquiry here. I am not trying

to cut anybody off, but then I do not
We then put In credit reform that 3 minutes.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I think want to be told it is too late.
everybody is telling us we must do. We
took Social Security off budget just the distinguished chairman of the Ap- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
like Senator HEnIz and Senator H0L- propriations Committee -would be the
UNGS asked us to do. And, from what I one to discuss some of these matters.
can tell there may be some other parts But to suggest that the distinguished
that are details, but that essentially Is chairman of the Appropriations Comit, And anyone who says this Is not a inittee, Ro3nT C. By, and the disbetter process than we have had In the tinguished chairman of the Senate Fipast, and that It Is calculated to do nance Committee, Li.om BEwrsuI, and
this packftge In rather than to make it the majority leader, Senator MITChenforceable, I truly do not believe they ru.. and even myself were taken off to
have ood at It. We would be pleased some military base and hoodwinked,
that we did ot know what we were
to dscus It more with them.
yleild the floor.

time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. HOLLINGS. It has expired?
Mr. SASSER. Will the Senator withhold?

Mr. HOLLINGS. I withhold. The
Senator from New Mexico probably
has some time left.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from New Mexico has 17 minutes remaining.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. will

doing, that RoB C. Bm was taken the Senator yield me 5 minutes?
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about are in this budget, taken care of,
the budget, breaking the targets, and and we meet the targets.
this concept applies to entitlements. It
Mr. STEVENS. I accept that answer,
is applied at the end of the year. If the and I will comment on it later if I
entitlements exceed their targets—
offer an amendment.
Mr. STEVENS. Respectfully now,
Let me ask about the multiyear
the Senator gave me 5 minutes. What aspect. If we look at this proposal, this
happens under this law if there is an is now a multiyear prospect. It strikes
unexpected loss of $165 billion to $195 out 2 years and inserts 4 years. Would
billion when the Budget Director looks someone explain that to me? Why do
at the results on November 15?
we have to have a 4-year concept in
Mr. DOMENICI. I say to the Sena- the permanent law now in dealing
tor, I cannot answer easily because I with this? I will be glad to give the coram trying to tell you that the minise- rect page. If you look at page 35, you
quester you are referring to will only have planning levels for each of 2
be impacted if the entitlements do in- years, you knocked that out and you
crease because of policy changes. If
in place of that 4 years. We do
something else causes it to be over, insert
not have the advantage of a full text.
like economics, this does not apply.
have a series of amendments that
Mr. STEVENS. That is what I We
deal
with existing law. We have not
thought. As a matter of fact, it does had time
this really to exnot take care of an S&L type loss at isting law.toI compare
do not understand the neall. So the next year we come around
for having a 4-year planning
and guess what he tells us? You have cessity
to pay interest on $165 billion you did level in a budget package that I
not take care of and, by the way, boys, thought was dealing with 5 years.
Mr. DOMENICI. This is 1 year, the
now you must take care of this. You
must take care of it. You must reduce year we are doing plus 4 equals 5 and
discretionary accounts; you must that is how we got to 5.
Mr. STEVENS. Does this not set up
reduce defense spending. We are on a
balanced-budget concept, are we not? 4 years out? Next year will we not be
Does this not presume a balanced- dealing with 4 years again?
Mr. DOMENICI. Next year we will
budget concept?
Mr. DOMENICI. I say to my col- be dealing with 3 additional years, as
league, it takes everything we know far as the mandatory targets.

Mr. DOMENICI. I yield the Senator budget more responsible for breaking

from Alaska 5 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from Alaska.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, keep-

ing in mind the problem the Senator
from South Carolina has mentioned,
and realizing after that point of order
there still are potential second-degree
amendments, I want to ask some ques-

tions that might be relevant to our
consideration of that point of order
which I know will be made.

Let me just ask the Members who

are maraging this proposition this

question: We have in this proposal, for
instance, a new concept. It is called a
look-back sequester on November 15.

The sequester is part of existing law
already, but this look-back concept is
new. I think the Senator from Texas
and the Senator from New Mexico
might be able to tell us. As I understand it, the results of the fiscal year
that preceded that November 15 would

be reviewed by the Director of 0MB
and he would look to see what deficit
overage had occurred in the previous
fiscal year, not the one coming ahead,
as Is the case in current law.

Today we have an initial sequester
on October 1 where you actually lpok
ahead, take a snapshot of the projected deficit and see what might happen.
But this is a look-back concept.
I want to ask this question: Suppose
we had another S&L type failure. As I
see it right now, that has cost us somewhere between $165 billion and $195
billion, or at least that is the estimate
now. Suppose the 0MB Director sees

that another crisis of that sort took
place in September and he had to

listen to the Secretary of Treasury, as
we did; and say, we need more money,
billions more money.

As I read this. November 15 comes
and the Director of 0MB says, there is
at least a $165 billion deficit that you
have not taken care of. What happens
under this look back? As I understand
it, there will be an automatic sequester; am I wrong? Will there not be an

Mr. STEVENS. Is the answer that
that was going to occur and everything that we could project, and on by 1995 then we do not have a Budget
those projections, and given the eco- Act? What happens in the succeeding
nomies we used that gets to balance years. in terms of planning? We are
under 0MB in 5 years. If you are con- knocking out a 2year planning process
cerned about a sequester occurring be- and putting in a 4-year planning proccause of an S&L crisis, then I would ess. What kind of planning cycle do we
tell the Senator, or the 0MB Director, have now if this passes?
having to cut something because of Mr. DOMENICI. We have this year
that kind of S&L crisis, it is not there. and 4 years and when these targets
The Gramm-Rudman targets are auto- and these provisions expire, we have
matically adjusted in the first 3 years, the Budget Act. And we have met our
including interest.
targets.
Mr. STEVENS. Where is that
Mr. STEVENS. I want to tell my col-

leagues that this proposal will not Budget Act after the end of the 5
take care of an S&L-type crisis auto- years? Where is it?
matically; is that right? Is that the Mr. DOMENICI. It is still substananswer?
tive law.
automatic sequester if he finds that?
Mr. DOMENICI. It will not take
Mr. STEVENS. But this is changing
We are out of session and there is an care of it automatically. We are not the substantive law, Mr. President.

acrosstheboard cut somewhere.
going to go to a sequester because of it
Mr. DOMENICI. The Senators under the Gramm-Rudman t&rgets, if
question had to do with an S&L type that is what you have In mind as autoof problem.
matically. It will not. But we intended
Mr. STEVENS. An S&L type loss. It it not. This was intentional. We did
is a loss that was not projected in any not want to have a sequester of the apof the budget process caused by legis- propriated accounts based upon an
lation that was passed in the preced- S&L crisis. That is why we worked so
ing year.
hard.
Mr. DOMENICI. Let me say to the
Mr. STEVENS. I thought one of the
Senator in response to this question, reasons we were here on a 5-year plan
and other Senators, what we are doing was to try to find a budget plan that
here. There was a constant concern would, in fact, take care of the S&L
that the sequester process penalized crisis we have now. At the end of the 5
the appropriated accounts. That Is years, theoretically we have made up
what we were worried about, that at for this, have we not?
the end of the year. if you breached
Mr. DOMENICI. Absolutely correct.
your targets, you looked and said, Mr. STEVENS. This plan does not
"Well, what can we cut?" Gramm- take care of the main problem we have
Rudman defined the pool. The pool today.
was half comes out of defense and half
Mr. DOMENICI. The Senator was
comes out of discretionary. So we said, asking about an unknown S&L crisis.

Mr. DOMENICI. Were we to have
brought 6 years in—not the Senator
from Alaska—some would say it is too

long. We brought in a 5-year plan.
Some even think that is too long.

Some think we cannot plan beyond 2.
We think with the flexibility we have
provided that we can plan for 5.
Mr. STEVENS. Answer me another

question. I am sorry to perplex my
friend and to confuse this matter.

Again, I read a summary of the budget

summit agreement that was given to
us, and I find that the amendment as

offered tonight is nowhere like the
summary. For instance, there is no

automatic reconciliation instruction
for revenue decreases in this proposal
I can find. It is out now, right? Things
we read were going to be here are not
here.

Mr. DOMENICI. I think I know a
how can we make other parts of the All that we have funded and know little bit about this and if I sound con-
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budget and appropriation processfused I apoligize, but it do not think selves to try to perform and what Is all
es.
I
am deeply offended by it.
the
result?
We
have
not
performed.
that Is the document that explains
I thank the Senator for the 30 sec-
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this bill. I think that Is the document We find out that we have had an S&L
that explains the so-called summit crisis that has crippled the banking in- onds.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, parliaagreement and I think we changed it, dustry, harmed a great many people.
We did not even know it was going on. mentary inquiry.
but I am not sure of that.
Let me ask the Senator about page And now this proposal before us would
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temnot solve a similar problem if It came bore. Who yields time?
39 of the amendment.
upon the country.
Mr. DOMENICI. Let me see that.
Mr. SASSER. Parliamentary inMr. STEVENS. "To the extent that I do not understand why we should quiry. The Senator from South Carolia concurrent resolution on the budget go through the process and call it na, I believe, is on the verge of
specifies and directs matters described reform when it is a procedural night- making—
in paragraphs (1), (2), or (4), the con- mare that we are dealing with in this
Mr. HOLLINGS. A point of order at
current resolution shall specify and bill.
the
chairman's volition. I am not
The chairman of our Appropriations trying
direct deficit reduction for the 5 years
to preempt anybody. At the apcovered by the concurrent resolution Committee I think has protected do- propriate time.
mestic
spending
in
a
way
that
is
hercuin amounts equal to or greater than
Mr. 5ASSER. Following the point of
five times that specified and directed lean and we have tried our best to order on the motion to waive, we will
for the fIrst year covered for each make certain that the defenses of this have 30 mInutes, will we not?
committee directed." Is that perma- country will be protected under this
nent law? Is it every year we are deal- also, and entitlements need protection. Mr. HOLUNGS. All time has exI do not question that. What I ques- pired on the first degree?
ing with 5 years from now on?
Mr. DOMENICI. When we write a tion is why a group of grown people The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tombudget resolution, we cover the first need to put parameters around them- pore. Thirty minutes will be available
year and write a resolution that covers selves and their future colleagues in should the point of order not be susfour additional years, so it is a 5-year order to do our job and to do it right, tained and should second-degree

budget resolution, And we do that
every year. So if we write one next

Mr. ADAMS addressed the Chair.
amendments be proposed.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temMr. PRYOR. Mr. President, I am

year, it will be for 1 year longer than pore, Does the Senator from New sorry; I did not hear the ruling of the
this budget agreement. What we have Mexico yield time to the Senator from Chair.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temtalked about in this bill is to make cer- Washington?
Mr. ADAMS. Will the Senator from pore. The Senator from Arkansas.
tain new provisions binding for those 5
New Mexico yield me 2 mInutes?
Mr. PRYOR. I am sorry; I did not
years.
Mr. STEVENS. That is what I am The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tom- hear the ruling of the Chair as to the
talking about next. Are they binding pore, The Senator from New Mexico point of order.
for the full 5 years in the enactment has 2 minutes remaining.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temMr. DOMENICI. How much time do pore. No point of order has been made.
now? Under what conditions can ConI have remaining?
gress change.
Mr. SASSER. Parliamentary inThe ACTING PRESIDENT pro tomMr. DOMENICI. That Is right.
quiry,
Mr. President.
Mr. STEVENS. What does it take to pore. Two minutes remaining.
Mr. DOMENICI. I have 2 minutes Mr. HOLLINGS. All time has exchange this 3 years out?
pired.
Mr. DOMENICI. You have to only.
Mr. SASSER. There will be time for

change the law, There are many The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tom- debate available on the motion to
things that you can change with 60 pore. The Senator from New Mexico
waive.
has 2 minutes.

votes.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temMr. DOMENICI. Have arrangements
Mr. STEVENS. It takes a supermabeen made for Senator BYRD to have pore. There is no time provided for on
jority to change any of it, right?
the motion to waive.
some time?
Mr. DOMENICI. For much of it.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Point of order, Mr.
Mr. SASSER, Do I have any time reMr. STEVENS. Any of it.
President.
Mr. DOMENICI. You can change maining?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternThe ACTING PRESIDENT pro temthe law and you can change much of it
pore. The Senator from New Mexico
pore. The Senator does not.
by supermajority.
Mr. SASSER. Pardon?
controls the time.
Let me also say, Mr. President, inThe ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternMr. DOMENICI. Mr. President,
tentionally—and I want all Senators to
know—we intentionally made reconcil- pore. The Senator does not have any might I say to the Senator from Washington, I will try my best, 11 I have an
iation bills 5-year bills and they wifi be time remaining.
Mr. ADAMS. Then if the Senator opportunity, to dissuade the Senator
measured on their 5-year Impact, not 1
from his views. I do not believe they
year as In the past, because you used would yield me 30 seconds.
Mr. DOMENICL I yIeld 30 seconds.
to put big savings in the first year end
are right.
Mr. ADAMS. I just want the Senator
Mr. ADAMS. If this is a part off the
none in the outyeers.
Mr. ADAMS. Will the Senator from to know—the Senator is an old friend rulemaking power, this is appropriate.
and dear friend—it am so deeply ofNew Mexico yield for a question?
Mr. DOMENICI. it will go over it in
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, it be- fended by this document that it cannot detail with the Senator.
lieve

it

have almost exhausted my now vote for this whole process.

time. it will have some amendments. it
might make some comments about the
matter. it say most respectfully, the
people who have been involved in this
process have my absolute admiration

end respect. it 'ust really fear this
process because here we ae late in the
cession. One off the things it have con-

corns about Is the schedule that says
the next Congresses will do things by
nil l, by May 30. itt has never been

done. it thinI one-third off the votes rio
have curt thIs year have been voter related to the restrictions we put on our-

it

Let me ask, how much time do it

cannot tell you—end it am saying what have remaining?
the Senator from Alaska did—whether
The AItNG PESXDENT pro ternthis is permanent law or what the pore.
Forty seconds.
budget process was, which was a ruleit wonder if the
Mr.
making part off the process of the two SenateDOMENItCII.
would
consider
yielding an adlHtouses off Congress. That is what is
ItO minutes to the distinditional
was, rulemaking. And yet as It under- guished chairman of the Appropriastand this, es the Senrtor from Alaska
Committee.
just stated, for years we have passed tions
Mr. SItMON. parliamentary inquiry,
a permanent law that removes from
Mr. DOMENXCI. It ask unanimous
the Congress off the United States Its
Appowers, its rulemaking power capacity, consent that the chairman of the
Senator
concurrent resolutions, and estab- propriations Committee,
lished permanent law which controls Ems, have 10 minutes.
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The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- Israel, or whatever, would the Senator 1990. The answer was, well, we would
pore. Is there objection? Without ob- ask his question again?
predict that It would cost $15 billion.
jection, it is so ordered.
Mr. PRYOR. Yes. I am wondering If
My position throughout that conferMr. PRYOR. Mr. President, I apolo- the process is being changed or if we ence was that whatever Desert Shield
gize. I want to hear the chairman of are permitting ourselves or even allow- costs, It will be outside this appropri athe Appropriations Committee, but ing the President to write off these tion, the regular process. It would not
this Is monumental and I would like debts without congressional consent.
be charged against the defense allocathe opportunity to ask at least five or Mr. BYRD. No, no, no, no. That Is tion, and It will not be charged against
six questions after a while. When will not being changed. Furthermore, let the domestic discretionary; It would be
that opportunity be available to a Sen- me say this. The provisions that are In done In a supplemental appropriation.
ator, let us say to the junior Senator this package protect the Appropria- Mr. SASSER. Will the Senator

from Arkansas, to be specific?
tions Committee from having such yield?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- writIng off of debts, If it Is agreed to; If
Mr. BYRD. Yes.
pore. The Senator can ask questions such a writing off Is agreed to. A vote Mr. SASSER. The funding for Oper-

only If those controlling time are pre- on this does not Ipso facto agree to
pared to yield time for that purpose. writing of f the debt.
Senator BYRD has 10 minutes.
But if It is the position of the Senate
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, It have 10 and the House that those debts for
minutes. I yield to the Senator to ask Egypt and Poland should be written
them.
off, they will not be charged against
Mr. PRYOR. Mr. President, during the International discretionary spendWorld War ii in order to save gaso- ing cap. Otherwise, If we had foreign
line—I am old enough to remember operations and domestic discretionary,
that. A lot of our colleagues are not— all as a single fundible item, and the
little signs were posted on the high- decision was to cancel Israeli debt, and
ways and byways that said, "Is this then someone offered an amendment
trip necessary?" My question is, Is It to cancel the debt of Turkey, to cancel
necessary

that we have a budget many of those debts could have un-

reform package of this magnitude In
order to move this reconciliation bill
that I am supporting on to the House
of Representatives to a conference? Is
it necessary that we have this pack-

pinged upon domestic discretionary
spending. lJnder this amendment domestic discretionary spending Is not
penalized If International spending exceeds the cap.

So the protections are In here that
Mr. BYRD. May I say, Mr. Presi- will assure us that if the Senate and
dent, this package of 123 pages is not the House should make those decibudget reform. This contains the sions they will not be charged against
age?

ation Desert Shield would be treated
as an ordinary emergency supplemental appropriations bill.
Mr. PRYOR. It would have to be appropriated by the House and Senate.

Mr. SASSER. It would have to be
appropriated. It would have to be an
emergency, subject to hearings, and

acted upon by the Appropriations
Committee.

The distinguished chairman of the
Appropriations Committee was seeking to protect the Senate and the Congress from having the administration
come In here and ask for massive sums
of additional defense money without
proving this was indeed an emergency
under the provisions of an emergency
supplemental bill. There would be
hearings. There would be offsets from
other funds collected from Saudi
Arabia, at cetera.

Mr. PRYOR. Mr. President, I am
entire package that has to do with domestic discretionary spending of the going
to sit down because I ann embartaxes,
entitlements
discretionary Appropriations Committee. Those prospending, et cetera, et cetera. This Is tections are there, and they are impornot all budget reform. As a matter of tant.
fact, references to the budget reform
I am not sure I answered the Senaprocess is a misnomer. This is not tor's question.
budget reform.
Mr. PRYOR. I once again am not
What we have here is an agreement, challenging—
and provisions whereby we will en- Mr. BYRD. No. No.
force those provisions. This is not the
Mr. PRYOR. The distinguished
budget.
President pro tempore. There Is no
Mr. PRYOR. If the distinguished person in this body who has more irechairman would also follow with me spect, as our friend from Tennessee,
on pages 11, 12, and 13. I am deeply Senator SAsssa, has said, and has said
concerned that our acceptance of this Senator DoMniIcz. In no way am I
amendment tonight of 120 pages Is even suggesting that the Senator is
going to vastly change a system by trying to give away any powers of this
which we might, for example, forgive Senate. There Is no greater protector
the debt of Israel, or for an Arab re- of this body In this Institution. But
public, or of Egypt. That is on page 12. may I once again ask this question?
I am wondering if that adds to our defMr. BYRD. Yes.
icit. I think that we are really walking
Mr. PRYOR. On page 14, sectIon
off Into some waters that we are not (E), top of the page, this relates to Opsure about.
eration Desert Shield costs, costs
I wonder if the Chairman could ex- meaning no Incremental costs directly
plain this area.
associated with Increases In operations
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, the prob- in the Middle East, and do not considlem here is we do not have enough er Costs that would be experienced by
time.
the Department of Defense as part of
May we have order?
Its normal operations absent OperThe PRESIDING OFFICER. We ation Desert Shield.
will have order in the Senate.
Is there an Interpretation of this
Mr. BYRD. We do not have enough that a layman like myself might untime. That is our problem. These are derstand?

serious questions. Most of them

I

think ought to be answered. We
cannot do that in this limited time.
Let me try to answer the one question of the Senator. With reference to
writing off of debts, of Egypt, or

rassed keeping the distinguished chairman up answering these Questions.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, let me say

to the distinguished Senator that his
questions are Important indeed. He

should not be embarrassed by keeping

my attention here or keeping me on

my feet.
The position I took and the result of
this agreement the way It Is written Is

that the administration would have to
come before the Appropriations Committee and request a supplemental appropriation for any amounts that
result from Desert Shield.

I took the position that It ought to
come by way of the appropriations
process so that the Appropriations

Committee can conduct hearings, re-

ceive testimony, and find out how

much other countries are contributing
to Desert Shield.
We have no way of seeing how much
they are going to contribute. We have
no way of knowing what the costs are
going to be. We cannot predict what is
going to happen in the desert.
Therefore, If the administration

wants to make requests for Desert
Shield, let the administration come

before the Senate and House, before
the Appropriations Committee, reMr. BYRD. Mr. President, the ad- quest its supplementals, and submit
ministration at the summit wanted to the facts and let the Senate and House
include Desert Shield in the regular make a Judgment thereon. It will be
appropriations process. And the ques- outside this process, so the Senate and
tion was how do we know how much the House are fully protected Insofar
Desert Shield will cost In fiscal year as Desert Shield Is concerned.
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That was an exceUent question, and could not give that away if I would—of powers and its traditions—I get a little
this body. And all this talk about, welL tired of these veiled criticisms.
I hope I have helped the Senator.
Mr. ADAMS. May I ask a question
they were taken over to Andrews Field
Mr. PRYOR. I thank the Senator.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- over there and the President took now?
Mr. BYRD. No. Let me just finish,
pore. The Chair recognizes the majori- them over there, and they were put
under armed guard, and they were and then I-will be happy to.
ty leader.
It has been said now. Does the SenaMr. MITCHELL Mr. President, how kept there and they were not allowed
to come home until the President gave tor have any other questions? May I
much time is remaining?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- his approval, and then he let them say to the Senator I was not directing
pore. The time of the Senator from come home—Mr. President, that is lu- my remarks to him.
Mr. PRYOR. I appreciate that. I was
West Virginia has expired. The Sena- dicrous.
I have heard a lot of ludicrous state- beginning to wonder. I might say, Mr.
tor from New Mexico has 15 seconds.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, In ments here. Of all the ridiculosity that President, the great President pro
view of the importance of this matter I have ever been exposed to, I have tempore was getting awfully close. But
and the fact that several Senators heard it throughout these summit I understand exactly what the distinhave very serious and appropriate con- hearings. And all these subtle knifings guished Senator, my good friend, was
cerns about it, I ask unanimous con- at those who went over to the summit, saying.
sent that the Senator from West Vir- I get a little sick and tired of it.
Mr, President, I am going to make a
We have a song down in West Vir- 30-second observation, if I might, and
ginia be recognized to respond to questions and to comment on this matter ginia, "I Am Looking for the Bully of I am going to sit down. And there will
the Town." Let me say nobody bullies probably be questions.
for an additional 30 minutes.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- this Senator, not here In this ChamThat observation is this: Grammpore. Without objection, it is so or- ber, not in the conference, nor on the Rudman-Hollings has been referred to
street at midnight. I have had experts many times tonight on this floor in
dered.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I thank try to twist this arm—Lyndon B. John- this debate, the difference in Grammson—and I said no. I can say no to any Rudman-Hollings and maybe some
the distinguished majority leader.
Mr. PRYOR. Mr. President, I wouId man living, and I get tired of these changes we are making in the budget.
like to ask the distinguished chairman little subtle cynicisms and darts that Oramm-Rudman-Hollings, whether we
If we are assuming a new obligation are cast at the summit hearings.
agree or disagree with the outcome, in
for a 5-year period that we have not If there is a Senator here who wants my opinion, is one of the great debates
had, before we vote on this amend- to say that to me directly, let him we had in this Senate Chamber in the
ment. Are we creating a new 5-year speak. Nobody is going to bully this 12 years I have been here. It was over
Senator the 'President, a Senator, or a weekend. It was just us, and we
commitment or an obligation?
Mr. BYRD. Commitment for what, anyone else. If I am wrong, I will be really looked at the priorities of how
the first to say I am wrong. But we did
may I ask?
do what we needed to do. I voted for
Mr. PRYOR. Commitment for a our best over there, and it is said that to
new, for example, system of budgets, a we had those meetings over there and it. I must say, and I say this in respect,
new (ramm-Rudman-Hollings, and we have not had any conferences Mr. President, to every person, I say
this is Gramm-Rudman-Hollings II. since.
We have had many conferences that this in respect to the Senator from
What are we committing ourselves to
Virginia, the Senator from Tenin the outyears with the adoption of did not occur over at Andrews. They West
nessee,
the Senator from New Mexico,
occurred
before
we
went
to
Andrews;
this amendment?
everyone who has been involved in
Mr. BYRD. What we are talking they occurred since we went to An- and
about here, Insofar as my part is con- drews. I have been here at night, late this process, and I have been involved
cerned, Is discretionary enforcement. at night: Senator SA5SER has been as of late—I am on the Finance ComWe are not talking about budget proc- here; Senator BENTSEN; Senator mittee and I voted out the package—
MITCHELL; I can name them one by but the Senator is right: we do not
ess reform.
I know where that term got started. one. We were here when you folks have the time to find Out what we are
doing.
The President had much to say about were sleeping,
It is easy to pick. Anybody can ask I trust the Senator from West Virthe need for budget process reform. It
was all this suggestion that there be a questions. That is the reason we Sena- ginia. If I vote for this amendment, to
line-item veto, that there be enhanced tors always have the advantage over be honest with you, it will be for one
rescissions, and so on and so on. That the witnesses who appear before our and only one reason, and that is becommittees. It is easy to ask questions. cause the Senator helped to craft it,
was called budget process reform.
We do not have that in here. What It is difficult to answer them, and it Is and 1 do not think he is going to sell
we have here are provisions that will easy to pick. But I think he that picks us out, and I do not think he is going
enable us to enforce the agreement ought to be a little more careful how to give away the power or the authorities.
which we have entered into. Whether he addresses his criticism.
I wish we had more time, I say to my
or not that agreement bears the final This Senator is not knowingly ever friend,
and with that, I will yield the
stamp of the Senate and the House re- going to permit any shift of power
mains to be seen. But I feel that if we from this branch, and if there is any floor and I thank the Senator for
are going to try to deal with this def i- Senator who thinks I will, let him granting me the privilege.
(Mr. DASCHLE assumed the chair.)
cit, we are going to have to do it in a stand and say so to me now, call my
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I wish I
bipartisan way and we are not going to name. All of these veiled needles and
be able to deal with it unless we have daggers, I get a little tired of them. had more time, too. I can appreciate
concerns the Senators have. I can
Republicans and Democrats and the Anybody can pick and anybody can the
appreciate the frustration that I have
find fault.
President on board.
I just heard so much of it, and these presented this package late. I can unAnd, consequently, I feel that if I
got a commitment out of the adminis- poor devils who went over there and derstand all that.
not understand everything that
tration, let us say to hold appropria- stayed over there at night—I did not is Iindothe
package. But a good bit of it
tions harmless for economic and tech- stay all night; I have a wife that has to
nical miscalculations, then I have a stay at the house by herself with my deals In areas that are under the juriscommitment to do something, also. little dog Billy. But I get a little tired diction of the Finance Committee or
of those who went home at night and other committees of the Budget ComThis cannot be.a one-way street.
May I say to my friends, there is no slept continuing to find fault with mittee.
I am sure that each of us has an unneed to worry about Robert Byrd something that those of us who did derstanding
of the areas which were
giving away the powers, the authority, our best to do our duty and uphold
the constitutional prerogatives—I this body and its prerogatives and its ours to debate but not the other areas.
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I can fully appreciate the frustration ness, We will send the bills over arid
Mr. BYRD. I suppose the best way
of the Senator. I wish we could take you will sign them or veto them. I am for me to proceed is to attempt to read
the time and answer all the questions. not directing anything toward you or into the RECORD a short statement
But some of it we will have to accept any other Member because I respect here. Perhaps it will help to answer
on faith, and I am accepting some of it what you did there. I simply am stat- some of the questions that have been
on faith as well. I do not know. I hope ing that what this Senator sees, and it asked and some that would be asked.
it will work, but who is to know?
a short view that I have had an op- So let me try that.
I yield to Senator ADAIis.
portunity
to make, s that we now It is Important to remember that the
Mr. ADAMS. Mr. President, I say to have the President in the budget proc- provisions contained in this amendthe Senator, he Is my very good friend, ess.
ment to enforce the 5-year deficit reand he is one of the great experts on
The second thing is we tried to fight duction targets that are provided for
the Senate. Many of us are concerned off 0MB. Wedid not want to accept in this budget agreement are not perbecause we received this this alter- their projections. They are now ftc- manent. They do not displace the
noon. One of the reasons I left the cépted in here. Those are projections Granim-Rudman-Hollings
targets,
Chamber was to go through and read which caine over in the Presidential which have been left in place as a furit. I have never said to any Member
and I am referrmg to the ther control on spending and in order
the summit did not w9rk. I have said document,
pages
up
to
18 in the budget of to keep us aware of the size of the
nothing about them. I have said noth- the President.page
They are always politi- budget deficit.
ing about the budget process because I cal documents.
For fiscal years 1991, 1992, and 1993,
You and I have seen
felt that it had changed since I was those. I have helped
there
will be three caps on discretiondraft
some
of
the first chairman and came Into the them. The economic asurnptions, the ary appropriations:
One cap on budget
rulemaking power.
projections are all of that authority and outlays for defense, one
The questions that we have, Senator economic
cap on budget authority and outlays
PRYOR is correct, cannot be airswered nature.
I do not mean to prolong this
to pass this. We have been placed up debate. I am not even going to debate
against the wall as happened in 1982. it because I do not think there is time
and I do not think I could do it Justice,
And that is going to occur.
I am sorry if I in any way gave you and I would not attempt to interfere
the Impression that my sense of out- with what the people who have
rage and frustration was directed worked on it have done. I think we
toward you or any other Member of should go to a vote.
I simply wanted, as one Senator, to
this body. There is a great change that
occurs here, I say to the Senator. We ay what I felt in my heart about it
now have in law, that will have to be and explain why I was going to vote
signed by the President, a series of the way I did. And if my tongue was
limitations on the power of this Con- sharper than it should have been, I
gress. I have read the last part that apologize to you and the other Memsays it is rulemaking power. But the bers for that.
But it is not something that we can
first portions of this that state what
the limits are by various categories study for weeks. I do not intend to. I
will be in law, just as your protections do not intend to debate it any further.

in a short period of time. We are going

for international, and a cap on domestic discretionary budget authority
annual outlays.
These caps are ceilings, they are not
floors. There was an attempt to make
them floors. Some of the earlier discussions, as I understood them, would

have made them floors, also. How a
number can be both a ceiling and a
floor and expect to achieve budgetary
cuts I cannot understand. So they are
not ceilings and floors. They are ceil-

ings, not floors. This means that Congress is not required to fund up to the
levels allowed for in the cap.

To the extent that the funding

levels enacted are below the caps, the
savings will go toward deficit reduc-

I hope we will vote right now because I tion. If funding for any of the three
compliment you for separating think the Members have their minds categories exceeds its cap, a sequester
Desert Shield. I see your fine hand made up, and I think this will go on will occur to bring spending for that
through this as I read it In the short different lines than an intellectual category back into conformance with
are in law.
I

period of time that I had. I compli- debate.

the cap. The distinguished Senator

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
I do not accuse you or any other Senator has 13 minutes 40 seconds.
Member of giving away the powers oi
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, if we
the Senate. You made an agreement. could have order in the Senate, and we
It is an agreement which we in 194 will have order before I start using my
were trying to fight off Nixon who was 13 minutes.
impounding the money by saying the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

that the various subcommittees can
have higher allocations and not have
those allocations wiped out because a
Senator offers an amendment 1 day
here and the Senate, because of spe-

ment you on protecting us against the
So I ask no further questions of Sen- from Alaska was asking questions on
Egyptian forgiveness potential, be- ator Byan, but I wanted him to know that point.
cause this document is a mixture of what my position was, why I had The device of a cap puts a real lid on
rulemaking power and of law. In the taken it, and why I am concerned the spending, and the three separate
reconciliation process, It is almost Im- about the separation of powers. And I caps protect each category from being
possible for some of us, even though know, God willing, you would do ev- raided by another category. I do not
we have worked with the budget proc- erything in your power and have, and want to see domestic discretionary
ess, to know which parts are law in the I respect particularly what you have raided by foreign operations. Because
reconciliation bill and which parts are done for discretionary spending and the Senate, in its unwisdom, may
rulemaking power.
its protection. I am concerned about march down one day and because a
For 5 years we have taken the posi- the fact that the levels for defense are certain popular amendment is offered,
tion, as I read this document, that the higher than they are for domestic we fall all over ourselves to vote yes on
Budget Committee will have three sep- spending and remain higher during that amendment and we relieve a pararate categories and cannot exceed the whole 5-year period. But if that is ticular country of its debt and it comes
those categories without the signature the will of the body, then we should out of domestic discretionary spendof the President. It is a secondary type pass this—it is 20 minutes of 12—and ing.
of veto which goes beyond the veto of not spend any more time discussing it.
So I want to protect domestic discreindividual bills. It is a veto in the agI thank you very much for giving me tionary. And all Senators, especially
gregate. It is cleverly done, and it is the time and I thank you, Mr. Presi- those who are subcommittee chairmen
very well done because it means that dent, for letting me say what I had to on appropriations, ought to have some
all revenues that come in beyond what say.
appreciation of the fact that their
we anticipate will flow Immediately to
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, how chairman did everything he could do
pay on the deficit. I think it is a very much time do I have remaining?
to protect discretionary spending so
clever plan.

President should stay out of our busi- Senate will be in order.

cial interest groups or whatever, votes
for that amendment. And then we find
it has wiped out our allocations.
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The amendment will place the
Like the distinguished Senator from a.I action comports with the agree-
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burden of meeting the deficit reducment, no sequesters should occur.
In addition, executive branch agen- tions called for in the agreement upon
cies can better plan their annual all the committees of Jurisdiction, not
spending programs without the un- just upon the Appropriations-Commiteasiness and the disruption that the tee. Upon all committees of Jurisdicthreats of sequesters cause. If we live tion.
ence, you will get them and I will up to the deficit reductions called for Unlike extsting law, those commitprove to you that they are in there; I In this package in entitlement savings tees that violate this agreement will be
am going to see that you get them. and revenues and stay within our ap forced to pay a penalty for their shortAnd I did. He did not have to come out propriations caps, there should be no fall. That is all committees, not Just
here on the floor and move to waive sequester for fiscal years 1991, 1992, the Appropriations Committee. All
committees will have a stake in
the Budget Act. He did not have to and 1993.
come out here and attempt to raise I do not like sequesters. There are making this agreement work.
Now, what do we want to do? Do we
the allocation through a 80-vote some who would like to have them
waiver. I got it through this process every year. I do not like them and I do want to enter into an agreement today
that we worked out over in Andrews, not think that we have written any- and then break it tomorrow? An agreewill assure the re- ment us an agreement. A handshake is
and many nights over in the other side thing in here that
of the Capitol, and nights down in my election of President Reagan, or a handshake, back where I live. And if
South Carolina, he needed some additional money allocated to him to carry
out certain important programs which
are beneficial to the country. .1 saw to
it that he would have some additional
money and I said to him in the confer-

or whoever it may be. we make an agreement I expect to
office. Not under guard; not tipping Reagan-Bush,
was not my interest in going to keep my part and I expect the other
our hat to any President, saying may I That
go, Mr. President? When may I the summit, leaving my wife over at fellow to keep his. That Just did not
the house by herself until 12, 1, 2 or 3

become my credo yesterday.
o'clock in the morning. That is not my
In addition, the agreement will allow a
And I should think that we would interest:
in reelecting Mr. Bush.
mechanism for both the President and
appreciate the fact that some did their
Mr.
Bush
had
the
courage
at
least
to
Congress to provide funding for unforebest and did some good.
that he was wrong in the cain- seen
emergencies—earthquakes, hurriI said to Mr. Sununu, we are no- say
paign when he had said no taxes. He
body's underlings. May I say, I am not saw the real world when he took the canes and so forth—without having
very persuaded by Senators who are oath and he changed his mind. That such costs trigger a sequester. Last year
we had two sets of disasters, hurricane
always ready to criticize what some- takes some courage.
body else does. What everbody else But I do not like sequesters and I Hugo and the California earthquake.

return?

does Is wrong. I do not apologize for think we have to raise our sights Just a
my work over at the summit or here in little bit above partisan politics here.
the Capitol. There Is nothing hidden. I
Of course I want my party to win in
do not have anything hidden in this. the congressional elections. Of course
And I am as loyal to the Senate, as I want a Democratic President in the
loyal to the flag and as loyal to the White House. But there is something
Constitution as any other Senator more Important than that to this Senhere in this Chaniber now, any who ator, that Ls what happens to our
has ever sat In this Chamber or any country. It is being torn apart and it is
who wjll ever grace this Chamber.
time we quit thinking about ourselves
I can understand the honest, sincere, and think about our country and our
conscientious questionz that Senators children. Try to avoid these sequeshave about this packet. I understand ters. Just get on with the job.
that. But I turn a deaf ear to the conOf course the national debt Is going
stant naysayers who can do nothing to be higher if we accept this, but it
bit find fault nd pick and pick and will be $500 billion less, we hope. Of
pick. Nobody's plan is right but their course It Is going to be higher. But
plan; nothing will work but whatever what would It be If we did not have

0MB ruled that a portion of the appropriations that were made for these
disasters was discretionary. For example, the $1 billion appropriation that

was made to repair the bridges and
highways that were destroyed in the

earthquake was treated as discretionary spending. This $1 billion caused
the Appropriations Committee to
exceed its allocation, but we escaped a
sequester because this was a disaster
that occurred after the October 15 sequester date.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair Informs the Senator his time
has expired.
Mr. BYRD. I ask unanimous consent

to proceed for such time as X may
they suggest. nd I say let them vote this package?
need.
against the packet. They probably will This is a vIta' improvement to curThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
not vote for it anyhow.
If funding for any of the three categories exceeds its cap, a sequester will
occur to bring spending for that category back Into conformance with the

rent law under which discretionary ap there objection?
Mr. CHAFEE. Wel', Mr. President.
propriations for such activities such as
Mr. BYRD. Do not worry, this Senalaw enforcement, education, wateir
projects, research and development, tor will end it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
and so forth, are required to suffe there an objection? Hearing none, t is
As I said, this protects each category across-the-board cuts 11 the Gramm- so ordered.
fron being raided by another.
Mr. BYRD. I thank you for your
Rudxnan-Hoflings deficit target is
received today.
The amendments should preclude missed because of the faulty economic nice card that
sequesters for Zlscai years 1991, 1992, and technical estimates.
(Laughter.]
and 1993, so long as congressional
A I pointed out in my remarks to Your very nice card about the item
cap.

highways, transit, VA medical care

X

action remains within the caps for dIs
cetionary appropriations and achieves
the policy goais set forth th the agreenent with respect to deficit reduction.
Unlike previous years, across-theboard reductions In discretionary oper
aUons will likely not occur In fiscal
years 991, 1992, and 1993 simply be
cause of mistakes made by 0MB such
economIc and technical nIscalcu1a'
tion or inaccurate forecasts. This

the Senate last evening, domestic dis- that X he'ped you with th the Interior
cretionary spending has not contribut- appropriations bill. ftaughter.]
ed to th Increased deficit. Xn fact Mr. CHAFEE. I had that in mind as
these rogrns have been cut, as X rose to my feet. (Laughter.
pointed out, by a cumulative total of The treason I rose was t thought I

$326 billion, under baseline, In the wanted to assist you in any way I
past 10 years. This change Umi- could in an extension of the time you
nates—the change we are talking wanted. (Laughter.]
Mr. BYRD. I say to the Senator,
about now—1iininates mindless cuts

to domestic programs that help to edu- wait until next year &nd he wil' write
cate our children nd protect our citi- me bigge? card. I thank the Senator.
means that Congress will be b1e to zens, or to defense prograns at time Under this agreement, disasters will
proceed with its budget nd appopria- when we may be at war in the Middle be treated as mandatory spending and
Uon processes each year with greater East, so long as we live up to the e- will not cause a sequester, no matter
surance that, as long as congreaslion- qulrementh of this agreement.
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when they occur. And that might Mr. JOHNSTON. The assumptions, budget resolution by directing the Fioccur in my State, it may occur in the economic assumptions, I under- nance Committee to do that or by cutyour State or any State.
stand are locked into these targets so ting another program elsewhere.
It is sound policy; it is -good common that if the economic assumptions at
Mr. JOHNSTON. If we adopt some
sense. As I have already indicated, the least for the next fiscal year should form of a budget package here that is
administration sought to have Desert change, that they do not affect the assumed to raise a certain amount of
Shield Zunded in the regular fiscal targets? Will the Senator explain that money over a period of, or reduce
year 1991 Defense appropriations bill. mechanism?
I opposed that approach because it Mr. BYRD. The easy answer is, that
would have hidden the costs of Desert is correct. And that did not come easy,
Shield in the DOD baseline which may I say.
Mr. JOHNSTON. Do those assumpwould have meant from then on Defense would have had a blank check, a tions last beyond the 1 year? Are they
blank check, and those Senators who locked in?
Mr. BYRD. For the 3 years, 1991,
are so concerned about how much Defense is spending, arid how we should 1992 and 1993, appropriations will be
cut Defense might take careful note of held harmless for economic and techthat. Desert Shield will not become a nical miscalculations.
Mr. JOHNSTON. That is for sucpart of the baseline which would go on

spending by a certain amount of
money over a period of years, is that

the kind of assumption that is then

locked in for 3 years, or do we come
back and find out exactly how much
money you did raise under your taxes

and have to readjust from year to
year?
Mr. SASSER. If the Senator will

permit me.
Mr. BYRD. Please.
Mr. SASSER. The enactment of the
and on, as inflation goes up. This ceeding years, next fiscal year those reconciliation bill itself locks in the

would have made it very difficult to
keep a separate accounting of Desert
Shield appropriations. Under this
agreement, Desert Shield spending
will be treated as a separate supple-

assumptions are already made and deficit reduction amounts that we are
they are only made for 1 year by this

committed to for the 3-year period.
document; is that correct?
Mr. SASSER. For that reason, the
Mr. SASSER. I say to the chairman, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
targets for
might I amplify In response to the those 3 years will become simply
adviSenator's questions? We have to

mental appropriations. This will change our mindset a little bit, I will
enable Congress to carefully scrutinize say to the Senator. The economic asthe administration's request for sumptions themselves become irreleDesert Shield appropriations and will vant for the 3 years.
prevent DOD from getting a blank. What the Senate and the Congress
check by assuring necessary funds will has bound itself to do with the adminbe made available.
istration is to reduce the deficit by a

This agreement also strongly en-

courages the administration to secure
commitments from our allies to pay
their fair share of Desert Shield costs.
I understand Saudi Arabia, for example, has increased oil profits from this
crisis to the tune of $10 billion since

August 2 because of the rise in oil

prices. Perhaps it is more than $10 billion.

Overall, I believe this enforcement
package, not budget reform process,
this enforcement package is necessary.

I think it is fair to us. If I did not

think so, I would not sign on.
At the same time, I think the admin-

istration is committed also. I cannot

have it all my way, nor do I expect the
administration to have it all their way.
It does not do injustice to the delicate
balance of power between the execu-

tive and legislative branches, but it

does provide the teeth to keep us

faithful to this bipartisan agreement.
Mr. President, I thank the Members
of the Senate.
•Mr. JOHNSTON. Will the Senator
yield for a question?
Mr. BYRD. Yes.

Mr. JOHNSTON. Do K understand
that there is a fence for a period of 3
years between that part of 050 which
goes to energy, water, discretionary

sory because we meet our commit-

ment, if we reduce the deficit the first
year by $40 billion figure and the corresponding figure for the second year
and the corresponding figure for the
third year.
Mr. JOHNSTON. You do not come
set amount for 3 years. Therefore, In and reestimate—if we adopt this tax
thanks largely to Senator Byiu's package or a tax package which is
work, the economic arid technical as- deemed today to satisfy those requiresumptions become almost irrelevant. ments of the 3 years, then you do not
In other words, we are safeguarded check again next year to find out that
from those In the sense that f the a deteriorated economy had actually
economy should deteriorate or if the resulted and less taxes had been coladministration should have faulty eco- lected.
nomic or technical assumptions, then Mr. SASSER. That is correct
the appropriated accounts would not Thanks again to the distinguished
have to pay the penalty. We are chairman of the Appropriations Com
simply committed to a set amount of Inittee, we are held harmless for technical mis-estimates and economics. For
deficit reduction for 3 years.
Mr. JOHNSTON. And, in effect, we example, if there is a faulty estimate
would really not need a budget resolu- of the amount of revenue that would
tion for a period of 3 years; in fact, we be produced or if there is a deterioration in the economy which would
will have that for 3 years.
Mr. BYRD. We should have the produce a revenue loss, then the apbudget resolution as well. This does propriated accounts would not be held
not eliminate the requirement for a liable by that by way of sequester as
long as they met the deficit reduction
budget resolution.
Mr. JOHNSTON. But we will be amounts that they had agreed to.
Mr. JOHNSTON. My final question
given the operative numbers for that
Is: What this package will give us is,
budget resolution.
Mr. BYRD. We know what the llo- first of all, budget peace and, second,
cations will be now under the budget budget certainty, so that we will not
resolution.
have to fight these battles and be here
Mr. SASSER. If the Senator will on October 1 wonderIng whether we
allow me to amplily more on that. We are going to meet the new fiscal year;
will need a budget resolution because we will have all that information early
the agreement itself provides for new enough so that we will beable to plan
programs. In other words, we may in- with certainty, will not have to come
stitute a new entitlement program, but back and redo what we did the prevtwe must pay as we go, If we Institute
ous year but will have budget peace,
new entitlement program in the that correct?

non-Defense and Defense?
Mr. BYRD. There ts a fence for Defense, for international and for domes- budget resolution then the program
tic discretionary.
will also have to be paid for nd the
Mr. JOHNSTON. And that lasts for budget resolution would be vehicle
3 years?
for providing either for a new mandaMr. BYRD. 1991 and 1992 and 1993. •tory program which would have to pay
Mr. JOHNSTON. After that, the tar- for itself either by Increased revenues
gets under this are fOr 5. years, but or by cutting spending in other entitlethat fence lasts 3 years.
inent programs or for a new domestic
Mr. BYRD. Only for 3 years. After program which would be - paid for
that, everything is fungible;
either by raising funds through the

Mr. BYRD.! hope that will be the
result. Nobody can foresee what i
going to happen In the Middle East

Nobody can see what is going to
happen with respect to recession or de
pressOn. But s best we can we hv
.

protected the legislative process, and
we have made it possible for the Ap
proprations Committees to act with
some certainty and to be able to pro
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ceed with some certainty so that we the Congress in dealing with these ceeded, there will be a sequester, just
as we have now—SO percent discretioncan dea' with the Infrastructure and deadlines?

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, there is ary, 50 percent defense.
the investment deficit to which I atMr. STEVENS. What if revenues are
tempted to address my remarks Last discipline here. The Senator is point
ing to the fact that there are times not up?
evening.
Mr. BYRD. Then the AppropriaThere will still be sequesters If cer. when we cannot get budget resolutions
tam
things happen. There can still be out and enacted and agreed to by the tions Committee will be held harmless.
a Grantrn-Rudman-Holllngs sequester other body so that the appropriations There are categorical sequesters here:
if we reach the targets and there can process can begin in the Senate. The one on entitlements, and one on disbe the sequesters that may occur in House can proceed under its rule but cretionary spending. So that discretionary spending does not have to take
the appropriations process. If we do the Senate cannot.
not live up to our part of the agree- Mr. President, if I may have the at- all of the brunt anymore. Last year
ment and we exceed our allocations in tention of distinguished chairman of the appropriations took the brunt for
domestic discretionary, whatever, then the Budget Committee, there is no $4 billion because certain other comwe can assure that he can get a mittees did not meet their requirethere will be a sequester that will be way
across the board for discretionary resolution out of his committee. He ments under reconciliation.
They did not meet; they did not fulspending. I hope that we can discipline has a difficult time in his committee.
him four or five or six additional fill their Instructions. So we took it.
ourselves. We always like to vote for Give
over there who will support The majority leader told us in his
these measures that increase spending. members
and he will get that resolution office. And Senator SA55ER was there.
At the same time we want to reduce him
out.
The chairman of House Ways and
the deficit.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President—
Means was there, Mr. R05TENK0w5KI.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, will
Mr. BYRD. Wait. Let me finish. We
Mr. BENT5EN and others were there.
do have discipline here. We are provid- The majority leader says we have this
ing that within the appropriations problem. We are $4 billion short. I can
Mr. STEVENS. I am sorry to inter- process
if the domestic discretionary

the Senator yield there?
Mr. BYRD. Yes.

rupt, but that is precisely the question exceeds its allocation, if defense exI was going to get to with the first ceeds its allocations, if foreign operamendment I was going to offer. It is ations exceeds its allocation, and as a
getting very late. I am not going to do result the overall allocations for dothat.
mestic discretionary, let us say, are
I would like to ask this question. The above the allocations, then there will
Senator said now several times if we be a sequester, there will be a sequeslive up to the deadlines in this propos- ter of domestic discretionary, and it
al, sequester would not take place. I will go entirely across the board,
recall the Senator from Texas made across every one of the 10 appropriathat same comment when we support- tions subcommittees with jurisdiction
ed Gramm-Rudman-HollIngs, and I over domestic discretionary programs.
was going to call attention to the two That should help us to discipline ourschedules that start on page 73 of the selves.
amendment that deal with specific When I come out here and offer an
deadlines for the Congressional amendment, it may be good for my
Budget Office, the Senate Budget subcommittee but every other subcomCommittee, the concurrent resolution mittee chairman should view that
deadline, annual appropriations bills amendment with some jaundice in his
to commence by May 15, to be finished eye saying, well, if that results in a seby September 30.
quester down the road, if that results
The Senator from West Virginia is in raising the allocation, domestic dismy great friend. I am sure we all know cretionary, Senator BmD's subcommitthat, and I am delighted to work with tee is not the only one that is going to
him on this process. As I understand have to pay for it. My subcommittee is
it, there is no discipline implied in the going to have to pay an equal percentwhole process yet for the Congress as age. So there is that self-discipline
a whole to meet those deadlines, but built into this process. The same
there is a severe worry and fear in this would be true with regard todefense

tell you the exact words I said to the
majority leader. It did not take me 30
seconds to do it. I have seen a lot of
Senators around here hem and haw,
hem and haw, when they are asked to
bleed a little bit. I said to the majority
leader. I do not like it, but if that is

now some sort of a mechanism to we could not afford, knowing full well
assure that the Budget Committee will that sequester would come along and
report fts concurrent resolution on take them away. As I look at the deApril 1, that we will start ápproprla- velopments in the world with the Eutions bills through the House on April ropean Community coming along, the

fall on both entitlements and domestic

what it takes, we will absorb it; $4 billion.

Do you think I had forgotten that

when I went to the summit? No. I said

if other committees don't meet their
targets the revenue raising falls down.
let those committees take their cut. I

believe Senator BENTSEN supports that

100 percent. If it is entitlements, then

they are entitlements. Do not put it
back on our domestic discretionary
spending. So there will be that categorical sequester. may I say to my
friend.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. speak-

ing to the distinguished chairman of

the Appropriations Committee, let me
say I do not see anything in here that

takes care of the problem that I am
trying to address; that is, if revenues

are not raised, according to the projections, and the Director of the Office of

Management and Budget makes the
Senator's mind that we are going to and government ops.
live through 5 more years of threatMr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I ap- finding on November 15 that there is a
ened sequesters on the appropriations preciate the Senator's comment. I deficit because of the failure of the
process because other committees think we have come through a process systems to produce the kind of revehave not fn fact done what they are now, particularly this year, where to nue that was anticipated, is not there
some people sequester was a crutch. going to be a sequester because of that
supposed to do.
Why not build into this proposal They voted for things that they knew failure of revenues, and will that not

15' We waited until after August for
our appropriations bills this year and
every year but once since GrarnmRudman-Hollings passed we have not
had the appropriations bills to act on

great changes in Europe, the whole

concept of our domestic finance problems, one of the great fears this Sena-

spending—and defense?
Mr. DOMEN1CI. Mr. President, will

the distinguished chairman yield, and
I will try to respond?
One of the big changes that was effected in this agreement—and I want
to say to the Senator from West Virginia, all of us kind of lost in our ex-

tor has is that revenues will not be
there that are in these projections. If planations the forest from the trees.
they are not there, ft is my under- The Senator from West Virginia

before the summer recess.
Now, my good friend has been fncon- standing sequester is going to become
venienced by that and the whole a reality no matter whether we do our
Senate has. Why can we not have job or not. Am I wrong?
Mr. BYRD. Two points. If the
some mechanism built into the system
for discipline on the part of the rest of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings figure is ex-

brought ft back when he said we are
trying to enforce an agreement.
This is a S-year effort. That is what
we agreed to. We did two things: first,
with reference to Gramm-Rudman-
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Gramm-Rudman-Hol-

lings targets, that is what the Senator
from Alaska is worried about.

Mr. STEVENS. No. This Senator is
worried about the failures of revenues

in the future, and I do not see anything here that takes care of it, I tell
the Senator frankly.
Mr. DOMENICI. If the Serator will

just let me finish, the reason he Is
worried about revenues not reaching

where they ought to be Is because

they create a deficit. You do not meet
the target until you are going to have
a Gramm-Rudman sequester. That Is
why he Is worried about it.
Because the distinguished Senator
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Mr. BINGAMAN. 'Mr. President, the year after, that instead of wanting
could I address a question to the a budget authority of $291 billion for
Chairman of the Appropriations Com- defense and $191 billion for domestic
mittee?
discretionary, we wanted to move $5
As I understand the provisions that billion from defense to domestic diswe have in here, additional technical cretionary, or vice versa, that- we could
revisions on page 11 essentially pro- not do so under this?
vide that the Director of 0MB has the
Mr. BYRD. You could do so. A point
authority to allow certain increased of order could be raised, and if the
funding in a limited number of cases Senate were able to get the 60 votes to
without that increased funding count- waive the point of order, it could be
ing against the deficit, counting as in- done.
creasing the deficit.

Mr. LEVIN. Am I correct, though, if
The specifics that I wanted to ask done even with 60 votes, it would put
about is with regard to the item that is the account above the cap and thereat the bottom of page 12 where we es
require a sequester?
sentially provide that the Director of fore
Mr. BYRD. The Senator is correct.
0MB
can
make
reestirnates
to
cover
from West Virginia insisted, and he
Mr. LEVIN. That seems to me to be
won, the first 3 years of Gramm- any amount appropriated in 1990 or tying our hands in advance to numRudman-Hollings and the sequester 1991 calendar years to forgive debts of bers, which again let me commend the
under this agreement is changed sig- Egypt or Poland. In the case of Egypt chairman of the Appropriations Comnificantly, and perhaps I could explain it is the foreign military sales indebt- mittee because I know how hard he
edness. I think I understand that.
how it has changed.
to get a reasonable number for
would then not be counted worked
First, the target is fixed but it is al- That
the discretionary domestic accounts.
against
the
deficit.
tered annually based upon real eco- Mr. BYRD. The Senator is correct. So I am not in any way being critical
nomics and technical adjustments. That is to hold us harmless in appro- of the effort; quite the opposite.
One of those real economic aspects is pilations in case it is enacted.
But we still may want to traiisfer
the revenues. The reason revenues are
more into our domestic programs from
Mr.
BINGAMAN.
If
there
were
any
down is because we are using old eco- other forgiveness of debt for any other defense in 1992 or 1993, or vice versa.
nomics and we have a fixed target.
Israel, Turkey, any country, We always have to allow for that posRemember the fixed target only had country,
that
would
then count against the def- sibility, and we cannot do so. Our pria $10 billion float. The $10 billion icit and would
a reduction in oilties are backed into for 3 years by
float was to take care of economic expenditures in require
the foreign account or this, and I must say in frankness—and
errors, technical errors, and overages. in the domestic account?
we talked about this—that I am very
There is no float left because you do
Mr. BYRD. Domestic discretionary troubled by that effort.
not need it because every year for the would be held harmless. That would
Mr. BYRD. We cannot have it both
first 3 years of the agreement the come out of international discretion- ways. We cannot have It both ways.
target is fixed. Because economics and ary, if spending in that category were We cannot protect the discretionary
technicals are out of our control and in excess of the international cap.
and build a fence and say no trespassare readjusted each year based on ecoMr. BINGAMAN. That would come trig, and at the same time, if we are

nomics, the chances of having a se- out of foreign ops if we forgave the going to have an agreement and the
quester if we do our job are very mini- debt for any country except Egypt and administration is part of the agreemal.
Poland?
ment, and I am part of it and the
The savings that are permanent all
Mr. BYRD. The senator is correct.
other Senators who participated, we
occur when we pass this reconciliation

Mr. BINGAMAN. I thank the Sena- cannot have it both ways.
I wanted to protect domestic discreMr. LEVIN. Will the chairman yield tionary from the predatory raids that
for a question?
are being made on domestic discretionMr. BYRD. I am glad to yield for a ary. The only way that we can protect
question.
domestic discretionary is to at the
Mr. LEVIN. I think the Senator same time have some fences that will
from West Virginia has pointed out protect the other two categoiles.
eloquently in recent days that domes- Mr. LEVIN. This Senator will agree
Vtic discretionary spending has gone we cannot have it both ways. My probdown in real terms over the last lem is we should have it neither way.

bill tonight, and when we live up to tor.
the targets under appropriations.
So what could go wrong would be economics that might be off, or techni-

cal adjustments, and in the first 3
years we protected against it. I think
that is a fair statement. Those who
were there—Senator Gii.i, is that a

fair statement?
I thank the chairman for yielding.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, some of decade. I think nobody in this body
the questions that are being asked are has done more to try to protect domesunder the jurisdiction of the Finance tic discretionary spending than my
Committee.
friend from West Virginia. I commend
Mr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President, if I him on it.

can address a question to the Chair-

We should not attempt in this Congress to say for 1991 and 1992 what
those numbers are, and there cannot
be a transfer from any of those three
accounts to any of the other three.

One of the things that troubles me
Mr. BYRD. If I could by a wave of
man of the Appropriations Committee. about this is that if next year or the my hand produce the solutions absoThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The year after, despite the herculean ef- lutely perfect to me, I would have
Senator from West Virginia retains forts of the chairman—I think success- done it.
the floor.
ful efforts—of the Appropilations
Mr. LEVIN. I think the Senator did
Mr. BYRD. I do not intend to hold Committee to have a higher level of it in years 4 and 5, if I may so, if you
the floor longer. I want Senators to domestic discretionary spending, if in do have that.
have an adequate opportunity to ak the next Congress we decide, those of Mr. BYRD. That is fungible; that is
questions. I think they are entitled to us that are here to transfer money, for true. Let us suppose, when it is fungithat. I do not want to unpose on the Instance, from defense, at the level in- ble, suppose a Senator offers an
Senate if it seems that I am doing dicated here, to domestic discretionary amendment to forgive the debts in
that.
or vice versa, that we could not do so. 1994 or 1995. let us say, of Turkey or
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. BYRD. I would oppose that.
Israel. If It is fungible, does the SenaChair would inform the Senator that
Mr. LEVIN. Pardon?
tor know what category is going to pay
as soon as he gives up the floor all Mr. BYRD. I would oppose that.
part of the price for that? Ordinarily.
time has expired.
Mr. LEVIN. My question is, Am I LI It is fungible, a portion will come out
Mr. BYRD. I thak the Chair.
correct in saying that if next year or of domestic discretionary.
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Mr. LEVIN, It Is a matter of present
Mr. LEVIN. If the Senator will yield, ing ceiling because that is what they
with me; whatever the transfer Is In and I know he does not have the floor. had been taking In.
Now It gets to a tough year In the
years 4 or 5, we permit ft. But in years
Mr. SIMON. I do not have the floor.
1, 2, and 3, we do not. I do not think
Mr. LEVIN. If my friend from West real estate business. Instead of having
we can appropriately prohibit the Virginia will yield, I do not believe an commissions of $50,000, you only have
future Congress from transferring amendment that simply eliminates the commissions of $35,000. The family
money from one priority of this 60-vote requirement will cure the would have to make some adjustments
to bring its spending from Its tradiNation to another.
problem.
Mr. BYRD. We cannot prohibit a Mr. SIMON. It does not cure It, but tional levels down to what would accommodate this new reality of family
future Congress from coming in and It helps.
changing this.
Mr. LEVrN. Not if not allowed to Income.
If we were that family and had a
Mr. LEVIN. No. They can change transfer the money from one account
the law 11 In fact they can get the to another. For If In the process there, sudden differential or spread between
votes to do so.
you put more money In the account our traditional spending levels—what
Mr. BYRD. That is right.
that Is capped, It leads to automatic we hopedand expected and what the
Mr. LEVIN. Which in the Senate re- sequester. Elimination of the 60-vote new reality of our Income Is—what are
qtaires 50 votes.
requirement does not cure that prob- we going to do?
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I say to
Mr BYRD. We do not have to wait lem.
Mr. SIMON. We will get Into It the Senator we cannot operate like a
to future Congress. If this Congress
family, No. 1. No. 2, this is an agreewere not able to end, this Congress shortly.
even. Itself could break It. I would Mr. BYRD. I know the distinguished ment whereby, if we live up to our
oppose that. There is an agreement.
Senator from South Carolina wishes part of what is expected, we hope to
As to the fungibillty of the last 2 to make a point of order. I will sit be able to cut the deficit by $40 billion
years, may I say to the distinguished down shortly. Does the Senator from this year and $500 billion over the
period of 5 years. Now that is about
Senator, the Senator can thank sum- Florida have a questlon?
miteers for making that fungible. The Mr. GRAHAM. I am concerned the best we could do. Let me respond,
administration wanted It solid, across about the question of the deficit as we then I am going to sit down. That is
the board, for & years. But we have have defined It during Gramm- about the best we can do. That was dismade It fungible for the third, fourth, Rudman-Hollings, which Is the differ- cussed at the beginning of the summit.
And 11 anybody wanted to cut It $1
and fifth.
ence between spending and revenue.
ut I will say to the distinguished Under the current law, we are sup- trillion, It was felt that would push
Senator, I think that by protecting posed to be at a deficit for fiscal year this country off the precipice Into a rediscretionary, domestic discretionary, 1991 fo $64 billion. Under this bill, the cession or even a depression.
So that was the figure that was deas we are doing, we are striking a blow deficit for 1091 will be 242 billion.
for liberty for the United States of My questlonis, What happens If we cided upon as being prudent and realAmerica and Its Infastructure, physical do not meet the $242 billion figure? istic and efficacious. And that is what
and human.
We know what happens under the cur- we are striving to do here. That Is a
The administration wanted to freeze rent law, because that is why we had a pretty good-sized step. And If we live
domestic discretionary spending for a weekend sequester a couple weeks ago, up to our part of the agreement, we
year. That would have put us $39 bil- and we are faced with the prospect of hope to achieve it and, If something
lion below the baseline. He backed off substantial reductions in Government happens beyond our control, then we
a little bit and said: How about 6 spending to come Into compliance or will be held harmless on appropriamonths? That would have been $19 near compliance with the $65 billion tions.
Mr. GRAHAM. It seems to me that
billion below baseline.
figure.
Where we are now, we are above What happens if we end up with a puts a tremendous amount of obligabaseline. We can reverse the trends.
substantially greater deficit than $242 tion on us to have confidence that the
hope we can reverse this trend in cut- billion? What is the discipline that will economic assumptions upon which we
are entering this are realistic to conting away at the Infrastructure of this go Into effect?
country. But In order to do that, when Mr. BYRD. U it is beyond the con- servative. That is, If we start with ecoyou are dealing with another party. I trol of Congress that that Is breached, nomic assumptions that are unlikely
to be realized, then we have a suspicannot have It all my way. I would like It will not be a sequester.
to have had It. differently, but I think Mr. GRAHAM. So if, for instance, .cion we are going into this transaction
I got a little better than 50 percent of the recession that many people think but the results are not going to be as
the bargain, and otherwise we would we are In or heading toward were to they appear on page 3.
What are the economic assumptions
not have had any bargain.
result ln—-Mr. LEVIN. I thank the Senator.
Mr. BYRD. Og'amm-Rudman allows upon which the maximum deficit reMr BYRD. I thank the distin- an exemption, if there are two succes- ductions for the 3 years that we are
about to enter are predicated?
guished Senator, and I appreciate his sive quarters.
Mr. BYRD. That falls a little out of
concern. I believe if he had been the
Mr. GRAHAM. If serious decline In
fly on the wall watching that summit, revenues or if other external events my purview.
he would be there tonight saying: cause that deficit to be greater than Mr. SASSER. As I Indicated earlier,
Well, I think It Is a pretty good pack- $242 billion, there is no consequence In I think, In response to a Question of

a'e.

terms of mandatory restrictions; Is
is the best that we could expect that correct?
under the circumstances. You cannot
Mr. BYRD. It depends on what
forget that we are dealing with a situa- causes the severe decline in the revetion In this country here where every- nue. If It Is caused by a number of
body is going to have to hurt a little things beyond the control of the Conbit. It cannot be painless.
r. SIMON. If the chairman of the
Appropriations Committee will yield,

the Senator from Louisiana, for the
first 3 years, the Grarnm-Rudman-Hol-

lings targets are merely advisory. We
are not seeking to hit those targets at
all. All we are seeking to do and all we
pledge to do under this agreement is
gress, we would not be held responsi- simply to reduce the deficit by a set
ble. If It is the fault Of Congress, then amount over 3 years.
If the economy declines precipitiousthere would be sequester.
Mr. GRAHAM. I guess my concern ly or falls out from under us, we are
Is, to put this In a sense of a family, If still just obligated to reduce the deficit

just to respond briefLy to my friend
from Michigan, I would have an
amendment very shortly, I hope, that you had a family, and let us say the by those set amounts over 3 years.
would get rid of the 60-vote fence that main source of income was real estate Clearly, if there is a severe economic
Is there. That, I think, would make It commissions. They are living on a level downturn, then all bets are off and
easier to make that transition.

of 850,000 a year that was their spend- there has to be some sort of change fri
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policy emanating from the executive clnctly, a way to enforce an agree- amendment and a very brief explanation.
branch in conjunction with the legisla- ment.
At what point? Do we vote first on
It Is my hope, Mr. President, that we
tive branch.
Mr. GRAHAM. Let me ask the ques- can now bring thIs to a conclusion. I the motion and then the amendments
tion a little different way. Ar the eco- 'hope that every Senator fee's he or are in order? Is that the procedure?
nomic assumptions upon which these she has had ample opportunity to ex- The PRESIDrNG OFFICER. If the
maximum deficit targets, are they the
same economic assumptions that 0MB
utilized in its—
Mr. SASSER. If I could interrupt
the Senator, I think I could shorten it.
The economic assumptions on which
these deficit numbers are grounded in

this budget agreement are based on

press his or her views, ask questions,
and understand it. There comes a time
when we simply have to take action
and complete that action. I hope we
can do that shortly, I say to the chairman. I hope all Members of the

motion to waive prevails, the amendment will remain in order and subject
to amendment.
Mr. SIMON. I thank the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question s on agreeing to the motion.
nate are prepared to vote. I know The yeas and nays have been ordered.
the distinguIshed Senator from North The clerk will call the roll.
The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 75,
Carolina s prepared to make a point
of order, and I understand the chair- nays 25, as follows:
mn will move to waive that point of
[Roilcall Vote No. 291 Leg.)

the latest CBO economic assumptions.
And that would be as late as June. We
have not received any new CIBO economic assumptions since then, al- order.
though we expect some in the not too
I urge my colleagues to Join us in the

distant future. These deficit numbers motion to waive the point of order.
are not based on the 0MB economic •This Is an essential part of. this agreeassumptions that some were criticizing ment. This is a deficit reduction packa few weeks ago.
age which includes reduction over a 5Mr. GRAHAM. Does the staff in the year period, and this Is th means by
committee have a set of those CBO which we attempt to ensure that the
economic assumptions?
will occur over a 5-year
Mr. SASSER. I am sure they could reduction
period. Obviously, no one of us can
be furnished to the Senator; yes.

YEAS—75
Akaka
Armstrong

Domeniel

Baucus
Bentsen
Biden
Bond
Boren

Ford

Bo&hwitz
Breaux
Bryan
Bumpers
Burdick
Burns

fully foresee with great precision what
is going to occur next year. let alone 5 Byrd
years from now. This is the best effort, Chafee
by very experienced and knowledgea- Coats
ble persons, to accomplish that objec- Cochran
majority leader and Republican tive led specifically by the distin- Cohen
leader. I thank all other Senators who guished chairman of the Appropria- Crnsten
DAmMo
have been very patient.
Committee and others.
DinIorth
I feel we have gone some distance in tions
I hope we can now bring it to a con- Daschle
attempting to allay the concerns of clusion.
I hope our colleagues will Dixon
Dodd
the Senators. I think Senators who join us inand
waiving the point of order so Dole
have listened to this debate, although that we can
proceed to approve this,
I would not give It much of anything approve the deficit
reduction package.
like 75 percent or above a grade C In and get moving toward
completion of Adams
my responses, at least I think they feel
Bingaman
this
effort.
Bradley
that I share their frustrations and
Mr.
BYRD.
Mr.
President.
I
have
Conrad
their concerns, and perhaps they may not yielded the floor yet. I simply DeConcLni
be a little bit overly excited. All this Is want to thank the majority leader. I Exon
not going to Hades in a handbasket if want to express to my colleagues my Ortharn
Hatch
I can help it.
deep concern if this point of order
What we have done, I think we have should
not be waived. I think this is a

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I thank
all Senators for their attention. I will
shortly yield. I thank those who asked
questions. I thank the distinguished

protected the legislative branch, pro. critical decision, the waiving of this
tected the appropriations process.
of order. And I hope we will vote
There has not been any shift of power point
to the executive branch from the legis- to Iwaive.
thank all Senators. I thank the dislative here. We simply have an agree- tinguished
Senator from South Caroliment and we are attempting to enforce
for his patience.
it. That requires some discipline on naMr.
HOLLINGS. I raise the point of
our part.
Mr. Presfdent. under section
In the final analysis, we hope that order,
the point of order of germanethis will redound to the good interests 305(b),
of the American people. There will not ness.
be an opportunity to debate the point The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Durenberger

PwIer
Oarn
Glenn
Gore
Gorton
Graxnin

GrsIey
Hrkin

Hatfield

Mack
McCain
McC'ure
McConnell
Mikuiski
Mitchell
Murkowskt
Nickles

Nunn

Pftckwood
Pell

Pressler

JeilordB

Pryor
Reid
Robb
Rockefeller
Rudman

Johnston

Sasser

Kennedy
Kerrey
Leahy

8tvens

HelUn

Heinz
Helms
Inouye

Kten

Liebennan
Lott
Lugar

NAYS—25
Humphrey
KBssebaum
Kerry

Kohl
Lutenberg
Levin
MetzenbRum
Moynihan

SImpSon
Symms

Thurmond

wallop
Warner
Wilson

Roth

Sanford
Sarbanes
Shelby
Sbnon
Specter

wlrth

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On
this vote there are 75 yeas and 25
nays. Three-fifths of the Senators

duly chosen and sworn, having voted
in the afffrmative, the motion Is
agreed to.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I move

to reconsider the vote by which the
motfon was agreed to.

Mr. FORD. I move to lay that

motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was

agreed to.
of order. There will not be an opportu- Senator from Tennessee.
Mr. KOHL. Mr. President, tonight I
MOTION TO wA!v THE BUDGET ACT
nity to debate the waiver of the point
of order.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, pursu- reluctantly voted against the leaderI would like, while I retain the floor, ant to sectfon 904(b) of the Congres- ship amendment. I say reluctantly, beto yfeld to the majority leader If he sional Budget Act of 1974 I move to cause I believe that those who put this
waive section 305(b) of the Budget Act package together dfd so fn good faith.
has something to say.
I believe that they had the best fnterMr. MITCHELL Mr. President, I for consideration of this amendment.
Mr. Presfdent, I ask for the yeas and ests of the Nation and of the Senate in
thank the distinguished President pro
mind. And I honestly appreciate their
tempore and chairman of the Appro- nays.
priations Committee for what I think
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is efforts.
However, as I understand t, this
has been a most informative dfscussion there a sufficient second?
amendment fundamentally changes
There is a sulficfent second.
here this evening. I, who sat through
how the Senate goes about budgeting
The yeas and nays were ordered.
much of the budget summit. process,
learned a great deal from it and I Mr. SIMON. Parliamentary fnquiry. for the operatfons of the Federal GovThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The ermnent. Where in years past, we
know that all the other Senators did. I
tried—often wfthout result—to match
also thank him for .the tremendous Senator will state ft.
Mr. SIMON. Yes, I have been wait- our expendftures with our recefpts,
effort he put fnto the preparation of
this agreement, as he puts it very suc ing all evening to have a very brief now we wfll focus on preset spending
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
ceilings. These ceilings are written on both sides which the managers will
into law. They won't change with economic circumstances, with the unforeseen needs of the Government, or with
the changing priorities of this body.

I am afraid that this new way of

accept. Senator SIMON from Illinois question is on agreeing to the amendwishes 3 minutes to explain the ment offered by the Senator from Illiamendment and then I believe we are nois.
ready to go to final passage.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.

The amendment (No.

3047)

was

agreed to.

budgeting separates our spending deciMr. SIMON. Mr. President, I move
AMENDMENT NO. 3047
sions from our bottom line. And m my
to reconsider the vote.
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
opinion, this represents policy both ir- Senator from Illinois.
Mr. SASSER. I move to lay that
rational and dangerous.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I offer' motion on the table.

No business or no family could run
amendment on behalf of Senator The motion to lay on the table was
its operations on the basic principles an
agreed to.
BaDiY
and myself.
we adopted tonight. Firms, banks, The PRESIDING
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, we have
OFFICER.
The
multinational corporations, even other clerk will report the amendment.
yielded back all time, so I urge adopcountries, must look both to how The legislative clerk read as follows: tion of the leadership amendment.
much money they have coming and The Senator from Illinois, (Mr. SIMON].
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
how much money they have going out. for himself and Mr. BRADLEY, proposes an question
is on agreeing to the amendIn the long run, the two sides of this amendment numbered 3047.
ment.
equation have to match up. Only the
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I ask
The amendment (No. 3046) was
United States—because it is large and unanimous
consent that reading of the agreed to.
powerful and vital to the world econo- amendment be dispensed with.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I move
my—has been able to get away with
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- to reconsider the vote.
piling up debt year after year after out
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. GRAMM. I move to lay that
year. And even the United States, with
The
amendment is as follows:
motion on the table.
all its power and importance and vitalOn page 9, beginnIng on lIne 18, strike all
The motion to lay on the table was
ity, has started to reach the limits of through
line 12 on page 11.
agreed to.
how much it can borrow.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, if I may
Yet, by adopting the leadershp
SUPERFUND
amendment, we have denied that we have the attention of my colleagues, I
are commg to the dangerous end of have serious concerns about what we
our ,.enormous line of credit. This are doing. This amendment that I unamendment says that it is the budget derstand is going to be accepted modipolicy of the United States to ignore fies those concerns a little. Under the
what we add to the debt each year as present procedure, it takes 60 votes to
long as we hit certain preset spending transfer between the three categories.
targets. Budget policy will no longer I think that is a mistake. I think 51
be fiscal policy—it will no longer be an Members of this body ought to be able
overall decision about how much the to do that. I am concerned because of
U.S. Government should borrow from the numbers that we write in here.
the private sector. Budget policy will For the first time we are saying, for
be appropriations policy: how can we example, in Defense, function 050,

keep withm the spending caps we've budget authority for the fiscal year
set—no matter how unrealistic, unre- 1993 is going to be $292 billion, for

sponsive, or irresponsible they are.
fiscal year—the outlays are going to be
And I am concerned, Mr. President, $292 billion. I do not think anyone

that this amendment separates, in the here has the foggiest idea what our
minds of the American people and of needs are going to be.
the Congress, Federal spending from After World War II, we reduced deFederal receipts. That is exactly what fense spending 90 percent in 3 years.
President Reagan did when he told We now have studies that show that
the American people that they could that is one of the main reasons our
have lower taxes and higher defense economy took off.

I am not suggesting that we are
that they didn't have to pay for the living in a world where we can do that,
benefits they received. He separated but maybe former Secretary of Detaxes and spending.
fense Robert McNamara was right
And look where that policy has when he suggested we could go down
spending. He told the American people

brought us. We face, as David Stockman faced 10 years ago, $200 billion
deficits as far as the eye can see. We
face a national debt that will grow to
$6 billion in the 5 years that this deficit reduction agreement covers. And,

10 percent a year and significantly Im-

prove the economy of our country. I
think the great threat to us today is
what is happening to our economy. It
is not the Soviet threat. And yet these
numbers do not reflect that.

we face many more years of tough
Anyway, the amendment that Senabudget choices.
tor BRADLEY and I are offering—
This is not the time to budget by Mr. MOYNIHAN. Order, Mr. Presiseparating spending from revenues. dent.
We cannot stop focusing on the
Mr. SIMON. I appreciate the Senabottom line—even if it will make it tor in the bow tie helping me out.
easier to enforce this important deficit
What this amendment permits is a
reduction agreement. The bottom line little greater flexibility, and I appreciIs our primary responsibility, and be- ate the consideration of the managers.

cause the leadership amendment ig-

nores that, I could not support it.
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, for the
information of $enators, we are nearing the end of this long road. There is
one amendment that has been cleared

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there further debate on the amendment? If not, does the Senator yield
back the time?

Mr. SASSER. I yield back the re-

mainder of my time.
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pect for reducing waste and mismanagement. More specifically, it required

increased tax revenues of approxi-

Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, all of us mately $135 billion, with no assurance
recognize the critical importance of re- that low- and middle-class families
ducing the budget deficit and moving would not be forced to pay the heavias rapidly as possible toward a bal- est share of this burden. It also includ
anced Federal budget. We all know ed spending reductions in defense that

that doing so requires tough choices. were much too small. In fact, if the
Since I caine to the Senate In 1985, I resolution had accepted the Senate or
have done everything I can to move us House Budget Committee's recomin that direction. I was the first Demo- mended defense cuts, we could have
cratic Senator from the Northeast to reduced the proposed tax increase by
cosponsor the Grainm-Rudinan-Hol- from $28 billion to $62 billion. Finally,
lings bill as an important step in that larger reductions in excessive subsidies
direction. I have voted against budget on agriculture, to businesses conductresolutions, reconciliation bills, and ed on public lands, and in loopholes
appropriations measures over the for oil and gas and other businesses
years when I believed that they were could have produced savings and reInconsistent with achieving real deficit
the need to raise taxes.
reduction and did not reflect the duced
I have maintained that I would only
values and priorities of the people of consider
tax increases as a last resort,
Massachusetts. I have always been
willing to make the tough choices on after spending had been squeezed
deficit reduction, but I have always re- hard, loopholes had been plugged and
fused to make the wrong choices for mismanagement had been dramatically reduced. Obviously, this has not octhe people of Massachusetts.
In September, when after months of curred, and the budget resolution I opnegotiations with the administration posed would not move us sufficiently
produced no budget summit agree- in that direction.

ment, I urged our leaders to abandon
that process and to come to the floors
of the House and Senate and begin to
debate and decide on our priorities In
the forum designed in our ConstituUon for this to occur. My frustration
was echoed on both sides of the aisle,
with the minority leader publicly suggesting that the White House negotiators appeared to be in no hurry.

Second, the reductions required by
the budget resolution in the entitle-

ment area were very likely to produce
major cuts in Medicare and in essential benefit programs for our veterans.
It is simply unfair to exact an excessive share of the pain of deficit reduction from the elderly, many struggling
to make ends meet on fixed incomes,

and veterans who deserve our grati-

Finally, with time running out, a tude, not the budget axe.
Third. while many of the details
summit agreement was reached,
brought to the House floor and defeat- were left to be filled in by the congresed by a majority vote of Republicans sional committees, the President indi-

and Democrats alike. That flawed cated that he would push for a final
agreement led to the speedy passage budget that closely reflected the illof a budget resolution which, while fated and ill-advised original budget
more vague than the original proposal, agreement. Since that agreement was

still failed to meet the criteria by unfair to Massachusetts and our workwhich I must judge any Federal ing families, I was highly skeptical of
the final product of such a process.
budget. Therefore, I voted against it.

As I indicated at that time, I must The budget resolution was passed
apply three criteria to any budget in despite my opposition. It created the
framework within which the Senate
making my decision:
First, it must be fair to the working produced the reconciliation bill that
people of Massachusetts. It must not has been presented to us today. How-

discriminate against our region of the ever, as I suspected, this reconciliation
country. It must not continue or in- bill could not rise above and overcome
crease the burden on the middle-class the fundamental flaws that afflicted
families of our State and unfairly ben- the framework document, the budget
resolution. It is much like building a
efit those with substantial wealth.
Second, it must be consistent with house. If the blueprint is defective,

the expansion of the Massachusetts the chances are slim that the house
economy and recovery from the seriotis recession that we are currently in.
Third, it must have real, substantial
multiyear reductions and abandon the
recent practice of phony budgets with
rosy economic assumptions and gimmAcky short-term measures predominating.

produced will be satisfactory, and that
is the case with this reconciliation bill.
It does not reduce excessive spending in defense, on agriculture and In
other areas sufficiently.

It does not close unnecessary tax
It does not reduce waste and mis-

loopholes adequately.

Unfortunately, the budget resolu- management as it should.
tion which came before the Senate It does not distribute the burden of
failed to meet these criteria and, taxation as fairly as it should by

therefore, I voted against it.
First, the budget resolution increased taxes too much while cutting
spending too little and held little pros-

asking more of those that have great
wealth and less of those who already
pay a great deal when compared to
their income.
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It does not fairly Impose the burden The tax incentives provided for oil We should remember that the objecof reduction on all States and regions and gas production are excessive and tives of this budget plan—to reduce
unnecessary, particularly in the period the deficit in 1991 by $40 billion and
of this country.
over 5 years by a total of $500 billion—
It does not adequately reflect the of rapid run-ups in oil prices.
The failure of this budget to include were established in negotiations with
apeclal needs and living requirements
a targetted incentive for investment in the White House months ago. Since
of the elderly and our veterans.
As a result. it does not pass the test small, new ventures—the source of tin- that time the evidence has grown
of fairness to the people of Massachu- portant job and income growth in the steadily that our national economy is
setts, their values and priorities that I Nation—and desperately needed in slowing and is n danger of sliding into
an actual recession.
must apply in reaching my decision on Massachusetts Is a major falling.
I also believe that the Commerce
It Is Just plain bad economics to
the reconciliation bill. I will, therefore,
Committee's decision to require the impose a heavy tax increase at a time
vote against it.
I want to reduce the deficit. I have Coast Guard to begin to charge user when the economy is slowing down.
-Indeed, most economists agree that at
been willing, as I Indicated earlier1 to fees, without any specific requirement
make the "tough choices," but the rec- for equity in the fee structure is a time like this it would be best to
reduce taxes. With the size of our Fedonciliation bill makes the "wrong unwise and, potentially very unfair.
And these are only a few of the eral deficit, we probably can not
choices" for Massachusetts and the litany
of problems I could recite that' reduce taxes, but we should certainly
Nation.
make
it
impossible for me to support think twice about imposing heavy new
I understand how hard it Is to
measure.
produce a budget that we all can sup- this
burdens.
During our debate on this bill I have tax
port.
For all of these reasons I am opalso
tried
to
make
it
better.
I
have
sup
I understand that our leaders had to
amendments to reduce regres- posed to the budget plan presented to
fashion a proposal that they believed ported
sive gasoline taxes, to reduce unfair us in the Senate.
could pass.
Mr. DIXON. Mr. President, it is
cuts, and to pay for for these
I commend them for the difficult Medicare
cuts by increasing taxes on the fashionable in this town to talk about
and thankless task to which they have wealthiest of our citizens. I have voted crisis. In fact, crisis may be one of
devoted themselves so generously.
to take Social Security off-budget to Wasnlngton's most overused words.
I believe that they have produced a protect the integrity of the trust fund Issues don't seem to count unless they
better budget than what was produced and reduce its use of artificially sug- are "crisis" issues. So we are here

in the budget summit For this I am gest that the Federal deficit Is less today to deal with the budget crisis,
grateful.

than it really is. And I have supported
For example, I am pleased that the several other amendments intended. to
Medicare costs to our elderly have make this measure more fair. But debeen reduced somewhat.
spite these efforts, this reconciliation
I 'am pleased that some modest mi- bill simply does not meet the criteria

the deficit crisis, and the national debt
crisis.

But are we really facing a crisis?

Many people do not seem to think so.
Alter all, our national debt has tripled
pmvement in progressivity is included that I must apply oi behalf of the in the last 10 years. We have run huge
compared to the original budget agree- people of my State.
deficlits, and this year's deficit will
ment.
I hope and pray that the flnaJ prod- likely be the largest in history. Yet
I am pleased with the expansion of uct produced in conference with the the American economy has grown
the earned income tax credit.
House and in negotiations with the steadily since 1982, and many of the
I am pleased with the child health President will be a big tniprovement catastrophic effects of ever-increasing
care package.
over the bill before us tonight. But, I budget deficits that were predicted
And I am pleased that the 2-cent tax am a realist. I know that the die was have not yet come to pass. Many
on heating oil has been discarded.
cast with passage of the budget resolu voters, therefore, see this as a phony
And there are a few other provisions tion. And while I can hope for a mira- crisis, and they think Congress and
that are improvements. I am pleased cle, and work for change, I am not op- the President have created this artifithat I was able to help change these timistic that we will untimately enact cial event without good reason.
provisions.
a budget wfth which I am pleased. But
I have to agree that crisis is probBut, better Just is not good enough. I intend to do everything I can to ably not the word to describe our
This reconciliation bill Is seriously make it better. For while better may budget problems, but I also have to
not be good enough for my support, it say that the problems are very real. It
flawed.
For example, the tax increases pro- Is preferable to the current reconcilia- is true that the world would not end if
posed remain excessive and regressive. tion bill which I must oppose.
did not enact this bill this week. It
Mr. PELL Mr. President, I am op- we
Excessive reliance on the gas tax, for
is
also
true that we have to act, that
Instance, without increasing taxes sig- posed to the budget plan before the we are running
out of time to act, that
nificantly on the very wealthy leaves Senate and will vote against it.
consequences of our past failure to
us with a tax system that Is unfair. There are three main problems with the
act are growing, and that these consethis deficit reduction proposaL
This Is a fundamental problem.
affect all Americans.
The Medicare provisions would in- It relies too much on increased taxes quences
Our current national debt is over
crease the deductible from $75 to $150 and places too much of the tax burden $32
Now, that is a very, very
In 1991 and other costs to the elderly on the elderly and on the average tax- largetrillion.
number.
It is also a number that
payer
and
family.
for this health care would also inwithout any real meaning; numbers
crease. The veterans cut. remain ex
It falls to do enough to ontro1 is
that big re just too abstract. Two
spending.
cessive and unfair.
It poses & very real danger to our comparisons however, may help put
The mandating of Medicare for
State and local government employees economy at a time when we are sliding that number into some kind of perspective.
hits Massachusetts governments espe- toward a recession.
During consideration of this bill in First. think of the debt compared to
clzily hard, as it does thefr workers. It
would cost our State and local govern- the Senate I voted to eliminate the tin- American avthgs. Paying off the naments $150 million each' year and our mediate increase in gasoline excise tional debt today would require wiping
taxes. I voted to reduce or eliminate out every checking account, every savworkers a similar amount.
The Medicare provisions would add a the tncreased costs that would be im- ings account, every certificate of designificant burden to hospitals in my posed on the elderly in the Medicare posit, and every other account held by
State already under serious financial program. And I voted to shift the every single American and by every
strea8 and reduce resources to Massa- burden of taxes from middle-Income single American business at all of our
chuaetts teaching hospitaIa by ap- Amertcans to the wealthy. All of those nation's banks, savings and loans, and
credit unions—Every single dollar.
proximately $28 million.
proposed changes were defeated.
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Second, think of the debt compared of the economy. However, real interest that makes assumptions Involving conto the Government's Income. The U.S. rates, that Is, Interest rates adjusted tinuing program growth. These are
Government has a lot of income—over for Inflation, did not decline. What the cuts from the actual 1980 spendIng
$1 t.rilllon thIs year. Our debt, though, that means Is that borrowing became levels—cuts of billions and billions of
is over three times our Income. Now, more expensive. What that means, to dollars.
the general rule of thumb used by. use just one concrete example, Is that A second answer involves the magnimortgage lenders Is that the maxiniuxn homebuyers have had to buy smaller tude of spending cuts Involved. If, for
mortgage a family can get Is about 2Y2 homes than they otherwise would, be- example, we attempted to balance the
to 3 tImes their Income. Our national cause money that could have been budget this year by simply cutting
debt exceeds that level, which means spent on more house was being spent spending, we would have to eliminate:
that, if you think of the United States on Interest Instead.
The Department of Agriculture inas a single-family home, we do not The debt has also hurt our economy cluding
the basic price support prohave a large enough income to be able by using up so much of our savings grams, food
stamps, and every other
to afford it.
pool. Money that sould have gone into agriculture and nutrition program;
What makes the situation even produive investments went Instead The Department of Commerce, Inworse Is that much of our debt Is not into Government bonds. The result of eluding
the weather bureau;

long-term mortgage-like debt. Instead, that Is lower growth and fewer jobs.
Department of Education;
a large part of It Is like credit card Many Americans—In all likelihood, The
The Department of Energy, includdebt—very short-term debt.
most Americans—think they are better ing
the strategic petroleum reserve;
And how are we paying this short- off now than they were in the 1970's.
The
Department of the Interior;
term debt? The answer Is simple—by It is true that in some ways we are
The Department of Justice, includ•
Issuing more debt. This Is like a family better off. Inflation, for example, is
using Its mastercard to make the mini- clearly lower. Our economy, however, Ing the FBI and all Federal prisons;
mum monthly payment on the visa grew faster, on average in the much- The Department of Labor;
bill.
maligned 1970's than it did in the last The Department of State;
The Department of Transportation.,
Americans know that 11 they use one 10 years. Productivity growth also decredit card to make the monthly pay- clined In the last 10 years. What these including all air traffic controllers, all
ment on another one, they are serious- abstractions mean is that the average highway and transit spending, and the
ly financially overextended. An over- American is worse off. Improvement in Coast Guard;
The Department of Housing and
extended oredit card user can keep the the standard of living for the average
house of cards from collapsing for a• American slowed. and for many Ameri- Urban Development;
while, but eventually, the credit cards cans, stopped altogether. For more
Protection
The Environmental
max out. and the ability to keep bor- and more Americans, the only way to Agency;
rowing evaporates.
make ends meet was to have two wageNASA;
The US. Government Is approach- earner families. And for a growing Customs and the Bureau of Alcohol,
ing that point. And while we have ad. number of young families, the Ameri- Tobacco and Firearms;
vantages that the ordinary American can dream of home ownership seemed The Small Business Administration;
does not have—we can print money to to be drifting out of reach.
and
pay the debt—the consequences facing
All of these problems are related to All of the so-called alphabet agen-

the country are not less severe than our failure to deal with the Federal
the consequences facing individual budget deficits, but they are not the
borrowers who drown themselves In only consequences. We also need to
debt.
consider the things debt has prevented
Individuals who cannot pay their our Nation from buying, like: cleaner
debts are forced into bankruptcy. air and water, hazardous waste cleanThey lose the ability to borrow, and up; up-to-date, repaired roads and
bankruptcy usually means that their bridges; health care assistance for

cies, including the CIA, the Pederai
Trade Commission, the FinancIal Reg-

ulators, the Federal Communications
Commission and numerous other agencies.

Even this group of cuts only bal-

ances the budget If there are also sub-

cuts In the defense budget.
standard of living declines precipitous- Americans that need It; child care pro- stantial
And
even
with the Defense cuts, the
ly.
grains for families with both parents budget Is not
balanced if social securiCountries are somewhat different. working; and better education assist- ty taxes and spending
are taken out of
They can go on inflating the curren- anc
budget, or if the cost of closing incy—paying off debts with cheap, In- In short, deficits have hurt and are the
flated dollars—and by offering higher hurting every American In many ways. solvent savings and loans is included.
Yet a third answer Is that there are
and higher interest rates. Even countries0 however, can eventually have
trouble borrowing. A number of overextended Third World countries have
lost access to the international lending
community. The United States Is not

Not addressing this Issue simply In- some things we cannot cut and some
creases the pain now, and will make things we should not cut. We cannot,
the pain even greater when we do for example, cut interest, the most
eventually set—and If we do not act rapidly growing part of our budget.
voluntarily, we will eventually be
forced to act. We therefore must find We are currently spending roughly
to that point, but It Is worth noting a way to get our deficits under controL $250 billion on Interest alone, If the inthat Japan, which has been the main Some people argue, Mr. President, terest paid to Social Security and the
foreign purchaser of United States that the solution to the deficit prob- other trust funds is included. This Is
debt over the last several years, is dra- lem is simple—cut spending. There are about 50 per cent of the entire amount
maticafly cutting back Its lending to a number of things to say about that the Federal Government receives from
the United States. And while that may solution. The first is that Congress has the individual income tax.
Think of that Half of every Amerisound satisfying to US. economic na- cut spending.
tionalists, it Is not good for our econoI could give many, many examples of cans' Income taxes goes to paying inmy.
program cuts, but let me mention just terest, and we don't have any choice
That leads me to my next point, Mr. two. I serve on the banking, housing, about interest. Our only choice Is to
President, which is that this massive and Urban Affairs Committee, The pay At. And the only real way to reduce
debt load hat consequences that affect two largest spending Programs under It Is to reduce Federal debt.
all Americans.
While we must pay interest, we must
that committee's jurisdiction are mass
The Government's huge and grow- transit and housing. In my time in the not cut Social Security. Social Securiing borrowing demand has resulted in Senate, mass transit spending has ty is a compact with the American
interest rates that are very high by. been cut by over 40 percent, and Fed- people. Cutting Social Security benehistorical standards. Interest rates Se- eral housing programs have been cut fits would mean breaking that comdined In the early 1980's as the Feder- by roughly 80 percent. These are not pact, and that Is something I know the
al Reserve Board wrung inflation out cuts from some theoretical baseline Congress will not do. I know the Amer-
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ican people would never Want us to do American economy. Solving the probsuch a thing.
lem entails hard choices and real pain.
Further spending cuts can be accom- Anyone who has been living beyond
plished, but the truth is that, if the his or her means by borrowing knows

costs like interest that must be paid there is a day of reckoning, and that
are exempted, and programs like dealing with the debt means real fi-

Social Security that should be exempt- nancial pain.
ed are exempted, the budget cannot be
We are rapidly approaching that day
balanced via spending cuts alone in of reckoning. The only way to avoid

any reasonable time frame without very serious pain then is to begin to
causing terrible pain to the American
economy, and without terminating
many programs and activities that are
critically tmportant to Americans.
The only way to reduce Federal deficits that will work, therefore, is a gradual package of spending cuts and revenue Increases. That is what the budget
summit tried to do. That is what the
reconciliation package before the
Senate now tries to do.

endure a little pam now. That is why
enactment of a deficit reduction package is so tmportant. That is why we
must act.

We need to act in a maimer that is

as fair and as equitable as possible. We

need to act in a way that minimizes
any potential risks to our economy.
But we must act. There really is no
other choice.

I know raising taxes is painful, just
as I know that going to a debt council-

or or a bankruptcy judge is painful. I

also know, however, that its like going

to the dentist—waiting makes things
worse.

Though it may be painful to act

now, It will be much more painful not

to act. The deeper in the hole we let
ourselves get, the greater the sacrifice
that will eventually be required to dig
ourselves out.
If any further demonstration is

needed that some revenue must be
part of any serious deficit reduction
package, it was provided during consideration of the reconciliation bill by the

House of Representatives. The House

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I feel
compelled to rise and detail my opposi-

tion to this proposal—even though I
know that it is undoubtedly one big
political winner—because

I want it

known exactly what we are talking

about here. On the surface, what

could make more sense than some-

thing like this—'Tax the rich, they've

got the money, those roitten bums.
They can bail us out of our predicament. Why should any of the rest of
us suffer?"

There is a very inescapable reason

Republicans attempted to offer an

why the rest of us are going to have to

was declared out of order, however, be-

debt. Has anyone missed that point?
Remember that it is $3½ trillion that

amendment that basically left out any
additional revenues. Their amendment

suffer, and it is called the national

cause it did not reduce deficits by the
amount the President requested. Even
the House Republicans could not
produce a 5-year package of spending

we have to repay; $196 billion in inter-

workable that reduces deficits by $40
billion in 1991 and $500 billion over 5
years, which is what Congress and the
President have committed to do.
Therefore, Mr. President, what we
have before us today is a package that
contains both spending cuts and some
additional revenues. There is a lot that
I do not like about this package. Even
its most ardent proponents recognize
that It has serious flaws. I know, how-

of insufficient taxation of the rich? I

cuts alone that they thought was

ever, that it is the only package that
has any hope of passing this body.
I will therefore vote to send this leg-

islation to conference, in the hope
that the package that emerges from
the conference with the House of Representatives will be fair and equitable
to working Americans and disadvan-

taged Americans, and that the final
legislation will ensure that our most

well-off citizens carry their Just share
of the burdens required.
Let me conclude by restating what I
said at the outset. While this may not
be a deficit crisis yet, unless we start

to act now, we will face one in the
future. Our past failures to get the
deficit under control have hurt every
American and have damaged the

est is what we expect to pay in this
coming fiscal year alone?

Does anyone here actually believe

that the Nation's problem is solely one
have been down here before with all of

the facts and figures showing that

total confiscation of all of the wealth
of all of the people earning more than
$100,000 would run the country for
about 4½ months. Let's here make a
more relevant comparison, directly
pertaining to the proposal presented
by the Senator from Iowa. That proposal is to apply a 10 percent surtax
on taxable income over $1 million,
why stop there? Why not just take it
all if that is the problem?
Let's take a look at that—let's take
all of the money of those evil millionaires, and multiply our surcharge
intake tenfold—Instead of $7.6 billion,

we'll take all of that money in excess

of an income of $1 million and bring in
$76 billion—and that assumes, of
course, that nothing changes—that
even though we're going to take all of

that money past $1 million, all

of

those people will continue to work and
earn just as they are expected to now,
hardly realistic! What a joke.

So how far have we then come?

Have we paid off our debt? Not exactly. We would have enough revenue to
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run the Government for 21 days, 3 ments. We In Congress have taken answer to that terrible problem? Tax
weeks So hear that, that Is not going away $757 billion In annual spending the rich if we can't evezi effect a
to help us avoid having to make those under (lramm-Rudman-Hollings law modest deceleration of entitlements
tough choices In other parts of the and we say you can't touch this, even spending, I can tell you with absolute
budget.
in the event of a sequester. Well, lust certainty that we will not, no never,
II we really Intend to get the deficit what are we going to touch? This solve our deficit problem, whether we
under control, we are going to have to amendment would remove a cut and raise taxes or not. What are we doing
face facts about where our money is add a tax, a tax on the rich.
to ourselves and more Importantly to

going, 48 percent of our spending Is I want to ask my colleagues who the people who sent us here? That is
now going into some form of entitle. they think the rich are? We're down the real and only question. I strongly
ments, and that share Is rising rapidly. here speaking about how Donald oppose this amendment and I respectI want that so clearly understood, Trump and Leona Helmsley need to fully ask my colleagues. to do the
that is where the money Is. And this Is pay their fair share unless, presum- same.
crucial, that spending all has increases ably, they use Medicare. At least those

built right into the law. Prior to the rich are not paid their salaries from
budget summit, the Federal Govern- the vaults of the Federal Treasury. On
ment planned to Increase Its spending February 1, of thIs year, the Senate
on Medicare at a rate of 11.6 percent passed a salary Increase that raised

per year, the summit agreement would our annual pay to $98,400. That was
have trimmed that to 10 percent.
up from $89,500 where we had raised it
Only In Washington Is a 10 percent in March of 1987. Prior to that, Senate

increase In annual spending called a salaries were $77,400 a year—and given
cut. But we do call it a cut and so the the pressures on the Federal budget I

media has a field day, blasting our vic- think that Is quite a plenty. And I
timization of the elderly and demand- proved that by returning my pay in-

ing that the rich pay their fair share
so that that does not have to happen.
But something does have to happen,
there are rich elderly too and they

now can have 75 percent of the Medicare payments subsidized by Joe and
Josle Sixpack. Forget taxing the rich,
some of that money Is paying the rich.
You cannot balance a budget by refusing to touch spending which is going

creases every year to the U.S. Treasury, over $20,000 in this year alone. I
write that check personally and it goes

right back into the Treasury of the
U.S. Government.
The people right here on this floor
of the Senate complaining about the

rich are being paid $98,400 every year
by, yes, none other than Joe and Josie

Slxpack. How many of those people
up at twice the rate of Inflation. No out there In the real world do you
amount of taxation can keep up with think are earning $98,400 a year? Only
that. You can't stay even, much less about 2 percent of all of the individ-

uals inthe United States have incomes
Given that situation It Is absolutely as high as $75,000 and that includes
cniwzing that entitlements were shel- salary, government benefits, or any
tered to the degree that they were in other income, only 2 percent. That
the budget summit, they accounted sounds like a pretty good definition of
for only 23.8 percent of the deficit re- the rich to me, the top 2 percent of
duction, despite being 48 percent of America's salary earners, we are earnour current spending and that, I ing what that group was earning
remind my colleagues, would have before our salary hikes. But we passed
only been a $119 billion savings from those through and I accept responsiplanned increases, not a cut in any bility for my part in that process but I
honest sense.
didn't take the bucks, Now that Is In
This is what we have before us on the pot of expenditures tht we can't
Medicare, $49 billion in savings over 5 touch. That big money machine which
years and $32 billion of that is com- is the U.S. Government is taxing Joe
pletely in the area of reductions to Sixpack and paying out that money to
health care providers, not to recipi- someone else, without regard for any
ents. Cuts pertaining to beneficiaries demonstrated need. All of those exmake up only $17 billion of that penses are untouchable.
amount, slightly more than one-third.
It Is time that they ceased to be unHow would beneficiaries actually be touchable. We made some very slight
affected? Part b premiums now stand progress with this budget package in
achieve deficit reduction.

to go up by an amount of zero in 1991; slowing the snowballing of entitlezero in 1992; $3.20 in 1993; and a total ments expenses. This is not the time
of $9.80 by 1995—$9.80 over 5 years. to now undo even that small progress.
Just for comparison, assume you get It Is time, however, to stop kidding the
$5,000 a year annually from Social Se- American people, to stop pretending
curity. If you received only a 3-percent that our debt can be paid without re-

cost-of-living adjustment every year forming the entitlements system in

for 5 years, your annual income would some way, means-testing on COLA's or
have increased by nearly $800 by 1995. however else. I want to ask my colYour Medicare premiums part b, vol- leagues one question, What do they
untary Medicare premiums, would think Is going to happen if we have inhave gone up by only $9.80.
creases in medicare expenses of 11.6
In addition, Medicare part b deducti- percent a year forever? 8Imilr In-

bles would be Increased from $75, creases In Social Security and other
where It has been sInce 1982, to $150. entitlements programs? Does anyone
That Is what Is being proposed. Com- here on this floor really believe that
pare that to what our grandchildren we can just let that juggernaut keep
will face if we do not cut into entitle- rolling along forever? What is their
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FISCAL TEAM 3993 BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT
MID HEALTH MEASURES

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I rise In
opposition to the 1991 Budget Recon-

ciliation Act.
This bill. Just like

the budget
sunim.it agreement that failed on Oc-

tober 5, shortsightedly contains the
largest tax increase In history. I opposed the budget because, as you prob-

ably already know too well, the average American taxpayer already works
until May 5 of every year to pay his or
her tax bill. Never before have taxpayers had to work for the Goverrrnent

for such a long time, and yet the

Democrats In Congress are trying to
force a tax Increase on us so that they

can spend more.
It Is discouraging and almost fright.enmg to realize that, Inspite of the tax

Increases of the 1980's—yes, tax In-

creases—Congress has heaped $1.6 tril-

lion on to the national debt. That is
bigger than our national budget has
ever been. And, yet, when Congress
sits down at the bargaining table to
cut the deficit, the first proposal is the
easy way out—a tax increase.
That's why these summits between

congressional leaders and the President never work. We have had 6 t.ax-

Increasing budget summits since 1983.
but the deficit fell only In years when

there was no summit and no new

taxes. History shows that In deals that
supposedly swap tax increases for cuts
In spending, the spending cuts never
materialize. Foist a heavier tax burden
on the American public and Congress
just uses the new taxes for new spend-

mg on programs we don't need or
want.

Moreover, not since World War II
have we raised taxes to over 19.6 percent of GNP—as the current package
certainly will—without tipping the

economy Into recession. We cannot
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justify a tax Increase. Annual tax col- ciliation' bill, for the reasons I have gress overreacted to an abuse of the
lections are already a third higher now just outlined, there are a number of previous staff-assisted benefit by
than In the 1960's and 1970's but provisions—in the health area, par- eliminating the benefit all together—
spending has grown even faster.
ticularly—that I strongly support. In rather than dealing with the specific
As far as I am concerned, we need to f act, I am not only a strong supporter abuse of the benefit. This led a
eliminate waste, Inefficiency, and mis- of these proposals, I helped author nuMber of very sick individuals to be
management before we even consider some of them. I would just like to placed in a life threatening situation
raising taxes. This package is 0 for 3, briefly touch on a couple of them.
where they could not get care. I per-

and yet the Democrats are atifi pushFirst, I am pleased to see that this
ing for the largest tax increase In his- bill proposes elimination of the urban!
tory? As far as I am concerned, the rural differential in Medicare paybudget process is completely broke ments to hospitals. For several years
and never has it been more obvious. now, I have been arguing that the
We need a line-item veto, like the one policy of paying rural hospitals less
I have introduced and have been working to enact along with over 40 public
interest groups and citizens action organizations. We need a balance budget
amendment and a host of other
reform measures—none of which are
included in this bill.

I am strongly committed to dteficit
reduction, and I am as worried as any
parent or grandparent about the
legacy this profligacy will leave, but I
do not think we have to compromise
our economic well-being when there

are so many programs that we can
eliminate or restructure.

With regard to this bill, I am also
concerned that it contains proposals

that result in reducing benefits for

Medicare beneficiaries and dramatically increasing their out-of-pocket
health care costs. There is no question

that health care costs are rising at

phenominal rates—and have been for
some number of years now. But, hi my
opinion, dramatically increasing senlors out-of-pocket costs and failing to
do serious reforms to slow the growth
of health care costs will only ensure
that we are back in their pockets looking for more again next year.
In addition, I am concerned that the

sonally intervened on behalf of a
number of Arizonans in this situation,

in terms of helping them get care.

And, as a result, joined with senator

HEINZ in offering a bill to fix the prob-

lem—restoring the beneift for those
than urban hospitals for the same who truly need it. And, it is this proservice just does not make sense. The posal that has been encorporated in
reason being that about the only thing this package.
that Is cheaper for a rural hospital, Fourth, I am pleased to see that the
than an urban hospital, is land. In Finance Committee included in this
fact, many things are much more budget reconciliation a proposal that I
costly for rurals than urbans. For ex- offered with senator DANFORTH to reample, the recruitment and retention quire that hospitals inform their pacosts for nurses and doctors can often tients of living wills and medica) direcexceed those of an urban facility. The tives upon their admission for care. In
equipment needs of urban and rural my view, this is a very Important prohospitals are the same. But, often it posal.
costs more in a rural area to get equipIt is shocking to most Amei Icans
ment repaired because the parts aren't that
were you to go into a hospital for
right at hand. And, in many cases, a an operation,
something were to
rural hospital may have to pay for go wrong andand
you
up in a pertravel, if not lodging, for the repair sistent vegitative ended
state, that care
person if he or she has to travel far in would most likely not
be discontincoming to the facility. We have been ued—even at the request
of a loved
narrowing the differential for a couple one—unless you had formally
of years now. I am pleased to see that your wishes known before hand.made
And,
this package bitesihe bullet and final- it must have been done in the form
of
ly eliminates the differential—some- a formal living will and an advanced
thing which I believe should have medical directive. This has been the
been done long ago.

Second, I am pleased this package
contains an expansion of the hospice
program under Medicare. This pro.
grain is a critical care option for those

subject of a number of lawsuits. As un-

comfortable a subject as this is, I be
lieve it is Important that Americans

are educated about this issue, and I be-

in our population who become critical- lieve that one of the appropriate
ly Ill. I have long been an advocate and places and times is on admission to a
ultimate effect of capping domestic supporter of the hospice program. In hospital.
Again, Mr. President, I am not able
spending growth at 4 percent will have fact, I have proposed that the expanon Medicare premiums and deducti- sion contained in the now repealed to in good conscience vote for this bill

bles for our Nation's elderly. If I un- Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act because of my very strong concerns
derstand this concept correctly, when be restored. The expansion contained about the tax and spend thrust of this
and the fact that it does not inhealth care costs rise in the double in this package is a much needed bene- bill
digits next year, as they have been for fit for a very critically 111 segment of dude any serious budget reforms.
nearly 10 years now, we will have to our population, who deserve our assist- having said that, I wanted it to be
either increase premiums paid by the ance in providing them with afford- known that there are some provisions
elderly- or reduce services—both of able care and a comfortable, caring en- in this package that I am in very
which will have negative consequences vironment in which to spend their re strong support of.
on our Nation's elderly, who are trying mainlng days.
to make ends meet on a fixed income.
Third, I applaud the Finance ComLastly, I am concerned that this bill mittee for including the text of two
does not truly take Social Security off- bills I sponsored—one with Senator
budget and out of the budget deficit HEINZ and the other with Senator
calculations. For some time, Mr. Presi- BrrrsEN—to Improve the care for
dent, I have been advocating taking those with end stage renal disease, and

the reserves in the Social Security make-the care more readily available.

trust funds off-budget and out of the
One of the provisions will provide
budget deficit calculations. I believe Medicare reimbursement for home use
we must do so in order to be honest of the drugs necessary to the stability
about our Nation's budgetary situation of an individual with end stage renal
and to protect the trust funds so that disease.
It might be there to provide benefits The second provision will restore
for both today's retirees and tomor- Medicare coverage of staff-assisted
row's. It is for that reason that I am home dialysis services for those who
joining with Senators HEINZ and Rox.- are too sick to go into a facility to get
LING5 an amendment to this bill to dialyzed, cannot provide the service
take Social Security off-budget and for themselves at home, or simply are
out of the budget deficit calculations. unable to physically get to a facility. I
Even though I have some very serl- am particularly pleased that thla pro
ous prob1ens with this budget recon- vision was Included, as last year Con-
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t make only the easy decisions and to
Just look at this year's economic
turn away from the difficult choices. forecasting. At the beginiing of the
The faith of the American people in year, we were presented with a set of
their government, scrIy tested in numbers which suggested that with
recent weeks, can Only be preserved if some minor revenue and programmatwe are willing to make the hard ic changes, the fiscal year 1991 budget
choices that the times demand. And deficit would be $64 billion. Five
today is one of those days when hard months later, in May, those numbers
choices ean no longer be avoided.

Mr. President, this country is facing
a crisis of governance. Our ability to
finance the social, economic, and defense needs of our country is being seriously lmdernTined. For nearly a generation, we have lived on credit. Our
national debt tripled in the past

were out the window. By July, the

Congressional Budget Office was projecting that the fiscal year 1990
budget deficit would be $195 billion,
and the fiscal year 1991 deficit would
be $232 billion. Now in October, CBO
has indicated to my staff that the $195
billion projection rn.ade in July is, in
decade. We opted to pass on to our reality, closer to $220 billion, and the
children arid our children's children fiscal year 1991 deficit could be cver a

the fiscal profligacy that historians quarter trillion dollars. So as far as I
will judge us by. But the credit card am concerned, the economic assumpeconomy cannot sustain itself forever. tions underlying this budget have
The time of paying up our bills, meet- little, if any, credibility. What this
ing our obligations, and getting this package is, is simply a down payment.
fiscal house in order has arr.ived..
Make no mistake, the tax and spend-

Even if this package is adopted, we're

time that we will be called uvon to approve reductions in Federal spending
and increases in revenues. As I interpret the numbers In this budget, it appears to me that we will need to have
a budget reconciliation bill next year,

numbers I have just described tell only
one-half of the story. If we really want
to give the Americai public an honest
lock at the size of this deficit, we need
look only to the S-year debt ceWng ex-

not even close to being out of the
ing reduction package that we will woods as far as the Federal budget
shortly be voting on represents but a deficit L concerned and we're certainly
single step toward restoring budget riot going to come close to balancing
solvency and sanity to the Federal the budget In the next 5 years.
Government. It is surely not the last
Mr. President, the staggering deficit

tension that we In the Finance Cornand the year after, and the year after rnittee approved as part of this packfor as far as the eye can see. For there age. At the end of 5 years, If all goes

is no doubt in this Senator's mind that weB under this budget agreement, the
after accumulating more than *3 tril- tional debt of the United States will
lion in debt, we are not going to make have increased from $3.2 trillion to
real progress toward a balanced just over $5 trillion. And the riason
budget by a single stroke of a pen on a for this huge increase in debt is be5-year $500 billion budget bill.
cause we cortinue to use "pay as-y'u-

Just look at the deLicit targets we go" trust fund program surpuse.s to
a.re aiming to reach over the next 5 mask the true size of the Federal
years: $205 bUlion in 1991; $197 billion budget deficit.

in 1992; $169 billion in 1993; $111 bFor more than 2 years, many memlion in 1904, arid $63 billion in 1995. If bers of this body, especially Senators
yo add up the numbers and look at MOYNIUN arid HEINZ, have tried to
the realties of this package, what you bring about a sense of "Truth in Budgsee is that the deficits that will accu- eting," by getting Congress to exc'ude
mulate over the next years will total the Sociai Security surpluses from calmore than $745 bilflcn. In other culating the Gramm-Rudman targets.
words, we wlfl add at leat three quar- 'rhis budget agreement takes a step in

ters of a trillion dollars in additional that direction, but it does not go far
debt to the already staggering 1990 enough. The proposed GrarnmFederal debt of $3.2 trillion.

Mr. President, the r.umber.s I have
just qirnted are the best case numbers.
They take into account set of economic assumptions that assumes that
short-term Treasury ratc3 will decline
to 5.7 percent in 1992 and then fall to

Rudman targets exclude Social Security operating surpluses. Rut interest accrued by the Social Security trust
funds a.re not deemed a part of the cbperating surp!.ises. As a result, interest

that shcud be credited to the trust
fund is being included n the operating
4.4 percent in 1994. They assume eco- budget of the Government for purnornc growth of 3.8 percent in 1992. poses of the GranimRudman targets.
4.1 percent lii 1993, ad 37 percent ir This is just another example of the
1994. I hope we achieve those results.

type of fiscal chicanery that leave3 ev-

eur&te.. They fail to account for minor

responsibilities.

Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. Presi- But I certainly am not confident that eryone in the country with a sense of
d±nt, it is not easy to come to t.he floor that win be the outcome. Five year cynicism about how Washington
of the Senate and cast a vote in favor budget forecasts are notoriously mac- avoids honestly dea1iig with its fiscal
of raising taxes

on the

American

people. Nor waz it. easy lot the Presi adjustments In economic trends that
dent to turn away from his carnpaigi when factored into a trillion dollar
pledge not to raise taxes. Rut the economy can produee swings n the
President and the erber of the budget deficit cf $100 bi}lion to $200
Senate and the House were not elected billion.

Moreover, Mr. Presdet, if we excluded all Federa' Governmert trust
fund surphises—Social Security, Medicare part A-Hospital, the Highway
Trust Fund, the Airport Trust Fund—
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ating budget, the real deficit, the with last year's budget summit pack- not simply a matter of restoring conf iactual shortfall between revenues for age. And I will go along with this dence to the markets. It is not simply
general funding and the actual costs year's package because the choice be- a matter of how many T-bills are
of operating the Federal Government tween a $100 billion sequester, a comwould exceed $300 billion, not the $205 plete shutdown of the Government,
billion figues used in this budget. Ac- and chaos in the financial markets, is
cording to CBO's July analysis, the simply not a choice. We have a gun to
deficit excluding all trust funds would our heads and we must act responsi-

Issued each week. The budgetdeficit is

a noose around the neck of every
elected official who sees social inequities that can only be resolved by a

greater financial commitment from
Washington. What I am talking about
When we marked up the reconcilia- is the 37 million people in this country
tion bill in the Finance Committee who have no health Insurance. What I
early last Saturday morning, I said "I am talking about is the problem of
hope next year it will be different." long-term care for the elderly and the
My colleague from Pennsylvania, Jom disabled. What I am talking about is
HEINZ, leaned over to me and said: "It an infrastructure network that is
will be— It will be worse." Mr. Presi- crumbling throughout most regions of
dent, he may be right. He may have this country.

be $367 billion in fiscalyear 1991, $379 bly.

billion in 1992, $345 billion in 1993,

$309 billion in 1994 and $315 billion in

1995. Clearly, the package in front of
us will barely dent this extraordinary
shorfall in revenue.
Mr. President, Is this the best defi-

cit-reduction package that Congress

would develop in the face of this fiscal
We were elected not to merely sift
crisis? I think the answer to that ques- been referring only to the fiscal and
tion Is No. We should have cut spend- economic difficulties that face our and sort through thousands of Federal

ing more. In fact, what this budget country, or he may have meant the programs to find creative ways to
deficit package labels reduced spend- process which has worried us all.
reduce the cost of Government. Mr.
ing is nothing more than the peace Mr. President, for the past 6 years, I President, I think we were erected to
dividend minus Desert Shield, along have held the view that the budget help provide a better quality of life to
with the usual—in this case $37.6 mil- deficit is the No. 1 problem facing this
lion—in medical provider cuts, and country. Some economists and some
new taxes styled in the fashion of new elected officials have suggested otheruser fees. In my view it is not a pro- wise. Some have suggested that defigramrnatic spending cut when we col- cits do not matter; others that we can

lect fees for agricultural quarantine

and inspection services; it is not a
spending cut when we Increase premiums paid for flood Insurance; it is not

a spending cut when we establish a
500-percent increase in the level of

civil penalties that can be Imposed on
businesses that violate OSHA; it is not

a spending cut when we raise FHA

debilitating

and prolonged illness.

That will take commitment, and that
grow our way out of the deficit, and wifi take money. The budget deficit is
that hard choices on reducing spend- the biggest obstacle to these imporing or raising revenues can be put off tant policy changes.
forever. And over the past 6 years, the
Mr. President, if we are to achieve
American public has heard so many real substantial reductions in the defithings about the deficit that they no cit and improvements in Federal prolonger know who to believe. Is it any grams, we must make a commitment
wonder that the President and the ma- to reviewing from top to bottom every
jority leader were unable to convince Federal program. That includes Medithe public to support the summit care; that includes Social Security;
package when they went on national that includes HUD, that includes the

fees; it is not a spending cut when we
establish new fees for oversight of the
rail safety program; it is not a spend- television 2 weeks ago? The public has
ing cut when we collect new fees to just become confused on what the defpay for the U.S. Travel and Tourism icit means and are understandably reAdministration. Mr. President, the list luctant to pay more money into Washgoes on and on. The point is that we ington without any assurance that we
are really not cutting spending to the will husband their resources with care.
Mr. President, this is probably the
degree that many believe is necessary.
We are just augmenting the costs of worst time for us to have to raise
taxes. The economy is teetering on the
programs.
Mr. President, I think this package verge of recession. Oil prices are fuelshould have relied less heavily on re- ing an inflationary spiral that could
gressive excise taxes. We should have bring us back to the days in the late
asked wealthy beneficiaries of Federal 1970's when this economy stagnated
entitlement programs to pay a larger under the weight of stagflation. Finanshare of the cost of those programs. cial Institutions are holding back on
And we should have relied more heavi- lending, making it far more difficult
ly on changes in the income tax base for businesses to expand operations.
and left excise taxes to the hard But if we do not pass this package, if
pressed State and local governments we do not make a credible effort to
who are everyday being required to do reduce the deficit, then this economy
more with fewer and fewer resources. could face a shock that wifi take the
But we are not going to rewrite this remainder of the decade to remedy.
Foreigners are more and more relucpackage on the floor of the Senate to

night. The time for making tough

all Americans. That means financial
access to health care for everyone;
that means freedom from the fear of

Defense Department; that includes
the Small Business Administration,
and that includes all the spending we
do through the Tax Code. For too long
we have allowed for business as usual
in this body. Every year, we extend

every expiring tax break. We never
debate them for more than a minute.

We extend financing for all the agen-

cies in this town, and then we find
more money to create new agencies.

If we are going to achieve what I
would call 'Perestroika on the Potomac," then I would suggest that the
committees of the Congress, along

with the administration make this

commitment to the American public:
Next year we will revisit every pro-

gram that the Federal Government
operates and we will eliminate, not

reduce the level of growth, but eliminate unnecessary spending from top to
Otherwise we will be facing
tant to purchase our Government's bottom.
budget crisis after budget crisis for the
debt. We cannot raise interest rates at remainder of this decade until the
th1 time without throwing the econo- American people finally heed the call,
my into a severe tailspin. We cannot and will throw all of us out of our
afford the luxury of increasing Feder- jobs.

choices is here and now, and although
I do not like this package, I think it is
the best we can do at this late stage in
the budget process and I am going to
al spending to counteract the slowvote for it.
But, Mr. President, this is the last down in the economy. The only choice

time that this Senator is going to go• we have is to convince the financial
along with a budget package that is es- markets that we are serious about
sentially the product of budget• starting down the road to deficit resummit negotiations: After Black duction by adopting this package.
Monday in 1987, I went along with a 2- That will help ease the pressure on
year budget summit package that re- the Federal Reserve and make it more
vised the Gramm-Rudman targets and likely that the FED can reduce Intersupposedly put us on track for a bal- est rates.
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more than new user fees. Although I
do not specifically object to user fees,
I cannot condone disguising new fees,
which more appropriately should be
a1led taxes, as spending cuts..
Mr. President, I cannot support this
reconciliation bill. It is primarily new

and permanent taxes coupled with

week promises for mild spending restraint. It simply does not• represent
progress toward the goal of 6pending
restraint and fiscal discipline. It was
created by a Democratic-controlled
Congress that is still fully wed to the
tax and spend policies that brought us
to this point of fiscal chaos. Simply
THE BUDGET RECONCILIATION BILL

Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, when
the budget summit produced a bipartisan agreement after months of torturous negotiations, I announced my wiil-

put, the American people deserve
better.
Mr. RIEGLE. Mr. President, after a
great deal of consideration, I have decided not to support this budget package. While it is clear that major deficit
reduction is long overdue, I have many

lngness to 8upport the compromise.
Clearly, there were portions that I did concerns about the course that is
not support, most particularly more charted by this particular piece of legtaxes and drastic cuts in agriculture islation.
While this package Is better than
and Medicare. However, for all of its
shortcomings, the budget summit pro- the one put forward by the summitposal would have set In motion a proc- teers, I am stiil very concerned that it
ess for real budget discipline. For the will place an undue burden on middle-

first time In a long time, Federal and low-income Americans and on our

spending would not be permitted to senior citizens. The Increase in the
grow uncontrollably. And, Congress fi- Medicare deductible would be the
nally would break itself of the tax and equivalent of a 20-percent cut in the
spend mentality that had dominated COLA for an average older person on
the faulty fiscal policy of Its Demo- Social Security. The increase in the

cratic leadership.
gas tax hits hard at the average workAt that time, I commended our con- ing person at a time when they have
gressional leaders for rising above par- already seen huge increases in the
tisan differences to create ft truly re- amount they must pay for gasoline. It
markable product. Despite the rather asks less of a sacrifice from those with
obvious political liabilities inherent in high incomes than it does of those of
any bipartisan compromise, I was will- more modest means. In short, it is not

ing to embrace it as the best po1ble the direction I think we should be
solution under the circumstanoe8 and heading in.
was willing to say so to my constituI am particularly concerned about
tents.
efforts to jury-rig the
After the demise of the budget continuing
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
approach to
summit proposal, this body passed an budgeting. This system, which
has alalternative Democrattc budget resolu- ready been adjusted once, has failed
to
tion which allowed as much as $10 bil- bring about a balanced budget. In)lon more in taxes and $10 billion leEs stead, it has led to many successful efin spending cuts. At that time, I expressed my deep misgivings about the forts to find ways around Its conlack of spending discipline in that straints, and to mask the true nature
budget resolution—discipline that had of the budget problems we face. The
been marginal even In the bipartisan proposal we have before us creates a
budget summit agreement. I had little whole new maze of across-the-board
faith that a budget resolution, drafted cuts—a budgetary approach most of us
by Democrats aiid interpreted by com- said should never be Implemented bemittees ntrolled by Democrats, cause It cuts good programs and bad
would result in anythIng other than ones indiscriminately—and provides a

more taxes and less spending disci- whole new set of incentives to find

clever ways to avoki facing our budgetWell, Mr. President, it turns Out my ary problems head-on.
It Is clear that we must move forfears were more than justified. When
compared to the budget ummtt pack- ward to enact a budget. The proposal
age, the reconciliation bill taxes the .dvanced by the House of RepresentaAmezican people more and cuts spend- tives Is ft major Improvement over this
ing less. It calls for $152 billion in new bill. It reduces the cost to senior cititaxes, $12 billion more thin the zens, cuts the gas tax, and extends a
summit package. At the same time, more fair share of the overall cost of
the reconciliation bill cuta only $110 reducing the deficit to those who are
billion form mandatory spending pro- able to pay. I would strongly urge the
grams, $9 billion less than the summit conferees on this package to move
agreement. Moreover, many of the so- toward the House package. Until we
called cuts In spending are nothing make Bubstantial improvements, I
pline.
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cannot In good faith support the pack•
age that we have In front of us today.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the engrossment and
third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed

for a third reading and was read the
third time.

Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that H.R. 5835, be
deemed as having been considered and

amended by striking all after the enacting clause and insert in lieu thereof
the language of 5. 3209, as amended,
to be considered as having been read
for the third time and that the Senate
proceed without intervening action or
debate to a vote on passage.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is

there an objection? Hearing none, it Is
SO 01-del-ed.

Mr. SYMMS. Mr. President, are the

yeas and nays ordered on final passage?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

yeas and nays have not been ordered.
Mr. SYMMS. I ask for the yeas and
nays on final passage.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there a sufficient second? There is a
sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roil.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are

there any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to vote?
The result was announced—yeas 54,
nays 46, as follows:

(RollcaU Vote No. 292 Leg.)

YAS—54
Benlsen
Btngaman
Bond
Boren

Boechwltz

Breaux
Bryftn

Bumpers
Durdick
Byrd

Chaee

Cochrsn
Cranston

Danlorth
Daschle

Dixon

Jeff ords

Pryor

Dodd
Dole
Domenict

Kassebaum
Kennedy

Reid
Robb
Rockefeller
Rudman
Sarbanes

Durenberger
Ford

Kohl
Leahy
Lugar
McClure
MIkulski
Mitchell
Moynihan
Murkowskl
Nunn
Packwood

Fowler
6am
Glenn
Gore

Hatch
Heinz

Inouye

NAYS—46
Grassley
Harkin
Hatfield
Hetlin

Adams

Akaka
Armstrong

Baucus
Biden
Bradley
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Sasser

Simpson

Specter

Stevens

Thurmond
Warner

Wrth

Sec. 1108. Payment af interest on certifi- shall be the amount by which the established
przce for the crop exceeds—
cates.
(11 in the case of wheat and feed grains,
SUB TITLE B—OTHER AGRICULTURAL PRoopMS
the higher of—
levcls
for
REA
Sec. 1201. AuthoriZation
(A) the lesser of—
loans.
(ii the national weighted averagc market
Sec. 1202. Authorization levels for FmHA price received by producers during thc marloan..
1203. APHIS inspection user fee on keting year for the crop, as determined bi
Sec.

international passengers.
Sec. 1204. International sanctions.
Sublitle A—Commodity Progrnm8
SEC.

McCain

McConnell
Metzenbaum
Nickles

Heirns

Pell

Hollings
Humphrey

Pressler
Riegle

1161.

TRIPLE BASE FOR DEF1CIE.VCY PA)'

the Secretary; or

(ii) the national weighted average market
price received by producers durzng the first
5 months of the marketing year for the crop.

asdeterminedbytheSecretarY,pllOcents

per bushel for wheat and 7 ccnts per bushel
for feed vrains; or
ture (hereafter in thts title referred to as the
(B) the loan level determined for the crop;
"Secretary" unless the contest otherwise re and
MENTS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Agricul-

qlzires), n making available to producers

(21 in the case of rzce, the hi ghcr of—

section (a)(2.', payment acres for a crop

(bI ADJUSTMENT FOR BARLEY. —For the pur-

deficiency paymcn(.s otherwise authorized
(A the lesser of—
Burns
by law for each of the 1992 through 1995
0 the national average markct price reRoth
Johnston
Coats
crops
of
wheat,
feed
grains,
upland
cotton,
ceived by producers during the markcbng
Sanford
Kasten
Cohen
and
rice,
shall
compute
the
amount
of
Such
Shelby
year for the crop, as determincd by the SecKerrey
Conrad
Simon
Kerry
paynwnts by multiplying—
DAmato
rctary o
Symms
Lautenberg
DeConcIn
(1) the payment ratc, by
(ii) the national average market przce reWallop
Levin
Exon
(2) the payr..en1 acres for the crop (as de- ceh'd by producers during the first S
Wilson
Lieberman
Gorton
tcrn&ined undcrsubsection (b)), by
months Qf the marketing year for the crop,
Lott
Graham
(3) the farm program paymcnt yield for as deterrnincd by the Secretary, plus 27 cents
Mack
Granm
the crop for the farm.
perhundredweight, or
(b) PAYME!'PT ACRES—FOr purposes of subSo the bill (H.R. 5835), as amended,
(B) the loan level determined for the crop.

was passed, as follows:
Rcsolved, That the bill from the House

of Representatives (H.R. 5835) entitled "An
Act to provide for reconciliation pursuant to
section 4 of the concurrent resolution on
the budget for fIscal year 1991' do pass with
the following amendment:

Strike out all after the enacting clause

and insert:
SECT/ON I. SNORT TITU.

This

Act may be cited as the "Omnibus

Budgct Reconciliation Act of 1990'
NE( 2. T4ULE OF ('O7EVTS.

Title I—Committee on Agrzculture, Nutrition, and Forestry.
Title Il—Committee on Banking, Housing,
and Urban Affairs.

shall be—

poses of determining the payment rate for
(1) the number of acres planted to thc crop deftciency paymen(.s for each of the 1991
for harvest Within the number of acrcs ob- through 1995 crops of barley, the Secrctary
tamed by multiplying—
shall include feed barley prices and malting
(A) tile crop acreage base for the crop for barley prices in the computation of thc nathe farm; by
tional wcighted average market price for
(B) one minus the base rcduction pcrcent- barle except that the Secrctary shall erage (a _determined under subsection (dl; dude the portion of averagc malt u&g barlc.V
less
prices received by producers that escecds
(21 thc quantity of reduced acreage (as determined under subsection (d)(1)).

(c) BASE REDUC7ION PERCENTAGE—For pur-

poses of subsection (b)(1)(B), the base reduction percentage shall be 15 percent for each
of the 1992 and 1995 crops.
(dl REDUCED AND PERMITTED ACREAGE.—

(1) REDUCED ACREAGE.—FOr purposes of

prices reccivcd by produccrs for feed barlcy
bii more than $0.50 per busheL
.cEC. 1103. ACRF4 GE RJ.D1(TIO.V

Pk0(R.tM.' FOR i5I

THROIGH 199.5 (RW'. OF HIlL .4 T. FIJI)

GRAI.% (t'L4..1)

COTTO.%, A.VI) RICE.

(a) MINIMUM PERCENTAGE RFD'CTIO.VS.—
Except as provided in subsection (b). thc

Secretary shall announce an acreagc lirnitaprogram for—
and Transportation.
acreage for a crop shaU be the number of tion
(1) each of the 1991 through 1995 crops of
Title IV—Committee on Energy and Natural acres dcvoted to conjervation uscs that j, wheat
undcr which the acreage planted o
Resources.
determined by multiplying—
wheat for harvest on a farm would be lrnTitlc V—Committee on Environment and
(A) the crop acreage base: by
Public Works,
(B) the percentagc reduction required by ed to thc whcat crop acrcage base for the
TiW VI—Committce on Finance—Spcndin g thc Secretary under an acrcage limitation farm for the crop reduced by—
(A) in the case of the 1991 crop 0.1 wPeit.
Reductions.
program announced by the Secrctary.
not
less than 15 percent;
TiUc VIl—Committee on Finance—Reve(2) PERMITTED ACREAGE—The remaining
(B) in the case of the 1992 crop of uh'at.
n ues.
acreage i-s hereafter in this section refcrred
not lcss than 6 percent;
Title VIlI—Committee on Governmental Af- to as "permitted acrcage
(C) in the case of the 1993 crop of uheat.
fairs.
(e) Pt.41%'rtIvo COMMODITIES ON PERMITTED
Titlc Ill—Committee on Commerce, Science,

subsection (b)(2), the quantity of reduced

Title IX—Comnzitiee on thc Judiciary.

Ac'RE.40E—The Secretary shaU permit pro-

Title X—Cornmi1t.e on Labor and Human
Resources.
Titlc XI—Comrnittec oi. Veterans ..4ffafrs.
TITLE i—CO II3IITTEE (IV A GR/(tLTLRE.

NL7RlTlO A ND F(JRE.TR F
SF('. 1001. 4HORT TITLE TABLE OF (O.VTE.VTS.

not less than 5 perccnt;

(Dl in the case of the 1994 crop of uheat.
ducers on afai,n to plant on permitted acrenot
less than 7 pcrcent. and
age for which the producers do not rcceive
(E) in the casc of the 1995 crop of uheat,
dcficwncy payments—

(1) progrcm crops (wheat, feed grains,

cotton, or rice);
(2) oilsced.s (soybeans, sunflower canola,

not tcss than 5 perccnt,
(2) cach of the 1991 through 1995 crops of
corn, grain sorghum, and barely under

C
(a) SHORT TImE.—This title may be cited rapesced, safflower, flarseed, or any other which the acreage planted to the resp'ctu
harvest on a farm wotid be
as the "Agricultural Reconciliation Act of Oilseed$ the Secretary may designate) or in- feed grain for
the
respectue
feed
gra,i
crop
limited to
dustrial orexperimental crops; and
1990'.
(31 ani, otJu'r crop, except any fruit or veg- acreagc base for the farm for the crop ic(b) TABLE or CONrEr'rs.—The table of contents is a.sfollows:
Sec. 1001. Short title; table of contents.

etable crop (including potatoes and dry duced by not less than 7 pcrcent.

SUBTITLE A—COMMODITY PROGRAMS

edible beans) not designated as an industrial or experimental crop by the Secretary.

Sec. 1101. Triple base for deficiencij pay-

who devote permitted acreage (for uhich the

ments.

Sec. 1102. Calculat2on of deficienc!( PO!J-

(f) LOAN ELIWB,LfTY.—PrOducers on a farm

producers do not receive deficiency paynwnts) to program crops or oilseed_s de-

(3) each of the 1991 through 1995 cro;s 0.1
oa(S undcr which the acreage planted to octs
for harvest on a farm would bc lZ1nZted to
the oat crop acreage base for the farm Icr thc
crop, reduced by not less than 0 percent.
(4) each of the 1992 throu(,h 1995 crops o!

scribed in paragraphs (1) and (21 in subsec- upland cotton under uhtch the acrcage
Sec. 1103. Acreage reduction programs for tion (e) shall be eligible for loans und'r the planted to upland cotton for harvest on a
1991 through 1995 crops of Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 U.S.C. 1421 et farm u'ould be limited to the upiaid cotton
wheat, feed graiils, upland seq.) with respcct to the program crop pro- crop acreagc ba.se for the farm for thc crop
cotton, and rice.
reduced by—
duced on such acreage.
Sec. 1104. Ollseed price support.
(A) in the case of thc 1992 crop of upland
SEC. 1102. C4LCU1.4TlO.V OFDEFICIE,VCFP.4IME.VTS.
Scc. 1105. Dairy assessments.
cotton, not less than 15 percent: and
(a)
12-MONTH
AVFRAGE.—FOr
purposes
of
Sec. 1106. Loan origination fces and pro(B) in the casc of each 0.1 thc 1993. 1994.
calct?atin' deficiency payments for each of
gram seri'fce fees.
and 1995 crops of upland cotton. not hss
Sec. 1107. Producer reserve program for the 1991 through 1995 crops of wheat, feed than 20 percent: and
grafns, and rice, the.payment raic for a crop
wheat and feed vrains.
ments.
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each of the 1992 through 1995 crops of
rICe under which the acreage planted to rice
(5)

SEC. II6& LOAN ORIGINATION fEES AND PROGRAM
SER VIcE ,FEES

(a) SUGAR, Ho,.n', Pw,urs, Aii T0BAcfor harvest on a farm would be limited to
the rice crop acreage base for the farm for co.—Effective for each of the 1991 through

S 15869

interest as the Secretary considers appropriate to effectuate the purposes of this section.
(d) STORAGE PAYMEN.—

(1) IN GENER4L.—The Secretary shall pro•

1995 crops of sugar beets, sugarcane, honeij,

vide storage payments to producers for 8tOr-

to 3 percent of the amount of the loan.
(b) W00L.—Effective for each of the 1991
through 1995 marketing years for wool and

propriate to encourage producers to participate in such a program.

tional Wool Act of 1954 (7 U.S.C. 1781 et
(2) In the case of corn, grain sorghum, and seq.).
SEC. II7. PRODUCER RESERVE PROGRAM FOR
barley, 20 percent,

immediately following the last day on which
the price of wheat or feed grains was equal

the crop reduced by—

(A) in the case of the 1992 crop of rice, not
leu than 18Y, percent,
(B) in the case of the 1993 crop of rice, not
iess than 15 percent,
(C) In the case of the 1994 crop of rcè, not
less than 14 percent, and
(D) In the case af the 1995 crop of rice, not
iess than 10 percent.
(b) S1vcKs-1t-UsE R.4no.—Notwith.gtand-

peanuts, and tobacco, the Secretary shall age of wheat or feed grain3 under such a
charge the producer a loan origination fee program in such amounts and under such
for a price support loan for such crops equal conditions as the Secretary determines ap(2) TIMING.—The Secretary shall make stor-

mohair, In connection with making prce age payments available to participants in
support available for such marketing years, such a program at the end of each quarter:
the Secretary shall charge producers of wool
(3) DUR.477ON.—The Secretary may cease
Ing any other provision of law, subsection and mohair a program service fee equal to making storage payments whenever the
not
more
1
percent
of
the
amount
of
the
pay(a) shall not apply to a crop tf the Secretary
pr-ice of wheat or feed grains is equal to or
estimates for such crop that the stocks-to-u3e ment rate for wool and mohair for such exceeds the then current established price for
marketing
year
as
provided
under
the
Naratio will be less than—
the commodities, and for any 90-day period
(1) in the case of wheat, 34 percen&.

(3) in the case of upland cotton, 30 per-

cen& and
(4) in the case of rice, 16 percent.
SEC. uN. OILSEED PRICE SUPPORT.

(a) IN GENER..—Sub)ect to subsection (b),

in providing price support for oiiseeds (soybeans, sunflower, canoza, rapeseed saj'fiower, flasseed or any other oilseed. the Secretarij may designate), the Secretary shall support the price of each of the 1991 through
1995 crops of—

(1) oil.seed.s at a level of not less than $5.50

per busheZ,

(2) sunflower, canoZa, rapeseed, safflower,
and flaxseed at a level of not less than $0.097
per pound, and
(3) other oilseed. at such level as the Secre-

tary determines will take into account the
historcal price relationship between each

type of oil.seeds and soybean3, the prevailing

loan level for soybeans, and the historical

meal oiZ content of each type of oilseed. and
soybeans.

(b) AJusmfEz—

P/flEA TAND FEED GRAINS

(a) IN GENERAL.—In carrying out any pro-

ducer reserve program for wheat and feed

to or in excess of the then current estab-

lished price for the commodities.
(e)

EMERGENcIES.—NotwWz.standing any

other provision of law, the Secretary may regrains otherwise authorized by law, the Sec- quire producers to repay loans under such a
retary shaU formulate and administer such program, p1u3 accrued interest and such
a producer storage program under which other charges as may be required by regulaproducers of wheat and feed grains wlU be tion prior to the maturity date thereof, LI the
able to store wheat and feed grains when the Secretary determines that emergency condicommoditzes are in abundant supply, extend tion3 exist that require that the commodity
the time per'.od for the orderly marketing of be made available in the market to meet
the commodities, and provide for adequate urgent domestic or international needs and
carryover stocks to ensure a reliable supply the Secretary reports the determination and
of the commodities as provided in this sec- the reasons for the determination to the
tion.
President, the Committee on Agriculture of
(b) TEPIs 0, PR0GRVi.—
the House of Representatives, and the Com(1) PRIcE SUPPORT LOANS—In. carrying out mittee on Agricu1tui Nutrition, and Forsuch a program, the Secretary shall provide estry of the Senate at least 14 days before
original or extended price support loans for taking the action.
wheat and feed grains under terms and con(f) QUANTITY OF COMMODITIES IN PRO•
ditions designed to encourage producers to GRAM.—The
Secretary may establish naxistore wheat and feed grains for extended pe- mum quantities
wheat and feed grains
rods of time whenever the supply of wheat that may receiveofloans
and storage payand feed grain3 are in abundant supply, as ments under such a program
as follows:
determined by the Secretary, or whenever
(1) The maximum quantities may not be
the price of wheat or feed grains is less than established
at less than 300 miUion bu3hels

(1) Somwis.—Notwjffi.gtanding subsec- 110 percent of the loan rate established of wheat and 600 million bu3hels of feed
tion (a), U the Secretary estimates, not later under this title for wheat and feed grains.
(2) LEVEL OF LOANS.—LOan3 made under grains.
than September 30 of the year previou3 to
(2) The maximum quantities may not be
the year in which the crop of soybeans is such a program shall not be iess than the established
at more than—
then current level of support under the

harvested that the stocks-to-u3e ratio for any
of the 1991 through 1995 crops of soybean3 wheat and feed grain prograen3 established
will be over 7.5 percent, the Secretary may under this title.
(3) OTHER TERMS AND coIuz)rryoNs.—Under
establish the loan level for the crop at $5.00
such a program, the Secretary shau provide
per busheZ.
(2) OThER o:tszzzs.—ff the Secretary ad- for—
justs the loan level for a crop of soybeans (A) loan3 with a maturUy of not less than

(A) 30 percent of the estimated total do-

,nestic and export usage of wheat during the
marketing year for the crop of wheat, as determined by the Secretary; and

(B) 15 percent of the estimated total do-

mestic and export usage of feed grains

the marketing year for the crop, as
under paragraph (1), the Secretary shall 3 years, with extensions as warranted by dur-ng
determined by the Secretary.
mcice a corresponding o4justment in the market conditions;
(B) a rate of interest as provided under (3) Notwith.standing paragraph (2), -the
loan level for sunflower seeds, canola, rapeSecretary may establish the upper limits at
seed, safflower, flaxseed, and any other oil- subsection (c); and
(C) payments to producers for storage as higher levels, not In excess of 110 percent of
seed designated by the Secretary under subthe levels established in paragraph (2), LI the
provided in subsection (d).
section (a).
(4) REGIONAL DImPJNcES.—The Secretary Secretary determines that the higher limits
SEC uISS. DAIRY ASSESSMENTS.
shall en.!ure that producers are afforded a are necessary to achieve the purposes of
(a) IN GENERAL—The Secretary shall pro- fair and equitable opportunity to partici- such a program.
vide for a reduction in the price received by pate in the program established under this
(g) ANNOUNCEMENt OF PROGRAM.—
producers for all milk produced In the section, juicIng into account regional differ(1) TIME OF ANNOUNcEMFJfr.—The Secretary
United States and marketed for commercial ences in the time of harvest.
shall announce the terms and conditions of
U3e.
such a producer storage program as far in
(c) Imi,wsr CHARGES.—
(b) 4isour.—The amount of the reduction
(1) LEVYING or rnrmsr.—The Sec retarij advance of making loans as practIcable.
under subsection (a) n the price received by may charge interest on loan3 under such
(2) Cozinm' OF ANN0UNcEMENT.—In the anproducers shell be 10 cent8 per hundred- pro gram whenever the pr-ice of wheat or feed nouncement, the Secretary shall spectfy the
weight durng the peiiod beginning January grains is equal to or exceeds the then current quantity of wheat or feed grains to be stored
1 1991, and ending August 31, 1995.

undCr such a program ffiat the Secretary deestablished pr-ice for the commodities.
(2) 90-my ?LPJ0D.—If interest is levied on termi nes appropriate to promote the orderly
ed by the reduction in price, required under the loans under paragraph (1), the interest marketing of the commodities.
(c) ADM1NISTR471ON.—T1 fund. repreaent-

this section to be applied to the marketinga may be charged for a period of 90 days after
of milk by a producer, shall be collected and the last day on which the pnce of wheat or
remitted to the Commodity Credit Corpora- feed grains was equal to or in excess of the
tion, at such time and in such manner as then current established prtce for the comprescrbed by the Secretary, by each person modities.
making pajiment to a producer for milk pur(3) RATE op rnniwsr.—The rate of interest
c.haacd from the producer, ezcept that n the charged participants in sich a program
case of a producer who markets milk of the shall not be iess than the rate of interest
producer's own production directly to con- charged by the Commodity Credit Corporasumers, the funds shall be remitted directly tion by the United States Treasury, except
to the Corporation by the producer.
that the Secretary may waive or adjust the

(h) RECONCEArTRA 770N OF GRAIN.—The Sec-

retary may, with the concurrence of the
owner of grain stored under such a program,
reconcentrcte aU such grain stored in com-

mercial warehou3es at sich points as the
Secretary con*tders to be in the public inter-

taking into account such factors a.s
transportation and normal marketing patest,

terns. The Secretary shall permit rotation of
stocks and facilitate maintenance of qualit
under regu1ation3 that assure that the hoid-
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in producer or w housenian shaZ4 at all able to guarantee loans made by legally ortlmes have available for delivery at the des- ganized lending agencies. The loans shall be

(C) $602,000,009 for fiscal year 1993;
(D) $697,000,000 for fiscal year 1994; and
(E) $792,000,000 for fiscal year 1995; and

and Qi.1iti, of grain covered by the produc- amount of the Zoan
ers or wareiwuseman's commtimeuL
SEC 12St hVTMORLZ.4 TION LSVELS FOR FmMA

reduction made in paragraph (i) in the

ig,wted place of storage both the quantity guaranteed at 99 percent of the principal
Ii) Mss,aaiaeswr or Gaust,—Whenever
grain Is stored under such a program, the

LOANS

(2) use the funds made available from the

available amount of insured loans In each
of the fiscal years tc guarantee loans made

(a) Ii 2aNznsL_—Subiect to the other proSecretary may buy and sell at an equivalent visions of this section and notwithstanding from the Fund(c) MANDATORY Lzvzs.—NotwIthstanding
price, allowing for the customary location any other provision allow, for each of fiscal
and grade dI/ferenlials, substantially equiv- years 1991 through 1995, real estate and op- any other provision of law, the Secretary
alent quantUtes of grain In different loca- erating loans may be insured, made to be shall make or insure loans at the levels autions or warehouses to the extent needed to sold and insured, or guaranteed in accord- thorized by this section for each of fiscal
properly handle, rotate, distribute, and ance with subtitles A and B, respectively, of years 1991 through 1995.
locate the commodities that Vie Commodity the Consolidated Farm and Rural Develop- SEC IZOL APItIS INSPEC7ION USER FEE ON INTER.
NA TIONAL PASSENGERS
Credit Corporation owns or controls. The ment Act (7 U.& 1921 et seq.) from theAg(a) IN GENEP.AL.—The Secretary may prepurchases to offset sates shall be made ricultural Credit Insurance Fund estab-

within 2 market days following the sales. lished under section 309 of such Act (7 scribe and collect fees to cover the cost of
The Secretary shall make a daily list avail- U.S.a 1929) in amounts equal to the follow- providing agricultural quarantine and Inable showing the price, location, and quantity of the transactions.
(j) Use OF COMMODITY CERI7nCATES.—Not-

withstanding any other provision of law, If

a producer has substituted purchased or
other commodities for the commodities
originally pledged as collateral for a loan

spection services in connection with the ar(1) For fiscal year 1991, $4,175,000,000, of rival at a port in the customs territory of the
which not less than $827,000,000 shall be for United States, or the preclearance or preinfarm ownership loans under subtitle A of spection at a site outside the customs term-Isuch Act
tory of the United States, of an internation(2) For fiscal year 1992, $4,343,000,000, of al passenger.
which not less than $861,000,000 shall be for
(b) TREASURY.—Any person who collects a
ing levels.

made under such a program, the Secretary farm ownership loans under subtitle A of fee under this section shall remit the fee to
may allow a producer to repay the loan such Act
the Treasury of the United States prior to
(3) For fiscal year 1993, $4,516,000,000, of the date thaI is 31 days after the close of the
using a generic commodity certificate that
may be exchanged for commodities owned which not less than $895,000,000 shall be for calendar quarter in which the fee is collectby the Commodity Credit Corporation, If the farm ownership loans under subtitle A of ed,

substUule commodities have been pledged as such Act
(c) AGRICULTURAL QUj.&4N INC INSPECI70N
(4) For fiscal year 1994, $4,697,000,000, of USER Fee Accourrr.—
loan collateral and redeemed only within
which not less than $931,000,000 shall be for
the same county.
(1) ESTI.nIJsuMr,Nr.—There is established in
SEC. liSt PA VNEP,T OF INTEREST ON CERTJFICA TES farm ownership loans under subtitle A of the Treasury of the United States a no-year
fund, to be known as the "Agricultural
Section 107E of the Agricultural Act of such Act
(5) For fiscal year 1995, $4,885,000,000, of Quarantine Inspection User Fee Account"
1949 (7 U.S.C. 1445b-4) Li amended by
adding at the end the follow4ng new subsec- which not less than $968,000,000 shall be for (hereafter in this section referred to as the
farm ownership loans under subtitle A of "Account"), for the use of the Secretary of
tion:
Agriculture for quarantine or inspection
"(c)(1) Except as provided in paragraph such Act
(b) A.PPORTJONMRNT or Lvsuexz> AND Guan- services under this section.
(2), the Secretary shall pay interest on the
(2) AMoumu IN ,4CCO LI/fr.—
cash redemption of a commodity certificate AmTSD Lo,4Ns.—Subject to subsection (c), the
(A) Dzj'osim.—AU fees collected under this
u.sued by the Secretary to a producer who amounts set forth in subsection (a) shall be
apportioned as follows.'
subsection shall be deposited in the Account
hold,, the certificate for at least 150 days.

"(2) This subsection shall not apply to a
commodity certificate issued under the

(1) For fiscal year 1991—

(B) AuTHoRiZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—

(A) $1,019,000,000 for insured loans, of There are authorized to be appropriated
export enhancement program or the market- which not less than $83,000,000 shall be for amounts in the Fund for use by the Secrefarm ownership loans; and
ing promotion program".
tary of AgrlcuUure for quarantine or inspecSabdftk B—Other 4rieultw'pJ Programs
SEC. 1101. A VTHOPJZA TION LEVELS FR MRS LOANS

(a) IN GENR&4J,—Subject to the other pro-

visions of this section and notwithstanding
any other provision of law, for each of fiscal
years 1991 through 1995, loans may be In
sured in accordance wWt the Rural Elect tvficatson Act ai' 1936 (7 U.S.a 901 et seq.)

from the Rural Electrification and Telephone Revolving Fund established under
section 301 of such Act (7 U.S.C. 931) in
amounts equal to the following leveix

(B) $3,156,000,000 for guaranteed loans, of
which not less than $744,000,000 shall be for
guarantees of farm ownership loans.
(2) For fiscal year 1992—
(A) $1,060,000,000 for insured loans, of
which not less than $87,000,000 shall be for
farm ownership loans; and
(B) $3,283,000,000 for guaranteed loans, of
which not less than $774,000,000 shall be for
guarantees of farm ownership loans.
(3) For fiscal year 1993—

tion services.
(d) ADwerMeNT IN Fee AMOUNTS—The Sec-

retary shall adjust the amount of the fees to
be assessed under this section to reflect the
cost to the Secretary In—
(1) administering this section:

(2) carrying out the activities at ports In
the customs territory of the United States
and preclearance and preinspection sites
outside the customs territory of the United
in connection with the provision of
(A) $1,102,000,000 for insured loans, of States
agricultural quarantine Inspection services;

which not less than $90,000,000 shall be for

and
farm ownership loans; and
(1) For fiscal year 1991, $896,000,000.
(3) maintaining a reasonable balance in
(B) $3,414,000,000 for guaranteed loans, of
(2) For fiscal year 1992, $932,000,000.
which not less than $805,000,000 shall be for the Account.
(3) For fiscal year 1993, $969,000,000.
SEC 1254. INTERN,4 TIONAL SANCTIONs.
(4) For fiscal year 1994, $1,008,000,000.
guarantees of farm ownership loans.
Notwithstanding any other provision of
(5) For fiscal year 1995, $1,048,000,000.
(4) For fiscal year 1994—
(A) $1,147,000,000 for insured loans, of law, title XXIII of 5. 2830 (as passed by the
(bi
Rxoucrroso.—NotwiU,atanding any
other provision of law, for each of fiscal which not less than $94,000,000 shall be for Senate on July 27, 1990) shall hove no force

and effect
years 1991 through 1995, the Administrator farm ownership loans; and
(B) $3,550,000,000 for guaranteed loans, of
of the Rural Electrification Administration
TITLE Il—COMMITTEE ON BANKING
shall reduce the amount.s otherwise made which not less than $837,000,000 shall befor
HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS
available for insured bane made from the guarantees of farm ownership loans.
SubtitLe A—Federal Deposit Insurance
(5) For fiscal year 1995—
Rural Electrification and Telephone RevolvPremiums
(A) $1,192,000,000 for insured loans, of
8*9 Fund by—
which not Less than $97,000,000 shall be for Sec. 2001. Short title.
(11 $224,900,000 for fiscal year 1991;
Sec. 2002. FDIC authorized to increase asfarm ownership loans; and
(2) $234,000,000 for fiscal year 1992;
sessment rates as necessary to
(B) $3,693,000,000 for guaranteed loans, of
(3) $244,000,000 for fiscal year 1993,'
protect insurance funds.
which not less than $871,000,000 shall be for
#4) $256,000,060 for fiscal year 1994; and
Sec. 1003. FDIC authorized to make mid(5) $287,000,000 for fiscal year 1995.
guarantees of farm ownership loans.
year adjustments in assessment
(C) MANDATORY Lgvme—NotwUh.sianding
(c) T&gNSFER or FUNDS FROM INSURED ID
rates.
any other provision of imie, the Adnunistra- GW.R4J41XF,D LOAJ,rn—Notwltlistandlng any
tar shall insure loans at the levels author- other provision of law, for each of fiscal Sec. 1004. FDIC authorized to set designated reserve ratio as necessary in
ised by this section for each of fiscal years years 1391 through 1995, the Secretary
face of significant risk of sub1991 through 1995.
shallstantial losses to Insurance
(d) Guaasm'zxo LoANS—Notwithstanding
(1) reduce the amounts otherwise made
fund.
any other provision of law, in carrying out available for insured loans made from the
Sec. 2005. FDIC authorized to borrow from
the Rwn.l Electrification Act of 1936 (7 Agricultural Credit Insurance Fund by—
Federal Financing Bank.
(A) $319,000,000 for fiscal year 1991;
U.S.a 901 ci seq.), the Administrator shall
Sec. 2006. PrIority of certain claims.
(B) $460,000,000 for fiscal year 1992;
increase the amounts otherwise made avail-
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Subtitle 2—YHA Mortgage Insurance
Sec. 2101. FJL4 ceiling.
Sec. 2102. Reverse mortgage tn.suranl2e.
Sec 2103. Acuo.r&al soundness for the
muiual mortgage ULSuranCe

fund.
Sec. 2104. Risk-based periodic mortgage jn
surQJLCe premium.

SENATE

and capl.tal and on the safety and sounthiess
a! the financiat system, and such other fac-

tr as the Board of Directors ma'i deem appropnate.

"(iii) MINIMUM ASSESSMENT. —NotwithsLan d.

fttg ciaitse (ii, the a3sessnnt shall not be
less than $1,000 for each member in each
pear.

Sec. 2105. Mortgagor equity in the ba.jc
"ivy) Tp.ijqsrr,oN RULE.—Unt December 31,
FHA home mortgage insirance 1997, me eses3ment rate for Savmg A sso-

curt ion Insurane Fund members shall not

prOgrafl2

Sec. 2106. MUtUal mortgage in.surafl.cc fund
dAstributions.
Subtitle C—Mortgage Assignments
&c. 2201. Anendment to section 22.L(g1141
of the Nation& Housing Act.

Subitk D—Crimc and Flood In&rince

Pro gram.
Sec. 2301. Crime imsurance proram.
Sec. 2362. Flood insurance program.

TITLK 11—COMMITTEE ON BANKLVG,

HOUSIN( AND UkBAN AFFAiRS
Subtitle A—Federul DepviitJr.srnnte Prfmium

Thi3 Act may be cited as the "FDIC Prenüurn Act o.f1990'
SEC. 2002. POW A1.7HOR1ZED To INCREASE ASSESS-

ML%7 RATES AS NECESSARY To PRO.
TECT INSt R.4 .Ce FUNDS
BANK
INS UP4NCE
FUND—Section

greater of 0.15 percent or such rate as the

Board of Directors, in its sole discretion, determines to be appropriate—

(Ci by redestgnating subclause (IVI as sub
clau3e (111: arul

(3) in clause (ivi—
A) bJ in.serttng 'aiid ' at the end of subS

'f Jill From January 1, 1994, through De-

clause (111.

cember 31, 1997, 6.18 percen.L'
(c)

SRC zoo FD1C kfTNORIZED TO BORROW PR rIM FED
R.4L p?sA.c(lw 8.4 .%k.

CLERICAL

AMENDMENTS

REFLECTING

$1, (100 MINIMUM ASSESSMENT PRO VISWNS QF

CvRRFNrLiw.—SectjI)n 7(bi(21.(Ai of the Federal Deposit Insisriince Act (12 U.S.C.
1817(b)(21(Ai) ,s amended—

(1) by inserting "or subparagraph (Ci(uii
or (Di(Ut) of ubsectzn (bi(1i" after "sub.

Sectürn 14 of the Federal Deposit Insur-

we Act (12 U.S.C. 18241 is anended—
(11 in the heading, by striking SEC. 14."
and inserting.'
SEC. 14 Rt)IRO WL%G Al THFdT)
"(al BORROWING FR0fi: TREASURY.—
(21 in subsection (al, a.s designated

(21 in clauses (ii anti (iii, by inserting "the
greater of $500 or an amount" before "equal
to the product af".

by
paragrap? (Ii—
(.41 by striking "this section" each tinw it

SEC. 28G3. FI)JC Al 'THORiZE!) TO M,IJ(R flD. lEA R
ADJUSTMENTS IN ASSESSf E.V RA TFS

and

(a) ASS.E.SSMENT RArrs.—SectLon

7(bi(1i(Ai

follows:

"(ii IN GENERAL—The assessment rate for
Bank Insurance Fund members slzatl be the

and

fBi by sLriking subchru3es (111 and (III);
aiid
(Ci by rccLesinating subclause (IVI as sub-

of the Federal Deposit Insurance 41 Lke Federal Deposit 1n.urance Act (12
Act (12 U.S.C. 1817(bH1HC)) is amended to U.S.C. 181 7(bi(11(A11 ts amended to read as
"(Ci ASSE&SMENT RATE FOR EANK INSURANCE
FUND MIMBERS.—

cZ,i use (ii;
(Bi by striking subclauscs (Il'i and (1111;

"(ii From January!, 1990, thrnugh De- clause (ii,

7(b)(11(C)

read as follows:

not exceeding 1.50 per.
cent," each time it appears;
2i in clause (iii)—
(Al by inserting "and" at the end of sub-

ceinber 31, 1990, O2O percent.
"f II) From January 1, 1991, tM.raugh December 31, 1993, 0.23 perenL

s.ection (ci(2..)". and

SEC. 200!. SI! ORT 71TLE.

(a)

be tess than the fOflorvng

S 15871

(Ii by striking

appears and in.erting 'th subsection'

(Bi by sinking "The Corporation may
empioy stCh funds" and tnserting "The Cor-

poration may employ any fun4s obtained
under thi3 section o7Lly' and

(31 by adthng after subsection (al as
(ii AurHoRrrz TO SET RATES—Subject to amended by pargraph (2), Lhe folkwing
clause (iii), the Corporation shall set assess new sul,section:
"(bi BORROWING FROM FcDERAL FrnANCING
ment rates for insured depository institutions at such times as the Corporation, in SANX.—The Corporatun is authorzzed to
and sell the Corporation's obligation.s
1t3 sole discretion, determines to be appro

'(A I ASSESSMENT RATES PRESCRIBED. —

to the Federri.2 Financing Bank established
by the Federal Financing Bank Act of 1973.
p,rj.prrzy.—The Corporation shall fix the The Federal Financing Bank is authorized
designated reserve ratio; or
'(II) If the reserve ratio is less than the assessmeiit rate of Bank Insurance Fund to purchase and sell the Corporation's oblidesignated reserve ratio, to increase the re• members tndependently from the assessment gations on terms and conditions determined
serve ratio to the designated resert'e ratio rate for Savings Association Insurance by the Federal Financing Bank.
Fund members.
SEc. 2006. PRJ4')RITF OF CERT.4I.V CLAIM.S
within a rea.sonable period of time.
"(iii) DEA DUNE FOR ANNOUNCING RATE
"(iii FACTORS DO BE CONSIVERED.—In
('al IN GENERAL.—SeCiii'Jn 11 of the Federal
making any deter,ninatujn under clause (ii, CHANGES.—The Corporation shall announce Deposit In.surance Act (12 U.S.C. 1821) is
the Board of Threctors shcvll consider the any change in assessment rates.—
amcnded by adding at Uze en1 the following
"fli for the sem'uznnua! period beginning
Bank In.surance Fund's expected operating
"(p1 PRIORITI OF CERTAiN CL.AIMS.—(L? Subexpenses, case reso1ution expenditures, an4 on .kznuar# 1 and ending on Jtne 30, not ject to paragraph (21, in any proceeding
income, the effcct of the assessment rate on later than the preceding November 1,' and
brought by the Corporation related to any
"(II) for the semiannual period beginningclaim acqiiired uniier this section or section
members' earnings and capita! and on the
safety and soundness of th.e financial oii .J'ul, 1 and ending on December 31, not
12 or 13 again,st an insured depository instsystem, and such other factors a,g the Board later than tfie preceding May 1. '
tution's director, officer, employee, agent,
(t,i
Assi.A,ENr PROccDUREs. —Section attorney, accountant,
of Directors may deem appropriate.
apprazse'-, or any
'(iiii MINIMUM ASSSSMENT,—NOtwithstiij4- 7(b)(2HA) of tPw Fetjer.Z Depos2t Insurance other party employed by or pro riding
ng clause (i), the assessment shall not be Act (12 USC. 1817b?(21(A11, a. amended by ices to an in,ired depository institutwn,
less than $1000 for each member in each srxtion 2(c) of this Act, is amended—
suit, claim, or cause of actzon brought
(1) by striking aniuat" eacit time it ap- a.n,
pear."
by the Corporation shall Pwve pri.orzty over
pears;
(b) Li V!NO8 ASSOCIATION INS UR4NCT FUND. —
suit, clthm, or cawse of action asserted
(21 in cIaijie (-i)(I), by inserting "during any
Section 7(bH14D? of the Federai Deposit Inagainst that person by a depositor, ereditor,
t?uzt
mwnual
penod"
after
"nwmber'
surance Act (12 USC. 1817(blllllD)) i
or shareholder of the rnsured depository inand
amended to read follows:
stitution other than a suit, claini, or cause
3i
in
cIave
(itHI),
by
i,zserting
'dunng
"(DI A.SgS3MENT rK Fa £4 vnvcs ASSOCL4•
of acLzon a3serted by a Federal agenc, (other
that semiannual pa-wd" after "member".
770M msuL4MCT 7t/ND ME Mfl ERS. —
øci COSFO*MrnO AMEN.DMEN? ON TIMIMO OF thaa the Coryiorationi or the United States.
(ii IN oz,zaj..—The o.s3e3sme-nt nze for
'12.)(A) If the Corporation zs notified in
3aving As2ociation In.urance Fund mem• ASSESSMFJVT Cpzrrs. —&ction 7(d) (11(A) of writing of the commencement of a suit,
bers sJza2Z be the grater of 0.15 percent or the Federal Deposit In3urance Act (12 U.S.C. cia4in, or cause of action asserted by a de

"(Ii to maintain the reserve ratto at the

pri ate.

"lii)

RATE FOR EACH FUND TO BE SET INDE-

S817(di(1A(A)) is ejne,,4ed to read as follows.'
''A) The Corporation sho..Zl prescribe and poitor, c'rethtor, or shareholder of a:n inaole dvscretion, determines to be a7)prOpri- pubZis
the aggregate amouat to be credited sired depository fti.ttuton in a proceeding
ate—
described rn paragraph (11, a suit, claim, or
insii red depository institut-zon.5—
1lJ to msAmtafn the ?erve ratio ai the to "iii
i, the aemiatnuoJ period beginning cause of action of the Corporation shall not
de3uJn4 ted reserve rato. or
priority under paragraph (1) unless—
1 and ending on June 30, not have
"fill U the serve rio f Less than Lhe on January
"(ii nof later than 180 days after the date
£han the preceding Noiember 1; and
deszgnated reve ratio, to ircreaae the r• iater
sn the ze,nuznnu& period beginning on which the Corporution recewes the
serve ratio to the designat*'d reserve ratio on"(Li)
the Corporation acquires its
July 1 and ending on Decenther 31, rwt notice, or
withth a re&oneb2e period of time.
claim after receipt of the notice, not later
Later t)a, the preceding Mali 1.

such rate a3 the Board of Directors, in its

"(U)

FACTORS

TO

BZ

CONSIDERED—In

making a,zv deternnnatwn under ctgzuse (ti
the Boarr.L of Directors shall con.sider the

SEE. M4. PC A 6TTNORLZED TO SET DSbcNA TED

RESeR,E RATiO AS
FA C (' SIG%JF1CA!.T

CSSARY L

RJSA OF SI R.
Savings Association Insurance Fund's ex•
STANTIAL COSSES TO L%S1R4,%CE
pected operating expenses, ca3e resotution
PtND.
czp,nditures, and incone (not uwluding an•
Section ?(bi(1I1BI of the Pedera! Deposit
tzcipated Treasury payments), the effect of Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. 1817(bi(lii'B)i is
the assessment rate on members' earnings amended—

than 180 days after the date on which the

Corporation acq'wrres its ciatm, the Corporation files with the cotrt a statement ehQt the

Corporation intends to pursue potential
claims against the insured depository institution's director, officer, employee, agent,
attorney, accountant, appraiser, or other
person employed bij or providing services to
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the Secretary may propose through regthe insured depository institution and is graph (9) to any other method during the then
ulation and implement any aijustments to

term of the mortgage, except that for fixed
diligently pursuing its claims; and
"(ii) not later than 1 year after the date on rate mortgages, the Secretary may prescribe

the insurance premiums referred to in sec203(c), or any other program requirewhich the Corporation receives the notice regulations limiting convertability under tion
ments established by the Secretary, as is nec(oi if the Corporation acquires its claim this paragraph.
after receipt of the notice, not later than 1
(c) LIMITATION ON LIABILITY OF MORrGA- essary to achieve these principles. As soon as
Secretary determines that a premium or
year after the date on which the Corporation oop—Section 255(d)(7) 41' the National the
change is appropriate under the preacqizires its claim), the Corporation files Housing Act (12 U.S.C. 1715z-20(d)(7)) i, other
sentence, the Secretary shall immedisuit, unless the court enlarges the time for amended by strUcing subparagraph (A) and ceding
ately notify Congress of the proposed change
inserting the fouowing new subparagraph.
filfng suit pursuant to subparagraph (B).
"(A) the net sales proceed8 from the dweu- and the reasons for it. Such premium
'?B)(i) If the Corporation requests an en90
Largement of time to file a suit described in ing that are subject to the mortgage (based change shall take effect not earlier than
subparagraph (A)(ii), the court shall extend upon the amount of the accumulated equity days following such notification, unless
the pertod for the Corporation to commence selected by the mortgagor subject to the Congress acts during such time to prevent

Us proceeding unless the court find.s that the mortgage, as agreed upon by the mortgagor it.
prejudice that would result to a person's and nmrt9agee), or"
SEC. 214. RISK-BASED PERIODIC MORTGAGE INSURANCE PREMIUM.
ability to prove the person's claim that SEC. 2113. ACTUARIAL SOUNDNESS FOR TilE MUTUAL
would result from a grant of the requested
MORTGAGE INSURANCE FUND.
Section 203(c) of the National Housing Act
enlargement of time would outweigh the Section 205 of the National Housing Act (12 U.S.C. 1709(c)) is amended by adding at
harm to the Government that would result (12 U.S.C. 1711)is amended by adding the the end thereof the following:
from a denial of the requested enlargement fouowing new subsections at the end the reof.
"Notwithstanding any other provision of
of time.
"(e)(1) The Secretary shall enaure that the law, the Secretary may require payment on
"(ii) In making a finding under clause (i), Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund attains a mortgages whwh are obligations of the
the court shall consider the diligence with capital ratio of at least 1.25 percent within Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund of an a4which the Corporation 13 investigating its 18 months of the date of enactment of th13 ditional premium charge on a periodic basis
claim.
subsection, and shafl ensure that at least a. determined by the Secretary to be consist"(3) The priority of the Corporation shall
ratio 13 maintained at all times thereaf- ent with sound actuarial practice and
apply both to the prosecution of any suit, thi,
If the Secretary determines that the taking into account high loan-to-value
ter.
claim, or cause of action, and to the execu-

Fund does not have a capital ratio of at ratios. Such determination shall be in ac-

tion of any subsequent judgment resulting least 1.25 percent at any time from the date cordance with the findings of the annual acfrom such suit, claim, or cause of action.
"(4) This subsection shall not be corst rued of enactment of this subsection, the Secre- tuarial study of the Mutual Mortgage Insurto afford the Corporation priority as to an tary shall, at least annuauy, report to the ance Fund required under section 205(e).

on the financial status of the
asset that is o4judicated to be unavailable Congress
a4vi.se the Congress of any administo satisfy any subsequent judgment obtained Fund,
measures being taken to attain and
by the Corporation as a result of its suit, trative
maintain a capital ratio of at least 1.25 perclaim, or cause of action. '

The additional premium charge may not

exceed an amount equivalent to one-haU' of
1 percent per year of the amount of the prim-

cpal obligation of the mortgage outstand-

cent, and make any legislative recommenda- ing at any time, without taking into acappropriate. count delinquent payments or prepayments,
by subsection (a) shall not apply to suits. tions that the Secretary deemi endeavor
to and may be required (A) for up to 15 years if
"(2) The Secretary shall
claims, or causes of action of depositors,
creditors, or shareholders commenced before ensure that the Mutual Mortgage Insurance the initial loan-to-value ratio of the mortFund attains and maintains a capital ratio gage is greater than 95 percent, (B) for up to
the date of enactment of thts Act.
41' at least 2 percent. Beginning 3 years fiom 10 years if the initial Zoan-to-value ratio is
Subtitle B—FHA Mortgage Insurance
the date of enactment 41' this sub.ection, the equal to or less than 95 percent but equal to
SEC. 2101. FRA CEILING.
Secretary shall report annually to the Con- or greater than 93 percent, and (C) for up to
Section 203(b) (2) of the National Hou.sing gress on the financial status of the Mutual 4 years if the initial loan-to-value ratio i8
(b) APPLICAB!LITY.—The amendment made

Act (12 U.S.C. 1709(b)(2)) is amended by Mortgage Insurance Fund and efforts to Zess than 93 percent but greater than or
strtking "150 percent (185 percent until Oc- meet the capital ratio goal of at Zeast 2 per- equal to 90 percent. The Secretary may estober 31, 1990) of the dollar amount specitablish a periodic premium rate higher than
fied" and inserting the fouowing: "185 per. cent.
that referred to in the preceding sentence if
"(3) For purposes of thi, subsection—
cent of the doUar amount specfwd"
"(A) the term capital' means the economic necessary to achieve actuarial soundness.
SEC. fl2 REVERSE MORTVAGE INSURANCE.
net worth of the Mutual Mortgage Insurance The Secretary shall not require payment of
(a) LMITATZON ON INsURANcE AUTHORITY Fund, as determined by the Secretary under an additional premium charge where the
AND MAXIMUM AMOUNT INs URED.—Section
the annual audit required by section 538 of initial loan-to-value ratio of the mortgage is
255(g) of the National Housing Act (12 th2sAct,
less than 90 percent. For purposes of this
U.S.C. 1715z-20(g)) is amended by striking
"(B) the term 'economic net worth' means paragraph, the premium charges shall not be
'1991"and inserting "1993', and by striking the current cash available to the Fund, plus included in the determination of the initial
the second sentence and inserting the follow- the net present value of all future cash in- loan-to-value ratio of the mortgage.
ng: "The total number of mortgages insured flows and outflows expected to result from SEC. 21S. MORTGAGOR EQUITY IN THE BASIC FHA
under thia section may not exceed 25,000.
the outstanding mortgages in the Fund,
(b) Tvpis or L0Mis.—Section 255(d) of the
"(C) the term capital ratio' means the

National Housing Act (12 U.S.C. 1715z- ratio of capital to unamortized insurance20(d)) is amended—
and
(1) in paragraph (7), bi striking "and" at in-force;
"(D) the term 'unamortized in.urance-inthe end
force' means the Secretarg's estimate of the
(2) in parugraph(8), by strtking the period remaining obligation on outstanding mortat the end and inserting a semwolon, and
gages which are obligations o.f'the Mutual
(3) by adding at the end the following:
gage Inaurance Fund.
'79) provide for future payments to the Mort
The Secretary 8hall annually conduct
mortgagor based on accumulated equity an"(f)
independent actuaria2 study of the
(minus any apphcable fees and charges), ac- Mutual
Mortgage Insurance Fund.
cording io the method that the mortgagor
"(g) If the independent annua' actuarial
shall select from among the method3 under study
of the Mutual Mortgaoe Insurance
this paragraph, by payment of the amount— Fund required
under subsectio (f) shows
"(A) based upon a line of credit,

HOME NORTGAGE INSL'4NCE PROGRAM.

Section 203(b)(2) of the National Housing
Act (12 U.S.C. 1709(b) (2)) is amended by inserting at the end thereof the fouowing iew
parcLgraph.

"Notwithstanding any other provision of
this paragraph, a mortgage may not have a
principal obligation in excess of 98 percent
of the appraised va'ue of the property (97
percent, in the case of a mortgage. with an
appra.sed value in excess of $50,000), plus
the amount of the mortgage insurance premium paid at the time the mortgage is insured. For purposes of the preceding senthat
the
Mutwil
Mortgage
In$urunce
Fund
is
"(B) on a monthly basis over a term speci- not meeting the following principles of oper- eence. 'appraised value' shafl be the amount
set forth in the written statement required
fied by the mortgagor;
"(C) on a monthly basis over a term 8peci- ation. maintaining an adequate capital by section 226, or a smUar amount deter"(1)
mined by the Secretary if section 226 does
fled by the mortgagor and based on a line 41'
ratio as defilLed in subsections (e)(1) and not apply.
credit,
N(DJAL MORTCACE INSURANCE FUND
"(D) on monthly basis over the tenure of (e)(2); and
"(2) Meeting the needs of first-time home- SEE. :1t DISTRIBL/7'IONS.
the mortgagor;
"(E) on monthly basis over the tenure of buyers by providing access to mortgage
Section 205 of the National Housing Act
the mortgagor and based upon a line of credit,- and
"(3) Avoiding the problems of adverse se- (12 U.S.C. 1711) L amended by o44ing at the
credit,- or
the following:
"(F) on any other basis that the Secretary lection by establishing premiums related to end"(h)
In deternUning whether there is a surthe probability of homeowner default,- and
considers appropriate; and
"(4) Minimizing the risk to the Fund and plus for distribution to mortgagors under
"(10) provide that the mortgagor may conthis section, the Secretary shall take into ac-

vert the method of payment under para- to homeowners from homeowner de.fault,
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Y3)) is amended by
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Insurance Fund to the Izaider of the original striking' "Sept ember 39, r992" and inseri*vsq

credit insirisment and the mortgage secur "September30, 1996'
iTZQ walL a ered8t tisb'izmeni (and itS asta) Emrsiors- or LlrerrArrore ow Pes'isiQns who. are approved v rtyyvevF The uns—5ffon 542Yc. of Use Hotesi-ng and
.eftea 2?J4gM4j et1te Ninzv2 Haesing subsidy pwynzenf shaZ be paid on Use first Comnnie'y' evetopment Act of 1987 (72
Act ttZ ILC'. t7L511 aiwded b6r .4d.ing daij of each, month in. an amount eenat to- USC. !M9bbb-29e note) it amend by
the difference beeen the tated interest striking "September 30, 1991" and inserting
aj2er 3UbpaTagIapg tR Use jblatoin

gmg

due on the mortglzge toan and 1/ic' twesf in-

itiesnent of
rate nec'essa'ry br accomplish a sale of s&c isis. rs.oao
'eit PPVCZLW.
the wtncd credft I thnismt and Me wi- terest
Partrcspatzon ehfwates
Me
g cnri 1hz aaite usfer paragraph the
(a) ExTENsiON ox Gcrer,uaL Avswonsry.—
usrpafd
I7TiUX'Lal
batevice
91155
nci1Zed
(A! in e*cn$e foe rrtpt of ben'lnres, the
1319 of the National Flood Insuron the mortgage loam Seeh ine Section
Seerata7y sh orre fer the aak of th terest
a Act of 1.968(42 U C. 40261 is amended
sss'al
pryment
thuS
be
treded
bil
the
beae.&i i*is fit Me aerlgage loan holder of the mortgage as iwlerost paid on by ItrikinQ "Sept ember 30. 1.9.i" and insertan anct*on and so ( the (IJ ntortthe mortgage Suck interest robeidy payment
"IC)tt.? be °

ge
or hcr

(W perti

ion tort if4eats,

bc'promded until the earlier of—
Iijr u'bit*& obiiøjutiona to a s/laS
"'F1 S'ecwcatwMty date
eloan,'
ft OCrpbe bit 1 the Secr.et*nj therein re"V1T prepayment of the moctgrzgra (can
fer,nd La.

"September 30 !P95"

is

es,ssos' or Epcseiej#cy PBOoJLUs.—
Section 1336(a) of the National Flood Insur(bI

ance Act of 19U 142 IL&C. 4056/a))

is

at iLeipaLin eertifieates',
amended by striking. "September 30, 1991'
indest the morfga can demon.th that aeordanee
Hs'uMng P wtión Act of 1987 or any and erting",Septem.ber 30, 1906".
the ediau and saM Is MM
nosnwa3lsj ed• subsequent Act, where appl1cabZe-or
Eo," 0? Llren'AVOM ON P5.555!tutweo to it than the receipt of deben"(ml default and full payment insur uaen—Sect ion 541(d) of the liossUzg and
twes. The Secre1eiy ahat arrange the aue-

anee itsae,yts on the mortya.ge loo.,
tiz Canmioaity Development Act o.f 1.937 (42
tion and sale at a price, to be paid to. the Federal Rousing Admlntjtratsom.
LL&C. 4615 nate) Is amended tsp striking
niccta9ee.. of par pZu accrued i,ierest to
"(Lvi Tr Secretry sheik require that the "September 30, 1931" and inserting "Septhe date of saM. The sale price would also in- loara p
nied /or assigmreent be awiioned tern lxer 30, 199S"
ci*de the right to a sibeid payment de- with sesuioing rip'Lt: as ittosit' kiana and as
(dl EXTENSION Of EROSiON PaOWSJONS
scri bed en anbsee.Iion (cA
1394teM of the Naliav.nl Flood Inparticipating eertLfetgs wit/s servMing re"(WW The &cretary sh.aU conduct a tamed by Me current servicer, except tt. surasee Act of 1968 (42. U&C 4013(c)(7)) is
puôlic auction to determine the lowest inter. the Seexeksnj reap determine if the inclusion amended by striking"Seytember 50, 1991"

est rate necessary to ndcompzsh a sale of the of aervwisg rIghts iii Me sate will prove ben- and inserting "September 3.0,1995
beneficial imtereuls is the original credit in• eficial to the financial interests of the Eeder) INCS,&!SSON OF CO675 t PFJMIWfL—
sta-uvnt and mortgage securing such a at Government.
(.1. ES7IMAI'SS 0? PRLMI.UM SATES. —SeCLia a
credit lmst.,wnent.
"(v) To the extent practicable, the Secre- 1307(a) of the NationaL Flood iiuutraszce Act
'(JJ) I mortgagee who elects to assign his tary shaU encourage State Housing Finance 4(1963(42 LS.C. 4014(a) is amended—
mortgage must provide the SecrettLrij an.ct Agencies, nonprofit oryanieations and orga.
IA) in paregraph (Li(B).W, by striking
persons bidding at the auction a description nizatibr&s representing the tenants- of tIre "avid" at the end.
of the characteristics of the originat credit property fir which Use mortgage is being
18) tn pa,ro.grc.pjs (1)E)(W, by inserting
instrument and mortgage securing the origi- said. or some other qualified mortgagee par- "and" after Ute comma at the enck
no.1 cretht irist,-izment to Enctude, brxt not be- tie pating in a Ptan of Action described in
IC) in pegraph (11(B), by inserting at
(imited to: principal mortrrge balance; the Emergency Low fnccnne Housing Preser- the end the following new clause
original stated interest rate sennce fresr vation Act of 798? or sizbse-quent Act to par"(us any re,uaining o4iinsetraLive cxreal esta.te and tenant e araxte strcs'- the tfcipate fitly in the auction and subsidy penses incurred in carrying out the flood uslevel an.ct thzrri.tion of applicable Federal mechanism, described in clauses (if) antI surauce and floodplain manaçzemen.L prosubsidies; and an.y other tn.Jbrnuthon deter- (ifti.
grams (including Me costs of mapping acmined by the Secretary to be appropriate'tv*) The Secretary Mail mt ement Ole r€- tivities under section 1360) not included
The Secretary shall aLso provide the status of quirements imposed by this subparagraph under clause rem), which iheill be recovered
this property with respect to provisions- or within 3 days from 1/re date ef enactment by a fee charged to potic,Jtci4ers arid vie/s
the mergenc Low Ineerne Honsrng Preser- and not be stthjeet to the reuirement of foe a/rail sot be subject to any agents' cornvation Act of 1987 or awp subsequent Act prior issuance of regulations en Use Federal rewsiovi, company's expense allau'anaes or
with respect to thgibtlity to r'epay mart- Register. The Secretary shall issue ,'egu&- State or £oeul premium es, ";aud

gage whether the owner has filed an Intent tiont implementing this aertion within 6

(D in pcsruc,rapls (2), by inserting eftcr
Use flllvwinq- " and which, ieether
"(vii) Nothing in this subparagruph shall
F,nergency Low Mceme Rousing ?resqreaa foe charged to poticyholiterm that
tion Act of 1987 or under an szi3equen.t dil7n*is& or impair the low Income USE in- shalt net be not ssecf to asp agents' earnAct,- and the dstaU* sntfr respect to incen- sit*tiona ppticatsle to the profoci under Me
cornpy expenses allowances,, or
t?ve: provided in Use Eszerge'mcy Low. origlreit reguM.ry agreement ac the ,evited st or local premium taxes, shell include

t Prrpa- or a PMn of Action under the month., of e'onetment

Income floiisfnq
Act of 1967 or
under any ntbeequpnt Act in lien of evereising prepayment rights.
"(IZV Tbe Secintozu shall, upon receipt of

agreement entered into parszant

any adviinistrat*ee ezpew.s Incurred in

Emergency Low fucame Hau.,xng Pres-ervsz- carrying ciut the Acorn insurance end flood'lion Act of f987 or subsequent Act ' any, or plaIn management wagrana ('tnctvdir the-

other agreements for the provision of Feder'

the it/orion in .zhclan.se iI11, promptly at' ausistanc. to the kcnss'ing Gnu teriant.L
erbit for an auction and pul ish sncls "(vi ii) The provisions of this subpara-

activities under seetn

v
rigae êezertpitona in Idva,ice of th€ rapk espire effective October 1. 1195 Not nsrLt—eiir.m 730.8 of the Hatios'axt Flood
kter Men Janscesy 3'! of each year, the 3ccancUoiz. For tinistrative nrpZicity, the
&csrtary map ncett

we 2 cntha after reeciuvug the
rtee's wrti.ten 11ee of n4ent to pivgran, LW awnbe'r of mortgages trasesLIV) The lowest interest ret, bid for sac/s
pusehese b a bidder eLermnined by (I.e Seesalary to be eaptabie Malt be accepted bit

the Secretary and published in the Federal

£egister SeltIe,nen.t for the sale of the credit
Instrument and the mortgage underlying the

credit instrument shall occur within 30
business days of the date wiasth bidders
o.ze selected is the auctiws.

"tV) If no bids axe received or if the bids
acceptable to the
Secretary, the mortgage s.halI ret.cz.in aQ
rights under this section to assign the mort-

that axe received are -'

gage loan to tise Secretary.

Act of JUl (42 U.S.C. 4'615. is

reisry shall transmit to this Congress a

to 6 pwmth, to
that Iuder the number of martsst the aia,fion kit under no evrcum- report
gages iovnd a,at sold nd their value;,
flfs may the Setrdarp conduct an
Me amait of anbsedrea coewnitied to thiS

it morl.e to the See retarp.

ESThaLJO7rT 0.9' C IaRGiSSLI PftEM7VW

(A) in subsection (b)—

striiczr "a,ud' at the end of para-

gpopti (2);

,edezignet*ng paragraph (3) as
(4); and
Me See,rein,'y to coordinate this program paragraph
(iii) by inserting after paragraph IZt the
with Vie- Incen.ti,es provided under Me
new
Lmernncy Law Income Mousing
"0'!) adequate, together vet/i Ust fee under
s Ad of 1987 or subxagsent Act, and the perapeap
wzzii or t.v or section

Jeered to proferred morigagecs, 1/ia abthiy

astds and benofiM derived from tins program

,Nse Federal Gcoerement.

to

p,'oaide for any admietive

er&aee of the flood *nji,srance and flood-

.L0U LaeaoIThA.dtnsuma,, Pm,si plarn manegereent pragrama (including the
cst of mapging activities neuter section
(a) ELrrrwsJop,r or Gsnrp.ss A orwon,rv. — 1.0) and " and

SEC 1. c'ieme IrSe'fr.+rccs PReiR4M.

Section 120l(t') of the Nat-icma.I Housing Act
(12' U.SC. I?e'9bbb(b,'l is amended by- st'riic.
lug "Siptember 30, 1991" in the wearier pro.

ceding paragraph (1) and erting "Seplumber 34 7 95

0? it dtikfri rakeelkut hi) and iumrt-

Lug the frovIng new sitoection.''d) With respect to any chargeable prvnthum .it prescribed sorder thu section, a sum

ei to the portion a! Use rate that coven

"(iii) As part a! the auction process, the
(bP r,wnlvvA TION 0? Exrsnva Corqrnds c-i's-. — any administrative expenses of carrying oat
Secretary shall agree to provide a monthly Section 1201(b)(1) of the National Housing the flood iressiraiwe and floodplain marlragr.
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ment programs which have been estimated
under paragtaphs (1)(B)(ii) and (1)(B)(iii)
of section 1307(a) or paragraph (2) of such
section (including the fees under such paragraphs), shail be paid to the Director. The
Director shall deposit the sum in the National Flood Insurance Fund eitablished under
sect on 1310.

(3) NAYIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE FUND.—Sec-

Uon 1310(a)(4) of the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. 401 7(a)(4)) Is
amended to read asfoZiows:
"(4) to the extent approved in appropria-

Uotza Acts, to pay any administrative ex-

October 18, 1990

shipped in vessels of the United States where

SEC 303. UNITED STATES TR4 VEL AND TOURISM FA.
CILITA TION FE&

1241-1). or section 2631 of titLe 10, United

"SEC. 306. (a) In addition to any Qther fees

the Recon.,truction Finance corporation or
The International Travel Act of 1961 (22
any other iiistrumentality of the Government finances the exporting of such prod- U.s.c. 2121 et seq.) is amended by adding at
ucts' approved March 26, 1934 (46 u.s.c. the end the foUowing new section:
authorized by Zaw, the Secretary, on a caZenstates co&.
(2) Each such user fee established pursu- dar quarterly basis beginning January 1,
ant to paragraph (1) shall be an amount 1991, shall charge and collect from each
equai to 25 percent of the difference between commercial airLine and passenger ship line
the lowest foreign bid offered and the bid ac- transporting passengers to the United
cepted by the shipping agency. Amounts re- States. a United States Travel and Tourj,n
celved by the United states Government Administration Faciliation Fee.. The Secreunder this subsection shall be deposited into tary shall charge each commercial airline
the general fund of the Treasuq, as offset- and passenger ship line an amount equal to
ting receipts as follows: 20 percent as offset- one dollar multipled by the number of non-

penses of the flood insurance and floodplain
margapeinent programs (inclwiing the costs
of mapping activities under section 1360); ting receipts of the department in which the excluded passenger ariiving at ports of
Coa3t Guard is operating and ascnbed to entry in the customs ter,itory of the United
and
(4) ADMrnismAnvE ExPENsF.s.—Section 1375 Coast Guard activities, and 80 percent as States from foreign countries. possession3.
of the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 offsetting receipts of the orlgino2 shipping or territories aboard commercial aircraft or
(42 U.S.C. 4126) Is amended by striking Federal agency and asc,*,ed to such agen- commercial passenger ships of that airline
or passenger ship line during that calendar
"program" and all that follows and iiisert- cp's activities.
ng the following: "and floodplain manage(3) Notwithstanding any other provision quartei For purposes of determining the fee
ment programs authortzed under this title of Zaw, in no case shall a cargo preference amount, the Secretary shall exclude passen
may be paid with amounts from the Nation- bid be accepted and contracted for pursuant gers—
al Flood In3urance Fund (as provided under to any Zaw or provision thereof referred to
"(1) who are arriving only for immediate
section 1310(a)(4)). sisbject to approval in in paragraph (1) of this subsection at over and continuous transmit through the
appropr.ationa Acts.
200 percent the lowest foreign-flag bid.
United States to a destination outside the
(5) EXCEPTION TO LIMITATJON ON PF2MWM IN- SEC 30L RAILROAD SAFETY USER PEES
customs teriitory of the United States;
cpwzs.—Not withstanding section 541(d) of. The Federal Railroad safety Act of 1970 is
"(2) whose journey originated in Canada,
the Housing and Community Development amended by inserting immediately after sec- Mexico, a territory or possession of the
Act of 1987 (42 U.S.C. 4015 note) (as amend- tIon 215 (45 U.5.C. 445) the following new United States, Saint Pierre, Miquelon, Cuba,
ed by this section). the premium rates section
the Dominican Republic, HaiU, Ber,nwia,
charged for flood Insurance under any prothe Bahamaa, Barbados, Jamaica, the Wind"USER 7EES
gram establWied pursuant to the National
"SEC. 216. (a)(1) The secretary shall estab- ward and Leeward IsZand, Trinido4 MartiFlood Insurance Act of 1968 may be in- lish
a schedule of fees to be assessed to rail- nique, and other Brituh, French, and Nethcreased by more than 10 percent during roads,
reasonable relation.,hip to criteria erlands territories or poisesson in or borfiscal year 1991. except that any increase in such asinrevenue
ton-mües track mUes, pc- dering on the Caribbean Sea, or
such rates not re3ulting from the inclusion senger miles. revenues,
other relevant fac"(3) whose journey originated in the
in chargeable premium rates of adminutra- tors, or an appropriate combination
United
States and is limited to Canada,
thereof.
tive expenses of the flood in3urance and
Mexico.
a territory or possession of the
"(2)
The
Secretary
shall
establish
procefloodplain management programs (pursuant dures for the collection of such fees. The Sec- United States Saint PLerre, Miquelon, Cuba,
to the amendments made by this subsection) retary may use the services of any Federal, the Dominican Republic, Haitf, Ber,nwia,
may not exceed 10 percent.
State, or local agencl or itistrumentality to the Bahamas, Barbados, Jamaica, the Wind77TLE iI—COMMERCE SCIENCE. AND
collect such fees, and may reimburse such ward and Leeward Island Trinidad, MartiTRANSPORTATION
agency or instrumentality a reasonabZe nique, and other British, French, and NethSabtitk A—User Fees
erZands teriitorles or possessions in or boramount for such services.
'(3) Fees established under his section dering on the Caribbean Sea.
SEC. SKi. COAST GUARD USER PEES
"(b) Each commercial airLine and passen(a) IN GE!iEpJL.—Notwit,htanding the pro- shall be assessed to raürooik subject to this
visioiis of section 2110 of title 46. United title and shall approximate as provided in ger ship line shall remit the fee charged by
States code, the Secretary of the department subsection (d) of this section, the costs of ad- the Secretary under subsection (a) of thi$
-

in which the coast Guard is operating ministering this title and all other Federal section, in United States dollars, no later

(hereinafter in this section referred to as the Zaws reZating to railroad safety and railroad
"Secretary") shaU establish and implement noise control.
"(b) The Secretary shall assess and collect
a system for the collection, commencing October 1. 1990, of $200,000,000 for each of the fees described n subsection (a) of this secfiscal years 1991 through 1995, plus an tion with respect to each fiscal year before
amount slLfficient to compensate for ir&fla- the end of such fiscal jear.
"(c) AU fees collected under this section
tion for that period, in receipts from pay,nents by users of direct or indirect services shall be deposited in the peneral fund of the
provided by the ct Guard. Amounts re- Treasury as offtetting receipts and ascribed
ceived by the United States Government to the railroad safety activities of the Secreunder thu section shaU be deposUed into the tary.
"(d) Fees establuhed by the Secretary
generaR fund of the Treasury as offsetting rece4pts of the department in which the coast under subsection (a) of this section 8haU be
Guard s operating and ascribed to ct assessed after September 30, 1990. Fees assessed in the fiscal year beginning on OctoGuard activities.
(b) APPLIc4 710N.—Any fees for indirect

ber

1,

1990, ahali

than 31 days after the close of the calendar
quarter of the arrival of the passengers on
which the fee is based.
"(c) The Secretary shall deposit the fees received pursuant to subsection (b) of this sec-

tion in the ieneral fund of the Treasury as
offsetting receipts and ascribed to the trava
and tounsm activities of the Secretary.
"(d) Beginning on October 1, 1992, the aggregate amounts coUected for the fee charged

under thu section shall at least equal the ap-

propriations made for the travel and tour-

sm activities of the Secretary under this
Act, but at no time shall the aggregate of

collected for any fi3coJ year under
to&a no more than amounts
this section exceed 105 percent of the aggre-

services established under this section shall *20.000,000; fees assessed in the fiscal year
apply only to vessels operating in navigabZe beginning on October 1, 1991, shall total no
waters where the coast Guard has an estab- more than $37,000,000; fees assessed in the
ltshed presence.

(c) Coo Pprnwjcz USER Fr.Es.—(1) No
iaer fee shall be collected pursuant to subsection (a) unless the Secretary has first eslabUshed and implemente4 a system for the

coUectiors, for each of the fiscal years 1991
through 1995, plus an amount sufficient to
compensate for inflation for that period, of
user fees on United states-flag commercia'
vesseLs which win cargo preference shipment

contracts pursudnt to section 901(b) of the
Merchant Marine Act, 1936 (46 u.s.c.
1241(b)).

iecUon 901b of the Merchant

Marine Act, 1936 (46 U.5.C. 1241f.', the Joint

gate of appropriations made for such fiacal
year for activities to be funded by such fees.
formula for determining the fee amount
fiscal year beginning on October 1, 1992, The
under subsection (a) of this section may be
shaU tota' no more than *37.000,000; fees as- modified by the Secretary as necessary to
sessed in the fiscal year beginning on Octo- comply with the requirements of this secber 1, 1993. shall to&a no more than U0IL
*38.000,000; and fees asaessed in the fiscal
"(e) Subsections (a) through (d) of this secyear beginning on October 1, 1994, shall tion
shall become effective thirty days after
total no more than $38,000,000. Beginning the date
of enactment of this section: Proon October 1, 1992, the fees assessed shall at
vded, That no fee shall be charged for any
least equal the approptl.ation.s made for the pasaenger
tratisported pursuant to a docuactivities described in subsection (a)(3) of ment or ticket
purchased prior to that date.
this section, but at no time shall the aggre- Subsection (f) of
this section shaU be effecgate of fees assessed for any fiscal year
under this section exceed 105 percent of the tive upon enactment.
"(f) The Secrctary may prescribe such
aggregate of appropriations made for such
fiscal year for activities to be funded by rules and reuZation3 as may be necessary to

Resolution entitLed "Joint Resolution requiring agricultural or other products to be such fee-a."

carry out the pro visions of this section.".
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£6C. $94. NOAA USER FEE&

Section 409 of the Act of November 17, right to be used as a private asset, not only
restrict competition at the four airports
(1) in subsection (a.) by strLking "ar• whose use is controlled through slots but
chived" and all that follows and inserting in also can impede competition *n air trans•
heii thereof "and information and products portation throughout the northeastern and
derived therefrom collected and/or achieved midwestern United States;
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
(10) passengers pay higher. fares at slot
Administration. "
controlled airports than at other airports;
(2) in subsection (b)(1)—
(11) Increasing the number of slots at high
(A) by inserting ' information, and prod- density traffic airports will make it easer
ucts" immediately after "data" the first for carriers not already engaged in regular
place it appears;
operations al those airports to achieve regu(B) b strUcing "data Is" and inserting In lar operations; and
lieu thereof "data, In.formation, and prodair traffic con(12) Improvements In
ucts are'
trol system since the initiation of slot con(3) in subsection (b)(2)—
trols, including new technology and new
(A) bp inserting ' In.formation, or prod. methods of regulating air traffic, necessitate
ucts" Immediately after 'data" the first a complete review of the practice of u3ng
place it appears;
slots to control access to high density traffic
(B) bp striking "data exchange ba.sis" and airports.
inserting In lieu thereof "basis of exchangCHAPTER 2—AUTHORIZATION OF
ing such data, information, and products'
APPROPRIATIONS
(4) by adding at the end of subsection (b)
1988 (15 U.S.C. 1534), is amended—

8EC fl& FAA FACILITiES AND £QUIPMENT.
the following new paragraph.
That (a) section 506(a)(1) of the Airport
"(3) The Secretary shall waive the assessment of the fees authorized by subsection (a) and Airway Improvement Act of 1982 (49
as necessary to continue to provide weather App. U.S.C. 2205(a)(1) amended—
(A) bp
striking "and" Immediately
warnings, watches, forecasts, and similar
products and services essential to the mis- after "October 1, 1989, " and
(B) bp insert*ng Immediately before
sion of the National Oceanic and Atmosthe pertod at the end of the first sentence
pheric Administration.";
(5) by amending paragraph (1) of subsec- the following: "$14,625,200,000 for fiscal
years ending before October 1, 1991, and
tion (d) to read asfoUows:
"(1) The Initial schedule of fees established $1 7,625,200,000 for fiscal years ending before
by the National Environmenta1 Satellite, October 1, 1992'
Data, and Informatfon Service shall remain SEC 224. FAA RESEARCH, ENGINREPJNG AND DEE EL.-OPMENT.
in effect for the three-year period beginning
on the date that the fees under that schedule
(a) Section 506(b)(2) of the Airport and
take effect. '
Airway Improvement Act of 1982 (49 App.
(6) In subsections (e) and (f)(1), by insert- U.S.C. 2205(b)(2))
amended—

ing "by the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service" immediately after "under (his section" each place
U appears; and
(7) in subsection (g), bp Inserting immedi.
ately before the period at the end the following: including the authority of the Secre-

tary pursuant to section 1307 of title 44,
United States Code. "

Stblitie il—Abport Capacity

PART 1—SHORT TITLE; FINDINGS
SEC. 3101. SHORT TITLE.

impact of any phaseout date on competito;
in the airline industry, and may provide, by

regulation, for the allocation and distrib

tion of Stage 2 operaUng rights during VIC
phaseout period in a manner determined by
the Secretary to be economically effwient.
SEC. 3212. NOISE AND ACCESS RESTRICTION REVIEWS

(a) The National Aviation Noise Policy

shall requIre the establishment of a program
for adequate public notice and comment op-

portunities on local airport noue or access
restrictions that first became effective after
October 1, 1990, that were negotiated or exe-

cuted agreements as of October 1, 1990, or
where the FAA has already formed a workinç

group to examine the noise impact of air
traffw control procedure changes.

(b) No airport noise or access restriction
on the operation of a Stage 3 certificated
aircraft, or on a Stage 2 certificated aircraft
weighing less than 75,000 pounds, including

but not limited to—
(1) any restriction as to noise levels gener-

ated on either a sIngle event or cumulative
ba3is;

(2) any limit, direct or Indirect, on the

total number of State 3 aircraft operations;
(3) any noise bud get or noise allocation
program which would include Stage 3 airS
craf4

(4) any restriction Imposing limits on

hours of operations, and
(5) any other limit on Stage 3 aircraft,
shall be effectIve unless it has been agreed to
by the airport propiietor and all aircraft operator3, or until it has been submitted to the

Federal Aviation Administration pursuant
to an airport operator's request for approval
(1) in subparagraph (B)(mi), bp striking and approved In accordance with the program.
'and'
(c) No airport noise or access restriction
(2) In tubparugrizph (C), by striking the
period at the end and inserting in lieu there- proposed after October 1, 1990, could include a rest rwtion on operation3 with other
of'and'and
(3) by adding at the end of the following than Stage 3 aircraft, unlesa the airport operator publishes the proposed no1e or access
new ubparagriiph.
"(4) for fiscal year 1991, $260,000,000, and re.striction at least 180 days prior to the ej
fective date of the restriction and prepares—
forfiscal year 1992, $260,000,000.'
(1) an analysis of the anticipated or
(b) Section 506(b)(4) of the Airport and
Airway Improvement Act of 1982 (49 App. actual costs and benefits of the exuting or
U.S.C. 2205(b)(4)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A), bp stñking "and
Thu subtitle muy be cited as the 'Airport 1990" and inserting In lieu thereof "1990,

Capacity Act 0/1990".
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as the "buy-seU rule"), wiUch a.Uow a public

proposed noise regWation

(2) a description of alternative regula-

tions;

1991. and 1992" and
(3) a description of the alternative meas
(2) In subparagraph (B), by strUdng "and urea considered not involving aircraft re

SEC. 3IOL FINDING&

Congress finds that—
1990" and Inserting in lieu thereof "1990,
(1) aviation noise management
crucial 1991, and 1992'
to the continued increase in airport capac(c) Section 506(d) of the Airport and
ity;
AIrway Improvement Act of 1982 (49 APD.
(2) community notse concerms have led to U.S.C. 2205(d)) amended by striking "and
uncoordfnated and ilwonsi3tent restrictions 1990" and Inserting In lieu thereof "1990,
on aviation which could impede the nation- 1991, and 1992'
al air tran.sportaUon sjstem,
S'C. 32L FAA OPERATIONS
(3) a noise policy must be implemented at
For necessary ezpenaes of the Administrathe national kvel
tion for which there no other specific au(4) local Interest in aviation noise man- L?wrlzatlon
auof appropriatIons, there
agenzent shall be conildered in determining thorized to be
appropriated $4,088,000,000
the national interest,
(5) community concerns can be alleviated for flacal sear 1991 and $4,412,600,000 for
through the Lechnology aircraft, combined fiscal year 1992.
The

with the use of revenues, Including tho3e
avai1able from passenger facility charges,
for noe nuznagenwnt,

PART 3—NATIONAL AVIATION NOISE
POLICY

SEC 2201. NATIONAL A ElATION NOISE POLICY.

strlctions, and a comparison of the costs

and benefits of such alternative measures to
the costs and benefits of the proposed no1e

or access regulat2on.

(d) The Admin1trator shall not approve a
noise or access restrwtion applying to Stage
3 afrcraft operations unless the AdmInistrator finds the following conditions to be supported by substantial ei,idence.
(1) the proposed restrlction is reasonable,
nonarbtrary, and nond1wriminatory;
(2) the propo3ed restrwtion doe. not create

an undue burden on interstate or foreign
commerce;

(3) the proposed restriction Ii not inconsistent with maintainIng the safe and efficient utthzation of the namgable airspace;

(a) The Secretary f Transportation shall,

(4) the proposed restriction doe.i not conS

AWation Noise Policij which takes Into ac(7) a precondition to the establishment or count the Findings and Determinations and

(5) there has beenan adequate opportunity for public comment with respect to the

(8) revenues derived from a passenger fa- dates for the phcalng out 0/Stage 2 technolcizity charge may be applied to noise man- ogy aircraft as part of a comprehensive naagement and increased airport capacity;
tional noise management schem& The na(9) provon of subpart S of part 93 0/ tional no1e management scheme muat Intitle 14, Code of Federal Regulations (known clude a detaIled economic analys1 of the

was reasonable; and
(7) such other factors as the Administrator
deems appropriate to the national air transportation system, as determined bp rulemak-

(6) federally

controlled revenues can help
resolve noise problems and carry with them

a responsibility to
spsgem,

by reguZaton, not later than October 1, flwt with any
the national airport 1991, develop and articulate a Natlono.i reguiatIon,

ex2sUng

Federal statute or

reguZation,
collection of a passenger facility charge provsons of th chapter.
(6) consl4eration of alternative means of
shall be the establishment bp the Secretary of
(b) The National Aviation Noise Policy
Transportation of a national noise policij;
shall Include the establishment of a date or minImizing or othenoise managing noise

ing.
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hi Sponsors of faeUitte operating under flon Safety and iVose Abatement Act of

"e'F) No other projects other than those defined in this tifle may be financed by a pa.s*oise or access restrictions on Stage 3 oper- 1979:
atons that 'irst became effective alter Octo
(51 a project to carry out noise compati.bil- senger facility charge.
"(5) Any proposal to amend a project stepber 1, 1990, ,haZl not be eUble for grants ity 7neasures which are eligible for assistvlhorized bi, ectson OS of tJje At,port and ance under eection 104 of the Aviation ported by an approved passenger facility
A;V1VJY Improvement Act of 1982 #49 U.S.C.
App. 12041 90 days after the date on which
the Secretary pro,nulgateg Ue final rule

Safety and Noise Abaiement Aci of 1979 charge necessitating an upwardo4justment

without regard to whether or not a program
has been approved for such measures under
called for under section 331 of this Act. such section, and
61 a project for constructf on of gates and
n2eu the m(rtct*ons have been agreed to

by the atrpor propraetor and frpor opera- re'ated areas at which passenpers are enør The Adminütrator has approved the Daned or deplaned.
rs1 rict ion *nder (his hUe, or Vie rest nction SEC 330L A VTFIORIZA 770N FOR INPOSITIOIIL
Con

ka3 been rescinded.
Section 1113 of the Federal Aviation Act of
(Ii The Adnitni3€rator may reeva'uate any 1358 (49 U.S.a App. 1513) u amende(t by the
w.ose rstrk.t1ou previou3ly ppmved addition of a new 8ubsec1ion.
under vbsecton Id) upon the request of any
"(el ExcinON 7iR IMPO,SmON OF PL.sNatrcroft openUor able to denionstraie to the c# FAcUlTY C,wass.—(1) NoLwUhtanding
sat is/action a! the Administrator that there the above Umitations the Secretary af Transhas been a change i* the noise environment portation is hereby authonzed to eskth2ish

of the affected aiTpor piuiiant to the erite- by regulation a program for the imposition
na establuhed under subsection Id) and o; approved pgs.senger facilUy charges by
that a review and reevaluatwn Qf the bene- any airport proprfetor to ftnance eligible
fUs and co3ts of the previously approved projects.
noise reni2ation is therefore jusLifwd.

"(2) Paasenger facility charpes shall be im-

(g) The Administrator s7all establi-sh by posed only as approved by the Secretary of
reulat*on procedure3 under whtciz the eval- Trnspor1xthon aiui shell be approved only
uation provided n subsection If) shall be n fuLl dollar amounts not to exceed three
accomplished. Such evcl-uahon shall not dollars per passenger. They 8halJ remain in
Occur less th4n two wears after a detennina- effect only during such peñods as are necestton under subsection (di(21 has been made. sary to pay for such zpec(fic projects as are
(hi Except to the extent required by the ap- Went ifled to support Their imposition.
pftcation of the promsons of this section,
?31 Passenger facUit' c7arges shall be colnothing in this Act shell be dee,ned to eZimi- kcted only from revenue passenpera orignate or supersede existing Law toUh respect nating or terminating their travel at the uirto restrictions by iocai autkorthei on oper- poit imposing such a charge
4ton of Stage 2 airirv.fl.
"(41 No proposal for the tmposition of a
UC J2a& ?OWL LL4BUJTY FOR NOISE DANACE& passenger fadlity charge ahau be approved
1i the event of a duapproval of a pnposed baj the Secretary of Transportat*on u,iteu:
ose or access rest rictt.on, the Federul Got,•
"(A) The aftpor proprietor ,eeking to
einment shall assume £zability for ioise 4mpose the passenger facilUy ch4re certidamages onZy to the extent that a taki,tg has fies, in writing, that airport users and the
occurvd as a direct resuU of sisch dUap- general public have been provided ,j4(J,• a
provaL Action for the resolution of such a i*nimum of seventy-five as advance

case Shall be brought so'ely n the U,ited notice of the proposaZ, a full and detaikd deSt.aes CZaims Court.
scnpt*on of the project intended to be fi.$C. fl4. P*IVA7Z *GUT OF AC77OP
nanced; a detailed financia2 plan for full
An aircraft operator may commence a funding of the specific project nd an opcivil action agvinst an airport p,vprzetor portunity to meet with the airport propriefor the purpose ofpoectng Us righL under tor to prcsent thefr views. On the basis of
thzs part, sn
United States District suci advance notftco2on and ftz.formafton
Court without re9ard to citizenship or the airport proprietor shaU soUcit the approval or dtsapprova.l of the aftport users
amount n cont.roversz,.

of project fi,&ancing costs shall be treated as
a new proposal for the imposition of a pa.ssenger facility charge and submttted for approvaL

"(61 No passenger facility charge shall be
approved for imposition prior to the o4op-

tion by reguzation of a national aviation
noise policy in accordance with the provisions of title III of this Act and, in no event,

prior to such date at which the uncommitted baZance contained in the Airport and
than
Airway
Trust Fund u kss
$S'ooo'ooo'ooo.
"e'7) Authortty for the approval of any new

pauenger facility charge, or the modifzcation of any existing charge, thali terminate
in the event that appropriations fail to be
made to fund at least 90 percent of each
amount authoiized for es3ential air servtce
and the airport improvement program
during any fiscal year. Further, all author1y to approve any passenger facüity charge
shall terminate at any time fund.. are spent
from this Act except as authorized by this
Act.

'(8)(A) Revenues derived from collection
of a fee by an airport proprietor pursuant to
this subsection 8ha11 not be treated as airpore revenues for the purpose of establthing
rate3, fees and charges pursuant to any contrrwt between such aiipor and an air carrier.

"(B) Except a,s otherunse provided in subparagraph (C) hereof, 8uch airport shall not

include the portion of the capital costs of
gny project paid for from such passenger fa-

cüity char9e revenues n the rate ba3e, by
means of depreciation, anwrftzation or 0thenot,e, in e8tabltshing fees, rates and
charges for air carrfer8.
7C) With respect to any project for termivial development, for gates and related areas,

or for any facility which is occupied or utilized by one or more air carriers on an exclusive or preferential ba3i.s, the rates fees
and charges payable by air carriers which
use such facilities shall be no less than the

and the general pubUc a,uf ahall c4vse the

rates, fees and cParges paid by carriers

or access restriction not in eoi,ipliance with tstered with reference to a project otherwi.ge
eZigible for funding under the provsons of
Lhs chapter.
Me A&'or and Airway Improvement Act of
SEC. 3206. ?OIsE CV)MPA 77RIUTY PROGRAM.
No pfl)posaZ for the mpositon of a pc.,- 1982. the Secretary sltali approve such pa'f4zcUity cMrge tn1ezs the Secretary
senger ftzcilzty charge ahall be approved by aenper
the Secretary (1 the a*rport has no conduct- finds by substantial evWence haL U would

atton of any existing contract or lea.!e provision in pZace at any airport.

propriate rule, the procedures under which a

charge shaU be separately identified on any

SEC. 3205. UMITA nON ON A IRPORT IMPRO VMENT

u.sing similar facilities at the aiiport
ments with the proposed fr4pOsition of a which were not financed wUh revenues
nder no conditions shali any arpor re- passenger faciLity c1arge and the reasons derived from colZection of a fee pu,,uant to
thts subsection.
ceive revenues under the provisions of the 8uppOrting such disagreement.
?D) Except as pr,vided in th2s s-u bsect ion,
'(B) In the event thai no di.8aOreement is
AttpOrh and Airway Improvement Act of
1982, or impose or collect a pasenger faciU- reØstered the Secretary sJzdU approve tJe nothing contained in this Act shall be con8trued a. endorsing or authorizing the unity thu,ve wtiess the Administrizor gws passenger facilUy charge.
"(C) In the event that thsagreement is rep- kiteral abrogation, abridgement or aZtcrthat the aiTpor g not unposug any ioue
PROGRAM IAVLVLA&

Except gj

specjfied

n

Secretary of Trans port a.tion of an disagree-

vbzect4on (aJ,

'?9) Any passenger facility charge ap-

proved for imposition under th23 Act shall

be collected by the air carrier or it, agent
eellinp sucP transportation and shall be
snficanUy benefit aitport security. paid to the airport imposing such a charge
ed an airport noise inpatbiUty progtm not
n accordance with reguations to be issued
notae mitigation, or capacity.
pursuant to section 104(b) of the Avo2fon safety,
"(Di The Secretary shall establish, by ap- by the Secretary of Tran.sportation. Such
Sgfety and Noise Aba.leygent Act of 1979.
PART 4—PASSENGER FACIL!TY
CHARGES

disagreement ir regzstere4 and an appeal ticket soZd for Such transportation as a local
passenger facility charge. The Secretary of
heard under subsection (&.
SEC. rn, DEFTN1FION&
'(E) In the event that disagreement S reg- Tansportation shall provide by reguZation
For purposes of this pare the following deJ utered wzth reference to a project to build ht the full and complete compen.sation of
nition applies: The term eZigible auDort- aftpor gates, the Secretary shall not ap- vir carriei based upon a uniform fee which
prove iich pcssenger facility charge unless reflect. their average cost for their collection
related project" means—
(1) a project for airpori deveLopment ke finds by rabstantia1 evidence that the and handling costs.
(10) The Secretary of Trunsporation
under the Airport and Atrway lmprove,nent project is justified b the need to increase
Act of 1982;
capacity at the facility or faethtes affected. shall reqizire that any a*rport imposing a
(V a project for afrpor planning under Under no ctriitmstanees shall any gates con-- passenger facility charge maintain the
such Act,
trvcted, improved, or repaired wfth pasen- fund. derived as a result in a separate and
131 a project for tei,thiaJ deveopinent deper facilitij chaiv uftder this paragraph be identifiable accottnt which, for Vie purpose
scribed in sect*on 513(6) of such Ac
subject to long-term lea.,es for pertod. ex- of this Act, s.ha!l be subject to the iame
(4i a project for iftpor iio(se capbfUty ceedlftg 10 peara, or to majority n nerc3t record, audit and e.xa,nf nation requirements
imposed upon airport i,nprovement pro.
planning under section 103(b) of £he—A,ia- Clauses.
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gram revenues by section 518 of the Airport slots and special authorizations overall at
and Airway Improvement Act of 1982.
Washington National Airport. No such air
"(11) No State (or political subdivision carrier shaU receive a special authorzzation
thereof, including the Commonwealth of under this subsection which gives that carrtPuerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, the er more than 12 slots and special authorizaDistrict of Columbw, the territories or pos- tions overall aL Washington National Air-

session3 of the United States or political port.
(4) U such special authorizations remain
agencies of two or more States) shall levy or
collect any tax on or with respect to any unused after such air carriers have had an
commercial aircraft flight, or any activity opportunity to obtain them, the remaining
or service on board such flight, if such flight authorizations may only be made available
neither .takes off nor lands in such state or to air carriers that have fewer than 12 slots
at Washington National AirporL
jurLsdiction ".
(5) Each such special authorization shaU
SEC 3O.t SPONSOR ASSURANCES INCLUDING MINOR.
IT)' AND SMAll BUSINESS PARTICIPA- be public property and its use shall repreTI0N.
sent a nonperiruinent operating privilege
Section 511(a) of the Airport and Airway with*n the erclusive control and jurisdicImprovement Act of 1982 (49 U.S.C. App.

2210) is amended by after the word title
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provisions of subparts K and S of part 93 of
title 14, Code of Federal Regulations. The
review shall evaluate the impact of such provisions on aviation 8afety and ground con-

gestion at each of the high density traffic

airports.
(2) Not later than Januarij 1, 1992, the Ad-

ministrator shall submit a report to the

Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation of the Senate and the Committee on Public Works and Transportation
of the House of Representatives regarding
the findings of the review initiated under
paragraph (1) and any recommendations to
be taken in light of those findings.

(b)(1) On January 1, 1991, the Secretarij
tion of the Secretarij and the Administrator. 8hall initiate a review of the provisions of
Any such privUege may be Withdrawn, re- gubpart.yKandSof part 93 of title 14, Code

striking
and inserting "or passenger ía- called, or reallocated by the Secretarij for of Federal Regulations. The review shall
reasons of aviation safety, airspace efficien- evaluate—
cility charge project,
ci,, the enhancement of competition in air
(A) the impact of such provisions on airSEC. 3304. PREFORNANCE OF CONSTRUCTION WORK
INCLUDING
MINIMUM R.4 TES OF transportation, or any other matter 2n the line competition and how such provisions
public
interest
and
in
accordance
with
the
WAGES AND VETERANS PREFERENCE.
have facilitated, and continue to facilitate,
Section 515 of the Airport and Aiiway Im- public convenwnce and necessity.
new entry at such airports; and
(6)
If
the
holder
of
an
air
carrier
special
provement Act of 1982, (49 U.S.C. App. 2214)
(B) methods by which the public can beneauthorzzation
fails
to
*nitiate
use
of
the
auis amended—
fit financially from the provision of slots to
thorzzation
within
60
days
after
receiving
(1) in subsection (a) by *nserting "or pasthe authorzzation or thereafter fails to carriers and how much revenue or other fisenger facility charge project" after "tiUe"
use
the authorzzation in accordance with nancial benefit can be generated by each
(2) in subsection (b) by tnserting "or pasrules
for use of existing air carrier slots, the such method.
senger facility charge project" after "title'
(2) Not later than January 1, 1992, the Sec(3) Zn subsection (c) by inserting "or pas- authorzzation shall be withdrawn and, if ap- retarij
shall submit a report to the Commitpropriat be reallocated to another air carsengerfaci1ity charge project" after "title";
tee on Commerce, Science, and Transportaas provided in this subsection.
PART 5—PURCHASE, SALE, LEASE, AND ñer
(b)(1) Not later than 60 days after the date tion of the Senate and the Committee on
OTHER TRANSFER OF SLOTS DEFINI- of enactment of this Act, the Administrator Public Works and Transportation of the
TIONS
shall by rule create, at La Guardia National House of Repre,entatives regarding the findSic. 3351. As used *n this part, the term— Airpoi-t, a pool of 30 daily air carrier special ings of the review initiated 'under paragraph
(1) "Administrator" means the Admins- authorzzations which shall be spread evenly (1) and any recommendations to be taken in
trator of the Federal Aviation Administra- throughout the day and shall be avaUable light of those findings.
tior&.
only to air carriers that—
PART 6—UNIVERSITY AIR
(21 "Air carrier" has the meaning given
(A) wifl utUi.e such special authorzzations
TRANSPORTATION CENTERS
that term in section 101(3) of the Federal to conduct operations with turbojet aircraft
Aviation Act of 1958 (49 App. U.S.C. or any aircraft having a certificate maxiSEc. 3401. (a) UNIVERSITY AIR TRANSPORTA1301(3)).
77ON Ci,'rrs. —
mum seating capacity of 75 or more; and
(3) "High density traffic airport" means
(B) hold fewer than 12 existing slots at La
(1) Gp..twrs FOR ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERthe Kennedy International Airport, New Guardia National Airport.
AI1ON.—The Administrator of the Federal
York, New York, LaGuardia National Air(2) Such special authorzzations shall be al- Aviation Administration (hereinafter report, New York, New York, O'Hare Interna- located by lottery and in such a manner ferred to as the "Administrator") i. authortional Airport, Chicago, fllinoi; or Wash- that, to the maximum extent practicable, all ized to make grants to one or more nonprofington National Airport, Washington, Ds- such air carriers have an equal number of it institutions of higher learning to establish
trzct of Columbia.

slots and specal authorizations overall at and operate one university air transporta(4) 'New entrant carrier" means an air La Guardia National Airport. No such air tion center in each of the ten Federal recarrier, including a commuter operator, carrier shall receive a special authorization gon5 which comprzse the Standard Federal
that holds fewer than 12 slots at the relevant
airport.

under this 8ubsection which gives that carrier more than 12 slots and special authoriza-

Regional Boundary System.

RISPONSIBILrTIES.—The responsibilities
"Secretarij" means the Secretary of tions overall at La Guardia National Air- of(21
each university air transportation center
Transportation.
port.
establi.shed under this subsection shall *n(6) "Slot" means the operational authority
(3) U 8uch special authorizations remain
but not be limited to, the conduct of
to conduct one landing or t&ceoff operation, unused after such air carriers have had an dude,
concerning airspace and airport
under instrument flight rules, each day opportunity to obtain the-rn, the remaining research
and design, airport capacity enduring a specific period at an airport.
authorizations may only be made avatlable planning
hancement technique3, human performance
(5)

to a*r carriers that have fewer than 12 slots
3352. (a)(1) Not later than 60 days at La Guardia National Airport.
(4 Each such special authorization 8haU
after the date of e,w.ctment of this Act, the
Administrator shall by rule create, at Wash- be public property and *ts use shall repreington NationaJ Airport, a pool of 30 daily sent a nonpermanent operating privilege
air carrier special authorizations which within the exclusive control and ivrsdicshall be spread evenly throughout the day tion of the Secretary and the Admintstrator.
from the hour 0700 to the hour 2200 and Any such privilege may be withdrawn, reshall be avaUable only to air carriers that— called, or reallocated by the Secretary for
AIR CARPJER sPEcIAL AILPTHOPJZ4TIONS

Sic.

in the air transportation environment, aviation safety and security, the supply of
trained a*r transportation personnel including pilots and mechanic3, and other amation iasue3 pertinent to developing and

maintaining a safe and efficient air transportation spstem, and the interpretation,
publication, and di,semination of the re-

(A) w.U utilize such special authorzatzons reasons of aviation safety, airspace ef/icien- suits of such research.
(3) APPUCATION.—Any nonprofit instituto conduct operations with turbojet aircraft cv, the enhancement of competition in air
of higher learning interested in receivor any a*reraft having a certtficate maxi- transportation, or any other matter in the tion
public interest and in accordance wtth the ing a grant under this subsection shaU
mum seating capacUy of 75 or more; and
submit to the Administrator an applicat*on
(B) hold fewer than 12 exting slots at public conven fence and necessity.
(5) U the holder of an air carrier apecial in such form and containing such informaWa&'zington Nationaj Airport.
(2) Such special auUwrzzations ahafl be authorization fail., to initiate tue of the au- tion as the Administrator may require by
created and allocated in such a manner that thorization within 60 days after receiving regulation.
(4) SELECTION cRmRIA.—The Administrathe actual number of daüy operations does the authorization or thereafter fail., to use
not exceed the toWl number of authorzzed the authorization in accordance with ru2e3 tor shall select recipients of grants under
daüy operations at Washington National for tue of ei.ting air carrier slots, the au- this subsection on the basis of the following
Airport ai provided in subpart K of part 93 thorization shaU be withdrawn and, Q' ap- criteria.
propriat be reallocated to another air carof title 14, Code of Federal Regulations.
(A) The extent of which the needs of the
(3) Such special auUwrzzations shall be al- rter as prouded in this 8ubsect2on.
State in which the applicant 18 located are
NIGH DENSITY TRAFFIc AIRPORT R w.js
located by jotter-i, and in such a manner
representative of the needs of the Federal
that, to the maximum extent practicable, all
Sic. 3353. (a)(1) On January 1, 1991, the region for improved air transportation servsuch air carriers have an .equal number of Administrator shaU initiate a rev*ew of the ices and facilities.
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(B) The demonstrated research and eatensian resources available to the applicant for

SEC.

SENATE

S4SL AUXILIARY FIMWT SERVICE STATiON
PROCL4X

October .78, .7990

grants under section 505. The survey shall be
completed by September 30, 1991.

(a) GeuznAi RULs. —The Secretary of
Carrytng out this subsection.
"(3) LtwirrzoN.—In selecting airports for
(C) The capability of the applicant to pro- Transportation shall develop and imple- participation in the program established
ment
a
system
of
manned
auxiliary
flight
vide leadership In making national and reunder subsection (d115) and this subsection
gional contributions to the solution of both service stations. The auxiliary flight service and in conducting the survey under parastations
shall
supplement
the
services
of
the
Ion range and immediate air transporta- planned consolidation to 61 automated graph (2), the Secretary shall consider only
tion probiems.
service stations under the flight serv- those cpirrenl or former military airports
ID) The extent to which the applicant has flight
ice station modernization program, AvxI.tIa- whose conversion In whole or in part to cian established air transportation program.
ty flight service stations shall be located In vilian commercial or reliever airport as part
(H? The de,nonstrated ability of the appli- areas of unique weather or operational con- of the national air transportation system

cant to disseminate results of air trrznsporLotion research and educational programs
through a statewide or regionwide continuing education program.
(G) The projects which the applicant proposes to carry out under the grant..
(5) MMNTENA Nd or E1'FOR7'.—NO grant may

be made under this section in any fiscal
year unless the recipient of such grunt

ditions which are critical to the safety of would enhance airport and air traffic control system capacity in major metropolitan
(b) REPORT To'CoNoP.Ess.—Not Later than areas and reduce current and projected
180 days after the date of the enactment of flight delays.
this Act, the Secretary of Transportation
"(4) PERIOD OF zuomxirry.—An airport
shall report to Congress with the plan and designated by the Secretary under this subschedule for Implementation of this section. section shall remain eligible to participate
flight.

In the program under subsection (d)(5) and
this subsection for the 5 fiscal years followenters into such agreements with the Admin- 502(a) of the Airport and Airway Improve- ing such designation. An airport that does
tat tutOr as the Administrator may require to ment Act of 1982 (49 U.S.C. App. 2201 (a) is not attain a level of enpianed passengers
ensure that such recipient will thaintain Its further amended—
during such 5 fiscal year period which qualiaggregate expenditures from all other
(1) by striking "and" at the end of para- fies it as a small hub airport as defined as of
sources for establishing and operating a graph (12);
1. 1990, or reliever airport may be
university air transportation center and re12) by striking the period at the end of January
redesignated by the Secretary for participaLated research activities at or above the av- paragraph (13) and inserting ", and" and
tion in the program for such additional
erage level of such expenditures in Us 2
(3) by adding at the end the following:
fiscal years preceding the date of enactment. "(14) special e,nphasis should be placed on fiscal years as may be determined by the
the conversion of appropriate former mili- Secretary.
of thisAct.
"(5) AzDmoNL ?t'NDINO.—NOt withstand6) Fzvzn szans.—The Federal share of a tary air bases to civil use and on the identigrunt under this subsection shall be 50 per- fication and improvement of additional ing the provisions of section 513(b), not to
exceed $3,000,000 per airport of the sums to
cent of the costs of establishing and operat- joint-use facilities.
(b) SET-AsIDE—Section 508(d) of such Act be distributed at the discretion of the Secreing the university air transportation center
and related research activities carried out (49 U.S.C. App. 2204(d) is amended by strik- tary under section 507(c) for any fiscal year
ing paragraph (5) and inserting the follow- may be used by the sponsor of a current or
by the grant recipient.
ing:
for,rier military airport designated by the
(7) Rzswci, ADVISORY COMMflTEL—
"(5) MILITARY AIRPORT SET-ASiDE—Not less Secretary under this subsection for construc(A) Section 312(f)(2) of the Federal Avia- than
of one percent of the funds tion, improvement, or repair of terminal
tion Act 011958 (49 App. U.S.C. 1353(1)12) Is madeone-hajf
available under section 505 in each of building facilities, including terminal gates
amended by adding at the end of the follow- fiscal
years 1991 and 1992 shall be distribut- used by aircraft for enplaning and deplaning new sentence 'in addition, the commit- ed during
such fiscal year to sponsors of cur- ing revenue passengers. Under no circumtee shall coordinate the research and train- rent or former
airports designated stances shall any gates constructed, Iming to be carried out by the university air by the Secret anjmilitary
under subsection If) of this proved, or repaired with Federal funding
transportation centers established under the section for the purpose
of developing current under this paragraph be subject to long-term
Airport Capacity Act of 1990, disseminate and former military airports
to improve the leases for periods exceeding 10 years or mathe results of such research, act as a clear- capacity of the national air transportation
inghouse between such centers and the air system.
jority in interest clauses. '

transportation industry, and review and

evaluate programs carried out by such canters.

SEC. S45L NIIJTAIIY AIRPORT PROGRAM.

(a)

DzdI.r..4rroN

07

POijcy.—Section

"(6) RF.IIL0C4fl0N.—lf the Secretary deter-

mines that he will not be able to distribute

SEC.

JAiL EXPANDED EAST COAST PLAN.

(a) ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STASTMENT.—

the amount of funds required to be distribut- Not later than 180 days after the date of the
ed under paragraph (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5) of
tion Act of 1958 (49 App. U.S.C. 1353(1)13) Is this subsection for any fiscal year because enactment of this Act, the Administrator of
(8) Section 312(1)13) of the Federal Avia-

the Federal Aviation Administration shall
the number of qualified applications sub- issue an environmental impact statement
mitted In compliance with this title is insuf- pursuant to the National Environmental
ficient to meet such amount, the portion of Policy Act of 1969 on the effects of changes
such amount the Secretary determines will
ing the members of the committee shall not be distributed shall be available for obli- in aircraft patterns over the State of New
ensure that the university air transporta- gation during such fiscal year for other air- Jersey caused by Implementation of the Extion centers, universities, corporations, as- ports and for other purposes authorized by panded East Coast Plan.
sociations, consumers, and other govern- section 505 of this title. '
(b) Am £irxry INvEsria4TIoN.—Not later

amended by striking "20" and inserting in
lieu thereof "30" and by striking the Last
sentence and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: "The Administrator in appoint-

ment agencies are represented."

Ic) I)ESJONA77ON 07 FORMER Mlu7Y Am-

than 180 days after the date of enactment of

(b) ALrrlIopJry.—Section 312(c) of the Fed- PoRre.—Section 508 of such Act Is further this Act, the Administrator shall conduct an

éral Aviation Act of 1958 (49 App. LLS.Q amended by adding at the end the following investigation to determine the effects on air
1353(c)) Is amended by inserting immediate- new subsection.
safety of changes in aircraft flight patterns
jy after the third sentence the foZZowing.
"(f) VESIONAIION 07 CURRENT OR FoRMzR over the State of New Jersey caused by im"The Administrator shall undertake or su- MILITARY AIRPORTS—
plementation of the Expanded East Coast
pervise research programs concerning air"(1) VESIONA1TON.—The Secretary shall des- Plan.
space and airport planning and design, air- Ignate not more than 5 current or former
Ic) REPORT ro C0NOP.zs.s.—Not later than
port capacity enhancement techniques. military airports for participation In the 180 days after the date of enactment of this
human performance In the air transporta- grunt program established under subsection Act, the Administrator shall submit to Contion environment, aviation safety and secu- (d)(5) and this subsection. Al least 2 such
a report containing the results of the
rity, the supply of trained air transporta- airports shall be designated within 6 months gress
environmental impact statement and investion personnel including pilots and me.chan- after the date of the enactment of this sub- tigation conducted pursuant to this section.
ics, and other aviation issues pertinent to section and the remaining airports shall be Such report shall also contain such recomdeveloping and maintaining a safe and effi- designated for participation no later than mendations for modification of the Expandcient air transportation system.
September 30, 1992.
East Coast Ptan as the Administrator
"(2) Sun vn'—The Secretary shall conduct ed
PART 7—MISCELLANEOUS
considers appropriate or an explanation
a survey of current and former military air- •of
why modification of such ptan is not apSEC. S451. SEVERABiLiTY.
ports to identify which ones have the greatif any provision of this Act (Including an est potential to Improve the capacity of the propriate.
Id) IMPLEMPNTATTON or MODIFICATIONS.—
amendment made by this Act), or the appli- national air transportation system. The
cation thereof to any person or cireum- survey shall also identjfy the capital devel- Not later than 1 year after the date of the enstance, is heW Invalid, the remainder of this opment needs of such airports in order to actment of this Act, the Administrator shall
Act and the application of such provision to make them part of the national air trans- implement modifications to the Expanded
other persons or circumstances shall not be portation system and shall Identify which East Coast Plan recommended under subsecaffected thereby.
capital development needs are eligible for tion Ic).
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'Tkiober 18, 1990
sic ssss. V a.4&4rIoN o,,'ouc

Section 502(a) of the Airport and Airway
improvement Act of 1982 (49 U.S.C. App.
2281) is amended—

TI FL 8' IV—COMNIrrRE ON ENERGY AND
NATURAL RESOURCES

-S.b*Je A—T.ngasa TImber Ref.,m
SEC. 6004. 8ff ORT TiThE APID DEPTNII7ON.

"g. Flexibility is essential to adapt business operations to a competitive marketplace.

The events of the recent past, including

emergence of foreign competition, have
(1) in paragraph (5) by inserting ' includThis subtitle may be cited as the 'Tongass the
brought new and unforeseen forces to bear
ing as they ,nay be applied between category Timber Reform Act"
and class of aircraft" after "d,iscrinu*atoty SEC 4608 70 REQUIRE ANNUAL A?PROPRLATIONS upon the management and operation of the
Government's uranium enrichment enterpractiee and
TIlE 77WRER MANA CEIVEP.T ON THE

(2) in paragraph (13) by Inserting "and

IVPICASE NATIONAL FOREST.

mould not unjustly discriminate between
The Alaska National interest Lands Concategories and classes of atrcru.ft" after 'at servation Act (Public Law 96-487, hereintempted".
after in this subtitle referred to as
ANILCA ") is hereby amended by deleting
SC U CER77flCAJT 74NSFERS
Section 401(h) of the Federal Aoiat'zoiz Act section 703(a) (16 U.S.C. 539dt'a)) in its enof 1958 (49 App. U.S.C. 1371(h)) is amend. tirthj and inserting in lieu thereof the foled—

lowing:

new paragraph:
"(2) The Secretary of Transportation sizal4
upon any such transfer, certify to the Com-

1976 (Public Law 94-588), except as provided in subsection (d) of this section, the Sec-

"I. The present operation of the uranium

enrichment enterprise must be changed so as

to further the national interest in the enterprise and respond to the competitive
demand placed upon it by market forces,
while continuing to meet the paramount objective of ensuring the Nation's common de-

"SEC. 705. (a) Subject to appropriations, fense and security.
(1) by rv4esignating the existing text as other
applicable law, and the requirements "CHAPTER 22. DEFINiTIONS, ES TABparagraph (1); and
LISHMENT OF CORPORATION AND
(2) by adding at the end of the following of the National Forest Management Act of
PURPOSES

1201. Drjmmor's.—For the purpose
retary shall seek to provide a supply of of"SEc
this
title.
from the Tongass National Forest
"a, The term 'Secretary' means the Secremittee on Commei've Science, and Trans- which (1)
meets the annual market demand

portation of the Senate and the Committee for Limber/rom such forest and (2) meets the tary of Energy.
on Public Works and Transportation of the market demand from such forest for each
"b. The term 'Department' means the DeHouse of Representatives that the transfer planning cycle. '
part wient of Energy of the United State3.
u consistent with the public interest.
"c. The term 'Administrator' means the
"(d) All provisions of section 6(k) of the
"(3) For purposes of this subsection, a National Forest Management Act of 1976 (16 chief executive officer of the United States
transfer of a certificate is consistent with U.S.C 1604(k)) shall apply to the Tongass Enrichment Corporation.
the public interest if that transfer does not National Forest except that the Secretary
"d. The term 'Corporatios' means the
adversely aj)%cL
need not consider economic factors in the United States Enrichment Corporation,
(A) the viability of each of the carriers In- Identification of lands not suited for timber
"e. The term Vovporate Board' means the
volved in the truns.fer
appointed members of the official advisory
production,".
(B) competition In the domestic airline inpanel appointed by the President pursuant
Subtitle B
dustry, and
to section 1503 of this title.
SEC.
4110.
Suonr
Time.
—This
subtitle
may
(C) the trade position of the United States be cited as the "Uranium Enrichment Act of
'1. The term 'uranium enrichment' means
in the fnternationol air transportation. 1990".
the separation of uranium of a given isotopmarket."
Sec. 4111. DELETION OF SECTION 161 v.— ic content into two components, one having
higher percentage of a fl,ssile isotope and
SEC. 3457. SXNST17VE SECURITY INFORMATION.
Subsection 161 v. of the Atomic Energy Act aone
having a lower percentage.
Section 316(d)12) of the Federal Aviation of 1954, as amended, is deleted and the re"g. The term 'remedial action' has the
Act of 1958 (49 App. 135 7(d)(2)) is amend- maining subsections are relettered accordsame meaning as defined in sectIon 120(24)
ed—
ingly.
(1) by inserting 'security or" immediately
Un.treivre EN- of the Comprehensive Environmental ReSec. 4112. REDIRECTIoN OF
before "research and development activi- PJCHMENT Ererunriuse op me UNITEZI sponse, Compensation and Liability Act.
"ii. The term 'decontamination and deties" and
SrAres.—The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
(2) by striking "subsection" and inserting amended (42 U.S.C. 2011-2296) is further commissioning' means those activities undertaken to decontaminate and decommisin lieu thereof "tUle"
amended by—
a. inserting at the commencement thereof sion Inactive facilities that have residual
SEC 2458 REPORTS
after the words "ATOMIC ENERGY ACT OF radioactive or mixed radioactive and hazSection 107(b) and (C) of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (49 App. 1307 (b) and (C)) is 1954":
"TITLE i—ATOMIC ENERGY";
amended by striking "4ach April 1 thereaf-

ter" each place U appears

and

inserting in and

ardous chemical cont ami nation.
"Ssc 1202. Esr.tazjswxzier op TUE Coiu'o-

asroN.

"a. There is hereby c,eated a body corporate to be known as the 'United States En'TiTLE It—UNiTED STATES
,ldunent COrpOTatIon
ENRICHMENT CORPORATiON
Section 312 of the Airport and Airway
"b, The Corporation shall"CHAPTER 21. FiNDiNGS
Se/ely and Capacity Expansion Act of 1987
"(1) be established as a wholly owned Gov(101 StaL 1528) is repealed.
'Szv. 1101. Ftwr'm'as.—The Congress of the ernment corporation subject to the GovernUnited States finds that.
SEC 3468 NA7TJR4L DISASTER R2CULA TIOI
ment Corporation Control Act, as amended
"a. The enrichment of uranium is essen- (31 U.S.C. 9101-9109), except as otherwise
The Federal Aviation Act of 1958 is
tial
to
the
national
security
and
energy
seprovided herein; and
amended by adding immediately after seccurity 0/the United States.
tion 612 the following:
"(2) be an agency and instrumentality of
"b.
A
competitive,
well-managed
and
effiflie United States.
SA.FE'TT REGULATION
cient enrichment enterprise provides impor"SEC. 1203. Pvnpoees.—The Corporation is
"SEC. 613. (a) Nrnoew. Dxs.isrsn Aes.e.— tent economic benefits to the United States
Prior to the expOut ion of the 180-day period and contributes to a highly favorable for- created for the following purposes—
"(1) to acquire feed material for uranium
following the date of the enactmenl of this eign trade balance.
enrichment, enriched uranium, the Depart-

lieu

thereof"through April 1. 1990"
SEC 1455 ATL.4NT!C CITY 41* PORT.

section, the Administrator of the Federal

Administration, for safety and humanitarian reasons, shall issue such regulaLions as may be necessary to prohibit or 0thetwise restrict aircraft overflights of any inhabited area which has been declared a national disaster area in the State of Hawaii.

Aviation

"(b) ExcaPnoN&—P.epulations issued pur-

suant to subsection (a) shall not be applicable in the case of aircraft over/F his involving an emergency or a Ligitimate scientific
purpose.

"(c) Sri rue or Srzip,ss.—On or before the
expiration of the 99-day period following the
date of the enactment 0/this section, the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Admin-

istration shall report to the Congress on the
status of the stv4ies and reports required by
Public Law 190—Si (101 Stat. 674 et seq.)."

b. adding at the end thereof the following.

"c A strong United States enrichment enterprise promotes United States nonproliferation policies by requiring accountability
for United States enriched uranium,
'd. The operation of uranium enrichment
facilities must meet high standards for envi-

ment 'a uranium previously set aside for

commercial purposes, and the Department's
uranium enrichment and related faciiities,
"(2) to operate, and as required by business conditions, to expand or construct facii ities for uranium enrichment or bo€h.
ronmental health and safety.
"(3) to market arid sell enriched uranium
"e. The operation and management of a
uranium enrichment enterprise requires a and uranium enrichment and related servcomirgercial business orientation in order to ices to"(A) the Department for governmental
engender customer support and confidence,
and customers, rather than the taxpayers at purposes, and
•"(B) qualified domestic arid foreign per.
large, should bear the costs of commercial
ions;
uranium enrichment services.
"(4) to conduct research and deveiopmen1
7. The optimal level of expenditures for
the uranium enrichment enterprise fluctu- as required to meet corporate objectives fo,
ates and cannot be accurately predicted or the purpose of identtfying, evaluating, imefficiently financed if subject to annual au- proving and lasting processes for uranium
thorization and appropriation.
enrithment,
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"(5) to operate, as a commercial enter- such amounts of uranium or uranium enprise, on a profitable and efficient basis; in nchment and related services as the Departorder to maximize the long term economic ment may determine from time to time are
value of the Corporation to the United required (1) for the Department to carry out
States Government including the payment Presidential direction and authorLzation.s
of dividends to the Treajury ai a return on pursuant to section 91 of title 1; and (2) for
the conduct of other Department programs;
the United States Government investment,
"f. may grant licenses, both exclusive and
"(6) to conduct the business as a seZf-financing corporation and eliminate the need nonexclusive, for the use of patent and
for approptiations or other sources of Gov- patent applications owned by the Corporaernment financing after enactment of this tion, and establish and cotlect charges, in
the form of royalties or otherwise for utilitiUe
0(7) to maintain a reliable and economi- zation of Corporation-owned facilities,
equipment, patents, and technical informacal domestic source of entichment services;
"(8) to conduct its activities in a manner tion of a proprietary nature pertaining
consistent with the health and safety of the the Corporation's activities,
"SEC. 1402. GENERAL PowERS OF THE C0Rpublic;
"(9) to continue to meet the paramount PORAnON.—In order to accomplish the purobjectives of ensuring the Nation's common poses of this title, the Corporation—
'a. shalt have perpetual succession unless
defense and security (including considerby Act of Congress;
ation of United States policies concerning dissolved
"b. may adopt, alter, and use a corporate
nonproliferation of atomic weapons and
which shaU be judicially noticed,'
other nonpeaceful uses of atomic energy); seal,
"C. may sue and be sued in its corporate
and
name
be represented by its own attor"(10) to take all other tawful action in fur- neijs inand
all judicial and administrative protherance of the foregoing purposes.
"CHAPTER 23. CORPORATE OFFICES
"SEC. 1301. COIpourE OFFICES.—The Cor-

ceedings;

October 18, 1990

priation, may use monies, unexpended appropriations, revenues and receipts from operations, amounts received from obligations
i,ssued and other assets of the Corporation
in accordance wtth section 151)5, without
fiscal year limitation, for the payment of expenses and other obligations incurred by the

Corporation in carrying out its functions
under, and wtthin the requirements of this
title; and shall not be subject to apportion

ment under the provi..sions of subchapter II
of chapter 15 of title 31, United States Code;

Ic. may settle and adjust claims held by
the Corporation against other persons or
parties and claims by other persons or par-

ties agauzst the Corporation,'
"1. may exerci,e, in the name of the United
States, the power of eminent domain for the

furtherance of the official purposes of the
Corporation;

°m. shall have the priority of the United
States with respect to the payment of debts
out of bankrupt, insolvent, and decedents'
estates;

"n. may define appropriate information
as 'Govern ment Commercial Information'
and exempt such information from mandatory release pursuant to section 552(b)(3) of
title 5, United States Code, when it is determined by the Administrator that such information jf publicly released would harm the
Corporation's legitimate commercial inter-

"d. may indemnify the Admini,trator, officers, attorneys, agents and employees of the
poration shall maintain an office for the Corporation for liabilities and expenses inservice of process and papers in the District cur-red in connection with their corporate
of Columbia, and shall be deemed, for pur- activities;
"e. may adopt, amend, and repeal bylaws,
poses of venue in civil actions, to be a resident thereof. The Corporation may establish ruZes, and reguZations governing the manner ests or those of a third party;
offices in such other place or places ai it in which its business may be conducted and
"o. may request, and the Administrator of
may deem necessary or appropriate in the the power granted to it by law may be exer- General Services, when requested, shall furnigh the Corporation such services as he is
ci-sed and enjoyed,'
conduct of its business.
"f. (1) may acquire purchase lease and authorized to provide agencies of the United
"CHAPTER 24. POWER AND DUTIES OF
hold real and personal property including States;
THE CORPORATION
patents and proprietary data, as itdeems
"p. may accept gifts or donations of serv"SEC. 1401. SPECIFIC COP.POR.lrE POWERS necessary tn the transaction of its business,
ices, or of property, real, personal, mtxed,
AND DUTIES.—The Corporation—
and
sell,
lease
grant,
and
di.spose
of
such
tangible or intangible, in aid of any pur"a. shaU perform uranium enrichment or
and personal property, a, it deem., nec- poses herein authoried, and
provide for uranium to be enriched by real
essary to effectuate the purposes of this title
"q. may execute, in accordance with its
others at facilities of the Corporation; con- and without regard to the Federal Property
tracts in existence a, of the date of enact- and the Administrative Services Act of 1949, bylaws, rules and regulations, all instruments necessary and appropriate in the exment of thu tiUe between the Department as amended;
powers.
and persons under contract to perform ura"(2) Purchases, contracts for the construc- erci..seofanyofits
"r. shall pay any settlement or judgment
nium enrichment and related services at fa- tion, maintenance, or management and op.
cUities of the Department shall continue in eration of facilities and contracts for sup- entered against it from the Corporation's
effect a, if the Corporation, rather than the plies or services, except personal services, own funds and not from the judgment fund
Department, had executed these contracts;
made by the Corporation shall be made after (31 U.S.C. 1304). The provistons of the Fcder"b. shall conduct, or provide for the con- advertising, in such manner and at such al Tort Claims Act (28 U.S.C. 1346(b) and
duct of, research and development activities times sufficiently in advance of opening 2671 et seq.) shall not apply to any claim.
related to the isotopic separation of urani- bid$, a. the Corporation shall determine to artsing from the activities of the Corporaum as the Corporation deems necessary or be adequate to insure notice and an oppor- tion after the effective date of this title: Pro
advisable for purposes of maintaining the tunity for competition. Provided, That ad- vided, That this subsection shall not apply
Corporation a, a continuing, commercial vertsing shall not be required when the Cor- to liability or claim3 aring from a nuclear
enterprise operating on a profitable and effi- poration determines that the making of any incident, if such incident occurs prior to the
cient basis;
such purchase or contract without advertis- licensing of the Corporations existing Gase"c. may acquire or distribute enriched ura- tng is necessary in the interest of furthering ous Diffusion Facilities uiuter section 1601
nium, feed mate,ial for uranium enrich- t41j.e purposes of this title, or that advertising of thi. title.
ment or depleted uranium in transactions ts not rea3onably practicable;
'SEC. 1403. CONTINUATION OF CONTRACTS,
with—
"g. with the consent of the agency or gov- Qp.iEp.s, PROCEEDINGS, AND RtOULAT,0NS:
"(1) persons licensed under sections 53, 63, ernment concerned, may utilize or employ
"a. Except as provided elsewhere in this
103, or 104 of tiUe I in accordance with the the serv'zces or personnel of any Federal title, all contracts. agreements, and leases
licenses held by such persons;
Government agency, or any State or local with the Department, and licenses, and
"(2) persons in accordance with, and government, or, voluntary or uncompensated privileges that have been afforded to the De
within the period of, an agreement for coop- personnel to perform such functions on its partment prior to the date of the enacmen
eration arranged pursuant to section 123 of behalf as may appear desirable;
of this title and that relate to uranium en
title I: or
h. may enter into and perform such con- richment, including all enrichment services
"(3) as otherwise authorLzed by law;
tracts, leajes, cooperative agreements, or contracts, power purchase contracts, and
"d. may—

"(1) enter into contracts with persons licensed under section 53, 63, 103 or 104 of
title I for sjch periods of time a., the Corporation may deem necessary or desirable, to
provide uranium or uranium enr'.chment

other transactions as may be necessary in the December 18, 1987, seU1emefl agreement

the conduct of its business and on such with the Tennessee Valley Authority regard
terms as it may deem appropriate-, with any ing payment of capacity charces under the
agency or instrumentality of the United DepartmetU's two power confracts with the

States, or wtth any State, territory or possesston, or with any political subdivi.-zon thereand related services; and
of, or with any person, firm, assoczation, or
'i'2) enter into contracts to provide urani- corporation,
um or uranium en,ichment and related
may dotermnine the character of and
services in accordance with, and within the necessity for its obligations and expendi•
pertod of, an agreement for cooperation ar- tures and the manner in which U&ey shall be

Tennessee Valley Authority, shall continue
in effect a. if the Corporation ho4 executed
such contracts, agreements, or leases or had
been afforded such licenses and privileges.

"b. As related to the functions vested in
the Corporation by this title, all orders, de-

rules, regulations and priii'
ranged pursuant to section 123 of title I or incurred, allowed, and paid, subject to the terminations,
of the Department shall continue in
as otherwise authorLzed by law;
provi..sions of this tttle and other provisions leges
"e. shall sell to the DepartmenZ a, provid- of jaw specifically applicable to whoUy effect and remain applicable to the corporation until modified, terminated, superseded.
ed in this titLe, and without regard to sec- owned Government corporattons;
aside or revoked by the Corporation, by
t*on 57 e. of title I or the provisions of sec'l. notwithstanding any other provision of set
tIon 1535 of title 31, United States Code, law, and without need for further appro. any court of competent juri.,diction. or by
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operation q114Lw unless otherwise spectfwal-

ii provided In this title.
"c. Except as provided elsewhere in this
title, the transfer 0/functions related to and
vested In the Corporation by this title shall
not affect proceedings judicial or otherwise,
relating to such f'snctions which are pend-

ing at Use time this title takes effect, and

such proceedings shall be continued with the
Corporation, as appropriate.

&c. 1404. L B!unas—Except as provided elsewhere in this title, all liabilities attributable to operation of the uranium enrichment enterprise prior to the date of the
enactment of this title Mall remain direct ii-

States Code, including the setttng of the ap- 0/a term, a Board member may continue to
proprigle amount of, and paying, any dlvi- serve up to a maximum of one pear or until
dead under section 1506(c) and all other a successor shall have been appointed and
fiscal snaUera
assumed of/ice, whichever occurs first.
-

"Sec. LSOL DSz.EaAnoN—The Administra-

"1. The members of the Corporate Board In
tor may delegate to other officers or employ- executing their duties shall be governed by
ees powers and duties assigned to the Corpo- the lan-is and regulations regarding conflicts
ration in order to achieve the purposes of 0/ interest but exempted from other provithis tilla
sions and authority prescribed by the Feder"See 1503.
powe Bosaw —There is al Advisory Committee Act, as amended (5
hereby established a Corporate Board ap- US.C Appendix 2).
pointed by the President Which shall consist
"g. The Corporate Board shall meet at any
0/five members, one of whom shall be desig- lime pursuant to the call 0/ the Chairman
nated as chairman. Members of the Corpo- and as provided by the bylaws of-the Corporate Board shall be Individuals possessing ration, but not less then quarterly. The Adhig* Integritp demonstrated accomplish- ministrator or his representative shall
mnent and broad experience in management attend all meetings of the Corporate Board.
and shall Iave strong backgrounds in sciIa. The Corporation shall compensate
-

abilities of the Government of the United
States; with regard to any claim seeking to
impose such liability, section 1403 shall not
be applicable and the United States shall be ence, engtneering business or finance. At
least one member of the Corporate Board
represented by the Department of Justice
Mali be, or previously have been, employed
VHAPTER 25. ORGANIZATION,
on a full-time basis In managing an electric
FINANCE AND MANAGEMENT
utility:
"Sec. 1581. ADMIN!S7'n.47VR:
"a. (1) The specific responsibilities of the
"a. The management of the Corporation Corporate Board shall be to—

shall be vested is an Administrator who

shall be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate,
wiUwut regard to political affiliation. The

Administrator shall be a person who, by
reason of professional background and expe-

offices, appoint the officers and employees

of the Corporation (including attorneys),

and define their responsibilities and duties.
The Administrator shall appoint other officers and employees as may be required to
conduct the Corporation's business;
"(2) shall serve a term of szx years but may
be reappointed,-

"(3) shall, before taking office, take an

oath to faithfully discharge the duties thereof;

"(4) shall have compensation determined
by the President based upon the recommen-

dation of the Secretary and the Corporate
Board as provided in section 1503(c), except

members of the Corporate Board at a per

diem rate equivalent to Executive Level III,
as defined in section 5314 of title 5, United
States Code, in addition to reimbursement
of reasonable expenses incurred when engaged In the performance of duties vested In
"(A) review the Corporation's policies and the Corporate Board. Any Corporate Board
who is otherwise a Federal employperformance and advise the Administrator ,semnber
ee shall not be eligible for compensation
and the Secretary on these matters; and
"(B) advise the Administrator and the Sec- above reimbursement for reasonable exretary on any other such matters concerning penses incurred while attending official
the Corporation as may be re/erred to the meetings 0/the Corporation.
'1. (1) The Corporate Board shall report at
Corporate Board.
"(2) The Board shall have the right to fec- least annually to the Administrator on the

rience is specially qualified to manage the
Corporation. Provided, however, That upon
enactment of this title, the President shaU ommead removal of the Administrator. In
appoint in existing officer or employee of the event such recommendation Is made, it
the United States to act as Administrator shall be transmitted to the President by the
until the office is filled.
Secretary, together with the Secretary's own
"h The Administrator—
"(1) shall be the chief executive officer of
the Corporation and shall be responsible for
the management and direction of the Corporation, The Administrator shall establish the
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performance of the Corporation and the
issues that, In the opinion of the Board, re-

quire the attention of the Administrator.

Any such report shall Include such recommendations as the Board finds appropriate.
A copy of any report under this subsection
tmntor.
"b. Members of the Board shall be provided shall be transmitted promptly to the Presiaccess to all significant reports, memoran- dent, the Secretary, the Committee on
da, or other written communications gener- Energy and Natural Resources of the Senate
ated or received by the Corporation, At the and to the Speaker 0/ the House 0/ Reprerequest of the Board, the Corporation shall sent atlves.
"(2) Within ninety days after the receipt
make available to the Board all financial
records, reports, files, papers, and memoran- of any report under this subsection the Administrator shall respond In writing to such
da of, or In use by, the Corporation.
"C,
I7men appropriate, the Corporate report and provide an analysis 0/ such recBoard may make recommendations to the ommendations 0/ the Board contained In
Secretary concerning the compensation to the report. Such response shall include plans
be received by the Administrator and up to for implementation 0/ each recommendaten officers of the Corporation who may re- tion or a justification for not Implernenling
ceive cvmpensutlon in excess of Executive such recomnwndation. A copy 0/ any reLevel 11 as provided In section 1504(a). The sponse under this subsection shall be transSecretary shall transmit such recommenda- miUed promptly to the President, the Secretions to the President together with the Sec- tary, the Committee on Energy and Natural
retary's own recommendations concerning Resources and to the Speaker 0/the House 0/
recommendation on removal of the Adminis-

that in the absence of such determination compensation. In the event that less than RepresentatIves.
"Sec. 1504. EMPWYEES or nix Conro&sI, as prescribed in section 5312 of title 5, Qmce, recommendations concerning com- noN—O/ficers and employees 0/ the CorpoUnited States Code;
pensation may be made by the Secretary ration shall be officers and employees 0/the

compensation shall be set at Executive Level three members of the Corporate Board are in

"(5) shall be a citizen of the United States, aioiie. The President shall have the power to

"(6) shall designate an officer of the Corporation who shall be vested wit-h the authoritp to act in the capacity of the Administrator in the event of absence or lncapac-

United States.
"a.. The Administrator shall appoint all 0/compensation to be received by the Adminis- ficera, employees and agents of the Corpora-

enter into binding agreements concerning

trator during his term of office and by the tion as are deemed necessary to effect the
ten officers described in section 1504(a) provisions a/this title without regard to any
during their term of employment, regardless administratively imposed limits on person-

ity; and
"(7) may be removed from office only by of any recommendations received or not rethe President and only for neglect of duty or ceived under this title.
malfeasance in office. The President shall
"it. Except for initial appointments, memcommunicate the reasons for any such re- bers of the Corporate Board shall serve fivemoval to both Houses of Congress at Least year terms. Each member of the Corporate
thirty days prior to the effective date of such Board shall be a citizen of the United States.
removaL
No more than three members of the Board
"c. (1) The Secretary shall exercise general shall be members 0/any one political party.
supervision over the Administrator only Of those first appointed, the chairman shall
with respect to the activities of the Corpora- serve for the full five-year term one member
tion involvingshall serve for a termn of/our years; one shall
"(A) the Nation's common defense and Ce- serve for a term of three years; one shall
Cttrity; and
serve for a term of two pears; and one shall
"(B) health, safety and the environmenL
serve for a term of one year.
"(2) The Administrator shall be solely re"a. Upon expiration of the initial term,
sponsible for the exercise of all powers and each Corporate Board member appointed
-

net, and any such officer, employee or agent

shall only be subject to the supervision 0/
the Administrator. The Administrator shall

fix all compensation in accordance with the
comparable pay provisions 0/ section 5381
0/ title 5, United States Code, with compensation levels not to exceed Executive Level

II, as defined in section 5313 0/ title

5,

United States Codc Provided, That the Ad.
sninistrator may, upon recommendation by

the Secretary and the Corporate Board as
provided In section 1503(c) and approval by

the -President, appoint up to ten officers
whose compensation shall not exceed an

amount which is 20 per cesium less than the
compensation received by the Administraresponsibilities that are committed to the thereafter shall serve a term of five years. tor, but not less than Executive Level IL The
Administrator under this title and that are Upon Vie occurrence of a vacancy on the AdmInistrator shall define the duties of all
not reserved to the Secretary uncle,- para- Board, the President shall appoint an indi- officers and employees and provide a system

graph (1), and, notwithstanding the provi-

sions of section 9104(a)(4) of title 31, United

vidual to fill such vacancy for the remain- 0/ organIzation Inclusive 0/ a personnel
der 0/the applicable term Upon expiration man-age,nent system to fix responsibilities
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and promote efficiency. The Corporation
shall assure that the personnel function and
organization Is consistent with the principles of section 2301(b) of title 5, United

October 18, 19,90

"b. The Secretary is authorized and directand retired pay or annuities, shall not apply
to officers and employees of the Corporation ed to grant to the Corporation without
who have retired from or ceased previous charge the Department's rights and access to
the Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation,
government service prior to April 28, 1987.

States Code, reiatinp to merit system princi"SEC. 1505. TRANSFER OF PROPERTY TO THE hereinafter referred to as 'A VLIS', techn 010pIes. Officers and employees of the Corpora- CORPORA rzON.—In order to, enable the Corpo- gy and to provide on a reimbursable basis

tion shall be appointed, promoted and as- ration to exercise the powers and duties and at the request of the Corporation, the
necessary cooperation and support of the
signed on the basis of merit and fitness, and vested in it by this title:
"a. The Secretary, as requested by the Ad- Department to assure the commercial develother personnel actions shall be consistent
with the principles af fairness and due proc. ministrator, is authorized and directed to opment and deployment of AVLIS or other
as but without regard to thoae provisions of transfer without charge to the Corporation technologies in a manner consistent with
lUte S of the United States Code governing all of the Department's right, title, or inter- the intent of this title.
appointments and other personnel actions est in and to, real or personal properties
"c. The Secretary is authorized and directowned by the Department, or by the United
in the competitive service.
"b Any Federal employee hired before Jan- States but under control or custody of the
uary 1, 1984, who transfers to the Corpora- Department, which are related to and matetion and who on the day before the date of rially useful in the performance of the functransfer is subject to the Federal Civil Serv- tions transferred by this title, including but
ice Retirement System (subchapter III of not limited to the following—
"(1) production facilities for uranium enchapter 83 of title 5, United States Code)

ed to grant the Corporation without charge,

to the extent necessary or appropriate for
the conduct of the Corporation's activities,
licenses to practice or have practiced any

inventions or discoveries (whether patented
or unpatented) together with the right to use
or have used any processes and technical in-

shall remain within the coverage af such richment inclusive of real estate, buildings formation owned or controlled by the Desystem unless he or she elects to be subject to
the Federal Employees' Retirement System.
For those e,nployees remaining in the Federal Civil Service Retirement System, the Cor-

poration shall withhold pay and shall pay
into the Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund the amounts specified in chapter 83 of title 5, United States Code. Employ-

ment by the Corporation without a break in
continuity of service shall be considered to
be employment by the United States Government for purposes of subchapter III of chap-

ter 83 of title 5, United States Code. Any employee of the Corporation who is not within
the coverage of the Federal Civil Service Retirement System shall be subject to the Federal Employees' Retirement System (chapter
84 of title 5, United States Code). The Corpo-

ration shall withhold pay and make such
payments as are required under that retirement system. Further:

"(1) Any employee who transfers to the
Corporation under this section shall not be
entitled to lump sum payments for unused
annual leave under section 5551 title 5,
United States Code, but shall be credited by

the Corporation with the unused annual

leave at the time of transfer.
"(2) An employee who does not transfer to
the Corporation and who does not otherwise
remain a Federal employee shall be entitled
to all the rights and benefits available under
Federal law for separated employees, except

that severance pay shall not be payable to

an employee who does not accept an offer of
employment from the Corporation of work

substantially similar to that performed by
the employee for the Department.

"c. This section does not affect a right or

remedy of an officer, employee, or applicant
for employment under a law prohibiting dis-

crimination in employment in the Government on the basis of race, color, religion,

sex, national origin, political affiliation, marital status, or handicap condiage,

tions.
"d. Officers and employee., of the Corporation shall be covered by chapter 73 of title 5,

United States Code, relating to suitability,

security and conduct.
"e. Compensation, benefits, and other

terms and conditions of employment in

effect Immediately prior to the effective date
of this section, whether provided by statute

or by rules and regulations of the Depart-

ment or the executive branch of the Government of the United States shall continue to
apply to officers and employees who transfer

to the Corporation from other Federal employment until changed by the Corporation

In accordance with the provisions of this
title.

'7. The provisions of sections 3323(a) and
8344 of title 5, United States Code, or any
other law prohibiting or limiting the reemployment of retired officers or employees or
the simultaneous receipt of compensation

and other improvements at production sites partment.
and their related and supporting equipment.
"d. The Secretary is directed, without need
Provided, That facilities, real estate, im- of further appropriation, to transfer to the
provements and equipment related to the Corporation the unexpended balance of apOak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant in Oak propriations and other monies available to
Ridge, Tennessee, and to the gas centrifuge the Department (inclusive of funds set aside
enrichment program shall not transfer for accounts payable), and accounts receivaunder this paragraph except for diffusion ble which are related to functions and accascades and related equipment needed by tivities acquired by the Corporation from
the Corporation for replacement parts: ProDepartment pursuant to this title, invided further, That any enrichment fad ti- the
all advance payments.
tles retained by the Department shall not be cluding
The President is authorized to provide
used to enrich uranium in competition with for"e.the
transfer to the Corporation of the
the Corporation. This paragraph shall not
possession, and control of such other
prejudice consideration of any site as a can- use,
and personal property of the United
didate site for future expansion or replace- real
States which is reasonably related to the
ment of uranium enrichment capacity;
performed by the Corporation.
"(2) at such time subsequent to the year functions
transfers may be made by the President
2000 as the Secretary determines that the Such
charge as he may from time to time
Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant should without
be decommissioned or decontaminated, or deem necessary and proper for achieving the
both, the Secretary shall convey without purposes of this title.
"f. Title to depleted uranium resulting
charge equipment and facilities relating to
provided to the
the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant not from the enrichment services
transferred in paragraph (1) to the Corpora- Department by the Corporation shall
remain with the Department.
tion,
"Sec. 1506. C,,'rr,.z. Srziucrunz OF TilE Con"(3) facilities, equipment, and materials
for research and development activities re- P054 7-IoN:
"a. Upon commencement of operations of
lated to the isotopic separation of uranium
the Corporation, all liabilities then chargeaby the gaseous diffusion technology;
"(4) the Department's stocks of prepro- ble to unexpended balances of appropriaduced enriched uranium, but excluding tions transferred under section 1505 shall
stocks of highly enriched uranium. Provid- become liabilities of the Corporation.
"b. (1) The Corporation shall issue capital
ed, That approximately two metric tons of
the Department's highly enriched uranium stock representing an equity investment
shall be loaned to the Corporation as re- equal to the book value of assets transferred
to the Corporation, as reported in the Uraniquired for working inventory;
"(5) the Department's stocks of feed mate- um Enrichment Annual Report for fiscal
rials for uranium enrichment except for the year 1987, modified to reflect continued dequantities allocated to the national defense preciation and other usual changes that
activities of the Department as of the date of occur up to date of transfer. The Secretary of
the Treasury shall hold such stock for the
enact
"(A) the Department's stockpile of enrich- United States: Provided, That all rights and
ment tails existing as of the date of enact- duties pertaining to management of the Corment, shall remain with the Departmen4 poration shall remain vested in the Administrator as specified in section 1501.
and
"(2) The capital stock of the Corporation
"(B) stocks of feed materials which remain
the property of the Department under para- shall not be sold, transferred, or conveyed by
graph (5) shall remain in place at the en- the United States unless such disposition is
rlchment plant sites. The Corporation shall specifically authorized by Federal law enhave access to and use of these feed materi- acted after enactment of this title.
"c. The Corporation shall pay into miscelals provided such quantities as are used are
replaced, or credit given, if use by the De- laneous receipts of the Treasury of the
part ment is subsequently needed.
United States or such other fund as provided
"(6) all other facililies, equipment, materi- by law, dividend.s on the capital stock out
als, processes, patents, technical informa- of earnings of the Corporation, as a return
tion of any kind, contracts, agreements, and on the investment represented by such stock.
leases to the extent these items concern the The Corporation shall pay such dividends
Corporation's functions and activities, out of earnings, unless there is an overridexcept those items required for programs ing need to retain these funds in furtherance
and activities of the Department and those of other corporate functions including but
items specifically excluded by this subsec- not limited to research and development,

capital investments and establishment of
The transfer authorized by this section is cash reserves.
"d. The Corporation shall repay within a
not subject to the requirements of section
tion.

120(h) of the Comprehensive nvironmental twenty-year period the amount of
Response, Compensation and Liability Act. $364,000,000 into miscellaneous receipts of
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Treasury Qf the Unzted States, or such
other fund a. provided by law with interest
on the unpaid balance from the date of enactment of this title at a rate equal to the
average yield on twenty-year Government
obligation3 a. determined by the Secretary
of the Trea.sury on the date of enactment of
thi3 tiUe. The money required to be repaid
under this subsection is hereinafter referred
to as the 'Initial Debt'.
the

°e. Receipt by the United States of the
stock tssued by the Corporation (incluiing
all rights appurtenant thereto; together with
repayment of the Initial Debt and the fees
establtshed under section 1701.c shall consti'ute the sole recovery by the United States of
previously unrecovered costs that have been

incurred by the United States Qf uranium
enrichment activities prior to enactment of
this title.

"Sec. 1507. Boowrna:
'ia. (1) The Corporation ts authorized to
issue and sell bonds, notes, and other evidences of indebtedness (hereinafter collectively referred to a. bond,') in an amount

the provisions of section 78c(c) of title 15,

sibilittes defined in paragraphs (3) and (4),
"c. Bonds issued by the Corporation here- the Corporation beginning in fiscal year
under shall be lawful investments and may 1996 shall recover from its customers other
be accepted a security for all fiduciary, than the Department in the prices and
tru.st, and public funds, the investment or charges established in accordance with subdeposit of which shall be under the author- section (a). amounts that will be sufficient
ity or control of any officer or agency of the to pay for the costs of decommissioning, deUnited Staje8. The Secretary of the Trea.sury contamination and remedial action for the
or any other officer or agency having au- various properly of the Corporation, includ•
thortty over or control of any such fiduci- ;ng property transferred under section
ary. trust, or publw funds, may at any time 1505(a) at any time. The Corporation shall
sell any of the bonds of the Corporation ac- begin recovering such costs in prices and
quired by them under this section: Provided, charges to the Depaniment at such time as
That the Corporation shall not issue or sell this title takes effect, Such costs shall be
ba3ed on the point in time that such decoinany bonds to the Federal Financing Bank
missioning, decontamination and remedial
'SFc. 1508. Ppjcrna:
"a. For purposes of ma.rmfzng the long- action are to be undertaken and acconzterm economic value of the Corporation to plished Provided, That by the year 2000 the
the United States Government, the Corpora- Corporation shall have recovered and deposUnited States Code.

tion shall establish prices for its products,
mate rzaL and services provided to customera other than the Department on a ba.sis
that will, over the long term, allow it to renot exceeding $2,500,000,000 outstanding at cover its costs for providing the products,
any one time to a.sstst in financing its ac- materiaLs and services: repay the Initial
tivities and to refund such bonds. The prin- Debt, recover, costs of decontamination, decipal of and interest on said bonds shall be commissioning and remedial action; and
attain the normal business objectives of a
payable from revenues of the Corporation.
'(2) Notwithstanding any other provision profitma*ing Corporation.
"b. The Corporation shall establish prices
of law, the Corporation may pledge and use
;ts revenues for payment of the principal of for low a.ssay enrichment services and other
and interest on said bonds, for purcha.se or prod uct., matertaL, and services provided
redemption thereof, and for other pijrposes the Depaniment on a ba.sis that will allow it
Incidental thereto, including creation of re- to recover its costs on a yearly ba.sis for proserve fund$ and other funds which may be viding zuch low assay enrichment services.
similarly pledged and used, to such extent products, mate ,ials, and services, including
and in such manner a it may deem neces- deprec'iatlon and the cost of decontamination, decommisnoning and remedial action,
sary or desirable.
"(3) Notwithstanding any other provtsion but excluding repayment of the Initial Debt
of law, the Corporation is authorized to and profit, In establishing such prices, the
enter into binding convenants with the base charge paid by the Department in any

holders of said bonds—and with the trustee, given year shall not exceed the average base
if any—under any indenture rejolution, or char'e paid by cwtomers other than the Deother agreenent entered into in connection panlmenL Provided, however, That if the imwith the issuance thereof with respect to the position of such average ba-se charges as a

establishment of reserve funds and other
furuis, stipulations concerning the subsequent tssuance of bond,, and such other
matters, not incon.istent with this title, as
the Corporation may deem necessary or desirable to enhance the marketability of said
bonds.

'(4) Bonds issued by the Corporation here-

under shall not be obligations of, nor shall
payments of the prlnc-pal thereof or interest
thereon be uaranteed by, the United States.

"b. BoruLs iasued by the Corporation under

this section shall be negotiable instruments
unLess otherwl,e specified therein, 8hall be
in such forms and denominations, shall be
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".1 (1) In accordance w%th the cost respon-

ited in the Uranium Enrichment Decontamination and Decommi.,sioning Corpo-

rate Fund and the Uranium Enrichment Decontamination and Decommissioning Base
Fund 50 per centum of the estimated total

costs of decontamination and decommis•
sloning of all properly transfer-red or to be
transferred to the Corporation under section
1505, including the Oak Ridge Ga-seou$ Dif-

fusion Plant,
"(2) In order to meet the objective defined
in paragraph (1). the Corporation shall perodically estimate the anticipated or actual
costs of decommissioning and decontamina•
tion. Such estimates 8hall reflect any
changes in assumptions or expectation3 relevant to meeting such objective, including,
but not limited to, any changes in applicable environmental requirements. Such estimates shall be reviewed at least every two
years.

"(3) For purposes of enabling the Corpora-

tion to meet the objective defined in para-

graph (1) with respect to the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffu.non Plant, the Secretary shall pe-

riodically estimate the anticipated costs of
limitation on the ba-se charge paid by the decontamination and decommissioning and
Depaniment in a given year does not permit the time at which such decontamination
the Corporation to fully recover its costs for and decommi3sioning is to be accomplished.
providing such products, materials and Such estimates shall reflect any changes in
services to the Depaniment then, in subse- aasumptions or expectations relevant to
quent years, the Corporation shall include meeting such objective, including but not
such unrecovered costs in its prices charged limited to, any changes in applicable envithe Depaniment, Ba-se charge shall mean the ronmental requirements. The Secretary shall
amount paid by a cu3tomer per separative review such estimates every two years and
work unit for low a-ssay enrichment services convey this information to the Corporation.
'(4) With reipect to properly that haa been
during a given year (exclusive of any credits
received under a voluntary overfeeding pro- used in the production of low-a-ssay separagram), less the ponlion of such amount tve work,
"(A) The costs of decommtssioning. deconwhich represents the cost of decontamina-

tion and decommi3sioning and remedial
soLd at such time3 and in such amounts, action. The average base charge paid by ciashall mature at such time or times not more tomera other than the Department shall be
than thiriy years from their respective dates. determined by dividing the estimated total

tamination and remedial action that shall
be recoverable from customers or persons
other than the Department in prices, charges

and fees shall be in the same ratio to the

doUar amount of low a-ssay enrichment serv- total costs of decommissioning, decontamiices sales to customers other than the De- nation and remedial action for the propercy
paniment during a given year by the esti- in question 04 the production of separative
mated amount of separative work units soLd work over the life of such property for comto cuatoinei other than the Depaniment mercial customers bears to the total producoñties of claim on the Corporation's reve- during that year. Adju3tments between esti- tion of separative work over the life of such
nuei with respect to pñnclpal and interest mated and actuo.Z amounts shall be made property.
"(B) All other costs of decommissioning,
payments, and shall be subject to such other upon receipt of actual saLes data.

shall be soLd at such prices, shall bear such
nUes of interest, may be redeemable before
maturity at the option of the Corporation in
such manner and at such times and redemption premiums. may be entitled to such pri-

term3 and condft ions, as the CorDoration
may determine.- Provided, That at lea3t IVteen days before selling each issue of bonds
hereinder (exclusive of any- commitment
shorier than one year) the Corporation shall
advise the Secretary of the Treasury as to
the amount, proposed date of saZe maturlUes,

"c. The Corporition shall estabhsh prices decontamination and remedial action for
to the Depaniment for high aasay enrich- such properly shall be recovered in prices
ment services on a busts that will allow it to and char'ea to the Department,
"(5) With respect to property that has been
recover its costa, on a year'y ba-sis, for providing the products, materiaL, or services, used solely in the production of high-assay
including depreciation and the costs of de- separative work, all costs of decommission-

contamination, decommt3sioning. and re• ng, decontamination and remedial action
terms and conditions and expected medial action concerning enrichment prop- shall be recovered in prices and charges to

rates of interest of the proposed issue in the erty, but excluding repayment of the Initial
fulLest detaU possible. The Corporation shall Debt and profit, U the Depaniment does not

the Depanlment,
"Stc. 1509. AuDrz.—In fiscal years during

lishment of the United States for purposes of assay production facility.

the Corporation shall be audited by an inde-

not be subject to the provisions of section
9108 of title 31. United States Code. The Corporiztlon shall be deemed pan of an executive department or an independent estab-

request any enrichment sei'vices in a tven which an audit ía not performed by the
year. the Depaniment shall reimburse the Comptroller General in accordance with the
Corporation for costs required to maintain provthons of section 9105 of title 31. United
the minimum Level of operation of the high States Code, the financial transactions of
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finn or firms of naltonally vecog- and Budget, any budget, legislative recoin**zed certified pnbtw accountants who shell mend ation, testimony, or comments on leg-

all appropriate action to aviZ itself of such

shall conform to the fiscal pear of the United committees of Con press.
The Corporation shall have no power to
hates. The General Accouvi4rsg Office Mall

matters affecting the responsibilities and ju-

pendeiU

right, and satisfy such responsibilities, The

repa,e siu* audits using standard, appro- Wetlon, prepared for submission to the Department in discharging its responsibilpTsate for C nereial corporate transac- Congress, the Corporation shall concurrent- ities under chapter 13 of title I shall exercise
lions. The fiscal ysar of the Corpo,vj,tion ly transmit a copy thereof to the appropriate diligence in in.forrn.lng the Corporation of

risctiction of the Corporation and seeking

review such audits annuaU and to the control or restrict (lie dissemination of in- and following as appropriate the advice and

extent *ecessaiç cause there to be a further
examination of the Corporation using
standards for commercial corporate (runsactions. Such audits shall be conducted at
the piace or places where the accounts of the
Corporation are established and main-

formation other than as granted by this or recommendation of the Corporation In such
cup other law.

matters.
26. LICENSING; TAXATION,
'a. The term 'Commission' shall be deemed 'VNAPTER
AND MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
'sc. 1512. Psrz?vrs ASJD lwvam7orcs

to include the CorpoTv.tio* wherever such
"Sec. 1601. L,cTNSTh'o:
term appears in section 152, 153b. (1), and
"a. Notwithstanding any other provision
Mined. AU bvcrkz financial record:, reports, 158 of title I. The Coi-porrztion shalt pay
files, papers, memoranda, and other proper- such ioyaUy fees for patents licensed to it of law, with respect solely to facilities,
ty of, or in use bp the Corporation shall be under section 153 b. (11 of title I as are paul equipment and materials for activUles relatmade available to the person or persons Cu. by the Department under that provision. ed to the isotopic separation of uranium by
thorised to conduct audits en accordance Nothing in title Jar this title shall a/feel the the gaseous diffusion technology at facilities
right of the Corporation to require that pat- in existence as of the date of enactment of
with the provinons of this section..
ents granted on inventions, that have been this title, the Corporation and its contrac'&sc. 1510. Rii'ojir
"a. The Corporation shall prepare an conceived or first reciuced to practice during tors arc hereby exempted from the licensing
annual report of Us actuntles. This report the course of research or operations of, or/i- requirements and prohibitions qf sections
nanced by the Corporation, be assigned to 57, 62, 81 and other provisions of title I, to
shall contasn—
the same extent as the Department and its
"(1) a general description of the Corpora- the Corporation.
"b. The Department shalt notify the Corpo- contractors are exempt in regard to the Delion!: operations
"(2) a summary of the Corporation's oper- ration of all reports heretofore or hereafter partment's own functions and activities.
ating and financial peilormaiec:, including filed with it under subsection 151 C. of title I Such exemption shall remain in effect unless
an explanation of the decision to pay or not and all applications for patents heretofore and until the Corporation and Us contracor hereafter filed with the Commissioner of tors receive all necessary licenses for such
pay dividends; and
"(3) copies of audit reports prepared In Patents of which the Department has notice facilities, equipment and materials as are
conformance with section 1509 of this title under subsection 151 d. of title I or other- required under title I.
arid the provisions of the Government Cor- wise, whenever such reports or applications
"b. Within two years of the enactment of
involve matters pertaining to the functions this title, the Commission Mall promulgate
poration Control Act, as amended,
or
responsibilities
of
the
Corporation
in
ac1,. A copy af the annual report shall be
regulations or Issue other regulatory g'aidprovided to the President, the Secretani, the cordance with this title. The Department ance under title I for the lIcensing 0/ facUishall
make
all
such
reports
available
to
the
Committee on Energy and Rat w-al Reties described in subsection (a) that employ
sources of the Senate, and the appropriate Corporation, and the Commissioner of Pat- the gaseous diffusion tethnolovZ
committees of the House of Representatives. ents shall pro vide the Corporation access to
"c. Within one year after the promulgaSuch reports shall be completed not later all such applications. All reports and appli- tion of regulations or the issuance of other
than ninety days following the close of each cations to which access Is so provided shall regulatory guidance under subeection fbi,
fiscal year and shall accurately reflect the fi- be kept in confidence by the Corporation, the Corporation and Us contractors shall
nanciol position of the Corporation at fiLscal and no information concerning the same make necessary applications for and otheryear end, inclusive a! any impairment of given without authority of the inventor or wise seek to obtain such licenses as will
capital or ability of the Corporation to owner unless necessary to carry out the pro- remove the exemption provided under subvisions of any Act of Congress.
coin ply with the provisions of this title.
section Ia). As part of Us application, the
'c. The Corporation, without regard for Corporation shall submit an environmental
"Sxc. 1511. CON77I0L OF INPORMA 770N.
"a. The term 'Commission' shall be deemed any of the conditions specified in paragraph Impact Statement in accordance with the
to include the Corporation wherever such 153 c. (1), (2), (3). or (41 of title I, may at requirements of the National Environmenterm appears in section 141 and subsections any time make application to the Depart- tal Policy Act. The Commission Mall adopt
a. and b. of section 142 of title I.
ment for a patent license for the use of an this statement to the extent practicable
"b. No contracts or arrangements shalt be invention or discovery useful in the produc- under the National Environmental Policy
made, nor any contract continued In effect, tion or utilization of special nuclear materi- Act. In preparing such statement, the Corpounder section 1401, 1402, 1403, or 14C4, al or atomic energy covered by a patent ration, and In making any heensing dec-Iunless the person with whom such contract when such patent has not been declareii to sion, the Commission, Mall not consider the
or arrangement is made, or the contractor be affected with the public interest under need for such facilities, alternatives to such
or prospective contractor, agrees in writing subsection 153 b. (11 of title I and when use facilities, or the costs compared to the benenot to permit any individual to have access of such patent is within (he Corporation's fits of such facilities. The Commission shall
to Restricted Data, as deftned in section Il authority. Any such application Mall con- act on licensing requests by the Corporation
y. of title I, until the Office of Personnel stitute an application under subsection 153
a timely manner.
Management shall have made an investiga- c. of title I subject, except as specified above, in "d.
The Corporation shall not transfer or
tion and report to the Corporation on the to all the provisions 0/subsections 153 C., L, deliver
any source, special nuctear or bycharacter, associations, and loyalty of such a, f, g, and h., of title L
materials or production or utilizaindividual, and the Corporation shall have
"iL With respect to the Corporation's func- product
facilities, as defined In' title I, to any
determined that permitting such person to Clans under this title, section 155 of title I tion
who is not property qualified or lihave access to restricted data will not en- shall be deemed to include the Corporation person
under the provisions of title I.
danger the common defense and security.
wtthtn the phrase, 'any other licensee' in the censed
"a The Corporation shall be subject to the
"c. The restrictions detailed in subsections first sentence thereof and within the phrase
b., C., d., e., 1., g., and h., of section 145 of 'such licensee' in the second sentence there- regulatory jurisdiction of the Commission
and the Department of Transportation with
title I shalt be deemed to apply to the Corpo- of
ration where they refer to the Commission
"e. The Corporation shell -nat be liable di- respect to the packaging and transportation
or a majority of the members of the Cammis- rectly or indirectly for any damages or fi- of source, special nuclear and byproduct
sion, and to the Administrator where thei, nancial responsibility with respect to secre- materials.
"Sec. 1602. ExEnr'rloN FROM TAXATION AND
cy orders imposed under section 151 of title
refer to the General Manager.
PAYMZJ$'I'S ire Lieu or T.&zts.'L The Administrator Mail keep Die ap- 35, United States Code, through 187.
"a. In order to render financial assistance
'f The Corporation shall not be liable or
propriate congressional committees jWlp
and currently informed with respect to all of responsible for any payments made or to those States and localities In which the
the Corporation's activities. To the extent awards under subsection 157 b.(31 of title 1. facilities of the Corporation are located, beconsistent with the other provisions of this or any settlements or judgments involving ginning in fiscal gear 1996, the Corporation
Uon, the Corporation shall make avil- claims for alleged patent infringement is authorized and directed to make payable to any of such committees all bcolcs, ft. except to the extent that any such awards, ments to State and local governments as
nancial records, reports, files, papers, memo- settlements or judgments are attributable to provided in this section. Such payments
runda, or other information possessed by the activities of (he Corporation after the effec- shall be in lieu of any and all State and
local taxes on the real and personal properCorporation upon receiving a request for tive date 0/this title
"g. The Corporation shall keep currently ty, activities, and income of the Corporasuch lnjormatJon from the chairman of such
injbnned as to matters affecting its rights (ion. All property of (lie Corporation its aceowanittee.
"e. Whenever Die Corporation submits to and responslbilities under chapter 1301 title tivities and Income are expressly exempted
the Prmide,U, or the Office t Management I as modified by this section and shalt take from taxation in any manner or form by
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any State, county, or other local government
entity. The activities of the Corporation for

"SEC.

1604.

CooPERATIoN

WITH

OTHER

AGZNCJEs.—The Corporation ts empowered

this purpose shall inc'ude the activities of to use with their consent the avaflable servorgantzations pursuant to cost-type con- ice,,, equipment, personnel, and facihties of
tracts with the Corporation to manage, op- other civilian or military agencies and in-

erate, and maintain its faeilities. The strumentalittes of the Federal Government,
income of the Corporation shall include on a reimbursable basis and on a simflar

fticome received by such organizations for
the account of the Corporation. The income
of the Corporation shafl not include income
received by such organizations for their own

accounts and such income shall not be

exempt from taxation.
"b. Begnning in fiscal year 1996, the Cor-

poration shall make annual papnents, in

with other taxpayers or c'asses of taxpayers.
"(41 Foflowing the commencement of payments in fisca' year 1996, no payment made
to any taxing authority for any period shall
be tess than the payments which would have

been made to such taxing authority for the
same period by the Department and its cost-

type contractors on behaLf of the Department with respect to property that has been
transferred to the Corporation under section
1505 and which wou'd have been attributable to the ownership, management operation, and maintenance of the Departments
uranium enrichment facthties, applying the
saws and p&icies prevafling immediate'y to
the enactment of thi title.
"c. Payment,

shafl be made by the Corpo-

ration at the time when paymen of taxes
bii taxpai,ers to ewh taxn authority are
due and payab'e: Provided. That no pai,-

ment shafl be made to the extent that the tax
would app, to a period prior to fisco.I year
1996.

"d. The determthation by the Corporation
of the amounts due hereunder shafl be final
and concu.sive.

'SEc. 1603. MIScEuNEous APPLICABILITY
OF TITLE I:

"a. AnLI references to the term 'Commission or to the Department in sections 105 b.,
110 a.. 161 c., 161 Ic, 161 q., 165 a., 221 a.,

229, 230, and 232 of title I 8haU be deem.ed to
inchsde the Corporation.

"b. Section 188 of title I shall app, to U-

censedfaciUttes of the Corporation. For purposes of appi,ing such 8ection to facflitie8 of
t.be Corporation.
'(11 The term 'Commission' shall be
deemed to refer to the Secretary;
'(21 There sha.fl be no requirement for pay-

ment of jU3t compensation to the Corporation, and receipts from operation of the facfliti, in que.stion shall continue to accrue to
the benefit of the Corporation. and
"(31 The Secretary shafl have the Uscretion to determin.e how and by whom the faciUti, in question 'mU be operated.

"CHAPTER 27. DECONTAMINATION AND
DECOMMISSIONING
"SEC. 1701. ESTABLISHMENT:
"a. ESTABLISHMENT OF CORPORATE FUND.—

(1)

There is hereby estabhshed in the Treas-

ury of the United States an account of the
Corporation to be known as the Uranium
basi3 to cooperate with such other agencies Enrichment Decontamination and Decomand instrumentalities n the estab'ishment mtuioning Corporate Fund (hereinafter re•
and use of services, equipment, and facii- ferred to in this chapter as the Corporate
ties of the Corporation. Further, the Corpo- 'Fund'). In accordance with section 1402(jl,
ration may confer with and avail itself of such account and any funds deposited therethe cooperation, services, records, and facUi- in, shall be avaflable to the Corporation for
ties of State, territorial, municipal or other the exclusive purpose of carrying out the
local agencies.

amounts determined by the Corporation to
"SEc. 1605. AppucizJri' oF ANI7musr
be fair and reasonab'e, to the State and local LA WS
governmental agencies having tax jurisdic"a. The Corporation 8hall conduct its action in any area where facüities of the Cor- tivities in a manner consistent with the
poration are 'ocated. In making such deter- policies expressed in the antitrust laws,
minations, the Corporation 8haU be guided except as required by the public interest.
bil the foflowing criteria:
"b. As used in this subsection, the term
"(11 Amounts paid shall not exceed the tax antitrust laws' means:
payments that would be made by a private
"(1) The Act entifled. 'An Act to protect
industria' corporation owning simflar fa- frade
commerce against unlawful recilities and engaged in similar activities at straintsand
and ntonopoUes,' approved July 2,
the same location: Provided, however, That 1890 (15 U.S.C. 1-71, as amended;
tlzere shaU be exc'uded any amount that
"(21 The Act entitled, An Act to supple.
wou'd be payaöle a.s a tax on net income.
existing laws again.st unlawful re'(21 The Corporation shall take into ac- ment
and monopolies, and for other purcount the customs and practices prevaihng straint3
approved October 15, 1914 (15 U.S.C.
in the area with respect to appraisal, assess- poses,'
as amended,
ment, and cUzssification of industrial prop- 12-271,
"(31 Sectionz 73 and 74 of the Act entitled,
erty and any special considerations ex- An
Act to reduce taxation, to provide revetended to 'arge-scale indu.stria1 operations.
for the Government, and for other pur'(31 No amount shall be included to the nue
approved August 27, 1894 (15 U.S.C. 8
extent that any tax unfairly discriminates poses,'
against the class of taxpayers of which the and 9), as amended, and
"(41 77e Act of June 19, 1936, chapter 592
Corporation would be a member U it were a

private industrial corporation, compared
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purposes of thts chapter.
"(21 The Corporate Fund shall consist of:
"(Al Amounts paid into it by the Corpora-

tion in accordance with section 1702. a.;
and
"(El Any interest earned under subsection
(bl(21.
'b. ADMINISTRATION or CORPORAm FUND.—

(1) The Secretary of the Treasury shafl h&d
the Corporate Fund and, after consullation
with the Corporation, annually report to the
Congress on the financial condition and op-

erations of the Corporate Fund during the
preceding fiscal year.

"(2) At the direction of the Corporation,
the Secretary of the Treasury shafl invest
amounts contained within such Fund in obligation of the United States:

"(Al Having maturities determined by the
Secretary of the Treasury to be appropriate
to the needs of the Fund, as determined by
the Corporation and
"(El Bearing interest at rates determined
to be appropriate by the Secretary of the
(15 U.S.C. 13, 13a, 13b, and 21a1.
Treasury, taking into consideration the cur"SEc. 1606. NUCLEAR HAZARD INDEMNIFICA- rent average market yield on outstanding
TION.—The Administrator 8haU have the marketable obhgations of the United States
same authority to indemnify the contractors with remaining periods to maturity corn paof the Corporation as the Secretary has to rable to such obUgation.s.
"(31 At the request of the Corporation, the
ndemntfy contractors under section 170 d.
of title I. Except that with respect to any li- Secretary of the Treasury shafl sefl such obhcenes issued to the Corporation by the Com- gation and credit the proceeds to the Cormission, the Commi3sion shall treat the Cor- porate Fund.
'c. ESTABLISHMENT O FEE AND BASE FUND.—
poration and it, contractors as its Ucensees

for the purposes of section 170 of this Act.
(11 Beginning in fiscal year 1991 and tasting
"SEc. 1607. INw.'T.—It is hereby dec'ared through fiscal year 1995, each licensee of a
to be the intent of this titLe to aid the Corpo- civilian nuclear power reactor 8hal pay a
ratzon in discharging tts responsibi.!ities fee of .20 milLs per kflowatt hour of net elec-

tricity generated bij such reactor. Such fee
quate authority and administrative flcxibü- shall be collected by the Corporation and is
ity to obtain necessary funds with which to estab'ished for purposes of reimbursing the
assure the maximum achievement of the Corporation for the costs of decontarninat.
purposes hereof as provided herein, and this ing and decommisswning uranium enrichtitle shall be construed hberaUy to effectuate nwnt faciUties of the Corporation which
co8t3 are attributable to the provision of sepsuch intent.
arative work and other enrichment prod"SEc. 1608. Ri.i'oRT:
"a. Three years after enactment of thts ucts, material3 and services to commercia'
title or January. 1993. whichever u 'ater, the cu3tomers prior to the enactment of this
Admintatrator shaU submit to the President title.
"(21 There t3 hereby estab'ished in the
and to Congress an interim report setting
forth the views and recommendations of the Trea.,ury of the United States an account of
Admintatrator regarding transfer of the the Corporation to be known a. the Uranifunction3. powers, duties, and a3set3 of the aim Enrichment-Decontamination and DeCorporation to private ownership. Five commissioning Base Fund (hereinafter reyears after enactment of thts tiUe the Ad- ferred to in th*s chapter a. the 'Base Fund 1.
mintatrator shall 8ubmit to the President Notwith-standing any other provz.sion of
and the Congre.ss a final report setting forth jaw, the Ba3e Fund and all moniea deposited
Ihe views and recommendationz of the Ad- therein shall be subject to appropriation
mintstrator regarding traiWer of the func- and shall be ,nde avaüabe excusivey to
tion,, powers, duties, and asset3 of the Cor- the Corporation for purposes of carrying out
poration to private ownership. If the Admin- Ihe purposes of tht.i chapter.
"(31 The Ba3e Fund shall consist of:
tstrator, in the final report, recomnwnd
"(Al Amoun paid into it by the Corporasuch traiWers, the report shall inchsde a
tion in accordance with section 1702.b.; and
plan for implementation of the traiuJers.
"(BI Any interest earned under subsection
"b. Within one hundred and eighty days

under this title by providing it with ade-

after receipt of the final report under subsection (al, the President shall tran2lnit to Con-

d.(2l.

dent and any recommend ation3 for legisation necessary to effectuate such transfers.

of the Base Fund during the preceding fisca'

"d. ADMINISTRATION OF BasE FUND.—(1l The

gress hts recommendationz regarding the Secretary of the Treasury shalt ho'd the Base
report. induding a p'an for impfrmenzatzon Fund and annuaUy report to the Congress
of any tran..fe recommended by the Presi- on the financia' condition and operations
year.
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"(2) The Secretarp of the Treasury shall
invest amounts contained within such Base
Fund in obligations of the United States
"IA) Having maturities determined by the
Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation

with the Corporation to be appropriate to
the needs of the Base Fund, and

°(B) Bearing interest at rates determined
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duction or enrichment services" is deleted in Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended by
both places where It appears in such subsec- this Act and previous Acts.
tion.
Subtitle C

Id) The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

amended, is further amended.
(1) By adding before the period at the end
of the definition of the term "production facility" in section 11 t a colon and the fol-

CHAPTER 1—SHORT T1TLE FINDINGS AN!)
PURPOSE, DEFINITIONS
SEC 4201. TITLi

This subtitle may be cued as the "Uranito be appropriate by the Secretary of the lowing: "Provided, howeve,, That as the urn Security and Tailings Reclamation Act
Treasury, taking into consideration the cur- term is used in chapters 10 and 16 of this of 1989'
rent average market yield on outstanding Act, other than with respect to export of a SEC 425Z FINDINGS AND PVRP0SL'
uranium enrichment production facility, U
shall not include any equipment or device,
ruble to such obligations.
or important component part cspecially de"(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall signed therefor, capable of separating the
seU such obligations and credit the proceeds isotopes of uranium or enriching uranium
to the Base Fund as made necessary by ap- in the isotope 235'
,na,*etable obligations of the United States
with remaining periods to maturity compa-

pvopr(ations out of the Base Fund to the

(2) By striking the period at the end of secCorporation.
tion 161 b. and adding the following: "; in
"Sac. 1702. Deposirv.—a, Within svrty days addition, the Commission shall prescribe
of the end of each fiscal year, the Corpora- such regulations or orders as may be neces-

tion shall make a payment into the Corporate Fund in an amount equal to the costs of
decontamination and decommissioning that
have been recovered during such fiscal year
by the Corporation in its prices and chaTges
established in accordance with section 1508

(a) Frwvnvos.—The Congress finds for purposes of this subtitle that—

11) the United States uranium industry

has long been r-ecognized as vital to United
States energy independence and as essential

to United States national security, but has

suffered a drastic economic setback, includ-

ing a 90 per centum reduction in employment, closure of almost all mines and mills,

than a 75 percent drop in production,
sary or desirable to promote the Nation's more
common defense and security with regard to and a permanent loss of uranium reserves;
control, ownership or possession of any (2) during the remainder of this century
equipment or device, or important compo- approximately 20 per centum of United

nent part especially designed therefor, capa- States electricity is expected to be produced
ble of separating the Isotopes of uranium or from uranium fueled powerpiant-s owned by
domestic electric utilities;
for products, mat ertaZs and services.
enriching uranium in the isotope 235;"
"b. As soon as practicable following enact(3) By striking the phrase 'section 103 or (3) the United States has been the leading
ment of this title, the Corporation shall es- 104" in section 41 a. 12) and Inserting in uranium producing nation and holds extensive proven reserves of natural uranium
tablish procedures for the collection and lieu thereof "this title"; and
payment of fees established under section
(4) In section 236 by striking the word that offer the potential for secure sources of
1 701.c. Such fees shall be paid by licensees "or" foUowing paragraph (2) and adding future supply;
(4) a variety of economic factors, policies
on a qlsarteTly basis during each fiscal year after paragraph (3) "or (4) any uranium enand upon receipt by the Corporation shall richment facility licensed by the Cornmis- of foreign governments, foreign export practices, the discovery and development of low
be deposited in the Base Fund.
sian;
"Sac. 1703. Pen,opjsecs o Dzsaup.ss(5) In section 318(1) by striking the period cost foreign reserves, new Federal regulatory
MEN7u:
after "activities" and by adding the follow- requirements, and cancellation of nuclear
powerplants have caused most United States
"a. When the Corporation determines that ing:

particular property should be decommis"ID) any facility owned by the United producers to close or suspend operations
sioned or decontaminated, or both, or with States Enrichment Corporation. "
over the past svx years and have resulted in
Ic) Subsection 905(g)(1) of title II, United
Plant at such time as the plant is conveyed States Code, Is amended to include "United
to the Corporation, the Corporation shall States Enrichment Corporation" at the end
enter into a contract for the perfor,na.nce of thereof.
If) Section 306 of title III of (he Energy
such decommissioning and decontamina-

respect to the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion

the domestic uranium industry being found
"not viable" by the Secretary under provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended,

(5) providing assistance to the domestic

tion.
"b. The Corporation shall pay for the costs

and Water Development Appropriations Act,
1988, Public Law 100-202, is repealed.
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and intragovernmental transfers shall not threat from foreign supply disruptions or

uranium industry is essential to—
(A) preclude an undue threat from foreign
Sac.
4115.
LIMITATION
ON
ExpnvvrrvRFS.—
of such decommissioning and decontaminasupply disruptions that could hinder the Na•
(a)
Notwithstanding
any
other
provision
of
tion out of amounts contained within the
tion 's common defense and security,
Corporate Fund and such amounts as are law, for fiscal year 1991 total expenditures
(B) assure an adequate long-term supply
of the United States Enrichment Corpora- of domestic uranium for the Nation's nucleappropriated to it out of the Base Fund.
Sec. 4113. Ths.rwarer op rue CoRPOa.nou tion other than payments in lieu of taxes ar power program to preclude an undue
rue tppucs,ury op Euymouresm-,j, AND GoCUPA27ONAL S.41rry Li rn—The United States

Enrichment Corporation shall be subject to
Federal, State and local environmental laws
and the Occupational Safety and Health Act
(29 U.S.C. 651-678) to the same extent as Is
the Department of Energy as of the date of
enactment. After four years from the date of
enactment of this title, the United States Enrichment Corporation shall become subject
to such laws to the same extent as a privatey-owned corporation, unless the President
determines that additional time is necessary

to achieve the purposes of title II of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

Sec. 4114. MISCELLANEOUS PRO wsroiqs.—f a)

SectIon 9101(3) of title 31, United States

exceed $1,289,000,000 and the Corporation price controls, and
shall pap into miscellaneous rcceiptà of the
(C) aid in the Nation's balance-of-trade
Treasury of the United States dividends in payments through foreign sales
the amount of at least $21,0('O,UOO.
(6) the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision Control Act of 1978 (42 U.S.C 7901-7942);
of law, during fiscal years 1992 through 1995
(A) was enacted to provide for the reclatotal expenditures of the United States En- mation
and regulation of uranium and ther-ichment Corporation other than payments rium rniU
tafZings, and
in lieu of taxes and intragoveramental
(B) did not provide for a Federal contributransfers Shall not exceed an amount which tion
for the reclamation of tailings at uraniis $323,000,000 less than total receipts from urn and
thorium processing sites which were
commercial customers during such years, generated
pursuant to Federal defense conand during such years the Corporation shall
pay into miscellaneous receipts of the Teas- tracts;
the owners of licensees of active uraniury of the United States dividends in the um(7)and
thorium sites and the Federal Govamount of at least $323,000,000.
&- 411& Sgvgp.Ap,uj'ry,—l* any provision ernment have each benefited from uranium

thorium produced at the active sUes,
Code (relating to the definition of "wholly- of this subtitle, or the application of any and
it is equitable that they share in the
owned Government corporation") is amend- provisions to any entity, person or circum- and
of reclamation, decommissioning and
ed by adding at the end of the following: stance, shall for any reason be adjudged by a costs
other remedial actions at the commingled
"(N) United States Enrichment Corpora- court of competent jurisdiction to be in- sues;
and
tfon."
valid, the remainder of this subtitle, or the
(B) the creation of an assured system of fi(b) In subsection 41 a of the Atomic application of the same shall not be thereby
nancing will greatly facilitate and expedite
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the word affected.
Sic. 4117. E,TEC'rIVE DArn—Except as oth- reclamation and remedial actions at active
"or" appearing before the numeral "(21" Is
deleted, a semicolon is substUated for a erwise provided, alt provisions of this sub- uranium and thorium processing sites.
Ib) PuRposs.—It is the purpose of Chapters
period at the end of the subsection and the title shall take effect on the day following
foUowing new paragraph is added. "or (3) the end of the first full fiscal year quarter Zand 3of this subtitle to—
(1) ensure an adequate lpng-term supply ci!
are owned by the United States Enrichment following the enactment of this act; Pvovided, however, That the Administrator or domestic uranium for the Nation's common
Corporation.
Ic) In subsection 53 a (1) of the Atomic Acting Administrator of the United States defense and security and for the Nation's
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the word Enrichment Corporation may tinmediateiy nuclear power program,
12) provide assistance to the domestic ural iflueTted before the word "grant" and exercise the management responsIbilities
the phrase "or through the provision of pro- and powers of subsection 1501 (a) ci! the nium industry; and
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establish, facilUaie, and expcdile a
um,
Provided;
however,
That
the
Secretary,
(12) the te,-m "tailings" means the wastes

comprehensive system for ft 4inQ ,ncZa- produced by the extraction or concentration In fulfilling this responsibility, shalt not use
motion and other remedial action at active of uranium or thorium from any ore proc- any supervisory authority over the Corporauranium and thorium processing sites.
essed primarily for Its source material con- tion, The Secretary shall report annually to
tent.
SEC. 4U3 S€FYNFTION&
the appropriate committees of Congress on
action taken with respect to the domestic
For purposes of this subtitle—
CHAPThR 2-'-URANIU14REVFFAIJZ.4flON
uranium Industry, including action to pro(1) the term "active site" means—
SEC. 4271 VOLUNTAR? 0VRP1TD P000RAM.
(A) any uranium or thorium processing
(a) The Corporation shall establish, for a mote the export of domestic uranium pursusite, including the mill, containing by-prod- period of not Less th4n flue years commenc- ant to paragraph (bi of this section.
(b) ENcouRAcs &x,'oier.—The Department,
uct material for which a license (issued by ing at the beginning of fiscal year 199Z a
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or its voluntary overfeeding program which shall with the cooperation of the Department of
predecessor agency under the Atomic Energy be made available to the Corporation's en- Commerce, the United States 7ude RepreAct af 1954, as amended; or by a State as richment services customers. The term sentative and other governmental organizapermitted under section 274 of such Act (42 "overfeeding" means the use of uranium In tions, shall encourage the export of domestic
U.S.C. 2021)) for the production at such site the enrichment process in excess of the uranium. Within one hundred and eighty
of any uranium or thorium derived from amount required at the transactional tails days of the date of enactment of this Act the
ore—
Secretary shall develop recommendations
assay.
(i) was In effect on January I, 1978;
(b) The Corporation shall encourage its and Implement government programs to
(ii) was issued or renewed after January 1, enrichment services customers to partici- promote the export of domestic uranium.
1978; or
pate In the voluntary overfeeding program SEC. 421L GOVERNMENT URANIUM PVRCRASE&
(izi) for which an application for renewal as provided In this section, Uranium sup(a) After the date of enactment of this Act,
or issuance was pending on, or alter Janu- plied by the enrichment customer shalt be the United States of America, Its agencies
ar,jl,1978; and
used by the Corporation for voluntary over- and Instrumentalities, shall only have the
(B) any other real property or improve- feeding in the enrichment process to reduce authority to enter Into contracts or orders
ment on such real property that is deter- the amount of power required to produce the for the purchase of uranium which is (1) of
mined by the Commission to be—
enriched uranium ordered by the enrich- domestic origin and (2) is purchased from
ment services customer. ;The dollar savings domestic uranium producers. Provided,
(I) in the vicinity af such site; and
(ii) contaminated with residual byproduct resulting from the reduced power require- That this section shalt not affect purchases
ments shall be credited to the enrichment under a contract for delivery of a fixed
material;
(2) the term "byproduct material" has the services customer.
amount of uranium entered Into before the
(c) In the event an enrichment services date of enactment of this Act.
meaning given such term in section 11 a (2)
of the Atomic Energy Act af 1954, as amend- customer does not elect to provide uranium
(b) Subsection (a) shall not apply to the
-for voluntary overfeeding to be used to proc- Tennessee Valley Authority.
ed (42 U.S.C. 2014(e) (2));
(3) the term "civilian nuclear power reac-. ess Its enrichment order, the Corporation SEC. 4214. SECRETARYS AL'THOR.rrY TO MAKE RECUtor" means any civilian nuclear powerplant shalt establish a method for such uranium to
LA TIONS
required to be licensed under section 103 or be voluntarily supplied by other enrichment
The Secretary shall issue appropriate regusection 104 af the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, services customer(s) which have expressed to lations to Implement the purposes of this
the Corporation an interest in participating subtitla
as amended (42 U.S.C 2133);
-

(4)

the term "Corporation" means the In such a program and the Corporation

shall credit the resulting dollar savings real- CHAPTER 3—REMEDIAL ACTION FOR ACTIVE
PROCESSING SITES
tab2ished under section 1292 of title II af the ised from the reduced power requirements to
the enrichment services customer(s) provid- SEC. 4221 REMEDIAL ACIWN PROSZ4N.
Atomic Energy Act of1954, as asnended,
(5) the term "Department" means the De- ing the uranium.
(a) Ijt Ggpiwi,.—Except as provided in
(dl An enrichment services customer pro- subsection (b), the costs of decontamination,
partment of Energy;

United States Enrichment Corporation as-

(6) the term 'donwstic uranium" means viding uranium for voluntary overfeeding decommissioning, reclamation, and other
any uranium that has been mined in the shall certify to the Corporation that such remedial action at an active uranium or
United States including uranium recovered uranium is domestic uranium which has thorium processing site shall be borne by

from uranium deposits in the United States
by underground mining, open-pit mining,
strip mining, in situ recovery, leaching, and
ion recovery, or recovered from phosphoric
acid manufactured in the United States;
(7) the term "domestic uranium producer"
means a person or entity who produces domestic uranium and who has, to the extent

required by State and Federal agencies
having jurisdiction, licenses and permits for
the operation, decontamination, decommissioning, and reclamation of sues, structures
and equipment,
(8) the term 'enrichment tails" means uranium In which the quantity qf the U-235 iso-

tope has been depleted in the enrichment
process;

(9) the term "reclamation, decommission-

ing, and other remedial action" includes

been actually produced by a domestic urani- persons licensed under section 62 or 81 of
um producer after the enactment of this Act the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C.
or domestic uranium actually produced by a 2091, 2111) for any activity at audi site
domestic uranium producer before the en- which results or has resulted in the producactment of this Act and held by It without tion of byproduct materiaL
sale, transfer or redeslgnatjon of the origin
(b) Rezusunssunirr.—of such uranium on a DOE/NRC form 741.
(1) IN GZNSR.4L.—The Secretary shall, sub(e) Within ninety days of the date of en- ject to paragraph (2), reimburse at least anactment of this Act, the Corporation shalt nually a licensee described in subsection (a)
establish proceduras to implement this pro- for such portion of the reclamation, decomgram. Such procedures shall Include, but not missioning and other remedial action costs
be limited to, delivery reporting and certifi- described in such subsection as are—
cation requirements, and provisions for fail(A) determined by the Secretary to be ature to comply wIth the requirements of the tributable to tailings generated as an mcivoluntary overfeeding program. The deter- dent of sates to Vie United States; and
mination of the voluntary overfeeding
(B) incurred by such licensee not later

credit and sufficient data to support such than December 31, 2002.
dete rmi nation shall be available to the Cor(2) AMowri—
poration 's enrichment services customers
(A) To INDIVIDUAL AC'lIVS SiTE URANIUM Liand to qualified domestic producers.
cer,'ssss.—The amount of reimbursement
SSC 4311. NA I'IONA.L STRATEGIC URANIUM RES SR Vs. paid to any licensee under paragraph (1)
There is hereby established the National shall be determined by the Secretary in acStrategic Uranium Reserve under the direc- cordance with regulations issued pursuant
tion and control of the Secretary. The Re- to section 221 and shall not exceed an
-

wo,*, Including but not Limited to disposal
work, accomplished in order to comply with
all applicable requirements, including but
not limited to those established pursuant to
the Uranium MW Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978, as amended, or where ap- serve shall consist of 59,000,000 pounds of amount equal to $4.50 multiplied by the dry
propriate, with requirements established by natuial uranium contained in stockpiles or short tons of tailings Located at the site as of
a State that is a party to a discontinuance inventories currently held by the United the effective date of thIs subtitle and generagreement under section 274 of the Atomic States for defense purposes. Effective on the ated as an Incident of sales to the United
Energy Act of 1954, as amended (42 U.S.C. date of enactment of this Act, use of the Re- States.
2021). The term shall also include work at serve shall be retsicted to military purposes
(B) To ALL AC77VE RaT URANIVM L7CZNSg—
an active site prior to the date of enact ment and Government research. Use of the De- Payments made under paragraph (1) to
of this act accomplished in order to comply partment's stockpile of enrichment tails ex- active site uranium licensees shall not In
with the foregoing requirements;
isting on the date of enactment of this Act the aggregate exceed $270,000,000.
(10) the term "Secretary" means the Secre- shall be restricted to military purposes.
(C) lb THORIUM zJCtNsRLZ—Pyments
tary of Energy;
SSC.421L RESPOAEIBIJJFY rca run NDUSTWT.
mode under paragraph (1) to the Licensee of
(11) the terms "source ,rwlericl" and "spe(a) The Secretary stecU have a continuing the active thorium site shall not exceed
cial nuclear material" have The meaning responsibility for the domestic uranium in- $30,000,000.
iven such terms in section 11 of the Atomic dustry, and shalt take any action, which lie
(D) INFLATION I'SCALATrON lNDLL—The
Energy Act of 1954, as amended (42 U.S.C. determines to be appropriate under existing amounts in subsectIons (A), (RI, and (C) of
2014); and
iaw to encourage the use of domestic iirani- this section shall be increased annually
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based upon an inj2atzon index. The Secretary shall determine the appropriate index
to apply.
(E) ADDITIONAL REIMBURSEMENT.—PrOVided

however, (1) the Secretary shall determine as
of Juh' 31, 2005, whether the amount author-

ized to be appropriated in section 4222,

condered with the $4.50 per dry 8hort
ton limit on reimbursement, exceed,s the
total cost reimbursable to the licensees of

when

mtuion (hereinafter in this section referred ized to chavge fees for the use of specialized
to as the Commistion) shall annually assess recreation sites and facüities, including, but
and collect such fee8 and charges as are de- not limited to, improved campsites, swimscrbed n sUb8ectzon2 (b) and (c) in an min beaches, and boat launching ramps;
amount that approx7nates 100 perCent of however, the Secretary shall not charge fees
the budget authority for the Commf.ssion's for the use or provision of drinking- water,
Salaries and Expenses in the fUcal year in wayside exhibits, general purpose roo4s,
Which such assessment' i3 made, les8 any overtook sites, toiLet facilities, or general
amount appropriated to the Commission visitor information. The fees shall be deposfrom the Nuclear Waste Fund in such ftcal ited into the special Treasury account for
the Corps of Engineers that was established
year.
"(2) Frn.sr ASSE$SMENT.—The first assess- by section 460 of the Land and Water Conment shall be made not later than September servation Fund Act of 1965, as amended (16

active sites for reclamation, decommi.ssioning and other remedial action,' and (ii) Lithe
Secretary determines there is an excess, the
Secretary may allow reimbursement in 30, 1991, and shall be based on the Commis- U.S.C. 4604-6a(b)).
(b) Section 4 of the Land and Water Conexcess of $4.50 per dry short ton on a prorat- sion's Salaries and Expense8 budget author8ervation Fund Act of 1965, as amended (78
ed bast at such sites that reclamation, de- ityforftscal year 1991.
0(3) LAST AS.sESSMENT.—The last assessment Stat. 897; 16 U.S.C. 4604-4(a)), as further
commissioning and other remedial action
costs for taUins generated as an incident of of annual charges as described in subsection amended by deLeting the next to the last sensales to the United States exceed the $4.50 (c) 8hall be made not later than September tence of 8ubsectiOn (b).
30, 1995, and shall be based on the CommLsper dry short ton limitation.
TITLE VI—NON-RE VENUE PRO VISIONS OF
sion's Salaries and Expenses budget authorTHE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
SEC. 4221. REGULATIONS.
The Secretary shall issue regulation.s gov- ityforfiscal year 1995.
U)O.
AMENDMENT OF THC SOCIAL SECURITY
SEC.
OF
THING
SERVICE
OR
"(b) FEES FOR
erning reimbursement under section 4220. VALUE.—Pursuant
AC7 TABLE OF CONTENTS.
section 9701 of title 31,
An active uranium or thorium processing United States Code to
(a) AMENDMENT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY
person who receives
site owner shall apply for reimbursement a service or thing of any
value from the Commis- Acr.—Except as otherwte expressly providhereunder by submitting a statement for the
shall pay fees to cover the Commi.s- ed, whenever in this title an amendment or
amount of reimbursement, together with sion
is expressed in terin3 of an amendreasonabLe documentation in support there- sion's costs in providing any such service or repeal
ment to, or repeal of, a section or other proof, to the Secretary. Any such statement for thing of value.
vtsion, the reference shall be considered to
Ic) ANNUAL CHARGES.—
reimbur$ement, supported by reasonable
?1) PERSONS SUBJECT TO CHARGE.—Any be made to a section or other provision of
documentation, shall be approved by the person
holds a license from the Com- the Social Secuñty Act.
Secretary and remburscment therefor shall mtsion who
may be required to pay, in addition
(b) TABLE OF Covnmrrs.—
be made in a timely nuinner subject only to to the fees
set forth in 8ubsection (b), an TITLE VI—NON-RE VENUE PROVISIONS
the limitation. of section 4220.
annual charge
OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
SEC. 4222. A UTfiORIZA TION.
"(2) AooGATE AMOUNT OF CHARGES.—The
There f author'tzed to be appropriated for aggregate amount of the annual charge col- Sec. 6000. Amendment of the Social Secunty

purposes of this chapter not more than lected from all persons described in para$300,000,000 increa.,ed annually as provided graph (1) shall equal an amount that apin section 4220 based upon an inflation proximate-s 100 percent of the budget authorindex as determined by the Secretary.

TITLE I'.-.COMMI1TEE ON ENI1ROME7
AND PUBLIC WORKS
SEC. 5001. FEFS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PRO-

PART I—CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT

ity for the Commission's Salaries and Ex- Sec. 6001. IRS intercept for non-AFDC fampenes in the fiscal year in which such
ilies.
charge is collected, less any amount approSec. 6002. Comm i.ssion on interstate child
priated to the Cornmi3sion from the Nuclear

TECTION AGENCY.—(a) The Adminttrator of Waste Fund and the amount of fees collected

the Environmental Protection Agency shall under subsection (b) in such ftscal year.
assess and collect fees and charges for serv"(3) AMOUNT PER LICENSEE.—The Commisices and activities carried out pursuant to sion shall establish, by rule, a schedu'e of
the statutes which are o4ministered by the charges fairly and equitably allocating the
Agency in the amount of $22,000,000 for the aggregate amount of charges described in
fucal year 1991, and $33,000,000 in each of paragraph (2) among the licensees described
the fi.scal years 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995. in paragraph (1). To the maximum extent
Such sum, 8hall be in o4dition to the sum3 practicable the charges shall have a reasonthe Agency is collecting for services or ac- able relationship to the cost of providing
tivities upon the date of enactment of this regulatory services and may be based on the
Act The amount of any fee or charge as- allocation of the Commission's resources
sessed pursuant to this section shall be es- among licensees or classes of licensees detablished by rule after notice and opportuni- scri bed in paragraph (1).

ty for public comment. Publicly owned

Act, table of contents.
Subtitle A—Income Security

"(d) DEF,NmON.—A5 used in thi.s section,

support.
PART Il—SuPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

Sec. 6010. Continuation of medicaid eligibility under section 1619(b)
past ae 65.
Sec. 6011. Exclusion from income of impairment-related work expenses.
Sec. 6012. Treatment of royalties and honoraria as earned income.

Sec. 6013. Evaluation by pediatrician
child

dtsability

ii

determina-

tion.s.

Sec. 6014. Concurrent SSI and food stamp

applications by institutional

tzed individuals.
Nuclear Waste Fund' mears the fund estabquired to pay a fee associated with di.s- lished pursuant to section 302(c) of the Nu- Sec. 6015. Reimbursement for vocational rehabilitation services furnished
charge permits required pursuant to section clear Waste Policij Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C.
during certain months of non402 of the Federal Water Pollution Control 10222(c)).
paynent of supplemental secuAct.
(b) REPEAL-—Title VII of the Corsolidated
i-tty income benefits.
(b) Except as may otherwse be specifically Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985
provided bij law with regard to fees and (Public Law 99-2 72), a. amended, is amend- Sec. 6016. Certain non-cash contributions
received by recipients of SSI
charges, and their deposit and retention, ed by strUdng subtitle G. Tht, repeal shall
benefits excluded from income.
any fees and charges established and collect- become effective upon promulgation of the
ed by the Administrator of Environmental Nuclear Regulatory Commission's final rule Sec. 6017. Certain tru.ts not to be counted

wastewater treatment works shall not be re-

as a resource available to the
Protection Agency pursuant to tht section implementing section 292 of the Atomic
recipient. tru.st not income in
or other statutes o4minlstered by the Agency EneryAct of1954.
month in which it i, estabshall be deposited tn a special fund in the
(c) TABLZ w- Cor is.—The table of conl*sheii
United States Treasury which thereafter tents of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 .s
shall be available for appropriation, to amended by adding after the term relating Sec. 6018. Notification of certain inditduals eligible to receive ret roacremain pvailable until expended, to carri to section 291 the following new item.
out the Agency's activities for wh1ch the fee
or charge it mo4e
?WCLEAR REG ViA TORY COMMISSION USER FEES
AND ANNUAL CHARGES

tive benefits.

"Sec. 292. User fees and annual charges.".
SEC. 5003. RCREA TION USER FEES AT WA TER RE
SOURCES DE'ELOPMENT AREAS AD-

PART Ill—A ID TO FAMILIES WrrN DEPEJV DENT
CHILDREN

Sec. 6020. Optional monthly reporting and
ret rospective budetin.
ENERGY Acr.—Chapter 19 of the Atomic
receiving foster care
Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2015 et seq.) t
(a) The second sentence of section 210 of Sec. 6021. Children
maintenance
or adoption as
amended bij o44in at the end the following the FZood Control Act of 1968 (82 Stat. 746;
zi.stance payments not treatcd
16 U.S.C. 4604-3) is amended to reciL
new section.
as member of family unit for
"Notwithstanding section 460 of the Land
192. USER FEES AND ANNUAL CHARGES.
purposes of determining el1i
and Water Con.Qrvation Fund Act of 1965,
"(a) ANNUAL ASSESSMENT.—
btlity for, or amount of, AFDC
"(1) AM0UNT.—Except as provided in sub- as amended (78 Stat. 897; 16 U.S.C. 4604benefit.
paragraph (3), the Nuclear Regulatory Com- 6a(b)), the Secretary of the Army is authorSEC.

5002.

(a) AMENDMENT IV ATOMIC

MINISTERED BY THE DEPARTMEJVT OF
THE ARMY.
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1022. Elimination of term legal gimrdian.

Sec. 6023. Reporting of child abuse and neglect.

Subtitle B—Medicare
PART 1—PROVISIONS RELATING ONLY Ti) PART
A

Sec. 6024. Disclosure of information about Sec. 6101. Reductions in payments for cap-

AFDC applicants and recipi-

ital-related costs of Inpatient

hospital services.
rectl' connected to State foster Sec. 6.102. Prospective payment hospitals.

ents authorized for purposes dl-

S 15889
Subtitle C—Medicaid

PsRT i—PRESCRIPTION DRUG DISCOUNTS

Sec. 6201. Reimbursement for prescribed
dr-ui's under medicaid.
PART 11—PURCHASE OF PPJVATE. INSURANCE

Sec. 6211. States required to pay premiums,

deductibles, and coinsurance
assistance Sec. 6103. Reduction in indirect medical
for private health insurance
education payments.
progrants.
coverage for medicaid benefic-iSec. 6104. PPS exempt hospitals.
Sec. 6025. Repatriation.
aries where cost effective.
Sec. 6026. Good cause exception to required Sec. 6105. Expansion of hospice benefit.
PART 111—Low INCOME ELDERLY
cooperation for transitional Sec. 6106. Miscellaneous and technical
amendments relating to part A. Sec. 6221. 1-year acceleration of and inchild care benefits.
Sec. 6027. Technical correction regarding PART 2—PRovISIONS RELATiNG ONLY To PART
crease in option amount for

Care and adoption

penalty for failure to partici-

B

pate in JOBS program.
SUBPART A—PA YMENT FOR PHYSJCJAN5' SLR VICES
Sec. 6028. Technical correction regarding Sec. 6111. Reductions in payments for overAFDC-UP ëlig-zbUity requirevalued procedures.
ments.
Sec. 6112. Radiology services.
Sec. 6029. Technical amendments to nation- Sec. 1113. Anesthesia services.
at commission on children.
Sec. 6114. Pathology services.
Sec. 6030. Family support act demonstra- Sec. 6115. Update for physicians' services.
tion projects.
Sec. 6116. New physicians.
Sec. 6031. Study of JOBS programs operat- Sec. 6117. Assistants at surgery.
ed by Indian tribes and Alaska Sec. 6118. Advance determinations by carriNative organizations.
ers.
Sec. 6032. Proposed emergency assistance Sec. 5219. Limitation on beneficiary £iabi.jand AFDC special needs regulaIt y.
lions.
Sec. 6120. Statewide fee schedule areas for
physicians' services.
PART IV—C'HILD WELFARE AND FosmR CARE;
Sec. 6221. Technical corrections relating to
CHILD C4n5
physician payment.
Sec. 6040. Clarification af terminology reSec. 6122. Billing for services of substitv2e
lating to administrative costs.
physician.
Sec. 6041. Section 427 triennial reviews.
Sec. 6123. Study of prepayment medical
Sec. 6042. Independent living initiative-s.
review screens.
Sec. 6043. Grants to Slate.a for child care.
Sec. 6124. Utilization screens for physician
Psju' V—OLz-Aas Sun vnrons, g Diseysriry
visits in rehabilitation hospiINS IJR.4NCE
tata
Sec. 6050. Continuation 4! disability bene- Sec. 6125. Study of high volume payment
adjust menL
fits during appeaL

Sec. 6051. Repeal of special disability standard for widows and widosoers.
Sec. 6(152. Dependency requirements appli-

SUBPART B—PA YMENre FOR OTHER iTEMS AND
SER VICES

buy-in of premiums and cost
sharing for indigent medicare

beneficiaries.
Sec. 6222. Delay in counting Social Security
COLA increases until new poverty guidelines implemented.
PAR F 1W—CHILD HEALTH

Sec. 6231. Medicaid child health provisions.
PART V—HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED

Sne vicrs-

Sec. 6241. Home and community-based care
as optional service.
Sec. 6242. CommunIty supported living arran gements services.

Sec. 6243. Medicaid coverage of personal
care services outside the home.
P1.RT V1—Nwzsrno How.r REFORM

Sec. 6251. Medicaid nursing home reform
provisions.

PART VII—MISCELLANEO US AND TECHNICAL

PROvISIoNS

Sec. 6261. Demonstration projects to study
the effect of allowing States to

extend medicaid coverage to
certain

low-income families

not otherwise qualified to re-

ceive medicaid benefits.
Sec. 6262. Medicaid respite demonstration
Sec. 6130. Hospital outpatient services.
project extended.
cable to a child adopted by a Sec. 6131. Clinical diagno8tIc laboratory
surviving spouse.
Sec. 6263. Demonstration project tO provide
services.
Sec. 6053. Representative payee reforms.
medicaid coverage for HIVSec. 6132. Durable medical equipment.
positive individuals, and cerSec. 6054. Fees for representation of claim- Sec. 6133. Ortho tics and prosthetics.
ants in administrative protain pregnant women deterSUBPART C—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
mined to be at risk of contractceedings.
Sec. 6140. Community menial health cening the HIV virus.
Sec. 6055. Applicability of administrative
ters.
res judicata,- related notice re- Sec. 6141. Extension of Aisheimer's disease Sec. 6264. Mental iseaWi facility certification demonstration project.
qiiirements.
demonstration projects.
Sec. 6056. Demonstration projects relating Sec. 6142. CertIfied registered nurse ones- Sec. 8265. Optional State medicaid disability determinations Independto accountability for telephone
thetists.
ent of the Social Security Ad.enice center communications. Sec. 6143. Federally qualified health centers
ministration.
Sec. 1057. Telephone access to the Social Seand rural health clinics.
cit rity Administration.
Sec. 6144. Separate payment under part B Sec. 6266. Medically needy Income levels for
certain member families.
Sec. 6058. Amendments relating to social sefor services of certain health
entity account statements.
Sec. 6267. Medicaid spenddown option.
professionals.
Sec. 6059. Trial work period during rolling See. 6145. New technology ZOL'a.
Sec. 6268. Limitation on disaizowances or
five-year period for all disabled Sec. 6146. Rural nursing incentives.
de.ferral of Federal financial
beneficiaries.
participation for certain inpaPenT 3—Pnovrs,osvs Rez.Arrno To PARTS A AND
tient psychiatric hospital servSec. 6060. ContInuation of benefits on acB
ices for individuals under age
count of participation in a Sec. 6150. End-stage renal disease services.
21.
non-State vocational rehabiliSec. 6151. Staff-assisted home dialysis.
tation program.
Sec. 6269. 5-year extension of certain
Sec.
6152.
Medicare
as
secondary
payer.
Sec. 6061. Limitation on new entitlement to
waiver.
Sec. 6153. Health maintenance organ iza- Sec. 5270. MedicaId long-term care insurspecial age-72 payments.
tions.
Sec. 6062. Elimination of advanced creditance demonstration project.
to the trust funds of Social Sec. 6154. Peer review organizations.
Sec. 6271. Medicaid coverage of alcoholism
Sec.
6155.
improvements
in
and
simplificaSecurUy payroll taxes and raveand drug dependency treation of medigap policies.
nues from taxation of Social
ment services.
Sec.
6156.
Technical
and
miscellaneous
proSecurity benefits.
Sec. $272. Home and community-based
visions
relating
to
parts
A
and
Sec. 6063. Elimination of eligibility for retwaivers.
B.
macfive benefits for certain inSec. 6273. Medicaid provisions relating to
Sec
6157.
Living
wills
and
other
advance
dividuals eligible for reduced
health maintenance organizadirectives.
benefits.
tions.
Sec. 6064. Consolidation of aid methods eLf P.pr 4—PRO VISIONS RELATING tü PREMIUMS. Sec. 6274. State flex-ibility in Identifying
Dxoucriws, AND COINSURANCE
coin patting primary insurance
arid paying disproportionate
amounts.
Sec. 6161. Part B premium.
share hospitals.
Sec. 6065. Suspension of dependent's bene- Sec. 5162. Change in Part B deductible.
Sec. 1275. Extension of provision on volunfits wIzen the wo,*er is in an Sec. 6263. 20 Percent coinsurance for clinilary contributions and providextended period of eligibility.
cal diagnostic laboratory tests.
er-specific taxes.
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-Sec. 6276. Prohibition on waiving reasona- may be paid without regard to the provibe and adequate payment sons of chapter 51 and subchapter III af
cizapter53 of such Utle relating to classificarates.
tion ftnd General Schedule pay rates.
Subtitle D—Trade Provisions
"(C) On the request of the Chairperson of
PART I—CusToMs USF.R FW
the Commwon, the head of any Federal de•ec. 6301. Customs user fees.
partment or agency may detail, on a ref mPART ll—TECHNIc.u Co,.pcTIoNs
bursable basis, any of the personnel of such
Sec. 6."l. Technical amendments to the agency to the Commission to assut the Commission in carrying out its duties under this
Harmonized Tariff Schedule.
Sec. 6312. Tech nfcal amendments to certain section without regard to section 3341 of
title 5, United States Code. ' and
customs laws.
(3) in subsection (f)(IA by striking "July 1,
Subtitle E—Pension Benefit Guarantee
1991"andinserftng "Julyl, 1992'
Corporation Premiums
PART Il—SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY
Sec. 6401. Increase in premium rates.
INCOME
Subtitle F—Child Care and Development
SEC $910. CONTINUA TION OF MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY
Block Grant
UNDER SECTION 1119(b) PAST AGE 65.
Sec. 6501. Child Care and Development
G.p1Ep.AL.—Paragraph (1) of section
(a)
IN
Block Grant.
1619(b) (42 U.S.C. 1382h(b)) i3 amended in
Subtitle A—Irwwne Security
the matter preceding subparagraph (A) by
PART I—CHILD SUPPORT
striking "under age 65".
ENFORCEMENT
(b) EFFECTIVE DA E.—-The amendment
made by subsection (a) shall apply with reSEC. HO!. IRS INTERCEPT FOR NON.AFDC FAMIUE
(a) AuruoPJri or Snrzs To R,QU,ST WITH- 8pect to benefits payable for months beginning after the date of the enactment of this
HOLDING OF FEDERAL TAX REFUNDS FROM PERSONS OWING PAST Duz CHILD SUPP0RT.—Secton 464(a)(2)(B) (42 U.S.C. 664(a)(2)(B)) is

Act.

1,1991 " before the pe ri od.

(a) IN G,Nvw.—Section 1612(b)(4)(B)(ii)
(42 U.S.C. 1382a(b)(4)(B)(ii)) is amended by

amended by striking ' and before January

(b) WITHHOLDING OF FDF.RAL TAx REFUNDS
COLLECTION Of PIsT DUE CHILD SUPPORT
ON
OF DISABLZD CH!u OF ANY A 0J,
MiD OF SP0US.4L SUPPORT INCLUDU) IN ANY
CHILD SUPPORT Oiwp..—Section 464(c) (42
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SEC. 5011. EXCLUSION FROM INCOME OF IMPAIRNENT.RELA TED WORK EXPENSES.

SEC. 1014. CONCURRENT SSI AND FOOD STAMP AP.

PLICA TIONS BY INSTITLTIONALIZED
INDIVIDUALS

Section 1631(m) (42 U.S.C. 1383(m)) is

amended by striking the second sentence
and inserting the following new .sentence:

"The Secretary and the Secretary of Agriculture shall develop a procedure under which
an individual who applies for supplemental
security income benefits under this subsec-

tion shall also be permitted to apply at the

same time for participation in the food

stamp program authorized under the Food
StampAct of 1977(7 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.).'

SEc. 1015. PSIMBURSEMEI%T FOR VOCA TIONAL RENA
FURNISHED
SERVICES
BIIJTA TION
DURING CERTAIN MONTHS OF NONPA YMENT OF SUPPLEMEI%TAL SEC URITY
INCOME BENEFITS.

(a) IN GN.&u.—(1) Section 1615(d) (42
U.S.C. 1382d(d)) is amended by inserting immediately after the first sentence the follow-

ing: "In such cases the reimbursement may

include costs incurred for any month for
which the individual received a benefit
under this title (including assistance pursuant to section 1619(b)), received a federally
administered State supplementary payment,

or was ineligible (for a reason other than
cessation of disability or bhndness) to receve a benefit pursuant to 8ection 1611, an
agreement under section 1616(a), section

and an agreement under section 212(b)
striking "(for purposes of determining the 1619,
Public Law 93-66, but only for monffis
amount of his or her benefits under this title of
and of determiniiw hi3 or her eligibility for prior to the thirteenth consecutive month of
such benefits for cotsecutive monffis of eli- ineligibility. '
(b) EFFECTIVE DAT E.—The amendment
U.S.C. 664(c)) 18 amended—
gibility after the initial month of such eligi- made
by this section shall be effective on the
11) in paragraph (2), fry striking °minor bility)'
date of the enactment of this Act and shall
child." and inserting "qualified child (or a
(b) EFFECTIVE DATK.—The amendment apply to claims for reimbursement pending
qualified child and the parent with whom made by subsection (a) shau apply to benethe child is living if the same support order fiLe payable for caLendar monffis beginning on or after such date.

B,w.,

includes support for the child and the after the date of the enactment of this Act.
parent). ' and
SEC OI2. TREATNE%7 OF ROYALTIES AND HONO(2) by adding at the end the following:

"(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), the

term 'quahfied child' means a child—
"(A) who is a minor; or

"(B)(i) who, while a minor, was deter-

mined to be disabled under tiUe II or XVI;
and
"(ii) for whom an order of support is in
force."
(c) Emcrivz DATZ.—The amendments
made by subsection (b) shaU take effect on

&4RIA AS EARNED INCOME.

(a) IN G,N,AL.—Section 1612(a)
U.S.C. 1382a(a)) is amended—
(1) in paragraph (1)—

(42

"(E) any royalty which u earned in connection with any publication of the work of
an individual or any portion of any honoSEC $92. COMMISSION ON INTERSTATE CHILD SVP.
ra-ium which is received for services renPORT.
and"; and
Section 126 of the Family Support Act of dered,
(2) in subparagraph (F) of paragraph (2),
1988 (Public Law 100-485) is amended—
by inserting before the period ' other than
(1) *n subsection (d)—
deacrtbed in paragraph (1)(E) of
(A) by striking "1990" in paragraph (1) royaltie8
this subsection'
and inserting "1991"and
(b) ER'EcTIvE DATE.—The amendments
(B) by strUcing "May 1, 1991" in para- made
by this section shall apply with re3pect
graph (2) and inserting "May 1, 1992"
to benefits for months beginning on or after
(2) in subsection (e), by adding at the end the
first day af the 18th caiendar month folthereof the fouowing new paragraph.
the month in which this Act is en"(51(A) Individuais may be appointed to lowing
serve the Commission without regard to the acted.
regard to the Competitive Service. and with-

CEIVED BY RECIPIEV7 OF SSI BENEHiS EXCLUDED FROM INCOME.

(a) CO?ImJB U7IONS (OThER THAN CASH PMD

DmzcrL v v ni, RCIPINr) M..DE To

OBTAIN

Socw &RVJCFS OR FOR MAINTENANCE OF
HOML—(1) Section 1612(b) (42 U.S.C.

(A) in subparagraph (C), by striking ' 1382a(b)) is amended—
and" at the end of the subparagraph and in(A) by striking "and" at the end of paraserting a semicolon, and
(15);
(B) by inserting after subparagraph (D) graph
(B) by striking the period at the end of
the foflowing new subparagraph:
paragraph (16) and inserting a semicolon;

January 1, 1991.

provisions of title 5 that govern appointments in the Competitive Service, without

SEC. 601L CERTAIN NON-CASH CONTRIBUTIONS RE-

SEC. $013. EVALUATION BY PEDIA1'PJCIAN IN CHILD

DISABILITY DETERMINA TION

Section 1614(a)(3) (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3))

and
(C) by inserting after paragraph (16) the
fouowing;

"(17) contributions other than ca3h paid

direcUy to the recipfent which are not in the
form of food, clothing, or shelter, or may not

be used to obtain food, clothing, or shelter

and are for the purchaie of—

"(A) any service. includfng those which
are—

"(i) desgned to aisi.,t an eligible indfvidua who haa any physical or mental.impalrment to function in aociety on a level comparable to that of an individual who is not
so impaired, and
"(ii) provided by a recognized social services or educational agency, whether governmental or private, and whether nonprofit or
operated for profit,
"(B) vocational rehabilitation services;
"(C) private medical insurance coverage
where the private insurer ti to be the first

out regard to the CZasstfication System in is amended by ad4ing at the end the fouowchapter 53 of title 5, United States Code. The ing new subparaçraph.
"(H) In maMng determinations with reChairman af the Commission may fix the
compensation of the Executive Director at a spect to disability of a child under the age of
rate that shall not exceed the maximum rate 18 under this title the Secretary shall make payor;
of the basic pay payable under GS-18 of the reasonable efforts to ensure that a qua1ified
"(D) medical care:
General Schedule aa contained in title 5, pediatrician or other individual who spe"(E) transportation,
cializes in afield of medzczne appropriate to
United States Code.
"(F) educational servwea (including con"(B) The Executive Dfrector may appoint the disability of such child (ai determined
and fix the compensation of such additional by the Secretary) evaluatei the caie of such tinuing adult education, post.secondary education, and vocational education), includpersonnel as the Executive Director consid- chUi°
(b) EFFEC1IVE DATz.—The amendment fng books, tuition, laboratory fees, and any
ers necesaary to carry out the duties of the
other costs related to education except those
Commission. Such personnel may be ap- made by subsection (a) shall apply to deter- for
room and board,
pointed without regard to the prvviszons of minations made in or after the sixth month
"(0) personal assistance or attendant care
title 5, Uni€ed States Code governing ap beginning after the date of the enactment of
services; or
pointments in the Competitive Service. and this Act,
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"(H) services or equipment related to the dividual shall not be construed as causing respect to reports pertaining tO, or aid payquality and liveability of the individual's trust assets to be accessible to the individual able for, months begtnning in or after Octoshelter and which are not for the purposes of If all the other requirements of this subsec- ber 1990.
rent, mortgage, real property taxes, garbage tion are satisf led.
SEC. 6021. CIII WREN RECEIVING FOSTER CARE
MAINTENANCE OR ADOPTION ASSIST.
collection and sewerage services, water,
(b) CREATION OF TRUST NOT TO BE COUNTED
ANCE PAYMEN7S NOT TREATED AS
heating fuel, electricity, or gas. but perlnissi- AS INCOME IN Momw op CRF.AnON; L.47ER
PLIR.
ble contiibutions. include—
"(i) payment for telephone services;
"(ii) payment for repairs to shelter;

:

"(iii) payment for repairs or replacement
of heating source in shelter; and

PlACEMENT OF FUNDS OR PROPERTY IN flEE

TRUST ALso NOT COtmrD AS INCOME.—(1)
Section 1 612(b) (42 U.S.C. 1382a(b)) Is
amended—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of the
"'iv) purchase of any appliance, if such paragraph (16),
(B)by strUcing the period at the end of the
purchase will not result in the individual's

by
section
household goods exceeding the amount paragraph
(17)
added
which has been determined by the Secretary 6016(a)(1)(C) of this Act and inserting ";
to
be
reasonable
under
section and' and

(C) by inserting alter the paragraph (17)
(2) The amendments made by paragraph added by section 6016(a)(1)(C) of thu Act
(1) shall apply to determinations of income the following:
"(18) any funds or other property placed
made in months following the date of the enin a trust for the benefit of the individual
act ment of this Act.
(b)(1) RULES GOVERNING CIRCUMSTANCES over which the individual has no thscretion
1613(a)(2)(A).

UNDER WHICH COrirPJBurION OF A SHELTER IS
BE COUNTED AS INC0ME.—Section
TO

MEMBER OF FAMILY UNIT FOR

POSES OF DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY

FOR, OR AMOUNT OF, AFDC BENEFIT.

(a) IN GENEiw..—Part A of title IV (42
U.S.C. 601 et seq.) s amended by inserting
after section 408 the following new section:
"EXCLUSION FROM AFDC UNIT OF CHILD FOR
WHOM FEDERAL, STAlE OR LOCAL POSTER CARE
MATh7ENANCE OR ADOPTION ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS ARE MADE.

"SEC 409. Notwithstanding any other pro-

vision of thu title a child with respect to

whom foster care maintenance payments or

adoption aisstance payments are made
under part E or under State or local law

shall not, for the period for which such pay-

as to use shaU not be treated as income ments are made, be regarded as a member of
either at the time of creation of the trust or a family for purposes of determining the

If placed in the trust after its creation."
amount of benefits of the family under this
(2) The amendments made by paragraph part, and the income and resources of such
(A) in subparagraph (E), by strLlcing "; (1) shall apply to determinations of income chiLd shall be ezcluded from the income and
and" and inserting ' except that receipt of made in or alter the sixth month beginning resources of a family under Uii part unless,
any sum or property ai a result of in/writ- after the date of the enact meirt of U&s AcL
in the caie of a child wUh respect to whom
ance, gift, or support shall be treated as SEC I& NOTIFICATION OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS adoption aisistance payments are so made.
ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE RETROACTIVE such exclusion would reduce the benefits of
income only in the month in which the mdi8ENEFITS
vidual legally has access to the funds to use
the family under this part
In noUfying individuals of their eligtbility
for the individual's own enejt,.".
(b) CONFORMING Pai.—Section 478 (42
(B) in subparagraph (F), by striking the to receive retroactive benefits under Sulli- U.S.C. 678) Is hereby repealed.
van v. Zebley, 1105. Cl. 2658 (1990), the Sec•
period and inserting ' and' and
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment
retary shall include written notiOe, n lan- made by subsection (a) and the repeal made
(C) by inserting at the end the folzowing:
"(G) the value of an ownership interest in guage that s easily understandable, explain- by subsection (b) shall take effect on the first
a shelter received, but the value of such in- ing—
day of the first month beginning afier the
(1) the 6-month limitation on the exclu- date that Is 6 months after the date of the
terest shall be included in income only in
the month of receipt and pursuant to the fol- sion from resources under section 1613(a)(7) enactment of this AcL
of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. SEC ø2& UNINA TION OF TERN LEGAL GUARDIAN.
lowing ruler
"(i) U the individual resides in the ahelter 1382b(a)(7));
(a) IN GEiw.—Section 402(a)(39) (42
(2) the potential effects under title XVI of
at the time of the conveyance, the limita602(a)(39)) s amended—
tions established by the Secretary for pre- the Social Security Act, attributable to the U.S.C.
(1) by striking °or legal guardian' and
suming a maximum value for in-kind sup- receipt of such payment, including—
(2) by strlidng "or legal guardians"
(A) potential ducontinuation of eligbilport shall apply.
(b) EmCTIVE DATE.—The amendments
"(ii) If the individual does not reside in ity; and
(B) potential reductions in the amount of made by subsection (a) shall take effect on
the shelter at the time of the conveyance, the
the date of the enactment of this AcL
full value of the interest shall be income in benefits,
(3) the possibility of establishing a supple- SEC lOlL REPORTING OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEthe month of receipt."
GLECT.
(2) The amendments made by paragraph mental security income (SSI) special needs
(a) CONCERNING AFDC APPLICANTS AND RE(1) shall apply to determinations of income truist account that—
(A) designates the individual for whom CIPIENTS.—
made in or alter the sixth month beginning
(1) IN GENERAL—Section 402(a)(16) (42
such payment Is made as the beneficiary;
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
U.S.C. 602(a)(16)) s amended to read as folSEC. 1017. CERTAIN TRUSTS NOT TO BE COUNTED AS and
(B) may not be considered a. income or re. lows:
A RESOURCE A VAILABLE TO TIlE RE"(16) provide that the State agency will—
CIPIEAT7 TRUST NOT INCOME IN MONTH sources for the purposes of this tiUe and
(4) that legal aisstance n establishing "(A) report to an appropriate agency or ofIN WHICH IT IS ESTABLISHED.
(a) CIRCUMSTA!,CES UNDER WHICH TRUST such a trust may be available through legal ficial, known or suspected instances of physCREATED FOR BENEFIT OP RZCIPIFNT 5pjj referral services offered by a State or Local cal or mental injury, sexual abuse or exploiNOT BE COUNTED AS A RESOURCE.—Section bar aisociation, or through the Legal Serv- tation, or negligent treatment or maltreatment of a child receiving aid under part B
ices Corporation.
1613(a) (42 U.S.C. 1382b(a)) is amended—
or this part under circumstances which in(1) by strucing "and" at the end of paraPART Ill—A ID TO FAMILIES WITH
dicate that the child's heaWi or welfare i3
graph (7);
DEPENDENT CHILDREN
(2) by strUcing the period at the end of SC •o2 OPTIONAL MONTHLY REPORTING AND threatened thereby; and
"(B) provide such fttformation with reparagraph (8) and inserttng ", and' and
RtTROSPECTIVE BUDGETING.
(3) by inserting alter paragraph (8) the fol
(a) OPTIONAL MOrmlz.Y RsP0RnNG.—Sec- spect to a situation described n subparamay have"
lowing:
tion 402(a)(14) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)(14)) s graph (A) as the State agency
&MENDMENTs.—Section
(2)
CONopJ.fING
"(9) any amount set aside in a trust or amended—
stmzlar legal device, either by the individual
(1) by striking "with respect to" and all 402(a)(9) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)(9)) s amended—
(A) in subparagraph (C). by strUcing
or on behalf of the indivi4ual, for the pur- that folZows through "(A) provide" and
pose of provi4ing assistance to the individ- insert "provide, at the option of the State "and' and
(B) by inserting ' and (E) reporting and
tsa4 so long as the indivi4ual doea not have and with respect to such category or categoaccess to the assets of the tniL An individ- rtes as the State may select and fdentifij in providing information pursuant to paragraph (16) to appropriate authorities with
ual does not have access to assets held in a Us State plan (A)'
trust if the trusee, and not the individual.
(2) by strUcing "(with the prior approval of re3pect to known or suspected child abuse or
has the d.scretion to determine when such the Secretary fn recent work history and neglect" before the 1st semicolon.
(b) CONCERNING RECIPIENTS OF FOSTER CARE
assets ought to be distributed to or for such earned income caies)"; and
individual and the amount of any such d.s(3) by strUcing "upon a determination" OR ADOPTION ASSISTANCE.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Section 471(a)(9) (42
tribution. The authority for ducretlon by and all that follows through "paragraph"
the trustee to use the assets of the trust for
(b) OPTIONAL RETROSPECTIVE BUDGETING.— U.S.C. 671(a)(9)) s amended to read a. folthe support and maintenance of the fndivid- Section 402(a)(13) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)(13)) s lows:
"(9) provide that the State agency will—
ual. or to supplement any benefits avcilable amended by strUcing all that precedes sub"(A) report to an appropriate agency or ofto the individual under title XVI or other paragraph (A) and inserting the following:
publfc benefits, shall not mean that the mdi"(13) at the option of the State, provide ficial, known or suspected instances of physcal or mental injury, sexual abuse or exploividual has access to these assets. ThE fact that—
that the trustee Is also the representative
(c) E,FECr1VE DArL—The amendments tation, or negligent treatment or maltreatpayee for the individual or relative of the in- made by thIs section shall take effect with ment of a child receiving aid under part B
1612(a)(2) (42 U.S.C. 1382a(a)(2)) Is amended—

or this part under circumstances which tn- subparagraph (A)(i)" and inserting "if and

dscate that
threatened

the child's health or welfare is

thereby; and

"(B) provide such information with re-

spect to a s4.twLtion described in subparagraph (A) as the State agency may have;".
(2)
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for so long as such parent".

EFFECTIVE DATL—The amendment
by subsection (a) shall take effect on
the date of the en-actmev.t of this Act.

(b)

made
SEC

a.Me1e,vriern.—Section

4T1(aJ(V (42 U.&C 671laH8)) Is amended—
(A) in subparagraph (C), by striking

'tnd' and

(B) by Inserting ", and IE) reporting and

1125.

TECJJNCAL CORRECTION REGARDING
AFKJ C-I/P ELIGIBJJJTE

REQU1RFJJENTS.

(a) IN GENEL4L.—SeCtiOIZ 407(d)I1) (42
U.S.C. 607(4)11)) is amended—

amended fry striking

"1990"

and inserting

"1991".
PART IV—CJIIU) WELFARE AND FOSTER
C4RE
5E( 1111. (Z.4EIFICA THIN Of TERMINOLOGY BELA?INC TO ADMINISTIIA TIVE COSTS.

(a) IN GENEP.AL.—Paragruph (3) of section

474a) (42 U.S.C. 674(a)(,V) is amended by

"provision of child placement
(1) by striking "a calendar quarter (A)" Inserting
services and for the" before "proper and effi-

and inserting "IA) a calendar quo.rter'
(2) by striking "or" at the end of subpara- cient".
(b) Esesni'zve Dsre.—The amendment
graph (9) to appropriate authorities with re- graph (A): and
—
made by subsection (a) shall take effect on
spect to known or suspected child abuse or
(3) by Inserting ", and (C) a Calendar the date of the enactment of this Act.
neglect" before the 1st semicolon.
quarter ending before October 1990 in which
(C) Emcrrve DATE.—The amendments such Individual participated In a communi- SEC. 5941. SECtION 427 TRIENNIAL REVIEWS.
(a) AMENDMENTS ro SECTION 10406 or
made by this section shall take effect on the ty work experience program under section
date of the enactment of this Act.
409 (as in effect tris,iiediately before October QBRA 1989.—Section 10406 of the Omnibus
SEC. Salt DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION ABOUT 1, 1990) or the work incentive program es- Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 (42 U.S.C.
627 note) is amended—
AND RECIPIENTS tablished under part C (as In effect immediAFDC APPUCAJ%'TS
AUTHORLZEI) FOR PURPOSES DIRECTS
(1) by striking "1991" and inserting
a.leZy before such date)" before the semi-

providing information pursuant to para-

LV CONNECTED

Ti')

PTA YE

POSTER

CARE AND ADOPTiON ASSISTANCE

"1992".

colon.

amendment
(2) by striking "1990" and inserting
and
(a) IN GENERAL—Section 402(a)(9)(A) (42 ,n&de by subsection (a) shall take effect on "1991'
(3) in the section heading, by striking
U.S.C. 602(a)(9)(A)) u amended by striking the date of the enactment of this Act.
TECHNiCAL AMV*'DMF.NIS 10 NATIONAL "1990" and inserting "1991".
"or D" and inserting " D, or E".
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMEN-r.—The item reCOMMISSION ON CHILDREh
(b) EFFECTiVE DATE.—The amendment
Section 1139(d) (42 U.S.C. 1320b-9(d)) Is lating to section 10406 in the table of conmade by subsection (a) shall take effect on
amended in the matter preceding paragraph tents appearing immediately after section
the date of the enactment of this Act.
(1), by striking "an interim report no later 10000 of such Act is amended by striking
SEC. 1125. REPA TRIA lION.
than
March 31, 1991, and a final report no "1990"and inserting "1991".
(a) IN GENEP.AL.—Section 1113 of the Social later than September 30, 1990" and Inserting SEC. 1042. INDEPENDENT Li WING INFTIA TI YES.
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1313), as amended by 'an Interim report no later than September
(a) IN GENF.k.SL._SubparagraPh (C) of secsection 140 of the Customs and Trade Act of 30, 1990, and a final report no later than
477(a)(2) (42 U.S.C. 177(a) (2)) is
tion
1990 (Public Law 1 01-382) Is amended—
amended—
(1) in subsection i'd), by striking "on or March 31, 1991".
V SUPPORT ACT PEMOPiSTRA T1ON
(1) by inserting "who has not attained age
after October 1, 1989" and inserting "after SEC. 1130. FA!4IL
PROIEC7
21" after "may at the option of the State
September 30, 1991"; and
SectIon 505 of the Family Support Act of also include any child' and
(2) by adding at the end thereof the follow1988 is amended—
(2) by striking ", but such child" and all
ing new subsection:
(1) in subsection (a), by inserting "in each that follows through "care".
"(e)(l) The Secretary may accept on behalf
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
of the United States gifts, in cash or in kind, of the fiscal years 1990, 1991, and 1992,"
"shall'; and
made by subsection (a) shall apply to payfor use In carrying out the program estab before
12) In subsection (e), by striking "Septem- ments made under part E of title IV of the
lished under this section. Gifts in the form
30, 1989" and inserting "September30 of Social Security Act for fiscal years beginof cash shall be credited to the appropria- ber
tion account from which this program is the fiscal year specified in the agreement de- ning with fiscal year 1991.
SEC. 1143. GRANTS TO STATES FOR CHILD CARE.
funded, in addition to amounts otherwise scri bed in subsection (a)".
PROGRAMS.

appropriated, and shall remain available
until expended

Ib)

EPFEC'TIVE

Dsr'e.—The

SEC. 1031. STUDY OF JOBS PROGRAMS OPERATED DY
INDIA N TRIBES AND ALASItA NA T7IE
ORGANIZATIONS.

"(2) Gifts accepted under paragraph '1)
(a) IN GE,qensL—Not later than 180 days
shall be available for obligation or other use
the date of the enactment of this Act,
by the United States only to the extent and after
in the amounts provided in appropriation the Comptroller General of the United States

(hereafter in this section referred to as the
Acts. ".
(b) EFFECTIVE DArs—The amendments "Comptroller") shall conduct a study of the
made by subsection (a) shall be effective for Implementation of section 482(i) of the
fiscal ye.ars beginning after September 30, Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 682(i)) relating to job opportunities and basic skills
1989.
trainIng programs (hereafter in this section
sEC. 1055. GOOD CA USE EXCEPTION TO REQUIRED
referred to as "JOBS programs") operated
TRANSITIONAL
COOPERA TION
FOR

(a) RuzJ.s GOVERNING PROVISION OF Cmli)

CtRE iv Ezjwsz.e FAMILIES. —Section 402 (42
U.S.C. 602) is amended by adding at the end
the following:

"ti)(l) Each State agencI may, to the

extent that it determines that resources are
available, provide child care in accordance
with paragraph (2) to any low income

family that the State deter-mines is not eligi-

ble for aid under the State plan app roved
under this part, needs such care in order to

work, and would be at risk of becoming eligible for aid under the State plan approved
by
Indian
tribes
and
Alaskan
Native
organiChILD CARE BENEFITS.
under this part if such care were not providzations
(as
defined
In
paragraph
(5)
of
such
GENEP..&z..—&ction
(a)
IN
ed.
section
482(1)).
U.S.C.
402(g)(1)(A)(vi)(II)
(42
"(2) The State agency may provide child
(b) REQUIREMEnTS FOR Ssvx,y.—In conduct602(g)(1)(A)(vi)(II)) is amended by inserting
care pursuant to paragraph (1) by—
ing
the
study
described
in
subsection
(a)
the
", without good cause for re.fusing to cooper"(A) providing such care directly:
ate as determined by the State agency in ac- Comptroller shall—
"(B) arranging such care through provid(A)
identlJ'y
any
problems
associated
with
cordance with standards prescribed by the
ers by use of purchase of service contracts or
482(i) of the
the
Implementation
of
section
Secretary, which standards shall take into
vouchers;
Security Act, and
consideration the best interests of the child Socialassess
"(C) providing cash or vouchers in ad(to
the
extent
practicable)
the
(B)
for whom child Care is to be provided" effectiveness of the JOBS programs operated vance to the caretaker relative in the family;
before the period.
"(D) reimbursing the caretaker relative in
(b) Emc'rive DAre.— The amendment by Indian tribes and Alaskan Native organi- the family: or
made by subsection (a) shall take effect on zations.
"(E) adopting such other arrangements as
Ic) Reponz—Upon completion of the study
the date of the enactment of this Act.
the agency deems appropriate.
described
In
subsection
(a),
the
Comptroller
CORRECTION
REGARDING
SEC. 1127 TECHNICAL
"(3)(A) A family provIded with child core
PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO PARTIC!- shall submit a report to the appropriate under paragraph (1) shall contribute to such
committees of the Congress that includes—
PATE IN JOBS PROGRAM.
(A) a summery of the findings of the study; care In accordance with a sliding scale for(a) IN GENEn-e'_—-Section 407(b)(1)(B)tiui)
mula established by the State agency bc.ed
and
(42 U.S.C. 607(b)(1)(B)(ii.i)) i.samended—
(B) recommendations with respect to pro- on the family's ability to pay.
(1) before the dash, in the matter preced"(B) The State agency shall make payment
posed legislation or changes in adrnini.rtraing subclause (I), by striking "child or rela(lye policy to Improve the effectiveness of for the cost of child care provided under
tive specified In subsection (a)" and InsertJOBS programs conducted pursuant to sec- paragraph (1) with respect to a family in an
ing "parent described in subparagraph
amount that Is the lesser of—
tion 482 Ii) of the Social Security Act.
IA)(i) and to any spouse of such parent
"(I) the actual cost of such care: and
(unless such spouse is participating in a SEC. 6025 PROPOSED EP4ERI7ENCT ASTISTANCE AVD
"(ii) the applicable local market rate (as
AFDC SPECIAL NEEDS REGULA T,'QNS.
program under part F) ' and
Subsection (c) of s'ection 8005 of the Omni- determined by the State in accordance with
(2) in subciause (I), by striking "if and for
so long as such child's parent described in bus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 is regulations Issued by the Secretary).
-
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"(4) The value of any child care provided
"(B) the amount determined under paraor órranged (or any amount received as pay- graph (2) with respect to the State for the
ment for such care or reimbursement for fiscal year.

costs incurred for the care) under this sub-

"(2)(A) The limitation determined under
section—
this paragraph with respect to a State for
?A) shall not be treated as income or as a any fiscal year i.e the amount that bears the
deductible expense for purposes af any other same ratio to The amount specified in sub.
Federal or federally assisted program that parizgraph (B) for such fiscal year as the
bases eligibility for or amount of benefits number of children resl4ing in the State in
upon need, and

the second preceding fiscal year bears to the
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(A) by redesignating paragraphs (1) and

(2) a, subparagraphs (A) and (B), respectively;

(B) by striking "(d) If any person—" and
in3erting "(d)(1) This subsection applies
with respect to any perSon whe—'
(C) in subparagraph (A) (as redesignated),

by striMng "as required" and all that follows through "but not entitled" and inserting "being then not entiUed'

"(B) may not be claimed as an employ- number of children residing in the United
(D) in subparagraph (B) (as redesignated),
ment-related expense for purposes of the States in the second preceding fiscal year.
by strUcing the comma at the end and insert
credit under section 21 of the Internal Reve"(B) The amount specified in this sub- ing a perlod, and
nue Code of 1986.
paragraph is—
(E) by striking "such person shaU" and all
"(5) Amounts expended by flue State
"(i) $65,000,000 for fiscal year 1991;
that foUows and inserting the fouowing new
"(ii) $65,000,000 for fiscal year 1992;
apency for child care under paragraph (1)
paragraph:
"(iii) $65,000,000 for fiscal year 1993;
shall be treated as amounts for which pay"(2) For purposes of title XIX, each person
"(iv) $65,000,000 for fiscal year 1994; and with respect to whom this subsection apment may be made to a State under section
"(v) $65,000,000 for fiscal year 1995, and plies—
403(n) only to the exteni that—
"(A) such amounts are, subject to para- for each fiscal year thereafter.
"(A) shall be deemed to be a recipient of

o Gi ro

(c) INcP.AsE AND ExIINSI0N
graph (3)(B), within such limits as the State
aupplemental security income benefits
STATES TO IMPROVE CHILD C4RE LICENSING
may prescribe,
under this title if such person received such
"(B) the care involved meets applicable A?JD REGIS TP.A 170N REQUIRZMENTh, AND To a benefit for the month before the month in
MONITOR Cwnz Cw.z PRO VIDED To CHILDREN
atandards of State and local law; and
which such person began to receive a benefit
?C) the entity providing the care allows RECEIVING AFDC.—Section 402(g)(6)(D) (42 described in paragraph (1)(A), and
U.S.C. 602(g)(6)(D)) is amended by inserting
parental access.
"(B) shall be deemed to be a recipient of
"(6)(i) Each State sha'l prepare reports an- ", and $35,000,000 for each of fiscal years State supplementary payments of the type
nwz.lly, beginning with fiscal year 1993. on 1992, 1993, and 1994' before the period.
in section 1616(a) of this Act (or
(e) CoolwmArzoN WPrH OThER PROGRAMS referred to of
the activities of the State carried out with
the type described in section
OR CrnUREN.—Section 402(g)(7) (42 U.S.C. payments
funds made available under section 403(n).
212(a) of Public Law 93-66) which are paid
°(ii) The State shall ma/ce copies of each 602(g)(7)) is amended by inserting "and sub- by the Secretary under an agreement rereport required by this paragraph available section (i)" after "this subsection'
to in such section 1616(a) (or in sec(f) EmcnvE DAm.—Except as otherwise ferred212(b)
for public inspection within the State, shall
of Public Law 93-66) if such
transmit a copy of each such report to the expressly provided, the amendments made tion
person received such a payment for the
Secretary, and shall provide a copy of each by this section shall take effect on October 1, month before the month in which such
such report, on request, to any interested 1990.
person began to receive a benefit described
public agency.
PART V—OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND
in paragraph (1)(A),
"(iii) The Secretary shaU annually comDISABILITY INSURANCE
so long as such person (i) would be eligipile the StaLe reports transmitted to the Sec- SEC U5& CONTINUA flON OF DISABILITY BENEFI7S for
ble for such supplemental security income
retary pursuant to clause (ii), and submit
DURING APPEAL
benefits, or such State supplementary paysuch annual compilat ion to the Congress.
Subsection (g) of section 223 (42 U.S.C. ments, in the absence of benefits described
"(B) Each report prepared and transmit- 423(g)) Ia amended—
in paragraph (1)(A), and (ii) is not entitled
ted by a State under subparagraph (A) shall
(1) in paragraph (1)(i), in the matter folhospital insurance benefits under part A
set forth with respect to child care services lowing subparagraph (C), by inserting "or" to
of title XVIII. "
funded under section 403(n)—
after "hearing, ' and by strUcng pending,
(2) INCLUSION OF MONThS OF SSI EJJGIBIL ITY

?i) showing separately for center-based or (iii) June 1991." and inserting "pend- Wfl7IIN 5-MONTH DISABILrFY WAiTING PERIOD
child care sen,icej, group home child care ing. "; and
AND 24MoNTH MEDICARZ WAiTING PERIOD.—
services, family child care services, and rela(2) by striking paragraph (3).
(A) WIDOw'S BENZFITS BASED ON DISABILtive care services the number of chUdren SEC $O$L REPEAL OF SPECIAL DISABILITY STAND- rry.—Section
202(e)(5) (42 U.S.C. 402(e)(5))
who received such services, and the average
ARD FOR WIDOWS AND WIDOWERS
Ia amended—
cost of such services;
(a) IN Gzi.pj...—Section 223(d)(2) (42
(i) in subparagraph (B), by strtking "(i)"
"(ii) the criteria applied in determining U.S.C. 423(d)(2)) Ia amended—
and "(ii)" and inserting "(I)" and "(II)", reeligibility or pnority for receiving services,
(1) in subparagraph (A), by striking spectively;
and sliding fee schedu'es;
"(except a widow, surviving divorced wife,
(ii) by redesignating subparagraphs (A)
"(iii) the child care licensing and regula- widower, or surviving divorced husband for
and (B) as clauses (i) and (ii), respectively;
tonj (including registration) requirements purposes of section 202(e) or (f))'
(iii) by inserting "(A)" after "(5)' and
in effect in the State with respect to each
(2) by strtktng subparagraph (B); and
(iv) by adding at the end the fouowing
type of service specified in clause (i); and
(3).by redesignating subparagraph (C) as new
subparagraph:
"(iv) the enforcement polzciea and prac- subparagraph (B).
"(B) For purposes of paragraph (1)(F)(i),
tices in effect in the State which apply to li(b) CONFORMING Aziimriwrs.—
censed and regujated chüd care providers
(1) The third senteiwe of section 216(i)(1) each month in the period commencing with
(including providers required to register).

(42 U.S.C. 416(i)(1)) is amended by striking

"(C) Within 12 months after the date of "(2)(C)" and inserting "(2)(B)'
the enactment of this subsection, the Secre(2) Section
223(f)(1)(B) (42 U.S.C.
tars, thafl establish uniform reporting t- 423(f)(1)(B)) is amended to read as follows:
quirements for use by the States in prepar"(B) the individuo.l is now able to engage
ing the informaUon required by this para- in substantial painful activity; or'
graph, and make auch other provszon a
(3) Section 223(f)(2)(A)(ii) of such Act (42
may be neceuanj or appropriate to ensure U.S.C. 423(f)(2)(A)(ii)) is amended to read as
that compliance with this subsection will follows:
not be unduly burdensome on the States.
"(ii) the individual is now able to engage
?D) The Secretary thafl sssue an interim in substantial gainful activity, or'
report on the matters described in aubpara(4) Section 223(f)(3) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
graphs (A) and (B) with respect to fiscal 423(f)(3)) is amended by strUcing "therewear 1992, based on information made avail- fore—" and all that foUows and inserting
able by the Statea. '

(b) PAYMErr To STAms.—Section 403 (42

U.S.C. 603) ti amended by o4ding at the end
the foUowing:

"therefore the indivlduo..l is able to engage in

substantial gainful activity; or'
(5) Section 223(f) of such Act is further

the first month for which such w4ow or surviving divorced wife Ia first eligible for sup-

plemental security income benefits under
title XVI, or State supplementary payments
of the type referred to in section 1616(a) (or

payments of tIe type described n section
212(a) of Public Law 93-66) which are paid
by the Secretary under an agreement referred to in section 1616(a) (or in section
212(b) of Public Law 93-66), shaU be includ-

ed as one of the months of such waiting
period for which the requirements of subparagraph (A) have been meL'

(B) WIDOWER'S BENEFITS 8.4SED OF' DISAIL

rri.—Section 202(f)(6) (42 U.S.C. 402(f)(6)) is
amended—

(i) in subparagraph (B), by strlkrng W"

amended, in the matter foUowing paragraph and "(iii' and inserting "(I)" and "(II)' re-

"(n)(1) In addition to any payment under (4), by striking "(or gainful activity in the spectively;
(ii) by redesignating subparagra,hs (A)
case of a widow, surviving divorced wife,
lied to payment from the Secretary of an widower, or surviving divorced husband)" and (B) as clauses (i) and (ii), respectively;
(iii) by inserting "(A)" after "(6)' and
amount equal to the lesser of—
each place it appears.
"(A) the FederaZ medical a.ssistance per(iv) by adding at the end the following
(c) TRANSITIONAL RUIJS RL.4 rING To
new subparagraph:
centage (as defined In aection 1905(b)) of the IC4JD AND MEDICARE EUGIBIz.rrl.—
expenditurea by the State in providing child
(1) DETIRMINATION OF MFbICAiD ZLIGIBIL"(B) For purposes of paragraph (1)(Fi(1).
care pursuant to 3ection 402(i) for anycal rry.—Section 1634(d) (42 U.S.C. 1383c(d)) *3 each month in the period commencing with
year; and
the first month for which such widower or
amended—

subsection (a) or (1), each State shaU be enti-
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niiv*p diuorccd hwbnd s first thgible with re.pecL to megLwl aasAsLance pmvded promptly revoke certification for payment

for supZemena1 securtt income benftt8 a/kr December 1990. The amendmevi3 made of be,wJits to suck representative pojjee purunder tf tie XVI, or State supplementary by subsection (c)(2)(C') shall apply wiTh re- suant to (his subsection and certify payment
sayment8 af Uze type referred to in seciion specL to item. and £ervfce& f.rn.ühed alter to an alternate representative payee or to
1616(a)

(orpaijments of Vie t3pe decrtbed December 1990.

in section p12(a) of Th.bttc Law 93-66)

which are paid by the Secretary uncter an

QWMD17 FOR CERTAiN
(2) APPIJCSnaN
:NDJvWW.iS ON w,EFZT RGLL3.—In the case af

of sitbparagruph (Al have been met.

plemental securtty income benefiL under

the individuaL".
(B) TI7LxvL—

(1) IN aea'iRaL.—SecLiO1L 1631(a)(2)(A) (42

agee.ment referred to in section 1616IaJ (or anj tndivutuaZ who—
U.S.C. 1383(oJ(2J(A)) is aaev4ed to -ead as
n section ZlZfb) af Pibtic Law 93-6), shall
(A) is entUleZ to disability insurance bene- foilows.
be nctiuIed as one f the mon!J of such flt under section 223 of the Social Security "(A)(i) Payments of the benefit of any inwaiting period for which tJe rqwtrements Act fo7 December 1990 or L eligible for sup- dwdw.Z way be made to any auch individtUle XVI of such Act, or State suppiementa(42 U.S.c. 426(e)(1)) L amended—
ry payments of U&e tape referred to In sectU b ,ede1gnatinp subparizgrphs M) tion 1616Aa) af zuch Act (or p pvient of Vie
end () e, eatzses 10 and (iV, reectivefy type (ieac7ibed in secUon 212(& of Public
(11) by Inserting "(A)" after "(e)(1? and
Law 93—U) which ae paid by the Secretary
C) MFD1CAP2 aLW?1Y.—SectiOn 22(e1111

ual oi- to £he eUgthie spouse (f( any) of auch
ftidividua,l or parUi to each.

"(il) Upon a determination by the Secre-

tary that the inLere.t of siwh tndividual

would be served thereby, or tn the cose of
any imdáviduaA or eligible spou.se referred to

(Hi) b' sddsnp al the end the fo1owing under * aqreeme* referred to tn sitch aec- tia sectioit 1611(&(3)(A), such payments .shaU
new svbpar.grap

sectAon 212(b) of PubJic be made, regardless of thie lepal competency
hon 1616(a) (or
For purposes
of subseeton Law 93-66), for Janiary 1991,
or incompetenC' of the Uidividwil or eligib'e
fbi(2)(A)IUU eae* wo*h In me pevWd corn&B) aped for widow's or widower's in- spouse, to another i,diid.iaI tMo or to a
"(B)

,encnq wUh the firag aonth for iMich u ws,see &meflts un4er skbsectwn (e) or (f) qualified organization (a3 defried *n sub.
*,idlvd*i1 U first thgbe for sipemen1aI Qf secLon 202 af ike Social SecirU Ad parraph (DHii)) wluch, is *iterea1ed *'i or
curUy mcome beiefUa under tWe XVI, or dizinp 19O. aad
concerned mth the wefre of nich ndividStcte auppementary payments of the tppe
(C) ü 'iot entatZed Ic such benefi€a under
u& a,sd with rrspect So whom the requirereferred to 1* section 1616(a) of this Act for such nb3eCtion (e) or (j') for ny month 0*

puv,ne*1s 4f the tape de3cnbd ix sechon tJe basü af such ppiwa1wn by rea,on of
Z1Z(a) af Pii4ic Law 93-16) which are paid the definition of thaabüUy under section
by the Secretary wsder g apvement re- 223(dII2HB) af the Social SecIrsLy Act (as n
ftrred to *n aection 1616(a) (or z* stion effevt ft*wdiLeiv before the daLe af the e*-

ment3 of subparagraph (B) have been met
(in UUs paragraph referred to s such i*divdua1's 'representative pa)'ee') for the use

and benj1t of the ndivdual or thoibie

211(b) of PbUc Law 9346), swJ1 be indud- atmenL of thu Act), nd woi4d have been so
ed as o*e of the 24 w.ontha for w*ich such entitled for aiech month on te basis f such
div4dl mvat Ps.ve bn 1Wed to opUcation f the wnendmenta ,,w4e by this
nidows or wdotDer's *w#ance benefits on aection had beei, apJied wilh reapecL to

5P0M.
't*ii) If the Secret.ei- or a court of competenL juriadzetwn determines that the rejwenMtive papee of an i*dividua1 or thQ-tbie
spouse has mi.vsed any bew.efi.ts which have

or Z-

uoi's enUUemevS to such benefits uxder snb-

Secretary shall promptly terminate payment

SSI Roz.z..—
II) WIDOWS INSUkAA'E DZNEFm.—,SectiOn

s*ich siab3ecgion ahdll be deemed to kave

gible spouse or b an alternatwe represe*ta-

tJe basü of düabiiiti t* order to become en- szch app&*c9iior,
id to the representative payee pursiit4tkd o koUal fzsurncg be,M%La 0* that for purposes of determining such individ- been
asL to clause (ii) or aectao* 205(j)(1), the
bans. •
(d) DEEMED D:sAanr/ FOR PuRP
m7.LqpVT To W,DOW
Wmowz
ANCZ

A
Bwrms PUR Wwows

or If) of section 202 of the Soczo1 of benefits to the repraen1ative payee puruIicvi- section (ciAd
for monlh3 after December att to thu sibparagraph, and provide for
Wwoww ON Security
1990, U&e requiremenL ' paragraph (1)(C)(i) payment of benefits to the indivdua2 or eli-

met.
tft,e papee of the n*divdual or eligible
202(e) (42 U.S.C 402(e)) ü amended by been SL
9jPYDENC}' RQU1PNTS APPLKA.
addino .t the end She MZowt* new puraTO A CR712) ADOFT&D BY A SUB(ii) CONFORMING AMwuMy.—Sechon

graph.
"(9) An Inthviduu1 3h&Z be deemed to

be

I7VING SF0 L/S&

(a) Lw G
pJl..—Sectg)* 216(e) (42 U.S.C
w*der a dUabtlUy for posei af para'raph 4I6(e)
Is amended in the second sentence—
(1)(B)(u) f a*ch Individual is es9tbZe for
(1) by strakinp "at the time af sKch indis.uppIezen1aZ securit incoRe benefiLs vidual's death Living in such individuo..l's
inder tstle XVI, or Stare supplementary househoZd and lnserUjg "eifjier living with
paymen€a of the type referred to ui ection or receiving at least one-half of his support
1616(a) Icr pay,ne,th af the tipe described from such fndividuv2 at the time of such in-

ia sechon 212(a) af Psc Law 93-46) d4viduaVs death' and
which are paid .by the Secretary under u
•greet*eL referred to ** ectior 1616(a) (or
u secio* 212(b) af Public Law 93-68), for

(2) by strucing i"; except" and aU that folLows and insertinp a period.

1631(a)(2)(C) (42 U.S.C 1383(a)(2)(C)) Is
amended—
(I) IJs ciaiise (ii, by sinking 'i person

other than the individial or spouze entitled
to such paim1ent and inserting reprezentatve pa pee of an individual or zpoie
(II) in clauses (ii), (iii), and (iv), by strfkng other person to whom such payme*t u

made di place it appears and inserting
"representative payee"; a*d
(III) in ciauze (v)—

(b EflECnVE Dam.—The amendments
(a4) by striking 'per3oI receiv'np paythe iw*th M wiiic afl requüements of made
by thu section shall apply with respect ,%eflt3 on beho.Zf of a,wher" and inserting
paprapJ 1) for eztiUemenL to benfit3 to be,efLs
payable for monUz$ after Decempayee and
under this subsection (other £ha being ber 1990, but only on the basis of apphca- "representative
fbb) b stnkutg °peron receiving such
wtder a daabiUt) gre meL
(2) WLDowLa

,ivwc wIzrn.—Sec-

Lion 2021/) 42 U.&C 492(1)) ü amended b)

tions filed after December 31, 1990.

payments"

8&. & WE WNTA TI I.E PA YE WORN&

*d i*sertinp 'representatwe

payee".

aJ Iw'Rovzaw1 rn mr Rim.mT (2) PRocEDuRE FOR ELEC7ThY3 RL7REZNTAaddzng at the end the followin9 new para- Pyzz
R.gcaun-Ms.pr P*oc- IYVE PA FEES.—
Szzzcnow
9rapk
(A) IN OZNZP.AL.—
"(9) An indLvi4ua2 shall be deemed to be
II) AUThORITY OR CgRflPICATIOK OF PAY(z' Tmz ,y.—Seetion 295 (511 2) (f2 U.S.C.
under a dLiabWLzi for purposes of paragraph
TO Z&PAUNTA 7YVZ PA YIF4—
4O5((2)) ü amended to read a. follows:
fIHB)(ii) (I such individual L ehgtble for
(A) Trns zi—SecLion 205(jMl) (42 U.&C
"(21(A) ARy eerftflcatzon made tinder
auppieinenLal aecu,y income benefits 405(j)) is aae,ded to teed asf&Low&
parac'i'iiph (1) for pa'ment af benefits to an
under W2e XVL or State supZementary
PA YZES
Mdzvidual's eprrsentahve payee shall be
PaYTflelzL8 of the tape refcrred to in section
"(j)(l) If the Secretary determines that the ntde on the besis of—
1611(a) (or payments of the type descrtbed
°(i) en fnvestigahon by the Secretart of
in section 212a.' of PUbLiC Law 93-66) interest of airy fttthvidul ttnder this title
which are paW by Vze Secretary under an would be served thereby. certification of the pe,on to serve as representative payee,
agreement refey,ed to in such section p'ment of sucñ Mdftnduo.Ps benefit under which thall be condlAeted in advance of such
certtftcahon and shall, to the extent pnzctz1616(a) (or n section 212(b) of Public Law this title may be made, regardless 0/
93-66). for the mon/li for wlich aZZ require- (egal ompeencj or fncompetencj of the n- cab'e, inc'ude a face-to-face fntervew with
menL of paragraph (I) for entUiement to thvfdtzl efther for dtret paVment to me in- the person to serve as ,cpresentatfve payee,
benefils under this subsection (other than dividual, or/or his or her u.e and benefi4 to and
'fit) adequate evidence that such certfica
another fndvidua1 or organ fzv.tf on with rbeing under a thsabUzty) are meL
spect to whom the req,zi,ements of para- tion is in the interest of such zndioidual (0.8
(el £P?'C17vE DATE.—
(1) IN oENgRJL.—The amendments m.ade br grph (2) have been met f7ierenafter in this determined blr the Secretary in regulations).
(B)() As part a! the investigation re•
this scflon (oUter then panzgruphs (1) a'nd ,ubecfton referred to as the indfvduu.l's
(2HC) of sub4ecUon (c)) shall appv with re- 'represenlat*ve pavree'). LI the Sec,etarg or a ftrred to n subparagraph (A)(i), the Secre
spect to monthly irzstzrance benefits for court of competent ju,uctQtlon deterrtfnes tarij shall—
II) rqure the person beinp inve.stzgaled
months after December 1O for which ap,li- mat a representative payee has misused any
catlons are fUed on oro.flerjartuary 1, 19fl, ftidividua1 s benefit puid to such rep resenta- to submit docvmented proof of (he id.entlty

'RrAI7Pf

e

or are nthng on auch date. ThE amend- (tve papee pwiiant to this subsection or of such person, uniess in.formatl.on estabbshments made bp ubsecCon fc)(1) thail apptv scton 1131(a/(V, the Secretary shaU ng suds dentffij has been submitted with
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an applical4on for bencfits under thb tUle
or Li.Ue XV!,

"(II) ver'tfy such person's social securtly
account number (or employer identification
number),

"(Ui) detemine whether such per3on 7as
been convicted f a violation of Section 208
or 1632, and

"(IV) determine whether cerLfleation Qf

payment of benefits to such pe7'wn has been

revoked punuant to ehis subsection or patnent of benefits to such person has been terminated
pursuant
to
secfton

1631(a)(2llAlliii) b reason of rrtl.suse of
funds paid as benefit. under this title or
title XVI.
'(ii) The Secretary shall establisPt and
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ings and under proeedure& wlzfch the Secre- • ifi) Tmj. xvz.—Secflon 1631(a!(2)(B) (42
tary shall prescrLbe by regutation, to be ac- U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(B)) is amended to read as
ceptable 10 serve a a representaftve payee.
follows:
"I'iv) The procedures referred to n Clause
(B)(i) Any provision made under sub(iiL)(V) 3hall reqisire tJe ind1vduat w?zo wf 11 paragraph (A)for papment of benefits to the
serve as reprt.sentative payee to estabLish, to representative payee of an individual or eli•
the satisfaction of (7ze Secietarij that—
gible spouse shalt be made on the basis of—
?I) such ind1.vdv.aZ poses no rWc to t7e
?I) an invesEigation by the Secretary of
benflciary,
the person to serve as representative payee.
"UI) the financaZ relationship of such tn- which shall be conducted before such pay.
dividual to the beneficLary poses no substan- ment, and shall, to the extent practicable,
include a face-to-face interview with the
tia1 conflict of interesl and
"(Ill) no other more suitabte represena- per3on; and
tive pc.jee ca be foundS
"UI) adequate evidence that such payment
"W)(i) Subject to clause (Ii), if the Secre- is in the interest of the individuü or eligible
tary majce.s a deter,ninat ion described in the spowse (as deermincd by the Secretary in
first se*tence of paragraph (II wW& respect regu1aUoni).

maintain 2 centralized files, ijic?t shall be to any individual's benefit anti determines
updated ptriodicallp and WhICh ihail be n a that direct payment of the benefiL to the inform whieh rnder3 them rezdUy retrievable dividual would cause substantial harm to
b each servicing office of the Social SEcun• the individuci the Secretary may t'Iefer (in
tv Adm!nistrution. Such files Mall co*sfst the case of initial entitlement) or suspend
of—
(in the case of exl..sting entitlement) direct
"(1) a lt.t of the names aM social secrlty
of such benefit to the indivtdual
accovnt numbers (or employer den1ffica- payment
such time as the selection of a repretion numbers) of all peron8 with respect to until
sentative pa,ee is made pursuant to this
whom certiftcztion af payment of benefits subsectiom.
ha3 been revoked on or after Janwrp 1,
"(iil(L) Except as provided In subctause
1991, pur3uant to thts subsection, or with re-

"(ii) As part of the investigation referred

to in clause (i)(I), the Secretary shall—
"(I) require the person being uzvestigated

to submit documented pmof of the identity
ofuch person, unless injormation establishinQ such id.cntUy was submitted with an appizeation for beiiefits under tüle II or this
title;

'(II) verify the social security account

number (or employer deni ificat ion number)
of such perwn,

(II) any deferral or su3pension of direct
"(III) determine whether such person has
of a benefit pursuant to clauie (I) been convkte4 of a vioI.ation of section 208
tey,ninated on or ofter such date prsunt payment
be for a period of not more than I or 1632; and
to 3ection 1631(a112), by ,son of mi.wse of shaLl
month.
"(IV) determine whether p(zyment of benefunds paid as benefit., ig,ider Uzls tUe or
°(II) Subclause (I) shall not apply in any fits to such person has been terminated purtitle XVI, and
"(II) a l*3t of the names and social ieeur- case in which the individual j,s, as of the SUQnt to subparagraph (A)(iii(II), and
spect to whom payment of benefits has been

of the Secretary's dete rnLi nation, legally
t, account nmber3 (or employer üien2iftca- date
or under the age of 15.
tion nwnbers) of all pe7sons who hcz'z been incompetent
"(iii) Payment Pursuant to this subsection
con victed of a vioia1ion of aectWn 208,
1107(c), 1128B, or 1632.

of any benefiL which are ieferred or sus-

pending the selection of a represent"(C)(i) Benefits of an fndtvldual may not pended
payee shall be made to the individual
be certified for payment to any other person ative
or the representative payee as a single sum
pTtrsuant to th4s subsectu3n U—
over such per-f od of time as the Sec retarV
"(1) sid pe,ton has prevoa4Ly been con• or
tiicted as dewrid tn subxragmp) determines is in the bt interest of the individual entitled to such benefits.
(B)(i)(III),
"(E)(i) An individual who is 3ati3fied
"(II) ezcet as provided n ciaiise (U), cera determination by the Secretarp to
tificoon of paymeflt of benefits to 8uCh ii.ith
person under thi4 Subsection has prevwusSy certifp payment of sizch fndivdual's benefit
been revoked as descnbed in subparQgrapI to a repregentative pu'ee under paru graph
(R)(i)(IV), or payment of benefit, o sitch (1) or with the desgnaton of a partic-ular
peiion pvrstwnt to section 1631(a)(2)(A)(it) person to serve as representative payee shall
has prevwu.ily been tennin&led as dezcrbed be entitled to a hearing by the Set'retary to
the same extent as is provided n nzbsection
in section 163Ua)(2)IB)(i*J(IV), or
"(Ill) excepi a provided in claUse (itO, (b), and to judicial review of the Secretary's
such person is a creditor of such tnd.vduaI final deeison as Is provided in rubsection
who provdes such individtm1 wiffi goods or
"(ii) In advanee of the certification of
services for consideration.
"(ii) The Secretary ahall prescrthe regula- piytnent of an individual's benefit to a reptions under which Ihe Secretary may grant resentative payee under parugraph (1), the
exemptton.5 to any person from the provi- S.'cr?tarl, shall promde written ,iotjce of the
sion of cUzu8e (ii(II) on a ca3e-blJ-cse bcui.s Sccr?tary's inUial fetermination to certify
U such exemption a in the best interest of such payrrent. Such notzc-e shall be provtded
tJe indivtdiial whose benefits would be pu4d to sizch indiz,idual, except that, if euch ndi.
vidual—
to such person pursuant to ihia bsect ion.
"ti) is under the ae of 15,
(ii) ciaue (i)(III) 3haU not apply with
I!I) is an unemancipate4 minor unckr
respect to any per8on who u a credU.or rethe age ofI8, or
ferred to therein if such creditor*a—
(II!) is legally inc'ompcten(,
(Ii a reLative of such individi1 U such
relative reid,es in the same househoLd as then sizch notice shall be pvv'4ded solely to
the Legal guardian or tegal repretentative of
such individua
'(Il) a Legal guardian or legal repreaenta- such indiz,iduaL
"(iii) Any such notice shall be cfrarty writtive of such indivLdugl,
(III) a facthty that is l.ceiwd or certified ten in language that Is eo2ily understandas a care facthty under the law ala StaIe or able to the reader, shall identtty the person
to be designated as such ndvf dual's reprea political subdivi8ion of a State,
°IIV) a person who is an administrator, sentative payee, and shail explain to the
owLer, or employee of a facUty referred to reader the right under clause f) of sizch nZn subcIau.e (III) if such individiwj resides dividucjl or Such individual's legal çzardian
i* such facüit. and the certificatwn of pay- or legal r?przentative—
ment to such facility or such person i made
'(I) to ap,eal a determnafton that a reponly after good faith efforts have been mc4e resentatthe payee s necesury for such mdi-

vd5a1
fl1) to appeal the desgnaton of a partcular person to serve o.s the rpreentatve
ti/tcation of paVment would serve the best payee of such ndivdual and
interests of such indioiduoi, or
"(III) to review the evidence upon w?ich
'(V) an individual who Is determined by such designation ts based and submit ad4ithe Secretary, on the basis of written find. tional evidence.
by the local servicing office of Che Social Se
curity Admintst ration to Locate an alternative representative payee to whom such cer-

w,ether certifico.hon of payment of benefil3
to such person has been revoked pursuant to
section 205(j), by rea.on of nususe of funds
piid as benefits under til1e II or Lhs titiL
"(iii) Benefits of an pzdividugj may not be
paid to any other person plLrsua,U to subparagraph (A)(ii) if—
(I) such person has previousAy been conv,cted as described i* clause (ii)(III);

"(II) except as provided in clause (tv),

payment of benefits to such person pursuant
to subparagraph (A)(ii) has prevou3ly been
terminated as descnbei in clause (iii(IVI, or
ct-rWication of payment of benfiL to such
perwn under secJ.ton 215(i) has p1-eviouzlL'
been revoked as descnbed *n aection
215(j)(2)(B)(i)(IV); or

'(III) &cept as provided in ciau,e (v),

such person Is a creditor of the ndividisa2
who provuies the in4ividua1 wUh goods or
services for conjiderat ion.
'(iv) The Secretary ahaU pre,cribe reulation under which the Secretarg may grant
an exemption from clause, (tii)(II) to any
perio-n on a case4,y.ca.se basi., if sich cxempio;i would be in the best inte14t of (M
i,,4ivütual or eligible :pcse whose benefit.s
under tht title wou4d be paW to sich pcron
puruant to subpc rcz graph (A)(it).
(vi C14u3e (ii)(III) shall not app2y to any

person who is a creditor of the ip4tvidual U
the creditor s—
(l) a relative of the individual if nch relative raidez fn the same houscho1d as 3uch
i,idv*duaI,

'(II) a Iepcl guardian or ieqal repreenta-

t(ve of the fndividual,

"till) a facüity that u licensed or certtfted
a a care facility utder the law of a SLate or
a posttcal subdivuion of a State.

(1V) a peron who s an adminütrator,
owner, or empbiee of a facil;y referrtd to

m subclae (III) t! the (nii.zvidual resde

facility, and the payment of bemefits
ttnder this title to the facility or the person
Is made only after good faith efforts have
the

been made by the local aervicng office of the

Social Security Administratio,i to iocate an

alternative representatve payee to whom

the patmert( of such benefU.s would serve the
best interests of the individual: or

(V) an inditiiduc( who Is determined by
the Secrriary, an the ban. of written find-
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ings and under procedures which the Secretary shall prescribe by regulation, to be acceptable to serve as a representative payee.
?vi) The procedures referred to in clause
(v)(V) shall require the individual who wiU
serve as representative payee to establi.h, to
the sat i.s,faction af the Secretary, that—

"(I) such indivi4ual poses no risk to the

RECORDS—As soon as practicable after the Any agreement, providing for a fee in excess
date of the enactment of this Act, the Secre- af the amount permitted under thts clau3e
tary of Health and Human Services, in con- shall be void and shall be treated as misuse
sultation with the Attorneii Qeneral of the by the organization of the individual's beneUnited States and the Secretary of the Treas- fits under this tiUe.
"(ii) For purposes of thi,s subparagraph,
ury, shall study the feasThility of establishng and maintaining a current list, which the term qualifled organization' mean3 any
would be readUy available to local offices of community-baaed nonprofit social service

the Social Securtty Administration for tse
"i'll) the financial relationship of such in- in investigations undertaken pursuant to
dividual to the beneficiary poses no substan- section 205(j)(2) or 1631(a)(2)(B) of the
Social Securtty Act, of the names and social
tial conflict of interest,- and
"(Ill) no other more suitable representa- securtty account numbers 41' individuaLs
who have been convicted of a viokition of
tive payee can be found.
"(vii) Subject to clause (viii), if the Secre- section 495 of title 18, United States Code.
tary makes a determination described in The Secretary of Health and Human Servsubparagraph (A)(ii) with respect to any in- ices shall, not later than July 1, 1992, submit
dividual's benefit and determines that direct the result-s of such study, together with any
payment of the benefit to the individual recommendations, to the Committee on
would cause enbstantial harm to the indi- Ways and Means of the H0u3e of Representvidual, the Secretary may defer (in the case atives and the Committee on Finance of the
beneficiary;

of initial entiUement) or suspend (in the Senatecase of existing entitlement) direct payment
of such benefit to the individual, until such

(3) PROViSION FOR COMPENSATION OF QUALJFlED ORGANIZATIONS SERViNG AS RF.PRZSEN7'A-

agency which—

(I) is bonded or lwensed in each State in
which the agenc, serves as a representative

payee;

"(II) in accordance with any applicable

regulatwns of the Secretary—

?aa) regularly provides services as a representative payee pursuant to subparagraph
(A)(ii) or section 205(5) (4) concurrenUy to 5
or more individuals;

"(bb) demonstrates to the satisfaction of
the Secretary that such person is not otherw13e a creditor of any such individual; and
"(cc) was in existence on October 1, 1988.

"(iii) Any qualified organization which

knowingly charges or coUects, directly or intime as the selection of a representative TIVE PAYERS.—
direcUy, any fee in excess of the maximum
payee is made pursuant to thi, subparafee prescribed under clause (i) or makes any
(A) IN GENERAL.—
graph.
(i) TITZ.E 11.—Section 205(5) (42 US.C. agreement, threcUy or indirecUy, to charge
?viii)(I) Except as provided in subclause 405(j)) is amended bp rede.ignating para- or collect any fee in excess of such maximum
(I), any deferral or suspen.tf on of direct pay- graph (4) as paragraph (5), and bp inserting fee,, shall be fined in accordance with title
ment of a benefit' pursuant to clause (vii) a.fter paragraph (3) the foUowing new para- 18, United States Code.
shall be for a period of not more than I graph.
"(iv) This subparagraph shall cease to be
month.
"(4)(A) A qualified organization may col- effective on January 1, 1994.".
?ll) Ciau3e (I) shall not apply in any case lect from an individual a monthly fee for ex(B) STUDIFS AND REPORTS.—
in which the individual or eligible spouse is, penses (including overhead) incurred bp
(i) REPORT BY SECRETARY OF HL4L771 AXD
as of the date of the Secretary's determina- such organization in providing services per- HUMAN SERWCE.S.—NOt kiter than January 1,
tton, IegaUy incompetent or under the age of formed as such Individual's representative 1993, the Secretary of Health and Human
15 years.
payee pursuant to thts subsection if such fee Services shall transmit a report to the Com?ix) Payment pursuant to thi, subpara- does not exceed the lesser of—
mittee on Ways and Means of the House of
graph of any benefit-s which are deferred or
"(i) 10 percent of the monthly benefit in- Representatives and the Committee on Fisuspended pending the selection of a repre- volved, or
nance of the Senate setting forth the number
sent ative payee shall be made—
and types of qualified organizations which
"(ii) $25.00 per month.
?I) to the representative payee upon such Any agreement providing for a fee in excess have served as representative payees and
selection; and
have coUected fees for such service pursuant
"(II) a. a single payment, or over such af the amount permitted under thts subpara-

shall be void and shall be treated as
pertod as the Secretary determines is in the graph
bp such organization af such mdibest interests of the individual entiUed to misuse
vdual's benefits.
such benefits.
'?B) For purposes of thi. paragraph, the
"(x) Any individual who is dissati3.fied
with a determination by the Secretary under term quo2tfled organization' means any
subparagraph (A)(ii) to pay such indivf4- community-based nonprofit social service
ual's benefits under this tiUe to a represent- agency which is bonded or licensed in each
ative payee, or with the selection of a par- State in which it serves as a representative
ticular person to be the representative payee payee and which, in accordance with any
of the individual, shall be entiUed to a hear- applwable regulation-s of the Secretary—
"(i) regularly provides services as the rep*ng by the Secretary, and to judicial review
of the Secretary's final decision, to the same resentative payee, pursuant to thi,s subsection or section 1631(a)(2), concurrenUy to 5
extent a. is provided in subsection (c).
'?xi) Before the first payment of an indi- or more Individuals,
"(ii) demonstrates to the satWaction of
vidual's benefit to a representative payee
under subparagraph (A)(ii), the Secretary the Secretary Uzat such agenc1 is not other-

to any amendment made by su,para graph

maximum fee, thall be fined in accordance

representative payees, and the circumstances under which such applicants could
be allowed to 8erve aa representative payees.

(A), and
(ii) REPORT BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL.—Not

kiter than July 1, 1992, the Comptroller Gen-

eral of the United States shall conduct a

study of the advantages and dtsadvantages
of allowing qualzfied organization. serving
as representative payees to charge fees pursuant to the amendments made by subparagraph (A) and shall transmit a report to the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House
of Represent atives and the Committee on Fl-

nance of the Senate setting forth the results
of such study.
(4) STUDY RKL..4fl TO FEASIBIliTY
SCRZENING

OF

OF INDIVIDUALS wmi CRIMINAL

soon as practicable after the
shall provide wrttten notice of the Secre- we a creditor of anysuch individual, and RZC0IWS.—As
date of the eiuzctment of thts Act, the Secre'?iii)
was
in
existence
on
October
1,
1988.
tary's initial determination to so make the
"(C) Any qualified organtzatton which tary af Health and Human Services shall
payment. Such notice shall be provided to—
a study of the feasthility of deter(I) the legal guardian or legal representa- knowingly charges or coUects, direcUy or in- conduct
the type of representative payee aptive of the indtvidual, tf the individual ha. direcUy, any fee in excess of the maxtmum mining
plicant most likely to have a felony or mi.snot attained the age of 15 years, is an une- fee prescribed under aubparagraph (A) or ,5.emeanor
conviction, the suitability of mdimancipated minor who has not attained the makes any agreemen4 direcUy or indirecUy, viduals with prtor conviction-s to serve as
age of 18 years, or is legally incompetent,- or to charge or coUect any fee in &cess of 8ttch
?ll) the individual, in any other case.
"(xii) Any notice referred to in clause (xi)

with tiUe 18, United States Code.
'?D) This paragruph shall cease to be effecShall be clearly wtten in kinguage that is
easily understandable to the reader, identify tive on Jantuiry 1, 1994;"
(ii) TnLE xvz.—Section 1631(a) (2) (42
the person selected o be the representative

payee of the individual, and explain to the U.S.C. 1383(a) (2)) w amended—
(I) by redeainting subparzgruph (D) as
reader the right under ckiuse (x) of the mdivi4ual or the legal guardian or legal repre- subparagraph (E);
(III) by lr4serting after subparagraph (C)
sentative Qf Uie individual—
"(II to appeal a determination thae a rep. Uw foUowftg:'
"(D)(i) A qualified oranlzation may colresentative payee i necessary for the indilect from an individual a monthly fee for exvidual,
'?I1) to appeal the selection of a particular penses (including overhead) tncurred by
person to be the representative payee of the such organization n providing services performed as such ndividual'8 representative
indivldual, and
"(III) to review the evidence upon which payee pursuant to subparagraph (A)(ii) U
the selection is bll3ed and submit o4cfttional the fee does not exceed the lesser of—
"(1) 10 percent af the monthly benefit inevidence.
volved, or
"(II) $25.00 per month..
ACCiSS DO CERTAIN CRIMINAL FR.4 (ID

(B) REPORT
RL&DY

ON FE.4SIBIIJTY OF OBTAINING

The Secretary 9hall transmit the results of
such study to the Committee on Ways and
Means of the H0u3e of Representatives and
the Committee on Finance of the Senate not
kiter than July 1, 1992.
(5) Emcriv DATFS.—

(A) USE AND S!2C77ON OP PzPRZSENTATIVE

pAYEES.—The amendments made by para-

graphs (I) and (2) shall take effect July 1,

1991, and shall apply only with respect to—

(i) certtuication8 of payment of benefits
under tiUe II of the Social Secunty Act to
representative payees made on or after such
date; and

(ii) provision-s for payment of benefits
under title XVI of such Act to represent attve
pcyees made on or after such date.
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(C) Hrern-RJSK nEpRESgrerArrVs p* yez.—,-For

pn-sss.—The amendments made bit pans- purposes of this paragraph, the term "highgraph (3) shall take effect January 1, 1992, risk representative payee" means a repreand the Secretary of Health and Human sentative payee under section 205(j) or
Services shall prescribe inttlal regulatl.ons 1831(a/(Z) of (he Social Security Act (42
necessary to Carry Out such amendments not U.SC. 405(j) and 1383(aM2), respectively)
later than such date.
(other (Iran a Federal or State institution)
Vb) lid PRO VZ74ZNTS SN RZCORDKFZPIN'O ANfl

A virrrno REQ rIrRzsrsNyu.—
(1) IMPR0VS'D ACCESS

IV CrRWN !NPORM4-

(A) IN CSNERAL.—Seetfofl 2051j)(31
U.S.C. 605(1113)) Is amended—

(42

who—

(1) regularly provides concurrent services
as a representative payee under such section
205(1), such section 1631(a)(2), or both such
sections, for 5 or more individuals who are

unrelated to such rep resent alive payee,,
(I) by striking subparagraph (B);
(ii) is neither related to an individual on
(U) by rede.stgnatinp subparcgraphs (C), whose
behalf the
is being paid benefits
(D), and (E) as subpayugraphs (B), (C), and nor living
in the same household with such
(D), respectively;
(iii) in subparagraph tO) (as so redesig- individual,
(iii) is a creditor 0/such individual, or
nated.), by striking (A), (B), (C), and ID)"
(iv) is in such other category of papees as
and inserting "(A), (B), and (C)'- and
(iv) by adding at the end the folloiving the Secretary may determine appropriate.
(D) RLPORT.—The Secretary shall report to
new subpara graphs:
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(A) Time 11.—Section 2(J5(ji(5) (as so redes-

ignated by subsection (a)(3)(A)W of this section) is amended to read as follows:

"(5) The Secretary shall include as a part
of the annual report required under section
704 in.formation with respect to the imple-

rnentation of the prece4ing provisions of
this subsection, Including the number of
cases in which the representative payee was

changed the number of cases discovered
where there has been a misuse 0/funds, how
any such cases were dealt with by (he Secretary, the final disposition of such cases, in-

cluding any criminal penalties imposed,

and such other information as Use Secretary
determines to be appropriate. "
(B) Tm,e xv,.—Section 1631(aJ(2)(E) (42
LLS.C 1383(a)(2)(E)), as so redesignated by
subsection (a)(3)(A)(ii)(I) of this section, is
amended to read as follows:
"(E) The Secretary shall include as a part
the Committee on Ways and Means 41 the of the annual report required under section
House of Representatives and the Commit- 7H information with respect to the imple-

"(E) The Secretary shall ,nainiain a cen(raised fiie which shall be updated penodlcaily and which shall be in a form which tee on Finance of the Senate the results of mentation 41 the preceding provisions 41
will be readily retrievabLe by each servicing the study, together with any recommenda- Uris paragraph, including—
office of the Social Security Administration, tions, not later than July 1, 1992. Such
"(i) the number of cases In which the repreport shall include an evaluation 0/the feo,,- re.sentattve payee was changed,
of—
"(i) the address and the social security ac- sibitity and desirability of legislation imple"(ii) the number of cases discovered where
count number (or employer Identification menting stricter accounting and review pro- there has been a misuse of funds;
cedures
for
high-risk
representative
payees
number) of each representative payee who is
"(iii) how any such cases were dealt with
receiving benefit payments pursuant to this in all servicing offices of the Social Security by the Secretary;
Administration (together with proposed legsubsection or section 1631(a)(2), and
"(iv) the final disposition of such cases
"(ii) the address and social security ac- islative language).
(including any criminal penalties imposed.);
(3) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS RALaTm'o To
count number of each individual for whom
and
each representative payee is reported to be ROVJON OP INFORMS 770W 10 LOCAL AGENCiES
"(v) such other in.forrnatlon a.s the Secreproviding services as representative payee PRO VIDINO CHILD AND ADULT PROITCiT)T 855
tary determines to be appropriate.".
pursuant to this subsection or section
(2) Errrc-rive DATL—The amendments
(A) IN aeretnsz..—As soon as practicable
1831 (a)(2).
by paragraph (1) shall apply with re"(F) Each servicing office of the Adminis- after the date 0/the enactment of this Act, made
to annual reports issued for years after
tration shall maintain a list, which shall be the Secretary of Health and Human Services spcct
1991.
updated periodically, of public agencies and shall implement a demonstration project
(3) FEsiBiLrri STUDY REGARDiNG ZN VOL Vlcommunity-based nonprofit social service under this parugrdph in all or part of not SiLNT
DEPARTMENT OP VX7TR4 APTA1JIR—AS
agencies which are qualified to serve as rep- fewer than 2 States. Under each such project, soon OF
as practicable after the date of the enresentative Payees pursuant to this aubsec- the Secretary shall enter into an agreement actment
of this Act, the Secretary 41 Health
tto.n or sectIon 1631 (aJ(2) and which are lo- with the State in which the project Is located and Human
in cooperation with
cated in the area served by such servicing to make readily availabie for the duration the SecretaryServices,
of Veterans Affairs, shalt conof the project, to the appropriate State
office.
(B) Ernc71vr sMn—77ze amendments agency, a listing of addresses of multiple duct a study of the feasibility of designating
the Th,partment of Veterans Affairs as the
made by subparagraph (A) shall take effect benefit recipients.
(B) Lea7'uvo o, srnamrz OP MULTWLE BE WE- lead agency for purposes 41 selecting, apOctober 1, 1992, and the Secretary of Health
and monitoring representative
and Human Services shall take such actions 177 RECvP7LWTE.—The list referred to in sub- pointing,
for those individuals who receive
as are necessary to ensure that the require- paragraph (A) shall esneist of a current list payers
ments 41 section 205 (j)(3h'E) of the Social setting forth each address within the State benefits paid under title II or XVI of the
Security Act (as amended by subparagraph at which benefits under title II, benefits Social Security Act and benefits paid by the
of Veterans A/fairs, Not Later
(A) of thu paragraph) are satisfied as of under title XVI, or any cornbi nation of such Department
such date.
benefits are being received by 5 or more in- than 180 days after the date of the enact(2) Srvr.y s.W7NQ To MoRz STRINGENT dividuals. For purposes of this subpara- ment of this Act, the Secretary of Health and
OVF.RSIOJrr O N!QH-RLEH WRESE?A DIVE graph, In the case of benefits under title II, human Services shall transmit to the CornPA YEES—
all individuals receiving benefits on the mittee on Ways and Means 41 the House of
(4) IN Q'ERAL.—AS soon as practicable basis of the wages and self-employ-mend Representatives and the Committee on Fia.fter the date a! Ihe enactment a! this Act, income 41 the same individual shall be nance 0/the Senate a report setting forth the
resu?2a of such study, together with any recthe Secretary a! Health and Human Services counted as 1 individuaL
shall conduct a study 0/the need for a more
(C) APrkorsulT is-Are AGCNCY.—The op- o,nme,uiat ions.
stringent accounting rystem for high-risk props-late State agency re/erred to in sub- SEC *si. ?tRS FOR REPnESENTA TW OP CLANA'rS IN ADM,NIS7u.4 TI VS P*OCF.LOrepresentative payees than is otherwise got- paragraph (A) ii the agency of the State
iNA.S.
erally provided under section 205(j)(3) or which the Secretary determines is primarily
(a) IN Gtwotsi_—
1631(a)(2)(C) a! the Social Security Act, responsible for regulating care facilities op(1) rims it—Subsection (a) of section 206
which would include such additional report- erated in such State or providing for child
ing requirements, record maintenance re- and adult protective services isa such State. (42 U.S.C. 406(a)) I amended—
IA) by Inserting "(1)"afler"(a)'
tO) Rgpojer.—The Secretary shall report to
quirements, and other mea.s urea as the Secretary considers necessary to determine the Committee on Ways and Means of the
(LI In the fifth sentence, by striking
whether services are being appropriately House of Representatives and the Commit- "Whenever" and Inserting "Except as proprovided by such payecs In accordance wish tee on Finance of the Senate er,neeralnj vided in paragraph (2)(A), whenever' anti
such sections 205j) and 1631 (a) (21.
such demonstrv.tion projects, together with
(C) by stri8ing the sixth sentence and oil
(B) SPECIAL PROCE7)LIREE.—In such study, any recommendations, not later (has-. Jul, 1, that follows through "Any person who" in
the Secretary shall determine the appropri- 1992. Such report shall Include an evalua- the seventh sentence and Inserting (Ire folate means of Implementing more stringent, tion of the feasibility and desirability of leg- lowing:
statistically valid procedures for—
islation implementing the program, estab"(3)A) In the case of a claim of entitle(i) reviewing reports which would be sub- lished pursuant to this paragraph on a per- ment to past-due benefits under this title,
mitted to the Secretary under any sys tern de- manent basis.
i-f—
scribed in subparagraph (A), and
(K) Srre.—For purposes of this paraan agreement between the claimant
(Ii) periodic, random audits of records graph, the term 'State" means a State, in- and another person regarding any fee to be
which would be kept under Such a system,
cluding the entitles included In such term by recovered by such person to compensate
in order to identify any instances in which section 210(h) of the Social Security Act (42 such person for services with respect to the
high-risk representative pagees are misusing USC. 410(h)).
claim is presented in writing to the Secrepayments made pitrsiusnt to section 2Q5(j)
Ic) REPORTS ro nra Coiiops—
tary prior to the time of the Secretary's deor 1631 (al(21 of the Social Security Act,
(1) IN OSNERAL.—
termination regarding the claim,

i)
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"(C) Upon completion of the review, the mination shall not serve as a basis for
administrative law Judge or other person denial of a subsequent application for any
"(I) 25 percent of the total amount of such conducting the review shafl affirm or benefit under this title If the applicant dempast-due benefits (as determined before any modify the amount which wouid otherwise onstrates that the applicant, or any other

"(ii) the fee specified in the agreement

does not exceed the lesser of—

applicable reduction under section 1127(a)).
or
"(II) $4,000, and
?Iil) the determination is favorable to the
claimant,
then the Secretavij shall approve that agreement at the time of the favorable determina-

be the maximum fee. Any such amount so af- indivl4ua1 referred to in paragraph (1),
firmed or modified shaU be considered the failed to so request such a review acting in
amount of the maximum fee which may be good faith reliance upon incorreci, incomrecovered under paragraph (2). The dectson plete or misleading information, relating to
of the administrative law Judge or other the consequences of reapplying for benefits
person conducting the review shall not be In lieu of seeking review of an adverse deter-

specified in the agreement shall be the max2-

claimant s determined to be entitled to or any State agency acting under section

tion, and (subject to paragraph (3)) the fee

mination, provided by any officer or em
subject to further review.
"(4)(A) Subject to subparagraph (B), If the ployee of the Social Security Adminz-st ration

mum fee. The Secretary may from time to past-due benefits under this title and the
time increc.3e the dollar amount under person representing the claimant is an atc'ause (ii)(II) to the extent that the rate Qf torney, the Secretary shal4 notwithstanding
increase in such amount, as determined section 205(i), certify for payment out of
over the peiiod since January 1, 1991, does such past -due ene.fits (as determined before
not at any time exceed the rate of increase any applicable reduction under section
in primary insurance amount. under sec- 1127(a)) to such attorney an amount equal
tion 215(i) since such date. The Secretary to the maximum fee but not in excess of 25
shall publi.sh any such increased amount in percent of such past-due benefits (as deter-

221.

the Federul Register.

(2) TrrI2 xvi. —Section 1631(c)(1) (42 U.S.C
1383(c)(1)) is amended—

"(B) For purposes of this subsection, the
term past-due benfUs' excludes any beneflt8 wWz respect to which payment has been
continued pursuant to section 223(g).
"(C) In the case of a claim with respect to
which the Secretary has approved an agreement pursuant to subparagraph (A), the Sec-

mined before any applicable reduction
under section 112 7(a)).

"(B) The Secretary shall not in any case

"(B) In any notice of an adverse determinaiion with respect to which a review mai
be requested under paragraph (1), the Secrelary shall describe in clear and specific lan-

guage the effect on possible entitlement to
benefits under this title of choosing to reapply in lieu of requesting review of the deermination. "

(A) by inserting "(A)" after "(c)(1)' and
(B) by adding at the end the following:
"(B)(A) A failure to timely request review
exprat ion of the 15-day period referred to in
paragraph (3)(A) or, in the case of any of an initial adverse determination with reto an application for any payment
review conducted under paragraph (3), spect
under thi., title or an adverse determination
retary shall provide the claimant and the before the completion of such review.
on reconsideration of such an initial deter"(5) Any person who'
person representing the claimant a written
(2) Tm.t xw.—Paragraph (2)(A) of section mination shall not serve as a basis for
notice of—
"(i) the dollar amount of the past-due ben- 1631(d) (42 U.S.C. 1383(d)(2)(A)) is amended denial of a subsequent application for any
payment under this title If the applicant
efits (as determined before any applicable to read asfoUows:
"(2)(A) The provisions of section 206(a) demon8trates that the applicant, or any
reduction under section 1127(a)) and the
doflar amount af the past-due benefits pay- (other than paragraphs (2)(B) and (4) there- other individual referred to in paragraph
of) shall apply to this part to the same (1), faUed to so request such a review acting
able to the claimant,

certify any amount for payment to the attor-

neij pursuant to this paragraph before the

"(ii) the dollar amount of the maximum extent as they apply in the case of title II, in good faith reliance upon incorrect, incomplete or misleading information, relating to the consequences of reapplyng for
payments in lieu of seeking review of an ad"(iii) a desciiption of the procedfjres for 1127(a)

fee which may be charged or recovered as de- and in so applyzng such provt8ion$ 'section
1631(g)' shall be substituted for 'section
termined under this paragraph, and

verse determination, provided by any officer
or employee of the Social Security Administration.
"(B) In any notice of an adverse determination with respect to which a review may
be reque3ted under paragraph (1), the Sec re•
tary shafl describe n clear and spectfic lan•
such benefit would not otherwise be avail- guage the effect on possible entitlement to
able for payment in full of the maximum fee payments under this title of choosing to rewhich may be recov- ered from such benefit apply n lieu of requesting review of the deby an attorney pursuant to section termination.

review under paragraph (3).
(b) PROIZCTION OF Arrop.?.'zY's Firs FRoM
"(3)(A) The Secretary shall provide by reg- OFTsrr1Na SSI BENEmS.—Subsectlon (a) of
sdation for review of the amount which section 1127 (42 U.S.C. 1320a•6(a)) is
would otherioi8e be the maximum fee as de- amended by adding at the end the following
termined under paragraph (2) tJ within 15 new sentence. "A benefit under title II shall
days after receipt of the notice provided pur- not be reduced pursuant to the preceding
suant to paragraph (2)(C)—
sentence to the extent that any amount of

"(i) the claimant, or the adminutrative
law judge or other adjudicator who made

the favorable determination, submits a writ.

ten request to the Secretary to reduce the

maximum fee or
(b) Emcrrv D,.—The amendments
206(a)(4).
"iii) the person representing the claimant
EXPENSF.S OR made by this section shall apply with respect
(c) LIMFFADAT!ON OF TIM
submits a written request to the Secretary to RtP- PISEZfFA lION 0, Cww AD ADMIN1S- to adverse determinatlon3 made on or after
increase the maximum fee.
TR.gflVE PR0CEED1NOS.—Seciion 201(j) (42 January 1, 1991.
Any such review shall be conducted after U.S.C. 401(j)), section 1631(h) (42 U.S.C. SEC USL DEMONSTRATiON PROJECTS RELATiNG TO

providing the claimant, the person representing the claimant, and the adjudicator
with reasonable notice of such request and
an opportunity to submit written informalion in favor of or in opposition to such re-

1383(h)), and section 1817(i)

excessive for services tendered.

such proceeding.

(42

U.S.C.

1395i(i)) are each amended by adding at the
end the foZlowing new sentence: "The

FOR TELEPHONE
SERViCE CE%TER COMMUNiCATiONS
ACCOUfr,TAB1LITY

(a) IN GEJvE&u.—The Secretary of Health

amount available for payment under this and Human Services shall develop and carry
subsection for travel by a representative to out demonstration project. desimed to imquest. The adjudicator may requeat the Sec. attend an administrative proceeding before plement the accountability procedures deretary to reduce the maximum fee only on an administrative law Judge or other adjiidi- scribed in subsection (b) in each of not fewer
the baas of evidence of the failure of the cator shall not exceed the mcxmum amount than 3 telephone service centers operated by
person representing the claimant to repre- oJlowabZe under this subsection for such the Social Secunty Adminzstratlön. Telesent adequately the claimant's inter& oron travel originating within the geographic phone sevce centers shall be selected for
the basis of evidence that the fee a clearly area of the office having jurtsdictlon over implementation of the accountability proce"(B)(i) In the case of a request for review
under 8ubparagraph (A) by the claimant or
by Uze person representing the claimant,
such review shall be conducted by the ad.
ministrative law judge who made the favorable determination or, If the Secretary determines that suéh administrative law judge is
unavailable or If the determination was not
made by an administrative law judge, such
review shall be conducted by another person

as the ji would operate in conjunction
(d) EmcnvE Diz.—The amend ments dures
with the 8ervice technology most recently

made by this section shall apply with respect
to determinations made on or after January
1, 1991, and to reimbursement for travel expenses incurred on or after January 1, 1991.

SE

U5& APPUC4B1LITY OP ADM1N1STRA TIER RSS
JUD1CA TA. REL.4 TED NOTiCE RRQU1RENEd

VI

(a) IN GE!zli.—

employed by the Social Security Administration. Each such demon3t ration project shall
commence not later than 180 days after the

date of the enactment of this Act and shall
remain in operaUon for not less than 1 year
and not more than 3 years.
(b) AcCOUNT.4BIUTY PROCEDURES. —

(1) IN aENEp4L.—During the period of each
(1) Txrzs 11.—Section 205(b) of the Social
project developed and cardesignated by the Secretary for such pur- SecurityAct (42 U.S.C 405(b)) is amended by demonstration
adding at the end the following new para- ried out by the Secretary of Health and
pose.
Human Services with respect to a telephone
"(ii) In the case of a request by the adjudi- graph:
"(3)(A) A failure to timely request review seri4ce center pursuant to subsection (a),
cator for review under subparagraph (A), the

review shall be conducted by the Secretary of an initial adverse determination with reor by an administrative law judge or other spect to an application for any benefit
person (other than such adjudicator) who is under this title or an adverse determination
on recons.deration of such an initial deterdeaignated bij the Secretary.

the Secretary shall provide for the application at such telephone service center of ac-

countability procedures consisting of the
foUowing:
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In any caae n which a person communicates with the Social Security Adminlstration by telephone at such telephone service
center and provides in such communication
(A)
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sary to ensure that t4e Zutings subsequently
maintained and published by such utilities

(2) by striking paragraph (5).
(b) Emcnvz Drn.—The amendments
for each locality include the address and made by subsection (a) shall take effect on
telephone number for each local office of the January 1, 1992.

his or her name, address, and such other Social Securtty Administraton to which

l4ent (tying information as the Secretary de- direct telephone access is maintained under
tetmines necessary and appropiiate for pur- subsection (a) in such locality. Such hating

poses of thu subparagraph, the Secretary may also include information concerning
must therezfter promptly provide such the availability of a toU-free number which
person a wrttten receipt whfch sets forth—

SEE. G6a CONTiNUATiON OF BENEFiTS ON ACCOUNT

OF PARTiCiPATION iN A NON.STA TE
VOCATiONAL REHABiLITATiON PRO.
GRAM.

(a) IN Gz,jzpji,.—Section 225(b) (42 U.S.C.

may be called for genera' information.
(I) the name Qf any individual represent(c) REPORT Y Scizmjy.—Not later than 425(b)) is amended—
ing the Social Securtty Adminut ration with January 1, 1993, the Secretary shall submit
(1) by striking paragraph (1) and inserting
whom such person has spoken in such coin- to the Committee on Way8 and Means of the the foUowing new paragraph:
muni.cation,
House of Repre.sentatives and the Commit"11) such individual is participating in an
(ii) the date of the communication,
tee on Finance of the Senate a report approved program of vocational rehabilita(iii) a description of the nature of the which—
tion servzces, and' and
communication,
(1) as8esses the impact of the requirements
(2) in paragraph (2), by striking "Commis(iv) any action that an individual repre- etabluhed by thu section on the Social Sesenting the Social Security Adminufratlon curity Administration's allocation of re- sioner of Social Security" and inserting
has indicated in the communfcatlon will be sources, workload levels, and service to the "Sec retary"
(b) PAYMFJrI un PRocz.rnws.—Section
taken in response to the communication, pubhc, and
and
(2) presents a plan for ung new, innova- 1631(a)(6) (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(6)) is amend.
(v) a descrtption of the information or tive technologies to enhance access Lo the ed—
advice offered in the communication by an Social Security Adminutration, including
(1) by striking subparagraph (A) and inindividual representing the Social Securtty access to local offices.
serting the foUowing new subparagraph:
Adminut ration.
(d) GAO RFj'oRr,—Not later than 90 day8
such individual is participating in
(B) Such person must be notified durtng after the date of the enactment of this Act, an"(A)
approved program of vocational rehabilithe communication by an individual repre- the ComptrolZer General of the United States tation
services, and' and
senting the Social Security Admini.st ration shall submit a report to the Committee on
(2) in subparagraph (B), by striking "Comtha4 if adequate identifying information is Ways and Means of the House of Representprovided to the Administration, a receipt de- atives and the Committee on Finance of the missioner of Social Security" and inserting
scri bed in subparagraph (A) will be provided Senate describing the Level of telephone "Secretary'
to such person.
(c) Emcrivz DATE—The amendments
access by the publfc to the local offices of the
(C) A copy of any receipt required to be Social Securtty Administration..
made by this section shall be effective with
provided to any person under subparagraph
(e) EmcnvE DATz.—Subsections (a) and respect to benefits payable for months after
(A) must be—
the eleventh month foilowing the month in
(b) shall ta/ce effect on April 1, 1991.
(i) included in the file maintained by the SC U5& AMENDME!ffS RSL.4 TING IV SOCiAL SECU- which this Act is enacted and shall apply
Socia' Security Admini.stration relating to
RITY ACCOUNT STA TEMENTS
only with respect to individucls whose
such person, or
(a) IN Gx,jzpji..—Sectlon 1142 of the Social blindness or disability has or may have
(ii) if there is no 8uch file, oUienoise re- Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b-13), as added ceased after such eleventh month, as deterLamed by the Social Security Adminutra- by section 10308 of the Omnibus Budget mined by the Secretary of Health and
tion in retrievable form until the end of the Reconcil,tatlon Act of 1989 (103 Stat. 2485), Human Services.
5-year period foUowing the termination of ta amended—
ON NEW E!TITLENENT 70
the project.
(1) by striking "Zsec. 1142.' and inserting SEC U6I. IJNJTATION
SPECiAL AGE.72 PA YMEAVT
(2) ExcLusioN

OF CERTAIN ROUTINE TELE-

PHONE C0MMUNICrn0NS.—The Secretary may

'aec. 114& and

(2) in subsection (c)(2), by striking "
exclude from demonstration projects carried ennl,al" and inserting "an annwz1"

out pursuant to thu section routine tele-

a bi-

phone communications whi.ch do not relate Iminz REvENUE SiRwcz iv Socuz &CUPJto potential or current eligthility or entitle- TY ADMINISTIt477ON.—
ment to benefits.
(1) IN GENERaL—Section 6103(m) of the In(c) RiPORr.—
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to dis(1) IN GENERAL—The Secretary of Health closure of taxpayer identity information) is
and Human Services shall submit to the amended by adding at the end the foUowing
Committee on Ways and Means of the House new paragraph.
of Rep resentatives and the Committee on Fi"(7) Socuz. SECURITY ACCOUNT rA7Mvfr
nance of the Senate a written report on the 7UANISHED Y SOCIAL SZCLTRJTY ADMJNISTP4progress of the demonstration projects con- TION.—Upon written request by the Commisducted pursuant to this section, together sioner of Social Security, the Secretary may
with any related data and matertals which disclose the mailing address of any taxpayer
the Secretary may consider approprtage. The who is entitled to receive a social security
report shall be submitted not later than 90 account statement pursuant to section
days after the termination of the project.
1143(c) of the Social Security Act, for use
(2) SPECInC MA7TERS TO E !NCLUDED.—The only by officers, employees or agenta of the
report required under paragraph (1) ahall— Social Security Administration for purposes
(A) assess the co8ta and benefita of the ac- of mailing such statement to such taxpaycountability procedures,
(B) identify any major diffIcuZties encoun(2) SArEGuAP.s.—Section 6103(p)(4) of
tered in implementing the demonstration such Code (relating to safeguard,)
is amendproject, and
ed, in the matter foilowing subparagraph
(C) azsess the feasibility of implementing (f)(iiO, by striking "subsection (m)(2), (4),
the accountability procedures on a natfonal or 16)" and inserting 'paragraph (2), (4),
basis.
(6), or (7) of subsection (m)'

er

SEC 1857 TELEPHONE ACCESS 70 ThE SOCIAL SECURITY ADM1N1STRA TION.

(a) REQUIRLD MINIMUM LEvzz. OF ACCESS I'D

(a) IN GE,jzpji,.—Sectlon 228(a)(2) (42

U.S.C. 428(a)(2)) is amended by striking
(b) DIscLosu or ADDRESS INF0P.lfrnoN Y "(B)" and inserting '?B)ft) attained such
age after 1967and before 1972, and (ii)"

(b) Emc7zvz DATZ— The amendment
made by subsection (a) shall apply with respect benefita payable on the basis of applicaUona filed after the date of the enactment
of this Act.
SEC $162. ELIMiNATION OF ADVANCED CREDiTiNG
IV THE TRUST PVJNDS OF SOCiAL SECURITY PA YROLL TAXES AND RE VENUES
FROM TAXATiON OF SOCIAL SECURITY

BENERY

(a) IN GE,Iui.—Section 201(a) (42 U.S.C.
401(a)) is amended—

(1) in the first sentence foilowing clause
(4)-.-

(A) by strMng '4monthly on the first day
of each calendar month" both places it appears and inserting 'from time to time'
(B) by striking "to be paid to or deposited
into the Treasury during such month" and

inserting "paid to or deposited into the

Treasury" and
(2) in the last sentence by strUdng

"Fund," and inserting "Fund Notwith-

(3) UNA U771OPJZD MSCLOWR2 PENALTIES.—
the preceding sentence in any
Paragraph (2) of section 7213(a) of such standing
Code (relating to unautl&orl,zed disclosure of month for which the Secretary of the Treas-

Loc OmcEs.—In addition to such other returns and return information) is amended ury deteimines that the asseta of either such
access by telephone to offices of the Social by striking "(m)(2), (4), or (6)" and inserting Trust Fund would otlienoise be inadequate

to meet such fund'8 obUgations, the SecreSecurtty Administration as the Secretary of "(m)(2), (4), (6), or (7)'
Health and Human Services may consider SEC R5* TRIAL WORK PERIOD DURING ROLLING tary of the Treasury shall trans.fer to such
approprtate, the Secretary shall maintain
FIVE-YEAR PERIOD FOR ALL DiSABLED Trust Fund on the fir3t day of such month
the amount which wouzd have been transaccess by telephone to local offices of the
BENEFiCIARIES
Social Security Administration at the level
(a) IN GzNzP.u..—SecUon 222(c)(42 U.S.C. ferred to such Fund under this section as in
of access generally available as of September 422(c)) is amended—
30, 1989.
(b) TELEPHONE ZJSTINGS.—The Secretary

(1) in paragraph (4)(A), by striking '

be-

effect on October 1, 1990; and"
(c) Emcnvz DATE—The amendments

ginning on or after the first day of such made by this section shall become effective

shall make such requests of local telephone pertod," and inserting "in any period of 60
utilities in the United States as gre neces- consecutive month.,, ' and

on the first day of the month foUowing the
month in which this Act Is enacted.
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(ii) by striking paragraph (2)(C) and in"(iz) the provisions of section 209 as in
effect prior Lo Lhe enactmen.t of the Sacal serting L'zefoUow1flg
'(C)(i) who becomes enLitlcd to bcncfits
cuntyActArflendmeflLS of 1950. and
'flii) the provisions of section 215(d) as in under section 202(a) or 223 or who dies, or
"(iz) aahose primary insurance amount is
(a) IN GENEJUL—Section 202(j114) 42 efJect prior to (he enactment cii the Social
required Lo be recomputed under paragraph
Security AnwndmenLS of 1977.
USC. 4112(j) (4)) t amended—
'(E) For purpases of this paragraph, the (2). (6), or (7) of subsection (f) or under .cC(1)i,svbpanzgruph (A), by striking "if the
effect" av4 aLt that follDws and znserting 'zf table for determining prtmary insurance tion 231. and
(u4) y stñ.kng p.2ragraphs (3) and (4).
the amount of the monthly benefit to which amount$ and maxim2im family benefits con(3) CO,IFORMrNG AME1.DMENTS.—
such tndivdizai would oiherLoi8e be entiUed tained in this .ection in December 1978
(A) Section 215(i)(4) (42 U.S.C. 415(i)(4))
for any such month would be .sv.bject Lo re- shaU be 7eiised as provided by subsection (i)
ts amended in The first &entence by 1nsertinp
for each year after 1978.
duction pursuav..t to subsection (q).", and
(2) COMPtI7'ATION OF PRrMARY INSURANCE "and as amended by section 6064 of the Om(2) in slLbparagraph (B), by striking
nibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990"
clauses (ii and (iv) and by redesignating BENEFIT UNDER 1939 ACT—
fA) DWrSJON Of WAGES BY EL.4PStD YEARS.— after 'as then in effect".
clauses fti), (itt), and (v) as clauses (i), (li),
is
415(d)(1))
Section 215(d)(1) (42 U.S.C.
(B) Section 203(a)(8) (42 USC. 403(a)(8))
and (in), rspectivlj.
j.s amended in the first sentence by inscrting
(b) EffECT,VE DA.—The amendments amended—
(i) in nzbpartzgrtzph (A), by jnerting "and "and as amended by section 6064 of the Ommo4e by this iection ihall apply with respect subject
to section 104(j)(2) of the Soctal Se- nibus Budgct Reconciliation Act of 1990,"
£0 avplication6 for benefits filed on or after
citrity Amdment$ of 1972" 'ifter "t1iereof' after "December 1978" Lh.e second place it
January 1, 1991.
SEC. 6063.

ELIM!NA7ION OF EL!GIBJLIT) FOR P.ETRfr
ACTiVE RF%'EPTTh FftR C;RT.4P ml)!;*WU4LS ELIGiBLE F* kEIMJ(ZD VEN

stC. U. CONSOIJVATI&%' OP OLD 'ETIIO1)S OF
COMPLTI.VG

IV?JMAR1

INSUIANCE

A MOVNTS.

a) CONSOLIDATION cai CoMpirrArrON METE-

a-nd

(ii) by striking "(B) For purposes" in subparagruph (B) and all that follows through
clause (ii) of such sit bparu graph and inserti'ng the following:

appears.

(C) Section 215(c) (42 U.S.C. 415(c)) is

amended b, striking "This" and inserting
'Sut,ject to the amendments made by section
6064 of the Omnthus Budget Reconciliation

'(B) For purposes of iibpara graphs (B) Act of 1990, this".
and FC) of subsection (b)(2) (as so in
(D) Section 215(f)(7) (42 U.S.C. 415(f)(7))
effect)—
by striking the peñod at ihe end
(A) by striking "For purposes of" and in'(i) the total wages prior to 1951 (as de- uofamended
the first 8efltCnce and inserting ', tncludserting "(A) Subject to subparagraphs (B), fined in 8ubparagraph (C) of this paraing a przmary insurance amount computed
(C), (DI and (E), for purposes of'
gruph) of an indivzdual—
any such subsection whose opcration
(B) b, striking the last sentence: and
"(I) shall in the case of an individual who under
as a rcsult of the amendments
(C) by adding at the end the following new attained age 21 piior to 1950, be divided &y is modifiedsection
6064 of the Omnibus
by
the number of jears thereinafter in this sizb- made
sizbparagraphs:
Bud
gct
Reconciliation
Act of 1990".
(iii),
and
paragraph
referred
to
as
the
'divisor')
elaps'(B)(z) Subject to clauses (ii),
(E)(i)
Section
215(d)
(42 U.S.C. 415(d)) is
ing
after
Lhe
'.ear
in
which
the
indiv1dtLal
(iv), and noiwi.thstanding any other proviparafurther
amended
by
redesignating
attained
ape
20,
or
1936
if
later,
and
prior
to
sion af Law, the primary insurcnce amount
çrraph (5) as paragraph (3).
ODS. —

(1)

IN

GENEJUL.—Section

215(a)(5)

(42

US.C. 415(a)(5)) is amended—

of any tndivi1ua2 described in aubaru- the earlier of the year of death or 1951,
(ii) Subsections (a)(7)(A), (a)(7)(C)(ii),
graph (C) shall be, in lieu of the pri-mary in- except that such divisor shall not include and
(f)(9)(A) of section 215 of such Act (42
any
calendar
jear
entirely
includ.ed
in
a
siirance ainol4nt as computed pirs-ti.ant to
any af the provision8 referred to in siibpara-

period of disability, and in no case shall the U.S.C. 415) are each amended bY stnking
"slTh6ection (d)(5)" each place it appears
and inserting "-iibsection (d)(3)".

griph (DI, the primary insunlnee amount divisor be less than one, and
"(II) shall, in the case of an individual
computed under subsection (a) of 8ectzon
215 as in e.Jfeci zn December 1978, without who died bcfore 1950 and before atta1ning
regard to subsection (b)(4) and (c) of such age 21, be divided by the number of years
(hercinafter in this subparagraph referred to
section as so in effect
"(ii) The computation of a primary insltr• a the 'divisor') elapsing after the sccond
ance amount iznder this subparugrtzph shall year prior to the year of death, or 1936 if
be subject to 8ection 104(j)(2) of the Social
SecuritJ Amendment$ of 1972 (relating to
the number of eZaped years under 8ecf ion
2 15(b)).

in subparagraph (C) of this para"(iii) In conipiting a primary in..rance fined
graph) of an individual who either atta1ned
age 21 after 1949 or died aft'.er 1949 before attaining age 21, shall be dividcd by the
nizmber of jears (hereinafter in this subshall be incrcased £0 $11.50.

referred to as the dirisar') elaps"(iv) In the ca.e of an indt'idual to whom parv.gruph
1949 and przor to 1951.".
section 215(d) apilies, the primary insur- ing after
(B) CDrrrNo of wAGEs To yrRs.—C2ause
ance amount of such individual 8hall be the (iii)
of section 215(d)(1)(B) (42 U.S.C.
grcater of—
415(d)(1)(B)(izi)) is amended to reed as fol'(1) the primary insurance amount com- kws:
puted undcr the preceding clauses of this
'(iii) if the q-uotient exceeds $3000. only
subparagraph, or "(II) the primary znsur-

$3,000 shaU be decmed Lo be the indivduals
wages for each of Ue years which were used
215(d).
in computing the amount of ihe divzsor, and
"(C) An fndiridual is described tn this the remainder of the individuals total
subparagraph if—
wxiges prior to 1951 (1) if kss than $3,000,
'() paragraph (1) does not apply to slLch shaU be deemed credited to the computation
individual by reason of such individual's base year (zs defined in subsection (b)(2) as
eiigibüity for an old-age or dtsabilitii inur- zn effect in December1977) immediately preance benefit, or the individual's death, prior ceding the earliest pear used in computing
to 1979. and
the amount of the divisor, or (1!) if $3,000 or
"(ti) such individual's primary insurance more, shaLl be deemed credzted, in $3,000 inamount compuied under lJu.s aection u.s in cre,nenLs, to the computation base year (a.$
effect -Lm,nediatel before the date of the en- so defiued) tmmediately preceding the earliactment of the Omnibu8 Budget Reccmczlia- est year used in computing the amount of
Lion Act of 1990 would have been coinpuied the divisor and to each of the computatzon
under the provisions described in Lubpara- base years (as so defined) consecutively pregraph (D).
ceding that a/car, with any remaznder Less
"(D) The prov&sions dcscri bed in this sub- (Jian $3,000 being credited to the coniputaparagraph are—
tion base ycar (as so defined) iminedzately
"(z) the provisions of this slth8ection as in preceding the earliest year to which a full
effect prior to Ue enactment of Ihe Social $3000 increment was crcditcd, and".
(C) ApPLJCABrLrrY.—SeCtWn 215(d) is furSecurity Amendment$ of 1965, if such provisions would preclude the use of wagcs prior Iher amended—

amount computed

under scction

to 1951 in the computation of the primary
insurance amount,

tion (a)(7) Or (d)(5)" each place it appears
and inserting "sttbsection (a)(7) or (d)(3)'.
(4) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(A) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in
laler, and prior to the yeai- of death, and 1n
no case 8hciU the divisor be Less than one; ubparaqraph (B), the amendnfl'lZts made by
this subsection shall apply w1h resprct to
and
"(ii) the tvtal wages przor to 1951 (as de- the computation of the primarlJ insurance

amount under this subparagiiiph, the dollar
amount specified in paragraph (3) of section 215(a) (as in effect in Deccmber 1978)

ance

'(iii) Scction 215(f)(9)(B) (4? U.S.C.
415f)(9)(B)) is amended by stiiking subsec-

amount of any insured individual in any
case in which a pe—son becomcs entitlcd 10
benefits under section 202 or 223 on the
basis of such insv red individual's waws and
self.einplolinwnt inccrme for months aftcr the

18-month penod following the nriilh

in

which this Act is enacted. except that such

amendments shall not apply if an!, person 25
entitled to benefits based on thc wcgcs and
self-employment income of such insured zn
dlv idual for the month preceding the intial

month of such person's entith'mcnt to such

benefits under ection 202 or 223.
(B) RECOMPUTATIO.VS.—ThC amendmr?:ls
made by this subsection shull apply u1h re
spect to any pr7narg insurancc aiOunt
upon the recovLJ,utation of such pnmury fl
surance

amount if such r'coinpUtOllO s

first e,ffectite for monthly bcnfzts for
months after thc 18.month pcriod .follozn,g
the month in which this Act zs e,zaClcd,

(b BENEFITS IN 'ASE OF Vj.TEF_4%s.—S((lon

217(b) (42 U.s.c. 417(b)) is a;nt'ndcd-—

(1) n the first sentence of paraçaph (1.
by stnking Any" and inscrbng 'Sub?eC't 10
paragraph (3). any"; and

(2) by adding at the end thcfollou171c1 ?zcu-

paragraph:
'(3)(A) Thc preccdzng prozLszo!S 0.! tius
subsection shall apply for purpos'.c of dcter

mining the entitlemcnt ta bcn;ts undcr

section 202, based on the pnmary znsu;aflce
aniount of the deccased World War ii I:c(cr
an, of any surviving indiridual only zj such
surviiing individual makes appltcalzofl for
wtriking
(2)(B),
by
(i) n paragraph
such bencJits before the end of the 38-month
'except as providcd in piiragraph (3),
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period after the month in which the Omni

such system shall be determined in a

bus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 was manner that assures that the expected aggreenacted..
gate payments for such capital-related costs
'?B) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply tf for discharges occurring duiing fiscal year
any person s entitled to benefits uMer sec- 1992 are not greater or Zess than those that
ton 202 based on the p,imary insurance would have been made for portions of cost
amount of such veteran for the month pre- reporting periods occurring during Mcal
ceding the month in which such application year 1992, taMng into account the reducis made.
tons specified in paragraph (3)(A)(v). " and
(c) Appucirry OF ALTERNATIVE MmIOD
(2) by inserting after subparagraph (B)(iv)
FOR DETERMINING QUARTERS OF COvaE the following sentence. "Notwithstanding
WITH RLSPECI' TO WAGLS IN THE PERIOD FROM
clause (V. such system may provide for con1937ro 1950.—
tinuation of payment for fixed capital on a
(1) Appjjcjwjjry wrrHorfr REGARD TO
reasonable cost basis, subject to reductions
NUMBER OF F.L4PSED YFs.—Section 213(c) in paragraph (3)(A)(v).
(42 U.S.C. 413(c)) is amended—
(A) by inserting "and 215(d)" after SEC. 1IO2 PROSPECTIVE PA YMENT NOSPITAL
(a) CHANGLS IN Hospjmz. UPTE FAC"214(a)'and

(B) by stiiking 'except where— and all
that follows and inserting the following:

TORS.(1) IN GENER.4L.—Section 1886(b)(3)(B)(i)

'except where tuch individual is not a fully (42 U.S.C. 1395ww(b)(3)(B)(i)) is amended—
(A) by striking "and" at the end of subinsured individual on the basis of the
number of quarters of coverage so derived clause (V);
(B) in subclause (VI)—
plus the number of quarters of coverage de(i) by striking "1991" and inserting
rived from the wages and self-employment
income credited to such individual for peri- "1994' and

(A)

S 15901
in clause (ii), by striking "the Secre-

tary" and inserting "and ending on or
before September 30, 1994, the Secretarij"

(B) by redesignating clause (iii) as clause
(iv), and
(C) by inserting after clause (ii) the following new clause:

"(iii)(I) For discharges occurring in the

fiscal year beginning on October 1, 1994, the

average standardized amount for hospitals
located in a rural area shall equal the average standardized amount for hospitals located in an other urban area.
"(II) For discharges occurring in a fiscal
year beginning on or after October 1, 1995,

the Secretary shall compute an average

standardized amount for hospitals located
in a large urban area and for hospitals lo-

cated in other areas within the United

States and within each region equal to the
respective average standardized amount
computed for the previous fiscal year under
this subparagraph increased by the applicable percentage increase under subsection
(b)(3)(B)(i) with respect to hospitals located

the respective areas for the fiscal year in(ii) by re4esignating such subclause as in
volved.."
(2) APPUC1BIL!TY wnworrr REGARD V DATE subclause (IX); and
(D) in paragraph (3)(B), by striking "for
OF DEA 711.—Section 155(b) (2) of the Social Se(C) by inserting after subclause (V) the folhospitals located in an urban area and for
curity Amendments of 1967 is amended by lowing new subclauses:
striMng "after such date"
"(VI) for fiscal year 1991, the market hospitals located in a rural area" and by
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments basket percentage increase minus 2.0 per- striking "for hospitals located in such respective area";
made by this subsection shall apply only centage points for hospitals In all areas,
(E) in paragraph (3)(D)(i)—
with respect to individuals who—
"(VII) for fiscal year 1992, the market
(i) in the matter preceding subclause (I),
(A) make application for benefits under basket percentage increase minus 1.5 perby striking "an urban area (or," and all that
section 202 of the Social Security Act after cent age points for hospitals in all areas,
through "area)," and inserting "a
the 18-month period following the month in
"(VIII) for fiscal year 1993, the market follows
urban area, and
which this Act is enacted, and
basket percentage increaie minus 1.4 per- large
(ii) in subclause (I), by striMng "an urban
(B) are not entitled to benefits under sec- centage points for hospitals in all areai,
area" and inserting "a large urban area'
'ion 227 or 228 of such Act for the month in and
ods after 1950. "

-

which such application is made.

and
(F) in paragraph (3)(D)(ii), by striking "a
made by paragraph (1) shall apply to pay- rural
area" each place it appears and insertments for discharges occurring on or after ing "other
areas'
January 1, 1991.
(2)

SEC. 196& SUSPENSION OF DEPENDENTS BENEF1YS
WHEN THE WORKER IS IN
TENDED PERIOD OFEUGIBIUTY.

AN .

(a) IN GENEjw.—Section 223(e) (42 U.S.C.

623(e)) is amended by—

(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(e)" and
(2) by ad4ing at the end the followl.ng new
paragraph.
"(2) No benefit shall be payable under section 202 on the basis of the wages and selfemployment income of an individual entiUed to a benefit under subsection (a)(1) of

this section for any month for which the

benefit of such individual under subsection
(a)(1) is not payable under paragraph (1). "
(b) Emc'rIvE DATE.— The ameMments
made by subsection (a) shaU apply with respect to benefits for month3 after the date of
the enactment of tht3 Act.

Subtitle B—Medicare

PART 1—PRO VISIONS RELATING ONLY
TO PARTA
SEC. 1101. REDUCTIONS IN PA YME!,"TS FOR CAPIT4L.
RELA TED COSTS OF INP4 TIENT HOSPI.
T4L SERVICE&

(a) IN GENEp...—5ectjon 1886(g)(3)(AHv)
U.S.C. 1395ww(g)(3)(A)(v)) is amended

(42

bp st rikng "September 30, 1990" and inserting 'September 30, 1991, and by 10 percent
for payments attributable to portion. of cost
reporting period.s or discharges (as the case
may be) cccurrLng during the period beginning October 1, 1991 and ending September

EF,zc"rIVE

DATE.—The

amendments

(b) PI1E-Orfr OF SEPARATE A VL%4GE SrAJIziARDIZD AMOUNTS.—

(1) IN GENEIUL.—Section 1886(b)(3)(B)(i)
(42 U.S.C. 1395ww(b)(3)(B)(iLI, as amended
by subsection (a)(1), is further amended—

(A) in subclause (VI), by stiiking 'ln all
areas," and inserting "in a large urban or

(3)

EFFECTIVE

DATE.—The

amendments

made by paragraph (1) shall apply to pay.
inents for discharges occurring on or after
January 1, 1991, and the amendments made
by paragraph (2) shall apply to payments for
discharges occurring on or after October 1,
1994.
(c) PHASE-IN OF AREA WAGE INnzx UPDATE

other urban area, and the market basket per- FOR FISCAL YR 1991.—
centage increaie for hospitai8 located in a
(1) Ap. WAGE INDFJC.—Subject to the la$t
rural area,
sentence of section 1886(d)(3)(E) of the
(B) in subclause (VII), by striking "in all Social Security Act, for purposes of deterareas," and inserting "in a large urban or mining the amount of payment made to a
other urban area, and the market basket per- hospital under part A of tiUe XVIII of Uje
centage increase for hospitals located in a Social Security Act for the operating costs of
rural area,'
inpatient hospital services, the Secretary of
(C) in subclause (VIII), by striMng "In all Health and Human Services, in adjusting
areas, and" and inserting "In a large urban such amount under such section to reflect
or other urban area, and the market basket the relative hospital wage level in the geopercentage increase for hospitals located in gnzphtc area of the hospital compared to the
a rural area,
naflonal average hospital wage index
(D) in subclause (IX)—
8h021—
(i) by strzMng "1994" and in.erting
(A) for dvscharges occurring during fiscal
"1995' and
year 1991, apply a combined area wage

(ii) by redesignating such subclau8e as index consisting of—
subelause (X); and
(i) 75 percent of the area wage Index deter(E) by inserting after subcZause (VIII) the mined using the survey of the 1988 wages
following new subclaus,e
nd wzge-related co,,ts of hospUas in the
"(IX) for fiscal year 1994, the market UnUed States conducted under such section,
basket percent.age increase for ?zospitais Zo- nd
ca ted in large urban or other urban area,
(ii) 25 percent of the area wage index apand 8uch percentage increase for hospitals plicable le the hospital for dwcharges occur-

30, 1995."
(bi xEMPnON FoR Runa PRIMARY CARE located in a rural area a will provide for a ring during f1caI year 1990, a determined
HOsPITALs.—Sectjon 1886(g)(3)(2) (42 U.S.C. reducUon of V, (compared to fLca2 year isng the survey of the 1984 wages and
1395ww(g)(3)(B)) Is am'nded by striking 1993) in the percntage dtfference between wzge-related costs of hospitals in the United
"1886(d)(5)(D)(iii))."

and
inserting the average standardized amount deter'1886(d)(5)(D)(jji) or a niral prLmarij care mined und.er subsection (d)(3)(A) for hospdefined n subsection tazs located in an urban area (other than
garge urban area) and such average stand(c) PROSPECIIVE PAYMENT IOR CAPITAL.— ardized amount for host4tals located in
Section 1886(g)(1) (42 U.S.C. 1395ww(g)(1) rural area,"
hopUaZ
(as
(mm)(1))."
is amended—

(2)

CONFORMING

4MENI,MEmS.—Sectjon

States conducted under such section; and
(B) for discharges occurrtng during fiscal

year 1992 and fiscal year 1993, apply the

area wage index otherwise applicable to the
hospl&l under such section for dl,scharges
occurring during such fiscal year.

(2) Srunv OF HOSPITAL OCCUPA7YONAL MIX
(1) by inserting at the end of subpara- 1886(d.' (42 U.S.C. 1395ww(d)) is amended in SWD
WAGE INI)EX COMPUTAnON.—The Prospecgraph (A) the following: "Payment under paragraph (3)(A)—
live Payment Assessment Commis,sion (herc-

to as t1e o,nmi.ssion') how to complete the application not later
shall eiamine 8tate level and other avail• thrn 60 da-ys .fter Me l2pplication is füed.
1886(bJ(4)(A) 42 U.S.C.
(21 .Secton
able data ieo.iring ear,vjng and paid
holLrs of rmp?oyment by ccrpatonal cate• 1395ww(b)(4-J(A)) a amended by adding at
iory of workers employed by hospitai.. The the end the following new sen!ence: 'The
examination thall include ana1yn af the Secrrlarij haU announce decision on uny
fmpact of variation in occupatioiwl mit on reflest Jar n emption, exception, or adthe computation of the zrea wage index 1a, jusinenL znder this pCrU7raph not iater
computed r&der section 1886 (dl) of Vie then 180 dgys iifter receiving a completed
Social Seceirity AcL eased on the ftizdins of aipZcaton for such exemption, exeeption,
inafter refe'rred

this ana.vsis, the Commission shall tnthsde oredju8tmenl, and shall include in .uch dein ts March 19.91 report recommendations cision a detrziled explanolion of £he grounds

reardin the feaabiZity and desirability of on wheh 8uch rjuest wa v.vproved or
modtfying the wage index computation lo denied.".
(b) STANDARDS FOR AssJG.NMEMT OF NLw
take into aocoun xxupcticmal mit. In conBASE P&pjav.—Section 1886(b)(4) (42 U.S.C.
1395ww(b)(4)) is amended—

sidertfl9 aUernative computaton.s or adjustments to the wage iuiez, the Commission
(1) by rdenat1n iebprzragiaph (B) as
shati examine and take into acccrun.t variation fn occttpatwnal mtx ,v,suUin fmm dif- subparagraph (C); and
2) by znsertin after 6ubprzragruph (A) the
ferences tn State Codes and requirements.
foflowing ,iew subaragrlzph:
SA'C. E193. REDVCT1ON IN NDIRLCT MEDiCAL £1)UC4lION PA )'VEA7
(1 fwzncr MEDICAL EDUCATION PAYMEN7

REmxtr.—

flI Section !886(d)(5)(B)(ii)

October 1.8, 1990
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U.S.C.

1395wei'fd)(S)(B)fri)) u amended—

"(iii) in a.subsequent extension period, the

medical director or physician described in
clause i)I1) recertijies at the be'inning of
the period that the indivüiual is terminally

ill;'
c)

EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by thi. section shall apply with respect

to care and servicea furnished on or after
January 1, 1990.
SW ?* NIScELLAAEUS AND TECYNWAL AMR%D.
HR%Th RELA TINC TO PART A.

(a) EKTEN.SIONS OF W.UVERS OF LIABILJTY
FOR SKILLED NURSING FACILITIES AND H0S•
PICES. —

(1) SRILL.ED
second sentence

JJURSING

FACILITiES—The

of section 9126(c) of the
Consolidaied Omnibus Bud9et Reconcila-

tion Act of 1985 is amended by strtkin "October 31, 1990" and inserting "December 31,
1995'
12) Hospjcrs.—Section 9305(f)(2) of the
B) In determini.ng under bpararaph Omnibij,s Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986
(A) whether to assign a new base period is amended b'y striking November 1, 1990"
which is more representative ofAe reasona- and insethng "December 31, 1995'
bl and neceisary cost o a hospital of pro'3) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
vidin' inpatient services, the Secretary shall ma4e by ,paragrzph3 (1) and (2) 8haZl take

into onsidemton—
effect on the date of the enactment of this
(A) in subclause (I), by striking '1.89"and take
"(i) chances in applicable technologies, Act.
in3ertin/fn'heu thereof '1.68' and
practices, or case mix eeveñty that
ib) DESIGNATIONS Of CERTAIN HOSPITALS AS
(B) tn subclause (11), by 8trikin '1.43" medica1
increase the hospital's coats;
RuL PRIMARY Ciju HOSPITALS.—
and inserting in lieu thereof "1.28".
"ffi) whet.hr increases in wages and wage-

(1) PRIORITY IN DISCPJTIONEY DESIGNATIONS
re1ted costs in the •georaphic area in GIl/LW
TO HOSPITALS AFFILIATED WiTH A .RUR.4L
which Uze hospital is 'ocated stibstantially HEALTH WWORK iN .4 FtRTJCJFATING STAT€.—
(A) in stzbclau II)—
the verce of the ncrea.es in such Section 1820(*)(2)(C) (42 U.S.C. 1395i
(i) b, st,iMn 1985 anij" and 1nsertiny in exceed
costs pLud by #zo.cpitaZs in the United States; 4H)(2)(C)) u amended by o4din at the end
liee Uieeof'1985,'an1
and
(2) Section 1886(d)(3)(C)(i2) (42 u.S.C.
1395ww(d)(3)(C)(ii)) is amended—

(ii) by rtarrting "and by section 6103 of
"(iii) .suc1 other factor8 as the Secretary
the Omnibus Budget ReconezUatwu Act of considers
appropruzte in determining in•
1990"c.fter "J987' and
crease8 in the hospital'., costs of providing
(B) in sisbckzuse (11)—
services.
(i) by stri.kin '1985 and" and inserting in •inpatient
c) GUJJANCE IV LVTEJ'-MEJ)IA.RIFS ARD .Wos.F'Ilieu thereof "1985, and
—The Administrator of The Health Care
(ii) bi) i7l8erftn "and by section 6103 of TAL&
Administration BhalZ pro rnde
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of Fzna.ncin
guidance to agencies and oraniations per.
1991J"cfter"1987".
formizz9 /uiwt.ion.$ pursuant to section 1816
(b) EnSCTIVE DAn.—The amt'ndments of the Social Security Act and to hospitals

the foUowing new Lentence: 'in desiQnatin7

facilitie8 as rural primary care hospitals

under this subparugraph, the Secretary 6hall

give preference to facth ties that have en-

tered into an agreement described in 8ubsec

tion ()(2) with a rural health network lo•

cated inc State rece'ving a grant under sub•
section (a)(1). '
(2) ELIGIBILITY OF CERTAIN CLOSED HOSPI
U.S.C.
(42
TALs.—Sectwn 1820(f)(1)(B)
1395i-4(f)(1)(B)) is amended by 8trikin7

made by Lhis aection shall apply jo say- that re not subsection (d) hospitai. (as dements for ducharges occurring on or after fined in section 1886(d)(1)(B) of such Act) to "hospital," and inserting the followng.
(or, In the case of a facility that
January 1, 1991.
assist Buch agencies, organizations, and hos- "hosjital
during the 12-month period that ends
S,'C. f 184. P1'S EXEMPT HOS'JTA L6.
pitals in fUing complete applications with closed
(a) DL4.injNEs FOR REVIEW AND DECISION.— the Administrator for exemptions, excep- on the date the facility apDlies for such des
at the time the facility closed),
(1) Section 181(f) (42 U.S.C. 1395h(f)) is tions, nd adju.stments under section ignation,
ELIGIBILITY OF OTHER FACILITIES AS
amended—

(A) by strikin 0(j) and "(2)" nd insert-

fn "(A)" and "(B)",
(B) by striking "(1)" and inserting "(f)(1)";
and

13)
1886(b(4)(A) of such Act.
PRIMARY CARE HOSPITALS—Section
(d) EFFECTIVE DATES—The amendments RURAL
(42 U.S.C. 1395i—4(f)(1)(F)) is
made by subsection (a) shall take effect on 1820(f)(1)(F)
tnertin before the period at
the effective date of the next regular publica- amended by
or meef.. such substitute criteria

end ",
tion of such standard.s, and the amendments the
lrrnitin the number of inpatwnt beds and
(he hours of titpatient care as the State may
impose with the approva7 of the Secretary
(4) EFFECTIVE DArT—The amendments
made by paragruphs (1), (2), and (3) shall

(C) by sfr'tkin Such standards and crtte- mad.e by subsections (b) and (c) shall take
ra" aiui all that follows and inserting the effect upon enactment of thts Act.
followin:
Sc. 61A5. EXPANSION OF.HOS.PI(R BRVEPI7'.
"(2) The standards and criteria estab(a) IN G.jiEpJ1..—Sectton 1812 (42 U.S.C.
lished tnd,eiparraph (1) shall tnclude—
1395d) s amended—
?A) with rsject to claini.s for serttces fur(1) in subsection (a)(4), by strtkin '9O
nis?zed tinder this part by any provider of days each" and afl that follows through
services other than a hospital—
"with respect to" and th.serting the follow"(I) whether such agency or orantzation ing: "90 days each, a subsequent period of 30
is able to process 75 percent of reconsider- days, and a subsequent extension period
at'ions within 60 days (except in the ca.e of with respect to', and
fi.scal year 1989, 66 percent of recon.s'ider•
r2) in subsection Id)—
ations) and 90 percent of recon&-idcrations
(A) fn paragraph (1), by striking "90 days
within 9Odat's. and
each" and ull that follows through ?iJe"(if) the extent to which such ageney or or- time" and in.sertin the foUowin: "90 days
anzaUons determinations are reversed on each, a subsequent penod of 30 days, and a
appeal, and

'I'B) with ipect th appl2catzons ft)r a reconsfderution of the target amount appUcable under seeton 1886(b) to a ?2osj,ital that

is not a vbsection (d) tospital (as defined
in sectton 1886(d)(1)(B))—

"(ii if ruch agency or r,rganization receives a completed applicatfon, whether
such agency orranization i8 able to procss such apphcation not laUr than 60 day8
after the appticat'ion i filed, and

"(ii) if s-uch aiency or orantation riuch avenc!, or oranizaion is able to

eives an tncomplete application, whether
return The pp7icueion with instructions on

take effect on the date of the enactment af
this Act.

(z) RESPONSLBILrTIFS AND REPORTI.%G RE.
ASSESS•
QUIREM€NT OF PR OSPECI7 WE PA

MENT CoMMiSSIoN—Section 1886 (42 U.S.C.
1395ww) is amended—

(1) zn subsection (d)(4)(D), by striking the
Inst sentence;
(2) in subsection (e)(2)—

(A) b; striking 'recommendations to the
Secretary" and inserting 'recomnendations
the Secretary and Conress'
subsequent ext en.s-ton period diirin the ndi- to(B)
by Inserting °(.A)' after (2)' and by
vidual's hfelime", and
adding
at the end the followtn new sub•
pararuph
(21(B),
by
striking
'a
90(B)
rag raph,s;
or 30-dai, peñod," ant! f,serting "a 90- or pa (B)
In order to promote the efficient and
30-day period or a sit.bseqizent extension effective
deliuery of hih•quality health care
period,'.
8ervice.s,
the Commisston shall, in o4dition
ArWiNDME,."r.—SectiOn
CONFORMIPJG
Thi
carrying out its functions under subsec
1814(aH7HA) 42 U.S.C. 1395f(a)(7)(A)) i. to
Lion (d)(4)(D) and 8ubpara7raph (A), &tudy
amenet!—
(1) fn cause (i), by stri7cin 'and" at the and make recommendations for each fiscal
iear to the Secretary and the Congress re
end;
reirnburse
(2) in clause (ii). by strikin' the semicolon Qarding chane8 n each existing
ment policy under this title under whzch
at the end and t'i8erin7 ", aizd ; and
13) b .4d*ng a! the end the followino new payments to tzn in8tttution arc based upon
prospectively determined ratc.s and the de.
clause:
-
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(6) n sitbzection (eH6XG) by striking 1395wwrd1110)(Cllif)), an application of a

ment policies under this title, fncluthng rec- clause (i) and by redesignating cLauses (U) s,sb3ectk,n (d) hospital submftted to the Secommendaftons relating to—
ttnd (f iii a. clauaes (i) nd (U), respect vely.
such cZause shall be considered
"(f) payments during such fiijcal year (d PROPAC STrJDv or MEDIcAm PA YMER7 to haveunder
been zuijmiLted
the ftrt day of
under the prr,spective puyment system estab- TO HOsmALs.—The Prospective Payment As- the preceding fisca' year by
sich clause
tt3hed under this sectf on for deter,ninrng sessinen Co,nmtsson (hereafter fn this sub- if it U iubmiUed within 60under
days of the date
payments for the operating costs of Inpa- Secflon referred to as The 'Commission") of pub'ication of the guidelines
described fn
tfent hospfta1 servl.ces, Including changes in shall cortdct a ,tiidy of hospital payment
(D)(i) of such sectf on.
the n,tmber of dfagnosfs-relat4 groups used rates tinder State w'*edjcad programs eslab- subpaugraph
(2) Section 1886(d)(10) ü amended—
to classify ftspat,,ent hopita1 discharges lished tgnder HUe XIX of the Social Security
(A) n subparQgrzzph (B)(i) by strLkng
under subsection (d), adjustments to suc3' Act The Commluion shall specifically ex- *reprvjenWtive8
and in.erting "representagroups to reflect severity of U1ness, and gnine g, stich study the level of hospital rechanges in the method., by which hospitaLs mbtrsement under tUle XIX pmgrms, the
(B) n subparagraph (B)(i) by striking "1
are rr*mbiied for capUal-rejated costs; and relationship between these payments and wtember
be a member of the Prospect we
Iii) additfr,rwj payments made to ?IoRpi- payments made to hospitaLs under title Paymentshall
Auewnent Commission, and at
tals vnder zibsection (d), fncluding pay- XVIII of the Socia.l Securtty Act, and the fikat' and
,nents made—
nancta1 condiUon of affected hospLtals, v,tth
In subparagraph (C)(iii)(II) by strik'(1/ to hospitals located fn 3arge urban particular attention to kospftals in urban fng(Cthe
first two sentence, and inserting in
areas:
areas ,hich treat large numberz of tUle XIX
thereof the following: Appeal of decito howilals Iccated n ruial areas, vcfpfents and other iow.i*come fndivid- Uei.j
ftzcliiding regiona1 referra1 centers and sole tiaZs. By no later than October 1, 1991, the sions of the Board ahaU be subject to the provfsions of 5 U.S.C. section 557b".
community hospiLaZs,

Commfzson shall submit a report to Con-

?I11) for the indirect coats af medica1 edu- gras on such study and shall fnclude such
caLwn,
recommendatjo,u z the Commiuion deems
?IV) for ?IOSDUCLS aerving a dvspropor- appropriate
tionate share of low-income pat ienta; and
(el UPDATE OP ROIJFINr Sga vzcz Cag or
"(V)fordiwiwrçes described in szibsection Sxn..z1, Nrmsmo FAcrzJnEs.—
(dll5llA).
(1 IN az(gp.ai..—Sectton 6024 of the Omni-

"(C) The Commission, by not later than b2L Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 is
June 1 of erich pear (begn,ning with calen- amended by o4dng a The end the following
dar year 1991), shall submit a report to the new sentence. The Secretary shall update
Congress e.xamMfng the Amerwan heaUh such costs under svch section for coat re-

(h) RiviEw OF HOSPITAL REGULATiONS WITH

RESPECT 7V Ru J'C)SPITAL$. —
(1/ IN a
.AI—Not later than 12 months

after the date of enactment of thi3 Act, the
Secretary of Health and Human Service8
shall review the requirements n regulation.
developed pursuant to section 1861(e) of the
Social Security Act to dete,,nine which requnzents could be made Less admfnistra-

tft,ely and economically burdensome for hosporting per*ods beQinning on or after Octo- pftals defined fn section 1886'dM'1)(B) of the
ber 1, 1989, by uflng cost reports submitted Social Security Act that are 1ocaed in a
"(if) the financa1 condition of ho3pitalI by skilled nurzing fqcthttez for cost report- ruruA area as defined n section
tncwftng the teve of payments made to hos- ng periods ending not earjer than Jaftuary 1886'dM'2M'D) of the Social Secuñty Act
pitals wider this titZe,
31, 1988, and not later Than December 31, without dminWzing the quality of care provided by such hospztal8 to individuaLs enti"iii) trends 1,i ithc&,n of heaUh care 1988.
services: and
(2) 2-vrR upis P.EQ UiP.F.D.—Sect ion lied to receive benefits under part A of title
"(zv) new and innovative meUzods utüi2ed 1888(a) (42 rLS.C. 1395yy(a)) is amended by XVIII of the Social Security Act. Such
by private employera and insurers to con- inserting before the penod at the end of the review 8hall spectfically include standards
strain growth in health care related costs.
matter-foiiowing such sizbect ion the follow- related to staffing requirements.
(2) Ri'.mRr—The Secretary of Hea2th and
"(Di The Commzjszon thail ftzclucie fn Us ng: ', and shall, for cost reporting periods
annual recommendationj under sub para- beginnfng on or after October 1, 1992 and Human Services shall report to Congre3s by
graph (B) recommendations on major revf• every 2 years thereafter, provide for an Apñl 1, 1992, on the results of the review
sions to the hospiLa1 payment system i,wud- update to the per diem cost limfts descr&bed conducted unde, ntbsection (a), and include
conclusions on which regulations, if any.
ing revisioas of the prospective payment n this sizbsectton'
system or other modifications to payment
(3) Emrnvi DATE—The amendments ahou2d be modfled with respect to hospitals
method3 under th4 tiLle for ho3pita1 outpa- made by paragraph., (1) and (2) shall take located outside a metropolitan stattical
tien services, and recommendation., with effect as (1' includ,ed in the enactment of the area as de3ciibed in subsection (a).
regard to payments to hospitals exempt from Omnibus Budget Reconctliatf on Act of 1989.
() MEDICAF.Z NURSINO HOME REFORM PROthe prospective payment system, to skilled
(f) CIARInCAT7ON OF &CRETARIAL WAIVIR VISIONS.—
(1) NuRsE AIDE TR.4JNINQ uwNDMEm—
nursing facUities, and for home health serv- A tnwoiurr.—
ices.
(A) No COMPU4NCZ ACTIONS BEFORE £PFEC(1) IN QFNE3AL.—Sectk)n 6003 of the Omni.
(3) in subsection (e113)(A) by stñkfng the bus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 is lIVE DAIT OF flNAJ. REQUZAT7ONS—The Secreperiod a.t the end and inserting the follow- amended by adding at the end the following: lary of Health and Human Services (hereof.
ing: together wUh any other recommenLia"(k) CLARJaCAT7ON OF WAIVER AuTHoRITY.— ter n thu section referred to a the "Secretions under paragraph '2)(B) that are appli- The Seeretar of Health and Human Serv- tary") shall not take (and shall not contincable to fnsttLutiono.1 reimbursements under ices (in this subsection referred to as the ue) any action ag,nnsL a State under section
this tiUe fn that fca1 year. "
'Secretary") is autlwrized to waive such 1864 of the Socia' Secuñty Act on the basis
(4) fn sibsectzon (e)(4)—
provi3lona of tUle XVIII of the Social Secu- of (lie Statefailure to meet the requ2rern'nt
(A) by strikfng '?4)" and nsethng rtty Act as are necessary to conduct any of section 1819(e)(1)(A) of such Act before
"(4)(AP and
demonstration project for limited -service the effechve date of fina' regulations, is3ued
(B) by adding at the end the following new rural hoaptaZs with respect to whwh the by the Secretary, establzshzng requirements
subparagraph.
has entered fnto an agreement inder section 1819(f)(2)(A)(iv)(I) of siwh
'(B) In addition to the recommendation Secretary
before the date of the enactment of thu Act, U the State demonstrates to the sat is/ac.
made tznder subparagraph (A), the Secretary Act."
tion of the Secretary thaL it ha made a good
shall, taMng into consideration the recom(2) NtJPSINa woMr DCM0NSTP.AflONs—Sec- faith effort to meet such ,-eqiiirement before
mendations of the Commission under para- Hon 6901 (d)(3)(B) of the Omnf bus Budget such effective date.
graph (2)(B), ecoinmend for each fi.,ca2 year ReconcfUaUon Act of 1989 is amended to
(B) PART 77MZ NURSE AIDES NOT ALLOW1)
(beginning wtth fiscal year 1992) other ap- reM as foUows:
DiLAY IN TP.iJNINQ.—Section 1819(b)(5)(A) (42

care system includfng issues related to—
trends in health care costs,

"(

pruprtate changes n each ezi8ttng reim.
?B) The Secretary may also waive the
bursement policy under this tiUe under airvey and certificatf on requfrements de-

Wh1C? pap,nents to an intitutton ar based acrbed n stbpaagrnph (A) to the extent the
upon prospect ivel determined rates.";
Secretary determfnes is nece&ary to carry
(5) fn subseeuon (e)(5)—
out a pIlol demonstrztion project tn Wis•
(A) by ttrikng "recommendatftin" each consin and
demon3trutfon projects in other
place ft appears and fnserting "iecommen- States (re1c.tng
to testing an approved alterdatoni", and
native survey and certification process) as
(B) by adding at the end the foUowng new part of a iurflnp home prospective case-mix
sent ence: 'l'o the extent that the Secretary's payment demonstration project.
recommendations under paragraph (4)
Engcnv DATZ—The amendment made
differ from the Commission's recommenda. by(3)
pa,rgphs (1) and (2) shall be effect we
tons for ffiat ftseal year, the Secretary shall as if fndkded in the e,iactment of the Omniinclude fn eke publication referred to fn sub- bus Bv4gel Reconc1liaton Act
of 1989.
parcçraph (A) an ezplanatü,n Qf the Secre- () GEOGR.A P11/C CLASa!aCATYON
F.zv,zw
tary's grounds for not fojlowing the Corn- Boip,—11) For p'arposes of aecion
mission'a Comnendato,' and
1888(d)/i 0)(C)(ft)

(42

U.S.C.

U.S.C.

1395i-3(b)(5)(A)) is amended—

(U by striking", temporary, per diem, r

other'
(ii) by

fnserting '?t)" after "(A)'
ii) by redesi.gnatzng clauses "(i)" an4
(if)" as subclauae.s "(1)" and "(II)" respec(f

Hvely; and

vi b adding at the end (lie foj lowing:
"(ii) EJCCEPTION.—A skilled nursing facihi;,
must not use on a temporary, per diem, or
on any other than afuU-tzme ba.,is any individual as a nurze aide in the facility on or
If

after October 1, 1990, unless the indu'idual
meets the requirements described
clauses (I) and (II) of clause (i).
(B) CL.APJF:C4TION

O

in sub-

PZRMISSIBLE CIL4RQES

?OR 2PAJNINQ OP AIDES NOT YET EMPLOYED BY A
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adverse action to be taken against a nursing within 12 months after successful completion of a nonfacility-based, State-approved
is amended facility.
(F) ADDJ77ONAL REQUIREMENTS WITH RESPECT nurse aide training and competency evaluaby striking "such program" and inserting
"such program, except, that on accredited 7 MEDICARE NURSE STAFFING wAIvEF.s.—Sec- tion program, the State mu3t ensure that the
costs incurred by such individuals for such
nonfacllity based program may impose such Uon 1819(b)(4)(C)(ii) (42 U.S.C. 1395i- programs
are retmbursed to such individcharges on individuals who are not present- 3(b)(4)(C)(ii)) is amended by adding at the
Zy employed by a nursing facility or who end thereof the following: "The Secretary uals.
(3) EFFECTIVE DATES.—The amendments
have not yet had an offer for future employ, shall provide notice of the waiver to the appropri ate State and substate long-term care made by this section shall take effect as if
ment at such a facility":
included in the enactment of the
ombudsman, to the protection and advocacy they
(C) NURSE AIDE REGISTRY.—
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987.
(i) IN OENER.4L.—SeCtion 1819'bh'5.H'C.i (42 systvn and other appropriate State and pri(j) No RESTANDARDI7JNG FOR RECENT ADamended ,y vate agencies, and shafl ensure that a nutsU.S.C. 1395i-3(b)(5)(C))
ing facility that is granted such a waiver
JUSTMENDS.—
adding at the end thereof the following
required to make reasonable efforts to notify
(1) AA7USTMENDS UNDER OBRA 1989.—Section
sentence: 'in the case of an individual
U.S.C.
(42
a nursing facility is con.side,ing employing present and prospective residents of the fa- 1886(d)(2)(C)(iv)
(or a guardian or legal representative 1395ww(d)(2)(C)(iv)) amended by striking
as a nurse aide and who the facility has C1ity
the period at the end and inserting the folof the waiver.'
reason to believe is from a State other than of()suchresideflts)
TZ)' ON STAFFING REQUIREMENTS IN lowing: ' except that the Secretary 8hall not
the State in which the facility is located, sxJu2D
Secretarij
exclude additional payments under such
NURSING AcILrryES.—The
such a facility 8hall not use such an individ- shall conduct
a study and report to Congress paragraph made as a result of the enactment
ual as a nurse aide un1ess the facility has in- no later than Januarij
1, 1992, on the ar,pro- of section 6003(c) of the Omnibu3 Budget
indftdl of
quired concerning
of establishing minimum care- Reconciliation Act of 1989. '
State registry established under subsection pratenes
to resident ratios and minimum super(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made
(e)(2.i(A) of the State from which such facili- vver
ratios for skilled nursing by subparagraph (D)(i) shall take effect as if
ty has reason to believe such individual re- visor to caregiver
facilities receiving payments under title included in the enactment of the Omnibus
sided".
XVIII of the Social Secu,ity Act, If the Sec- Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989.
(ii) DEEMED 41DI.S 7 BE INCLUDED ON REGISTRY.—Section 1819(eH2)(A) (42 U.S.C. 1395i- retary determines that the e8tablishment of PART 2—PROVISIONS RELATING ONLY
minimum ratios is advisable, the SecTOPARTB
3(e)(2)(A)) is amended by striking "individ- such
retary sha.U specify in the report provided
uais" and inserting "ndividua2s (including for
Subpart A—Payment for Physicians'
in
this
subsection
appropriate
ratios
or
those individuaZs deemed under section 6901
Services
(b)(4) (B), (C), and (D) of the Omnibus standards.
(H)
PERIOD
OR
KSIDENT
ASSESSMENT.—SecSEC. Ill!. REDUCTION IN PA YMENIS FOR O'ER'ALBudget Reconciliation Act of 1989 to have
VED PROCEDURES.
1819(b)(3)(C)(i)(I) (42 U.S.C. 1395isatisfied the training and competency eval- tion
3(b)(3HCHi)(I)) is amended by striking '4
(a) PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED PROCEDURES.—
isation program requirements under this sec- days"
and inserting "l44ays'.
Section 1842(b) (42 U.S.C. 1395u(b)) s
rAcILrri.—Sectzon

1819(f)(2)(A)(iv.'(II) (42

U.S.C. 1395i-3(f)(2)(A)(iv)(II))

tton)'

(2) MIScEU..4N?0us AND 7CHNICAL AMENDMENDS.—

(A) RESIDENT ACCESS 7 CLJNICAL RECORDS.—

Section 1819(c)(1HA)(iv) (42 U.S.C. 1395i3(cHl)(AHiv)) is amended t,v inserting

(I) QUALIFICATION OF MEDICARE FACilITIES 7
PROVIDE NURSE AIDE TRAINING AND COMPETENCY

amended by adding at the end the following:

1819(f)(2) (42 U.S.C.
1395i-3(fH2)) is amended—

charge for a physicians' service specified in
paragraph (14)(C)(i) and furntshed during
1991, the prevailing charge for such service
shall not exceed the prevailing charge other'

IvALUA77ON.—Section

(i) in subparagraph (Bfliii), by amending
subclause (I) to read as follows:
before the period at the end the following:
'?I) offered by or in a skilLed nursing facil"and access to current clinical records of
ity descrthed in subparagraph (C), or"; azd
resident promptly upon reasonable request
(ii) by adding after subparagraph (B) the
(as defined by the Secretary) by the resident fouowing new subparagraph:
or resident's legal repre8entative"
"(C) SKILLED NURSING ACILJ7iF$ INWGIBLE
(B) M.AJNThJNING REGULATORY STANDARDS 7 OFFER PROOR.4M5.—A skiUed nursing facil-

FOR CIRTAIN NURSING AND RELATED SERVICF$.

The Secretary shall provide that any regulations promulgated by the Secretary with re-

spect to nursing and related services de

scrthed in clauses (ii), (iv), and (v) of section 1819(b)(4)(A) of the Social Secu,ity Act,
are comparable or more strict in term3 of requirements for such services that such regu-

iation3 for such services were prior to

enactment of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987.
(C) STUDY.—The Secretary shall conduct a

study on the hiring and dismsal practices
of nursng facilities with respect to social
workers, dietician.q activities profeuonas,
and medical records pratitioneis, and
report to Congress by January 1, 1993, on

whether facilities have on U&eir staffs per80,15 with signficanUy different credentials
as result of new regulations that became
effective October 1, 1990, and the impw.t of

"(16)(A) In determining the reasonable

wise recognized for such service for the

period during 1990 beginning on Apr11 1, re-

duced by 15 percent or, if less, one-third of
the percent (if any) by which such prevailing charge exceeds the locally-adjusted re-

duced prevailing amount (as determined

ity shaU be ineligible to offer a program under subparagraph (B)(i)) for the service.
under this paragraph—
'?B) For purDoses of this paragraph:
'(i) jj at any time on or after October 1,
'(i) The 'locally-adjusted reduced prevail1988, the Secretary or a State agency admin- ing amount'for a locality for a physicians'
tstering a program under title XIX termi- service is equal to the product of—
nate.d or Lerminates the facility's provider
"(I) the reduced national weighted average
agreement under this title or tit1e XIX, until prevailing charge for the service (specified
after the end of a period of at least two years in clause (ii)), and
following reinstatement, during which
"(II) the a4ju3tment factor (specified in
period—
(iii)) for the local ity for the service
"(I) no sirvey or investigation finds any clause
'(ii) The 'reduced national wewhted averdeficiencies warranting Lermination, and
prevailing charpe'for a physicians' serv"'Ifl at least one standard survey 3 con- age
ice is equal to the national weighted average
ducted pursuant to subsection (g); or
prevailing charge for the service (specified
"(ii) if the facthty—
subparagraph (C)(i)) reduced by the per"(I) received a notice of Lermination of its n
provider a'reement under this title or tiUe centage change specified n subparagraph
XIX from the Secretary or State agencij at (C)(ii)) for the service.
"(iii) The 'a4justmene factor' for a locality
any time du,ing the one-year period ending
for a phys,cians' service i the sum of—
September 30, 1990; or

'?Ifl

found, pur8uznt to a standard

aurvei., or nvestigaCion under 8ubection (g)
atzff composition on qiw.Uty of care.
(D) CL.4PJF!CATION OF STATE P2SPONSIBILm' or secUon 119(g), to have (kficience8 reC0MPrrENCY.—SCCtion suiting in a civil monetary penalty In excess
W
TRMrnE
1819(f)(2)(B) (42 U.S.C. 1395i-3(f)(2)(B)) is of $5,000 denw2 of payment, or jppointment

'(I) the practice expense component percent (divided by 100) for the 8erv-ice 8pecifled in paragraph (14)(B)(iii)(1), multiplied
by Ue geographic practice cost index va'ue

specified for the loca1iy in paragraph

amended, n the second aentence by frtert- of temporani management pursuant to subng "Wirough subcontract or othrwie)" section (h)(2)(2) or to section 1919(h)(2)(Ai,
after may not deZegate"
v cozeeion of ubsequene
(A') QM2UDS4J PROG4M COORDINATION siandard ,urvev tender bsction (g) which

(14)(C)(iv), and
'(KI) 1 minus the prucUce expense corn poviene percent (divided by 100) for the 8ervice,

WITU STA MDICMD .ND WRVEY AND CER7F1- flnd no auch dfLc1enc1e.
QwD.—SeCOfl
c4TION AcvNCIs.—Section 1819()(5)(B) (42
RSTR.ININO
zmended to read 1819(b)(5)(D) (42 U.S.C. 1395-3fb)(5)fD)) is
U.S.C. 1395i-3(g)(5)(B))

C o the Model Fee Schedule for Physician

j

muWpUed by the geographic work index
vZue spcctfied for the 'ocality ftz Addendurn

Seroices (published on September 4, 1990, 55
amende4 bij Inserting before the period the Federal Regi8ter pp. 36238-36243).
foUow:
"(C) For purpoe of tM paragraph:
new competency evZuaOMBUDSMAN.—Each State foZZowng: ' or
"(B) N0TICR
"(i)(I) The ationa2 weigheed zverage reencj with an agreement w-W& the Secre- Uon progrum".

tanj under thii section shaLl enter into a

(K) CNAJGS FOR NURSE JD TP4JNINO.—SCc

wrUten agreement with the Office of the Uon 1819(f)(2)(A)(iv) (42 U.S.C. 1395iState Long-Term Care OmbI4dsman (as de- 3(f)(2)IA)(iv)) i amended by o4ding the folfined by the Older Americans Act), to pro- lowing g the end.
'?III) For Individuals employed or under
wide for ft&for,nation exchange, case referrgl
and prompt notification of the office of any contract for employment as a nurse aide

va1ing charge' spec(fied n this clause, for a
physlcian3' service secfed in paragraph
(14)(C)(i), is Me national wetgheed average
prevailing charge for the sei.'ice in 1989 as
determined by the Secretary using the best
data available.
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"(ii) For pisrpose of determining the na'(i) RiDUCXD NATIONAL WYJOFf TED A VZR- that an •gbiect to section 6105(b) of the Omtional weighted average prevailug charge AGE.—The national weighd average esti- nibu3 Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989,

for a service under subciause (1), the Secre- maied under ciau3e i) shLil be teductd by
Lary shaU adjust the prevaUing charge for 12 percent
the serrnce for each locality by the adjust'Viii) Loc&z. iwusrMzm'.—Subject to ClalL3e
ment factor (spec if zed in szthparagraph (iv).
the conversion factor to be applied to
(B)(iii)) for that locality.
the professional or t.echnical componenl of a
"(ii) The 'percent change' zpectfled in this service in a locality s the sum of—
clause, for a physicians' aervce specified in
"(fl the product of (aa) the portion of the
clause (t), i. the percent change specified in reduced national weighted average con verparagraph (14)(C)(iii)."
sion facior computed under ciavse (ii)
(b) UNSURVEYZD SURGICAL ARD TECII?UC4L
PIiOCEDUPSS.—Section 1842(b), a. amended

by subsection (a) (42 U.S.C. 1395u(b, i.sfurUier amended bij adding at the end the following new paragraph.

which is aUrbutabZe to physic*an work and
(bb) the geographic work index value for the

there shall be slLbstituted for the weighted
average prevailing charge the anuunt provded under such section.
(3) Section 1848(b)(2)(A) is -amended by

St,iking sect1on 1834(b(6" and inserting
'section 1834(b)(6), but excluding nuclear
medicine services

14) For purposes of determining the "fee
scheduLe amount" under sectIon 1848(a) of
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1395w-

4(a)) for nuclear medicine services furlocality (specified in Addendum C to the fished on or after January 1. 1992, the SecModel Fee Schedule for Phy3ician Services

on September 4, 1990, 55 Federal
"(17)(A) in determining the reasonable (published
pp. 36238-36243)); and
tharie for all physicians' services other than Regi.ster
"(ii) the product of (cc) the remaining
physicians' services specified in subpara- poriwn
of the reduced nationaz weighted av—
graph (B) furnished during 1991, the pre- erape conversion
factor Jmp1Lted under

vailing charge other-wise recognized for a lo- clause (iii, and (bb)
the geographic practice
cality shall be reduced by 4 percent
?B) For purposes of subparagrcph (A), the cost index value specified in section
physicians' services specified in this sub- 1842(b)(14)(C)(iv) for the locality.
In applng this clause with respect to the
paragruph are asfoflows:

retary of Health and Human Servicea shall
apply rthztive values determined in accordance with the methodology utiltzed for other
physician.g' seivices and may not apply the
relative values developed for such services

1nder the fee ached ule estabhshed under section 1834(b) of such Act

— (d) EXTENSION
INTER VEN'TIONAL

O SPLPF BILLING RULE 'OR
RAJ)I0LOGIS Ts.—Sect ion

6105(c) of the Omnibus Budget Reconcffia-

°(i) Radiology, anesthes2a and phy,ician rofes,tonal component of a servIce, 10 per- tton Act of 1989 is amended by inserting °or
pathology aervice., and physician.g services cent of the conversion factor shaU be consid. 1991" after "1990" each place it appears.
ered to be attributable to physicwn work,
weci.fied in paragraph (14)(C1(IL
(e) LIMITATiON ON AIXnJSTIENTS.—FOr rczdi"(ii) Primary care services spec'Uied in and with respect to the technical component oiogiat services fumnished during 1991 for
tubsection (i)(4), hospital inpatient medical of the service, 35 percent ahall be considered which payment is made under section
services (HCPCS codes 90200 through to be attnbutabte to phyi.cian work.
1834(b) of the Social Secvrity Act—
"(iv) MAXIJ6TJM FSDUCTION.—The con ver(1) a carrier may not make any adjustsion factor to be appUed to a iocality under ment, under section 1842(b)(3)(B) of sijch
this subparagrcph to the professional or Act, in the payment amount for the service
genc care facility services I'HCPCS codes technical component of a service shall not under section 1834(b) on the ba..!is that the
99062 through 99065). and critical care serv- be reduced by more than 8 percent below the payment amount is higher than the charge
90292), consultation3 (HCPCS codes 90600
through 90654), preventive medicine visits
(HCPCS code3 90750 through 90754), ener-

conver3ion factor applied in the iocality applicable, for a comparable service and
"(iii) Partial, simple and subcutaneous under subparagraph (CI to si,ch component under comparable cfreumstancei, to the p01-

ices (HCPCS codes 99160 through 99174).

maztectomy (HCPCS codes 19160 through
19180); tendon sheath injections and imaU

'(v) Twriiirr or W.O&4L flEL—in applying this subparagraph in the case of a global
joint arthrocente (HCPCS codes 20550 fee for a service that incliul.es a profeuional
through 20610); femorizl fracture and tro- and a technical component, the conversion
chanteric fracture treatments (HCPCS codes factor Lo be applied zs the sum of the conver27230 through 27248); endotrachea1 in tuba- sion factor8 for the professional and technition (HCPCS code 315001; thoracentesis cal components of the service computed sep(HCPCS code 32000); thoracostomy (HCPCS arately.
code8 32020 through 32036); lobectomy
(b) RED UCTION IN PRIVaILING CHARO# LrVL
(HCPCS codes 32485 through 324901; aneu- FOR OTHER RADIOLOGY SF.R ViCKS.—
rysin repair IHCPCS codes 35022 through
(1) iii aiwn1,.—in applying pcrt B of title
35111); enterectomy (HCPCS code 44115); XVii! of the Social Security Ac4 the prevaUcolectomy (HCPCS code 44151); cholecystec- irig charge for physicuzn.s' services, furtoiny (HCPCS code 47612); cystourethros- nuhed during 1991, which are radiology
copy (HCPCS code 523401: transurethral ful- aervices may not exceed the fee schedule
guration and resection (HCPCS codes 52606 amount established under section 1834(b) of

1834(b)(4), a amended by subsection (a), ii
further amended by redesignating subparagraph3 (E) and (F) a,s subparagraph3 (F)

ophthalnjoscopy

percent of the nationo.1 weighted average of
the conversion factors u4ed under thz sub.

ici,holders and subscribers of the carrier,

(2) no payment adjttment may be made

under section 1842(b)(81 of such Act, and
(3) section 1842(bl(9) of such Act shall not
apply.
(f)

ESTABLISHMENT

OF

FLO0R.—Section

and (G) and injerting after subparagraph
(D) the following:

"(El(il For pisrposes of determining pay-

ments for radiologist servwe.s fumnished

v.nder thi3 part during 1991 (and the v4ju.t-

ed historical payment ba3i (as defined in

section 1848(al(2)(Dl) for such servwes, the
and 52620); sacral laminectoiny (HCPCS such Act wWa respect to such services.
code 630111; tympanopla.ty with mostoidec(2) EzcPrzoN.—ParuQraph (1) shall not Secretary 3hafl esto2,ltsh a locality-spec(fic
tomy (HCPCS codes 69643 and 696451; and apply to radiology services which are subject conversion factor floor that 1.3 equal to 80
92250, and 922601.

(HCPCS

codes

92225.

SEcr. 5112. RADIOLOGY SEIfl1CE&

(a) REDUCTiON IN Fii. SCHEDULE—Section

1834th1141 (42 U.S.C. 1395in(b)(4l) 18 amend-

ed—

to section 6105th) or 6108(b) of the Omnibus
btsdget Reconciliation Act of 1989.

A) 1991—Section 6105(b) of the Omnibus

section for radiologtst servwe., fumnzhed
dunng the 9-month period beginning AprU
1. 1990 (as determined by the Secretary
uttng the be3t data available), adjusted in

(Al by in.serting "after March 31, 1990. and

subsection for seruices fumnz-hed in a locali-

(c) SPxcw RULE FOR NUCLEAJ1 MwcrNE
SERVICES.—

(1) PAYMTJPT POR SERVICLI TJRNISRD IN I99

the mzznner described in subparagraph
(11 by redesignating subparagraph3 (D) Budoet Reconcf2iallon Act of 1989 s amend- (D)(iii)
for the locality.
and (El as subparagraph3 (El and (F), re- ed°(iil The con pers ton factor used under this

spectively, and
(21 by inserting after ubparagraph (Cl the
following new subparagraph:
?Dl 1991 rn SCHEDULES—For radiologfst
services (other than portable X-ray services)

before January 1, 1992" after 7itnUhed'
and

payment bo2i used under section 1848) mzzy
be less than the floor established under
pLace it appears and in.terting", there sho.11 not
be substituted for the fee scheduLe othenotse Cia use (i) for the locality.

furnished under this part during 1991, the
conversion factors used in a locality under applicable a fee hesiule based on % on the
Qis subsection 8hall be deterrn(ned as fol- fee schedule corn pite4 under such aecI.ion
lows:

"(il NATIONAL WEIGHTED A VARAGE CONVERSION FACTOR.—

ty during 1991 (and the adjusted hitortcal

(B) by striking all after °Act" the second

(wUhcntt regard to this zvbsect*on) and 5 on
101 percent of the 1988 preva41ing charpe for
such services.

SEC JJ3. ANESTHESIA £ER1CE&

(a) R.CDUCT7ON m FEE ScnrDuu.—Sect ion

1842(q)(1) (42 U.S.C. 1395u(q)(1)) is amend.

ed-

(ilbvinaerting IA)" after "(q)(1)', and

'(II The Secretary shall estimate the na(2) A.wusrEp NTSTORJCAL PA YMFJf Basis.—
tional weighted average of the converon Section 1848(al(21(D) (42 U.S.C. 1395w-

zuibpartzgra ph.

ices fit mi-shed for the period dunng 1990 be-

(B) For physician anesthesia services furnz.shed nsLer this part during 1991, the con-

factors used unaer this subsection for serv-

4(a(2)(DJ Is amended—

(A) in ciause (ii) by inaerftng ' but

.

p'inn*ng Apnl 1 using the best available chMtgng naiclear medicine services that are
data.
subject o section 6105(b) of the Omnibus
(III For purposes of deternjning the na- Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989" after
tional average converaion factor tuider sub- sect son 1834(b)(6)P and
ctau.se (11, the Secretary shall o4ju3t the con(B) b add 2n a the end the foUoiting:
version factor for each locality by the o4'?zi) Nucz.ga.R ME.oIciwX CER vic.s. —In ap-

(2) by adding at the end the following new

version factor used in a locality under this

subsection shaU be determined as fouows:
Vi)(I) The Secretary ihall estimate the na-

flonal wefg?ited average of the conversf on
factors used under this aub8ect ion for physi-

c'an aneatisesia services funn.shed durtng

jwstnzznt factor (specified in cLause (1 ii)) for plying cia'sse (i) n the case of physciana 1990 af€er March 31 iiszng the best available
that locality.
services which are nuclear medic(ne aervices data.
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"(11) For purposes of determining the national average conversion factor under subclause (I), the Secretary shall adjust the conversion factor for each locality by the adjustment factor (specified in clause (iii)) for

that locaZity.

"(ii) The national weighted average estimated under clause (i) shall be reduced by 4
percent.
'?iii) Subject to clause (iv), the conversion

factor to be applied in a locality is the sum
of—

October 18, 1990

Omnibus Budget Reéonciliation Act of

for the professional component of such serv- the
ice when furni.hed by a hospital-based phy- 1990), and

"(ii) the Secretary's estimate of the perscian tn the same locality. For purposes of
the preceding sentence an independent lab. centage increase or decrease in expenditures
oratory is a laboratory that is independent for the category of services involved that
of a hospital and separate from the attend- will result from changes in law and regulaing or consulting physicians offtce.

(b) R.ZPLAL OF PATHOLOGY FEE ScKEDuLE.—

(1) Subsection (f) of section 1834 (42

U.S.C. 1395m) ü repealed.
(2) Section 1833(a)(1)(J. (42 U.S.C.
13951(a)W) is amEnded by striking "or phy-

tions,
red uced by 2.0 percentage points.".

SEC. 1U. NEW PHYSICIANS
(a) ExTENSION OF CUSTOMARY CHARGE LIMIT

FOR 1991.—Section 1842(b)(4)(F) (42 U.S.C.

1395u(b)(4)(F)) is amended by adding at the

?I) the product of (aa) the porfton of the sician pathology services" and by strLkng end the following: °For the second and third
reduced national weighted average conver- or section 1834(f), tespectively'
caLendar years during which the first sen(3) Section 4050 of the Omnibus Budget tence of this subparagraph no longer apston factor computed under clause (ii)
Reconciliation
Act
of1987is
repealed.
which i.s attributable to physician work and
plies, the Secretary shall set the customary
(c) AIIJUSTMENT.—(1) The Secretary of charge at a level no higher than 90 and 95
(bb) the geographic work index value for the
locality (specified in Addendum C to the Health and Human Services shall provide percent, respectively, of the prevaUing
Model Fee Schedule for Physician Services for an appropriate adjustment to payments charge for the service.".
(published on September 4, 1990, 55 Federal under section 1848(a) of the Social Security
(b) APPLICATION UNDER FEE SCJIEDJI.E. —SecAct (42 U.S.C. 1395w—4(a)) to reflect the tech- tion 1848(a) (42 U.S.C. 1395w-4(a)) is
Register pp. 36238-36243)); and
"(11) the product of (aa) the remaining nical component of furnishing physician amended by adding at the end the following
portion of the reduced national weighted av- pathology services through an independent new paragraph:

erage conversion factor computed under laboratory. The adjustment shall apply to
'(4) TPJATMENT OF NEW pRYSICIAN5.—In the
clause (ii) and (bb) the geographic practice services furnished on or o.fter January 1, case of physicians' services furnished by a
cost index value specified in
1842(b)(14)(C)(iv) for the locality.

section

19 92.

(2) For purposes of paragraph (1), the term
In applying this clause 70 percent of the 'independent laboratory" means a laboratoconversion factor shall be onsi4ered to be ry that is independent of a hospital and separate from the attending or consu1ting phyattributable to physician work.
"(iv) The conversion factor to be applied sician s office.

to a locality under this subparagraph shall

not be reduced by more than 15 percent
below the conversion factor applied in the
locality for the pertod during 1990 beginning AprU 1. "

(b) ExTENsIoN OF RED UCI7ON FOR SuI'ERvI-

SEC 1U. UPDATE FOR PHYSlClANS'SERiCES
(a) PERCENTAGE INcp.rsE IN MEl FOR 1991

41W CUSTOMARY AND PREVAILING CHARGES
DURING 1991.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 1842(b)(4)(E) (42

U.S.C. 1395u(b)(4)(E)) is amended by adding
SION or CONCURRENT SERvIcES.—Subpara- at the end the following new ctause.
graph3 (A) and (B) of section 1842(b)(13) (42
"(v) For purposes of this pare for ttems

U.S.C. 1395u(b)(13)) are each amended by
striking "1991" and inserting °1996'

physician before the end of the physician's
first full calendar year of furnishing services
for which payment may be made under this

part, and during each of the 3 succeeding
years, the fee schedule amount to be applied
shall be 80 percent, 85 percent, 90 percent,

and 95 percent, respectively, of the fee sched-

isle amount applicable to physicians who
are not subject to this paragraph. The preceding sentence shall not apply to primary
care services or services furnished in a rural
area (as defined in section 1886(d)(2)) that
is designated under section 322(a)(1)(A) of

the Public Health Service Act as a health

and services furnished in 1991, the percent- manpower shortage area. "
age increase in the MEl is—
(c) EmcrIvE DATE.—The amendments
(c) ESTABUSHMENT OF FLoop.. —Section
'i'I) 0 percent for services (other than pri- made by this section shall apply to services
1842(q)(1), as amended by subsection (a), is mary care services), and
furnished on or after January 1, 1991.
further amended by adding at the end the
'(II) 2.0 percent for primary care services SEC. 1I7. ASSiSTANTS ATSURCERY.
following:
(aa defined in subsection (U(411.
(a) PHYSICIANS AS ASSISTANTS-AT-SURGERY.—
"(C)(i) For purposes of determining payCUSTOMARY
IN
UPDATE
LIMITING
(2)
1848(i) (42 U.S.C. 1395w—4(i)) is
ments for physician anesthesia services fur- CHARGEs.—Section 1842(b)(4)(B) (42 U.S.C. Section
nished under this pare during 1991 (and the 1395u(b)(4)(B)) is amended by adding at the amended by adding at the end the following:
"(2) AssIsrAm-Ar-suRGERY.—In the case of
adjusted histo'ical payment bois (as de- end the foZlowing new clause:
a surgical service furni3hed by a physician,
fined in section 1848(a)(2)(D)) for such serv•
'(iv) In determining the reasonable charge
ices, the Secretary shall establish a locality- under paragraph (3) for physicians' services if payment is made separately under this
for the services of a physician serving
specific conversion factor floor that is equal (other than primary care services, as defined pare
to 75 percent of the national weighted aver- tn sub3ection (i)(4)) furnzshed during 1991, as an assi.5tant-at-surgery, such payment
age of the conversion factors used under this the customary charges shall be the same cus- shall not exceed 16 percent of the amount
subsection for physician anesthesia services tomary charges as were recognized under otherwise determined under this section (or
furni,hed during the 9-month period begin- this sectl.on for the 9-month pertod begin- for 1991 under section 1842(b)(3)) for the
ning April 1, 1990 (as determined by the Sec- ning AprU 1, 1990. In a case in which sub- global surgical service involved.
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE. —The amendments
retary using the best data available), adjust- paragraph (F) applies (relating to new phyed in the manner described in subparagraph stcans), so as to limit the customary charges made by subsections (a) and (b) shall apply
(B)(iii) for the locality.
of a physician during 1990 to a perceitt of with respect to services furnished on or after
'(ii) The conversion factor u8ed under thi.s prevailing charges, the previous sentence January 1, 1991. DETERMINATIONS BY CARRI.
8ubsection for services furnished in a locali- shall not prevent such limit on customary SEC. 11& AD'ANCE
ERS.
ty during 1991 (and the adjusted hi3torical charges under such subparagraph from in(a) IN GENE,w.—Section 1842 (42 U.S.C.
payment basi.s used under section 1848) may crea3ing in 1991 to a higher percent of such
1395u) is amended by inserting after subsecnot be Zess than the floor established under prevailing charges. "
clauAe (U for the locality.
SEC.

PATHOLOGY SER'1CES

(a) REDUCrION IN PAYMENTS FOR Pursicwi
PATHOLOGY SER VICES.—

(1) IN aENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (2),

in determining the reaaonable charge under
pare B of tiUe XVIII of the Social Security

Act for physician pathology services fur-

(c) VOLUME PERFORMANCE STAmwws.—Sec-

tion 1848(f)(2) (42 U.S.C. 1395w—4(f)(2)) is
amended—

(1) n subparagraph (APby striking "the
performance standard factor (spectfied in
subparagraph (B))" and inserUng 01 percentage point for fiscal year 1991, 1 percentage points for fiscal year 1992. and 2

nished on or after January 1, 1991, the pre- percentage points for each succeeding fiscal
vailing charge for such service shall be 96 year" and
(2) by striking subparagraph (B) and inpercent of the prevailing charge otherwise
uaed under such pare for services furnished serUng the following:
'(B) Notwi1hataning subparagraph (A).
durtng 1990 after March 31 (toJdng into acIhe performance standard rate of increaae
coisnt the amendments made by this Act).
(2) LJNrTATION.—The prevailing charge for for a category of physicians' services (aa d,eth technical aM profesa1ona components fined in paragraph (5)) for fiscal pear 1991
of a physWtan pathology aervce furnished shall be Ihe sum of—
"(i) the Recretarys estimate of the rate of
by a p4irnl.ctan hrr,ugh an independent tabc,rafr,n, ahU tvjt be r,4w,4 purauant to increaar in ezpe,uLitur.s for all phystciana

tion (n) the foUowing:
"(o)(1)(A) A carrier shall determine in ad-

vance whether an item or service is not al-

lowable under section 1862(a)(1) 1.1 the item

or servtce has been listed by the Secretary
under paragraph (2).
"(B)(i) A carrier may in accordance with
procedures established by the Secretary, determine In advance whether an item or service is not allowable under section 1862(a)(1)
if—

"(I) the item or service is furnished or ordered by a physician described under paragraph (3),

"(II) the carrier notifies the physician as

to the kind8 of items or services that will be
subject to advance determtnation, and
"(III) the carrier provides a general notice

for entities likely to furnish the kinds of
pa,agraph (Ii fr, U ,ifrnl IJa1 .w:h r,4tw. arv1:es f',r portlinu of ckndar years oc- frma or services deacribed in the notificati',n w,uJA r,4u';., aui;h ,i,,aWng chart.' eurrin& n siwh fiaeal y.,ar (d4!frrmthid tion undl!r subclause '11) that are ordered by
ti'I ii.c D''fl fif IJt ,1P7fLUiflQ ehari, v,UIun,t ru'zrd t' th amrndvnjnta madi by t1ii pit vaftan.
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°(ii) A carr'er may determine in advance
(c) BuDorr NEumAIJry.—Notwithstanding
(D) in 8ubparagraph (C)(iii), by 8triking
whether an item is not allowable under sec- section 1842(b)'3) of such Act (42 U.S.C. "The percent change' 8peclfied in this
tion 1862(a)(1) if—

1395 u(b)(3)), the Secretary shall provide for clau3e, for a physicians' service specified in
"(I) the item Is fuizlshed by an entity de- treatment of a State as a single fee schedule clau3e (i), Is the percent change specified for
8Crl bed under paragraph (4), and
area (as described in subsection (a)) in a the service in table #2 in the Joint Explana'(II) the carr'er notifies the entity as to manner that en3ures that tota' payments for tory Statement" and inserting "The perthe kinds of items that wiu be subject to ad- physicians' services (as so defined) fur. centage chang& specified in this clau3e, for
vance determination.
nished by physicians in the State during a physclans' service specified in clause (i),
"(C) The preceding 8ubparagraphs do not 1992 are not greater or Less than tota' pay- is the percent difference (but expressed as a
apply—

Ii) to the kinds of items and services in
an area that are under review by a utilization and qua'ity control peer review organization, or
"(ii) in cases of a me4ica emergency or

ments for such services would have been but
for such treat menL

(d) CoNsmucrzoN.—Nothing in thts section hajj be construed as limiting the availability (to the Secretary, the appropriate

posUive number) specified for the service in
the

lzst";and

(E)

in subparagraph (C)(iv), by striking

"such value specified for the locality in table

#3 in the Joint Explanatory Statement re-

agencji or organization with a contract
to in clau3e (i)" and inserting "the
under such other circumstances as the Secre- under 8ection 1842, or physicians in a State) ferred
Geographic Overhead Costs Index specified
tary may specif7f.
of otherwise applicable adminzstrative pro'?2) The Secretary may list specific expen- ce4ures for mod ifjjing the fee schedule area for the locality in table I of the September
Supplement to the Geographic Medisive items or services that the Secretary or areas in the State after implementation 1989
care Economic Index: Alternative Approachfinds 8hould be subject to advance determi- of subsection (a) with respect to the State.
es (prepared by the Urban Imstitute and the
nation.
SEC. 6121. TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS RELATING TO Center for Health Economics Research)".
"(3) Items and services firnzished or orPHYSICIAN PA YMENT.
(2) Section 1842(b)(4)(E)(iv)(I) of such Act
dered by a particular physic2an are subject
(a) COMPARAMLrTY
INHERENT REASON(42 U.S.C. 1395u(b)(4)(E)(iv)(I)) f.s amended
to paragraph (1)(B)(i) If—
ABLENESS AD.JUS77JEN7.—
"(A) a substantia' number af items or serv(1) Section 1842(b)(3)(B) (42 U.S.C. by striking "Table #2" and all that follows
through "101st Congress" and in.serting "the
ices furnished or ordered by the physician 1395u(b)(3)(B)) is amended by inserting
have been found not to be allowable under subject to section 1848(i)(2)," .after "such list referred to in paragraph (14)(C)(i)".
(3) The amendments made by paragraphs
section 1862(a)(1), or
charge will be reasonable and".
"(B) a carrier has identified a pattern of
(2) Section 1848(i) is amended by adding (1) and (2) apply to services furnished after
overutiization resulting from the perform- at the end the following new paragraph.
March 1990.
ance or ordering practice8 of the physician,
(d) MVPS As MULTiPLICATIVE, Nor ADDI"(3) No CoMPAPBlUry ArJJIJSTMENT.—For
ha3 so informed the physician, and has af- physicians' 8ervices (including radiology TIvE.—Section 1848(f)(2)(A) (42 U.S. C.
forded Vie physician an opportunity to re- and anesthena services) for which payment 1395w—4(f)(2)(A)) is amended—
spond.
(1) in the matter preceding clause (i) by
under tht part is determined under tht, sec"(4) Itema furnzshed by a particular entity tion—
strLking "sum" and inserting "product";
are subject to paragraph (1)(B)(ii) if—
(2) in clau3es (i) through (iv)—
"(A) a carrter may not make any o4ju3t"(A) a substantia' number of items fur- ment in the payment amount under section
(A) by inserting "1.00 p1u3 (" before °the
nished by the entity have been found not to 1842(b)(3)(B) on the bast.s that the payment Secretary's" each place it appears, and
be allowable under section 1862(a)(1), or
is higher than the charge applica(B) by inserting ") divided by 100" before
"(B) a carr'er has identified a pattern of amount
ble, for a comparable 8ervlce and under com- the comma at the end of each clau3e; and
overutilization resulting from the bu3iness parable circumstances, to Vie policijholders
(3) in the matter foUowing clau3e (iv), by
practices of the entity, has so informed the and subscrlber3 of the carrier,
strilcing "reduced" and in.serting "minu3 1.0
entity, and has afforded the entity an oppor"(B) no payment o4ju.stment may be made percentage point, multiplied by 100, and retunity to respond.".
under section 1842(b)(8), and
duced".
(b) Emci7vR DATE—The amendments
°(C) section 1842(b)(9) 8hzZl not apply.
(e) ElIMINATiON OF RSSTRICTION ON INCORmade bij 8ubsectlon (a) shall become effec(b) AlLOWiNG PERIODIC RECOMPtPFA77ON or POR.4770N OF TIME IN Visn CoDEs—Section
tive with respect to items and services fur- GPCI.—Section 1848(e)(1) (42 U.S.C. 1395w1848(c)(4) (42 U.S.C. 1395w-4(c)(4)) is
nzshed on or after January 1, 1991.
4(e)(1)) Is amended by adding at the end the amended by striking "only for services furSEC flit LIMITATION ON BENEFICIARY LIABILITY.
following new 8ubparagraph.
nzshed on or after January 1, 1993".
Section 1848(g)(2)(A) (42 U.S.C. 1395w—
'?C) PERIODIC RZCOMPtPFA77ON OF INDICES.—
(f) TRZATMENT OF PRICE INCREASE IN DETER4(g)(2)(A)) is amended bi, adding at the end The Secretary shall, from time to time, re- MINING
PERFORMANCE STANDARD RATES OF IN-

A

thereof the foUowing:

compute the indices established under this
'in the case of eva'uation and management paragraph based on the formula described
8en7ices
(as
specified
in
section in subparagraph (A) to reflect the most
1842(b)(1 7)(B)(ii)), the preceding sentence recent data avaüable.".
(c) OVSRVALLJED PROCEDURES.—
shall be applied by substituting '50 percent'
(1) Section 1842(b)(14) of the Social Secufor 25 percent'.".
SEC fiZ& STATEWIDE PE SCHEDULE AREAS FOR rity Act (42 U.S.C. 1395u(b)(14)) ii amendPHYSICIANS' SERVICES.

(a) IN GENE,uI.—Notwithstanding section

1848(j)(2) of the Socla Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1395w—4(j)(2)), in the case of a State

ed-

(A) in subparagraph (B)(iii)(I), by striking
"practice expense ratio for the service (spec-

CREASE.—Section 1848(f)(2)(A)(iv) (42 U.S.C.

1395w-4(f)(2)(A)(iv)) 23 amended by insert-

ing "including changes in law and regulations affecting the percentage increase described in clau3e (i)" after "law or regulations".

(g) MISCELLANEOUS FEE SCHEDULE CORRECTIONS. —

(1) CHANGES IN SECTION 1848.—Section 1848

(lied in table #1 in the Joint Explanatory (42 U.S.C. 1395w-4) is amended—
(A) in subsection (c), by redesignating the
tJ'uzt meets the requirements specified in 8ub. Statement referred to in subparagraph
(C)(i))" and in8erting "practice expenu second paragraph (3), and paragraphs (4)
section (b) on or before AprU 1, 1991, the component
(percent), divided by 100k speci- and (5), as paragraphs (4) through (6), reSecretary of Jieath and Human Services fied in Appeiuhx
A (pages 187 through 194) spectively;
(Secretary) shall treat the State as a single of the Report of the
(B) in subsection (c)(4), as rede.gignated by
Medicare and MedicaW
fee 8chedule area for purposes of determin- Health Budget Reconciliation Amendments
ing—
prepared by the Subcommittee on
(1) the adjusted hf.storlca payment ba.1a of 1989,
and the Envronment of Vie Commit(as defined in section 1848(a)(2)(D) of.8uch Health
tee on Ener'y and Commerce, Hou3e of RepAct (42 U.S.C. 1395w—4(a)(2)(D))), and
(2) the fee sched u1e amount (as referred to resentatives (Com,ittee Print 101-Mi 101st
1st Session) for the sen,ice"
in section 1848(a) (42 U.S.C. 1395w—4(a)) af Conreu,
(B) in subparagraph (B)(iii)(II), by striicsuch Act),
ing "practice expense ratio" and in.serting
for physic1ans services (as defined in sec- "practice expense component (percent), dition 1848(j)(3) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1395w-

vided by 100";

subparagraph (C),
amended by striking
"subsection"and inserting 'section"
(C) in subsection (d)(1)—
(i) in subparagraph (A)—

(I) by inserting "(or factors)" after "conversion factor" each place it appears in the
subpara graph, and

(II) by 8trlking "8ubparagraph (C)" and
in.serting "paragraph (3)' and

(ii) in subparagraph (C)—
(C) in subparagraph (C)(i), by strLkfng
(I) in clau3e (i), by striking "(orfactors)'
'physician8' 8ervices specified in table #2 and
in the Joint Explanatory Statement of the
(II) in clau3e (ii), by inserting "the converified in this subsection are that (on or before Committee of Conference submit€ed wth the
Aprtl 1, 1991) there are written expression., Conference Report to accompany HR. 3299 sion factor (or factors) which will apply to
af support for treatment of the State G3 a (the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of phyiclans' services for the foUowing year
single fee schedule area (on a budget-neitral 1989k), 101st Congress" and in.serting "pro- and" before "the update (or updates)' and
striking "Vie following" and inserting
basis) from—
cedurfJ hsted (by code and description) in by
"such'

4W(3))) furnished on or after January 1,

1992.
(b) RSQU!P.EMENTS.—ThE requirements spec-

(1) each member of the congressiona' delegation from Vie State, and

the Overva2ued Procedures List for Finance
Committee, Revised September 20, 1989, pre.
(2) organtzattons representing urban and pared by Vie Physician Payment Review
rural physicians in the State.
Commiuion

(D) in subsection

(i)

(d)(2)(A)—

in the matter preceding clau3e (i) by
strücing "services" the first place it appears
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and inserting "services (as defined in sub- section (j)(1XC1" id Inserting
section (f)(5)(A))"
(Ii) In clause (if by inserting "for the serv-

ices Involved" after 'lsection 1842(b)(3)"
and

"section SC SLIL STUDY OF PPSPA YMF.NT MEDICAL REVIEW

1848(g) (2)".

(iii) In clause (Ii)—
(1) by striking "all physicians' services (as
(N) Section 6102(e)(11) of the Omnibus
defined In subsection (f)(5EA))" and insert- Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 is amendfag "the services Involved" and
ed by inserting"qf Health and Human Serv-•
(ii) by striking "all such physicians" and Ices" a/Icr "Secretary".
Inserting "such" and
(h) REPFAL OF REPonrs No LoNoxn RE-

(iv) in the last sentence by striking "proportion of HMO enrollees" and Inserting

SCREENS.

(a) IN GENEP..4L-—The Secretary of Health
Section .1842(b)(12)(A)(Ii)(Ii) is
amended by striking ",as Ike case may be". and Human Services (in this section re(D) Section 1833(allll(H) is amended. by ferred to as the "Secretary") shall conduct a
study of the effect of the release of prepaystriking ",as the case may be".
(C)

QUIRED.—

ment medical review screen parameters on
physician billings for the services to which
the parameters apply.

(b) LIMFTA1IONS.—The study shall be based

upon the release of the screen parameters at
a minimum of six carrier sites.
id Rspoxr.—The Secretary shall report the

(1) SubsectIon fbI of section 4043 of the
"proportion of Individuals who are enrolled Omnibus Budget ReconciliatIon Act of 1987 results of the study to the Committees on
under this part who are liMO enrollees '
Ways and Means and Energy and Commerce
Is repealed.
fE) in subsection (d)(2)(El(ft )i'I), by Insert(2 Subsection rd of section 4048 of such of the House of Representatives and Vie

jag "payments for" after "under this part Act is repealed.
for"
(31 Section 4049(b)r1I of audi Act Is
(F) in subsection (dH3HB)—
amended by striking ", and shall report"
(j.I in clause (I)—
(1/ by striking "update for" end inserting and all that follows up to the period at the
"update for a category of physicians' serv- en
(4) Section 4056(aI(1l of such Act, as redesices for" and
by section 411(f)(14) of the Medicare
fill by striking "physicians' services Ins Ignated
Coverage Act of 1988, is
defined In subsection (f)(SHA))" and insert- Catastrophic
amended by striking the last sentence.
ing "services in such category'
(51 Section 4856(bl(2) of such Act is
(ii) In clause (ii)—

(I) by inserting "more than" after ie-

amended by striking the second sentence.

Committee on Finance of the Senate not
later than October 1, 1992.

SEC •flS. UflUZ.4 liON SCREENS R

PHYSiCiAN
ViSiTS iN REHABiLITATION HOSP1TAL5.

Rot later (han 180 days after. the date of
the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of
Health and Human Services (hereafter In
this section referred to as the "Secretary")

shall revise the utilisalion screen established pursuant to section 4085(h) of the

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987

(I) ALUUSThENT OF EiV!C17VE DA1us.—Effec- to apply to all physician visits to an Inpathe enactment of time tient of a rehabilitation hospital or unit.
(II) in subclause (I), by striking "more tive us if included inReconciliation
Act of Such screen shall reflect a standard of physiOmnibus Budget
than'
1987—
cian care that Is comparable to the standard
(G) In subsection (f)(1)—
(1) section 4048(b) of such Act is amended of physician care recognised for Inpatients
(i) in subparagraph (A), by striking "each
by
striking
"January
1,
1989"
and
insertIng
category" and inserting 'leach category and
of acute care hospitals and units, particu"March 1, 1989", and
group"
larly with respect to the frequency of visits
of
such
Act
is
4049(b)(2)
section
(2)
til) In subparagraph (C) by striking "all
by an attending physician. The Secretary
amended
by
striking
"January
1,
1989"
and
physicians' services and for". and
shall provide that the provisions of this secInserting
"April
1,
1989".
(Iii) In subparagraph (D)(I) by striking
tion shall be Implemented in a manner that
"calendar pears" and Inserting "portions af SEC 4!2& BiLLING. FOR SERVICRS OP SUBSTITUTE provides that expenditures are not greater or
PHYSICiAN.
calendar years'
lesser than they would have been but for the
(H) in subsection (f)(2)(A)—
Ia) UNDen Mewcsnx.—Section 18424'b)(6) enactment of the provisions of this section.
(I) in the matter preceding clause (I)—
(42. U.SC. 1395u(b)(6)) is amended—
SEC 6125. STUDY OF NICE VOLt/ME PAYMENT AD(I) by striking 'leach" and inserting "the"
(1) by strikinp"and" before"(C)' and
)US7'MEN'T.
and
(2) by striking "involved." and inserting
(a) IN G&NERAL.—(1) The Secretary of
(II) by striking "Increase" and Inserting "involved, and (D) in the case of servIces
'increase for a category of physicians' serv- furnished (during a period that does not Health and Human Services (in this section
Ices"
exceed 14 continuous days in the case of an referred to as the "Secretary") shall conduct
Vii) in subsection (f)(V(A)W, by striking informal reciprocal arrangement or 90 con- a study of the feasibility and desirability of
"physicians' services (aa defined In subsec- tinuous days (or such longer period as Use adjusting payments to Individual physition (f)(5)M))" md inserting "services In Secretary may provide) In the case of an ar- cians performing a high volume of a particular procedure in order to reflect the
such category"
range,nent Involving per diem or other fee(lii) In subsection (f)(21(A) (ill) by striking for-time compenátion) by, or incident to economies of scale afforded 141 volume.
(2) Taking Into account the potential
"physicians' services" and Inserting "serv- the services of, one physician to (he patients
of such an- adjustment on the mediices in such category" and
of another physician who submits the claim Impact
(Iv) in subsection (fE2flA)(iv) by striking for such services, payment shall be inside to care program costs and patient access to
"physicians' services (as defined in subsec- Vie physician submitting the claim (as If Vie necessary services, the Commission shall
tion (f)(5)(A)" and inserting "services in services were furnished by or Incident to, report to the Committees on Ways and
and Energy and Commerce of the
such category"
Vie physician's services), but only if the Means
House of Representatives and the Commit(ii in subsection (fI(4)—
claIm
identifies
(In
a
manner
specified
by
(I) In subparagraph (A)—
tee on Finance af the Senate on—
(I) by striking "paragraph (B)" and Insert- the Secretary) Vie physician who furnished
IA) the types of services or procedures for
the
services.
ing "subparagraph (B)", and
which such an adjustment would be appro(b)
UNBAR
MEDiCAID
—Section
1902(a)(321
(II) by striking "after" and all that follows
priate,
(42 U.S.C. 1398a(al(32))—
through"1991"; and
(B) options for Implementing such an o4(II
by
striking
"and"
before
"(Br,
(it) In subparagraph (B) by striking "con(21 by inserting "and" at the end of sub- just meat,
gress specifically approves the plan" and In(C) appropriate exceptions to such an adparagraph (B), and
serting "specifically approved by tew"
justmen6 and
(3) by adding at Use end Use following:
fJ) In subparugraphs (A) and (B) of sub"(C) In the case of services furnished
(D) appropriate safeguards to ensure
section (g112), by inserting '4other than radi(during a period that does not exceed 14 access by medicare beneficiaries to necesologist services subject to section 1834(b),
after "during 1991," and after "durtng continuous days In the case of an informal sary services.

crease of", and

reciprocal arrangement or 80 continuous
(b) DxAnLmss an Rsponr.—The Secretary
(Xl In subsection W(1)M) by str(king days (or such longer period as the Secretary shall submit the report required by subsecmay
provIde)
In
the
case
of
an
arrangement
tion (a) on or before July 1, 1992.
'%istorical payment basis (as defined In
subsection (a)(2)(C)(I))" and inserting "ad- Involving per dIem or other fee-for-time Subpr B—'enta t.r Othtr ltes. ad Sen*es
1992, ' respectively;

justed historical payment basis (as defined compensation) by, or incident to Vie serv- SEC SlS& NOSPIAL OITTPA rise? Sf5 7C5s.
ices of, one physician to Vie patients of anIn subsection (a)(2)(Dl(IIl" and
Ia) REDUCTION IN PA YMENTS FOR CAPITAL(L) In subsection (11(11, by striking ", and oilier physician who submits the claim for Rxz.srxo
Cosrs.—Section 1861(v)(1)(S)(W(I)
such other" and all that foUows through the such services, payment shall be made to the
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
period and Inserting "(as defined by the Sec- physician smibmUting the claim (as if the of
1395x(v)(1)(S)(iI)(I))
is amended by it ri/cl nO
services were furnished by, or Incident to,
retary) and all other physicians' services. ".
the physician's servIces), but only if the "fiscal year 1990" and Inserting "during the
(2) M15C54.NEoiJs.—
(.4) Effective as if Included in the Omni- claim identifies (In a manner specified by period beginnIng on October 1, 1989, and
bus Budget ReconcUiation Act of 1969, sec- the Secretary) the physician alto furnished ending September 30, 1991 and by 10 percent
for portions of cost reporting periods occurlion 6102(eE4I of such Act is amended by the services".
(c) Emcmlvs DATE.—7'he amendments ring during the period beginning on October
striking "rate determined" after "prevailing
made by this section shall apply to services 1, 1991 and ending September 30, 1995".
charge'
(b) Rxoucriow IN RLSSONARL,E CosTs 0,
(B) Effective January 1, 1991, section furnished on or after the date ( Vie enactHosPrrAL
Orn'p,rwrr •S,sn wcex.—Sect ion
.1842(b)(31(Gi is amended by striking "sub- ment of this Act.
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1861(vHlHSflii) of such Act

(42 U.s.c. device
computed under subparagraph preceding year increased by the covered item
1395x(vflj)(5)(ij)) 1.s amended—
(cn'i)(II) for 1992, and (II) 67 percent of the increase forsuch subsequent year.';
(1) in subclause (II),
by at ri king national limited payment amount for the
(c) in 8ubparagraph (c)—
"1886(d)(5)(DHii i))."
and
n$erting item or device computed .,under subpara(i) by striking "regional purchase price"
°1886(d115(Dllizifl, a rural primary care graph (c)(ii)for 1992; and
each place it appears and in3erting "nationhospital (a8 defined in subsection (mm)(1)),
°(iv) in 1993 and each subsequent year is al limited purchase price",
or a hospital designated under section the national limited payment amount for
(zi) by striking "and subject to subpara-

1820(e) as an essential access community

the item or device computed under subpara- graph (D)'
(iii) in clause (ii)—
(2) in subclause (III)—
(c) b adding at the end the following new
(I) bji 8tTtkng "75" and in$erting "67'
(A) by striking "subclau.se (I)" and insert- sub paragraph.
"(c) cOMPuTATIoN OP LOCAL PA YMENT and
ing °subclauses (I) and (II)", and

hospitaL'

graph (c)(i)for that year. ' and

(II) by str'ikng °25" and in$èrting 033
(B) by striking "capital-related" and in- AMOUNT AND NATIONAL UNITED PA YMENT and
AMOUN?.—For purposes of subparagraph
serting "the'
(iv) in clause (iii)—
(3) by redesignating subclauses (II) and (B)—
0(,)

the local payment amount for an item
ordevicefora year is equa1 to—
0(I) for 1991, the amount specified in sub0(ff) The secretary shall reduce the rea- paragraph (B)(i) for 1990 increased by the
sonable cost of outpatient hospital services covered item increase for 1991, and
"(II) for 1992, the amount determined
(other than the capital-related costs of such
services) othenoi8e determined pursuant to under thzs clause for the preceding year insection 1833(a)(2)(B)(i)(I) by 5 percent for creased bi, the covered item increase for
payments attributable to portion$ of cost re- 1992; andthe
"(ii)
national limited payment
porting periods durtng the period beginning

(III) as s-ubclauses (III) and (IV); and
(4) by in.erting after subclau3e (I) the following new subclause

on October 1, 1990, and ending December 31,

amount for an item or device for a year is
equal to—

(I) in aubclause (I), by striking "50" and
rnserting "33" and striking "subparagraph
(A)(ii)(II)" and in$erting subparagraph
(A)(ii)(III)", and
(II) in subclause (II), by striking "50" and

inserting "67' and

(D) by striking subparagraph (D).
(3) OXYQEN AND OXYGEN EQUIPMENT.—5ec-

tion 1834(a)(9) (42 u.s.c. 1395m(a)(9)) is
amended—

(A) in subparagraph (A)(ii)(II), by striking

°the percentage increase" and all that fol"(I) for 1991, the local payment amount lows through the period and inserting "the
determined
under
clause
(i)
for
such
item
or
covered item increase for the year. ";
EYE AND Erx AND Ei 5PEcIALri HosprrALs.—
for that year, except that the national
(B) by amending subparagraph (B) to reo4
The last sentence of section 1833(i)(3)(B)(ii) •device
limited
payment
amount
may
not
exceed
(42 U.5.C. 13951(i)(3)(B)(ii)) i.s amended by 100 percent of the weighted average of all as follows:
"(B) cOMPuTATiON OP NATIONAL UMI7ZD
atriking "in fi.scal year 1989 or fiscal year local payment amounts determined under
1990" and in$erting "on or after October 1, such clause for 8uch item for that year and MONTHLY PAYMENT wz.—With respect to the
of an item in a year, the secre1988, and before 5eptember 30, 1993'
may not be less than 85 percent of the furnishing
tary shall compute a national limited
SEC. I3I. CLINICAL DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY
average
weighted
all
local
piyment
of
payment rate equal to—
SERVICE&
amounts determined under such clause for monthly
"(i) for 1991, the local monthly payment
1995.
(c) EXIZNSION Of A5C BLEND AMOUNTS FOR

(a) cAP ON ANNUAL FEE 5cHEDUIS INCREASEs.—5ection
1833(h)(2)(A)(ii)
(42

such item, and
(II) for each subsequent year, the amount
determined under tht, clause for the preced-

computed
subparagraph
under
(A)(ii)(II) for the item for the year, except
such national limited monthly payment
ing year increased by the covered item in- that
rate may not exceed 100 percent of the
subsection" and inserting °clause (i)'
crease for such subseque-nt year.'
(2) by strLking "and" at the end of 8ub(2) MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS AND OTHER COy- weighted average of all local monthly payclause (I);
RED fTEMS.—Secton 1834(a)(8) (42 u.s.c. ment rates computed for the item under
such subparagraph for the year, and may
(3) by stri Icing the period at the end of sub- 1395m(a)(8)) is amended—
not be less than 85 percent of the weighted
clause (II) and in3erting ",and and
(A) in subparagraph (A)(ii)—
(4) bij adding at the end the following new
(i) by striking "or" at the end of subclause average of all local monthly payment rates
computed for the item under such subparasubcla use.
(I);

u.s.c. 13951(h)(2)(A)(ii)) s amended—
(1) by stri king "any other provtsion of thi3

rate

graph for the year, and
°(iz) for each subsequent year, equal to the
(I) by striking "1991 or' and
(II) bji 8trLking 'the percentage increase" amount determined under thi. clause for the
(b) REDUCTION IN NATIONAL cAp—section and aU that fouows through the period and preceding year increased by the covered item
1833(h)(4)(B) (42 u.s.c. 13951(h)(4)(B)) t, inserting "the covered item increase for the increaseforsuch subsequent year.';
year. "
(c) in subparagraph (c)—
amended—
(iii) by redesignating subclause (II) as
(i) by striking "re'ional monthly payment
(1) by striking "and" at the end of clause
subclause
(III);
and
rate" each place it appears and in$ertng
(ii)
(iv)
by
in3erting
after
subclause
(I)
the
fol"national limited monthly payment rate'
(2) in clau8e (iii), by inserting "and before

"(III) the annual adjustment in the fee

(ii) in subclause (II)—

schedules under clause (i)for 1991 shall be a
2 percent increase

January 1, 1991." after "1989,
(3) bij striking the period at the end of
clause (jul and inserting ' and', and
(4) by o4ding at the end the following new
clause:

lowing new subclause

(1) INEXPENSIVE AND ROUTINELY PURCHASED
DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT AND ITEMS REQUIRJNC} FREQUENT AN!) SUBSDANTIAL SERVIC-

as follows:

"(II) in 1991, equal to the local purchase

prwe computed under thi. clause for the previoi year, increased by the covered item in-

(ii) in clause (ii)—

(I) by striking 075

and

and

inserting "67

UI) by striking "25" and inserting "33",
crease for 1991. and decreased by the per- and
centage
by
which
the
average
of
the
pur'v) after December 31, 1990, s equal to
(iii) in clause (iii)—
90 percent of the median of aU the fee sched- cha8e prices on claims submitted for aU
(I) in subclause (I), by striking "50" and
ztemj
described
in
paragraph
(7)
exceeds
110
ules establi.shed for that test for that labora°33' and
percent of the average of the reasonable in$erting
tory setting under paragraph (1).".
(II) in subclause (II), by striking "50" and
charge.,
on
claim.s
paid
for
the
item.s
during
SEC. 6132. DURABLE MEDICAL gQLIPME.vT.
67" and striking "subparagraph
the 6-month period ending with December in$erting
inserting "subparagraph
(B)(i)" and
(a) DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF NA- 1986; or",
77ONAL LIMrr ON FEIS.—
(B) by amending subparagraph (B) to reo4 (B)(ii)" and
INQ.—paragraphs (2) and (3) of aection
1834(a) (42 u.s.c. 1395m(a)) are each
amended—

(D) by striking subparagraph (D).
(4) DEfINmON.—Section 1834(a) (42 u.s.c.
CHASE PPJCE.—Wth respect to the furnzshing 1395m(a)) is amended by adding at the end
of a particular item in a year, the secretary the fouowing new paragraph.
°(B) cOMPuTATiON OP NATIONAL LIMITED PUR-

thafl compute a national limited purchase
price—
(A) in subparagraph (B)(i), by tiiking
°(i) for 1991. equal to the local purchase
'or" at the end,
price computed under subparagraph (A)(ii)
(B) by striking clause (ü) of subparwrtzph for the item for the year, except that such
(B) and inserting the fouowing:
national limited purcha3e price may not

"(14) cOVERED ITEM INCRZASE.—In this sub-

section, the term 'covered item increase

mean$, for 1991 and each subsequent year,
the percentage increase in the con$umer
price index for all urban con3umers (United
states city average) for the 12-month period
ending with June of the previous year. "

"(ii) in 1991 Is the um of (I) 67 percent of exceed 100 percent of the weighted average
AMENDMEN?.—5ection
(5)
cONFORMINO
of all local purchase prices for the item comderwe computed under subparagraph puted under such subDara graph for the year, 1834(a)(12). (42 u.s.c. 1395m(a)(12)) is
(cl(il(I) for 1991. and (III 33 percent of the and may not be les8 than 85 percent of the amended by strUcing "defined for purposes
national limited payment amount for the weighted average of all local purcha3e prices of paragraphs (8)(B) and (9)(B)'
Uem or devce computed under subpara- for the item.computed under such subpara(b) LJMrTAT1ON ON MONTHLY RECOGNIZED
graph (cl(il for 1991:
RENTAL AMOUNTS FOR MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.—
graph for the year; and
"(iii) in 1992 Is the sum of (I) 33 percent
'(it) for each subsequent year. equal to the 5ection
1834(a)(7)(A)(i)
(42
u.s.c.
of the local payment amount for the Uem or amount determined under this clause for the 1395m(a)(7)(A)(i)) is amended—

the local payment amount for the item or
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by striking br each such ,,sonlli and
inserting "for each of the first 3 months of
such period ' and
(2) by striking the semicoton at the end
and t'sse*.np the followinp. ' cud for each
of the remaining months of inch period Is
7.5 pescent 0/such purchase price,'

devices, oytheilcs, end prosthetics under this

Eubparagraphs

October 18, 1990
(A) and (B) of paragraph

part or under part A to a home health (10), paragraph (11), and paragraph (12) of

subsection (a) shall apply to prosthetic devices, orthotics, and prosthetics in the same
poses of paragraph Ii), the amount that Is manner as such provisions apply to covered
recognized under this paragraph as the pur- items under such subsection.
"(4) DEFm'TIrONs.—In this subsection—
chase price for prosthetic devices, orthotics,
"(A) the term 'applicable percentage in(ci FREEZE IN PJ,SSOMBLE CHARGES '01 Liv- and prosthetics is the amount described in
YRAL AND PARENTER.4L Newjrivi SrippuES, subparagraph (CI of this paragraph, deter- crease' means—
agency.
"fZ) Prmcase pjut p,ECOONITXD.—For pur-

"(i) for 1991, 0 percent, and
"(ii) for a subsequent year, the percentage
PnICL—Each carrier under sectIon 1842 increase in the consumer price Index for all
shall compute a base local purchase price urban consumers (United States city averfor the item us follows:
age) for the 12-month period ending with
"(i) The carrier shall compute a base local June of the previous year;
purchase price for each Item eqndl to the av"(B) the term 'prosthetic devices' has the
erage reasonable charge in the locality for meaning given such term In section
to be reasonable with respect to such Items the purchase of the (tern for the 12-month 1861(s)(8), except that such term does not inperiod ending with June 198?.
clude parenteral and enteral nutrition nufor 1990.
"(Ii) The carrier shall compute a local par. trients, supplies, and equipment,- and
(di
OXYGEN
RE7flNG.—SectlOn chase
price, with respect to the furnishing of
"(C) the term 'orthotics and prosthetics'
1834(a)(5) (42 U.S.C. 1395m(a) (5)) Is amendeach Particular item—
has the meaning given such term in section
cdi,,i.—1u.dete,minütg
the amount of payment under part B of title
XVIII 0/Me Social Security Act for enterol
and parenteral nut rient.s, supplies, and
equipment furnished during £991, the
charges determined to be reasonable with respact to such nutrients, supplies, and equip,isent mgi, not exceed the charges determined

AND EQJIPMEJ4T DUPJNG

mined us follows:
"(A)

-

COMPUTATION OF LOCAL PVR CHASE

'(I) in 1989 and 1990, eQual to the base 1861 (s)(9).".
ii) in subparagraph (A), by striking "(.8) local
purchase price computed under clause
(b) CONFORMING AMKNDMEN73.—(1) Section
(ii increased by the percentage increase in 1832(a)(2)
(42 U.S.C. 1395k(a)(2)) is amendand
the consumer price index for all urban con- ed—
12) by adding at the end the following new sumers (United States city average) for the
(A) in subparagraphs (A) and (B), by striksubparagraph.
6-month p4riod ending with December 1987, ing
"subparagraph (G)" each place U ap"fE) RECeRTIJCITI0N POR PA77EN7 RECK! V- or
1MG HOME OX YGEN THERAPY—In the case of a
"fIt) In 1991, 1992 or 1993, equal to the pears and Inserting "subparagraph (0) or
patient receiving home oxygen therapy serv- local purchase price computed under this subparagraph (i)'
(B) by striking "and" at the end of subices who, at the time such services are Initi- clause for the previous year increased by the
ated, has an initial arterial blood gas value applicable percentage increase for the year. paragraph (G);
(C) by striking the period at the end of
at or above a partial pressure of 55 or an ar"(B) COMPUT'ATION OF REGIONAL PVRCILASE
terial oxygen saturation at or above 9 per. PfucE.— With respect to the furnishing of a subparagraph (H) and Inserting " and"
cent (Or such other values or saturations as particular item in each region (a-s defined and
(D) by adding at the end the following new
the Secretary may specify), no paynent may by the Secretary), the Secretary shall combe made under this part for such services pute a regional purchase price—
subparagraph.
"(I) prosthetic devices and orthotics and
after the expiration of the 60-day period that
"(1) for 1992 and for 1993, equal to the avbegins on the date the patient first received erege (weighted by relative volume of all prosthetics (described in section 1834(h) (4))
such services unless the patient's attending claims among carriers) of the local purchase furnished by a provider of services or by
physician certifies that, on the basis of a fol- prices for the carriers in the region comput- others under arrangements with them made
lowup test of a patient's arterial blood gas ed under siibparagra,ph (A)(iU(II) for the by a provider of services. ".
value or arterial oxygen saturation conduct- year. and
(2)
Section 1833(a)(1) 142 U.S.C.
ed during the final 15 days of such 60-day
"(ii) for each subsequent pear, equal to the 1395l(a)(1)) is amended—
period, there is a medical need for the pa- regional purchase price computed under
(4) by striking ", and (L)" and inserting '
tient to continue to receive such services.
this subparagraph for the previous year In- (L)' and
(B) by striking "subparagraph and (N)"
(e) Emc'rive DAre.—(1) Except as provid- creased by the applicable percentage ined in paragraph (2), the amendments made crease for the year.
and inserting the following: "subparagraph,
by this section shall apply to items fur"(C) Pun CHASE PRICE RECOONIzED,—FOr (M) with respect to prosthetic devices and
nished on or after January 1, 1991.
purposes of paragraph (1) and subject to OrthOtlcs and prosthetic-s (as defined In sec(2) The amendments made by subsection subparagraph (D), the amount that is recog- tion 1834(h)(4)), the amounts paid shall be
(d) shall apply to patients who first receive nized under this paragraph as the purchase the amounts described In section 1834(h)(1),
home oxygen therapy services on or after price for each Item furnished—
and (N)".
and (C)" and Inserting "(B), (C), and (E)"

"(i) In 1989, 1990, or 1991, is 100 percent of

(3) Section 1833(a) (42 U.S.C. 13951(a)) is

(a) MAINTAINING Cupiwz,-r P vx&ier Mzrs,- subparagraph VA)(ii);
"(II) in 1992, Is the sum oft!) 75 percent of
ODOLOOY.—Section 1834 (42 U.S.C. 1395m) is

(A) in paragraph (2), in the matter before

January 1, 1991.

SEC 113K ORTHOT1C AM) PROSTHEflC

the local purchase price computed under amended—

subparagraph (A), by striking "and (H)"
local purchase price computed under and inserting "(H), and (I)"
amended by adding at the end the following the
subparagraph
f4)(iU(Ii)
for
1991,
and
(ii)
(B) by striking "and" at the end of para.
new subsection:
"(h) PAnerNr FOR PRos"m's-rlc DEWCES AND 25 percent of the regional purchase price graph (5);
computed
under
subparagraph
(B)
for
1991,
(C) by striking the period at the end of
ORniorics AND PROSTHETICL—

"(lii) in 1993, is the sum of II) 50 percent paragraph (6) and inserting ' and' and
of the local purchase price computed under
(D) by adding at the end the following new
(,,4)(ii)(Ii) for 1992, and (II) paragraph.
section for prosthetic devices and orthotics subparagraph
50
percent
of
the
regional
purchase
price
"(7) in the case of prosthetic devices and
and prosthetics Mali be made in a lump-sum computed under subparagraph (B) for 1992;
orthotics and prosthetics (as described in
amount for the purchase of the Item in an and
1834(h)(4)), the amounts described
amount equal to 80 percent of the payment
"(iv) in 1994 or a tubsequent year. is the section
section 1834(h).".
basis described in subparagraph (B).
regional purchase price computed wider in(4)
Section 1834(a) (42 U.S.C. 1395m(a)), is
"(B) PAYMENT 1.4513.—Except as provided subparagraph (B) for that year.
in subparagraph (C), th. payment basis de"(D) RANGE ON AMOUNT RZCOONIZED.—The amended—
(A) In the heading, by striking ' Prosthetscribed In this subparagraph is the lesser amount that is recognized under subparaic
Devices, Orthotics, and Prosthetics "
ofgraph (C) as the purchase price for an item
(B) in paragraph (2)(A), by striking
"lii the actual charge for the itein, or
furnished—
"(ii) the amount recognized under para"(i) in 1991, may not exceed 125 percent, "(13)(A)" and inserting "(13)'
(C) in paragraph (6) by inserting "or prosgraph (2) as the purchase price for the Item. and may not be lower than 85 percent, of the
"(C) EXCEPTiON FOR CERTAIN PUBLIC HOME average of the purchase prices recognized thetic devices, and orthotics and prosthetics
HEALI7I AGXNCILt—SUbparuQruph rB)(ii ,haU under such subparagraph for all the carrier described in subsection (ii)" alter "or (5)"
not apply to an Item furnished by a public service areas in the United States in that and
ID) in paragraph (13), by striking
home health agency for by another home year: and
health agency which demonstrates to the
"fW in a subsequent year, may not exceed "means—" and all that follows and inserting
satlsfacfiomi of the Secretary that a sign- 120 percent, and may not be lower than 90 the following: "means durable medical
cant portion of Us Patients are low income) percent, of the average of the purchase equipment (as defined In section 1861(n)),
free of chat-ge or at nominal charges to the prices recognized under such subparagraph including such equipment described in sec
public.
for g) the carrier service areas in the United tion 1861(m)(5)), but does not include intraocular lenses or medical supplies (including
"(Di Exrwszvz psYUrNT RULE—This sub- States in that year.
"(3) APPLICLIIZJTY or cERmsm PROVISIONS catheters. catheter supplies, ostomy bags,
section shall constitute the exclusive provision of this title for payment for prosthetic RKLA'JING I'D DURABLE MEDICAL EQWPMENT.— and supplies related to ostomy care) fur"(1) GENERAL RULE FOR PAYMEN'J'—

"(A) iN Ge,,'riw.—Payment under this sub-
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outpatient physical therapy seivices (as experience in the field of marriage and

tion 1861(m)(5).
therein defined) or (through the operation of family therapy: and
(cH1 PRoHixnYoN ON RgouzAnovs.—Not- section 1861(g)) with respect to the furnishIs licensed or certified by the State

withstanding any other provision of law, ing of outpatient occupational therapy serv- in which such services are performed as. a
except as provided In panzpraph (2), the Sec- ices; and
marriage and family therapist, married,
retary of Health and Human Seriñcee (re"(2) a communUy mental health center (as family and child counselor, or Is licensed
ferred to In this subsection as the 'ecre- defined In section 1861 (ff)(3.(B)), but only under a similar professional title; or
tary") may not issue any regulation that with respect to the furnishing of partial hoe"(is) in the case of an individual in a
changes the coverage of conventional eye pitalization services (as described In section State which does not provide for licensing or
wear furnished to Individuals (enrolled 1861(ff)(1)).
Certtflcatlon, Is eligible for clinical memberunder part B of title XVIII of the Social Se(3) EmOTIVE DASi—The amendments ship In a national professional association
curity Act) following cataract surgery with made by this subsection shall apply with re- that recognized credentials for clinical
an Intraocular lens (IOL) Implant.
(2) ExcupnoN.—Para graph (1) does not

spect to partial hospitalization services pro- membership for marriage and family therapists (as determined by the Secretary).
vided on or after April 1, 1991.
apply to any regulation issued for the sole
"(3) The term 'psychiatric nurse' means an
(b) Covxp.aos op MEN'ThL Hsszsw Pno.rxspurpose of implementing sections 1861(s)(8) S1ONAL Ssnvicss.—(1) Section 1861(s)(2) (42 individual whoand 1862(a)(7) of the Social Security Act (as U.S.C. 1395x(s)(2)), as amended by the Om"(A) Is licensed to practice professional
amended by paragraph (3)).
nibus Budget Reconciliation Act 1989, Ia nursing by the State in which such individ(3) CL.RIFYINO CO VERA 05 or POST-CA TA- amended—
ual practices nursing;

(A) by striking "and" at the end of sub-

R.4CT RYIGLASSES.—

(A)

Section

1861(s118)

(42

U.S.C.

pare graph (Ml;

1395x(s)(8)) is amended by Inserting after
(B) by adding "and" at the end of sub"devices" the following", and Including one paragraph (N); and
pair of corrective eyeglasses Provided with
(C) by adding at the end of the paragraph
intraocular lenses following cataract sur- the following new subparagrapk
gery"
"(0) qualified mental health professional
(B)

Section

1862(a)(7)

(42

U.S.C.

1395y(a)(7)) is amended by Inserting after

service

"(B) performs such psychiatric nursing
services as are authorized under the law of
the State In which such individual practice-s
psychiatric nursing: and
"(C)(i) possesses a minimum of a masters

degree in nursing with a specialization in
psychiatric and mental health nursing or a
related fleld, or

"(ii) possesses. a minimum of a masters
degree in a related field from an accredited
educational institution and is. certified as a
psychiatric nurse by a duly recognized national professional nurse organization, as
determined by the Secretary, or is eligible to
ic devices, orf.hotics, and prosthetics fur- 1U1tsE2)(O), the amounts paid shall be 80 receive such certification. "
nished on or after January 1, 1991.
(c) EmOTIVE DATL—The amendments
percent of the lesser of the actual charge for
the services or the amount determIned by a made by this section shall apply to services
Subpart C—Mi.sceUaneous Provisions
fee schedule established by the Secretary for performed on or after January 1, 1991.
SEC. 1145 COMMUNITY ME2%TAL KEAL7W (TNTER&
SEC. 114L EXTENSION OF ALZREIMER DISEASE
(a) PARTIAL HOSPITAIJZSTION SIR vlcss.—(1) the purposes of this subparagraph.
DEMONS?WA ThIN PROIEC7
(B) in subsection (p1, by amending the
Section 1861(ff)(3) (42 U.S.C. 1395x(ff)(3)) is
first sentence to read as follows:
Section 9342 of the Omnibus Budget Recamended"(p1 In case of—
onciliation Act of 1986 is amended—
(A) by striking "(3)" and Inserting
(1) certified nurse-midwife services;
(1) in subsection (c)(1), by striking "3
"(3)(A)";
"(2) qualified psychologists services;
years" and inserting "5 years", and
(B) by striking "outpa.tzen.t.s" and insert"(31 clInical social wo,*er services: and
(2) in subsection (d)(1), by striking "third
ing "outpatients or by a community mental
"(4) qualified mental health professionals year" and inserting "fourth year'
health center (as defined in subparagraph
(2) Section

1833

(42

U_S.C.

13951) Is

"eyeglasses" the first place it appears the fol- amended—
lowing: "(other than eyeglasses described In
(A) In subsection (a)(1) by inserting after
section 1861 (s)(8))'
subparagraph (L) the following new sub(d) Emcr,vx DA1.—The amendments paragraph. ' (Ml with respect to qualified
made by this section shall apply to prosthet- mental health professionals under section

(B)), "; and

services.,

-

(C) by adding at the end the following new for which payment may be made under this
part only pursuant to subparagraph., (L),
subparagraph."(B) For purposes of subparagraph (A), the (M), (N), and (0) of section 1861(s)(2), reterm 'community mental health center' pectively, payment may only be made
under this part for such services on an asmeans an entity—
"(i) providing the services. described in signwtent -related baai&'
(3) Section 1861 (42 U.S.C. 1395x), as
section 1916(c)(4) of the Public Health Servamended by subsection (a), Is amended by
iceAct, and
"(ii) meeting applicable licensing or certi- inserting after subsection (ii) the following
.rwation requirements for community new subsection.

menial health centers in the State in which

It is located. "
(2)(A) Section 1832(a)(2) (42 U.S.C
1395k(a)(2)), as amended by section
X124(b)(1), is amended—

(I) by striking "and" at the end of sub(ii) by striking the period at the end of
subparagraph (H) and inserting "; and",paragraph (G);

SEC 110. CZRT1PIED P.EGISTERED NURSE ANESTIIE77S15.

Section 1833(l) (42 U.S.C. 13951) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1)—
(A) by inserting "(A)" after "(1)"; and
(B) by adding at the end the following:
"(B) In establishing the fee schedule under

this paragraph the Secretary may utilize a
system of time units., a system of base and
time units, or any appropriate methodology.

"(C) The provisions of this subsection
"()(1) The term 'qualified menial health
prqfessionals services' means such services shall not apply to certain services furnished
and such services and supplies furnished as in certain hospitals in rural areas under the
an incident to services furnished by a mar- provisions of section 9320(k) of the Omnibus
riage and family therapist (as defined in Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986, as
paragraph (2)), or a psychiatric nurse (as amended by section 6132 of the Omnibus
defined in paragraph (3)) on-size at a com- Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989. '
(2) by striking the second sentence of paramunity mental health center (as defined in
subsection (if)), and such services that are graph (2); and
necessarily furnished off-site (other titan at

(3) by striking paragraph (4) and inserting

(a-s described in section 1861(ff)(2)(B)). '
by reason of physical or mental Impairment,
(.8) Section 1866(e) (42 US.C. 1395cc(e)) is because of institutionalization, or because

this. subsection for services furnished on or

and

(fit) by adding at the end Ote following an off-site office of such therapist, nurse, or the following:
"(4)(A) Except as provided in subparanew subparagrap1
counselor) as. part of a treatment plan be"(I) partial hospitalization services pro- cause of the inability of the indIvidual fur- graphs (C) and (D), in determining the
vided by a community mental health center nished such services to travel to the center amount paid under the fee schedule under
amended by striking "include a clinic" and of similar ci rciamstances of the individual,
aU that follows through the period and in- which the marriage end family therapist,
serting the following: "include—
psychiatric nurse, or clinical mental health
"(1) a clinic, rehabilitation agency, or counselor is legally authorized to perform
public health agency if, in the case of a under State law (or the regulatory mechaclinic or rehabilitation agetlcy, such clinic nism provided by State jaw) as would otheror agency meets the requirements of section wise be covered if furnished by a physician
1861(p)(4)(A) (or meets the requirements of or as an incident to a physician's services.
such section through the operation a)' sec"(2) The term 'marriage and family theration 1861(g)), or tf in the case of a public pist' means an individual who—
health dgency, such agency meets the re"(A) possesses a minimum of a masters

after January 1, 1991, by a certified regis

tered nurse anesthetist who is not medically
directed—
"(i) the conversion factor shall be—

"(I) for services furnished in 1991, $15.50,
"(II) for services furnished in 1992, $15.75,
"(III) for services furnished in 1993,
$1600,

"(IV) for services furnished in

1994,

$16.25,

"(V) for services furnished in 1995, $16.50.
"(VI) for services furnished in 1996,
$16.75, and

quirements of section 1861(p)(4)(B) (or degree in a field related to marriage and
meets the requirements of such section family therapy.
"(VII) for services furnished in calenda,
through the operation of section 1861(g)),
"(B) after obtaining such degree has per- years after 1995, the previous year's conver
but only with respect to the furnishing ' Jbrmed at least 2 years of supervised clinical sion factor increased by the update deter
•
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mined under section 1848(d)(3) for physi- SEC. 11S3. FEDERALLY QUA IJFIEI' HEALTH CENTERS
AND RURAL HEALTH CUNIC
cian anesthesia services for that year;
(a) C0vER.4cg.—Section 1861(s)(2)(E) (42
"(ii) the payment areaa to be used shall be
the fee scheduLe areaa used under sectwn U.S.C. 1395x(s)(2)(E)) is amended by insertqualified health center
1848 (or, in the caae of services furnished ing °and Federally
after °rural health clinic services".
during 1991, the localities used under sec. services"
(b) SERVICES DEJIii.—Section 1861(aa)
tlon 1842(b)) for purposes of computing pay- (42
U.S.C. 139.5x(aa)) i amended—
ments for physicians' services that are anes(1) in the heading, by adding at the end
thesia services;
the fouowinà: wz FEDERALLY Q UALJflED
?iii) the geographw adjustment factors to

(2) that a rural health clinic employ a physi-

cian assistant, nurse practitioner or certifted nurse midwife or that such clinic reqvire such providers to furnish services at
least .50 percent of the time that the clinic
operates for any facflity that requests such
waiver if the facility demonstrates that the

facility has been unable, despite reasonable
efforts, to hire a physician assistant, nurse
practitioner, or certified nurse-midwife in

CENTER SERvIcEs"
the previou3 90-day period.
be applied to the conversion factor under Hsm
(2) in paragraph (3), by strtking "para"(B) The Secretary may not grant such a
clause (j) for servic in a fee scheduLe area graphs (1) and (2)" and inserting "the previ- waiver
under subparagraph (A) to a facility
or Locality l—
otis provisions of this subsection" and by re• J' the request for the waiver is made less
"(I) in the case of service, furnished in designating such paragraph and paragraph than 6 months after the date of the expira1991, the geographic work index value and (4) as paragraph (5) and (6), respectively, tion of any previou. such waiver for the fathe Qeographic practice cost index value and
specified in section 1842 ( q)(1)( B) for physt(3) by inserting after paragraph (2) the fol- cility.
"(C) A waiver which is requested under
c-tans' services that are anesthesia services lowing new paragraphs:
paragraph shall be deemed granted
furnl3hed in the area or locality, and
"(3) The term 'Federally qualified health this
sizch request l denied by the Secre"(II) in the caae of services furnished after
center service,,' means services of the type unZess
within 60 days after the date such re1991, the geogruphic work index value, the described in subparagraphs (A) through (C) tary
is received.'
geographic practice cost index value, and of paragraph (1) when furnished to an indi- quest
(f) Emcrivz DATE.—(1) Subject to para-

the geographic malpractice index value u3ed vidual (who is not an inpatient) and, for
for determining payments for physicians' this purpose, any reference to a rural health
services that are anesthesia services under clinic or a physic-tan described in paragraph
(2)(B) is deemed a reference to a Federally
section 1848,
health center or a physician at the
with 70 percent of the conversion factor quaifled
respectively.
treated as attributable to work and 30 per- center,
"(4) The term Federally qualified health

cent as attributable to overhead for services
furnished in 1991 (and the portions attribut-

able to work; practice expenses, and malpractice expenses in 1992 and thereafter
being the same aa ti applied under section
1848).

"(B)(i) Except as provided in clau3e (ii)
and subparagraph (D), in determining the
amount paid under the fee scheduLe under
this subsection for services furnished on or
after January 1, 1991, by a certified registered nurse anesthetist who is medically directed, the Secretary shall apply the same
methodology specified in subparagraph (A).

graph (2), the amendments made by this sec-

tion shall applp to services furnished on or
after January 1, 1991.

(2) In the case of a Federally qualified

health center that has elected, as of January
1, 1990, under part B of title XVIII of the
Social Security Act, to have the amount of
center' means an entity which—
"(A)(i) ti receiving a grant under section payments for services under such part deter329, 330, or 340 of the Public Health Service mined on a reasonable-charge basis, the
Act and which requests the Secretary to re- amendment made by subsection (c)(1) shall
imburse it aa a Federally qua'ified health only apply on and after such date (not earlier than January 1, 1991) aa the center may
center, or
"(ii)(I) is receiving funding from such a elect.
grant under a contract wzth the recipient of SEC. I44. SEPARATE PA YMENT UNDER PART B FOR

such a grant, and (II) meets the require-

ments to receive a grant under section 329,
330, or 340 of such Act,

"(B) ba8ed on the recommendation of the
Health Resources and Services Administration within the Public Health Service, is de-

SERVICES OF CERTAIN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL&

(a) SERVICES OF CERTAIN HF.ALTH PROFESSIONAL NOT To BE INCLUDED IN INPATIENT
H0SPFmL SER vIcES.—Section 1861(b) (42

U.S.C. 1395x(b)) is amen&d—

(1) in paragraph (3), by striking "(including clinical psychologist (as defined by the
quirements for receiving such a griznt, or
clau.e (i) slwJ.i be—
'?C) waa treated by the Secretary, for pur- Secretary))' and
"(I) for service, furni.shed in 1991, $10.50,
(2) in paragraph (4), by striking every"(II) for services furnished in 1992, $10. 75, poses of part B, as a comprehen,ive Federal?III) for services furni3hed in 1993, ly funded health center as of January 1, thing after "intern" and inserting ' services

"(ii) The conversion factor used under termined by the Secretary to meet the re-

1990. '

$11.00,

"(IV)
$11.25,

for servzces furnished in

1994,

'?V) for services furnished in 1995, $11.50,
"(VI) for service, furnished in 1996,
$11.70, and

"(VII) for services furnished in calendar

(c) PAYMENTS.—

(1) IN GENEPAL.—Sectzon 1832(a)(2)(D) (42

U.S.C. 1395k(a)(2)(D)) ts amended bi, insert-

described by subsection (s)(2)(K)(i), certified
nurse-midwife services, qualified psychologist services, and services of a certified reg-

istered nurse anestheti.st, and'

ing "'i)" after "(D)" and by inserting "and
(b) SERVICES OF CERTAIN HLTH PROFES'ii) Federally qualified health center serv- SIONAL Nor To BE BILLED THROUGH PROVIDices" after "rural health clinic services'
ERS OF 5ER VICES—Section 1832(a)(2)(B)(iiz)
(2) ExcLusioN FROM PAYMENT

REMOVED.—

pears after 1996, the previous year's conver- Sectwn 1862(a) (42 U.S.C. 1395y(a)) is

(42 U.S.C. 1395k(a)(2)(B)(iii)) i.s amended to
read as follows:

sion factor increased by the update deter. amended—
"(iii) services described by section
mined under section 1848(d)(3) for physi(A) in parizgrizph (2), by in.wrting °, except 1861(s)(2)(K)(i),
certified nurse-midwife
cian anesthesta services for that year.
in the caae of Federally qualified health services, qua'ified psychologist services, and
"( C) Notwithstanding subclauses (1)
through (V) of subparagraph (A)(ii—
?i) in the caae of a 1990 conversion factor

Uai is greater than $16.50, the conversion
factor for a calendar year after 1990 and
before 1996 shall be the 1990 conveiion
factor reduced by the produci a! the lasi
digit of the ca2endar year and one-fifth of
the amount by which the 1990 conversion

center services" before the semicolon at the services of a certified registered nurse anesend, and
theti.'
(B) in paragraph (3), by inserting", in the
(c) CONFORMING AMENDMEJV7.—

case of Federally qualified health center

services, as defined in section 1861 (aa)(3),"
a.fter '1861(aa)(1),'
(3) PRRB vIEw.—Section 1878 (42 U.S.C.
1395oo) U amended by adding at the end the
following new subsection:
"(j) In this sectton, the term provider of
factor exceeds $16.50; and
includes a rural health clinic and a
"(ii) in the caae of a 1990 conversion service,'
quo.iifted health center. "
factor thai is greater than $15.49 but less Federally
(d)
C0N,opjwxNa AMENDMENTS. —Section
than $16.51, the conversion factor for a cal- 1861 (42 U.S.C. 1395x' ts further amended—
endar year after 1990 and before 1996 shall
(1) in subsection (s)(2)(H)(i) and (s)(2)(K),
be the greater of—
by atrtlcing "tub..,ection (aa)(3)" and "sub"(I) the 1990 conversion factor, or
section (aa)(4J" each place either appears
"(II) the conversion factor specified in inserting "subsection (aa)(5)" and "sub3ectubparagraph (A)(i)for the year involved.
tion (aa)(6)", respectively, and
(D) In no caae may the conversion factor
(2) in subsection (aa)(1)(B), by striking
used to determine payment for services in a "paragraph (3)" and inserting "paragraph
fee schedule area or locality under thia sub- (5)".
seciwn, as adju.sted by the adju.stment fac(e) TEMPORARY WaivER or RHC SrIfFrna
tor3 specified in aubparagraphs (A)(iii), REQ UJREMEAPrS.—Section 1861(aa) (42 U.S.C.
exceed the conversion factor used to deter. 1395x'aa)) is further amended by adding at
mine the amount paid for physicians' serv- the end the following new paragrap
"(7)(A) The Secretary shaU waive for a 1ices that are anesthesia services in the area
or Iocaliiy.
year period the requirements of paragraph
-

(1) Section 1862(a)(14) (42 U.S.C. 1395y) is
amended—

(A) by striking "or are services of a certi-

fied regutered nurse anesthetit' and
(B) by inserting after "thi.s paragraph)' a
comma and the following: "services de-

scribed by section 1861(s)(2)(K)(i), certified
nurse-midwife services, qualified psychologist services, and services of a certified registered nurse anestheti.st,
(2) The matter in section 1866(a)(1)(H) (42
U.S.C. 1395x(a)(1)(H)) preceding clause (i)

is an'ended by in.erting after "and other
than" the following: 'services described by

section 1861(s)(2)(K)(i), certified nurse-midwife services, qualified psychologtst services,

and"

(d) EFFECDIVE DATE.— The amendments
made by the preceding subsections apply to
services
1991.

furnished on or after January 1,

SEC. IiS. NRW TECHNOLOGY IOL

(a) IN GENERAL—The Secretary of HeaVh

and Human Services (hereafter in this sec-
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tion referred to as the "Secretary") shall de
velop and implement a process under which
znterested parties may request review by the
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"(lv) nurse practitioner or clinical nurse the Committees on Ways and Means and

specialist servsces,".

(dl AMOuNT Os PA YMEM F FOR SERvICES.—

Secretary of the appropriate reimbursement Section 1833(a)(1) (42 U..S.C 13951(a)(1)) is
under section 1833(z)(21(AffiiiI of the Social amendedSecurity Act with respect to a class of new
(1) by striking "and" at the end qf subtechnology intraocular lenses. For purposes paragraph (MI;
of the preceding sentence, an intraocular
(2) by adding "and" at the end of subparalens may not be treated as a new technology graph (N); and
lens unless ii has been approved by the Food
(31 by adding at the end thereof the followand Drug Administration.
ing new subparagraph: "(Olin the case of
fbi EVALUATJON BASED UPON Marncv BEivs- nurse practitioner or clinical specialist servFJTS.—!n determining whether to provide an ices under section 1861 (s)(2)(P), the

Energy and Commerce of the House of Rep-

resentatives on the study conducted under
paragraph (1)(A) and shall Include in the
report the recommendations described in
paragraph (1)(B), taking into account the
factors described in paragraph (11(B).

(3) ANNUAL REPORT.—The Commission, not

later than March 1 before the beginning of
each fiscal year (beginning with fiscal year
1993) shall report it.s recommendations to
the Committee on Finance of the Senate and

the Committees on Ways and Means and
adjustment cf payment with respect to a amounts paid shall be an amount equal to Energy and Commerce of the House of Repparticular lens under subsection (a), the Sec-

100 percent of 75 percent of the prevailing resentatives on an appropriate change
retary shall take into account whether use qf charge (or, In the case of services furnished factor which should be used for updating
the lens is likely to result in reduced risk qf afier 1991, the amount determined under payments for services rendered in that fiscal

intraoperative or postoperative complica- section 1848(a)) in area for the service for
lion or trauma, accelerated postoperative participating physicians and such payment
recovery, reduced induced aztignwti,sm, im shall be made only on an assignment-related
proved postoperative visual acuity, more basis;"

stable postoperative vision, or other compa(e) Eppscsyvs DATE—The amendments
rable clinical advantages.
made by this section shall apply with respect
(ci Nonc.s 4sm COMMENTS. —
to services furnished on or after January 1,
(1) Norsct.—The Secretary shall publish 1991.
notice in the Federal Register from time to
PART 3—PROVISIONS RELATING TO
time (but no less often than once each year)
PAR TSAAND B
a list of the requests that the Secretary has
SEC GI5L END STAGE LENAL DISEASE SERVICER
received for review under this section.
(a) MAimuw.aj.'cg Os' Cuziwn' Rtnw
(21 CoMsrswr.—The Secretary shall provide
for a 60-day comment period on the notice THROUOH 199Z—Section 933-5(a)(1) of the
under paragraph (1). The Secretary shall Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986,
publish a notice of his detenninatwn with as amended by section 6203(a)(1)(A) of the

respect to intraocular lenses listed in the

notice within 120 days after the close of the
comment period.

SEC. GUt RURAL NURSING INCENTIVES
(a) CovsiuGE
OF
SERvvzs.—Section

1861(sU2) (42 U.S.C. 1395x(s112)) is amend-

ed—

(1) by striking "and" at the end qf sub-

paragraph (L);
(21 by adding "and" at the end of subparagraph (M); and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:

"(P1 nurse practitioner or clinical nurse
specialist services;'
(bI &Rvzcss Dspmup.—Secljon 1861 (42
(.LS.C. 1395x) is amended by inserting after
subsection (jj) the following new subsection.'
"NURSE PRACTITIONER OR CLJN!CAL NURSE
SPL'CIAJ.JS7' ERR VICES

term 'nurse practitioner or
clinical nurse specialist services' means
"(kk)(1) The

services provided by a nurse practitioner or
clinical nurse specialist (as defined in para-

year.

The Commission in making such

report to Congress shall consider conclusions and recommendations available from
the Institute of Medicin&
(c) SELS—A.DMINISTF.RSD En YTHROPOIETIN.—

(1) Section 1861(s)(2) (42 U.S.C. 1395x(s)(2))
is amended—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of subparagraph (0);

(B) by adding "and" at the end of sub-

paragraph (P); and
(C) by adding at the end the following new
subparagraph:
"(Q) erythropoietin for home dialysis patients competent to use such drug without
Onini bus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989, medical or other supervision with respect to
the administration of such drug, subject to
Is amended—

(1) by striking "and before October 1, methods and standards established by the
1990" and Inserting "and before October 1, Secretary by regulation for the safe and effective use of such drug, and items related to
1993' and
(2) by striking 'egual to" and inserting the administration of such drug;".
(2)(A) Section 1881(b)(11) (42 U.S.C
"not less than".
fbi PROPAC Snwv ow ESRD Coj,pogn'z 1395rr(b)) is amended—
(i) b striking "(11)" and inserting
RATEs.—
"(11)(A)' and
(1) IN GENERAL.—
(ii) by adding at the end the following new
(A) Srtwy.—The Prospective Payment Assessment Commission (in this subsection re- subparagraph:
"(B) Erjithropoietin (including self-adfurred to as the "Commission") shall conduct a study to determine the costs and serv- ministered erythropoietin (as described in
ices and profits associated with various mo- section 1861(s)(2)(Q)), when provided to a
dalities of dialysis treatments provided to patient determined to have end stage renal
end stage renal disease patients provided disease, shall not be included as a dialysis
under title XVIII of the Social Security Act. service for purposes of payment under any
(B) RECOMMENDATIONS.—BGSed on infonna- prospective payment amount or comprehenlion collected for the study described in sub- sive fee established under this section, and
paragraph (A), the Commission shall make payment for such item shall be made separecommendations to Congress regarding the rately—
"(I) in the case of erythropoietin provided
method or methods and the levels at which
the payments made for the facility compo- by a physician, in accordance with Section

and
graph (2)) in a rural area (as defined in nent of dialysis services by providers of serv- 1833;
"(ii) in the case of erythropoietin provided
paragraph (3)) which the nurse practitioner ice and renal dialysis facilities under title

XVIII of the Social Security Act should be
established for dialysis services furnished
regulatory mechanism provided by Stale during fiscal year 1993 and the methodology
law) of the State In which such services are to be used to update such payments for subsequent fiscal years. In making recommenperformed.
"(2) The term 'nurse practitioner or clini- dations concerning the appropriate methodor clinscal nurse specialist is legally authoriced to perform under State law (or the State

cal nurse specialist' means an individual
who—

"(A) is a registered nurse and is licensed to

practice nursing in the State in which the
nurse practitioner or clinical nurse special-

it services are performed,' and
"(B)(i) holds a master's degree in nursing
or a related field from an accredited educa-

ology the Commission shall consider—

(c) Drnecr PAneswr FOR SERviczs.—Section

1832(a)(2)(B) (42 U.S.C. 1395k(a)(2)(B)) is

retary. ".
(B) Section 1881(b) (42 U.S.C. 1395rr(b)) is

further amended—
(i) in paragraph (1)—

(I) by striking "and (B)" and inserting

(i) hemodialysi.s and other modalities of "(B), and
(II) by striking "equipment." and inserttreatment,
(ii) the appropriate services to be included ing "equipment, and (C) payments to a supplier
of home dialysis supplies and equipin such payments,
(iii) the adjustment factors to be incorpo- ment that is not a provider of services, a
rated including facility characteristics, such renal dialysis facility, or a physician for
as hospital versus free-standing facilities, self-o4ministe red erythropoietin as deurban versus rural, size and mix of services, scribed in section 1861 (s)(2)(Q) if the Secre(iv) adjustments for labor and nonla.bor tary finds that the patient receiving such
drug from such a supplier can safely and efcosts,

tional institution, or
"(ii) is certified as a nurse practitioner or
clinical nurse specialist by a duly recog(v) comparative profit margins for all
nised professional nurses association.
"(3) The tenn 'rural area' means any area types of renal dialysis providers of service
outside a metropolitan statistical area (as and renal dialysis facilities,
(vi) adjustments for patient complexity,
defined by the Office of Management and
Budget). '

by a provider of services or a renal dialysis
facility, in an amount specified by the Sec.

such as age, diagnosis, case mix, and pediatric services, and
(vii) efficient costs related to high quality

fectively o4 minister the drag (in accordance
with the applicable methods and standards

established by the Secretary pursuant to
such section). " and

(ii) in paragraph (21(A), by striking
"(21(A)" and inserting "(2)(A)(i)" and

(iii) in paragraph (11)(B). as added by

of care and positive outcomes for all treat- subparagraph (A)—
(1) by striking "and" at the end of clause ment modalities.
(I) by striking "(B)" and inserting
(ii); and
(2) Rsponr.—Not later than June 1, 1992, "(BHi)'
(2) by adding at the end of clause (iii) the the Commission shall submit a report to the
(II) by redesignating clauses (I) and (ii) as
following new clause:
Committee on Finance of the Senate, and subclauses (I) and (II), and
amended—
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(III) by adding at the end the foUowing alysis facility and the factor by which the this subsection be considered an 'eligible palabor portion of the rate determined under tient' as defined in paragraph (3).".

new clausc
"(ii) Notwithstanding clause (i), the
amount payable to a supplier af home dialysis supplies and equipment that is not a provider of services, a renal dialysis facility, or
a physician for erythropoletin shall be deter-

subparagraph (A) Is adjusted for area differences in wage levels.
"(iv) The rate determined under this

AMENDMENT. —Section
CONFORMING
(d)
U.S.C.
(42
1881(b)(9) of such Act

1395rr(b)(9)) is amended by striking "selfclause, with respect to a provider of services care'

or renal dialysis facility, shall equal the
(e) Emcnvx DATE.—
mined in the same manner as the amount amount obtained by subtracting—
(1) The amendments made by this section
"(I) 2/2 of the labor portion of the compos- shall become effective (if at all) in accordS
payable to a renal dialysis facility for such
ite rate applicable to the provider or facility ance with the provisions of paragraph (2).
(d) Rmcnvx DAre—The amendments (as adjusted to reflect area differences in
(2)(A)(i) The Secretary of Health and
made by subsection (c) shall apply to items wage levels), from
Human Services (in this section referred to
"(II) the product of the national median as the "Secretary") shall establish a demonand services furnished on or after January
hourly wage for a home hemodialysis staff stration project to begin January 1, 1991, to
1, 1991.
assistant and the national median time ex- test the cost-effectiveness of furnishing home
86C 5151. STA PP-ASSISTED HONE DIAL VSI&
pended in the provision of home hemodialy(a) IN GENEpja,.—Section 1861(s)(2flF) (42
staff assistant services (taking into acU.S.C. 1395x(s)(2flF)) is amended by strilc- sis
count time expended in travel and predialying "self-care" and all that foUows through sis patient care).
"and institutional" and inserting "home di"(v) For purposes of clause (iv)(II)—
alysis support services, home hemodialysis
"(I) the national median hourly wage for
staff assistance, and institutional'
a home hemodialysis staff assistant and the
(b) PA YMENT FOR COSTS OF Assisr,r Sen v- national median average time expended for
ICES. —
home hemodialysl-s staff assistant services
(1) IN GENEP.AL.—Section 1881(b) of such shall be determined annually on the basis of
Act (42 U.S.C. 1395rr(b)(1)) is amended—
the most recent data available, and
(A) in paragraph (1)—
"(II) the national median hourly wage for
'i) by striking "self-care home dialysis a home hemodialysis staff assistant shall be

support services" and inserting iome dial-

hemodialysis staff assistance (as defined In

section 1881(h)(1) of the Social Security Act)

to eligible patients (as defined in section

1881(h)(3) of such Act) in accordance with
the amendments made by this section.
(ii) Any individual who, on the date of the
enactment of this Act, is receiving staff as

sistance under the experimental authority
proviped under section 1881(f)(2) of the
Social Security Act shall be deemed to be an
eligible patient for purposes of clause (1).
(B) The number of eligible patients par-

the sum of 65 percent of the national ticipating in the demonstration project es-

median hourly wage for a licensed practical tablished under subparagraph (A) may not
(ii) by striking "and routine" and insert- nurse and 35 percent of the national median exceed 550 during any month, except that
ing "services of a staff assistant provided to hourly wage fora registered nurse."
one eligible patient may be admitted to the
ysis support services"; and

an individual described in subsection (h)(3)
(c) DFJ7Nm0N twv CIuTxRJA RELATED ro
which are furnished by a provider of serv- STAF, A.sslssuD HOME HEM0DI.tz.YsIs SER vices or facility, and routine";
IcEs.—Sectton 1881 of such Act (42 U.S.C.
(B) in paragraph (4), by amending sub- 1395rr) is further amended by adding at the
paragraph (A) to read as foUow& "Pursuant end the following new subsection:
to agreements with approved providers of "(h)(l) For purposes of this title, the term
services and renal dialysis facilities, the Sec- 'home hemodialysis staff assistance' means
retary may ma/ce payments to such provid- the following services provided by a home
ers and facilities for the cost of home dialy- hemodialysis staff assistant (as described in
sis supplies and equipment and home dialy- paragraph (2)) through a provider of servsis support services furnished to patients ices or a renal dialysis facility to an eligible
whose home dialysis is under the direct su- patient (as described in paragraph (3)):
"(A) Technical assistance with the operpervision of such provider or facility, and
home hemodialysis staff assistance fur- ation of a hemodialysis machine in the pa-

nished to patients described in subsection tient's home and with such patient's care
(h)(3) whose home hemodialysis is under the during in-home hemodialysis.
"(B) Administration of medications
direct supervision of a provider of services
or a renal dialysis facility on the basis of the within the patient's home to maintain the
method established under paragraph (7)."; patency of the extra corporeal circuit.
"(2) For purposes of this title, the term
and
'home hemodlalysis staff assistant' means
(C) in paragraph (5)—

(i) by inserting "(A)" after "paragraph those individuals who—
"(A) have met minimum qualifications as
(4)' and
by the Secretary; and
(ii) by amending clause (iv) to read as fol- specified
"(B) meet the minimum qualifications as
lows:
under the law of the State in which
"(iv) the services of a trained home hemo- specified
home hemodialysis staff assistant is prodialysis staff assistant (as described in sub- the
section (h)(2)) to individuals described in viding services.
subsection (h)(3);'

(2) RsnausHINa PA YMENT p4re —Section
1881'b)'7) of such Act (42 U.S.C.
1395rr(b)(7)) is amended—

(A) by redesignating subparagraph. (A),

"(3) For purposes of this title, an 'eligible
pat ient'means those individuals who—
"(A)(i) a physician certifies as being confined to a bed or wheelchair and who cannot
transfer themselves from a bed to a chair, or
"(ii) have serious medical conditions (as
specified by the Secretary) which would be
exacerbated by traveling to and from a dialysis facility; and
"(B) are eligible for ambulance transportation to receive routine maintenance dialy-

(B), (C), and (D) as clauses (i), (ii), (iii). and
(iv), respectively;
(B) by inserting "(A)" after the paragraph
designation, and
(C) by adding at the end the foUowing new
subparagraph.
sis treatments, and, based on the medical
"(Bh'i) The Secretary shall provide by reg- condition of the patient, there is reasonable
ulation for a method of determining pro- expectation that such transportation will be
spectively the amount of paynent to be used by the patient for a period of at least 6
made for home hemodlalysis staff assistance consecutive months, such that the cost of

d,e,nonst ration for each individual ceasing
to participate in the project in any month.

(C) The Secretary may implement the dem-

onstration project established under subparagraph (A) on a nationwide basis or at

specific sites.
(D) The d,emonst ration project established
under subparagraph (A) shall continue
through December 31, 1993 (Or the date that

occurs the same number of days after such
date as elapsed between January 1, 1991 and

the first day on which services were fur-

nished under the project).
(E)(i) The Secretary shall transmit a

report of preliminary findings under the

demonstration project to the Committees on
Ways and Means and Energy and Commerce

of the House. of Representatives and the
Committee on Finance of the Senate not
later than January 15, 1993.

(Ii) The Secretary shall transmit a final

report of findings under the demonstration

project to the Committees on Ways and
Means and Energy and Commerce of the
House of Representatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate not later than
December 31, 1993.

(iii) If the Secretary determines that It is
not cost-effective to furnish home dialysis
staff assistance, the demonstration project
under this subsection shall terminate as of
December 31, 1993.

(F) Any individual participating in the

demonstration project established under
subparagraph (A) as of December 31, 1993
(Or the later date described in subparagraph
(D)) shall continue to be eligible for home
hemodialysis staff assistance after such date
on the same terms and conditions as applied
under the demonstration project.
SEC. SIlL NEDICARVE AS SECONDARY PA YER.
(a) EXTENSION OF TRANSFER OF DATA.—

(1) Section 1862(b)(511C)(lii) (42 U.S.C.
furnished by a provider of services or a ambulance transportation can reasonably
renal dialysis facility with respect to a be expected to meet or exceed the cost of 1395 y(b)(5)(C)(iii)) is amended by striking
"September 30, 1991" and inserting 'Sepmaintenance dialysis episode.

home hemodialysis staff assistance as pro- tember3o, 1995'
"(ii) The amount of payment determined vided under subsection (b)(4); and
(2) Section 6103(l)(12)(F) of the Internal
under clause (i) shall be in addition to the
"(C) have no spouse, relative; or other caramount determined under subparagraph (A) egiver who either lives with the individual Revenue Code of 1986 is amended—
(A) in clause (1), by striking 'Septcmber
on the basis ofa rate based on a single com- or comes to such individual's home periodiposite weighted formula (in this subpara- cally and who I. willing and able to assist 30, 1991" and inserting "September 30,
graph referred to as the 'composite rate').
"(iii) The amount of payment determined

the individual with home hemodialysis; and 1995";

(B) in Clause (ii)(I), by striking '199O"
"(D) the Secretary certifies annually as
under clause (if shall be the product of the meeting the requirements of this paragraph. and inserting "1994"; and
(C) In clause (111(11), by striking 1991"
rate determined under clause (iv) with re"(4) A resident of a skilled nursing facilispect to a provider of services or a renal di. ty, under this title, shall not for purposes of and inserting '1995'
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(b) EXTENSION OF APPLICATION

BENEnclRms.—Section

(42 U.S.C. 1395y(b)(1)()(iiz)) is amended by
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become effective on the date of the enact- nfzation with a ,ik contract (as described
ment of thu Act.

in section 1876(g) of such Act) that—

(A)(i) has demonstrated profitability for
(2)(A) The amendment made by subsection
striking "Januarp 1. 1992" and inserting (a)(2)(B) shall apply to request-s made on or the 3 most recent consecutive contract years;
"October 1, 1995"
(C)

TEMPORARY

EXTENSION

PgPJOD.—
(1) IN aiiuz.—Section

OF

ESRD

or
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(B) Section 1862(b)(1)(C)(i)(I) of the
(ii) if such organ fzat Ion ü a new organiSocial SecurUy Act; as amended by subsec- zation the parent company of such organi-

1862b'1.I'C (42 Uon (c). and section 1862(b)(1)(C)(iii) of zation demonstrates to the satisfaction of

U.S.C. 1395 y(b)(1)(C)) is amended to read as such Act; as added by such subsection, shall

the Secretary that the solvency of such new
apply to periods beginning on or after Feb- organ fzation u assured,

foUows:

"(C) IPlvIwDuu.s W1771 END-sTAGE RENAL DIS-

ruary 1, 1990.

—

(B)(i) has had a rtsk contract in effect

(C) The amendments made by subsection under section 18 76(g) of the Social Secu,ity
"(i) A group health plan (as defined in (d) shall be effective—
Act for at least 3 years; or
(i) on Janluzrij 1, 1992, with respect to insubparagraph (A)(v)) may not take into ac(ii) if such organ fzation ü a new organicount that an individual ü entitled to bene- dividual desc,i bed in clause (ii) of subpara- zation, the parent company of such organifits under thu title solely by reason of sec- graph (A) of the paragraph added by para- zation has at least 5 years of experience in
on 226A during the 12-month peiiod that graph (d)(1) who are covered by group operating a health maintenance organ fzabegins with the eariier of—
health plans contributed to or sponsored by tion and two years e.xpe,ience in operating
"(I) the first month in which the individ- empZoiJer8 with 1,000 or more employees and an organization with a ruk contract under
ual becomes entitled to benefits under part A with respect to all individuals described in section 18 76(g) of the Social Security Act in
clause (ii) of subparagraph (A) of such para- two or more States;
under the provisions of section 226A, or
"(II) in the case of an individual who re- graph;
(C)(i) has a total enroUment of at least
(ii) on January 1, 1993, with respect to in- 100,000 enroflees (including but not limited
cel.ves a kidnep transplant; the first month
in which the individual would be eligible for dividuaL, covered by group health plans con- to tndividuas enrofled under title XVIII of
benefit-s under part A (if the individual luid tributed to or sponsored by employers with such Act); or
(ii) in the case of a new organ fzation, the
filed an application for such benefits) under 100 or more employees; and
(iii) on January 1, 1994, with Fespect to all organ fzation and any affiliated organizathe pro visions of sect on 226A(b)(1)(B).
Uons have at least 100,000 of such enrollees;
"(ii) A group health plan (as so defined) other individuals.
may not differentiate in the benefits it pro- SEC. l5& IIRALTH MA INTENA NCR ORGANIZATIONS.
(D)(i) has no significant qua1ity problems
vides between individuals having end-stage
(a) REQ UtREMENTS Wmi Rispsc-r i Aerri- (as determined by the Secretary) identified
renal disease and other individuaLs covered ARL4L EQUIVALENCE o AAPCC.—(1) Not later by internal or external quality review; and
by such plan on the basf3 of the existence of than January 1, 1992, the Secretary of
(ii) the organ fzation agrees to an annual
end-stage renal dt.sease, the need for renal Health and Human Services (in thzs section quality review conducted by the Secretary;
dialysü, or in any other manner. The pre- referred to as the "Secretary") shall 8ubmit a
(E) has agreed to fund an annual member.
ceding sentence shall not prohibit a plan proposal to Congress that provide3 for a ship satisfaction survey to be conducted by
from taktng into account that an individual modified payment method for organ fzations an independent survey finn that—
ü entitled to benefits under thi-s title solely with a ruk contract under section 18 76(g) of
(I) measures satisfaction of enroflees of
by reason of section 226A during a period the Social SecurUy Act that ü more accurate such organ fzation drawn from 3 population
occurring before or after the 12-month than the current payment methodology in groups including—
pe,iod desc,ibed in clause (i).
(I) the enrofled medicare membership;
predicting the actual service utilization and
"(iii) Effective for items and services fur- annual medical expenditures of the benefici(II) medicare members who have been disntthed on or after Februarij 1, 1991, and ary population enrofled in a spec(fic organi- charged from a hospital within a pervious
before Januarij 1, 1996 (with respect to pe,i- zation.
30-day period; and
ods beginning on or after February 1, 1990),
(III) former medicare members; and
(2) The proposal shall include—
clauses (i) and (ii) shall be applied by sub(ii) repori3 such surveys to the Secretary;
(A)(i) recommendations on modifying the
stituUng '24-month' for 12-month' each current adjusted average per capita co3t for- and
SAiL—

-

place it appears. ".
(2) Sruny.—(A) The Comptroller General

(F) has agreed to, within the amount
zation such as health status adjustors or charged the beneficiary under section
mula, by adding predl.ctor8 of medical utl.Zi-

shall study and report to the Committees on prior utilization measures; or
18 76(e), provide special services that are
Ways and Means and Energij and Commerce
(ii) recommendations for a new payment uniquely targeted towards elderly individof the House of Representative8 and the methodology as an alternative to the adjust- uaL receiving benefit-s under title XVIII of
Committee on Finance of the Senate on the ed average per capita cost;'
aiich Act and which are not routinely pro-

impact of the application of clause (iii) of

section 1862(b)(1)(C) of the Social SecurUy
Act (42 U.S.C. 1395y(b)(1)(C)) on individual., entitled to benefit-s under title XVIII of
such Act by reason of section 226A of such
Act. The report shall include information relating to—

(i) the number (and geographic dtst,ibu-

ton) of such indivUi uals for whom medicare
is secondary,
(il) the amount of savings to the medicare
pro gram achieved annually by reason of the
applicatton of such clause,

(iii) the effect on access to employment;

(B) data to support any recommended vWed to such individuals and wMch include—
(i) a multi-sUscplinary ge,iatrtc aasesszations with ri.k contract-s under section
changes in payment methodology for organi18 76(g) of the Social Security Act; and

(C) data demonstrating that any prOposed
or revised payment methodolopij undr thu
secfton s effective in explaining at least 15
percent of the varuztion in health care utilizaton and costs (as certified by the American Academy of Actuar*e3) among individuals enrofled in such organization&
(3) Not later than March 1, 1992, the Secre-

report not later than January 1, 1995.
(d) Emcnvz DATEs.—

(1) £xcept as provided in paragraph (2),
the amendment-s made by thu section shall

c'an and a nurse, each who have either a

specialty in gertatrica or have completed a

genatrtc training program) that provides

for each new beneficiary enrofled after the
date the waiver ü approved—
(I) a plan to manage specific medical conditions;
(II) objective crflerta that measure—

(WI) impairment of activities of daily
tarv shall cause to have publ2shed in the
Federal Register a proposed rule providing living (including toileting, eating, mobility,

and employment -based health insurance, for for the implementation of the payment
such individuals and their family members methodolopaj apectfled in the proposal sub(including coverage by employment-based mitted pursuant to paragraph (1).
health insurance of cost-sharing require(4) Not later than May 1, 1992, the Compments under medicare after such employ- troUer General shall review the proposal and
ment-based insurance becomes secondary),
recommendations made pursuant to para(iv) the effect on the amount paid for each graphs (1) and (2), and shall report to Condialysü treatment under employment-based greta on appropiiate modifications in such
health insurance, and
payment methodoioy.
(v) the effect on cost -sha,ing requirements
(5) Taldng into account the recommendaunder employment-based health insurance tons nuzde pursuant to paragraph (2), on or
(and on out-of-pocket penses of such indi- after Auguat 1, 1992, the Secretary shall iwie
viduals) during the pe,iod for which medi- a final rule implementing a payment meth.
care ü secondary.
odoiogy that meets the requirements of para(B) The Comptrouer General shall submit graph (1), effective for contract years begina preliminary report under this subsection ning on or after January 1, 1993.

not later than January 1, 1993, and a final

ment (performed by a social worker, physl-

bathing, continence, and dressing); and
(bb) cognitive impairment;' and
(ii) with retpect to individuals who are dete,,nined to be dependent in 3 or more areas

related to activities of daily living for at
leaat 3 ,nonUza (as de3cribed in clause
(i)(II)) home and community based longterm care services (nonmedical servl,ces provWed to prevent or delay an individua1 enti-

tied to benefits under title XVIII of the

Social SecurUy Act from entering a nursing
facUity) that provide at least one of the fol•

lowing:
(I) Homenwicer or chore services.
(II) Personal care sen;'ices.
(III) Adult day health care.
(IV) Meals on wheeU.
(b) WuvzR 01 50-50 REQUIREMENT Wini
(V) Respite care.
RZSPSCI 70 CSR TAIN ORGAN!L4IYONS.—
(VI) Ltfeline telephone assistance.
(1) IN OZIYER.4L..—The Secretary may waive
(VII) TransportaUon.
the requirements of section 18 76(f) of the
(VIII) eratrc case management.
Social SecurUy Act with respect to an orga-
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IIX) Rehabilitation and home adapt alien.

(X) Specie) health education programs

targeted to the elderly.
(Xl) Geriatric mental health services.

(-21 DURATION OF wAIvEa.—A waiver under

this subsection shall be approved for a 3year period. The nddilionat benefits (de.

scribed in paragraph (1)) shall be made

available to eligible enrollees of an organi-

"1111)

has an internal gu4it assurance such national coverage determination (and

program that addresses issue: o under nutszaiton.
"(iii) The o autation pravides She Secretary with descriptive tafoemation regarding
the plan, sufficient la peemit the Secretary
to determine WhSShei the plan ii $ compliance with the req*ireinenf of this Subpara-

zation (described in paragraph (1)) for a

that has not been taken into account in deter,nsning the per capita rate Qf payment

specified in Ike announcemenU-"(ii such determination shall not apDly to

risk contracts under this section until Ike
first contract year that begins after Vie end
of such period, end

"(is) if such coverage determination pro-

"(B) In this paragraph, the term 'physi- vides for coverage of additional benefits or
period of at least 3 years.
cian Incentive plan' means any contractual under additional circumstances, subsection
(3) REVIEW AND W1TIIDRA 5145. DY THE SECRE- compensation arrangement between an all- (a)(6) shall not apply to paynient for such
TJIRY.—The Secretary shall review an organi- gible organization and a physician or kj'ss- additional benefits or benefits provided
zation's compliance with Vie terms of the cian group that may directly or indirectly under suck additiow,.l circumstances during
waiver described In this subsection on an have the effect of reducing as limiting serv- me period specified in clause (U,
annual bests. The Secretary map withdraw Ices provided with respect to individuals en- unless otherwise required bylaw.".
any waiver for an organization which the roUed with the organization.".
(2)
CoJjropjrna AMEMDMFJqT.—SeCtU)fl
Secretary finds fails to comply with the provisions of this subsection.
(4) Evvirror' MeD ne,op.'r.—The Secretary

(2)

PIN4TIFs—,SeCtioz 1876W(6)(A)(vt)

(42 U.S.C. 1395mm(i)(6)IA)(vtt) Is amended
by striking "(g)(6EA);" and inserting
shall evaluate Vie cost and impact of any "(gflO)(A) or pare graph (3);".
waiver granted under this subsection, enRzi'nii OF paoivimoiv.—Sectiou
(3)
ctudrng any impact on the financial
112&4(b)(l) (42 U.S.C. 1320a-7a(b)(l)) iS
(p of an organization grunted such a waiver, amended—
and shall report to Congress, no rater then 2
(4) by striking ", an eligible organization"
years after the date of enactment of this see- and all that follows through "1903(mJ'
(Ion on whether any changes should be mode
(B) by adding "and" at the end of subto the enrollment requirement described in paragraph (A),
section 1876(1) of the Social Security Act
(C) by striking subparagraph (B),
fe) TNPORAR1 WAIVER 7O RELATSD 55,71(DI by rudesignating subparagraph (C)
subparagraph (B), and
(1) 7or purpenex of section 1876(f), the Sec(RI by striictng 'for organization".

retary may combine the nj

041

1876(a)(6) of such Act is amended by strikutg "subsection (c)(7)" and inserting "nibsections (c)(2)(B)(ii) and (c)(7)".
vsm.—The amend nients
(3)
made by this subsection shall apply with respect to national coverage deteTminatlons
made on or after September?, 1990.

Ivi#—
(1) liv aswew..—Sectlon 1876(afllHE) (42

ENRW.LMENT Of

CERTAIN

U.S.C. 1395mm1a)(l)(E)) is amended—

(A) by striking "(B)" and inserting
"(E)(i/". and
(B) by adding at the end the following new

Rmcrzvs DArn—The amendments

(it) The Secretary may make retroactive
of an organization that ms the me- ,node by paragraphs (1) and (2) shall apply
gut rewients described in paragraph (21 with with respect to contract years beginning on aiustments under clause (U to take into acthe enrollment of an HMO or CMP that has or after January 1, 1992, and me amena- count individuals enrolled during the period
beginning on the date on which Vie individa contract under tion 2i7s j me Social ments made by paragraph (3,
net enroUs (and signs a written statement of
ship

Security Act for 2 ymra
effect on the date of the enactment of this enrollees' rights provided under subeectton
(2) An organization described in this para- Act
organization
graph must—
le) WAIvER or (Rmsu lIMO p.ggurnz. (e)(3)(E)) with an eligible

(which has a risk contract under this seeUon) under a health benefit plan operated,

(A) be related to the organization eon-

tsuctinp under this section through common
ownership and coat mt,
(B) provide services in the same geographic area through essentially me same plsysicians and providers as me contracting organization;
(C) utilize a functionally integrated quality assurance program; and
(I))

(1) A OZNER.SL.— With suspect to

ClIP, t eoL
emPLO9'er or former employer (or the
group affiliated with Long Island Jewish 11415
or former employer of the individMedical Center, sueJi group map include the employer
enivitees of a State licensed hea'ffi r,pnte ual's spouse) and ending on the date on

sponsored, or coat ribe&ted to, by the individ-

Cure, Inc., an affiliate

the individual is enrolled in the plan
nance oivciiszation for whom ClIP b, which
under this section, except that for purposes
agreesi to assume fiat financial risk for
of hespital and physician services for 01 making such retroactive ad) ustnic (S
use common grievance procedures, vision
purposes of meeting the risk contracting re- under this clause; suck period may not

claims, processing systems, common mancgevzen4 and administrative services.

(d) PIIYTJcIAN IP.tTNTIVE PAYMEImITn—

(1) Irs anvsp.sr..—Section 1876W (42 U.S.C.

1195mm(i)i Is amended by adding at the end
the following new paragraph.
'(SHAl Each contract with an eligible or-

uirements that at t 4gf (

rolled membemu'tip o.r

exceed 90 days.".
(2)

eligu,le

Errscrn'e mm.—The amendments

Y44de by paragraph (1) shall apply with reenrolling with an eligititled to benefits under titles xviii or xix spect
to individuals
organrzction
(which has a risk contract
of the Social Security Act (as described in We
ttOn 1976 (fI(1) of Oie Social Security 4W under section 1876 of Use Social Security

tion consists of individuals who are riot

ganization under this section shall provide and the requirement that such organizethat the organization may not operate any lions have an enrollment of at least 5oo
physician incentive plan (as defined l sub- members ((3 described in section U76(g/(1)

Act) under a health benefit plan operated,

by me individ
nat's employer or former employer (or the

sponsored, or contributed

or former employer of the individf me health employer
paragraph (B) unless Use following vegaire- of such Act). m
not's spouse) on or after January 1, 1991
maintenance orpanization with
meats are met
Oh) Lxi isbN OF WAIVERS FOR S151.
cot
"(i) No specific payment is knowingly aged Care, Inc., lies an aqmesit
MAINTENANCE QRQANIZAT)N4&(made under the plan disecy to a physician be considered for purpus of meetiup any HEALTH
4018(bMl) of the Omnibus Budget Recor physician group as an Inducement to such requirements with respect to any other onciliation
Act of 1937 is amended by strikwithhold or limit medically necessary serv- risk contract described in section 1876 of 'he ing "September
30, 1992"and inserting "Deices provided with respect to an identifiable Social SecuvityAct.
ceniber 31, 1995".
(2) Dunsrion—The waiver ge..aa
tridividsal enrolled with the orpanizetion.
(i)
STUDY
OF
CNZTiOPRSCIIC
SIR VICF.—
af'.eT t1I
"(Iii If the plan pieces a physician or phy- this sabeection shall ira 2
(1) The Secretary shall conduct a study of
sician group at substantial financial risk date of enactment ofthisAcL
the extent to which health maintenance or(f) APPLICIIION Of NIT7OSL
(as determined by the Secretary) for services
gsw-*zations with contracts under section
sot provided by the physician or physician cwo on Rut Cos'syegcrn—
(1) IN GSNERAL..—,Section 1876AcI(2) 142 1976 of the Social Security Act 142 U.S.C
group, the orpanLLion—
1395mm) make available to enrollees enti"(I) provides stop-toss protection (or a risk U.S.C. U95frJ(2Ll is asó—
to benefits under title XVIII of such Act
(& tied
(A) by redesignating clauses oij
corridor) for the pisysscian or group that is
adequate and appropriate, based on stand- and sabparagraphs IA) and ID) as sub- chiropractic services that are covered under
ards developed by the Secretary that take clauses (I) and (II) and clauses (1) and jjj, such title.
(2) The study shall examine the arrangetub
ccuunt me number of physicians in respectively;
meats under which such services are made
(B) by inserting "(A)" after "l2)' assd
the group or under She plan that share the
(C) by adding at the end the followtng new available end the types of practitioners furrisk and the number 0/ tndiVtaI*OZ* enrolled
nishing such services to such enrollees.
with the organization who receive senmice<s sithpar.grapk
(3) The study shall be.based on contracts
"(B) If there Is a national coverage deterfrom the physician or the physician group,
"(II) conducts periodic surveys of individ- minalion made in the period beg a*ing on entered into or renewed on or after January
uals enrolled or previously enrolled with the Vie date of an announcement under subsec- 1. 1991, and before January 1, 1993.
(4) The Secretary shall issue a final report
organization to determine She degree to 00* (a.4(IHA) and ending on the date of 5/is
which such Individuals have access to serv- next annouacensent under such subsection to the Committees on Ways and Means and
ices provided by the organization and are that is projected to result Inn significant Energy and Commerce of the House of Rep-

u-

satisfied with the quality of such services, change in the costs So the organization or resentatives and the Committee on Finance
and
providing the benefita that are the subject 0/ of the Senate 0* the results iii me study not
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later than January 1, 1993. The report shall
include recommendations with respect to
any legislative and regulatory changes that

'(Bl uniform language and format to be
other than the core group of basic benefits
fdentified pursuant to subsection (p)(21(B), used with respect to such benefits for the
the issuer of the policy must make available purposes described In subsection (o)(3), and
the Secretary determines are necessary to to the indIvidual a medicare supplemental
?C) tran3itlonal requirements consistent
ensure access to Such services.
poltci, wUh only such core group of bac with paragraph (4).
benefits.
SEC. 61S4. PSER REVIEW ORGANIZATIONS.
'12) The ,fmpltfication standards estab?3) The Issuer of the policy ha3 provided, lished pursuant to thia subsection shall pro(a) STANDARDS FOR IMPOSING SANCTIONS.—
before
the
sale
of
the
policy,
a
summary
InSection 1156(b)(1) (42 U.S.C. 1320c-5(b)(1))
vide—
formation sheet which describes the benefits
ii amended—
1A) for such groups of basic benefits, or
(including
any
opt'tonal
benefits)
under
the
(1) by inserting and, if appropriate, after
additional, optional benefits, as may be appolicy,
the
average
ratio
of
benefits
provided
the practitioner or person has been given a
propriate taking Into account the considerta3onable opportunity to enter Into and to premlum3 collected for the most recent 3- atIons specified in paragraph (3) and the reyear
period
n
which
the
policy
ia
In
effect
complete a corrective action plan (which
quirements of the succeeding subparamay Include remedial education) agreed to (or, for a policy that has not been In effect graph.s;
for
3
years
the
average
ratio
of
benefits
proby the orpanization, and has faüed success°(B) for identification of a core group of
fufly to complete iich plan," after con• vided to premium3 coUected that ia expected basic benefits which includes only the miniduruig the 3rd year of the poltcy) and which mum benefits required of a medicare supplecerned,' and
(2) by Inserting after the second sentence allows a dIrect comparison of benefits and mental policy (as of the date of the enactthe following: In determining whether a prices among policies.
of thts subsectton and not Including
(4) In the case of a benefit for which the ment
practitioner or person has demonstrated an
payment of any deductibles); and
vnwiUingness or lack of ability Substantial- premium attrthutable to that benefit is at
"(C) that, subject to paragraph (5)—
ly to comply with such obligations, the Sec- least 75 percent of the nominal value or
i'i) if the ümplification standards proretary Shall consider the practitioner's or maximum payout of such benefit, the Insur. vide for medicare supplemental insurance
person's unwillingness or lack of ability, er shall disclose to any potential biyer the benefits to be offered as a core group of ba.sic
during the perwd before the organization premium and the maximum payout of the benefits plus a defined list of optional addisubmits Its report and recommendation to benefit.
(5)(A) Each medicare supplemental tional benefits to be offered to consumers on
enter into and successfully complete a coran optional basi-s, then the total number of
policy shall be guaranteed renewable.
rective action plan.
'(B) U the medicare supplemental poltcy defined optional additional benefits offered
(b) C1pjFIcrnoN OP LIMITATION ON LIABILby the group policijholder and shall not exceed 10:
rr.—Section 115 7(b) (42 U.S.C 1320c-6(b)) ja terminated
"(ii) if the simplification standards pronot replaced as provided under subparaU amended—
(Dl, the 8suer shall offer certificate- vide for medicare supplemental insurance
(1) fry inserting "organization having a graph
an Individual medicare supplemen- benefits to be offered through defined benefit
contract with the Secretary under Lhi. part holders
tal
policy
which (at the option of the cert i/i- packages or policies, then the total number
and no"o.fter'No'
of different benefit packages (counting the
cate
holderl—
(21 by striking "bp him", and
core group of ba,ic benefits and counting
1i)
provides
for
continuation
of
the
bene(3) by striking lie has exerci.sed due care" fits contained in the group policy, or
each combination of benefits that may be ofand inserting "due care wa3 exerci.sed in the
fered
a separate benefrt packagel that
"(ii)
prcMdes
for
such
benefits
as
otherperformance of Such duty, function, or ac- wl.ie meets the requirements of this section. may beasestablished
shall not exceed 10; and
tivity".
"(C) U an individual ia a certificateholder
"(iii) if the timplification standards proIc) INvoLvEMENT or OPTOMETRISTS AND P0in a group medicare supplemental policy
DIATRJSTS.—Section 1154 (42 U.S.C. 1320c-3) and the individual terminates membership vide for medicare supplemental Insurance
benefits to be offered through defined bene13 amended—
group, the issuer shall—
fits that the insurer packages as it deems ap(11 in subsection (aI(7)(A)(i) by inserting in the
'(i)
offer
the
certzficateholder
the
converpropriate. the total number of packages ofoptometry, and podiatric medicine" after son opportunity described in subparagraph fered
by an Insurer cannot exceed 4, and the
"dentistry", and
(B), or
total number of benefits to be packaged may
(21 in 8ubsectzon (c) by sti-tkng 'or den(ii) at the option of the group policyhold- not exceed 10.
tistry" each place it appears and inserting
er, offer the certificateholder continuation
"(3) The limUation.s on benefits under
dentistry, optometry, or podiatrtc medi- of coverage under the group policy.
paragraph (21 shall, to the extent possible—
cine
"(D)
U
a
group
medicare
supplemental
"(Al provide for benefits that offer con(d) EmcrlvE DATES.—
policy ti replaced fry another group med(1) The amendments made by subsection care supplemental policy purchased by the sumers the ability to purchase the benefits
(a) 8haJl apply to initial determinations same policyholder, the succeeding issuer that are available In the market as of the
mu.de under section 1156(b) (1) of the Social shall offer coverage to all persons covered date of the enactment of thts subsection; and
°(B) balance the objectives of (i) simplifySecurity Act (42 U.S.C. 1320c-5(bI(11) on or under the old group policy on its date of tering the market to facilitate direct compariafter January 1, 1991.
mination.
Coverage
under
the
new
group
(2) The amendments made by subsection policy shall not reault in any exclusion for on of prices and benefits among policies,
(bI &haU become effective on the date of the preexuting conditions that wou'd have been (ii) avoiding adverse selection, (iiil provi4consumer choice and (iv) promoting
enactment of thi3 Act.
covered under the group policy being re- Ing
market stability.
(3) The amendments made by subsection placed..
"(4) The transitional requirements of this
(ci shall apply to contracts entered into on
"(61(A) A medicare supplemental policy
or after the date of the enactment of thi, may not deny a claim for losses incurred for paragraph are that the simplification standAct.
a preexisting condition more than 6 months ards shall not apply in the case ofa mediSEc. 11$5. IMPRO'EME.%7S 1% A.%D SIMPLIFICATION after the effective date of coverage and may care supplemental policy which was issued
OF NEDIGAP POLICIES
not define a preexisting condition as a con- to a policyholder before the effective date of
(a) SIMPLIFICATION OF MEDIGAP P0LIcIFS.— dition for which medical advice wa.s gwen such standards.
"(51(Al Except as prov1ded In subparaSection 1882 (42 U.S.C. 1395ss
amended— or treatment was recommended by or re(1) In subsection (b)(1)(B), by striking ceived from a phyncan more than 6 months graph (B), no State with a regulatory program approved under subsection (b)(1l may
"through (41" and inserting 'through (51"
before the effective date of coverage.
(21 in subsection (c)—
i'Bl U a medicare supplemental policy or provide for or permit the grouping of bene(A) by striJcng"and" at the end of para- certificate replaces another such policy or fits (or language or for,nat with reipect to
graph (31,
certificate, any period under the policy or such benefits) under a medicare sipplemen-

(B) by striking the period at the end of certificate being replaced during which
paragraph (4) and inserting ' and' and
claims were dented by reason of a preextst(Cl by inserting after paragraph (41 the Ing condition, exclurion period, rating
foUowing new paragraph:
period elimination period, or probationary
"(5 meets the requirements of subsection peñod shall be credited toward any such

tal policy unless such grouping meets the applicable simpltft cation standards.

(31 by adding at the end the foUowing new
subsections.

which does not comply with the applicable

(0). " and

period under the new policy or certificate.
"(p)(1l The standards e.stabli.shed pursu-

(B)(i) The State may, upon application
by an thsurer, waive the requirements of
thia subsection to permit the issuance and
sale of a medicare supplemental policy

ant to thzs subsection (in tht subsection smpltficatton standards In order to offer
'(0) The requfrements of thts sub3ection and subsection (t) referred to as medicare new or Innovative benefits as part of the

policy. Any such new or innovative benefits
shall be offered in a manner as approved by
the State, which ia consistent and practicalshall provide for coverage of a group of benefits coiLsistent with standards e.stabli3hed
'(Al limitations on the benefits that may ly achievable under the simplification
pursuant to subsection (p)(2).
be offered under a medicare supplemental standards. Such new or innovative benefits
"(2) U the medicare supplemeneal policy policy constatent wtth paragraphs (2) and may Include benefits that are not oU&erioise
available and are cost-effective.
provides for coverage of a group of benefits (31 of this subsection,
are asfoUows:

supplemental

11) Each medicare supplemental policy standards

or
shall include—

Insurance timpUfication
aimpltflcation standards'l
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REFUND OP PREMI(d) Loss RATiOS
"(61(A) Except as proriiied in subparu(II) states that individuals 65 years of
qraph (B), this subsection shall o1 be con- age or older maj be eligible for benefits UMS.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—SeCtWn 1882 (42 U.S.C.
strued as preventing a State from retrzcting tiMer the State medicaid program n&r
the groups of benefits Liuit may be offered tn tIUe XIX and that such indivduaZs who are
entitled to benefit! under that program usu-

medicare supplemental policies in the Sta(
°(B) A StaLe with a regklaiory program
approved under subsection (b)(1) may not
restnct under subparagraph (A) the offering
of a medicare supplemental policii co8lsiLIng only of the core group of benefits de-

1395ss) as amended by subsection (a). i3 further amended—

ally do not need a medicare supplemental
(A) in subsection (c), by amending parapo'icy artd that benefits a*d pre,nium graph (2) to read as follows:
under any sucz pouch shall be suspend.ed
"(2) meets the requirements of subsection

upon reçue.st of the policyholder durzng the (q);'
period of entitlement to benJ its ututer slLch
(B/ by strikfnq the sentence following subtitle, and
(c)(4); and
'(III) includes any telephone number es- section
(C) by adding at the end the following new
tablished wnder section 1889, a weU a the 8ubsectiOn
address and ioca1 telephone number of any
'(q)(1) A medicare supplemental policy or
con.seling program offered fry (or with the

scribed in paragraph (21(B).
"(7) 77ie Secretary may waive the application of simpltfication standards in regard to
the limitation of benfUs de8cri bed th paragraph (11(A) in those States that on the date
health inrance polici may not be issued or
of enactment of this subsection had In place astance of) the StaLe, under tts State in- sold
in any State unless—
surgnce department, or tsnder a State
an alternative simplification progrvlm.
"(A) the policy can be expected (as esti"(8) By iot later than 4 year3 after the agency on aging for frufAvdual3 considering

date of enactment of this subsection, the purcha.se of a medicare suppZemento.1 p02 icy
Comptroller General shall submit to Con- and the o4dress and local telephone number
gress a report descrz&ing the Impact of the of the State medicaid office.
"(iii)(I) Except as provided in ubclau.es
pro gram on consumer protection, health
benefit innoration and value of tnnovative (II) and (III), if the statement required by
benefits. consumer choice, and health care clause (ii is not obtained or indicates that
costs and shall include In the report such the indiviiiual has another medicare supplerecomrnendation. on the approprzate roles mental policy or indicates that the individof the As.wciation, States, and the Seeretar ua1 u entUled to any medical assistance
zn carrying out such a program a.s he deems under title XIX, the sate of such a poZicy
appropriate.".

(b) REQUIRING APPROVAL Of STATT FOR SALE
IN

fl1 SrAr.—

(1) IN GFNERAL.—SeCtiOn 1882(d)(4)(B) (42

case of an individugl who has another and

po2icy, if the individual indicates in writftzg, as part of the application for purchase,
that the policy being purchased replaces
by parz graph (1) shall apply to policies such other policy and indicates an intent to
mailed, or cau3cd to be mailed, on and .fter terminate the policy being replaced when
the new policy becomes effective and the
July 1, 1991.
(c) EVij,rIr DUPIICADION.—
issuer or seller certifies in writing that such
(1) IN GENEP..4L.—Sub$,ect ion (d)(3) of sec- policy wW not, to the best of the issuer or
1395ss(d)(4)(B)) i.s amended by stñking the second sentence.
(2) E,ncnvE DgrE.—The amendmen.t mo4e

(i) by striking "Whoever knowingly sells"
and znserting "It is unlawful for a person to

sell or iue'

(if) by striking "substantioJly'
(iii) by inserting "or title XIX" after
"other than thzs tiUe'
(iv) by striking ", shaU be fined" and insertirtg

W?oever violates the previous sen-

tcice shall befined' and
(v) by striking $5,000" and irt.serting
'$25,OO0" and
(B) bi amending $11 bpartz grapi (B) to read
as foUows:

"(B)(i) It s unlawful for a person to i.ssue
or seU a mecijcare supplemental poiicy to an

indiuidual entitled to benefits under part A
or enroUed under part B, whether directly,
through the mail, or otherwise, ,inless—

basis of incurred clafrns experience and
earned prjnium3 for such periods and in

accordance with accepted actuarial principles and practices and standards developed
bij the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners) to return to policyholders
in the form of aggrgate benefits provided
under the policy, at least 75 percent of the
shaU be considered to be a violatzon o-sub- aggregate amount of premium.s collected in
the case of group po!icies and at least 65
pararaph (A).
"(II) Subela use (I) 8hall not apply in the percent in the case of individual policies;

U.S.C.

tion 1882 (42 U.S.C. 1395ss) i.s amended—
(A) in subparagraph (A)—

mated for the entire period for which rates
are computed to provide coverage, on the

seller's

knowledge,

gupZicaJ.e

coveruge

"(B) the issuer of the policy provides for
the issuance of a proportional refund, or a
credit against future premiums of a proporttonal amount, ba.sed on the premium paid
and in accordance with paragraph (3), of
the amount of premiums received necessary
to assure that the ratio of aggregate benefit.s
provided to the agiregate premiums collected (rct of such refunds or credits) complws

(taking into account any such ri'placement). with the expectaticn required under sub"(III) Subclaue (I) also shall not appli if paragraph (A).
a State medicfzid plan under tWe XIX pays For purposes of applying sufrxzraqraph (A)
the premiums for the policy, or pays less only, policies issued a.s a result of solicitathan an individual's (who f, described in ton3 of zndwidua.ls through the mail.! or by
section 1905(pHl)) full liabiht for medicare mass media adverti.sing (including both
cost sharing as deft nd in section prTnt and broadcast advertising) shall be
1905(p)'3)(A).
to be individual policies.
"(iv) Whoever issues or sells a medicare deemed
"(2)(A) Paragraph (1)(B) shall be applied
supplemental policy in violation of this sub- with re.pect to each tipe of policy by policy
paragraph shall be fined under title 18, number. Paragraph (1)(B) shall not apply to
United States Code or imprzsone4 not more
policij with respect to the first 2 yea r in
than 5 years, or both, and, n addition to or awhich
it vs in effect. The Comptroller Generin lieu of such a crzmir&o.1 penalty, is subject al, in consultation with the Alational Assoto a cvi1 vnone-y penglty of not to exceed cation of Insvrance Commissioners, shall
$25,000 for each such fai1ure."
submit to Congress a repo containing rec(2) SUspE.wsIo.v OF PQUCIX3 DURING RrCIPT

ommendations on adjustments n the percentages under paragraph (1)(A) that may
U.S.C. 1395ss(o)), as added by subsection (a), be approprzate in order to apply paragrcph

OP

MEDICAID BE!!errrs.—Section.1882(o) (42

"(I) the person obtains from the individ- f, amended bs adding at the end the follow(1)(B) to the first 2 years in which policies
ual, ci part of the applicc.tion for the ssu- ing new paragraph:
ance or purchase and on a form described in
"(7) Each medicare guppiementZ poli.caj are effective.
"(B) A refund or credit required und.'r
subclause (II), a written statement siq,wd bi, shaU provide that benefits and premiumi
the indivf dual stating, to the best of the in- under the polfcij shaU be suspended at the paragraph (1)(B) sha2l be made to each policyholdcr znu red under tie applLcable

dividual's knowledge, what medicare supple- request of the policyhoZder for the perzod in
mental policies the indivdiuzl M,, from which the policy or certificate holder ft,4iwhat source, and whether the individual has cates that the policy or certificate holder hai
applaed for and been determined to be enti- app'ied for and been detei,nfned to be entftled to any medical assistance under tzUe fled to medical assutance under title XIX.
XIX, whether as a qualified wtedtcare bne- If such suspen..non occurs and If the policy
ftciar*, (as described in section 1905(p) (1)) or certificate holder loses entitlement to
or otherwise, and
8uch medical assistance, coverage under

(II) the wrztten statmeiit Is accompa- such policy shall be automatically reinstinied by a written acknowzedg,nent, signed tuted (effective as of the date of termf nation
by the seuer of Ihe policy, of the request for of stieh entiUernent) under terms descrz bed
and receipt of Such statement.
in a-ubsection (n)(6)(A)(ii) if the poUcy or
The written acknowledgment under sub- certificate holder ,-ceive noUce of loss of
clave (II) does not con3titute oertficai.Lon such entitlement from the potic or cert iiior affirmation by (or on behalf of) the seller cate holder within 90 days after the date of
or tzsuer of the truth of any nforma.Lton such loss.
suppLied by an individual 1* the wrUten
(3/
Coiuopj.trna
AM! WDMEN?. —Section
statement described n subclav.se (1).
1882(d)(5) is amended by in3erting ?3)(B),"
"(ft) The statement requf red by clause (ii after "(3)(A),

po'icy a., of the last day of the year involved.

°(C) Such a refur4 or credit shall inc!ude
interest from the end of the polfry year f nvolt'ed untl the date of the refund at a rate
as spccfied bl/ the Secretcry for thts purpose
from time to time which i.s not lees than the
average rate af interest for 13.week Treasury
notes.

"(D) For purposes of Un,s paragraph and
paragraph l1)(B), refunds or credits agfnst
premiums due shall be made, with respect to

a policy year, not later than the third quarter of the succecding p01 Wy year.

°13) The provisions of this subsection do
not preempt a State from requiring a higher
percentage than that specified in paragraph

(1)(A).

"(4) The Comptroller General shall pen.
oelically, not less often than once every 3
"(I) slates that a medicare.eiioble L*di- rirs.—Paragruph (11 and (4)(A) of section years, perform audits with respect to the
vidual does not need more than one med f- 1882(d) of such Act are amended by sfrzking compliance of medicare supplemental poti'ar.' suppt'mnta1 poW.y,
"$5,000" and inserting '$25,OO0'
cies with the requirements of paragraph (V
shall be made on a form that—

14) IrcRzAs IN OThER CIVIL MONEY PENAL-
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and shall report the ressdts of such audits to
the State involve.d and to the Secretary. '
(2) ASSUPJNO 4CCSSS TO LOSS 9.5710 IJJYORMATION—SectiOn 1882(b)(1)(C) (42 U.S.C.

S 15919
(1) in paragraph (51, by striking "and
Is further (4)14)" and inserting "(4)(A), (4)(B), and

(4)(A) Section 1882 (42 U.S.C 1395ss) as

amended by paragraph

(1),

amended by adding at the end the following: (5)':

"(a) The Secretary may enter into a con1395ss(b)(1)(C)) Is amended by striking the tract with an eniUy whose policy has been
semicolon at the end and Inserting a comma certified under subsection (r) or has been
and the following:
approved by a State under subsection
'and that a copy of each such policy, Ike (b)i'Th'G) to determine whether items and
most recent presnium for each such policy, services (furnished to lndivldswAs entitled to
and a listing of the ratio of benefits provid- benefits under this title and under that
ed to premiums collected for the most recent policy) are not allowable under section
3-pear period for each such policy issued or 1862(aHl). Payments to the entity shall be
sold In the State Is maintained and made in such amounts as the Secretary may determine, taking into account estimated savings
available to Interested persons;"
(3) Errzcnvs osiu.—The amendments under contracts with carriers and fiscal Inmade by this subsection shall apply to poli- termediaries and other factors that the S'.
cies sold or issued more than 1 year after the retary finds appropriate. Paragraph (1), the
first sentence of paragraph (2)(A), paradate of the enactment of this Act.
(e) IMPLEMRMrA lION 07 PROCESS TO APPRoVE

PREMIUM INcP.E.4sz.s.—SectIon 1882(b)(1) (42

U.S.C. 1395ss(b)(1)) is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of sub-

paragraph (W;
(2) by ad4lnp "and" at the end of subparagraph (E);
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph.

"(F) provides for a process for approving

or disapproving proposed premium In-.
creases with respect to such policies, and es-

tablishes a policy for the holding of public
hearings prior to approval of a pre,nlum Increase,"

(f) Msrnc.tns Snzxcr Poz.rc,gn—

(1) SectIon 1882 (42 U.S.C. 1395ss) as
amended by subsection Id), Is further
amended by adding at Use end the following:

"(r) If a policy meets the NAIC Model
Standards except that benefits under the
policy are restricted to items and services
furnished by certain entitles (or reduced
benefits are provided when items or services

are furnished by other entitles), the policy

shall nevertheless be treated as meeting
those standards If—

"(1) full benefits are provided for Items

and services furnished through a network of

entities which have entered into contracts
with the Issuer of the policy;

(2) by ,edesignating paragraph (5) as

paragraph (6); and
(3) by Inserting after paragraph (4) the following:

"(S)(A) If an insurer Issues a medicare
supplemental policy in a State wUhout an
approved regulaionj program, and for which
the Secretary has determined that the State

does not provide consumer protection as

great as would be offered under an approved
program, and if that policy does not have a
certification in effect under subsection (a),
the insurer shall—
"(I) cause to be prominently displayed In
at least 12 poInt type on any advertisement
graph (2)(B), paragraph (3)(C), paragraph for that policy on each page of the outline of
(3)1W, and paragraph (3)(E) of section coverage for the policy described in section
1842(b) shall apply to the cat it y."
.1882(o)(3), ansi on the first page of the
(B) The first sentence of section policy, the following statemenL 'This policy
1154(a)(4)(B) (42 U.S.C. 1320c-3(a)(4)(B)) Is has not been certified by the Secretary of the
amended by Inserting "(or subject to review United Slates Department of Health and
under section 1882(5))" after "section 18?6' Human Services as meeting Federal require(p) CIJ.FJncrnoN C0NCEpjlma Mso,csns ments for Medicare supplemental policies.
HEALTh MAm7z,w'cE ORO4NIWIONS AND and
Cow'rm'zvz MRrncAi. Pw,s.—The first sen"(ii) require the purchaser to sign the foltence of section 1882p)(1) (42 U.S.C. lowing staJ.e,nenL 'I understand that this
1395u(p)(1)) Is amended by Inserting before policy has not been certified by the Secrethe period the following: " nor any such tary of the United States Department of
policy or plan under a contract under sec- Health and Human Services as meeting Fedtion 1876'
eral requirements for Medicare supplemen(h) MONITORING OF STAn? Mawas? PRO- tel policies.:
OR4MS.—
"(B) An insurer shall be subject to a civil
(1) Rxvmw BY Sgcwsjsy.—Section 1882 monetary penalty not to exceed $25,000 for
(42 US.C. 1395u) as amended by subsection each violation of any requirement of sub(f), Is further amended—
paragraph (A).'
(A) in subsection (b)(1), in the matter folIi) ADOP,70N op Nzw SwsnAIws.—Section
lowing subparagraph (0), by striking 1882 (42 U.S.C 1395ss), as amended by sub"Panel" and inserting "Secretary'
section (f), Is further amended by adding at
(B) in subsection (b)(1), by adding at the the end the following:
end the foilowiug "If the Secretary finds
"(t)(1)(A) If within 9 months after the date
that a State regulatory program no longer of enactment of this subsection, the Nationmeets the standards and requirements of al Association of Insurance CommIssioners
thIs paragraph, before making a final deter- revises the NAIC Model Regulation previmination, the Secretary shall provide the ously promulgated for purposes of this secState an opportunUy to adopt such a plan tion to incorporate all the requirements and
of correction as would permit the State to standards of subsections (0), (p), (q), and (r),
continue to meet such standards and re- and other changes in law made by the O,n-

"(2) full benefits are provided for items
and services furnished by other entities li quirements and
(C) in subsection (p)(2)(B), by Inserting
the services are medically necessary and i,nmediately required because of an unforeseen "and whose regulatory program the SecreIllness, injury. or condition and U is not tary finds continues to meet the standards
reasonable given the clreumstances to and requirements of subsection (b)(1)"

nibus Budget Reconclliatton Act of 1990,
then subsection (g)(2)(A) shall be applied in

each Stats, effective for policies issued to
policyholders on and after the date specified

in paragraph (3), as if the reference to the

Model Regulation adopted on June 6, 1979,
"(3) Use network offers sufficient aecess
(2)
REPORThsrO
BY
874 213.—SectIon included a reference to the NAIC simplificaand
1882(b)(1) 142 U.S.C 1395ss(b)(1)), as tion standards.
"(4) the issuer of the policy has arrange- amended by subsection If), Is further amend"(B) If the AssociatIon does not promulments for an ongoing quality assurance pro- ed—
gate NAIC simplification standards within
pram for items and services furnished
(A) by striking "and" at the end of sub- the 9-month period specified in paragraph
through the network."
(1), the Secretary shall promulgate, not later
paragraph (F);
(2)
Section 1882(c)(1) (42 1LS.C.
(B) by inserting "and" at the end of sub- than 9 months after the end of such period,
1395ss(c)(1)) Is amended by inserting paragraph (0);
revised Federal model standards to incorpo"(except as otherwise provided by subsection
(C) by inserting after subpararaph (0) rate all the requirements and standards of
(r))" before the semicolon.
subsectIons (0), (p), (q), and (r), and other
the following:
(3)
SectIon 1882(b)(1)
(42
"(Ii) reports to the Secretary on the imple- changes in Saw made by the Omnibus
U.S.C
139.Sss(b)(1)) (as amended by subsection Ic) mentation and enforcement of standards Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, and subof thIs Act) is further amended—
and requirements of this paragraph at inter- section (p)(2)(A) shall be applied In each
(A) Ui subparagraph (A), by inserting ' vals establIshed by the Secretary, ' and
State, effective for policies issued to policyexcept as otherwise provided by subpaia(D) by adding at the end the following new holders on and after the date specified in
graph (G)" before the aen4colon
sentence: "The report required under subsec- subparagraph (C), as if the reference to the
(B) by striking "and" at Use end of sub- tion (H) shall Include Information on loss Model Regulation adopted on June 6, 1979,
paragraph (B);
ratios Qf policies sold in Use State, frequency included a reference to the revised Federal
(C) by inserting "and" at the end of sub- and types of instances in which policies ap- model standards.
paragraph (F); and
"(C)(i) Subject to clause (iv, the date specproved by the State fail to meet the standID) by adding after subparagraph (I) Use ards of this paragraph, actions taken by the ified in this paragraph for a State Is the
/oJlowOs
State to bring such policies into compliance, date the State adopts the NAIC simplifica"(0) in the case of a policy that meals the and information regarding State programs tion standards or the Federal simplification
standards under subparagraph (A) except implementing consumer protection provi- standards or .1 pear after the date the Assothat benefits under the policy are limited to .sfots, and such further information as the elation or the Secretary first adopts such
items and services furnished by certain enti- Secretary in consultation with the National standards, whichever is earlier
ties (or reduced benefits are provided when Association of Insurance Commissioners,
"(iv In the case of a State which Use Secreitems or services are furnished by other enti- may specify. '
tary identIfies, in consultation with Use Asties), provides for Use application of requireii) Dtscz.ussz.n FOR UNAPPROVRD Poucse&— sociation, as-.
ments equal to or more stringent than the Section 1882(4.) (42 U.S.C 13$5ss(dJ) is
"(Ii requiring State legislation lother than
requirements under subsection (r), '
legislation appropriating funds) in order for
obtain the services through the net wor*,

before the perioL

-
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medicare supplemental policies to meet the
NAIC or Federal simplification standards.
but

"(11) having a legislature which is not

scheduZed to meet in 1991 in a legislative
session in which such legislation may be NAIC or Federal simplification standards
considered,

the date specified in thLs subparag'rtiph is
the first day of the first ca2endar quarter beginning after the close of the first legislative
session of the State legislature that begin.,
on or after January 1, 1991. For purposes of
the previous sentence, in the ca.se of a State
that has a 2-year legulative sesswn, each
'ear of such sesston shall be deemed to be a
separate regular session of the State legislature.

October 18, 1990

State that the Secretary Identifies, in consul- Si2tance with probleln3 related to healih insurance coverage (including legal problems),
tation with the Association, as—
"(i) requiring State legislation (other than a. determined by the Secretary;
(iii) provide for a sufficient number of
appropriating funds) in order for medicare
sizpplemental policies to meet the modified staff positions (including volunteer posi-

"(ii) having a iegislature which is not

tions) necessary to provide the-services of
the health insurance information, counselng, and a.ssstance pro grain,

the close of the first legislative session of the

(v) prov2de for the collection and dissemi-

but

scheduled to meet within the 1-year period
(iv) provide assurances that staff members
after the date the Association or Secretary (including volunteer staff members) of the
first adopts the modifications to such stand- health insurance information counseling,
ards,
and a.ssutance program have no conflict of
the date specified in this subparagraph is interest in providing the services described
the first day of the first calendar year after in clause (i);

State legislature that begins after the date nation of timely and accurate health care
the Association or the Secretary first adopts information to staff members (including.

"(2) By not later than 2 years after the such modifications. For the purpo3es of the volunteer staff members) of the health insurdate of enactment of this subsection, the previous sentence, n the case of a State that ance information, counseling, and assistSecretary shall report to the Congress o-n the has a 2-year legislative 8ession, each year of ance program and regular staff meetings

adoption of the standards and requirements the legtslative se8sion shafl be deemed to be and continuing education programs for the
of this section, including the identification a separate regular se8sion of the State legis- purpose of informing the staff of current developments in legal and economic issues reof those States which do and do not have l.2ture.
regulatory programs that meet the require"(5) I/benefits under this title are changed lating to the provision of health insurance;
ments of thi, section, and the rea.son., for the and the Secretary determines, in con3ulta(m) provide for training programs for
failure of any States to adopt some or aV of tion with the Association, that changes in staff members (including volunteer staff
the standards and requirements of this sec- the simpl(fication standards are needed to members);
tion,
reflect such changes in benefits, the prom(vii) promde for the coordination of the
"(3) In promulgating simpl(fication sion., for the mod (fication of smpl(fication exchange of health insurance information
standards under subsection (p)(1), the Asso- standards outlined in paragraph (4)(A) will between the staff of departments and agenciation or Secretary shaV consult with a be applied. "
cies of the State government and the staff of
working group composed of representative8
(k) HLu7w INSUR.4NCS INFORMATION, Co UN- the health insurance information, counselof issuers of medicare supplemental policie8, SEJJNO, 4ND ASSISTANCE G&4iirs.—
ing, and a3s.stance pro grani,
consumer groups, medicare beneficiarzes,
(1) GRAm.—The Secretary of Health and
(viii) make recommendations concerning
and other qualtfted individuals. Such repre- Human Services (hereafter in this section con3umer tuues and complaints related to
sentatives shaV be selected in a manner so referred to as the "Secretary") shaV make the provision of health care to agencies and
as to a3sure balanced representation among grants to States that submit applications to departments of the State government and
the interested groups.
the Secretary that meet the requirements of the Federal Government responsible for pro"(4)(A) Every 3 years the Secretary shag this sizbsection for the purpose of providing viding or regulating health insurance;
in con4ultation with the NAIC, evaluate the information, counseling, and a.ssitance re() estabhsh an outreach program to proappropriateness of new or innovative bene- lating to the procurement of adequate and vide
the health insurance information and
fits offered pursuant to subsection (p)(511B), appropriate health in.,urance coverage to in- counseling
described in clause (i) and the
and determine whether the incorporation of dividuals who are eligible to receive benefits a3.nstance described in clause (ii) to eligzble
such new or innovative benefits into the under title XVIII of the Social Securtty Act individuals; and
simplification standard. would further the (hereafter in this section referred to as "eli(x) demonstrate, to the Sat isfaction of the
purposes of such 8tandards. If within 90 gible individuals"). The Secretary shall pre- Secretary,
an ability to provide the counseldays after a request from the Secretary, the scribe regu1ation., to establz3h a minimum ing and a.snstance
required under this subAssociation—
level of funding for a grant issued under thi3 section,
"(i) makes a determination that modifica- section.
(3) SPECIAL o&ns.—(A) A State that is
tion of the NAIC or Federal simplification
(2) G&4Nr AppucAnoNs.—(A) In submitting
a health in4urance information,
standards i appropriate; and
an application under this subsection, a conducting
"(ii) modifies the NAIC or Federal simpli- State may consolidate and coordinate an counseling, and assistance program thai is
fication standards to include such addition- application that consz.sts of parU prepared substantiaVy similar to a program described
al group of benefits (tncluding accompany- by more than one agency or department of in paragraph (2)(B), shall, as a requirenent
for ehgibuity for a grant under this section,
ing language and format w2th respect to such State.
nt rate, to the sat,sfaction of the Secresuch benefits),
(B) As part of an application for a grant demo
tary, that such State shall maintain the acsubsection (g)(2)(A) shaV be applied ineach under this section, a State shall submit a tivities of such program at least at he level
State, effective for polic2es issued to policy- plan for a State-wide health insurance in.for- that sizch activities were conducted immediholders on or after the date specified in sub. mation, counseling, and a3stance pro- ately preceding the date of the sance of
paragraph (B), as if the reference to the gram. Such program shall—
grant during the period of time covered
(i) establh or improve upon a health in- any
Model Regulation adopted on June 6, 1979
by such grant under th 8ection and that
included a reference to the NAIC or Federal surance information, counseling, and assist- isch activities wiU continue to be mainsimplification standards as modtfleL If the ance ptogram that promdes counseling (in- taind at such leveL
Association faUs to make a determination cluding direct coun.,eling) and asstance to
(B) If the Secretary determines that the exwith respect to appropriateness of modify- eUgzble individuals in need of health insur- z.sting
health in4urance information, couning the NAIC or Federal smpltfication ance information, including—
substanand assistance program
(I) information that may assz.st individ- seling,
standard,, then the Secretary may make
in
tially
similar
to
a
program
described
ijals
in
obtaining
benefits
and
filing
claimi
such determination and may modify the
(2)(B), the Secretary may waive
NAIC or Federal aim pltflcation standards to under titles XVIII and XIX of the Soc2al Se- paragraph
some or aJJ of the requirements described in
include such additional benefits (including curityAc4
(2)(B), and sue a grant to the
(II) policy comparison information for paragraph
accompanying language and format with refor the purpose of increasing the
spect to such benefits) as may be appropri- methcare sisppiemental - policies (as de- State
number of services offered by the health inate. In such a case, subsection (g)(2)(A) shall scri bed in section 1882(g)(1) of the Social Se- surance
information, coun-seling, and ass*stbe applied in each State, effective for poli- curity Act (42 U.S.C. 1395ss(g)(1)) and infor- ance program,
experimenting with new
cies issued to policyholders on or after the mation that may assat individuals tn filing methods of otLtreach
conducting such prodate spectfled in subparagraph (B), as If the claims under such medicare supplenwntal grain, or expanding in
such program to georeference to the Model Regulation adopted poltcies;
(III) information regarding long-term care graphic areas of the State not previously
on June 6, 1979 included a reference to the
served by the program.
NAIC or Federal suftphfication standards as i,uisrance, and
(4) C,rrr.i FOR ISSUINO op.p,-r.—In issu(IV) information regarding other types of
modifiecL
"(B) The date spectfied in this subpara- health insurance benefits that the Secretary ing a grant under thu section, the Secretary
shall consider—
graph for a State is the earlier of the date determines to be appropriate;
(A) the commitment of the State to carry(ii) in conjunction with the health insurthe State o4opta the modtfication3 to the
?JAIC or FederaJ simpli/wation standards or ance information, counseling, and assist- ing out the health insurance information,
1 year after the date the Association or the ance program described in clause (i), estab. coun.,eling, and asstance program deSecretary first adopts the modifications to •hsh a sisatem of referral to appropriate Fed- scribed in paragraph (2HB), including the
such standards, except that, in the case of a eral or State departments or avencies for as- level of cooperation dA'monst rated—
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(I) by the office of the chief insurance reg-

ulator of the State, or the equivalent State
entity;

(ii) other o.fficlals of the State responsible

for overseeing Insurance plans issued by
nonprofit hospital and medical service assoclations, and

(iii) departments and agencies of such

State responsible for.—

(I) administering funds under title XIX of
the Social Security Act, and
VII)

S 15921

medicare supplemental policies as defined United States conducted under such section,
In section 1882(g)(1) (including the relation- and
ship of State programs under title XIX to
(ii) 67 percent of the area wage index apsuch policies). "
plicable under section 1886(d)(3)(E) of such
(2) The Secretary is authorized to conduct Act to hospitals located in the geographic
demonstration projects In up to 5 States for area In which the home health agency is lothe puspose of establishing statewide loU- cated for discharges occurring during the
/rae telephone numbers for providing infor- fiscal year, determined using the survey of
maLl on on medicare benefits, medicare sup- the 1988 wages and wage-related costs of
plemental policies available in the State, hospitals In the United States conducted
and benefits under the State sne4icafd pro- under such section; and

administering funds appropriated gram.

under the Older Americans Act,-

(3) Emc"nvs n,srz.—The amendment made

SEC 515L T(YINWAL AND MISCELL4NEOUS MOE!by paragraph (1) shall apply with respect to
SJONSR.ELATINCTOPARTSA AND&
(B) the population of eligible individuals
home health agency cost reporting periods
(a) Ex-luNsiows OF Exprnrno AsnTloR,TIEs_
In such State as a percentage of the populabeginning on or after July 1, 1993.
tion of such State; and
(1)
PROHIBITION OF
PAYMERT CYCtS
(c) RECOGNITION OP Cosre 0, HOSPITAL SUPc&uloes.—Not
withstanding
any
other
proviiC) In order to ensure the needs of rural
NURSING AND Aujeo Hs.eLnI EDUCA areas in such State, the relative costs and sion of law, the Secretary of Health and PORTED
PP.OC3R4MS AS ALLOWABLE REASONABLE
special problems associated with addressing Human Services is not authorized to issue, flORAL
the special problems of providing health after the date of the enactment of this Act, Ccssre.—
(1) IN QAWERAL—M) Beginning on or ufter
care Information, counseling, and assist- any final regulation, Instruction, or other
policy change which is primarily intended October 1, 1990, all costs related to clinical
ance to the rizra.l areas of such State.
() ANNUAL s—rsre I1EP0RT.—A State that re- to have the effect of slowing down or speed- training, as defined by the Secretary, on a
celves a grant under paragraph (3) or (4) trig up claims processing, or delaying pay- hospital's premises for a hospital supported
sho14 not later than 180 days after receiving ment of claims, under title XVII! of the education program and which are incurred
by a hospital or by an educational institusuch grant, and annuaUy thereafter, Issue Social Security Act
(2) WAivzz OF LJABJLfl'Y OR 150MB H54L171 tion related to the hospital by common ownan annual report to the Secretary that inAOENCIRS.—$ection 9305(g)(3) of the Omni- ership or common control, shall be considcludes Information concerning—
costs incurred for approved education(A) the number of individuals served by bus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986 Is ered
activities for purposes of section
the State-wide health Insurance Informa- amended by striking "November 1, 1990" al
1886(a)(4) of the Social Security Act (42
tiort, counseling and assistance program of and inserting 4'December 31. 1995'
(b) APPLICATiON OF Haspimi, WeaR INDEx U.S.C. 1395ww(a)(4)). Subject to subparasuch State,
graph (B), such costs thoU be allowable to a
(B) an estimate of the amount of funds so HOME Hrni AGENCIES.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—SectiOn 1861 (v)(1)(L)(iii) hospital on a reasonable cost basis and shall
saved by the State, and by eligible individuals In the State, In the implementation of (42 U.S.C 1395x(vHl)(L)(iii)) is amended to be considered to be pass-through costs under
title XVIII of such Act An education proread asfoUows.
such program, and
"(Iii) In establishing limits under this sub- gram shall be deemed to be hospital support(C) the problems that eligible Individuals
in such State encounter In procuring ode- paragraph for portions of a cost reporting ed if the program Is—
(i) an approved nuing or allied health
quate and appropriate health care coverage. period occurring during a fiscal year, the
(6) REPORT TO CONGREss.—Not later than Secretary shall utilize a wage index equal to education program;
(ii) is not a hospital operated program
180 days after the date of the enactment of the area wage index applicable, under secthis section, and annually thereafter, the tion 1886(d)(3)(E) during the fiscal rear to and
(iii) the hospital participates in the proSecretary shall issue a report to the Commit- hospitals located in the geographic area in
tee on Finance of the Senate, the Special which the home health agency Is located, in gram in conjunction with an educational
Committee on Aging of the Senate, the Com- 'updating the wage index for establishing institution.
mittee on Ways and Means of the House of such limits the Secretary shall provide that
(5) For purposes of subparagraph (A), secRepresentatives, the Committee on Energy payments to home health agencies will be no tion 1886(a)(4) of the Social Security Act,
and Commerce of the House of Representa- greater or lesser than such payments would and section 1861(v) of such Act, costs relattives, and the Select Committee on Aging of have been without regard to the update of ing to a hospital supported education prosuch wage index '
the House of Representatives that—
gram shall be deemed to be reimbursable—
(2) TRANSiTION PRO VISION.—Not withstand(A) summarizes the allocation of funds au(i) only to the extent that the proportion
section 1861(v)(1)(L)(iii) of the Social
thorized for grants under this section and Ing
costs claimed by a hospital for a hospital
Security Act, the Secretary of Health and of
the expenditure of such funds;
supported education program (which pro(B) summarizes the scope and content of Human Services shall, In determining the portion shall be expressed as a ratio, the nulimits of reasonable costs under title XVIII

training conferences convened under subsection (f);
(C) outlines the problems that eligible In-

of which is the dollar amount of
of such Act with respect to services fur- merator
support given by the hospital to the school

nished by a home health agency for portions
of a cost reporting period occurring during
a fiscal year. utilize a wage index equal to—
(A) for portions of cost reporting periods
beginning on or after July 1, 1991. and on or
before June 30, 1992, a combined area wage
index consisting of—
graph (C); and
(i) 67 percent of the area wage index applitE) in the case of the report issued 2 years cable
under section 1861(v)(1)(L)(iii) of
after the date of enactment of this section, such Act
to such home health agency, deterevaluates the effectiveness of counseling pro- mined using
the survey of the 1982 wages
gram-s established under this program, and and wage-related
coats of hospitals in the
makes recommendations regarding contin- United States conducted
under such section,
ued authorization of funds for these pur- and
poses.
(ii) 33 percent of the area wage index ap(7) A trFNOPJZATION OF APPROPRZ4TJONE I'OR
ORANTS—There are authorized to be appro- plicable under section 1886(d)(3)(E) of such
to hospitals located In the geographic
psiated, in equal parts from the Federal Hos- Act
area in which the home health agency is lo-

dividuals encounter In procuring adequate
and appropriate health care coverage,
(D) makes recommendations that the Secretary determines to be appropriate to address the problems described In subpara-

in the specific 12-month period covered by
the hospital's cost report and the denominator of which is the total allowable costs for
inpatients hospital services irrespective of
how such costs are paid under this title) are

not greater than such proportion of costs
claimed by such hospital (subject to the
review described in paragraph (2)), in the
cost reporting period prior to the cost reporting period beginning on or after Octoben, 1990;
(ii) only if the hospital is receiving a bene-

fit for the support U furnishes to such program through the provision of clinical services by nursing or allied health students in-

cidental to their training, or the hospital

hires graduates from the hospital supported

pital Insurance Trust Fund and from the cated for discharges occurring during the education program; and
Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance fiscal year, determined using the survey of (ill) only to the extent that the cost is less
Trust Fund, $10,000,000 for each of fiscal the 1988 wages and wage-related costs of than the cost the hospital would be expected
rears 1991, 1993, and 1993, to fund the grunt hospitals in the United States conducted to incur were such a hospital to operate Its
programs described in this subsection.
under such section; and
(B) for portions of cost reporting periods
TWPH0NE.—(1) Title XVIII (42 U.S.C. 139
on or after July 1, 1992, and on or
ct seq.) is amended by inserting after section beginning
before June 30, 1993, a combined area wage
1888 the following:
index consisting of—
"MEDICARE AND MKDJGAP PORM517 BY
(1)33 percent of the area wage Index appli.TWRONE
cable under section 1861(vHl)(L)(iii) of
"Sec. 1889. The Secretary shall provide In- such Act to such home health agency, deter(1) Mswc,.iw AND Mavewi' INORMAT1aN BY

own similar program.

(2) S1'WIAL AUDI? RULE—For purposes of

paragraph (1HB)(i), the Secretary's determi-

'nation of the initial proportion of costs
(that is, those costs claimed in the cost reporting period prior to the cost reporting
period beginning on or after October 1,
1990) shall be accomplished by a special
formation via a toll-free telephone number mined using the survey of the 1982 wages audit (Or other appropriate mechanism),
on the programs under this title and on and wage-related costs of hospitals In the which audit (or mechanism) shall ensure
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that each hospital haa appropriately report(1) IN GENERAL.—Sectton 1866 (42 U.S.C.
(2) by adding at the end of subparagraph
ed its level 0/support during such pertod..
(E) the following new clause:
1395cc(a)(1)) is amended—
(3) Piiornmoiv ON RECOUPMENT OF CERTAIN
(A) in subsection (a)(1)—
(ii) In the case of a hospital which did
NURSING AND ALLIED EDUCATIONAL cos.—(A)

The Secretary of Health and Human Services (herenafter referred to as the "Secretary") shall not disallow, recoup from, or
otherwise reduce or adjust payments under
title XVIII of the Social Security Act to hosptal-s with respect to claims by a hospital
on its medicare costs reports for cost reporting pertoda beginning on or after October 1,
1983, and before October 1, 1990, relating to

hospUal supported education programs on
the grounds that the costs of such programs
were not allowable costs or were included in

the definit1on of '1operating costs of inpatient services" pursuant to section

1886(a)(4) of such Act, so that no pass-

through of such costs was permitted under
that section.
(B) The Secretary shall provide that i/any

di.sallowance recoupment, adjustment, or
reduction in payments described in subparagraph (A) has occurred prior to the date
of enactment of this Act, such actions shall
be reversed and any necessary refunds or o4ministrattve adjustments shall be prompuy
mo4e.
(3) CoijFopjrm'o

AMENDMEArT.—(A) Section
6205(a) of the Omnibus Budget Reconcilia-

tion Act of 1989 is amended by striMng
"(a)" and the subsection heading.
(B) Section 6205(b) of such Act is hereby

repealed.
(4) Ruzt

(i) by striking "and" at the end of subhave an approved medical residency training program for a cost reporting period be. paragraph (0),
(ii) by striMng the period at the end of
gtnning durtng fiscal year 1984, but which
made a commitment to substantiaUy subparagraph (P) and inserting", and' and
(iii) by inserting after subparagraph (P)
expand its program that was not fully re
flected in costs incurred during cost report- the following new subparagraph
"(Q) in the case of hospitals, skilled nursng periods beginning in such fi3cal year,
such hospital may request the use of an al- ingfacilities home health agencies, and hosternativecost reporting period other than pce programs, to comply with the requirethat which began during fiscal year 1984 for ment of subsection (f) (relating to maintainS
purposes of deteiinining the average amount ing written policies and procedures respectrecognized as reasonable medical education ing advance directives). ' and
(B) by inserting after subsection (e) the
costs of the hospital for each full-time equiv.
alent resident. The Secretary shall review foZlowing new subsection:
each such request and determine whether it
"(f)(1) For purposes of subsection
would be appropriate to provide for an FTE (a)(1)(Q) and sections 1819(c)(1)(E), 1833(r),
resident amount based on an alternative 1876(c)(8), and 1891(a)(6), the requirement
co8t reporttng period, based on approved of this subsection that a provider of servFTE resfdent amounts for comparable pro- ices or prepaid or eligible organi2ation (as
grams. LI the Secretary approves a request the case may be) maintain written policies
under this clause, payments based on alter- and procedures with respect to all adult in
native cost reporting perlodi for a hospital dividuals receiving medical care by or
described under this clause, shall begin for through the provider or organi2ation—
the first cost reporting period for which the
"(A) to provide written information to
Secretary determines the hospital has sub- each such individual concerning—
stantially implemented its program expan'(i) an individual's rights under State law
sion.".
(whether statutory or as recogni2ed by the
(f) HCFA SERVICE FELLOWS PROGRAM.—
courts of the State) to make decisions con(1) IN GENERAL—Section 1117 (42 U.S.C.
1317) is amended—
(A) by inaerttng ' HCFA SERVICE rnows
PROGRAM" at the end of the heading,

OF c0NSTRUcTION.—Nothing in
(B) by inserting "(a)" after "SEC. 1117.',
this subsection shaU be construed as requir- and
ing the Secretary of Health and Human
(C) by adding at the end the foUowing new
Services to modify those existing reguationa tUbSectio?L
or instructions which pertain to the deter"(b)(1) The Administrator may establish
mination of reasonable costs for a hospUal- an HCFA Service Fellows Program under
operated education prvgrunL
which up to 10 individuaLs from the private
(dl C4SE MAJlAGEMEArT DEMONS TP..4 TION sector or academia who have demonstrated
PROJRCTS RESUMZD.—
exceptional competence or highly special(1) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any ized skills or knowledge may conduct healthother provision of law, the Secretary of care related research, studies, and investigaHealth and Human Services (in this section tions within the Health Care Financing Ad
referred to as the "Secretary") shall resume minfsi ration.

cerning such medical care, including the
right to accept or refuse medical or surgical

treatment and the right to formulate advance directives (as defined in paragraph
(3)), and
"(ii) the policies of the provider or organi-

zation respecting the implementation of
such rights;

"(B) to iivjuire of an individual (or a

famUy member) whether the individual has

executed an advance directive and docu-

ment in the individual's medical record the
response to the inquiry;
"(C) not to condition the provi.ion of care
or otherwise discriminate against an mdividual based on whether or not the indivüiua.Z has executed an advance directive;

'(D) to ensure compliance with requireease management demonat ration
"(2) Qualified individuals may be approjects described in paragraph (2) and ap- pointed by the Administrator (without ments of St ate law respecting advance direcproved under section 425 of the Medicare regard to rules respecting appointments, tives at facilittes of the provider or organiCat.astrophic Coverage Act of 1988 (In this cZasstflcation, and pay rates in the competi- zation, and
(E) to provfde (individually or with
tubsect ion referred to as "MCCA ").
tive service) to serve as HCFA Service Fel(2) PROJECT D&SCR!PTIONS.—The demonstra- lows for a period of not to exceed 2 years oThers) for education for staff on issues contion prcjects referred to in pzragraph (1) (which may, in individual cases under ex- cerning advance directives.
the

3

are—
(A) the project proposed to be conducted

by Providence Hospital for case manage-

ment of the elderly at risk for acute hospital-

aation as desciibed in Project No. 18-P99379/5 —01;

(B) the project proposed to be conducted
by the Iowa Foundation for Medical Care to
study pailents with chronic congesttve conditions to reduce repeated hospUalizationa
of such patients as described In Project No.
P-99399/4-01; and
(C) the project proposed to be conducted

ceptional circumstances, be extended for up
to 2 ad4itonal years).
'(3) Individuol, appointed as HCFA Service Fellows shall not be included in any determination of the number of fUZZ-time
equivalent employees of the Department for
the purpose of any limitation on the number
of such employees estabh.shed bil any jaw.

Subparagraph (C) shall not be con.st rued as
requiring the provision of care which conS
Jlicts with an advance directive.
"(2) In this subsection, the term advance
directive' means a written instruction, such
as a living will or durable power of attorney
for health care, recognzzed under State law

and relating to the provision of such care
"(4) The Administrator is not authorized when the individual is incapacitated.
to expend more than :750,000 annually on
(2) APPIJCATION 70 PREPAID ORGANJZ.4the co8ts of the HCFA Service Fellows Pro- TIONS.—
gram (including the costs of salaries under
ELIGIBLE
(A)
ORGANIzATI0NS.—Section
the program)".
1876(c) (42 U.S.C. 1395mm(c)) U a,iended

by Key Care Health Rejources, Inc., to (g) Sw-Rzrtpj TECHNICAL.—(1) Section by adding at the end the foUowing new
amine the effects of case management on 18 77(b) (42 U.S.C. 1395nn(b)) is amended by paragraph.
2,500 high cost medicare beneficia,je, as de- redesfgnatng paragraph (4) as paragraph
"(8) A contract under this section shall

scMbed in Project No. 18-P-99396/5.

(3) TERMs AND CONDrI7ONS.—The demon-

strUon projects resumed pursuant to para-

graph (1) shaU be subject to the same terms
and conditions established under section
425 of MCCA. In determining the 2-year duration period of a project resumed pursuant
to paragruph (1), the Secretary may not take

Into account any pe'iod of time for which

the project was in effect under section 425 of
MCCA.
(e) TPZATMLVT o CERTAIN HOSpn'.4Ls Wmi
RESPECT ro PA YMENTS FOR GRADUATE MEDICAL

EDUCATION Cosit—SecUon 1886(h)(2) (42
U.S.C. 1395wwh(2)) Is amended—

(1) bynserting "(i,"after °(E)'arid

(5) and inserting after paragraph (3) the fol- provide that the eligible organization shall
iowng:
meet the requirement of section 1866(f) (re"4'4) SER VICE.S UNR2ATED TO !NVZSTMENT IN- lating to maintaining written policies and
TEREST OR COMPENSATION ARR.&WGEMEArT.—In procedure, respecting advance directives). '
the case of clinical laboratory services fur(B) OTHiR PREPAfl) ORGANIZATI0Ns.—Secnished b a hospital pursuant to a referral tlon 1833 (42 U.S.C. 13951) is amended by
by a physician who has a financial relation- adding at the end the foUowing new subsecship with the hospital that does not involve tion:
the provisfon of such services.".

'(r) The Secretary may not provide for

(2) The amendment made by paragraph payment under subsection (a)(1)(A) with re(1) shall be effective as if included in the en spect to an oranlzation unless the organi.
actment of the Omnibus Budget Reconci1ia zation provides assurances satisfactory to
tion Act of 1989.

SEC. 1157. UI7NG WILLS AND O?HER ADEANCR DIRECTIER&

(a) MEDICI.,z PROVIDER AGREEMENTS.—

the Secretary that the orVantzation meets

the requirement of section 1866(f) (relating
to maintaining written policies and procedures respecting advance directives). '

October 18, 1.9.90
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after the date of the enactment of thi.s Act.

munity on issues concerning advance direc- ments that would be distributed by providers under the requirements of this section.
tives.
Subparagraph (C) shall not be construed as The Secretary shall further assl2t approprirequiring the provision of care which con- ate State agencies, associations, or other
private entities in ensuring that providers
flwts with an advance directive.
°(2) In this subsection, the term 'advance are provided a copy of the documents that
directive' means a written ins t.ruct ion, such are to be distributed under the requirements
as a living will or durable power of attorney of the section.
(4) DuTIEs oi SSCP.tmRY.—The Secretary
for health care, recognized under State law
and relating to the provision of such care shall mail informaton to Social Security recipients. add a page to the medicare handwhen the individua1 u incapacitate cL
book with respect to the provisions of this
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMEPfI—
(A) Section 1903(m)(1)(A) (42 U.S.C. section, and provide for and install a nationwide, toll-free informational number to
1396b(m)(1)(A)) s amended—
(i) by inserting 'meets the requirement of provide State agencies, private entities, and
sectIon 1902(s)" after "which" the first peace medicare and medicaid eligible individuals
with information regarding the option to
it appears, and
(ii) by in3erting "meets the requirement of execute advance directives and the rights of
section 1902(a) and" after "which" the individuaZs under the provisions of thu sec
tion.
second place it appears.
(B) Section 1919(c)(2) of such Act (42 PART 4—PROVISIONS RELATING TO
U.S.C. 1396r(c)(2)) is amended blI adding at
PREMIUMS. DEDUCTIBLES. AND COINthe end the following new subparagraph.
SURANCE

the enactment of thu Act.

made by this subsection shall apply with re-

(3) Coivroimio AMENDMENTS.—

(A) Section 1819(c)(1) (42 U.S.C. 13951—
3(c)(1)) 13 amended by adding at the end the
following new subparagraph.
"(E) INFORMATION RESPECTING ADVIJJC DI-

skilled nursing facility must
comply with the requirement of section
1866(f) (relating to maintaining written
REc'FIvES.—A

policies and procedures respecting advance

directives).
(B) Section 1891(a) (42 U.S.C. 1395bbb(a))
13 amended by adding at the end the following:
"(6) The agency complies with the require-

ment of section 1866(f) (relating to maintaining written policies and procedures respecting advance directives).
(4) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

(A) The amendments made by paragraph3
(1) and (3) shall apply with respect to services furnished on or after the first day of the

first month beginning more than 1 year

(B) The amendments made by paragraph
"(E) INFORMATION IWSPECI7NG ADVANCE DI- SEC I6I. PART B PR.EMWM.
(2) shall apply to contracts under section RECTIVES.—A
nursing facility must comply
1876 of the Socal Security Act an pay- with the requirement
Section 1839(e) Ia amended blI inserting
section 1902(s) (rements under section 1833(a)(1)(A) of such lating to maintainingofwritten
'and for each month after December 1992
policies
and
Act as of the first day of the first month be- procedures respecting advance directives).
and before January 1996" after "January
ginning more than 1 year after the date of
(3) El-FEC-FIVE D4r&—The amendments 1991" each time it appears.
(b) MEDICAID STATE PLAN REQUIREMENTS.—

SEC. I6L CHANGE IN PART B DEDUC17BU

Section 1833(b) (42 U.S.C. 13951) is amend(1) IN GENEPAL.—Sectwn 1902 (42 U.S.C. spect to services furnished on or after the
first day of the first month beginning more ed bij inserting after '$ 75" the following:
1396a(a)) is amended—
than 1 year after the date of the enactment 'for calendar years before 1991 and after
(A) in subsection (a)—
1995. and $150 for years after 1990 and
(i) by striking "and" at the end of para- of this Act.

graph (52),

(ii) by striking the period at the end of

(c) STUDY.—

before 1996'

(1) IN GENERAL—The Secretary of Health

SEC. U3 U PERCENT COINSURANCE FOR CUNI CAL

and Human Services (hereafter in th secDIA GNOSTIC LABORA TORY TESTS
(a) IN GE?
u.—Section 1833 of the Social
(iii) b inserting after parairaph (53) the tion referred to as the "Secretary") shall
conduct a study or enter into an agreement Security Act (42 U.S.C. 13951) is amended—
following new paragrapks:
with
a
private
entity
to
conduct
a
study
and
0(54) provide that each hospital, nursing
(1) in subsection (a)(1)(D)(i)). blI strking
facility, provider of home health care or per- submit a report to Congress with respect to "in the case of" and all that follows through
the
implementation
of
directed
health
care
sonal care services. hospice program, or
"basis. or"
health maintenance organtation (as de- decision3. Such study shall—
(2) in subsection (a)(2)(D)(i), blI striMng
(A)
evaluate
the
expertence
of
practitionfined in section 1903(m)(1)(A)) receiving
"in the case of" and all that follows through
ers.
providers,
and
government
regulators
in
funds under the plan shall comply with the
"1866. or" and
complying with the provisions of this secrequirement
of subSection (5); and
(3) fn subsection (b)(3), by striking "(A)
0(55) provide that the State, acting tion;
under subsection (a)(1)(D)" and all that fol(B)
assess
the
awareness
and
utilization
of
through a State agency, association, or other
lows through '(BP'
private entity, develop a written description advance directives as a result of this sec(b) EmC-TIVE DArz.—The amendments
paragraph (53), and

of the law of the State (whether statutory or tion;
blI subsection (a) shall apply to clini(C) investigate methods of encouraging made
common law) concerning advance directives
cal diagnostic laboratory tests performed on
reciprocity
among
States
in
the
enforcement
that would be distributed by providers under
or after January 1.1991.
of advance directives;
the requirements of subsections."; and
SubWk C—Medicaid
(D)
report
on
the
manner
in
which
treat(B) by adding at the end the following new
ment decision3 are made in the absence of
PART I—PRESCRIPTION DRUG
8ubsection.
DISCOUNTS
(s)(1) For purposes of sub.ection (a)(54) an advance directive, and
(E) make such recommendations for jegi8- SEC. 1291. REIMRURSMENT FOR PRESCRIRED
and
sections
1903(m)(1)(A)
and
1919(c)(211E). the requirement of this subsec- lation as may be appropriate to carry out
tion is that a provider or organzzation (as the purposes of thuAct.
(2) Emcrzvz DATE.—The study and report
the case may be) maintain written policies

and procedure8 with respect to all aduU individuals receiving medical care by or
through the provider or organtatzon—
"(A) to provide information to each 8uch
individual concerning—
"(i) an individual's rights under State law
(whether statutory or as recogni2ed by the
courts of the State) to make decisiona con-

cerning such medical care. including the
right to accept or refuse medical or surgical

treatment and the right to formulate advance directives (as defined in paragraph

provided for in this subsection shall be sub

mitted to Congress no later than the date
which is 4 years after the date of enactment
of this section.
(d) PuBLic EDUCATION CAMPAIGN.—

IN GENR.4L.—The Secrary. no later
than 6 months after the date of enactment of
this section, shall develop and implement a
national campaign to inform the public of
the option to execute advance directives and
of a patient's right to participate and direct
health care declons.
(1)

(2) Dfl'ELOPMENT Am) DISTRIBUTiON 07 IN(3)), and
"(ii) the hospital's written policies respect- pop.MrnON.—The Secretary shall develop or
approve nationwide informational mateijing the implementation of such rights;
°(B) to document in the individuaVs medi- ala that would be dttribufr4 by providers

cal record whether or not the individual has
executed an advance directive;
"(C) not to condition the provl.sion of care
or otherwise discriminate against an individual based on whether or not the individual has executed an advance directive;
"(D) to ensure compliance with requirements of St ate law respecting advance direcUves; and
"(F) to provide (individually or with

others) for education for staff and the com-

DRUGS UNDER MEDICAID.

(a) IN GE,VEIW..—
f 1) DENIAL 07 FEDERAL FiNANCiAL PARTICIPA-

770N UNLESS RWTA' AGREEMRmS AND DRUG

USE REVIEW IN mcr.—Secton 1903(i) (42
U.S.C. 1396b(i)) 1. amended—

(A) bii strLkng the period at the end of
paragraph (9) and inserting ' or and
(B) bij inserting after paragraph (9) the

following new paragraph:

"(10) with respect .to covered outpatient
drugs of a manufacturer dispensed in any
State unicu, (A) except as provided in sec-

tion 1927(a)(3). the manv.facturer complies
with the rebate requirements of section

1927(a) with reapect to the drugs so dis-

pensed in all States, and (B) effective January 1. 1993. the State provides for drug use

under the requirements of this section, to review in accordance with section 1 927(g).

(2) PROHThJ77NG STATE PL.41i DRUG ACCESS
inform the public and the medical and legal
profession of each person's right to make de- LZMIIATIONS FOR DRUO COVERED UNDER .4

cioris concerning medical care, including izaus AGP.KRMENT.—Section 1902(a) of s'ch
the right to accept or refuse medical or sur- Act (42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)) is amended—
(A) by striking "and" at the end of paragical treatmen4 and the exiatence of advance directives.

(3) PROVIDING ASSISTAJ.'CE TO SDATLS.—The

graph (52).

(B) by strzMng the period at the end q/

Secretary shall assist appropriate State paragraph (53) and inserting ' and'. and
agencies, associations, or other private enti(C) blI inserting after paragraph (53) the
ties in developing the S&te-specfic docu- following new paragraph:
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"(54flA) provide that, any formulary or er dispensed tender the plan during the quar- shall be increased by $10,000 for each day in

similar restriction (except

as

provided in ter (or such other period as the Secretary which such tnfornw.tion has not been provided, and, if such information Is not reported within- 90 days of the deadline im-

section 1927(d)) on the coverage of covered may specify). Such rebate shall be paid by
outpatient drugs under the plan shall permit the ,san*factmer not later than 30 days
the coverage of coveted outpatient drugs of after the date of receipt of the information
any menuftsctuser which has entered into described in paragraph (V for the period inand complies u'iili an agreement under sec- voived.

posed, the agreement shall be susjiended for
services furnished after the end qf such 90day period and until the date such informa-

'YB) OmiT aa&iies MEWC4L AssISTAN— tion is reported (but In no case shall such
tion 1927(a), which are prescribed for a
medically .pted Indication (as defined In Amounts received by a State under this sec- suspension be for a period of less than 30

tion (or under an agreeme,,.t authorized by
"(B) comply with the reporting requite- the Secretary under subsection (a)(1) or an
monts of section l927(b)(2)(A) and the re- agreement described in subsection laUd)) in
quirements of subsections (d) and (vi of sec- any quarter shall be considered to be a reduction in the amount expended under the
tion 1927."
(3) Rwyu AOREEN7 SOR COVERED OIFFPA- State plan in the quarter for medical assist775W? DR( DR(RJ ens RE ViE W AND RBLA7teD ance for purposes a/section 1903(a)(l).
subsection 1927(k)(611, end

days).

preovm,o,,'s.—TitZe XIX of the Social Secizri-

er with an agreement under this section that
knowingly provides faLse information is subject to a civil money penalty in an amount
not to exceed $100,000 for each item of false
information.. Such civil money penalties are
in addition to other penalties as may be pre-

"(2) STAtE PROVISION OF INFORMA7YON—

"(ii) FALS.s IN.FOR.MATJON.—A ny manufaclur-

"(A) Srare nz,spoiszww'v—Each State scribed by law. The provisions of section
ty Act is amended by yedesignating section
1927 as section 1928 and by inserting after agency under this title shall report to each 1128A (other than subsections (a) and (b))
manufacturer not later than 60 days after shall apply to a civil money penalty under
section 1926 the foUowing new section
the end of each calendar quarter and in a

this subparagraph In the same manner as

be available under section 1903(a) for cov- under the plan during the quarter, and shall
ered outpatient drugs of a manufacturer, the promptly transmit a copy of such report to
manufacturer must have entered Into and the Secretary.
have in effect a rebate agreement described
"(B) Aursnn.—A manufacturer may audit
in subsection (bi with the Secretary, on the information provided (or required to be
behalf of Stales (except that, the Secretary provided) under subparagraph (Al. Adjustmay authortue a State to enter directly into ments to rebates shall be made to the extent
agreements with manufacturer). If a many- that information indicates that utilization
facturer has not entered into such an agree- was greater or less than the amount previment be/öre January 1, 1991, such an agree- ously specified.
ment, subsequently entered into, shall not be
"(C) Nonas so stcRsr,ULY.—Each State
effective until (he first day of the calendar agency shall notify the Secretary within 30
quarter that begins move than 60 days after days after the date each rebate is received
the date the agreement is entered into.
under this section.
"(2) £nucnvz zur&—Paragraph (1) shall
"(3) MANUFACIVR&R PROVISION OF PRICE IN-

Notwithstanding any other provision of

'yMs7vT ron CRI3KD DR(

form consistent with a standard reporting
"Ssv 1927. (a) RsqunavER'r FOR REBATE format established by the Secretary, infor- such provisions apply to a penalty or proceeding un4er section 1128A(a).
AGREEMENT.—
matson on the total number of dosage units
"ID) CONFI.DENITAUTY OF INFORMATION.—
"(1) IN GENERAL—In order for payment to of each covered outpatient drug dispensed

first apply to drugs dispensed under tiLls
title on or a.fter Janua,ij 1, 1991.

"(3) AUTHORIZING PAYMENT FOR DRUGS NOT
COVERED UWDER REBATE AOREEMEIQ7u—Pcra-

graph (1), and section 1993(11(101(4), shizU

PO.RMATIOM—

"(A) Lw owienss.—Sach manufacturer with

an agreement In effect under this section
shall report to the Secretary—

law, information disclosed by manufacturers or wholesalers under this paragraph is
confidential and shall not be disclosed by
the Secretary or a State agency (Or contractor therewith) in a form which discloses the

identity of a specific manufacturer or

wholesaler, except as the Secretary determines to be necessary to carry out this section and to permit the ComptroUer General
to review the information provided.
"(4) LENGTH OF AOR&EMENT.—

"(A) IN GENERAL—A rebate agreement shall

be effective for an initial period of no Less
than 1 year and shall be automatically renewed for a period of no less than one year
unless terminated under subparagraph (B).
"(B) TE&urwArrore.—
'Yi) BY THE SECRFTARY.—7'he Secretary may

provide for termination of a rebate agree-

"(I) not later than 30 days after the last
not apply to the dispensing of a single day al each quarter (beginning on or after ment for violation of (lie requirements of the
agreement or other good cause shown. Such
source drug or tunovoj.or multiple source
drug if IA) the State has made a determination that the availability of the drug Is esseritiai to the health of beneficiaries under
the State plan for medical assistance, and
(Bill) the physician has obtained approval

for use of the drug in advance of its dispens-

ing in accordance with a prior authoriza-

January 1, 1991), on the average manufac- termination shall not be effective earlier
turer price (as defined in subsection lk)(1))
60 days after the date of notice of such
and, effective for quarters beginning on or than
The Secretary shall provide,
after January 1, 1994 for single source termination.
request, a manufacturer with a heardrugs and innovator multiple source drugs), upon
the manufacturer's bait price (as defined in ing concerning such a termination, but such
subsection (c)(2)(B)) for covered outpatient hearing shall not delay the effective date of
the termination.
drugs for the quarter, and
"(ii) By A MANurAcrt,RER.—A manufacturer
"(ii) not later than 30 days after the date may
terminate a rebate agreement under
of entering into an agreement under this this section
any reason. Any such termi.
section on the average manufacturer price nation shallfornot
be effective until such
(as defined in subsection (lc)(1)) as of Octoafter the date of the notice as the Sec•
ber 1, 1990 for each of the manufacturer's period
retary may provide (but not beyond the term

tion program described In subsection (d), or
(ii) the Secretary has reviewed and approved the State's determination under subparagraph (A).
"(4) Emc'r ow gwiyia AaR.ZRMPNTS.—In
the case of a rebate agreement in effect be- covered outpatient drugs.

tween a State and a manufacturer on the
date of the enactment of this section, such

'YB) Venmcino,i SURVEYS OF A VERA GE

UFACTVR&R piuce.—The Secretary may survey

agreement, for the initial agreement period wholesalers and manufacturers that directly
specified therein, shall be considered to be a distribute their covered outpatient drugs,
rebate agreement in compliance with this when necessary, to verify average manufacsection with respect to that State, if the turer prices reported under subparagraph
State agrees to report to the Secretary any (A). The Secretary may Impose a civil monerebates paid pursuant to the agreement. if tary penalty in an amount not to exceed
the State establishes to the satisfaction of $10,000 on a wholesaler, manufacturer, or
the Secretary that the agreement provides direct seller, f/the wholesaler, manufacturer,
for rebates that are at least as large as the or direct seller of a covered outpatient drug
rebates otherwise required under this sec- refuses a request for information about
tion, and the State agrees to report any re- charges or prices by the Secretary in connecbates under the agreenwnt to the Secretary, tion with a survey under this subparagraph
the agreement shall be considered to be a or k,wwirtgly provides false Information.
rebate agreement in compliance with the The provisions of section 1128A (other than

of the agreement).
"(iii) EFFEC'TJVENESS OF -RM1NArIoN.—Any

termination under this subparagraph shalt
not affect rebates due under the agreement
before the effective date of its termination.

"(C) DrsY BEFORE ILEEN7-Ry.—In the case

of any rebate agreement with a man u.factur-

er under this section which is terminated,
another such agreement with the manu.fac

turer (or a successor manufacturer) may not
be entered mnto.until a period of 1 calendar
quarter ha-s elapsed since the date of the ter-

mination, unless the Secretary finds good
cause for an earlier reinstatement of such
an agreement

"(ci Ascovret- oF Rwrx.—

"(1) BAsIc RIRATY FOR SINOL.E SOURCE DRUGS
section for the renewal periods of such subsections (a) and (b)) shall apply to a
INNOVATOR MTJL7YPLE SOURCE DRUGS—
agreement.
civil money penalty under this subpara- AND
"(b) TERMS 07 Rxa.4T5 AGREEMENT.—
graph in the same manner as such provi- Except as other-wise provided in Ihis subsec"(li Pxnmnsc aw rss.—
.eions apply to a penalty or proceeding under tion, the amount of the rebate to a State for

"(A)

Ire

a calendar quarter (Or other period specified

GENERAL—A rebate agreement section 1128A(a).

under this subsection s/wit require the manufacturer to provide, to each State plan approved under this title, a rebate each calendar quarter (or pert odica fly in accordance
with a schedule specified by the Secretary)
in an amount specified in subsection (ci fcncovered outpatient drugs of the rnanufactizr-

by the Secretary) with respect to single

"(C) PENALTIES.—

"(I) FAmUEE 70

PRO VIDE TIMELY INFOP,MA-

770N—In the case of a manufacturer with an

source drugs and innovator multiple source
drugs shall be equal to the product of—

"(A)(i) for quarters (Or periods) beginning
agreement under this section that fails to
provide information required under sub- after December 31, 1990, and before January
paragraph (A) on a timely basis, the amount 1, 1994, 15 percent of the average man ufacof the rebate required under the agreement turer price for each dosage form and
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strength of such drugs (after deducting cus-

"(A) Agents when tued for anorexia or stances of fraud or abuse in any manner automary prompt payment dw,counts) for Vie weight gain that are not approved for such thorized under Vie Social Security Act.

quarter (or other period), and
use by Vie FDA.
'(8) DLi4YED EFPECflVE DATE.—The provi"(ii) for quarters (or other periods) begin"(B) Agents when tsed to pminoie fertili- sions of paragraph (5) shall become effective
ning after December 31, 1993, Vie greater ty.
with respect to drugs dispensed under this
of—
"(C) Agents when used for cosmetic pur- titLe on or after JuZy 1, 1991.
"(I) Vie difference between Vie average poses or har growth.
"(e) DENIAL O FEz. FINANCIAL PARTICImanufacturer price for a drug and 85 per"(D) Agents when used for Vie symptomat- PATION IN CERTAIN CASES.—The Secretary
cent of such prlce or
ic relief of cough and colds.
shall provide that no payment shall be made
"(II) Vie difference between Vie average
"LE) Agents when used to promote smok- to a State under section 1903(a) for an innomanufacturer price for a drug and the best ing cessation.
vator muZtiplesource drug di,!pensed on or
prce (as defined in paragraph (2)(B)) for
"(F) Prescription vitamins and mineral after JuZy 1, 1991, if, under applwable State
such quarter (or period) for such drug, and products except prenatal vUamins and fluo- law, a less expentive noninnovator mulliple
"(B) Vie number of units of such form and ride preparations.
source drug (other than the innovator multidosage di,spen3ed under Vie plan under thi,s
"(0) Nonprescrtption drugs.
ple-source drug) couZd have been d13pensed
titLe in Vie quarter (or other period) reported
"(H) Covered outpatient drugs whwh Vie cons13tent with such law.
by Vie State under subsection (b)(2).
manufacturer seeks to require as a condi"(f) PHARMACY REIMBURSEMENT.—
"(2) ADDITIONAL REMT FOR SINGLE .OURCE tion of sate that associated te.ts or monitor.
"(1) PAYMINT TO PHARMACISTS.—
AND INNOVATOR MULTIPLE SOURCE DRUG.—(A)
ing services be purchased exclu.nvely from
"(A) IN GENER.4L.—Beginning fiscal year
The Secretary shall establish a method of o4- Vie manufacturer or its designee.
1991 and ending September 30, 1993, each
lusting Vie basic rebate specified inder
"(I) Drugs described in section 107(c)(3) of State plan under this title shall provide,
paragiaph (1) for s2ngle 8ource and innova- Vie Drug Amendments of 1962 and Identical, after Vie end of each fiscal year and a lumptor muZtiple source drugs of a manufacturer similar, or related drugs (within Vie mean- sum paymen4 for a payment to pharmacies
to en3ure that a manufacturer's p,ices for ing of section 310.6(b)(1) of titLe 21 of Vie d13pensing covered outpatient drugs under
such drugs to a State pZan approved under Code of Federal Regulations ('DES!' drug8)). th13 titLe during the fiscal year.
this titLe, determined on an aggregate
"(J) Barbiturates.
"(B) AMOUNT OF PAYMENt—The amount of
weighted average basis, utng Vie average
"(3) UpnArg O DRUG LIsnNa.—The Secre- Vie payment under th13 subsection for any
manufacturer price for each such drug, do lat'j shall (except with respect to new drugs fiscal year to a pharinactst shall bear Vie
not increa3e by a percentage that 13 greater approved by Vie FDA for Vie first 12 month3 same ratio to 5 percent of Vie total amount
than Vie increa8e in Vie Consumer Price following Vie date of apDroval of such drugs of rebates received under this section by Vie
Index for all urban consumers (U.S. aver- shall not be subject to being listed in para- St ate in Vie fiscal year involved, as Vie ratio
age) from October 1, 1990 to Vie month graph (2) under Vie provisions of this para- of Vie number of prescriptions filled by Vie
before Vie beginning of Vie calendar quarter graph), by regu1ation, periodically update pharmacy under this titLe in Vie fiscal year
(or oV&er period) involved.
Vie list of drugs described in paragraph (2) bears to Vie total of such number for all
"(B) In this subsection, the term 'best or cWsses of drugs, or their medical uses, pharmacies in Vie State in Vie fiscal year,
price' means, with respect to a single 2ource which Vie Secretary, in corgsigltation with and will be made within 60 days after Vie
drug or innovator muZtiple source drug of a Vie Commiss*oner of the Food and Drug Ad- end of each fiscal year.
manufacturer, Vie lowest pri,ce available mini3t ration, ?uis determined to be of mar"(2) No REDUCTIONS IN REIMBURSEMENT
from Vie manufacturer to any wholesaler, ginal clinical value to beneficiaries, or, LIMTI.—Prtor to Apr1. 1, 1993, no changes
retailer, nonprofit entity, or governmental based on data coUected by a State's medical may be made by Vie Secretary or a State to
entity within Vie United States (excluding assutance program's surveillance and utili- the formuZa used to deterinine Vie reimdepot prices of any agencij of Vie Federal zation review program, to be subject to clin- bursement limits in effect under this title as
Government). The best price shall be inclu- ical abuse or inapDrcprtate use.
.of Augu3t 1, 1990, which wouLd resuZt in a
sive of cash df,$counts, free. pood3, volume
"(41 INNOVATOR MULTIPLE-SOURCE DR UGH.— reduction in Vie limit relative to either Vie
discounts, and rebat (other than rebat Innovator muZtiple-source drugs shall be ingredient cost portion or Vie dispensing fee
under thi! section) and shall be determined treated as under oV&erwlse applicable Zaw portion of Vie formuZa, for covered outpawithout regard to special packaging, label- and regulation.
tient drugs.
ing, or identifiers on Vie dosaOe form or
"(5) PRIOR AUTHOPJZATION PROORAMS.—A
"(3) EsruSii,,ir.r OF UPPER PAYMENT
product or package, and shall not ta/ce into State pZan under this titLe may not require, uMz2'.—HCFA shaLl establish Federai upper
account prices that are merely nominal in as a condition of coverage or payment for a limits for all muZtiple source drugs for
amount.
covered otttpatl.ent drug for which Federal which Vie FDA has rated three or more ther"(3)

RiarE OR OTHER

DRUOS.—The

amount of the rebate to a State for a calendar quarter (or other period specfted by the
Secretary) with respect to covered outpatient drugs (other than single source drug8
and innovator muZtiple source drugs) shali

be equal to the product of—
"(A) 12 percent of Vie average manufacturer price for each dosage form and strength of
such drugs (after deducting cu.stomary

prompt payment di,scounts) for the qtarter

financial participation is avaiLable in ac- apeutically and pharmaceutically equivacordance with this section, Vie apDroval of
Vie drug before its dispensing for any medically accepted indication (as defined in subsection (k)(6)) unless Vie sljstem providing
for such ap,rova—
"(A) is avaiLable to physicians at least 10
hours each weekday, and provides for apDmpriate accommodations for obtaining prior
authorization during other times,
"(B) provides response by teLephone or
other telecommunication device within 24
hours of a request for prior autJiorLzation,
and
"(C) except with respect to Vie drugs on

(or other period), and
"(B) the number of units of such form and
dosage dispensed under Vie pZan under thi,
title in the quarter (or other perwd) reported
by Vie State under subsection (b)(2).
Vie list referred to in paragraph (2), pro"(d) L!MFFATJONS oN COVERAGE Q' DRUGS.— vides for the di8pensing of at least a 72-hour
"(1) Ppet:Ss.taz pisr7uc'rIONs.—(A) Ercept supply of a covered outpatient prescription

as provided in paragraph (6), but subject to drug In an emergenci situation (as defined
paragraph (5), a State may subject to prior by Vie Secretary).
authorization any covered outpatzent drug.
"(6) TP4TME?rF OF NEW DRUGS.—A State
"(B) A State may exclude or otherwise re- may not exclude for coverage, subject to
strict coverage of a covered patient drug tf— prior auffiortzation, or otherwf,e restrict
'?i) the prescribed use is not for a medical- any new bioZogicalor drug apDroved by Vie
ly accepted indication (as defined n (k)(6)); Food and Drug Administration after the
"(it) Vie drug Is contained n the li3t re- date of enactment of this secUon, for
ferred to in paragraph (2); or
period of 1 year after such approval.
"(iii) the drug ts subject to such restric"(71 OTHER PZRMISSIBLE RF.STPJCTYONS.—A
tion8 pursuant to an aireement between a State may impose limitations, with re8pect
manufacturer and a State authorized by the to all such drugs in a therapeutic class, on
Secretary under subsection (a)(1) or In effect Vie minimum or maximum quantities per
pursuant to subsection (a)(4).
prescription or on Vie number of refills, pro"(i) LIST OF DRUGS SUBJECT TO RESTRJ- vided such limitations are necessary to dzsrwN.—The following drug8 or classes of courage wa,ste.

drugs, or their medical uses, may be - Nothing fn thts section haU restrict the
cluded from coverage or otherwise restncted.

Zen4 regardless of whether all such additional formulations are rated as sucA
"(g) DRUG USE REVIEW.—
"(1) IN GENERAL—

"(A) In order to meet the requirement of

section 1903(i)(10)(B), a 'State shall provide,
by not later than January 1, 1993, for a drug
use review program described In paragraph

(2) for covered outpatient drugs in order to
assure that prescrLptions (i) are apDropriate (ii) are medically nece3sat'J, and (iii)

are not likely to resuZt in adverse medical reSuZts. The pro1ram shall be designed to edu-

cate physicians and pharmacists to identify

and reduce the frequency of patteriis of

fraud, abuse, gross overuse, or inappropra ate
or medically unnece8sat'J care, among physi-

cians, pharmacists, and patients, or associated with specific drugs or grou of drugs,
as well as potentia.Z and actwzZ severe cgdverse reactions to drugs incZuding education
on therapeutic ap oprLaene3s, overutiUz-

lion and underutilization, appropriate e

of generic products, Vierapetaic duplication,
drug-disease contraindications, drug-drug
Interactions, incorrect drug dosage or du?ation of drug treatnien4 drug-allergy interactions, and clinical abuse/mi,suse.

"(B) The program shall assess data on

drug use again.,t predetermined standards,
consistent with Vie following:

"ti) compendia which shall con3ist of the

fozlowing:
"(I) American Hospital FormuZary Service

abiUty of a State eo address individual in- Drug Informatzon,
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"(Iii liaised State8 Pharsaacopesa-Drigg garding individuals receiving benefits under "(I) Retrospective DUR as defined in secInfor,natton and

"(111) American

Medical Association Drug

this title.'

tion (2)1.8).

"(aol Name, address, telephone number.

"(ii) Application of standards as defined

Eva atiorzs,' and
date of birth (Or age) and gender.
in section (2)(C).
"(iii the peer-reviewed medical literature.
"(bb) Individual history where significant,
"(iii) Ongoing interventions for physi"(C) The Secretary, under the procedures including disease state or states, known al- cians and pharmacists, targeted toward
established iv section 1903, shall pqy to each lergies and drug reactions, and a compre- therapy problems or individuals identified

Stale an amount equal to 75 per centwn of
so much Qf the slims expended by the Stale
plan during calendar years 1991 through
1993 as the Secretary determines is attributable to the statewide adoption of a drug use
review program which conforms to the requtremente of this subsection.
"ID) States shalt not be required to per•

form additional drug use reviews with re-

epect to drugs dispensed to residents of nw-s-

ing facilities which are in compliance with

the drug regimen review procedures pre-

hensive liii of medications and relevant devices.

in the course of retrospective drug use reviews performed under this subsection,
unents relevant to the Intervention programs shall include, in ap-

(cc1 Pharmacist
individuals drug therapy.
propriate instances, at leasL
"(I) Information dissemination sufficient
Nothing in tM$ clause shall be construed as
requiring a pharmacist to provide considta- to ensure the ready availability to physition when a individual receiving benefits cians and pharmacists in the State of inforunder this title or caregiver of such individ- mation concerning its duties, powers, and
basis for its standards:
vat refuses such consultation.
"(II) written, oral; or electronic reminders
"(B) Reruos,wnvx patio vsz P.zv,xw.—
The program shall provide, through its containing patient-specific or drug-specific
mechanized drug claims processing and in- (or both) information and suggested changes
formation retrieval systems (approved by in prescribing or dispensing practices, comthe Secretary under section 1903(r)) or oth- municated in a manner designed to ensure
erwise, for the ongoing periodic examina- the pri vary of patient-related imforvrtatiort,
"(III) use of face-to-face discussions betion of claims data and other records in
order to identify patterns of fraud, abuse, tween health care professionals who are exgross overuse, or inappropriate or medically perts in rational drug therapy and selected
unnecessary care, among physicians, phar- prescribera and pharmacists who have been

jcri bed by the Secretary for such facilities in
regulations implementing section 1919, currently at section 483.60 of title 42. Code Qf
Federal Regulations.
'(2) Dxscpjrnozi or prcowuM.—Each drug
use review program shall meet the following
requirements for covered outpatient drugs.
"(A) Pnosi'rvrivg onr/o sxvrxw.—fi) The
and individuals receiving benefits
State plan shall provide for a review of drug macists
this title, or associated with specific
therapy before each perlption is filled or under
delivered to an individual receiving benefits drugs or groups of drugs.
.TThND.SRD.t—The pro"(C) AP'IJCIIYON
under this title, typical lit at the point-al-sale
or point of distribution. me review shall in- gram shall, on an ongoing basis, assess data

drug use against explicit predetermined
dude screening for potential drug therapy on
(using the compendia and literaproblems due to therapeutic duplication, standards
drag-disease contratndfcat'tons. drug-drug ture referred to in subsection (1)(B) as the
of standards for such assessment) ininteractions (including interactions with source
chiding but not limited to monitoring for
nonprescription or over-the-counter drugs),

appropriateness, overutitization
incorrect drug dosage or duration of drug therapeutic
treatment, drug-allergy interactions, and and underutilization, appropriate use of geclinical abuse/misuse. Each State shall use neric products, therapeutic duplication,
contraindtcattons, drug-drug
the compendia and literature referred to in drug-disease
paragraph (1)(B) as its source of standards interactions, incorrect drug dosage or duration of drug treatment, and clinical atnise/
for such review.

targeted for educational intervention, including discussion of optimal prescribing,
dispensing, or pharmacy care practices, and
follow-up face-to-f ace discussioris, and

"(IV) intensified review or monitoring of

selected prescribers or dispensers.

The Board shall re-evaluate interventions
after an appropriate period of time to determine if the intervention improved the qiiality of drug therapy, to evaluate the success

of the interventions and make ,nodifica-

tions as necessary.
"ID) Awmu kspoar.—Each State shall require the OUR Board to prepare a report on

an annual basis. The State shall submit a
report on an annual basis to the Secretary

misuse and, as necessary, introduce rernedi- which shall include a description of the ac-

"(ii) .4s part of the State's prospective drug
strategies, in order to improve the quality tivities of the Board, including the nature
use review program under this stzbpara- at
scope of the prospective and retrospecgraph applicable State Law shall establish of care and to conserve program funds or and
tive drug use review programs, a summary
standards fin- counseling of individuals te- personal expenditures.
"(D) EDtJCA77ONAL PR0GRAM.—The program of the Interventions used, an assessment of
ceiving benefits under this title by pharinashall, through its State drug use review the impact of these educational intervenvista which includes at least the following:
"(1) A reasonable effort must be made by board established under paragraph (3), tions on quality of care, and an estimate of
the cost savings generated as a result of such
the pharmacist to counsel such individual either directly or through contracts with ac- program,
The Secretary shall utilize such
or caregiver of such Individual face-to-face credited health care educational i,sstititwhenever possible, and otherwise to do so by
telephone.
'?IL' The pharmacist must offer to discuss
with each individual receiving benefits
under this title or care gi vet of such individual (in person, whenever practicable, or
through access to a telephone service which
is toll-free for long-distance calls) who pre-

tions, State medical societies or State phar- report in evaluating the effectiveness of each
macists associations/societies or other orga- State's drug use review program.

nizations as specified by the State, and

using data provided by the State drug use

review board on common drug therapy problems, provide for active and ongoing educational outreach programs (irwAi4ing the activities described in paragraph (3)(C)(iii) of
sents a pr'escnption, matters which in the this subsection) to educate practitioners on
exercise of the pharmacists professional common drug therapy problems with the
Judgment (consistent with State law respect- aim a! improving prescribing or dispensing
ing the provision of such in.Jbr,nationl, the practices.
'Vi) SmsT onoa tug agyn'w aoena—
pharmacist deems significant including the
"(A) ES?ABMSHMzPrF.—EaCh State shall profollowing:
"lan) The name and description of the vide for the establishment of a drug use
review board (hereiiw.fter referred to as the
medication.
"(bb) The route, dosage form, dosage, mute 'DUR Board') either directly or through a
of administration, and duration of drug contract with a private organization.
'V.8) Meuasassar.—The membership of the
therep
"(cc) Special directions and precautions DUR Board shall include health care profesfor preparation, administration and use by sionals who have recognized knowledge and
expertise in one or more of the following.'
the patient
"11) The clinically appropriate prescribing
"(dd) Common severe side or adverse effeeLs or i*tenzction.s and therapeutic contra- of covered outpatient drugs.
"(ii) The clinically appropriate dispensing
indications that may be encountered, inchiding their avoidance, and the action re- and monitoring of covered outpatient drugs.
"(iii) Drug use review, evaluation, and
quired if they occur.
"lee) Techniques for se1,/monitoring drug intervention.
"(iv) Med ical quality assurance.
therapy.
The membership of the DUR Board shaU be
"1ff) Proper storage.
made up at least but no more than 51 per"(gg) Prescription ref W infonnat Ic a.

"(h) Ezsc1Yiomc CIsxMs MAo5ME4vr.—
"(1) IN ognrw1..In accordance with

chapter 35 of title 44, United States Code
(relating to coordination of Federal information policy), the Secretary shall encourage each State agency to establmsh. as its
principal means of processing claims for
covered outpatient drugs under this title, a

point-of-sate electronic claims management
system, for the purpose of performing online, real time eligibility verifications,
claims data capture, adjudication of claims,

arid assisting pharmacists (and other au-

thorized persons) in appl ying for and receiving pcpmenL

"(2) EwcouRsagxzNr,—In order to carry

0*1 paragraph (11—

"(A) for calendar quarters during fiscal

year, 1991 and 1932, expenditures under the

State plan attributable to development of a
system described ire paragraph (1) shall receive Federal financial participation under
section 1N3(a)(3)(Al(i) (at a matching rate
of 90 percent) if the State acquires, through
applicable competitive procurement process
in the State, (he most cost-effective telecom-

munications reetwoi* and automatic data

processing services and equipment; and
"(B) the Secretary may permit, in the pro-

"thh) Action to be taken in the event a/a cent practicing physicians and at Least % curement described in subparagraph (A) in
the application f part 433 of title 42, Code
practicing plwrmncisls.
"(III) A reasonable effort must be made by
"(C) Acrivmss.—The activities a! the DUR of Federal Regulations, and parts 95. 205.

missed dose.

the pharmacist to obtain, record, and moAn- Board shall £nch,4e but not be limited to the and 307 of title 45. Code of Federal Regulations, the substitution of the State's request
tam at least the following information re- following
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for proposal In competUlve p uresnent for and for Which the Secretary has determined
advance planning and Implementation doe- there Is a compelling jsistiJicaLioa for its
Itwienta otherwise required.
medical need, or is identical, similar, or re"Ii) AaNUAL Reponr.—
lated (within the meaning of section
"(1) IN OENERAL.—NOt later than May 1 of 310.6(bHl) of tUle 21 a/the Code of Federal
each year the Secretary shall transmit to the Regulations) to such a drug, and (II) for
Committee on Finance of the Senate, the which the Secretary has not issued a notice
Committee on Energy and Commerce of the of an opportunity for a hearing under secHouse of Rpesenlatlves, and the Commit- tion 505(e) of the Federal Food, Drug, and
tees on Aging of the Senate and the House Qf Cosmetic Act on a proposed order of the SecReptesengatives a report on the operation of retary to withdraw approval of an appLicathis section in the preceding fiscal year.
tion for such drug under such section be"(2) DErAiz.—Each report shall include cause the Secretary has determined that the
inpbr,nation on—
drug is less than effective for all conditions
"'A) Ingredient costs paid under this tUle of use prescribed, recommended, or suggestfor single source drugs, *zsiltiple source ed in Us labeling; and

dnis, and nonprescription covered outpa-

"WI the effect of inflation ontiie value of
rebates required under this sect ion, and
"(El trendz in prices paid under this title
for covered outpatient drugn
"(ii Exsrenorc os ORaamzzi, HF.ALYt Ctne
SrmNos.—(1) Health Maintenance Organi-

sations that operate drug formularles or
drug for,nulary

systems

specifically de-

signed to provide outpatient prescription

drug benefits, including those organizations
that contract under sectIon 1903(m), are not
subject to the requirements of this section.
"(2) The

State plan shall provide that has-

pitals providing medical assistance under
such plan that such hospitals which bill the
plan no more than the hospUal's acquisition
costs for covered outpatient drugs are not
subject to the requirements of this section.

"(7) MULTJPL.Z SOURCE DRUG; INNOVATOR
MULTIPLE SOURCE DRUO. NONINNOVATOR MULTIPLE SOURCE DRUG; SiNGLE SOURCE DRUG—

"(A) DwNsri,—
"(U MULTIPLE SOURCE DRUCL—The tern

'multiple source drug' means, with respect to

a calendar quarter, a covered outpatient
drug (not including any drug described in

paragraph (5,1) for which there are 2 or more
drug products which—

"(I) are rated as therapeutically equivatent (under the Food and Drug Administration's most recent publication of 'Approved

Drug Products with Therapeutic Equivalence Evaluations'),

"(II) except as provided in subparagraph

"(B) a biological product, other than a (B), are pharmaceutically equivalent and

tlent drugs;
vaccine which—
"(B) the total value of rebates received and
"(ii may only be dispensed upon prescripnumber of man.factvrers providing such re- Lion,

"(C) how the size af such rebates compare
with the size of rebates offered to other purchasers of covered outpatient drugs;
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bioequivalen4 as defined in subparagraph

(C) and as determined by the Food and Drug

and
"(Ii) Is licensed under section 351 of the Administration,
"(III) are sold or marketed in the State
Public Health Service Act, and
the period.
"(iii) is produced at an establishment li- during
"(ii) IN?.rovAron MULTIPLE SOURCE DRUG—
censed under such section to produce such The
term 'innovator multiple source drug'
Product,' and
"(C) insulin certified under section 506 of means a multiple source drug that was
originally marketed under an original new
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
'13) L,srmwo DEnNmoN.—The term 'cov- drug application approved by the Food and
ered outpatient drug' does not include any Drug Administration.
"(iii) NONJNNOV4TOR MULTIPLE SOURCE
drug, biological product, or insulin provided
as part of, or as incident to, and In the same DR Ua—The term 'noninnovator multiple
setting as, any of the following (and for source drug' means a multiple source drug
which payment may be made under this title that is not an innovator multiple source
as part of payment for the following and not drug,
"(iv) SINGLE SOURCE DRUG.— The term
as direct reimbursement for the drug):
'single source drug' means a covered outpa"(A) Inpatient hospital services.
tient drug which is produced or distributed
"(B) Hospice services.
"(C) Dental services, except that drugs for under an original new drug application apwhich the State plan authorizes direct reim- proved by the Food and Drug Administrabursement to the dispensing dentist are cov- tion, including a drug product marketed by
any cross-licensed producers or distributers
ered outpatient drugs.
"(D) Physician office visits.

operating under the new drug application.

"(El Outpatient hospital emergency room
"(B) ExCEprjoN.—Subparagraph (A)(i)(II)
"(3) Nothing in this subsection shall be
shall not apply lithe Food and Drug Adminconstrued as providing that amounts for visits.
"(F) Outpatient surgical procedures.
istration changes by regulation the requirecovered outpatient drugs paid by the in.sti- Such
term also does not include any such ment that, for purposes of the publication
Lutions described in this subsection should
or product which it used for a medical
not be taken into account for purposes aide- drug
which Is not a medically accepttermining the best price as described in sub- indication
ed indication.
section (c).
"(4) NoNPnEcnImorc DRUG&—If a State
"(k) DznNrrIONS.—In this section—
'11) A VrR.40z MANUFACTURER PR! CL—The

term 'average manufacturer price' means,

with respect to a covered outpatient drug of

a manufacturer for a calendar quarter, the
average price paid to the manufacturer for

the drug in the United States by wholesalers
for drugs distributed to the retail pharmacy
class of trade.

'(2) COVERED OUI7ATIENT BRUrA—SubJect to

the exceptions in paragraph (3), the term
'covered Out patient drug' means—

"(A) of those drugs which are treated as
prescribed drugs for pusposes of section
1905 (aE12), a drug Which may be dispensed

only upon prescription (except as provided
In paragraph (5)), and—
"(i.) which Is approved for safety and cf/cc-

tiveness as a prescription drug under section 505 or 507 of the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act or which Is approved
under section 505(j) ofstsch Act,'

"(ii)(I) Which was commercially used or
sold in the United States be/ore the date of
the enactment of the Drug Amendments of

described in subparagraph (A)(i)(I), in order
for drug products to be rated as therapeutically equivalent, they must be pharmaceutically equivalent and bioequivalen4 as deplan for medical assistance under this title fined in subparagraph (C).
Includes coverage of prescribed drugs as de"(C) Dcnwirzo,vs.—For purposes of this
scribed in section 1905(a.1112) and permits paragraph—
coverage of drugs which may be sold without
"(I) drug products are pharmaceutically
a prescription (commonly re/erred to as equivalent If the products contain identical
'over-the-counter' drugs), if they are pre- amounts of the same active drug ingredient
scribed by a physician (or other person au- In the same dosage form and meet compcnthorized to prescribe under State law), such dial or other applicable standards of
a drvg shall be regarded as a covered outpa- strength, quality, purity, and Identity;
tient drug.
"(ii) drugs are bioequivalent If they do not
"(5) Mawusgcniw.—The term 'manufaca kncnon or potential bioequivalence
turer' means any entity which is engaged present
problem, or, If they do present such a probin—
shown to meet an appropriate
"(A) the production, preparation, propaga- lem, theyofare
bioequivale,we, and
tion. compounding, conversion, or process- standard
"(iii) a drug product is considered to be
ing of prescription drug products, either di- sold
or marketed in a State If it appears In a
racily or indirectly by extraction from sub- published
listing of average wholestances of natural origin, or Independently sale prices national
by the Secretary, providby means of chemical synthesis, or by a com- ed that the selected
product is generally availbination of extraction and chemical synthe- able to the listed
public through retail pharmac'ei
*is,or
"(B) in the packaging, repackaging, iabel- in that State.
"(8) ST,471 AQENCY.—The term 'State
i,ig, relabeling, or distribution of prescripagency' means the agency designated under
tion drug products.
Such term does not Include a Wholesale dis- section 1902(a)(5) to administer or supervise
tributor of drugs or a retail pharmacy 11- the administration of the State plan for

1962 or which Is Identical, simIlar, or rcZatmedical assistance-".
ed
wfthin the meaning of section censed under State law.
(b) FUNDiNG-—
31(L6(b)(1) of title 21 of the Code of Federal
"(6) MF.DJCAUY ACCEPTED s,swcerio&—The
(1) DRUG USE REVIEW pRooRazs.—Section
ReQuZa.tions) to such a drug and (II) which term 'medically accepted indication' means
tics not been the subject of a final dtter,ni- any use for a covered outpatient drug which 1903(a)(3) (42 U.S.C 1936b(a)(3)) Is amendnation by the Secreto.sy that U Is a 'new Is approved under the Federal Food, Drug, ed(A) by striking "plus" at the end of subdrug' (within the meaning of section 201(p) and Cosmetic Act, which appws in peer-re-

of-the Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic viewed medical literature or which is acAct) or an action brought by the Secretary cepted by one or snore of the following comunder section 301, 302(a), or 304(a) of such pendia.' the American Hospital Forinulary
Act to enforce section 502(f) or 595(0) of Service-Drug Information, the American
such Act. or
Medical Association Drug Evaluations, and
"(1jUl11 which is described In section the United States Phannacopei a-Drug In/or107(cH3) of the Drug Amendments of 1962

motion,

paragraph (C) and inserting "and' and

(B) by adding at the end the foLlowing new
subparagraph,'
"(Dl 75 percent of so much of the sums expended by the State plan during a quarter in
1991, 1992, or 1992, as the Secretary determines is attributable to the statewide o4op-
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tion af a drug use review program which
(iii) the efflØenci, of ñechanisms used by suppliers of prescription drugs to such proconforms to the requirements af section these Institutions for billing and receiving viders. The Comptroller General shall
payment for covered outpatient drugs dis- submit to Congress a report on such study
1927(g); plus'
(2) TEMPORARY INCREASE IN FEDERAL MATCH
FOR ADMINISTRATIVE cO$1s.—The per cen turn

pensed under this title.

to be applied under section 1903 (a)( 7) of the Comptroller General shall report to the Sec.
Social Security Act for amounts upended retary of Health and Human Services (hereduring calendar quarters in fiscal year 1991 after in this section referred to as the "Secrg-

which are attributable to administrative activities necessary to carry out section 1927
(other than subsection (g)) of such Act shall
be 75 percent, rather than 50 percent; after
fiscal year 1991, the match shall revert back
to SopercenL

(c) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTs,—
1)
srrlxJz.4r,ON
PROSPECTIVE
DRUG
REVIEW.—

(A) The Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall provide, through competitive
procurement by not later than January 1,
1992, for the establishment 0.1 at least 10
statewide demonstration projects to evaluate the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of

prospective drug utilization review (as a
component of on-line, real-time electronic

point-of-sales claims management) in fulfilling patient counseling and in reducing costs
for prescnption drugs.
(B) Each of such projects shall establish a

central electronic repository for capturing,
storing, and updating prospective drug utilization review data and for providing
access to such data by participating pharmacists (and other authorized participants).
(C) Under each project, the pharmacist or
other authorized participant shall assess the
active drug regimens of recipients in terms
of duplicate drug therapy, therapeutic overlap, allergy and cross-sensitivity reactions,
drug interactions, age precautions, drug regimen compliance, prescribing limits, and

no later than 1 year after the date of enact-

(C) By not later than May 1, 1991, the ment of this subsection.

tary"), the Committee on Finance of the

PART Il—PURCHASE OF PRIVATE
INSURANCE
SEC. 5211. STA ITS REQUIRED TV PAY PREMIUMS, DE.

DUCTIBLES, AND COINSURANCE FOR
Senate, the Committee on Energy and ComPRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE COVER.
merce of the House of Representatives, and
AGE FOR MEDICAID BENEFICIARIES
the Committees on Aging of the Senate and
WHERE COST EFFECTIVE.
the House of Representatives on the study
(a) STATE Pt.u! REQUIREMENT. —Section
conducted under subparagraph (A).
(2) REPORT ON DRUG PRICING.—By not later 1902(a) (42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)), as amended by
than May 1 of each year, the Comptroller section 6201, is further amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of paraGeneral shall submit to the Secretary, the
Committee on Finance of the Senate, the graph (53);
(2) by striking the period at the end of
Committee on Energy and Commerce of the

House of Representatives, and the Commit- paragraph (54) and inserting "; and' and
(3) by adding at the end the following new
tees on Aging of the Senate and House of
Representatives an annual report on paragraph:
changes in prices charged by manufacturers
"(55) meet the requirements of section
for prescription drugs to the Department of 1928 (relating to payment of premiums, deVeterans Affairs, other Federal programs, ductibles, and coinsurance for private
retail and hospital pharmacies, and other health insurance).
purchasing groups and managed care plans.
(b) DESCRIPTION OF REQUIREMENT.—Title
(3) SruDY ON PRIOR APPROVAL PROCE- XIX (42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq), as amended by
DURES.—
section 6201, is further amended—
(A) The Secretary, acting in consultation
(1) by redesignating section 1928 as sec-

with the Comptroller General, shall study tion 1929; and
prior approval procedures utilized by State
(2) by inserting after section 1927 the folmedical assistance programs conducted lowing
new section:
under title XIX of the Social Security Act,
Including—

(i) the appeals provisions under such programs; and
(ii) the effects of such procedures on beneficiary and provider access to medications
covered under such programs.
(B) By not later than December 31, 1991,
the Secretary and the Comptroller General
other appropriate elements,
report to the Committee on Finance of
(D) Not later than January 1, 1994, the shall
the Senate, the Committee on Energy and
Secretary shall submit to Congress a report Commerce of the House of Representatives,
on the demonstration projects conducted and the Committees on Aging of the Senate
under this paragraph.
and the House of Representatives on the re(2) DEMONSTRATION PROJECT ON COST-EFFEC- suits of the study conducted under subparaTIVENESS OF REIMBURSEMENT FOR PHARMACISIn' graph (A) and shall make recommendations
COGNITIVE SER VICES.—
with respect to which procedures are appro(A) The Secretary of Health and Human priate or inappropriate to be utilized by
Services shall conduct a demonstration State plans for medical assistance,
project to evaluate the impact on quality of
(4) STUDY ON REIMB IJRS.E MEN? RATES 70
care and cost-effectiveness of paying phar- PHARMACISTS.—
macists under title XIX of the Social Securi(A) The Secretary shall conduct a study on
ty Act, whether or not a drug is dispensed, (I) the adequacy of current reimbursement
for drug use review service& For this pur- rates to pharmacists under each State medipose, the Secretary shall provide for no fewer cal assistance programs conducted under
than S demonstration sites in different title XIX of the Social Security Act, and (ii)
States and the participation of a significant the extent to which reimbursement rates
number of pharmacists.
under such programs have an effect on bene(B) Not later than January 1, 1995, the ficiary access to medications covered and
Secretary shall submit a report to the Con- pharmacy services under such programs.
gress on the results of the demonstration
(B) By not later than December 31, 1991,
project conducted under subparagraph (A).
the Secretary shall report to the Committee
(d) SnwIEs.—
on Finance of the Senate, the Committee on
(1) STUDY 01 DRUG PURCHASING AND BILLJNG Energy and Commerce of the House of Rep5C77W77ES OF VARIOUS HEAL TN CARL' SYSTEMS.—
resentatives, and the Committees on Aging
(A) The Comptroller General shall conduct of the Senate and the House of Representaa study of the drug purchasing and billing tives on the results of the study conducted
practices 0/hospitals, other institutional fa- under subparagraph (A).
cilities, and managed care plans which pro(5) Snjzy OF PA YMEN'TS FOR VACCINES.—The
vi de covered outpatient drugs in the medic- Secretary of Health and Human Services
aid program. The study shall compare the shall undertake a study of the relationship
Ingredient costs of drugs for medicaid pre- between State medical assistance plans and
scriptions to these facilitie8 and plans and Federal and State acquisition and reimthe charge,, billed to medical assistance pro- bursement policies for vaccines and the acgrams by these facilities and plans com- cessibility of vaccinations and immunizapared to retail pharmacies.
tion to children provided under this title.
(B) The study conducted under this sub- The Secretary shall report to the Congress on
section shall include an assessment of—
the Study not later than one year after the
(i) the prices paid by these Institutions for date 0/the enactment of this AcL
covered outpatient drugs compared to prices
(6) STuDY ON APPLICATION OS? DISCO USSIING
that would be paid under this section,
OP DRUGS UNDER MZDICAP2.—The Comptroller
•

(ii) the quality of outpatient drug use General shall conduct a study examining
review provided by these institutions as methods to encourage providers of items
compared to drug use review required under and services under title XVIII of the Social
this section, and
Security Act to negotiate discounts with

"PA YMENT OF PREMIUMS FOR PRIVATE HEALTH
INSURANCE

"SEc.

1928.

(a) REQWREMEm'.—Notwith-

standing any other provision of this title,
each State plan approved under this title
shall provide that with respect to individuals eligible for medical assistance under
this title that the State shall pay premiums,
deductibles, and coinsurance for private
health insurance policies (as defined in sub-

section (d)) on behalf of such individuals
and, where appropriate, the individuals'

family members, when it is cost effective to
do so.
"(b) DETERMINATION OF COST Ernc-rzVE-

NESS.—The Secretary shall promulgate regu-

lations providing criteria for determining

cost e.ffectiven4o,ss for purposes of this section. In promulgating regulations under this
subsection the Secretary shall consider:

(1) the duration of the time period to be

considered by States in determining cost effectiveness;
(2) whether States in determining cost effectiveness, may base such determination on
individual circumstances or actuarial categories, and, If based on actuarial categories
whether States should be permitted to categorize actuarial groups on the basis of diagnosis; and
(3) the circumstances under which States
should pay premiums, deductibles, and coin-

surance for non-medicaid eligible family

members of individuals eligible for medical
assistance under this title.
"(c) SCOPE OF COvERAGE—Each State shall

part of its State plan apensure that
proved under this title that where the State

makes payments for premiums, deductibles,
or coinsurance for private health insurance
coverage on behalf of an individual who is

eligible for medical assistance under this

section, that if such private health coverage
does not cover an item or service or does not
cover an Item or service to the same extent
as such item or service is covered under the
State plan approved under this title that the

State shall provide under such State plan

any additional benefits necessary to provide
such individual with coverage as comprehensive in amount, duration, and scope as
medical assistance provided under the State
plan approved under this title.
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"(dl PRIvAs-z Hwris INSURANCE Dxp,Nza—

For purposes of this section, the term 'pri-

(21 in subparagraph (CI—--

(Al In clause (iii), by striking "90" and invale health insurance policy' Includes em- serting "95'
ployment-related health insurance, group
(B) by adding "and" at the etid of clause
health Insurance., membership in private (iii);
health maintenance orpaviaa.lions, or such
(C) in clause (iv), by striking "95 percent,
other private health insurance as the Secre- and" and inserting "100 percent,' and
tarp may specify. "

(DI by striking clause (VI.

(C) CONFORM7NO AMFNDME?rrs—
111 LireirTioN ON ANOUn7 DUPASION, AND
SCOPE
OF
BFNEP1T
MODffIED—Section

1902(a)(10)

(42

U.S.C.

1398a(a)(10))

is

amended In (lie matter following subparagraph (E)—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of subdi-

vision (IX):
(B) by Inserting "and" at the end of subdivision (X); and
(C) by adding at the end the following new
subdivision.

"(Xl) the making available of medical assistance to cover the costs of premiums, dedigctibtes, and coinsurance for certain Indi-

viduals for private health coverage as de-

scribed In section 1928 shall not, by reason
of paragraph (10), require the making avail-

able of any such benefits or the making
available of services of the same amount,
duration, and scope of such private coverage to any other Individuals;".

(2) PREMIUMs INCLUD AS MEDICAL A1S7'ANCL—Sectjon 1905(a) (42 U.S.C 1396d(a))

is amended—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of para-

graph (21);

(B) by redesignating paragraph (22) as

paragraph (231; and

plan to meet the additional requirements
Imposed by the amendments made by sub-

section (a), the State plan shall not be regard.e4 as failing to comply with the require-

ments of such title solely on the basis of its
failure to meet this additional requirement

before the first day of the first calendar

(iii) by adding at the end the following

new subcla use:

"(VII) who are described In subparagraph
ID) of subsection

(tEl) and whose family

income does not exceed the income level the
State is. required to establish -under subsection (Z)(2)(CI for such a family;'

(B) in subsection (a)(10)(A)(ii)(IX), by
(ci Emcnvx DarL—(1) The amendment
"or clause (l)(VI)" and Inserting
made by subsection (a) and, except as pro- striking
vided In paragraph (2), the amendments clause (i)(VI), or clause (i)(VII)'
(C) In subsection (1)—
-made by subsection (b) shall become effec(i) In subparagraph (C) of paragraph (I)
tive with respect to payments for calendar
quarters beginning on or after January 1, by InsertIng "children" after "(C)"
(ii) by striking subparagraph (D) of para1991.
(2) In the case of a State plan for medical graph (1) and Inserting the following:
"(D) children born after September 30,
assistance under title XIX of the Social Security Act which the Secretary of Health and 1983, who have attained 6 years of age but
Human Services determines requires. State have not attained 19 years of age,'
legislation (other than legislation authoriz(iii) by striking subparagraph (C) of paraing or appropriating funds) in order for the graph (2) and inserting the following:
plan to meet the additional requirements
"(C) For purposes of paragraph (I) with
imposed by the amendments made by this respect to individuals described in subparasection, the State plan shall not be regarded graph (DI of that paragraph, the State shall
as failing to comply with the requlrem.ent.s establish an Income level which is equal to
of such title solely on the basis of its failure 100 percent of the income official poverty
to meet this additional requirement before line described In subparagraph (A) applicathe first day of the first calendar quarter be- ble to afamily of the size involved.'
ginning after the close of the first regular
(iv) in paragraph (3) by Inserting '
session of the State legislature that begins (a)(10)(A)(i)( Vil), "after "(a)(lO)(A)(i)(
VI)
after the date of the enactment of this Act
(v) In paragraph (41(A), by Inserting "or
For purposes of the previous sentence, In the subsection
(a)(10)(A)vi)( VII)"
after
case of a State that has a 2-year legislative "(a)(10)(A)(I)(VI)'
and
session, each year of such session shall be
(vi) In paragraph (41(B), by striking "or
deemed to be a separate regular session of (a)(10)(A)W(VI)"
",
and
Inserting
the State legislature.
SEC. 522Z DELI)' IN COUNTING SOCIAL SECURITY
COLI INCREASES UNTIL NEW P0 IS'RTY

(C) by inserting after paragraph (21) the

following new paragraph.
"(22) premiums., deductibles, and coinsurance for private health Insurance coverage
where cost effective (as provided in section
1928); and'
(d) EerEcrivx Darz—(1) The amenitnients
made by this section shall become effective
with respect to payments for calendar quarters beginning on or after January 1, 1991.
(2) In the case of a State plan for medical
assistance under title XIX of the Social Securtly Act which the Secretary of Health and
Human Services determines requires State
legislation (other than Zeglslajion authorizing or appropriating funds) In order for the
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(a) IN GENTP4L..—Section 1905(p) of the
Social Security Act (42 U S.C. 1396d(p)) is

amended—

(1) in subparagraph (B) of paragraph (1),
by Inserting ", except as provided In paragraph (2flD) of this subsection," after "supplementary security Income program"; and
(21 by adding at the end of paragraph (2)
the following new subparagraph:
"(D)(i) In making a determination or isdetermination of income under this subsec-

"(a)(lO)(A)(I)(VI), or (a)(10)(A)(i)( VII)' and

(D) In subsection (r)(2)(14), by Inserting
after

"(a)(lO)(A)(II( VII),"
"(a)(lO)(A)(i)(VI),

(21 CoNFoRM/No AMENDMEP.T TO QUALII7ED
cHn.DREN.—Sectlon
1905(n)(2) (42 U.S.C.

1396d(n)(21) is amended by striking "age of

7 (or any age designated by the State that

exceeds 7 but does not exceed 8)" and insert-

Ing "age of19'

(3) ADDTTTONAL CONFORM/NO AME.NDMENTS. —

(A)

Section 1903(f)(4) of such Act (42

U.S.C. 1396b(f)(41) is amended—

(i) by striking "1902(a)(10)(A1(iI(IV)," and
"1902(a)(10)(A)(i)(IJI),
1902(aJ(10.'(A)(iI(IV), 1902(aI(10)(A1(iI(V),

tion for a transition month (as defined in Inserting

clause (ii) of this subparagraph) for an mdividual who is. eligible to receive insurance and
benefits under title II of this Act, such deter(ii) by inserting "1902(a)(10)(A)(i)( VIII,"
mination or redeteriniv,ation shall exclude after "1902(a)(10)(A)(i)(VI), '
any amount of Income attributable to a
(B) Subsections (oJ(3)(C) arid (b)(3(Clli)
cost-of -living Increase In the level of month- of section 1925 ofsuchAct (42 U.S.C. 1396rly insurance benefits. under title II (as de- 6), as amended by section 6411(i)(3) of the
scribed In section 215(i)) received or antici- Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989,
pated to be received for that calendar year are each amended by inserting "(i)(VII),"
for which the determination or redeterntina- after "(i)(VI)'
tton is made.
(4) EFFECTiVE DArL—(A) The amendments
"(Ii) For purposes of this subparagraph, made by this subsection apply (except as

quarter beginning after the close of the first
regular session of the State legislature that
begins after the date of the enactment of this the term 'transition month' means each
AcL For purposes of the previous sentence, month in a calendar year during a period
In the case of a State that has a 2-year legis- begInning January 1 and ending the last
lative session, each year of such session day of the month in which the State agency
shall be deemed to be a separate regular ses- Implements the annual revision of the offision of the State legislature.
cial poverty line (as described in subpara-

otherwise provided in this subsection) to
payments under title XIX of the Social Security Act for calendar quarters beginning

(b) RxQuiso 1- Yw Arz.ISR4TI0N To 100
Pzncavr OF
Poveari LINE. —Sect ion

failure to meet these additional requIre-

on or after July 1, 1991.

(B) In the case of a State plan for medical

assistance under title XIX of the Social Segraph (A)) published during that calendar curity Act which the Secretary of Health and
year.
SEC 5221. 1-YEAR ACCEISRAT7ON OPAND INCREASE
Human Services determines requires State
(b) Emc'nvs Da1T.—The amendments legislation (other than legislation authorizIN OPT/ON 410(NT FOR SLY-IN OF
PSE.NWNS -eND COST
.tRIY FOR IN- made by this section shall apply to determi- ing or appropriating funds) in order for the
DIGENT NED/CARS' BE.VEFICL4 RIE
nations or redetermlno.Uonj of income for plan to meet the additional requirements
(a) OPTION UP so 133 Px.ncnrqr o Povanri months beginning on or after January 1, Imposed by the amendments made by this
LINL —Section 1995(p)(2)IA)
(42
U.S.C 1991.
subsection, the State plan shall not be re1396d(pI2qAI) U amended by striking
PART I V—CHILD HEALTH
garded as failing to comply with the requIre"lOO"and inserting "133'
MC. SZJL NEDJCAW (ILD NE.4LT PRO YlS IONS.
men.ts Qf such title solely on the basis of Us
PART Ill—LOW-INCOME ELDERLY

(a) PHssz.D-IN MSNDATORT COVKRAOE OF

ments before the first day of the first calendar quarter beginning after the close of the
(1) IN oxww.—Section 1902 (42 U.S. C first regular session of the State legislature
1396a) is amended—
that begins after the dale of the enactment
(Al by o4ding "and" at the end of clause
(A) in subsection (a)(10)(A)(iJ—
of this Act. For piuposes of the previous sen(it);
Ii)
by
striking
"or"
at
the
end
of
subctause
tence, in the case a/a State that has a 2-year
(B) In clause (ill), by ztrlking "95 percent, (V),
tegiat alive session, each year of such session
and" and inserting "109 percenL " and
(iii by striking the semicolon at the end of shall be deemed to be a separate regular ass(C) by striking clause (iv): and
subclause (VI) and inserting ' or", and
sioii of the State legislature.
1905 (p1(2) (42 U.S.C. 1396d(p)(2)) is further
amended—
(1) in subparagraph (B)—

CKILDREN UP TO 180 PERCENT OP POVERTY

Lzvxz-
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(b) OpnoNIJ CowpoE OF CHILDREN Wine Imposed by the amendments made by this that begins after the date of the enactment
subsection, the StatE plan shall not be re- of this Act. For purposes of the previous sengarded as falling to comply with the require- tence, in the case of a State that has a 2-year
LEVEL.—
(1) FI2xIBIUTY ON INCOME LIMrT.—SectiOfl ments a! such title solely on the baste of its legislative session, each year of such session
1902, as amended by subsection 'a) of thu failure to meet these additional require- shall be deemed to be a separate regular sessection, is amended—
ments before the first day of the first coZen- sion of the State legislature.
(A) in subclauses (VI) and (VII) of subsec- dar quarter beginning after the close of the
PART V—HOME AND COMMUNITYtion (a)(10)(A)(i), by inserting "minimum" first regular session of the State legislature
BASED SERVICES
before 'Income leveZ"
that begins after the date of the enactment sEc SW. NONE AND cOJIMUNI1T-RASED CARE AS
(B) In subsection (l)(2)(B), by striking of this Act. For purposes of the previous senOPTiONAL SERVlCE
"133 percent" and inserting "a percentage tence, in the case of a State that has a 2-year
(a) PROvISION AS OPTIONAL SrRvJcE.—Sec(established by the State, which is not less jegislative session, each year of such session
than 133 percent and not more than 185 per- shall be deemed to be a separate regular sea- lIon 1905(a) (42 U.S.C. 1396d(a)), as amended by section 6201, is further amended—
cent)"; and
sion of the State legislature.
(1) by striking "and" at the end of para(C) In subsection (l)(2)(C), by striking
(d) A.wusrMzm- IN PAYMENT FOR Hosnv
"100 percent" and inserting "a percentage SERvicis FURNISHED ro Low-INcOME CHIL- graph (22);
INCOME Brz,ow 185 PencEm- OF THE POVERTY

(established by the State, which is not less
than 100 percent and not more than 185 per-

cent)'

(2) by redesignating paragraph (23) as

DREN.—

(1) IN OZNERAL.—Section 1902 (42 U.S.C.

1396a) 1 amended by adding at the end the

paragraph (24); and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (22) the

following new paragraph:
(2) F,..sxmiuri ON AOL—Section 1902(l)(1) following new subsection:
"123) home community care (to the extent
of such Act is amended—
"(5) In order to meet the requirements of

(A) by striking "and" at the end of sub- subsection (a)(54), the State plan must pro- allowed and as defined in section 1929) for
vi de that payments to hospitals under the functionally disabled elderly individuals;
(B) by inserting "and" at the end of sub- plan for inpatient hospital services fur- and"

paragraph (C),

paragraph (D), and
nished to infants who have not attained the
(C) by adding at the end thereof the follow- age of 1 year, and to children who have not
ing:
attained the age of 19 years and who receive

(b) HoME AND COMMUNITY CARE FOR FUNCTIONALLY DzsiBzj-.x, ELDERLY INDIVIDUALS.—

Title XIX (42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq.) as amend-

"(E) at the option of the State, children such services in a disproportionate share ed by section 6211 is further amended—
born after October 1, 1983, who have at- hospital described in section 1923(b)(1),
(1) by redesignating section 1929 as sectamed 6 years of age but have not attained sJ&nl—
tion 1930; and
19 years of age or a lesser age as selected by
(2) by inserting after section 1928 the fol"(1) if made on a prospective basis (wheththe State,"
er per diem, per case, or otherwise) provide lowing new section:
(3) Emc'rivs DA1T.—(A) The

amendments for an outlier adjustment in payment

"HOME AND COMMUNITY CARE FOR

made by this subsection shall apply to pay- amounts for medically necessary inpatient FUNCTIONALLY DISABLED ELDERLY INDIVIDUALS
ments under title XIX of the Social Security hospital services involving exceptionally
"SEC. 1929. (a) HOME AND COMMUNITY Cis
Act for calendar quarters beginning on or high costs or exceptionally long lengths of DEnNxo.—In
this title, the term home and
afterJuly 1, 1991.
stay,
community care' means one or more of the
(B) In the case of a State plan for medical
"(2) not be limited by the imposition of
services furnished to an individassistance under title XIX of the Social Se- day limits with respect to the delivery of following
ual who has been determined, after an ascurity Act which the Secretary of Health and such services to such indivlduals and
sessinent under subsection (c), to be a funcHuman Services determines requires State
"(3) not be limited by the imposition of tionally disabled elderly individual, furlegislation (other than legislation authoriz- dollar limits (other than such limits result- nished in accordance with an individual
ing or appropriating funds) in order for the ing from prospective payments as adjusted
care plan (established and periplan to meet the additional requirements pursuant to paragraph (1)) with respect to community
odically reviewed and revised by a qualified
imposed by the amendments made by this the delivery of such services to any such in- cotnmunity
care case manager under subsec-

subsection, the State plan shall not be re- dividual who has not attained their first tion (d)):
garded as failing to comply with the require-

birthday (Or in the case of such an individ"(1) Ho,ne,nak.er/home health aide seroments of such title solely on the basis of its isal who is an inpatient on his first birthday
failure to meet these additional require- until such individual is discharged).
"(2) Chore services.
ments before the first day of the first calen(2)
AMENDMEMT.—Section
Cor.rOpJelNa
"(3) Personal care services.
dar quarter beginning after the close of the 1902(a) (42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)), as amended by
"(4) Nursing care services provided by, or
first regular session of the State legislature sectIon 6211(a), Is further amended—
the supervision of, a registered nurse.
that begins after the date of the enactment
(A) by striking "and" at the end of para- under
"(5) RespIte care.
of this Act. For purposes of the previous sen- graph (54);
"(6) Training for family members in mantence, in the case of a State that has a 2-year
(B) by striking the period at the end of
legislative session, each year of such session paragraph (55) and by inserting "; and"; aging the individuaL
"(7) Adult day health services.
shall be deemed to be a separate regular see- and
"(8) In the case of an individual with
sion of the State legislature.
(C) by Inserting after paragraph (56) and
(c)(1) CoimNuous EuoIaIurI FOR MEDIC- before the end matter the following new chronic mental illness, day treatment or
other partial hospitalization, psychosocial
sw BENEFITS FOR A PERIOD oil Yrs Pso VID- paragraph:
"(56) provIde, in accordance with subsec- rehabilitation services, and clinic services
ED FOR INFA?fra Bopj,' ro MEDIciJD EUGIBLE
W0MEN.—S ect Ion
1902'eh'4) (42 U.S.C. tlon (5), for adjusted payments for certain (whether or not furnished in a facility).
"(9) Such other home and community1396a(e)(4)) Is amended—
Inpatient hospital services. '
(A) in the first sentence, by striking "and
PROHIBmON ON wA.rvER.—Section based services (other than room and board)
(3)
the woman remains eligible for such assist- 1915'b) 42 U.S.C. 1396n(b)) is amended in as the Secretary may approve.
"(b) FUNCTIONALLY DISABLED ELDERLY INDIance" and inserting 'If the woman would the matter preceding paragraph (1) by inhave remained eligible for such assistance serting "(other than subsectIon (s))" after VIDUAL DEFInED.—
"(1) IN OENZRAL.—In this tItle, the term
were it not for the termination of her preg- "Section 1902"
(4) Emcnvz r,rn.—(A) The amendments 'functIonally disabled elderly individual'
nancy or post -pa,-tum period"; and
(B) in the second sentence—
made by this subsection shall become effec- means an indIvidual who—
"(A) is 65 years of age or Older,
(I) by striking "unless" and inserting "if"; tive with respect to payments under title
"(B) Is determIned to be a functionally
and
XIX of the Social Security Act for calendar
(ii) by striking "expires" and inserting quarters beginning on or after July 1, 1991. disabled individual under subsection (c),
(B) In the case of a State plan for medical and
"expires no new application for such child
"(C) subject to section 1902(f) (as applied
shall be required'
assistance under title XIX of the Social Se(2) Emc'rjvs DAIT.—(A) The amendment cuty Act which the Secretary of Health and consistent with section 1902(r) (2)), is receivmade by paragraph (1), shall become effec- Human Services determines requires State ing supplemental security Income benefits
tive with respect to eligibility deter,nina- legislation (other than legislation authoriz- under title XVI (Or under a State plan aptions for medical assistance under title XIX lag or appropriating funds) in order for the proved under title XVI) or, at the option of
of the Social Security Act on or after July 1, plan to meet the additional requirements the State, is described In section
1991.
imposed by the amendments made by this 1902(a)(10)(C).
(B) In the case of a State plan for medical subsection, the State plan shall not be re"(2) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS PREassistance under title XIX of the Social Se- garded as failing to comply with the require- VIOUSLY COVERED UNDER A WAIvEL—M) In the
curity Act which the Secretary of Health and ments of such title solely on the basis of its case of a State which—
Human Services determines requires State failure to meet these additional require"(I) at the time of Its election to provide
legislation (other than legislation authoriz- ,nents before the first day of the first coZen- coverage for home and community care
ing or appropriating funds) in order for the dar quarter beginning after the close of the under this section has a waiver approved
plan to meet the additional requirements first regular session of the State legislature under section 1915(c) or 1915(d) wIth re-
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sped to individuaI. 65 years a! age or older, with the requirement of subparagraph
and
(A)(iii) which instrument shall be—
'(U) ubsequent.Zy discontinues such
"(i) one of the instruments designated
waivei individuaLs who were eligible for under subparagraph (C)(ii); or
benefit8 under the waiver as of the date of
"(ii) an instrument which the Secretary

its dücontinuance and who would, but for has approved as being coniistent with the
income or resources, be eligible for medical minimum data set of core elements,
assistance for home and community care common definitions, and utilization guideunder the plan shall, notwithstanding any line8 specified by the Secretary in subparaother provision of this titfr, be deemed a graph (C)(i).
"(C) SPECIFICATION OF ASSESSMENT DATA SET
functionally disabled elderly individual for
so long as the individual woutd have re- AND msmuMENT.—The Secretary shall—

"(i) not later than July 1, 1991—
mained eligible for medical a.ss-tstance under
"(I) specify a minimum data set of core
such waiver.
"(B) In the case of a State which, as of De- elements and common definitions for use in
cember 31, 1990, had in effect a waiver conducting the assessments required under
under section 1115 that provides under the subparagraph (A); and

'(II) establvsh guidelines for use of the
State plan under this titZe for personal care
services for functionally disabled individ- data set, and
"(ii) by not later than July 1, 1991, desiguais the term :functionally di,,abled elderly
individual' may include, at the option of the nate one or more instruments which are
consistent with the spec(fication made
Stat&an individual who—
"(i) is 65 years of age or older or s dis- under subparagraph (A) and which a State
abled (as determined under the supplemen- may specify under subparagraph (B) for use
tal security income program under title in complying with the requirements of subparagraph (A).
XVI);
• "(D) PERIODIC RZvIEw.—Each individual
"(ii) is determined to meet the test of functional disability applied under the waiver who qualifies as a functionally disabled elderly individual shall have the individual's
a of such date; and
"(iii) meets the resource requirement and assessment periodically reviewed and reincome standard that apply in the State to vised not less often than once every 12
individuals
described
in
section months.

care

S 15931
to be provided to such individual under

the plan, and indicates the individual's

preferences for the types and providers of

services; and
"(C) may specify other services required by
such individuaL

An ICCP may also designate the specific
providers (qualified to provide home and

community care under the State plan)

which will provide the home and community care described in subparagraph (B).
"(2) QUALIFIED CASE MANAGEMEm ENTIrY DE-

INED.—In this section, the term 'qualified
case management entity' means a nonprofit
or public agency or organization which—
"(A) has experience or has been trained in

establishing, and in periodically reviewing

and revising, individual community care

plans and in the provision of case management services to the elderly;

"(B) is responsible for (i) assuring that
home and community care covered under
the State plan and specified in the ICCP is
being provided, (ii) visiting each individval's home or community setting where care

is being provided not less often than once

every 90 days, and (iii) informing the elderly

individual or primary caregiver on how to
contact the case manager if service providers fail to properly provide services or other
similar problems occur;

"(C) in the case of a nonpublic agency,

1902(a)(10)(A)(ii)(V).
does not provide home and community care
'(3) UsE O' PROJECTED mco,,j.—In apply-• PUNARY TEAMS.—An- assessment under sub- or nursing facility services and does not
"(E) CONDUCT OF ASSLSSMEN7 BY INTERDISCI-

paragraph (A) and a review under subparagibiity of an individual (described in sec- graph (D) must be conducted bp an interdi3tion 1902(a)(10)(C)) for medical assistance ciplinary team designated by the State. The
for home and community care, a State may, Secretary shall permit a State to provide for
at its option, provide for the determination assessments and reviews through teams
a! the individual's anticipated medical ëx- under contracts—
ing section 1903(f)(1) in determining the eli-

penses (to be deducted from income) over a
period of upto6month&

"(c) DETERMINATIONS OF FUNCTIONAL DIS-

ABILITY.—

have a direct or indirect ownership or control interest in, or direct or indirect affili-

aLion or relationship with, an entity that
provides, home and community care or

nursing facility services;
"(D) has procedures for assuring the qual-

"(i) with public organizations; or
management services that in"(ii) with nonpublic organizations which ity of case
a peer rev.ew process;
do not provide home and community care or cludes
"(E) completes the ICCP in a timely
nursing facility services and do not have a manner
and reviews and discusses new and
direct or indirect ownership or control in-

"(1) IN GENERAL—In this section, an indiICCP5 with elderly individuals or
vidual is lunctionally disabled' if the indi- terest in, or direct or indirect affiliation or revised
primary
caregivers; and
vidualrelationship with, an entity that provides,
"(F) meets such other standard.s, estab'(A) i8 unable to perform without substan- community care or nursing facility service& lished
by the Secretary, as to as,sure that—
tial assistance from another individual at
"(F) Coivnw w' ASSRSSMENr.—The inter"(i) such a manager is competent to perlea,t 2 of the following 3 activities of daily disciplinary team must—
case management functions;
'iving: toileting, transferring, and eating; or
"(i) identify in each such assessment or form
"(ii) individuaLs whose home and commu"(B) ha3 a primary or secondary diagnosis review each individual's functional di,,abilof Alzheimer's disea,e and is (i) unable to ities and need for home and community nity care they manage are not at ,isk of fiperform without substantial human assist- care, including information about the indi- nancial exploitation due to such a manager;
ance (including verbal reminding or physi- vidual's health status, home and community and
"(iii) meets such other standards as the
cal cueing) or supervision at lea.t 2 of the environment, and informal support system,
State may establf,,h.
following 5 activities of daily living: bath- and
"(3) APPEAL. PR0CESs.—Each State which
ing, dressing, toileting, traniferring, and
"(ii) based on such assessment or review,
eating; or (ii) cognttively impaired 80 as to determine whether the individual is (or con- elects to provide home and community care

under thts section must have in effect an aprequire substantial supermsion from an- tinues to be) functionally disabled.
other individual because he or she engages The results of such an assessment or review peaZ-s process for individuaLs who disagree
in inappropri ate behaviors that pose sertous shall be used in establishing, reviewing, and with the ICCP established.
"(e) CEIUNG ON PAYMENT AMOUNTS AND
health or safety hazards to himseif or herseif revising the individual's ICCP under subsecor others.

'(2) As

in.-

SMENTS OF WNC7IONAL DISABIL-

'(A) REQUESTS

FOR

ASSESSMENTS.—If a State

has elected to provide home and community
care under this section, upon the request of
an individual who is 65 years of age or older
and who meets the requirements of 8ubsection (b)(1)(C) (or another person on 8uch in•
dividual's behaZf), the State shall provide for
a comprehensive functioiuU assessment
under this subparagraph which—

'(i) is u,ed to determine whether or not

the individual is functionally dtsabled,
"(ii) is based on a uniform minimum data
Set specified by the Secretary under Subparagraph (C)(i), and

(iii) uses an instrument which has been
8pectfied by the State under subparaQraph
(B).

No fee may be charged for such an a3sessment.

tion (d)(1).
"(G) APPLAL pRocgz)URZS.—Each State
which elects to provide home and communi-

MAINTENANCE o EFFORT.—
"(1) CEIUNG ON PAYMEm aMOUNT.—Pay-

ments may not be made under sectfon
ty care under this section must have in 1903(a) to a State for home and community
effect an appeaZ-s process for individuals ad- care provided under this section in a quar-

versely affected by determinations under ter to the extent that the medical assistance
for such care in the quarter exceeds 50 per-

subparagraph (F).
"(d)

INDIVIDUAL COMMUNITY

PL4N

(ICCP).—
"(1) INDIVIDUAL COMMUNI7T cuz PL4N DE-

cent of the product of-—
"(A) the average number of individuaZ-s in

the quarter receiving such care under this

INED.—In this section, the terms individual section,
"(B) the average per diem rate of payment
community care plan' and 'ICCP' mean,
with respect to a functionally disabled elder- which the Secretary has determined (before
the beginning of the quarter) toW be payable
ly individua1 a written plan which—
"(A) is established, and is periodically re- under title XVIII (without regard to coinviewed and rev1.ed, by a quaUfled case man- lurance) for extended care seMces to be pro
ager after a face-to-face interview with the vided in the State during such quarter; and
"(C) the number of days in such quarter.
individual or primary caregiver and based
"(2) MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT.—
upon the most recent comprehensive func"(A) ANNUAL RF.PORTS.—As a condition for
tional as,sessment a! such individua.Z conthe receipt of payment under section 1903(a)
ducted under subsection (c)(2);
"(B) specifies, within any amount, dura- with respect to medical assistance provided

'(B) SPEcIncrnoN OF ASSESSMENT INSTRU- tion, and scope limitations imposed on by a State for home and community care,
MEN7—The State shall 8pectfy the instru- home and community care provided under the State shall report to the Secretary, with
ment to be used in the State in compy1ng the State plan, the home and community respect to each Federal fiscal year (begin-
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community care settings in which such care
is provided, with the requirements of subsections (f), (g) and (h).

fling with JLscal year 1990) and in a format
developed or approved by the Secretary, the
amount of funds obligated by the State (includuzg funds obligated by localities in the
State) with respect to the provision af home
and communzty care to the eZderly in that

8etting, oratly and in writing at the time the
ip4ivf4uol first receives community care in

under subparagraph (A) by a State with re8pect to a fiscal year is less than the amount
reported under subparagraph (A) with respect to ftscal year 1989, the Secretary shall
provide for a reduction in payments to the
State under section 1903(a) in an amount
equal to the difference between the amounts

zoning, building, and housing Codes, and thu ,ubsecton with respect to a provider of
State and local fire and safety regulations; home or community care must be ba.ed on a
periodic vvew of the provider's performS
and
"(F) be designed, Constructed, equipped, ance in providing the care required under
and maintained in a mcnner to protect the ICCP' in accordance with the requircmens

the setUng, of the ndividual'8 legal tights
with respect to siuh a setting and the care

"(C) FREQurNCv OF CERTIFICATI0NS.—Certi-

ficat ion of providers and settings under this
provided in the aetting;
"(D) meet any applicable State or kcal re- tub3ect Ion ahaU occur no less frequently
quirenwnts regarding certtflcatlon or Ucen- than once everij 12 months.
fi2cal year.
"(2) REVIEWS OF PRO VWERS.—
"(B) REDUCTION IN PAYMENT 17 FAILURZ TO sure;
"(E) meet any applicable Slate and local
"(A) IN aiwzw_—The certification under
MAINTAIN I7FoRr.—lf the amount reported

so reported.
"(f) MrnnwM

REQU
COMMUNITY CARE.—

FMEWr FOR HOME ANY)

health and 8afety of residents.

"(h) MINIMUM FJQUIREMFJ,rr FOR LARGE

Cw

SzrrlNo$.—
COMM oNrrY
"(1) LARGE COMMUNITY CkRE SETTING DE-

FINEI).—In thu section, the term 'large com-

"(1) REQUIREMENT—HOme and Communi- munity care setting' means—

0/subsection (f).
"(B) SPECIAL REVIEWS OF COMPIJAIt'CE.—

Where the Secretary has reason to question

the compliance of a provider of home or
communzti, care with any of the requirements of subsection (f). the Secretary may

"(A) a nonresidential setting in which Conduct a review of the provider and, on the
ty care provided under thi3 3ection must
basis of that review, make independent and
meet such requirements for individuals' more than 8 individuals are served, or
"(B) a resldentia.l setting in which more binding determinatIons Concerning the
ñghts and quality as are published or devel-

oped by the Secretary under sttbsection (k).
Such requirements shall include—
"(A) the requirement that individuals providing care are competent to provide such
care; and
"(B) the rtghts specified in paragraph (2).
"(2) SPECIFIED iuom.—The tights specified in thu paragraph are a,, follows:
"(A) The right to be fully informed in advance, orally and fn writing, of the care to
be provided, to be fully fn.formed in o4vance
of any changes in care to be provided, and
(except with respect to an indivzdual determined incompetent) to participate in p'anning care or changes in care. In cases of incompetence, these same rights 8haU apply to
the primary caregiver or family member.
"(B) The right to voice gñevances with respect to servzces that are (or fazl to be) furnWzed without dEs,crimination or repnsal
for voicing grievances, and to be told how to
complain to Slate and local authorüies.
"(C) The right to cortfidentzalzty of personal and clinical records.

"(D) The ñght to pñvacij and to have

one's property treated with respect.

than 8 unrelated adults resüle and in which extent to which the provider meets such repersonal serjices are provided in conjunc- quirements.

tion with residing in the setting in which
home and community care under this section Is provided.

"(3) SURVEYS OF COMMUNITY
TZNG&—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—The

CARE

StT-

certification under

"(2) MINIMUM REQ UIP.MFJ%rTS—A large com- this subsection with respect to community
munity care setting in which Community care settings must be based on a surveij.
care Is provided under thu section must—
Such survey for such a setting must be con•
"(A) meet 3uch requirements as are pub- ducted without pñor notice to the settzng.
li.thed or developed bp the Secretary under Any individual who notifies (or causes to be
sttbsection (k);
notified) a communiLy care settzng of the

"(B) meet the requirements of paragraphs time or date on which such a survey is
(1)(A), (1)(C), (1)(D), (3), and (6) of section tcheduied to be conducted is sisbject to a
1919(c), to the extent applicable to such a civil money penalty of not to exceed $2,000.
setting;
The provgsiona of tection 1128A (other than

"(C) inform each individual receiving
(a) and (b)) shall apply to a
communzty care under thu section in the subsections
civil money penalty under the previou3 sensetting, orally and in writing at the time the tence in the same mcnner a-s such promindividual first receives home and commu- sion apply to a penalty or proceeding under
nity care in the setting, of the individual's section 1128A(a). The Secretary shall review
legal rights with respect to such a setting each State's procedures for scheduling and
and the care provided n the setting; and
conducting such surveys to assure that the
"(D) meet the requirements of paragraphs
St ate has taken all reasonable steps to avoid
notice of such a ,urvel, through the
ministration and other matters) in the same wing
scheduling procedures and the conduct of
manner as 8uch reql2irements apply to nurs- the surveys themselves.
(2) and (3) of section 1919(d) (relating to ad-

'?E) The right to refuse all or part of any ing fa.cihties under such section; except
care and to be informed of the likely conse- Viat, in applng the requirement of section
1919(d)(2) (relating to life sa.fety code), the
quences of such refusaL
"(F) The right to educatton or trcining for Secretary shall provide for the appzcation
oneself and for members of one's family or of such life safety requzrements (if any) that
are appropri ate to the setting.
household on the management of care.
"(3) DICLOSURZ OF OWNERSHIP AND CON"(G) The right to be free from physical or

mental abuse, corporal punhmen4 and

TROL I?fTEPJSrS AND EXCLUSION OF RP&L TED

COMMUNITY CiR Sz. TFINGS.—

cluded from participation in the program

"(B) SURVEY pROrocoL.—Sun,eys under

thu paragrap,'i shall be conducted based
upon a protocol whzch the Secretary ha3

pr,vUted for under tubtection (k).
'(C) PROHmn7ON OF CONFLICT OF ThTFREST
IN SURVEY 77:4K MgMBERSHIP.—A State and the

Secretary moy not u.e a a member of a

survei, team under this parugraph an indi-

any physical or chemical restraznts imposed i'ioiroi.s.—A community care setting—
who is sermng (or has served within
"(A) must disclose persons with an owner- vidual
for purposes of disczp1ne or convenience
the prevwiis 2 years) a3 a member of Ue
ship
or
control
interest
(including
such
perand not included in an lndzvidual'a ICCP.
of, or as a consultant to, the communi(H) The ñght to be fully informed orally sons as ckfined in section 1124(a)(3)) in the staff
ty care setting betng ur-veved (or the person
setting;
and
and in writing of the indzvidual's ñghts.
"(B) may not have, as a person with an rrsponsible for such setting) respecting com"(I) Any other nghL established by the
ownership or control interest in the setting, pliance with the requzrements of subsection
Secretary.
(g) or (h) or who has a personal orfamilal
"(g) MINIMUM REQUIRFNENT FOR SaaLL any indzvidual or person who has been ex- financial
interest in the setting being sur"(1) Sz,uij COMMUNITY CARE SKDZ7NGS DEnwgi,.—In thzs section, the term 'am&ll com-

under thi..s tztze or who ha., ho.d such an own-

t,eyed

"(D) SPECIAL SuivYs OF COMPLIANCE.—
ership or control ntere.st zn one or more
the Secretary ha., rea.son to question
community care settings which have been Wltere
munity care .wttzng' means—
compliance of a community care setting
"(A) a non residentzal seLling thai serves found repeatedly to be substandard or to the
requzrements of subsection
more than 2 and Le$s than 8 ndivzduaLs, or have failed to meet the requirements 0/ with any of the
(g) or (h), the Secretary may conduct a
"(B) a residential setting in which more paragraph (2).
survey of the setting and. en the ba.si. of
W Su,wg'i AND CZRTInCATZON PROCLSS.—
than 2 and less than 8 unrelated adults
(1) CKa7WcA 770NS. —
reside and in whzc)z personal services (other
'(A) k1SPONSIBilJTIES OF THE STATF. — Under
than merely board) are provided in conjunceach
State plan under this title, the State
tion with residzng in the setting.
"(2) MIJVIMUM RZQUIREMEN'rS—A small com- shaU be respon.,ible for certifying the commünity care setting fn which community pliance of providers of home and community care and community care settings with
care is pro vLded under this section mu.st—
"(A) meet such requirements as are pub- the applicable requzrements of subsection3
l&ied or developed by the Secretary under (f), (g) and (h). The failure of the Secretary
to issue reguiattons to carry out thu swbsecsubsection (k);
"(B) meet the requirements of paragraphs tion shafl not relieve a State 0/its resporisi(1)(A), (1)(C), (1)(D), (3), and (6) af secti.on bihty under this subsection.

1919(c), to the extent applicable to such a

"(B) RZSPONsIBILtrIis OF fliL' SZCP2TAR Y. —

that survel,, make independeitt and binding

determinations concerning the extent

to

which the setting meets such requirement3.
"(4) INVES77CIATION OF COMPLA1N7 AND MONtTQFJNG OF PROVIDERS AND SETnNGS.—Each

State and the Secretary shall maintazn pro-

cedures and adequate staff to investigate
complaints of violation.3 of applwable requirenents imposed on providers of commu-

nity care or on community care 8ettzngs
under subsections (f), (g) and (h).

"(5) INVESTIGATION Of ALLEGATIONS OF INDI-

Secretary shaLl be responsible for certi- VIDUAL NEGLSCI AJ.'D ABUSE AND MISAPPROPRJAOF INDIV!DUA.L pROpERTY—The State
"(C) fnform each fndividual receiving Mng the complzance of Slate providers of 770N
community care under thu section in the home and community care, and of State shall provide, through ULe agciicy resporislsetting:

The
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ble for surveijs and certi/icat ion of pmviders (i)(3)(A)) may be applied to reimbursement
of home or community care and community of individuals for personal funds lost due to
care settings under mis subsection, for a a failure of home or community care provid.
process for the receipt, review, and investi- •ers to meet the requirements of this section.

gation of allegations of individual neglect
and abuse (including injurtes of unknown
source) by personnel providing such care or
in such setting and of mtappropriation of
individual property by such personnel Such
process shall provide for documentat.ton of

findings relating to such allegations with respect to an individual, for inclusion of any
brief statement of Vie individual disputing
such findings, and for inclusion, in any disclosure of such findings, of such brief state-

ment (or of a clear and accurate summary
thereof).

"(6) DISCLOSURE OF RES(7 OF INSPECTIONS
AND AC77VJTIES.—

"(A) PIJBUC INF0RMATI0N.—Each State, and

lJz.e Secretary, shall make available to lJz.e

S 15933

mum requirements for home and community care), of subsection (g) (relating to mini.

mum requirements for small community
care settings), and of subsection (h) (relat-

The State aLso 8haU specify c,ite,ia, as to ing to minimum requirements fo large comwhen and how this remedy is to be applied munity care settings, and
and the amounts of any penalties. Such c*
"(ii) survey protocols (for use under subtena shall be designed so as to minimize Vie section (i)(3)(A)) which relate to such retime between the identification of violations quirements.
and final imposition of Vie penalties and
"(B) MINIMUM PROTECTIONS—Intenm reshall provide for Vie imposition of incre- quirements
under subparagraph (A) and
mentally more 8e1)ere penalties for repeated final requirements under paragraph (2)
or uncorrected deficiencie&
through methods other than re"(ii) DzufE AND GUIDANCE.—Each State shall assure
on State licensure processes, that inwhich elects to provide home and communi- liance
receiving home and community
ty care under this section must establish Vie dividuals
are protected from neglect, physical
civil monez, penalty remedy descnbed in care
sexual abuse, financial exploitation, inclause (i) applicable to all prowlers of com- and
munity care covered under this section. The appropnate involuntary restraint, and the
Secretary. shall provide, through regulations provzsion of health care services by unqualior otherwise by not later than July 1, 1990, fied personnel in community care settings.

"(2) DEVELOPMENT OF FiNAL REQUIREMENTS—
guidance to States gn establishing such
remedy; but Vie fal2ure of Vie Secretary to The Secretary shall develop, by not later
views, and certifications made under thf, provide such guidance shall not relieve a than October 1, 1992—

public—

•

"(ii information respecting aU surveys, re-

"(A) final requirements, consistent with
paragraph (1)(B), respecting the provision
of appropnate, quality home and communi"(2) SECRETARIAL A 0771 ORITY.—
"(A) FOR STATE PRO VIDEA&—With respect to ty care and re.specting community care seta State provider of home or community tings under thia section, and including at
care, Vie Secretary 8haU have Vie authonty least Vie requirements referred to in para.
and dutie8 of a State under this subsection, graph (1)(A)(i), and
under section 1124, and
"(B) survey protocols and methods for
"(iv) information dtclosed under section except that Vie civil monez, penalty remedy
1126.
descrtbed in subparagraph (C) shall be sub- evaluating and assunng Vie quality of comsubsection respecting providers of home or
community care and community care settings, including statements of deficiencies,
"(ii) copf.e3 of cost reports (if any) of such
providers and settings filed under thi, title
"(iii) copies of statements of ownership

State of Vie responsibility for establishing
such remedy.

"(B) NOTICES OF SUBSTAJIA&P.D ctnE.—If a stituted for Vie civil money remedy de- munity care settings.
State finds that—
scri bed in paragraph (1)(B)(i).
The Secretary may, from time to time, revzse
"(i) a provider of home or community care
"(B) OTHER PROvIDEAS.—With respect to such requirements, protocols, and methods.

has provided care of substandard quality

any other provider of home or community

"(3) No DELEGATION

(I) an immediate family member of each

this section, Vie Secretary may terminate

"(4) No PREVENTION OF MORE SDRINGENT RE-

fraud and abuse control unit (estabUhed

"(C) CIVIL MONEY PENALTY.—If Vie Secre-

TO

STATES—The Secre-

with respect to an individual, lJz.e State shall care in a State, if Vie Secretary find that a tary's authonty under this subsection shall
make a reasonable effort to notify promptly provider no longer meets a requirement of not be delegated to States.

such individual and (II) individuaLs receiv- Vie provider's participation under Vie State QUIREMENT BY STATZS—Nothing in this secing home or community care from that pro- plan and may provide, in addition, for a tion shall be construed as preventing States
vider under this title, or
civil monez, penalty under subparagraph
imposing requirements that are more
"(ii) a community care setting is sub- (C). if Vie Secretary find that a provider from
stnngent than Vie requirements published or
standard, lJz.e State shall make a reasonable meets such requirements but, as of a previ- developed by Vie Secretary under this subeffort to notify promptly (I) individuals re- ou8 penod, did not meet such requirements, section.
ceiving community care in that 8etting, and Vie Secretary may provide for a civil money
"(1) DEEMING ANb WAIVER.—
(II) immediate family members of such mdi- penalty under subparagraph (C) for Vie
"(1) DEEMING.—A tea agencies on aging as
viduaZs.
peiiod durtng which Vie Secretary fiiuLs that defined in the Older Ame,jcans Act (Public
"(C) ACCESS TO FRAUD CONTROL UN!7— Vie provider was not in compliance with
Law 100-1 75) are considered public agencies
Each State ahall provide tts State medicaid such requirements.
for purposes of thia section.

"(2) WAIVER.—
under section 1903(q)) with access to aU in- tary finds on Vie basis of a review under
"(A) States may waive Vie requirement
formation of lJz.e State agency responsible subsection (i)(2) or otherwise that a home or
for survez,s, reviews, and certifications community care provider no longer meets that a nonpublic agency not provide home
under thu subsection.
Vie requirements of this section, Vie Secre- and community care or nursing facility
"(i) ENFORCEMENT PROCESS FOR PROVIDERS tary shall impose a civil money penalty in services and do not have a direct or indirect
or control interest in, or direct or
OF COMMUNITY CAIP&—
an amount not to exceed $10,000 for each ownership
"(1) SnTEALrnlOp.,ry.—
day of noncompliance. The provisions of gndirect affiliation or relationship with, an

"(A) IN GENERAL.—If a State finds, on the

basis of a review under subsection (i)(2) or
otherwise, that a provider of home or com-

munity care no longer meets the requirements of thvs section, Vie State mai termi.
nate the provider's participation u'nder the
State plan and may provide in addition for
a civil money penalty. Nothing tn this subparagraph shall be construed as re3trtcting
the remedies available to a State to remedy
a provider', deficiencies. If the State finds
that a provider meets auch requirementa but,
as of a previou3 period, did not meet such
requirements, the State may provide for
civil money penalty und.er paragraph (2)(A)
for the period dunng which it finds that the

rovder wa not in compliance with such
requfrements.

'(B) CIVIL MONEY PZNALTY—

"(z) IN GENERAL—Each State shall estabfish by law (whether 8tatute or regulation)
at least the following remedy: A civil money
peno1ty a.ses8ed and collected., with lnteret,
for each day in which the provider ts 07 was

out of compLiance with a requirement of this

that provides, community care or
section 1128A (other than subsections (a) entity
and (b)) shall apply to a civil monez, penalty nursing facilities for nonprofit agencies loin an area that is not an urbanized
under Vie previou8 sentence in Vie same cated
area (as defined by the Bureau of Vie

manner as such provisions apply to a penal- Cen.ws).
ty or proceeding under section 1128A(a). The
"(B) States may waive the requirement of
Secretary shall spec(fy crtterta, as to when
and how this remedy is to be applied and Vie section 1902(a)(1) (related to State wideamounts of any penalties. Such cnteria ness) for a program of home an4 community
shall be designed so as to minimize Vie time care under hzs section.
"(m) LIMITATION ON AMOUNT OF EXPENDIbetween Vie identification of violations and

final imposition of Vie penalties and shall

TURES A MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.—

rected deficiencies.
"(k) SECRETARIAL RESPONSFBIIJT!ES—

to carry ouL Vie purposes of this section

"(1) ALTFHOR!z.4TION.—The amount of funds
provide for Vie imposition of gncrementally
more 8evere penalties for repeated or uncor- that may be expended medical assistance

"(1) PUBLICATION
MENTS—

haZl be for fiscal year 1991, 810,000,000, for
OF INT1UM REQUIRS- fiscal year 1992, $20,000,000, for f1..cal year
1993, $40,000,000, for fi8cal year 1994,

"(A) IN GENiR.2L.—The Secretary shall pub-

$70,000,000, and for fiscal years thereafter

lish, by December 1, 1991, a proposed regula- such sums as provided by Con press.

tion that aets forth interim requirements,
"(2) ALL0CArION Oh PUNDS..—The funds
con3istent with subparagraph (B), for me 4entified for each fiscal year (1991, 1992,

provision of home and community care and
for community care settings, including—
"(i) he requirements of subsection (c)(2)

1993, 1994, and 1995) will be oJ.located go

each State n the proporon of the amount
of Federai expendUure made available to

(relating to comprehensive functional as- he State for fiscal year 1989 (o reported on
State as a 9essments, including Vie ue of asseunwnt line 6 of the four quarterly form HCFA-64
result of imposition of such a pena2ty (or as in3tniments), of subsection (d)(2)(E) (relat- expenditure reports) to the sum of Federal
a rult of the imposition by the State of
ing to qualifications for quawied case manfor oJl St at es, excluding the tercivil money penalty under subsection agers), of subsection (f) (relating to mini- expenditures
ritories. "
section. Funds collected by
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(1) by redesignatfng sectIon 1930 as see- providers, famUy members, cot*iumers, and
HoME AND COMMVN17Y
neighbors; and
Uon 1931: and
(1) RI4SONAW2 AND ADQUAfl PAYMENT
(4) the State will establish reporting pro(2) by naertinp after aectlon 1929 the foltrns.—Section 1902 (42 U.S.C. 1396a) , lowfng new aection.
cedures to nuzice avaiZabie fttformauon to
amended—
the public.
"COMMUNITY 3UPFOR7D LIViNG ARRANGEMEN2'
(ci PAYMENT FOR
CARE.—

(A) tn subsectzon (a1113)—
(U b stTiking 'and" at the end of subparagraph (D),

VICES

The Secretary shall not approve a quality

(a) Cowuwrrr SITPPORTED assuruncc plan under this subsection and
LIVING ARPJ.NGRNENrS SRwccs.—In this alZow a State to continue to receive Fe4eral

'ec.

1930.

(ii) by inserting "and" at the end of aib- tiUe, the term 'communUy supported Uvng
arrangements services' means one or more
(ut) b adding at the end the following of
the foUowlng services provided n a State
new subparagraph:
"'F) for payment for home and communi- eUgible to provide services uiuier this secty cQre (as defined in section 1929(a) and tion (as defined n aubsectzon (d)) to assist a
provided under such section) through rates developmentally disabled ndiv1duoJ (as dewhich are reasonable and adequate to meet fined in subsectwn (b)) in actft,it lea of dai'y
the caat of providrng care, efficiently and living necesanj to permit such individual
economically, in conformity with applicable to live in an ft1egraed Hying environment
State and Federal laws, regulatwn3, and (as defined ft subsectwn (c)) Iurnished in a
community supported Living arrangement
quahly and safety sandard,;' and
(B) n subsection (h), by adding before the setting:
"(1) PersoncA assutance
period at the end the following: "or to limit
'(2) Training and habilitation services
the amount of payment that mai, be made
under a plan under this tjUe for home and (necessary to assist the ndividua1 in
achieving increased integraUon, independ.
community care'
(1) DENIAL OF PA YMEN1' FOR CIVIL MONEY PEN- ence and productivity).
'(3) 24-hour emergency a.,sistance (as deAL7Th'S, gyv.—Section 1903(0(8) of such Act
par,zgnzph (E), and

(42 U.S.C. 1396b(i)(8)) is amended by insert- fined by the Secretary).
'(4) Assiative technology.
I'S) Adaptive equipment.
ftzserting before the semicolon at the end the
"(6) Other aervices (as approved by the
following: "or (B) for home and community
care to reimburse (or otherwise compeniate) Secretary, except those services described n
a provider of such care for payment of a subsection (g)).
(b) DEVELOPMLNTALLY DiswED I,.'zIvwuAL
civil money pena2ty imposed under thu tiUe
or tULe XI or for legal expenses in defense of DIFINiD—In this tWe the term 'develop-

ng "(A)" after "medical assistance" and by

financial partictpation under th13 section

unless the State provides for public hearngj

on the pia* prLor to adoption and mple-

mentaUon of Ua plan under thu subsection.
"(f) MAINrENANCE OP EPFORT.—Slatea select-

ed by the Secretary to receive Feceral financial participation to provide services under
this section shall maintain current levels of
spending for such services n order to be eligible to continue to receive FederaZ financial participation for the provision of such
services under this section.
"(g) EXCLUDED SgR VICES—NO FederaZ fi-

nancia1 participation shall be allowed for

the provtsion of the following services under
this sechon
"(1) Room and board.
"(2) Cost of prrvocaUona4 vocationa1 and
supported emplomenL
"(h) W1JvIR 07 PJQuw.zMmT.—The Secre-

tary may waive such provi.,ions of this title

a, necessary to carry out the provions of
thz.s section ftzcluding the following requirements of this tulle—

"(1) comparability of amount, duraUon,

and scope of services;
"(2) sW.tewideness, and
an exclusion or civil money penalty under tnentaUy disabLed individual' means an n"(3) freedom of choice of providers.
this titLe or titLe XI tf there u no reasonable dividua.l who as defined by the Secretary s
'Yi) TRL4TMRLWT OF FUNIAS.—Any fund.s exlegal ground for the provider's ca3e '
described within the term menta2 retarda(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENr.—
tion and related conditions' as defined in pended under this section for medica1 assist(1) Section 1902(j) (42 U.S.C. 1396a(j)) s regulatwns as in effect on JuZy 1, 1990, and ance shall be in addition to fund.s expended
amended by strthng "(21)" and inserting who is residing wUh the individual's famUy for any existing services covered under the
0(22)

or legal guardian or i* an ntegraLed living
(2) Section 1902(a)(10)(C)(iv) (42 U.S.C. envfronment (as defined in subsectwn (c))
1396a(a)(10)(C)(iv)) is amended by strLking in which no more than 3 other recipient3 of
"through (20)" and inserting "through (21)". services under thu sectwn are residing and
(e) EFFECTIVE DArrs.—
without ,pard to whether or not such mdi(1) Except a, provuied in this subsectzon, vdual is at ñsk of 1nstitutionglzatw,a (as
the amendments made by this section shall defined bp the Secretary).
apply to home and communtt care fur"(c) IPrro,..4rtD LIVING ENVIRONMENT DEnished on or after JuZy 1, 1991, without nizr.—In thu title the term 'integrated
regard to whether or not fina1 reguZations to living environment' means an environment
carry out such amendments have been pro- located in a neighborhood which—
mulgated by such date.
"(1) s representative of residentia1 neigh(2)(A) The amendment3 nw4e by s-ubsec- bothoods
in the community; and
tion (c)(1) shall apply to home and commu"(2)
s
popuZated
pri,narüy by individual.
nitji cure furnished on or after JuZy 1, 1991, oilier than a developmentally
disabled mdior, *flaer, 30 days after the date of publwa- vidual (as defined n this sectwn).
twn of ntenm regtsiatzons under section

State plan, including any waiver services
for which an individual receiving services
under this program is already eligible

"(3) LIMITATION ON AMOUN7 oj' EXPENDITuP.S 43 M&DICAL ASSISTAIJCX. —The amount

of fund.s that may be expended as medica1
assi.stance to carry ouL the purposes of thi3
section shall be for fiscal year 1991,
$5,000,000, for fiscal year 1992, $10,000,000,

for fisca1 year 1993, $20,000,000, for fuca1
year 1994, $35,000,000, and for fi3ca1 years
thereafter such sum.s as provided by Congress.'
(c) EmcrxvE DATE.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—The amendments made by

thu section shall apply to community sup-

ported living arrangements services fur.
SmrEs.—The Secretary shall develop cri- ni.shed on or after JuZy 1, 1991, without
(B) The amendment made by subsection ma
tera to review the applications of States regard to whether or not fina1 reguZatiors3 to
(c)(2) shall apply to ctvil money pena1tiei submitted
this section to provide carry out such amendments have been pro.
ftnposed after the date of the enactment of communityunder
supported livtng arrangement mugate4 by aiLch date.
thssAcL
"(d) CRniiu4 OR SwcnON 01 PARTICIPAT-

1929 (lc)(1).

(1)

WAIVER

OF PAPERWORK REDUCTION,

Erc.—Chapter 35 of tiUe 44, United States
Code and Executive Order 12291 shall not
apply to ft&formaUon and reguZationa required for purposes of carrying out thu Act
and mpZementing the amendments made by
this AcL

SEC &UL COMMUNITY SUPPORTED LiViNG .

seyvice& The Secretary shall provide in such

(2) APPLICATION PRocfsS.—The Secretary of

provuzon of services under tins section that

that the applicattons required to be submit-

crUera that during the first 5 years of the HeaLth and Human Servtcei shall provide

no less than 4 and no mote than 8 Statea ted by Stases under thu sectwn shall be reshall be allowed to receive Federal financial ceived and approved prior to the effective
participation for providing the servicei de- daLe spectfied in paragraph (1).
SAC SUL MEDICAID COVERAGE OP PERSONAL CARE
scri bed in ths section.
"(e) Qwiii-v ASSURANCE—A State selected

SERVICiS OUTSIDE TIlE HOK

(a) IN GiwKiA2..—Sectf.on 1905(a)(7) (42
by the Secretary to provide servtces under
(a) PROVISION AS OmONAL SERWcE.—Sec. thu section shaU i* order to continue to t- U.S.C. 1396d(a)(7)) is amended by striking
tion 1905(a) (42 U.S.C. 1396d(a)) as amend- ceive FederaZ financial partscipation for 'services" and *serting "servicei including
ed by sectwn 6211 (Home and Community providing servfces under this sectwn be re- personal cure servwes (A) prescribed by a
qidred to establuh and maintain a quality physician for an individual ft accordance
Care) is further amended—
with a plan of treatment, (B) provided by an
(1) by sfrUcing 'sand" at the end of para- assurance program, that provides that—
(1) the State wW certjf, and survey pro. ndividua1 who is qualified to provide such
gruph (23);
(2) by redespnating parugruph (24) as vders of aervces under this ecUon (such servicei and who is not a member of the insurveys to be unannounced and average at divduaVs fami'y, (C) supervised by a regsparagraph (25); and
tered nu,e. and (D) furnished n a home or
(3) by lnserUng after parugraph (23) the iev.st 1 a year);
"(2) the State wW adopt standards for other cation, but not nclwiing ntch servfollowing new paragraph.
tceifurnWied to an inpatient or res4ent of
"(24) communUij supported living ar. survey and certf.ficafton that fticlude—
"(A) minimum qultflcaona and train- •a nursing facUity, sich as o4uZt day care
rungements services (to the extent allowed
seuings or congrepate lft'fng arrangements".
ng requfre,nents Jbr provider stuff
and aa defined tn section 1930).".
(b) Emcnvz Drz.— The amendment
"(B) financial operang standards, and
(b) COMMUNITY SW'I'ORTF4) LIVING ARM NOtnw4e by this section shaU become effecttve
MEzQ7.—TULe XIX (42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq.) as
'(C) a Consumer greva,we proceu
?3) the State wU provide a sy8tem that with respect to home health care sennces
amended by section — (Home and Comailows for monUoring boards consisting of provided on or after January 1, 1991 and
munity Care) is further amended—
R.4NGEKE4%7S SERVICES
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expire with respect nd services pm- State from wMch such facf.Uti, has reason to Securtty act on the basl4 of the State's failvided on or after December 31. 1993.
beZieve such individual ,esided'
ure to meet the requfrement of 8ection
shati

PART Vt—NURSING HOME REFORM
SEC 12$L NDIC4ID

NtJR,S1NG lIONS

RV PRO VI.

I B) DEZML.D MDE$ TO BE INCLUDED Off REGIS-

TRY.—Sectlon

1919(e)(2(A)

(42

U.S.C.

1919(e)(7)(A) of such Act before the effecUve
date of final reguZaUons, issued by the Secre-

1396r(e)(2)(A)) Is amended by striking 'nd- tary, estabUshng minimum crtterta under
vidual.s" and inserUng 'individuals (InCZud- section 1919(f)(8)(A) 0/such Act, if the State
ng those indvduaZs deemed ttnder sect on demonstrates to the satü.facUon of the Sec•
6901(b) (4) (B), (C), and (D) of the Omnfbus retary that U has made a good faith effort to
tary of Health and Human Services (hereaj- Budget ReconcUation Act of 1989 to have meet such requfrement before such effecve
let In thu section referred to as the "Secre- sattfled the training and competency eval- date.
(3) REVISION OF LLTXRNATIVE DISPOSITION
tary") shafl not take (and Mali not con tin- uation program requirements under this secPL4NS.—SecUOn 1919(e)(7)(E) (42 U.S.C.
tie) any action against a State under section tion)'
(8) RTRVN7NG OP NURSE AIDES NOD tM- 1396r(e)(7)(E)) is amended by o,d4ing at the
1904 of the Socia' Secuiity Act on the basis
Qf the State'8 failure to meet the requirement PLOYED.—Section 1919(b)(5)(D) (42 U.S.C. end the folowtng: "The State may revise
of section 1919(e)(1)(A) of such Act before 1396r(b)(5)(D)) ü amended by 8trtMng the such an agreement, 8ubject to the approval
the effective date of final regulation.s, tssued pertod and inserting the following ", or a 0/ the Secretary, before April 1. 1991, but
competency evaluation program. '
onZy tf, under the revised agreement, all resiby the Secretary, establishing requfrements new
(9) FACiLITIES mELIGIBL.g TO OnER TRAINING dents subject to the agreement who do not
under section 1919(f)(2)(A)(ii)(I) of such PR0GRAMS.—Section
1919(f)(2) (42 U.S.C. requfre the level 0/services of such a facility
Act, if the State demonstrates to the sitisfac- 1396(f)(2)) is amended—
are discharged from the facility by not later
Uon of the Secretary that it has made a good
(A) n subparagraph (B)(i1i), by amending than AprU 1, 1994"
faflh effort to meet such requfrement before subclause
(I) to read a. follows:
such effecUve date.
(4) (A) STATE REPORTS REQ UIRED.—Section
"(I) offered by or n a nurng faciZity de- 1919(e)(7)(C)
(42 U.S.C. 1396r(e)(7)(C)) t
(2) PART-TIME NURSE AIDES NOD ALLOWED
scnbed
n
subparagraph
(C),
org';
and
DELAY IN TR.4INJNG.—SecUon 1919(b)(5)M) (42
amended by adding at the end the following
(B)
by
adding
after
subparagraph
(B)
the
U.S.C. 1396r(b)(5)(A)) is amended—
new clause:
new subparagraph.
(A) by striking ". temporary, per diem, or fouow(ng
"(Iv) ANNUAL REPORT—Each State shall
"(C) NURSING FACILITIES ZNLIGIBLZ TO
other'
OFFER PROOR.4Ms.—A nursing faility shall be report to the Secretary annuauy concerning
(B) by nserUng "(1)" after "(A)'
ineZigible to offer a progrum under this the number and disposiUon of retdents de(C) by redesignating clauses "(i)" and paragrizph—
scri bed in each of clauses (ii) and (iii).'
"(W" as slLbcZause8 "(1)" and "(II)" respec(B) SUMMARY OF REPORTS.—Section 4215 of
"(i)
if
at
any
time
on
or
after
October
1.
tively; and
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1988,
the
State
aencl,
or
the
Secretary
Ler(D) by adding at the end the foUowing:
minated or terminates the facility's provider 1987 is amended by adding at the end the
"(ii) EXCiPT7ON.—A nursing facility must agr?ement under this title or title XVIII, foZlowing new sentence: "Each such report
not use on a temporary, per diem, or on any
after the end of a period of at least two 8haZZ also incZude a summary of the tn/orother than a fuLl-time basis any ndiviiiual untU
years fouowing renitate,nent, during which mation reported by States under section
as a nurse aide in the facility on or after period—
1919(e)(7)(C)(iv) ofsuchAct'
January 1, 1991, unless the individuc1 meets
"(I) no surve, or investigation finds any
(5) DEFINITION O MENTALLY ILL—Section
the requirement. described in clause (t) (I) deftcfencies warranting ter,nnation, and
1919(e)(7)(G)(i) (42 U.S.C. 1396r(e)(7)(G)(i))
and (II).
"(II) at Zea.9t one 8tandard survey is con- is amended—
(3) EXINSION O ENHANCED MATCH RATE duceed plzr3uant to subsection (g); or
(A) by 8trjMng "prtmcry or secondary"
(-I7L OCTOBER ,, 1990.—Section 1903(a)(2)(B)
"(U) if the facilitis—
and all that fouows through "3rd edition)"
(42 U.S.C. 1396b(a)(2)(B)) is amended by
"(I) received a notice of ter,nnaUon of its and in3erting "serious mental illness (as destriking "July 1, 1990" and in3erting "Octo- provider agreement under this title or title
fined by the Secretary in consultation with
ber 1, 1990'
XVIIIfrom the State agencij or the Secretary
(4) CLARIFICATION OF PERMISSIBLA CIL4RGFS at any time during the one-year period the Nattonal InstitvJ.e of Mental Health)",
(B) by ftiserting before the period "or a diFOR DRAINING OF AIDES NOT YET EMPLOYED BY A ending Sepee,nber 30, 1990, or
(other £han a primary diagnosis) of
ACILJTY.—5ection 1919(f)(2)(A)(iv)(II) (42
"(II) is found, pursuant to a standard agnosu
U.S.C. 1396r(f)(2)(A)(iv)(II)) z amended by survey or tnvestigaUon under subsection (g) de,nentia and a prtmary diagnosis that is
8triking "such program" and in.serting or section 1819(g), to have deficiencies re- not a serious mental Wness'
(6) SUBSITrUFION O "SPECIALIZED SERVICES"
"such program, except that an accredited, suiting n a civil monep penalty n excess of
TR2ATME?fr"—Section3
"ACTIVE
non/acuity based program may impose such $5,000, denial of payment, or appointment FOR
charges on individuolg who are not present- 0/ eemporary management ptzrsttant to sub- 1919(b)(3)(F) and 1919(e)(7) (42 U.S.C.
SION&

(a) NURSE AIDE TRAINING AMENDMENTa—
(1) No COMPLIANCE ACTIONS BXVR £7EClIVE DATE 0.? FINAL p.EOUZ4TI0NS.—The Secre-

ly employed by a nur3ing facility or who 8ectzon (h)(2)(A) or to section 1819(h)(2)(B), 1396r(b)(3)(F), 1396r1e)(7)) are each amendhave not yet had an offer for future employ- untiZ after the compleUon of a subsequent ed by t&cing "acUve treatment" and
ment at such afacility'
standard survey under subsecUon (g) whwh 'A CT! Vi TP.AruE?fr" each place either ap(5) REIMBURSEMENT TO CERTAIN INDIVIDU4L.
TRAINED PRIOR 7D EMPLOYMENT—Add to sec-

tion 1919(f)(2)(A)(iv) a new subclau3e (III)
as fouows:

"(III) For individuals employed or under

finds no such deficiencies. "

(b) PREADMISSION SCREENING AND RESWE?rT
RE VIEW.—

(1) No DELEGATION OF 4U7710R1T1 TO CONDUCT SCREENING AND p.tviws.—Section 1919

pear3

and ftz.serting "specialized services"

and "SPECIALIZED SERVICLS", respectively.
(7) CLARIFICATION Wfl71 RESPECT TO ADMISSIONS AND RSADMISSION FROM A HOspITAL.—Sec-

ton 1919 (42 U.S.C. 1396r) is amended—

contract for employment as a nurse aide (42 U.S.C. 1396r) ig amended—
(A) in subsection (b)(3)(F), by stnking "A
within 12 months after successfu1 comple(A) n subsecUon (b)(3)(f), by o44ing at nur3ing facility" and by inserUng "Except
tion of a non/acflUy-based, State-approved the end the foUowtng:
as piovided n cZauses ii) and (iii) of sub•
nurse aide training and competencj evalua- "A State mental health authortty and a section (e)(7)(A), a nurngfaciuity" and
tion program, the State must ensure that the State mental retardaUon or deveZopmental
costs incurred by such ftzdivduaZs for such disabUity authortty may not delegate (by
programs are ref mbursed to such individ- subcontract or offier-tose) theft responsibil-

(B) n subsection (e)(7)(A)—
(I) by rede.gnating the first 2 aentences as

clause () with the foUowng heading (and
flies itnder thts subparagraph to a ,iursng appropriate indentation):
faciuty (or to an entliy that ha.s a direct or
"(i)INGENERAL—" and
indirect affiliat Ion or relationship w(th
(ii) by ad4*ng al the end the fouowing:
1919(f)(2)(B) (42 U.S.C. 1396r(f)(2)(B)) is such a facility). ' and
"(ii) CLARiFICATiON WITH IZSPECT TO CERamended, n the second sentence, by insert(B) in sitbsectlo* (e)(7)(B), by adding at
preadmission
P.L4DMISSIONS. —The
TAIN
ng "(through ,ubcontract or otherwf.se)" the end the foiZow(ng new clause:
uals.

(6) CLARrF!CAT7ON OF STATE P.ESPONSIBILrrI
TO
DZTR MINE
COMPt1TNC Y.—Sect ion

after "may not deZegate'

"(iv) PROHIBmON OF DELOATION.—A State

screening program under cZause (i) need not

mental health authortty, a State mentaZ re- provide for determination. in the ca-se of the
(A) IN GENEp..4L.—Secton 1919(b)(5)(C) (42 tardation or developmental di.sabiUty au- ,eadmis,yon to a nu,,ingfacWty of an indiU.S.C. 1396r(b(511C)) is amended by adding thority, and a State may not delegate (by vidual who, after being admitted to the
at the end the following new sentence: "In •itbcon tract or otherwise) ffieir iesponsibiZ- nurng fac2ity, was tran$.ferred for care n
the case of an tndftidual who a nursing fa- Uea under this subparagraph to a nurAng a hospitaL
'?ULI EXCiPT7ON FOR CERTAIN HOSPITAL DISciflty is conadering employing as a nurse facility (or to an entU' that has a direct or
aide and who the facUity has reason to be- indfrect affiliation or reIatonshp w(th CHARGES.—The preadm*ssion screening proUeve a from a State other than the State n such afaciUty). '
gram under clause () shalZ not apply to the
which the facility is located, such a facUlty
(2) No COMPUANC'g AC7YONS EEFOR2 £FFEC- o4mL,son to a nurs,ng facility of an mdishaU not use such an thdivdu1 aa a nue 7YVX 0A77 OF PINAL P.ZOULsITION5.—The Secre- vdual—
aide unless the facUlty ha. inquired con- tary shaU not take (and shaU not continue)
"(I) who is admitted to the facility direcily
cernnq such individual of the State registry any acUon agaftist a State under secfton from a hospital afler recetving acute npaestabizshed under sub-section (e)(2)(A) of the 1904 o •ection 1919(e)(7)(D) of the Social Uent care at the hospftal
(7) NURSE AIDE REGISTRY.—
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"(II) who requires nursing facility services 1396r(b)(3)(C)(i)(I) is amended by striking
"4 days" and inserting '14 days '
(e) EFFECTIVE DAm.s.—(1) Except as providreceived care in the hospital, and
"(III) whose attending physician has certi- ed n paragraph3 (2) and (3), the amendfied, before admission to the facility, that ments made by th.s section are effective on
the individu& is likely to require Less than April 1, 1991.
(2) Paragraphs (1), (3), and (9) of subsec30 days of nursing facility services. '
tion (a); paragrepha (2), (3), and (7) of sub(C) FAcI1J7I' STAFFiNG.—
'1) STANDARDS OR CERTAIN PROFESSIONAL section (b); paragraph (2) of subsection (c);
SERVICES.—The Secretary shalt conduct a and paragraphs (1) and (4) of subsection (d)
study on the hiring and dismissoJ practices are effective as if included in the Omnibus
if nursing facilities with respect to soci& Budget Reconcüiation Act of 1987.
(3) Subsections (b)(4), (c)(1), and (c)(3) are
workers dteticians, activittes professionals,
and medicoJ records practitioners, and effective upon enactment.

for the condition for which the individual

report to Congress by January 1, 2993, on
whether facilities have on their staffs, per-

PART VII—MISCELLANEOUS AND
TECHNICAL PROVISIONS

as a result of new regulations that became

SEC. SW. DEMONSTRATION PRWEC7S IV STUDY
THE EFFECT OF ALLO WING STATES TO

sons with szgnificanUy different credentials

effective October 1, 1990, and the impact of
staff composition on quality of care.
(2) ADDITIoNAL REQ UIREMEN7 W1771 RESPECT
TO MEDICAID NURSE STAFFiNG wAJvERS.—Sec-

(42
1919(b)(4)(CXii)
tion
1369r(b)(4)(C)(ii)) is amended—

U.S.C.

EXTEND MEDICAID COVER4 GE IV CER
TAIN LOW-INCOME FAMILIES NOT OTHER WISE QUALIFIED IV RECEIVE MEDICAID BENEFITS.
(a) DEMONSTRATION PROJEC1.—

XIX of the SocioJ Security Act for individuals entiUed to assistance under part A of
title IV of such Act. Nothing in this section

shalt be con.strued as requiring a State to
provide for eligibility for individuals for
months before the month in which such eligibility first estabU.shed.
(4) EXTENSION OF ELIGIBILITY—A project

may provide for extension of eligibility for
medic& assistance for individuaZs covered

under the project in a manncr similar to
that provided under section 1925 of the
SocioJ Security Act to certain families receiving aid pursuant to a plan of the State
approved under part A of title IV of such
Act.
(5) WAIVER OF REQ UIREMEN7. —

(A) IN GENER.4L.—Subject to subparagraph

(B), the Secretary may waive such require-

ments of tiUe XIX of the SocioJ Security Act
as may be required to provide for additional
coverage of individuaZs under projects
under this section.
(1) IN GENERAL.—(A) The Secretary of
(B) NO!'wMv/&E PRO vISI0NS.—Except with

(A) by striking "and" at the end of sub- HeoJth and Human Services (hereafter in respect to those projects described in subthis section referred to as the "Secretary")
(B) of paragraph (1), the Secre(B) by striking the period at the end of shall enter into agreements with at least 3 paragraph
subclause (III) and by inserting in lwu and no more than 4 States for the purpose of tary may not waive, under subparagraph
clause (II);

thereof a comma; and
(C) by adding at the end thereof the foUowfng new subclauses:
"(IV) the StaLe agency Qranting a waiver

of such requirement provide notice of the

waiver to the appropnate State and subst ate
long-term care ombu4sman, to the protection and o4vocacp 8ystem and other appropriate State and private agencies; and
granted
'?V) a nursing facility that
such a waiver by a State is required to make
reasonable efforts to notify present and prospective residents of the facility (or a guardian or legoJ representative of such residents)
of the waiver. ".
(3) Srtmi' ON STAFFING REQ U1REMEN7 IN
NURSING FACILJTIES.—The Secretary shalt con•

conducting demonstration projects to study (A), the statewideness requirement of section
(1) of the Soc& Security Act or the
the effect on access to, and costs of, heoJth 1902(a)
Federal medic& assi.9tance percentage specicare of e1iminating the categoricoJ eligibil- fied
In section 1905(b) of such Act.
ity requirement for medicaid benefits for
(b) BENEFI7.—
certain low-income individuals.
(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in thi3
(B) In entering into agreements with
States under th.s section the Secretary shall subsection, the amount, duration, and scope
provide that at least 1 and no more than 2 of medical assistance made available under
of the projects are conducted on a subst ate a project shaU be the same as the amount,
bas.s, and that zuch projects target areas duration, and zcope of such assistance made
which contain a high percentage of raci& or available to individuals entiUed to medical
asststance under the State plan under secethnic minonties.
(2) REQUIR.EMENTS.—(A) The Secretary may tion 1902(a)(10)(A)(i) of the Social Security
not enter into an agreement with a State to Act.
conduct a project unless the Secretary deter(2) LIMiTs ON BENEFITS.—
mines that—

(i) the project can reasonably be expected
duct a study and report to Congress no later to improve access to heoJth insurance coverthan January 1, 1992, on the appropriate- age for the uninsured,
(ii) with respect to projects for which the
ness of establishing minimum caregiver to
resident ratios and minimum supervisor to statewidene3s requirement ha. not been
caregiver ratios for nursing facilities receiv- waived, the State provides under its plan
ing payments under a State plan under tiUe under title XIX of the SocioJ Security Act,
XIX of the Soci& Security Act. 1/ the Secre- for eligibility for ,nedicoJ assistance for aU
tary determines that the estabU.shment of individua's described in subparagraph3 (A),
such minimum ratios is advisable, the Sec- (B), (C), and (D) of paragraph (1) of section

retary shalt specify in the report provided
for in th subsection appropriate ratws or
standards.

(d) MISCELLANEOUS.—

(1) DEz 1' IN REQ UIREMENT FOR REMEDIES.—

Section

1919(h)(2)(B)(i)

(42

U.S.C.

1396r(h)(2)(B)(i) s amended by strUcing
"October 1, .1989" and in.erting "April 1,

'

1991
(2) RtSIDENT ACCESS TO CLINICAL RECORDS.—
U.S.C.
(42
Section
1919(c)(1)(A)(iv)

(A)

R2QUIRED.—Except with respect to

those projects described in subparagraph (B)

of paragraph (1), no medical a3s.stance
shall be made available under a project for
nursing facility services or communitybased long-term care services (as defined by
the Secretary) or for pregnancii-related serv-

ices. No medical assistance shall be made

avaüable under a project to individuaZs confined to a State correctional facility, county
jail, local or county detention center, or
1902(l) of such Act (based on the State's elec- other State institution.
ton of certain eligibility options the highest
(B) PERMISSIBLE.—A State, with the apincome standards arul, based on the State's provoJ of the Secretar'd, may limit or otherwaiver of the application of any resource wise deny eligibility for medical assistance
standard);
under the project and may limit coverage of
(iii) eligibility for benefits under the items and services under the project, other
project is limited to indivi4uaZs in families than early and periodic screening, diagnoswith Income below 150 percent of the tic, and treatment service3 for children
income officioJ poverty line;

under 18 years of age.

(iv) if the Secretary determines that it 8
USE OF UTILIZATION CONrR0LS.—Nothing
cost-effective for the project to utilie em- in(3)
this subsection shall be construed as lim1396r(c)(1)(.4)(iv)) i amended by inserting ployer coverage (as descrtbed in section Uing a State's authority to impose control3
before the pertod at the end the fouowing: 1925(b)(4)(D) of the Social Secirity Act), the over utilization of 8ervices. including pread"and access to current clinicaZ records of he project must require an employer contribu- mission requirements, managed care provi'
resident promptly upon reasonable request tion and benefits under ehe State plan under siona, e of pr€ferred providers, nd use of
(a3 defined by the Secretary) by the re.ident UUe Xix of 8uch Act wiU continue to be second opinions before surgcaZ procedures.
or resident's lega, rpresentativ&'.

OMBUDSMAN J?ROGR.4M COOkDINATION
WI7W S?AT f1JDICAJD 4ND SURVEY AND CZRTIP7-

(3)

cT,ON aNc1Es.—Sectio?r 1919(g)(5)(B) (42

made vaiabZe to the xent thep are not
vaUable under the employer coverage;

(v) he project povWea for coverage of

benefits co,wisten wUh aibsection (b); and
(vi) the project only imposes prei7dmS,
coinsiLrgnce, nd other cost-sharing consistent wUh ubsectio (c).

(c) PREMIUMS AND COST-SHAPiNG.—

(1) No FOR THOSE Willi INCOME BELOW THE
project, there shall
POVERTY UNE.—UMeT

be no remium3, cogriaurance, or other costha ring for ndividuo12 whose family
exceed 100 percent of
income level doe3
OMiluDsM..—ach
State
?B) Nonc.
(B) The Secretary may waive he rqiire- he income offlcw2 poverty jine (as defined
enc,j with n agreement with ffie Secre.
(g)(1)) pphcabZe to famtly
try under hls section haU enter dnto a nent of cZawe (ii) of sins paragraph with ft 8ubsection
the size involved.
written greement with Ue Office of the respecg to ghose projects deacribed n sub- Qf(2)
LIMn' FOR TNOS wmi INCOME /2o VE THE
State Long-Term Care Ombud8man (a tie- ragrah (B) of pragrph (1).
(3) P IrZI.SIBI4 RsrpJcrIONS.—h project PQvF.RTY LINE.— Unjde? rojec4 for nc2ividfined by the Older Anwrictw Ace), to i•
uals whose family income ZeveZ exceeds 100
vide 10? forsnation exchange, coe referr2, muy &imi eligibility go inividua1.s whose percent,
but is ies. thon 150 percent, of the
and prompt nottficaUoy of the office of any assets are valued below ieveZ spectfted by income official
poverty line applicable to a
purpose, zny evahiation
adverse action go be taken again.st a nursin the State For
family
of
the size involved, the monuav avof 8uch assets haZZ be made n a manner
facility.
(4) Pwo FOR RESIDZNT IsszssMEN'r.—Sec- con.iseen with the standards for vo2wation erage amoune of £remium3, coln.9urance,
1919(b)'3 (C)()(I)
tion
(42
U.S.C. of a3sets under the State plan under titie and other cost -8haring for covered item8 and

U.S.C. 1396r(q)(5)(B)) deZeed nd rektced

with
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services

shall not exceed 3 percent of the

familys average gross monthly earnings.

(3) INCOME nEThRMINATION—Each project

8haU provide for determinations of income
in a manner consistent with the methodology used for determinations of income under
titl.e XIX of The Social Security Act for Indi-

viduals entitled to benefits under part A of
tWe IVof such Act..

(d) Dup.rnoN.—Each project under ths
section Shall commence not later than July
1, 1991 and shall be conducted for a 3-year
perlod, except that the Secretary may terminate such a project if the Secretary determines that the project is not In substantial
compliance with the requirements of this
section.

(e) LiMirs ON EXPENDIrURES AND FUNDING.—

(1) IN OENERAL—(A) The Secretary in con-

ducting projects shall limit the total amount
of the Federal share of benefits paid and ex-

penses incurred under title XIX of the
Social Security Act to no more than
$12,000,000 in each of fiscal years 1991,
1992, and 1993, and to no more than
84,000.000 in fiscal year 1994.

(B) Of the amounts appropriated under
subparagraph (A), the Secretary shau provide that no more than one-third a! such

amounts shall be used to cazry out the

projects described In paragraph (1)(B) of

subsection (a) (for which the statewidenees
requirement has been waived).

(2) No FUNDING OF CURRENT BENEFICIARIES.—

No funding shall be available under C
project with respect to medical assistance
provided to individuals who are otherwise
eligible for medical assistance under the
plan without regard to the project.

(3) No INCREASE IN FEDERAL MEDICAL ASSISTPERCEN7-AGE.—PCVlnents to a State

AliCE

SEC. SUL OEMONSTR.4 170N PROJECT TO PROVIDE
MEDICAID COVER.4 CE FOR HIV-POSIlIVE INDIVIDUALS AND CERTAIN

(di FEDERAL SHAP.E OF Cosrs —The Federal

share of the cost of services described in

paragraph (3) furnished under a demonstration project conducted under paragraph (1)
shall be determined by the otherwise appliVIMLIR
(a) IN Ogp.az,—Not later than 3 months cable Federal matching assistance percentafter the date of the enactment of this Act, age pursuant to section 1905(b) of the Social
The Secretary of Health and Human Services Security Act.
(e) WRIvAR OF REQ UIREMENTx OF TIlE SOCIAL
(hereafter In this section referred to as the
"Secretary") shall provide for 2 demonstra- SECURITY Acr.—The Secretary may waive
tion prcdects to be administered by States such requirements of the Social Security Act
that submit an application under this sec- as the Secretary determines to be necessary
tion. through programs administered by the to carry out the purposes of this section.
States under title XIX of the Social Security SEC. 5254. MENTAL HEALTH FACILITY CERTIFICATION DEMONSTRATION PROJECT.
Act. Such demonstration projects shall provide coverage for the services described in
(a) The Secretary of Health and Human
subsection (ci to Individuals—
Services (hereafter in this section referred to
(1) whose income and resources do not as the "Secretary") shall establish, in consulexceed the maximum aUowable amount for tation with the Council on Accreditation of
eligibility for any individual in any catego- Services for Families and Children, the
ry of disability under the State plan under Joint Commission on Accreditation of
section 1902 of the Social Security Act, and Healthcare Organizations, the Commission
who have tested positive for the presence of on Accreditation of Rehabilitation FaciliHIV virus (without regard to the presence of ties, the Association of Health Facilities Liany symptoms of AIDS or opportunistic dis- censure and Certification Directors, the Naeases related to AIDS); or
tional Governors Association, the National
(2) who are pregnant women with multi- Association of St ate Mental Health Program
ple medical and psychosocial needs who Directors, Protection and Advocacy Systems,
have not attained the age of 19. and are de- organizations representing consumers and
terinined to be at risk of HIV infection be- recipients of services under title XIX of the
cause of substance abuse.
Social Security Act, and other Interested
(b) SERVICES A vi.Iz.&az.r UNDER A DEMON- parties, criteria for authorizing accrediting
STRATION PRWEC'T.—(l) The medical assist- bodies to determine facility compliance with
ance made available to Individuals de- standards established or authorized under
scribed In section 1902(a)(10)(A) of the this title and conduct a 5-State, 3-year d.emSocial Security Act shall be made available onstration program in which certification
to Individuals described in subsection (a) to participate in the program may be grantwho receive services under a demonstration ed to mental health facilities, as defined in
project under such paragraph,
subsection (e), based upon a finding by such
(2) A demonstration project under subsec- accrediting bodies that a mental health fation (a) shall provide services in addition to cility is in compliance with standards estabthe services described In paragraph (1) lished or authorized under title XIX of the
PftECNANT WOMEN DETERMINED TO

ME AT RISE OP CONTR.4CTINC THE WV

under a project with respect to expenditures
made for medical assistance made available
under the project may not exceed the Federal which shall be limited only on the basis of
medical assistance percentage (as defined in medical necessity or the appropriateness of
section 1905(b) af the Soc2al Security Act) of such services. To the extent not provided as
8uch e.xpendl tures.
described in paragraph (1), such additional
(f) EVALUATION AND REPORT.—
services shall Include—
(1) EvLv.noNs.—For each project the Sec(A) general and preventative medical care
retary shall provide for an evaluation to de- services (including inpatient, outpatient,
termine the effect of the project with respect residential and hospice care);
to(B) prescription drugs, including drugs for
(A) access to. and costs of, health care.
the purposes of preventative health care

(B) private health care insurance cover- services;
age. and
IC) premiums and cost-sharing.
(2) REP0RTs.—The Secretary shall prepare
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IC) counseling and social services;

Social Security Act.

(b)(1) Prior to initiating such demonstration program, the Secretary shall establish

such criteria that ensure, at a minimum,

that-

(A) in addition to routine accreditation

reviews, there are annual unannounced
visits to evaluate continued compliance

with accreditation standards, and such accrediting body shall submit its report to ap-

propri ate Qovernrnent agencies;

(B) the public and State licensure and cer(D) substance abuse treatment services tification
officials have prompt access to all

(including services for multiple substances documents describing the findings of Inspecand submit to Congress an interim report abusers);
by accreditation teams and confidenon the stalu Of the projects not later than
(E) home care ser-vwes (including assist- tion
tial Information pertaining to client or paJanuary 1, 1993. and a final report contain- ance
in
car-rijing
out
activities
of
daily
tient names has been deleted prior to release
ing such summary together with such fur- living):
ther recommendations as the Secretary may
determine appropriate not later than January 1. 1995.

-

(F) case management,(G) health education services;
(H) respite care for caregivers, and
(I) dental services.
(c) AGREEMENTS Win, STArss.—(l) Each

DE,m'moNs.—In this section
(1) The term "income official poverty line"
means such line as defined by the Office of
Management and Budget and revised annu- State conducting a demonstration project
ally in accordance with section 6 73(2) of the under subsection (a) shall enter into an
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981. agreement with hospitals submitting appli(2) The term "project" refers to a demon- cations to the State, whereby the State shall
agree to pay each such hospital for the servstration project under subsection (a).
(g)

ices provided under subsection (b) and not
later than 12 months after the commenceSection 9414 of the Omnibus Budget Rec- ment of a demonstration project, institute a
system of monthly payment to each such
onciliation Act of 1986 is amended—
(1) by amending subsection (e) to read as hospital based on the average per capita
cost of the services described in subsection
folZowZ
SEC 5HZ MEDICAID RESPITE DEMONSTRA T1ON
PROJECT LYTE.%DED.

"(e) DuiurloN—The project under this sec- (c) provided to Individuals de.scribed in
tion may continue until September 30, paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (a).
(2) A demonstration project described in
1992. and
(2) In subsection (d), by striking tue last subsection (a) shall be limited to an enroUsentence and inserting In lieu thereof the ment of not more than 200 Individuals.
following new sentence.- "For the period be(3) A demonstration project conducted
ginning October 1, 1990, and ending Sept em- under subsection (a) shall commence not
ber 30, 1992, Federal payments for the later than 9 months after the date of the enproject shaU not exceed amounts expended actment of this Act and shall terminate on
under the project in the preceding fiscal the date that is 3 years after the date of comyear."
mencement.

of these documents;

(C) health and safety deficiencies shall be

fully documented and reported to State licensure and certification authorities immediately upon being discovered,

(D) complaints filed by recipients of covered services, their advocates, or the general

public that may affect continued compliance with accreditation standards shall be
investigated promptly by the accrediting
body,

(E) complaints not related to accredita-

tion standards and all complaints related to
health and safety shall be reported to the ap-

propriate State and local authorities in a
timely manner:

(F) any changes In a facility's accreditation status shall be reported to State licensure and certification officials; and
(G) periodic unannounced Inspections by
State licensing and certification officials
take place to evaluate compliance with conditions of participation in this title.
(2) The Secretary shall, In developing criteria, aLso ad4ress types of standards, reporting requirements, duration of accreditatIon, and other considerations.
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(C) The Secretary shall publish proposed family conststfng only of one Individual
DEMONSTRA TiON PRWECT.
criteria developed pursuant to stbsection and without regard to whether or not such
(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health
(b) in the Federul Register not later than 9 plan provides for aid to famiUa consisting
months from the date of enactment of this only of one individual, an amount rea3on- and Human Services (hereafter in ffii secsection, and shall provide not more than 90 ably reZated to the highest money payment tion referred to as the 'Secretary") shall prodays for public conMwnt on the proposed which would ordinarily be made under such vide for a demonstration project in the
SEC. 627a MEDICAiD LONG.TERPJ CARE iNSURANCE

criteria.
a pZan to a family of two without Income or
(d) Not later than 180 days prior to termi- resources.
nation of the demonstration program estab
(b) STATES CovwD.—Subparagraph (A)
lished in subsection (a), the Secretary shall shall only apply to a State the State plan of
submit a report to the Committee on Fi- which (under title XIX of the SociaZ Securinance of the Senate evaluating the accredi- ty Act) as of June 1, 1989, provided for the
tation process, Including—
policy de,enbed in such subparagraph. For
(1) the extent to which—
purposes of the previous Rentence, a State
(A) accrediting bodies and facilities have plan includes all the matter included In a
participated in the program;
State pZan under section 2373(c)(5) of the
(B) facilities have complied with stand- Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (04 amended
aids;
by section 9 of the Medtcare and Medicaid
(C) there has been an impact on care and Patient and Program Protection Act of
access to services; and
1987).
(D) problems with, and prospects for, col- SEC.
MEDiCAiD SPENDDOW.V OPTiON.
laboration between accreditation bodies and
Section 1903(f) (2) (42 U.S.C. 1396b(f)(2)) is
State survey and certification officials
by-.-where quality problem., have been docu. amended
(1) inserting "(A)" after "(2)"; and
mented, and with re3pect to facilities where
12) by adding before the period at the end
complaints have been filed by consumers or the
foUowing: "or, (B) at State option, an
their advocates; and
(2) such recommendations a the Secretary amount paid by such family, at the family's
option, to the State provided that the
deems appropriate
te) The term "mental health facilities", or amount, when combined with prior months'
"facility" shall mean for purposes of thi3 de- Incurred bilLs, Ia stfficient to meet the applimonstrative project only, a facility or part cable Income limitation dascribed in paraof a facility which provides, In an organzzed graph (1). The amount of State expenditures

States of Indiana, 1Zlinozs, Wisconsin,
Oregon, California, Connecticut, Massachu
setts, Missouri, New York and New Jersey.

Such project shall allow individuals with

income and resources above eligibility levels

for receipt of medical assistance under title
XIX of the Social Security Act to receive
long-term care benefits under the State plan

for medical a3sistance under such Act if
such an individual purchases a State approved long.term care fr&surance policy coy-

eiing longterm care for a period preceding
such an individual's eligibility for medical
assistance under title XIX of the Social Security Act.
(b) WAIVER OF CERTAIN REQUIREMENTh.—The

Secretary in providing for the demon.tra
tion project d&scribed in subsection (a), may

waive the following requirements in title

XIX of the Social Security Act with respect
to such projects.
(1) Section.! 1901. 1902(a)(10) (A) and (C),
1903(a)(1), and 1903(f), relating to categorical and income eligibility limits.
(2) Section3 1902(a)(10) (A) and (D), rclat-

ing to amount, duration, and scope of serv-

ices; and to diagnosis, typeof illness, or consetting, outpatient mental health services, for which Federal medical osistance pay- dition.
ments
is
available
under
subsection
(a)(1)
outpatient substance abuse and alcoholism
(3) Section 1902(a)(10)(E), relating to
services, residential treatment services for wiU be reduced by amounts collected pursu. qualified
medicaid beneficiaries.
ant
to
this
subpara'raph."
children, or day treatment services for chil(4)
Section
1902(a)(23), relating to freeSEC.
U&
LIMITATiON
ON
D1SALLOWANCES
OR
DEdren.
SEC. €W OPTiONAL STATE MEDiCAiD DiSABiLITY
DETERM1NA T1ONS iNDEPENDENT OF
THE SOCiAL SECURITY ADM1N1STR.4.
nON.

FERRAL OF FEDERAL FiNANCiAL PARI7C1PA T1ON FOR CERTAiN 1NPA T1E%7
PSYCHiATRiC HOSPiTAL SERViCES FOR

doin of choice.

(5) Section 1902(a)(1), relating to statewi

deness.

(6) Sections 1902(a)(10), matter foUowing
(a) IN GrizIM1.—(1) If the Secretary of (E) and 1902(a)(17), relating to comparabil
(a) IN GEliziw.—Section 1902 (42 U.S.C.
1396a) a amended by section 6201 i further Health and Human Services makes a deter- ity.
(7) SectIon 1902(a)(14), reZating to premiamended by adding at the end the following mination thaL a psijchiatric facUity has
failed to comply with certification of need ums.
new subsection.
INDiViDUALS UNDER AGE 21.

'(t)(1) A State plan may provide for the requirements for Inpatient psychiatric hosnwJcing of determinations of disability or pUal sert)ices for individual.! under age 21
blindne.,s for the purpose of determining elt- pursv,ant to section 1905(h) of the Social Segibiity for medical assistance under the curity Act, and such determination has not
State plan by the tingle State agenci or ifs been subject to a final judiciaZ decf.ion, any
de3irnee, and make medical ussstance di3allowance or deferral of Federal financial
available to individuals whom ft finds to be participation under such Act based on such
blind or disabled and who are determined determination shall only apply to the period
otherwise eligible for such a3si.gtance during of time beginning with the first day of nonthe period of time prior to which a final de. compliance and ending with the date by
termination of dzsabiZtty or blindness Ia which the ps7jchiatrw facUity develops documade by the Social Security Admini3t ration mentation (using plan of care or utili2ation
with respect to such an IndividuaL In review procedure8) of the need for inpatient

maMng such determlnation3, the State must care with re.!pect to such IndividuaLs.
(2) Any d13aliowance of Federal financial
apply the definitions of dzsability and b2indness found in section 1614(a) of the Social participation under tiUe XIX of the Social
Security Act relating to the failure of a psiSecurity Act.".
(b) STUDY 07 MEDICAID DISABILTFY DEFINI- chiatric facility to comply with cert(fication
rzoN.—(1) The General Accounting Office of need requirements—
(A) shall not exceed 25 percent of the
shaU conduct a study of the appropriateness
of the use of the definition of disability and amount of Federal financial participation
blindness (rncluding the dura2lonal require- for the period described in para9raph (1);
ment) found in section 1614(a) of the Social and
(B) shall not apply to any fiscal year
Security Act for pu?pose3 of eligibility for
medical a.uiatance under Litle XIX of the before the fiscal year that is 3 years before
the fiscal year In which the determInation of
Social Security Act.
(2) By no kiter than January 1, 1992, the noncompliance described In para'raph (1)
GAO shall submit a report to Congress and is made.
(be' Emcr,v DATZ.—Subsectlon (a) shall
to the Secretary of Health and Human Services on It study and shall include Ifs recoin- apply to dlsaliowance actiorta that are pend
Ing or for which there ?ias not been a final
rnendationa. if any.
SEC. S2I. MiWICALLY NERD V iNCOME LEVELS FOR Judicial declalon as of the date a! the enact-

(8) Section 1902(a)(18), relating to liens

and recovery of assets.
(9) Sections 1902(50) and (51), relating to

personal needs allowance, protection community spouse, and tran.s.fer of assets.

(c) STATZ ASSUR.4NCES.—The States con-

ducting demonstration projects under this

section shall provide asssurances to the Secretary that—

(1) the estimated average per capita and
aggregate expenditures for long-term care
services for individuaLs under the waiver

will not exceed estimated average per capita
and aggregate ependitures for such services
for such individuaLs under the State plan in
the absence of the waiver;
(2) it wiU continue to make long-term care

services available under he plan to any individual who would be entitled to longterm

care services under the plan as in effect

before the waiver (except to the extent that
subsequent Federal legsZation 3peciflcally
requires changes In eligibility for such servO
ices under the plan);
(3) it will not approve a long-term care in-

surance policy unless It meets standards at

least as stringent as those set forth in the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) Long-Term Care Insurance
Model Act a.s a! June 1989; and

(4) expenditures for long-term care services provided to indivlduals participating
mentofthlsAct.
CERTAIN MEMBER PAN!UES
in the projects after the expiration a! the
(a) by aZNRRAL.—For purposes of section 8EC. 420. 5- YEAR EXTEN8iON OP CERTAiN WA1VE& projects shall be shared by the State and
1903(11111(B) of the Roclo4 Recurity Act, for
(a) IN aENZRAL.—Sectlon 507 of the Family Federal governments In accordance wi h

pav,nnta ,nwl., before, on, or after the date

Rupport Act of 1988 s amended by striking title XIX formulae In force at the time.

r,f gh. enament of thU Act, a Rtafr de- '1991' and Inaertlng 1996"
lrU.#4 In siJ.ip'zr#vJraph (fl) may ui. n d,(b)
CONORMINJ
AatzpIl)MLNT.—Section
lrnfttQ th. igh,at amount vhfrh wiuM 19O3'm)'6llA)
(42 1/.RC. 1396b(mll6llA)) U

(d) APPUCATION, DURATION, AND ELIGIDILtry.—

(I) The Secretary shall enter Into an agreevz f'zmuy "if th sam's orn.!nd"4 mi airiMnu "NUC, of Net,, Jersey mnt with the Sate described th sub8ecUon
*(i' fii,t4,' ths
plan vzp7,rlft,4 un4r in4 fl*r1n.Q ,'Rtatea of N.w Jra.y and (a) f'r the purpoae of conducting demonAf
atraifi,n pr,freta as d..ecribed ft this scctlon.
IV ',f VPt A'1 in Us ri*, ',f ' M n zarjl,n

,icn,.,rU, P
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Secretary shall award such demon3tra- law, an intermediate care facility for the
tona in a b*id get neutral manner.
mentally retarded that has been decert flied
(2) The Secretary shall either approve or or excluded from partietpation n the medi.
The
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SEC. $274. STATE FLEXIBILITY LV IDENTIFYING AND
PA YING DISPROPORTIONATE SHA RE
HOSPITALS.

(a) IN GENEIUL—Section 1923(b)(1) (42
disapprove the application of the State to cal assutance program established under
participate in a demonstration project de- title XIX of the Social Security Act shall be U.S.C. 1396r-4(b)(1)) 18 amended by—
(1) striMng the peñod at the end of subscribed in this section within 90 days of re- treated as a facility providing care "the cost
ceipt of such application. If the Secretary of which couZd be mbued" under a State paragraph (B) and inserting "or instead of
disapproves an application of a State de- plan for purposes of determining whether to (A) or (B)'and
(2) adding after subparagraph (B) the folscribed in subsection (a) to conduct a dem- approve a waiver under section 1915(c)(1) of
onstration project under this section, the such Act and whether an individuaZ ü eligi- lowing new subparagraph.

Secretary shall within 30 days of such disap- ble for care under such a waiver.
proval notify the State af the reasons for
(c) Ausij,gr,'r To 1915(d) CEILING ro TtEE
such disapproval and allow the State to cor- DrO Accouvr 7711' ADDED Cos oi OBRA
.rect any deficiencies and allow the State to 87.—Sect,on 1915(d)(5)(B)(iv) (42 U.S.C.
resubmit a corrected application which the 1396n(d)(5)(B)(iv)) is amended by striking
Secretary shall approve if it meets the re- "this title" the first place U appears and inquirementj of this section.
serting "this title whose provisions become
(3) The demonstration project under this effective on or after such date"

section shall be for an initial period af 5

years. The Secretary shali provide for renewal of those demonat ration projects for an ad-

(d) C,w,ojs TO FREEDOM OF CHOICE WAIVERs—Section 1915(c)(3) and (d)(3) (42
U.S.C. 1396n(c)(3) and (d)(3)) are each

"(C) the hospttal meets other criteria spec-

(lied by the State which identify hospitals
serving a disproportionate number of low

income patients wfth special need.s, so long
as all hospitals determined to be dispropOr
Uonate share hospitals include, at the
State's Option, hospitals which meet one of
the following—

"(I) the conditiona specified in subpara

graph (A) or (B); or

"(ii) any crtteria specified in an amendment to the State plan which was submitted
ditional 5 years which the Secretary deter- amended—
to and approved by the Secretary prior to
mines have met the requirements of this sec(1) bystrUcing "and section" and in3erting May 1, 1989.
tion.

(4) An zndividual who participates n a "section " and
(2) by in3erting after "community)", "and
demon3tration project under this section
shall remain eligible for long-term care serv- the requirements of section 190.2(a)(23) (reices under the State plan after the expira- lating to restricting the recipiet's choice of
providers), inaofar as such requirements
tion of such project.
(e) ANNUAL STATE RtPOR7.—The States relate to the provision of case management
shall annually (during the duration af such services, where the State provides assurances satisfactory to the Secretary that such
projects) report to the Secretary on—
(1) the number of individual.s enrolled in a restriction will not substantially limit the
the demon.st ration projects in such States;
(2) the number of enrollees act uolly receiving Ion g-terin care services under siuh dem-

on3traton projects (whether through longterm care insurance or medical asnstance

(b) DIFFERENT PA YME?,? LEVELS—Section

1923 (42 U.S.C. 1396r-4) is amended in the

matter following subsection (c) by adding
after the last sentence the following: "Noth-

ing in this section shaU prohibit a State

from establishing different payment adjustments for different types of hospitals that
are defined or deemed to be disproportionate share hospitaLs provided that the
recipient's access to such services
amount of each payment adjustment is reasonably related to the costs or proportion of
SEC. $273. MEDICAID PROVISIONS RELATING TO
HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZA. services provided to medicaid or low-income
TION&
patients, and that either—
(a) PHYSICIAN INCENTIVE PAYMENTs—Sec"(A) the amount of each payment adjusted
tion 1903(m)(5) is amended bij adding at the ts equal to or greater than the minimum adend of subparagraph (B) the following new justment amount as specified in subsection

under title XIX of the SocUz1 Security Act);
(3) the number of enrollees act ua1ly receiving long-term care in the form of medical as- subparagraph.sistance; and
"(C)(i) If an organization with a contract
(4) the number and type (commercia4 not under section 1903(m) knowingly makes a
for profit and HMO) characterLsticB of pri- direct and specific individual payment to a
vate insurers with policiez approved by the physician as an inducement to withhold or
States under the demonstration projects.
limit a specific medically necessary service

(c); or

"(B) the aggregate amount of payment ad
justments under the plan for disproportionate share hospttais (as defined under a State
plan approved by the Secretary prior to December 22, 1987) ü not less than the aggre•
(f) Szc,ir's P.tPORT.—The Secretary to an ütenttfiable patient, the orpanzation gate amount of payment adjustments othershall report to Congress on the demon3tra- shall be sithjec4 in addition to any other wise required to be made if paragraph (1) or
ton project establi.shed under thi3 section pena1ties that may be pre3cribed bij law, to a (2) of subsection (c) applie.i '
AMENDMENt—Section
not later than 4 years after the date of enact- cft,U nmney penalty of not more than
CONFORMING
(c)
ment of th2s section. Such report shall sum- $25,000 for each determination.
1923(c)(2) (42 U.S.C. 1396r-4(c)(2)) is
martze and anojyze information reported bjl
"(i*) The provisions of aect,on 1876(i)(8) amended by inaerting after "State" "Or the
the State under subiection (e), and shall Mali
apply to health maintenance organiza- hospital's low-income utilization rate (as
evaluate the cost effectiveness of the demon- Uons with a contract under thi., subsection defined in payv.graph (b)(3))".
stration project and make recommendations in the same manner and to the same extent SEC $275. EXTENSION OF PROVISION ON VOLUNTARY
CONTRIBUTIONS AND PRO VIDER-SPEwith respect to the desirability and appro- as to health maintenance organ fzationa
CIFIC TAXE&
priateness of auffiorizng any State to make with a contract under section 1876".
long-term care services available on a simiSection 8431 of the Technical and Mtscel(b)
MEDICAID
EOu.wE?1rr
WAJvr.—
lar bast&
laneoua Revenue Act of 1988 is amended by
(1) GENZP4L WAIVER AuniOpJ7y.—The Secre- striking "December 31, 1990" and inserting
SEC 1271 NEDICAID COVERAGE OF ALCOHOLISM
AND DRUG DEPENDENCY TREATMENT tary shall approve waivers of the 75 percent
"September 30, 1991 '
enroUment requirement (described in sec- SE
SERVICE&
l27t PROHIBITION ON WAIVING REASONABLE
Uon
1903(m)(2)(A)(i)
of
the
Social
Security
Section 1905(a) of the Social Security Act
AND ADEQUATE PA YMEJ,T&4TE&
Act)
after
the
Secretary
provides
for—
is amended by adding at the end the follow(a) IN GENER,j.—Section 1 915(b) (42
(A) a study of situations where the 75-25 U.S.C. 1396n(b)) ü amended in the matter
tng new sente,we. "No service (including
counseling) shall be excluded from the defi- percent enroUment requirement (descrtbed preceding paragraph (1) bij in3erting "(other
nition of medical aszl.stance' solely becauae in sect,on 1903(m)(2)(A)(i) of the Social Se- than sijbsectzon (a)(13)(A))" after 'section
it U provided as a treatment service for al- curity Act) ts not practical or where alterna- 1902'
tive safeguards or proce4ures to private encoholt.sin or drug dependency. '
(b) EmcrivE DATE—The amendment

roUment and oversight could be used to made by subsection (a) shall be effective
assure that prepald heath care organzza- with respect to calendar quarters bee-inning
provide quality care and are fucaUy on or after January 1, 1991.
sections (c)(1) and (d)(1) of section 1915 of Uona
Sound,
SE( 1272. HOME ANDCOMNUNITY.BASED WAIVER&

(a) Twrgr,r OP RooM AND BOARD.—Sub-

the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396n) are

each amended by adding at the end the following: "For purposes of this subsection, the
term 'room and board' shall riot include an
amount established under a method determined by the State to reflect the portion of
costs of rent and food attributable to an unrelated personal careo-i vet who is re3iding in
the same household with an individual who,

but for the ag1,,tance of such caregver,

(B) publication in the Federal Register by
AprU 1, 1991. for review and comment a set
of minimum standards that prepald organiea1ona muat meet to be considered eligzble

&sbtltk D—Trade Th-ovisloa,

PART I—CUSTOMS USER FEES
SEC U.,. CUSTOMS USER FEES

(a) EX7TNSION oi EmcrIvz PERIOD FOR
for the waiver descnbed in this paragraph FEiS.—Paragruph (31 of section 13031(j) of

and the erma under which such waivers wiU

the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconcil1.ation Act of 1985 (19 U.S.C. 58c(j)(3)) is
(C) publication of revised standards and amended by striking out '1991" and in3ertterms as aflna1 noUce.
ing "1995'
be approved,- and

(b) ADJUSTMENt OF Fsss.—Paragraph (9) of
would require o4misson to a hosptta nurs(2) TERM 01 AND PSNEWAL 01 WAJVEM.—A
ing facjfltp, or intermediate care facglity for waiver under this aecUon shali initially be section 13031(a) of the Consolidated Omni-

the mentaUy retarded.
approved for three years; the Secretary shall
(b) T TMZPrF o DCRT1IED FACIUTIES.— provide terms for the renewal of such waiv-

Notwithstanding any other provision of

eT&

bus Budget Reconcf2iatl.on Act of 1985 (19
U.S.C. 58c(a)(9)) is amended to read as fol-

lows.

_________
______
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HeadIng 9902.8483 is amended by

(9)
"(91(A) For the processing of merth.ndise inserting "the Committee on Ways and
that is formally entered or released during Means of the House a)' Representatives and striking out "M,CEJLJ' and inserting
YA.C,CA,L IL)".
any fiscal year, a fee 1* an assount equal to the Consinitlee oil Finance al the Se*ate"
(10) Heading 9902.17.14 is amended by
tel Meacwanoiat Paocwu,a Fam svn canLI? percent ad valorem. unless adjusted
under subparagraph (B).
striking out "brakes," the first place U aD"(B)W The Secretary of the Treasurg may
(1) IN aaue&SL.—SecUon 13031(b)(9) of the pea,
adjust the ad valorem. rate sllf1ed in sub- Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconcilia(ci Errxciivs Disu.—
paragraph (A) for merchandise t*i I. for- tion Act of 2985 (19 u.s.a 54c(b)(9)) is
(1) Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3), the
amendments made by subsections (a) and
mally entered or released dunng any fiscal amended—
(A) by inserting "and subsection (a)" in Ib) apply with respeet to articles entered, or
year beginning after September 30. 1991. to
withdrawn from warehouse for consumpan ad valorem rate (but not to a rate of subparagraph (B) before the colon, and
(B) by Inserting "other than an ais,ori tion, on or after October 1, 1999.
more than 0.19 percent nor less than 0.15
pereenU that would, If charged, offset the through which less than 25.000 Informal en(21 Any amendment made by subsection
salaries and expenses that will likely be la tries are cleared annually" In subparagraph (a) or (b) to a provision of the Harmonized
cuered by the Customs Service in the prec- (B)(Il) before the end perloL
TarW Schedule of the United States that
(2) EFpvc'nvz v.45g.—The amendments was the subject of an amendment made by
easing of such entries and releases during
made by this subsection shall take effect as title III of the Customs and Trade Act of
that fiscal year.
"(ii) In determining the amount of any if Included in section 111 of the Customs 2990 shall—
adjustment under clause (U. the Secretary af and Trade Act of 1990.
(A) be treated as applying to that provithe Treasury shall take into account whethsion as established or amended by such title
PART Il—TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS
er there is a surplus or deficit in the fund es- 81C SIlL TEC.YNICAL AMA'NIW.ENTS 50 TIlE HAR- III; and
tablished under section 613.4 0.! the Tariff
(B) if the amendment made by such title
MONIZED TARIFF SCHEDULL
Act of 1930 with respect to the prevision of
I a) REDF.SJaNrnoNs.—Each subheading of UI has retroactive application under sec-

ZUNS Am-

customs services for the processing of formal
entries and releases of merchandise.

the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the tion 485(b) of such Act, be treated as applyUnited States that Is listed in column A is ing with ,peci to entries made after the
"fill) An adjustment may not be made redesignated as the subheading listed in relevant applicable date (as defined lii paraunder clause (I) with respect to the fee column B opposite such column A subhead- graph (2J(A) of such section 485(b)).
charged during any fiscal year unless the ing:
(3) Notwithstanding section 514 of the

Se.cret.ary of the Treasury—

'f I) not later than 30 days after the date of Column A
the enactment of the Act providing regular
5111.30.60_...__
appropriations for the Customs Service for
5111.90.7O_
that fiscal year. publishes a notice of Intent
5112.19.10
to adjust the fees under this paragraph and
the amount of such adjust men 4-

"III) provides a period of not less than 30
days for public comment following publication of the notice described In subciause (I);
"(Illifduring the 30-day period beginning

after the date of the publication of the
notice described in subciause (I). consults
with the Cmmlttee on Finance of the

Senate and the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives re-

pa rthng the proposed adjustment; and
"(lv) no earlier than the expiration of the

39-day public comment period and the 30day consultation period, publishes In the
Federal Register notice of the final determination regarding the adjustment of fees.

5112.19.60.........,._.........
51l2.90.60....................._
6116.1 0.50
6116.93.20

6116.99.60

..
..

Column B Tariff Act of 1930 or any other provision of
5111.20.90 £au upon proper request filed with the apSilL 30.90 propriate customs officer before April 1,
5111.90.90 1991, any entry—
5112.18.20
5112. 19.90
5112. 90.90
6116.1 0.40
6116.93.30

6116.99.90
6216.110.25

1216. 00.29

621600.47

1702.90.60.

8712. 90.1&
871Z00.2&........

8712.00.3&........._..._..
9022.

"fly) The 30 days referred to in clause

9080__._...........

6216.00.30
6216.00.45
6 702.90.35
1702.90.65
871 2.00.1 5

1712.00.25
1712.00.35
8714.94.15

(A) which was made after December 31,

1988 and before October 1, 1890' and
(B) with, respect to which there would have

been a lesser duty If any amendment made
by subsection (b)(1) applied to such entry;
shall be liquidated or rdliquidated as though
suck amendment applied to such entry.

SEC 1311 ?'ICRNFCAL AMENDMENTS TO CER?AIN

cenions LA WI
(a) CUSTOMS Fonrxrrrinr FUND.—
(1) Paragraph (5) of section 121 of the Customs and Trade Act of 1990 is repealed and

subsection If) of section 613A of the Tariff
Act of 1930 shall be applied as if the amend-

ment made by such paragraph (5) had not

171494.60

been enacted.

9022.90.96
9603.10.25
9603.10.99

(as in

(2) Paragraph (2) of such section 613A(f)
effect after the application of paru-

graph (11) is amended to read as follows:
"(VU) Subject to subparagraph (B), there
4* session because of an adjournment of monized Tariff Schedule of the United are authorized to be appropriated from the
Fund not to exceed $20,000,000 for each
more than 3 days to a day certain or an ad- States is further amended as follows:
(1) The article descriptions for subhead- fiscal year to carry out the purposes set
jourement of the Congress sine die; and
"(II) any Saturday and Sunday, not ex- ings 6116.10.10. 6116.92.10. 6116.93.10. forth in subsections (a)(3) and (b)for such
cluded under subclavae (11, when either 6116.99.30. 6216.96.19, 6216.00.34. and fiscal year.
"(RI Of the amount authorized to be apHouse is not In session.
6216.00.44 are each amended to read as M"(vi An adjustment isw4e under this sub- lows: "Other gloves, mittens, and mitts, propriated under subparagraph (A), not to
paragraph Is effective with respect to formal principally designed for sports use, includ- exceed the following shall be available to
entries and releases made on or after the ing ski and snowmobile gloves, mittens, and carry out the purposes set forth in subsection (a)(3):
5th calendar day after the dale of publicu.- mitts"
tion of the notice required under clause (2) The superior heading to subheadings
"(I) $14,855,066 for fiscal year 1991.
"Vii) $15,598,060 for fliccal year 1992.".
11W (IV) end be/ore the first day of the next 8712.00.25 and 8712.00.35 (as redesignated
by subsection (a)) is amended by striking
fbI Cxnr.4m £nmz&r.—Section 484 of the
fiscal year.
"(vi) Any fee charged under th.la para- out "65" and inserting "63.5".
Customs and Trade Act of 1990 (Public Law
by striking out
(31 Heading 9902.30.07 is amended by 101-382) is amended
graph, whether or not adjusted under this
subparagraph, is subject to the limitations striking out "2926.90.10" and inserting "1891 -06092?" and insetting '1801-?in subsection (b)(8)(A).".
"2929.1 0.40".
000027'
(4) Heading 9902.30.08 ft amended by
(c) AooaEcMrnw or M CMAaYIUZE Pnocs4e(ci Emcn've D.ri'g. —The provisions of this
ma Fm—Section lllff)(1EB) of Use Cus- striking out '2907.29.30" and inserting section take c,ct August 21, 1990.
toms and Trade Act of 1990 (Public Law "290 7.19.SO"
Ssbfltk 5—Pensles Resent Cra.mntee Corporation
(5) Heading 9902.30.42 is amended by
101-382) is amended by striking out "determined In" and inserting "currently In effect sbiking out "29533-43-4?" and insetting EEC SISL INCRALSE LW PEEWUM LA TEE
under"'.
"19532—03--2".
(a) IR&SE m Bsvc Pp.gwiuu.—
(6) The article description for heading
Id) CUSTOMS Ssnv,ez Aonyssw..gnou.—Sec(1) IN oerns.i..—Clause Ii) of section
tion 213 of the Customs and Trade Act of 9902.30.56 Is amended by striking out Isp4006taRVW of Ike Employee Retirement
droxetkyl" end inserting '%ydraxpethy('
2990 is amended—
(1) by Insetting "and" after the semicolon
47) Heading 9902. 39.93 (as enacted by sec- Income Security Act of 1974 (29 U.S.C
at the end of subsection (aJW;
tion 388 of the Customs and Trade Act of 2306(aEi)IAJ) Is amended by striking "for
(2) by striking out the semicolon at the 1990) is redesignated as heading 9902.$L11 plan years beginning after December 31,
1987, an amount equal to the sum of $16"
end of subsection (a)(2) and inserting a and, as so redesignated, is amended by it ii
period;
i'w out "piperadinyl" and inserting 'iperi- and iuetting''/or plan pears beginning
(3) by striking out paragraphs (31, (4). and dm34".
after December 31. 1930, as amount equal to
(5) of subsection (a); and
(81 Subchapter II af chapter 99 Is amended the sum of $19"
(2)
CoaronMlNo .snswrjmiwr.—Sectton
(4) by striking out "ComsnWees referred to by inserting in numerical sequence the folIn subsection (e115) in subsection fbi and lowing new heading:
4006(dEL'L4) of such Act (29 U.S.C.
(iii)f III) shall be computed by excluding—

"(1) the days on which either House is not

9603.1 0.70.

(bi

M,scru.ijeeoa Auen'neys—The Har-
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Ia amended by adding at the shall prepare and submit to the Secretary an
applicatton at such time, in such manner,
'(iv) with respect to each plan year begin- and containing such ir&for,nation as the Secning after December 31, 1987, and before retary shall by nile require, including—
January 1, 1991, an amount equal to $16 for
"(1) an a3surance that the State will
each individual who wa a pariicpant in comply with the requirements of this sisbsuch plan dunng the plan year, and".
chapter; and
(b). INcREASE IN ADDITIONAL PREMIUM—Sec.
"(2) a Stzte plan that meets the requiretion 4006(a)(3)(E) of such Act (29 U.S.C. ments of subiection (c).
1306(c)(1)(A))

end thereof the following new clause:

1306(a)(3)(E)) is amended—

"(b) PIJuoD Covr.pj.D

PwJ.—The State

(1) by stnkng "$6.00" in clause (ii) and plan contained in the application under
lnseriing '$9.00' and
subsection (a) shall be designed to be imple(2) by st rikng $34" in clause (iv)(I) and mented—
in.9eriing $53".
"(1) durIng a 3-year period for the initial
DArz.—The amendments State pla and
made by thi. section shall apply to plan
"(2) dunng a 2-year period for sisbsequent
years beqinning after December 31, 1990.
State plans.
(c)

EFFtC7JVE
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under State or local law are required to be

registered with the State prior to payment
being made under this subchapter, in ac-

cordance with procedures designed to facilitate appropnate payment to such providers,
and to permit the State to furnish ir&forination to such providers, including ir&formaUon on the avaUability of health and safety
training, technical a.sistance, and any rele-

vant ir&for,nation periaining to regulatory

requirements in the State and that such

providers shall be permitted to register with
the State after selection by the parent3 of eli-

gible children and before such payment s

This subparagraph shall not be conat rued to
prohibzt a State from imposing more strin
"(1) L&4D .4QENCY.—The State plan shall gent standards and licensing or reguLatory
on child care providers within
identify
the lead agency desLgnated under requirements
SEC. Uci. CHILD CARE AND DEVELOPMtJVT BLOCK
the State that provide services for which a.
section 658D.
GRANT.
"(2) PoLJcIEs AND PROCEDURES.—The State saatance Ia provided under th subchaptei
Chapter 8 of subtitle A of title IV of the
than the standards or requirements imposed
plan
shalL
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981
on other child care providers in the State.
"(A)
PARENTAL
CHOICE
OF
PRO
VJDERS.—PrO(Public Law 9 7-35) is amended—
"(F) ESBIJ5HMENT 01 HEALTH AND SAFLTY
de assurances that—
(1) by redesignating subchapters C, D, and vi"(i)
the parent or parent3 of each eligtble REQWREMENTS.—Provide a3surances that
E, as subchapters D, E, and F, respectively;
child within the State who receives or Ia of- there are in effect within the State, under
and
or local law, requirements designed to
(2) by inserting after subchapter B the fol- fered child care services for which financial State
assi8tance Ia provided under this subchap. protect the health and safety of children that
lowing new subchapter:
ter, other than through assistance provided are applicable to child care providers that
'Ssibchapter C—Child Care and Development Block
SMbtiUe F—Child Care and De6elopment Block
Gnznt

S

'?c) RQZJ1REMENTS OFA PLAN.—

under paragraph

Grnnt

(3)(C),

are given the provide services for which a3sistance t

made available under this subchapter. Such
"(I) to enroU such child with a child care requirements shall include—
'This subchapter may be cited a the provider that has a grant or contract for the
"(i) the prevention and control of lr&fecChild Care and Development Block Grant provülon a)' such services; or
tious disea3es (including immuntzation);
Act of 1990
"(II) to receive a child care certificate a3
"(ii) building and physical premes
option either—

ISSA. SHORT TITLE.

SEC. fSSB. A VTHOPJZA liON OFAPPROPPJAT!ONS.

"There are auUwrl.zed to be

aproprlated

to carry out thi. s,iibchapter, $750,000,000 for
fiscal year 1991, $825,000,000 for flical year
1992, $925,000,000 for fiscal year 1993, and

such sum3 as may be necessary for each of
the fiscal years 1994 and 1995.

"SEC. 158C. tSThBLISKMNT OP BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM.

"The Secretary is authorized to make
grant., to States in accordance with the pro-

visions of this subchapter.

"S.C. 58D. LhAD AGENCY.
?a) DFSIONATION.—The chief executive Qf-

defined in section 658P(2);

safety; and
"(iii) minimum health and safety training
the option decnbed In clause (i)(I), the apDropnate to the provider setting.
child will be enroUed with the eligible pro- Nothing in th subparagraph shall be convider selected by the parent to the maximum strued to require the establishment of addi
extent practicable; and
health and safety requirements foi
"(ui) child care certificates offered to par. tional care
provlder3 that are subject to
ents selecting the option de.scnbed in clause child
health
and
safety
in the cate
(i)(II) shall be of a value commensurate gories described inrequirements
thu
subparagraph
the
with the sisbsidy value of child care services date of enactment of this subchapter on
under
provided under the option de3cnbed in State or local law.
clause (i)(I);
"(0) COMPLIANCE WITH 5ThTE AND LOCAL

"(ii) In cases In which the parent select3

except that nothing In thi. subparagraph

HEALTH AND SAFFTY REQ UIREMEN7. —Provide

shall require a State to have a child care cer- a3surances that procedures are in effect to
tificate program in operation prior to Octo- ensure that child care providers within the
under this subchapter shall designate, in an ber 1, 1991.
State that provide services for which a3sistapplication submitted to the Secretary
"(B) UNLIMFItD PARtN7'AL ACCFss.—Provide
is provided under this sisbchapter
under section 658E, an appropriate State assurances that procedures are in effect ance
comply with all apDlicable State or local
agenci, that compltes with the requirement3 within the State to ensure that child care health and safety requirements as described
of subsection (b) to act as the lead agencp.
providers who provide services for which as- In sisbparagraph (F).
"(b) DuTIEs.—
slatance Ia made available under this sub"(H) RLDZJCTION m STANDARDS.—ProVIde as•
"(1) IN QEfJw—The lead agencp shall—
chapter afford parents unlimited access to
that if the State red uce the level of
?A) administer, directly or through other their children and to the providers canno surances
applicable to child care services
State agencies, the ftngncial a.3sistance re- for their children, during the normal hours standard.
in the State on the date of enactcetved under thi.s subchapter bji the State,
of operation of such provi4ers and whenever provided
"(B) develop the State plan to be cubmit- sisch children are in the care of such provid- ment of thu subchapter, the State shall
th.form the Secretary of the rationale for
ted to the Secretary under section 658E(a),
ers.
reduction in the annual repori of the
"(C) in conjunction with the development
"(C) Pj. ThL CoMPI4ThTs.—PrOvfde assur- such
of the State plan a required under subpara- ances that the State maintains a record of State described In section 658K.
"(I) REVIEW 01 STA7T LICENSING ARD RZGUL.4graph (B), hold at lea8t one hearing in the sisbstantiated parental complaint.s and
St ate to provide to the public an opporiuni- in&ces Ir&for,nation regarding such parental TORY RtQUIRZMKNTS. —Provide as.surances
that
not later than 18 months after the date
ty to comment on the provisl,on of chUd care complaints available to the public on reof the submission of the application under
services under the State plan; and
quest.
"(D) coordinate the provision of service3
"(D) CONSUMER EDUCATION.—PrOVide a3sur- section 658E, the State wU complete a full
under this subchapter with other Federal. ances that consumer education ir&for,natton review of the law applicable to, and the li-

ficer of a State desftng to receive a grant

State and local child care and early child- wU be made available to parents and the
hood development pro gram3.
general public within the State concerning
"(2) DEvizoPMrwr 0, Pi.u'.—In the develop- Zicensng and regilatory requirements, comment of the State plan decnbed 1n para- plaint procedures and policea and pracgraph (1)(B), the lead agenci, shall consuLt tices relative to child care services within
with appropnate representatives of unUa of the State
general purpose local government. Such conzocz,
"(E) Caw,wj.'cg wiiw sm,'z
au1tations may include consl4eratfrmn of REQ U1..A TORY RZQUIREMENTS.—PrOVide a.wAr-

local chi1d care needs and resources, the ef- ances that—
fectiveness of exiating child care and early
"(1) all providers of child care services
childhood development service8 and the within the State for which a3ttance is promethod, by which funds made available vded under thu sisbchapter comply with all
under this sisbchapter can be used to ejfec. licensing or regilatory requirements (inftvely o44 reas local shoriages.
cludino registration requirement3) applicaSEC.
APPLICATION AND PL4N.
ble under State and local law; and
"(ii) providers within the State that are
"(a) APPLIC.4rION.—To be eligble to receive

censing and reu1atory requirements and

policies of, each licensing agenci, that reuiates child care services and programs in the
State unless the State hai reviewed such law,
requirements, and policies In the 3-year
pei-tod ending on the date of the enactment
of Uiis sisbchapter.
"(J) SUPPIJ.MKNTATION.—Provide

assur-

ances that 1un48 reoeft>ed under thla sub-

chapter by the State will be used only to supplement not to supplant the amount of Fed-

eral, State and local funds otherwise ex-

pended for the sisppori of chud care services
and related program3 In the State.
"(3) Usg 01 BLOCK GR4NT WNDs.—
VA) GXNKRAL P.EQUIREMENT.—The State

a.u,tance under this sisbchapter, a State not required to be licensed or regulated pZan shall provide that the State wiU use the
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amounts provided to the Stale for each sen bed lii paragraph (Ii except to the extent the State shall give the highest priority to gefiscal year under this subchapter as required that renovation or repair Is necessary to ographic areas within the State that are eliunder subparagraphs (B) and (Ci.
?B) C.UJLD asax wviczs. —Subject to the
reservation contained 132 subparagraph (C),
the State shall use amounts provided to the

Stale for each fiscal year under this subchapter for—

bring the facility of such agency or organi- gible to receive grants under section 1006 of
zation Into compliance with health and the Elementary and Secondary Education
safety requirements referred to to section Act of 1965 and shall then give priority to—
6585(c) 2) (F).

filE

(j) up other areas with concentrations

of poverty and
OP CHILD CAP.&
'72) any areas with very high or very low
"A State that receives financial assistance population densities.
under this subchapter shalt use fbi less than "SEC 5581. ADMINISTHA TWiN AND ENFORCEMENT.
49 percent of the amounts reserved by such
Secretary
ADMYNISTRATION.—772e
"(a)
State under section 658E(cI(31(C) for each shallfiscal year for one or more of the following:
'71) Coordinate all activities of the De"(ii ResOURCE AND W2P.4L PROGRAMS.— partment
of Health and Human Services redirectly or providing financial
"SEC S58( ACTIVITIES TO iMPROVE

QI/AUTV

'W child care services, that meet the requirements of this subchapter, that are provided to eligible children in the State on a
sliding fee scale basis using funding methods provided for in section 658E(c)(2)(A),
with priority being given for services provided to children of families with very Low Operating
lating to child care, and, to the maximum
family incomes (taking Into consideration assistance to private raonprcijil organiza- extent practicable, coordinate such activiMail, size) and to children with special tions or public organizations (including tics with similar activities of other Federal
units of general purpose local government) entities,
needs; and
"(U.S activf ties designed to improve the a.!- for the development, establishment, expan"(2) collect, publish and make available to
fordability, availability and quality af child sion. operation, sisd coordination of re- the public a listing of St ate child care standease, and to expand the range of choices of source and referral programs specifically re- ards at least once every 3 years; and
lated to child care
child care services available to parents.
"(3) provide technical assistance to assist
"(2) GRANTS OR LOANS 70 ASSIST IN fl7HO
"(C) AL-n vrnt3 TO IMPROVE i,er QUALITY OF
States to Carry out this subchapter, IncludCHILD CARE AND TO mcRL4St THE i vAJLAWLrrI Smrz AND wcsL sruenanva—Mahing grants
assistance on a reimbursable basis.
01 IARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT AND or providing loans to child care providers to ing
"(bi EN,oRcerer.lrr.—
assist such providers In meeting applicable
DEFORM- AND AP7TR-SCHOOL- CARE HER ViCES.—
'71/ REV7W OF COMPLIANCE WiTH STATE
The State shall reserve 25 percent of the State and local child care standards.
PLAN—The
Secretary shall review and moniEs
RUSHMEm'
AND
IMPROVEMENT
o
"(3)
amounts provided to the State for each
State compliance with this subchapter
fiscal year under this subchapter to carry DASRDs.—Establishing and improving tor
the plan approved under section
out sell rUles designed to improve the qual- Stale and local child care standards and re- and
6585(c) for the State, and shall have the
ity of child care (as described in section quirements.
"(4) MONITORING OF COMPLIANCE WITH IS- power to terminate payments to the State In
158G) and to provide before- and aftercr.nszNO
w RRO1jzr'oar ,.zQumrMsurs.—Im- accordance with paragraph (2).
school and early ChildhOOd development
"(2) NO.VCOMPUANCZ.—
proving the monitoring of compliance with,
services (as described lit section 658H).
"(A) Ii aEswasz.—Lf the Secretary, after
and enforcement o) Stale and local licens"14) PAYMKNT31AT&5.—
notice to a State and opportuni"(41 IN a,angs.—The State pian shall pro- ing and regulatory requirements (including reasonable
tyfor a hearing, finds that—
vide assurances that payment rates for the registration requiremeuW.
"(I) there has been a failure by the State to
"(5) Tnajajrqo.—Providing training and
provision ci! child care services for which assubstantially with any provision or
sistance Is provided under this subchapter technical assistance In areas appropriate to comply
set forth in the plan approved
are sufficient to ensure equal access for eli- the provision of Child care services, such as requirement
gible children to comparable child care serv- training In health and safety, nutrition, under section 658Elc) for the State,- or
"1W in the operation of any program for
ices In the State or subside area that are first aid, the recognition of communicable which
assistance is provided under this subprovided to children schose parents are not diseases, child abuse detection end preventhere Is a failure by the State to
eligible to receive assistance wider this sub- tion, and the cain of children with special chapter
comply substantially with any provision of
chapter or for child care assistance under needs.
"(6) Cowurarno,i—lmprovlng salaries this subchapter;
any other Federal or State programs. Such
payment rates shall take Into account the and other compensation paid to full- and the Secretary shall notify the State of the
variations In the costs of providing child part-time staff who provide child care serv- finding and that no further payments may
care in different seuings and to children of ices for which assistance Is provided under be made to such State under this subchapter
Voi in the case of noncompliance In the opdifferent age groups, and the o44itiono.l this subchapter.
costs cit providing child care for children "SSC SWL &4RLV CMI WYOOn DR VELOPSI EN? AhD eration of a program or activity, that no
BEFORE- AND AFTER-SCHOOL SESY further payments to the State will be made
with special needs.
ICES
with respect to such program or activity)
"WI CoNsriiucnoN.—Nothlng In this para"(a) 1w GEWER4L—A State that receives fi- until the Secretary Is satisfied that there is
graph shall be construed to create a private nanciol
assistance under this subchapter no longer any such failure to comply or that
right of action.
"(5) SLmrno FEE ScAL&—The State plan shall use not less than 40 percent of the the noncompliance will be promptly correctamounts reserved by such State under sec- ed.
shall provide that the State will estabZish tion
658 E(cI(31(C) for each fiscal yeas to es'7B) A.m,mOjvAL sAlIenO!vs.—In the case of
and periodically revise, by rule, a sliding fee
or expand and conduct, through the a finding of noncompliance made pursuant
scale that provides for cost sharing by the tablish
of grants or contracts, early Child- to subparugraph (Al, the Secretary may, in
families that receive child care services for provision
which assistance is provided under this sub- hood development and before- and after- addition to imposing the sanctions deschool child care programs.
scribed in such subparagraph, impose other
chapter.
"(b) PROGRAM DEScRIP-nON—Pro grams appropriate sanctions, including recoup"(dl APPROVAL OF API'LJCATrOM—The Secrethat
receive
assistance
under
this
section
,nent of money Improperly expended for purtary shall approve an application that satis- shallposes prohibited or not authorized by this
fies the requirements of this section.
"(11 in the àse of early childhood develop- subchapter, and disqualification from the
"SEC 55SF. LIM1TAT7ONS ON STATE ALLOTMENTS
ment programs, consist of services that are
(a) No SNnn.aMewr To Con'rs.cci- On not Intended to serve as a subsWute for a receipt of financial assistance under this
Gw7'.—Nothing in this subchapter shall be compulsory academic programs but that are subchapter.
"(CI Nonc-s.—l7ie notice required under
consi ruedintended to provide an environment that en"(1) to entitle any child care provider or hances the educational, social, cultural, subparagraph (A) shall include a specific
of any additional sanction
recipient of a child care certificate to any emotional, and recreational development qf identification
being imposed under subparagraph (B).
contrsct, grant or beneflt or
chiLdren. and
"(3) Insu,j,cE OF auis.—The Secretary
"(21 to limit the right of any State to
"12) In the case of before- and after-school
shall establish by rule procedures for—
• impose additional limitations or conditions child care programs—
"(Al receiving, processing, and determinon contracts or grants funded under this
"(Al be provided Monday through Friday,
subchapter.
Including school holidays and vacation pe- ing the validity of complaints concerning
-

-

•

"(bi CoNsm UCTION OF FAcuJnrs.—

any failure of a State to comply with the
riods other than legal public holidays, to State
plan or any requirement of this sub-

"(1) IN awpjj.—No funds mode available children attending early childhood developunder this subchapter shall be expended for ment programs, kindergarten, or elementary
Die purchase or improvement of land, or for or secondary school classes during such
the purchase, construction, or permanent times of the day and on such days that ,nguImprovement (other than minor remodelip,g) jar Inst risclional services are sot in session:
of any building or facility.
and
'72) Szcr,jwj.' .SOZNCY an onojczzancw—
"(B) not be intended to extend or replace
In the case of a sectarian agency or organ I- (lie regular academic program.
zation, no funds made available under this
"(c) PoPJrv ron A sr.sivcg..—In awardsubchapter may be used for the puryoses dc- ing grants and contracts under this section.

chapter; and

"WI imposing sanctions under this sec-

tion.

"SEC SSAL PA YMEA7

"(a) IN Gewnw.—Subject to the avail abil-

ity of appropriations. a State that has an

application approved by the Secretary under
section 658E(di shall be cut Wed to a paynsenl under this &ciion for each fiscol gear
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in an amount equal to its allotment under pended In accordance with this subchapter, Ing assistance under this subchapter, nothsection 6580 for such fiscal pear.
or the Secretary may offset such amounts ing in this section shall prohibit such child
"Ib) Mzswoo os Psrsrxrrr.—
against any other amount to which the care provider/mm employing a prospective
"(1) IN aiwgP.z.—Subject to paragraph (2), State is or may be entitles under this sub- employee who is already participating on a
the Secretary map make payments to a State chapter.
regular basis in other activities of the orgain iiutallmente, and in advance or by way SEC. 1581. REPORTBYSECRETARY.
nization that owns or operates such providof veimburse,nen4 with necessary adjust"Not later than July 31, 1993, and annual- er.
ntents on account of overpayments or under. ly thereoftei the Secretary shall prepare and
"(C) Pemier xwpLolm—Thls paragraph
payments, as the Secretary may determine.
submit to the Committee on Education and shall not apply to employees of child care
"(2) Lmnrsno,v.—The Secretary may not Labor of the House of Representatives and providers receiving assistance under this
snake such payments in a manner that pre- the Committee on Labor and Human Re- subchapter jf such employees are employed
vents the State from complying with the is- sources of the Senate a isport that contains with the provider on the dale of enactment
qtdrement specified in section 658E(c)(3).
a summary and analysis of the data and in- otthis subchapter.
'Ye) Spsm,m'o or FUm)s ar Srsre.—Pay- formation provided to the Secretary in the
"(4) EMPLOYMENT AND ADMISSION PRACsnents to a State from the allotment under State reports submitted under uction 658K TICZL—NOtWWistandIng paragraphs (1)(B),
section 6580 for any fiscal year map be ex- Such report shall Include an assessment, (2), and (3), if assistance provided under
pended bY the State in that fiscal year or in and where appropriate, recommendations this subchapter, and any other Federal or

for the Congress Concerning efforts that State program, amounts to 80 percent or
should be undertaken to improve the access more of the operating budget of a child care
"(a) ANNuAL REPORT.—Not later than De- of the public to quality and affordable child provider that receives such assistance, the
Secretary shall not permit such provider to
cember 31, 1992, and annually thereafter, a care In the United Stales.
State that receives assistance under this sub- "SEC. 158M. LIMiTATIONS ON USE OF FINANCIAL AS- receive any further assistance under this
subchapter unless the grant or contract rechapter shall prepare and submit to the SecSISTANCE FOR CERTAiN FilM POSE&
the succeeding fiscal year.

'EEC 158L ANNUAL REPORT AND AUDITh

retary a report—
"(a) SECTARLtN PURPOSES two Acrtvrrxxs.— lating to the financial assistance, or the em"(1) specifying the uses for which the State No financial assistance provided under this ployment and admissions policies of the
expended funds specified under paragraph subchapter, pursuant to the choice of a provider, specifically provides that no
(3) of section 658E(c) and the amount of parent under section 658E(c)(2)(A)(i)(I) or person with responsibilities in the operation
funds expended for such uses;
through any other grant or contract under of the child care program, project, or activi"(2) containing available data on the the State plan, shall be expended for any sec- ty of the provider will discriminate against
manner in which the child care needs of tarian purpose or activity, including sectar- any individual in employment, if such employee's primary responsibility is or wiU be
families In the State are being fulfllled in- ian worship or instruction.
cluding information concerning—
"(b) TumoN.— With regard to services pro- working directly with Children in the provi"(A) the number of children being assisted vided to students enrolled in grades 1 sion of child care, or admissions because of
with funds provided under this subchapter, through 12, no financial assistance provided the religion of such individual.
"(b) Em.c-r ow STAre Lsw.—Nothing in
and under other Federal child care and pre- under this subchapter shall be expended
this subchapter shall be construed to superschool programs;
for—
"(B) the type and number of child care
"(1) any services provided to such students sede or modify any provision ofa State conslit ution or State law that prohibits the enprograms, child care providers, caregivers, during the regular school day;
and support personnel located in the State;
"(2) any services for which such students penditure of public funds in or by sectarian
and
receive academic credit toward graduation, institutions, except that no provision of a
State constitution or State law shall be con"(C) salar,es and other compensation paid or
to full- and part-time staff who provide
"(3) any Instructional services which sup- strued to prohibit the expenditure in or by
child care services;
plant or duplicate the academic program of sectarian institutions of any Federal funds
provided under this subchapter.
"'3) describing the extent to which the af- any public or private school.

fordability and availability of child care

services has increased,
"(4) if applicable, describing, in either the

first or second such report, the findings of
the review of Stale licensing and regulatory
requirements and policies described in section 658E(c), including a description of actlons taken by the State in response to such
reviews;

"SEC. 158N. NONDISCPJMINA flON.

"SEtz

wa AMOUNT'S RESERYE1h AUOTMENT

"(a) AM0 uiv'ra RFsERvrD.—
"(1) 7'ERRnVRIES AND POSSES SIONS.—The
"(A) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in Secretary shall reserve not to exceed one half
"(a) Rxuozous NoNwscRzsem.srioN.—
"(1) CoNsniucnoN.—

subparagraph (B), nothing in this section of 1 percent of the amount appropriated
shall be construed to modify or affect the under this subchapter in each fiscal year for
provisions of any other Federal law or regu- payments to Guam, American Samoa, the
lation that relates to discrimination in em- Virgin Islands of the United States, the

ployrnent on the basis of religion.

Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Is-

"4'S) contaIning an explanation of any
"(B) ExczpnoN.—A sectarian organization lands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific
State action, in accordance with section may require that employees adhere to the re- Islands to be allotted in accordance with
6585, to reduce the level of child care stand- ligious tenets and teachings of such organiards in the State; if applicable; and
zation, and such organization may require
'Y6) describing the standards and health that employees adhere to rules forbidding
and safety requirements applicable to child the use of drugs or alcohoL
care providers in the State, including a de"(2) DISCRIMINATION AGAINST CHILD.—

scnption of State efforts to improve the
Quality of child care;

their respective needs.

"(2) INDIANS I7UBES.—The Secretary shall

reserve not snore than 3 percent of the
amount appropriated under section 658B in
each fiscal year for payments to Indian

"(A) IN ov'r.n.u.—A child care provider tribes and tribal organizations with appli(Other than a family child care provider) cations approved under subsection (c).

"(b) Srsre ALLOTMEt47.—
during the period for which such report is that receives assistance under this subchap"(1) GEwz.4z. RULe. —From the amounts aprequi red to be submitted.
ter shall not discriminate against any child
"(b) Auonu—
on the basis of religion in providing child propriated under section 658B for each
fiscal year remaining after reservations
"(1) REouIRExm—A State shall, after the care services.
close of each program period covered by a
'YB) N0N-rtmozv CHILD CARE SLors.—Noth- under subsection (a), the Secretary shall
application approved under section 6585(d) ing in this section shall prohibit a child care allot to each State an amount equal to the
audit its expenditures during such program provider from selecting children for child sum of—
"IA) an amount that bears the same ratio
period from amounts received under this care slots that are not funded directly with
subchapter.
assistance provided under this subchapter to 50 percent of such remainder as the prod"(2) Iwo zrin' suorrop.—Audits under because such children or their family mem- uct of the posing child factor of the State
this subsection shall be conducted by an bers participate on a regular basis in other and the allotment percentage of the State
entity that is independent of any agency ad- activities of the organization that owns or bears to the sum of the corresponding products for all States; and
ministering activities that receive, assist- operates such provider.
"(B) an amount that bears the same ratio
ance under this subchapter and be in ac"(3) EMPLOYMENT IN GENERAL—
cordance with generally accepted auditing
"(A) PsIomBmoN.—A child care provider to 50 percent of such remainder as the prodprincipie8
that receives assistance under this subchap- uct of the school lunch factor of the Stats
"(3) SUBMISSIoN.—Not later than 30 days ter shall not discriminate in employment on and the allotment percentage of the Stats
after the completion of an audit under this the basis of the religion of the prospective bears to the sum of the corresponding prodsubsection, the State shall submit a copy of employee if stich employee's primary respon- ucts for all Statee.
the audit to the legislature of the State and sibility is or will be wo,*ing directly with
"'2) Yovwo CHILD PAc"IVR.—The term
to the Secretary.
children in the provision of child care Sen.'- 'young child factor' means the ratio of Vu
number of children in the State under .1
"(4) Rgpsv,a,er or ANoUNrS.—Each State ices.
shall repay to the United States any
"(B) QUALIFIED AP?JrArlrn—If two or more years of age to the number of such children
amounts determined through an audit prospective employees are qualified for any In all States as provided by the most recen
under this subsection not to have been ex- position with a child care provider receiv- annual estimates of population In the Statéi
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"(i) is licensed, regulated, or registered

conducted in a State or $tates shall not under State law as descnbed in section

term

school lunch factor' means the ratio of the
number of children In the State who are receiving free or reduced price lunches under
the school lunch pmgram established under
the Nation& School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C.
1751 et seq.) to the number of such children
In all the States as determined annually by
the Department of Agrwulture.

"(4) ALLOTMENT PERCENTAGE.—

"(A) IN GENER.4L.—The allotment percentage for a State is determined by dimding the

affect the eligibility of any Indian child to

658E(c)(2)(E); and

"(ii) sat isfies the State and local requirepmgrams and activities carried out under a ments, including those referred to in section
grant to the State or States under this sub- 658E(c)(2)(F);
applicable to the chi1d care services it prochapter.
receive 3ervWes pmvided or to participate in

"(d) DATA AND IN,ORMATION.—The Secretary

vides; or

"(B) a child care pmvider that is 18 years
shall obtain fmm each appmprtate Federal
agency, the most recent data and informa- of age or older who provides child care servtion necessary to determine the allotments ices only to eligible children who are, by affinity or consanguinity, or by court decree,
pmvided for in subsection (b).

the grandchild, niece, or nephew of such provider, i/such provider i3 registered and comper capita income of all individuals in the ment under subsectiOn (b) to a State that the plies with any State requirements that
United States, by the per capita income of Secretary determines i.s not required to carry govern child care provided by the relativ3
aU individuals in the State.
out a State plan appmved under section involved.
"(B) LIMITA rIoNs.—If an &lotment percent-

age determined under subparagraph (A)—
"(i) exceeds 1.2 percent, then the allotment
percentage of that State shaU be considered
to be 1.2 percent, and
"(ii) less than 0.8 percent, then the allotment percentage of the State shall be considered to be 0.8 percent..

"(e) REALLOTMENT.—

"(1) IN GENERAL—Any portion of the allot-

658E(d), in the period for which the allot"(6) FAMILY CHILD CARE pROvIDER—The
ment is nuzde available, shall be reallotted term 'family child care provider' means one
by the Secretary to other States in pmpor- individual who provides child care services
tion to the original allotments to the other for fewer than 24 hours per day, as the sole
States.
"(2) LIMITATIONS.—

caregiver, and in a private residence.

'?7) INDIAN TPJBE.—The term 'Indian tribe'

has the meaning given it in section 4(b) of
lot ment to which a State is entitled to under the Indian Self-Determination and Educa"(C) PER CAPITA INCOME—For purposes of paragraph (1) shall be reduced to the extent tion Assistance Act (25 U.S.C. 450b(b)).
subparagraph (A), per cavita income shall that it exceeds the amount that the Secre"(8) LEAD AGENCY.—The term Zead agency'
betary estimates wiU be u3ed in the State to means the agency designated under section
"(i) determined at 2-year intervals;
carry out a State plan appmved under sec- 658B(a).
"(ii) applied for the 2-year period begin- tion 658E(d).
"(9) PARENT.—The term 'parent' includes a
ning on October 1 of the first fi.c& year be"(B) REALLOTMENT.—The amount of such legal guardian or other person standing in
"(A) REDUC77ON.—The amount of any real-

ginning on the date such determination i reduction 3hall be similarly reallotted loco parentis.
made; and
among States for which no reduction in an
"(10) SECONDARY SCHOOL—The term 'sec"(iii) equal to the average of the annual
or. reallotment is required by this ondary school' means a day or residential
per capita incomes for the most recent allotment
subsection.
school which provides secondary education,
pertod of 3 con$ecutive years for which sat-

AMOUNTS pruoriio.—For purposes as determined under State law.
isfactory data are available from the De- of"(3)
any other section of this subchapter, any
"(11) SECRETARY.—The term 'Secretary'
partment of Commerce at the time such determination i3 made.

"(c) PA YMENr FOR 771E BENEFIT 0, INDIAN
CHILL' kEN.—
"(1) GENERAL AIJTHOPJTY.—From

amounts
reserved under subsection (a)(2), the Secretary may make grants to or enter into contracts with Indian tribes or trthal organzza-

amount re&lotted to a State under this sub- means the Secretary of Health and Human
section shall be considered to be part of the Services unless the context specifies otherallotment made under subsection (b) to the wise.
St ate.
"(f) DEFINITION.—FOr the purposes of this

"(12) SLIDING FEE SC41J.—The term 'sliding
fee scale' means a system of cost sharing by

a family based on income and szze of the
States, the District of Columbia, and the family.
section, the term 'State' includes only the 50

"(13) STATE.—The term 'State' means any
of the sever& States, the District of Columbia, the Virgin Islands of the United .S'tates,
"As u3ed in this subchapter:
"(1) CAREGIVER.—The term 'caregiver' the Commottwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam,
means an individu& who pmmdes a service American Samoa, th.e Commonwealth of the

of Puerto Rico.
tions that submit applications under this Commonwealth
SEC. 158P. DEFINtTIONS

section, for the planning and carrying out of

pmgrams or activities consistent with the
purposes of thi, subchapter.

"(2) APPLICATIONS AND REQ UIRgMENTS.—An
Mariana Islands, and the Trust
application for a grant or contract under directly to an eligible child on a person-to Northern
Territory of the Pacific Islands.
person basis.
this section shall pmvide thaL

"(A) COORDINATION.—The applicant will

"(2) CHILD CARE CERTIFICATE.—The term

case of an applicant located in a State other
than Alaska, California, or Oklahoma, pmgrams and activities under this section wiU
be carried out on the Indian reservation for
the benefit of Indian chiidren.

ment for child care services. Nothing in this

"(14)

TFJBAL

oRGANIZATION—The

term

'child care certificate' means a certificate 'tribal organzzation' has the meaning given
in section 4(c) of the Indian Self-Determiwith the lead agency in the State or States (that may be a check or other disbursement) it
and Education Assistance Act (25
in which the applicant will carry out pm- that is issued by a State or local government nation
under this subchapter directly to a parent U.S.C. 450b(c)).
grams or activities under thi.s section.
"(B) SERVICES ON RESERvATIONS.—In the who may use such certificate only as pay- SEC. S8Q. PARENTAL RIGHTS AND RESPO.VSIRILcoordinate, to the maximum extent feasible,

subchapter shall preclude the ue of such

ITIES

"Nothing in this subchapter shall be con-

certificates for sectarian child care services strued or applied in any manner to infringe
J' freely chosen by the parent.. For purposes on or usurp the mor& and legal rights and
of this subchapter, chi1d care certificates responsibilities of parents or leg& guard"(C) RFPORTS AND A UD!Ts.—The applicant shall not be considered to be grants or con- ians.
SEC. 658R. SEFERARIIJTY.
wiU make such reports on, and coiuiuct such tracts.
"(3) ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.—The term 'eleaudits of, pmgrams and activities under a
"If any proinsion of thi. subchapter or the
mentary
school'
means
a
day
or
residential
application thereof to any person or circumgrant or contract under this section as the
school
that
provides
elementary
education,
Sec retary nuzy require.
stance is held invalid, the invalidity shall
"(3) CONSIDERATION OF SECRETARiAL AFPROV- as determined under State law.
not affect other provisions of applications
'eligible
ELIGIBLE
CHILD.—The
term
"(4)
of this subchapter which can be given effect
AL—In determining whether to appmve an
child'
means
an
individual—
application for a grant or contract under
without regard to the invalid provi.ion or
"(A) who is less than 13 years of age;
this section, the Secretary shall take into
application, and to this end the provi.ions
°(B) whose family income does not exceed
consideration—
"'A) the avai1ability of child care services 75 percent of the State median income for a
pmvided in accordance with this subchapter family of the same size; and
'(C) who—
by the State or States in which the applicant

of this subchapter shall be severable.

are working or attending a job training or
child care services; and
"(B) whether the applicant has the ability educational pro gram; or
"(ii) is receiving, or needs to receive pro.
(including skills, personne4 resources, community support, and other necessary compo- tective services and resides with a parent or
nents) to satisfactorily carry out the pm- parents not described in clau3e (i).
"(5) ELIGIBLE CHILD CARE PR0vIDER.—The
posed program or activity.
"(4) THPEE-YEAR LIMIT.—Grants or con- term 'eligible child care provider' means—
"(A) a center-based child care protnder, a
tracts under thi.s section shall be for periods
group home child care provider, a family
not to exceed 3 years.

as the

pmposes to carry out a program to pmvide

"(5) Dui ELIGIBILITY OF INDIAN CHILDREN.—

The

"(i) resides with a parent or parents who

TITLE VIl—REVEVUE PROV1S1O.VS
SEC. 7100. SHORT TITLE ETC

T,ru.—Thi. title may be cited
'Revenue Reconciliation Act of

(a) SHORT

1990'

(5) AMENDMENT OF 1986 CODE—Except as

otherwise expressly provided, whenever in
this title an amendment or repeal

i-s

ex-

pressed in terms of an amendment to, or
repeal of, a section or other provision the
reference 8hall be considered to be made to a

section or other provision of the Internal
child care provider, or other provider of Revenue Code of 1986.

awarding of a grant or contract under child care services for compensation that—

(c) TABLE OF CO,friNrs.—
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SubtitLe A—i-Year Extension of Certain

Sec. 7452. Extending Medicare coverage of,
SUBPART B—US.ER-REL.4TED TAXES
Expiring Tax Provisions
and application of hospital InSec. 7405. Increase and extension of highsurunce tax to. all State and
way-related taxes and trust
Sec. 7191. Allocation of research and experilocal government employees.
fund.
mental expenditures.
Sec. 7405.4. Increase and extension of ama- Sec. 7453. Coverage of certain -state and
Sec. 71e2. Research credit
local employees under social se.io*-.-dated taxes and trust
Sec. 7193. Employer-provided educational
curity.
frnd repeal of reduction in
Gssistance.
Sec. 7454. Extension of FIJTA surtax.
rates.
Sec. 7104. Group legal services plans.
Sec. 7406. increase in harbor maintenance Sec. 7455. Increase in tier 2 railroad retireSec. 7105. Targeted jobs c,edit
tax.
ment taxes.
Sec. 7108. Energy investment credit for
solar, geothermal, and ocean Sec. 7407. Extension of Leaking Under- Sec. 7456. Transfer to railroad retirement
ground Storage Tank Trust
account
thermal property.
Fund taxes.
Sec. 7457. Tier 1 railroad retirement tax
Sec. 7107. Low-income housing credit
Sec. 7408. Floor stocks lax treatment of artirates explicitly determined by
Sec. 7108. Qualified mortgage bonds.
cles In foreign trade zones.
reference to social security
Sec. 7109. Qualified small issue bonds.
SUBPART C—TAXES ON LUXURY ITEMS
taxes.
Sec. 7110. Health insurance costs of self-emSec. 7409. Taxes on luxury items.
— individuals.
Sec. 7458. Deposits of payroll taxes.
Sec. 7111. Expenses Jbr drugs for rare condiSUBPART V—TELEPHONE TAX
Part WI—Miscellaneous Provisions
(ions.
Sec. 7410. Permanent extension of telephone Sec. 7461. Overall limitation on itemized
excise lax.
Subtitle B—Tax incentives
deductions.
PART I—E'NERGY I,iczznyvxs
PART Il—las URANCI PROVISIONS
Sec. 7462. DIsallowance of deduction for interest on unpaid corporate
SUBPART A—PRO ViSIONS RELA TED TO POLICY
Sec. 7201. Extension and modification of
taxes.
ACQUISIIYON COSTS
credit for producing fuel from
saonconventional source.
Sec. 7411. Capitalization of policy acquisi- Sec. 7463. Denial of deduction for unnecessary cosmetic surgery.
See, 7202. Credit for small producers of ethtion expenses.
anol; modification of alcohol Sec. 7412. Treatment of certain nonlife reSubtitle i—Other Provisions
fuel-s credit.
serves of life insurance compa- Sec. 7471. Tax-related 'user fees made perSec. 7203. Tax credit to increase domestic
nies.
manent
energy exploration and prcduc- Sec. 7413. Treatment of life insurance reNon.
serves of insurance companies Sec. 7472. Public debt limit extension.
which are not life insurance Sec. 7473. Reports of refunds and credits.
Sec. 7204. Percentage depletion permitted
companies.
Subtitle A—i-Year Extension.l Certain Expiring
after transfer of proven property.
Tax Peiüona
SUBPART B—TP.EATMF.NT OF SALVAGE

Sec. 7205. Net Income limitation on perdepletion increased
from 50 percent to 100 percent
centage

of property net Income for oil

RICO 3LE

Sec. 7414. Treatment of salvage recoverable.
SUBPART C—WAIVER OF SS7TMA7ID TAX

PSI4LTI&S

SEC. Tie!. ALLOCATION OP RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTAL EXPENDI7VREZ

(a) FxrNSION.—Parugruph (5) of section
864(f) (relating to allocation of research and

and natural gas well.s.
Sec. 7415. Waiver of estimated tax penalSec. 7206. Increase In percentage depletion
ties.
allowance/or marginal producPART III—Cosf PA NCE PROVISIONS
tion.
Sec. 7207. Special energy deduction for min- Sec. 7421. SuspensIon of statute of limitations during proceedings to enimum tax.
force certain summonses.
Sec. 7208. Reduce pollution and dependence
Sec. 7422. Accuracy-related penalty to apply
on foreign oil.
to section 482 adjustments.
Sec. 72084. Resolution.
Sec. 7423. Treatment of persons providing
PART 11—SMALL BUSINESS INCENTIVES

experimental expenditures) is amended to

SUBPART A—1P.FAT5Xr OF TA7E TAX FREEZES

(a) Exmws,oN.—Subsection (hi of section
41 (relating to credit for Increasing research
activities) is amended—
(1) by striking "December 31, 1990" each

Sec. 7209. Repeal of sect ion 2036(c).

Sec. 7210. Special valuation rules.

SUBPART B—ADDmONAL INCENTIVES

sermces.
Sec. 7424. Application of amend ments made
by section 7403 of Revenue Rec-

onciliat ion Act of 1989 to tax-

able years beginning on or

before July 10. 1989.
Sec. 7211. Increase In limitation on expensSec. 7425. Other reporting requirements.
ing under section 179.
Sec. 7212. Credit for cost of providing non- Sec. 7426. Stv4y a/section 482.

discriminatory public accoinmodations for disabled indi-

PART IV—EMI'I.osuR REVERSIONS
SUBPART A—TRE.47?JZNT Or RzvEns,ows Or

viduals.
QUALIFIED PLAN ASSETS TO EMPLOYERS
Subtitle C—Modifications a/Earned Income Sec. 7431. Increase In reversion lax.
Tax Credit
Sec. 7432. Additional Lax if no replacement
plan.
Sec. 7301. ModIfications of earned income
Sec. 7433. Effective date.
tax credit

read as follows:
"(5) Yx.uts TO WHICH RULE APPIJES.—ThiS

subsection shall apply to the taxpayer's first
two taxable years beginning after August 1.
1989. and on or before August 1, 1991."
(b) Er.r.scr,Vx DArL—The amendment

made by subsection (a) shall apply to taxable years beginning after August 1, 1989.
SEC. 7103. 14.ESEARCH CREDIT.

place it appears and inserting "December
31, 1991' and
(2) by striking "January 1, 1991" each
place it appears and inserting "January 1,
1992'
(I,) Cowsoiesrrno Asirjivepers.—

(1) Subsection (a) of section 7110 of the
Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1989 is
amended by striking paragraph (2).
(2) Subparagraph (D) of section 28(b)(1) is

amended by striking "December 31, 1990"
SUBPART a—TRA?IERS TO RE77REE HEALTH
and inserting."December 31, 1991'
ACCOUNTS
fundabie.
(c) Emc-nvz DATE.—The amendments
Sec. 7303. Study a/advance payments.
Sec. 7434. Transfer of excess pension assets
made by this section shall apply to taxable
Sec. 7304. Program to increase public
to retiree health accounts.
years
beginning after December 31. 1989.
awareness.
Sec. 7435. ApplicatIon of ERISA to transfers

Sec. 7302. Dependent care credit ,nade re-

Sec. 7305. F.lusion from income and resources of earned income Lax
credit under titles iv; xvi. and

of exs pension assets to re-

SEC. 7163. EMPLOYER-PROViDED EDUCATIONAL AS-

SISTANC&
(free health accounts.
(a) IN Gawzpjx..—Subsection (di of section
Part V—Corporate Provisions
127 (relating to educational assistance proXIX of the Social Security Act
of gain by distribut- grams) is amended by striking "September
Sec. 7306. Coordination with refund provi- Sec. 7441. Recognition
ing
corporation
in
certain
sec30, 1990" and inserting "December31, 1991'
sion.
tion 355 transactions..
fbi REPEAL OF LIMITA1YON ON GRADUATE
Subtitle D—Revenue-Rg4slng Provisions
Sec. 7442. Modifications to regulations LtvzL
AssISmacs.—Sectfon 127(c)(1) is
issued under section 305(c).
PART I—Excisx TAxss
amended by striking the Last sentence.
Sec.
7443.
Modifications
to
section
1060.
St'B PART A—TSXZS BELA rap TO HEALTI! AN)) flIE
ORMING Aswpir,srsi'r.—Subsection
Sec. 7444. ModIfication
to corporation (a)(ciofCONS
ENVIRONMENT
section 7101 of the Revenue Reconciliequity
reduction
limitations
on
Sec. 7401. Increase in excise taxes on disation Act a! 1989 is amended by striking
tiet operating loss carrybacks.
tilled spirits. wine and beer.
paragraph (2).
Sec.
7445.
issuance
of
debt
or
stock
in
satisSec. 7402. Increase In excise taxes on tobac(di Er zcm'r DATES.—
faction of indebtedness.
co products.
(1) IN ar1qEpAL.—ixept as provided in
Port
VI—Empioy,nent
Tax
Provisions
Sec. 7403. Additional chemicals subject to
paragraph (2). the amendments made by
tax on ozone-depleting chemi- Sec. 7451. Increase in dollar limitation on this section shall apply to taxable years becats.
amount of wages subject to hos- ginning after December 31. 1989.
pital insurance tax.
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(2) 3uaS:cnoN (b).—The amendmenL made

by subsection (b) shall apply to taxable
sears beginning after December 31, 1990.
SEC. 71H. GROUP LEGAL SERVICES PLAN&

(a) IN GcNEpL..—Subsection (ci of section
120 (relating to amount-s received under

tractor of such agency) will follow in moni-

(B).

CONFORMING

AMENDMEN7'.—Subpara-

toring for noncompliance with the provi- graph (B) of section 42(m)(1) is amended by
sions of this section and in notifying the In- striking' clause (ii) and by redesignating
ternal Revenue Servfte of such noncompli- clauses (iii) and (iv) as clauses (ii) and (iii),
ance which such agency becomes aware o.f." respectively.
(3) TREATMENT OF SECTION 515 p.z,irs.—Sub-

(9) 10-yia RULE NOT TO APPLY TO ACQUISI-

qualified group legal servzces plan) is paragraph (B) of section 42(g)(2) is amend- TION OF CERTAIN SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENCES. —
amended by strücing "September 30, 1990" ed by striMng "and" at the end of clause (ii), Clause (ii) of 8ection 42(d)(2)(D) is amended
by strilcing the period at the end of clause by strUcing-"or" at the end of subclause (III),
and inserting "December31, 1991"
(b) CorqyopJ.fINo AME ?I.
wr. —Subsection (iii) and inserting ' and' and by inserting by striMng the period at the end of subclause (IV) and inserting ", or' and by
(a) 0/section 7102 of the Revenue ReconciZi- after clause (iii) the following new cZause.
"(iv) does not include any rentaZ payment adding at the end thereof the following new
atlon Act of 1989 is amended by striking
to the owner of the unit to the extent such subclause:
paragriiph (2).
"(V) of a single-family residence by any in(ci EFFECT! VA DA7T.—The amendments owner pays an equivalent amount to the
made by this section shall apply to taxable Farmers' Home Administration under sec- dividual who owned and used sich resiyears beginning after December 31, 1989.
SEC. 7I TARGETED JOBS CREDIT.

tion 515 of the Housing Act of 1949."

(4) QUALIFIED CENSUS TRACT DETERMINATIONS

WHERE DATA NOT AvAJLABZE.—Subclause (I) of

(a) IN GEliiuI.—Paragraph (4) of section
42(d)(5)(C)(ii) is amended by adding
51(c) is amended by striking "September 30, section
at the end thereof the following new sen1990" and inserting "December 31, 1991'
'if the Secretary of Housing and
(b) AurIfopJzArIoN.—Paragraph (2) of 5cc- tence.
Urban Development determines that 8uffiUon 261(f) of the Economic Recovery Act of cient data for any period are not available
1981 is amended by strtking "ft.scal year

apply this clause on the basis of cen3us
1982" and all that follows through 'neces- to
tro,cts, such Secretary shall apply thu clause
sary" and in3erting "each fiscal year such for
such period on the basis Qf enumeration
sums as may be nece3sary"
dutricts."
(c) EFFECT! v: DAn'S.—
(1) CR.r.rnr.—The amendment made by sub-

(5) EXCEPTION TO CREDIT DENIAL FOR MODER-

section (a) shall apply to individual3 who

ATL REHABILITATION AS.SISTLVCE.—

SEC 711t ENERGY INVESTMENT CREDIT FOR SOLA&

ance period under 8ection 8(e)(2) of the
United States Housing Act of 1937 (other

(A) IN GENERAL. —Paragraph (2) of section

dence for no other purpose than as his principal residence."

(10) APPLICATION OF NONPROFIT SET-ASIDE.—

Section 42(h)(5) is amended—

(A) by inserting "own an interest in the
project (direcUy or through a partnership)
and" after "nonprofit organtzation is to" in
subparagraph (B),
(B) by striking "and" at the end of clause

(i) of subparagraph (C), by redesignating
clause (ii) of such subparagraph as clause
(iii), and by in3erting after clause (i) of such
subparagraph the following new clause:

"(ii) such organization i. determined by

begin work for the employer after September 42(c) is amended by wi4ing at the end there- the State housing credit agency not to be af30, 1990.
of the following new sentence. "Such term filiated with or controlled by a for-profit or(2) A U7W0R!ZATION.—The amendment made does not include any building with respect gantzation, and' and
by subsecUon (b) shall apply to fiscal years to which moderate rehabilitation a3sistance
(C) by inserting "ownership and" before
beginning after 1990.
is provided at any time during the compli- "materaal participation" in subparagraph
GEOTHERMAL, AND OCEAN THERMAL
PROPERTY

under the Stewart B.
The table contained in section 46(b)(2)(A) than asszstance
Homeles8 Assistance Act of 1988
(relating to energy percentage) is amended McKinneij
in effect on the date of the enactment of
by striking "Sept. 30, 1990" in clause8 (viii), (a3
this sentence))."
(*x), and (x) and in3erting "Dec. 31, 1991"
(B) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Para graph
SEC 7I7. LO W.INCOME HOUSING CREDIT.
(1) of section 42(b) is amended by striking
(a) EX7TNSION.—
the last sentence.
(1) IN GENERAL.—Subsection (0) of section
(6) AFDC RECIPIENT STVDEN7'S NOT TO DIS42 (relating to low-income housing credit) is QUALIFY uiin'.—Subpara graph (D) of section
amended—
42(i)(3) is amended to read as follows:
(A) by striking "1990" eo,ch plo,ce it ap"(D) CERTAIN STUDENTS NOT TO DISQUALIFY
pears in paragraph (1) and inserting "1991' UNn'.—A unit shall not fail to be treated as a
and
low-income unit merely because it is occu(B) by striMng paragraph (2) and in3ert- pied by an individual who is—
ing the following new paragraph.
"(I) a student and receiving assistance
"(2) EXCEPTION OR OND-flNANCED U7LD- under title IV of the Social Security Act, or
INGS IN PROORESS.—FOr purposes of para"(U) enrolled in a job training program re-

(D).
(11) EFFEC77 VA' DATES.—

(A) IN GENE,UL.—Except as otherwI.se pro-

vided in this paragraph, the amendments

made by this subsection shall apply to—
(i) deterlnination3 under section 42 of the
Internal Revenue Co4e of 1986 with respect

to housing credit dollar amounts allocated
from State housing credit ceüings for calendar years after 1990, or
(ii) buildings placed in service after December 31, 1990, to the extent paragraph (1)
of section 42(h) of sich Code doe3 not apply
to any building by reason of paragraph (4)
thereof.
(B) TENANT PJGHTS, Em—The amendments

made by paragraphs (1), (6), and (9) shall
take effect on the date of the enactment of

ceiving assistance under the Job Training this Act.MONITOPJNG.— With respect to the
(C)
Partnership Act or under other similar Fed- amendment
made by paragraph (2), subbonds with respect to such build- eral, State, or local Laws."

graph (1)(B), a buUding shall be treated as
placed in service before 1992 U—
"(A) the

paragraph (A) of this paragraph shall apply
(7) PASSI VA LOSS RULES NOl' TO APPLY TO RE"(B) the taxpayer's basis in the project (of HABJLITATION CRRDIT WITH PJSPECT TO LOW- by substituting "1991"for "1990" each place
it appears.
which the buUding is a part) as of December INCOME CREDIT UILZ)ING.—
(D) PASSI VA' LOSS.—
31, 1991, is more than 10 percent of the tax(A) Subparagraph (C) of section 469(i)(3)
(i) Except as provided n clause (ii). the
payer's rea3onably expected ba3is in such is amended—
(i) by inserting before the period "or which amendments made by paragraph (7) shall
project as of December 31, 1993, and
"(C) such buiZdng is placed in service is attributable to the rehabilitation invest- apply to property placed in service after Debefore January 1, 1994."
ment credit (within the meaning of section cember 31, 1990, in taxable years ending
(2) CoNFoINo AMENDMENT. —S ubsect ion 48(o)) with respect to a building for which a after such date.
(ii) In the case of a taxpayer who holds an
(a) of section 7108 of the Revenue Reconcili- credit is determined under section 42 for
indirect interest in property d.e3cribed in
ation Act of 1989 is amended by strlMng such year" and
(ii) by strlkLng "c'i2Jrn" in the heading clause (i), the amendment-s made by paraparagraph (2).
(3) EmcrI VA DA7T.—The amendment-s and inserting "CREDIT AND ?OR REJL4BILITA- graph (7) shall apply only U such interest is
made by this subsection shall apply to c&en- TION CR2DIT ON LOW-INCOME CRFDIT UJ'LDING acquired after December 31, 1990.
(B) Subparagraph (B) of section 469(i)(3) SEC 7I0& QUALIFIED MORTGAGE ROND&
dar years after 1989.
is amended by st rUcing "In the case" and in(b) ADDITIONAL AMENDMENTS.—
(a) IN GEiu1.—Subparagraph (B) of sec(1) CLARIFICATION OF TRRANT AIGH7 OF 1ST serting "Except as provided in subpara- tion
143(a)(1) (defining qualified mortgage
pjiuw.—Section 42W is amended—
graph (C), in the case"
ing are issued before 1992,

is amended by striking "September 30,
(8) Ir.wY COS1 CONSJDflUD AT bond)
1990" each place it appears and inserting

(A) by redeaignating paragraph (8) as

paragraph (7), and
(B) by strilcing "the eenants 0/such building" In such paragrizph and inserting "the
tenant-s (in cooperative form or otherwise)
or resident management corporation 0/such
building or by a qualified nonprofit organlzat.ion (as defined in subsection (h)(5)(C))
or government agency'
(2)

MONITOPJNG

NONCOMPLJANCE.—Clause

EVALUATION STAGE.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Subparagraph (B) of sec-

tion 42(m)(2) is amended by striking "and"

"December 31, 1991'

(b) MORTO.401 CREDIT C?Rrlr,cATES.—Sub-

at the end of clause (i), by striMng the
period at the end of clause (ii) and inserting
and' and by adding at the end thereof the

section (h) of section 25 (relating to interest
on certain home mortgages) is amended by
striking "September 30, 1990" and in.serting

"(iii) the percentage of the housing credit
dollar amount used for project costs other

(3)(A) of section 4005(h) of the Technical

'

following:

"December 31, 1991'
(c)

RLCAPDURE

pROvlSION.—Paragraph

and Mzsce1laneous Revenue Act of 1988 (re(iv) of section 42(n'J(l)(B) g8 amended to ffian the cost of int.er,nediarte.s.
Clause (Ui) shall not be applied so as to lating to effectit'e dates) is amended by
read aafoUows.
'(iv) which provides a procedure that the impede the development of proiect-s in hard- straking "1990" and inserting "1991 "
(d) ErrrCDIVE DATLS.—
agency (or an agent or other private con- to-develop ana3."
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"(B) to prevent any person from directly
(2) by inserting after paragraph (3) the folsection (a) shall apply to bonds issued after iowing new paragraph.
or indirectly benefiting with respect to more
"(4) SM4LL ETHANOL PRODUCER CREDIT.—
than 15,000,000 gallons during the taxable
(2) CERnnc4TEs.—The amendment made
"(A) IN QENEJL4L.—The small ethanol pro- year."
by subsection (b) shall apply to election. for ducer credit of any eligible small ethanol
(d) ALCOHOL Nor USED AS FUEL—
periods after September 30, 1990.
producer for any taxable year is 10 cents for
(1) IN CJSNEP.AL.—Section 40(d)(3) is
8Ec 71#* QU4UFIED SMAU iSSUE BONDS
each aUon of qualified ethanol fuel produc- amended by redesignating subparagraph (C)
(a) IN GEAz..—Subparagraph (B) of sec• tion of such producet
as tubparagraph (D) and by inserting after
"(B) QUALIFIED rrH4NOL FUEL PRODUCTION.— subparagraph (B) the following new sub.
tfon 144(a)(12) (relating to termination
dates) is amended by strildng "Septe,nber For purposes of this paragraph, the term paragraph.
30, 1990" and inserting "December 31, 1991' quaZifled ethanol fuel production' means
(C) PRODUCER CRtDIT.—If—
(b) EmcnvE DATE.—The amendment any alcohol which is ethanol which is pro"(i) any credit was determined under this
made by this section shall apply to bond. duced by an eligible small ethanol producer, section, and
and which during the taxable year—
issued after Septe,nber 30, 1990.
"(ii) any person does not use such fuel for
'?i) is sold by such producer to another a purpose described in subsection (b)(4)(B),
8Ec 711& HEALTH iNSURANCE COSTS OF SELF.EMperson—
PLO YED 1ND!E1DUAL&
Uen there is hereby imposed on such person
(1) B0NDs.—The amendment made by sub-

Septe,nber3O, 1990.

(a) IN GENERAI..—Para graph (6) of section

'?I) for use by such other person in the a tax equai to 10 cents a gallon for each

162(l) (reLating to speciai rules for health in- production of a qualified mfxture in such gallon of such alcohol."
suranee costs of setf-employed individuaLs) other person's trade or bu3iness (other than
AMENDMENT. —Section
(2)
CONFORMING
is amended by strildng "September 30, 1990" casual off .farin production),
40(d)(3)(D), as redesignated by paragraph
?II) for tsse by such other person a. a fuel (1), u amended by striking "subparagraph
and inserting "December 31, 1991'
(b) CONFORMING AjrENDMFJIT.—Subsection in a trade or bu3ness, or
(A) or (B)" and inserting "subparagraph (A),
"(III) who sells such ethanol at retail to (B), or(C)'
(a) of section 7107 of the Revenue Reconcili-

ation Act of 1989 is amended by. striking another person and places such ethanol in
the fuel tank of such other person, or

paragraph (2).

(e) RED UCLD CRrDIT bR ETHANOL BLEND.
ERS.—

"(ii) is u.ied or sold by such producer for
(c) £mcnvE Da?z.—The amendments
amended by
(1) IN GENER.4L.—Section 40,
made by this section shall apply to taxable any puose described in clause fi).
subsection (c), ii amended by adding at the
(C)
LZMImTION.—The
qualified
ethanol
years beginning after December 31, 1989.
end thereof the following new subsection:
SEC 7111. EXPENSES FOR DRUGS FOR &4RA CON!)!. fuel production of any producer for any tax"(h) RSDUCZD Cwn' FOR ETHANOL BLENI>
flON&

(a) IN GENERAI..—Subsection fe) of section

28 (relating to clinlcai testing expenses for

able year shall not exceed 15,000,000 gallons. £RS.—In the ce of any aicohol mfxture
"(D) ADDTTIONAL DISTILL..4770N EXCLUDED.—
or alcohol credit with respect to any
The qualified ethanol fuel production of any credit
alcohol which is ethanol—

certain drugs for rare disea3es or condi- producer for any taxable year shall not in"(1) subsections (b)'1)'A) and (b)(2)(A)
tions) is amended by strIking "December 31, clude any alcohol which is purcha3ed by the shall be applied by substituting '55 cents'for
producer and with respect to which such 60 cents';
1990" and inserting "December 31, 1991'

(b)
C0N,0RMrnQ
ÂME NDME?.-r.—Section person increajes the proof of the alcohol by
"(2) sub8ection (b)(3) shall be applied by
28(b)(1) is amended by Striking subpara- additionai distillation. " and
(3) by striking "AND ALCOHOL CRrDn" in substituting 40 cents' for '45 cents' and '55
graph (D).
the heading for such subsection and insert- cents'for '60 cents and
Subtitle B—Tax Incentive.

PART I—ENERGY INCENTIVES
SEC.

721.

EXTENSION AND MODIFICA nON OP
CREDIT ?Y)R PRODUCING FUEL FROM
NONCONVENTIONAL SOURCE.

ing '.

ALCOHOL

CP.rDn', AND 5w2 ETHANOL

PRODUCER CREDIT".

(c) DEFJNTTIONS uz SPECIAL RuLes FOR Eu-

(3) subparagraphs (A) and (B) of subsec-

tion (d)(3) shall be applied by ubstituting
55 cents' for 60 cents' and '40 cents'for '45

amLE Sw ETHANOL PRODUCER CREDIT.— centaY'

(2) CONFORMING AMENDME?.-r.—Section 40(b)
(a) CRDn' M.4Dz PER!wJFjrr. —Section Section 40 u amended by adding at the end is amended by inserting
and except 02
the foUowing new subsectior
29(f)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of thereof
'(g) DEFJNTTIONS AND SPECIAL RuLEs FOR EL- provided n subsection (h)" in the matter
1986 (relaUng to application of section) is ,amz.z
S.vi.u ETHANOL PRODUCER CRrDrr— preceding paragraph (1) thereof.

amended—

(f) TERMINATION.—Subsection (e) of section
of this section—
(1) by striking "and before January 1, For(1)purposes
follows:
EUGIBLE SM.4LL E77L4N0L PRODUCER.— 40 u amended to read
1991," in clawea (i) and (ii) of subpara- The
"(e) TERMINATION.—
term eliqible small ethanol producer'
graph (A), and

(2) by strtMng ", and before January 1,

2001" in subparagraph (B).

(b) MODIFIc4rzON WITH RESPECF TO GAs
FROM TIGHT FoaM4rzor.'s.—

(1) IN GENF.RAL..—Subpara graph (B) of sec-

tion 29(c)(2) of such Code is amended to

read as foUows.
"(B) SPEcz.i RULES OR GAS FROM 77GHr

i'oprzovs.—The term gas produced from a
tight format ton' shall only include gai from
a tight formation—
"(i) which, as of AprU 20, 1977, wa.s committed or dedicated to interstate commerce

(as defined in section 2(18) of the Natural
Ga., Policy Act of 1978, as in effect on the
date of the enactment of this ciau.se), or

(ii) which ii produced from a well drilled

after such date of enact menL"
(2) Emcnvz o.,rg.—The amendment made
by paragraph (1) shall apply to gas produced
after December 31, 1990.

SEC 722. CRDIT FOR SNAU PRODUCERS OP ATKA.
NOL

MODIF1CA77ON
PUELS CREDIT.

OF ALCOHOL

(a) 4ijowjp,Cg op Cp.zDJr.—Section 40(a)

'?1) IN aENRAL—This section shall not
mean. a person who, at all times during the
taxable year, has a product zve capacity for apply to any saLe or use—
"(A) for any period after December 31,
alcohol (as defined in subsection (d)(1)(A)
without regard to clau3es (i) and (ii)) not in 2000, or
"(B) for any period before January 1, 2001,
excess of 20,000,000 gallons.
"(2) AOORGRATION RULE.—FOr puoses of during which the Highway Trust Fund fithe 15,000,000 gallon limitation under sub- nancing rate under section 4081(a)(2) is not
section (b)(4)(C) and the 20,000,000 gallon in effecL
(2) No CA P.R o VE AS TO CERTAIN YEARS
limitation under paragraph (1), all members
of the same controlled group of coriorations 4FFR zxPmArION,—I/ this section ceases to
(within the meaning of section 267(f)) and apply for any persod by reason of paragraph
'all persons under common control (within (1), no amount attributable to any sales or
the meaning of section 52(b) but determined uses before the first day of such period may
by treating a 50 percent or greater interest be carried under section 39 by reon of this
as a controlling interest) shall be treated 02 section (treating the amount allowed by
reason of thu section as the first amount aZ1 person.
"(3) PARTNERSHIP, S COP.PORA77ONS, AND towed by this tubpart) to any taxable year
O7HR P.43S-THRU SN77TIES.—In the ce of a beginning after the second taxable year bepartnership, trust, S corporation, or other ginning after the taxable year in which such
pass-thru entity, the limitations contained first day occurs."

n tubsection (b)(4)(C) shall be applied at
the enhty ievel and at the partner or nmiar
level.

(4) Az.wcrnoN.—For puoses of this sub-

(g) CONFORJING AMENDMENTS TO T/Rii

SCHEDULE.—

(1) Heading 9901.00.50 of the Harmonized

Tar'iff Schedule of the United States (19

section, in the case of a facility in which U.S.C. 3007) is amended—

(A) by strUcing "15.85" each place it ap(relating to alcohol used as fuel) a amend- more than 1 person has an interest, produc.
Uve capacUy shall be allocated among such pears and inserting 14.53(', and
ed(B) by strUcing out the date in the effective
(1) by strUcing the end period in para- persons in the same manner as production
period column and inserting "Before 10/1/
U allocated.
graph (2) and inserting ",plua", and
'(5) Rauz.Arzor.'s.—The Secretary may pre- 2000, except that the rizte for articles de(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph.
scribe such reguZations as may be neces- scribed n this heading shall not apply
during any period before 1 0/1/2000 during
"(3) in the case of an eligible small ethanol sary—
producer, the small ethanol producer
"(A) to prevent the credit provfded for n which the Highway Trust Fund financing
cre4iL"
subsection (a)(3) from direct1y or indirect1y rate under section 4081(a)(2) of the Internai
(b) Stj ETHANOL PRODUCER Cn— benefiting any person with a direct or indi- Revenue Code of 1986 U not in effecL"
Subsection (b) of sect ion 40 is amended—
(1)

rect productive

capacity of more than

(2) Heading 9901.00.52 of the Harmonzzed

by redesignating paragraph (4) as 20,000,000 gallons of alcohol during the tax- Tar'i/f Schedule of the United States is
amended by striking out The earlier of 12/
able year, or

paragraph (5),
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31/92, or the date on Which Treasury regula-

hon § 1.40-1 is withdrawn or declared invalid." In the effective period column and
Inserting: "Before the earlier of 10/1/2000,
or the date on which Trees. Rep. 91.40-1 is
withdrawn or declared Invalid, except that
the vate for articles described in this head-

ing shall not apply during any period before
10/1/2000 durIng which the Highway Trust
Fund financing rate under section
4081(a)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 is not in elf ecL"

(h) Emcrzvx DATES.—

(11 Except as provided in paragraph (2),
the amendments made by this section shall

apply to alcohol produced, and sold and
nsed, in taxable years beginning after December 31, 1990.

"(A) IN aEJven.iz..—The term 'qualified en- rotary (at such tirtu' and In such manner as
hanced oil recovery costs' means any of the the Secretary may provide) a certification
from a petroleum engineer that the well is
fo flowing:
"(I) Any amount paid or incurred during described In one of the preceding clauses.
the taxable year for tangible property—
"(C) CAR ThiN COS7 NOT INCLUDED.—The
"(I) which is an integral part of a quali- term 'qualified exploratory costs' shall not
fied enhanced oil recovery project, and
include any cost paid or Incurred—
"(II) with respect to which depreciation
"(I) In constructIng, acquiring, transport(or amortization in lieu of depreciation) is ing, erectIng, or Installing an offshore platallowable under this chapter.
form, or
"(ii) Any intangible drilling and develop"(II) after the Installation of the producnwnt coststIon string of casing begins.
"(I) which are paid or Incurred in connec"(D) L'rreORATED OIL C0SrPANY.—For purtion with a qualified enhanced oil recovery poses of this paragraph, the term 'Integrated
project, and
means, with respect to any tax"(II) with respect to which the taxpayer oil company'
year, any producer of crude oil to whom
may make an election under section 263(c) able
subsection (c) of section 613.A does not apply
for the taxable year.
"(iii) Any qualified tertiary Injectant ex- by reason of paragraph (2) or (4) of section

(2) The amendments made by subsection
613A(d).
(p1 shall apply to articles entered or with- penses which are paid or incurred in con"(e) Om'ER Ruz,rs—
nection
with
a
qualified
enhanced
oil
recovdrawn from warehouse on or after January ery project and for which a deduction is al"(1) DIw.LOwANCE OF DaoucrloN.—Any de1, 1991.
duction allowable under this chapter for
lowable
under
section
193
for
the
taxable
SEC 720& TAX CREDIT TO INCREASE 9OtESTIC
any costs taken Into account in computing
year.
ENERGY EIPLOL4 lYON AND PRODUC.

"(B) QUALIFIED ENHANCED OiL RECOVERY the amount of the credit allowed under subsection (a) shall be reduced by the amount of
pRojRcr.—For
purposes of this paragraph—
(a) IN GrJ1Ep41..—Subpart D of part IV of
"(i)
IN
GENERAL—The term 'qualified en- such credit attributable to such costs.
subchapter A of chapter 1 (relating to gener- hanced oil recovery project' means any
"(2) BAsis AWU8TMEJV'rs.—For purposes of
rio','.

al business credits) is amended by adding at projectthe end thereof the following new sectlon.
"(I) which Involves the application (In ac"SEC. SL DOMERTIC ENERGY EXPLORATION AND .cordance with sound engineering principles)
PRODuCTION CN.&OIT.
of 1 or more tertiary recovery methods (as
"(a) GENERAL RU12.—There shall be al- defined In section 193(b)(3)) which can realowed as a credit against the tax imposed by sonably be expected to result In more than
this chapter for any taxable year an amount an Insignificant increase In the amount of
equal to 15 percent of the sum of—
crude oil which will ultimately be recovered,
"(1) the qualified enhanced oil recovery
"(II) which Is located within the United
costs, plus
States (within the meaning of section
"(2) the qualified exploratory costs,
638(1)), and
of the taxpayer for such taxable year.
"(III) with respect to which the date on
"(bi PHAS.E-O(Pr OF CREDIT AS CRUDE OIL which the injection of liquids, gases, or other
PRICES INCREASE.—

matter first begins is after December 31,

this subtitle, if a credit is allowed under this
section for any expenditure with respect to

any property, the increase In the basis of
such property which would (but for this subsection) result from such expenditure shall
be reduced by the amount of the credit so allowed."
(bi

ADDITION

TO

GENERAL

BUSINESS

(1) IN GENER.4L—SectIon 38(b) (defIning

current year business credIt) is amended by
striking "plus" at the end of paragraph (4),

by striking the period at the end of para-

graph (5) and inserting ", plus" and by
"(1) IN GENERAL—The amount of the credit 1990.
adding at the end thereof the following new
allowable under subsection (a) shall be re"(ii) CERTIFICATION.—A project shall not be paragraph
duced by an amount which bears the same
treated as a qualified enhanced oil recovery

"(6) the domestic energy exploration and
ratio to the anwunt of such credit (deter- project unless the operator submits to the
mined witiwut regard to this paragraph) Secretary (at such times and In such production credit under section 43(a)."
(2) C.4RRYBACXS.—Section 39(d) is amended
asmanner as the Secretary provides) a certi.fi"(A) the amount by which the reference cation from a petroleum engineer that the by adding at the end thereof the following

price for the calendar year preceding the cal- project meets (and continues to meet) the re- new paragraph.
"(5) No CARR YEA CE OF ENERGY EXPLORATION
endar year in which the taxable year begins quirements of clause (I).
AND PRODUCTION CIiEDIF BIF0RE p91.—No porexceeds $28, bears to

"(C) AT-Risk LIMJTATION.—FOr purposes of
of the unused business credIt for any
determIning qualified enhanced 'oil recovery tion
taxable pear which is attributable to the
credit determined inder section 43 (relatIng
to domestic energy exploration and production credit) may be carried to a taxable pear
the reference price determined for such cal"(2) QUAunRD EXPLORATORY COSIE.—
endar year under section 29(d)(2)(C).
"(A) IN 02.NERAL.—The tervn 'qualified ax- beginning before January 1, 1991."
"1.8) $6.

"(2) REFERENCE PRICE.—For purposes of costs, rules similar to the rides of section
this subsection, the term 'reference price' 46(c)(8), section 46(c)(9), and section
means, with respect to any calendar year, 47(d)(1) shall apply.

(c) CONr0RMING AzssivvMxm'.—The table of
ploratory cost.s' means Intangible drillIng
under and development costs of a taxpayer other sections for subpart D of part IVofeubehapicr A of chapter 1 is amended by adding at
paragraph (1)(A) for any ta.rabie year begin- than an integrated oil company which—
ning In a calendar year after 1991 shall be
"W the taxpayer may elect to deduct as ax- the end thereof the following new Item.
"(3) INFLATION AIJJUSTMERT.—
"(A) IN GENER.4L.—The $28 amount

equal to the product of—
"(11 $28, multiplied by

penses under section 263(c), and

"(11) are paid or incurred In connection
"(II) the Inflation adjustment factor for with the drilling of an exploratory well 10-

such calendar year.
cated In the United States (within the mean"(B) IN?zA TION ADJVSIMENT FACTOR—The ing of section 638(1)).
term 'inflation adjustment factor' means,
"(B) EXPLORATORY WELL-—The term 'exwith respect to any calenda.r year, a fraction ploratory well' means any of the following
the numerator of which is the ONP Implicit oil or gas wells:
price deflator for the preceding calendar
"(I) An oil or gas well which is completed
year and the denominator of which is the (or if not completed, with respect to which
GNP Implicit price deflator for 1990. For drilling operations cease) before the complepurposes of the preceding sentence, the term tion of any other well which—
'GNP Implicit price deflator' means the first
"(I) is located withIn 1.25 mIles from the
revision of the Implicit price deflator for the weU and
gross national product as computed and
"(II) is capable of production In commerpublished by the Secretary of Commerce. Not clal quantities,
"(II) An oil or gas well which is not delater than April 1 of any calendar year, the
Secretary shall publish the Inflation adjust- scribed In clause (I) but which has a complement factor for the preceding calendar year. tion depth which is at least 800 feet below
"(4)

CARR TRACKS AND CAP.R Y1'OR WARDS.—

This subsection shall not apply to any carry-

back or carryforward to
under section 39.

the

the deepest completion depth of any weU
within 1.25 mItes which is capable of pro-

taxable pear duction In commercial quantities.
"(iii) An oil or gas well which is not de-

"(c) QUALIFIEr, Co.s-'Ye.—For purposes of this scrt bed in clause (I) or (II) but which Is comsection—
pleted Into a new reservoir.
"(1) QUALIFIED ENHANCED OS. RECOVERY A well shall not be treated as an exploratory

"Sec. 43. Domestic energy exploration and
production crediL"
(dl Emcm'z DATES.—

(1) IN oENgna.L.—The amendments made by

this section shall apply to costs paid or incurred in taxable years beginnIng after December31, 1990.
(2) SPECIAL RULE .'OR SION!F1CANT EXPANSION

,p.wzc'rs. —For purposes of section
43(c)(1)(B)(I)(III) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 (as added by subsection (a)),
any significant expansion after Dece,nber
31, 1990, of a project begun before January
1, 1991, shall be treated as a new project
os

begun after December 31, 1990.
SEC.

720L PERCENTA GE DEPLRT7ON PEREFTIuD
APER IuANSPER OF PROVEN PROPERTV.

ía) IN GENERAL—SubsectIon (c) of section
613,4 (relating to lImItatIons on percentage
depletion In the case of oil and gas wells) Is

amended by striking paragraphs (9) and
(10) and by redesignating paragraphs (11),
(12), and (13) as paragraphs (9), (10), and

weU unless the operator submits to the Sec- (11), respectIvely.
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with respect Co any calendar year, any weU mined under secCion 29(d)(3)(C) and the $28
(111 of 8ecCion 613A(c), a. redesignated by with respecC to which the average daily pro- amounC under subparagraph (A) shall be adsubsecCion (a), is amended by sCrUcing Sub- ducCion of domesCic crude oil or domesCic justed aC the same Cime and in the same
paragraph.s (C) and (D).
naCural gas durtng such calendar year is 15 manner as under secCion 43(b)(3).
(C) EFFECTIVE DArE.—The amendments
"(3) ALrERNATIVE TAX ENERGY PREFEP1NCE
barrel equivalents or less.
made by this 8ecCion shall apply Co tran.fers
"(F) Hv Om.—For purposes of thu para- DZDUCTION.—For purposes of paragraph (1).
grap the term 'heavy oil' means domesCic the term 'alternaCive tax energy preference
after OcCober 11, 1990.
SEC. 7:05. NET INCOME LIMITATION ON PERCENTA GE crude oU produced from any properCy If deducCion' means an amounC equal Co the
DEPLETION INCREASED FROM 5 PER.
such crude oil had a weighted average gravi- sum of—
CENT iT) 100 PERCENT OF PROPERTY ty of 20 degrees API or less (corrected Co 60
"(A) in the case of the inCangzble drilling
(b)

TECHNICAL

AMENDMEN7'—Paragraph

Nil' INCOME FOR OIL AND NATURAL
GAS WELLS.

(a) IN GENERAL—The second SenCence of
subsecCion (a) of secCion 613 (relaCing to percenCage depletion) is amended by inserting
"(100 percenC in the case of oil and gas properUes)" after "50percenC'
(b) C0NF0RMINO AMENDMENTS.—
(1) Subparagraph (C) of secCion 613A(c)(7)
is amended by 8Crikjng '50-percenC" and inserCng "Caxable income".
(2) SecCion 614(d) 13 amended by 8Crikng
"50 percenC" and inserting "taxabLe
income".

degree, FahrenheiCl.
"(G) AvEp..iag DAILY MAROINAL PRODUCnoN.—For purposes of this subsecCion—

cosC preference, an amounC equal Co the sum

Caxable year, and

tion depleCion preferenceS

"(ii) in the case of a Cacpayer holding a
"(4) INrtiaIBz DRJLLJNO COST PREFER.
parCial interesC in the production from any ZNCE.—For purposes of Chts subsecCion—

properCy (including any interesC held in any
(c) EFFECT1V DArE.—The amendments partnership), such taxpayer's producCion
made by this secCion 8haU apply to Caxable shaa be considered to be thaC amounC of
years bepnning after December 31, 1990.
such producCion determined by mulCiplying
SEC. 7291. INCREASE IN PERCENTAGE DEPLL7ION the total producCion of such properCy by the
ALLOWANCE FOR MARGINAL PRODUCtaxpayer's percenCage particpaCion in the
TION.
(a) IN GENE..u.—Paragraph (6) of secCion
613A(c) i amended to read afoZZows:
"(6) OIL AND NATURAL GAS RESULTINO FROM
MAROINAL PRODUCTION.—

"(A) IN OENER.4L—ExcepC a, provided in
subsecCion (d) and 8ubparagraph (B), the al-

Zowance for depletion under section 611
shali be computed in accordance with sec-

revenues from such properCy.

"(H)

ALL.0CI4TION

TIONS.—For purposes

OF INCOME AND DEDUC-

"(A) IN OENER.4L.—The term 'inCangzble
drUling cosC preference' means the amounC
by which alternaCive minimum Caxable
income would be reduced if iC were compuC.

ed wthouC regard to secCion 57(a)(2) and
subsecCion (g)(4)(D)(i).
"(B) PORTION ATTRIBUTABLE TO QUALIFIED
EXPLORATORY

cOsTS—For purposes of sub-

of applying any limiCa- paragraph (A), the porCion of the inCangible

Cion ba.sed on taxable income from a pro perCy—

driUing cosC preference aCCnbuCable Co quali-

fied exploraCory costs is an amounC which

"(i) such jimiCaCion shall be applwd Sepa bears the same raCio Co the inCangible drlUrately with respecC to marginal producCion ing cosC preference as—
and other producCion, and
"(i) the qualified exploraCory costs of the

"(i) so much of the taxpayer's average
daily marginal production of domesCic

"(ii) items of income deducCions (and
other appropriate items) shall be allocated
to such producCion in proportzon to gross
income during the taxable year from such

thaC 8ecCion.

years bepnning afCer December 31. 1990.

"(B) ELECTION TO 11.4 VE PARAQRAPH APPLY TO
PRO R.4TA PORTION OF MAR QINAL PRODUCTION.—

SEC. 7U7. SPECIAL ENERGY DEDUCTION FOR MINI-

Cion 613 with respecC Co—

4!-

"(i) 75 percenC of the porCion of such pref"(i) the Caxpayer'S average daily marginal erence aCCnbuCable Co qualified exploraCory
prod ucCion of dome8Cic crude oil or naCural costs, plus
gas for any Caxable year Shall be determined
"(ii) 15 percenC of the excess (if any) of—
by dividing the Caxpayer's aggregate mar"(I) such preference, over
ginal producCion of domesCic crude oil or
"(II) the porCion of such preference aCCribnaCural ga3, as the case may be, dunng the uCable to qualified exploraCory costs, plus
taxable year by the number of days in such
"(B) 50 percenC of the marginal produc-

taxpayer for the taxable year, bear Co

"(ii) the toCal inCangible dr-Wing and developmenC costs with respecC to which the
taxpayer may make an elecCion under sec-

crude oil as does noC exceed the taxpayer's producCion."
Cion 263(c) for the taxable year.
depleCabie oil quanCiCy (determined withouC
(b)
COpIropJvNa AMENDMENTS.—SecCion
"(5) MAR QINAL PRODUCTION DEPLETION PREFregard to paragraph (3)(A)(ii)), and
613A(c)(3)(A) is amended—
F.RENCE.—For
purposes of this subsecCion, the
"(iii so much of the taxpayer's average
(1) by sCriking clause (ii) and inserCing:
'marginal prod ucCion depleCion preferdaily marginal producCion of domesCic naC"(ii) excepC in the case of a taxpayer term
ural gas as does noC exceed the taxpayer's making an elecCion under paragraph (6)(B), ence' means the amounC by which alternadepleCable naCural gas quanCiCy (determined the taxpayer's average daily marginal pro- Cive minimum Caxable income would be reduced if iC were computed as (1 secCion
wUhouC regard to paragraph (3)(A)(ii)),
ducCion for the taxable year. ", and
57(a)(1) and subsecCion (g)(4)(G) did noC
and the applicable percentage shall be
(2) by sCrLkng the lasC sentence.
apply Co any allowance for depleCion deCerdeemed Co be spec(fled in subsecCion (b) of
(C) EmCTIvE DArE.—The amendments
secCion 613 for purposes of subsecCion (a) of made by thi.s secCion shall apply Co taxable mined under secCion 613A(c)(6).
MUM TAX.

If the taxpayer elects to have thia subpara(a) IN GENER.tz.—SecCion 56 (relaCing to
graph apply for any Caxable year, the rules adjusCments in compuCing alternaCive mini.
of subparagraph (A) shall apply Co the aver- mum taxable income) ii amended by adding
age daily marginal producCion of domestic at the end thereof the following new subseccrude oü or domestic natural gas of the tax- Cion.
paver to which paragraph (1) would have
"(h) ADJUSTMENT BASED ON ENEROY PPEFERapplied without regard to thu paragraph.
ENCES. —
"(C) APPuc.4B1 PERCENTAOL—For pur"(1) IN aNERAL—In compuCing the alterposes of 8ubaragraph (A), the term 'appli- naCive minimum Caxable income of any taxcable percenCage' means the percentage (noC payer other than an integrated oü company
greater than 25 percenC) equal Co the sum for any Caxable year bepnning after 1990,
of—
there shall be allowed as a deducCion an
"(i) 15 percent, plus
amounC equal to the Ie.,ser of—
"(ii) 1 percentage poinC for each whole
"(A) the alternative tax energy preference
doUar by which $20 exceed.s the reference deducCon, or
price for crude oil for the calendar year pre'?B) 40 percenC of alternaCive minimum
ceding the calendar year in which the Cax- Caxable income determined withouC regard
able year begins.
to the deducCion allowable under thu subFor purposes af thu paragraph, the term secCion and the alternaCive Cax neC operaC'reference prlce mean., with respecC to any ing 1035 deduction under sub8ecCion (a)(4).
"(2) PHAsE-Our OF DEDUCTION AS OIL PRICiS
calendar year, the reference price deter-

"(6) DEnNrTIONS.—For purposes of this sub-

secCion, any term used in thui subsecCion
which is aiso used in secCion 43 shall have
the same meaning as when used in such secCion.

"(7) REOULATIONS.—The SecreCary may by

regulation provide for approprzaCe adjustments in computing taxable income, alCernaCive minimum taxable income, or a4jusCed currenC earnings for any Caxable year following a taxable year for which a deducCion
was allowed under this subsecCion Co en3ure
thaC no double benefiC t. allowed by reason
of such deducCion."
(b) CONrop..vINa AMENDMENTS.—

(1) SecCion 56(d)(1)(A) is amended to read
as follows:
"(A) the amounC of such deducCion shall
noC exceed the excess (if any) of—

"Ii) 90 percenC of alternaCive minimum
taxable income determined wtthouC regard
to such deducCion and the deducCion under
subsection (h), over
"(ii) the deducCion under subsecCion (h),
and
(2) SecCion 59(a)(2)(A)(ii) is amended by

mined for such caLendar year under secCion
29(d.(2)(C).
"(D) MAR QINAL PRODUCTiON.— The term
'marginal producCion mears dome8Cic
crude o1 or domesCic naCural gas which is—

INCRL4SE. —The amounC of the deducCion

from a weU which ii a sCripper weU for the

crude o1 for the calendar year preceding the

made by this secCion shall apply Co Caxable
years beginning after December 31, 1990.

begin.,, or

be9lns over $28. bears Co

SRC. rm REDUCE POLLUTION AND DEPENDENCE

"(i) produced during any taxable year

under paragraph (1) (determined withouC
regard to this paragraph) shall be reduced
(buC noC below zero) by the amounC whwh
bears the same raCio to such amounC a—

"(A) the excess of the reference prtce of

calendar year in which the Caxable year ca2endar year in which the taxable year
"(ii) heavy oil.
"(E) STPJPPER WELL,—For purposes of this

paragraph, the term 'sCripper weLl' means,

"(B) $6.
For purposea of this paragraph, the reference

price for any calendar year shaU be deter-

lnserCing "and the alternaCive Cax enernj
preference deducCion under secCion 56(h)"
after "deducCion'
(c)

Emcrivs DAm—The amendments

ON FOREIGN OIL

flnd
(a) FINDINOS.—The Congress
clares thaC—

and de-
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1* a corporation or partnership to (or for which subsection (a.)(1) does not apply by
gram to reduce pollution and reduce our dc- the benefit of) a menber of the transferor's reason of subsection (a)(2)(B), the following
pe*dence on foreign oil, it is important to family is a gift (and the value a/such trans- shall be increased by the amount determined
coordinate programs relating to the produc- ftr), the value of any right which isunder paragraph (2):
lion of automobiles and the production of
"(A) described in subparagraph (A) or (B)
"(A) The taxable estate of the .1 rans.feror in
a/subsection (c)(1), and
the
ease of a taxable event described in
(V the achievement of long-te,,n energy se'(B) under any applicable retained inter- paragraph (3)(A)(i).
Curly for the United Staten Is essential to est that is retained by the transferor or an
"(B) The taxable gifts of the transferor for
(1) 1* order to have a comprthenslve pro-

the ?ieaWz of the national economy, the well-

being of our citizens, and the maintenance
a/national security,
(3) the displace,nent of energy derived
from dmported oil with atiernative fuels will
help to achieve energy security and improve
air quality;
(4) transportation uses account for more
than 60 percent of the oil consumption of

the Nattonand
(5) the Nation's security, economic and
environmental interests require that the
Federal Government should assist cleanburning, nonpetroleum transportation fuels
to reach a threshold level of commercial ap-

piscat ion and consumer acceptability at
which they can successfully compete with

petroleum based fuels.
SEC flt. P2SOL4JTION

It Is the sense of the Senate that U Is in the
national Interest to enhance energy security
and promote environmental protection
through the gradual replacement of gasoline
with cleaner, domestic nonpetroleum energy
sources and
The Secretary of Energy Mould analyze
the potential oJ' and report to Congress on,

applicable fansily member immediately after the calendar year in which the taxable event
the transfer,
occurs in the case of a taxable event doshall be treated as being sero,
scribed in paragraph (3)t4) (ii) or (iii).
"(2) ExcTpy'ioN FOR MSRKETABLE IN7P2s7u,

"(A) ZN arNrnu.—Parugraph (1) shall not

•

'(2) Aa,ouirr OF LVCPJASE.—

"(A) IN oswEp.AL—The amount of the in-

crease determined under this paragraph

apply to any right conferred by an appliers- shall be the excess (if any) of—
"(i) the value oft/se distributions payable
"Ii) market quotations are readily avail- during the period beginning on the date of
able (as of the date of the transfer) for such the transfer under subsection (a)(1) and
interest on an established securities market, ending on the date of the taxable event de"(ii) such interest Is of the same class as termined as if—
the transferred interest,
"(I) all such distributions were paid on
"(iii) such interest would be of the same
date payment was due, and
class as the transferred interest but for non- the"(II)
such distributions were reinvested
lapsing difference. in voting power (or, in by the all
transferor as of the date of payment
the case of an interest in a partnership, non- at a yield
equal to the discount rate used in
lapsing differences with respect to managedetermining the value of the applicable rement and limitations on UabilUy), or
"(iv) such interest is proportionally the tained interest described in Subsection
same as the transferred interest with respect (a)(1), over
"(ii) the value of the distributions paid
to all rights other than voting powen
during
such period computed under clause
Clause (iii) shall not apply to any interest (I) on the
basis of the time when such distriin a partnership if the transferor or an ap- butions were
actually paid.
plicabLe family member has the right to alter
"(B) LIMITATION ON AMOUNT OF INCREASE.—
the liability of the transferee of the trargs"(i) IN GENERAL—The amount of the inferred property. Except as provided by the crease
under subparagraph (A) shall not
Secretary, any difference described in clause
•bie retained interest if—

the technical feasibility of replacing, by
the applicable percentage of the
1998 and 2005, len per cent and thirty per (iii) which lapses by reason of State law exceed
(if any) of—
cent respectively, of our national transpor- shall be treated as a nonlapsing difference excess
"(I) the value of the junior equity interests
tation fuel with alternative and other do- for purposes of such clause.
mestic sources of energy,
"(B) Curetx.sm'v DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS.— in the entity (determined as of the date of
PART 11—SMALL BUSINESS INCENTIVES

Subpart A—Treatment of Estate Tax Freezes
SEC 7255. REPEAL OPSSCI7ON ZI31(eA

(a) IN Gxxr.iz..—Section 2036 (relating to

trans.fers with retained life estate) is amended by striking subsection (C) and by redesignating subsection (d) as subsection (c).
(b) CONFORMING
(1) Section 22075 is amended—
(A) by striking subsection (b) and tedesig-

nating subsections (c), (d), and (e) as subsections (b), (C), and Id), respectively,

(B) by striking "subsections (a) and (b)"
In subsection (c) (as so redesignated) and
Inserting 'subsection (a)' and
(C) by striking "subsections (a), (b), and
(C)" In subsection (c) (as so redesignated)
and inserting "subsections (a) and (b)'
(2) Section 2501(d) is a,nended by striking
paragraph (3).

(c)

Erprcrzvx Ds—The amendments

made by this section shall apply in the case
of property transferred after December 17,
1987.

SEC 721* SPECIAL E4LSh4flONRUL&t

(a) IN GENx&sj..—Subtitje B Is amended by

adding at the end thereof the following new
chapter:
"Cn,spren 14—Spsczgz, VALUATION Ruz,ss

"Sec 2701. Special valuation rules in case
of transfers of certain interests
in corporations
ships.

or partner-

"Sec. 2702. Special valuation rules in case
of transfers of interests in
trusts.

"Sec. 2703. CertaIn rights and restrictions
disregarded.

taxable event), over
Paragraph (1) shall not apply to a distribu- the"(II)
the value of such interests (detertion right with respect to which the distribuas of the date of the transfer to which
tions are cumulative and which has a prf- mined
(a)(1) applies).
erence upon liquidation, except that for pur- subsection
"(ii) A?PIJCABLE PERCENTAGE—For purposes of determining the value of the re- poses
of clause (I), the applicable percentage
tained interest to which such right relates,
the percentage determined by dividing—
the determination as to whether the cumula- Is "(I)
the fair market value of the interests
tive distributions can reasonably be expect- in the entity
than junior equity intered to be timely paid shall be made without ests) held by (other
transferor (determined as of
regard to whether the person retaining the the date of thethe
taxable event), by
interest possesses control over the entity.
"(II) the fair market value of all interests
"(3) Mim,wrq VALUATION OF JUNIOR
in the entity other than junior equity interEQUiTY.—
"(A) IN ogNgPJ—In the case of a trans/er ests (determined as of such time).
"(iii) DETINmONS —For purposes of this
described in paragraph (1) of a junior equity
subparagraph, the terms iunior equity interinterest in a corporation or partnership, est'
arid 'equity interest' have the meanings
such interest shall in no event be valued at
an amount Less than the value which would given such terms by subsection (oJ(3)(B),
"(C) Gnscx PERIOD—For purposes of subbe determined if the total value of all of the paragraph
any payment of any distribujunior equity interests in the entity were tion during(A),
the 4—year period beginning on
equal to 10 percent of the sum of—
"(I) the total value of all of the equity in- its due date shall be treated as having been
made on such due date.
terests in such entity, plus
"(3) TAxsezz Evxziyx.—For purposes of this
"(ii) the total amount of indebtedness of
such entity to the transferor (or an applica- subsection—
"(A) IN oersrjw.—The term 'taxable event'
ble family me,nber).
"(B) Dsrrnj'noNs.—For purposes of this means any of the following:
"(I) The death of the transferor if the apparagraph—
"(I) JUNIOR EQUITY II47TREST,—The term plicable retained interest conferring the disiunior equity interest' means common stock tribution right is includible in the estate of
or, in the case of a partnership, any partner- the transferor.
"(ii) The transfer of such applicable reship interest under which the rights as to
income and capital are junior to the rights tained interest.
"(iii) At the election of the taxpayer, the
retained by the transferor.
"(ii) Eguzrv m'rxngsr.—The term 'equity payment of any distribution after the period
interest' means stock or any interest as a described in paragraph (2)(C), but only with
partner, as the case may be.
respect to the period ending on the date of
"(4) ExcgPrzoN FOR MARKETABLE 7RAREPERRED

INsuRES-i's—This subsection shall not

such payment.

"(B) EKCEPTYQN VEERS SPOUSE (S TRANSFER-

apply to the transfer of any interest in an IL"Sec. 2704. Treatment of certain rest nc- entity If market quotations are readily
"(I) Pu ThyME TP.affsrxns.—Subpara graph
tions and lapsing rights.
available (as of the date of the transfer) for VA)(i) shall not apply to any interest includ"NC 5751. SPECIAL SALVATION RULER (N CARE OP such interest on an established securities Iblein the gross estate of the transferorif a
?*4 PW OS CERTAIN IN'7Z*557n IN snat*et.

CORPORA 72014$ OS PARTNKRSIJIP&

"(a) VALUATiON RIfLER.—

"(1) INozJa&IL—Sojelvfo, purposes of de-

'?b) Tnai.'snR TAX Thwwzier os Cureuz..uT1VE BUT UNPAID DISTRIBuTiONS.—

"(1) IN o&w5p4L.—If a taxable event occurs

deduction with respect to such interest is allowable under section 2056 or 2106(a) 13).
"(ii) LIFETiME TRANS,ERS.—A transfer to the

of the transferor shall not be treated
tr,nEning whether a trans/er of an interest v,iIJs respect to any distribution right to spouse
as a taxable event under subparagraph

October 18, 19k)
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IA/lit) if swch transfer does ,wt result in a

"(A! IN anwxnsz..—Th.e term liquidation,, sequent transfer, or inclusion in the gross
taxable gift by reason of—
put, cat!, or conversion rlght'raeans any tiq estate of any interest which was valued
If! eny deduction aflowed eieder section uldation, put, call, or conseraton ,lght, or under the ,-vles Qf subsection (a), appnWri2523, or
any similar right, the exercise or nonew- ate adjustments shall be made for purposes
'lIIJ consideration fibs- the bsn We, preed- cisc a/which affects the value of Vie trans. of chapter II or 12 to rejlect Vie amount of

ed by the spouse.

Sso svt ID TWIIUNT op

any prior 1fi?flniP giJl usede bij Use transferor
ferreit interest.
"(B) LICEP 7ON IQR xo iuomu.—77&e or decedent by reason of such valuation.

.eent Is not treeled as a tErn liquidation, put, eat?, or conversion

taxable esent bg rvon
ibis .sbpora- right' itoes not include any liquidation, put,
graph, the transferee ape or mvtz,t*p cat!, or conversion right, or any similar

-sac. iris. £PSCLSL VALIA4 TION *Lt&S IN C4Si Oh'
I4NtFL0S Of INTFJJ'.STS IN TLVSIS.
"(a) VALUAI7ON RULEs.—

spouse des the ease a be) thmfl be STunted

right, which must be retsat at a specific

"(A) Fsriw..y MEMBZR TSLS2'EI) IN S.4ME
MAN2VFR AS TRA?aFERQR—Ibr purposes of this

"(ii is a right to convert into a fixed family member (as defined in section
number (or a fixed percentage) of the same 2w1ie(2)) hau be determined as provided
class of Interest in. a eorporatsaa as Use in paragraph (2).
ts-ana,lerred interest in such eorporetioa.
"(2) v,j.wxsoa or seflsND iiri.*nsi*.—
under subsection (a/h (or would be 0/the
valise of any s-csame class but for nontapsing differences III tamed interest ithich is not a qualified in-

"w IN og'-" —Solely/or purposes aIdetermining whether a transfer of an interest
seisber of the transferor's
in b'u
desert Involved.
VERT PREFERRED fl570 cvsrao&—Ttre term liq- /Gmily Is a gift (and the value 0/ suck trans'Y4) S.reass RZJL 10* AP?L1Li ,AMaI uldation, put, call, or conversion right' does fs-J, the value 0/ say interest In such trust
MEMBtRS.—
not include any right which—
,'eiaiaed by the transferor or any apPlicable

in the same meaner as the *nl*$'eror in
time and at a specific amount.
plying this subsection with respect to the in"(Cl ?).eEArr,rm7' OF ThIN nnwu TO CON-

subsection, an applicable family member
shall be treated in the same manner as the
transferor with respect to any distribution
right retained by auth family member to

tMch subsection (a/li) r not apply by

reason of subsection (aMV'BA
"FBI Tnsnssua To APPUCA*L, pnemr

"j

terest shalL be treated as being zero.

VOLZSSQ POSOeEA.

"1W is ,wniap.ing

"(B) VALUATION OF QUaZJFIED INtEREST.—

"(iii) is subject to proportionate .djnd- The value 0/any retained Interest which is a
sesisns&—Pn me case of. taxable event do- wants for splits, eorsbinaii,oiss. iedasaifte.- qualified interest shalt be determined under
wit bed in paragraph (3h'ArnU i,svolotng the lions, 0154 sindlar Changes in the capital section 7520.
t,ru* Wer a/an opptiesbte redained interest to stock. and
an applicable Mesily membe, the mpplieebte
"(in) is subject tO .*stmesia SIIItZOT to
iinily member fothev than the Spouse of the the adjustments under subsection tb)for .C
transferor) shell be treated 1* the same cumulated but unpaid dlulfltnsttozs.

"(.V Excsprnwn,—
"(A) IN GENERAL—Thl5 subsection

shall not

apply to any transfer—

to th tent such tiusj'' is an
manner as the transferor in .ppi4ng Skis A s-uk similar to Vie rule 0/ Vie preceding complete
trw/er, or
subsection to di.dr*butioas eecviaubethsg sentence shall apply In the care of partner"(ii) if such transfer involves the trsns/er
with respect to su interest after slick tax ships.
cii sn Interest ins bust all the property In
able event.
"(e)
OTISER
Zrmeno,es
a
Rsw.—For
which
consists of a personal residence to be
"(5) Tzari To
sued
by persona holding term interests In
purposes
of
this
section—
For purposes of Uris subsection, any terini'f 2) Mxnsxe or rwr FAMILY—The term such trust.
nation of an interest shall be treated as. 'nsentber of the familY means, with respect
"(B) Inccwpzm snswsm-—For purposes
Us-

7Jfl5—

transfer.

of subparagraph LU, the term 'tiscampteie
transfer' mesas say transfer which tr,i'uld
"(B) a lineal descendant of the transferor ,w( be treated an a gift whether or not eonslderation were received for snels transfer.
the transferor's spouse, and
tcined interest' means any interest 1* an or"(C)
"(hI Quss.ma Ih'11P2ZT.—Pos' pio'poass 0/
the spouse of any such descendant.
entity which confers—
"(2) Appucsozs ,unz.r MEMB,ZP.,—The term this section, the hem 'qualified interest'
IA) a distribution, right, but only IL ins. 'applicable
family member' means, with ye- measu—
mediately after Use transfer described in
"(1) any Interesi which consists of the
subsection (aflh), the transferor and appli- sped to any tre,uferbr—
rIght to receive fixed amounts payable not
IA) the transferor's spouse,
cable family members hold (after applica"(B) an ancestor of the transferor or the less freqeentbj than annually,
tion qf subsection (e)(3)J interests to such
"(2) any interest which consists of the
transferor's use, end
entity representing control of Vie entity, or
right to receive amounts which an pepable
such anecstor.
IC) the sposuc of
1B/ a liquidation, put, calT. or conversion
nod less frequently than annually and are a
"(3) Ar.zBlrrIoxAr.m—
right.
"(A) Issvnncr xzs#—A* Izdivll fixed percentage of the fair maritaL value 0/
12) Cozrrrtoz.—POr purposes of parngtnph
shall be bested as hoWzn9 any interest to the property In the trust (determined anna(ii—
"(A) ConronsrIoNs.—In the case of a cor- the extent such interest is keid Indirectly b's ally), and
any nencerdingeist remainder interest
poration, the term eontrol' means the hold- such per-son through a corporation, partner- if "(3)
cit 0/the other Interests in the trust eoning 0/ interest, representing at Mast 517 per- sh*p trust, or other entity, I/any Individual
cent (by vote or value? 0/ the stock of Use I. treated a holding say Interest by reason sist of interests described in paragraph (1)

"(c) Arpsjcair R

purposes of this aecison—
"(1) IN ox L.—Vre lerm 'applicable ye-

to any transferor—
YA) the transferor's spouse,

'

-

Corporation.

"iS) Paerren.mi,t.—ln Lisa ease We part-

of Use prisr sentence, say buns/er or(2A
which results in such interest being treated

"(al CERTAIN PaoPzaIY TREatED As HELD or

as no ionper held by such individisol shall be Thtax—Por purposes 0/this section—
nevsbsp, the term 'czntrot' means—
as..—The trans/er 0/an inter"(LI In
"Ii) the lsold*n of Interests repar.entiiig at treated as a trerasfer of suds interest.
"(B) Cosrrnos..—Fbr purposes of subsection est in property with respect to schick there Is
lanaI 59 peruenl alike capital or profits iss.
(cJ1l, en Individual shall be bested as hold- 1 or more Strips Interests shall be treated as a
terests in the partnership, or
"lii) in the ease 0/s ismiteii partnership, Inc any interest held by a brother ore sister transfer of an interest In a trust.
"(2) Jomr ps.um.—lI 2 or mare momthe holding of any interest nsa general part- 0/suck individual or by any lineal deser,sdbert 0/She same/emily acquire intermit In
ant 0/such IndividuaL
ner.
"(4) Emcr or ooprxw—,d retattossship city property described in paragraph (LI Us
Onwa £sosan—For
"ed) Dissuzasmow
by legal adoption shell be treated as a s-cia- the same trssL'1ion (Or s series of minted
purposes of this section—
tr.'ss""lions.), the person or persons) ectionship by blood.
II) Dzsrziscmos, Rjani—
"05, Canmiw en,tmrxe rnzssu as s'zsajvs- quirlag the term Interests In such property
IA! IN OENERAL.—The term 'distribution

ssas.—Zzcep( as provided in regulations, a
li/in the case of a corporation, a right to redemption, reeapttalizet*o*, contribution
distributions from the corporation with re- to capita!, or other change in tire capital
structure 0/ a corporation or part,serthlp
spect to its stock, and
"(iii in Me case of a partnership, a right shall be treated as a transfer of an interest
to distributions flvm the partnership with I,, such entity to which this section applies
respect to the partner's interest in the part- If tire taxpayer or an applIcable family
righ.t' means—

shah

be treated as having seqired the

entire properly and then ir.nftrsa2 to the

other persons She Interests esequired by suds

other persons in the transaction or serIes of
tvs*sszcllonal. Sack trani/er shall be treated
as made in exchange for the coassideration
(ii any) presided by suds other persons for
Use acquisition 0/ their Interests 1* suck
member—
nership.
"(A) receiver an applicable retained Inter- property,
"(El Excn?riojvn—The term 'distribution
"(3) TERM lIuRss1—The tevui 'term Interesi en such entity pursuant to retch redempright' doer not include—
"(i) any frnf or eqnffij interest des defined tic,,, reeepitalization, con2r*bntion to cap- cal' *s—
"IA) a 11* interest in propvrty, or
ito!, or other change, or
in subsection taJfll(B/liI!,
"(B) an interest in properly for a term at
"IIi) any liquidation, pat, suN, or converIS) under regulations, otherwise holds,
sion right, or
Immediately after the transfer, an applies- years.
"(41 VALUAnON RULE FOR CERTAIN TERM INble
retained
interest
in
such
entity.
1*11/ any quaraniasi peynie,st described
the iwnexervise of rights under
in section lq7Ic).
"VI) Ann srr estrs'.—U,uler regulations pee171 IJQVJDATTON, am im—
scribed by the Secretary, if there is any sub- a term interest in tangible property would
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"(2) the tentative minimum tax for the

not have a gubstantial effect on the valu(1) the prevalence and type of options and
ation a! the remainder interest in Such prop- agreement.s used to di3tort the valuation of taxable year.

property for purposes of subtitle B of the In"(A) subparagraph (A) of subsection (a)(2) ternal Revenue Code af 1986, and
(2) other methods using discretionary
shaU not apply to such term interest, and
erty—

"(B) the value a!

such

"(c)
UNUSED

CARRYBACH AND

CARRYFOR WARD OF

CIwDn'—

"(1) IN GENRR4L.—IJ the amount of the

term interest for ght.s to distort the value of property for credit allowable under subsection (a) for

piiTpOSeR of applying subsection (a)(1) shall such purposes.
any taxable year exceeds the limitation conbe the amount which the holder of the term The Secretary shall, not later than December tained in subsection (b) (hereafter in tMs
interest establishe8 a the amount for which 31, 1992, report the results of such study, to- subsection referred to as the 'unused credit
such interest could be sold to an unrelated gether with such legislative recommenda- year') such excesR mall be—
third party.
Uons as the Secretary considers neceRsary,
(A) a public accommodations credit car"(d) TP INF OF TR FIRS OF IAPrEREsDS to the Committee on Finance of the Senate ryback to each of the 3 taxable years precedIN PORTION OF TRUST.—In the case of a trans- and the Committee on Ways and Means of ing the unused credit year, and
fer of an income or remainder interest with the House of Represent atives.
"(B) a public accommodations credit car•
respect to a specified portion of the property
(e) EFFWFIVE DATES.—
rgforward to each of the 15 taxable years fol(1) SUBSRCTION (a).—
in a trust, only such portion shali be taken
lowing the unused credit year,
(A) IN GRNRR4L—The amendment-s made by
into account in applying this Rection to
and shali be o4deU to the credit allowable
sub8ection (a)—
such transfer.
(i) to the extent such amendment-s relate to under Subsection (a) for such taxable year.
'SEC. 2703. CERTAIN RIGHTS AND RESTRICTIONS DIS.
"(2) AMOUNT CARPJRD TO £4CH YLAR.—
sections 2701 and 2702 of the Internal ReveRtGARDED.
"(A) EmIRE AMOUNT CARRIED TO FIRST
(a) GRNRRAL Ruzi.—For purposes of this nue Code of 1986 (as added by such amend-

subtitle, the value of any property shall be ment.s), shall apply to transfers after October8, 1990,
determined without regard to—
(ii) to the extent such amendment-s relate
"(1) any option, agreement, or other right
to acquire or use the property at a price less to Rection 2703 of such Code (as so a4ded),
than the fair market value of the property haU apply to—
(I) agreement.s, options, right.s, or rest,ic(without regard to such option, agreement,
tions entered into or granted after October
or right), or
1990, and
"(2) any rest,jction on the right to sell or 8, (II)
agreements, Options, rights, or restricuse such property.
?b) ExczpnoNs.—Subsection (a) shaZl not ttons which are substantially modified after
8, 1990, and
apply to any option, agreement, right, or re- October
(iii) to the extent such amendments relate

YEAR.—The entire amount of an unused
credit year shall be carried to the earliest of
the 18 taxable years to which (by reason of

ment.

under subsection (b) exceeds the Rum of—

paragraph (1)) such credit may be carried.

"(B) AMOUNT CARRIED TO OTHRR 17 YLARS—

The amount of the unused credit shall be

carried to each of the other 17 taxable years

to the extent that such unused credit may
not be taken into account under subsection
(a) by reason of paragraph (3).
"(3)

LIMITATION.—The

amount

of

the

striction which meet-s each of the following to section 2704 af such Code (as so added), unused credit which may be added under
requirement.s:
apply to rest ,ictions or right-s (or limi- paragraph (1) for any taxable year shall no
?1) It s a bona ftde bu3iness arrange- shali
tations on rights) created after October 8, exceed the amount by which the limitation

?2) It s not a devfce to transfer such

1990.
(B) ExCzpnON—For purposes of Subpara-

"(A) the credit allowable under subsection

property to members of the decedent s family graph (A)(i), with respect to property trans• (a) for such taxable year, plus
for less than fuJi and adequate consider- ferred
"(B) the amounts which, by reason of this
before October 9, 1990—
ation for money or monejs worth.
(i) any failure to exercise a ,ight of con- gubsection, are added to the amount allowed
'(3) Its terms are comparable to similar version,
for such taxable year and which are attñb-

arnzngement.s entered into by persons in an
ar,n.' Length transaction.
'SEC. 27 TREA TMEP7 OF CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS
AND LAPSING RIGHTS

(ii) any failure to pay dividend.s, and

utable to taxable years preceding (he unused

(iii) any failure to exercse other rights credit year.
Spec(fled in req ii at ions,

"(4) Tixi.rni YEARS BEFORE DATE Of ENACT-

not be treated as a gubsequent transfer. MRNT.—No public accommodations credit
'For purposes of this subtitle, the value of shall
(2) SUBSRCTION (b)—The amendment made may be carried back to a taxable year
any property haU be determined—
Rubsection (b) haZl apply to qfts after ending on or before the date of the enact.
"(1) without regard to any rest,iction by
ment of this section.
October 8, 1990.
other than a restriction which by it.s term.
"(d) ELIGIBLE SMALL BUSINESS—For pur.
Subpart
B—Additional
Incentives
will never lapse and
poses of this section, the tei-m 'eligible small
SEC.
7211.
INCREASE
IN
LIMITATION
ON
EXPENSING
'(2) n the case of property includible in
business' means a person—
UNDER SECTION 17i
the gross estate of any decedent other than
'(1) which has gross receipts for the pre(a)
GENERAL
Rui—Paragraph
(1)
of
secunder section 2039, by assuming that any
ceding
taxable year not exceeding
tion
179(b)
(relating
to
dollar
limitation)
*5
right which was held by such decedent with
$4,000,000,
or
amended
by
gtriJcng
"$10,000"
and
inserting
respect to such property and which effective"(2) in the case of a person with such rely lapsed on the death of such decedent con- '$14,000'
(b) EmcrIvE DAT1—The amendment ce1pts -exceeding $4,000,000, which employs
tinues and can be exerci.sed by the estate of
made by subsection (a) shali apply to tax- not more than 30 full-time employees during
such decedent."
(b) EXT1NSION OF STATZPFZ OF LIMITATIONS.— able years beginning after December 31, such preceding taxable year.
For purposes of paragraph (2), an employee
Subsection (c) of section 6501 (relating to 1990.
limitations on assessment and collection) is SEC 721L CREDIT FOR COST OF PROVIDING NONDIS shall be coni4ered full-tine if 8uch employCRJMINA TORY PUBLIC ACCOMMODA- ee t employed at least 30 hours per week for
amended by adding at the end thereof the
TIONS FOR DISABLED INDflIDUAL
20 or more calendar weeks in the taxable
foUowng new paragruph.
(a) GENERAL RuzJ.—Subpart B of part IV year.
"(9) Gin TAX ON CERTAIN GIFTS NOT SHOWN
oN RETURN.—Lf any gift of property the value of subchapter A of chapter 1 (relating to for'(e) ELIGIBLE PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS
tax credits, etc.) .g amended by adding ACCISS
EXPENDITURES—FOr purposes of (Ins
of tMtch s determined under section 2701 eign
or 2702 (Or any increase in taxable ifta re- at the end thereof the fouowing new section. section—
TO PROVIDE NONDISCRINquired under sectwn 2701(b)) 8 required to 'SEC * EXPEND!T1JRS
"(1) IN GENERAL—The term 'eliqible public
INA TORY PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS
expenditures
be shown on a return of tax imposed by
access
accommodations
TO DISABLED INDIVIDUALS
chapter 12 (without regard to section
means amounts paid or incurred by the tax'(a)
Gz'iri.
Rui.—U
an
eligible
small
2503(b)), and s not 8hown on such return, buzineu elects to have this section apply to payer—
any tax imposed by chapter 12 on such gift any taxable year, there shali be allowed as a
"(A) for the pizrpose of removing architecmay be a3sessed, or a proceeding in court for credit against the tax imposed by this chap- turv.1, communication, or transportation
the collecti on of such tax may be begun ter for such taxable year an amount equal to barriers which prevent a public accommodawithout assessment, a any time. The pre- 50 percent of so much of the eliqible public tion operated by the taxpayer from being acceding sentence shall not apply to any item accommodations access expenditures for the cessthle to, or usable by, an individual with
not shown a a gift on such return if such taxable year as exceed $250 but do not a disability, or
item s disclosed in such rettjrn, or in a exceed $10,250.
'(B)for providing auxiliary aid.s and servstatement attached to the return, in a
"(b) LIMITATION BASRD ON TAX LaIz.rr— ices to an individual with a di.sability who
manner adequate to apprise the Secretary of The credit allowed by subsection (a) for any u an employee of, or using, a public accomthe nature of such iteni."
t&rable year shall not exceed the excess (if modation operated by the taxpayer.
(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—The table of

chapter3 for subtitle B .g amended by adding
at the end thereof the foUowing item.
"CHAPTER 14. SPwIu VALUATION RULEs."

(d)

Sruwis.—The Secretary of the Trea3-

ury shall conduct a 8tudy of—

any) a!—
'(1)

the regular tax for the taxable year re-

duced by the sum a!

the credzCs allowable

under subpart A and any section in thts subpart having a lower number or leLter designation than this section, over

"(2) EXPENSES IN CONNECTION WI771 NEW CONSTRUCTION ARX NOT RLIGIBLE—The term 'eligi-

ble public accommodation. access expenditure8' shall not include amounts described

in paragraph (1)(A) which are paid or incurred in connection with any faciltty first
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placed In service after the dale of the enact-

made after the date of the enactment a! this
wuent thfs section.
Act.
13) Ezpg,m'rvner MIrn? r sTh4RDs—
(2) Suuzzcnoa c.—The amendment made
The term liØb yabtie aerommoda2fons by subsection (ci shall apply to taxabLe years

.ece expei Mafl no inetn* any

beginning after the date CU' Vie enactment of
amount unless the taxpayer tablishes, to this Act.

the aatisjuclion of the 3ratai that the ,e- -Set,lide C—Shs. oF larmd kesna Credit
aaittny yemcsal of any barrier to, the preyaton of any asxthasy aids ant services) SEC. 73OL MODIFICATIONS OP EI1 IIR TAX
meets the standarcts pee i.lg.tai by t*. Sec.

ecv ailk the eemcusanec 01 the AvcMtec-

lund and Transportation Barren (-

ones Board and set .toIth in sWgPion, preonibed by the Secretary.

(f) Orp iijoar 4 &'LSL
R,ILAL—Eov pnsjo.es Gf this IOtiO*—

1. 15, an.e staa eft15k

hEvitanta'ilk

1 qua WyLiw child —
2 or more qualifying
child i-en

nt
ert
.M

The

pkaneeat

percent-

pcrcn1.

17.25

12.3

1&25

13.0

ipaM

"(2) Hs.sz,ysi £N55nkMf CkAOJT.—

Is) In Gisuz4z—Se mark of sectIon 32 Ire"(A) In peat —The lena 'health insurtoting to earned income e,edit) as precedes ance
credit' means an s*uzt delermiited
subsection &U thereof i. amended to read as

in the sane manner as the basic earned

follows:

income exeMiL except that-

32. EA INtOMS
'WI the evt percentage shall be equal to
"(a! Au,owswcc or Cnewt—rn the case of £5 percent, sisd
"11) Dsesseurv, —7ke tes-,ar tasabgI- an eligible indivlduat, there shalt be allowed
"(ii) the phaseant percentage shall be
ity', 'pab& aeeoi. odation and 'rf1iorp as a credit against the tax imposed by this agna!
3.5 perceaL
aids and services' ka the aaisw ed*ve subtitle for the taxable yeas an amount "(B,)toLwawx
nssa-.D nzai.ra hWSVn.4MR
meansng as when sied in the Americans
Wish DisabIlities Act of 159 tas in cfet on
the dote 01 the enactment of this seclionA

equal to the sum of—

'W the basic easued income credit, and
"(2) the health Insurance credit.
"(2) Co,ernou,ri GROUPS.—
"lbs C0MPVmn0N or Cnwst—Ior pus''?A) IN G
nsz..—All members 01 the same poses
0/this sectioncontrolled grony of cosporabons (wt,hin the
"(1) Bis:c esenxo mcona —
meanuig of section S2(&J and Li penciu
"IA) Ii oveai.L—Tha toim 'basic earned
under common control Iwithin the nseaniny
of section 52(b)) shall be treated as I person income credit' means an amount equal to
the credit percentage of ao much of the taxfor purposes of thu section.
"(B) Dau.sa ijuinriom—The Secretary payer's earned ilscoase for the taxable yeas

shalt apportion the dollar limitation ar4er as dcas not exceed $5,714.

cwsm—The amount of health Insurance
credit detoimined ander subparagraph (4)
/cr any taxable year shall not exceed the
nawants paid by the taxpayer during the

taxable year for Insurance coverage—
care
"Vi) which constitutes medical
(within
the
meaning
of section
213(d)(VIC)) end

"(ill Which includes at least 1 qualifying

chili

For purposes f this subparagraph, the rules
"(B) Liwrrnoiv.—The amount of the basic of section 213(d)(SJ shall apply.
group described in subparagraph (A) Lu such. ecu-ned income credit allowable to a taxpay"(C) SuBsiDizeD xxpsjcsen—A taxpayer
manner as the Secretary shall by regulations er for any taxable pear shall not exceed the may not take into account under subparaexcess (if any) of—
prescrthe.
graph (B) any amount to the extent that—
enSape0/$5,714, over
"(I) the credit
'Y3) Fucriensiszps MW i coxpaatnozq.s—rn
"Iii such amount is paid, reimbursed, or
"(ii) the ph seoul percentage 0/so much Q! subsidized by the Federal Government, a
the case of a partn.ershi the Limitation
under subsection (al shall apply with re- the adjusted gross Isscow.e (or, if greater the State or local government, or any agency or
spect to the partnership and each partner. A earned income) of the taxpayer for the tax- instrumentality thereof; and
similar rule shall apply in the case of an S able pear as exceeds $099.
"(ii) the payment, reimbursement, or sub"IC) Psucsumos&—Por purposes of this sidy of such anwuusi I, not includible in the
corporation and its shareholders.
sf4) Snort rnucs.—The Secretary shalt pre- paragnzplsgross income 0/the recipient.
scribe such adjustments as may be approprt"(I) IN OENERA.L—Bxeept as provided in
'ID) Ez.sou sor so rw c'arxin—A taxate for purposes of paragraphs (1) and (21 of clause Iii), the percentages shalt br deter- payer may elect for any taxable year not to
subsection (dl if (be preceding taxabLe year mined as follow.:
claim the keaUk insurance credit.
is a taxable year f tess than 12 months.
"(E) TrcANsnTON RuLns.—In the case of taxsubsection (a) among the members cU' any

"(5) Onoss nxcvprs—Gross receipts for

any taxable year shalt be reduced by returns
and allowances made during such wear.
"(6) T

4Tsxm- OP PRisECEssOr.s.—The ref-

erence to sap person in paragraphs (I) and
(21 of seheection Id) shall be bested as including a re/cranes to any predecessor.

"(1) Draa orDOcmr.z M1T—1n the case

of any property with respect to which a
credit amount is cle ,nlr.at nader this section"(4) any de ctiois or credit allowed
under any other provision of this chapter
shall be reduced by the amotmi qf such

IJJh wk

"In the ae of n eliglib

1 qualIfying shiM —2 or "store qanhjying

ehild,we....___.

The

The

set i&

II, La:

39.5

14.1

225

j9,j

"(IL) Tk4uisTaw suaernms.—
'VI) ?or- taxable pears beginning In 1991,
Me percentages ara

able * beginning before 1994, Ike percentages under subparagraph (A) shall be dcteal not as foilowr

'

15 ease at Candle anr,

1992.
1992

.

TM

The
eveaSt

pM scant

Q(

wstsee La:

1.1

0.8

2.475
2.5

1.8

18

credit, and

"(B) the adjusted basis of sarh property
shall be reduced by the amount of such
credit.

"(g) Rsouzsr,orsi—The Secretary shall
prescribe such regulations as map be usces-

sa.ry to carry out the pwses 01 thIs seetion."

(b) Cz.snjcu. Aus,wuswt—The table of sections for subpart B cU' part IV of subchapter

the '.f.n gih'

M&vSd.ol wiCk

1 qiesltftjfny child

2 or more qnaltIng

ehildren...._..._.

TM

The

lg

phaaeo&rt

c,?t

prev.t-

preenC-

api

"Sec.

15.?

11.2

YII1 For taxable years beginning in 1992,

'7. the cane at £ .litbk
hudlvlôe? wU*

"(C) 2 on UORZ 3210L8L1 LwDJvLDu.aLs.—If 2

TM
creAM

peccant-

(4) RFrct-rnz DAre—

—
TM

peientsee Ia:

.1 qualiJIin.Q child

2 or more qualifying

chidre..__._

beginning in a cnl'ithr year, such individno! shalt not be treated as an eligible individual for any taxable yea, of such individual beginning in such calender year.

tures to remoce a*ehftectlLraZ and transpor-

inserting "flS,eoo"

"'(BI Quzjrywo CHILD zNeuaLaLz.—If Ca

individual is the qualifying child of a tax-

payer fbi- any taxable year of such taxpayer

(e) ThDut'?r1ON RID ucsn roe Anesurs&rup.tr

tation barriers to Vie handicapped and elderly) is amended by striking "$35OC" and

"(A) In QSNERAL.—The term 'eligible indi-

vidual' means any Individual who has a

U.9 qualifying child for the taxable year.

39, Expenditures to provide ,rondis- Me percentages ar
eriw4natory public aeceenmodatlons to disabled individ-

jtnv Tn.snsroein'rioiv BARPJeR RzJrov.eL ErPsNsfs.—Seetlon hOle) (relating to expendi-

"(11 Ruornz.s mDrvxnoAL—

15I

A of chapter 1 is amended by adding at the
end thereof other following new itei.:

"(c) DF,FJNmONS AND SPECIAL Ruins—For
purposes of thu-s section—

15.95

16.55

or more Individuals would (but for this sub—
paragraph and after application subpanzgraph IBJJ be treated as eligible individuals
with respect to the same qualifying child for

taxable years beginning in the same calen114 dar year, only the individual with the highest adjusted gross income for such taxable
11.8 years shall be treated as an eligible individual with respect to such qualifying child,

Ii) In aznsr4L.—Zxeept as provided in
"(Di EXCEPTION Zt INDIVIDUAL CLaiMiNG
paragraph IV, the amendnwnts made by
"(III) For taxable pears beginning In 1993, N,5FIT2 &I Ssc7Joes ui—The tents 'eligithis section shall apply to expenditures the percentages are.
ble individual' daca not include any tadi-

vidual who claims the benefits of section 911to this subparagraph) on the return of tax
(relating to citizens or residents living for the taxable year, and
abroad) for the taxable year.
"(II) in the case of an individual who has
"(2) EARNED INCOME.—
altained the age of 1 year before the close of
"(A) The term 'earned income' mean,s—
the taxpayer's taxable year, the taxpayer in"(i) wages, salaries, tips, and other em- chides the taxpayer identification number of
ployee compensation, plus
such individual on such return of tax for
"(ii) the amount of the taxpayer's net such taxable year.
earnings from self-employment for the tax"(ii) INSURAJ,'c.g POLICY NVMBER.—In the

able year (within the meaning of section case of any taxpayer with respect to which
1402(a)), but such net earnings shall be de- the health insurance credit is allowed under
termined with regard to the deduction al. subsection (a)(2), the Secretary may require
lowed to the taxpayer by section 164ff).
a taxpayer to include an insurance policy
"(B) For purposes of subparagraph (A)—
number or other adequate evidence of insur"(i) the earned income of an Individual ance in addition to any information reshall be computed without regard to any quired to be included in clause (i).
community property laws,

"(ii) no amount received as a pension or
annuity shall be taken into account, and
"(iii) no amount to which section 871(a)
applies (relating to income of nonresident
alien IndividuaL, not connected with United
States business) shall be taken into account,
"(3) QuAiJrnNo
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CHILD.—

"(A) IN 0ENERAL.—The term 'qualifying

child' means, with respect to any taxpayer

"(iii) OTHER MsruoDs.—The Secretary may

prescribe other methods for providing the
information described in clause (i) or (ii).

made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1990.
SEC. 7352. DEPENDENT CARE CREDIT MADE REFUND-

ABLE

-

(a) IN GENLV.sz..—Section 21 is amended by

redesignating subsection (f) as subsection
(g) and by inserting after subsection (e) the
following new subsection:
"(f) Cp.gwT REFUNDA.BL.E v Low AND MODIRATE INCOME TAXPAYERS.—

"(1) IN GRNERAL.—Except as provided in
section 6401(b)(3), for purposes of this title,

in the case of an applicable taxpayer, the
credit allowable under subsection (a) for
any taxable year shall be treated as a credit
allowable under subpart C of this part,

"(2) APPLJCABLE TAXpAYER.—FOr purposes of

this subsection, the term 'applicable taxpayer' means a taxpayer whose adjusted gross
The requirements of subparagraphs (A)(ii) income for the taxable year does not exceed
and (B)(iii)(II) shall be met only if the prin- $28,000.
cipal place of abode is in the United States.
"(3) COORDINATION WITH MINIMUM TAX—A
"(4) COORDINATION WITH HOUSING PRO- rule Similar to the rule of section 32(h) shall
0RAMS.—For purposes of—

apply with respect to the portion of any
"(A) the United States Housing Act of credit to which this subsection applies."

1937,

payer described in subparagraph (B),

"(B) section 101 of the Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1965, and

"(ii) except as provided in subparagraph

EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments

"(E) ABODE MuST ax IN THE UNITED STATES.—

for any taxable year, an individual—

"(i) who bears a relationship to the tax-

(e)

"(C) section 235 and 236 of the National

(b) LIMITATION ON REFUNDABLE PORTION.—

Section 6401(b) is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new paragraph.

"(3) SPECIAL RULE FOR SECTION 2I(P)—
(B)f iii), who has the same principal place of Housing Act,
"(A) IN GENERAL—The amount of the overabode as the taxpayer for more than one-half
the term 'income' does not include the payment determined under paragraph (1)
of such taxable year,
"(iii) who meets the age requirement,, of amount of any individual's credit under shall be reduced by 10 percent of the portion
this section."
of such overpayment attributable to the
subparagraph (C), and
(b) ADVANCE PAYMENT op CneDrr.—Subpara- credit allowed under section 21 and treated
"(iv) with respect to whom the taxpayer
meets the Identification requirements of graphs (B) and (C) of section 3507(c) (2) are as aUowable under subpart C of part IV of
amended to read as follows:
subchapter A of chapter 1 by reason of secsubparagraph fD).
"(B) if the employee is not married, or if tion 21(f).
"(B) RgLmowsuip TEST.—
"(B) ORDERING Ru12.—For purposes of sub"(i) IN 0ENER.4L—An individual bears a re- no earned income eligibility certificate is in
lationship to the taxpayer described in this effect with respect to the spouse of the em- paragraph (A), paragraph (1) shall be treatployee, shall treat the credit provided by sec- ed as having been applied as if the amount
subparagraph If such individual is—
of tax described in such paragraph (if any)
"(I) a son or daughter of the taxpayer, or a tion 32 as if it were a credit—
"(i) of not more than the credit percentage was first reduced by the portion of the credit
descendant of either,
"(II) a stepson or stepdaughter of the tax- under section 32(b)(1)(C) for an eligible in- described in paragraph (1)."
dividual with 1 qualifying child of earned
payer, or
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
"iiII) an eligible foster child of the taxpay- income not in excess of the amount of made by this section shall apply to taxable
earned income taken into account under years beginning after December 31, 1990.
"(if) MAP.PJID cH1LDREN.—Clause fi) shall section 32(a)(1), which
SEC. 7353. STUDY OP ADVANCE PA YMEJ.Ts

e

not apply to any individual who is married
as of the close of the taxpayer's taxable year
unless the taxpayer Is entitled to a deduction under section 151 for such taxable year
with respect to such individual (Or would be

"( ii)

phases out between the amount of

earned income at which the phaseout begins
under section 32(b)(1)(B)(ii) and the
amount of income at which the credit under
section 32(a)(1) phases out for an eligible inso entitled but for paragraph (2) or (4) of dividual with 1 qualifying child, or
"(C) if an earned income eligibility certifisection 152(e)).
"(iii) EUomI..s FOSTER cmLD.—For pur- cate is in effect with respect to the spouse of

(a) IN GEHER.4L.—The Comptroller General

of the United States shoAl, in consultation
with the Secretary of the Treasury, conduct
a study of advance payments required by

section 3507 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 to determine—

(1) the effectiveness of the advance pay-

system (including an analysis of why
poses of clause (i)(III), the term 'eligible the employee, shall treat the credit as if it ment
few employees take advantage of such
foster child' means an individual not de- were a credit determined under subpara- so
system), and

graph (B) by substituting '/, of the amounts
(2) the manner in which such system can
of earned income described in such subparabe implemented to alleviate administrative
graph for such amounts."
er's own child, and
complexity, if any, for small business, and
(c) COORDINATION Wnw DEDUCTIONS.—
'(II) has the same principal place of abode
(3) if there are any other problems in the
(1) MEDICSL DzrflJc-rroN.—Seclion 213(e) is
as the taxpayer for the taxpayer's entire taxadminist ration of such system.
amended to read as follows:
able year.
(b) REP0RT.—NOt later than 1 year after
'?e) ExCLUsION op AMOuNTs FOR WHICH
"(iv) ADOPTION.—FOr purposes of this subthe date of the enactment of this title, the
paragraph, a child who is legally adopted, or CREDIT Au..owrD—For purposes of this sec- Comptroller
shall report the results of the
who is placed with the taxpayer by an au- tion, any expenses with respect to which a study conducted
under subsection (a), tothorized placement agency for adoption by credit is allowed under section 21 or 32(a)(2) gether with any recommendations,
the
the taxpayer, shall be treated as a child by shall not be treated as an expense for medi- Committee on Finance of the United to
States
cal care"
blood.
scri bed in clause (i) (I) or (II) who—

"(I) the taxpayer cares for as the taxpay-

"(C) Aoz ngQumzuzx.—An individual

meets the requirements of this subparagraph
if such individual—
"(i) has not attained the age of 19 as of the
close of the calendar year in which the taxable year of the taxpayer begins,

(2)

Sw-EMpLOYED INDJvJDUALS.—Section

162(l), as amended by subtitle A, is amended

Senate and the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives.

by redesignating paragraph (6) as para.

SEC. 7353. PROGRAM lv INCREASE PUBLIC

(5) the following new paragraph.

Not later than the first day of the first calendar year following the date of the enact-

graph (7) and by inserting after paragraph
"(6) COORDINATION WTIW HEALTH INSURANCE

A

WARE.

NES&

"li.? is a student (as defined in section PPEMIUM CREDJT.—Paragraph (1) ,shahl not ment of this subtitle, the Secretary of the

151(c)(4)) who has not attained the age of 24 apply to any amount taken into account in Treasury, or the Secretary's delegate, shall
computing the amount of the credit allowed establish a taxpayer awareness program to
as of the close of such calendar year, or
inform the taxpaying public of the availabil"(iii) is permanently and totally disabled under section 21. '
(d) CONs-oIufINo AMENDMENDS.—Section ity of the credit for dependent care allowed
(as defined in section 22(e)(3)) at any time
under section 21 of the Internal Revenue
32(i)(2) is amended—
during the taxable year.
(1) by striking "or (ii)" In subparagraph Code of 1986 and the earned income credit
"(D) IDE uTIFICA 770N REQ (IIREMENTE.—
and child health insurance under section 32
"(i) IN oENER.4L,—The requirements of this (A)(1) thereof, and
subparagraph are met if—
(2) by striking clause (ii) of subparagraph of such Code. Such public awareness pro'(I) the taxpayer includes the name and (B) thereof and redesignating clause (I ii) of gram shall be designed to assure that individuals who may be eligible are informed of
age of each qualifying child (without regard subparagraph (B) thereof as clause (ii).

October 18, 1990
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availability of such credit and filing family of a refund of Federal £rcome taxes

procedures. The Secretary shall use public
service and paid commercial advertising.
direct-mail contact, and any other appropriate means Qf communication o carry out

"(B) shall be allowable at Me time any tax
by reason of section 32 of the Internal Reve- described in paragraph (1) is payable as if
nue Code c1f 1986 (relating to earned income the credit allowable by this subaection con-

tax credit) or any payment made to such stituted a reduction in the rate of such ta.t

family by an employer under sectWn 3507 of
the provisions of this section.
such Code (relating to advance paVment of
SEC 7U5 EXCLUSION FROM INCOME AND RE- earned income credit) during the period beSOURCES OF EARNED INCOME TAX ginning on December 1, 1989, and ending on
CREDIT UNDER TITLES IV, XVI, AND XIX January 1, 1990.
OF THE SOCIAL SECURJTY ACT.
(d
Emcrzvx DA.—The amendments
(a) ExcLusioNs UNDER TITLE IV.—(1) Sec-

made

"(4) Cos'mousi, GROUPS.—RULes similar
to rules of section 5051(a)(2)(B) shall apply
for purposes of this subsection.
"(5) DENIAL OF DEDUCTION.—No deduction

under chapter 1 shall be allowed with rezpect to any amount of tax reduced by a

by subsection.s (a) though (c) shall credit allowable under thu subsection.

tion 402(a)(7)(B) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)(7)(B)) is apply to deterininaftons of income or reamended—
sourtes made for any period after December
(1. by it riking "or" before "(iii)"; and
31, 1990.
(2) by inserting before the semicolon ",or SEC 730& COOIWINA flON WITH REFUND PROVISION.
(iv) for the month of receipt and the foUowpurposes of section 1324(b)(2) of titLe
ing month any refund of Federal income 31For
of
United States Code sections 21 and
taxes made to such family by reason of sec- 32 of the
the InternaZ Revenue Code of 1986 (ai
tion 32 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 amended by this Act) shall be considered to
(relating to earned income credit), and any be credit provs ions of the Internal Revenue
payment made to such family by an einploij- Code of 1954 enacted before January 1, 1978.
er under section 3507 of such Code (relating

"(6) REGuL.4TIONS.—The Secretary may pre-

scribe such egulation.s as may' be necessary
to prevent the credit provided in this subsec-

tion from benefiting any person who produces more than 250.000 wine gallons of
wine during a calendar year.

"(7) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT AGAiNST INCOME

TAX.—FOr allowance of credit against the tax
imposed by subtitle A, see section 30A."
(3) CONFORMING AMENDMENi.—

(A) Subsection (a) of section 5041 (8
Sublitk D—Reoe,uze-Ralsing P'ov1sI.n.
to advance payment of earned income
amended by striking "shown in subsection
PART I—EXCISE TAXES
credit)'
(b)" and inserting "applicable under subsec(3)
(42
Section 402(a)(18)
U.S.C.
Subpart A—Taxes Related to Health and the tion (b) after the application of subsection
602(a)(18)) is amended by inserting "or
Environment
8(A)(viii)" after "other than paragraph SEC 74Q1. INCREASE IN EXCISE TAXES ON DISTILLED
(B) Paragraph (3) of section 5061(b) is
8A)(v)"

(b) ExcLusioNS UNDER Tins XVL—(1) Sec-

tion 1612(b) (42 U.S.C. 1382a(b)), ai amended by sections 6016 and 6017 af this Act, is
further amended—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of para-

graph (17);

SPIRfl

WING AND BEEIL

(a) DISTILLED Spip.rrs.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Paragraphs (1) and (3) of

section 5001(a) (relatIng to rate of tax on
distilled spirits) are each amended by strilcing "12.50" and inserting "13.70"

amended to read as follows:
"(3) section 5041(e), '
(c) BEER.—

(1) IN GENER.4L.—Paragraph (1) of section

5051(a) (relating to imposition and rate of
tax on beer) is amended by striking "$9"

(2) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.—Para graphs (1)
inserting "$18
(B) by striking the period at the end of' and (2) of section 5010(a) (reZa.ing to credit and
(2) CREDIT OR SMALL DOMESTIC

BREW-

paragraph (18) and inserting ": and": and
(C) by adding at the end the following new
paragraph.
"(19) any refund of Federal income taxes
made to such individual (or such spouse) by
reason of section 32 Qf the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 (relating to earned income tax
credit), and any payment made to such mdi-

for wine content and for flavors content) are EFJtS.—Paragraph (2) of section 5051(a) is
each amended by striking "12.50" and in- amended to read aifollows:

credit).".
(2) Section 1613(a) (42 U.S.C. 1382b(a)), as
amended by section 6017 of Uus Act, is further amended—

NOT MORE THAN 21) PERCENT ALCOHOL—Para-

serting V3.70'

(b) WINE.—
(1) TAX INCRI4SES.—
(A) WINES CONTAiNING NOT MORE THAN 14

PERCAWT ALCOHOL.—Para graph (1) of section

"(2) CREDIT FOR SMALL DOMESTIC BREWERIES.—

"(A) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.—In the case of

a brewer who produces not more than 75.000

5041(b) (relating to rates of tax on wines) is barrels of beer during the caLendar year,
viii ual (or such spouse) by an emploijer amended .by striking "17 cents" and insert- there shall be allowed ai a credit against
any tax imposed by this titLe (other than
under section 3507 of such Code (relaging to ng "1.07"
advance payment af earned income
(B) WINES CONTAINING MORE THAN 14 (BUT chapters 2, 21. and 22) of $11 per barrel on

(A) by strtking "and" at the end of para-

graph (8);

graph (2) of section 5041(b) is amended by
striking "67 cents" and inserting "1.57"

the 1st 30,000 barrels of beer which are removed in such year for consumption or sale
and which have been brewed or produced by

(C) WINES CONTAiNING MORE THAN 21 (BUT
NOT MORE THAN 24) PARCENT .4LCOHOL—Para-

United States.

graph (3) of section 5041(b) is amended by
(B) by striking the period at the end of striking "fl.25" and inserting "3.15"
paragraph (9) and znserting ' and' and
(D) ARTIFICiALLY CARBONATED wINES.—Para(C) by adding at the end the foUowing new graph (5) of section 5041(b) is amended by
paragraph.
striking 12.40" and inserting "3.30"
"(10) for the month of receipt and the fol(2) CREDIT OR SMALL DOMZST7C PRODUClowing month, any refund of Federal income zps.—Section 5041 is amended by redesitaxes made to 8uch ndivzdual (Or such nating subsecti.ons (c), (d), and (e) a. subsecspow!e) by reason of section 32 of the Inter- tions (d), (e), and (f), respectively, and by innal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to serting after subsection (b) the following
earned income tax credit), and any payment new subsection:
mo4e to such individual (or such spouse) by
"(c) CREDIT OR SMu.L DOMESTIC PRODUC-

such brewer at qualified brewerws in the
"(B) REDUCTION IN CREDIT.—The credit al-

lowable by subparagraph (A) shall be re-

duced (but not below zero) by $11 for each
barrel of beer brewed or produced in excess
of 45,000 barrels of beer during the calendar
year.
"(C) TIME FOR DETERMINING AND ALLOWING

cREDn'.—The credit aUowable by subparagraph (A)—

"(i) shall be determined at the same time
the tax is determined under paragraph (1) of
this subsection, and
"(ii) shall be allowable at the time any tax
an employer under section 3507 of such ERS.—
Code (relating to advance payment of
"(1) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.—Except a., pro- described in subparagraph (A) of this paraearned income credit).
vided in paragraph (2), in the case of a graph i.s payable as if the credit allowable by
(c) EXCLUSIONS UNDER Tins XIX.—P14r31i- person who produces not more than 250,000 this paragraph constituted a reduction in
ant to section 1902(a)(17) of the Social Secu- wine gallons of wine during the calendar the rate of such tax.
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)(17)), the Secre- year, there shall be allowed as a credit
"(D) COvrROusD GR0UPS.—In the case of a
tan, of Health and Human Services shall agaznst any tax imposed by this titLe (other controlled group, the 75.000 and 45,000
promulgate regulations to exempt from any than chapters 2, 21, and 22) of 90 cents per barrel quantiUes specified in subparagraphs
determination of income and re8ourees (for wine gallon on the 1st 100.000 wine gallons (A) and (B) shall be applted to the controUed
the month of receipt and the following of wine described in sub.section (b) which group, and the 30,000 barrel quantity specimonth) under tztie XIX of the Social Securi- are removed during such year for consump- fied in subparagraph (A) shall be appor.
ty Act any refund of Federal income taxes tion or sale and which have been produced tioned among the brewers who are compomade to an indiv*dual by reason of section at qualified facilities in the United States.
nent members of such group in such manner
32 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (re"(2) REDUCTION IN CRKDIT.—The credit al- a. the Secretary shall by regulations prelating to earned income tax credit), and any lowable by paragraph (1) shall be reduced scribe. For purposes of the preceding senpayment made to an individual by an em- (but not below nero) by 1 percent for each tence the teT7n 'controlled group' has the
pioyer unler section 3507 af such Code (re- 1,000 wine gaUons of wine produced in meaning assigned to it by subsection (a) of
lating to advance paj.'ment of earned income excess of 150.000 wine gaUons of wine section 1563, except that for such purposes
credit).
Me phrc3e 'more than 50 percent' shali be
during the calendar year.
(d) AFDC WAIVSR Op Ovzp.pAyMElqr.—For
"(3) TIME OR DETERMINING AND ALLOWING substituted for the phrc3e 'at least 80 perthe purposes of paragraph (18) of section CREDJT.—The credit allowable by paragraph cent in each place it appears in such sub402(a) (42 U.S.C. 602(a)), a State agency des- (1)—
section. Under regulations prescribed by the
igna ted under a State plan under such sec"(A) shall be determined at the same time Secretary, principles similar to the princi-

tion 402(a) may wathe any overpayment of the tax is determined under subsection (a) of pe of the preceding 2 sentences shall be apaid that resulted from Me receipt by a this section, and
plied to a group of brewers under common
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article" means distilled spirits, wine de- apply to a group of dealers under common
scribed in paragraph (1),

(2),

(3), or (5) of control where I or more of such dealerS is

sectIon 5041(b) of such Code, and beer.

not a corporation.

of—

of subparagraph (A), the term "comparable

(2) Exczpiyoiv FOR SMALL DOMESTIC PRODUC(7) OTHER L,4WS APPLICABLE.—
under chapter 1 shall be allowed with re(A) IN OINER,4L.---AU provisions of law, inspect to any amount of tax reduced by a ERS—In the case of wine held by the producer thereof on January 1, 1991, If the rate of cluding penalties, applicable to the coinpacredit allowable under this subsection.
"(F) REOULA7TONa—The Secretary may pre- tax under section 5041 of such Code on such rabie excise tax with respect to any tax-inscribe such rein#Aatlons as may be necessary wine would have been determined after the creased article shall, insofar as applicable
to prevent the credit provided in this pare- application of subsection (C) thereof (as and not inconsistent with the provisions of
graph from benefiting any person who pro- added by this section) had the amendments this subsection, apply to the floor stocks
duces more than 75,000 barrels of beer made by subsection (b) applied to all wine taxes imposed by paragraph (1) to the same
removed during 1990, the rate of tax Im- extent as If such taxes were imposed by the
during a calendar pear.
"(GI Auowu.vg OF CR&017 AGAINST INCOME posed by paragraph (1) on such wine shall comparable excise tax.
m.L—For allowance of credit against the tax be the amount equal to the excess (If any)
(B) CoMPARABLE EXCISE TAX.—For purposes

imposed by subtitle A, see section 304,"

(dl Au.ovw.'cz or Cnenrr Aasrnsr INCOME

(A) the rate of tax which would have been
so determined after the application of such
(1) I* a wansz..—Subpart B of part IV of subsection (c), over
subchapter A of chapter 1 (relating to for(B) the rate of tax actually determined on
eign tax credit, etc 1, as amended by section such wine under section 5041 of such Code.
7212, is further amended by adding at the A similar rule shall apply to beer held by the
end thereof the following new section:
producer thereof. For purposes of this para"SEC 354. SMALL DOMESTIC PRODUCEJL OF WINE graph, an article shall not be treated as held
Tax.—

AND DEER

"(a) GEw5P4L Ruz.s.—There shall be al-

by the producer if title thereto had at any

time been transferred to any other person,
lowed as a credit against the tax imposed by
(3) EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN SMALL WHOLEthis subtitle for the taxable year an amount SALE OR RETAil. DEALERs. —No tax shall be Imequal to the amount of the credit allowed posed by paragraph (1) on tax-increased arunder section 5041(c) or 5051(a) (2) not oth- ticles held on January 1, 1991, by any dealer

erwise taken as a credit against any other
tan
"(bi APPUCATION Wmi OTHER CREDm.—
The credit allowed by subsection (a) for any

taxable year shall not exceed the excess (if
any) of—

"(1) the regular tax for the taxable year re-

duced by the sum of the credits allowable
underubpart A and any section in this subpart having a lower number or letter designation than this section, over
"(21 the tentative minimum tax for the

excise tax" means—
(I) the tax imposed fry section SOOl of such
Code in the case of distilled spirits,
(ii) the tax imposed by section S041 of
such Code in the case of wine, and

(iii) the tax imposed by section S051 of

such Code in the case of beer.
(8) DEnNnSONS.—For purposes of this subsection—
(4) IN OENERAL.—Ter,ns used in this sub-

section which are also used in subchapter A
of chapter 51 of such Code shall have the respective meanings such terms have in such
part,
If—
(B) PxPsoN.—The term "person" includes
(4) the aggregate liquid volume of tax-in- any State or political subdivision thereof, or
creased articles held by such dealer on such any agency or instrumentalUy of a State or
date does not exceed 500 wine gallons, and
political subdivision thereof.
(B) such dealer submits to the Secretary
(C) SECRETARY.—The term "Secretary"
(at the time and in the manner required by means the Secretary of the Treasury or his
the Secretary) such information as the Sec- delegate.

retary shall require for purposes of this

paragraph,

(4) C,kn' AGAINST TAX.—Each dealer shall

(9) Tp,s.rui'rr OF IMPORTED PERFUMES CONTAINING DiSTILLED SPIRFra.—For purposes of

this subsection, any article described in secbe allowed as a credit against the taxes im- tion 5001(a)(3) of such Code shall be treated
as distilled spirits; except that the tax Imtaxable year.
toposed by paragraph (1) shall be imposed on
"(c) C4RRYFOR WARD OF Ur,rusEo CREDrT.—If
(4) $288 to the extent such taxes are attrib- a wine gallon basis in lieu of a proof gallon
the amount of the credit allowable under utable to distilled spirits.
To the extent provided fry regulations
subsection (a) exceedi the limitations con(B) $270 to the extent such taxes are at- basis.
prescribed by the Secretary, the preceding
tained in subsection (b), such excess shall be tributable to wine, and
sentence shall not apply to any article held
carned to the succeeding taxable year (and
(C) $87 to the extent such taxes are attrib on January 1, 1991, on the premises of a
subject to the limitations in subsection (bI) utable to beer.
added to the credit allowable under subsec- Such credit shall not exceed the amount of retail establishment.
SEC 7402. INCREASE IN EXCISE TAXES ON TOBAcCO
tion (a) for such succeeding taxable year."
pR000rzu.
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMVrr.—The table of taxes imposed by paragraph (1) with respect
(al CIaeRs.—Subsection (a) of section S701
sections for such subpart A is amended by to distilled spirits, wine, or beer, as the case
be, for which the dealer is liable.
adding at the end thereof the following new may
is amended—
(5) LLa,suJl'Y FOR TAX AND METHOD OF PAYltem
(1) by striking "7S cents per thou-sand" in
MENT(11 and inserting "$1.125 per
"Sea 304. Small domestic producers of wine
(A) LIABilITY son Tax—A person holding paragraph
cents per thousand on
(93.75
thousand
and beer."
any tax-increased article on January 1, cigars removed during
1991 or 19921". and
(e) Emc77vE Darx.—The amendments 1991, to which the tax imposed by paragraph
(2) by striking "equal to" and all that folmade by this section shall take effect on (1) applies shall be liable for such ta.t
(BI METHOD oF PAYMEJ4'I'.—The tax imposed lows In paragraph (21 and Inserting 'equal

posed by paragraph (1) an amount equal

January 1, 1991.
(f) Fwon Srocns TaxRS.—

by paragraph (1) shall be paid in such to"(Al 10.625 percent of the wholesale price
manner as the Secretary shall prescribe by but
not more than $25 per thou.and on
(A) IN GENERAL—In the case of any tax-in- regulations.
cigars removed during 1991 or 1992, and

(1) IMJ'OITJON OF TAX.—

creased article—

(Cl TIME FOR PAYMENT—The tax Imposed

"(BI 12.75 percent of the wholesale price
(i) on which tax was determined under by paragraph (1) shall be paid on or before but
not more than $30 per thousand on
part I of subchapter A of chapter 51 of the June 30, 1991.
cigars removed after 1992."
(61 CONTRQU..ED GROUPs.—
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 or section
(Al CoP.PorcarloNs.—In the case of a con7652 of such Code before January 1, 1991,
trolled group—
and
(i) the 500 wIne gallon amount specified
(ii) which is held on such date for sale by
In paragraph (31, and
any person,
lii,J the $288, $270, and $87 amounts specithere shall be imposed a tax at the apphcafied in paragraph (41,
ble rate on each such article.
(B) Appucaaz.g iurz.—For purposes of sub- shall be apportioned among the dealers who
are component members of such group In
paragraph (A), the applicable rate Is—
(ii $1.20 per proof gallon in the case of dis- such manner as the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe. For purposes of the precedtilled spirits,
(U) DO cents per wIne gallon in the case of ing sentence, the term "controlled group"
wine described in paragraph (1), (2), (31, or has the meaning given to such term by sub(SI of section 5041(b) of such Code, and
section (a) of sectIon 1563 of such Code;
(iii) $9 per barrel in the case of beer.

(blCiasP-rI-rss.—Sub2ectlon (bI of section

570.! is amended—

(1) by striking "$8 per thousand" In paragraph (1) and inserting "$12 per thousand
($10 per thousand on cigarettes removed
duringl99l or19921". and
(2) by striking "316.80 per thousand" in
paragraph (21 and Inserting "$2S.20 per
thousand ($21 per thousand on cigarettes removed during 1991 or 19921".

(C) Coaww PAPERS—SubSectIOn (Cl of
section 5701 is amended by striking "1/2
cent" and Inserting "0.7S cent (0.62S cent on

except that for such purposes the phrase cigarette papers removed during 1991 or

In the case of a fraction of a gallon or "more than 50 percent" shall be substituted

barrel, the tax imposed by subparagraph (A) for the phrase "al least 80 percent" each
shall be the same fraction as the amount of place it appears in such subsection.
such tax imposed on a whole gallon or (B) NONINCOR-PORA TED DEALERS UNZ)A'R
COMMON CONTROL. — Under regulations prebarrel.
(C) TAX-INCREASED airricz.g,—For purposes scribed by the Secretary, principles similar
of this subsection, the term "tax-increased to the principles of subparagraph (A) shall

19921".

(dl Cioap.zrrE Tun&r.—SubseCtiOn (dl of
section 5701 is amended by striking "1 cent"
and inserting "l.S cents (1.2S cents on cigarette tubes removed during 1991 or 19921".
(e) SMOrntss Toaac'co.—Subsectiofl (el of
section S701 is amended—

October 18, 11)1)0
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(1) by at rilcing "24 cents" in paragraph (1)
and inurting "36 cents (30 cents on snuff removed during 1991 or 1992)" and
(2) by striking "8 cents" in paragraph (2)
and inserting "12 cents (10 cents on chewng

tary, no tax shall be imposed by paragraph
(1) on cigarettes held for retail sale on any
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CFC-213

C3F3C15

tax-increase date by any person in any

CFC-214

C3F4C14

vides with respect to any person, the Secretary may reduce the 30,000 amount in sub(f) PiPE Toa4cco.—Subsection (f) of ec paragraph (A) and the $60 amount in paration 5701 is amended by striking "45 cents" graph (4) with respect to such person.

CFC-215

C3F5C13

CFC-216

C3F6C12

(3) EXCEPTION FOR ARTICLES OTHER THAN

CFC-217

C3F7C1."

CFC-112
CFC-211
CFC-212
CFC-213
CFC-214
CFC-215
CFC-216
CFC-217

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

vending machine. f the Secretary so pro-

tobacco removed during 1991 or 1992)".

and inserting "67.5 cents (56.25 cents on

pipe tobacco removed during 1991 or 1992)" cIaAP2rzls.—No tax shafl be imposed by
(2) The table set forth in section 4682(b) is
() EJrncrIvR DATE—The amendments paragraph (1) on any article described in amended
by ad4ing at the end thereof the
made by this section shall apply with respect section 5701 of such Code (other than ciga- following new items:
to articles removed after December 31, 1990. rettes) held on any tax-increase date by any
(h) FLOOR STOCKS TAxEs ON Toaicco PROD- person if the aggregate amount of such arti1.1
"Carbon tetrizch1oride
UC7—
cle held by such person on such date does
Methyl chloroform.
0.1
(1) IMPosmoN OF rAx.—On articles de- not result in a tax imposed by paragraph (1)
..
1.0
CFC-13
scnbed in section 5701 of the Interna' Reve- of such article exceeding $60.
1.0
CFC-111

nue Code of 1986 manufactured in or mported into the United States which are re-

(4) CREDIT AGAINST nx.—Each person shall

be allowed

as a credit againit the taxes on

moved before any tax-increase date and held each article impo8ed by paragraph (1) an

on such date for sale by any person, there amount equal to $60. Such credit shall not
shall be imposed the following taxes:
(A) SMAi cJGARS.—On cigars, weighing
not more than 3 pound$ per thousand, 18.75
cents per thousand.
(B) LtRaE CIGARS.—On cigars, weigrnng
more than 3 pounds per thousand, 2.125 per-

&ceed the amount of taxes impo8ed by para-

amount of the credit allowed under thts

APPLICATION OF EXPORT
CRLDIT LIMIT FOR NEWLY LISTED CHEMICALS.—

weighing not more than 3 pounds per thousand, $2 per thousand.
(D) LIRGE CIGARE7rES.—On cigarettes
weighing more than 3 pounds per thousand,
$4.20 per thousand, except that, if more than
6'/, inches in length, they shall be taxable at
the rate prescnbed for cigarettes weighing

MENT.-

new subparagraph:

counting each 2% inches, or fraction thereof,
of the length of each as one cigarette.
(E) CiaApjrrz P.4PERs.—On each book or
set ofclgarette papers containing more than
25 papers, 0.125 cent for each 50 papers or

regulation8.
(C) TIME 'OR pAYMEm.—The tax imposed

graph (1) for which such person s liable.

With respect to any article de.scnbed in sec-

lion 5701 of auch Code (other than ciga-

rettes), the Secretary may increase the dollar

(b)

1.0."

SEPARATE

cent of the wholesale price but not more paragraph in the (,4minst ration of this subParagraph (3) of section 4682(d) s amended
than $5 per thousand..
section.
(C) Suj. ciaARrrxxs.—On cigarettes,
(5 ) LIABJIJTY OR TAX AND URT1IOD OF PAY- by adding at the end thereof the following
(A) LLLRIUTY 'OR nx.—A person holding

"(C) SEPARATE APPZJCATION OF LIMIT FOR

cigarettes on any tax-increue date to which NEWLY LISTED CWEMICALS.—
"(i) IN GENERAL.—Subparagraph (B) shall
any tax imposed by paragraph (1) applies
be applied separately with respect to newly
shall be liable for such tax
(B) MEniOD OF PAYMENT.—The tax imposed

by paragraph (1) shall be paid in such

listed chemicals and other chemicals.

"(ii) APPLICATION TO NEWLY LISTED CHEMI-

not more than 3 pounds per thousand, manner as the Secretary shall prescribe by cAJs.—In applying subparagraph

(B)

to

newly ltsted chemicals—

"(I) subparagraph (B) mall be applied by
by paragraph (1) shall be paid on or before substituting 1989' for 1986' each place it
the 1st June 30 following the tax-increase appears, and

"(II) clause (i)(II) thereof 8haU be applied

date.

fractional part thereof; except th4t, if more
(6) DEnNmONS.—FOr purposes of thts sub- by substituting for the regulations referred
than 6'/, inches in length, they shall be tax- section—
to theretn any regulatl.ons (whether or not

able at the rate prescribed for cigarette

(A) TAXINCRLASE DATE.—The term "tax-inpapers, counting each 2% inches, or fraction crease date" means January 1, 1991, and
thereof, of the length of each as one cigarette January 1, 1993.
paper.
(B) OTHER DEFJNJ77ONS.—Terms used in thts

(F) CIGARETr TTJBES.—On cigarette tubes,

subsection which are also used in section

0.25 cent for each 50 tubes or fractional part 5702 of the Interna' Revenue Code of 1986
thereof; except that, if more than 6'/, inches shall have the respective meanings such
in length, theij shall be taxable at the rate terms have in such section.
(C) SECRETARY—The ter,n 'Secretary"
prescnbed for cigarette tubes, counting each
2% inches, or fraction thereof, of the length means the Secretary of the Treasury or hts
delegate.
of each as one cigarette tube.
(G) SNun'.—On snuff, 6 cents per pound
(7) Comoii GROUPS.—RUies similar to
and a proportionate tax at the like rate on the rules of section 7401(f)(6) shall apply for
all fractional parts of a pound.
purposes of this subsection.
(H) CHEWING roBAccO.—On chewing tobac-

(8) OTHER LAWS APPZJCALE.—AU provision.

prescnbed by the Secretary) which the Secretary determines are comparable to the regu-

lations referred to in such clause with respect to newly listed chemicals.

"(iii) NEWLY LISTED CHEMICAL.—For pur-

poses of this subparagraph, the term 'newly
listed chemical' means any substance which
appears in the table contained in subsection
fa)(2) below Halon-2402."
(c) SEPARATE BASE Tix AMOUNT FOR NEWLY
LISTED

CHEMICu.,s.—Subparagraphs (B) and

(C) of section 4681(b)(1) are amended to
read as foUows:

"(B) BASR TAX AMOUNT.—

"(i) INm.4LLY LISTED CEEMICALS.—The base

co, 2 cents per pound and a proportionate of Law, including penalties, applicable with tax amount for purposes of subparagraph
tax at the like rate on aU fractional part3 of respect to the taxes imposed by section 5701 (A) with respect to any 8ale or use during a
a pound.
of 8uch Code shall, insofar as apDlicable and calendar year before 1995 with respect to
(I) PIPE TOBACCO.—On pipe tobacco, 11.25 noe inconsi.stent with the provision3 of this any ozone-depleting chemical other than a
cents per pound and a proportionate tax at subsection, apply to the floor stocks taxes newly ltsted chemical (as defined in secgion
the like rate on aU fractional parts of a imposed by paragraph (1), to the same 4682(d)(3)(C)) s the amount determined
pound."
&tent as if such taxes were imposed by such under the following table for such calendar
(2) EXCEPTION POR CERTAIN AMOWfT OP section 5701.
SRC. 7U ADDIrIONAL CHEMICALS SUBJECT 7V TAX
(A) KM GENERAL.—No tax shaU be imposed
ON OZONE DEPLETINC CHEMIC41S
by parizgraph (1) on cigarette. held on any
(a) GENERAL Rui.—
CiGARETTFS.—

tax-increase date by any person I—
() the aggregate number of cigarette3 heW
bi.s such person on 8uch date dogs ot ceed
.!?O,000, and

(ii) 8uch person submits to the Secretary
(at the time and in the manTler vequiied by
the Secretary) such information a Ue Secretar-i, shall require for uroe of (Ms subparagraph.
For purposes of Uus 8ubparagraph, n the
case of cigarettes mea.uring more than 3%
inches in length, each 23 inches (or fraction
thereof) of the length of each shall be counted as one czgarette.

(B) A U fORm' TO EXEMPT CIG.4RZTnS KLD

provdprescribed b the Secre-

IN vENDINO MACHINES.—To the extent

ed ft

regulaeions

year:

Base Tax

Amount

(1) The table set forfji in section 4682(a)(2) "Calendar Year
1990 or1991
(defining ozone-depleting chemlcaZ)
1992
amended by adding at the end thereof the
1993 or1994
following new item$:

$1.37
1.67
2.65.

"(ii) NEWLY LISTED cHEMIC.4L8.—The

"Carbon tetrachloride .JetrachZommeehane
Methyl chloroform ..J,1,1-tnchZorceUiane
CFC-13

CF3CZ

CFC-111

CZFC15

CC—112

C2F2CZ1

CFC—211

C3FCZ7

CFC-212

ba.e

ta amount for purpoes of subparagraph
(Al) with respect to any sale or use dlurng a

cZendar year before 1996 with rrsecg o
any ozo,e-depleting chemical which
newly Zuted chemical (as so defined) the
zmount tetermined under the foUowing
abZe for such calendar year:

"Calendar Year
C3F2C6 1991 or1992
1993

Ba3e Tax
Amount
-.

$1.37
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Base 'Fax
Amount
3.00
3.10.
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(Iii) Paragraph (1) of section 6427(i) is (5.25 cents In the case of gasohol containing
amended by striking "or (q)" and inserting ethanol)',"
(7) EFFECTIVE DA7u.—Except hs

"Or (o)",

otherwise

(lv) Clause (I) 41 section 6427(i)(2)(A) is provided in this subsection, the amendments
"I C) BASH TAX AMOUNT FOR LATER YESES.— amended by striking "and (q)" and inserting made by this subsection shall apply to gasoThe base tax amount for purposes of sub- "and (o)'
line removed (as defined in section 4082 of
Iv) The amendments made by this sub- the Internal Revenue Code of 1986) after Noparagraph (A) with respect to any sale or
use of an ozone-depleting chemical during a paragraph shall take effect on December 1 vember30, 1990.
calendar pear after the last year specified In 1990.
(b) INCREASE IN OThER TAXES.—
(C) REPEAL OF TAX AFTER IUHE 30, 1ff I—
the table under sithparagraph (B) applicable
It) DEncrr REDUCTION RATE.—
Ii)
Subsection
Ic)
41
section
4041
Is
amendto such de,nica4 shaU be the base tax
(A) Clause (I) of section 4091(b)(1)(A) is
amount for such last year Increased by 45 & by striking paragraphs (2) and (3) and by amended by Inserting "and the diesel fuel
redeslgnatlng
paragraphs
(4)
and
(5)
as
cents for each year after such last year."
deficit reduction rate" after "financing
paragraphs (2) and (3), respectively.
Id) OTHER AMENDMENTS.—
rate",
(ii)
Paragraph
(3)
41
section
4041(c),
as
re(1) The last sentence 41 section 4682(cH2)
(B) Subsection (b) of section 4091 is
designated
by
clause
(I)
Is
amended
by
strikIs amended by inserting "(other than methyl
amended by redesignating paragraphs (4)
ing
"paragraphs
(1)
and
(2)"
and
Inserting
chloroform)" after "ozone-depleting themiand (5) as paragraphs (5) and (6), respec"paragraph (1)",
cal '
tively, and by inserting after paragraph (3)
(lii)
Paragraph
(2)
of
section
8421(f)
is
(2) Paragraph (3) of section 4682(h) Is
the following new paragraph.
amended
by
striking
"section
4041(c)(4)"
amended by striking "April 1" and inserting
"(4) Diw FUEL DEFICIT RED UCIION M7—
and
inserting
"section
4041(c)(2)",
"June 30",
For purposes of paragraph (1), the diesel fuel
(lv)
The
amendments
made
by
this
sub(e) EFFEC77VE DATE.—The amendments
deficit reduction rate is 475 cents a gallon
made by this section shall apply to sales and paragraph shall take effect on July 1, 1991. (5.25 cents a gallon in the case of any mix(5) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
uses after December 31, 1990.
(A) Paragraph (1) 41 section 4081(c) is ture of diesel if at least 10 percent 41 such
(f) DEPosrrs FOR 1sT QUARTER OF 1991.—No
mixture is ethanol)."
deposit of any tax imposed by subchapter D amended—
(2) INCREASE IN RiG!! WAY TRUST FUND FINANC(i) by striking "applied by" and all that
of chapter 3841 the Internal Revenue Code
RATE.—Paragraph (2) of section 4091(b)
of 1986 on any substance treated as an follows through "In the case" and Inserting ING
amended by striking "15 cents" and inozone-depleting chemical by reason of the "applied by substituting rates which are 10/ is
"19.75 cents",
amendment made by subsection (aHl.I shoAl 9th of the otherwise applicable rates under serting
(3) INCREASE IN TAX ON SPECIAL MOTOR
be required to be made before April 1, 1991. subsection (a)(2) In the case", and
(ii) by adding at the end thereof the fol- FuEts.—Paragraph (2) of section 4041(a) is
Subpart B—User-Related Taxes
lowing: "For purposes of this subsection, in amended by striking "of 9 cents a gallon"
SiC 7455. NCR.HASR ANI) HXTHNSION OP HWNWA V.
the case of the Highway Trust Fund financ- and by inserting at the end thereof the fol*514 TED ?UES AND 771/ST FUNLZ
ing rate, the otherwise applicable rate is 7.75 lowing new sentence:
(a) INCREASE IN TAX ON GASOLJNE.—
"The rate of the tax imposed by this paracents a gallon."
(1) IN OERAL—Subparagraph (A) of sec(B) Paragraph (2) of section 4081(c) is graph shall be the sum of the Highway Trust
tion 4081(a)(2) (relating to rate of lax) Is amended by striking "at a rate equivalent to Fund financing rate and the deficit reducamended—
3 cents" and Inserting "at a Highway Trust tion rate in effect under section 4081 at the
(A) by striking "and" at the end of clause Fund financing rate equivalent to 7.75 time of such sale or use."
(I)'
cents"
(4) 4.75-CENT TAX IV APPLY IV FUEL USED IN
(B) by striking the period at the end of
(C) Subparagraph (A) of section 9503(c)(2) TRAINS.clause (ii) and inserting ",and", and
Is amended by adding at the end thereof the
(A) Paragraph (2) 41 section 4093(c) is
(C) by adding at the end thereof the follow- following new sentence:
amended by redesignating subparagraph (B)
ing new clausc
"The amounts payable from the Highway as subparagraph (C) and by inserting after
"(iii) the deficit reduction rate."
Trust Fund under this subparagraph shall subparagraph (A) the following new sub(2) RITEs OF TaX.—Sibparagraph (B) of be determined by taking into account only paragraph.'
section 4081(afl2) Is amended—'
the Highway Trust Fund financing rate ap"(B) 4.75-CENT TAX ON FUEL USED IN TRAINS.—
(A) by striking "8 cents a gallon, and" and plicable to any fueL"
In the case 41 fuel sold for use in a dieselinserting "1.2.75 cents a gallon, '
REMOVED
(6) Ranw OF flX FOR GASOLINE
powered train, with respect to the tax Im(B) by striking the period at the end 41 AFTER NOVEMBER SO, 1558, AND BEFORE JANUARY
posed by section 4091(b)(1)(A), paragraph
clause (ii) and inserting", and", and
I. 1552.—&ction 4081 is amended by adding
shall apply only to the excess of such tax
(C) by adding at the end thereof the follow- at the end thereof the following new subsec' (1)
over 4.75 cents per gallon. In the case 41 fuel
ing new ctause
sold for use after November 30, 1990. and
"(iii) the deficit reduction rate is 475
"(e) Ruus or TAX FOR GAsoI.mE REMOVED before July 1, 1991, the preceding sentence
cents (525 cents In the case of gasohol con- AFTER NOVEMBER 30, 1990, AND BEFORE JANtJ- shall
be applied by substituting '2 cents'for
taining ethanol) a gallon -"
ARY 1. 1992.—
'475 cents',- in the case 41 fuel sold for use
(3) is-esur LIMIT ON TAX ON QASOUNZ
"(2) HIGHWAY TRUST FUND FINANCING after June 30, 1991, and before January 1,
IN NONCOMMERCLSL A VJrnOFL—
RATES.1992, the preceding sentence shall be applied
(A) RATEs OF TAX AFTER DECEMBER 31, 1590,
"(A) In the case of gasoline removed after
substituting '4.5 cents for '4.75 cents',"
sm, WORE JULY 1 IffI.—Paragraph (3) of November 30, 1990, and before July 1, 1991— by(B)
Subsection (1) of section 6427 is
section 4041(c) is amended by striking "12
"(i) subsection (a)(2)(B)(i) shall be applied amended
by adding at the end thereof the
cents a gallon over the Highway Trust Fund by substituting '11 cents' for '13.75 cents', following new
paragraph.
financing rate" and Inserting "15 cents a and
4.75-CENT TEE ON FUEL USED IN TRAiNS.—
gallon over the sum 41 the Highway Trust
"(ii) subsection (c) shall be applied by sub- In"(4)
the case of fuel used in a diesel-powered
Fund financing rate and the deficit reduc- stituting '5 cents'for '7.75 cents' each place train,
with respect to the tax imposed by sectionfinancing rule",
Itappeasu.
4091(b)(1)(A), paragraph (1) shall apply
(B) REFUND ON TAX.—
"(B) In the case of gasoline removed after tion
only to the excess 41 such tax over 4.75 cents
(1) Section 6427 is amended by striking June 30, 1991, and before January 1, 1992— per
gallon. In the case of fuel used after Nosubsections (m) and (o) and by redesignat"(i) subsection (a)(2)(B)(i) shall be applied vember
30, 1990, and before July 1, 1991, the
tag subsections (n), (p), (q), and (r) as sub- by substituting '13.5 cents'for '13.75 cents', preceding
sentence shall be applied by subsections (m), (n), (o), and (p), respectively.
and
(ii) Subsection• (o) of section 6427 (as re"(ii) subsection (c) shall be applied by sub- stItuting '2 cents'for '4.75 cents', in the case
30, 1991, and before
designated by clause (i)) is amended to read stffiiting '7.5 cents for "1.75 cents' each of fuel used after June
January 1, 1992, the preceding sentence
as follows.'
place it appears.
shall be applied by substituting '4.5 cents'

tio

"(o) G.48OLU1 Usr.D iN NONCOMMERCIAL

Avu.rzoM—Except as provided in subsection

"(2) DEnca' REDUCTION RATE.—
"(A) In the case of gasoline removed

after for '4.75 cents',"
(C) Section 4041(a) is amended by redesig-

(hi, if gasoline Is used as a fuel in any air- November 30, 199O and before July 1, 1991,
craft in noncommercial aviation (as defined subsection (a)(2)(B)(iii) shall be applied by
in section 4041(c)(2)), the Secretarp shall substituting '2 cents (2.5 cents in the case of
POH (without InteresU to the uUi.mote pus- gasohol containing ethanol)' for '4.75 cents
chaser of such gasoline an amount equal to (5.25 cents in the case of gasohol containing
the excess of the aggregate amount 41 tax ethanol)',
"(B) In the case of gasoline removed after
paid under section 4081 on the gasoline so
used over an amount equal to 15.1 cents June 30, 1991, and before January 1. 1892,
(12.1 cents durIng December 1990) multi- subsection (a)(2)(B)(iii) shall be applied by
plied by the number 41 gallons of gasoline so substituting '4.5 cents (5 cents In the case of
gasohol containing ethanol)' for '4.75 cents
useg"

nating paragraph (3) as paragraph (4) and
by inserting after paragraph (2) the followfng new paragraph

"(3) TAX ON DiESEL FUEL USED IN TRAINS.—

There is hereby imposed a tax 414.75 cents a

gallon on any liquid (other than any product taxable under section 4081)—

"(A) sold by any person to an owner,

lessee, or other operator 41 a diesel-powered
train for use as a fuel in such train, or
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"(B) used- by any person as a fuel in a
diesel-powered train unless there was a taxable sale of such Uquid under subpcwagraph
(A).

No tax shall be imposed by this paragraph
on the sale or use of any lIquid 1/ there was
a taxable sale of such liquid under section

subparagraph VB) as subparagraph (C), and

14) Section 4081(d)(1) (relating to gasoline
by inserting before subparagraph (C) the fol- tax).
lowing new subparagraph&15) Section 4091(b)(6)(A) (relating to diesel
"(A) with respect to partially exempt meth- fuel tax), as redesignated by section
ar&ol,

the Highway Trust Fund financing

rate applicable under subsection (a)(2) shall
be 4.5 cents per gallon less than the other4091."
wise applicable rate under such subsection,
(D) Paragraph V4) of section 9503(b) is
"(B) with respect to partially exempt ethaamended to read as follows:
0(4) CERTAIN ADDITIONAL TAXES NOT TRARS- nol, the deficit reduction financing rate applicable under subsection (a)(2) shall be the
flaRED TO HIGHWAY TRW? fl/NA—For pur- otherwise applicable rate under such subsecposes of paragraphs Vi) and (2)—
tion plus 05 cent per gallon, and":
'IA) there shall be taken into account the
(G) Subsection Vd) of section 9502 is
taxes imposed by sections 4041, 4081, and amended by adding at the end thereof the
4091 only to the extent attributable to sec- following new paragraph.'
tion 4041(c) and the Highway Trust Fundfl"(4) TiwisFxns FOR RESVNDS AND CREDiTS
nancing rates and 20 percent of the deficit NOT TV ZXCEtD TRUST FUND REVENUES A77RIBreduction rate under such sections.
VTABLE TO FUEL USRD.—The amounts payable
"i'B) there shall not be taken into account from the Airport and Airway Trust Fund
the taxes imposed by section 4041(a)I'3) or under paragraph (2) or (3) shall not exceed
4091 on any diesel fuel used In a diesel-pow- the amounts required to be appropriated to
ered train."
such Trust Fund with respect to fuel so
(5) INCREASES IN TAXES NOT ?O APPLY TV used."
INTERCfl'Y auszs.—Subparagraph (A) of sec(H) Subparagraph
ID) of section
tion 6427(b)(2) is amended by striking "shall 9503(c)(4) is amended by striking "(to the
not exceed 12 cents" and inserting 'shall be extent attributable to the Htgkway Trust
31 cents per gallon less than the aggregate Fund financing rate)" and by inserting
rate at WhiCh tax was imposed on such fuel before the period", but only to the extent
by sectIon 4041 or 4091, as the case may be": such taxes are attributable to the Highway
(6) CONFORMING AMEJJDMEN7. —
Trust Fund financing rates under such sec(A) Paragraph 11) of section 4091(c) is tiozs":
amended—

(I) by striking "9 cents" and inserting

"13.75 cents" and by striking "10 cents" and
inserting "15.28 cents", and

(ii) by striking "shall be 1/9 cent per

gallon" and inserting "and the diesel fuel
deficit reduction rate shall be 10/9th of the
otherwise applicable such rates under subsection (b)":
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13211(b).
(6) Sections

4481(e), 4482(c)(4), and
4482(d) (relating to highway use tax).
(4) EXTENSION Ot- Ew,pnONs.—
11) Paragraph (3) of section 4041(f) (relating to exemptions for farm use) is amended
by striking "1993" and Inserting "1995":
(2) The last sentence of sectIon 4041(g) (re-

lating to other exemptions) is amended by
strIking "1993" and inserting "1995":
(3) Subsection (a) of section 4221 (relating

to certain tax-free sales) is amended by

striking "1993" and Inserting "1995":
(4) Subsection (g) of section 4483 (relating

to ter,nination of exe'nptions for highway
use tax) is amended by striking "1993" and
inserting "1995":
(5) Section 6420 (relating to gasoline used
on farms) is amended by striking subsection
(h) and by redesignating subsection (I) as
subsection (h).

(6)(A) Section 6421 (relating to gasoline
used for certain nonhighway purposes, etc.)
is amended by striking subsection (I) and by
redesignating subsections (j) and 1k) as subsections Vi) and (j), respectively.
(B) Subsections (a) and (b) of section 6421
(7) RATES OF TAX FOR DIESEL FUEL AFTER NO- are each amended by striking "subsection
(j)"and by inserting "subsection (i)":
VEMBER 30, 1990, AND BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1592.—
(7) Paragraph (5) of section 6427(g) (relatSection 4091 is amended by adding at the
ing to advance repayment of increased
end thereof the following new subsection:
RATES OF TAX FOR DiESEL FUEL AFtER

diesel fuel tax) is amended by striking

NOVEMBER 30, 1990, AND BsJoRz JANUARY 1,
1992.—
"(1) HIGHWAY TRUST FUND F7NLNCING

(e) EXTENSION OF REDUCED RAms OF TAx ON
FUELS CONTAINING ALCOHOL.—The following

"1993" and inserting "1995":

provisions are each amended by striking
(B) Paragraph (2) of section 4091(c) Is RATE&"(A) In the case of diesel fuel on which tax "1993" each place U appears and Inserting
is imposed after November 30, 1990, and "2000, or If earlier for any period before January 1, 2000, during which the Highway
(C) Paragraph (1) of sectIon 4041(a) is before July 1, 1991—
"(i) subsection (b)(2) shall be applied by Trust Fund financing rate under section
amended by striking "of 15 cents a gallon"

amended by striking "9 cents" and inserting
"1375 cents":

and by inserting before the Last sentence the substituting 'l7cents'for '19.75 cents', and
"(ii) subsection (c) shall be applied by subfollowing new sentence.
"The rate of the tax imposed by this para- slit uting—
"(I) '11 cenls'for 13.75 cents' each place U
graph shall be the sum of the Highway Trust
Fund finaniing rate and the diesel fuel defi- appears, and
"(II) '12.22 cenis'for '15.28 cents':
cit reduction rate in effect under section
"(B) In the case of diesel fuel on which tax
4091 at the time of such sale or use."
(D) Subparagraph (A) of section 4041(b)(2) is imposed after June 30, 1991, and before
January 1, 1992—
is amended to read as follows:
"(i) subsection (b)(2) shall be applied by
"(A) IN OENERAL—Ifl the case of—
"(i) qualified methanol fuel, the Highway substituting '19.S oent.'for '19.75 cents', and
"'i1) subsection (c) shall be applied by subTrust Fund financing rate applicable under
subsection (a)(2) shall be 8 cents per gallon stituting—
"(1) '13.5 cenls'for '13.75 cents' each place
less than the ollienoise applicable rate under
U appears, and
such subsection,

'?ii) qualified ethanol fuel, the deficit re-

duction financing rate applicable under

subsection (a)(2) shall be the otherwise applicable rate under such subsection plus 0.5
cent per gallon, and

"(iii) qualified methanol or ethanol fuel,

subsection (d)(1) shall be applied by substiLuting '0.05 cent' for '0.1 cent' with respect
to sales and uses to which clause (i) or (Ii)
applies.":

(E) Paragraph (1) of section 4041(k) is

amended by striking subparagraphs (A) and

(B) and inserting the following new sub-

paragraphs:

"(A) with respect to liquids containing

any alcohol other than ethanol, the Highway

Trust Fund financing rates under para-

"(II) '15 cent,s'for

'15.28 cents':
"(2) DIESEL FUEL DCt REDUCTION RATE. —

"(A) In the case of diesel fuel on which tax
is imposed af let November 30, 1990, and
before July 1, 1991, subsection (b)(4) shall be
applied by substituting '2 cents a gallon (Z5
cents a gallon'for '4.7S cents a gallon (5.25
cents a gallon':
"(B) In the case of diesel fuel on which tax
is imposed after June 30, 1991, and before
January 1, 1992, subsection (b)(4) shall be
applied by substUuting '45 cents a gallon (5
cents a gallon' for '4,75 cents a gallon (5.25
cents a gallo*':"'4.5 cents'for '4.75 cents':"
(8) Ens ci vs osrz.—The amendments
made by this subsection shall take effect on
December 1, 1990.

4081(a)(2) is not in effect":(1) Section 4041(b)(2)(C) (relating
qualified methanol and ethanol fuel).

to

(2) Section 4041(k)(3) (relating to fuels
containing alcohol).
(3) Section 4081(c)(4) (relating to gasoline
mixed with alcohol).
(4) SubsectIons (c) and (d) of section 4091

(relating to diesel fuel and aviation fuel
mixed with alcohol and aviation fuel used
to produce certain alcohol fuels).

(5) Section 6427(f)(3) (relating to fuels

used to produce certain alcohol fuels).
(f) OTHER PRO ViSiONS.—
(1) FLoOR STOCKS RErvm)s. —Section

6412(a)(1) (relating to floor stocks refunds)
is amended—

(A) by striking "1993" each place it ap-

pears and inserting "1995", and

(B) by striking "1994" each place it ap-

pears and inserting "1996":
(2) INSTALz.sof.w'r PA YMENTE OF HIGHWAY USE

TAx.—Section 6156(e)(2) (relating to install-

ment payments of tax on use of highway

motor vehicles) is amended by striking
"1993" and inserting "1995":
(g) EXTENSION

o Dzposn-s Item TRUST

FUND.—
(1) IN GLWEP.AL.—Subsection (b),

and paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of subsection (c), of
iection 9503 (relating to the Highway Trust

graphs (1) and (2) of subsection (a) shall be
(c) ExTENSION or TAXEL—The following Fund) are each amended—
(A) by strikIng "1993" each place it ap6 cents per gallon less than the otherwise ap- provisions are each amended by striking
plicable rates under such paragraphs,
"1993" each place U appears and inserting pears and inserting "1995", and

"(B) with respect to liquids containing
the deficit reduction financing

ethanol,

"1995

(B) by striking "1994" each place it ap'

(1) SectIon 4041(a)(4) Vrelating to tax on pears and inserting "1996":
(2) CONFOR.MINO ANENDMENTE TO LAND A/iD
diesel and special fuels), as redesignated by

rates under paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (a) shall be the otherwise applicable subsection (b)(4)(C).
rates under such paragraphs plus 0.5 cent
(2) Section 4051(c) (relatIng to tax on
per gallon, and":
heavy trucks and trailers sold at retail).
(F) Section 4041(mJ(1) is amended by
(3) Section 4071(4) Vt-eLating to lax on tires
striking subparagraph (A), by redeelgno,ting and tread rubber).

WATER CONSERVATION

FUNIA—Section 201(b) of

the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act
of 1965 (16 U.S.C. 4601-11) is amended—
(A) by striking "1993" and inserting

"1995', and

S 15960
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t ap- (B) 5 centi per gallon n the case of the tax (8) TRANSFER OF POR77ON OF FLOOR STt)CKS
imposed on July 1, 1991, and

TpNsir

REVEWUE TO HIGHWAY TRUST FUND.—For pur-

(C) 0.5 cent per gallon n the case of the poses of determining the amount transferred

tax mpo8ed on January 1. 1992.
of section
(3) LMBIIJTY POR TAX AND ME77IOD OF PAY9503(e) is amended by striking "1 cent" and MEN7—
inserting p1.95 centi
(A) LMBILITY FOR TAx.—A person holding
(2) Emc-rlvE DA1Z—The amendment made gaoline or diesel fuel on any tax-ncrea3e
by paragraph (1) shall apply to amounts at- date to which the tax imposed by paragraph
tributable to taxes imposed on or after De- (1) appUes shall be liable for such tax.

AccouNT.—
(1) IN 0ENERAL.—Paragraph (2)

cember 1. 1990.

to the Highway Tru3t Fund, the tax impoSed
by paragraph (1) shall be treated as imposed

at a Highway Tru3t Fund financing rate to
the extent of(A) 2 centi per gallon in the case of the tax
imposed on December 1, 1990,

(B) 2.5 centi per gallon n the case of the

(B) MmioD OF PAYMENT.—The tax imposed tax imposed on July 1, 1991, and

(3) TAXES IMPOSED BEPORE JANUARY 1, 1991.—

by paragraph (1) shall be paid in such

paragraph (2) of section 9503(e) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall be applied by
stthstituting '1.4 cents"for "1.95 cents".
(B) In the case of taxes imposed after June
30. 1991, and before January 1, 1992, paragraph (2) of section 9503(e) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 shaU be applied by

by paragraph (1) shall be paid on or before—
() May 31. 1991. n the case of the tax im•

(A) In the case of taxe8 imposed after No- manner as the Secretary shall prescrlbe
vember 30, 1990, and before July 1, 1991.
(C) TIME FOR PAYME?.1'.—The tax imposed

posed on December 1, 1990.

(C) 0.25 cent per gallon in the case of the
tax imposed on January 1, 1992.
(k) AMENDMFJi7 REL.4 riNG TO IMPROVED ENFORCEMENT OF GASOLINE TAX.—
(1) REPORTiNG REQ uIREMENTs.—Section

4082 (relaUng to definitions) s amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new
(i) June 30. 1992. n the case of the tax sibsection
'(c) REPORTiNG REQUIRED OF TERMINAL OPimposed on January 1. 1992.
(ii) September 15, 1991. in the case of the
tax mpo8ed on July 1, 1991, and

substituting '1.9 cents"for 01.95 cents'

(4) DEFINITJONS.—FOr purposes of this subsection—

(i) ESTABUSHMEZrT OF WETLANDS FUND Ac-

(A) TAX-INCREASE DATZ.—The term "tax-in-

COU?.7.—

ERA TORS—

"(1) IN GENERAL—Each person—

"(A) who s registered (or s required to be

crease date" means December 1, 1990. July 1. registered) under 8ection 4101 as a terminal
operator, and
1991.. and January 1, 1992.
'(B) from whose terminal gasoline s re(B) HELD BY A PERSON.—Ga$oline and
diesel fuel shall be considered as '?zeZd by a moved,

(1) IN 0EWERAL.—Scction 9504 (relating to

aquatic resource8 trust fund) is amended—
(A) by striking "and" at the end of subsection (a)(2)(A),

(B) by striking the period at the end of person" tf title thereto has passed to such 8hall make a return (at such time and n

person (whether or not delivery to the such form as the Secretary may by regulasubsection (a)(2)(B) and inserting '. and'
(C) by ftzserting after subsection (a)(2)(B) person has been made).
tions prescribe).
(C) GASOZJNE.—The term "gasoline" has
the following new subparagraph.
?1) SPECIFIC REPORT REQ UIREMENTS—The
the meaning given such term by section 4082 report described in paragraph (1) shall
?C) a WeUands Fund Account.

(D) by inserting WeUands Fund Ac- of such Code.
count," before Boat Safety Account" in
(D) DIESEL ,vrj—The term 'diesel fuel"
subsecUon (d), and
has the meaning given such term by sect urn
(E) by redesignating subsection (d) as sub- 4092 of such Code.
(E) SECRZTARY.—The term "Secretary"
section (e) and ftzserting after subsection (c)
the following new subsection.
means the Secretary of the Treasury or his
delegate.

"(d) EXPENDITURES FROM W1rwrs FUND

(5) EXCEPTION FOR EXEMPT USES.—The tax
Accotmr.—Anwunt n the WeUands Fund
Account shall be avaflable, a. proWded by imposed by paragraph (1) shall not apply to

specify—

"(A) the name, address, and registration

number under section 4101 of the owner (or
the owner of record n such cases as the Secretary deems appropriate) of the gasoline,
I'B) the amount of gasoline removed, and
"(C) such other n.formation as the Secretary may require."

(2) REOISThATYON AND BOND.—
gasoline or diesel fuel held by any person exIN 0ENERAL.—Section 4101 s amended
clusively for any use to the extent a credit or to (A)
read o2foUows,.
refund of the tax imposed by section 4081 or
4091 of such Code, as the case may be, s al- "SEC. 4111. RIGISTRAflONAND BOND.
"(a) REOISTRATYON.—Each person—
lowable for such use.

appropriation Acts, for making expenditures
to carry out the purposes of any law which
s substanUally identical to sections 4
through 8 of 5. 1731 of the 1018t Congress a.
passed the Senate on August 2, 1990."

?1) before incurring any liability for tax
(6) EXCEPTION FOR FUEL HILD IN VEHICLE
TANX.—No tax shaU be imposed by para- under 8ection 4091. or
transfers from the tru3t fund for motorboat graph (1) on gasoline or diesel fuel held in
"(2) required by the Secretary as the Secrefuel taxes), as amended, s further amend- the tank of a motor vehicle or motorboat.
tary determines to be necessary to carry out
ed—
(7) EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN AMOUA'7 OF this part,
(A) by inserting '. at the rates n effect t1EL.—
shall register with the Secretary at 8uch
before December 1. 1990" after '1995" in
(A) IN oEwEp.u.—No tax shall be imposed time, n such manner and form, and subject
subparagraph (A)(). and
by paragraph (1)—
to such terms and conditions, as the Secre(B) by redes-ignaUng subparagraphs (D)
(i) on gasoline held on any tax-increase tary may by regulations prescribe. A regisand (E) a-s subparagraph3 (E) and (F). re- date by any person if the aggregate amount tratwn under this subsection may be u$ed
spectively, and ft&serting after subparagraph of gasoUne held by such person on such date only n accordance with regulations pre(C) the foUowing new paragraph.
does not exceed 4,000 gallons. and
scribed under this subsection. Rules similar
?D) TRANSFER TO WETLANDS FUND AC(ii) on diesel fuel held on any tax-increase to the ru'es of section 4222(c) shall apply for
COUNT.—Any amcnznt received n the High- date by any person if the aggregate amount purposes of this 8ubsection.
way Tru3t Fund—
of diesel fuel held by such person on such
"(b) BONAc A) LIEN5.—Under regulation$
Ii) which is attributable to motorboat date does not exceed 2.000 gallons.
by the Secretary, the Secretary
fuel taxes, and
The preceding sentence shall apply OnZy (f prescribed
may
require as a condition of permftting
"(ii) which Is not transferred from the such person sublnit3 to the Secretary (at the any person
to
be registered under subsection
Highway Trust Fund under sibparagraphs time and n the manner required by the Sec- (a), that such person—
(A), (B). or (C).
retary) such n.formation as the Secretary
"(1) give a bond n such sum as the Secreshafl be transferred by the Secretary from shall require for purposes of this paragraph. tary
determines appropriate, and
the Highway Trust Fund into the WeUands
(B) EXEMPT WEL—For purposes of sub"(2) agree to the imposition of a lien o
Fund Account n the Aquatic8 Resources paragraph (A), there s?uzli not be taken into sich
property (or rtght. to property) of lLch
Tntst Fund."
account fuel held by aily person which is
the Secretary determines appro(3) EFFECTKV iirz.—The amendments exempt from the tax imposed by paragraph person
priage.
made bp thi.s sizbsection 8hall take effect on 11) blI reason of paragraph (5).
December 1, 1990.
(C) COrrROu..z GROUPS.—FoT U7)OSE8 of If a Lien 1 imposed pursuant to paragraph
(j) Fwoi Srocs T/xEs.—
IMa paragraph, rWes amiZar to the rules of (2), Ue Secretary shall release such lien in
(1) KMPOSn70N OF T4X.—In the case of gaso•
irgrpP (5) a! zect ion 13201(e) gf this Act connection with fransfer of the jproperey if
there s funzished go the Secretary (and acUne and diesel fuel on which tax wa, Im- shali appZy.
posed nnder section 4081 or 4091 of such
17) On z ws APPucAals.—AU rovisions cepted blI Ve Secreeary) a bond In slLch sm
Code before any taxncrease date (other of law. cZuding pena2te& applicabe wUh s the Secretary determines ppropnate.
than ga8oline on which tax s Imposed reipec to the taxes gmposed bii aection 4081 The Secretary s,haU respond to any req ue.t
under section iO41(c)(2) of auch Code) and Of 8uch Code n te caae of ga3ohne and sec- o veRease a lien imposed pursuane to parawhich s held on isch date by a,y person, hon 4091 n Ue cie of the8eZ feZ 2haV, n- gmph (2) n conneceion with transfer of
there a hereb,j imposed a floor stocks tax on ofar
ppZicabZe and not ftico,wiaent the property not &ter than 90 days after the
Such gasoUne and diesel fueL
with he provisofl4 af tM8 ubeceion, ppll fjge the request for such release is ma&.
(2) RArE OF TAX.—The rate of the tax ftn- wWz ,upect to the floor 8tock taxes mpo8ed
(B) D1SCLOmK PEPJ4I7fD OF ROlS4TION
posed by paragraph (1) shall be—
bgi pmgruph (1) to the me extent a V ,N,oRMr,oN.—Subsection (k) of section 6103
(A) 4 cenes per gailon n the ca.e of the tax such tizxe were imposed by 8uch section (relating to dz3cosure of certain retur,is and
(2) TRANSFER OF NEW MOTORBOAT PURL TAXES

TO ACCOuNT.—,Section 9503(c)(4) (relating to

•

Imposed on December 1. 1990.

4081 or 4091.

return nformaeion for tax administration
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is amended by adding at the end sale of suck aviation fuel by such peilon
Ii) Lseiur on TAX—A person holding
thereof the following new paragraph.
shall be reduced by the amount of tax im- gasoline or aviation fuel on January 1, 1991,
"(7) DiscLosuRE OP ?54M&5 AND REOJSTRAITON posed land not credited or refunded) on any to which the ta. imposed by this paragraph

purposes)

prior sale of such fueL"
applies shall be liable for such tax.
(ii) The heading for subsection (d) of sec(ii) MrI7IOD or PAYMZNr.—The tax imposed
number of any person registered with the tion 4091 1.. amended by striking "EXEMP- by Usfs paragraph shall be paid in such
Secretary under subtzUe D may be disclosed !70N PROM" and inserting 'REDUCED R.47T manner as the Secretary shall prescribe.
NUMBERS PUR ADMINIB77?.A7ON 01' £XC1ss
TAxE.t—The name, address and registration

to the extent necessary to permit the effective administration of such subti.Ue. In the

01"
(3)

Subsection If) of section
amended to read asfoUows.'

6427 U

liii) Tmz FOR PAYMENT—The tax imposed
by this paragraph shall be paid on or before

case of the tax imposed by section 4081, the
June 30. 1991.
"(f) GASQLJNj, Digs.sz. Fuss,, AND AVIATION
terminals owned by such person may also be
(D) Dgpnqmot.m —For purposes if this
FoES
(Jszv
7
PRODUCE
CERTAIN
ALCoHOL.
disclosed."
paragraphFur2S.—
(3) CONF0.P.MING AMENDMENT—The table of
(i) HsL.D BY A PFJASON.—Gaaoline cr avia"(1) IN oENg.p.AL.—Except as provided in tion
sections for subpart A of part Ill 0.1 subchapfuel shall be considered as "held by a
subsection
(10,
if
any
gasoline,
diesel
fuel,
or
ter A of chapter 32 is amended by inserting
person" if title thereto has passed to such
aviation
fuel
on
which
tax
was
imposed
by
"and special rules" in the item relating to
(whether or not delivery to the
section 4081 or 4091 at the regular tax rate person
section 4082.
person has been made).
is
used
by
any
person
in
producing
a
mix14) Emc17vz DATE—The amendments
(ii) (Ji,sOuHE.—The term "gasoline" has
in section
4081(c),
made by this subsection shall take effect on ture described
the meaning given such term by section 4082
4091(c)(1)(A),
or
4091(d)(1)(A)
(as
the
case
January 1, 1991.
of such Code,
SEC 74054. INCREASE AND EXTh'NSION or A ViA- may be) which is sold or used in such per(iii) AVIATION ruzi—The term "aviation
son's trade or business the Secretary shall
m)N-ReLA TRD ThXES AND TRUST
flJNTh REPEAL OF REDUCTION IN
£4 TE&

(a) INCREARS DI RATER ON TR4JYEPORTATION.—

pay (without interest) to such person an fuel" has the meaning given such term by

amount equal to the excess of the regular tax section 4092(a) of such Code.
(iv) SRCPJTARY.—The term "Secretary"
rate over the incentive tax rate with respect
means the Secretary of the Treasury or his
to such fuel.

"(2) Drjmmoiva—For purposes of para- delegate.
(1) 7'RANSPORTA77ON 01' PERSONs—SubseC(E) EXCEPTION FOR EXEMPT USES.—The tax
tions (a) and (b) of section 4261 are each graph (1)—
"(A) REouz.tR rsx Lire.—The term 'regular imposed by this paragraph shall not apply
amended by striking "8 percent" and insertto fuel held by any person exclusively for
tax rate'means—
ing "10percent'
"(i) in the case of gasoline, the aggregate any use which is a nonta.rable use (as de
(2) TRANSPORTATION O PROPER Ty.—S ubsecLion (a) of section 4271 is amended by strilc- rate of tax imposed by section 4081 deter- fined in section 6427'l) of such Code).
(F) OTHER LAWS s.pPuctsLx.—All provisions
ing "5 percent" and inserting "6.25 percent" mined without regard to subsection (c)
of law, including penalties, applicable with
(3) £mcnvs xigre.—The amendments thereof,
"(ii) in the case of diesel fuel, the aggre- respect to the taxes imposed by section 4091
made by this subsection shall apply to travisport alion beginning after December 31, gate rate of tax imposed by section 4091 on of such Code shall, insofar as applicable and
1990, but shall not apply to amounts paid such fuel determined without regard to sub- not inconsistent with the provisions of this
section (c) thereof, and
paragraph, apply with respect to the floor
on or before such date.
"(iii) in the case of aviation fuel, the ag- stock taxes imposed by this paragraph to the
(b) INCREASE IN RATES ON Fuss,.—
(1) NONCOMMERCL4L AVIATION JET FUAL.S.— gregate rate of tax imposed by section 4091
Paragraph (3) of section 4091(b) is amended on such fuel determined without regard to
by striking "14 cents" and inserting "17.5 subsection (4) thereof

cents"

"(B) INCENI7VE TAX RAST.—The term 'incen-

same extent as If such taxes were imposed by
such section 4091.

(c) EXTENSION 07 TAXES AND TRUST FUND.—
(1)
TRANSPORTATION
TAXES.—Sections

tive tax rate' means—
4261(g) and 4271(d) are each amended by
"(i) In the case of gasoline, the aggregate striking "January 1, 1991" and inserting
(A) Paragraph '1) of section 4041(c) is
amended by striking "14 cents" and insert- rate of tax imposed by section 4081 with re- "January 2, 1996"
spect to fuel described in subsection (c)(1)
ing "17.5 cents'
(2) FUEL TAXES.—
(2) CONFO,cJ,fINo AMENDM,—

(B)(i) Subparagraph (B) of section thereof,
'?ii) in the case of diesel fuel, the aggre4O41(k)'1), as redesignated by section 13211
gate rate of tax imposed by section 4091
ofthiaAct, is amended to read asfoUow&
"(B) subsection (C) shall be applied by sub- with respect to fuel described in subsection
thereof, and
stituting '3.5 cents' for '17.5 cents' and '3 (c)(1)(B)
"(iii) in the case of aviation fuel, the agcents'for '15 centsY'
(ii) Subparagraph (B) of section gregate rate of tax imposed by section 4091
with respect to fuel described in subsection
4041(m)'1) is amended to read as follows:
"(B) subsection (C) shall be applied by sub- (d)(1)(B) thereof.

"(31 COORDiNATION WITH OTHER REPAYMENT
stituting '3.5 cents' for '17.5 cents' and '3 PROVISIONS.—No
amount shall be payable
cents'for '15 centaY'
paragraph (1) with respect to any gas(Cii) Paragraphs '1) and (2) of section under
oline, diesel fuel, or aviation fuel with re4091(d) are amended to read as follows:
"(1) IN GENERAL.— The Airport and Airway spect to which an amount is payable under
subsection (d), 'e), or (1) of this section or
Trust Fund financing rate shall be—
section 6420 or 6421.
"(A) 3.5 cents per gallon in the case of the under
"(4) TE.RMIN.ATION.—ThiS subsection shall
sale of any mixture of aviation fuel if—
'?i) at least 10 percent of such mixture not apply with respect to any mixture sold

(A) Subparagraph (B) of section 4091(b)(6)
(as redesignated by section 13211(b)) is
amended by strikIng "January 2, 1991" and

inserting "January 2, 1996"

(B) Paragraph (5) of section 4041(c) is

amended by striking "December 31, 1990"
and inserting "December 31, 1995'
(3) DEPOSITS rnro rnusr FUND—Subsection

(b) of section 9502 (relating to transfer to
Airport and Airway Trust Fund of amounts
equivalent to certain taxes) is amended by
striking "January 1, 1991" each place it appears and inserting "January 1. 1996".
(4)

CONFORMING

AMENDMENT—Section

9502(b)(2) is amended by inserting "and the
deficit reduction financing rate" after

"rate"
(d) REPEAL OF REDUCTiON IN RA7ES.—
or used after September 30, 2600, or If earlier
consists of alcohol (as defined in section for
(1) Section 4283 (relating to reduction in
any period before January 1, 2000,
4081(c) (3)), and
"(ii) the aviation fuel in such mixture was during which the Highway Trust Fund fi- aviation related taxes in certain cases) is
not taxed under subparagraph (B), and
"(B) 3.89 cents per gallon in the case of the
sale of aviation fuel for use (at the time of
such sale) in producing a mixture described
in subparagraph (A).
In the case of a sale described in subparagraph (B), the Leaking Underground Storage
Tank Trust Fund financing rate shall be 4(,
cent per gallon.

"(2) L4TER SEPARATI0N.—If any person sep-

arates the aviation fuel from a mixture of
the aviation fuel and alcohol on which tax

was imposed under subsection (a) at the Air.
port and Airway Trust Fund financing rate
equivalent to 3.5 cents per gallon by reason
of this subsection (or with respect to which
a ciudit or payment was allowed or made by

reason of section 6427'f)'1)), such person

nancing rate under section 4081(a)(2) is not
in effect."
(4)

hereby repealed.
(2) The table of sections for part III of sub-

Emcrzvi res.—The amendments chapter C of chapter 33 is amended by strik-

made by this subsection shall take effect on ing the item relating to section 4283.
January 1, 1991.
(3) Subsection (c) of section 4041 is
(5) FwoR STOCKS TAXES.—
amended by striking paragraph (6).
(A) IMPosmoN OF TAX.—In the case of gaso-

line or aviation fuel on which tax was im-

SEC 740.5& SENSE OF THE SENATE

It is the sense of the Senate that the conposed under section 4041(c)(2) or 4091 of the ferees
be instructed to adjust the taxes imInternal Revenue Code of 1986 before Janu- posed by
4041(a)3) or 4091 on any
ary 1, 1991, and which is held on such date diesel fuelsections
used on a diesel-powered train so
by any person, there is hereby imposed a that such taxes
will not exceed the increases
floor stocks tax on such gasoline or fueL
taxes imposed under sections 4041, 4081
(B) RATs OF TAX—The rate of the tax lvii- to
and
4091
(other
than on trains) which will
posed by subparagraph (A) shall be—
be dedicated to the Highway Trust
(i) 3 cents per gallon in the case of gaso- not
Fund.
line, and
(ii) 3.5 cents per gallon in the case of avia- SEC 7401. iNCREASE SN HARBOR PiAIi%7ENANCE TAX.
(a) IN GsiigRAs,.—Subsection (b) of section
tion fuel.

shall be treo.ted as the producer of such avia(C) LLLBJZJTY FOR TAX AND METHOD 07 PAYtion fuel. The amount of tax imposed on any MZN-

4461 is amended by striking "0.04 percent"
and inserting "0.125 percent"
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(b) HAP.BoR MAINTENANCE Cosrs.—Section

October .18, .1990

plied by substituting 'gross vehicle weight' mined without regard to price) installs (or
causes to be installed) any part or accessory
on such article, and
"(B) such installation is not lqter than the
date 6 months after the date the article was

210(a) of (ho Water Resources Development for 'unloaded gross vehicle welght
Act of 1988 (33 U.S.C. 2238(a)) Is amended
"(B) LIMOUSINES—In the case of a limouby striking paragraph (2) and inserting in sine, paragraph (1) shall be applied without
Lieu thereqf the jbllowlng new paragraph:
regard to subparagraph (B) thereqf.
"(2) up to 100 percent of the eligible oper"(c) EXCEPTIO?!S FOR Tax:cis, E7v.—The

1st placed in service,

ations and maintenance costs assigned to tax imposed by this section shall not apply then there Is hereby imposed on such instalcommercial navigation of all harbors within to the sale of any passenger vehicle for use lation a tax equal to 10 percent of the price
the United States, including all necessary by the purchaser exclusively in the active of such part or accessory and it.s installadredged material management and dtsposal conduct of a trade or business of transport- tion.
costs, including studies, monitortng struc- ing persons or property for compensation or
"(2) LIMrrATION.—The tax imposed by paratiires required for disposal, and any alterna- hire.
graph (1) on the installation of any part or
live method of disposaL"
"SEC. 4005 BOATS
accessory shall not exceed 10 percent of the
Ib) Emc,ive .DAr&—The amendments
"(a) Iw'osmoN op TAx.—There is hereby
made by this section shall take effect on imposed on the 1st retail sale af any boat a excess (if any) of—
"(A) the sum of—
January 1, 1991.

tax equal to 10 percent of the price for which

SEC. 7407. EXTENSION OP LEAKING UNDERGROUND
STORAGE TANK TRUST FUND TAXES

(a) IN Gsjvsiw,.—Paragraph (2) of section
4081(d) is amended to read as follows:
"(2) LEAKING UNDERGROUND STOP.AGE TANK
TRUST FUND FiNANCING RATL—The Leaking

the price o.f such part or accessory and
so sold to the extent such price exceeds its"(i)
Installation,
$100,000.

"(ii) the aggregate price of the parts and
"(b) EXCEPI7ONS.—The tax imposed by this
(and (heir installation) installed
section shall not apply to the sale of any accessories
boat for use by the purchaser exclusively in before such part or accessory, plus

"(iii) the price for which the passenger ve-

the active conduct of—
Underground Storage Tank Trust Fund fi"(1) a trade or business of commercial hicle, boat, or aircraft was sold, over
"(B) $30,000 ($100,000 in the case of a boat
nancing rate under subsection (a)(2) shall fishing or transporting persons or property
or $250,000 in the case of an aircraft).
not apply after December 31. 1995."
for compensation or hire, or
(b) EFFECTIVE DArE.—The amendment
"(3) EXCEFIIONS.—Paragraph (1) shall not
"(2) any other trade or business unless the
made by subsection (a) shall take effect on boat is to be used predominantly in any ac- apply if—
December 1, 1990.
"(A) the part or accessory installed is a retivtty which is of a type generally considSEC. 741& FLOOR STOCKS TAX TREATMENT OF ART!CLES IN FOREIGN TRADE ZONES

Notwithstanding the Act of June 18, 1934

ered to constitute entertainment, amuse- placement part or accessory, or
"(B) the aggregate price of the parts and
ment, or recreation.
"SEC. 400* AIRCRAFT.

(48 Stat. 998, 19 U.S.C. 81a) or any other
"(a) IMPOSITIoN OF TAx.—There is hereby
provision af law, any article which is locat- imposed
on the 1st retail sale of any aircraft
ed in a foreign trade zone on the effective a tax equal
to 10 percent of the price for
date at any increase in tax under the which so sold
to the extent such price examendments made by this part, part I, or
$250,000.
part IV shall be subject to floor stocks taxes ceeds
"(b) A.TRCR.4Fr.—FOr purposes of this secimposed by such parts if—
(1) internal revenue taxes have been deter- tion, the term 'aircraft' means any airmined, or customs duties liquidated, with craft—
"(1) which is propelled by a motor, and
respect to such article before such date pur"(2) which is capable of carryIng 1 or more
suant to a request made under the 1st provi- individuals.

so 0.1 section 3(a) 0.1 such Act, or

-

(and their installation) described in paragraph (1) with respect to the
taxable article does not exceed $200 (or such
other amount or amounts as the Secretary
may by regulation prescribe).
accessories

"(4) Lvsrs.Lz,ens SECONDARILY LIABLE FOR

rAx.—The owners of the trade or business in-

stalling the parts or accessories shall be sec-

ondarily liable for the tax imposed by this
subsection.
"(c) IMPOSITION OF TAN ON SALES, ETC.,
WITHIN 2 YEARS OF ARTICLES PURCHASED TANFREE.—
"(1) IN GENERAL.—If—

"(c) EXCEPTIONS.—The tax imposed by this
such article is held on such date under
shall not apply to the sale of any airthe supervision of a customs officer pursu- section
"(A) no tax was imposed under this subcraft for use by the purchaser exclusively—
ant to the 2d proviso of such section 3(a).
"(1) in the aerial application of fertilizers chapter on the 1st retail sale of any article
(2)

Subpart C—Taxes on Luxury Items

SEC. 740* TAXES ON LUXURY ITEMS

or other substances,
by reason of its exempt use, and
"(2) in the case of a helicopter, in a use de"(B) within 2 years after the date of such

(a) IN Gsls.P.Az.—Chapter 31 (relating to scribed in paragraph (1) or (2) of section
retail excise taxes) is amended by redesig- 4261(e),
"(3) in a trade or business of providing
nating subchapters A and B as subchapters
B and C, respectively, and by inserting flight training, or
"(4) in a trade or business of transporting
before subchapter B (as so redesignated) the
following new subchapter:

"SUBCHAPTER A—Cs.nrAIN LUXURY ITEMS

"Part I. Imposition at taxes.
"Part II. Rules of general applicability.

1st retail sale, such article is resold by the
purchaser or such purchaser makes a sub-

stantial non-exempt use of such article,
then such sale or use of such article by such

shall be treated as the 1st retail
persons or property for compensation or purchaser
sale of such article for a price equal to it.s
hire.
"(d) REnWD AND CREDIT OF TAN RESULTING
FROM BUSINESS EXPEPJENCE.—Any tax paid

fair market value at the time of such sale or
use.

"(2) EXEMPT USE.—For purposes of this subby a purchaser of any aircraft under this section,
the term 'exempt use' means any use
"PART I. IMPOSITION OF TAXES
section may be refunded or credited to the of an article
if the 1st retail sale of such ar"Subpart A. Passenger vehicles, boats, and purchaser, without interest, if after the 12- ticle is not taxable under this subchapter by
month period beginning on the date of pur- reason o.f such use.
aircraft.
chase, such purchaser demonstrates to the
"Subpart B. Jewelry and furs

"Subpart A—Passenger Vehicles, Boats, and
Aircraft
"Sec. 4001. Passenger vehicles.
"Sec. 4002. Boats.
"Sec. 4003. Aircraft.

satisfaction of the Secretary that 80 percent

of the use of such aircraft during such
period was in the purchaser's trade or busi-

ness. Such refund or claim shall be filed
with the purchaser's return with respect to
income taxes under subtitle A, the due date

'Sec. 4004. Rules applicable to subpart A.

of which first occurs after such period.

"SEC. 4001. PASSENGER VEHICLES
"(a) IMPOsITION OF TAx.—There

"SEC. 400* RULES APPIJCA BLE TO SUBPART A.

is hereby

Imposed on the 1st retail sale of any passenger vehicle a tax equal to 10 percent of the

price for which so sold to the extent such
price exceed.8 $30,000.

"(b) PASSENGER VEHICLE.—

"(1) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of subsec-

tion (a), the term passenger vehicle' means
any 4-wheeled vehicle—

"(A) which is manufactured primarily for
use on public streets, roads, and highways,
and
"(B) which is rated at 6,000 pounds unloaded gross vehicle weight or less.
"(2) SPECiAL RULES.—

"(A) TRUCKS AND vows—In the case of a
truck or van, paragraph (1)(B) shaU be ap-

"(a)
USEs,

EXEMPTION FOR LOW ENFORCEMENT

"Subpart B—Jewelry and Furs

"Sec. 4006. Jewelry.
"Sec. 4007. Furs.
"SEC. 4006. JEWELRY.

"(a) IMPOSITION or TAN—There is hereby

imposed on the 1st retail sale of any jewelry

a tax equal to 10 percent of the price for
which so sold to the extent such price ex-

Em—No tax shall be imposed under ceeds $5,000.

"(b) JEWELRY—For purposes of subsection
this subpart on the sale of any article—
"(1) to (lie Federal Government, or a State (a), the term iewelry' means all articles
or local government, for use exclusively in commonly or commercially known as jewelpolice, firefighting, search and rescue, or ry, whether real or imitation, including
other law enforcement or public safety ac- watches
"(c) MANUFACTURE FROM CUSTOMER'S MATEtivities, or
"(2) to any person for use exclusively in RIAL.—If"(1) a person who in the course of a trade
providing emergency medical services.
"(b) SEPAR.OTE PURCHASE OF AR27C(2 AND or business produces jewelry from material
PARS-S AND AccEssolurA THF,woR.—Under furnished directly or indirectly by a customer, and
regulations prescribed by the Secretary—
"(2) the jewelry so manufactured is for the
'i'1) IN GENZR.OL.—Except as provided in
use aJ' and not for resale by, such customer,
paragraph (2), if—
"(A) the owner. Lessee, or operator at any the delivery of such jewelry to such customer
article taxable under this subpart (deter- shall be treated as the 1st retail sale of such
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jewelry for a price equal to Us fair market

value at the time of such delivery.
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December 31, 1990, and before January 1,

'?ii) PA YME?.? OF T4X.—RUZe5 smUar to the

rules of section 4217(e)(2) shall apply.
2000.
'(iii) No ThX WHERE WMPT USE BY
(a) IMPOSmON OP TAX—There is hereby LE8SEE.—No tax shall be imposed on any
SEC.

"SEC 4H7.

?TJRS.

Subpart D—Telephone Tax

74M PERMANENT EXTENSION OF 7TLEPHONE

on the 1st retail sale of the follow- lease payment under a qualified lease if the
ing articles a tax equal to 10 percent of the Lessee's use of the article under such lease is
price for which so sold to the extent such an exempt use (as defined in section
imposed

EXCISE TAX.

(a) IN GENERAL. —Paragraph (2) of 3ection

4251(b) is amended by striking "percen4"
4004(c)) of such article.
price exceeds $5,000:
and afl that follows through the period and
"(d) DETERMINATION OF PRICE.—
"(1) Articles made of fur on the hide or
"(1) IN GENLt4L—In determining price for in3erting "percenL'
pelt.
(b) TIME FOR DEPOSIT OF TELEPHONE EXCISE
"(2) Articles of which such fur is a major purposes of this subchapter—
'?A) there shall be included any charge in- TAxF.s.—Section 4251 is amended by adding
component.
"(b) MANUFACTURE FROM CUSTOMER'S MATE- cident to placing the article in condition at the end thereof the following new subsection:
ready for use,
PJ.4L.—If—
"(B) there shall be excluded—
'?d) TIME bR DEPOSIT OF TAXF.S.—If. under
"(1) a person who in the course of a trade

"(i) the amount of the tax imposed by this
or business produces an article of the kind
described in subsection (a) from fur on the subchapter,
"(ii) if stated as a separate charge, the
hide or pelt furntshed, di recUy or indirectly,
amount of any retail sales tax imposed by
by a customer, and
"(2) the article is for the use of, and not any State, territory, or political subdivison
thereof or the Di8trlct of Columbia, whether
for resale by, such customer,
for such tax is imposed on the
the delivery of such article to such.cisstomer the liability
or vendee,
shall be treated as the 1st retail sale of such vendor
"(iii)
the
value
of any component of such
article for a price equal to its fair market article (1—
value at the time of such delivery.
'(I) such component is furnished by the

regulations prescribed by the Secretary, a
person is required to make deposits of any
tax imposed by this section with respect to
amounts considered colLected by such person

during any semi-monthly period, such deposits shall be made not later than the third
day (not including Saturdays, Sundays, or
legal holidays) after the close of the first
week of the second semi-monthly period fol-

lowing the period to which auch amounts

relate."
1st user of such article, and
(c) ONE-TIME FILING OF TELEPHONE EXCISE
'?II) such component has been used before TAX EXEMPTION C, rznc4ms.—Section 4253
such furnishing, and
is amended by adding at the end thereof the
"(C) the price shall be deter,nfned without following new subsection:
"SEC OiI. DEFINIflONS AND SPECIAL RULR&
"(k) FILING OF EXEMPTION CERTIFICATES.—
"(a) isr RETAIL SALZ.—For purpoacs of thi, regard to any trade-in.
"PARTII—RULES OF GENERAL
APPLICABILITY
"Sec. 4011. Definitions and special rules.

subchapter, the term '1st retail sale' means Subparagraph (fl)(iii) shall not apply for
"(1) IN GENERAL—In order to claim an exthe 1st sale, for a purpose other than resaZe, purposes of the taxes imposed by sections e,npUon under subsection (c), (h), (i), or (j),
after manufacture, production, or importa- 4006 and 4007.
a person shall provide to the provider of
"(2) OTHER RULF$.—RUZeS Similar to the communications services a atatement (in
non.
rules of paragraphs (2) and (4) of section such form and manner as thE Secretary may
"(b) USE TRFrnD As SA1.E.—
"(1) IN GENEP4L.—If any person uies a, ar- 4052(b) shall apply for purposes of this sub- provide) certifring thai such person is entiticle taxable under this subchapter (includ- chapter.
lied to such exemption.

"(e) PART! AND ACCESSOPJES Sou Wmi
ing any use after importation) before the 1st
"(2) DURATION OF CERTIRCATE.—Any stateretail sale of such article, then such person TAXABLE ARnCL.—Parts and accessortes ment provided under paragraph (1) thafl
shafl be liable for tax under this subchapter sold on, in connection with, or with the sale remain in effect until—
in the same manner as if such article were of any article taxable under this subchapter
"(A) the provider of communications servshall be treated as part of the article.
sold at retail by him.
ices has actual knowledge that the nforma"(2) EXEMPTION FOR FURTHER MANUI'AC"(f) PArL4L PAYMENTS, ETV.—In the case of tion provided in such statement is false, or
ruiw.—Paragraph (1) shall not apply to use a con rac4 sale, or arrcngement described
"(B) such provider is notified bij the Secreof an article as material in the manufacture in paragraph (2), (3), or (4) of section tary that the provider of the statement is no
or production of, or as a component part of, 4216(c), rules similar to the rules of section longer entitled to an exemption described in
another article taxable under this subchap- 4217(e)(2), and of section 4216(d), shall paragraph (1).
ter to be manufactured or produced by him. apply for purposes of this subchapter."
If any in.fornuuion provided in such state(b) EXEMPTION FOR EXPORTS.—
"(3) COMPUTATION OF TAx.—In the case of
ment is no longer accurate, the person pro(1) The material preceding paragraph (1) viding such statement shall inform the proany person made liable for tax by paragraph
(1), the tax shall be computed on the price at of aection 4221(a) is amended by srtMng vider of communications services within 30
which similar articles are sold at retaü in "section 4051" and inserting "subchapter A days of any change of informat ion.
the ordinary course of trade as determined or C of chapter 31".
(d) EFnCT1VE DATES.—

(2) Subsection (a) of section 4221 s
by the Secretary.
SUBSECTION (a).—The amendment made
"(c) Ls CONSIDEPJw AS £uis.—For pur- amended by adding at the end thereof the by(1)
(a) shall take effect on Januposes of thi,, subchapter—
following new Sen tence. "In the case of taxes ary subseètion
1, 1991.
"(1) iN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise pro- imposed by aubchapter A of chapter 31,

vided in this subsection, the lease of an aricle (including any renewal or any extension
of a lease or any subsequent lease of such article) by any person ahafl be considered a
sale of such article at retaiL
"(2)

SPECIAL RULES FOR CERTAIN LFASES OF

PASSENGER VEHICLES, BOATS, AND AIR CIMrr—

paragraphs (1),
apply."

(3),

SUBSECTION (b).—The amendment made
(4), and (5) shall not bji(2)subsection
(b) shall apply to the payment

of taxe8 considered collected for semi-month-

(c) EXEMPTION FOR SALES TO 17Th UNITED

ly periods beginning after December 31,

STATES.—Section 4293 is amended by insert-

1990.

ing "subchapter A of chapter 31,' Wore

(3) SuScno,' (c).—

"section 4041'

(A) IN GENERAL—The ameniiment made by

(d) TECHNIC4L AMENDMV'TS.—

(1) Subsection Ic) of section 4221 is subsection (c) shall apply to any claim, for
IN A QUAIJFIED LtASE.—The sale of a passenger amended by sftiking "section 4053(a)(6)" exemption made after the dare of the enactvehicle, boa4 or aircraft to a person engaged and inserting "sec 'ion 4001(c), 4002(b), me,U of this Act.
(B) DURATION OF EXISTING CERTIFICATF.S.—
in a leasing or rental trade or businesi of 4003(c), 4004 (a), or4053(a)(6)'
(2) Paragraph (1) of aection 4221(d) is Any annual certificate of exemption effecthe article involved for leasing by such
person in a qualified lease shall not be treat- amended by stnking "the tax imposed by tive on the date of the enactment of thi., Act
section 4051" and inserting "taxes imposed shall remain effective until the end of the
ed as the 1st retail sale of such article.
annual period.
"(B) QUA LIFtED LiASE.—For purposes of by subchapter A or C of chapter 31 "
(3) Subsection (d) of section 4222 is
subparagraph (A), the term 'qualified lease'
PART Il—INSURANCE PROVISIONS
means—
amended by striking "sections 4053(a)(6)"
Subpart
A—Provisions Related to Policy
and
inserting
"8ecttons
4001(c), 4002(b),
"(i) any lease in the caae of a boat or an
Acquzsition Costs
4003(c), 4004(a), 4053(a)(6)'
aircra.f4 and
(e) CLEPJCAL AMENDMENT.—The table of sub- SEC 7411. CAPITA LIL4 flON OF POLICY ACQUISIflON
"(ii) any long-term Lease (as defined in
EXPENSE&
section 4052) in the case of any pas.senger chapters for chapter 31 is amended to read
"(A) TAX NOT IMPOSED ON SALE bR LEASING

•

vehicle.
"(C) SPECIAL RULES.—In the case of a quali-

ü8 follows:

fied lease of an article which is freated as "Subchapter A. Certain luxury
the 1s retail sale of such article—
"(I)

DETERMINATION OF ppj CL—The Lax
under this chapter shall be computed on the

"Subchapter B. Special fueZ&

"Subchapter C. Heavy trucks and trailers."

(a) GENERAL RuLE.—Part III of subchapter

Lof chapter 1 (relating to provisions of gen-

eral application) is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new section.

"SEC. 8& CAPITALIZATION OF CERTAIN POLICY ACQUISiTION EXPENS&&

lowest price for which the article is sold by
(fi EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
"(a) GENtPJL Roz.&—In the case of an in.
retaUers in the ordinary course of trade.
made by this section shall take effect after urance company—
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"(1) specified policy acquisition expenses

"(2) M,Oenvm' essaMmuD ON ACCRUAL

October 18, 1990

"12) NEGATIVE CAPrrALIT4T7ON AMOUNT—For

case of an insurance company purposes of paragraph (1), the term 'negasubject to tax wilder part II of this subchap- tive capitalization amount' means, with retet all conputations entering Into detenni- spect to any category of specified insurance
nations of net premiums for any taxable contracts, the percentage (applicable under
pear shall be made in the manner required subsection lc)(1) to such category) of the
under section 111(a) for life Insurance com- amount (if any) by which—
"(A) the amount determined under sub"Ib) 5-YasR AMOR S7ZA FlOW POR Fresr panies.
"(3) TREAIPSZNT OP TAlN POUCYWOWER paragraph (B) of subsection (d)(I) with re$5,000,000 OF SPECIFIED Poucy ACQUISiTION

for any taxable year shall be capitalized,

BASIS.—! fl the

Ernrxs.-

DIVWaWDS AND El UR4R axouwrs.—Net premi-

applies.

to paragraph (5) of this subsection).

and
"12) audi expenses shall be allowed as a deduction ratably over the 120-month period
beginning with the first mon/li in the second
half of such taxable year.

spect to such category, exceeds

"(B) the amount determined under subums shall be determined without regard to
tion (a) shall be applied with respect to so sectIon 108(e) and without regard to other paragraph (A) of subsection (d)(I) with remuch of the specified policy acquisition ex- similar amounts treated as paid to, and re- spect to such category"(g) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN CEDING Costpenses of an insurance company for any turned by, the policyholder.
"(4) SPECIAL RULE FOR CERTAIN RRIFesUR- MissioNs—Nothing in any provision of law
taxable year as does not exceed $5,000,000 by
artrcs.—P,emiums and other consideration (other than this section) shall require the
substituting '60-month'for '120-month
"(2) PNASE-OUT.—Zf the specified policy cc- incurred for reinsurance shall be taken into capitalization of any ceding commission inqulsit ion expenses of an Insurance company account under paragraph (1)(B) only to the curred on or after September 30, 1990, under
exceed $10.000,000 for any taxable yea, the extent such premiums and other consider- any reinsurance contract.
$5,000,000 amount under paragraph (1) ation are Includibte in the gross income of "(is) SECFzThPJAL AUTHORITY To ADJUST
shall be reduced (but not below zero) by the an insurance company taxable under this CAPITALIZATION AM0W.'rs.—
subchapter or are subject to tax under this
"(1) IN GENERAL.—ExCePt as provided in
amount of such excess.
"(3) SPECIAL RULE FOR MEMEERS OF CON- chapter by reason of subpart F of part III of paragraph (2), the Secretary may provide
that a type of insurance contract will be
2vIOU2D onOup.—hz the case of any con- subchapter N.
"(e) CL,4sSInc.STI0N OF Co,erP.A cr.—For treated as a separate category for purposes
trolled group—
purposes
of
this
section—
of this section (and prescribe a percentage
"(A) all insurance companies which are
"(1) SPECIFIED IAUL4NCt CONTRAc1—
applicable to such category) if the Secretary
members of such group shall be treated as I
"(A)
IN
0ENERAL.—Except
as
otherwise
prodetermines that the deferral of acquisition
person for purposes of this subsection, and
vided
In
this
paragraph,
the
term
'specified
"(B! the amount to sohich paragraph (I)
expenses for such type of contract which
insurance
contract'
means
any
life
Insurwould otherwise result under this section is
applies shall be allocated among such comance,
annuity,
or
noncanceUabie
accident
substantially greater than the deferral of ccpanies in such manner as the Secretary may
and
health
insurance
contract
(or
any
comquisition expenses which would have resultprescribe.
thereof).
ed If actual acquisition expenses (including
For purposes of the preceding sentence, the bination
"(B) EXCEPTIONS.—The term 'specified in- indirect expenses) and the actual useful life
term 'con trotted group' means any con- surance contract' shall not include—
for such type of contract had been used.
trolled group of corporations as defined In
"ti) any pension plan contract (as defined
"(2) ADJUSTMENT VU OTHER CON'f P.A crs—If
section 1563(a); except that subsections in section 818(a)),
Secretary exercises his authori.ty with re(a114) and (b)(2)(D) of section 1563 shall not
"(ii) any flight insurance or similar con- the
spect to any type of contract under paraapply, and subsection (b!(2)(C) of section tract, and
1563 shall not apply to the extent U excludes
"liii) any qualified foreign contract (as graph (1), the Secretary shall adjust the pera foreign corporation to which section 842 defined in section 807(e)(4) without regard centage Which would otherwise have applied
under subsection (c)(I) to the category
"(1) IN or.srznsz..—Paragraph (2) of subsec-

Which includes such type of contract so that
"(2) GROUP LIFE INSURANce CONTnscr—The the exercise of such authority does not result
term
'group
life
insurance
con-tract'
means
in a decrease in the amount of revenue re7YiACTs.—Thls subsection shall not apply to any Life insurance contract—
under this chapter by reason of this
any specified policy acquisition expenses for
"(A) which covers a group of individuals ceived
any taxable year which are attributable to defined by reference to employment relation- section for any fiscal year.
"(i) TRL47MERT OF QUALIFIED FOREIGN CONpremiums or other consideration under any ship, membership in an organization, or
TRACTS UNDER ADJUSTED CUp.w,rr EARNINGS
reinturance contract.
similar factor,
PREFERENCE.—For purposes of determining
f4) ExcePTioN FOR ACQUIS177ON EXPENSES

ATTRIBUTABL,5 VU CERTAIN REINSUR.4NCE CON-

"Ic) SPECiFIED PozJc ACQULW7ON £x
"(B) the premiums for which are deterPzNsLt—For purposes of this section—
mined on a group basis, and
'specified
"(1) IN GRWERAL.—The term
"(C) the proceeds of which are payable to

policy acquisition expenses' means, with re-

adjusted current earnings under section

56(g), acquisition expenses with respect to
contracts described in clause (Iii) of subsection (e)(1)(B) shall be capitalized and amortized in accordance with the treatment generally required under generally accepted cccounting principles as if this subsection apto such contracts for all taxable years.
CONIkA crs.—The rules of section 816(e) shaU plied
"(j) TRANSITIONAL RuLE—In the case of any
apply for purposes of this section.
"(4) TREATMENT OF REmSURANCE CON- taxable year which Includes September 30,
rnsc—A contract which reinsures another 1990, the amount taken into account as the
contract shall be treated in the same manner net premiums (or negative capitalization
amount) with respect to any category of
as the reinsiired con tract.
"(f) Si'zCIii. RULE WHERE Nza477vE Nrr specified Insurance contracts shall be the
amount which bears the same ratio to the
PREMIUMS. —

(or/or the benefit of) persons other than the
spect to any taxable year, so much of the employer of the Insured, an organization to
general deductions for such taxable pear as which the insured belongs, or other similar
does not exceed the sum of—
person.
"(A) L85 percent of the net premiums for
"(3) TREATMENT OF GUARANTEED RENEWABLE

such taxable year on specified Insurance

contracts which are annuity contracts,
"(B) 2.2 percent of the net premiums for

such taxable year on specified insurance
oontract,8 which are group life insurance
contracts or noncancettable accident and
health insurance cant racts, and
"(C) 8.3 percent of the net premiums for
such taxable year on specified insurance

"(1) IN GENERAL—If for any taxable year amount Which (but for this subsection)
contracts riot described in subparagraph (A) there is a negative capitalization amount would be so taken into account as the
or (B).
with respect to any category of specified In- number of days in such taxable year on or
"(2) GENERAL DEDUCTI0NS.—The term 'gen- surance contracts set forth In subsection after September 30, 1990, bears to the total
number of days in such taxable year."
eral deductions' means the deductions pro- (c)(1)—
(b) REPEAL OF SPECIAL TREATMEI'1T OF AcQUIvided in part VI of subchapter B (sec. 161
"(A) the amount otherwise required to be
and following, relating to itemized deduc- capitalized under this section for such tax- 5I'!70N EXPENSES UNDER MINIMUM TAx—Paralions) and in part I of subchapter D (Sec. able year with respect to any other category graph (4) of section 56(g) is amended by
401 and following, relating to pension, of specified Insurance contracts shall be re- striking subparagraph (F) and redesign atprofit sharing, stock bonus plans, ela).
duced (but not below zero) by such negative Ing ,ubparagraP?L5 IG) and (H) as subpara
graphs (F) and (Gi, respectively.
"Id) NET Pp.xwuw.& —For purposes of this capitalization amoun4 and
(c) CLZPJCAL AMTNDMENT.—The table of secsection—
"(B) such negative capitalization amount
"(1) IN oENw.L—The term 'net premiums' (to the extent not taken Into account under tions for part III of subchapter L of chapter
I is amended by adding at the end thereof
means, with respect to any category of speci- subparagraph (A))—
fied Insurance contracts set forth in subsec"(I) shall reduce (but not below zero) the the following new item.
tion (c)(1), the excess (If any) of—
unamortized balance (as of the beginning of
"IA) the gross amount of premiums and such taxable year) of the amounts previousof certain policy
other consideration on such contracts, over ly capitalized under subsection (a) (begin- "Sec. 848. Capitalization
acquisition expenses."
"(B) return premiums on such contracts ning with the amount capitalized for the
Id) Erncnvz DATE—
and premiums and other consideration in- most recent taxable year), and
(1) IN oziveRAL.—The amendments mad.e by
curred for reinzu,unce of such contracts.
"(Ii! to the extent taken into account as
(a) and (c) shall apply to taxThe rules of section 813(b) shall apply for such a reduction, shall be allowed as a de- subsections
able years ending on or after September 30.
duction for such taxable year.
purposes of the preceding sentence.
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Any capUahaation required by reason
of such amend ment. thaZ not be treated as
a change in method of accounting for purposes of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.
1990.

(2) Su&wc-rzoN (b).—

IA) IN OENRAL.—The amendment made by

subsection (b) shall apply to taxable years
beginning on or after September 30, 1990.
except tha4 in the case of a small insurance
company, such amendment shall apply ,lo
taxable years beginning after December 31,

1989. For purposes of this paragraph, the

term "small insurance company" means any
fnsiirance company which meets the require-

ments of section 806(afl3) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986; except that paragraph (2) of section 806(c) of such Code shall
not apply.

(B) SPECIAL RULES FOR YEAR WHICH INCL tIDES

SLPTEMBER 30, zpgo.—In the case of any taxable year which includes September 30, 1990,

the amount of acqu1.ition expenses which Ia

SEC.

7413. TREATMENT OP LiFE INSURANCE RE.
SERFES OF INSURANCE COMPANIES
WHICH ARE NOT LIFE INSURANCE CON.
PAN1E&

(a) GENERAL RUI.—Paragraph (4) of sec-

tion 832(b) (defining premiums earned) 23
amended by striking "sectzon 807, pertain.
ing" and all that follows down through the
period at the end of the first sentence which
follows subparagraph (C) and inserting
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(ii) the portion of such net adjustments
which is required to be taken into account
by the taxpayer (after the application of

clause (i)) shall be taken into account over a
period not to exceed 4 taxable years begin.
ning with the taxpayer's 1st taxable year beginning after December 31, 1989.
(3) TRE.4TMEN7 OF COMPANIES WHICH TOOK
INTO ACCOUNT SALVAGE RECOVLRABLE.—In

the

case of any inzurance company which took
(b) TECYNICAL AMENDMEN7.—Subparagraph into account salvage recoverable in determining losses incurred for Us last taxable
(A) of section 832(b)(7) s amended—
year beginning before January 1, 1990, 23
(1) by strMng "amounts included in un- percent
of the discounted amount of estiearned premium3 under the 2nd sentence of mated salvage
recoverable as of the close of
such 8ubparagraph" and inserting "insur- such last taxable
year shaU be allowed as a
ance contracts described in section
deduction ratably over its 1st 4 taxable
816(b)(1)(B)' and
"section 807.

beginning after December 31, 1989.
(2) by striking "such amounts into ac- yearsSPECIAL
RULE FOR OVERESTIMATES.—If
count" and inserting "such contracts into for(4)any
taxable year beginning after Dec emaccount"
ber 31, 1989—
(c)

EFFECTIVE

DArz.—The amendments

(A) the amount of the section 481 adjustrequired to be capitahaed under section made by this section shall apply to taxable ment
which would have been required with56(g)(4)(F) of the Internal Revenue Code of years beginning on or after September 30, out regard
to paragraph (2) and any dis1986 (a. in effect before the amendment 1990.
counting, exceeds
made by subsection (b)) by a company
Subpart B—Treatment of Salvage
(B) the sum of the amount of salvage rewhich s not a smau insurance company
Recoverable
covered taken into account under section
shall be the amount which bears the same
SEC.

TREATMENT OP SALVAGE RECO VERA BLE

rutlo to the amount which (but for thia sub(a) GENERAL Ruzz.—Subparagraph (A) of
paragraph) wouLd be so required to be cap- section 832(b)(5)
losses incurred)
itallzed as the number of days in such tax- Ia amended to read (defining
as foUows.
able year before September 30, 1990, bear3 to
'?A) IN GENERAL—The term Zosses inthe total number of days in such taxable
means lo8ses incurred during the
pear. A similar reduction shall be made in curred'
taxable year on insurance contracts computthe amount amorttaed for such taxable year ed as follows:
under such 8ection 56(g)(4)(F).
"(i) To losses paid during the taxable year,
SEC.
71L TREATMENT OP CERTAIN NONIJFE RESERVES OP LIFE INSURANCE COMPAN1E&

(a) GENERAL

RULE.—Subsectl,on (e) of eectlon 807 (relating to special rules for com-

puting reserves) Ia amen&d by adding at

the end thereof the following new paragraph.

832(b)(5)(A)(i) for the taxable year and any
preceding taxable year beginning after December 31, 1989, attributable to losses incurred with re8pect to any accident year bepinning before 1990 and the undtscounted
amount of estimated salvage recoverable as
of the close of the taxable year on account of

Such losses,

23 percent of such excess (adjusted by the
deduct salvage and reinsurance recovered di3count rate used in determining the
during the taxable year.
amount of 8alvage recoverable as of the close
"(ii) To the result so .obeained, add aZ of the last taxable year of the taxpayer beunpaid losses on life insurance contracts ginning before January 1, 1990) shaLl be inplus all discounted unpaid losses (as defined cluded in gross income for such taxable
n section 846) outstanding at the end of the year.

taxable year and deduct all unpaid losses on
life insurance contracts plus all d.scounted
"(A) IN GNER.4L—The amount taken into unpaid losses outstanding at the end of the
account for purposes of subsection (a) and preceding taxable year.
"(iii) To the results so obtained, add esti(b) as—
'?i) the opening balance of the items re- mated salvage and reinsurance recoverable
as of the end of the preceding taxable year
ferred to in subparagraph (C), and
and deduct estim4ted salvage and relnsur'?ii) the closing balance of such items,
8hall be 80 percent of the amount which ance recoverable as of the end of the taxabZe
(without regard to thia subparagraph) year.
would have been eaken into account a3 8uch The Secretary shozll by regulations provide
Opening or closing balance as the case may that the amounts referred to in clause (iii)
be.
shall be determined on a discounted ba3f.s in
"(B) TRAJJSITIONAL RULE.—
accordance with procedures established in
"(1) IN GENERAL.—In the case of any tax- such regulations."
able year beginning on or after September
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMEm.—Subsection
30, 1990, and on or before SeDtember 30, (g) of section 846 s amended by adding
1996, there shall be included in the gross 'and" at the end of paragraph (1), by strik'?7) SPECIAL RULES FOR TMnEN OF CER-

TA/N NONIJFE RESERVES.—

•

(5) EFFECT ON EARNINGS AND PROFrrs.—The

earnings and profits of any insurance company for it8 1st taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1989, shall be increased by the
amount of the section 481 adjustment which
would have been required but for paragraph

(2). For purposes of applying section3 56,

902, 952(c)(1), and 960 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, earnings and profits of a
corporation shall be determined by applying
the principles of paragraph (2)(B).
Subpart C—Waiver of Estimated Tax
Penalties
SEC. 7415. WAIVER OFESTIMA TED TAX PENALTIES.

No

addition to tax shalZ be made under

section 6655 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 for any period before March 16, 1991,

income of any life insurance company an ing paragraph (2), and by redesignating with respect to any underpayment to the
extent such underpayment was created or
amount equal to 3Y, percent of such compa- paraøraph (3) as paragraph (2).

increased by any provision of thi3 part,
ny's closing balance of the items referred to
(c) Emcnvz DATE.—
in subparagraph (C) for its most recent tax(1) IN GENERAL—The amendments made by
PART Ill—COMPLIANCE PROVISIONS
able year beginning before September 30, thia section shaU apply to taxable years be- SEC. 7421. SUSPENSION OF STA TUTE OF LIMITATIONS
1990.

"(ii) TERMINATION AS Ufl INSURANCE COMPA-

NY.—Ezcept
as
provided
381(c)(22), 1f for any taxable

ginnimg after December 31, 1989.

DURING PROCEEDINGS TO ENFORCE

(2) AMENDMENTS TREATED As CHANGE IN

in section MZTNOD OF ACCOUhTZNG.—
year beginning
(A) IN GENER.4L.—In the case of any taxpayon or before September 30, 1996, the taxpay- er who s required by reason of the amender cease8 to be a life insurance company, the ments made by this section to change Ms
aggregate inclusions which wouzd have been method of computing losses incurred—
made under cLause (i) for such taxable year
(i) such change shall be treated as a
and tubsequent taxable years but for such change in a method of accounting,
cessation shall be taken into account for the
(ii) such change shall be treated as initiattaxable year preceding such cessation year.
ed by the taxpayer, and
?C) DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS.—FOr purposes
(iii) such change shall be treated as

of this paragraph, the items referred to in having been made with the consent of the
this subparagraph are the items described in Secretary.
subsection (c) which consl.at of unearned
(B) Ar,JUSTML'rrs.—In applying section 481
premiums and premium3 received in ad- of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 with
vance under in3urance contracts not de- respect to the change referred to in subpara-

CERTAIN SUNMONSE&

(a) GENERAL RULZ.—Sectlon 6503 (relating

to suspension of running of period of limUa-

tion) s amended by redetignating subsection (k) as subsection (1) and by inserting

after subsection (j) the following new subsec-

tion

"(k) EXTENSJON IN CASE OF C1RWN SUMMONSES.—

"(1) IN GENERAL—U any designated sum-

mons s issued by the Secretary with respect

to any return of tax, the running of any
period of limitations provided in section
6501 on the aasessment of such tax shall be

suspended—

"(A) during any judicial enforcement
acrthed in section 816(b)(1)(B)."
graph (A)—
period—
(b) Emc-rzvz DArI.—The amendment
(i) only 77 percent of the net amount of
"(i) with respect to such summons, or
made by subsection (a) shall apply to tax- adjustments (otherwise required by such sec"(ii) with respect to any other summons
able years beginning on or after September tion 481 to be taken into account by the tax- which s issued during the 30-day period
30, 1990.
payer) shall be taken into account, and
which begins on the date on which such des-
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"(V Nit ZEC77OJV 452 TRANSPuR PRICE ADJUSTIgnated summons Is tuned and which re(a) GexERAL Rus.z.—Subpart A of part III
tales to the same return as iuch designated MZNT.—For purposes ci Vita subsection, the
SulflJflOt%4 and
term 'net section 482 transfer price adjust- of subchapter A of chapter 61 (relating to in'(B) U the court in any proceeding ,e- ment' means, With respect to any taxable formation concerning persons subject to speftrred to in paragraph 13) requires any com- year, the net increase in taxable income for cial provisions) is amended by inserting
SEC 742$. OThER REPORTING REQuIREMENTS

pliance wish a summons referred to in subparagraph (A', during the 120-day period be.
ginning with the 1st day after the close of
the suspension under subparagraph (A).
U subparagraph (B) does not apply, such

the taxable year (determined without regard after section 1038B the following new secto any amount carried to such taxable year

from another taxable year) resulting from 'SEC ISSAC INFORMATION WTII RESPECT 7Y) FOR9t CORPO&4STONS ENGAGED IN UE
adjustments under section 482 in the transDI!SIN
fer price for any property or services. For
"(a) RxQvlEEMENT—!f a foreign corporaperiod shall In no event expire before the purposes of the preceding sentence, rules
69th day alter the close of the suspension similar to the rules of the last sentence of tion (hereinafter in. this section referred to
section 55(b)(2) shall apply."
under subparagraph (A'.
ib) C0NF0RMINO AMENDMENTS.—
"(2) Dwo,jsizn ssmmfoNs.—For purposes
Qf this subsection—

"(A) IN OENERAL—The term destgnated

(1) Paragraph 13) of section 5662(b) is

amended to read as follows:

as the 'reporting corporation') is engaged in
a trade or business within the United States
at any time during a taxable year—

"(1) such corporation shall furnish (at

"(3) Any substantial valuation misstate- such time and In such manner as the Secresummons' means any summons issued jbr
tary shall by regulations prescribe) the inpurposes f determining the amount ci' any ment under chapterL"
tax Imposed by this title if—

.12) Subparagraph (A) of section 6662(h)(2) formation described In subsection (b), and

"(I) such summons is issued at least 60 is amended to read as follows:
"(2) such corporation shall maintain (at
"IA) any substantial valuation missiate- the location, In the manner, and to the
days before the day on which the period prescribed In section 6501 for the assessment of ment under chapter 1 as determined under extent prescribed In regulations) such
such tax expires (determined with regard to subsection (e) by substituting—
"(i) '400 percent' for '200 percent' each
extensions), and
"(ii) such summons clearly states that It is place it appears,
"(ii) '25 percent'jbr '50 percent and
a designated summons for purposes of this
"(iii) '$20,000,000' for '$10,000,000 '
subsection.
(ci .Eavecnvt Dare.—The amendments
"(B) LiMyrrnow.—A summons which relates to any return shall not be treated as a made by this section shall apply to taxable
designated summons if a pnor summons pears ending after the date of the enactment
which relates to such return Was treated as a of this AcL

designated summons for purposes of this

subsection.

SEC 7451 TRWMENT OF PERSONS PROVIDING
LEE

"(3) Jurncuz RMEWT PwoD.—For

ta) Ge,xnsi. Ruz,&—.Subsectlon In) ci secpurposes ci this subsection, the term udI- tion 6103 (relating to certain other persons)
cial enfo,cement period' means, with respect is amended—
(1) by striking "and the programming"
to any summons, the period—

IA) Which begins on the day on which a
court pmceedi*g with respect to such summons Is brought, and
"(B) which ends on the day on which there
is a final resolution as to the summoned person'J response to such summons."
Ib) Rsvxcnvx Dssz.—The amendment
made by subsection (a) shall apply to any
tax (whether Imposed before, on, or after the

date of the enactment Qi this Act) tithe

the liability of such corporation for tax

under this title as the Secretary shall by tieg.

tdations prescribe (or shall cause another
person to so maintain such records).

"(b) REQ UIRED INponkIrnoN.—For purposes

of subsection (a), the Information described
in this subsection is—
"(1/the Information described In section
6038A(b), and

"(2) such other information as the Secretary may prescribe by regulations relating to

any item not directly connected with a
transaction for which Information is requit-ed under paragraph (1),

and inserting "the programming': and
"(c) PENALTY FOR FAJLURE To FURNISH IN.
(2) by inserting after "of equipment," the J'ORJJA liON OR MAINTAIN Recozws.—The profollowing 'land the providing a! other serv- visions of subsection (d) of section 6038A
shall apply to—
(b) isw'xci7vx Dar&—The amendments
"(1) any failure to furnish (within the
made by subsection (a) shall take effect on time prescribed by regulations) any Inforthe date of the enactment of this AcL
mation described in subsection (b). and
SEC lAst APPIJCA lION OF AMENDMENTS MADE BY
"(2) any failure to maintain (or cause anSECTION 7451 OF REVENUE RECONCILI-

A liON ACT OF I8i TO TAI.4BLE YEARS
BEGINNING ON OR BEFORE JULY O.

period prescribed by section 6501 of the In051
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 for the assess(a) GENEP..4I. Reizz —The amendments
usent /'such tax (determine4 with regard to
extensions) has not expired on such date ci made by section 7403 of the Revenue Reconsiltation Act of 1989 shall apply to—
the enact nenL
(1) any requirement to furnish informaSEC 7411 ALUIIACY-Z514 riD PENALlY IV 4PPLY
tion- under section 6038.4 (a) of the Internal
IV SECTiON 451 ADJUSTMENTS
(a) Gss.'zn Ruzz—Sub3ection (el of sec- Revenue Code of 1986 (as amended by such
tion 6662 (defining substantial valuation *ection 7403) if the time for furnishing such
overstatement under chapter 1) is amended Information under such section is after the
date of the enactment of this Act,
to read as jWlowc
"(a) SUBRDAmtSL VALUATION MlxsrArxxwr

records as may be appropriate to determine

(2) any requirement under such section

other to maintain) records as required by

subsection (a),
In the same manner as if such failure were a
failure to comply with the provisions of section 6038.4.

"(d) LroolcsMv.'r C

REQUESTS FOR CER-

ThIN RicoRD-

"(1) AoP.EEMEWT Ii) 17t.SAT CORPORATION AS

soxwr—The rules of paragraph (3) shall

apply to any transaction between the report-

ing corporation and any related party who
is a foreign person unless such related party
agrees (in such manner and at such Lime as
Vie Secretary shall prescribe) to authorize
the reporting corporation to act as such retoted party's limited agent solely for purposes of applying sections 7602. 7603, and

1038.4(a) to maintain records which were in
'(l) IN ogNgkSL.—For purposes of this sec- existence on or after March 20, 1990,
(3) any requirement to authorize a u,1potlo,s, (here Isasubstantial valuation misstaration to act as a limited agent under sec•
tement un.der chapter 1 if—
"(A) the value f any property (or the ad- tion 6038Ai'e)(l) of such Code (as so amend- 7604 with respect to any request by the Secjusted basis of any property) claimed on any ed) if the time for authorizing such action is retary to examine records or produce testireturn of tax Imposed by chapter 1 is 200 after the date of the enactment of this Act, mony related to any such transaction or
with respect to any summons by the Secrepercent or more of the amount determined and
(4 any summons tuned after such date of tary for such records or testimony. The apSo be the cotrect amount ci such valuation
enactment,
pearance of persons or production of records
or adjusted basis (as the case may be), or
"(BEl) the price for any property or serv- without regard to when the taxable pear (to by reason. of the reporting corporation being
ices claimed on any such return in connec- which the Information, records, authoriza- such an agent shall not subject such persons
tion with any transaction between persons Non, or summons relates) began. Such or records to Legal process for any purpose
described In section 482 is 200 percent or amendments shall also apply In any case to other than detet,nining the correct treatmove (or 50 percent or less) of the amount which they would apply without regard to ment under this title of any transaction be
tween the reporting corporation and such
determined under section 482 to be the cor- this section.
1W COIS7TTSUATION OF Ow Fsnunzs.—In the related party.
rect amount of such price, or
"(2) Ruz.,es WRt INPORMA77ON NOT FtJR"(is) the net section 482 transfer price ad- case of any failure wIth respect to a taxable
justment for the taxable pear exceeds pear beginning on or bejbre July 10, 1989. wrsnro.—Lf—
UNDER CHAPTER 1.—

"(A) for purposes of deter,nining the
which first occurs on or before the date of
the enactment of this Act but which contin- amount of the reporting corporation's liabilposed by reason ci subsection (bE3) unless ues after such date of enactment, section ity for tax under this title, the Secretary
the portion of the underpayment for the tax- 6038..4(d)(2i of the Internal Revenue Code of issues a summons to such corporation to
able year attributable to substantial valu- 1986 (as amended by subsection (C) of such produce (either direcUy or as an agent for a
ation misstatements under chapter 1 exceeds sectiOn 7403) shall apply for purposes of de- related party who is a foreign person) any
$5,000 (*10.000 In the case cia corporation termining the amount of the penalty im- records or testimony,
"(B) such summons Is not quashed in a
other than an S corporation or a personal posed for 30-day periods referred to in such
holding company (as defined in section section 6038A(d)(2) which begin after the proceeding begun under paragraph (4) of
section 6038Ai'e) (as made applicable by
542)).
date of the enactment of thisAcL
$10,000,000_
"(2) LIMITATION—Wo penalty shall be I m-
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of 1936. Such study sisail include exansin-
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"(iii) TREA?W!VT OP AMOUNT TRANSFERRED.—

tlon of—
(1) the effectiveness of the amendments

In the case of the transfer of any amount

with such summons and the Secretary has ments with respect to Issues under such sec
sent by certified or registered mail a notice tion 482,
to such reporting corporation that such re(3) possible legislative or administrative
porting corporation has not so snbstantialiy changes to assist the Internal Revenue Service In increasing compliance with such secthe Secretary may apply the rules of para- tion 482, and
graph (3) with respect to any transaction or
(4) coordination of the administration of
item to which such summons relates (wheUz- such section 482 wIth similar provisions of
er or not the Secretary begins a proceeding foreign tax laws and with do,nesti.c nontax
to enforce such summons). If the reporting laws.
corporation fails to maintain (or cause an(b) Rxponr.—Not later than March 1, 1992,
other to maintain) records as required by the Secretary of the T,easu, or his delegate
subsection (a). and by reason of that failure, shall submit to the Committee on Ways and
the summons is quashed in a proceeding de- Means of the House of Representative., and
scribed In subparagraph (B) or the reporting the Committee on Finance of the Senate a
corporation Is not able to provide the report on the study conducted under subsecrecords requested in the summons, the Secre- tion (a), together with such recommendatary may apply the rules of paragraph (3) tions as he may deem advisabla
with respect to any transaction or item to
PART tV—EMPLOYER REVERSIONS

respect to such transfer, and
"(III) such transfer shall not be treated as

begun under section T$4(b to enforce such

under clause (ii—
summon and
made by this part in increasing levels of
"(II such amount shall not be includible In
'(C) the reporting corporation does not compliance with such section 482,
the gross income of the e,nplopev
substantially comply in a timely manner (2) use of advanced determination agree"(II) no deduction shall be allowable with

which the records ndate
13) A,Pucsazs ROLES—If the rules of this
paragraph apply to any transaction or Item,

the treatment of such transaction (or the
amount and treatment of any such item)
shalt be determined by the Secretary in the
Secretary's sole discretion from the Secre-

tary's own knowledge or from such in.fonna-

tion as the Secretary may obtain through
testimony or otherwise.

"4

JUDICJ.4L

PROCeEDINGS—The provi.

sions of section 6038A(e)(4 shall apply with
respect to any slmunor&s Issued under para.

Subpart A—Treatment of Reversions of
Qualified Plan Assets to Employers
SEC. 7431. INCREASE INREVEP.SION TAX.

an employer reversion for purposes of this

section.

"(C) Az.z.ocasrow REQ umEMvrrx.—

"(1) liv UENERAL,—!n the case of any de-

fined contribution plan, the portion of the
amount transferred to the replacement plan

under subparagraph (BHm) Is—

"(I) allocated under the plan to the accounts of participants in the plan year In

which the transfer occurs, or

"(II) credited, to a suspense account and
allocated from such account to accounts of

participants no less rapidly than ratably

over the 7-plan-year period beginning with
the year of the transfer.

"(is) Coop.ornsnow Wifli SECTiON 413 LZMJTA-

rzow.—If by reason of any limitation under
section 415, any amount credited to a suspense account under clause (tEll) may not
be allocated to a participant before the close
of the 7-year period under such clause—

Section 4980(a) (relating to tax on rever"(I) such amount shall be allocated to the
stan of qualified plan assets to employer) is accounts of other participants, and
amended by striking "15 percent" and in"(II) if any portion of such amount may
serting "20 percent'
not be allocated to other participants by
SEC 7432. ADDiTIONAL TAX IF NO REPLACEMERI reason of any such limitation, shalt be alloPl4A
cated to the participant as provided In sec(a) IN Gowgiu,,—Sectwn 4980 is amended tion 415.
by adding at the end thereof the following
"(iii) TREAmqv,'r or iNcoMZ.—Any income
new subsection.
on any amount credite4 to a suspense ac-

graph (2)(A: axcept that subparagraph (I))
"(d) Iwcnrisx irs' Tsx pun FAILURE TV ESTAB0/such section shall be applied by substitut- LesH REPL4cim'7 PLLW OR INcREaSE .BsNEing trunsactioii or item 'for 'transaction'
m5."(e) DErrnmoNs.—For purposes of this sec"(1) 1w oajqp,jz,,—Subjection (a) shall be
lion, the terms retaLed party, Yoreign applied by substituting '40 percent' for '20
person and Wsx,rdj' have the respective percent' with respect to any employer revermeanings given to such term,r by section sion from a qualified plan unless—

count under cLause (1.1(11) shall be allocated

to accounts of participants no less rapidly

than ratably over the remainder of the

period delennined under such clause (after
application of clause (ii)).
"(iv) UNlu.OCaraD AMOUNTS AT TSR NINA-

nor,—lf any amount credited to a suspense
"(A) the employer establishes or maintain,s account under clause (iEII) is not allocated
a qualified replacement plan, or
as of the termination date of the plan—
(1) Paragraph (1) of section 6038A(aI is
"(B) the plan provides benefit Increases
"(I) such amount shall be allocated to the
amended by striking "or is a foreign corpo- meeting the requirements of paragraph (3).
accounts of participants as of such date,
ration engaged in trade or business within
12) Quajjnxo RepLAcezter ?LAi —For except that any amount which may not be
the United States'
purposes of this subsection, the term 'quali- allocated by reason of any limitation under
(2) The table of sections for subpart A of fied replacement plan' means a qualified section 415 shalt be alt ocated to the accounts
part III of subchapter A of chapter 61 is plan established or maintained by the em- qt other participants, and
amended by inserting after the item relating ployer in connection with a qualified plan
III) if any portion of such amount map
to section 6038B the following new ltem.
termination (hereinafter referred to as the not be allocated to other participants under
'replacement plan') with respect to which subclause (f by reason of such limitation,
such portion shall be treated as an employer
'sec. 6038C Information with respect to for- the following requirements are meL'
"(4)
60384(cL"
Ib) Cozo'oeiszuo Axvanw-&—

eign corporations engaged In
TJ.S. bust nes&"

Pia'nc,pAnozr

REQ urp.KMEP.'r.—,Sub-

stantially all of the active participants in

reversion to which this section applies.
"(3) PRo RATA RENXFTT INCREASES.—

(c) Emc'j D,4rx.—The amendments the terminated plan who remain as employ- "(As 1w oxwrp.sz..—The requirements of this
ses of the employer after the termination are paragraph are met if a plan amendment to
made by this section shall apply to—
(1) any requirement to furnish infornLa- active participants in the replacement plan.

tion under section 6O38CIa) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 (as added by this sec-

"(B) ASSET TRANSFER REQ J7REMZNT.—

"(1)20 suac.r cTsej'uo,v.—A direct transfer

tion) If the time for furnishing such infor- from the terminated plan to the replacement
mation under such section is after the date plan is made before any employer reversion,

the ter-,ninated plan Is adopted in connection with the termination of the plan which
provides pro raIn Increases In the nonforfeitable accrued benefits of all participants
(including no*active participants) which—
have an aggregate present value not
less than 15 percent of the maximum

and the trusfer is in an amount equal to
(2) any requirement under such section the excess (if any of—
"(I) 20 percent of the maximum amount amount which the employer could receive as
6038Cm) to maintain records which were in
which the employer could receive as an em- an employer reversion without regard to
existence on or after March 20, 1990,
of the enactment of this Act,

(31 any

ployer reversion without regard to this sub- this subsection, and
"(ii) take effect immediately on the termi"(II) the amount determined under clause nation date.
(ii).
IBI Pno Râi'A ,zccnzass.—For purposes of
"Iii) REDIJC-JION FOR JNCRL4SE ZN arixrrr&— subparagraph U), a pro rata Increase Is an
The arnourj determined under this clause is Increase in the present value of the nonforan amount equal to the present value of the feitable accrued benefit of each participant
aggregate Increases in the nonforfeit able ac- (including nonactive participants) in an
crued benefits under the terminated plan of amount which bears the same ratio to the
any participants (including nonv.ctive par- aggregate amount determined under subticipants) pursuant to a plan amendment paragraph U)(I) as—
which"(i) the present value of such participant's
"(I) is adopted during the (0-day period norifo,leitabie accrued benefit (determined
ending on the date of termination of the without regard to this subsection), bears to
qualified plan, and
"(ii) the aggregate present value of nonfor"(I!) takes effect immediately on the ter- feitabte accrued benefits of the terminated
mination date.
plan (as so determined).

requirement to authorize a corporation to act as a limited agent under sec- section, over
tion 8038C(dJ(1) of such Code (as so added)

if the time for authorizing such action is
after the date of the enactment of this Act,
arsd

(4) any summons lsued after such date of

enactment,
without regard to when the taxable year (to

which the infonnation, records, aitthorizaLion, or summons 'elates) began.
sec uss. snior OPCfloN 452.

(a) Gasiass. Rm.g.—77e Secretary of the

Treasury or his delegate shalt conduct a

study of the application and administration
of section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code
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Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, the replacement plan, or to increase benefits, a,
aggregate increases in the nonforfeUable ac- provided under section 4980(d) of the Intercrued benefits of nonactve participants nal Revenue Code of 1986, a fiduciary shall
shall not exceed 40 percent of the aggregate discharge the fiduciary's duties under this
amount determined under subparagraph title and title IV in accordance with the fol(A)(iI by substituting equal to'for 'not less lowing requirements
"(A) In the case of a fiduciary of the termthan.
"(4) CooxDiNrnoN Wfl71 0171ER PRO VI- nated plai, any requirement—

October 18, 1.9.90

fined benefit plan (other than a multiem-

ployer plan) to a health benefits account
whichf. part of such plan—

"(1) a trust wMch is part of such plan

shall not be treated a, failing to meet the re-

qurements of subsection (a) or (h) of section 401 solely by reason of such transfer (or

any other action authorized under this sec"(i) under section 4980(d)(2)(B) of such tion),
"(2) no amount shall be includible in the
"(A) LlurrArzoNs.—A benefit may not be in- Code with respect to the transfer of assets
creased under paragraph (2)(B)(ii) or (3)(A), from the terminated plan to a qualified re- gross income of the employer maintaining
the plan solely by reason of such transfer,
and an amount may not be allocated to a placement plan, and
'?3) such transfer shall not be treated—
(ii) under section 4980(d)(2)(B)(ii) or
participant under paragraph (2)(C), if such
"(A) as an employer reversion for purposes
fncrase or allocation would result in a fail- 4980(d)(3) of such Code with respect to any
ure to meet any requirement under section increa3e in benefits under the terminated of section 4980, or
"(B) as a prohibited transaction for purplan.
401 (a114) or 415.
"(B) In the case of a fiduciary of a quali- poses of section 4975, and
"(B) TREATMENT AS EMPLOYER CONTPJBU"(4) the limitations of subsection (d) shall
o,is.—Any increase in benefits under para- fied replacement plan, any requireiizent—
"i'i) under section 4980(d)(2)(A) of such apply to such employer.
gruph (21(B1(ii) or (3)(A), or any aflocation
Code
with
respect
to
participation
in
the
"(b) QUALJFIED TRANSPEI?..—For purposes of
of any amount (or income allocable thereto)
to any account under paragraph (2)(C), qualified replacement plan of active partici- this sect ion—
in the terminated plan,
"(1) IN GENERAL.— The term qualified
shall be treated as an annual benefit or pants
'(ii) under section 4980(d)(2)(B) of such transfer' means a transfer—
annual addition for purposes of section 415.
'?A) of excess pensthn assets of a defined
"(C) 10-YR PARIICIPA77ON REQUIREMENT.— Code with respect to the receipt of assets
benefit plan to a health benefits account
Except as provided by the Secretar',, section from the terminated plan, and
"(iii)
under
section
4980(d)(2)(C)
of
such
which is part of such plan in a taxable year
415(b)(5)(D) shall not apply to anil increase
in benefits by reason of 1hz,, 8ubsection to Code with respect to the allocation of a3sets beginning after December 31, 1990,
"(B) which does not contravene any other
the extent that the applcatthn of this sub- to participants of the qualified replacement
provi$ion of law, and
paragraph does not di$criminate in favor of plan.
"(2) For purposes of this subsection—
highly compensated employees (as defined
"(C) with respect to which the plan
"(A) any term used in this subsection meets—
in section 414(q)).
which
s
aZso
used
in
section
4980(d)
of
the
"(i) the use requirements of subsection
"(5) DEnNrnoNs A SPECIAL RULEs.—For
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall have (c)(1),
purposes of this subsecUon—
the
same
meaning
as
when
used
in
such
sec'(ii) the vesting requirements of subsec'(A) NONACTIVE pARTICIPA.Nr.—The term
and
nonactive participant' means an individ- tion,
tion (c)(2), and
'?B)
any
reference
in
thi$
subsection
to
the
ual who—
"(iii) the minimum benefit requirements
"(i) ts a participant in pay status as of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall be a ref- of subsection (c)(3).
erence
to
such
Code
a,
in
effect
on
January
termination date,
"(2) ONLY I TR.4RSTtR PER YEAR.—
?ii) s a beneficiary who has a nonforfeit- 1, 1991."
"(A) IN GENERAL.—NO more than 1 transfer
AMENDMENTS.—
(2)
CONFORMING
able right to an accrued benefit under the
with respect to any plan during a taxable
Section
404(a)(1)(D)
of
such
Act
(29
(A)
terminated plan a, of the termination date,
year may be treated a, a qualified transfer

SIONS.—

U.S.C. 1104(a)(1)(D)) Is amended by striking

dr

"(iii) s a participant not descrtbed in

"or title IV" and inserting "and title IV'

for purposes of this section.

"(B) ExCEPrION.—A transfer descrtbed in
(B) Section 4044(d)(1) of such Act (29 paragraph
clause (i) or (ii)—
(4) shall not be taken into acU.S.C.
1344(d)(1))
is
amended
by
inserting
"(I) who has a non.forfeitable right to an
count for purposes of subparagraph (A).
and
section
Act,
of
this
section
404(d)
accrued benefit under the terminated plan
"(3) LiMrrArzov ON AMOUNT TRANSFERRED.—
4980(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
a of the termination date and
The amount of excess pension a$sets which
1991)"
after
effect
on
January
1,
(a3
in
"(II) whose service which wa creditable
may be transferred n a qualified transfer

under the terminated plan, terminated
during the period beginning 3 years before

the termination date and endftzg with the

"paragraph (3) '

SEC.

7433. EFFECIYVE 1)4 TE.

(a) IN GENER.4L.—Except a provided in

maintaining the plan will pay (whether
the amendments made by er
directly
or through reimbursement) out of
this subpart shall apply to reversons occur-

date on which the final di$tribution of subsection
assets occurs.

shall not exceed the amount which is reasonably estimated to be the amount the employ-

(b),

such account during the taxable year of the

rtng after September 30, 1990.
(b) ExCFJ'rION.—The amendments made by transfer for quaLified current retiree health
be determined as of the termination date
and on the same basis as liabilities of the thi8 subpart shall not apply to any reversion liabilities.
"(4) SPECIAL RULE FOR 1990.—
after September 30, 1990, if—
plan are determined on termination.
"(A) IN GENERAL.—Subject to the provi$ions
'?B) PRESENT VALUZ.—Present value shall

"(C) REALLOCATION OF INCREASE.—Except as

provided in paragraph (21(C), if any benefit
increase s reduced by reason of the last sentence of paragraph (3)(A)(ii) or paragraph
(4), the amount of such reduction shall be alZocated to the remaining participants on the

(1) in the case of plans subject to title IV
subsection (c), a transfer shall be treated
of the Employee Retirement Income Security of
Act of 1974, a notice of intent to terminate a,' a qualified transfer if such transfer—

'?i) is made after the close of the taxable
under such titLe was provided to partici- year
preceding the employer's first taxable
pants (or If no participants, to the Pension year beginning
after December 31, 1990, and
Benefit Guaranty Corporation) before Octo-

same basi as other increases (and shall be ber 1, 1990, or
(2) in the case of plans subject to title I
treated as meeting any allocation require(and not to titLe IV) of such Act, a notice of
ment of thts subsection).
"(D) AGGREGATION O PLANS.—The Secre- intent to reduce future accruals under sectary may provide that 2 or more plans may twn 204(h) of such Act was provided to parbe treated a,' 1 plan for purposes of deter- ticipants in connection with the tennznamining viiether there s a qualified replace- tion before October 1, 1990.
ment plan under paragraph (2).

'?6) SUBSECTION NOT 70 APPLY 70 EMPLOYER
IN &4NKRUPIVY.—ThZs subsectwn shall not

apply to an employer who, as of the termna-

Subpart B—Transfers to Retiree Health
Accounts

before the earlier of—

'?I) the due date (lncludhrg exten3ionsl
for the filing of the return of tax for such
preceding taxable year, or
"(II) the date such return is filed, and

"(ii) does not exceed the expenditures of
the employer for qualified current retiree
health liabilities for such preceding taxable

year.
DEDUCTIOM—The
IN
REDUCTION
"(B)
SEC. 7434. TRANSFER OF EXCESS PENSION ASSETS amount of the deductions otherwi3e allowIV RETIREE HEALTH A CCOUNTh

able under this chapter to an employer for
the taxable year preceding the employer's
first taxable year begtnning after December
31, 1990, shall be redu..ed by the amount of
adding at the end thereof the following new any qua1tfied transfer to w1ch this parasubpart.
graph applie&

tion date of the qualified plan, is in bank(a) IN GENE.—Part I of subchapter D of
ruptcl, liquidation under chapter 7 of title chapter 1 IreLating to pension, profit-shar11 of the United States Code or in similar ing, and stock bonus plans) is amended by

proceedings under State law."

(b) AMENDMENTS 70 EMPLOYRE RETIREMENT
INCOME SECURITY AcT.—
(1) FIDUCIARY p.Esp0NSIBJLFFY.—Section 404

of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 (29 U.S.C. 1104) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new
subsection:
'(d)(1) If, in connection with the termination of a single-employer plan, an employer

elects to establi$h or maintain a qualified

"Subpart E—Treatment of Transfers to
"(C) COORDINATION wmi RDUC1'ION R UL.F.—
Retiree Health Accounts
Subsection (e)(1)(B) shall not apply to a
"Sec. 420. Transfers of excess pension assets transfer described in subpar*graph (Al.
°(5) ExpIrurzON.—No transfer in any taxto retiree health accounts.
SEC. 421. TRANSFERS OF EXCESS PENSION ASSETS able year beginning after December 31, 1995
shall be treated as a qualified transfer.
TO RETIREE HEALTH ACCOUNTS.
"(c) REQUIREMENTS O PL.iNS TRANSFERRING
"(a) GEAYER4L RUz.—U there s a qualified
transfer of any excess pension assets of a de- 4sSE7'i.—

October 18, 1990
"(1) 1Iss-o i sraaR A85E7s—
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"ID) r M TViAN ?aajoo.—For pur- lating applicable employer cost under sub-

assets transferred to poses a.! this paragraph, the term 'cost mainheaUh benefits arxouni in a qualified tenance period' mewis (lie 5 taxable
transfer (and any Income allocable thereto) period beginning with the taxable yearyear
in
Mali be used only to pay qualified current which the qualified transfer occurs. if a taxretiree keaUh LiabUities (other than liabil- able r is In 2 or more overlapping cost
ities of icey employees not taken Into ac- Maintenance period., Ugh
aragraph shall
count under subsection (ei(IND)) for the be applied by tahing into account
the hightaxable year of the transjer (whether directly est applicable employer cost inquired to be
or through reimbursement).
provided nader subparagraph (A) for such
"(B) AMOUN7u NOT LWW I'O PAY

a

'VA) IN aeNaR&L —A ny

FOR ME4L271

section (c)(3)(B).
"(2k Lea3s PeNSt-ON ASSETS—The term

's. pension asset,' means the excess (if

sny of—
"(As the amount determined under section
412(c)(7HL'(W, over
"fBI the greater of—

"(I) the amount determined under section
412(c)(711A lit), or

taxable year.
"lii) 125 percent of current Liability (as de"(di IJMITmONS ON £sauoyg&—For pur- fined in section 412(c(7)(B)).
"Ii) IN owiRaL—Any assets transferred to poses
of
this
title—
a health benefits account in a qualified "(1) Dwuctro UuiTAT7om.—No deduction The determination under this paragraph
shall be made as of the most recent valutransfer (and any income allocable thereto) Mali be allowed-

which are not used as provided in subparaIA) for the transfer of any amount to a
graph IA) shall be transferred out af the ac- health
benefits account in a qualified transcount to the transferor plan.
(or any retransfer to the plan under sub"(If) Tsx rsier or ssfouNrs.—Anp fer
tion
(c)(1)(Bi,
amount transferred out of an account under
"(B) for qualified current retiree health liclause (I)—
abilities paid out of the assets (and income)
"(I) shail not be Inclv4tble in the gross described
subsection (c(1, or
income of the employer for such taxable "(C) forin
any amounts to which subparayear, but
graph (B) does not apply and which are
"(IL' theft be treated as an employer reverpaid for qualified current retiree health lis-ion for purposes of section 4980 (without
abilities for the taxable year to the extent
regard to ubsection (dl thereof.

ation date of the plan preceding the quali-

fied transfer.

"(3) Hs.iLnr BENEFiTS ACCOUNT. —The term

'health benefits account" means an account
established and maintained under section

401(h).
"(4) Coonrnsesnor,, WITH SECTION 412.—In

the case of a qualified transfer to a health
benefits account—

"(A) any assets transferred in a plan year
after the valuation date for such year (and
any income allocable thereto) shall, for pur-

"(Ci Onnexmo RULF —For purposes of this such amounts are not greater than the poses of section 412(c)(7), be treated as
section, any amount paid out of a health exoess (if any of—
assets in the plan as of the valuation date
"(I) the amount determined under sub- for
benefits account shall be treated as paid
the followIng year, and

first out of the assets and income described paragraph (A (and Income allocable thereto), over
in subparagraph (Al.
"(21 Rsqu,axu,wsu

mrzwo To Paiow

paragraph (B).
"(2) No coNyntatrno,vs gizowxp—An emof this
paragraph are reel if the plan provides that ployer may riot contribute after December
the accrued pension benefits of any partici- 31. 1990, any amount to a health benefits acpant or beneficiary under the plan become count or welfare benefit fund (as defined in
BEPIEFFTZ ACCRUiNG BZIVRZ 7RAAuFE&—
'VA) IN GENERAL—The requirement,

nonforfeitable in the same manner which
would be,equired If the plan had terminat-

ed immeliuztely before the qualified transfer
(or in the case of a participant who separat-

ed during the i-year period ending on the

date of the transfer, imnzediately before such
separation).

a qualified transfer described in subsection
(b)(4), the requirements of tats paragraph
met with respect to any participant who
separated from service during the taxable
year to which such transfer relates by recomputmg such participant's benefit, as if subparagraph (A) had applied immediately

the plan year in which such transfer occurs
in an amount equal to the amount of Such

transfer (reduced by any amounts transferred back to the pension plan under sub(c)(1)(B)), except that such section
section 41(e(1i with respect to qualified section
be applied to such amount by substicurrent retiree health liabilities for which shall
'10 plan years'for '5 plan years'."
transferred assets are required to be used tuting
(b)
CONFORMING
AMENDMFJ,7. —Section
under subsection (cUll.
401/h) li amended by inserting ', and sub"1e Dsrrwfl7oAv AND SPecIAL Rzizss.—For ject to the prov Won.. of section 420" after
purposes of this section—
"(1) QIJALjnxD CURRENT RLTIREE HEALTH LI-

"(B) Spscui. RULE FOR i9P&—In the case of saainEs.—For purposes of this section—

are

"(B) the plan shall be treated as having a

experience
loss
under section
"lit) the amount determined under sub- net
412(b)(2)(B)(iv) for the first plan year after

"Secretary".
Ic) EmCrlvE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to transfers

"(A) IN GenerAL—The term 'qualified curtaxable years beginning after December
rent retiree health liabilities' means, with in
1990.
respect to any taxable year, the aggregate 31,
I'ION Of ERISA TO TRANSFERS OF
amounts (including administrative ax- SEC 7ilL 4PPIJCA
EXcESS PEVSION ASSETS IV RETIREE

penses? which would have been allowable as
HEALTh ACC0UNTn
a deduction to the employer for such taxable
(a) ExcLusive BENEFFT REQUIRLMENT.—SeCpear with respect to applicable health benetion 403(c)(1) of the Employee Retirement
before such separation.
fits provided during rzsctr taxable pear jf—
Income Security Act of 1974 (29 U&C.
"(3) MINIMUM COST REQ URRMENIu—
II)
such
benefits
were
provided
directly
1103(c)/I)) is amended by inserting ". or
"(A) IN GENERAL—The requirement-s of this by the employer and
under section 420 of the internal Revenue
paragraph are met if each group health plan
"(ii)
the
employer
used
the
cash
receipts
Code of 1986 las In effect on January 1,
or arrangement under which applicable and disbursements method of account-i rig.
1991)"afler "insured plans)".
health benefits are provided provides that
For
purposes
of
the
preceding
sentence,
the
(b) Fmuc..sayDvnE&—Sect ion 404(a)(1) of
the applicable employer cost for each taxnile
of
section
4191c)(3)(B)
shall
apply.
such
Act (29 U.S.C. 1104(a)(1)) is amended
able year during the cost maintenance
"(B)
RED
yr-noses
FOR
AMOC/?d-ES
PREVIOUSLY
by
inserting "and subject to section 420 of
period shall not be less than the higher of the
applicable employer costs for each of the 2 SET Ax!VL—The amount determined under the Intenw2 Revenue Code of 1986 (as in
taxable pears immediately preceding the subparagraph (A) shall be reduced by any effect on January 1, 1991)." after "4044,".
amount previously contributed to a health
(c) £xxw'nou FROM PR0JIIBJ-rED TwJs.4ctaxable year of the qualified transfer.
"(B) APPUCABLE EMPLOYER cos1-—For pur- benefits account or welfare benefit fund (as novs—Section 408(b) of such Act (29 U.S.C.
poses of this paragraph, the tetwi 'applicable defined in section 419(e)/I)) to pay for the 1108/b)) is amended by adding at the end
employer cost' means, with respect to any qualified current retiree health liabilities. thereof the following new paragraph."(13) Any transfer in a taxable year begintaxable year, the amount detennined by di- 7?e portion of any reserves remaining as of
viding—
the close of December 31, 1990. shall be allo- ning before January 1, 1996 of excess pen"Ii) the qualified current retiree health li- cated on a pro rata basi, to qualified cur- sion assets from a defined benefit plan to a
abilities of the employer for such taxable rent retiree health Liabilities.
retiree health account in a qualified transfer
"(Cl APPLICABLE ALLSL 771 azwxmu.—The permitted under section 420 of the internal
year determined—
'VII withoid regard to any reduction term 'applicable health benefit..' mean Revenue Code of 1986 (as in effec? on Januunder subsection (&(11(BJ, and
health benefits or coverage which are pro- at-p 1, 1991)."
"(II) in the case of a taxable year in which vided toId) fu,.zi,wo LiMn-anoN&--Sectson 302 of
there was no qualified transfe, in the same
"(I) retired employees who, immediately such Act (29 U.S.C. 1082) ii amended by remanner as If there had been such a transfer before the qualified transfer, are entitled to designating subsection (g) as subsection (hi
at the end of the taxable year. by
receive such benefits upon retirement and and by adding at the end thereof Use follow"(ii) the number of indftpiduais to whom who are entitled to pension benefits under ing new subsection:
coverage for applicable health benefits soc-s the plan and
Quss.mao T wrPs to Heseiw Benzprovided during such taxable year.
"1W their spouses and dependents.
m Ace'our,175.—For purposes of this section.

(o

"(C)

EI.s-CTION iv COMPUTE c'osi- SEPAR.47T-

"(D) KEY EMPLOYEES EXCLUDED—If an em-

LY—An employer may elect to have this ployee U a key employee (within the meanparagraph applied separately with respect ing of section 4161 1)/I)) with respect to any
to individuals eligible for benefit, under plan year ending in a taxable veer, such emtitle XVIII of the Social Security Act at any ployee shall not be taken into account in
time during the taxable year and with re- computing qualified current retiree health
spect to individuals not so eligible.
liabilities for such taxable year or in calcii-

in the case of a qualified tiunsJer (as de-

fined in sectIon 420 of the inter,w.2 Revenue
Code of 1986)—

"(ii any assets transferred in a plan year
after the valuation date for such year (and
any income allocable thereto) shall, for pur-

poses of subsection (cl(7), be treated as
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in the plan as of the valuation date

for the followIng year, and

PART V—CORPORATE PROVISIONS
SEC 744!. RECOGNITION OP CAIN RE IHSTRJRUTINC
CORPORATiON IN CERTAIN SECTiON
$55 TRANSACTiONS

"(2) the plan shall be treated as having a
net experience loss under. subsection
(a) GENERAL Ruz.z.—Section 355 (relating
(b)(2HB)(iv) for the first plan year after the
plan year in which such transfer occurs in to distrsbuiion of stock and securities of a
an amount equal to the amount of such controlled corporation) is amended by sInktransfer (reduced by any amounts trans- ing subsection (c) and inserting the follow-

ferred back to the plan under section ing new subsections:
420(c)(1)(B) of such Code), except that such

subsection shall be applied to such amount

by substituting '10 plan years' for '5 plan
years
(e) NoTIcE REQUIREMENTS.—

"(c) TAXABILITY OF CORPORATION ON DISTPJa(rrzON.—

"(1) IN OENER.4L.—ExcePt as provided in
paragraph (2), no gain or loss shall be recog-

nized to a corporation on any distribution

October 18, 1.9.90

"(4) 50-PERCENT OR GREATER I,rrEP.EST.—FOr

purposes of this subsection, the term '50-percent or greater interest' means stock possessing at least 50 percent of the total combined
voting power of all classes of stock entitled

to vote or at least 50 percent of the total
value of shares of all classes of stock.
"(5) AGGREGATION RULFS.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—FOr purposes of this sub-

section, a person and all persons related to
such person (within the meaning of 267(b)
or 707(b)(1)) shall be treated as one person.
For purposes of the preceding sentence, sections 267(b) and 707(b)(1) shall be applied
by substituting '10 percent' for '50 percent'

to which this section (or so much of section
(29 U.S.C. 1021) is amended by redesignat- 356 as relates to this section) applies and each place It appears.
"(B) PERSONS ACTING PURSUANT TO PLANS OR
ing subsection (e) as subsection (f) and by which is not in pursuance of a plan of reorARRANGEMEN7S.—If two or more persons act
inserting after subsection (d) the following ganization.
"(2) D,srluBu77ON OP APPRECIATED PROPER- pursuant to a plan or arrangement with renew subsection:
spect to acquisitions of stock in the distrib"(e) NoTIcE os Tp.,u'srxR OF EXCESS PEN- TY.uting corporation or controlled corporation,
"(A) IN GENER.4L.—If—
SION Asss-ra TO HEALTH BENF,ms Accou,i's.—
"(i) in a distribution referred to in para- such persons shall be treated as one person
"(1) NOTIcE s p,aiTlcw,,Nrs.—Not later
than 60 days before the date of a qualified graph (1), the corporation distributes prop- for purposes of this subsection.
"(6) PURCHASE.—FOr purposes of this subtransfer by an employee pension benefit erty other than qualified property, and
"(ii) the fair market value of such proper- section—
plan of excess pension assets to a health benefits account, the administrator af the plan ty exceeds its adjusted basis (in the hands of "(A) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, the term 'purchase'
shall notify (in such manner as the Secre- the distributing corporation),
tary may prescribe) each participant and then gain shall be recognized to the distrib- means any acquisition but only If—
uting
corporation
as
if
such
property
were
"(i) the basis of the property acquired in
beneficiary under the plan af such transfer.
Such notice shall include information with sold to the distributee at its fair market the hands of the acquirer is not determined
(I) in whole or in part by reference to the adrespect to the amount of excess pension value.
"(B) QUALIFIED PROPERTY.—FOr purposes of justed basis of such property in the hands of
assets, the portion to be transferred, the
subparagraph
(A),
the
term
'qualified
propthe person from whom acquired, or (II)
amount of health benefits liabilities to be
(1) IN OENER.4L.—Section 101 of such Act

funded with the assets transferred, and the erty' means any stock or securities in the
amount af pension benefits af the partici- controlled corporation.
"(C) TREATMENT OF LL4BILITJES.—If any
pant which will be vested immediately 0.11cr
property distributed in the distribution rethe transfer.
"(2) NOTICE TO SECRETARIES, ADMINISTRATOR, ferred to in paragraph (1) is subject to a li-

under section 1014(a),
"(ii) except as provided in regulations, the

property is not acquired in an exchange to

which section 351, 354, 355, or 356 applies,
and
AND EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONS.—
"(iii) the property is not acquired in any
"(A) IN OENER.4L.—Not later than 60 days of the distributing corporation in connec- other transaction described in regulations.
tion
with
the
distribution,
then,
for
purbefore the date af any qualified transfer by
"(B) CERTAIN 351 EXCHANGES TREATED AS
an employee pension benefit plan of excess poses of subparagraph (A), the fair market pURCHASES.—The term 'purchase' Includes
value
of
such
property
shall
be
treated
as
pension assets to a health benefits account,
any acquisition of stock in an exchange to
the employer maintaining the plan from not less than the amount of such liability.
which section 351 applies to the extent such
"(3)
COORDINATION
WITh'
SECTIONS
311
AND
which the transfer Is made shall provide the
stock is acquired in exchange for—
336(A).—SEC7IONS
311
AND
336(A)
SHALL
NOT
Secretary, the Secretary of the Treasury, the
"(i) any cash or cash item,
administrator, and each employee organiza- APPLY TO ANY DISTRJBU77ON REFERRED TO IN
"(ii) any marketable security, or
tion representing participants in the plan a PARAGRAPH (1).
"(iii) any debt of the transferor.

ability or the shareholder assumes a liability

written notice of such transfer. A copy af
any such notice shall be available for inspection in the principal office of the ad-

"(d) RECOGNITION OF GAIN ON CERTAIN DI5DRIB U770NS OF STOCK OR SECUR.mES IN CoNmoz.z..xn CORPORATION.—

"(C) CARRYOVER BASIS TRANSA CTIONS.—If—

"(i) any person acquires stock from another person who acquired such stock by
"(1) IN GENERAL.—In the case of a disquali- purchase (as determined under this paraministrator.
"(B) IN,oP.surioN REJ4 TING TO TRANSFER.— fied distribution, any stock or securities in graph with regard to this subparagraph),
Such notice shall Identify the plan from the controlled corporation shall not be treat- and
which the transfer Is made, the amount of ed as qualified property for purposes of sub"(ii) the adjusted basis of such stock in the
the transfer, a detailed accounting af assets section (c)(2) of this section or section hands of such acquirer Is determined in
projected to be held by the plan immediately 361 (c)(2).
whole or in part by reference to the adjusted
"(2) DISQUALIFIED DISTPJBIfrION.—FOr pur- basis of such stock in the hands of such
before and immediately after the transfer,
and the current liabilities under the plan at poses of this subsection, the term 'disquali- other person,
fied distribution' means any distribution to such acquirer shall be treated as having acthe time af the transfer.

which this section (or so much of section 356 quired such stock by purchase on the date It
as relates to this section) applies if, immedi- was so acquired by such other person.
such additional reporting requirements as ately after the distribution—
"(7) SPECIAL RULE WHERE SUBSTANTIAL DIM!"(A) any person holds disqualified stock in NUTION OF RISK.—
may be necessary to carry out the purposes
the
distributing
corporation
which
constiof this section.
"(A) IN GEWEP.AL.—If this paragraph ap"43) DEnivmojvs.—For purposes of para- tutes a 50-percent or greater interest In such plies to any stock for any period, the runcorporation,
or
graph (1), any term used in such paragraph
ning of the 5-year period set forth in sub"(C) AtrrHoF.zrI FOR ADDITIONAL REPORTING

P.EQU!REMENTS.—The Secretary may prescribe

"(B) any person holds disqualified stock
which is also used in section 420 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as in effect on in the controlled corporation (Or, If stock of
January 1, 1991) shall have the same mean- more than 1 controlled corporation Is distributed, in any controlled corporation)
ing as when used in such section."
which constitutes a 50.percent or greater in(2) PENALTIES.—
(A Section 502(c)(1) of such Act (29 U.S.C. terest in such corporation.
"(3) DISQUALIFIED srocK.—For purposes of
1132(c) (1)) is amended by inserting "or secthis subsection, the term 'disqualified stock'
tion 101(e)(1)" after "section 606'
(B) Section 502(c)(3) of such Act (29 U.S.C.
1132(c)(3)) is amended—

(I) by inserting "or who fails to meet the
reqvire,nents of section 101(e)(2) with seipect to any person" after "beneficiary" the

'itt place it appear and

(ii) by inserting "or to such person" after
"bereficlary" the second place it appears.
(f) Emc-rivz DATZ.—ThE amendments
'iic4e by this section shall apply to qualified

(ross/erg under section 420 of the Internal

Rev mue Code of 1986 made after the date of
the enactment of this Act.

paragraph (A) or (B)(i) of paragraph (3)
(whichever applies) shall be suspended
during such period.

"(B) Srocx TO WHICH SUSPENSION APPLIES.—

This paragraph applies to any stock for any
period during which the holder's risk of loss
with respect to such stock is (directly or indirectly) substantially diminished by—
means—
"(i) an option,
"(A) any stock in the distributing corpora"(ii) a short sale,
tion acquired by purchase after October 9,
"(iii) any special class of stock,
1990, and during the 5-year period ending
"(iv) any device limiting risk from any
on the date of the distribution, and
"(B) any stock in any controlled corpora- portion of the activities of the corporation,
or
tion"(v) any other device or transaction.
"(I) acquired by purchase after October 9,
"(8) ATJ7?JBUTION FROM ENTITIES.—
1990, and during the 5-year period ending
"(A) IN GgNERAL.—Paragraph (2) of section
on the date of the distribution, or
318(a)
shall apply in deter,nlning whether a
"(ii) received in the distribution to the
extent attribuiabte to distributions on stock person holds stock in any corporation (determined by substituting '10 percent'for '50
described in subparagraph (A).
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"(iii) Any other information as the Secresubsection (a) shall not apply to any stock tary deems necessary to carry out the provisons of this paragraph."
issued after October 9, 1990, 1/—
(2) Excv'noN.—The amendment made by
(A) such Btock is is8ued pursuant to a writ-

(d) Effic'rzvE DATE.—

ten binding contract n effect on October 9,
intere8t in any entity, and
(1) IN GENEP..4L.—Except as- provided in
"(ii) such person is treated under 8ubpara- 1990, and at all times thereafter before such paragraph (V. the amendments made by
is8UaflCC.
or
graph (A) as holding any stock by reason Qf
this section shall apply to acquisition3 after
(B) such stock is issued pursuant to a reg- October 9, 1990.
ho Wing such fnterest,

such stock shall be treated as acquired by l.stration or offering statement filed on or
purchase by such person on the date 41 the before October 9, 1990, wIth a Federal or
State agency regulaUng the offering or sale
purchase of the interest in such entity.
"(9) REQ UL.4 nONS.—The Secretary shall of securities and such stock is issued before
prescribe such regulation3 as may be neces- th date 90 days after the date of such filing.
sary to carry out the purposes of thi.9 subsec.

SC

744$.

MODIPICA TIONS TO SECTiON !N&

(a) Emc-r o ALLOCATiON AGREEMEMI.—
t4oi&, including regulations to prevent the
avoidance of the purposes of this subsection Subsection (a) of section 1060 (relating to
through the use of related persons, pass-thru special allocation nZe8 for certain aaset allocations) is amended by adding at the end
enUties options, or other arrangements."
(b) TEcImICAL AMEND ME,.rrs.—Subsection thereof the foUowing new sentence. "If in
(c) of Bection 361 is amended by adding at connection with an applicable asset acquisithe end thereof the foUowing new para- tion, the transferee and transferor agree in
writing as to the allocation of any con3idergraph.
atwn, or as to the fair market value of any
"(5) C,ioss REFERZNC&—
of the assets, such agreement áhall be bind-

(2)

BINDING

C0N771..4C'f

EXCEPTZON.—The

amendments made by this section shall not
apply to any acquisition pursuant to a written binding contract in effect on October 9,
1990, and at all times thereafter before such
acquisition.
SEC 7444. MODIP1CA flON TO CORPORATiON EQUITY
REDUCTION LIMITATIONS ON NET OP.
RP..4TING LOSS CARRYBACK&

(a) REPiAL 01' EXCEPTION FOR AcQUIsITIONs

or SuBswzAR,Es.—Clause (ii) 41 section
172(m)(3)(B) (relating' to exceptions) is
amended to read as foUows:
"(ii) EXCEPTZON.—The term 'major stock

acquisition' does not include a qualtfied
stock purchase (within the meaning of secing
on
both
the
transferee
and
transferor
Wor provialon providing for recognition of aln unZea8 the Secretary determftzes that such al- tion 338) to which an election under section

in certain di,tribssflona, .ee secUon 355(d)'

(c) EmciIvE DATE.—
(1) IN GENERAL—The amendments made by

location (or fair market value) s not appropriate."

338 applies."

(b) EmcnvE DATE.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided n
paragraph (2), the amendment made by sub(1) IN GENEP.Iz.—Section 1060 is amended section (a) shall apply to acquisitions after
(b) ThioP.MrnoN REQ UIRZD IN CASE OF CER-

this section shall apply to distributions after mm TR.uisn'is oi- INrzP.Esr m ENI7'lIES.—

October 9, 1990.
(2) TRANSITIONAL RuLzs.—For purposes 41 by redesignating subsection (e) as subsec-

subparagraphs (A) and (B)(i) of section tion (f) and by inserting after subsection (d)

October 9, 1990.
(2) BINDING CONTMCI ZxCEPnON.—The

355(d)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of the fouowing new subsection.
amendment made by subsection (a) shall not
1986 (aa amended by subsection (a)), an ac"(e) INoiwrnoN REQ UIRZD IN CASE O CER- apply to any acquisition pursuant to a writqu1tion shall be treated as occurring on or TAJN Twisns o IirrEPisr3 m Emi7'zEs.—
ten binding contract n effect on October 9,
before October 9, 19901/—

"(1) IN GENERAL—If—

-

(A) such acquisition is pursuant to a writ"(A) a person who is a 10-percent owner
ten binding contract in effect on October 9, with respect to any entity transfers an inter1990, and at all times thereafter before such e8t in such entity, and
acquisition,
"(B) n connection with such transfer,
(B) such acquisition is pursuant to a such owner (or a related person) enters into
tender or exchange offer filed with the Secu- an employment contract, covenant not to
rities and Exchange Commission on or compete royalty or lease agreement, or other
before October 9, 1990, or
a9reement with the transferee,
(C) such acquisition is pursuant to an such owner and the tran3feree shag at such
offer—

time and in such manner as the Secretary
may prescribe furnish such information as

(i) the material terms of which were described in a written public announcement the Secretary may require.
on or before October 9, 1990,

(ii) which waa the 8ubject 41 a prior filing
with the Securities and Exchange Commis-

son, and

1990, and at all times thereafter before such
acquisition.

SEC. 7445. ISSUANCE OP DEBT OR STOCK iN SATIS.
PA CT1ON OP INDEBTEDNESS

(a) ISSUANCE O Drsr INSm tIMENT.—

(LI Subsection (e) 41 section 108 (relating
to general ruLes for discharge of indebtedness) is amended by adding at the end thereof the foUowing new paragraph.
"(11) INDEBTEDNESs SATISFIED BY ISSUANCE
OF DEBT INSTRUMENT.—

(A) IN GENERAL—For purposes of determin"(2) 10-PERCENT 0wNER.—For purposes of ng income of a debtor from discharge of indebtedneu, if a debtor issues a debt in3truthis subsectwn—

'(A) IN GENERAL—The term '10-percent ment in satisfaction of indebtedness, such
owner' means, with respect to any entity, debtor shall be treated as having sat Wied

(iii) which is subsequentZy filed with the any person who hold., 10 percent or more (by
Securities and Exchange Commission before value) of the interests in such entity immediately before the transfer.
January 1, 1991.
"(B) CoPisTzwcnvE owwxRsHw.—Section
SEC. 744L MODIRCA TIONS 7 REGULATiONS ISSUED
318 Bhall apply in determining ownership of
UNDER SECTiON 395(c).

stock n a corporation. Similar principles
(a) GENERAL RuLE.—Subsectwn (c) of secapply in determining the ownership of
tion 305 (relating to certain transaction3 shall
in any other entity.
treated as distributions) is amended by interests
"(3) RtL.. TED pp.soN.—For purposes of this
o4ding at the end thereof the following new

the indebtedness with an amount of monel,
equal to the issue price of such debt instru-

ment.
(B) ISSUE PRICE—For purposes of subparagraph (A), the isBue price of any debt instru-

ment shaU be deternUned under section3

1273 and 1274. For purposes 41 the preceding
sentence, section 1273(b)(4) shall be applied

by reducing the stated redemption price of
subs ection, the term 'related person' means any instrument by the portion of such stated
any perion who is related (within the mean- redemption price which Is treated as interng of section 267(b) or 707(b)(1)) to the 10- eat for purposes of thf chapter."
(2) Subsection (a) of section 1275 is
percent owner."
redeem the stock at a specUied time or the
(2) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.—Clause (x) of amended by strUcing paragraph (4) and reholder of stock has the option to require the section 6724(d)(1)(B) u amended by striking designating paragraph (5) as paragraph (4).
issuer to redeem the stock a redemption pre- 'section 1060(b)' and inserting "subsection
(b) LIMITATiON ON Srocx FOR DEBT EXCEPmium re8ulting from such requirement or (b) or (e) of sect Ion 1060'
TION.—
option shall be treated as reasonable only if
(c) Iri?ojwnoN REQ UIREI) m SECIION
(1) IN GENzR.4L —Subparagraph (B) 41 secthe amount of euch premium does not 338(h)(10)
Tw,sAclloNs.—Paragraph (10) of
108(e)(10) s amended to read as fol
exceed the amount determined under the section 338 is amended by adding at the end tion
Zow&
principles of section 1273(a)(3),
thereof the foUowing new subparagraph.
"(B) EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN STOCE IN TITLE
'(2) a redemption premium shall not fail
"(C) I!1IoP.Ma nON P.EQUIRZD TO BE FUR- 11 CASES AND INSOL VE?.T DEB7ORS.—
sentence.: "Regulations pre3cribed under the
preceding sentence shall provide that—
"(1) where the issuer of stock is required to

to be treated as a distribution (or senes of NISMID TO 771K SZCRFTAR Y.—tlnder regulaIN GENER.4L.—Subparagraph (A) shall
distributions) merely because the stock is tions, where an electwn a made under sub- not"(i'I
apply to any tranafer 41 BtOck of the
callable, and
paragraph (A), the purchasing corporation debtor
(other than disqualified stock)—
"(3) in any caae in which a redemption and the common parent of the seUing con"(I) by a debtor in a title 11 case, or
premium is treated as a distrlbutwn (or solidated group shaU. at such times and in
"(II) by any other debtor but only to the
series of distributions), such premium shall such manner as may be provided in regula•
be taken into account under principles smi.
lar to the principles of section 1272(a)."
(b) EmC7'IVE DAn.—

tIon3, furnish to the Secretary the following extent such debtor ü nsolvenf.
"(ii) DISQUAZJ?IED S70CE.—For purposes of
"(i) The amount allocated under subsec- clause (i), the term disqualified stock

fr&format1.on.

(1) IN oENgP..4L—ExCejt as provided n tion (b)(5) to goodwiU or going concern means any stock with a stated redemption
prce(f—
paragraph (2), the amendment made by sub- value.
"(I) such stock has a fixed redemption
"(U) Any modification of the amount desecUon (a) shaU apply to Btock issued after
date
October 9, 1990.
scribed n clause (i).
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"(IIi the issuer of such stock has the tight lion and benefit base (as determined under amendment made by subsection (a), would
*, ,edee* such stock at one or ntore times, section 230 of the Social Security Act)" and not constitute employment for purposes of
or
inserting "the applicable contribution base such sections and which is performed—
"(III) the holder of iueJz stock baa Ike ,'loht (as determined under subsecUon l7W",
(1) ti/icr December 31, 1991, and before
to require Us iedemption at one or more
(2) APPUCABLI COHTPJBVTION BASL—&c- January 1, 1993, the percentage. of wages
tiine&"
lion 1402 Is amended by adding at Die end rate of tax under such sections shall be 0.8
(2) CbNyoRx, a.WENDMENT—P,ugraph thereof the foUowtng new subsection:
percent (instead of 1.45 percent), and
1$. of section 108(e) Is amended by adding
"(k) APPUC.43L5 COh-TRIBVTiON 3a.—For
(V after December 31, 1992, and before
at the end thereof Ike Jóliowiag new Sen. purposes of this chapter—
January 1, 1994, the percentage of wages
"11) OLD-FOE, SURViVORS, AND DEL wur is- rule of tax under such sections shall be 1.35
'Any stock which is dis ia1jfled stock (as EURANCE.—For purposes of the tax Imposed percent (Instead of 1.45 percent).
defined ti paragraph (10)(B)(lt)) shall not by section 1401(a), the applicable contrlbu(C) ThvesmaN ii! Bzsxm FOR STATE AND
be baLed as stock for purposes of this pare- lion base for any calendar year is The contri- LOCIL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES AND FORMER
bution and benefit base determined under Ean'z.orzrz—
(C) 5P71C77V1 DATE.—
section 230 of the Social Security Act for
(1) IN GENERAl..—
(1) IN otieR.sL,—Zxeept as provided in such calendar year.
(A) EMPLOYEES NEWLY SUBJECT TO T4X.—For
paragraph (2), the amendments made by
"(2) Hoserraj. IAnvnsm,r.—For purposes of
of sections 226, 226.A, and 1811 of
this section shall apply to debt instruments the tax imposed by section 1401(b), the ap- purposes
Social Security Act, In the case of any
issued, and stock transferred, after October plicable contribution base fo' any calendar the
individual who performs services during the
9, 1990. in satisfaction of any Indebtedness. war Is the applicable contribution base de- calendar
quarter beginning January 1, 1993,
(2) EXCEPTiONS.—The amendments made termined under section 3121(x!(2) for such the wages
for which are subject to the tax
by this section shall not apply to any debt calendar year."
imposed by section 3101(b) of the Internal
instrument issued, or stock transferred, In
(c? RJJLROAn RL'TIREMT Tsx.—Clause (I?
Code of 1986 only because of the
satisfaction of any indebtedness if such Issu- of section 3231(e)(2)(B) is amended to read Revenue
amendment made by subsection (a),
ance or transfer (as the case may be)—
as follows:
the individuals medicare qualified State or
(A) is in a title 11 or similar ease (as de"(ii Tisu I
Local government employment (as defined in
fined in section 368(a)(311A) of the Internal
"(Ii IN 011 .4L.—Exeept as provided in
(B)? performed before JanuRevenue Code of 1986) which was fl.led on or ,ubclause (II) of this clause and in clause subparagraph
ary 1, 1992, shall be considered to be 'embefore October 9, 1990.
(ii), the term 'applicable base' means for any
(B) Is pursuant to a written binding con- calendar year Vie contribution and benefit ployment" (as defined for purposes of title II
tract in effect on October 9, 1990. and at all base determined under section 230 of the of such Act), but only for purposes of providing the individual (or another person) with
times thereafter before such issuance or Social Security Act for such calendar year.
entitlement to hospital insurance benefits
transfer,
"(II) HOSPITAL INSURANCE TAXES—For pur(C) is pursuant to a tender or exchange poses of applying so much of the rate appli- under part A of title XVIII of such Act for
offer/lied with the Securities and Exchange cable under section 3201(a) or 3221(a) (as months beginning with January 1992.
(B) Msrnca.ng QCWJFIZD STATE OR LOCAL
Commission on or before.Oclober 9, 1990, or the case may be) as does not exceed the rate
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT DEflNED. —In this
(DI is pui ant to a transaction—
of tax in effect under section 3101(b), and
(I) the material terms of which were de- for purposes of applytag so much of the rate paragraph, the term "medicare qualified
scribed In a written public announcement of tax applicable under section 3211 (a)(1) as State or local government employment
on or before October 9, 1990,
does not exceed the rate of tax in effect means medicare qualified government em(II) which was the subject of a prior filing under section 1401(b), the term 'applicable ployenent described in section 210(p)(1)(B)
with the Securities and Exchange Commi,,- base' means for any calendar year the appli- of the Social Security Act (determined withregard to section 2I0(p)(3) of such Act).
sion, and
contribution base determined under out
(2) At.rm'oRszanos OF APPROPRIATIONS.—
(iii) which is subsequently filed with the cable
section 3121(x112) for such calendar year."
There are authorized to be appropriated to
Securities and Exchange Commis8ion before
(d) TECHNICAL Awivreri'n'.—
the Federal Hospital Insurance Tnist Fund
January 1, 1991.
(1) Paragraph (3) ofsectlon 6413(c) is from
time to time such sums as the SecrePART VI—EMPLOYMENT TAX
amended to read as follows:
tary of Health and Human Services deems
PROVISIONS
"(3) SEPARATE APPLICATION FOR HOSPITAL INS5C

7451. INCREASE iN DOLLAR IJUJTA 7705 ON
ANOVNT OF WAGES SUBJECT JV IIOS.P1TAL INSURANCE TAX.

(a) HOSPITAL IrIsup.sw.s TAX.—

(1/ liv aLwxn..—Paragraph (1) of section

3121(a) is amended—

sLmAMcE TAXES—In applying this subsection
with respect to—
-

'(A! the tax imposed by section 3101(b) (or
any amount equivalent to such tax), and
"(B) so much of the tax imposed by section

(A) by striking "contribution and benefit than the rate in effect under section 3101(b),
the applicable contribution base determined
Social Security Act)" each place it appears under section 3121(x)(2) for any calendar
and inserting "applicable contribution base pear shall be substituted for 'contribution
(as determined under subsection (I))", and
and benefit base (as determined under sec(B) by striking "such contribution and tion 230 of the Social Security Act)' each
benefIt base" and inserting "such applicable place it appears."
contribution base'
(2) Sections 3122 and 3125 are each
(2) APPzJcsnzs coinnmcrno, RASt —See- amended by striking "contribution and benlion 3121 is amended by adding at the end efit base limitation" each place it appears
thereof the following new subsection:
and inserting "applicable contribution base
"(x) Appucai.e CoNTnmunow BAXL—For limitation
"(1) OLD-A OX. SUE VI VO RE, AND DintBILfly IN-

rvp.sNcg—For purposes of the taxes Imposed
* sections 3101(a) and 3111(a), the applica-

le contribution base for any calendar year
s the contribution and benefit base deternined under section 230 of the Social Secu-ity Act for such calendar year.
"(2) HopIrgL msungsci—For purposes of

(A) payments made or to be made during
such fiscal year from such Trust Fund with

respect to Individuals who are entitled to

benefits under title XVII! of (he Social Secu-

Act solely by reason of paragraph (1),
3201 as Is determined at a rate not greater rity
(B) She additional administrative es-

base (as determined under section 230 of the

Durposes of this chapter—

necessary for any fiscal year on account of—

penses resulting or expected to result therefrom, and
(C) any loss in interest to such Trust Fund
resulting from the payment of those
amounts,

in order to place such Trust Fund in the
same position at the end of such fiscal year
as it would have been in if this subsection
had not been enacted.

(3) INFORMATION TO INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE
PROSPECTIVE MEDICARE BEREFICZAR!FS BASED ON
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPt0YMENT.—

(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—7'he amendments
made by this section shall apply to 1991 and Section 226(g) of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 426(g)) Is amended—
later calendar years.
(Al by red.esignaiing clauses (1) through
SEC. 7455 EXTENDING MEDICARE COiERAGE OF,
AND APPLICATION OF HOSPITAL INSURANCE TAX 50. ALL STATE AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPIA)YEE

(3) as clauses (A) through (C), respectively,
(B) by inserting "(1)" after "(g) ' and
(C) by adding at the end the following new

(a? Is GENERAL—
(1, APPLICATION OP HOSPITAL INSURANCE

paragraph.

(2) COvERAGE UNDER Mzv!cARE.—Section

ernment employment by virtue of service de-

'(2) The Secretar, in consullahon with
he taxes imposed by section 3101(b) and TAx.—Section 3121(u)(2! of the Internal Rev- State and local governments, shall provide
p111(b), the applicable contribution base enue Code of 1986 is amended by striking procedures designed to assure that individuals who perform medicare qualified gov5—
subparagraphs (C) and (D).
"(A) $89,000 for caLendar year 1991, and

"(B) for any calen4ar war after 1991, the
.pplicabe contribution base for the precedng year adjusted in the same manner as is
sed in adjusting the contribution and beneIt base under sectIon 230(b) of the Social
acurily Act."

(b) SELP-EMPLO VMENT TAX.—

8cribed in section 210(a)(7) are fully in410(p)) is amended by striking paragraphs formed with respect to (A) their eligibility or
potential eligibility for hospital insurance
(3) and (4).
210(p) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

(3) E,vwrrva DATT.—The amendments benefits (based on such employment) under
made by this subsection shall apply to serv- part A of title XVIII. (B) the requirements

for and conditions of such eligibility, and
ices performed after December 31, 1991.
(b) TRANSm0N IN TAX R..rgs.—In applying (C) the necessity of timely application as a

(1) Is OENERAL.—Subsection (b) of section sections 3101(b) and 3111(b) of the Internal condition of becoming entit1ed under sub402 Ia amended by striking "the contribu- Revenue Code to service which, but for the section (b)(2)(C), giving particular allen-
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(3) by adding at th.e end the following new centage equal to the sum of the rates of tax
tion to individuals who apply for an annufn effect under subsections (a) and (b) of secity or retirement benefit and whose eligibil- subparagraph.
ity for such annuity or retirement benefit 13
service described
in section tl.on 3101 and ijbsections (a) and (b) of sec"(F)
based on a disability."
210(a)(7)(F) which ü nc1wied as 'employ- tion 3111 for the calendar year.'
(c) TAX ON EMpLOYERS.—Subsection (a) of
SEC 7453. COvERAGE OF CERTAIN STATh AND LOCAL ment' under section 210(a).".
EMPLOYEES UNDER SOCIAL SECURITY.
(d) Epnciyvg DATE.—The amendments section 3221 of such Code (relaging to rate of
(a)

EMPLOYMENT

UNDER

OASDI.—Para-

graph (7) of section 210(a) of the Sociol Security Act (42 U.S.C. 410(a)(7)) ü amended—
(1) by striking "or" at the end of subparagraph (DI;
(2) by strUcng the semicolon at the end of
Subparagraph (E) and inserting ', or' and
(3) by adding at the end the foUowing new
subparagraph.
"(F) service in the employ of a State (other

made by th13 section shall apply with respect tax) ü amended—

to service performed after December 31,
1991.

(1) by striking "following" and inserting
"applicable", and

(2) by strLking "employer:" and all that
(relating to fouows and inserting "employer. For pur-

SEC. 7454. EXTENSION OF FYJTA SURTAX.

(a) IN GgNEpz..—Section 3301

rate of FUTA tax) ü amended—

poses of the preceding sentence, the term 'ap-

(1) by striking "1988, 1989, and 1990" in pUcable percentage' means the percentage
paragraph (1) and inserting "1988 through equal to the sum of the rates of tax in effect

under subsections (a) and (b) of section 3111
1995' and
(2) by strUcng "1991" in paragraph (2) for the calendar year."
than the Di,,tri.ct of Columbia. Guam, or and
inserUng "1996'
SEC. 7458. DEPOSITS OF PA YROLL TAXES.
Ame,ican Samoa), of any political subdivi(b) Emcnvx DAm.—The amendments (a) IN GENEPL—Subsection (g) of section
sion thereof, or 4! any instrumentality of made
by this section shall apply to wages 6302 is amended to read ai follows:
any one or more 4! the foregoing which ü paid after
December 31, 1990.
"(g) DEPOSITS OP SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES

wholly owned thereby, by an individual who

IN TIER 2 RAILROAD RETIREis not a member of a retirement system (as SEC. 7455. INCREASE
MENT TAXES.
defined in section 218(b)(4)) of Such State,
(a) TAX ON EMPLOYEFS.—Subsection (b) of
political subdivision, or instrumentality,
3201 of the Internal Revenue Code of
except that th.e provisions of this subpara- section
graph shall not be applicable to service per- 1986 (relating to rate of tax) U amended by
striking "4.90 percent" and inserting "5 performed—
'?i) by an individual who ü employed to cent"
(b) TAx ON EMPLOYEE RRPP.ESENTATIVES.—
relieve such individual from unemploynwnt,
"(ii) in a hospital, home, or other institu- Paragraph (2) of section 3211(a) of such
Code (relatinp to rate of tax) is amended to
tion by a patient or inmate thereof;

"(iii) by any individual ai an employee read as foUows:

AND WFIWYELD INCOME TAXES.—If, under reg-

ulations prescribed by the Secretary,

a

person s required to make deposits of taxes
imposed by chapters 21 and 24 on the basis
of eighth-month periods, such person shall
make deposits of such taxes on the 1st banking day after any day on which such person
has $100,000 or more of iuch taxes for deposiL"

(b) TECHNICAL AMgNDMEN7'.—Paragraph (2)

of section 7632(b) of the Revenue Reconc-ili
ation Act of 1989 i3 hereby repealed.

"(2) TIER 2 TAX.—In addition to other
serving on a temporary basis in case of fire,
(c) EFEC77VE DATE.— The amendments
Storm, snow, earthquake, flood, or other taxes, there U hereby imposed on the income
of each employee representative a tax equal made bi this section shall apply to amounts
similar emergency
"(iv) bij an election official or election to 15.05 percent of the coinpeniation re- required to be deposited after December 31,
worker if the remuneration paid in a calen- ceived durzng any calendar year bi such em 1990.
dar year for 8uch service s Less than $100; or ployee representative for services rendered
PART VIl—MISCELLANEOUS
"(v) by an employee in a position com pen- by such employee representative."
PROVISIONS
(c) TAX ON EMPLOYEps.—Subsection (b) of
8ated solely on a fee basis which is treated
7461.
OVERALL
LIMITATION ON ITEMIZED DESEC.
pursuant to section 211(c)(2)(E) as a trade section 3221 of such Code (relating to rate of
DLCTIONS.
or bu3iness for purposes of inclu3ion of such tax) is amended by striking "16.10 percent"
(a) IN GENERAL—Part I of subchapter B of
fees in net earnings from self emplovment, and inserting "16.4 percent"
Chapter 1 ü amended by adding at the end
(b) EMPLOYMENT UNDER FICA.—Paragraph
(d) EmCTIVE DATIS.—
(7) of section 3121(b) of the Internal Reve(1) IN 0ENERAL.—Ezcept as promded in thereof the following new section,
nue Code of 1986 is amended—
paragraph (2), the amendments made by 'SEC. & OEER.4U LIMITATION ON ITEMIZED DE.
DIJCTIONS.
(1) by striking "or" at th.e end of subpara- thu 8ection shall apply to compensation re-

graph (D);

ceived after December 31, 1990.

"(a)

GENERAL

RUzz.—In the

case of an in

(2) by 8trking the semicolon at the end of
(2) EMPLOYER TAX.—The amendment made dividuai whose a4ju3ted gross income exsubparagraph (E) and inserting ", or" and by Subsection (c) shall apply to compen.sa- ceed.s the applicable amount, the amount of
(3) bi adding at th.e end the following new tion paid after December 31, 1990.
the itemized deductions otherwise allowable
subparagraph:
SEC. 745L TRANSFER TO RAILROAD RETIREME.VT for the taxable year shall be reduced by the
"(F) service in the employ of a State (other
Ze3ser of—
ACcOUNT.
than the District of Columbia, Guam, or
"(1) 5 percent of the excess of adjusted
IN
GENEPu..—Subsection
(c)(1)(A)
of
(a)
American Samoa), of any political subdivi- section 224 of the Railroad Retirement Sol- gross income over the applicable amount, or
swn thereof, or of any initrumentality of vency Act of 1983 (relating to section 72(r)
"(2) 80 percent of the amount of the item
any one or more of th.e foregoing which is of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, reve- teed deductions otherwise allowable for such
wholly owned thereby, by an individual who nue increase transferred to certain railroad taxable year.
is not a member of a retirement system (as accounts) ts amended by stnking "1990"
"(b) APPIJCABLZ AMour.—FOr purposes of
defined in section 218(b)(41) of the Social and in3erting "1991".
this section, the term 'applicable amount'
Secunty Act) of such State, political subdi(b) EFFCT7VE DATI.—The amendment means $100,000 ($50,000 in the case of a sepvision, or instrumentality, except that the made
bi this section shall take effect on Sep. arate return bi a married individual within
provisions of thi3 subparagraph shall not be
the meaning 4! section 7703).
tember3o, 1990.
applicable to service performed—
"(c) EXCEPTION fOR CERTAIN ITEMIZED DE.
I RAILROAD RETIREMENT TAX
'(i) by an individua' who is employed to SEC. 7457. 77ER
RA TS EXPLICITLY DETERMINED BY DUCTIONS.—For purposes of thv3 section, the
relieve such individual from unemplovment,
REFERENCE TO SOCIAL SECURITY term 'itemized deductions' does not in'(ii) in a hospital, home, or other instituclude—
TAXES.
tion by a pattent or inmate thereof;
"(1) th.e deduction under section 213 (re.
(a) TAX ON EMPLOYEES—Subsection (a) of
'liii) by any individual a. an employee
to medical, etc. expenses),
serving on a temporary basis in case of fire, ection 3201 of the Internal Revenue Code of lating
"(2) any deduction for investment interest
storm, snow, earthquake, flood, or other 1986 (relating to rate of tax) s amended—
(1) by striking "following" and inserting (as defined in section 163(d)), and
similar emergency;
"(3) the deduction under section 165(a) for
"(iv) bij an election official or election "appZicable ' and
(2) by strUctng 'emploijee:" and all that losses described in section 165(c)(3).
worker if th.e remuneration paid in a calen"(d) COORDINATION WITH OIWER LJMI7'Adar year for such service s less than $100; or follows and inserting "employee. For pur-

"(vi by an employee in a pos2tion compen- poses of the preceding sentence, the term 'ap- nor.'s.—This section shall be applied after
sated solely on a fee basis which is treated pUcable percentage' mean. the percentage the application 4! any other limitation on
pursuant to section 1402(c)(2)(E) a. a trade equal to the sum of the rates of tax in effect the allowance of any itemized deduction.
"(e) EXCEPTION OR ESTATES AND TRUSr.—
or business for purposes of inclu3ion of such tinder subsections (a) and (b) of section 3101
This section shall not apply to any estate or
fees in net earnings from seZf-emploijnwnt,". for the caiendar year." (ci MANDATORY EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN EM-

PLO YEAS FROM 57-ATE AoP.zEMN7t—Section

(b) TAX ON EMPLOYEE REPRESEN7'AVVES.—

Paragraph

(1) of section 3211(a) of such

truaL"

(b) COORDINATION

Wini

MINIMUM

TAX.—

Paragraph (1) of section 56(b) i3 amended
the Social Security Act (42 Code (relating to rate of tax) is amended—
(1) by striking "following" and inserting by adding at the end thereof the following
U.S.C. 418'c)'6)i is amended—
new sijbparagraph.
(Ii by striking "and" at the end of tub- "appLicable", and
"(F) SECTION 68 NOT APPLICABLE —Section
(2) by striking "repre8entative." and all
paragraph (D)
(2) by striking the period at the end of sub- that fouows and inserting 'representative. 68 shall not apply."
(c) MINIMUM TAX 77wr op CERTAIN
paragraph (El and inserting in lieu thereof For purposes of the preceding sentence, the
218(c)(61 of

' and"

and

term 'applicable percentage' means the per-

CHARJTABLS CONTRIBtPrIOP.'s or APPP.ECIA TED
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Srbiilk S—Other hveisiw

PR0PERrY.—Sectzon 5 7(afl6)(A) Is amended

October .18, 1.9,90

(c) DLFINnYONS.—For purposes of this sec-

tion, the terms "jump-sum credil' "employee' and "Member" each has the meaning
property)" o.fter "capital gain property".
kENT.
Id) CLERICAL A vouem—The table of see(a) iN GENw.z..—SecLion 113511(c) of the gwen such term by section 8331 or section
Lion-s for part I of subchapter B of chapter 1 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 8401 of title 5, United States Code, as approof such Code is amended by adding at the is amended by striking "and before Septem- priate.

by Inserting "(other than tangible personal

SEC. 7471. TAX.RELA TED USER FEES MADE PSENA-

end thereof the following new Uem

ber 30, 1990"
(bI

"Sec. 68. Overall limitation on itemtsed deductions."
(e) EFFEcTivE DArE.—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to taxable

Er,ecnvs

DATL—l'he

amendmeat

made by this section shall take effect on September 29, 1990, except that no advance payment shall be required for any fee for any re-

SEC MGL VNJTED STAW POSTAL ILl VICE CO,VTRIBUTIONS FOR CERTAIN £MPLO)EE AN))
AIINIIITA NT HEALTH BEf'EFITs'

Section 89061g1(2) of tile, 5, United States
Code, is amended to read as follows:

quests filed after September 29, 1990, and
"(21 The Government contributions aubefore the 30th day after the date of the en- thorized by this section for health benefits
act ment of this Act
years beginning o,fler December 31, 1990.
for an annultant shall be paid by—
"(A) the United States Postal Service, In
SEC 7 DISALLOI'ANCR OF DEDUCTiON FOR IN- SEC. 7172. P1'DLIC DEBT LIMIT EXTENSIOX
The public debt lintEl as set forth In sub- the case of annui.Lant whose eligibility for
TEREST ON UNPAID WRPORA FE
TAXhS
section (b) 0/section 3101 of tile 31, United an annuity is based on a separation from
(a) Gswen.v. Ruz.&—Section 163 (relating Stales Code, shall be mci-eased by so much of service with the Postal Service on or after
to Interest) is amended by redesignating an amount not exceeding $321,000,000,006, June 30. 1971. or who is a survivor of such
an annuitant or a survivor of an employee
subs&tion (Ic) a-s subsection Ii) and by in- as is necessary.
serting cifter subsection (j) the following new SEC 747.L REPORIS OF*EF(JNfJS AND CREDITS
(a) IN GENERA.L—Sectlon 5405 (relating to
subsection.
'(k) 1)ISALLOWANCE os Deouc-nor, mx IN- reports of refunds and credits) is amended—
(1) by striking '$20i),000" in subsection (a)
TEREST ON UNPAID Coxpop.syi T.exea —
"(11 Lv oENgn-u_—In the case of a corpora- and inserting "$1,00(1,000'and
(2) by striking "$200,000" In subsection (bi

who died white employed by the Postal Service on or after June 30, 1971; or
"(B) the government of the District of Co-

lumbia, in the case of an annuitant whose

eligibility for an annuity is based on a separation from service with such government,
or who Is a survivor of such an annuit ant or
a survivor of an employee who died while
employed by such government."
(b) E,rzesm's DATE—The amend ment
,nc4e by subsection (a) shall take effect on
this title, and
spect to any refund or credit with respect to October 1, 1990, and shalt apply with respect
"'B) attributable to periods after the 30th which a report has been made before the to amounts payable for periods beg-inning
day following the eartier of—
date of the enactment of this Act
on or after that date.
"(I) the dale on which the 1st leUer csf proTITLE Vu—CIVIL SERViCE AND POSTAL
SEC 5103. PROHIIIIT1ON OF CFfrT4IN TAXATION ON
posed dc ciency which allows the taxpayer
RERWCE PROIRAMS
PAYMENTS PROM FEE E.VPLO)FFS'
an opportunit,for administrative review In SEC. Mel. ELIMINATION OP LUMP-SUM CREDIT FOR
IL4LTII BENEFITS FWD.
the Internal Revenue Service Office of ApINDIFIDUALS ELEeTTN ALTFRNA TIlE
Section 8909 of title 5, United States Code,
peals is sent, or
FORMS OP ANN VI Ti P.
is amended by adding at the end thereof the
"(UI the date on which the deficiency
(a.) ELIMINATiON OF LUMP-SUM CREI.?n'.—(lI following new subsection:
notice under section 6212 is sent.
Sections 8343a and 8420a of title 5, United
"(f)(1) No tax, fee, or other monetary pay"(2) Norice FOR TAXES O2WTR TflAN INCOME States Code, are repeated.
ment may be imposed directly or Indirectly
(2EA) The table of sections for chapter 83 on a carrier or an underwriting or plan adTAXES.—In the case of any underpayment of
tax imposed by this title other than under of title 5. United States Code, is amended by ministration subcontractor of an approved
chapter 1, or any other ltabitity imposed by stril.ing out the item reiatzng to section health benefit plan by any Stale, the District
this title not relating to chapter 1, para- 8343a.
of Columbia, or the Commonwealth of
(B) The table of sections for chapter 84 of Puerto Rico, or by any political subdivision
graph (11(B) shall be applied by reference to
any letter or notice provided by the Seere- title 5, United Slates Code, is amended by or other governmental authority thereof
tarsi which is similar to the leUer or notice striking out the item relo.ting to section w.th respect to payments made from Vu'
8420a.
described In paragraph (1)(B)."
Fund.
(3) 'Section 8424(61 of title 5, United States
1W Epscrivs DArs—The amendment
"(2) Paragraph (1) of this subsection shall
Code,
is
amended
by
striking
out
"Except
as
made by subsection (a) shall apply to internot be construed to exempt any carrier or
provided
in
section
8420a,
payment"
and
inest attributable to periods after December
underwriting or plan administration subserting En lieu thereof "Payment "
31. 1990.
contractor of an approved health benefits
(4) Section 807(e) of the Foreign Service plan flvm the imposition, payment, or colSEC 715& DENIAL OF DFJ)LCTION FOR WbWECFS. Act of 1980 (22 U.SC 4047(e)) is repealed,
4R) COSIILTIC SIRGERY.
(5) Section 294 of the Central intelligence lection of a tax, fee, or other monetary pay(a) Lv GENWJ,—Section 213(b) (relating Retirement Act of 1954 for Certain Employ- ment on the net income or profit accruing to
or realized by such carrier or underwriting
to limitation unth respect to medicine and ees (50 U.S.C. 403 note) is repeated.
plan administration subcontractor from
dnws)ls amended to read as follows:
(6) The provisions of this subsection shall or
conducted under this chapter, If
be effective on and after November 2, 1990, business
'Yb) L1MIm rjoics.—
Usa-I tax, fee, or payment i-s applicable to a
"(1) MEDICINE AND vxuoe.—An amount and (except as provided under subsection broad range of business activity. '
paid during the taxable year for medicine or (b)) shall apply to any annuity payable to SEC. *104. COMPIJTER MA TCIIFVG OF FEDERAL BF,%Ea drug shall be taken into account under an employee or Member with a commence*515 INFORMATION AND PRBAC) PROsubsection (a) only if such medicine or drug ment date on or after November 2, 1990 in
TECTION.
accordance with regulations prescribed by
is a prescribed drug or is insulin.
(a)
SHORT
TrrLE—Ths section may be
the Office 0/Personnel Management.
"(21 COSMETIC SURGERY.—
(bi LUMP-SUM CREDIT FOR AL7'ERNAITVE cited as the "Computer Matching and Priva"(A) IN GENEw_—An amount paid during
os ARNUJ'TYES ON OR BEFORE NovsM- cii Protection Amendments of 1990".
the taxable year for cosmetic surgery or FoRMS
(b) VERIFiCATiON REQUIRE EN'TS AMENDnx 1, 1990.—Ill Notwithstanding any other
other similar procedures shall not be taken provision of law, the provisions of section MF-NT.—(1) Subsection (,ii) of bfction 552a of
into account under subsection (a). unless 4005 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation tile 5, United Sl-ate.s Co4e, is amended to

lion, no deduction shall be allowed under and inserting 11,000,000"
this subtile for any interest—
(b) E#-secr,vx DATE.—The amendments
"(A) paid or accrued under subtitle F on mode by this section shall take effect on the
any underpayment of tax imposed by this date of the enactment of this Act, except that
title or on any other UabiIity arising under such amendments shall not apply with re-

the surgery or procedure is necessary to Act of 1989 shall apply to any lump-sum read as follows:
"(p) VERIFICATiON AND OPPORTUNITY i'O
credit payable to an employee or Member
pursuant to the election of an alternative CO.WZST FINDIWGS—(1) In order to protect
form of annuity by such employee or any Individual whose records are used in a
Member under section &343a or section matching program, no recipient agency,

ameliorate a deformity arising from, or diracily related to, a congenital abnormality,
a personal injury resulting from an accident
or trauma, or disfiguring disease.
"(B) Dxrrnn-IoN. —For purposes of this
paragraph, the term 'cosmetic surgery'
means any procedure which is directed at

Improving the patient's appearance and

does not meaningfully promote the proper
function of the body or prevent or treat Illness or disease."
(b)

EFFECTIVE

DArE—The

amendment

8420a of title 5, UnIted States Code, if the non-Federal agency, or source agency may
annuity of rich employee or Member com- suspend, ter,ninate, redice, or make a final
denial of any financial assistance or paymences on or before November 1, 1990.
(2) Notwithstanding any other provision ment under a Federal benefit program to
of hi w, the provisions repeated under subsec- such individual, or take other adverse
tion (a) (4) and (5) shall apply to any lump- action against such individual, as a result
sum credit payable to an employee (to which of information produced by such matching
such provisions would olizenotie apply) jf program, until—

made by this section shall apply to taxable the annuity of such employee commences on
years beginnIng after Decembe,-31. 1990.

or before November 1, 1990.

"(41(11 the agency has independentlY veri-

fied the lnfonnation, or
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"(it) the Data Integrity Board of the charge imposed by any health care provide,;
Id) AMENDMENT RaL.471N0 TO PAY ON A
agency, or in the case of a non-Federal for Inpatient hospital services which are CHANGE 0, Posnyow—Section 5334 of tile 5,
agency the Data Integrity Board of the cavered for purposes of benefit payments United States Code, Is amended by adding
outve agency, determines in accordance under this chapter and part A of title XVIII at the end the folloioing new subsectlon.
with gut dance Issued by the Director a! the of the Social Security Act, to the extent that
Office of Management and Budget that—
such charge eeeds applicable limitations
"(II the infonnation Is limited to identifi- on hospital charges established for medicare
cation and amount of benefits paid by the purposes under sectIon 1186 ci the Social Sesource agency under a Federal benefit pro- curity Act (42 U.S.C. 1395wwL Hospital program: and
viders who have in force participation
"(II) there is a high decree of confidence agreements with the Secretary of Health and
that the infonnatio,s provided to the recipi- Human Services consiste,it with sections
ent agency Is acciuute,'
1814(a) and 1166 of the Social Security Act
"(B) the individual receives a notice from (42 U.S.C 1395f(a) and 1395cc), whereby the

"(g) An employee of a nonappropriated
fund Instrumentality of the Department of

notice 'under subparagraph (B) is mailed or
otherwise provided to the individual.
"(2) Independent verification referred to
in paragraph (1) requires investigation and
confirmation of specific information relating to an individual that Is used as a basis

1 knowingly and wilifuliy violate this subsection on a repeated basis and the Secretary may invoke appropriate sanctions in
accordance with section 1866(b)(2) of the

above the maximum for the grade, except as

and applicable regulations.

moving. ".

Defense or Use Coast Guard described in sec-

tion 2105(c who moves, without a break In
service of mote than 3 days, to a position In

the Department of Defense or the Coast
Guard, respectively, that is subject to this

subchapter, may have such employee's initial rate of basic pay fixed at the minimum
rate of the appropriate grade or at any step
of such grade that does not exceed the highest previous rate of basic pay received by
that employee during the employee's service
described in section 2105(c). In the case of a

the agency containing a statement f its participating provider accepts medicare
findings and informing the individual of benefits as full payment for covered Items
the opportunity to contest such findings; and services after applicable patient copayand
ments under section 1813 of such Act (42
"(C)(i) the expiration of any time period U.S.C 1395e) have been satisfied, shall ,ionappropriated fund employee who is
established for the program by statute or accept equivalent benefit payments and en- moved Involuntarily from such nonapproregulation for the individual to respond to rollee copayments under this chapter as full priated fund Instrumentality without a
that notice; or
payment for services described In the preced- break in service of more than 3 days and
"(ii) In the case of a program for whmch no ing sentence. The Office of Personnel Man- without substantial change in duties to a
such period is established, the end of the 30- agement shall notiJ' the Secretary of Health position that is subject to this subchapter,
day period beginning on the date on which and Human Services if a hospital is found the employee's pay shall be set at a rate (not
may be provided for under section 5365)
that Is not less than the employee's rate of
basic pay under the nonappropriated fund
Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1395cc(b)(2)) Instrumentality Immediately prior to so

for an adverse action against the Individ"12) Notwithstanding any other provision
(e) AMANDMFJJT PJLAI7NO TO PERIODIC SreP
ual, Including where applicable investiga- of law, the Secretary of Health and Human INCREASF,s.—Sectlon 5335 of tile 5, United
tion and confirmation of—
Services and the Director of the Office of States Code. Is amended by adding at the
"(A) the amount of any asset or income in- Personnel Management, and their agents, end the foUowing new subsection:
volved,-

shall exchange any Information necessary to
"(B) whether such individual actually has implement this subsection,
(b) Emc'rivg DATT.S.—The amendments
such individual's own use; and
made by this section apply to inpatient hos"(C) the period or periods when the mdi- pital admissions that occur on and after Ocvidual actually had such asset or income,
toberl, 1990.

or had access to such asset or income for

"(3) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), an
agency may take any appropriate action
otherwise prohibited by such paragraph if
the agency determines that the public health
or public safety may be adversely affect.ed or

SEC. 9006. PORTABILITY OP BENEFiTS FOR EMPLOYEES CONVERTING TO TIlE CiVIL S.ERViCE SYSTEIL

(a) SHORT Tny.z.—Thts section may be
cited as the "Portability of Benefits for Nonsignificantly threatened during any notice appropriated Fund Employees Act of 1990'
period required by such paragraph. '
(b)
DEFINITIONAL
AsexNDsrr.ziT. —Section
(2) Not later than 90 days after the date of 2105(c) of title 5, United States Code, is

the enactment of this Act; the Director of the amended—
Office of Management and Budget shall pub(1) by amending paragraph (1) to read as
lish guidance under subsection (p)(1)(A)(ii) foZlows.
of section 552a of tile 5, United States Code,
"(1) laws administered by the Office of
as amended by this AcL
Personnel Management, except—
(ci IJMn-ATI0N ON APPLICATION 0' VEPJFJCA"(A)section 7204;
TION
RSQumEMENT.—Sectlon
"(B) as otherwise specifically provided in
552a(p)(1)(A)tii)(If) of tile 5, United States this title,
Code, as amended by section 2, shall not
"(C) the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938;
apply to a program referred to in paragraph or
(1), (2), or (4) of section 1137(b) of the Social
"(D) for the purpose of entering into an
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b-7), until the interchange agreement to provide for the
earlier of—
noncompetitive movement of employees be.

"(g) In computing periods of service under

subsection (a) In the case of an employee
who moves without a break In service of
more than 3 days from a position under a
nonappropriated fund instrumentality of
the Department of Defense or the Coast
Guard descrIbed in section 21 05(c) to a position under the Department of Defense or the
Coast Guard, respectively, that is subject to

this subchapter, service under such Instrumentality shall, under regulations prescribed by the Office, be deemed service in a
position subject to this subchapter. '
(f) AMENDMEI.T RElATING TO GRADE AND PAY

5365(b) of title 5,
United States Code, Is amended by adding

RErzm7oN.—Sect ion

at the end the following:

'IndIviduals with respect to whom authority under paragraph (2) may be exercised Inelude individuals who are moved without a
break In service of more than 3 days from

employment in nonappropriated fund instrunwntalities of the Department of Defense or the Coast Guard described In section 21 05(c) to employment in the Depart-

mnent of Defense or the Coast Guard, respec-

(1) the date on which the Data Integrity tween such instrumentalities and the corn- tively, that is not described in section

21 05(c). '
pet Itive service; or' and
() AMENDMENT l3.ELA1YN0 10 PAY FOR ACcuterm that program determines that there is 12) in paragraph (2), by striking "chapter
not a high degree of confidence that infor- 84" and inserting "chapter 84 (except to the MULA TED AND ACCRUED Le.i vx.—Section
5551(a) of tile 5, UnIted States Code, Is
mation provided by that agency under Fed- extent specifically provided ffierein)"

Board of the Federal agency which admi nis-

Ic) AMENDMENT RZ.LASTNO TO ORDex OP TiE- amended by adding at the end the following
era? matching programs is accurate; or
(2) 30 days after the date of publication of TTNTION.—SeCtlofl 3502(a)(C) of tile 5 new sentence: "For the purposes of this subUnited States Code, is amended to read as section, movement to employment described
guidance under section 2(b).
in section 2105(c) shall not be deemed sepaSLC. 8005. APPLiCATION OP CERTAiN MEDICARE follows:
ration from the service in the case of an em"(C) is entitled to credit for—
UMI'I TO FEDERAL EMPLOYEE
REALlY! RENEFFTS ENROU2ES AGE 15
"Ii) service rendered as an employee of a ployee whose annual Leave is transferred
OR OWEs.
county committee established pursuant to under section 6308(b). '
(a) Fesapi. EMPLOYEES Hw.n, Bxwzms section 8(b) of the Soil Conservation and Al1k) AMKNDMSJV7S RELATING TO TR.tNSIERS
PRoGRAJL—Section 8904 of title 5, United lot ment Act or of a committee or association BETWEEN P0SJ7YONS UNDER Dzmax' Lss vx
States Code, is amended by Inserting "(a)" of producers described in section 10(b) of the Syprzies.—Section 6308 of title 5, United
before the first sentence and by adding at Agricultural Adjustment Act, and
States Code, Is amended—
the end of the section the foUowing new sub(1) by inserting "(a)" before "The annual'
"(ii) service rendered as an employee de3ecti,.n.
scribed In section 2105(c) if such employee and
"(b)(l) A plan, other than a prepayment moves or has moved, on or after January 1,
(2) by adding at the end the following new
plan described in sectIon 8903(4) of this 1987, without a break in service of more subsection:
title, may not provide benefits, In the case of than 3 days. from a position in a nonappro"(bJ The annual leave, sick leave, and
any ,etired enrolled individual who is age printed fund instrumentollti of the Depart- home leave to the credit of a nonappropriat65 or older and is not covered to receive ment of Defense or the Coast Guard to a po- ed fund employee of the Department of De-

medicare hospital and insurance benefits sition in the Department of Defense or the fense or the Coast Guard described in secunder part A of title XVIII of the Social Se- Coast Guard, respectively, that is not de- tion 2105(c) who moves without a break In
curity Act (42 U.S.C. 1395c et seq.), to pay a scri bed In section 2105(c). '

service of more than 3 days to a position in
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the Department of Defen,e or the Coast ment of Defense or the Coast Guard de-

(2) Section 8461 of title 5, United States

and home leave to the credit of an emploijee following new subsection:
"(p)(l) Under regulations prescribed by
of the Department of Defense or the Coast
Guard who Is subject to this subchapter and the Office of Personnel Management, an emwho moves without a break in service of ployee of the Department of Defense or the
more than 3 days to a position under a non- Coast Guard who—

the Office an employee of the Depart n-Lent of
Defense or the Coast Guard who—

Code, is an-Lended by adding at the end the
Guard, respectively, that 13 subject to thl3 scri bed in section 2105(c);'
(2) Section 8347 of title 5, United States following new 3ubsection.
subchapter shall be transferred to th.e em"(n)(l) Under regulations prescribed by
ployee's credit, The annual leave sick Zeave Code, is amended by adding a-I the end the

appropriated fund Instrumentality of the

Department of Defense or the Coast Guard
respectively, described In section 2105(c),
shall be transferred to the employee's credit
under the nonapproprtated fund Inst rumenlolity. The Secretary of Defense or the Secretary of Transportation, as appropriate, may
provide for a transfer of funds In an amount
equal to the value of the transferred annual
leave to compensate the gaining entity for
the cost of a transfer of annual leave under
this subsection

"(A) has not previously made or had an
opportunity to make an election under this
subsection,

"(A) has not previously nade or had an
"(B) has S or more years of civilian service
opportunity to make an election under this creditable under thu chapter; and

"(C) moves, without a break In service of
subsection,
"(B) has S or more years of civilian service more than 3 days, to employment in a noncreditable under this subchapter; and
appropriated fund instrumentality of the
"(C) moves, without a break in service of Department of Defense or the Coast Guard,
more than 3 days, to employment in a non- respectively, described in section 2105(c),
appropriated fund instrumentality of the shall be given the opportunity to elect ir-revDepartment of Defense or the Coast Guard; ocably, within 30 days after such move, to
respectively, described in section 2105(c),
remain covered as an employee under this
shall be given the opportunity to elect irrev- chapter during any employment described
ocably, within 30 days after such move, to in section 2105(c) after such move.

remain covered as an employee under this
"(2) Under regulations prescribed by the
subchapter during any employment de- Office, an employee of a nonapproprtated
Section 6312 is amended to read as follows: scribed in section 2105(c) after such move.
fund instrun-Lentality of the Department of
"(2) Under regulations prescribed by the Defense or the Coast Guard described in sec'16312. Accrual and accumulation for former
(i) AMENDMENTS

TO

INCLUDE ADDITIONAL

SERvIcE FOR LEAVE ACCRUAL PURP0sEs.—(1)

ASCS county office and aonapprvpriated fund Office of Personnel Management, an em-

tion 2105(c), who—

ployee of a nonappropriated fund instru"(A) has not previously made or had an
"(a) Credit shall be given in determining mentality of the Department of Defense or opportunity to make an election under this
years of service for the purpose af section the Coast Guard, described -in section subsection;
2105(c), who—
"(B) is a vested participant In a retire6303(a) for—
"(A) has not previously made or had an ment system established for employees de"(1) service as an employee of a county
committee established pursuant to section opportunity to make an election under this scrtbed in section 2105(c), as the term
8(b) of the Soil Conservation and Allotment eubsection,
'vested participant' i defined by such
"(B) is a vested participant in a retire- system;
Act or of a committee or an association of
producers described in section 10(b) of the ment system established for employees de"(C) moves, without a breo.k in service of
scribed in section 2105(c), as the term more
Apncultural Adjustment Act, and
than 3 days, to a position in the De"(2) service under a nonappropriated fund 'vested participant' is defined by such partnLent of Defen3e or the Coast Guard, re•
instrumentality of the Department of De- sijstein
spectively, that is not described by section
"(C) moves, without a break in service of 2105(c), and
fense or the Coast Guard described in section 2105(c) by an employee who has moved more than 3 days, to a position in the De"(Dl is not eligible to mo.ke an election
without a break in service of more than 3 partment of Defense or the Coast Guard, re- under section 834 7(p),
days to a position subject to this subchapter spectively, that is not described in section shall be given the opportunity to elect ir-revin the Department of Defense or the Coast 2105(c); and
"(DI is excluded from coverage under ocably, within 30 days after such move, to
Guard, respectively.
employees

-

"(bI The provisions of subsections (a) and
(bI of section 6308 for transfer of leave between leave systems shall apply to the leave
systems established for such county office
employees and employees of such Department of Defense and Coast Guard nonapproprlated fund instrumentalities, respec-

chapter 84 by section 8402(b),
shall be given the opportunity to elect fr-rev-

renulin covered; during any subsequent employment as an employee as defined by section 21 05 (a) orsection 2105(c), by the retirenent system applicable to such employce's

follows:

EMPLOYEES' RErrpME!,rSys7TM.—(1) Section
8401 of title 5, United States Code is amended—

(ii);
(2) by inserting "or" after the semicolon at
the end of clause (iii); and

ocably, within 30 days after such move, to
remain covered; during any subsequent emor most recent employment deployment as an employee as defined in sec- current
scribed by section 2105(c) rather than be
tion 2105(a) or section 2105(c), by the retire- subject to thi. chapter. ".
ment system applicable to such employee's
(1) AMENDMENTS REL.4TINO To HEALTH BENEtively. "
current or most recent employment de8901(3)(A) of title 5, United
(2) The item relating to section 6312 In the scribed in section 2105(c) rather than be rr.—Section
States Code Is amended—
table of sections for chapter 63 of title 5, subject to thi. subchapter. ".
(1) by strtking "or" at the end of clause
United States Code, is amended to read as
(kI AMENDM&NTS P.FJ4TJNO TO THE FEDEjui
"6312. Accrual and accumulation for former
(A) in paragraph (11)—
ASCS county office and nonap(il bii strtking "and" at the end of subpropriated fund employees. ".
(jI Amendments Relating to the Civil Serv- paragraph (A);
(ii) by inserting "and" after the semicolon
ice Retirement Systenu—(1) Section 8331 of
at the end of subparagraph (B);
title 5, United States Code, is amended—

(Al by striking "and" at the end of para-

graph (1)(J1;
(B) by Inserting "and" after the semicolon
at the end of paragraph (11(K);
(CI by inserting after paragraph (1)(K) the
following new paragraph:

"(LI an employee described in section

(3) by in3erting after clause (iii) the fol-

lowing new clause:
"(iv) on an imnLediate annuity under a re-

tirement system establi.shed for employees
described in section 2105(c), in the case of

individual who elected under section
(ui) by inserting after sibparagraph (B) an
8347(p)(2) or 8461(n)(2) to remain subject to

the following new subparagraph.

"(C) an employee descrtbed in section such a system;".

2105(c) who has made an election under section 8461(n)(1) to remain covered under thi.s
chapter;";

(iv) by strtking "or" at the end of clause

(m) APPLJCtB JUrY.— (1) The an-Lendmen ts

made by Uu. section shall apply with respect

to any individual who, on or after January
1, 1987—

(A) moves without a breo.k in ser,,ice of
more than 3 days from employment in a
nonappropriated fund instrunLentality of
(in) by inserting after clause (ill) the fol- the Department of Defense or the Coast
(D) In paragraph (11(u), by striking the
Guard that is descrtbed in section 2105(c) of
matter following "Government employees" lowing new clau3e.
"(iv) an employee who has made an elec- title 5, United States Code to employment
through the semicolon and inserting "(besides any employee excluded by clause (xl, tion under section 8461(n)(2) to remain cov- In the Department of Defense or the Coast
but including any employee who has made ered by a retirement system established for Guard., respectively, that Is not descrtbed in
section 2105(c): or
an election under section 8347(p)(2) to employees described in section 2105(c);"; such
(B) moves wtthout a breo.k in service from
remain covered by a retirement system es- and
(B) in paragraph (15), by striking "and employment in Vie Department of Defen3e or
tablished for employees described in section
Gallaudet College," and inserting ' Gc-Uau- the Coa.,t Guard that zs not descrtbed in
2105(c));"; and
(El in paragraph (71, by striking "and det College, and; in Vie case of an employee such section 2105(c) to employment in a
Gallaudet College;" and inserting "Gallau- described in paragraph (111(C), a nonappro- nonapproprtated fund instrumentality of
det College, and; in the case of an employee priated fund instrumentality of the Depart. the Department of Defense or thE Coast
described in paragraph (1)(L1, a nonappro- ment of Defense or the Coo.t Guard de- Guard., respectively, that i descrtbed n
such section 2105(c).
priated fund instrumentality of the Depart- scrt bed in section 2105(c);'

2105(c) who has made an election under section 834 7(p)(11 to renuzin covered, under this
subchapter; "

(ii);
(v) by inserting "or" after the semicolon at
the end of clause (iii); and
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applicable, for transmission to the appropriate retirement system,

1995, of 56 percent, rounded by standard

SEC. 505 SWDER4L EMPLOYEE IIEALI7I P2WEFI7S
RiFORSL

subscriptions (a) and (b) of section 41 of

at-i thematic rules, on all fees authorized by

title 35, United States Code.
(a)
Hosm ws noN-CosT-C TAINME rer
(b) Use or 5uncmijtaz,g—Notwithstanding
shaU take such actions as nay be practica- Mwtmes.—Sectlon 8902 of title 5, United section 3302 of title 31, United States Code,
be to ensure that each Individual who has States Code, is amended by adding at the beginning in fiscal year 1991, all surcharges
moved as desctf bed under parv.graph (1) on end the following:
collected by the Patent and Trademark
or after January 1, 1917, and before the date
"(n) A contract for a plan described by sec- Office shall be credited to a separate acof enactment of this Act, receives the benefit tIon 8903(1), (V. or (3), or section 8903a, count established In the Department of
of the amendments made by (lila section as shall require the carrier—
Treasury and ascribed to the Patent and
Vsuch amendments had been in effect at the
"(1) to implement hospitalization-cost- Trademark activities of the Department of
time such individual so moved. Each such containment measures, including ,nea.s- Commerce as offsetting receipts, to be availindividual who wishes to make an election urea—
able only to the Patent and Trademark
of retirement coverage under the amend"(A) for verifying the medical necessity of Office to the extent provided in advance in
ments made by subsection (I) or 1k) of this any proposed treatment or surgery;
appropriations acts for all authorized acsection shall complete such election within
"(B) for determining the feasibility or ap- tivities and operations of the Office, and to
iSO days after the date of enactment of this propriateness of providing services on an remain available until expended.
AcL
outpatient rather than on an inpatient
(c) Rzvls,oNs.—In fiscal years 1991
(n) Cz.j.pjp'ymo PRovwos REI.4TZNG iv basis;.
1995, surcharges established under
"(C) for determining the appropriate through
Tha4m-ewr or INazvlDuu.,s EJZCTINO TO
subsection (a) may be revised periodically
Rsz&a,z Suwsxr iv Them Fonn Rernig- length of stay (through concurrent review or by the Commissioner of Patents and TradeNeWT Syssu—(1) For the purpose of this otherwise) in cases involving inpatient care; marks, subject to the provisions of section
section, the term "nonappropriated fund In- and
553 of title 5, United States Code, in order to
"ID) involving cases management, if the ensure
strumentality" means a nonappropriated
that the following amounts, of patent
circumstances
so
warrant,and
fund instrumentality of the Department of
and trademark user fees are collected.
(2)
to
establish
incentives
to
encourage
Defense or the Coast Guard, described in
(1) $91,000,000 in fiscal year 1991.
section 2105(c) of title 5, United States Code. compliance with measures under paragraph
(2) $95,000,000 in fiscal year 1992.
(1).
'
(2)(A) If an individual makes an election
(3) $99,000,000 in fiscal year 1993.
"(b)
Ismrnovzv
Ci.su
Zt41ioeMz?rr—Section
under section 834 7(p)(1) of title 5, United
(4) $103,000,000 inflsco,i year 1994.
States Code, to remain covered by subchap- 8909(a) of tItle 5, United States Code, is
(5) $107,000,000 in fiscal year 1995.
ter III of chapter 83 of such title, any nonap- amended by adding at the end (as a flush
(d) Rzpw..—Section 105(a) of Public Law
pn,prtated fund instrumentality thereafter left sentence) the following:
employing such individual shall deduct "Payments from the Fund to a plan partici- 100-703 (102 Stat. 4675) is repealed.

from such individual's pay and contribute pating in a letter-of-credit arrangement
to the Thrift Savings Fund such slims as are under this chapter shall, in connection with
required for such individual in accordance any payment or reimbursement to be made
by such plan for a health service or supply,
with section 8351 of such title.
(B) Notwithstanding subsection (a) or (b) be made only on a checks-presented basis (as

defined under regulations of the Department
any individual who, as of the date of enact- of the Treasury). "
(c) IMPP.ovEo CoopJ,rnerjroN Wmi Msw,nent of this Act, becomes eligible to make
an election under section 834 7(p)(1) of such CARL—SectiOn 8910 of title 5, United States
tUle may, within 30 days at Yer such lndivid- Code, Is amended by adding at the end the
ua.l makes an election thereunder in accord- following:
"(ti) The Office, in consultation with the
ance with section 13(b), make any election
described in section 8432(b)(1HA) of such Department of Health and Human Services,
shall develop and implement a system
title.
(3)(A) If an individual makes an election through which the carrier for an approved
under section 8461(n)(1) of title 5, United health benefits plan described by section
States Code, to remain covered by chapter 84 8903 or 8903a will be able to identify those
of such title, any nOnizppropriated fund in- annuitants or other individuals covered by
strumentality thereafter employing such in- such plan who are entitled to benefits under
dividual 8hall deduct from 8uch individual's partA orB of title XVIII of the Social Secupay and shall contribute to the Thrift Sat,- rity Act in order to ensure that payments
ings Fund the funds deducted, together with under coordination of benefits with Medisuch other sums as are required for such in- care do not exceed the statutory maximums
divldua.l under subchapter III of such chap- which physicians may charge Medicare enof section 8432 of title 5, United States Code,

rollees. '
(ti) Emerive DASL—The amendments
(B) Notwithstanding subsection (a) or (b)
of section 8432 of title 5, United States Code, made by this section 8hall be effective as of
ter.

any individual who, as of the date of enactment of this Act, becomes eligible to make
an election under section 8461(n)(1) of such
title may, within 30 day8 after such individual makes an election thereunder in accordance with sectIon 13(b), make any election
described in section 8432(b)(1)(4) of such
title.

(4) If an individual makes an election

under section 834 7(p)(2) or 8461(n)(2) of
title 5, United States Code, to remain covered by a retirement system established for
employees described in section 2105(c) of
such title, any Government agency Uiereafter employing such individual shall, in lieu

of any deductions or contributions for

which It would otherwise be responsible
with respect to such individual under chapter 83 or 84 of such title, make such tieduc-

tions ftvm pay and such contributions as
would be required (under the retirement

system for nonapp,'oprta.ted fund employees
involved) V U were a nonappropriated fund

• Instrumentality. Any such deductions and
contributions shall be remitted to the Departnent of Defense or the Coast Guard, as

(e) REPORT ON Fees —The Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks shall study the

structure of all fees collected by the Patent
and Trademark Office and, not later than
May 1, 1991, shall submit to the Congress a
report on all fees to be collected by the office
in fiscal years 1992 through 1995. The report

shall include a proposed schedule of fees
that would distribute the surcharge provided by subsection (a) among all fees collected
by the office, and recommendations for any
statutory changes that may be necessary to
implement the proposals contained in the
report.

SEC 505 FEDEL4L AGENCY STATU&

For the purposes of Federal Law, the Patent
and Trademark Office shall be considered a

Federal Agency. In particular, the Patent

and Trademark Office shall be subject to all
Federal laws pertaining to the procurement
of goods and services that would apply to a

Federal agency using appropriated funds,
including (lie Federal Property and Admin-

iatrtztive Services Act of 1949 and the Of/ice
of Federal Procurement Policy Act.
SEC 505 EFFECT ON OTHER LAW.

Except for sectIon 6001(d), nothing in this
January 1, 1991, and shall apply with re- title
affects the provisions of Public Law
spect to contract years beginning on or after
100-703 (102 Stat. 4674 and following).
that date.
TITLE I—LABOR
SEC 505 i- YEAR PERIOD OF UMITA ITOH ON COLLECTION AJTRR ASSESSMENT.

SEC 1091. SNoRT TiTLE AND TABLE OF CONTRN

(a) In generaL—Subsection (a) of section
(a) SHORT Tm.z,—This title may be cited
6502 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 as the "Labor Reconciliation Act of 1990
(relating to collection after assessment) is
(bS TaLz or Coin'e,rrs—The table of conamended(1) by striking "6 years" in paragraph (1) tents is as follows:
and inserting "10 years' and
(2) by striking "4-year perioc" In pare- See. 10001. Short title and table of contents.
graph (2) and inserting "10-year perIod'
Subtitle A—Education Provisions
(b) Effective Date.—The amendments
Initial disbursement and enmade by subsection (a) shall apply to levies See. 10101.dorsement
made, proceedings begun, or agreements See. 10102. IneligibIlityrequirements
based on high demade after the date of the enactment of this
fault rates.
Act, with respect to assessments made after
such date or assessments pending on such Sec. 10103. Ability to benefit.
date (determined without regard to Me Sec. 10104. Maximum loan amounts.
Sec. 10105. Amendments to bankruptcy
amendments made by this section).
laws.
TITLE Lk—COMMIITEE ON THE JUDICIARY
Sec. 10106. Sunset provision.
SEC 501. PA THAT AND SW4DEMARK OFSTCE USER
Subtitle B—Labor-Related Penalties
'Plea
(a? Sunc,uaazs.—There shall be a sur- See, 10201. Occupational safety and health.
charge, during fiscal years 1991 through Sec. 10202. Mine safety and health.
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Subtitle C—Employee Retirement Income

"(i)fiscal year 1991 is 40 percent;
"(ii) fiscal year 1992 i 30 percent; and
"(iii) fiscal year 1993 and each succeeding
fiscal year is 25 percent. "

(B) in paragraph

(2),

by striking the

period at the end and inserting a semicolon
and "or":and
(C) by adding at the end the following new
Sec. 10301. Increase in Reversion Tax.
(b) Emcnvs DArx—The amendment paragraph:
Sec. 10302. Requirement of Replacement
"(3) any eligibility of the debtor to particiPlan for Portion of Excess made by this section shall be effective July 1,
Pasr 1—TRZATME,,rr OF REVERSIONS OF
QUAUFIED PLAN Axszrs ro EMPLOYERS.

pate in programs authorized under the

1991.

Assets
Sec. 10303. Effective Date.

Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C.

SEC. 10151 ABILiTY IV BENEFIT.

PART 2—TM NSFERS FO RmRse HeLnI
ACCOUNra

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 484(d) of the

Highe# Education Act of

1965

(20 U.S.C.

1001 et seq.: 42 U.S.C. 2751 et seq.), or any
accreditation status or State licensure of the

debtor as an educational institutio"
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
(1) by redesignating subparagraphs (A) made
by this subsection shall be effective on
and
(B)
of
paragraph
(3)
as
clauses
(i)
and
Sec. 10312. Application of ERISA to trans.
the date of enactment of this Act.
(ii),
respectively;
fer-s of excess pension assets to
(b) TREATMEArF OF CERTAIN EDUCATION
(2) by redesignating paragraphs (1), (2),
retiree heaWi accounts.
LOANS IN BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGs.—
and
(3)
as
subparagraphs
(A),
(B),
and
(C),
PART 3—PRSMIuM RATES
(1) DI5CHARGE.—Section 1328(a)(2) of title
Sec. 10311. Transfer of excess pension assets
to retiree heaWi accounts.

1091(d)) is amended—

-

respectively:

United States Code; is amended by strik(3) by Inserting "(1)" before "A student 11,
ing "section 523(a)(5)" and inserting "parawho is admitted":
(5) or (8) of section 523(a)'
(4) by designating the second sentence of graph
SEC.
INiTIAL DISBURSEMENT A ND ENDORSE(2) COMMENCED cASES.—The amendment
lEVI REQUIREMENTE
paragraph (1) (as designated by paragraph made
by paragraph (1) shall not apply to
(a) AMENDMEPfF.—Section 428G(b)(1) of the (3) of this subsection) as paragraph (2); and
case under the provisions of title 11,
(5) by adding at the end the following new any
Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C.
United States Code, commenced before the
1078-7(b)(1)) amended to read as foUows. paragraph:
date
of the enactment of this Act.
"(b) INrrv,L DIsBURSEMENT AND ENDORSE"(3) In order for a student who is admitted
Sec. 10321. Increase in premium rates.
Sebtitle A—Education Provisions

i

on the basis of ability to benefit from the SEC. 10100. SUNSET PRO VISION.
The amendments made by this subtitle
education or training offered to be eligible
stallment of the proceeds of any loan made, for any loan under part B of this title, the shall cease to have effect on September 30,
insured, or guaranteed under this part that student shag prior to enrollment, pass an 1996.
is made to a student borrower who i enter- independently administered examination
Subtitle B—Labor-Related Penalties
ing the first year of an undergraduate pro- approved by the Secretary. "
SEC. 10101. OCCUPA TIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH.
gram of postsecondary education, and who
AMENDMEArF.—Section
CONFORMING
(b)
(a) IN GENEP.u,—Section 17 of the Occupahas not previously obtained a loan under 481(b) of the Higher Education Act of 1965 tional
Safety and Health Act of 1970 (29
this part, shall not (regardless of the amount (20 U.S.C. 1088(b)) i amended in the fourth
666) is amended—
of such loan or the duration of the period of sentence by inserting ' except in accord- U.S.C.
in subsection (a), by striking "$10,000
enrollment) be endorsed by the eligible insti- ance with section 484(d) of this Act," after for(1)
each violation" and inserting "$50,000
tution until 30 days after the borrower "shall not"
for each violation":
begins a course of study but may be delivIc) Emcrrvs DArs.—The amendments
in subsection (b), by striking "$1,000
ered to the eligible institution prior to the made by this section shall be effective for for(2)each
such violation" and inserting
end of the 30-day period. "
any loan made not earlier than the date of "$5,000 for each such violation";
(b) Emcnvs DArz.—The amendment enactment of this Act to cover a period of inin subsection (c), by striking "$1,000
made by this section shall be effective for str-uction beginning not earlier than Janu- for(3)each
such violation" and inserting
loans made on or after the date of enact- ary 1, 1991.
"$5,000 for each such violation":
NSf F REQUIREMENTS.—

"(1) FIP.Sr YEAR sTUDENTS—The first in-

ment to cover periods of nstr-uction beginning on or after January 1, 1991.
SRi ,.IDz. INELiGIBILiTY BASED

ON HIGH DEFA ULT

(4) in subsection (d), by striking "$1,000"
and inserting "$5,000";
(2) of section 2003(b) of the Omnibus Budget
(5) in subsection (j) (as redesignated), by

SEC. 10104. MAXIMUM LOAN AMOUZ',75

(a) Emrnvs DAis Ex7XNsION.—Para graph

HA TEE
Act of 1989 is amended by
(a) IN GENEP...—Section 435(a) of the Reconci.iiation
"1991" and inserting "1996'
Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. striking
LOAN AM0UNTs.—Paragraph
1085(a)) is amended by adding at the end (1)(b)ofMAXIMUM
section 428A(b) of the Higher Educathe following new paragraph:
"(3) I,'zuorniun' BASED ON HIGH DEFAULT tion Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1078-1(b)) is
amended by striking "9 consecutive" and inRATES.—(A) An institution whose cohort default rate, as defined in section 435(m), i serting "7 consecutive"
equal to or greater than the threshold speci- ,SRC. 10105. AMENDMENTS IV BANKRUPTCY LA liE

fied In subparagraph (B) for each of the
three immediately preceding fiscal years for
which data are available shall not be eligible

(a) AUTOMATIC STAY AND PROPERTY OF THE
ESTATE.—
(1) ACTION BY AN AGENCY.—Section 362(b)

to participate in a program under this title of title 11, United States Code, is amended—
(A) in paragraph (12), by striking "or" at
unless, within 30 days of receiving notification from the Secretary of the loss of eligibil- the end,
ity under this paragraph, the institution appeals the loss of its eligibility to the Secretary. Upon appeal, the Secretary may permit
such Institution to continue to participate
in a program under this title if the institution demonstrates to the satisfaction of the
Secretary that—
"(i) the Secretary's calculation

Section 110(a) of the Federal Mine Safety
and Health Act of 1977 (30 U.S.C. 820(a)) is
amended by strilcing"$lO,OOO" and insertiig
"$30,000'
Subtitle C—Employee Retirement Income

PART 1—TREATMENT OF REVERSIONS

OF QUALIFIED PLAN ASSETS TO EMPLO YERS

SEC. 10301. INCREASE IN REVERSION TAX.

Section 4980(a) of the Internal Revenue

(C) by inserting Immediately following "20percent'
paragraph (13) the following new para- SEC. 10391 REQUIREMENT OP REPLACEMENT PLAN
graphs:
"(14) under subsection (a) of this section,

FOR PORTION OF EXCESS ASSETS

(a) IN GENEnU_—Section 4980 of the Inter-

nal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by
adding at the end the following new subsectioiU
"(d) INCREASE IN TAX FOR FAiLURE iv EsmsLI5H REPLACEMENT PLAN OR INCREASE BENE

"(1) IN GENEP.AL.—Subsection (a) shall be

applied by substituting '40 percent' for '20
percent' with respect to any employer rever

sion from a qualified plan unless—
"(A) the employer establishes or maintains
a qualified replacement plan, or

"(B) the plan provides benefit increases

meeting the requirements of paragraph (3).

"(2) QUALIFIED REPLACEMENT pLAN.—FOr

purposes of this subsection, the term 'quali-

fied replacement plan' means a qualified
• (A) in paragraph (1), by striking "or" at plan established or maintained by the employer in connection with a qualified plan
the end,

"(B) For purposes of subparagraph (A), the 11, United States Code, i amended—

years Immediately preceding—

and

SEC. 10201 MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH.

Code of 1986 (relating to tax on reversion of
period at the end and inserting a semicolon; qualified plan assets to employer) is amended by striking "15 percent" and inserting
and

(B) in paragraph (13), by striking the

of ils of any action by an accrediting agency recohort default rate is not accurate, and that garding the accreditation status of the
recalculation would reduce Its cohort de- debtor as an educational institution;
"(15) under subsection (a) of this section,
fault rate for any of the three fiscal years
below the threshold level specified in sub- of any action by a State licensing body regarding the licensure of the debtor as an
paragraph (B): or
"(ii) there are, In the Judgment of the Sec- educational instituiion, or
retary, exceptional mitigating circum"(16) under subsection (a) of this section,
stances that would make the application of of any action by a guaranty agency, as dethis paragraph inequitable; except that, fined in section 435(j) of the Higher Educaduring the pendency of an appeal based in tion Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1001 et seq.) or
whole or in part upon this clause, the Secre- the Secretary of Education regarding the elitary may suspend the eligibility of the insti- gibility of the debtor to participate in protution In accordance with his authority to grams authorized under such Act. "
take emergency actions under section
(2) ELIGIBILITY TO PAR TICIPATZ IN HIGHER
487(c)(1)(E).
EDUCATION pR0GRAMs.—Section 541(b) of title
threshold level for each of the three fiscal

striking "$1,000" and inserting "$5,000";
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termination (hereinafter referred to as the

replacement plan') with respect to which
the following requirements are met.
"(A)

PARTICIPATION

REQ UIRE MENT.—SUb-

stantially all of the active participants in
the terminated plan are active participants
in the replace,nent plan.
"(B) A.ssgr TRANSFER REQ UIREMENT—

SENATE
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"(I) have an aggregate present value not located to the remaining participants on the
less than 15 percent of the maximum same basis as other increases (and shall be
amount which the employer could receive as treated as meeting any allocation requirean employer reversion without regard to this ment of this subsection).
"(D) AGGREGATION OF PL.ANS.—The Secresubsection, and
"(II) take effect immediately on the termi- tary may provide that 2 or more plans may
be treated as 1 plan for purposes of deternation date.
"(ii) PRO P.ATA INCREASL—For purposes of mining whether there is a qualified replaceclause (I), a pro rata increase Is an increase ment plan under paragraph (2).
"(6) SUBSECTION NOT TO APPLY TO EMPLOYER
in the nónforfeitable accrued benefit of each
shall not

'(i) 20 PER CENT CUSHION—A direct transfer
from the terminated plan to the replacement
plan is made before any employer reversion participant (Including nonactive partici- IN JANKP.IJPTt'Y.—This subsection
in an amount equal to the excess (If any) pants) in an amount which bears the same apply to an employer who, as Of the terminaratio to the aggregate amount determined tion date of the qualified plan, Is in bankof—
ruptcy liquidation under chapter 7 of title
"(1) 20 percent of the maximum amount under clause (i)(I) as—
which the employer could receive as an em"(I) the present value of such participant's 11 of the United States Code."
(b) AMENDMENTS TO EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT
•pioyer reversion without regard to this sub- nonforfeitable accrued benefit (determined
INCOME SECURITY Acr.—
without regard to this subsection), bears to
section, over
(1) FIDUCL4R Y p.ESp0NSIBIU7Y.—Section 404
"(II) the aggregate present value of non"(11) the amount determined under clause
forfeitable accrued benefits of the terminat- of the Employee Retirement Income Security
(ii).
Act of 1974 (29 U.S.C. 1104) is amended by
"(ii) REDUc'rION FOR INCREASE IN J3ENEFFIu.— ed plan (as so determined).
The amount deter,nined under this clause is Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, the adding at the end the following new subsecan amount equal to the present value of the aggregate increases in the nonforfeitable ac- tion,
"(d)(1) IL in connection with the terminaaggregate increases in the nonforfeitable ac- crued benefits of nonactive participants
crued benefits under the terminated plan of shall not exceed 40 percent of the aggregate tion of a single-employer plan, an employer
elects to establish or maintain a qualified
any participants (including nonactive par- amount determined under clause (i)(I).
benefits, as
ticipants) pursuant to a plan amendment
"(B) BENEm INCREASE OF 20 PERCENT OR replacement plan, or to increase
which—
GREATER.—The aggregate present-value of the provided under section 4980(d) of the Inter"(1) is adopted during the 60-day period increases in nonforfeitable accrued benefits nal Revenue Code of 1986, a fiduciary shall
ending on the date of termination of the described in paragraph (2)(B)(il) is 20 per- discharge the fiduciary's duties under this
qualified plan, and
cent or more of the maximum amount which title and title IV in accordance with the fol"(11) takes effect immediately on the ter- the employer could receive as an employer lowing reqtiirements:
"(A) In the case of a fiduciary of the termimination date.
reversion without regard to this subsection.
plan, any requirement—
"(iii) TREATMENT OF AMOUNT DRARSIZRRED.—
"(4) CooPrnNATioN WIFH OTHER PRO VI- nated
"(i) under section 4980(d)(2)(B) of such
In the case of the transfer of any amount SIONS.—
Code with respect to the transfer of assets
under clause (i)—
"(A) LIMITATJONS.—A benefit may not be in- from
the terminated plan to a qualified re"(I) such amount shall not be includible in creased
under paragraph (2)(B)(ii) or (3)(A),
the gross income of the employer.
placement plan, and
and
an
amount
may
not
be
allocated
to
a
"(II) no deduction shall be allowable with participant under paragraph (2)(C), if such
"(ii) under section 4980(d)(2)(B)(ii) or
4980(d)(3) of such Code with respect to any
respect to such transfer, and
increase
or
allocation
would
result
in
a
fail"(III) such transfer shall not be treated as
to meet any requirement under section increase in benefits under the terminated
an employer reversion for purposes of this ure
plan.
401(a)(4)
or 415.
"(B) In the case of a fiduciary of a qualisection.
"(B)
Ti.s.in.sENT
AS
EMPLOYER
CONTPJBU"(C) ALLOCATiON REQ UIREMEN7u.—
fied replacement plan, any requirement—
TI0NS.—Any
increase
in
benefits
under
para"(I) IN GENEP.AL—In the case of any de"(I) under section 4980(d)(2)(A) of such
(2)(B)(ii) or (3)(A), or any allocation Code
fined contribution plan, the portion of the graph
with respect to participation in the
of
any
amount
(or
income
allocable
thereto)
amount transferred to the replacement plan
qualified replacement plan of active particito
any
account
under
paragraph
(2)(C),
under subparagraph (B)(i) is—
pants in the terminated plan,
"(I) allocated under the plan to the ac- shall be treated as an employer contribution
"(ii) under section 4980(d)(2)(B) of such
for
purposes
of
section
415.
counts of participants in the plan year in
Code with respect to the receipt of assets
"(C)
10-YEAR
PARTICIPATION
REQUiREMEN7'—
which the transfer occurs, or
from the terminated plan, and
"(II) credited to a suspense account and Except as provided by the Secretary, section
"(iii) under section 4980(d)(2)(C) of such
415(b)(5)(D)
shall
not
apply
to
any
increase
allocated from such account to accounts of
Code with respect to the allocation of assets
in
benefits
by
reason
of
this
subsection
to
participants no less rapidly than ratably
to participants of the qualified replacement
over the 7-plan-year period beginning with the extent that the application of this sub- plan.
paragraph
does
not
discriminate
in
favor
of
the year of the transfer (or, if any limitation
"(2) For purposes of this subsection—
under section 415 applies, the period allow- highly compensated employees (as defined
"(A) any term used in this subsection
in section 414(q)).
able under such section).
which Is also used in section 4980(d) of the
"(5)
DEFrnmONs
AND
SPECL4L
RULES.—For
"(ii) TREATMENT OF INCOME—Any income
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall have
on any amount credited to a suspense ac- purposes of this subsection— NT.—The term the same meanino as when used in such secNONACI-IVE
PAR
TICIPA
"(A)
count under clause (i)(II) shall be allocated
tion, and
to accounts of participants no less rapidly 'nonactive participant' means an Individ"(B) any reference in this subsection to the
ual
who—
than ratably over the remainder of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall be a ref"(i)
is
a
participant
in
pay
status
as
of
the
period determined under such clause.
erence to such Code as in effect on January
"(iii) UNALLOCATED AMOUNTE AT TERMINA- termination date,
1, 1991."
"(ii)
is
a
beneficiary
who
has
a
nonforfeit77oN.—If any amount credited to a suspense
(2) C0NIORMING AMENDMENTS. —
able
right
to
an
accrued
benefit
under
the
account under clause (i)(II) is not allocated
(A) Section 404(a)(1)(D) of such Act (29
terminated
plan
as
of
the
termination
date,
as of the termination date of the plan—
U.S.C. 1104(a)(1)(D)) Is amended by striking
"(1) such amount shall be allocated to the or
title IV" and inserting "and title IV'
"(iii) is a participant not described in "or
accounts of participants as of such date,
(B) Section 4044(d)(1) of such Act (29
except that any amount which may not be clause (i) or (ii)—
U.S.C. 1344(d)(1)) is amended by inserting '
"(I) who has a nonforfeitable right to an sectIon
allocated by reason of any limitation under
404(d) of this Act, and section
section 415 shall be allocated to the accounts accrued benefit under the terminated plan 4980(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
as of the termination date, and
of other participants, and
in effect on January 1, 1991)" after
"(II) whose service, which was creditable (as
"(II) if any portion of such amount may
"paragraph (3)".
not be allocated to other participants under under the terminated plan, terminated SEC IJOL EFFECTIVE DATA
subciause (I) by reason of such limitation, during the period beginning 3 years before
(a) IN GE?,'ssAL.—Except as provided in
such portion shall be treated as an employer the termination date dnd ending with the subsection
(b), the amendments made by
date on which the final distribution of
reversion to which this section applies.
this part all apply to reversions occurring
"(3) BENEFIT INCREASES.—The requirements -assets occurs.
"(B) PRESENT VAL uE.—P resent value shall

of this paragraph are met if either of the following requirements are meL
"(A) PRO RATA

INCREASE IN BENEFITS.—

"(i) IN GENERAL.—A plan amendment to the

terminated plan is adopted in connection

after Septe,nber 30, 1990.

be determined as of the termination date (b) ExCEPTION.—The amendments made by
and on the same basis -as liabilities of the this part shall not apply to any reversion
plan are determined on termination.

"(C) RE.4Lz,OC77ON OF INCRE,45L—Except as

with the termination of the plan which pro- provided in paragraph (2)(C), if any benefit
vides pro rata increases in the nonforfeit- increase is reduced by reason of the last senable accrued benefits of all participants (in- tence of paragraph (3)(A)(li). or paragraph
(4), the amount of such reduction shall be alcluding nonactive participants) which—

after September 30, 1990, If—

(1) in the case of plans subject to title IV

of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974, a notice of intent to terminate

under such title was provided to participants (or If no participants, to the Pension
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Benefit Guaranty Corporation) before Octo-

"(LI the due date (including extensions)
for the filing of the return ' tax for such
(21 in the case of ptans subfrct to title I preceding taxable year. or
land trot io title m of sefr Act, a notice of '"t TI) the date such return is fited and
Intent to reduce future aecruab under sec( if) does not exceed the exenditnres 4)'
tion 204(h) of such Act wa,, provided icr par- the employer for qualified current retiree

ber!, fl9, or

tieipernts in eomveeteon with Y.e ternv.rtation before October!, fl90.

PART 2—TRANSFERS TO RmR

health liabilities Jbrsxch preeedtng taxable
year.
"fE)

RwvcTIrw

JW

Der,ucrroM—The

amount of the deduciia-, otherwise allowSEC MilL TLVSFER OF ESCESS PLNSJPN ASS&1 able under this ehizpter to an employer for
the taxable year preeeding The employer's
iT) R.E7IREE HEALTH ACCOVNTS
(a) TN GENER.4L.—PQJt I of sv.bchapter D af first taxable p.ur beginning after December
cbzpler I o/ the Internal Revenue Code af 31, !90 shall be reduced. by the amount of
which this porn1956 (relating to pension,. praftl-sha.riug, any qualified transfer
HFALTW ACCOUNTS

and Stock bonus plans) is am2ned by graph applies.
"IC) Coonom4l'iem wrrir Dvt17O,v Rsu.e—
adding at the end Ole foUowing new subpart.'
Subsection (eM.IMB/ shell not epptij to a
"Subpart E—Treatnien.L of Transfers to
transfer described in subparagraph (A).
Retiree Health .&ecaunts
"(5) ExFi?cis7Oiv'.—No transfer in any tax"Sec 420. Transfers of excess pension assets able year beginning after December 31, !995
to retiree eaLiA aeeo wits.
shall be treated as a qualified ire/en
"SEC tie TRANSFERS OF EXCESS PEWSION ATE75
ro k5.rI&&E i.gi.ni accwt''ys.

"& Gesen.te RULs.—lf there tea qualified
transfer of any excese pension assets of a de-

(C) £rC1TRZMwiT3'

October 18, 19,90

"(.B) 4.ppi.WA.RI P s

z,ouca COSr.—For pur-

poses QI'thIs paragraph, the term 'applicable
employer cost' m,ea.ns, with respect La any
taxable yea the amaun.t determwzed by dividing—

"(if She qualified current retiree health li-

abilities of the emplojer for such, taxable
year determined—
"(.1)

without regard to any reduction

under subsection (oJ(JJ(BJ, and
"(11.4 in the case of a taxable year in which
there was no qualified tran.sfer, in the same
manner as if there had been such a tran,sfer,

bi
"(it) the ninaber of Individuals to whom

coverage for applicable health benefits was
provided during such taxable year.

"IC) E&.scrwN TO COMPOTE COST SEFAR,eTt-

LY.—An employer may elect to have this

paragraph applied separately with respect
to individuals eligible for benefits tinder
title XVIII of She Social Security Act at any

?s,e Tieinwin.mo time during the taxable pear and with re-

spect toind4viouals not so eligiblo
"(11 Usz oe snAs'snssD AssZi,.—
"(D) Baresli? Miu1,7IMANCZ PE&TOLL —For
"(Al Ire Gzrfee&L—Anp wets transferred to purposes of this parraph, the term 'benefit

fined beneftt plan lffier than a tnnWens- a health benefit, coweL tie a.qurs&ified
ployer plan) to a health benefits accoun.t transfer land any izcome allocable thereto)
which Is part of such plan—
shall be used only to pay qualified current
"(1) a trust which is part of sues plan retiree health Lfc.bilthes (other than habiZ
aU not be treated asfailzng to teet the re- tIles qI key e,r,ptoyees tint l.ak.en into acquirements of subsection ksJ or (A) af see- count under subsection (.e)(1)ID)) for the

maintenance period' means the 5 taxable

year period beginning with the taxable year
in which the qua Wied transfer occurs. If a

taxable year is in 2 or more overlapping

benefit maintenance periods, this paragraph
shall be applied by taking into account the
ye of th.e transfer (whether directly highest applicable enzployer cost required to

tlon 401 soLely by reason of such. transfer (or
any other act i.o.u autAoriaed wider this sec- or through reimburse nra nIL
tion),
"(B) AMOUNTS NOT USED iT) PAY FOR RZ&t,
"(2) no amount shall be lied ItbIe in Ike wieFngross income 0.,! the employer main.tetnsng
"lii IN oxrvxui.—Any assets transferred to
the plan solely by reason 4)' such *,'ansfer,
a health benefits amount in a qualified
"(3) such transfer shall not be treated—
(and any tne'nme allocable tlies'et&
"(A) as an empto yes reversion for purposes transfer
which are not need as provided in subparaof section f980, or
graph (A) shalt be transferred cut oi/ the ae

be pravidr4 under subparagraph (A) for
such taxable year.
"(eLI L'nev,osu CM EMPL0YEs.—For purposes of this title—
"iii Duo.ricrioreIJrnFI0NS.—No deduction
shall be allowed—

"fA!for the transfer of any amount to a
health benefits account in a qualified trans"(B) as a prohibited transaction for pur- count to the transferor plan.
fer (or any ret ransfer to the plan under subposes of section 4975, and
"(ii.) TAN meanwes' or .sMownu.—Any section (cH1J(B))
"(4) the limitations of subsection (dl shall amount
transferred
out
of
an
account
under
apply to such employer.
"(B) for quad current retiree health li"(b) QUALIFIED TRAivsrrs.—Fbr purposes o.f clause (I)—
abilities paid out of the assets (and income)
"(1)
shall
not
be
iiieliidiMe
tie
the
gross
thu section—
described in subsection (e)(1), or
"(11 liv arivsnac.—The term 'qualified income 41 the employer for such taxable
"(C) for any amounts to which subparayear,
but
transfer' means a transfer—
graph (B) does not apply and which are
"(II)
shall
be
treated
a.,
an
employer
rever"(Al of excess pension assets of a defined
paid for qualified current retiree health libenefit plan to a AcaWi benefits account sion for purposes of section 4980.
abilities for the taxable year to the extent
.eas—Por
"IC)
OazisaLNo
purposes
of
this
which is part of such plan en a taxable year
amounts are not greater than the
section, any moun,t paid out of a health such
beginning after December 31, 1990,
excess (If any) of—
"(B) which does not contravene any other ben'.fits account shalt be treated as paid
"(i) the amount deter,nined under subfirst out of the awLs and income described paragraph
provison of law, end
(A! (and income allocable therein subparagraph idA
"(C) with
respect to

meets—

which the plan

"(if the use requiremenf.s of subsection

"(2) REQUwM.rJe1u RELATING TO PENSiON

BENEFITS AC't'R UJNO BEFORE TeANSFEn.—

to), over

"Hi) (lie amount determ:ned under sub-

"(A) Zr) GENWL.—The requirements of this paragraph (B).
(clii),
(21 No CONTRInUTIONS ALLOWED—An em'(Ei) the vesting reqniremenL of subsec- paragraph are met if the plan provides that ployer
may not contribute after December
the accrued pension benefits of any particilion (cli 2), and
31, 1990, any amount to a health benefits ac"(iii) the minimum benefit requireni.ents pant or beneficiary under She plan become count
or welfare benefit fend (as defined in
o.f su.bscction (c..113).
nonforfeitabte in the same manner which
"(2) ONLY! ?RAJ7YA PER 5L4.R.—
would be required if the plan had tenninat- section 419(e)(1)) with respect to qualified
"(A) IN GE!wR4L.—No more than 1 transfer ed immediately before the quali,fied transfer current retiree health liabilities for which
with respect to any plan during a taxable (or in the case ( a participant who separat- transferred assets are required to be used
year may be treated as a qualified transfer ed during the 1-year period ending on the under subsection (clii).
SPECIAL RULES.—For
"te) Deriivrnoic
for purposes of this section.
date of the t.ransfer. immediately before such
purposes of this section—
"(B) ExczPrzoM—4 transfer described In separation).
paragraph (4) shall not be taken into
count for purposes of su.z,-ugvgph IA).

sc-

"(B) SPECIAL RULE EQs. 1994.—Ia the case of

"(II QvisirizD CURRENT RETJREF HEALTH Li-

a qualified transfer described in subsection emrjrrsm —Fcr purposes of this section—
"(A) Th' aEis'xPJJ.—The term 'qualified cur"(3) Lw.iv'. 770N ON AMOUND TRtl.5PYRRLD.— (b)W, the requjrenw,jLs of this paragraph
The amount of excess pension assets which are met with respect to any participant who rent retiree health liabilities' means, with
way be transferred in a qualified transfer separated from service during the taxable respect to any taxable year, the aggregate
shalt not exceed the amount which is reason- year to which such transfer relates by ,'ecom- amounts (including administrative exably estimated to be the amount the employ- putin.g such participant's benefits as if sub- penses) which would have been allowable as
er maintaining the plan will pay (whether paragraph (A) had applied im.mediately a deduction to the employer for such taxable
year with respect to applicable health benedirectly or through reimbursement) out of before such separation.
fits provided during such taro..ble yeur if—
"(3) MINiMUM BENEFiT PJ.QUIREMENTS.—
such account during (he taable year of the
"(i) such benefits were provided directly
"(A) TN 0ENEP..4L,—The requireni.enis of this
transfer for qualjficd current retiree health
liabilities.
paragraph are met if each health plan or ar- by the employer, and
"(iii the employer used the cash receipts
"(4) SPECiAL RULE FOR 1991).—
rangement under which applicable health
(A) IN orzcxns—Subjcct to the provisions benefits are provided provides that the ap- and disbursements method of accounting.
of subsection (c), a transfer shalt be trcated plicable employer cast for each taxable year for purposes of the preceding sentence, the
as a qualified transfer if such transfer—
during the benefit maintenance period shall rule a/section 4191c)I'3)(B) shall apply.
(i) Is made after the close of the taxable not be less than The higher of the applicable
"(B) RsDucnoies FOR £MOU?.TS PREVIOUSLY
year preceding the employer's flat taxable employer cozt.c for each of the 2 taxable sET as.w.s.—The amount determined under
pear beginning after December 31,, 199Q anf years immediately preceding the taxable subparagraph (LI ahall be reduced by any
before (lie earlier 41—
year of the qualified transfer.
amount previously contributed to a health
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(d) FUNDING LIMFFAT10NS.—Sect2on 302 of
benefits account or welfare benefit fund (a.,
defined in section 419(e)(1)) to pay for the such Act (29 U.S.C. 1082) u amended by requalified current retiree hea1th liabil2ties.
designating sl2bsection (g) as subsection (h)
"(C) APPUcABLS IIRALm BENEnrS.—The and by adding at the end the foUowing new
term 'applicable health benefits' mean subsection:
"(g) QuujFlxi Tp..s,zp.s v H,.vru BENE.
health benefits which are provided to—
"(i) former employees who, Immediately FIT ACCOUN7.—For purposes of thi.s section,
before the qualified transfer, are entitled to in the case of a quaZi.fied tran.t!er (as de•
receive benefits through the account by fined In section 420 of the Internal Revenue
reason of their participation under the plan, Code of 1986)—
"(1) any asseta transferred in a plan year
and
after the valuation date for such year shall,
"(U) their spouses ansi dependenta.
"(I)) KEY EMPLOYEES EXCLUDED.—If an em- for purposes of subsection (c)(7). be treated
ployee is a key employee (within the mean- as assets in the plan as of the valuation date
ing of section 416(i)(1)) with respect to any for the foUowing year, and
"(2) the plan shall be treated as having a
plan year ending in a taxable year, such employee shaU not be taken into account in net expe,ience Loss under subsection
computing qualified current retiree heaw& (b)(2)(B)(iv) for the plan year in which such
transfer occurs In an amount equal to the
liabilities for such taxable year.
"(2) EXCES.S PENSION Assrrs.—The term amount of such tran3.fer, except that such
'excess pension assets' means the excess (If sztbsection shall be applied to such amount
bij aubstituting '10 plan years' for '5 plan
any) of—
"(A) the amount determined under section years'."
(e) NOTicE REQ UIREMENrS.—

412(c)(7)(A)(ii), over
"(B) the greater of—

"(i) the amount determined under section

spect to any person" after "beneficiary" th
first place it appears, and
(ii) by inserting "or to such person" after
"beneficiary" tJe second place it appears.
(f) Emcnvi DArt. —The amendments
made by this section shall apply to qualified

transfers under section 420 of the Internal

Revenue Code of 1986 made after the date of
the enactment of this Act.
PART 3—PREMIUM RATES
SEC IV21. INcRIASE IN PREMIUM R4 TES
(a) INCRFASE IN BASIc PRZMIUM.—

(1) IN GENZR.4L.—Clause

(i)

of section

4006(a)(3)(A) of the Employee Retirement

Income Security Act of 1974 (29 U.S.C.
1306(a)(3)(A)) is amended by striking "for
plan years beginning after December 31.
1987. an amount equal to the sum of $16"
and inserting "for plan years beginnfng
after December 31, 1990. an amount equal to
the sum of $19"
AMENDMENT. —Section
(2)
CONFORMING
4006(c)(1)(A) of such Act (29 U.S.C.

(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 101 of such Act 1306(c)(1)(A)) Is amended by adding at the
(29 U.S.C. 1021) is amended by redesignat- end tJe foUowing new clause:
ing subsection (e) as subsection (f) and by
"(iv) with reapect to each plan year begin-

412(c)(7)(A)(i), or
after subsection (d) the foUowing ning after December 31, 1987, and before
"(ii) 125 percent of current liabUity (as de- inserting
nw subsection,
January 1. 1991, an amount equal to $16 for
fined In section 412(c)(7)(B)).
"(e) NOTiCE OF TRANSFER OF EXCESS PEN-

The determination under this paragraph SION Asss v Him BENEFrf ACCOUNrS.—
shaU be made as of the most recent valu"(1) NOTiCE TO PART1CIPANTS.—Not later
ation date of the plan preceding the quali- than 60 days before the date of a qualified
fied transfer.
transfer by an employee pension benefit

each individual who was a participant in
such plan during tJe plan year, and'

(b) INCREASE IN ADDmONAI. PREMIUM—Sec-

tion 4006(a)(3)(E) of such Act (29 U.S.C.

1306(a)(3)(E)) is amended—
"(3) H&'Lm BENxFrI AccouNr—The term plan of excess pension assets to a health ben(1) by striking "$6.00" in clau3e (ii) and
'?ea1th benefits account" means an account efits account, the admintstrator of the plan inserting
"$9.00" and
established and maintained under section shali notify (in such manner as the Secre(2) by striking "$34' in clau.se (iv)(I) and
401(h).
tary may prescribe) each participant and
"$53'
"(4) Coonom'rnor,' wmi SECI7ON 412.—In beneficiary under the plan of such transfer. inserting
(c) EFFECTIVE DAr1. —The amendments

case of a qualified transfer to a hea1th Such notice shaU include information with made by thz. section shall apply to plan
respect to the amount of excess pen3ion
"(A) any assets transferred in a plan year as8ets, the portion to be transferred, the years beginning after December 31. 1990.
TITLE Il—VETERANS
after the valuation date for such year shall, amount of health benefits liabüities to be
for purposes of section 412(c)(7), be treated funded with the asaet. transferred, and the
as assets in the plan as of the valuation date amount of pension benefits of the particiTABLE OF CONTENTS
pant which will be vested immediately after
for the foUowing year, and
Subtitle A—Compensation and Pension
the
transfer.
"(B) the plan 8haU be treated as having a
Sec. 11001. Compensation benefits for in"(2) NOTicE 70 SECRZTARIES. ADMINISTh.470R
net
experience
loss
under section
competent veterans having es412(b)(2)(B)(iv) for the plan year in which AND EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATiONS.—
tate.!.
"(A) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 60 days
such transfer occurs in an amount equal to
the amount of such transfer, except that before the date of any qualified transfer by Sec. 11002. Elimination of pre'umption of
total di.ability in determinasuch section ahaU be applied to such amount an employee pen.ion benefit plan of excess
tion of pension for certain vetby substituting '10 plan years' for '5 plan pension assets to a health benefits account,
the employer maintaining the plan from
erans.
yearsY'
(b)
CoNFoPJ.frno
AMENDMENT—Section which the transfer is made shall provide the Sec. 11003. Reduction in pensrnn for veterthe

benef2ts account—

ans receiving Medicaid-covered
401(h) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 Secretary, the Secretary of the Treasury, the
nursing home care.
is amended by inserting " and subject to the administrator, and each employee organizaprovisions of section 420" after "Secretary' tion representing participant. in the plan a Sec. 11004. Ineligibility of remarried surviving spouses for rein3tatement
(c) EF7EcTIvE DATt.—The amendments written notice of such transfer. A copy of
of dependency and indemnity
made by this section shall apply to transfers any such notice shaU be available for incompensation upon becoming
in taxable years beginning after December spection in the p,incipal office of tJe admintstrator.
single.
31, 1990.
TO
Th.4NSFER.—
"(B) INFORMATiON RELATiNG
Sec. 11005. Polici, regarding cost-of-living
SEC. MilL APPLICATION OP ERISA 7T) TRANSPER.S
increases in compensation
OF EXCESS PENSION ASSETS Th RETIR- Such notice shaU identify the plan from

which the transfer u made, tJe amount of

EE HEALTH ACCOUNTS.

(a) Exci. USIVE BENEFIT REQUIREMENT. —Sec-

tion 403(c)(1) of the Employee Retirement

Income Security Act of 1974 (29 U.S.C.
1103(c)(1)) is amended by In3ert2ng ' or
under section 420 of the Internal Revenue
Code qf 1986 (as in effect on January 1,
1991)' after "n3ured plans)"
(b) FIDUCIARY Durws.—Section

404(a)(1) of

such Act (29 U.S.C. 1104(a)(1)) is amended

by inserting "and subject to section 420 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as in
effect on January 1. 1991)." after "4044,

(C) ExEMPTIONS FROM PROHIBITED Tp..4Ns...C-

T7ON5.—Sectiofl 408(b) of such Act (29 U.S.C.

1108(b)) is amended by adding at the end

the transfer, a detailed accounting of assets
projected to be held by the plan immediately

rate3.

Subtitle B—Health Care
before and immediately after the transfer. Sec. 11011. Medical-care cost recovery.
and the current liabilities under the plan at Sec. 11012. Copayment for medication.
Sec. 11013. Modification of health-care catethe time of the transfer.
gortes and copayments.
"(C) Aurijo.m' FOR ADDmONAL REPORTiNG
REQ UIRZMENrS. —The Secretary may prescribe
SubtiUe C—Educational and Vocational
such additional reporting requirements as
Assistance
may be nce.ssary to carry out the purposes Sec. 11021. Interterm reduction Qf educaof thi3 section.
tional assvstance.
"(3) DEnNmONS.—For purposea of paraof vocational rehagraph (1). any term used in such paragraph Sec. 11022. Elimination
btlitation benefita for certain
which is aZso used in section 420 of the Induabled
veteran.s.
ternal Revenue Code Qf 1986 shaU have the
SubtitLe D—Home Loan Guaranties
same mning aa when u3ed in such section."
Sec. 11031. Election of claim under guaran(2) PENALT7ES. —
ty of manufactured home
(A) Section 502(c)(1) ofsuchAct (29 U.S.C.
loans.
1132(c)(1)/ t amended by inserting "or secSec. 11032. Imcrease in certain loan fees.
tion 101(e)(1)" after "section 606'
Subtitle E—Burial Benefits and Grave
(B) Section 502(c(3) of such Act (29 U.S.C.
Markers
1132(c)(3)) is amended—
(i) by inserting "or who fails to meet the Sec 11041. ttigtbitity for burial plot aUow-

the following new paragraph.
"(13) Any tran3.fer in a Wable year beginning before January 1. 1996, of excess pension o4aets from a defined benefit plan to a
retiree health account in a quø.1zfied transfer
permitted under section 420 of Uze Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 (as in effect on January 1, 1991)."
requirements of 8ectiOn 101(e)(2) with re-

ance.
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hetstane altow-

lebtitle F—Miacelenemes
Sec. 1.tO51. Use of internal Revenue S'ervCce

and Social Security Adminis-

tratfon da for income verification.
fl05 Line of duly.
Sec. 11053. Reportv,ty of social security
See
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"LU the term Memiicatd plan' means a
"S) for which ease and services are tarState jan for medical asüsianae referred to nished under tMTs chapter to a veteran

In section I9OZiaF of the Social Security 4c9 who—
142 U.S.C. 1316 a/a )lcnd
"(iF has a service-evnneeted disability and
"(B) the term 'nursing faclllt' means a
"lit) is entitled Sb rare (or payment of the
,runing facility described in section 1919 of expenses of eare) under a health-plan eoninch Act (42 U&C 1396sF
"(2) U a veteran having ,wi 51cr spoum nor
ECOV?RABLE.—
(9-)
JfAXKWIJM Asorirr
child Is cav'err4 by a Medicaid plan foi- serv- Clause (B) of section 6291c112) of such title
ices furnished such veteran by a uuraingfa- Is amended by striking oat "in accordance
citity, no pemsion in excess of $90 per month with the prevailing rates at which the third

numbers by ciaimanZs end uses
of death information by the Dc- shalt be paid to or foe the veteran for any
party makes payments under coinparv.ble
po.rtment QI WI.erep.s Affairs.
period after the moam l' admission to suck health-plan cent reels wftlz"and inserting in
Sebliile A C.a*pu.aation md Pension
nursing
lieu thereof "if provided by":
Zz ti CP.VPFuATWZ,1 m'nEsoR IrcaPg
"(3) Notwithstandbi,t assy prewision ( Ic) Esmasznuarer or MEDICAL-CARE Coer
FLy? VETSR.SNS Nt ?L6 ISTA T.

to) is G&u..—SeciWa 3291 of lUte ,
'Z) by redesigne.tizg sulctions Id) and
tel as subsections to) and (f4 repecllzeh

title XIX of Ike Social Security Act, the Rscovsirm' Fvp.,o—Sectlon 629(g) of such title

amount of the pci/ment paid a wring facil- to amended to read as follows:
ity pursuant to a Medicaid plan for services
(g)(1) There Is established In the Treasury
jurvitihed a veteran map not be ,rttfuccrd by a fund to be known as the Department of
any amount QIpensn permitted to be paid Veterans Affairs Medical-Care Cost Recovand
such veteran under paragraph (V of this ery Fund (hereafter referred to in this sec(2) by Inserting after subscetion to), the rabsection.
as the 'Fund'),
"(4) A veteran is not liable to the United tion
feillowing new sulaection Idk
"(2) Amounts recovered or collected under
"td)(l) in any ca.se in #ich a veteran States for any payment of pension in excess this
section shall be credited to the Fund.
having neither spouse. child, no? dependent of the amount permitted tinder this subsecSums In the Fund shall be available to
parent is rated by the Secretary in accord- tion that is paid to or for the veteran by Ike"(3)
Secretary for the following
0J3ce with regulgtion.s as befn incompetent mason of the inability or failure of the See"(A) Payment of necessary e.rpenses for the
and the value Qf the veieraaa cit o,ie encaeds ret cry to reduce the veteran's pension under
bilting, and collection of the
$25,900, further payment of compensation to this subsection unless such i,wiøJity or fail- identification,
of care and services furnished under
which the veteran would otherwise be enil- ure is She resuft of a will/ut concealment by cost
chapter, includIng—
Ued map not be nw4e until the value of siwi's the veteran of information necessary to this
"N! the costs a! computer hardware and
make a reduction in pension under this subestate is reduced to less than l0000.
United States Code, Is anaended—

'I2XAJ Subject to subpamgrgpli. (8) of this section.

paragraph, If a veteran denied payment of
compensation pursuant to paragraph (I) of
this subsection Is subsequently rated as
being competent, the Secminry shall pay to
the veteran a lump sum equal to the total of

software, ward preeessing and teieeommunl-

"IS) The costs of adi isieving this sub- cations equipment, other equipment, supsection shall be paid for from amounts plies, end furniture;

"lit) personnel training and ti-a vet costs:
"Viii) personnel and administrative coots
for attorneys In the Office of General Counpension. ".
Ib) Lrm'rivs lhan—The amendment sel 0/ the Depsxinsen.t and for support per-

available to the Department of Veterans A/-

Mrs for the payment of compensation end

the coazpep.sation which was denied the veteran pursuant to such paragraph. The Secre- made by subsection tcf shalt take effect on sonnet of suck off ice
"(iv) other personnel and administrative
tary shaM make the luanp-swn poanent after November 1, 1990.
and
the end of 90 days following the date of the SEC ?I4. IDA'S WiRR.fl'Y OP I4tRRi5P SCRYII'"lud the costs of any contract for identif;uw Ot'1ikS FOIl inl'CTENEv5'&P
competency rating.
mvrwirrr cora- cation, billing, or collection services.
we.wsencr
"(B) A lump-sum payment shall not be
PENSATION SPON LC&WING SV1L&
"(B) Payment of the Secretary for reasonamo4e under this ararapk to a veteran
(a) Ire Gs,w,a.—lectjon 10314) of title 31, ble charges, as determined by She Secretary,
who, within sucA 90-day period, dies or is
imposed foe (I) servicer and utilities (inagain rated by the Secretary as be-tug wwom- United States Code, is amended—
(1/ in paragraph (V. by inserting (otker eluding light, water, end heat) furnished by
patent.
'(3) The Costs of athnlntete-rlng this sub- than dependency and indemnity compensa- the Secretary, Ni) recovery and collection

or pensIont" after '%eaeflts' and
activities under this section, and (iii) adsection shall be paid for from amounts tion
(2) in paragraph (3), by striking out "Malt ministration of the Fund
avaIlable to the Department of Veterans Af- not
apply" and inserting In &u thereof
"(C) Payment of coats related to the adfair, for the payment of compensation and
pension.

"(4) For the purposes of this subsection.
the term 'veteran's estizte'mearcr the mai*et
value (exclusive of the value of any mortgages or encumbrances) of afl real and per.
sonal property owned by a veteran other
than a principal residence and other personal effects suitable to, end consistent with,
inch veteran's reasonable mode of living, as

"shall apjd, only to dependency and indemnity compensation and to pension":
Ibi E.rnrvvz D.ss'a—The amend meats
made by sutseetion Ca) Malt apply So. per-

sons remarrying c/icr (Jet er 38, 19

SEC AFOs. POLICY HS4R9I%G STOr-LIVING !?.

CDE4SA SW COM?EISSATPN'J £4 izn
Ia/ Poz.scr.—Tke fiscal year 1991 cost-oflivIng adjustments in. the rates of compensa-

ministration and collection of payments required under section 610(f) of this title for
hospital care or nursing home care, under
section 612(f) of this title for medical services, and under section 622A of this title for
medications.
"14) Not later then Junuary I of each year,
there shall be deposited into the Treasury as
ndsceitaneous receipts an amount equal to
the amount of the unobligatcd balanee remaining in the Fund at the close of business
on September36 of the precedIng year minus
any part of such balance that the Secretary
of Veterans Affairs determines is necessary
to defray, during the fiscal year in which the

tion payable under chapter 11 of title 38,
determined by the Secretary.
(bi £mc'syvr DATL—The amendment United States Code, end of the dependency
made by this section shell apply with respect and indemnity compensation payable under
to payments of compensation for months chapter 13 of such title wilt be no more than
a 4.5-percent Increase, all Increases will be
after October 1990.
SEC. II9o& £LIM?N4flON or' PR1SVMPflON OF rounded down to the next lower dollar, and
the Increases for disabilities rated at 10 per- deposit is made, the expenses, payments,
WTAL DLS.4BJIJTY SAL DEl ERUL VA I'IOV
cent end at 29 percent shell be $1 less than and costs described In paragraph (3). "
OF PENSIO1i FOR CLR3'4lN VCTERAN&
(a) ELMm4xIoN or PaxsulLPrsoN—Sectton the amount equal to a 45-percent increase
(it) TRANSFER 7!) FS'ND.—
(b) PRO VY.SION NOT AUJWORITY TO J1!cRZASE
,rnnxa —The Secre(1) Artoomer roar r
502(a) of title 38, United States Code, is RA1'ss,—Subeection
Vu)
shall
not
be
conamended by strthing out 'sixty-five pears of
tary of the Treasury shall transfer
strued
to
increase
or
toauthorize
the
Secreage or older or"
$25,OiW,069 from the Department of Veterans
Ibi ApPricAazz.fl'y.—The amendment wide tary of Vctereii-s Affair, to- Increase the rater Airs Loan Guaranty Revolving Ftind to
of
compensation
and
of
dependency
and
inby subsection (a) shalt - effect with rethe Dcpartment of Veterans Affairs Medicalspeet to veterans. who, on November L 1990, de,nnity compensation re/erred to Lu such Care Cost Recovery Find established by secsubsection.
are not receivwtj pension under laws adtion 6291g1 of title 38, United Slates Code
SibtiI.k I—MeLth Cart
ministered by the Secretory f Veterans Af(as amended by subiection (C)). The amount
fairs.
so transferred sheS be available until the
SEC iIlJL ME94C4L-4RE COST &ECO4'RUY.
end
0/September 39, 1991, for the support of
SEC ISSOL REDUCTiON ZN PEALSJN FOR VALTEWiS
(a) APPLJCBJurv.—Sectlon 629(a)(2) of
RFrEmNC if 57L WA ID-CO VERED NLJRS- title 3$, United States Code, Is amen—
the equivalent of 896 fail-time employees
mc oes CARe.
(I) by striting out "Cr-" at the end of and other expenses described in paragraph
(a) IN OrNr.nsl..—Sectjon 3203 of title 38, clause /C1
(3) of such section.
United States Code, as amended by section
(Z) Rsnuovnare7 or 10,4), ouArt4.rry RE(2) by strikiny oat
period at the end of
11001, Is further amended by adding at the cianse ID) and inserting in lids thereof ' vvavmo ,—Netieithstanding section
end the following:
or" and
679(g) of title 38, United States Code las
gflh? For the parpams
Vita
13) be adding at the end Use foowi' new amended be suiseet fee (eM She first
tion—
clause:
$25,000,000 recovered or collected by the De-
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partinent of Veterans Affairs during fiscal this subsection plus an amount equal to $10

year 1991 as a result of Uii,d-pa,'ty mediCal for every day the veteran receives hospital
recovery activities shall be credited to the care, and $5 for every tLzy the veteran reDepartment of Veterans Affairs Loan Guar- ceives nursing home care.
anty Revolving Fund.
"(B) Effective on Janucry 1 of each year,
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"(B) the current projections of such velerisn't Income for the current year are that the
veleran't Income for such yew' will be substantially below the applicable income
threshold amount under subsection (b).

(3) DURD-PARTY MrDJCAL RICO VZRY gcrzvi- the amounts iss act under clause of subId) EFFECT! VI Dsrz—The -amendments
use DsnIvsD.—For the purposes of ThIs sub- paragraph (A) shall be increased by the per- made by this section shall apply with respect
section, the term 'Vzird-party medical recov- centage increase (if any) in the Consumer to hospital care isnd medical services recry activities" means recovery and coUec- Price Index of all Urban Consumers (as pub- ceived after October 31, 1990.
tf on activities carried out under section 129 llshed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of SabIftie C—Edsretiraal and Vocational Assistance
of title 38. United States COde.
the Department of Labor) for the 12-month

Ic)

E,set'nvr DA7T.—The cmendments period ending on the previous November

3t'and

mode by this section shall take ejct as of
October!. 1990.

mIL cOPA IMEW FOR MRDICA77O

(4) in subparagraph. (A) and (B) of sub-

-

section (f)(3). by striking out "12MB)" each
place It appears and inserting in lien there-

SEC 11121. 1M'ERTERN REDuCTION OP EDUCATIONAL ASS1STANC

(a) Au, Vo,Lw.-rw Fosce EDucano1u. AsSISYANCE PROGRAM.—

Ii) Basuc ED snozw. ass
(A) IN aswew.—Seclion 1415 of title 38,
III of chapter of
17 of title 38, UnIted States COde, Is amend(b) Ou,y'niztsr Csnn—Subsection If) of United States Code, Is amended by adding
ed by Inserting after section 822 the follow- section 112 of title 38, Unit,4 Slates Code, Is at the end the following new subsection:
ing new section.amended"(e)(l) Except as provided iii paragraph
(1) in paragraph (1), by striking out (2) of this subsection, the amount of month7 122A. C.pagnsnt for aieilxviion
basic educational assistance payable
a) The Secretary shall require a veteran "610(a)(2)(B)" and inserting in lien thereof ly
under this subchapter to an individual for a
(other than a veteran with a service-con(2) by striking out paragraphs (3), (4), and period described in clause (B) or (C) of secnected disability rated 50 percent or more) (61;
and
tion 1780(a) of this title shall be reduced to
to pay The United States $2 for each $0-day
by rectesignating paragraphs (5) and % of the last rate of such monthly assistance
supply of medication furnished such veteran (7)(3)
as (3) and (4), respectively.
paid or payable to the Individual for the seunder this chapter on an outpatient kisis
Ic) INCOME ThnssHaz.os.—
mester, quarte,; or other academic term I
for the treatment of a non-service-connected
(1) IN oswr.w—Subsection (a) of section mediately preceding the period. in iso even.t,
disability or condition. If the initial 622 of title
38, United States Code, is amend- however, shall an ndivf dual be paid educaamount supplied Is less than a 30-day ed—
tional assistance for any such period If the
supply, the amount of the cha,yre map not be
(Al in paragraph (1)—
individual was enrolled on a less than haZJ
reduced.
(I) by striking out "(1)" at the beginning time basis at the end of the semester, quar"(b) Amounts collected under this section of the subsection.'
icr, or other term immediately preceding the
shall be credited to the Department of Vetevlii) by redejignating clauses (A), (B), and period.
ass Affaus Medical-Core Cost Recovery (C)
as paragraphs (Ii, (21, and (3), respec"(2) A reduction Is not required under
FunL"
(a) C0PAThEI7 RzQuiRsD.—

(1) IN OENER.41.—Subchapter

tively; and
paragraph (1) of this subsection for any
(2) Cz.antcgL AMEND vgm—The table of sec(iii) by striking out "Category A thresh- period of less than 7 days.
tions at the beginning of such chapter Is old"
in paragraph (3). as so redesignated,
in the computation of the amount of
amended by inserting after the item relating and Inserting
in lieu thereof "applicable the"(3)
basic educational assistance under pareto tlon 122 the following new Uem:
income threshold amount under subsection graph (1) of this subsection, any fraction of
(b)" and
a dollar equal to 5Cc or more shall be round"122.L COpaymeni for medication."
(81 by striking out paragraph (2).
ed to the next higher dollar, and any free(b) EmcmT Dsm—The amendments
(2) CaLENDAR YEAR 1996.—Subsection fbI of tlon of a dollar less than Soc shall be round-

made by subsection (a) shall take effect with such section is amended to read as follows:
respect to medications fur,4 shed to is veter"(b)(l) For purposes of subsection (aJ(3),
an after October 31. 1990.
the income threshold amount for the calen'C irn& NODIP7CATION OP RPALW-CARR Cl T& dar year beginning on January 1. 1990, Is—
LORIES AND COPS YMRN1
"(A) $17,240 in the case of a veteran with
(a) INPrnENr CeRn—Section 810 of title 38, no dependents, and
United States Code, is amended—
"(BI $20,688 in the case of a veteran with

ed to the next lower dollar.".

(B) TECHNICAL ,enwz,jqs,.r.—Subsection (a)

of such section i amended by striking out
"subsections (b) and (c) and inserting In
lieu thereof "subsections (b), (c), Id), and

(2) SuP ENTHrAL EDUCA 770 NAL AssmTi'l) in subsection (aEl)(I). by striking out one dependent, plus 1,150 for each addij.ivcn—Sectlon 1422 of such title is amended
"622(a)"
"(21 For a calendar year beginning after by adding at the end the following new sub(2) by amending paragraph (21 of subsec- December 31. 1990, the amounts in effect for section:
"(c)(l) Except as provided in paragraph
tion (a) to read as foilow&
purposes of this subsection shall be the
"(2) In the case of a veteran who Is not de- amounts in effect for the preceding calendar (2) of this subsection, the amount of monthscribed In paragraph (1) of this subsection, pear as adjusted under subsection (c) of this ly supplemental educational assistance payable under this subchapter to an individual
the Secretary may, to the extent resources seclion",
and facilities are available, furnish hospital
(3) TECHNICAL AMEZJDMFJJT.—Subsection (c) for a period described In clause (B) or (C) of
care and nursing home care to a veteran of such section is amended by striking out section 1780(a) of this title shall be reduced
to of the last rate of such monthly assistwhich the Secretary determines is needed for "paragraphs (11 and (2) af'
a non-service-connected disabllUy, subject
(41 AaILnY n repJcwATza,,r—Paragrgph (2) ance paid or payable to the individual for
to the provisions of subsection If) of this sec- of subsection (d) of such section is amended the semester, quarter, or other academic
term immediately preceding the period. In
tion.
to read asfoflows
(3) in subsection (f), by striking out para"(2) 4 determination described in this no even4 however, shall an Individual be
paid
supplemental educational assistance
graphs 91) and (2) and inserting in lieu paragraph is a determination tha4 for purthereof the following:
poses of subsection la)(3) of this section, a for any such period if the Individual was en"(1) The Secretary may not furnish hospi- veteran's attributable income Is not greater rolled on a less than hal/dime basis at the
tal care or nursing home care under this sec. than the amount determined under subsec- end of the semester, quarter, or other term

"622(a)(1)" and inserting in lieu thereof tional dependenL

lion to a veteran who Is eligible for such tion (b) of this section.
care under subsection (aEV of this section
(5) HARIZ?aP.—Subsection le) of such secunless the veteran agrees to pay to the tion Is amended—
United States the applicable amount deter(A) in paragraph (11, by striking out "the
mined under paragraph (2) of thss subsec- Category A threshold or the Category B
tlon
threshold, as appropriate" and inserting in
"(2)(A) A veteran who is furnished hospi- lieu thereof "the applicable income thresh-

Immediately preceding the period.

"(2) A reduction Is not required under
paragraph (1) of this subsection for any
period of less than 7 dayn

"(3) In the computation of the amount of

the supplemental educational assistance

under paragraph (1) of this subsection, any
fraction of a dollar equal to SOC or usore
shall be rounded to the next higher dollar,
tion', and
(B) by striking out paragraph (21 and in- and any fraction of a dollar less than SOC
shall be rounded to the next lower dollar.
serting in lieu thereof the foIZowirig
Ib) Posr-Vnrns.w Ens Vz.ss' Eouce"(2) A veteran is described In this paragraph for the purposes of sithaectiou (a) of TJONAL Assrsr,j,ic&—Section 1631 of title 38,
this section If—
United States Code, Is amended by adding

tal care or nursing home cars under this sec- old amount under subsection (b) of this see-

tion and who Is required under paragraph
(1) of this subsection to agree to pay an
amount to the United States in order to be
furnished such care shall be liable to the
United States for an amount equal to the
esser of-

"(U the cost of furnishing such care, as de"(Al the veteran has an attributable
termined by the Secretary, or
income greater than the applicable income

at the end the following news beection:

"(f)(l) Except as provided In paragraph
"(ii) the amount equal to the sum of the threshold amount under subsection (b) of (2) of this subsection, Ike amount of monthamount determined under paragraph (3) of this section; and
ly benefit payable under this chapter to an
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indivi4ual for a pertod described in clause 2131(h) of HUe 1O United States Code (as filed with the Secretary of Veterans Affairs
(B) or (C) of section 1780(a) of this tiUe added by this aect ion), shall be pafdforfrom on or after the date of the enactment of this
shall be reduced to 3 of the last rate of such amounts available to the Departmentof Vet- Act.
monlhly benefit paid or payable to the indi- erans Affairs for the payment of readjust- SEC II832 INCREASE IN CERTAI% LOAN FEES.

vidual for the semester, quarter, or other ment benefits.
(a) INCREASED FEE pERcENTAOES.—Section
academic term immediately precedinQ the SEC II22 ELIMINATION OF VOCATIONAL RENA BILl. 1829(b)(1) of tiUc 38, United States Code, is
DISFOR
CERTAIN
TATION
RENERTS
perWd. In no event, however, shaU an lndiamended—
ARLED I' TRANS.
vidual be paid such benefit for any such
(1) in tlae matter above clause (A), by strik(a)
INOAWERAL.—SeCtion
1502(1)(A)
of
titZe
period if the individua1 was enrolled on a
inQ Out "1.25 percent" and inserting in lieu
38,
United
States
Code,
ii
amended
by
in•
iess than half-time bas*.s at the end of the sethereof "2 percent'
mester, quarter, or other term immediately sertinQ °at a rute of 30 percent or more"
(2) in clau3e (B), by striking out "0.75 per-

after 'coinpensable" both places it appears. cent" and Inserting in lielA thereof "1.5 per-

precedinQ the period.

(b) SAVINGS PROvISION.—In the case of any
"(2) A reduction ü not required under
and
paraQraph (1) of this subsection for any person who is partictpatnQ in a rehabilita- cent'
(3) in clause (C), by striking Out "0.50 pertion program under chapter .31 of hUe 38,

period of less than 7 days.

"(3) In the computation of the amount of United States Code, on the date of the enactthe monthly benefit payment under para- ment of this Ac4 the amendment made by
graph (1) of this subsection, any fraction of subsection (a) shall not affect the eligibility
a doUar equal to 50c or more shall be round- of such person to continue to participate in
ed to the next hiQher dollar, and any frac- such program for 80 long as there is no
'ion of a doUar le3s than 50c shall be round- break n such person's parti.cipation in such
ed to the next lower dollar. "
Ic) SrmvzvoRs'

TION.4L

DPENDFNTS' EDUCA-

ASsISTANcE—Section 1732 of title 38,

United States Code, is amended by o4ding
at the end the foUowinQ neio subsection.

program after slLch date.

Subtitle D—Home Loan Guarantie.
SEC. 11931. ELECTION OF CLAiM UNDER CIJAR.4NTY
OF MANUFA CFURED HOME LOANS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—ParaQ'TaPh (3) of section

°(f)(1) Except as provided in paragraph 1812(c) of title 38, United States code, i
(2) of this subsection, the amount of the amended to read as follows:
monthly educational assistance allowance
"(3)(A) The Secretary's guaranty may not
payable under this chapter to an indzvidual exceed the lesser of () the Lesser of $20,000 or
for a period described in clause (B) or (C) of 40 percent of the loan, or 'ii the maximum
section 1780(a) of thu tit1e shall be reduced amount of the Quaranty entUlement avail-

cent" and inserting in lieu thereof "1.25 per-

cent'
(b)

EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment8

made by 8ubsection (a) shall take effect with

respect to housing loans Quaranteed, in-

sured, or made under chapter 37 of title 38,
United States Code, on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act.
Sigbtitk E—Bbrwl Beneflt8 and Grate Markers
SEC. 11041. ELICIB1LI7T FOR BURiAL PLOT ALLOI
ANC&

(a) IN GENEL.—Section 903 of title 3L
United States Code, s amended by adding

at the end the following new subsection:

"(c) The Secretary may not pay a plot or

interment allowance under clause (2) of subsection (b) for any veteran whose eligibility

able to the veteran as specified in paraQraph for such allowance i based on such veteran's status as a veteran of any war.".
(4) of this subsection.
(b) Emcnvz DATE.—Subsection (c) of secvidual for the semester, quarter, or other
"(B) A claim under the Secretary's Quaran.
academic term Immediately preceding the ty shall at the election of the holder of a tion 903 of title 38, United States Code (a3
added by subsection (a)), shaU take effect
perwd. In no event, however, shafl an mdi- loan, be made—
vdua.Z be paid an educational assistance al'(i) by application to the Secretary within with respect to deaths occurrinQ after Octo•
to V., of the last rate of such monthly assistance aUowance paid or payable to the Indi-

lowance for any such period if the indt'd- a reasonable time after the receipt by such ber 30, 1990.
ua was enrolled on a less than haZf-time holder of an apprai.sal by the Secretary of SEC. 11042. ELIMINATION OF HEADSTONE ALLOI.
basi. at the end of the semester, quarter, or the value of the security for the loan, or
ANCE.
"(ii) after liquidatzon of the security for
other term immediately preceding the
(a) IN Gzwp.AL—Section 906 of title 38,
period.
the loan, by the filing of an accountinQ with United States Code, is amended—
'(2) A reduction is not required under the Secretary.
(1) by strikinQ out subsect ion (d); and
paragraph (1) of this subsection for any
'(C) If the holder of a loan applies for pay(2) by redesignating subsection (el as subperiod of less than 7 days.

ment of a claim under czause (i) of subpara-

section (d).

"(3) In the computation of the amount of graph (B) of this paraQraph, the amount of
(b) EFFECTIVE DAr.—The ameniment.s
the educational assistance allowance sender such claim payable by the Secretary shall be made by subsection (a) shaU take effect with
paragraph (1) of this subsection, any frac- the lesser of—
respect to death.s occurring after October 30
fton of a dollar equal to 50c or more shaU be
"(i) the amount equal to the excess, i/any, 1990.
rounded to the next hliher doUar, and any of the loan balance over the value of the apSlibtitk F—Miscellaneous
fraction of a dollar Less than 50C shall be prasal referred to in such subclause; or
SER lICE
rounded to the next lower dollar.

"(ii) the amount equal to the excess, if

SE( 1105!.

USE OF MTER.%'AL REVENUE

AND SOCIAL SECURITY ADMIP,ISTR.1.
any, of the amount of the guaranty over the
TION DATA FOR iNCOME VEPJFIC.4•
OF THE SEL,JC'rED REsERvE.—Section 2131 of value of such appraisal.
TION.
"(D) If the holder of a loan files for paytitle 10, United States Code, is amended by
(a) DISCWSURE Of TAX INFopscAr1ON.—
o4dinQ at the end the following neio subsec- ment of a claim under clause (ii) of sub.
(1) IN oENERAL.—SubparagrQph (D) of secparagraph (B) thi3 paragraph, the amount
tion:
6103(l)(7) of the Internal Revenue Code
'(h)(1) Except as provided in paraQraph of such claim payable by the Secretary shaU tion
of 1986 (relating to disclosure of return in(2) of thi.s subsection, the amount of the be the frsser of—
"(i) the amount equal to the excess, if any, formation to Federal State, and local agenmonthly educational assistance aUowance
payable under this chapter to an individual of the loan balance over the amount of the cies administering certain program51 is
amended—
for a period described in clause (B) or (C) of liquidation or loan proceeds: or
'(i) the amount equoJ to the excess, if (A) bii strkinç' out 'ani" at the end of
section 1780(a) of itZe 38 shall be reduced to
(vi);
V., of the last rate of such monthly assistance any, of the amount of the guaranty over the clause
(B) by striicing out the period at the end of
allowance paid or payable to the ndividuaZ amount of the ltquidation or resale pro- clause
#'vii) and in,ertng tn lteu thereof
for the semester, quarter, or other academic ceed.s.
'?E) In any accountinQ filed intrsuant to and", ani
term immediately precedinQ the period. In
(C)
by
no event, however, shall an individual be subparagraph (B)( ii) of thi.s subsection, the clause: adding at the end the following new
paid an educational awtance alZowance Secretary shall permit to be included therein
any needs-based pension providfor any 8uch period 1/the individual was en• accrued unpaid interest from the date of the ed"(viñlll)
under chapter 15 of title 38, United States
roiled on a iess than haLf-time basis at the first uncizred default to such cutoff date as Code
or ny ot?wr law administered by the
end of the semester, quarter, or Other term the Secretary may establish, and the Secre- Secretary
of Veteran3 Affairs:
tary shall allow the holder of the loan to
immediately precedinQ the period.
"(II) parents' dependency and indemnty
"(2) A reduction is not required under charge agaftut the Ztquf4ation or resale pro- compensation
und*'r section 415 of
paragraph (1) of this subsection for any ceed.s accrued interest from the cutoff date title 3& Unitedprovided
States Code;
establi,shed to such further date as the Secreperiod of less than 7 days.
'(III) health-care services furnished under
fl(3) In the computation of the amount of tary may determine and such cost8 and exthe educational assistance aUowance under penses as the Secretary determines to be rea• section 610(a)(1)(I/, 610(a)(2/, 610th/, and
612(a)(2)(B) of such ttZe; and
paragraph (1) of this subsection, any frac- 8Onable and proper.
"(IV) compen3ation pursuant to a ratinç'
"(F) The liabl.Uty of the United States
tion of a doUar equal to 50c or more shall be
rounded to the next hiQher dollar, and any tinder the guaranty provided for by this of total di.salyility awarded by reason of into secure or follow a substantially
fraction of a dollar less than 50c shall be paraQraph shall decrease or increase pro ability
ruta with any decrease or increase of the Qainful occupation as a result of a servicerounded to the next lower dollar. ".
or service-connected
(e) ADMINISTRATJV Cos.—The cot.s of ad- amount of the unpaid portion of the obla- connected disability,
dj-sabilittes, not rated as total (except that.
mini8terinQ sections 1415(e), 1422(c), tion
(b) Erncivr DATE—The amendment n such cases only wage and aeif-ernploy
1631(f), and 1732(f) of tUle 38, United States
Code (ai added by Un3 8ection), and 8ection made by thi.s section shall apply to claim., ment information may be d1scloscdl.
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(2/ CWJCAL AMZnDNtNT—The heading of amended by adding at the end the following

parugrcph (V af section 61031U'of such Code

new Uev

STAMP ACT OP 1877" and inserting in lieu
thereof " 5515 FOOD STMP ACT OP 3877, OR
77LZ 38, 07.7750 ST.Tse CODE".

"3f17.

is amended by striking out "oh m's ,ooo
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or pension, as the case may be, if stich
person furnishes the Secretary with such
social security number.

Use of income information from

"(31 The

costs of administering this sub-

other agenciev notice and verification.

section shall be paid for from amounts

tsr 53 of title 38 United staLes COde is the date of the enactment of this Act/are apamended by adding at the end the foil owing

HUMAN SER vjs Dp.tsw INFoRMATION To
IDENTIFY DECEASED Rsctpa-sre a? COMPENSA-

-

fbi Usa op INCOME lzeroawanc.v ba Nos-

Basso PROGRAMs.—
(1) USE FOR NEEDS-BASED PItOGRAN&—Chap-

new section:
flj 37• Use

—

of inc.. Mt.rn. fFaw .ther

notice

and cilk.tl.n

plicants for or recipients of the benefits described in subsection (ci (other than paragraph (3)1 of section 3117 of title 38, United
States Code (as added by subsection (b)),

"(a) The Secretary shalt notify each appli- that Income information furnished to the
cant for a benefit or service described in Secretary by such applicants and recipients
subsection (ci of this section that income In- may be compared with information obformation furnished by the applicant to the tained by the Secretary from the Secretary of
Secretary may be compared with fnjbrma- Health and Human Services or the Secretary
tion obtained by the Secretary from the Sec. of the Treasury under clause (viii) of section
retary of Health and Human Services or the 6103(11(71(D) of the Internal Revenue Code
Secretary of Ike Treasury under section 011986 (as added by subsection (aJ)
(2) DMDMNE FOR ivoricz.—Not.ification
6103 (lJ(7)(DJtmii) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986. The Secretary shall periodical- under paragraph (11 shall be made not later
ly transmit to recipients of such benefits than 90 days after the date of the enactment
and services additional notifications of ofthisAcL
(3) LIMrFATTON UVL 2v077CT MADE.—The
such matters.
"'b/ The Secretary nay not by reason of Secretary of Veterans Affairs may not obtain
information obtained from the Secretary of information from the Secretary of HeaUh
Health and Human Services or the Secretary and Human Services or the Secretary of the
of
the
Treasury
under
section Treasury under section 6103(l)(71(D)'viii1 of
6103(li(7/(D)(viii) of the Internal Revenue the Internal Revenue Code of 1916 (as added
Code of 1986, terminate, deny, suspend, or by subsection (a)) until notification under
rcduce any benefit or service described in paragraph (11 Is mada
subsection (ci of this section until the Secre- SEC IISSL UNS OF 01.71.
tary takes appropriate steps to verify Inde(a) ELIMINATION OF Co ssw.irzon ba Sscpendently infor-,na.tion relating to the 101- ONAiRY Errscn-s or 1Jscossoucv—TU2e .38,
lowing:
United States Code, is amended—
"(1) The amount of the aseet or income in(11 in section 105(a), by striking out "the
volvecL
re-suIt of the person's own willful miscon"(21 Whether such Individual actually has duct" in (he first sentence and inserting In
(or had) access to such asset or income for lieu thereof "a result of the person's own
the Individual's own use.
willful misconduct or abuse of alcohol or
"(3) The period or periods u*en the mdi- drugs";
vidual actually had such asset or Income.
(2) Insection 310, by striking out "the
"Ic) The benefits and services described in result of the veteran's own willful misconthis subsection are the following:
duct" and inserting in lieu thereof "a result
"(1/Needs-based pension benefits provided of the veteran's own willful misconduct or
under chapter 15 of this title or any other abuse of alcohol or drugs"; and
law administered by the Secretary.
(3) in section 331, by striking out "the
"(2) Parents' dependency and indemnity result of the veteran's own willful misconcompensation provided under section 415 of duct" and inserting in lieu thereof "a result
this (Wa
of the veteran's own willful misconduct or
"(3/ Health-care services furnished under abuse of alcohol or dr-u g.s'
sections .610(a)(lfflJ, 6101a1t2), 1l0'b), and
(bi Eirecnvr Dsre—The amendments
612(aflZI(B1 of this title.
made by subsection (a) shalt take effect with
"(4) Compensation pursuant to a rating of respect to line of duty determinations made
total dtsability awarded by reason of inabil- on or after November 1, 1990.
ity to secure or foUow a substasUlally gainOP SOCIAL SSCVRITT NUMltd occupation as a result of a service-con- SEC ii*e& REPORTZNC
BERS 81 CL4IUANTS AND USES OP
nected disability, or servIce-connected disDE.4 571 1NPORMA TION Br ThE DEPARTabilities, not rated as totaL
IRWTOP YET51RANS APPAVIR
"(dJ In the case of compensation described
(a) MANDATORY REPORTING OF Socii.L Szcuin subsection (c)(4) of this section, the Secre- arrs' NUMBZEs.—Sec(jon 3001 of (We 38,
tary may independently verify or otherwise United States Code, is amended by adding
act upon wage or seZJ-emploimeent Inforww- at the end the following new sv.bsection.
(ion referred to in subsection (b) of this sec"(cI(l) Any person who applies for or is in
tion only if the Secretary finds (hot the receipt of any compensation or pension benamount and duration of the earnings report- efit under laws administered by the Secreed In that information clearly indicate that tary shall, ((requested by the Secretary, fur-

the Individual may no longer be qualIfied
for a rating of total disabI2it
"(e) The Secretary shall inform the Individual of the findings made by the Secretary

on the basis qf verified information under
sutnection fbi of this section, and shaft give

the individual an opportunity to contest
such finding8, In the same manner as applies to other information and findings relating to eligibility for the benefit or service
invot veiL

"(f) The Secretary shall pay the expenses qf

carrying out this section flom amounts
available to the Department/or (lie payment

• of compensation and pension. "
(2) Ci icsz. sMEuvass.j—The table of see-

tiona at the beginning of suck chapter is

available to the Department of Veterans Af-

fairs for the payment of compensation and
(ci Noncz so Coisnswr BsprA-ncuniEs.--(1) liv OENZRAL.—The Secretary of Veterans pension."
(b) REVIEW OF DEPARTMENT o Hrm AND
Affairs shall notify fndividuats who (as of
BsNs,n-s.—.
(1) IN GENE7Z.4L—Chapter 53 of title 38,

770N AND PENSION

United States Code, as amended by section
11051(b), is further amended by adding at
the end the following new section."#Sll& Review of Department of Health and
Ramon Service, death biThrmiztlon

"(a) The Secretary shall periodically compare Department of Veterans Affairs information regarding persons to or for whom
compensation or pension is being paid with
Department of Health and Human Services
death information for the purposes of—

"(1) determining whether any such per-

sons are decea.wd,
"(21 ensuring that such payments to or for

any such persons who are deceased are terminated in a timely manner; and
"(3) ensuring that collection of overpayments of such benefits resulting from payments after the death of such persons is initiated in a timely manner.
'(b) The Department of Health and
Hut-nan Services death information referred
to in subsection (a) of this section is death
Information available to the Secretary from

or through the Secretary of Health and

Human Sercicee, including death information available to the Secretary of Health and
Human Services from a State, pursuant to a
memorandum of understanding entered into
by such Secretaries."

(21 CLERICAL AMENDMENP —The table of sec-

(ions at the beginning of such chapter, as
amended by sectIon 11051(b), is further

amended by adding at (he cr4 the following:
"3118. Review of Department of Health and

Human Services death in/orma2ion.'

TITLE XII—BUDGET PROCESS REFORSI ACT

OF Isse
SEC isesi. SHORT TITLE

This title may be Cited as the "Budget

Process Reform Act of 1990"
SEC. itces. T.48L5 OP CO7.7EV15.

TITLE XII—BUDGET PROCESS REFORM
ACT OF 1990
Sec. 12001. Short title.
Sec. 12002. Table of contents.
Subtitle A—Deficit Reduction
Sec. 12051. Deficit targets.
Sec. 12052. Discretionary spending limits.

Sec. 12053. Sequester of defense, domes/ic
discretionary, and international discretionary accounts.
of funds sequesnish the Secretary with the social security Sec. 120St Restoration
tered.
number of such person and the social security number of any dependent or beneficiary Sec. 18055. Conforming changes.
Subtitle B—Pay-As-You-Go
on whose behalf: or based upon whom, such
person applies for or is in receipt of such Sec. 12101. Pay-as-you-go provisions in
benefiL A person Is not required to furnish
budget resolutions.
the Secretary with a social security number Sec. 12102. Pay-as-you-go sequestration.
for any person to whom a social security
Subtitle C—Social Security Trust Fund
number has not been assigned.
of Social Security
"(2) The Secretary shall deny the applica- Sec. 12252. Exclusion
trust funds when calculating
tion of or terminate the payment of compenmaximum deficit amounts.
sation or pension to a person whø foils to
Security firewall and
furnish the Secretary wit/i a social security Sec. 22152. Social
point of order.
number required to befurnislied pursuant to
paragraph (11 of this subsection. The Secre- Subtitle D—Multivear Budgeting to Ensure
Permanent Savings
tasy may thereafter reconsider the application or reinstate payment of compensation Sec. 12201. Multiyear budgetiny,
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ment and Budget shall estimate in its report Act of 1985 in stiict conformance with t:
under 8ection 251(a)(2) of the Balanced provisions of section 251(a)(1)(F) of thiLt
Sec. 12203. Strengtheninp the prohibition of Budget and Emergency Deficit Reduction Act.
(b) AGGREGATE ALLOCATIONS FOR INTERN,4Act of 1985 in strict conformance with the
spending before budgeting.
provisions of section 251(afll)(E) of that TIONAL AFFAIRS.—The levels of budget authorSubtitle E—Credit Reform
ity and outlays for fiscal years 1991, 1992,
Act."
Sec. 12251. Credit reforms..
(b) BUDGET ESTIMATES AND DETERMINA- and 1993 for discretionary spending withzn
Sec. 12252. Effect on Congressional Budget r,oNs.—Section
251(a)(1) of the Balanced major functional category 150 (InternationAct and conforming amend- Budget and Emergency
Deficit Reduction al Affairs) shall be—
ments.
(1)(A)for fiscal year 1991:
Act of 1985 is amended—
Sec. 12253. Table of contents.
(I) new budget authority, $20,100,000,000.
(1) n subparagraph (A), by inserttng after
Subtitle F—Budget Timetable
(ii) outlays, $18,600,000,000,
"such fiscal year" the following: '(and each
(B)for fiscal year 1992:
other fiscal year beginning after the date of
Sec. 12301. Budget timetable.
(i) new budget authority, $20,500,000,000.
Subtitle G—Early Initial Gramm-R udman- the report under thts section for which sec(ii) outlays, $19,100,000,000, and
tion 3(7) of the Congressiona-l Budget Act of
HoUings Reports
(C)for fiscal year 1993:
sets forth maximum deficit amounts)";
Sec. 12351. Early initial Gramm-Rudman. 1974
(i) new budget authority, $21,400,000,000.
(2) in subparagraph (C), by striking "and"
Hollings reports.
(ii) outlays, $19,600,000,000; or
the end thereof; and
Sec. 12352. President's budget request to use at (3)
(2) with respect to each such fiscal year,
by inserting at the end thereof the folGramm-Rudman-Hollings
such revised level 0$ the Office of Managelowing new subparagraph.t
rules.
"(E)(i) in calendar years 1991 and 1992, ment and Budget shall estimate in its report
Subtitle H—St reigthening the Byrd Rule on estimate the necessary revisions to the maxi- under section 251(a)(2) of the Balanced
Ext raneotzs Matter in Reconcil1ation
mum deficU amounts (for each fiscal year Budget an4 Emergenci Deficit Reduction
Sec. 12401. Strengthening the Byrd rule.
begthning after the date of the report under Act of 1985 in strict conformance with Vie
this section for which section 3(7) of the provisions of section 251(a)(1)(F) of that
Subtitle I—Budget Submissions by New
Congressional Budget Act of 1974 sets forth Act.
Presidents
(c) AGGREGATE ALLOCATIONS FOR DOMESTIC
Sec. 12451. Requirement for new President's maximum deficit amounts) caused solely DISCRETIONARY
SPENDING—The levels of total
by—
budgets.
changes in the budgetary accounting budget authority and otlaysforfiscal years
Sec. 12452. Deadlines in years when a new for"(I)
credit and in the definition of 'budget 1991, 1992, and 1993 for all discretionary
President takes office.
spending in categories other than major
authority and
Subfttle J—Repeal of Superseded Deadhnes
"(II) economic and technical changes, functional categories 050 (National Defen.-v)
Sec. 12501. Superseded deadlines and con- wMch shall equal—
and 150 (International Affairs) shall be—
forming changes.
(1)(A)for fiscal year 1991:
"(aa) the deficit in the budget basehne set
forth pursuant to paragraph (6) of thi. sub(i) new budget authority, $182,700,000,000.
Subtitle K—Standard izat1on of Points of
section, m1nus
(ii) outlays, $198,100,000,000,
Order
"(bb)(aaa) the net deficit increase (jf any)
(B)for fiscal year 1992:
Sec. 12551. Standardization of language recaused by laws (as est1mated at the t1rne of
(i) new budget authority, $191,300,000.000,
garding points of order.
enactment of such laws and submitted
(ii) outlays, $210,100,000,000, and
Sec. 12552. Defin1tions.
under sectwn 252A(d) or 252B(e)) enacted
(C)forfiscal year 1993:
Subt1tle L—Codification of Budget Process after the date of enactment of the Omnibus
(i) new budget authority, $198,300,000,000.
Provi-sions
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (adjust(ii) outlays, $221,700,000,000; or
Sec. 12601. Gender neutral1ty.
ingfor any sequestration), and
(2) with respect to each such fiscal year,
Sec. 12602. Repeal of obsolete provisions.
"(bbbi the maximum deficit amount as t such revised level as the Office of Manaac
Sec. 12603. Standarthzatwn of additwnal existed 1mmediately before the tssuance of ment and Budget shall estimate in U.s report
deficit control provisions.
the report, and
under section 251(a)(2) of the Balanecd
Sec. 12604. Codification of provision re'(ii) n calendar year 1993, estimate the Budget and Emergency Deficit Reduction
gard1ng revenue est1mates.
revisions to the maximum deficit amoune.s Act of 1985 in strict conformance with the
Sec. 12606. Codification of rules regarding (for each f1scal year beginning after the date provisions of section 251(a)(1)(F) of thut
savings transfers between fiscal of the report under this section for which Act.
years.
sect1on 3(7) of the Congresswnal Budget Act
(d) AGGREGATE ALLOCATIONS FOR DISCRESec. 12608. Technwal revisions of Gramm- of 1974 sets forth max1mum defic1t TIONARY SPENDING.—The levels of budget auRudman-Hollings.
amounts) caused by only changes in the thority and outlays for fiscal years 1994 and
Sec. 12609. Codification of precedent with budgetary accounting for credit; and
1995 for discretionary spending shall be—
regard to conference reports
"(F) estimate t&e necessary revisions to
(1)(A) for fi.seal year 1994:
between the defense, international, and domestw disand
amendments
(i) new budget athoñtii. $510800000000.
houses.
crtionary spending allocations set forth in
(ii) outlays, $534, 800,000,000, and
Sec. 12610. Conforming change to title 31.
section 12052 of the Omn1bus Budget Recon(B)for fiscal year 1995:
Subtitle M—Budgct Disclosure
c1liatwn Act of 1990 for each appropriate
(i) new budget authority, $517,700,000,000.
(ii) outlays, $540,800,000,000, or
Sec. 12651. Debt increase as measure of defi- fiscal year caused 8olely by—
(2) with respect to each such fiscal year.
"(i) chanies in the budgetary account1ng
cit.
Sec. 12652. Contingent liabihtws of the Fed. for credit and n the definitwn of 'budget such revised level as the Office of Management and Budget shall estimate in its report
authority' and
eral GovernmenL
"ft) changcs in forecasted inflation us1ng under section 251(a)(2) of the Balanced
Sec. 12653. Di3play of Federal ret1rement
only changes in the forecast of the ftscal Budget and Emergency Deficit Reduction
trust fund balances.
average of the estimated gross national Act of 1985 in strict conformance with the
Subt1tle N—Exercise of Rulemak1ng Powers year
provisions of section 251(a)(1)(FI of that
product fi.xed-we1ght price deflator. '
Sec. 12701. Exercise of rulemaking powers.
Act.
SEC. 12&2. DisCltETiO.',ARY SPE.DiNG LiMiTi
Sec. 12202. Presidents budget to address
out-years.

Subtitle A—Deficit Reduction

(a) AOOREGATE ALLOCATIONS FOR DEFENSE.—

(e) BUDGET RESOLmONS.—

(1) HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES—The ComThe level-s of budget authority and outlays
(a) DFF!N!TION OF MAXIMUM DEFICIT—Sec- for fiscal years 1991, 1992, and 1993 for dis- mittee on the Budget of the House of Representatives
shall report a concurrent resolution 3(7) of the Congresswnal Budget Act of cretwnary spenthng w1th1n major function1974 is amended by stnk1ng subparagraph, al category 050 (Natzonal Defense) shall be— tion on the budget for fiscal years 1992.
1993. 1994, and 1995 pursuant to section 301
(1)(A)for fiscal year 1991:
(F), (G), and (H), and inserting the follow(i) new budget authority, $288,91S,000,000, of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974. in
tng.
accordance with the appropriate level-s of
(ii) outlays, $297, 660,000000,
"(F) w1th respect to the fiscal year beginbudget authority and budget outlays for
(B)for fiscal year 1992:
n1ng October 1, 1990, $242,000,000,000;
(i) new budget authority. $291,643,000,000. major functional category 050 (National De"(G) with respect to the fiscal year beg1nfense) and for all discretionary spending in
(i1) outlays, $295,744,000,000, and
nng October 1, 1991, $219,000,000,000;
categories other than major functional cate(C)for fiscal year 1993:
"(H) with respect to the ftscal year beg1n(i) new budget authority, $291,785,000,000. gory 050 as set forth in subsections (a), (b'.
fling October 1, 1992, $165,000,000,000;
and (c).
(1i) outlays. $292,686,000,000; or
'?I) with respect to the fiscal year begin(g) 1) ADDFTIONAL TECHNICAL RE VISIONS. —
(2) with respect to each such ftscal year,
fling October 1, 1993, $86,000,000,000: and
"(J) with respect to the fiscal year begin- such revised level as the Office of Manage- Notwithstanding any other provision Qf
ment and Budget shall estimate in tts report law, the Director of the Office of Managening October 1. 1994, $62,000,000,000; or
and Bui get shaU make technical reeswith respect to each such fiscal year, such under section 251(a)(2) of the Balanced ment
ret'sed amounts as the Office af Manage- Budget and Emergency Defwit Reduction thnates (in addition to those that the DireC-

SR(

•

12051.

DEFiCIT TARGETS.
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budget
authority
or
outlays
in
section
12(,12
br may make pursuant to section (A) the budget authority amounts in 8ub251(a)(1)(E) and 251(a)(1)(F) of the Bal- paragraph (A) and by the composite outlays of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1990 (as revised under that section and
anced Budget and Emergency Deficit Reduc- per category consistent with them, and
tion Act of 1985) to aflow increased funding
(B) the budget authority and outlay section 251(a)(1)(F) of this Act) to be exceedIn the following amounts, and such amounts amounts in subparagraph (B), (C), (D), (E), ed.
shall be added o the allocations under sec- and (F).
'(2) RroRT.—Bascd on the determination 12052 and Mafl not be counted as in(h)(1) FURTHI.R ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL Ri.vi- tions required in paragraph (1), the Direccreasing the deficit for purposes of sections sloNs.—(1) Notwithstonding any other pro- tors of the Congressional Budget Office and
251, 252, 252A, and 252B of the Balanced vision of law, the Director of the Office of the Office of Management and Budget shall
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act Management and Budget may make techni- each report to the President not later than 5
of 1985—
cal reestimates (in addition to those that the days after the enactment of an appropria-

(A) In addition to any other amounts Director may make pursuant to 8ection tions Act identifying the amount of any
under this paragraph, for each of fiscal 251(a)(1)(E) and 251(a)(1)(F) of the Bal- budget authority or outlay excess in anis
years 1992 and 1993, in the amounts of—
anced Budget and Emergencij Deficit Reduc- spending category set forth in section 12502
(i) up to 0.021 percent of the Lotal of tion Act of 1985, bu solely due to outlays ex- of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
budget authority in the aUocations in sub-

ceeding the amount of outlays set forth in
subsections (a), (b), and (c), resulting from
changes between outlays estimated for enacted bwiget authority and the spendout
rate assumed in the relationship between
(ii) up to 0.079 percent of the total of budget authority and outlays set forth In
budget authority in the allocations made in 8ubsections (a), (b), and (c), less any outlays
subsections (a), (b), and (c) (together) for used pursuant to subsections (g)(1)(A) to
fLscal years 1991, 1992, and 1993 (together), aUow increased funding in the following
for internationa' affairs discretionary amounts and 8uch amounts shaU not be
spending budget authority under subsection counted as increasing the deficit under sec(b);
252, 252A, and 252B of the Bal(iii) 0.1 percent of the total of budget au- tions 251,
Budget and Emergency Deficit Conthority in the allocations in subsections (a), anced
of 1985—
(b), and (c) (together), for fi3ca years 1991, trolAc
(A) for each of fiscal years 1991, 1992, and

sections (a), (b), and (c) (together), for fiscal
years 1991, 1992, and 1993 (together), for defense di3cretionary spending budget authorIty under subsection (a); and

1992, and 1993 (together), for domestic dis- 1993, in the amounts of—
cretionary spending budget authority under
(i) $2,500,000,000 for defense discretionary
subsection (c);
outlays under subsection (a);
(B) in addition to any other amounts spending
(ii) $1,500,000,000 for international affairs
under this paragraph, the estimated costs of. di.screionary
an appropriation enacted in cakndar year section (b); and8pending outlays under 8ub1990 or 1991 that forgives the Arab Republic
(iii) $2,500,000,000 for domestic discreof Egypt's Foreign Military Sates indebtedness to the United States and any part of the tionary spending outlays under subsection
Government of Poland's indebtedness to the (c); and
(B) for each of fiscal years 1994 and 1995,
United States;
(C) in the addition to any other amounts in the amount of $6,500,000,000 for di3cretionary
spending outlays under subsection
under this paragraph, the amount provided

by an appropriation enacted in fiscal year (d).
1992 to purchase Special Drawing Rights SEC.

from the International Monetary Fund a

part of its Ninth General Review of Quotas;

120$3. DISCRETIONARY SPENDING LIMIT SEQUESTRA TION.

(a) DATE OF FINIL ORDER—
(1)(A) The Balanced Budget and Emergen-

of 1990 resulting from the enactment of the

appropriations Act, estimating the aggregate amount of budget authority or outlay
reductions in the spending category neces-

sary to eliminate the excess, and specffying
by account within the spending category the
budget baseline from which reductions are
taken and the amounts and percentages by
which such accounts must be reduced
during such fiscal year in order to make the
reductions required by this section.
?b) SQUI.STER ORDER.—Based on the

report the Director Qf the Office of Management and Budget issued pursuant to subsection (a), the President shall issue a sequester
order (making reductions uniformly across

each nonexempt account, and within each
account, uniformly across each program,

project, and activity) applicable to any
spending category in exce3s of the aUocation
limit for such category 15 days after the en-

actment of the appropriation Act appropriating amounts in excess of allocation limits

(or on November 15, if the date of enactment
is after June 30 or before November 1 of the
fiscal year for which such Act makes appropriations).
?c) ECONOMIC

AND

TECHNICAL

ASS UMP-

TIONS.—Under this section, the Director of
the Office of Management and Budget shall

use the same economic and technical as-

(D) in addition to any other iimounts
sumptions as used by the budget submitted
under thi.s paragraph, amounts not to cy Deficit Control Act of 1985 is amended— by the President for the appropriate fiscal
(i) in section 251(c)(1), by striking "Octoexceed the following for the Interna' Revenue Service compliance initiative o be pro- ber 10" and inserting November 10'
(ii) in section 253, by striking "November
vi&d to raise additiona' revenues from increased Interna' Revenue Service compli- 15" and inserting 'December 15'
(iii) in section 252(b)(1), by striking "Ocance—
tober 15" and inserting "November 15 '
(i) for fisca' year 1991:
(I) new budget authority, $191,000,000,
(iv) in section 252(c)(2)(D), by stnking
(II) outlays, $183,000,000,
'October 20" and inserting "November 20'
(ii)for fiscal year 1992:
and
(I) new budget authorLty, *172,000,000,
(v) in section 257(c)(2), by striking "Octo(II) outlays, $169,000,000,
ber 15" and inserting "November 15'
(iii) for fiscal year 1993:
(B) The amendments made by this para(I) new budget authority, $183,000,000,
graph 8hall take effect beginning in calendar
(II) outlays, $1 79,000,000,

(iv)for fiscal year 1994:
(I) new budget authority, $187,000,000,
(II) outlays, $183,000,000, and
(v) for fiscal year 1995:
(I) new budges authority, $188,000,000,
(II) outlays, $184,000,000; and

the prior-year outlays resulting from these
appropriations of budget authority; and

(E) in addition to any other amounts

year 1991.
(b) SPENDING CATEGORY &QUisTER.—Part

States Code.
'(d) 0MB ESTIMATES.—Within 5 calendar

days after the enactment of any appropria-

tions Act, the Director of the Office of Man-

agement and Bwiget shall submit to the

Senate and the House of Representatives an
estimate of the amount of change in budtiet

authority, outlays, or receipts (if any) in

each fiscal year through fi.cal year 1995 re-

sulting from that legislation. Those esti-

mates shall be made using the same economic and technical assumptions as used by the

budget submitted by the President for the

appropriate fiscal year under section 1105 of

C of the Balanced Budget and Emergency title 31, United States Code. '
Deficit Control Act of 1985 is amended by
(c) CONFORMING CHANGES.—The Balanced
inserting after section 252 the following:

"SEc. 252A. DISCRETIONARY SPENDING LIMIT SEQUES7R.4 TION.

'(a) RPORT7NO o Excess.—
?1) ESTIMATES AN!) DrERMINATIONS.—The

under this paragraph, such amounts as the Directors shaU, with respect to each approPresident designates as emergency require- priations Act—
?A) determine the aggregate budget levels
ments in a request for appropriations and
of outlays that may be anticipated as a
thai the Congress so designates in statute.
Emergency Desert Shield costs mean those resuU of the enactment of such appropriaincremental costs directly associated with tion. Act—
"(i) for the defen.e, International affairs,
the increase in operations in the Middle
East and do not include costs that would be and domestw di.screionary categories as set
experienced by the Department of Defense as forth in section 12502 of the Omnibus
part of its normal operattons absent Oper- Bud ge Reconciliation Act of 1990 in fiscal
ation Desert ShiehL

year under section 1105 of title 31, United

years 1991, 1992, and 1993; and

Budget and Deficit Reduction Act of 1985 is
amended—

(1) in section 251(a)(31(B), by inserting
after "and 257," the following: "and after

having made such reductions, if any, as may
be required by sections 252A and 252B, ',
(2) in section 251(a)(6)—

(A) by amending subparagraphs (Ci and

(D) to read as follows:

'?C) in the case of all accounts to which
subparagraph (A) does not apply, assuming
appropriations at the levels set forth in section 12502 of the Omnibus Bud ge Reconcil-

iation Act of 1990 (as adjusted under that
section and section 251(a)(1)(F) of this Act),

"(ii) for discretionary spending as se except assuming such lower levels in annual
(2) Notwzthstanding any other provision
of law, concurren resolutions on the budget forth in section 12502 -of the Omnibus appropriations or continuing appropr'afor fiscal years 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995 Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 in fiscal tions that have been enacted before the date
of the report for the entire fiscal year that
under section 301 or 304 of the Con gression- years 1994 and 1995; and
"(B) determine whether such Appropria- are enacted at a lower level, when app; oal Budget Act af 1974 may set forth levels
'ions Act causes the aggregate allocation for priations have been enacted covering all
consistent with allocations increased by—
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subcommittees covered by the relevant cate-

Increases funding for entitlement and man"(B) If additional reductions in direct
datosy spending programs within its juris- spending accounts are required to be made,
"(D) assuming that any sequester under diction if that committee or the committee the maximum reduction permissible under
section 252B that wiu be ordered on Novem- of conference on such legislation reports sections 256(c) (guaranteed student loans)
ber 15 has been put into effect before the such legislatIon, tf to the extent that the and 258(f) (foster care and adoption assistsnapshot date"
costs of such legislation are not included in ance) shall be made.
(31 in section 252(a)(1), by inserting after the concurrent resolution on the budget, the
(C) If additional reductions in direct
"251(al(2)(B)," the foUowinir "and after enactient of such legislation will not in- spending accounts are required to be made,
having ordered such reductions, if any, as crease the deficit (by virtue of either deficit each remaIning nonexempt mandatory acmay be required by sections 252.4 and reduction in the bill or previously passed count shall be reduced by the uniform per252B,
deficit reduction) in the resolution for the cen (age necessary to make the reductions in
(4) in section 2521a)(4), by striking sub- first fiscal year covered by the concurrent direct spending requIred except that—
paragraph (Al and inserting the foUowing:
resolution on the budget, and will not in"(I) the medicare program specified in sec"(A) Lw arNeR,.s.—Notwitlutandjng section crease the total deficit for the period of
257(7), the net amount of deficit increase fiscal years covered by the concurrent reso- tion 256(d) shall not be reduced by more
than 4 percent,- and
caused by laws enacted after November 15 of lution ow the bud get,
"(ii) the unIform percent applicable to all
the previous calendar year and before Octo"(B) upon the reporting of legislation pur- other
programs under this paragraph shall
ber 1 (as estimated at the time of enact ment suant to subparagraph (A), and again upon
of such laws and submitted under section the submission of a conference report on be increased (if necessary) to a level suffi252.4(d) or 252B(e)), after taking effect any such legislation (if a conference report is cient to achieve the required reduction in
sequestration during that period, shall be sisbmUted), the chairman of the CommUtee direct spendingtoithheld in amounts equal to those that on the Budget of the Senate or the House of "(2) For purposes of this subsection, acwould be sequestered if the appropriate se- Representa.tives (as the case may be) may counts shall be assumed to be at the level in
quester orders under this section, section file with the Senate or the House of Rein-a- the budget baseline deter-mIned under sec252.4, and section 252B were issued on Octo- se*tatives (as the case ma.y be) appropriate- tion 251(a)(6).
"Id) 0MB ErzMArss—Withln 5 calendar
ber 1, pending the issuance of final order ly revised allocations under section 302(a)
under those sections, and shall be perma- and revised functional levels and aggregates days after the enactment of any direct
spending or receipts legislation, the Director
nently sequestered or reduced in accordance to carry out this paragraph,with those final orders upon the issuance of
"(C) such revised allocations, functional of 0MB shall submIt to the Senate and the
those final orders. "
levels, and aggregates shall be considered for House of Representatives an estimate of the
(5) in section 252(a114)(B)(ii)—
the purposes of this Act as allocations, func- amount f change In the deficit In each
IA) by striking "order under subsection tional levels, and aggregates contained in fiscal yemr through fiscal year 1995 resulting
(b)" and Inserting "orders under subsection the concurrent resolution on the bud ge and from that legislation. Those estimates shall
(b) and section 2S2B' and
"(D) the appropriate committee shall be made using the same economic and tech(B) by striking "2 percent" and inserting report appropriately revised allocations pur- nical assumptions as used by the budget sub"4 percent " and
to section 302(b) of this Act to carry mitted by the President for the appropriate
6) in section 256(d)(1)(B), by striking "2 suant
fiscal year under section 1105 of title 31,
out this paragraph; and
percent" and inserting "4 percent'.
Unite States Code, ".
SEC 12152. PAY-AR-YOU-GO SEQUESTRATiON
gory:

'

SEC. 1254 RES1VRA TION OF FUNDS S5QUESTEWA

(a) REPoRrs—Section 251(a)(2)(A) of the

(a) Oiwen RESCINDFJA—UPOn the enact- Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit
ment of this Act, the orders issued by the Control Act of 1985 is amended by striking
President on August 25, 1990, and October "estimating the aggregate amount of re15, 1990, pursuant to section 252

of the Bal- quired outlay reductions" and inserting "esanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Con- timating the amount of required mandatory
trol Act of 1985 are rescinded.
outlay reductions under section 252B and
(b) AMouwrs R,sroRsD —Any action taken the aggregate amount of required outlay reto Implement the orders referred to in sub- ductions".
section (a) shall be reversed, and any seques(b) MANDATORY Rzoucz7oNs—The Balterrible resource that has been reduced or se- anced Budget and Emergency Deficit Reducquestered by such orders is restored, revived., tion Act of 1985 is amended by adding after
or released and shaU be available to the section 252 the following new sect ton
same extent and for the same purpose as if "SEC 25211. ENFORCINg PA YA S-YOU-CO.

the orders had not been issued,

"(a) FiscAl, Ys,ties 1992-1995 EreroRcs-

SEC 12555. CONFORMING CNANGE.&

SubIlUe C—Social Security Trust Fund

SEC. 12151. EXCLLION OF SOUIL SECURITY 7R(T
FT,WDS WMEN CALCULA S7NG MAXIMUM

DEflCIT AMOU!,T5.

(al DeTiNmoN os Dencrr.—Section 3(b) of

the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 is amended by

striking the second sentence.

(b) Soew. Srcuierr, Acr—Section 710(a)
of the Social Security Act is amended by
striking "shall not be included in the totals
of the budget" and Inserting "shall not be
included In the budget deficit or any other
totals of the budget".
(c) Emc'rr yE Di Ti, — The

amendme'n ts

MENi—The purpose of this section is to
(a) EzPxP4rIoN—Section 275(b)(1) of the assure that any legislation enacted after the made by subsections (a) and (b) sluiil apply
Bale need Budget and Emergency Deficit Re- date of enactment of this section that affects with respect to fiscal years beginning with
duction Act of 1985 is amended by striking direct spending or receipts that increases fiscal year 1991.
SECIJRJTY FIRE WALL A!iD POPT
"1993" and inserting '1995'
the deficit in any fiscal year covered by this SEC 12152. SOCIAL
OF ORDE.
(b) MAROIN.—The Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Reduction Act of 1985 Is
amended
(1) in section 251(a)(1)(B), by striking
"$10,000,000,000 (zero in the case of fiscal
year 1993)" and inserting "the margin'
(2) in section 251(a)(2), by striking
$10,000,000,000 (zero In the case of fiscal
yecrl993)" and inserting "the margin" and
(3) in section 257, by amending paragraph
(10) to read as follows:
"(10) The term 'margin' means zero with

respect to each of fiscal years 1991, 1992,

Act will trigger an offsetting sequestration.

(a) ExcLusioN FROM RECONCILIATiON PROc"(bI Srcusnr,o LooK-BAcn—On No- ess—Section
310(g) of the Congressional

vember 15 of each fiscal year, the-re shall be

a sequestration pursuant to subsection (d)
to offset the amount of any net deficit increase In that fiscal year or the prior fiscal
pear caused by all direct spending and receipts legislation enacted after the date of
enactment of this section (after adjusting
for any sequestration of direct spending ac-

Budget Act of 1974 is amended by striking
beginning wW 'that contaIns recornmenda-

tions" and all that follows through the

period and inserting: "that changes the oldage, survivora, and disability program established under title II of the Social Security

Act or Us financing without regard to
zuch change-s Increase, decrease, or
count., in a prIor year). the Director of whether
0MB shall calculate the amount of net defi- have no Impact on the outlays of and

cit increase, if any, in each such fiscal year Income to such program
(b) ExcusjoN os Socw. SECUR i-ri' Fpou

and 1993, and $15,000,000,000 with respect by adding—
to each of fiscal years 1994 and 1995. '
"(1) all estimates of the effect of direct
SubtitLe R—Pay-Aa-You-Go
spending and receipts legislation on the dej
SEC. I2IOL PA}-AS-YOU-CO PRO VtSIONS iN BUDGET ic-it published under subsection (d) applicaRESOLLPTIONS
ble to each such fiscal year,' and
"(2) the estimated amount of deficit reducSection 301(b) of the Congressional
tion applicable to each such fiscal year reBudget Act of 1974 is amended—

C0NGRe-ssio.'w. Burnse-r. —,Section 301 (a) of

the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 I
amended by adding at t)',e end thereof the

following: 'The conc-ur-rent resolution shall
not Include the outlays and revenue totals of
the old age, survivors, and disability ins-ur-

sulting from the prior pear's sequestration, ance program established under title 11 of
If any, as published In the DirectorofOMB's the Social Security Act or the related provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
paragraph (5); and
final sequestration report for that year.
(3) by inserting after paragruph (3) the fol"(c) ELIMINATING A Dencrr lNcplAsE.—(1) in the surplus or deficit totaLs required by
lowing new paragraph.
Actions to reduce direct spending accounts this subsection or in any other surplus or
deficit totals required by this title,".
"(4) set forth pay-as-you-go procedures shall be taken In the following order
(c) C0NCUW.P,ENT RESOL (Pr-ION ON IWI
whereby—
"(A) All reductions in automatic spending
"(A) budget authority and outlays may be increases specified in section 257(1) shall be Buooer.—Section 301(a) of the Congrr.ssional Budget Act of 1974 Is amended—
allocated to a committee for legislation that made(1) in paragraph (3), by striking "and"
(2)

by redesignating paragraph

(4) as
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graph (41;

cluding those provided for in the bill, resolu-

unless—

(21 by striking the period at the end of tOn, amendment, or conference report with
(A) the Committee on Finance has submztparagraph (5) and in3erting a semicolon; respect to which this subsection is applied) ted to the Senate the actuarial analysis dcand
over the appropriate level of Social Security scribed in subsection (a) with respect o
(31 by adding after paragraph (5) the fol- revenues specified in the most recently such bill, resolution, amendment, or conferlowing new paragraphs;
agreed to concurrent resolution on the ence report, or
"(6) Social Security outlays, which for bud get,
(B) the Senate has agreed by unanimous
purposes of this title shall be composed of
"(ii) estimated Social Security revenues consent or by motion described in paraoutlays of the old-age, survivors, and dis- shall be deemed to be increased to the extent graph (21 to dispense with such actuarial
ability in.urance program established under that estimated Social Security outlays are ana1ysis.
title II of the SoCia1 Security Act, and
less (taking into account the effect of the
"(2) A motion described in paragraph
"(7) Socia1 Security revenues, which for bill, resolution, amendment, or conference (1)(B)
not be con.idered to be agreed to
purposes of this title shall be composed of report to which thi3 subsection is being ap- unless shall
it receives the affirmative vote of
revenues of the old-age, survivors, and dis- plied) than the appropriate level of Social
ability in3urance program established under Security outlays in the most recently agreed three fifths of the membership of the Senate
title II of the Social Security Act and the re- to concurrent resolution on the budget, and duly chosen and sworn, except that such a
motion shall be considered approved upon
lated provisions of the Internal Revenue
"(B)(i) estimated Socia1 Secunty outlays an affirmative vote of a majority of SenaCodc of 1986.".
shall
be
deemed
to
be
increased
by
the
shorttors present and voting if—
(d) Pom'r OF ORDER.—Section 301(i) is
of estimated Social Security revenues
"(A) an actuarial analysis was reQuested
amended by adding at the end thereof the fall
(including
Social
Security
revenues
providfrom the Secretary more than 72 hours
following new paragraph:
ed
for
in
the
bill,
resolution,
amendment,
or
(3) It shall not be in ordcr in the Senate conference report with respect to which this before the motion is voted on (or 24 hours if
to consider any concurrent resolution on the
budget as reported to the Senate that would
decrease the difference between Social Secutity revenues and Socia1 Security outlays in
any of fiscal years covered by the concurrent
resolution. '

subsection is applied) below the appropriate
level of Socia1 Security revenues specified in
the most recently adopted concurrent resolution on the budget, and
"(ii) estimated Soc-ial Security revenues
shall be deemed to be reduced by the excess
(e) COMMITTEE Au.ocAriONs.—
(11 Section 302(a)(2) of the Congressional of estimated Social Security outlays (includBudget Act of 1974 is amended by inserting ing Socia1 Security outlays provided for in
"Social Security outlays," after "budget out- the bill, resolution, amendment, or conference report with respect to which this sublays, '
(2) Section 302(f)(2) of the Con gressiona1 section is applied) above the appropriate
Budget Act of 1974 is amended by in3erting level of Socia1 Security outlays specified in
before the period the following: "or provides the most recently adopted concurrent resolufor Social Security outlays in excess of the tion on the budget.

such motion relates to an amendment in the
first degree to a bill dealing with Social Security other than a Committee amendment
or 1 hour if the motion relates to an amendment in the second degree to an amendment
or a bill dealing with Social Security); and
"(B) such analysis has not been provided
by the Secretary. ".
Subtitle D—Multiyecr Budgeting to Ensure

Permanent Saving.
SEC. 12201. MUL TI YEAR BUDGETING.

(a) APPROPRIATE LEVEtS.—Section 301(a) of

the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is

amended in the matter before paragraph (1)
appropriate allocation of Socia1 Security The chairman of the Committee on the by striking "planning levels for each of the
Budget of the Senate may file with the two"and inserting "for each of the 4'
outlays under sub8ection (a)".
(3) Section 302(f)(2) of such Act i.s further Senate appropriately revised allocations
DECLARATION OF PURPOsE—Section 2(2)
amended by ad4ing at the end thcreof the under section 302(a) and revi3ed functional of(b)that
Act is amended by striking "each
following: "In applying this paragraph—
"(A) estimated Soc-ial Security outlays
shall be deemed to be reduced by the excess
of estinuzted Soc&a1 Security revenues (in-

cluding Social Security revenues provided

for In the bill, resolution, amendment, or

conference report with respect to which this
paragraph is applied) over the appropriate
level of Socia1 Security revenues specified in
the most recently adopted concurrent resolution on the bud get, and

"(B) estimated Social Security outlays

shall be deemed increased by the shortfall of
estimated Socfa1 Security revenues (including Socia1 Security revenues provided for in

the bill, resolution, amendment, or conference report with respect to which thi.s para-

levels and aggregates to reflect the applica- year'
tion of the preceding sentence. Such revised
(c) CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON TWE
allocations, functional levels, and aggregates shall be considered as allocations, BUDGET.—
(1) Section 301(b)(3) of that Act is amendfunctiona1 levels, and aggregates contained
in the most recently agreed to concurrent ed by striking "for such fisca1 year" and inresolution on the budget, and the appropri- serting "for any one of the fisca1 years covate Committees shall report revised alloca- ered by the concurrent resolution'
(2) Section 301(e) of that Act is amended—
tions pursuant to section 302(b)."
(A) in the first sentence by striking "for
(g) LONQ-RAJJOE ACTUARIAL ESTIMATES.—
Title II of the Socia1 Security Act is amend- each fiscal year' and
(B) in paragraph (6) by striking "such
ed by adding at the end thereof the following
new section:
fiscal year" and inserting the first fiscal
year covered bji the concurrent resolution";
"ACTUARIAL EVALUATION OF LEGISZ4 TION
(3) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 301(f)
"SEC. 234. (a)(1) The Secretary shall prepare and transmit to the Committee on Fi- of that Act are amended by striking "for the
nance of the Senate and the Committee on fiscal year beginning after the date on which
Ways and Means of the House of Represent- such Economic Report is received by the

graph is applied) below the appropriate level
of Socia1 Security revenues specified in the atives an actuarial analysis of the 75-year
most recently adopted concurrcnt resolution effect of legislation affecting the programs
on the budget.
by this title—
The Chairman of the Committee on the established
when it appears that such legislation
Budget of the Senate may file with the is "(A)
likely to be acted upon by the Congress, or
Senate appropriately revi3ed allocations
"(B) upon the reQuest of a Member of the
under subsection (a) and revised functional United
States Senate.
lcvels and aggregates to reflect the applzca"(2) The estimate reQuired by paragraph
tion of the preceding sentence. Such revised
shall, at a minimum, display the change
allocations, functiona1 levels, and aggre- (1)
long-range balance under each of the a1gates shall be considered as allocations, in
functiona1 levels, and aggregates contained ternative 8et3 of assumption3 u3ed in the
in the most recently agreed to concurrent most recent report of the Board of Tru.tees
resolution on the budget, and the app ropri- pursuant to section 201(c)(2). Each such esate committees shall report revised alloca- tiinate shall bear a certification bji the Chief
Actuary of the Socfa1 Security Administrations pursuant to subsection (b).
(f) PoINT OF ORDER UNDER SECTION 311,— tion as to whether or not the techniques and
Section 311(a) of the Con gressiona1 Budget methodology used in it3 preparation are
generally accepted within the actuaria1 proAct of 1974 is amended—
(1) by inserting "or Social Security out- fession and whether or not the assumption3
and resulting cost estimates are reasonable.
lays" after "total budget outlays";
(2) by inserting "(or Socia1 Security revc- Upon receipt of an actuarial analysis denues to be less than the appropriate level of scribed in this subsection, the chairman of

Congress" each place it appears.

(4) Section 301(i)(1)(A) of that Act is

amended—

(A) by striking "for a fiscal year' and
(B) by striking "for such fi.sca1 year" the
first place it appears and inserting "for the

first fiscal year'

(dl COMMITTEE Au.OCATIONs.—

(1) Paragraphs (1) and

(2)

of section

302(a) of that Act are amended by inserting

"for each fiscal year in auch resolution"
after "estimated allocation" each place it

appears.
(2) Section 302(b) of that Act is amended—

(A) in paragraph (1) by inserting after 'to
it" the following: "for the first fiscal year";
and
(B) in paragraph (2)—

(i) by inserting after (2)" the following:
"for' and

(ii) by striking all after "statement'
Social Security revenues)" after total reve- the Committee on Finance shall file such through the period and in3erting the following: ", for purposes of subsections (c) and
ana1ysis with the Senate.
nues" and
"(b)(1) It shall not be in order in the (f), the allocation made pursuant to subspc(3) by adding at the end thereof the following: 'in applying this subsectzon—
Senate to con3ider any measure or amend- tion (a) shall constitute the allocation pur"(Al(i) estimated Social Security outlays ment that would modify the procram estab- suant to this subsection. '
shall be deemed to be reduced by the exccss lished by this title (or the revenue provisions
(3) Section 302(c) of that Act is amended—
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by insertirg after "for a fisca1 year"
(D) by inserting "for the first fiscalyear
each place U appears the following: "or covered by the resoZuion and for the pertod
fiscal years ' and
including the first fz3cal year plus the fol(B) by inserting after 7or such fiscal Lowing 4 fiscal years" after "set forth" £he
year' each place it appears the following: second place it appears and
"or fiscal years'
(El by striking deficit for stzch fiscal
(As'

(4) Section 302(1111) of that Act is amend-

ed by—

of Governors of Vie Federal Reserve System
or the College Construction Loan !nsunznce
AssociaL ion.

(2) Vie term 'direct loan' means a dis-

bursemenL of funds by the Federal Govern-

ment to a non-Federal borrower under a
year" and in.sertng "deficit for the first contract that requires Vie repayment of such

fiscal year covered by £he resolution

(A) striking "for a scal ear"; and
(2) Section 311(b) of £hat Act i8 amended
(B) strtlciag '.izch fiical fear" cuch place by inserting after "such fiscal year" each
U appears in the mcUer preceding subparu. place U appears the following: (or fiscal
graph (A) and inserting the foliowing. "the years).
first fiscaL year covered by the resolu-ion
(j) Bu.z.s PRO vmi,.v NEW Sp,D!, A UTHORaiid foT the jriod including the first Ji3cal irv.—Section 401(b)(2) of thai Act i8 amendjecr and the following 4fisciil pears".
ed by inserting after 7or such fiscal year"
(5) Section 302(ffl2J a! that Acf is amend- the second place it appears the foilowng:
edby"(or fiscal years).

(Asgforafiscalyear"gnd
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funds with or without interest. Vie term inciudes the purchase of, or pathcipaLion in, a
loan ma4e by another lender. Vie term does
not inciude Vie acquLsiLion of a federally
guaanteed loan n saLisfacLion of default

claims or the price supporL loans of Vie

Commodzty CrediL Corporation. For Vie pur-

pose of carrying out thi8 title, direcL loans
ma be grouped and Lreated as a single Loan
a.s agreed Lo by Vie Director and the head of
Lhe affected a'encjs.
"(3) The eerm direct loan obUgaLion'
mean.s a binding agreemenL enLered into by
a Federal agency for Vie GovernmenL under
which the Federal apencij agrees to iuzJce a

(B) sfriking "sigch ottUays or aithoijty"
Inserting the foil ntnng the approprtate

SEC. 12202. PRESWE1%T

period including the first fi.sca.1 year and the
foUow4*g 4ftscal years".
te) Sicrjop.' 303 Pomir or ORDER.—Section

States Code, is amended—

miUees covered by section 302(b)(1i)'

nating paragraph (5) as paragraph (4).
deposits, mares, or other witMrawable acfbi DrJ-AIL or PRrsmzwJ1' Burxris.—The counts n financial institution.. For the

TO ADDRESS OUT.

YEA&S'

(a) PRESIDENTS' BUDGED TO ADDRESS OuroWays and authorUy for the first fiscal YEIas.—Section
1105(f) of Litle 31, UnUed
pear covered by the re3olution and for Vie

(1) in paragraph (1) by inserting after direct loan when spec(fled COndiLioiu are

"such fiscal year" each time it appears "and
the 4 fiscal years after that year"

303(a) af ffia Ac i amended in Vie ,naUer
(2) in paragraph (2) by inserting after
following paraGraph (5) by in.serUng after
"budget for such fiscal year" the following: "any fiscal year" the following: "(including
"(for committees covered by section the 4 fiscal years after the fiscal year for
302(b)(2)) or budget for which such fiscal wMch the budget is submitted)"; and
(3) by striking paragrcph (4) and redesgyear i8 Vie first fiscal ,ear covered (for coin(f)

PRocEouJs 10k CONS !fJPA 770N OF

BUDGET

Rzsoj,r,oi.'s.—Subsectzon,s

(a)(3)

and (b)(3) of £ectzo1 305 qf thai Ac are

amended by stiiking "for a fiscal year".
(gi RPoirz vw SUMMARDS OF CONGRLS-

(4) The £ei-m 'loan guarantee' means any
g'uaranLce, gnntrance, or other pLedge with
respect to the pa,me,,4 of all or a part of the
prEnci pal or iatere3L on any debt obligation
of a non-Federal borrower to a non-Federal
lender, buL does not iiclv4e Vie insurance of

second sentence of section 1104(b) of Litle 31,

pin'poses of carrying out the provfsons of
United Saes Code, is amended by st,iking thi3 tulle, loan guarantees may be grouped
'fiscal year 1950" and inserting "fiscal year and treated as a nnge loan as agreed Lo by
1990 svbmiUed on Januanj 9, 1989'
the DireLor and the head of Vie affected
Sec. l22o STRLWCTHE.1NC WE PROHIRT77ON OP

SJONAL BuDo'r AcTioNs.—

fuLfiiled by Vie borrower.

(1MM Section 308(afili of that Ac is

SPENDING REFORE BUDG7ING.

Section 303(b) of the Congrcssonal
amended(ii in the w.tter preceding subparugraph Budges and impoundment Control AcL of
(A) by nierting after 7isca year' the fol. 1974 i8 amended by strtking the first senotng. "(orfi3cal yers)
tence.

(ii) in subparagraph (A) by inserting after
'liscal year" the followirtg: "(or fiscal

SNbtitk E—Crcdil Relorm

agrncy.

"(5) The term toan guarantee commitment' meai a bftiding agremenL entered
inLo by a Federal agency for Lhe Govern.
menL under which Vie Federal agency agrees

Lo guarantee a loan when specified condi.
Lions are fuLfilled by the borrower, the
lender, or any other parLy Lo Lhe guarantee

SSC. I2$I. CREDIT N.EPORV
years)' and
The Congressional Bv4ge€ and lmpotnd- agreement.
(ui) zn subparagraph (C) by inserting ment
"(6)(A) The term 'cost Lo the Government'
Act of 1974 is amended by
after iuch ftscal sear" the following. (ot addftigCont1
a the end thereof the /oUowing new means—
fiscal years)"

(B) Section 3O8(aU2) a! thai Ac zs amend-

WLe

TITLE Xi—CREDIT REFORM

ed by Uuering /ter f,.wa1 year" the follow•
ing: "(orfi.scal years)".

(2) Section 308b1(1J of That Act i8 amend-

ed—

(A) by striking for a fiseal year' in the
ftrs sentence and rnserUng lor each fiscal
year covered by a concurrent resolutfrni on
the budget' and

'SHORT 77712

'Sec. 1100. Thi. Litle may be cUed a, the
'Federal CrediL Reform AcL of 1990

'(i) Vie e.sLimated Long-term neL cosL to Vie
Govern ment of c direcL Loan or Loan guarontee, colculaLed on a neL presenL value ba.ns;

and
(ii) Vie cost Lo the GorernmenL resuUing

from any cnge or modificaLion in direct
or garunteed loan contracL terms thaL re"SEc. 1101. Vie purposes of this title are s1ts or will reselL in o4diLional ezpendi"PURPOSES

to-

Lkres by the GovernmenL or loss of receipts

(1J mea,ure accuraLehj the costs of Feder- to Vie Government.
(B) by strUctng 'such fseal year" in the al credzt
progrims
'?B) In deter.nininQ the amount a! cost Lo
second ,eneence a,d iwsertvng
the first "(2) place
the cosL of credit programs on a the GovernmenL of a direcL loan or loan
fiscal year covered b the appropriate con- budgetary basi,,
equivalent Lo other Federal

current resolution'.
Ih)

kcoitzutnow

PRo(—3ec(on spenthng;
'(3) eneoii rage the delivery of benefits in

sirantee. the esLimcLor shaLl Lake into

co*'-

"(ii any cash flows £0 or from Vie Governform mosL appropiiaLe £0 the needs of enL resZting from the terms and condi(1) b in3erttng after "MaU" n the matter the
turns of the dirtet loan obliguLion or gearpreceding paragraph (1) the foUowitw. "(for beneflciartes;
"(4) improve the aflocation of esources antee commitment, inthuling those resiilLat leai 3fUcaZ years)";
310(a) of that Ac ia amended—

cir4iL programs and between crediL
(2) in paragraph (1) by sfriking 'such amortg
and other spending program.g;
(5) provide for the coordinated accoicnLng and rvew of Federal crediL progrm
by the Con g'rsi onal Budget Office and

Mg from—

fiscal hear" each place U appears and in.sertng the fouowing: 'such fiscal ycars' and
(3) by adding a £he end Thereofhe following:
To the extent thai a concurrent resohttf on

"(1) direct ouUas,
(il) repayments (of psincipal or i,,teresL),

(A) byst,-iking 7orafzscalyear"
(B) by ftz.sering 7or the first fiscal year"
after set forth" the first place U appears;
IC) by striking 'budget for such fiscal
year" and InserUng "budges covering such

"(Xlii) peoJLws,
"(1) The term Federvi agency' means an
'(X!V) recoveiies from the li udctio of
executive department, an independent FedS
era! establishment, or a corporation or other collateral, and
'?X Vi degree of gucra,ttee;
entity established by the Congr.ss that i8
"(ii) Vie likthhood (based en anc?y of
owmed in whole or th part by the United
Statet The term does not include the Board hi,,Lorjcal daLa) ofdevationsfroin the frms

rui tnLer& payments,

(IV) interest receipts,
Office of ManagemenL and Budget;
(V) fees chorged by for on bchatf of) Lhe
'(6)
enhance
the
abiliLy
of
Vie
CommiLtees
on the bitdget spectfle3 and dirt. matters on the Bitd gel and Lhe CommiLLees on Ap- Government,
descrtbed in paragraphs (1), (2), or (4), the
(VI) the term to mat',zrity,
eonctn,nt reso'ution shall speeffy artd pi'oriations of the Senate and Lhe Hotg3e of
(VII) the payment schedule,
RepreenLattves
to
anale
aid
review
of
direct defiefl ,ducticn for the 5 veai cov- Federal crr.fU progrum3; and
1 Viii) defa?stLs Ln repayments.
ered by the concurrent reoutios Ut
"(iX) deZay in repayments.
?7) modtfy the legiaaLive and executive
amounts equal Lo or greater £han 5 times bv4getary
"(Xi prepayment.s,
processes to carry ouL these perthai specified and direcied for the first yeur
(XiI forbearince and rest ruc(urtng
poses.
covered for each commUee threcLed.".
rights,
'DfF7m770NS
() SECTION 311 Poiwr OF OR.iE—
'(Xll) grvce period_s,
Src. 1102. For purposes of this title—
(1) SectIon 311(a) of th Ae u amended—

fi8cal yea, "
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and conditions of the direct Loan or loan appropriate Federal agency with the esti- at agency shall obtain an estimate of the
guarantee, including those resulting fran,—
"(I) changes in the payment schedule,
"(II) defaults in repayments,
"(III) delays In repayments,
"(IV) prepay,nents,
"(VI forbearance and restructuring rights,
"(VI) grace periods,
"(VII) penalties,
"(VIII) recoveries from the Liquidation of
collateral, and
"(IX) degrec of guarantee; and

mates in a timely fasftion,
cost to the Government of the loan from the
"(41 require timely uniform reporting from Director or, at the discretion of the Director,

Federal agencies on the actual Long-term shall make such an estimate based upon
cost to the Government of direct loans and guidelines established by the Director.
Loan guarantees, calculated on a basis preeejv'r.—Forthe purposes
'12) Bunass' r
scribed by the Director and consistent with of section 1501 of title 31, United States
this title, ansi on loan performance and borrower characteristics,

Code—

"(A) the amount of an estimate made

"(5) in the case of a program for which under paragraph (1) shall constitute an oblihistorical data is inadequate to determine gation of the subsidy account to pay to the
the cost to the Government, oversee the d.e- financing account; and

"(UI) where hisiorcal data Is not avail- vdlopment and implementation of systems
"(B) the face value of the direct loan shall
able or adequate, private maiteet analogues, that will make the collection and mainte- constitute an obligation of the financing acadjusted to estimate the cost to the Govern- nance of credit data adequate in the future; count.
ment.

"(6) monitor due diligence debt collection
?C) The cost to the Government shall not efforts;
include administrative costs,
"(7) assess Federal agency performance;
'171 The term stabsIdy account' means the and
budget account or accounts into which sub'18) otherwise study and undertake imsidies are appropriated to cover the cost to provements in Federal agency credit man-

the Government of a direct Loan or loan agemenL
guarantee program.

"Ic) DEVSLOPMZWT OF Egrssssus—

"(1) IN GENERAL—1* developing estimate
"(8) The term 'financing account' means
the budget account or accounts associated criteria to be used by Federal agencies, the
Director shall, in cooperation with the Diwith each subsidy account that—
"(A) provides the non-subsidized funding rector of Congressional Budget Office—
"IA) coordinate the development of accuto non-Government borrowers for Govern-

"(d) PAYMENT OF Cos'r To THE GOVERN-

MEN'r.—The cost to the Government associat-

ed with a direct loan as determined in subsection (c) shall be paid from the subsidy ac-

count into the financing account as the

loan is disbursed.
"(e) MonIncAr!oN.—No direct loan agree-

ment may be modified in a manner that increases the cost to the Government (except
modifications within the terms of the loan
contract that had already been included in
calculating the cost to the Government at

loan guarantees committed on or after Octo-

the time the agreement was entered into)
rate data on historical performance of Loans unless
the added cost to the Government is
and guaranLees, and
obligated out of existing sub"(B) review historical budget data and appropriated,
appropriations, or, in the case of entiissue guidelines for the agencies to follow to sidy
accounts, charged against the 302(a)
develop the best possible broad estimates of tlement
and 302(b) allocations of the committee
adjustments that would convert aggregate making
modification. In calculating the
historical budget data to credit reform ac- costs ofthe
altering a direct loan the calculacounting.
"(2) CONSULTATION wmi CoNaRLvs.—The tion shall include the current estimates of
loan's present value.
Director shall also consult with the chair- the"(f)direct
AND ASSISTANCs.—NO thing
men and ranking members of the Commit- in thisEU0IBILrrY
title shall be construed to change the
tees on the Budget and the Committees on authority
or the responsibility of a Federal
Appropriations of the Senate and the House

"(10) The term 'Director' means the Director of the Office of Management and Budget.

administrative costs in the credit reform ac- the Federal agency for the cost to the Government, or
counting process.

ment direct Loans obligated on or after October 1, 1991;

"(B) provides direct loans to borrowers

and, in accordance with agency loan agreeiitents, inches claim payments for guaranteed loans in default and serves as a reserve

for agency loan guarantee commitments

made on or after October 1, 1991; and
"(C) recetves payments of principal, Interest, fees, and premiums from or on behalf of
borrowers and subsidy payments from subsi-

dy accounts for direct loans obligated or

to deter,nine the terms and condiof Representatives in developing criteria agency
tions of eligibility for, or the amount of asparagraph (1).
U an appropriated account includes both under
Re VISION OF CRITERIL—Any change by sistance provided by a direct loan.
direct loans and loan guarantees, the affect- the"(d)
'LOAN GUARANTEE PROGRAMS
Director in the criteria for estimating
ed agency shall maintain separate flnwwing developed
"Sec. 1105. (a) AGENCY BUDGET PROJ'ospursuant to subsection (C) may be
accounts for each.
only after consultation with the Direc- ji.—For each fiscal year, beginning with
"(9) The term 'ltquidating account' means made
tor of the Congressional Budget Office, and fiscal year 1992, each Federal agency authe budget account or accounts t1,at—
chairmen and ranking members of the thorized to make loan guarantee commit"(A) provides the funding for direct loans the
Committees on the Budget and Appropria- ments .thall include in its budget proposal
obligated prior to October 1, 1991;
of the Senate and the House of Repre- and sutj,ni.ssion to Congress—
"(B) disburses loans to borrowers and in tionsoLives.
"(1) the level of new loan guarantee comaccordance with agency loan agreements, sent"(e)
ADMINISTRATIVE Cossv.—The Director mitntenls; and
makes claim payments for guaranteed loans and the
"(2) the estimated cost to the Government
Director of the Congressional
in default for direct loans and guaranteed Budget Office
shall analyze differences in associated with the proposed loan guarantee
loans obligated prior to October 1, 1991; and long-term administrative
costs for credit commitments.
"(C) receives payments of principal, inter"(b) LOAN GUAP,ij,'rEL—On or after Octoversus grant programs and, 6
est, fees, and premiums from on or on behalf programs
after the date of enactment of this ber 1, 1991, a Federal agency shall not guarof borrowers for all direct loans or loan months
and when appropriate U-iereafter, pro- antee a loan unless—
guarantees obligated prior to October 1, title
"(1) an appropriation has been matte to
pose changes to Congress for incorporating
199L
ber 1, 1991.

AF
(a) IN GeNERAL—The Director

"OILS AND CBO ANAL!S, COORDIkATION, AND

'DIREC7' LOAN PROGP.AMS

"Sec 1104. (a) Aasi,'cy BUDOET Paoros-

sz.—For each fiscal year, beginning with
'zc. 1103.
year 1992, each Federal agency shall
shall be responsible for coordinating esti- fiscal
in its budget proposal and submismates by Federal agencies required by this include
sion to Congress—
title.
'11) the planned level of new direct loan
"(b) EsrrPgA Trs os corr so snt G0nRNMsnT obligations; and
BY swr Dinec-m&—With regard to direct
"(2) the estimated cost to the Government
loans and loan guarantees, the Director associated
with the proposed direct loan obshall—

'12) a limitation is enacted in an annual

appropriations Act on the use of funds Oth-

erwise available to the Federal agency for
the cost to the Government.

"Ic) Cos'r so nm- Govxviuzm' 0, Lo'.N
Gwnsierxz.—
"(1) IN GENERAL—At the time a loan guar-

antee commitment is made, the Federal
agency shall obtain an estimate of the cost

to the Government of the loan guarantee

frinn the Director or, at the discretion of the
"(11 estImate the cost to the Government,
'lb) DmEc'r Lo.v Osrosnor9-s.—On or Director, shall make an estimate of the cost
or require estimates to be made by the Feder- after October 1, 1991, a Federal agency shall to the Government based upon guidelines
at agencies, for each new direct loan and not enter into a direct loan obligation provided by the Director.
Loan guarantee or for groups of similar new unless—
"(2) OBLTGA7ION.—ThL amount of an estidirect loans and loan guarantees, taking
"(1) an appropriation has been made to mate made under paragraph (1) shall constiinto account the factors specified in section the Federal agency for the cost to the Gov- tute an obligation of the Federal agency for
1102(6);
the purposes of section 1501 of title 31,
ernment; or
"(2) estimate the cost to the Government,
"(2) a limitation is enacted in an annual United States Coda
or require estimates to be made by the Feder- appropriations Act on the use of funds Oth"(d) PAYMENT os Cbs,' so nix GoVERNal agencies, fbr changes or modification In erwise available to the Federal agency for MEter—The cost to the Government associatthe provisions of existing direct loan and the cost to the Government.
ed with a loan guarantee determined under
Loan guarantee agreements that result 1* i*
"(c) Cosr so swz Govweszwr OF Dmscr subsection (c) shall be paid from the subsidy
creased cost to the Government;
account into the financing account at the
LOAN 0PL704770N.—
"(3) if estimates of the cost to the Govern"(1) EsIYMA1 cc cos-r.—At the time a time the underlying guaranteed loan is disment are made by the Director, furnish the direct loan obligation i.e incurred, the Feder- bursed.
ligations.
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"(e)

M0DIFICATI0N—No loan guarantee

obligated on or after October 1, 1991, shall
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"(2) To the extent that the resources of the

agree,nent may be modified In a manner also be treated as obligations of the financ- financing account exceed those needed to
that would Increase the cost to the Govern- ing accounts. Such financing transactions liquidate obligations of the account or to

maintain actuarially determined reserve requirements, the excess funds shall be transferred to the general fund of the Treasury.
Such transfer-s shall be made from time to
time; but at least once a year.
"(3) The Director shall include detailed depursuant to this subsectIon shall not be In- scriptions of-the financial condition of the
financing accounts In the. President's
clud.ed—
"(A) for purposes of determining, in ac- annual budget submission under section
cordance with sections 301(1) and 311(a) of 1105 of title 31 of the UnIted States Coda
this Act, whether the maximum deficit
"(e) AuTHOPJZ,4TION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR
amount for a fiscal year has been exceeded,- SiiiPJEs AND ExJ'ENsEs.—There are author"(B) for purposes of other points of order ized to be appropriated to the Director such
under section 311 of this Act,
-sums as may be necessary for the salartes
"(Ci for purpos'es of reconciliation under and expenses incurred to car-nj out the resection 310 of this Act,- or
sponsibilities of the Director under this tiUe.

ment (except mod Ifications within the terms shall be recorded in a budget function enti010 loan contract that had already been in- tled 'credit financing activItles' The Ant idecluded In calculating the cost to the Govern- ficlency Act shall apply to the financing acment at the time the agreement was entered counts.
Into) unless the added cost to the Govern"(2) Amounts recorded in the budget funcment Is appropriated, obligated out of exist- tion entitled 'credit financing activities'

ing subsidy appropriations, or is charged

agaInst the 302(a) and 302(b) allocations of
the committee making the modifications. In

calculating the costs of modifying loan
guarantee agreements, the calculation shall

Include the current estimates of the loan
guarantee's present value.

"(I) RErnSUR.4NCE.—Nothing in this tItle

shall be construed as authorizing or requiring the purchase of relnsurance for a Federal guarantee from private insurers.
"(g) ELJGIBILJTY

ASSIsTANCE—Nothing

"(D) for purposes of allocations :and
"(3) Transactions In the financing ac-

points of order under section 302 of this Act.

in this title shall be construed to change the
authority or the responsibility of a Federal count shall be treated as a means of financagency to determine the terms and condI- ing of the Government.
tions of eligibility for, or the amount of as"Au7wORIZ4TION OF APPROPRIATIONS
sistance provided by, a loan guarantee.
"Sec. 1108. (a) DIRECT LOAN OBLIGATIONS.—
'AGENCY IiESPONSIBIIJ77E,S
There are authorized to be appropriated to
"Sec. 1106. The head of each Federal each Federal agency otherwise authorized to
agency authorized to make or guarantee make obligations for direct loans, such sums
loans covered by this title shall—
as may be necessary to pay the cost to the
"(1) provide the Director in a timely fash- Government associated with proposed direct
ion with information about the Federal Loan obligations and the costs of administeragency's direct loan or loan guarantee pro- ing direct loans.

grams sufficient to enable the Director to
calculate the estimated cost to the Govern.
ment, or shall, as required by the Director,
estimate the cost to the Government In accordance with the Director's guidance;

"(2k request annual appropriations, or

limitations on funds otherwise available, for

the subsidies attributable to that Federal

agency's direct loan or loan guarantee programs In each fiscal year;

"(3) carry out the Federal agency's directloan or loan guarantee programs within the
lesser of"(A) applicable appropriations Act limita-

tions on direct loan obligations or loan

guarantee commitments; or

"(B) annual appropriations or funds oth-

erwise available to cover cost'to the Government for the program; and

"(4) maIntain reserves In a financing ac-

"(by

LOAN

GUARANTEE

COMMITMENTS.—

There are authorized to be appropriated to

"BUDGETARY TREATMENT

"Sec. 1107. (a DIR.Ecr OMI CosT To nix
GovxRNMEm'.—For the purposes of chapter

from appropriations made pursuant to subsectIon (d). Such notes or other oblIgations
shall bear Interest at a rate determined by
the Secretary of the Treasury, which shall
not be less than the average market yield on
outstanding marketable obligations of the

11 of tItle 31, United States Code; and of
tItles III and IV of this Act, in the case of
any direct loan made by a Federal agency United States of comparable maturities
on or after October 1, 1991, the cost to the during the month preceding the date of issuGovernment shall be treated as an obliga- ance of such notes or other obligations. The

"(1) The provisions of this title shall not
apply to the credit and insurance actIvities

of the credit actIvities of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, National Credit
Union AdmInistration, Resolution Trust
Corporation, Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation, National Flood Insurance, Insurance Development Fund, Crop Insurance,
or to the credit or other activities of the Tennessee Valley Authority.
"(2) The Director of the Office of Manage-

ment and Budget and the Director of the

"Sec. 1110. (a) FeDERAL AGeNCY Au7-!IOR-

rry.—Nothing In this title shall be construed

as lImiting the authority of any Federal

agency to enter into agreements to make or
to guarantee loans under statutes that were

In effect prior to the date of enactment of
this title or that may be enacted subsequently. AU such agreements shall be contingent
upon meeting the requirements of this title.
"(b) EFFECT ON OTHER Lws.—This title
shall supersede; modify, or repeal any provision of law enacted prior to the date of enact ment of this title to the extent such provision is inconsistent with this title. Nothing
In this tItle shall be construed to establish a

tion of the subsidy account. The cost to the Secretary of the Treasury shall purchase any
Government shall be Included In the budget notes or other obligations Issued under this
subsection and for that purpose the Secrefunction of the direct loan program.
"(b) LOAN Gu,tn,jirne CosT sx 'us- Govw.'- tary of the Treasury Is authorized to use as
MLVT.—For the purposes of chapter 11 of tItle a publIc debt transaction the proceeds from
31, UnIted States Code, and af titles III and the sale of any securities issued under the
IV of this Act, in the case of any loan guar- Second Liberty Bond Act, and the purposes credit limitation on any Federal loan or
antee commitment made by a Federal for which securities may be Issued under loan guarantee program.
"(ci CREDITING OF COLLeCTIONs—Collecagency on or after October 1, 1991, the cost that Act are extended to include any purtions resultIng from direct loans obligated
to the Government shall be treated as an ob- chase of such notes or obligations.
or loan guarantees committed prior to Octo"(d) LIQUIDATING OBLIGATIoNs.—
ligation of the account charged with the sub"(1) U funds are Insufficient to liquidate ber 1, 1991, shall be credited to the liquidatsidy payment, The cost to the Government
shall be Included In the budget function of obligations of the financing account In- Ing accounts of Federal agencies. Amounts
cur-red under subsection (c), for the purposes so credited shall be available, to the same
the guaranteed loan program.
of titles III and IV of this Act, the Director extent that they were available prior to the
"(ci CREDIT FINANCING Ac'nvrr,r.s.—
"(1k For the purposes of chapter 11 of title or the Federal agency as designated by the date of enactment of this title, to liquidate
31, United States Code, and of tItles III and Director shall estimate the level of funds obligations arising from such direct loans
IV of this Act, fInancing requirements of needed to meet those obligations. If at any obligated or loan guarantees committed
Federal credit programs In excess of costs to time It Is determined that funds are Insuff i- prior to October 1, 1991, including repaythe Government paid by a Federal agency dent to repay those obligations, under sub- ment of any obligations held by the Secreshall be chargeable to a financing account section (c), there are authorized to be appro- tary of the Treasury or the Federal Financfor each program. Financing requirement.s priated such sums as are necessary to repay Ing Bank. The unobligated balances of such
accounts that are in excess of current needs
of dIrect loans or loan guarantees made or those obligations.
-

-

"Sec. 1109. (a) IN GENERAL.—

Congressional Budget Office shall each
each Federal agency otherwise authorized to study whether the accounting for Federal inmake guaranteed loan commitments, such surance programs, including deposit insursums as may be necessary to pay the cost to ance programs, should be on a cash basis.
the Government associated with proposed Each Director shall report findings and recloan guarantee commitments and the costs ommendations to the President and the Conof administering loan guarantees.
gress by September 30, 1991.
"(c) T7IE,4swnr NOres FINAs,'cING.—If at any
"(3) For the purposes of paragraph (2) the
time the monies available In Its financing Office of Management and Budget and the
account are Insufficient to enable the head Congressional Budget Office shall have
of the Federal agency to discharge Its re- access to all agency data that may facilitate
sponsibilities under this title; the head of a these studies.
Federal agency shall Issue to the Secretary of
"(b) ELIGIBILITY AND AssIsTANce—Nothing
the Treasury notes or other obligations In In this section shall be construed to change
bearing
such forms and denomInations,
the responsibility of the entities that adminsuch maturities, and containing such terms ister the programs described in subsection
and conditions, as may be prescribed by the (a) to determine the terms and conditions of
Secretary of the Treasury. Redemption of eligibility for, or the amount of assistance
such notes or obligations shall be made by provided by those entities.
the head of such agency from monies other"EFFECT ON OTHER LAWS

count to cover -loan guarantee defaults,
which reserves in the financing account wise ,available to its financing account or

shall be treated as uninvested funds.

"TREATMENT OF DePOsIT INsURANce AND
AGeNcIes AND OTHER INSURANCe PROGRAMS
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shall be transferred to the general fua4 of
(b) Iktwr or Onsup..—Section 402 f the
"TITLE Xi—CRED1T REFORM
the Treasury. Such transfers shalt be made Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amend- "See- 1100. Short title.
from time to lime but, at least once each ed1101. Purposes.
year.
(11 by redesignating subsection (b) as (c); "Sec.
'JMPLESfZlITATrQN FOR FISCAL YEAR 1992
(21 in subsection (a), by striking "(b)(1)" "Sec. 1102. Definitions.
"Sec. 1103. 0MB and CBO en&ysis coordi'sec 1111. (a) iN GENERAL.—Beglnnjng and inserting "(c1", and
nation, and review.
(3) by inserting after subsection (a) the folwith the President's budget submission to
"Sec. 1104. Direct loan programs.
Congress for fiscal year 1992, the President lowing new subsection:
"(b) Pomr a, O,iwzn.—it shall not be in "Sec. 1105. Loan guarantee programs.
Mall include. in the Budget Appendix, an estimate for the cost to the Government, as de- order in either the Senate or the House of "Sec. 1106. Agency responsibilities.
fined In sectIon 1102(6), of all Federal direct Representatives to consider any app,-cpr-ia- "Sec. 1107. Budgetary treatment
loan and loan guarantee authority by pro- (ion bill or joint resolution providing con- "Sec. 1108. Authorization of appropriatinuing appropriations, or authorizing legpram and by account.
tions.
"(b) Bunoer COMMITTEES.—At the time of Sslation creating or modifying credit pro- "Sec. 1109. Treatment of deposit insurance
the Presidents budget submission to Con- grams that are not subject to appropriation
agencies.

press, the Director shall provide the Commit-

tees on the Budget of both the Senate and
the House of Representatives and the Congreesiona.l Budget Office with a document
plainsng the methodology used In development of the Director's cost to the Govern-

of credit authority, or any amendment

thereto, or any conference report thereon, or

an motion in relation thereto, that pro-

vides new credit authority that does not also
provide an appropriation for the cost to the
Government of such new credit authority as
required by title Xl."

"Sec. 1110. Effect on other laws.

"Sec. 1111. implementation for fiscal year
1992. ".
SEC. 12254. GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED ENFEP.PRJSES

(a) TREASuRY REPORT.—

(1) On or before ApriL 38, 1991, the Secrement estimates for direct loan and loan
(ci Powr OF ORDER FOR FISCAL YEAR tary of the Treasury shall submit to the
guarantee programs. Upon request by the
Committees on the Budget of both the 1991.—Section 302(f)(2) of the Congressional Senate and the House of Representatives a

Senate or the House of Representatives or Budget Act of 1974 is amended by inserting report—
(A) making an objective assessment of the
the Congressional Budget Office. the Direc- after "new budget authority" the following:
tor shall provide additional documentation, "or new credit avJ.hority' The amendment financial safety and soundness of the Govas required, regarding the cost to the Gov- made by this subsection shall ta/ce effect on ernment -sponso red enterprises,(B) assessing the adequacy of the existing
ernment estimates Included In the Budget January 1, 1991.
Id) SvwseT Os' POINT OF ORDER IN FISCAL regulatory structure for Government-sponAppendix.
"(c) Co Gaessioiw. BzJrxtr OFFIcE.—
"(1) Lw GENF.RAL—Beginning on Ja*iary 1,

1991, the Congressional Budget Office shall

Yw 1992.—fl) Section 302 of the Con gres-

if onal Budget Act Is amended—
(.41 in subsection (a)(l)—

sored enterprises; and
(C) assessing the risk of financial exposure
to the Federal Government posed by Government s-ponsore4 enterprises.
(2)(A) Each Government-sponsored enterprise shall provide full and prompt access to
the Secretary to its books and records, and

(i) by striking "iotal entitlement authorinclude a cost to the Government estimate
of direct 'oan or loan guarantee authority ity. and total credit authority" and inserting "and total entitlement authorety"
provided for in all reported bills.
t'ii) by striking "such entitlement author"(2) EXISTING RFSPONSIBIIJTY.—PaTUgrCph
(1) does not eliminate or modify any respon- ity, or such credit authority" and inserting shall promptly provide any other Informasibility of the Congressional Budget Office "or such entitlement authority' and
tion requested by the Secretary.
(iii) by striking "entitlement authority,
to make cost estimates under the law in
(B) in conducting the studies under this
and
credit
authority"
and
inserting
"and
effect prior to the effective date of this
section, the Secretary may request informaentitlement authority",tion from, or the assistance of, any Federal
(B) in subsection (a)(2), by striking "total department or agency authorized by law to
SEC 12252. £7?VCT ON CONGRESSIONAL RUDGET A CT
budget
outlays,
total
new
budget
authority
AND CONTORMING AMENDMEF1n
supervise the activities of any Government(a) Dz.nwmoNs.—(1) Section 3t'2) of the end new credit authority" and inserting sponsored enterprise.
''total
budget
outlays
and
total
new
budget
Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amend(C)(i) The Secretary shall determine and
ed by adding ut the end thereof the follow- authority "
maintain the con.fidentlatity of any book,
(C)
in
subsection
(b)(l)(A),
by
striking
ing. "The term i,scludcs the cost to the Govrecord, or ir&for'nw.tion made available
ernment for direct loan and loan guarantee "budget out-Lays, new budget authority, and under this section In a manner generally
new
credit
authority"
and
enserting
"budget
programs, as those terms are defined by title
consutertt with the Level of confidentiality
outlays and new budget authority";
xi',.
established for the material by the Govern(D)
in
subsection
(c)—
(2) Section 3 of the Congressional Budget
ment-sponsored enterprise Involved.
It)
in
paragraph
(1),
by
inserting
"or"
at
Act of 1974 is amended by adding at the end
(ii) The Department of Treasury shall be
the
end
Uof
and
thereof the following:
exempt from section 552 of title 5, United
(Iii
by
striking
"or
(3)
new
credit
author"(11)
GovEpJ,uE,rr-5poNsonzD
ENTERStates Code, with respect to any book,
peiss— The term 'government-sponsored en- ityfora fiscal pear;", and
record, or information mo4e available
(E)
in
subsection
(f)(l)—
terprise' means a corporate entity created by
under this section and determined by the
(I)
by
striking
"pear,
new
entitlement
aua law of the United States that—
Secretary to be confidential. This exemption
"(A)(i) is a Federally chartered organiza- thority effective during such fiscal year, or shall continue to apply to any such book,
new credit authority for such fiscal year," record, or information provided to a nationtion as provided in statute;
"(ii) is privately owned, as evidenced by and inserting "year or new entitlement au- ally recognized rating organization or ancapital stock owned by private entities or thority effective during such fiscal year,
other Federal agency.
and
individuals;
(iii) Any officer of employee of the Depart(it) by striking "authority, new entitle"(iii) is under the direction of a board of
of the Treasury shaU be subject to the
directors, a majority of whtch is elected by ment authority, or new credit authority" ment
end Inserting "authority or new entitlement penalties set forth in section 1906 of title 18,
private owners;
United States Code, if—
"(iv) is a financial institution with power authority'
(I) by virtue of this employment of official
(2) The amendments made by this subsectohe has possess ion of or access to
"(1) make loans or loan guarantees for tion shall lake effect for fucal years begin- position,
any book, record, or information made
limited purposes such as to provide credit ning after September 30, 1991.
Ic) BALANCED BuDGe-F AcT—Section 255(g) available under this section and determined
for spectfic borrower, or one sector; and
"(11) raise funds by borrowing or to gwr- of the Balanced Budget and L'merpe,wy Del- by the Secretary to be confidential under
antee the debt of others in unlimited kit Control Act of 1985 Is amended by clause (i); arid
ill) lie discloses the material in any
adding at the end thereof the following new
amounts; and
manner other than—
"(B)(i) does not exercise powers that are paragraph:
"(3) The financing account or accounts
(0.4) to an officer or employee of the Dereserved to the Governw.ent as sovereign
(such as the power to taz to Levy Cov*pulso. (as defined by section 1102(8)) and the ac- partment of Treasury; or
(bb) pursuant to the exception set forth in
tv/see, regardless of wkelher such fee, are to tivities of those accounts shalt be exempt
finance goods or services, or to rulate from reduction under any order issued pur- Such section 1906.
suant to this part, except to the extent that a
interstate commerce);
(b)
CONGRESSIONAL
BuDGeT
OFFICE
"fit) does not have the power So mmU reduction in subsidies or loan limitations REPORT. —
the Government financially (but LI may be a would result in a reduction in the financing
(1) 0* or before AprIl 30, IPPI, the Direcrecipient of a loan guarantee commitment omount or amounts. "
tor of the Congressional Budget Office shalt
1215L T48L1 OP COTh'%7n
made by the Government); and
submit to the Senate and the House of Rep"(itt) has employees whose salaries and ex-

CThe table of contents for the Congressional

penses are paid by the enterprise and ore Budget and impoundment Control Act of
not Federal employee, subject to title 5 of 1974 is amended by adding at the end therethe Untied Slates Code.

of the following.

resent ative.s a report—
(.4) giving that Office's perspective on—

(I) (lie types of risk that each Governmentsponsored enterprise assumes;
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(ii) ways in which the Congress can improve its understanding of these risks; and
(iii) the risks to the budget posed by Government-sponsored enterprises;

"On or before:

January27

Action to be completed
Congressional
Budget
Office submits its base.
line report to Budget
Committees and Issues
its initial Gramm.
Rudman-Hollings
report to Office of
Management
and

......

(B) evaluating the adequacy of current

Government-sponsored enterprise supervi-

sion and regulation with respect to risk

management: and
(C) presenting alternative models of oversight, with particular emphasis on the costs
and benefits of each alternative on the Federal Government and to Government-sponsored-eni,erprise-supported beneficiaries.
(2)14) The Director of Congressional
Budget Office shall determine and maintain

March 15.....

..

February

President submits the exbranch
ecutive

1

budget request. Office

April15

Committees on Appro-

priations and on the

Budget request and
submit
committees

order and transmits to

section in a manner generally consistent

March 1

..

States Code, with respect to any book,
record, or information made available

priations and on the

under this subsection and determined by the
Director to be confidential under subpara-

their views and esti-

mates to Budget Corn.
mittees.

Senate Budget Committee reports Concurrent
on
the
resolution

May 1

May 15

..

Ic) STUDY AND LEOJSL4nON.—It is the sense

April 1 ......

males to Budget Com-

June 1

Annual Appropriations
bills may be considered
in the House.

September30

Congress

Senate Budget Committee reports concurrent
resolution
on
the

..

budget.
Congress

resolution

ment sponsored enterprise proposals, which

include-

resolution
budget.

Annual Appropriation.,
bills may be considered
in the House.

May15

(A) requiring triple-A ratings for Government -sponsored enterprises,

(B) establishing the Department of the

Congress

September 30

action on
reconciliation legislation in odd-numbered

(C) imposing regulatory sanctions on Gov-

achieve a triple-A rating within 5 years;

(2) consult with the administration, the
Government-sponsored enterprises, and the
Congressional Budget Office regarding theadministration's proposals; and
(3) report by September 15, 1991, to the
Senate or the House of Representatives, as
the case may be, as appropriate, legislation

terprises in the Senate and the House of

Representatives fail to report the legislation
required by subsection (c) by September 15,
1991, then the Leadership of the Senate and
the House of Representatives shall provide
for consideration of and a vote on or in reZatlon to Legislation improving the financial
safety and soundness of Government-sponsored enterprises before the end of the First
Session 0/the 102nd Congress.
Subtitle P—Budget Timetable

October 1.....

.......

geess.
..

diately).

"Sw 300. (a) IN GENRFAL.—Except as pro-

vided in subsection (b), the timetable for the
Congressional budget process is as follows:

President transmits

November 30

to

the Congress a detailed

message regarding the
final order.
Comptroller
General

and Budget issues its
President and the Congress. President issues

final order (which beNovember 30

December 15

comes effective immediately).
President transmits to
Congress a detailed
message regarding the

final order.
Comptroller
issues

General
compliance

report.".
Subtitle G—Early Initial Gra,mm-Rudman-Hollings
Report.
SEC.

(a)

EARLY INiTIAL GRAMM.Rl'DMAN-IIOLUNGS REPORTS
GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLIJNOS. —The Bal-

12.351.

anced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 is amended—
(1) in section 251(a)(1)(A), by striking "0.5

of August 15 of the calendar year in which
such fiscal year beqins"
(2) in section 251(a)(2)(A), by striking
"(b) IN YEAPS a Nxw PRxS!DENT Taxes "August 20" and Inserting "January 27"
Orncx.—In years In which a new President
(31 in section 251(a)(2)(B), by striking
(who had not been President on January 191 "August 25" and inserting "February 1"
Lakes office on January 20, the timetable for
(41 in section 2S1(a)(2)(C), by striking
the Congressional budget process is as fol- clauses (iii) and (iv);
lows:
(5) in section 251(a)(3)(A)(ii), by striking
"paragraph" and inserting "part"
December15

"On or before:
January 21....

Section 300 of the Congressional Budget
'T1METABL.E

of Management
and Budget Issues its
revised report to the
President and the Congress. President issues
final order (which be.
comes effective imme-

Office

Office of Management

revised report to the

of Management and
Budget and the ConNovember 15

comes effective.
Budget
Congressional
Office issues Its re-

gress.

November 15

comes effective.

vised repori to Office

Piscal year begins and
any initial order be-

vised report to Office
of Management and
Budget and the Con-

Fiscal year begins and
any initial order be.
Congressional
Budget
Office issues its re-

November 10

SEC IUSL BUDGET TIME TI BLL

Act of 1974 is amended to read as follows:

November 10

years.

to-

(A) ensure the financial soundness of Government-sponsored enterprises; and
(B) minimise the possibility that any Gov
er-nment-sponsored enterprise might require
future Federal assistance.
Id) LEGISL.gnvs Co?ismzp.rnoN—It is the
sense of Congress that if the Committees of
Jurisdiction over Government-sponsored en-

.._..

completes

completes

Sound ness, and

Completes

Lion.

October 1

action On approprsahon., legislation and

Treasury as a separate regulator of Government-sponsored enterprises for safety and

ernment-sponsored enterprises that fail to

the

the

action on appropriations legislation and
completes action on
reconciliation legisla-

completes
on

on

budget.

action On Concurrent

(1) study the administration's Govern-

completes

action on concurrent

mittees.

0/Congress that the Committees of Jurisdiction over Government-sponsored enterprises
in the Senate and the House of Representa- April15
tives shall—

budget.
Congress

Budget request and
submit
committees

their views and esti-

graph (A).

Congress.

Umate of the Presidents budget to the

ha) report to the Preai•
dent and the Congress.
President issues initial

the Congress a detailed
message regarding the
initial order.
Bud get
Congressional
Office submits its eec..
timate of the President's budget to the
Committees on Appro-

the

President issues initial
Order and transmits to
the Congress a detailed message regarding the initial order.
Congressional
Budget
Office submits its rees-

of Management and
Budget i.sués its ini

information made available under this sub-

Action to be completed:
President submits the
branch 's
executive
budget request. Office
of Management and
Budget issues its initial
report to the President
and

Budget and the Con-

the confidentiality of any book record, or

with the level of confidentiality established
for the material by the Government-sponsored enterprise involved.
(B) The Congressional Budget Office shall
be exempt from section 603 of title 2, United

"On or before:

March 10

issues
report.

Compllanoe

Action to be completed:
......

Budget
Office
submits its
to
report
baseline
Budget Committees.
Budget
Congressional
Congressional

Office issues its initial

Oninun-RudmanHollings report to
Office of Management

(6) in section 251(a)(3)(A)(ii)(II). by strik-

ing "in the case of an initial report submitted under subsection (a), August 15, and in
the case of a final report submitted under
subsection Ic), ";

(71 in section 2S1(c)(1)(A), by striking
"August 15 of' and inserting "the snapshot

date for the Director's report pursuant to
subsection (a) for'
(8) in section 252(a)(1), by striking
and Budget and the
Congress.

"August 25" and insertIng "February 1"
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(9) in secti on 252(a)(5), by striking "Not
(71 in subsection (d)(2), by inserting after
later than the 15th day beginning after the "A" the first place U appears the following:
President issues an" and inserting "Along Senate-originated' and
with any' and
(81 by adding at the end thereof the foUow(10) in section 252(bH2), by striking ing new subsections."August 15 of" and inserting "the snapshot
enws.—Upon the re"(el Exsp..,isous
date for the Director's report pursuant to porting or discharge of a reconciliation bill
section Z51(a)for'
or resolution pursuant to section 310 in the
(b) CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT—The Con- Senate, and again upon the submission of a
gresstonal Budget Act of 1974 Is amended— conference report on such a reconciliation
(11 in section 202'f)(1), by striking "Febru- bill or resolution, the Committee on the
anj 15!' and InsertIng "January27";
of the Senate shall submit for the
(21 in section 202'fh'1), by striking "and Budget
record a list of material considered to be
any changes in such levels based' on propos- traneous under subsections (b)(1)(A),
eli In the budget request submitted by the (b)(1)(B), and (b)(1)(E) of this section to the
President for such fiscal year";
instructions of a committee as provided in
(3) in Section 202(f), by adding at
this section. The inclusion or exclusion of a
thereof the following new paragrap
shall not constitute a deterinina"(4) On or before March 1 of each year (or provision
of extraneousness by the Presiding Offi
AprIl 15 of a year to which section 300(b) Lion
cer of the Senat&

'd

applies), the Director shall submit

S 15995

(B) in subsection (a), by striking "(dl" and

inserting '?b)'

(C) in subsection (b)(2)(C), by adding "or"
at the end thereof:

(DI in subsection 'c, by striking "when"
and inserting "When'
(El in subsection (c)(1), by striking

"(d)(1)(,4) or (d)(1)(D) of section 20001 of the

Consolidated Omnibus Budgct Reconciliation Act of 1985" and inserting "(b)(1)(A),
(b)(1)(B), (b)(1)(D), (b)(1)(E), or (b)(1)(F)";
and
(F) in subsection (c)(2), by striking "this
resolution" and inserting "this subsection"
'5,i The table of contents for the Congres-

sional Budget and Impoundment Control
Act of 1974 is amended by adding after the

item for section 312 (as added by section
12606(c)) the foUowing new item:

(f) GENERAL Pom-r os' Ononi.—Notwith-

Committees on the Budget of the Senate and standing any other law or rule of the Senate, "Sec. 313. Extraneous matter in reconciliathe House of Representatives a report set- it shall be in order for a Senator to raise a
Lion Ze9islation. "
tiny forth the Director's analysis of the
single
point
of
order
that
several
provisions
Subtile
I—Budget
Submissions in New
posals In the budget request submitted by
Administrations
the President for the fiscal year beginning of a bill, resolution, amendment, motion, or
conference report violate this section. The SEC. 12451. REQUIREMEI%7 FOR NEW PRESIDENTS
October 1 of that year. "; and
(4) in section 301(d), by striking "Febru- Presiding Officer may sustain the point of
order as to some or all of the provisions
ary 25" and inserting "March 1"
Section 1105(a) of title 31, United States
(c) Th7,s 31 , THE UNITED STATES CODE.— against which the Senator raised the Point Code, is amended by striking "February 5 in
Section 1105(a) of title 31, United Stale., of order. If the Presiding Officer so sustains 1986" and insertIng "March 15 in any year
the point of order as to some of the provi'

is amended by striking "the first
in which a new President takes office on
Monday after January 3" and inserting sions (including provisions of an amend- January 20, not having been President on
ment, motion, or conference report) against January 19'
"February 1 "
SEC ISUL PRESIDEIV1S' BUDGET REQUEST SV 0hich the Senator raised the point of order,
Code,

DUNES IN YEARS WHEN A NEW
then only those provisions (including prom- SEC. 1U52. DEAESIDE'TAKES
GRAMM.RUDMAN-HOWNGS RULE&
OFFIC&
Section 1105(f) of tItle 31, United States lions of an amendment. motion, or confer(a) CoNGREssIoL BuDon'ACT.—The Conence report) against which the Presiding Of.
Code, is amended—
Budget Act of 1974 is amended—
(1) in paragraph (1) by inserting before ficer sustains the point of order shaU be. gressional
(1) In section 301(a), by inserting after
the period "(and as revised on the date of deemed stricken pursuant to this section. "April
15
of each year" the following: "(or
Before the Presiding Officer rules on such a
that budget under section 251 (a)(1)(E) of
15 in a year to which section 300(b) apBalanced Budget and Emergency Deficit point of order, any Senator may move to May
Control Act of 1985) using budget estimates waive such a point of order as it applies to plies";
in section 301(d), by striking "Februmade in accordance with section 251(a)(6) some or all of the provisions against which ary(2)
25 of each year" and inserting "March 1
the point of order was raised. Such a motion
of that Act";
(2) In paragraph (2) by inserting before' to waive is amendable in accordance with of each year (or April 15 in a year to which
the comma "(and as revised on the date of the rules and precedents of the Senat& ..4.fter section 300(b) applies"; and
(3) in section 303(b), by inserting after
that budget under section 251a)'1)'E) of the the Presiding Officer rules on such a point
Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit of order, any Senator may appeal the ruling "May 15 of any calendar year" the followControl Act of 1985) using budget estimates of the Presiding Officer on such a point of ing: "(or June 1 in a year to which section
made in accordance with section 251'a)'6) order as it applies to some or all of the pro- 300(b) applies'
'

of that Act"; and
(3) by striking paragraphs (3) and (4) and

visions on which the Presiding Officer ruled.

"(g) DETERMINATION OF LEVS.—For par-

(b) BALANCED BUDGET AND EMERGENCY DEn-

CIT CONTROL ACT OF 1985.—The Balanced

redesignating paragraph (5) as paragraph poses of this section, the levels of new budget Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act
(3),
authority, budget outlays, new entitlement of 1985 is amended—
(1) in section 251(a)(2)(A), by striking
authority, and revenues for a fiscal year
Subtile H—Strengthening the Byrd Rule on'

"October 15, 1987, in the case of fiscal year
shall be determined on the basis of estimates
made by the Committee on the Budget of the 1988" and inserting "March 10 in a year to
which section 300(b) of the Congressional
Senata '
(a) STRENGTHENING TIlE BYRD Ruz.s.—Sec(b) TRANSFER Os' BYRD RuI,E.—(1) Section Budget Act of 1974 applies";
tion 20001 of the Consolidated Omnibus 20001
of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget
(2) in section 251(a)(2)(B), by striking
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 is amend Reconciliation Act of 1985, as amended by "October 20, 1987, in the case of fiscal year
ed—
subsection (a), is transferred to the end of 1988" and inserting "March 15 in years
(1) in subsection (a)—
A of title Ill of the Congressional when section 300(b) of the Congressional
(A) by inserting after "(a)" the following: part
Budget Control Act of 1974, and designated Budget Act of 1974 is in effect"; and
"IN GENERAL.—";
section 313 of that Act.
(3) in section 252(a)(1), by striking "Octo(B) by inserting after "1974" the following: as(2)
Section 313 of the Congressional bar 20, 1987, in the case of the fiscal year
"(whether that bill or resolution originated Budget
Control Act of 1974 is amended by— 1988" and inserting "March 15 in a year to
in the Senate or the House) or section 254(a)
(A) adding at the beginning thereof the fol- which section 300(b) of the Congressional
of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Def- lowing
center heading:
.Budget Act of 1974 applies'
felt Control Act of 1985";
Extraneous Matter

RISO*'IOJI

SEC 12451. STRENGTHENING THE BYRD RULE.

2) In subsection (dl by inserting after

"Id)" the following: "EXTRANEOUS PRO VI'
LIONS.—";

"EXTRANEOUS MATTER El RECONCILIATION
LEGISLATION";

(B) striking subsection (bI, subsection (c),

Subtitle J—Repeal .f Superseded Deadlines
SEC. 12551. SUPERSEDED DEA DUNES AND CONFORMING CHANGE&

(3) In subsection (d)(1)(A) by inserting and the last sentence of subsection (a); and
(a) IN Gw.nAL.—The Congressional
(C) redesignating subsections (dl (el, (fI
before the semicolon "(but a provision in
Act of 1974 is amended—
which outlay decreases or revenue increases and (g) as subsections (b), (c), (dl and (e), Budget
(1) in section 305, by—
exactly offset outlay increases or revenue de- respectively..
(3) SubsectIon (a) of the first section of (A) striking subsection (dl: and
creases shall not be considered extraneous
(B) redesignating subsection (e) as subsecSenate Resolution 286 (99th Congress, 1st
by virtue of this subparagraph)";
(4) In subsection (d)(1)(D) by striking Session), as amended 'by Senate Resolution tion (dl;
'

509 (99th Congress, 3d Session) is enacted as
"and" after the semicolon:
(5) in subsection (d)(1)(E), by striking the subsection (cI of section 313 of the Congres-

'2) by repealing section 307; and

(3) In section 310, by—

(A) striking subsection (I); and
period at the end thereof and inserting "; sional 'Budget Act of 1974,
and";
(4) Section 313 of the Congressional
(B) redesignating subsection (gI as subsec(6) In subsection (d)(1) by addIng at the Budget Act of 1974 is amended—
tion (fI.

end thereof the following new subparagraph:
(A) in subsections (a), (b)(1)(A), and (c),
(bI AMERDMENT TO TABLE OF COt,rrENiu.—
"(F) a provision shall be considered extra. by striking "of the Congressional Budget Act The table of contents for the Congressicncd
neous if it violates section 310(f).";
of 1974";
Budget' and Impoundment Control Act C'!
'
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'8 n section dP2Yb), by tnerh.ng after SEa)1U52.
amended by striking (he flem for sec•
SUDGETALm,oRJrY.—Section 3(2) of Ve

S 15996
1974

twn 307 and in3erting the foUowng:
"Sec. 307. Repealed.".

SubUu1e K—Slandardiation of PoInts of Order
SEC fl$Sl. STAND.4RDIZATIION OF LANGU4GR RE.
GARDING POlfr.TS OF ORDER

"2ncftdv9" the foUowing "(but not limUed
to)
fb)

Porni or

AGMNT ÂME ND EN13

BETwzEN THE Ho USES.—

flu Part A of flUe 111 of -the Conressono1

Cøngressiono) Budget Act of 1974 i amend•
ed to read as follows.'
"(12) BUDOrT AV77JOPJTV.—

W tN oFirp.4L.—The te,,n 'budget av.Vor-

ity' means (he aVzorit provided by Federal
(a)
IN
ENLR.4L.—The Congressional Bitdet Ad of 1974 as amended by section law to incisr financial obligo.ion3, imclv412401(b),
is
emended
by
adding
a
the
end
Budget and lmpouaulment Control Act of thfreof the following mew $cton.
ing the foUoiL'tng:
1974 is amended—
W pmvons of üiw that m&ce funds
E7?RCTS
OPOJN7
OF
ORflER
(I) in section 311(a)—
aveilable r obligatwn and exper&diture, in(A) in the matter kfore paragraph (1). by
"&c. 314. Po:m oi O,urR AQAINST
the 'affiority to obligate and expend
strsking "providing new budget authority AMNDMvFs &rww n HoUES.—Each cluding
the proceeds of offsetting receipts or off$etfor such fiscal year. providing new enitZe proviston of this Act th&L estcbZLshes a point ting cotlection from the public,
ment authority effective during sue? fi.wa1 of order against an awndment also es2abi) borrowng authority, which means
year. or reducing revenues for such fiscal liMes a point of order a9ainst an amend- authority granted to u Federui entity to
year. ' and
men1 between the Rouses. If a point of order borrow nd obhgate and expend he bor(B) by striking ",(f—" tznd parqrap (1), under £h*a Ac 4s rced n one House rowed funds, nclv4ing through the issuance
(2). and (3) and in$erting "that";
apazns an amendment between the Houses.
(2)(A) in seCtion 302(c), by striking "bill or and the Presiding Officer sustaini the point
resolution, or amendment thereto" and in- of order, the effect ahall be the same as SI
serting bU4 resolution, amendment that House had dtwgreed to the amendment.
motion, or conference report";
"(b) EFFECT OF A POrN? O ORDER ON 4 Bsu.
(B) in section 302(f)(2), bi, rUcing 'bit! or IN ThE S.ejvArL—1n the Senate, if the Chair
resolution (including g conference report sustains a point of order against a bill. Th.e
thereon), or any amendment to a bit! or res- Chaft shall Lken send the biU to the commitolution" and inserting "bill, rcsolution, tee of a,pronate jurU4iction for further
amendment, motion, or conference report";
con.uder(LU0,L "
(C) in section 303(a), by striking "bill or
(2) The table of conenLs for the Congrearesohiton (or amendment thereto)" and In- siona1
Budget and impoundment ConfroZ
resolution, ame,idment, Act of 1974 ü amencle4 by adding after Ve
serUng bilZ,
motion, or conference report"
Uem ftr ction 313 (a added by section
(D) n section 306. by striking "bill or reso- 12401 (b)(S)) the following new item.
lution, and no amendment to any bU or res- "Sec. 314. Effect of pointa of order.
ohiton" and nsert*ng 'bin resoLution, Ic) AWUSIMENT OP ALLOCATIONS AND Aozamendment, motion, or conference report'; OAT iv REFLECT CNaEz Pukswr Tu SzciE) in aecLon 311(a). by—
(i.i

str#.king "biU, resution, or amend•

nnt..

and frjserting "bill, reso1,tion,
amendment, motion, or con.femnce report
and
(*i) striking "or any conference report on
ay such bU or resolution";
(F) in sect*on 401(a), by—

fi) strtkng "bill, ruotution, or co*ference
report" and inserting "bill, resolutwn,
amendment, nwtwn, or conference report"

rioiv 310(c).—Section 310(c) of the Co,Wrcjsional Bvd get Act of 1974 is amended btj—

of promissory notes or other monetai'j credits:
'(iii) contract authorltyj, wMch means the
making of funds available for obligation but
not for expenditure; and
"(ivy offsetting collections a.s negative
budget authority, and the reduction thereof
as positive budget authority.
Stzch term fncludes transwtions class(fied
a.t means of financing the def'tciL
"(B) Es77ATEs OF BUDGET AUTHORIri.—

Budget av2honty may be definite (in which
statute spectfUs the numerical amount) or
ftuZeftnUe (and, therefore, subject to eatimate), and includes contingent bv.dpet au-

tkont' determined to &iit

"(C) LxrrArloNs ON BUDQE7 AUTHORITY.—

Any anwunt that u precluded from obligation in a fiscal year by a provision of law
(aijch a.t a Umitation or a benefit formula)

(1) inserftng '(1)" before 'Any commfl- shall not be budget author&ty fn that year.

tee'

"(D) NEW BE/DOLT AU'FH0RJ7V.—The term

respectively;

'?i) budget authony that first becomes

(2) redesignating ciLbparagraphs (A) and iew budget authoritY means, ,nth re3pect
(B) of paragraph (1.' as clauses (i) tznd (ft). to a fiscal year—

(3) redesignating pa.ragraphs (1) and (2 available for obligation in that year, includa.s subparagraphs (A) and (B), respectively; ng bidget autho,y that becomes available

in that year as a result of a reappropriaticfl2,
and
(4) inserting at the end thereof the follow- or
114) striking "(or any amendment which i.ng new paragraph.
"(ii) a change in any account in the availprovides such new spending auffiority)'
'(2)(A) Upon the reporting to Th.e Commit• ability of unobligated balances of budget au(G) in section 401(b)(1). by—
tee on the Budget of a reconunenilation that thority cirried over from a prior year, re() striking "bill or resolution" and insert- shau be deemed to have complied with such sulting from a provision of law fir!t effecfng "bill, reslutioii, resolu/.ion of ratifica- directioiu soLely by virtue of thij subsection, tive in that year;
tion, amendment, motion, or conference the chairman of the Committee on Vie and includes a legislated change in the estireport" and
Budget may file with the reporting commitlevel of new budget authority provid(ii) stñking "(or any amendment which Lee's House appropiiLely revised alloca- mated
indefinite amounts by eisting law.
provides such new spending authority)"; tions under sectwn 302(a) and revised func- ed(b)inENTTTLEMEN'T
A crryORrrY. —Section 3(9)
tiona1 level.s and aggregates to carry out this of the Co,wrtssionOj Budget Act of 1974 is
(H) in section 402(a), by—
subsection.
amended to read a8 foLlows:
resolution, or conference
(i) striking
"(B) Upon the submistion to the Senate or
?19) Errrn.EMFVT ACTTHORfTY.—
report" and inserting "btZZ, resolution, the House of a cov.ference report recom(A) The term entitlement authority'
amendmen4, motion, or conference report". mending a reconciliation b'ill or resolution mean3
any provision of law that has the
in which a committee shaLl be dee,,ed to effect a! requiring the Government to make
(ii) strtlcing "or any amendnwnt"
have complied with such directions soLely by
(including punnent$ to any Got.
(3) in section 302(f)(2). by striking "out- znrtue of this subsection, the chairmen of the pflvmeflt$
account) regardless of the amount
lays or new budet authority" and inserting Committees on the BuLiQet may file with ernment
ojbudget authority that may be available to
"ouUays, new budget authority, or new
tapectite Hottaes appropriately re- make those payments, including any entitlespending avthority (a3 defined in section their
vised o.J.Zocations inder section 302(a) and ment authority estimated to exist.
401(c)(2))";
revised functional leveLs and aggregates to
"(B) Except as provided in ubparz graph
(4) in section 303(a), by—
out this aub3ection.
(C), ' a prov1_on of law that requires the
(A) amendtng para9riiph (4) to read as fol- carry
"(C) ALlocations, .fknctional levels, and ag. Government to nwjce paynwnts t, limited by
revised pursuant to this paragraph any other provision of law to the anwunt
"(4) new spending athorlty (aa defined in gregates
ihall be considered to be allocations, func• available bud'e authority (by providing
section 401(c(2))fora fiscal year:'
jevela, and aggregates conUnned in pro rata reduction.s in paynwnts, changes in
(B) striking the comma at the end of parQ.- tional
the concMrrent resolutwn on the budget pur- eligibility, changes in employm'nt, or
graph (5) and inserting "; or'; and
through other means), then entitlement au(C) adding a.t the end thereof the foLlowing suant to section 301.
"(D) Upon the filing of revi.sed aLlocations thority does not e.thL
new paragraph.
"(C) For p1rpose of paragraph (B), subpursuant to thu paragraph, the reportzng
"(6) outlays,";
ahaU report revised allocations chapter I! of chapter 13 of titLe 31 of the
(5) in section 401(a). by striking "(A) or CommiUee
Code shafl not be considered a
(B)" both timcs it appeara and inserting pursuant to sectwn 302(b) to carry Out this United Stateslaw
that ZimiL entiUement ausuboection
prviSwln of
"(A), (B), or(D)".
(d) REcoJvcJuArIoN 1NsrRuc7yoNs.—.Secwn thority to Uie anwunt of available budget
(6) in section 4011c), b striking the last
3101a1(4) of the Con gressionoj Budget Aet of authority.
8entence;
"(D) The term 'new entiUemeat authority'
(7) n section 401(d), by striking "Subsec- 1974 anwv4e4 by ii.ierting after "(3)" the
any kgi3lation creating entitlement
tions (a) and" and in3ertng Subsection" following: (ncluding a threctwn to achieve means
a*thorjtV (or ojtering extting entLZcment
deficit red uctton)".
and
authority tJat waa enacted before the dote
and
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of adoption of the most recently agreed-to
budget re8olution, and includes legislation
that ha., the effect of changing the estimated
level of entUlement authority created in indefinite amounts of existing law. '
(C) GzP.M4Nwxss.—Sectjon 305(b)(2) of the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amended by inserting after the second sentence the
following: 'An amendment shall not be germane unless it complies with the precedents
of the Senate, deal., with the same subject
matter as the matter to which it is germane,
and i8 within the same committee jurf-dicLion as the matter to which it is germane'
Sigblitk L—codiruon .t Budget &uces8
Iovi*ions

(B) strilcuig subparagraph (B); and

S 15997

(18) in section 252(b)(1), by striking "(or

(C) 8triking "(C) For purposes of the appli- on November 20, 1987, in the case of fi8cal
cation of subparagraph (B), the" and insert- year 1988)";
ing "(3) The";
(19) in section 252(b)(2), by strlkng "(or

(2) in section 311'a), by sttiking 'that—" October 10, 1987, in the case of fiscal year
and subparagraph (A) and (B) through 1988)"
'fiacal year 1989;" and inserting 'that ex(20) in Section 252(c)(2)(D), by striking
ceeds the maximum deficit amount for such

fiscal year undeT sectIon 3(7),",- and

'November 25, 1987, for fiscal year 1988 or,

in the case of any sub8equent fiscal year,
(3) in seclion 401(d), bq striking para- before'
graph (2) and redesignating paragraph (3)
(21) in section 253, by striMng "(or Decemas paragraph (2).
(b)

GP.AMM-RUDMAN-HOLLZNGS.—The Bal-

anced Budget and Emergencij Deficit ConLrolAct of 1985 is amended—
(1) in section 251(a)(1)(A), by striking "(or

ber 15, 1987, in the case of fiscal year 1988)";

and
(22) in section 254(b)(1)(E), by 8triking
'and for fiscal year 1988 or 1989, &ceed the

amount of the estimated deficit for such
as of October 10, 1987, in the case of fiscal fiscal
year based on laws and regulations in
year 1988)";
on January 1 of the calendar year in
(a) C0NOP.EssIoN/.z. BUIXIET Act—The Con(2) in section 251(a)(2)(B)(iii), by strfJcing effect
wMch such fiscal year begins as measured
gresstonal Budget and Impoundment Con- 'exceptfücal year 1988)";
trol Act of 1974 is amended—
the budget baseline specified in sec(3) in section 251(a)(V(B)(iv), by strfJcing using
tion 251 (a)(6) of the Balanced Budget and
(1) in 8ection 201 (a) (2), by striking "him' "(except
fiscal year 1988)";
Deficit Control Act of 1985
and inserting "the Deputy Director",
in section 251(a)(2)(B)(iv), by striking Emergency
minus $23,000,000,000 for fiscal year 1988 or
(2) in section 201(a)(2), by striking '?us the(4)second
sentence;
fitnes8 to perform his duties" and inserting
$36,000,000,000 for fl.cal year 1989;'
(5) in section 251(a)(2)(C)—
"fitness to perform the duties of the office of
SEC 121*3. STANDARDIZATION OF ADDITIONAL DEFI(A) by striking clauae (iii);
Director";
CIT CONTROL PROYISIONS.
(B) in clauae (iv) by striking "For fiscal
(3) in 8ection 201(a) (3)—
(a) Section 904 of the Congressional
year 1989 and subsequent fiscal years, to the
SEC IZQI. GENDER NEUTRALITY.

(A) by striking "his successor" in both extent that the report submitted by the Budget Act of 1974 is amended—
place8 it appears and in3erting "a succes- President for such fiscal year" and inserting
(1) by amending sub8ection (c) to read as
sor";
follows.
"To
the
extent
that
the
report
submitted
by
(B) by striking "him" and inserting "that the President for a fiscal year" and
'?c) WAIvzI—Sections 305(b)(2). 305 (c) (4),
Deputy Director";
(C) by redesignating clause (iv) as clause 306, 904(c), and 904(d) may be waived or
(4) in 8ection 201(d)—
(iii);
(6) in 8ection 251(a)(3)(A)(i) by—
(A) striking "be—" and subclauses (I) and
(B) by 8trUcng '?u.s duties and functions" (II); and
and in8erting "the duties and functions of
(B) striking "(III) for fiscal year 1990,
the office of Director";
1991, 1992, or 1993," and inserting "be";
(5) in 8ection 303(c) (2), by striMng "his"
(7) In section 251(a)(3)(A)(i), by striking

suspended in the Senate only by the affirmative vote of three-fjfLiz. of the Members, duty
cho8en and sworn. Sections 301(i), 302(c),

1988 and $36,000,000,000 in the case of fiscal

trol Act of 1985 may be waived or suspended
in the Senate only by the affirmative vote of
three-ftfth of the Members, duiy chosen and
sworm"; and

(A) by 8triking "he" and inserting "the Dl-

rector"

and inserting 'the minority leader's"
(6) in section 305(b)(2), by sttiking "his"
and inserting 'the minority leader's'
(7) in section 305(c)(3), by striking "his"
both times it appears and in3erting "the minority leader's'
(8) in section 305 (c) (4), by striking "his"
and inserting "the minority leader's"

302(f), 304(b), 310(d)(2), 310(f), 311(a), 313 of
this Act and .section. 252(c)(2)(H)(ii),
252(c)(2)(H)(iv),
252(c)(2)(F)(ii),
252(c)(2)(G)(ii), 254(a)(4)(D), 254(b)(1)(E),
254(b)(2)(A), and 258(b)(3)(C)(ii) of the Baa-

"The unachieved deficit reduction shall be
$23,000,000,000 in the case of fiscal year anced Budget and Emergency Defleit Con-

year 1989, minus the net deficit reduction in
the budget baseline for such fiscal year, but
such un4zchieved deficit reduction shall not
exceed $23,000,000,000 in the case of fiscaZ
year 1988 or $36,000,000,000 in the case of
(9) in section 1012(a) (1), by 8triking "he" fiscal
year 1989.":
and inserting "the Pre8ident'
18) in section 251(a)(3)(A)(ii), by striking
(10) in section 1014(b)(2)(B), by striking "means—(I)
fiscal year 1988, in the case
"his" and inserting "the Comptroller Gener- of an initial for
report submitted under subsecal's";
(a), October 10, 1987, and in the case of
(11) in section 1014(c), by 8triking "1dm" tion
a final report submitted under sub8ection
and inserting "the Comptroller General"
(12) in section 1014(e)(1)(A), by striking (c), the latest possible date before its submLsslon (II) for fiscal year 1989 and subsequent
'7ze" and in3erting "the Presdent'
years," and inserting "mean3'
(13) in section 1 015(b), by striking "his" fiscal
(9) in section 251(a)(6)(D)(i), by—
and inserting "the Comptroller General!i'
(A) striking clause (I);
(14) in section 1016, by striking "of his
(B) strilcing "(II) in the case of fiscal year
own selection" and inserting "that the 1989
and sub8equent fiscal years—"; and
Comptroller General se2ects'
redesignating divisions (aa) and (bb)
(15) in section 1017(d)(2), by striking as(C)
subclauses (I) and (II), respectively;
"his" and in3erting 'the minor&ty leo4er's'
(10) in section 251(c)(1), by strLMng "No(16) in section 1017(d)(6), by striking
15 of fiscal year 1988 and on October
'his" both times it appears and in3erting venber
10 of subsequent fiscal years," and in3erting
"the minority leader's' and
"November10,";

(2) in subsection (d) by inserting at the
end thereof the following: "An affirmative
vote of three-fifths of the Members of the
Senate, duty chosen and sworl2, shall be required in the Senate to ustain an appeal of
the ruling of the Chair on a point of order
raised under sections 305(b)(2), 305(c)(4),

306, 904(c), and 904(d). An affirmative vote
of three-ftfths of the Members of the Senate,
duty chosen and sworn, shall be required in
the Senate to sustain an appeal of the ruling
of the Chair on a point of order raised under
sections 301W, 302(c), 302(f), 304(b),
310(d)(2), 310(f), 311(a), 313 of this Act and
sections 252(c)(2)(H)(ii), 252(c)(2)(H)(iv),
252(c)(2)(F)(ii),
252(c)(2)(G)(ii),
254(a)(4)(D),

254(b)(1)(E),

254(b)(2)(A),

258(b)(3)(C)(ii) of the Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 '
(b) Section 2 75(b) of the Balanced Budget
and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985

(17) n section 1017(d)(7), by strlMng (11) in section 251(c)(1)(A), by striking
is amended—
"his" and inserting "the minority leader's' "(or
October10, 1987, in the case of the
(b)
0MB
(1) in subparagraph (C), by striMng the
RgpoRi.—Section fiscalafter
year 1988),";

251(a)(2)(B)(ii) of the Balanced Budget and

final word 'and'

SSC 1MIL REPEAL OF OBSOLETE PRO VISION&

Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amend-

(12) in section 251(c) (2), bi, striking "No(2) in subparagraph (D), by striking the
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 is vember
20 of fiscal year 1988 and on October final
amended by striking 'his estimate" and in- 15 of subsequent
period and inserting "; and' and
serting 'the estimate of the Director of "November15,"; fiscal years," and inserting
(3) by inserting at the end thereof the fol0MB "
lowing
new subparagraph.(13) in section 251(d)(3)(C), by stf'tklng
(c) M!LJTAR y PERSONNEL FLEXIBILiTY. —Sec- "October 10, 1987, in the case of fiscal year
"(E) the second sentence of section 904(c)
tion 251(d)(3)(C) of such Act is amended by 1988, or";
of the Congressional Budget and ImpoundstrUcftig '?&e" and inserting 'the Predent"
ment Control Act of 1974 and the final sen(14)
in
section
251(d)(3)(C),
by
striking
(d) PROCEDIJPJZS IN THE Evzzr oi Rgcss'In the case of any subsequent fiscal year, " tence of section 904(d) of that AcL"
SJON.—$ecton 254(a)(4)(C)(iii) of such Act is
SEC IU CODIFICATION OF PROViSION RCARDINC
in section 252(a) (6), by—
amended by striking 'his" and inserting (15)
RE l'RR UK ESTIMATE&
(A) striking subparagraph (A); and
"the minority leader'a'
(B) striking "(B) FISCAL YL4RS 1,89—1993.—
(a) Rgz,WGNrnON—Section 201 of the

(a) CONGRESSIONAL Bunr Acr 0, 19 74.—
'(16) in section 252(a)(6), by striking "the ed by redesignating subsection (f) as subsecThe Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is fiscal year 1989 or any subsequent fiscal tion (g).
amended—
year" and inserting "any fiscal year";
(b) Twis,zi.—The text of sectwn 273 of
(1) in sectWn 301(i)(2), by
(17) in ection 252(aJ(6)(F), by strfJdng the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficzt

(A) striMng "(A)";

"and paid land diversion payments"

Control Act of 1985 is transferred to section
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(6) in section 257(11) by inserting at (he
end therof the foUowftzg new Paragraph,'
( V) the accounts (Or portions of ac

the date of the enactmenl of this joint reso-

(C) CONFORMING CHANGES.—Sectic'n 291(1)

1) zriking Vzis b,.tie and the Conres-

and Are Scored to the ApproprUItion3 Corn-

to move to reconsider the vote by which the

"Congress" and rnserting "Senate nd the

ing provthotz3 cf (hi., section" and inserting
provisfrn2s of thi-s part";

20! of ehe Congressional Budget Act of 1974
avid 13 designated s subsection (f)(1).

lufton' and
fE) in paragraph (4)(C), by striking the

of he Congre ional 8dget Act of 1974 (as counts) set forth on the list entitled Ac- tart of clause ii) and inserting 'in the
redisiaed by m'absecon (b)) is amended cotznta Wch Are MandatorM or Which Senate, the joint re,olution under this
by—
Have Thscretionar and Mandator, Splits clause is privileged 11 &iall not be in order

siona1 BudpeL and fmpouadment ControJ miUee' that ü attached k the Scorekeeping motion to proceed to the consideration of
AcQf1P74"znd'nserftng b.i.,At'and
Guidelines for the Eipartisan Budget Agree- the jornt resolution s agreed to or disagreed
(2) in,5erting "REVENUE EsnMATES.—(1)
men of April 14, 1989
to.
before the ftrt aentence.
in section 251(d)(3)(C) by sfriking
'I0) in Iect2on 251(e), by striking "preced-

S Ii$t

CODiFIcAT7ON P RVUS RECA RDVdYC
SAVINGS TRANSFEkS BETWEEN FIScAL
Y4 £S.

(a) TP.ANSFFR.—The text of section 202 of

PWic Law 100-119 is transferred to the end
of part A of t.it2e III of Lhe Congressional
Budget Control Act of 1974 ad design cled

House of Representatives

(8) n section 252(cl(2)—
(A)

in 3ubpararaph (F)(i'i) by st,ikini

"iofar as they relate k meijorfl4nction 050

(nLiona2 defense)." and inserting For the
purposes of this clause, an amen dmenl shall

as ectson 312 a/that Act,
be considered o be relevant f U relaZes to
(b) SrirRoriiE.'aNG TIlE PROHLB!T?ON or function 050 (nationai defense)."; and
(B) n sibpa.ragriiph (F)(zii) by—
COUNTING YEAR-TO- YeaR Srnrr—Section 312
(I) striking "22" and in.serting XXI1"
of the Con gresswnal Bttdgei Control Act Qf
.1W
strikzg 'resolution, and all" and in1974
amended to read aafoUows;

s

111)

in :ecf'on 258—

(A) tn svbseetion (a), by inserting "or pro-

vide an alternative to teduce the deficit'
after "section 252'

IB) in subsection (b)(2) by—

ii) striking 22" and inserting XX11"
(ii) inserting "the joint resolution "after
"The motion is h*ghly privileged in the
House of Represent atives; and';

serting resolution. In the House of Repre(iii) striking 77e motion is not subject to
amendment" and inserti.ig 'In the House of
TRANSFER Of GO VRNMJW7 ACTIONS ThOM ONE sentatives, all';
(ni)
striking
'b
privileged
in
the
Senate
Representatives, the mof'ion 13 not subject to
YF.AR DO ANOTHER
amendment
SEC. .312. Any proznson of an appropruz- aP4 is not detat able." nd inserting "s *01
d2batable.
The
joinL
T?OlutiOfl
U
privilegtd
(C) in subsection (b)(3)(C)(i)—
tions Act, regulation, or administrative
Senate.
'
and
action that ha.g the effect Qf tran.sferiing an 1* Uie
ngor relevant' and
(i) by
isv)
str.king
'7he
motion
Li
nat
subject
io
outlay, receipt, or revenue of the United
(ii) bV striking the majority leader and
aie*dment"
and
ftiserting
"hz
the
House
of
States from one fi.wal year £0 an adjacent
the minority ieader (or their designee.s),"
fiscal year when compared to baseline esti- Represent a2ve, tAe mot,on ts not subject to and inserting ', and controLe4 by, the
amendmeat
PROHB!77ON OF COUNTING AS £4 VINGS THE

mating assump€ions (tncZudng a law, regu-

lation, or admnisrative action restricti.ig

(C) in subparagraph (H)fti) by—

mover and the majority ieader (or their des-

ignees), except that in the event that the ma(i) striking ioftzr as ihe reiae to major .jority
leader favors the amendment, motion.

Ue flow Qf outlays (hat would cause such a
transfer, such as an outlay cap) shati not be fww2ion 950 (nati.ono.l defense) '
the minority Seader (or the mznor(ii) inserting after "in order in the o,-izppea4
treated ai reducing (he deflct or producrng
it)' Leader's designee) shall control the time
Senate."
the
foUowng
'For
the
purposes
of
net deficit redction in any fiscal year for this clau3e, an amendment shall be cond in opposition to the amendment, motion, or
purposes QIthts Act or the Balanced Budiet
and Emerge ncp Defici1 Control Act of e,v4 to be 'rtlevan.L f/ 4 relates to function
(D) in subsection (b)(4), b inserting
050 (natw& defrnse). ' and
1985.'
lii) strilctn the tajoritij leader a*d the 'pending"c.fter any";
(C) TABLE OF CON ,.rr. —The table of conS
(E) in subsectwn (b)(7)(B)(ii)(II) by—
Leader (ar their desgnees)." and
tents for the Congressional Budget and Im- mfnoritll
ft) striicing "it" arui inserting 'the Senate
poundment Control Act of 1974 is amended in.ertng , and controUed bp, the mover joint resoliition' and
by adding after the item for section 311 the and the majortty leader (or their desigizes),
(ii) .n.serting 'House" after "pissed the";
except that in the event that the majority
following new iteni.
leader favoi the amendment, motion, or
(12) in section 256(a)(2), by adding at the
$eC. 312. Prohibtion of counting as sav- appea1. the mznorzty leader (or the minority end thereof the following: For the purposes
ings the trafer of Govern- leader's designee) shall control the time n of a sequester in a fiscal year, no withholdment actions from oe year to oppotztaon to the amendment, motion, or ing from obligation or expenthtvre shall be
another. '
appeAL
made from programs frnanced through speSEC. 12108. TEcHNICAL £EIISIONS OF CRAMM(1)) ti gubparftgraph (Hl(ut, by insert ng cial or tru.st funds in excess of the sequester
RIJDMAN-MQLUNGS
after "pvvwuslij amended" the foLlowing:
percentage for such fiscal year.
The Balanced BudgeL and Emergiency DeJ
so jong as the amendment makes or main
(13) in section 256(f), by adthng before the
icit Control Act of 1985 t, amended—
tins mathematical con.nstenc1)'
las.L sentence the foUowing: "No States
(1) in section 251(a)(6)(B)—
(El in subparag,uph
(A) by strikzng 'and" the last time U ap- "pending'afler 'House znd the dijpoiition matching payments from the Federal CoyerumenL for fosLer care maintenance paypcar and
of any'
ment or for adoption assistance niainteIB) by in.erLing before the final semico2on
(F) in subparagraph (LHiiHIIHbb)—
,ta*ce payments may be reduced by a perthe following:
.nd thaL subsdes under
ii) by striking "it" an inierting The centage exceeding the dornestw .equester
section 8 ofUe Howsing Act of 1937shafl be Senate joint resoIution'
percentage.",
renewed for equal duratwns and in sim.iiar
('ill .b tnserting "House after "passed
£14) in section 275, by adding at the end
form to exisling subsidies".

(I), b ,iertig

(21

in section 251(a)(6)(J), by striking

"and"at

the end thereof;
(3) tn section 2S1(a)(6)(K) by add4ng
"and' at (he end Ujereof; and

in section 251(a)(6), by fiserftng after
8ubparagraph (K) the following new subpa7ugTuph.

"(L) assuming that spenthng well be ad
eppropnateiy for the ciecennal
census.
rsi tn section 252(11(2), by striking s-tjbparagraph (B) and inserting teloirnng:
rB Upo* enac(me,U of a fiil-year appropnatio2 (*nchdtng a cowiinuing approprza.

justed

twn Jbr the full earI for Ue ccoun, the

full amount of the aequesiro4ion spectfted by
Lbeftnoj order, .revced by the sum of—
°(t) amounts previoitsly aeqisestered and
"fail savings achieved by ssch approprsa-

tereo.f Uze fouowing new subsection

(91 in secUon 254(a)—

(d) REGULArORY ACTIONS.—Ad1flni5trQstriking 'the
Depsxrt,nent af Commerce prelinunarij re- tive action,, i,pienienting a sequester for a

IAI in paragriph (1)(B),

by

year shall not be effective Lo the extent
ports of actual real economic rrnith (or any fiscal
subsequent revision ffiereof)' and inaertng that ffiey are pro,nulga ted within 90 days of
'lhe most recent of advcnce, preliminary, the cioe of the fi.cc& yecr.
(15) in section 256(a), by addzng at the
and final reports of the Department of Commerce of aetua1 real economic growth

(B) in paragriiph (21(A), in pcragrzph (1)
striking "and
of the q'aoted material,
311(a)" and in.sertng "310(d), 311(a),
313(bl(lfiB), and 313(b)(1)(E)';
(C) E, parugraph (21(A). in par.2graph (2)
of the quoted matter. bystrikng and 311(a)
(except insofar a.s ii relates do .,ectioiz 3(7)1"
and f.nseriino '3101d), 311(a) (except .tnofar

as it relates to section 3(7)1, 313(bfll)(B),
and 313(b)(11(EP';

ZJl ** jirarph (2PM), n the quoted

tion measvie when the amoInt enccled ts nuztterfoUowing paragraph (2) of the quoted
teas than ke bud9eL ,o.se1ine for such acterg1. by striking 'reolvion' ad illcount,
serting "resoZutiotz, bs.1 s*all zuspend any
PaU be ucstered. except .Uiat the sum initial order that
usied under *ccticm
sha1 not cd the amount zpec(ñed t,i the 252(a) of that Act if the final order for the
final o,derfei-the axxouL
same fiscal year ha., noi vei been isrued by

end Uereof the IoU owing new paragraphs.

?3) MAIr,m,a ..ms.—Except as specjh-

c8.Zty provided tn this Ace, no red ucticia mall

be mo4e o a Federal mgtchng rate to implernent a sequester.

f 4) S QU

TF.41'YON WflWIN (4CR PROGRAM,

piwci o aci-vrry.--,4dmini.,trative

ac-

tk,ns impleme'n(ng a sequester for a bvd9et
(Zt,COitflt Mall be lfmted o reducing the
b,ed pet ary resources for each program,
prO,ect, o, ctivit n (hat account, and allocating the post-sequester bzse (herf to. To
the extent thc1 foi-mula allocatwns ftffer at

d4fftrent Jevth of bisd'c&rp iwurce for a
pro grain. pnec!. or ctvty. the sequfster

reduction is to be taken in a manner eonststent with the prorcm allocation for,nulas fn the substantwe law.
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(16) in section ZS1(a115) by Inserting after Jbrlh the amounts by which the debt subject
'laws enacted by, the jbUowing. "treaties to li,nit (in sectIon 3101 of title 31, United
ratified by,"
States Code) has increased or would in(IV in section 25l1cNlllA) by inserting crease In each of the relevant fiscal years. ",
after "laws enacted" the faUowing.' ', trea(2) Section 301(a) of the Congressional
tIes rattfled
Budget Act of 1974, as amended by section
(18) in section 252(b)(2) by inserting after 12152(c) Is amended—
'laws enacted" the following: ', treaties
(A' in paragraph (6), by striking "and" at

mttfled and

(19) in section 257, by adding at the end

the end thereof;

(B) in paragraph IV, by atriking the

S 15999

(3) wIth lutZ recognition of the constitutional right of eWser House to change such
rules (so far as they reLate to such House) at

any time, in the same manner, and to the

same extent as in the case of any other nile
of such House.
TITLE 1111—SOCIAL SECURITY
PRESER VATION
SEC ISis. SOCIAL SECURITY PRESEIPJ'ATFON ACI

thereof the following new paragraph.
(a) SNoRT Tm,z.—77iis section may be
period at the end thereof and inserting: '
"(12) The term 'deficit excess • means the •nd" and
cited as the "Social Security Preservation
amount by which the projected deficit for IC) by adding at the end thereof the follow- Act '.
the fiscal year will exceed the maximum def- ing new paragraph:
(bi DFJ'INrrION OF DEr,crr.—(1) The second
icit amount for that fiscal year. '
"(8) a heo4ing entitled 'Debt Increase as sentence of paragraph (6) of section 3 of the
SEC IS85 CODIFICATION OP PRSCEDENT P77W Measure of Deficit' in which the concurrent Congressional Budget and Impoundment
SEGA ID IT) COAVEIENCE 1P2PORTS resolution shall set forth the amounts by Control Act of 1974 (2 U.S.C. 822(6)) Is reAND AMENDNEN7 RS7'WEEN 110118t&
which the debt subject to limit (in section pealed
Section 305(c) of the Congressional Budget $101 of title 31 of the United States Code)
(2) Section 275(b)(V(A) of the Balanced
Act 1974 Is amended—
has increased or would increase in each of Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act
(1) in paragraph (1)—
the relevant fiscal pears. '
of 1985 (2 U.S.C. 901 note) Is amended by
(A) ti' striking the first sentence; and
SEC. 1215L CONTINGENT L1ABIIJ77ES OF THE FEDERstriking out "and the second sentence of sec-

by Inserting after "consideration of
AL GOVERNMENT.
Ae conference report" the following: "on
(a) PResmzwT's BuDOET.—Section 1105(a)
any concurrent resolution on the budget' of title 31, United States Code, is amended
and
by adding at the end thereof the following
(2) in paragraph (2), by inserting "(or a new paragraph.message between Houses)" after 'conference
"(26) a disclosure of continiént liabilities
report" each 'place U appears.
of the Federal Government, In at least the

tion 3(6) of such Act (as added by section

201(a)(1) of this joint resolution)".
Ic) Socus. SECURITY AcT—Subsection (a)
of sectIon 710 of the Social Security Act Is
amended by striking "shall not be included

In the totals of the budget" and Inserting

"shall not be Included in the budget deficit
detail that would be required if the Govern- or any other totals of the bud get'
ment were a private enterprise complying
Id) Emcrn's DATL—The amendments
oArm'rs.—Section 1341(a)(1) of title 31 of the with generally accepted accounting princi- made by subsections Ib) and (c) shall apply
ples.
".
United States Code I. amended—
with respect to fiscal years beginning after
(b) ConGp,essIoNss. Bczosr Acr or 1974.— September 30, 1990.
(1) In subparagraph (A), by striking the
Section
tOilf)(l)
of
the Congressional
final wont "or'
TITLE XIV—REDUCTION OF PAY FOR
Budget Act of 1974 is amended by inserting
(2) in subparagraph (B)—
MEMBERS
(A) by striking "law" and inserting "an before the period at Use end thereof the following ", as well as a disclosure of contin- SEC 1411. £EDUC17ON OF PAY OP MEMBERS OP CONAct of Congress' and
GRLS
(B) by striking the final period and insert- gent liabilities of the Federal Government,
Ing a se,nicolon, and
in at least the detail that would be required
(a) REDUCTION IN PAY.—For each month
(3) by adding at the end thereof the follow- if the Government were a private enterprise during fiscal year 1991 in which, by reason
complying with generally accepted account- of a furlough or other e,nployment action
ing new subparagruphs:
"(C) niake or authorize an expenditure or ing principles"
necessitated by a sequestration order under
obligation of funds required to be seques- SEC hiSs. RISPLA V OF FEDERAL RE7YRtME%7 section 252 of the Balanced Budget and
tered under section 252 of the Balanced
flWST FUND IALA.VCE&
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 12
Budget and Eme,pency Deficit Control Act
(a) PRESIDENT'S Bcwoa'r.—Section 1105 of U.S.a 902), the total amount of the pay paid
of 1985; or
title 31, United States Code, as amended by to any Federal employee is projected to be
"U)) involve either government In a
section 12651(b)(1). Is amended by adding at less than the monthly equivalent of the
tract or obligation for the payment of money the end thereof the following new subsection: annual rate of pay established for such Fedrequired to be sequestered under section 252
'lh) In the budget submission transmitted eral employee pursuant to law, the rate of
of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Def- pursuant to subsection (a), the President pay payable to a Member of Congress shall
icit Control Act of 1985. '
shall prominently dispLay, for the fiscal year be reduced to the rate of pay established for
(b) LIMiTATION ON VOLUNTARY SERvIcEL— covered by that budget submission, a head- such Member pursuant to law,
Section 1342 of title 31 of the United States ing entitled 'Display of Federal Retirement
Ib) COMPUTATION 07 REDUCED Psr.—The
SEC. nile CONPORJIING CHANGE 10 TIllS 31.
(a) LIwDArioNs ON EXPENDING AND Oaij-

Trust Fund Balances' in which the Presi- rate of pay payable to a Member of Congress
(1) by striking 'law" and Inserting "an dent shall set forth the balances of the Feder- for any month referred to in subsection (a)

Code is amended—

Act of Congress"; and

al retirement trust funds. ".

(2) by inserting at the end thereof the fol(b) CoNan&ssloNA2 Buvorr ACT 07 19 74.—
lowing: "As used in this section, the term Section 301(a) of the Congressional Budget
'emergencies involving the safety of human Act of 1974, as amended by section
life or the protection of property' does not 12651(b)(2), is amended—
includ.e ongoing, regular functions of gov(1) in paragraph (7), by striking "and" at

ernment the suspension of which would not the end thereof;
imminently threaten the safety of human
(2) in paragraph (8), by striking the period
Life or the protection of property.
at the end thereof and inserting " and" and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the followSabtitte Rf—Radpef Dhseissure
SEC IZeSI. DERT INCREASE AS NEA SURE OF DEPI- ing new paragraph:
"(9) a heading entitled 'Display of Federal
cri
(a) F vnvos. —The Congress makes the 1W- Retirement Trust Fund Balances' in which
the concurrent resolution shall set forth the
lowing findings.'
balances of the Federal retirement trust
(1) While the annual deficits, as defined funds.",
under current law, appear to be decreasing,
Sabtitle N—Exeethe .1 Raleiuakby Peat,,
the Federal debt continues to increase annually by significantly greater amounts.
SEC ursi. REERC7SE 07 Rt'LENA FJNG POWERS.
(2) Displaying the increase in the debt as a
This Act and the amendments made by
measure of the deficit would Illuminate this this Act, other than those relating to the acdiscrepancy.
tivities of the executive and judicial
(b) Dear 1MRz.isg is MeAsuRe O Dgprcrr.— branches of the Government, are enacted by
(1) Section 1105 of title 31, United States Vie CongressCOde, is amended by adding at the end
(1) as an exercise of rulenscjcing power of
thereof the following new subsection:
the Senate and the House of Representa"(g) in the budget submission transmiUed Lives, respectively, and as such they shall be
pursuant to subsection (a), the President considered as part of the rules of each

shall prominently display, for all fiscal House, respectively, or of the House to which

pears euvered by t.hat budget submission, a they specifically apply, and such rules shall
heading entitled 'Debt Increase as Measure supersede other rules only to the extent that
of Deficit' in which the President shall set they are inconsistent therewith: and

shall be equal to the amount determined by
multiplying the rate of pay established for
such Member pursuant to law by the percentage reported to Congress for such month
under subsection (c)11)(D).
(ci DE1'Zs.MINATION OP PERCENTAGE FOR

COMPUTATION 07 REDUCED PAY.—(1) No later

than the first day of each month in fiscal
year 1991, the Director of the Office of Management and Budget shall—

IA) determine whether, for a reason described in subsection (a), the total amount
of pay paid to any Federal employee in that
month Is projected to be less than the
ntoiiLhly equivalent of the annual rate of
pay established for such Federal employee
pursuant to law;
(B) estimate the average of the percentages

that would result by dividing the monthly
equivalent of the annual rate of-pay estab-

lished for each such Federal employee pursu-

ant to law into the total amount projected
So be paid such Federal employee for such

month,
IC) aggregate the percentages determined
under subparagraph (B) for Federal employees for each agency and determine the highest average percentage for any agency; and
ID) transmit to Congress a written report
containing Use average computed under subparagraph IC).
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(2) The Office of Management and Budget

EXON, Mr. Bazsiox, Mr. Rocxmium,

may use a statistical sampling method to Mr. Kgiu, Mr. D4UIPORT1I, Mr. PACKmake the estimates and determinations WOOD, Mr. STEVENS, Mr. KASTEN, Mr.
under paragraph (1).

(3) For purposes of this section, the term McCanq, and Mr. BURNS;
From the Committee on Energy and
'agency" means an Executive agency as de-

fined under sectIon 105 of tiUe 5, United Natural Resources: Mr. JomsToN, Mr.
BnIPERs, Mr. FORD, Mr. McCUIRg, and
States Code.
Id) Ai'PUCATlON 7V O7WtR PsDEni. L.4 WS.—

For the purpose of administering any provi-

Mr. DOMEwIcI;

Prom the Committee on Environ-

sion of law, ruts, or regulation which provides premium pay, retirement, life insurance, or any other employee benefit, which
requires any deduction or contribution, or
which imposed any requirement or limita-

ment and Public Works: Mr. BURDICK,
Mr. M0YNISIAN, Mr. MITCHELL, Mr.

enacted as provided in subsection (b) and

From the Committee on Labor and

Fiscal Year 1991.
If) ApPuc4rioN i'o Execerrr.'e Orrzcxp.s.—

HATCH, Mr. Ks5ERAuM, and Mr. Jss-

putations as they apply to the reduction

From the Committee on Veterans

BAUCUS, Mr. Ga&IIAM, Mr. CIsArER, Mr.

SIMPSON, Mr. SystMs, and Mr. DURENtion, on the basis of a rate of salary or basic BERGER;
pay, the rate of salary or basic pay payable
From the Committee on Finance:
after the application of this section shall be Mr. BENTSEN, Mr. Mo'risnsAN, Mr.
treated as the rate of salary or basic pay.
BoREN, Mr. MrrcustL, Mr. PRYOR, Mr.
(e) Es'rscnvj DAre.—The provisions of this
section shall take effect on the date of the •RocHErti.Ln, Mr. PcscwooD, Mr.
enactment of this section and shall apply to DOLE, Mr. RoTH, Mr. DA!rPORTH, and
the first applicable pay period of members of Mr. CI.stE;
From the Committee on GovernCongress or Executive officers and employees occurrng on or after October 1, 1990. If mental Affairs: Mr. Gi..mm, Mr.
the date of éw.ctment of this section is after SASSER, Mr. PRYOR, Mr. Rol'H, and Mr.
October 1, 1990, ann the provisions of this STEVENs
section become applicable in the reduction
From the Committee on the Judiciof pay of members of Congress or Executive
officers and employees, all reductions which ary: Mr. DECONCINI, Mr. Lwsy, and
would have occurred if this section had been Mr. HATCH;
the amount of such reduction shall be recov- Human Resources: Mr. KssIHEnY, Mr.
ered for the remaining pay periods for PEU., Mr. METZENBADM, Mr. DODD, Mr.

The provisions of this section and the com- FoRDs;

under subsection (b) shall apply to the rate Affairs: Mr. CRANSTON, Mr. DECONof pay for the Vice President, and any execu- CINI, Mr. RocKsraIl.nt, Mr. MURKowtive officer at a position level V or above of sxi, and Mr. SIMPSON conferees on the
the Executive Schedule under sections 5311 part of the Senate.
through 5317 of tiue 5, United States Code,
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I
any executive officer or employee in the Ex- suggest the absence of a quorum.
écutive Office of the President who on the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
date of the enactment of this section is paid
at a pay rate equal to or above the pay rate clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk profor a position at level V or above of the Executive Schedule under Sections 5311 ceeded to call the roll.
through 5317 of titLe 5, United States Code.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I

Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I move ask unanimous consent that the order
to reconsider the vote.
for the quorum call be rescinded.
Mr. MITCHELL. I move to lay that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
motion on the table.
out objection, it Is so ordered.

The motion to lay on the table was

agreed to.

Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Senate

Insist upon its amendment and request

a conference with the House on the
disagreeing votes of the two Houses,
and that the Chair be authorized to
appoint the conferees on the part of
the Senate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there objection to the request of the
Senator from Tennessee?
There being no objection, the Pre-

siding Officer (Mr. DASCHLE) appoint-

ed from the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry: Mr.
Lwsy, Mr. PRYOR, Mr. BOREN, Mr.
KERItEY, Mr. Ltout, Mr. Dozz, and Mr.
C0cHIWI;

From the Committee on Banking,

Housing,

and Urban Affairs: Mr.

Riwi.s, Mr. CRANSTON, Mr. DODD, Mr.
HEINZ, and Mr. D'Ass*To;

From the Committee on the Budget:

Mr. SASSER, Mr. FowLER, and Mr. DoMtNIcI;

From the Committee on Commerce,
Science and Transportation: Mr. H0LLING5, Mr. INoUYE, Mr. FORD, Mr.
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AMENDMENTS SUBMIrrED
OMNIBUS BUDGET
RECONCILIATION ACT
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October 17, 1990

ADAMS AMENDMENT NO. 3016

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. ADAMS submitted an amend
ment Intended to be proposed by him
to the bill 6. 3209, supra, as follows:
Strike title VII of the bill and insert the
following new title:
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TITLE XIII—REVENUE PROVISIONS

Subtitle C—Other Revenue Increa&ea

SEC. 13001. SHORT TITLE: ETC.
(a) SHORT TImE—This title may be cited
as the "Revenue Reconciliatioi Act of

PART I—INSURANCE PROVISIONS
subpart a—provisions related to policy

1990".
(b) AMENDMENT OF 1986 C0DE.—Except as

otherwise expressly provided, whenever In

acquisition costs
Sec. 13301. Capitalization of policy acquisi.
tion expenses.
Sec. 13302. Treatment of nonlife reserves of
life Insurance companies.

S 15573

tions (a) through (e) and inserting the fol
lowing:

'(a) MARRIED INDIvIDUALS FILING JOINT
RETURNS AND SURVIVING SPousEs.—There is
hereby imposed on the taxable income of—
'(1) every married individual (as defined
in section 7703) who makes a single return

jointly with his spouse under section 6013,
this title an amendment or repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment to, or Sec. 13303. Treatment of life insurance re- and
'(2) every surviving spouse (as defined in

repeal of, a section or other provision, the

serves of Insurance companies

2(a)), a tax determined in accordwhich are not life Insurance section
ance with the following table:

reference shall be considered to be made to

a section or other provision of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986.
(c) SEcTION 15 NoT To APPLY.—Except as

otherwise expressly provided in this title, no

companies.
subpart b—treatment of salvage recoverable
able.

amendment made by this title shall be

treated as a change in a rate of tax for pur- subpart c—waiver of estimated tax penalties
poses of section 15 of the Internal Revenue Sec. 13307. Waiver of estimated tax penal.
Code of 1986.
(d) Trn.E OF Cori'rErrrs.—
TITLE XIII—REVENUE PROVISIONS

Sec. 13001. Short title; etc.
Subtitle A—Individual Income Tax
Provisions; Luxury Excise Tax

I—PROVISIONS AFFECTING HIGHINCOME INDIVIDUAL$
Sec. 13101. Elimination of provision reducing marginal tax rate for highPART

income taxpayers.
Sec. 13102. Increase in rate of individual alternative minimum tax.
comes over $1,000,000.

Sec. 13105. Increase in dollar limitation on

amount of wages subject to
hospital insurance tax.

Sec.

13312.

force certain summonses.
Accuracy-re'ated penalty to

ments.
Sec. 13313. Treatment of persons providing
services.
Sec.

13314.

Application of amendments
made by section 7403 of Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1989
to taxable years beginning on
or before July 10, 1989.

Sec. 13316. Study of section 482.

PART Ill—EMPLOYER REVERSIONS

subpart a—treatment of reversions of
qualified plan assets to employers
Sec. 13321. Increase in reversion tax.

INCOME TAX BRACKETS AND PERplan.
Sec. 13323. Effective date.
SONAL EXEMPTIONS
subpart b—transfers to retiree health
Sec. 13111. Delay of indexing of income tax
brackets and personal exemptions.

Ill—PROVISIONS RELATEDTO
EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT
Sec. 13121. Increase in earned income tax
PART

credit.
Sec. 13122. Simplification of credit.

IV—CAPITAL GAiNS PROVISIONS
subpart a—reduction in capital gains tax for
individuals
Sec. 13131. Reduction in capital gains tax
PART

15% of taxable Income.

Over $32,450 but not $4867.50. plu8 28% ol
over $78400.
the
excess
over
$32450.

$17.733.50. pIus 33% ol
the
excess
over

Over 878.400

$78400.

"(b) HEADs 0? HousEnous.—There L!
hereby Imposed on the taxable income of
every head of a household (as defined in
section 2(b)) a tax determined in accordance

apply to section 482 adjust- with the following table:

Il—DELAY OF INDEXINO OF Sec. 13322. Additional tax If no replacement

PART

The tax is:

ties.

PART Il—COMPLIANCE PROVISIONS•
Sec. 13311. Suspension of statute of limitations during proceedings to en-

Sec. 13103. Surtax on individua1 with in- Sec. 13315. Other reporting requirements.
Sec. 13104. Taxes on luxury items.

"If taxable Income is:

Sec. 13305. Treatment of salvage recover- Not over $32.450

accounts
Sec. 13325. Transfer of excess pension assets

to retiree health accounts.
Sec. 13326. Application of ERISA to transfers of excess pension assets to
retLree health accounts.
PART IV—CORPORATE PROVISIONS
Sec. 13331. Recognition of gain by distributing corporation in certain section 355 transactions.
Sec. 13332. Modifications to regulations

"If taxable Income is:
Not over $26050

The t*x Is:

Over $26050 but not

$3.907.50.

15% of taxable Income.

pIus 28% ol

the
excesa
$26500.

over $67.200.

over

$15429.50. pIus 33% ol
the
excess
over

Over $67.200

$67,200.

'(c) UNMARRIED INDIVIDUALS (OThER THAN
SURVIVING SPousEs AND HEADS 0? HousE-

H0LD5).—There is hereby imposed on the
taxab'e income of every individual (other
than a surviving spouse as defined in section
2(a) or the head of a household as defined
in section 2(b)) who is not a married individ•
ual (as defined in section 7703) a tax deter-

mined in accordance with the following
table:

The t*x Is:

'If taxable Income 1s
Not over $19450....

15% of taxable Income.

Over $19450 but not $2917.50, pluz 28% of
the

over $47.050.

excess

over

$19450.

$10645.50. plus 33% of

Over $47.050

the

excess

over

$47,050.

°(d)

MARRIED INDIVIDUALS FILING SEPAR.ATE

RuRNs.—There is hereby Imposed on the

taxable income of every married individual
(as defined in section 7703) who does not
make a single return jointly with his spouse
under section 6013, a tax determined in accordance with the following table:

issued under section 305(c).
Sec. 13333. Modifications to section 1060.
for individuaLs
Sec. 13334. Modification to corporation
subpart b—depreciation recapture
The Lax s:
equity reduction limitations on 'If taxable Income s:
Not over $16,225
15% of tax&ble income.
Sec. 13135. Recapture under section 1250 of
net operating loss carrybacks.
total amount of depreciation.
Sec. 13335. Issuance of debt or stock in satis Over $16,225 but not $2.433.75. plu8 28% of
over
$39.200.
the
excess
over
faction of indebtedness.
Subtitle B—Exde Taxes
$ 16,225.
PART
V—EMPLOYMENT
TAX
Over $39200
$8866.75, pIus 33% of
PART I—TAXES RELATED TO HEALTH

AND THE ENVIRONMENT
13201. Increase in excise taxes on dis-

Sec.

Sec.

tilled spirits, wine, and beer.
13202. Increase in excise taxes on to-

bacco products.
Sec. 13203. AdditIonal chemicals subject to
tax on ozone-depleting chemicals.

PART Il—USER RELATED TAXES
Sec. 13211. Increase and extension of avia.
tion-related taxes and trust
fund; repeal of reduction in
rates.

Sec. 13212. Amendments to gas guzzler tax.
Sec. 13213. Increase in harbor maintenance
tax.
Sec.

13214. ExtensIon of Leaking Under-

ground Storage Tank Trust

Fund taxes.
Sec. 13215. Floor stocks tax treatment of ar.
tides in foreign trade zones.

PROVISIONS

the

Sec. 13341. Coverage of certain State and

local employees under Social
Security.

Sec. 13342. Extension of surtax on unemployment tax.
Sec. 13343. Deposits of payroll taxes.

PART VI—MISCELLANEOUS

PROVISIONS
Sec. 13351. Special rules where grantor of
trust isa foreign person.
Sec. 13352. Return requirement where cash
received in trade or business.
Subtitle A—Indwldual Income Tax Pro'iions;

SEC. 13101. ELIMINATION OF PROVISION REDUCINC
MARC,INAL TAX RATE FOR HIGHINCOME TAXPAYERS.
(a) GENERAL RUL.E.—Section 1 (relating to

tax imposed) is amended by striking subsec-

over

"(e) ESTATES ARD TRU5T5.—There is hereby
imposed on the taxable income of—

"(l)every estate, and
"(2) every trust,
taxable under this subsection a tax deter-

mined in accordance with the following
table:
"If taxable Income Is:

The tax Is:
Not over $5450
15% of taxable income.
Over $5,450 but not over $817.50, p3uz 28% of the
$14150.
Over $14150

excess over $5450.
...

..

$3,253.50.

pluz 33% of

the
excess
$14150."

Luxury Excise Tax

PART I—PROVISIONS AFFECTINO
HIGH-INCOME INDIVIDUALS

excess

$39.200.

over

(b) Ri'EAL 0? PHA5E0U'r.—
(1> IN GENgRAL.—Section 1 is amended by

striking subsection (g) (relating to phaseout

of 15-percent rate and personal exemptions).
(2)

CON?ORMINO

AMENDMENT.—Subpara-

graph (A) of section 1(f)(6) (relating n '
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Justinents for Inflation) Is amended by striking 'subsection (gX4),".
(C) 28 Pmcswr M'xruuM CAPITAL GAINS
RATL—Subsection (I) of sectIon 1 (relatIng
to maximum capital gains rate) is amended
to read as follows:

"(j) MAXIMUM CAPITAL GAINS RATE.—
"(1) In GENERAL—If a taxpayer has a net

capital gain for any taxable year, then the
tax imposed by this section shall not exceed
the sum of—

"(A) a tax computed at the rates and in
the same manner as If this subsection had
not been enacted on the greater of—
"(I) taxable income reduced by the
amount of the net capital gain, or

"(ii) the amount of taxable income taxed

at a rate below 28 percent, plus
"(B) a tax of 28 percent of the amount of
taxable income In excess of the amount determined wider paragraph (1).
"(2) COORDINATION WITH SECTION 1202 0!-

of
section
(c) EFrzc'flvs DATE—The amendments
Subclause
(1)
(B)
904(b)(3XE)(iii) is amended by striking "sec- made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1990.
tion lii)" and Inserting "section 1(h)".

(6) Clause (iv) of section 6103(e)W(A) is
amended by striking "section 1(3)" and in-

SEC. 13104. TAXES ON LUXURY ITEMS.

(a) IN GENESAL.—Chapter 31 (relatIng to
serting "section 1(g)".
retail excise taxes) is amended by redesig(7)(A) Subparagraph (A) of section nating subchapters A and B as subchapters
7518(g)(6) is amended by strIking "1(1)" and B and C, respectively, and by inserting
InsertIng "1(h)".
before subchapter B (as so redesignated)
(B) Subparagraph (A) of section 607h)6) the following new subchapter
of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936 is amend"SuzcnAiP'rER A—CERTAIN LUXURY ITEMS
ed by striking "1(j)" and inserting "1(h)".
(e) ErrscTxvs DATE.—The amendments "Part I, ImposItIon of taxes.
made by this section shall apply to taxable "Part II. Rules of general applicability.
years beginning after December 31, 1990.
"PART I. IMPOSITION OF TAXES
SEC. 13102. INCREASE IN RATE OF INDIVIDUAL ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX.
"Subpart A. Passenger vehicles, boats, and
(a) GxxsstM. RuL!.—Subparagraph (A) of
aircraft.
section 55(b)(1) (relating to tentative mini- "Subpart B. Jewelry and furs.
mum tax) is amended by striking "21 per"Subpart A—Passenger Vehicles, Boats, and
cent" and InsertIng "25 percent".
Aircraft
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment
made by subsection (a) Shall apply to tax- "Sec. 4001. Passenger vehicles.

SUcTIoN—For purposes of paragraph (1). able years beginning after December 31,
the amount of the net capital gain shall be 1990.
"Sec. 4002. Boats.
reduced by the sum of—

'(A) the amount allowable as a deduction
under section 1202aR1). plus

SEC. 13103. SURTAX ON INDIVIDUALS WITH INCOMES OVER 81.000,000.

"Sec. 4003. AIrcraft.
"Sec. 4004. Rules applicable to subpart A.

(a) GENERAL Rm.E.—Subchapter A of "SEC. 4001. PASSENGER VEHICLES.
"(B) the amount of the qualified gain (as
1 (relating to determination of tax
defined in section 1202(c)) for the taxable chapter
"(a) IMPoSiTioN 0? Tax.—There is hereby
is amended by adding at the end
year to the extent taken into account under liability)
Imposed on the 1st retail sale of any passenthereof the following new pa.rt
section 1202(cXl) for the taxable year."
ger vehicle a tax equal to 10 percent of the
"PART VIII—SURTAX ON LNDIVIDUALS price for which so sold to the extent such
(d) TECRNICAL AMENDMENTS.—
WITH INCOMES OVER 81,000,000

(1)(A) Subsection f) of sectIon 1 is amend-

ed-

"Sec. 59B. Surtax on section 1 tax.
"Sec. 59C. Surtax on minimum tax.
"Sec 59D. Special rules.

(i) by striking "1988" in paragraph (1) and
Inserting "1990", and
(Ii) by strIking "1987" in paragraph (3XB) "SEC. 59B. SURTAX ON SECTION I TAXand Inserting "1989".
"In the case of an individual who has tax(B) Subparagraph (B) of section 32(i)(1) is
income for the taxable year in excess of
amended by striking *"1987" and inserting able
$1,000,000. the amount of the tax Imposed
"1989".
section 1 for such taxable year shall
(C) Subparagraph (C) of section 41(e)(5) is under
be increased by 10 percent of the amount
amended—

price exceeds $30,000.

"(b) PASSENGER VEHICLE.—

"(1) IN GENERAL—For purposes of subsec-

tion (a), the term 'passenger vehicle' means
any 4-wheeled vehicle—

"(A) which is manufactured primarily for
use on public streets, roads, and highways,
and
"(B) which is rated at 6,000 pounds unloaded gross vehicle weight or less.

"(2) Spscw RULES.—
which bears the same ratio to the tax ha(I) by Inserting ", by substituting 'calendar posed under section 1 (determIned without
"(A) TRucKs A]!D vANS—In the case of a
year 1987' for 'calendar year 1989' in sub- regard to this section) as—
truck or van, paragraph (1)(B) shall be apparagraph (B) thereof" before the period at
"(1) the amount by which the taxable plied by substituting 'gross vehicle weight'
the end of clause (1).
income of such individual for such taxable for 'unloaded gross vehicle weight'.

(Ii) by striking" 1987" in clause UI) and inserting "1989", and

(iii) y adding at the end of clause (ii) the
followiAg new sentence: "Such substitution

hsll be In lieu of the enbatitution under

clause (ft.".

(D) Subparagraph (B) of section $3(cX4)
Is amended by InEerting ', by substituting
'calendar year 1987' for 'calendar year 1989'

In subparagraph (B) thereof" before the

year exceeds $1,000,000, bears to

"(B) LIM0u5INES.—In the case of a limou-

"(2) the total amount of such individual's sine, paragraph (1) shall be applied without
regard to subparagraph (B) thereof.
taxable income for such taxable year.
"(c) Exc IONS ,oa TAXIcABS, E'rc.—The
"SEC. 59C. SURTAX ON MINIMUM TAXImposed by this section shall not apply
"In the case of an individual who has al- tax
the sale of any passenger vehicle for use
ternative minimum taxable income for the to
the purchaser exclusively in the active
taxable year in excess of 81,000.000, the by
of a trade or business of transportamount of the tentative minimum tax deter- conduct
persons or property for compensation or
mined under section 55 for such tdable ing
year shall be increased by 2.5 percent of the hire.
amount by which the alternative minimum 'SEC. 4002. BOATS.

period at the end.
(E)Clause (II) or section 135(b)(2XB) is
income of such taxpayer for the
amended by striking ', determined by sub- taxable
taxable year exceeds $1,000,000.

stituting 'calendar year 1989' for 'calendar

"SEC. 59D. SPECIAL RULES.
year 1987' in subparagraph (B) thereof".
"(a) SURTAX TO ArL TO ESTATES AND
(F) Subparagraph (B) of section 151(d)(3)
is amended by striking "1987" and inserting TsusTs.—For purposes of this part, the term
'individual' includes any estate or trust tax"1989".
(0) Clause (II) of section 513(h)(2)(C) is able under section 1.
"(b) TREATMENT ov MAiuusD INDIVIDUAI.S
amended by inserting ", by substituting 'calendar year 1987' for 'calendar year 1989' in FILING SEPARATE RrrvRxs,—In the case of a
subparagraph (B) thereof" before the married individual (within the meaning of
section 7703) filing a separate return for the
period at the end.
(2) Section 1 is amended by striking sub- taxable year, sections 59B and 59C shall be
section (h) and redesignating subsections (I) applied by substituting '$500,000' for
and (I) as subsections (g) and (h), respective- '$1,000,000'.
"(c) CooRDINATION WITH OTHER Psovily'
(3) Subsection (j) of section 59 is amend- 5I0NS.—The provisions of this part—
"(1) shall be applied after the application
ed(A) by striking "section 1(i)" each place it of section 1(h), but
"(2) before the application of any other
appears and inserting "section 1(g)", and
(B) by striking "section 1(i)(3)(B)" in provision of this title which refers to the
paragraph (2)(C) and inserting "section amount of tax imposed by section 1 or 55, as
the case may be."
1(g)(3)(B)".

"(a)

IMPOsITION

07 TAX,—There is hereby

Imposed on the 1st retail sale of any boat a

tax equal to 10 percent of the price for
which so sold to the extent such price exceeds $100,000.

"ib) ExcEpTIoNs.—The tax Imposed by
this section shall not apply to the sale of
any boat for use by the purchaser exclusively in the active conduct of—

"(1) a trade or business of commercial

fishing or transporting persons or property
for compensation or hire, or
"(2) any other trade or business unless the
boat is to be used predominantly in any activity which is of a type generally consid-

ered to constitute entertainment, amuse-

ment, or recreation.
"SEC. 4003. AIRCRAFT.

"(a) Issposrnon 07 T*x.—There is hereby
Imposed on the 1st retail sale of any aircraft

a tax equal to 10 percent of the price for
which so sold to the extent such price ex-

(b) CLERICAL AMENDMZNT.—The table of ceeds $100,000.
(4) Paragraph (4) of section 691(c) is
"(b) Antcasn.—For purposes of this secamended by striking "1(1)" and inserting parts for subchapter A of chapter 1 is

amended by adding at the end the following
"1(h)".
(5NA) Clause (i) of section 904(b)(3)(D) is new item:
amended by striking "subsection (3)" and in- "Part VIII. Surtax on individuals with incomes over $1,000,000."
serting "subsection (h)".

tion, the term 'aircraft' means any aircraft—
"(1) which Is propelled by a motor, and
"(2) which is capable of carrying 1 or more
individuals.
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"(2) EXEMPT VBE.—For purpoaes of thth

"(1) IN ciicii&x..—Except as otherwise pro.

aircraft for use by the purchaser exclusive- any use of an article If the 1st retail sale of
such article th not taxable under this Subly—
"(1) in the aerial application of fertilizers chapter by reason of Such use.
or other 8ubstances,
"Subpart B—Jewelry and Furs
"(2) in the case of a helicopter, in a use de- "Sec. 4006. Jewelry.

cle (including any renewal or any extension
of a lease or any 8ubsequent lease of such
article) by any person shall be considered a
sale of such article at retail.

"(C) ExcEPTI0Ns.—The tax imposed by this

section shall not apply to the sale of ny subsection, the term exempt use means vded in this 8ubsection, the lease of an arti-

scribed in paragraph (1) or (2) of section
4261(e).

"(3) in a trade or business of providing

'Sec. 4007. Furs.
"SEC. 4O. JEWELRY.

"(2) SPEcIM. RULES FOR CERTAIN Z.EA5ES OP
PAs5ENG VEHICLES, BOATS, AND AIRCRAPT.—
"(A) TAX NOT IMPOsED ON SALE FOR LEASING

I1 A QUALIFIED LEAsE—The sale of a passen-

'(a) IMP05VrI0N or Tx.—There is hereby ger vehicle, boat, or aircraft to a person ennight training, or
"(4) in a trade or business of transporting imposed on the 1st retail sale of any Jewelry gaged in a leasing or rental trade or business
persons or property for compensaUon or a tax equal to 10 percent of the price for of the article involved for leasing by such
which so sold to the extent such price ex- person in a qualified lease shall not be treathire.
"SEC. 4004. RULES APPUCABLE TO SUBPART A.

ceeds $5,000.

'(b) JEwEI.ay.—For purposes of subsection

ed as the 1st retail sale of sUch article.

"(B) QUALIFIED LgSE.—For purposes of
USES. Erc.—No tax shall be imposed under (a), the term 'jewelry' meana all articles subparagraph (A). the term qualified lease'
common'y
or
commercially
known
as
Jewelthis subpart on the sale of any article—
whether real or imitation, including means—
'(1) to the Federal Government. or a ry,
'(I) any lease in the case of a boat or an
watches.
"(a) ExEn'noN FOR LAw ENPORCEMENT

State or local government, for use exclusively in police, firefighting, search and rescue.

or other law enforcement or public safety

°(c) MANUFACTtJRE FROM CV8TOMER'S MA.
TERIAL—If—

aircraft, and
°(ii) any long-term lease (as defined in section 4052) in the case of any passenger vehi-

"(1) a person who in the course of a trade cle.
"(2) to any person for use exclusively in or business produces Jewelry from material
°(C) SPICIAL RULES—In the case of a
furnished directly or indirectly by a custom- qualified
providing emergency medical services.
lease of an article which Is treated
er.
and
"(b) SEPARATE PURCHASE OF ARTICLE MTh
az the 1st retail sale of 8uch article—
"(2)
the
jewelry
so
manufactured
th
for
PARTS MD ACCESSORIES TiuluFoL—Under
'(i) DETERMINATION OP PRICZ.—The tax
the use of, and not for resale by, such cus- under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary—
this chapter shall be computed on the
tomer.
activities, or

"(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in
paragraph (2). If—

the delivery of such jewelry to such custom"(A) the owner, lessee, or operator of any er shall be treated as the 1st retail sale of
article taxable under this subpart (deter- such jewelry for a price equal to its fair
mined without regard to price) Installs (or market value at the time of such delivery.
causes to be installed) any part or accessory "SEC. 4007. FURS.
"(a) IMPOsITION or TAx—There th hereby
on such article, and
'(B) such installation is not later than the Imposed on the 1st retail sale of the followdate 6 months after the date the article was ing articles a tax equal to 10 percent of the
price for which so sold to the extent Buch
1st placed in service,
then there is hereby Imposed on such instal- price exceeds $10,000:
'(1) Articles made of fur on the hide or
lation a tax equal to 10 percent of the price
of such part or accessory and its thstalla- pelt.
"(2) Articles of which such fur Is a major
tion.
'(2) LIMFrATI0N.—The tax Imposed by component.

paragraph (1) on the Installation of any

"(b) M*wp*cruiu FRoM CVSTOMER'S MAmx-If"(1) a person who in the course of a trade

lowest price for which the article th 8old by
retailers in the ordinary course of trade.
"(11) P*mim OF TAX.—Rulez similar to
the rules of section 4217(eX2) shall apply.
"(iii) No TAX WHERE XZMPT VSE

BY

LES8EL—No tax shall be imposed on any
lease payment under a qualified lease If the
lessee's use of the article under such lease is

an exempt use

(as defined in aection
4004(c)) of such article.
"(d) DrrnuuiIATIoN OP PRICE.—

"(1) IN GENUAL—In determining price for
purposes of thth subchapter—
"(A) there shall be Included any charge in-

cident to placing the article in condition

ready for use,
'(B) there shall be excluded—
cent of the excess (If any) of—
'(i) the amount of the tax imposed by this
or
business
produces
an
article
of
the
kind
°(A) the sum of—
subchapter,
described
in
subsection
(a)
from
fur
on
the
"(i) the price of such part or accessory and
'(ii) If stated as a separate charge, the
hide or pelt furnished, directly or indirectly, amount of any retail sale8 tax imposed by
its installation.
by
a
customer,
and
(ii) the aggregate price of the parts and
any State or political subdivision thereof or
"(2) the article is for the use of, and not the District of Columbia, whether the llabilaccessories (and their Installation) installed
for
resale
by.
such
customer,
before such part or accessory, plus
ity for such tax th imposed on the vendor or
"(iii) the prtce for which the passenger ve- the delivery of such article to such customer vendee.
Shall
be
treated
as
the
1st
retail
Lale
of
such
hicle, boat, or aircraft was 801d, over
"(Iii) the value of any component of such
"(B) $100,000 ($30,000 in the case oi a pas- article for a price equal to Its fair market article If—
value
at
the
time
of
such
delivery.
senger vehicle).
"U) such component I furnished by the
PART Il—RULES OF GENERAL
"(3) ExCEPTI0Ns.—Paragraph (1) shall not
1st user of such article, and
apply If—
APPLICABILITY
"UI) such component has been used
"(A) the part or accessory installed Is a re- "Sec. 4011. DefinItions and 8pecial rules.
before such furnishing, and
placement part or accessory, or
'(C) the price shall be determined without
SEC. 4011. DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULES.
'(B) the aggregate price of the pat-ta and
"(a) 1sT RETAIL Suz.—For purposes of regard to any trade-In.
accessories (and their Installation) described tlils subchapter, the term '18t retail sale' Subparagraph (B)Uii) shall not apply for
in paragraph (1) with respect to the taxable means the 1st sale, for a purpose other than purposes of the taxes imposed by sections
article does not exceed $200 (or such other resale, after manufacture, production, or 4006 and 4007.
amount or amounts as the Secretary may by importation.
'(2) OTHER RULES.—Rules similar to the
regulation pre8crlbe).
"(b) USE TREATED As S*i.z.—
rules of paragraphs (2) and (4) of section
'(4) INSTALLERS SECONDARILY LIALZ FOR
'(1) IN cExL.—lf any person uses an ar- 4052(b) shall apply for purposes of this subTAX.—The owners of the trade or business ticle taxable under thth subchapter (includ- chapter.

part or accessory shall not exceed 10 per-

installing the parts or accessories shall be ing any use after importation) before the
"(e) PARTS AND ACCESSORIES SOLD WITH
secondarily liable for the tax imposed by 1st retail sale of such article, then such TAXABLE
ARTICII.—Pftrt8 and accessories
this subsection.

person shall be liable for tax under this sub- sold on, in connection with, or with the sale
of any article taxable under thth subchapter
cle were sold at retail by him. '(2) ExP. 8hall be treated as part of the article.
TION FOR p'u MARU,AcruRL—Paragrsph
"(f) P*RTIAL PAYMENTS, Ec.—In the case
(1) shall not apply to use of an article as of a contract, ea.le, or arrangement described

"(c) IMPoSITIoN op T*x ON SALES, ETC.. chapter in the 8ame manner as II such arti.

Wirimi 2 Yws o ARTICI.ES PURCHASED
TAX-FREE.—

'( 1) IN GENER.AL.—II.—
(A) no tax was imposed under this sub- material in the manufacture or production In paragraph (2), (3), or (4) of section
chapter on the 1st retaIl sale of any article

of, or as a component part of, another arti. 4216(c), rules similar to the rules of section
by reason of its exempt use, and
cle taxable under this subchapter to be 4217(eX2), and of section 4216(d). shall
°(B) withIn 2 years after the date of such manufactured or produced by him. (3) apply for purposes of thth Eubchapter."
1st retail sale, such article th re8old by the COMPUTATIoN OF TAX—In the case of any
(b) Exnipnoi ro EXPORTS.—
purchaser or such purchaser makes a sub- person made liable for tax by paragraph (1).
(1) The nateria preceding paragraph (1)
stantial non-exempt use of such article,
the tax shall be computed on the price at of section 4221(a) th amended by 8triking
then such sale or use of such article by 8uch which similar articles are sold at retail in °aection 4051" and inserting "8ubchapter A
purchaser 8haU be treated a. the 1st retail the ordinary course of trade, u determined or C of chapter 31".
sale of such article for a price equal to fts by the Secretary.
(2) Subsection (a) of section 4221 is
fair market value at the tune of such sale or
'(c) LPAsEs CoNSIDg1rD As Sxs.—For amended by adding at the end thereof the
use.
purposes of this subchapter—
following new sentence: "In the case of
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(B) Clauses (i) and (ii) of section
taxes imposed by subchapter A of chapter year is the applicable contribution base de31, paragraphs (1), (3), (4), and (5) shall not termined under section 3121(xR2) for such 41(e)(5)(C).

apply."

calendar year."

(C) EXEMPTION FOR SALES TO THE UNI
STATEs—Section 4293 is amended by insert-

(c) RAILROAD RETIREMENT TAx.—Clause (i)

of section 3231(e)(2)(B) is amended to read

ing "subchapter A of chapter 31,' before as follows:
"section 4041".

'(i) TIER 1 TAXES.—

"(I) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in

(d) TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS.—

(1) Subsection

section 4221

subclause (II) of this clause and th clause

(C) Section 63(cX4)(B).
(D) Section 513(h)(2)(C)(ii).

(2) Clause (ii) of section 135(b)(2)(B) (as
so amended) is amended by inserting before
the period at the end thereof the following:
"determined by substituting 'calendar year

1989' for 'calendar year 1990' th subparaamended by striking "section 4053(a)(6)" (ii), the term 'applicable base' means for any graph (B) thereof".
and inserting "section 4001(c). 4002(b), calendar year the contribution and benefit
(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
4003(c), 4004(a), or 4053(a)(6)".
base determined under section 230 of the made by this section shall apply to taxable
(2) Paragraph (1) of section 4221(d) is Social Security Act for such calendar year.
years beginning after December 31 1990.
amended by striking "the tax Imposed by
'(II) HosPITAL INSURANCE TAXES.—For pur(c) of

is

section 4051" and Inserting "taxes Imposed poses of applythg so much of the rate appliby subchapter A or C of chapter 31".
cable under section 3201(a) or 3221(a) (as
(3) Subsection (d) of section 4222 is the case may be) as does not exceed the rate
amended by strikthg "sections 4053(a)(6)" of tax in effect under section 3101(b), and
and inserting "sections 4001(c), 4002(b), for purposes of applying so much of the
4003(c), 4004(a), 4053(a)(6)".
rate of tax applicable under section
(e) CLERICAL AMENDMENI'.—The table of 3211(a)(1) as does not exceed the rate of tax
subchaptei-s for chapter 31 is amended to th effect under section 1401(b), the term 'apread as follows:
plicable base' means for any calendar year
"Subchapter A. Certain luxury items.
the applicable contribution base determined
under section 3121(x)(2) for such ca'endar
"Subchapter B. Special fuels.
"Subchapter C. Heavy trucks and trailers." year."
(f) EmcTIvE DA.—The amendments
made by this section shall take effect on

January 1, 1991.

SEC. 13105. INCREASE IN DOLLAR LIMITATION ON
AMOUNT OF WAGES SUBJECT TO HOSPITAL INSURANCE TAL
(a) HOSPITAL INsURANCE TAX.—

(1) IN GENIRAL.—Paragraph (1) of section
3121(a) is amended—

"(x) APPLICABLE CONTRIBUTION BASE.—For

purposes of this chapter—

CREDIT.

(a) GRA1 RuLE.—
(1) Subsection (a) of section 32 is amended
by striking "14 percent" and Inserting 'the
credit percentage".

(2) Paragraph (2) of section 32(b) is
amended by striking "10 percent" and th-

serting "the phaseout percentage".
(3) Subsection (c) of section 32 is amended
by adding at the end thereof the followthg
(1) Paragraph (3) of section 6413(c) is new paragraph:
amended to read as follows:
"(3) CREDIT PERcENTAGE AND PHASEOUT PER"(3) SEPARATE APPLiCATION FOR HOSPITAL CENTAGE.—The credit percentage and the
INSURANCE TAXES.—In applying this subsec-

tion with respect to—

phaseout percentage for any taxable year

shall be determined th accordance with the

"(A) the tax Imposed by section 3101(b) following table:
(or any amount equivalent to Such tax), and
"(B) so much of the tax imposed by sec-

(A) by striking "contribution and benefit tion 3201 as is determined at a rate not

thereof the following new subsection:

SEC. 13121. INCREASE IN EARNED INCOME TAX

(d) TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS.—

base (as determthed under section 230 of the greater than the rate th effect under section
Social Security Act)" each place it appears 3 101(b),
and Inserting 'applicable contribution base the applicable contribution base determined
under section 3121(x)(2) for any calendar
(as determined under subsection (x))", and
(B) by striking "such contribution and year shall be substituted for 'contribution
benefit base" and Inserting "such applicable and benefit base (as determthed under section 230 of the Social Security Act)' each
contribution base".
(2) APPLICABLE CONTRIBUTION BASE.—Sec- place it appears."

tion 3121 is amended by adding at the end

PART Ill—PROVISIONS RELATED TO
EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT

—
The

If the taxae yeaf begms

dnng:

age

.....

1991

1992cc 1993
1994

cc

ttlereaftef

.

...... 19.0
20.0

..
..

-

13.0
13.5
14.0.

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—SubparaSections 3122 and 3125 are each graphs
(B)(i) and (C)(i) of section 3507(c)(2)
amended by strikthg "contribution and ben- are each amended by striking "14 percent"
efit base limitation" each place it appears and inserting "the credit percentage".
and Inserting 'applicable contribution base
(c) Ep'CTIVE DATE.—The amendments by
(2)

limitation".
this section shall apply to taxable years be(e) EFFECTIVE DA.—The amendments ginning after December 31, 1990.
made
by
this
section
shall
apply
to
1991
and
posed by sections 3101(a) and 3111(a), the
SEC. 13122. SIMPLIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR
applicable contribution base for any calen- later calendar years.
EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT.
PART
Il—DELAY
OF
INDEXING
OF
dar year is the contribution and benefit base
(a) ELIGIBILITY.—Section 32(c)( 1) (definINCOME
TAX
BRACKETS
AND
PER•
determthed under section 230 of the Socia]
ing eligible individual) is amended to read as
SONAL EXEMPTIONS
Security Act for such calendar year.
"(2) HosPITAL INsuCz.—For purposes of SEC. 13111. DELAY OF INDEXING OF INCOME TAX follows:
'(1) ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUAL.—
"(1) OLD-AGE, sURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY

INStYRANCE.—For purposes of the taxes tin-

the taxes Imposed by section 3101(b) and
3111(b), the applicable contribution base
is—

"(A) $100,000 for calendar year 1991, and

"(B) for any calendar year after 1991,

BRACKETS AND PERSONAL EXEMP•

TIONS.

(a) INcOME TAX BaCKrrs.—Subsection (f)
of section 1 (as amended by section 13101) is
amended—

(1) by striking '1990" in paragraph (1)
$100,000 adjusted th the same manner as is
used in adjusting the contribution and bene- and Inserting 1991", and
(2) by striking '1989" th paragraph (3)(B)
fit base under section 230 of the Social Seand inserting 1990".
curity Act."
(b) SELF•EMPLOYMEN'T TAX.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Subsection (b) of section

1402 is amended by striking 'the contribution and benefit base (as determined under
section 230 of the Social Security Act)" and
Inserting "the applicable contribution base
(as determined under subsection (k))'.

(b) AMOUNT OF PERSONAL ExIMFrI0N5.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Paragraph(1) of section

151(d) (relating to allowance of deductions
for personal exemptions) is amended to read

"(A) IN GE?ERAL.—The term eligible mdi-

vidua]' means any individua] who has a
qualifying child for the taxable year.
'(B) QUALITYING CHILI) INELIGIBLE—If an

thdividual is the qualifying child of a taxpayer for any taxable year of such taxpayer
beginning in a calendar year, such indwidual shall not be treated as an eligible indvidual for any taxable year of such individual beginning in such ca]endar year.
'(C) 2 OR MORI ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS—If 2

or more individuals would (but for this subparagraph and after application of subparaas follows:
'(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided th graph (B)) be treated as eligible individuals
paragraph (2). the term 'exemption amount' with respect to the same qualifying child for
taxable years beginning in the same ca]en(2) APPLICABLE CONTRIBUTION BA5E.—Sec- means $2,050.".
(2) INDEXING ATrER 1991.—Paragraph (3) of dar year, only the individua] with the hightion 1402 is amended by adding at the end
est adjusted gross income for such taxable
section 15 1(d) is amended—
thereof the following new subsection:
(A) by striking 'paragraph (1)(C)" and in. years shall be treated as an eligible individ"(k) APPLICABLE CONTRIBUTION BASE—For
ual with respect to such qualifying child.
serting 'paragraph (1)",
purposes of this chapter—
(D) EXCEPTION FOR INDIVIDUAL cLAIMING
(B) by striking 'after 1989" each place it
'(1) OL.D-AGE. SURVIVORS, AND DISABILiTY
BENEFITS UNDER SECTION 911.—The term eliINSURANCE.—FOr purposes of the tax Im- appears and Inserting 'after 1991", and
gible
individual' does not include any indi(C) by striking ", by substituting" in subposed by section 1401(a). the applicable contribution base for any calendar year is the paragraph (B) and all that follows and in- vidual who claims the benefits of section
911 (relating to citizens or residents living
contribution and benefit base determined serting a period.
abroad) for the taxable year."
(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
under section 230 of the Social Security Act
(b) QUALIFYING CiIL.n DINED.—Sectlon
(1) Each of the following provisions (a.s
for such calendar year.
'(2) HosPITAL IN5uRANcE.—For purposes of amended by section 13101) is amended by 32(c) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
the tax Imposed by section 1401(b). the ap- strikIng '1989" and inserting 1990":
'(4) QUALIFYING cHILD.—
plicable contribution base for any calendar
(A) Section 32(i)(1)(B).
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°(A) IN GEZIRAL.—The term 'qualifying IART 117—CAPITAL GAINS PROVISIONS
child' means, with respect to any taxpayer 8ubprt A—Reduction in Capital Gains Tax
for any taxable year, an individual—
for Individuals
"(I) who bears a relationship to the tax- SEC. 13131. REDUCTION IN CAPITAL GAINS TAX FOR
payer described in subparagraph (B),
INDIVIDUALS.
"(II) except as provided In subparagraph
(a) GaL Rm.E.—Part I of subchapter P
(BXiii), who has the same principal place of of chapter 1 (relating to treatment of cap-

abode as the taxpayer for more than onehalf of such taxable year.

'(ilI) who meets the age requirements of

subparagraph (C), and

"(iv) with respect to whom the taxpayer
meets the identification requirements of
subparagraph CD).

"(B) RELATIONSHIP TEST.—

'(i) IN GERAL.—Afl individual bears

re-

lationship to the taxpayer described in this
subparagraph if such Individual is—

0(I) a son or daughter of the taxpayer, or
a descendant of either,
"(U) a stepson or stepdaughter of the taxpayer, or

S 15577

gains and losses from sales and exchanges
on or after October 15, 1990, of qualified
assets.

A taxpayer may elect for any taxable year
not to take into account under this subsec-

tion all (or any portion) of the qualified

gain for such taxable year. Such an election,
ital gains) Is amended by adding at the end once made, shall be irrevocable.
"(4) QUALIFIED Assrs.—For purposes of
thereof the following new section:
SEC. 1202. CAPITAL GAINS DEDUCTION FOR fNDI. this subsection, the term 'qualified assets'
means any property other than—
VIDUALS.
°(a) Iii Owntt.—In the case of an indi- "(A) stock or securities for which there is
vidual, there shall be allowed as a deduction a market on an established securities
for the taxable year an amount equal to the market or otherwise, and
"(B) property (other than stock or securisum of—
°(1) the annual capital gains deduction (if ties) of a kind regularly traded on an established market.
any) determined under subsection (b), plus
'(5) SUBSECTION NOT TO APPLY TO CERTAIN
(2) the lifetime capital gains deduction
for nontradable property (if any) deter- INDIVIDUALS.—This subsection shall not
mined under subsection (c).

"(b) ANNUAL CAPITAL OAncs DEDUCTION.—

0(1) IN GENERAL—For purposes of subsec-

apply to any individual who has not attained age 25 before the close of the taxable
year.

"(UI) in eligible foster child of the tax- tion (a), the annual capital gains deduction
'(d) SECTION Nor TO APPLY TO CERTAIN
payer.
determined under this subsection Is the TAXPAYERS—NO deduction shall be allowed
"Ui) MAIutin cuiuazr.—CIause (i) shall lesser of—
under this section to—
not apply to any Individual who Is married
"(A) the net capital gain for the taxable
"(1) a married individual (within the
as of the close of the taxpayer's Uxable year, or
meaning of section 7703) filing a separate
year unless the taxpayer Is entitled to a de'(B) $1,000.
return for the taxable year. or
duction under section 151 for such taxable
"(2) PIAsE-ou7 YOR INCOMES BETWEEN
'(2) an estate or trust.
year with respect to such individual (or $100,000 AND $150,000.—The $1,000 amount
"(e) SPECIAL RUt.zs.—
would be so entitled but for paragraph (2) specified in subparagraph (B) of paragraph
"(1) TREATMENT OP CERTAIN sALES OP INTERor (4) of section 152(e)).
(1) shall be reduced by an amount which EST5 IN PARTNSHIP8, !Tc.—For purposes of
"(iii) EUGIBi.z FOsTER CHILD.—For purposes bears the same ratio to $ 1.000 as—
subsection (C). any gain from the sale or exof clause (iXIfl), the term 'eligible foster
"(A) the adjusted gross income of the tax- change of a qualified asset which Is an interchild' means an individual not described in payer for the taxable year in excess of est in a partnership, S corporation, or trust
clause (i) (I) or (U) who—
$100,000, bears to
shall not be treated as gain from the sale or
"(I) the taxpayer cares for as the taxpay'(B) $50,000.
exchange of a qualified asset to the extent
er's own child, and
"(3) CRTAXN INDIVIDUALS NOT ELIGIBLE.— Euch gain Is attributable to unrealized ap'(U) has the same principal place of ThIs subsection shall not apply to—
preciation in the value of property described
abode as the taxpayer for the taxpayer's
"(A) any taxpayer whose adjusted gross in subparagraph (A) or (B) of subsection
entire taxable year.
Income for the taxable year exceeds (c)(4) which is held by such entity. Rules
"(iv) AD0P'noN.—For purposes of thLs sub- $150,000, or
similar to the rules of section 751(f) shall
paragraph, a child who Is legally adopted, or
"(B) any individual with respect to whom apply for purposes of the preceding senwho Is placed with the taxpayer by an au- a deduction under section 151 is allowable to tence.
thortzed placement agency for adoption by another taxpayer for a taxable year begin.
'(2) DEDUCTION AV#JLABIZ O!LY FOR SALES
the taxpayer, shall be treated as a child by ning in the calendar year in which such in- OR EXCHANGES ON OR A?rER OCTOB 15,
blood.
taxable year begfns.
1990.—The amount of the net capital gain
0(4) ANNUAL DEDUCTION NOT AVAILABLZ FOR taken Into account under subsections
"(C) Ac! ui s.—An individual dividual's
meets the requirements of this subpara. SAZ. TO Rfl..& psos.—The amount of (b)(1)(A) and (cX3)(A) shall not exceed the
graph if such individual—
the net capital gain taken into account amount of the net capital gain determined
'(i) has not attained the age of 19 as of under paragraph (1)(A) shall not exceed the by only taking into account gains and losses
the close of the calendar year in which the amount of the net capital gain detennined from sales and exchanges on or after Octotaxable year Of the taxpayer begtns,

by not taking into account gains and losses

°(ii) Is a student (as defined in section from sales and exchanges to any related

151(c)(4)) who has not attained the age of person (as defined in section 543(f)).
24 as of the close of such calendar year, or
"(c) LIFETIME CAPITAL GAINS DEDUCTION
"(iii) Is permanently and totally disabled FOR NONTRADABLE PROPZRIY.—
(as defined In section 22(eX3)) at any time
"(1) Iii cztz..—For purposes of sub6ecduring the taxable year.
tion (a), the lifetime capital gains deduction
"(D) IDmncAyIoN RZQUIRZMr!cTs.—The for nontradable property determined under
requirementh of this subparagraph are met this Bubsection for any taxable year Is 50
if the taxpayer includes the following Infor- percent of the qualified gain for such taxmation on the return of tax for such tax- able year.
able year (or provides such Information to
"(2) LnrIATI0N.—
the Secretary in such other manner as the
'(A) IN GENERAL—The amount of the
Secretary may prescribe):

qualified gain taken into account under

ber 15, 1990.
"(3) DETERMnATION OF ADiOSTED GROSS
INCOME.—

"(A) IN GE?ERAL—For purposes of subsection (b), adjusted gross income shall be determined—

'(i) without regard to the deduction al-

lowed under thIs section, but

"(ii) after the application of sections 88,

135. 219, and 489.

'(B) C00IUrnqATI0N WITH, OTHER AD.JVsT1
GRoss INCOME LTMITATI0N5.—For purposes of

8ections 88, 135. 219, and 489, adjusted gross

income shall be determined without regard
paragraph (1) for any taxable year shall not to the deduction allowed under this section.
exceed $200,000 reduced by the aggregate
"(4) TRANFrIONAL RtTLE.—If for any tax"(ii) If the individual has attained the age amount of the qualified gain taken into ac- able year beginning before January 1, 1991,
of 1 before the close of the taxpayer's tax- count under this subsection by the taxpayer subsection (c)( 1) shall be applied by substiable year, the taxpayer identification for prior taxable years.
tutIng '41 percent' for '50 percenV. number of such individual.
"(B) 8PIAL RULE FOR JOIST PzruR,cs.—
"(5) Sppcmz.
FOR PA55-THRU ENTI"(ED ABo1 MVST BE fl THE UNFrED The ftmount of the qualified gain taken into TIES.STATTZ.—The requirements of subpara. account under this 8ub8ection on a Joint
"(A) IN GENERAL—In applying this section
graphs (A)(ii) and (B)(iii)(fl) shall be met return for &ny taxable year Bhall be allocaV. with respect to any pass-thru entity—
only if the principal place of abode Is in the ed equally between the spouses for purposes
'U) the determination of when the sale or
United States."
of determining the limitation under sub- exchange occurs shall be made at the entity
(c) SEPARATL Scizznmi RuIR.—The paragraph (A) for any 8ucceedlng taxable level, and
"(i) the name and age of such individual,

and

Secretary of the Treasury or hlz delegate year.

"(ii) any gain attributable to such entity

shall prescribe a separate schedule to be In"(3) Quuprn cAn,.—For puiposes of shall In no event be treated as gain from
cluded as part of the return of tax of any in- paragraph (1), the term qualified gain' sale or exchange of a qualified asset if Interdividual claiming a credit under section 32 means the lesaer of—
ests in such entity are described in subparaof the Internal Revenue Code of 1988 on
(A) the net capital gain for the taxable graph (A) or (B) of subsection (cX4)
such return.
year reduced by the annual capital gains de"(B) PA55-THRU ENTITY DEFIIWD.—For pur(d) EFFECTIVE DAz.—The amendments duction for such taxable year, or
poses of subparagraph A), the term 'passmade by this 9ectton shall apply to taxable
"(B) the net capital gain for the taxable thru-entity' means—
years beglnnthg after December 31, 1990.
year determined by only t&king into atxount
"(i) a regulated investment company,
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"(II) a real estate investment trust,
"(iii) an S corporation,
(iv) a partnership,
"(v) an estate or trust, and
(vi) a common trust fund."

(B) The table of sections for part VII of
subchapter B of chapter 1 Is amended by
striking "reference" in the item relating to amended—
section 221 and inserting "references".

(5) Paragraph (4) of section

691(c) is

(b) TREATMENT or C0UXCrIBIEs.—

amended by striking '1201, and 1211" and

(1) IN GENERAL —Section 1222 Is amended

Inserting "1201, 1202, and 1211".

by Inserting after paragraph (11) the followIng new paragraph:

October 17, 1990

(b) LIMITATION IN CASE OF INSTALLMENT
SALES—Subsection i of section 453 is

(1) by striking "1250" the first place it ap
pears and inserting 1250 (as in effect on
the day before the date of the enactment of
the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1990)".

(6) The second sentence of paragraph (2) and
of section 871(a) Is amended by inserting
(2) by striking '1250" the second place it
'(12) SpEcIAl. RULE ?OR COLLECTIBLES.—
'such gains and losses shall be determined appears and inserting '1250 (as so in
"(A) IN GENERAL—Any gain or loss from without regard to section 1202 (relating to effect)!'.
the sale or exchange of a collectible shall be deduction for net capital gain) and" after
(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
treated as a short-term capital gain or loss "except that".
(1) Subparagraph (E) of section 1250(d)(4)
(as the case may be), without regard to the
(7) Paragraph (1) of section 1402(i) Is is amended—
period such asset was held. The preceding amended to read as follows:
(A) by striking "additional depreciation"
sentence shall apply only to the extent the
'(1) IN GENERAL—In determining the net and Inserting "amount of the depreciation
gain Or loss Is taken into account in comput- earnings from self-employment of any op- adjustments", and
ing taxable income.

"(B) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN SALES OF INTER-

ESTS IN PARTNERSHIPS, rrc.—For purposes of

subparagraph (A), any gain from the sale or
exchange of an interest in a partnership, S

corporation, or trust which Is attributable
to unrealized appreciation in the value of
collectibles held by such entity shall be

treated as gain from the sale or exchange of

a collectible. Rules similar to the rules of
section 751(f) shall apply for purposes of
the preceding sentence.
"(C) C0U2CrIBI2.—For purposes of this

paragraph, the term 'collectible' means any
capital asset which Is a collectible (as defined in section 408(m) wIthout regard to
paragraph (3) thereof)."
(2) CHARITABLE DEDUCTION NOT AFFECTED.—
(A) Paragraph (1) of section 170(e) Is

tions dealer or commodities deaier—
"(A) notwithstanding subsection (a)(3)(A),

amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new sentence: "For purposes of this section shall apply to taxable years
thIs paragraph, section 1222 shall be applied

without regard to paragraph (12) thereof
(relating to special rule for collectibles)."
(B) Clause (iv) of section 170(b)(1)(C) Is

amended by Inserting before the period at
the end thereof the following: "and section

1222 shall be applied without regard to

paragraph (12) thereof (relating to special
rule for collectibles)".
(c) MINIMUM TAX.—Paragraph (1) of sec-

tion 56(b) Is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(F) LxrrrIME CAPITAL GAINS DEDUCTION FOR
NONTRADABLE PROPERTY NOT ALI.0wED.—The

deduction under section 1202(a)(2) shall not
be allowed."
(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENTs.—

(1) Subsection (a) of section 62 is amended
by inserting after paragraph (13) the following new paragraph:

(B) by striking "ADDITIONAL DEPRECIATION"

in the subparagraph heading and inserting
there shall not be excluded any gain or loss "DEPREcIATION ADITJSTMtNTS".
(in the normal course of the taxpayer's ac(2) Subparagraph (B) of section 1250(d)(6)
tivity of dealing in or trading section 1256 Is amended to read as follows:
contracts) from section 1256 contracts or "(B) DEPRECIATION ADflJ5TMENTS.—In reproperty related to such contracts, and
spect of any property described in subpara(B) the deduction provided by section graph (A), the amount of the depreciation
1202 shall not apply."
adjustments attributable to periods before
(e) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of the distribution by the partnership shall
sections for part I of subchapter P of chap- be—
ter 1 Is amended by adding at the end there"(i) the amount of gain to which subsecof the following new item:
tion (a) would have applied if such property
had been sold by the partnership immediSec. 1202. Capital gains deduction for indi- ately before the distribution at its fair
market value at such time, reduced by
viduals."
'(ii) the amount of such gain to which sec(f) EFFECTIVE DATES.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in tion 751(b) applied."
(3) Subparagraph (D) of section 1250(d)8)
paragraph (2), the amendments made by
Is amended—

(A) by striking 'additional depreciation"
each' place it appears and inserting amount
amendments made by subsection (b) shall of the depreciation adjustments", and
(B) by striking ADDITIONAL DEPRECIATION'
apply to dispositions on or after October 15,
in the subparagraph heading and Inserting
1990.
'DEPRECIATION ADJV5TMEN7S".
Subpart B—Depreciation Recapture
(4) Paragraph (8) of sectIon 1250(d) is
SECr1ON
1250
OF
SEC. 13135. RECAPTURE UNDER
amended by striking subparaeraphs (E) and
TOTAL AMOUNT OF DEPRECIATION.
(F) and Inserting the following:
(a) GtrERAL Ruu.—Subsections (a) and
'(E) ALLOCATION RULES.—For purposes of
(b) of section 1250 (relating to gain from dis- thIs paragraph, the amount of gain attributposition of certain depreciable realty) are able to the section 1250 property disposed of
amended to read as follows:
shall be the net amount realized with re'(a) GENERAL Rmi.—Except as otherwIse spect to such property reduced by the greatprovided in thIs section, if section 1250 er of the adjusted basis of the section 1250
property Is dIsposed of, the lesser of—
disposed of. or the cost of the sec"(1) the depreciation adjustments in re- property
tion 1250 property acquired, but shall not
spect of such property, or
exceed the gain recognized in the transacending on or after October 15. 1990.
(2)

TREATMENT

OF

COLLECTIBLES—The

"(2) the excess of—

"(A) the mount realized (or, in the case tion."
(5) Subsection (d) of sectIon 1250 is
by striking paragraph (10).
or involuntary conversion, the fair market amended
duction allowed by section 1202."
(6) Section 1250 Is amended by striking
(2) Clause (ii) of section 163(d)(4)(B) Is value of such property), over
subsections (e). (f), and () and by redesig"(B) the adjusted basis of such property,
amended by Inserting ", reduced by the
subsections (h) and (I) as subsections
amount of any deduction allowable under shall be treated as gain which Is ordinary nating
and (f), respectively.
section 1202 attributable to gain from such income. Such gain shall be recognized not- (e)(7)
Paragraph (5) of section 48(q) is
withstanding any other provIsion of this amended
property" after 'investment".
to read as follows:
(3)(A) Paragraph (2) of 8ection 172(d) Is subtitle.
(5) RECAPTURE OF REDUc-rI0N.—For pur"(14) CAPITAL GAINS DUCTIoN.—The de-

amended to read as follows:

of a dIsposition other than a sale, exchange,

(b)

DpIzciATIoN

ADJsTMEi4TS.—For

purposes of thIs section. the term depreciaERS OTHER THAN CORPORATIONS—In the case tion adjustments' means, in respect of any
of a taxpayer other than a corporation—
property, all adjustments attributable to pe(A) the amount deductible on account of riods after December 31, 1963, reflected in
losses from sales or exchanges of capital the adjusted basIs of such property on acassets shall not exceed the amount includ- count of deductions (whether in respect of
ible on account of gains from sales or ex- the same or other property) allowed or alchanges of capital assets; and
lowable to the taxpayer or to any other
'(B) the deduction provided by section person for exhaustion, wear and tear, obso1202 shall not be allowed."
lescence, or amortization (other than amor(B) Subparagraph (B) of section 172(d)(4) tization under section 168 (as in effect
Is amended by Inserting ", (2)(B)," after before its repeal by the Tax Reform Act of
'paragraph (1)".
1976), 169, 185 (as in effect before its repeal
(4)(A) Section 221 (relating to cross refer- by the Tax Reform Act of 1986), 188, 190, or
ence) Is amended to read as follows:
193). FOr purposes of the preceding sentence, if the taxpayer can establIsh by ade"SEC. 221. CROSS REFERENCES.
"(1) For deduction for net capital gains in the quate records or other sufficient evidence
caie of s taxpayer other than a corporation, aee that the amount allowed as a deduction for
any period was less than the amount allowectlon 1202.
"(2) CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES OF TAXPAY-

"(2) For deduction. in respect of i decedent,
gee section 691."

poses of sections 1245 and 1250. any reduc-

tion under this subsection shall be treated
as a deduction allowed for depreciation.
(8) Clause i) of section 267e)(5)D) is
amended by striking "section 1250(a)(1XB)'

and inserting 'section 1250(a)W(B) (as in
effect on the day before the date of the enactment of the Revenue Reconciliation Act
of 1990".

(9)(A) Subsection (a) of section 291 is
amended by striking paragraph (1) and by
redesignating paragraphs (2), (3), (4), and
(5) as paragraphs (1). (2), (3), and (4), respectively.
(B) Subsection (C) of section 291 Is amended to read as follows:
(c) SPECIAL RULE FOR POLLUTION CONTROL

FAcILITIEs—Section 168 shall apply with re-

spect to that porUon of the basis of any
able, the amount taken into account for property not taken into account under sec
such period shall be the amount allowed."

tOn 169 by reason of subsection (a)(4)."
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'(A) 17 cents In the case of wines de- thereof. For purposes of this paragraph, an
article shall not be treated as held by the
subsection (d) and redesignating subsection scribed in subsection (b)(1).
"(B) 67 cents in the case of wines de- producer if title thereto had at any time
(e) as subsection (d).
(C) Section 291 Is amended by striking

(D) Paragraph (2) of section 291(d) (as re- scribed in subsection (b)(2).
been transferred to any other person.
designated by subparagraph (C)) Is hereby
"(C) $2.25 in the case of wines described in
(3) EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN 5MALL wHOLErepealed.
subsection (b)(3).
(E) Subparagraph (A) of section 265(b)(3)
"(D) $3.40 in the case of wines described
Is amended by striking "291(e)(1)(B)" and In subsection (b)(4).
inserting '291(d)(1)(B)"
"(E) $2.40 in the case of wines described in
(F) Subsection (c) of section 1277 Is subsection (b)(5).

5ALE OR RETAIL DEAL!Bs.—No tax shall be im-

posed by paragraph (1) on tax-increased articles held on January 1, 1991, by any dealer
If—

(A) the aggregate liquid volume of tax-in'(2) Coimou. GR0UP5.—Rules similar to creased articles held by such dealer on such
inserting "291(d)(1)(B)(ii)".
ru'es of section 5051(a)(2)(B) shall apply for date does not exceed 500 wine gallons. and
(10) Subsection (d) of section 1017 Is purposes of thIs subsection.
(B) such dealer submits to the Secretary
amended to read as follows:
'(3) REGULATION5.—The Secretary may (at the time and in the manner required by
"(d) RECAPTtJRE ov DucTIoNs.—For pur- prescribe such regulations as may be neces- the Secretary) such information as the Secposes of sections 1245 and 1250—
sary to prevent the reduced rates provided retary shall require for purposes of thIs
"(1) any property the basIs of which is re- in thIs subsection from benefiting any paragraphS
duced under thIs section and which Is nei- person who produces more than 200,000
(4) CREDIT AGAIN5T TAX.—Each dealer shall
ther section 1245 property nor section 1250 wine gallons of wine during a calendar be allowed as a credit against the taxes Improperty shall be treated as section 1245 year."
posed by paragraph (1) an amount equal
property, and
(3) CONFORMING AMENDMEN'rs.—
"(2) any reduction under this section shall
(A) Subsection (a) of section 5041 Is to(A) $240 to the extent such taxes are atbe treated as a deduction allowed for depre- amended by striking "shown In subsection tributable
to dIstilled spirits.
ciation."
(b)" and Inserting "applicable under subsec(B) $330 to the extent such taxes are at(11) Paragraph (5) of section 7701(e) Is tion (b) or (c)".
amended by striking "(relating to low(B) Paragraph (3) of section 5061(b) Is tributable to wine, and

amended by striking "291(e)(i)(B)(ii)" and

Income housing)" and Inserting '(as in amended to read as follows:
effect on the day before the date of the en"(3) section 5041(e),".

(C) $87 to the extent such taxes are at-

tributable to beer.
Such credit shall not exceed the amount of
actment of the Revenue Reconciliation Act
(c) BEER.—
of 1990".
(1) IN GENERAL.—Paragraph (1) of section taxes Imposed by paragraph (1) with respect
(d) EmcTIvE DArz.—The amendments 5051(a) (relating to Imposition and rate of to dIstilled spirits, wine, or beer, as the case
made by thIs section shall apply to disposi- tax on beer) Is amended by striking "$9" may be, for which the dealer Is liable.
tions made on or after October 15, 1990. In and Inserting "$18".
(5) LIABILITY FOR TAX AND METHOD OF PAY(2) RtrI.ATIoNs.—Paragraph (2) of sectaxable years ending on or after such date.
Subtitle B—Excise Tae

PART 1—TAXES RELATED TO HEALTH
AND THE ENVIRONMENT
SEC. 13201. INCREASE IN EXCISE TAXES ON DIS.
TILLED SPIRITS, WINE, AND BEER.

tion 5051(a) Is amended by adding at the
(A) LIABILITY ?OR TAX.—A person holding
end thereof the following new subpara- any tax-increased article on January 1, 1991,
graph:
to which the tax imposed by paragraph (1)
"(C) RUI.ATIoNs.—The Secretary may applies shall be liable for such tax.
prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to prevent the reduced rates provided

(B) METHOD OF PAYMENT.—The tax Im-

posed by paragraph (1) shall be paid in such
in thIs paragraph from benefiting any manner as the Secretary shall prescr1be by
person who produces more than 2,000,000 regulations.
section 5001(a) (relating to rate of tax on barrels of beer during a calendar year."
(C) TIM! FOR PAYMENT.—The tax Imposed
distilled spirits) are each amended by strik(d) EtcTIvE DAIt.—The amendments by paragraph (1) shall be paid on or before
ing '$12.50" and inserting "$13.50".
made by this section shaU take effect on June 30. 1991.
(2) TECHNICAl. AMDMT.—Paragraphs January 1, 1991.
(6) CoNrRouJ GROUPs.—
(1) and (2) of- section 5010(a) (relating to
(e) FLOOR STOCKS TAXES.—
(A) CORpoTIONs.—In the case of a concredit for wine content and for flavors con(1) IMP05rrI0N OF TAX.—
trolled group—
tent) are each amended by stnklng '$12.50"
(A) IN GENERAL—In the case of any tax-in(i) the 500 wthe gallon amount specified in
and Inserting '$13.50".
creased article—
(3) and
(b) Wu.—
(i) on which tax was determined under paragraph
(II) the $240, $330, and $87 amounts speci(1) TAx INCREAsEs.—
part I of subchapter A of chapter 51 of the fied
in paragraph (4),
(A) WINES CONTAINING NOT MORE THAN 14 Internal Revenue Code of 1986 or section
PE1CENT ALC0H0L.—Paragraph (1) of section 7652 of such Code before January 1, 1991, shall be apportioned among the dealers who
are component members of such group in
5041(b) (relating to rates of tax on wines) Is and
amended by striking "17 cents" and insert(ii) which Is held on such date for sale by such manner as the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe. For purposes of the preing "$1.27".
any person.
(B) WIris CONTAINING MORE THAN 14 (BUT there shall be imposed a tax at the applica- ceding sentence, the term 'controlled
NOT MORE THAN 21 PERCENT ALc0H0L.—Para- ble rate on each such article.
group" has the meaning given to such term
graph (2) of section 5041(b) us amended by
(B) APPLICABLE RATL—For purposes of sub- by subsection (a) of section 1563 of such
striking "87 cents" and inserting "$1.77".
Code: except that for such purposes the
paragraph (A), the applicable rate Is.—
(C) WINES CONTAINING MORE THAN 31 (BUT
(i) $1 per proof gallon in the case of dis- phrase "more than 50 percent" shall be subNOT MORI THAN 34) P1RCN1 ALCOHOL.—Para- tilled spirits,
stituted for the phrase "at least 80 percent"
graph (3) of section 5041(b) is amended by
(ii) $1.10 per wthe gallon in the case of each place it appears in such subsection.
striking "$2.25" and Inserting "$3.35".
(B) NONINCOO DEALERS UNDER
wine described in paragraph (1), (2). (3), or
(D) ARTIFICIALLY CARBONATED WINES.— (5) of section 5041(b) of such Code, and
COMMON CoNTROL—Under regulations preParagraph (5) of section 5041(b) Is amended
scribed by the Secretary, prindples similar
(iii) $9 per barrel in the case of beer.
by striking "$2.40" and Inserting '$3.50".
In the case of a fraction of a gallon or to the principles of subparagraph (A) shall
(2) Ruc RATES FOR sMALL DOMZSTIC barrel, the tax Imposed by subparagraph apply to a group of dealers under common
(a) DIsTILxJ SPIRrrs.—
(1) IN c
ii..—Paragraphs (1) and (3) of

shall be the same fraction as the control where 1 or more of such dealers Is

PRODUCERs—Section 5041 Is amended by re-

(A)

subsections (d), (e), and (f), respectively, and

gallon or barrel.

designating subsections (c), (d), and (e) as

by Inserting after subsection b) the following new subsection:

amount of such tax Imposed on a whole not a corporation.
(C) TAX-INCREAsED ARTICLZ.—FOr purposes

(7) OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.—

(A) In Gvz1w.—A1l provIsions of law, in-

of thIs subsection, the term "tax-increased cluding penalties, applicable to the compa'(c) Ruc RATES ?OR S&u DOMEsTIC article" means distilled spirits, wthe de- rable excise tax with respect to any tax-inPRODUCERS.—
scribed in paragraph (1), (2). (3), or (5) of creased article shall, Insofar as applicable
'(1) IN GENERAL—Except as otherwise pro- section 504 1(b) of such Code, and beer.
and not inconsIstent with the provisions of
vided in thIs subsection, in the case of a
(2) ExcPPrIoN FOR 5MALL DOME5TIC PRODUC- thIs subsection, apply to the floor stocks
person who produces not more than 200,000 s.—In the case of wine held by the pro- taxes imposed by paragraph (1) to the same
wine gallons of wthe during the calendar ducer thereof on January 1. 1991, the tax extent as 11 such taxes were imposed by the
year, the per wine gallon rates of the taxes Imposed by paragraph (1) shall not apply to comparable excIse tax.
Imposed by thIs section shall be the follow- such wine If the rate of tax under section
(B) COMPARABLE EXCIsE TAX.—FOr purposes
ing amounts on the 1st 100,000 wthe gallons 5041 of such Code on such wine would have of subparagraph (A). the term "comparable
of wine (other than wine described in sub- been determined under subsection (c) there- excise tax" means—
section (b)(4)) which are removed during of (as added by thIs section) had the amend(i) the tax Imposed by section 5001 of such
such year for consumption or sale and ments made by subsection (b) applied to all Code in the case of distilled spirits,
which have been produced at qualified fa- wine removed durIng 1990. A similar nile
(ii) the tax Imposed by section 5041 of
cilities in the United States:
shall apply to beer held by the producer such Code in the case of wine, and
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(ill) the tax irnpo6ed by section 5051 of
(A) S)(Au. C1cARrrEs.—On cigarettes, SEC. 13203. ADDmON.th CHEMICALS SUBJECT T)
TAX ON OZONE-DEPLETING (!IFMI.
such Code in the case of beer.
weighing not more than 3 pounds per thouCALS
(8) DErINITIoIs.—Por purposes of this sand, $2 per thousand.
(a) GEziAL Ruu.—
subsection—
(B) LARGE CIGARETTS.—On cigarettes
U) The table set forth In Bection
(A) 1$ GENERAL.—TerlnS used tn this Sub- weighing more than 3 pounds per thousand,
section which are a'so used In subchapter A $4.20 per thousand; except that, If more 4682a)(2) (def1.nlng ozone-depleting cheml•
of chapter 51 of such Code thaU have the than 6 Inches In length, they shall be tax- Cal) is amended by adding at the end there.

npective meanings &1ch terms have in able at the rate prescribed for cigarettes of the following new Items:
such part.
weighing not more than 3 pounds per thou- Carbon tetrachioride..... tetrachIoromethan?
1.1.1-trfehtoroethane
(B) PsoN.—The term 'person" includes sand, counting each 2¾ Inches, or fraction Methyl chloroform...
.
CF3C
any State or political subdivision thereof, or thereof, of the length of each as one cigakflY agency or instrumentality of a St-ate or
political subdivLsion thereof.
(C) SEcREmRY.—The term "Secretary"

means the Secretary of the Treasury or his
delegate.

(9) TREAThENT OF IMPORTED P!FUMES CONTAINU4G DISTILLED SPIRITS.—FOr purposes of

this subsection, any article described In section 5001(a)3) of such Code shall be treated

as distilled spirits; except that the tax Imposed by paragraph (1) shaH be imposed on
a wine gallon basis In lieu of a proof ga1on
basis. To the extent provided by regulations

prescribed by the Secretary, the preceding
sentence shall not apply to any article held
on January 1, 1991, on the premises of a
retail estabUsliment.

SEC. 132U. INCREASE IN EXCiSE TAXES ON T)bACCO PRODL'CIS.

(a) Crcs.—Subsection (a) of section 5701
Is amended—

(2) EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN AMotnrrS OF
CIGARETrE5.—

(A) iN GEWAL.—No tac shall be imposed

by paragraph (1) on cigarettes held on any
tax-increase date by an person if—
(i)

the aggregate number oI cigarettes

held by such person on such date does not
exceed 30,000, and

(ii) such person submits to the Secretary
(at the time and in the manner required by
the Secretary) such information a the Secretary shall require for purposes of thIs subparagraph.
For purposes of this subparagraph, in the
case of cigarettes measuring more than 6½
Inches In length, each 2¾ inches (or fraction thereof) of the length of each shall be

C2PCI5

CFC-fl2..__..._......_ C2PC14

—.
CFC-212 .__._...._.
CFC-21 1

...

CFC-213

CFC-25........._
C'C-218

C3PCIJ
C3P2C16
C3F3C15

C3F4C14
......... C3F5C13

..

C3F8C12

........ C3F7C1."

CFC-317

(2) The table set forth in section 4682b) Ls

amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new items
"Carbon tetrachloride ... ..

CFC.13..... .

1.1

Methyl chloroform...............

0.1

CFC-111............

1.0
1.0

CFC-1i2.......__.._.....___.......

counted as one cigarette.

CFC-212
CFC-213

(B) Av'rnopm TO IXEMPT CIGARFIIES HELD
IN vENDING MAcrnNEs.—To the extent provid-

CFC.215_...........__..._.._..._

U) by striking 75 cents per thousand" In
in regulations prescTtbed by the Secreparagraph (1) and Inserting $L125 cents ed
no tax shall be Imposed by paragraph
per thousand (93.75 cents per thousand on tary,
(1) on cigarettes held for retail sale on any
cigars removed durIng 1991 or 1992)", and
date by any person In any vend(2) by strikIng "equal to" and all that fol- tax-increase
ing machine. If the Se#cretary so provides
lows in paragraph (2) and inserting "equal with
respect to any person, the Secretary
to—
reduce the 30,000 amount In subpara.'(A) 10.625 percent of the price for which may
(A) and the $60 amount In paragraph
sold but not more than $25 per thousand on graph
with repect to such person.
cigars removed during 1991 or 1992, and (3)(3)
Cirr AGAINST TAx.—Each pcrson
"(B) 12.75 percent of the price for which shall be
allowed as a credit against the taxes
sold but not more than $30 per thousand on
tmposed by paragraph (1) an amouixt equal
cigars removed after 1992."
b) CIcARETTES.—Subectfon (b) of section
701 is amended—

...._

CFC-111

rette.

__._.____...____._

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0

.....

1.0

1.0

1.0."

(b)

SEPARATE APPLICATION

OF EXPORT

CREDIT LIMIT OR NewLY Lzs-r! CHEMI-

cALs.—Paragraph (3) of secUon 4682d) is
amended by adding at the end thereGf the
following new subparagraph:
(C) SEPARATE kpPucArI0N Of UMIT FOR
NEWLY LIStD chEMIcALS.—

(i) IN GENERAL.—Subparagraph (B) shall

be applied separately with respect to newly
listed chemicalz and other chemicaLs.

to $60. Such credit shall not exceed the

"(ii) APPLICATION TO NEWLY LI5T CHEM..i-

sub6ection—
(A) TAX-INCRZAS7 DATL—The term tax-in-

NEWLY LISTED CUEMIcALB.—Subparagraphs

amount of taxes Irnposcd by paragraph (1) cALs.—In applying subparagraph (B) to
newly listed chemicals—
(1) by striking $8 per thousand' in para. for which such person is liable.
"(I) subparagraph (B) sha1 be applied by
(4) LIABILITY FOR TAX AND METHOD OF PAYgraph (1) and inserting "$12 per thousand
substituting 1989' for 1986' each place It
($10 per thousand on cigarettes removed MET.—
(A) LIABIUrY FOR TAX.—A person holding appears, and
during 1991 or 1992)', end
(U) clause (i)(II) thereof shall be applied
cigarettes
on any tax-increase date to whkh
(2) by striking "$16.80 per thouzand" In
substiuUng for the regulations referred
paragraph (2) and inserting $25.20 per any tax Imposed by paragraph (1) applies by
to therein any regulations (whether or not
shall
be
liable
for
such
tax.
thousand ($21 per thousand on cigarettes
(B) MHoD OF pAy?Ew'r.—The tax Im- prescribed by the Secretary) which the Secremoved during 1991 or 1992)'.
posed
by paragraph (1) shaJi be paid in such retary determines are comparable to the
(c) CIcrrrE PAPts.—Subsecticn (c) of
referred to in such clause with
manner
as the Secretary shall prescribe by regulations
section 5701 Is amended by striking 'I/2
respect to newly listed chemicals.
regWRtions.
cent and inserting "0.75 cent (0.625 cent on
'(111) NEWLY LISTED cxguc.—For pur.
(C) Ta oa PAYMRNT.—The tax tmpo6ed poses
cigarette papers removed during 1991 or
of this subp&ragraph, the term 'newly
by paragraph (1) shall be paid on or before listed
1992)'.
chemical' means any substance which
(d) CIGARETTE TUBES..—Sub€ection (d) of the 1st June 30 following the tax-increase appears In the table contained in subsection
aection 5701 Is amended by 8trtkjng "1 cent" date.
2) below Halon-2402."
(5) DETINITI0NS.—For purposes of this (aX
and inserting '1.5 cents (1.25 cents on cigaBASE TAX AMOtrT FOR
(c)
rette tubes removed durtrg 1991 or 1992)".
(e) SMoicE1Jss ToBAcco.— Suecton (e) of
section 5701 Is aniended—

(1) by striking "24 cents" in paragraph (1)
and inserting 36 cents (30 cents on snuff

removed durIng 1991 or 1992)", and
(2) by striking 8 cents" in pragnph (2)

and inserting '12 cent8 10 cents on chewing
tobacco removed during 1991 or 1992)".
(f) PIPE T0BAcc0—$ubsection (f) of section 5701 Is amended by 8triklng 45 cents"

and (C) of section 4681(bXl) &rc an3endcrease date" means January 1, 1991, and (B)
ed to read as follows:
January 1, 1993.
"(B) BASE TAX AMOUNT.—
(B) O?H DEnwITlows.—Terms used In
"(i) INITIALLY LISTED cHEMIcALs—The base
this sub6ection which are also used In sec- tax
for purpes of subparagraph
tion 5702 of the internal Revenue Code of (A) amount
with respect to any sale or use during a
1986 shall have the respective meanings calendar year before 1995 with respect to
such terms have tn 3uch secUon.
any ozone-depleting chemical other than a
(C) SEcRFm*y.—The term "Secretary" newly listed chemical (as defined in section
means the Secretary of the 'fteasury or his 4682(d)(3)(C)) is the amount determined

s.nd inserting "67,5 cents (56.25 centa on delegate.
pipe tobacco removed during 1991 or 1992)".

(6) CO1cTROLIZD cRow's.—Rulel similar to

spect to articles removed after December 31,

(7) OTHER LAWS AppIJc'AELg.—AIl provions

() ErrcTIvE D.krE.—The amendments the rules of sectton 13201(eX5) shall apply
made by this sethon thall apply with re- for purposes of this subsection.

under the following table for such calendar
year:
Calendg.r Sear
1990 or

1991 .__...._.

Base Tftx Amount
$1.37
1.67
..

of law, thc1udng penalt!es, applicable with
2.65.
respect to the taxes Imposed by section 5701 1993 or 1994_.—.._(iI) NEWLY UST cHr.UcALS.—The base
(1) IMPOSITIOZc Or ThX.—Ofl c*garettes of such Code shall, insofar s applicable and
manufactured in or Imported into the not tnconsstent with the provisions of this tax amount for purposes of subparagraph
United States which are removed before any subsection, apply to the floor 8tocks taxes (A) with respect to any sale or use during a
tax-Increase date and held o such date for hnposed by paragraph (1), to the same calendar year before 1996 with respect to
sale by any person, there haU be Imposed extent as if sueb taxes were impo6ed by any ozone-depleting chemical -hich is a
the following taxes:
newly listed chemical (as so defined) Is the
such Bection 5'O1.
1990.
(h) FLoOR STOCKS TAXES Oi C1ozrrEs.—
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amount determined under the following age Tank Trust Fund financing rate shall be there is hereby imposed a floor stocks tax

on such fuel.
(B) RAT! OF TAX.—The rate of the tax imarates the aviation fuel from a mixture of posed by subparagraph (A) shall be 3.5 cents
the aviation fuel and alcohol on which tax per gallon.
1.67
was imposed under subsection (a) at the Air(C) LIABIlITY FOR TAX AND METHOD OF PAY3.00 port and Airway Trust Fund financing rate

table for such calendar year:
'Calendar Year

1991or1992

1/9 cent per gallon.

Base Tas Amount
$1.37

1993

1994
1995

"(2) LATER

5EPARATI0N.—If any person sep-

MENT.-

3.10.

equivalent to 3.5 cents per gallon by reason
(i) LIABILITY FOR TAX—A person holding
"(C) BAsE TAX AMOUNT FOR LATER YEARs.— of this subsection (or with respect to which fuel on December 1, 1990, to which the tax
The base tax amount for purposes of sub. a credit or payment was allowed or made by imposed by this paragraph applies shall be
paragraph (A) with respect to any sale or reason of section 6427(f)(1)), such person liable for such tax.
use of an ozone-depleting chemical during a shall be treated as the producer of such
(II) METHOD OF PAYMENr.—The tax imcalendar year after the last year specified in aviation fuel. The amount of tax imposed posed by this paragraph shaU be paid in
the table under subparagraph (B) applicable on any sale of such aviation fuel by such such manner as the Secretary shaU pre-

to such chemical shall be the base tax person shall be reduced by the amount of

amount for such last year Increased by 45 tax imposed (and not credited or refunded)
cents for each year after such last year.'
on any prior sale of such fuel."
(d) OTHER AMENDMENTs.—
(ii) The heading for subsection (d) of sec(1) The last sentence of section 4682(c)(2) tion 4091 is amended by striking "EXEMPIs amended by inserting "(other than TION FROM" and Inserting "Rzrnc RAit
methyl chloroform)' after "ozone-depleting OF".
chemical".
(3) Subsection (f) of section 6427 is

scribe.
(iii) TIME FOR PAYMENT.—The tax imposed

by this paragraph shall be paid on or before
May 31, 1991.

(D) DEYINITIONS.—FOr purposes of this
paragraph—
(i) HELD BY A PER50N.—Fuel shall be con-

sidered as "held by a person" if title thereto
"(f) GASOLINE, DIESEL FUEL, *in AVIATION has passed to such person (whether or not
FUEL UsED TO PRODUCE CERTAIN ALCOHOL delivery to the person has been made).
(ii) AVIATION ru.—The term 'aviation
FUELS.'(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in fuel" has the meaning given such term by
subsection (k), if any gasoline, diesel fuel, or section 4092(a) of such Code.
(iii) SECRETARY.—The term "Secretary"
aviation fuel on which tax was imposed by
section 4081 or 4091 at the regular tax rate means the Secretary of the Treasury or his
is used by any person in producing a mix- delegate.
(E) EXCEPtION FOR EXEMPT UsEs—The tax
in
section
4081(c),
ture
described
4091(c)(1)(A), or 4091d)U)A) (as the case imposed by this paragraph shall not apply
may be) which is sold or used in such per- to fuel held by any person exclusively for
son's trade or business the Secretary shall any use which is a nontaxable use (as de-

(2) Paragraph (3) of section 4682(h) is amended to read as follows:

amended by striking "April 1" and Inserting
'June 30".

(e) EmcrIvE DA.—The amendments

made by this section shall apply to sales and
uses after December 31, 1990.

(f) DEPosITs FOR 1ST QUARTER OF 1991.—No

deposit of any tax imposed by subchapter D
of chapter 38 of the Internal Revenue Code

of 1986 on any substance treated as an

ozone-depleting chemical by reason of the
amendment made by subsection (a)(1) shall
be required to be made before April 1, 1991.
PART 11—USER-RELATED TAXES
SEC. 13211. INCREASE AND EXTENSION OF AVIA-

pay (without interest) to such person an fined in section 6427(1) of such Code).
(F) OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE—All proviamount equal to the excess of the regular

sions of law, including penalties, applicable
with respect to the taxes imposed by section
'(2) DEFINITIONS—FOr purposes of para- 4091 of such Code shall, insofar as applicaRATES.
ble and not inconsistent with the provisions
(a) INCREAsE IN RATES ON TRAsPoRTA- graph (1)—
"(A) REGtYLAR TAX
—The term 'regu- of this paragraph, apply with respect to the
TION.—
lar tax rate means—
floor stock taxes imposed by this paragraph
(1) 1'RANSPORTATION OF PER5ON5.—Subsec'(i) in the case of gasoline, the aggregate to the same extent as if such taxes were imtions (a) and (b) of section 4261 are each rate
of tax imposed by section 4081 deter- posed by such sectIon 4091.
amended by striking 8 percent and insert- mined
without regard to subsection (c)
(c) INCREASES IN TAX REVENUES BEFORE
ing 10 percent'.
thereof,
1993 TO REMAIN IN GE1ri FuND—Subsec(2) TRANSPORTATION OF PROPERTY—Subsec'(ii) in the case of diesel fuel, the aggre- tion (b) of section 9502 is amended by
tion (a) of section 42'1 is amended by strik- gate
of tax imposed by section 4091 on adding at the end thereof the following new
ing "5 percent' and Inserting '6.25 percent". such rate
fuel determined without regard to sub- sentence:
(3) EmcrivE DATE.—The amendments section (c) thereof, and
'1n the case of taxes imposed before Janumade by this subsection shall apply to
'(iii) in the case of aviation fuel, the ag- ary 1, 1993. paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) shall
transportation beginning after November gregate
of tax imposed by section 4091 be applied without regard to any increase in
30, 1990, but shall not apply to amounts on suchrate
fuel determined without regard to tax enacted by Revenue Reconciliation Act
paid on or before such date.
subsection (d) thereof.
of 1990.'
(b) INCREASE IN RATES ON FUEL.—
"(B) INCENTIVZ TAX z.—The term 'in(d) ExmsION or TAxEs AND TRUST
(1) IN GENERAL—Paragraph 3) of section centive tax rate means—
FUND.4091(b) is amended by striking 14 cents'
"(i) in the case of g*asoline, the aggreTAXE5.—Sections
TRANSPORTATION
(1)
and inserting 17.5 cents'.
gate rate of tax imposed by section 4081 4261(g)
and 4271(d) are each amended by
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
with respect to fuel described in subsection striking "January 1, 1991" and inserting
(A) Paragraph (1) of section 4041(c) is (c)(1) thereof,
'January 1, 1996".
TION-RELATED TAXES AND TRUST
FUND; REPEAL OF REDUCTION IN

amended by striking '14 cents" and Inserting 17.5 cents".
(B)(i) Subparagraph

tax rate over the incentive tax rate with respect to such fuel.

'(ii) in the case of diesel fuel, the aggregate rate of tax imposed by section 4091

section with respect to fuel described in subsection
4041(k)(1) is amended to read as follows:
(c)(1)(B) thereof, and
"(C) subsection Cc) shall be applied by sub'-(iii) in the case of a1atIon fuel, the agstituttng 3.5 cents for '17.5 cents'."
gregate rate of tax imposed by section 4091
(ii)
Subparagraph (B) of section with respect to fuel described in subsection
404 1(m)(1) is amended to read i.s follows:
(d)(1)(B) thereof.
"(B) subsection (c) shall be applied by sub"(3) COORDINATION WITH OTHER REPAYMENT
stituting 3.5 cents' for '175 cents'."
PROvISIONS—No amount shaU be payable
(C)(i) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section under paragraph (1) with respect to any gas4091(d) are amended to read as follows:
oline, diesel fuel, or a'iation fuel with re'(1) IN GENERAL—The Airport and Airway spect to which an amount is payable under
Trust Fund financing rate shall be—
subsection (d), (e), or (I) of this section or
"(A) 3.5 cents per gallon in the case of the under section 6420 or 6421.
sale of any mixture of aviation fuel if—
"(4) TERMINATION.—This sUbsection shall
(C)

of

(2) FUEL TAXES.—

(A)
Subparagraph (B) of section
4091(b)(5) is amended by striking "January
1, 1991" and Inserting "January 1, 1996".

(B) Paragraph (5) of section 4041(c) is

amended by striking "December 31, 1990"

and inserting -December 31, 1995".
(3) DPosTs INTO TRUST rtlND.—Subsection

(b) of section 9502 (relating to transfer to
Airport and Airway Trust Fund of amounts
equivalent to certain taxes) is amended by
8triking "January 1, 1991" each place it appears and Inserting "January 1, 1996".

(e) REPEAL or Rzrnc-rIoN IN RATES.—

(1) Section 4283 (relating to reduction in

"(i) at least 10 percent of such mixture not apply with respect to any mixture sold aviation related taxes in certain cases) is
hereby repealed.
consists of alcohol (as defined in section or used after September 30, 1995."
(2) The table of sections for part III of
4081(c)(3)), and
(4) Emc'rlvz DATES.—The amendments subchapter
C of chapter 33 is amended by
the aviation fuel in such mixture was made by this subsection shaU take effect on
'(ii)

not taxed under subparagraph (B). and

December 1, 1990.

striking the item relating to section 4283.

(3) Subsection (c) of section 4041 is
"(B) 3.89 cents per gallon In the case of
(5) FLOOR sTOCKS TAXES.—
the sale of aviation fuel for use (at the time
(A) IMPOSITION OF TAX.—In the case of amended by striking paragraph (6).
of such sale) in producing a mixture de- aviation fuel on which tax was imposed SEC. 13212 AMENDMENTS 1 GAS GUZZLER TAX.
scribed in subparagraph (A).
(a) INCREASE IN RATE Or TAX.—Subsection
under section 4091 of the Internal Revenue
in the case of a sale described in subpara- Code of 1986 before December 1, 1990, and (a) of section 4064 (relating to gas guzzler
graph (B), the Leaking Underground Stor- which is held on such date by any person, tax) is amended to read as follows:
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"Ca) IMPosIrIo)I or TAN..—There is hereby

42) such article Is held on such date under
"(A) the gross amount of premiums and
imposed on the sate by the manufacturer of the supervision of a customs officer pursu- other consideration on such contracts, over
each automobile a tax determined In accord- ant to the 24 proviso of such section 3(a).
"(B) return premiums on such Contracts
ance with the following table
and premiums and other consideration InSeb*Itk C—OIlier Revenue hereser.
If the fuel economy of
cuz-red for reinsurance of such contracts,
PART I—INSURANCE PROVISIONS
the model type In
The ruIes of section 803(b) shall apply for
which the automoSubpart A—Provisions Related to Policy
purposes of the preceding sentence.
bile falls in
Acquisition Costa
"(2) AMOUNTS DETERMINED ON ACCRUAL

At least 22.5.........,_.,....,.

0
1,000
1,300

-— $

At least 21.5 but less than 22.5............
At least 20.5 but less than 2!.5..........
At least 19.5 but less than 20.5
—
At least 15.5 but less than 19.5
..
At least 17.5 but less than 18.5 ...,..
At least 16.5 but less than 17.5
At least 15.5 but less than 16.5 ..

1.700
2,100
2.600

3,000
3,700

SEC 13351, CAPITALSLtTSON OF POUCY At'QUlSE-

lION EXPENSES.

(C) REpFj.z, OF ExcapnON roE

ersl application) is amended by adding at year shall be made In the manner required
the end thereof the following new section:

"SEC. Its, CAPTIiLIZATTOM OP CERTAIN POLICY

SMALL COMPAIUE&—

purposes of this section, sub- which Is a small company for such taxable
chapter 0 of this chapter, and section year by substituting '60-mouth? for '1206416(b)(3), the lengthening of an automo- month'.
bile by any person shall be treated as the
"(21 Ssw,s. coaspaxy nsplNsn.—Por purmanufacture of an automobile by such poses of this subsection, the term 'small
person."
company' means any Insurance company
Cd) RspaA.z. or Spzcx.az. Rui,as roa Sasass, which meets the requirements of section
ruag,—For

by striking subsection Cd).

(e) Es'rac'rivz DATES.—
(1) SUBSEcTIONS (a) AND (b).—The amend-

nients made by subsections (a) and (b) shafl
apply to sales after December 31. 1990.
(2) Subsection Cc)..—The amendments
made by subsection (C) shall take effect on
January 1, 199!.
(3) Sussaci-roze (d).—The amendment
made by subsection (dl shall take effect on
the date of the enactment of this section.
85C Lssiz. CREASE IN MARBOE MAINTENANCE
'TAN.

under section 511(a) for life insurance companien
"(3) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN POLICv3rOI,esR
DIVIDENDS AND SIMILAR AMOUIITS.—Net premi-

ums shall be determined without regard to
section 808(e) and without regard to other
similar amounts treated as pald to, and returned by, the policyholder,

"(4) SPECIAL RULE rog CERTAIN RZINSCR-

ANcTL—Premiums and other consideration
incurred for reinsurance shall be taken into

account under paragraph (l)(B) only to the

"(b) 5-YEAR AMORTIzATIoN PERIOD FOR extent such premiums and other consider-

Exss'rING AuToxosu.zs,—Subparagraph (B)
"(I) In GEIWRAL.—Paragraph (2) of subsecof section 4064(b)(5) (defining manufactur- tion (a) shall be applied with respect to
er) is amended to read as follows:
specified policy acquisition expenses for any
"(B) LEZSGTHZNUIO TREAT AS MANUPAC- taxable year of an insurance company

MNtJFACTUR_SCjQfl 4064 i& amended

subject to tax under part II of this subchap-

(a) GENERAL Rur.L—Part HI of subchapter ter, all computations entering Into determiL of chapter 1 (relating to pTovlaions of gen- nations of net premiums for any taxable

ACQUISITION KXPENSES.
At least 14.5 but less than 1S.5._.. 4,500
At least 13.5 but less than 1t5...._.. 5,400
"(a) GsnmAL RuTz.—!n the care of an inAt least 12.5 but less than 13.5_.,. 6,400 surance company—
Less than 125.,,
7,700.'
"(1) specifIed policy acquisition expenses
(b) LIMoUsINEs INCLUDED WrnsouT Rzcsss for any taxable year shafl be capitalized,
To W
r.—zbparagaph (A) of section and
"(2) such expenses shall be allowed as a
4064b)U) is amended by adding at the end
deduction ratably over the 120-month
thereof the following new sentencef
'In the case of a limousine, the preceding period beginning with the first month In
sentence shall be applied without regard to the second half of such taxable year.

clause (ID."

DASTS.—In the case of an insurance company

806(aX3). except that—

ation are includible In the gross Income of
an insurance company taxable under this
subchapter or are subject to tax under this
chapter by reason of subpart F of part III of
subchapter N.

'(c) CLASSIFICATION 0, CoN'rRAcTs,—For

purposes of this section—

"Cl) SPECIFIED INSURANCE CON'TRAC'r.—

"(A) IN GENER.AL,—Except as otherwise pro-

vided in this paragraph, the term 'specified

insurance contract' means any life insur'
ance, annuity, or noncancellable accident
and health insurance contract (including

"(A) paragraph (l)(A) of section 806(c) any life insurance or annuity contract comshall be applied by substituting 'insurance' bined with noncancellable accident and

for 'life insurance' each place it appears, health Insurance).
and
"(B) paragraph (2) of section 806(C) shall
not apply.
"(3) EXCEPTION FOR ACQUISITION EXPENsES

"(B) Excarnoss,—The term 'specified Insurance contract' shall not Include—
'(I) any pension plan contract (as defined
in section 818(a)),

"(H) any flight Insurance or similar contract, and
"(III) any qualified foreign contract (as deany taxable year which are attributable to fined In section 807(eX4) without regard to
premiums or other consideration under any paragraph (5) of this subsection).
AITRIRUTABLE TO CERTAIN RZXNSURANCE CON-

TRAcTS.—Thls subsection shall not apply to
any specified policy acquisition expenses for

reinsurance contract with any Insurance
"(2) GROUP LIFT INSURANCE CONTRACT.—
company unless each Insurance company
term 'group life Insurance contract'
446! is amended by strIking "0.04 percent" which takes Into account premiums with re- The
means any life Insurance contract—
and Inserting "0.125 percent".
spect to the reinsured contract Is a small
"(A) which covers a group of Individuals
(b) Emcrrvr DATL—ThC amendment company.
defined by reference to employment relamade by subsection (a) shall take effect on
'ic) Spacirir.n PoucY AcQuIsITIoN Ex- tionshIp, membershIp In an organization, or
January 1, 1991.
(a) IN GaIeaIt,sx,,—Subsectjon (b) of section

SEC

13214.

EXTENSION OF LEAKING UNDEE.
GROUND STORAGE TANK TRUST FUND
TAXES.

(a) In Gsnaxaz..—Paragraph (2) of section
4081(d) Is amended to read as follows:
"(2) LEAKn!O UNDERGROUND STORAGP TANK

PaNs.—F'ur purposes of this section—
"(1) lx GENZEAL.—The term 'specified
policy acquisition expenses' means, with re-

spect to any taxable year, so much of the

similar factor,

"(B) the premiums for which are deter-

mined on a group basis, and
"(C) the proceeds of which are payable to

general deductions for such taxable year as (or for the benefit of) persons other than
does not exceed the sum of—
the emp!oyer of the Insured, an organiza"(A) 1.5 percent of the net premiums for tion to which the Insured belongs, or other
TRUST FUND FTNANCTNG RATZ,—The Leaking such taxable year on specified insurance similar person.
Underground Storage Tank Trust Fund fi- contracts which are annuity contracts,
"(3) Tazs-rrinzcr or ANNUITY CONTRACTS
nancing rate under subsection (aX!) shall
"(B) 1.80 percent of the net premiums for COMBINED WITH NONCAIICELLABLT ACCIDENT
not apply after December 31, 1996."

such taxable year on specified Insurance AND HEALTH rssuRAncL—Any annuity concontracts which are group life Insurance tract combined with noncancellable accident
made by subsection (a) shall take effect on contracts, and
and health insurance shall be treated as a
the 30th day after the date of the enact"(C) 6.75 percent of the net premiums for noncancellable accident and health Insurment of this Act.
such taxable year on specified insurance ance contract and not as an annuity con(b)

EFFECTIVE

DATR.—The amendment

SEC. 13215. FLOOR STOCKS TAX TREATMEM' OF ARTICLES IN FOREIGN TRADE ZONES.

Notwithstanding the Act of June 18, 1934

contracts not described In subparagraph (A)

or (B).
"(2) GENERAl. DmucTtONs,—The term 'gem

(48 Stat. 998, 19 U.S.C. 81a) or any other end deductions' means the deductions proprovision of law, any article which Ii located vided In part VI of subchapter B (sec. 161
In a foreign trade zone on the effective date and following, relating to Itemized deducof any increase In tax under the amend- tions) and in part I of subchapter D (sec.
ments made by this part, part I, or part IV 401 and following, relating to pension, profit
shall be subject to floor stocks taxes im- sharing, stock bonus plans, etc.).
posed by such parts If—

"Cd) NET PREMIUIIL—FOr purposes of this

(1) Internal revenue taxes have been de- section—

terminedi, or customs duties liquidated. with
"(1) In GKNE&SL,—The term 'net premiums'
respect to such article before such date pur- means, with respect to any category of specsuant to a request made under the let provi- ified Insurance contracts set forth In subsecso of s'c"on 3a of such Act, or
tion (c)(l), the excess (If any) of—

tract

'(4) TREATMENT OF GUARANTEED RENEWABLE

coNTRACTS—The rules of section 816(e) shall

apply for purposes of this section.

"(5) TREATMENT or REINSVEANCE

CON-

contract which retnsures another
contract shall be treated In the same
manner as the reinsured contract,
"(1) Svecxs RULE WIunE NsGarvx NET
TRACT.—A

PREMIUMS.-

"(1) In GENERAL.—1f for any taxable year

there Is a negative capitalization amount

with respect to any category of specified In-

surance contracts set forth In subsectIon
(egi )—

October 17, 1990
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"(A) the amount otherwise required to be
capitalized under this section for such taxable year with respect to any other category
of specified Insurance contracts shall be re-

duced (but not below zero) by such negative
capitalIzatIon amount, and
"(B) such negative capitalization amount

(2) by strIking "such amounts into acany taxable year which Includes September
30, 1990, the amount of acquisition expenses count" and Inserting "such contracts into
which Is required to be capitalized under account".

section 56(g)(4XF) of the Internal Revenue
(c) EFFECTIVE DATL—The amendments
Code of 1986 (as In effect before the amend- made by thIs sectIon shall apply to taxable
ment made by subsection (b)) shall be the years beginning on or after September 30,

amount which bears the same ratio to the
(to the extent not taken Into account under amount which (but for this subparagraph)
subparagraph (A))—
would be so required to be capitalized as the
"(I) shall reduce (but not below zero) the number of days In such taxable year before
unamortized balance (as of the beginning of September 30, 1990, bears to the total
such taxable year) of the amounts previous- number of days In such taxable year. A simily capitalized under subsection (a) (begin- lar reduction shall be made In the amount
ning with the amount capitalized for the amortized for such taxable year under such
most recent taxable year), and
section 56(g)(4)(F).
"(II) to the extent taken Into account as SEC. 1330!. TREATMENT OF CERTAIN NONLIFE REsuch a reduction, shall be allowed as a deSERVES OF LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES.
duction for such taxable year.
"(2) NEGATIvE cAPITALIZATIoN AM0UN'r.—

(a) GENERAL Rm.L—Subsectlon (e) of sec-

1990,

Subpart B—Treatment of Salvage
Recoverable
SEC. 33305 TREATMENT OF SALVAGE RECOvERANUS.

(a) GENERAL RULS.—Subparagr*ph (A) of

sectIon 832(bX5) (definIng losses Incurred)
is amended to read as followE
"(A) IN GENERAL—The term 'losses- in-

curred' means losses Incurred during the

taxable year on Insurance contracts computed as follows:

For purposes of paragraph (1), the term tion 807 (relating to special rules for com"(I) To losses paid during the taxable year,
'negative capitalization amount' means, puting reserves) Is amended by adding at deduct salvage and relnsurance recovered
with respect to any category of specified In- the end thereof the following new para- during the taxable year.
surance contracts, the percentage (applica- graph:
"(II) To the result so obtained, add all
ble under subsection (cXl) to such category)
"(7) SxcixL RULES FOR TREATMENT OF CER- unpaid losses on life Insurance contracts
of the amount (11 any) by which—

TAIN NONLIF! RESERVES.—

plus all discounted unpaId losses (as defined

be.
"(B) Ts.iNsrnoNAL RULs.—

able year.

"(A) the amount determined under sub"(A) IN GENERAL—The amount taken Into in sectIon 846) outstanding at the end of the
paragraph (B) of subsection (dXl) with re- account for purposes of subsectIons (a) end taxable year and deduct all unpaid losses on
life Insurance contracts plus all dIscounted
spect to such category, exceeds
(b) as—
"(B) the amount determined under sub"(1) the opening balance of the Items re- unpaId losses outstanding at the end of the
paragraph (A) of subsection (dXl) with re- ferred to In subparagraph (C), and
preceding taxable year.
spect to such category.
"(Ill) To the results so obtained, add esti"(II) the closing balance of such Items,
"(g) TREATMENT OP CERThI1 CEDING Cou- shall be 80 percent of the amount which mated salvage and reinsurance recoverable
MIssIows.—Nothing In any provision of law (without regard to this subparagraph) as of the end of the preceding taxable year
(other than this section) shall require the. would have been taken into account as such and deduct estimated salvage and reinsurcapitalization of any ceding commission In- opening or closing balance, as the case may ance recoverable as of the end of the tax-

curred on or after September 30,
under any reinsurance contract.

1990,

"(h) TREATMENT o QUALIFIED FOREIGN
CONTRACTS UNDER ADJUSTED CURRENT EARIc-

INGS Paxrzamcs.—For purposes of determining adjusted current earnings under sec.
tlon 56(g), acquisItion expenses with respect
to contracts described In clause (III) of sub-

section (eXI)(B) shall be capitalized and

The Secretary shall by regulatIons provIde
that the amounts referred to in clause (III)
able year beginning on or after September shall be determined on a discounted basis in
30, 1990, and on or before September 30, accordance with procedures established in
1996, there shall be included in the gross such regulations."
(b) CosrolunNo Msmnmaw'r.—Subsectlon
income of any life insurance company an
amount equal to 8¼ percent of such compa- (g) of sectIon 846 Is amended by adding
ny's closing balance of the Items referred to "and" at the end of paragraph (1), by strikIn subparagraph (C) for Its most recent tax ing paragraph (2), and by redesignating
able year beginning before September 30, paragraph (3) as paragraph (2).
"(I) IN GENERAL.—In the case of any tax-

amortized In accordance with the treatment
generally required under generally acccpted
accounting principles as If this subsectIon 1990.

applied to Such contracts for all taxable
years.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The amendments made
as provided In section by this sectIon shall apply to taxable years
381(cX22). If, for any taxable year beginning beginning after December 31, 1989.
"(Ii) TERMINATION AS LIFE INsURANCE Cold-

PANT.—Except

"(I) Ts.iI1srnox. RULE.—In the case of
any taxable year which includes September on or before September 30, 1996, the tax(2) AMENDMENTS TREATED AS CHANGE IN
30, 1990, the amount taken Into account as payer ceases to be a life Insurance company, ML'rEOD OP ACCOUNTING.—
the net premiums (or negative capitalization the aggregate Inclusions which would have
(A) IN GENERAL—In the case of any taxamount) with respect to any category of been made under clause (I) for such taxable payer who Is required by reason of the
specified Insurance contracts shall be the year and subsequent taxable years but for amendments made by thIs section to change
amount which bears the same ratio to the such cessatIon shall be taken Into account hIs method of computing losses incurred—
amount which (but for this subsection) for the taxable year preceding such cessa- (I) such change shall be treated as a
would be so taken into account as the tion year.
change in a method of accounting,
number of days In such taxable year on or
(Ii) such change shall be treated as initiat"(C) DESCRIPTION OF rrzMs.—FOr purposes
after September 30, 1990, bears to the total of this paragraph, the Items referred to In ed by the taxpayer, and
number of days In such taxable year."
(III) such change shall be treated as
this subparagraph are the Items described
(b) Rsrw. OP SPECIAL TREATMENT OP Ac- In subsection (c) which consist of unearned having been -made with the consent of the
QUISITION EXPENSES UNDER MINIMUM TAx.— premiums and premiums receIved In ad- Secretary.
Faragraph (4) of section 56(g) Is amended vance under Insurance - contracts not de(B) FRESH START.—Notwithstandtng secby striking subparagraph (F) and redeslg- scrIbed in section 816(b)(1)(B)."
tion 481 of the Internal Revenue Code of
nating subparagraphs (0) and (11) as sub(b) EFrEcnvz DAi's.—The amendment 1986, the net amount of the adjustments
paragraphs (F) and (0), respectIvely.
made by subsection (a) shall apply to tax- (otherwise required by such section 481 to
(c) Ciziucsi. Aua,DMENT.—Thc table of able years beginning on or after September be taken into account by the taxpayer) shall
sections for part III of subchapter L of 30, 1990.
not be required to be taken into account for
chapter 1 Is amended by adding at the end SEC 133O3 TREATMENT OF LIFE INSURANCE RE- any taxable year.
thereof the following new Item
(3) Si'scisi. Ruis POE OVERESTIMATES.—If
SERVES OF INSURANCE COMPANIES
"Sec. 848. CapItalizatIon of certain policy
WHICH ARE NOT LIFE INSURANCE for any taxable year beginning after Decemacquisition expenses."
COMPANIES.
ber 31, 1989—
(d) EFFECTIvE DATE.—
(a) GENERA!. Ruxz.—Paragraph (4) of sec(A) the amount of the sectIon 481 adjust(1) IN GRNERAL.—The amendments made tiOn 832(b) (defIning premiums earned) Is ment whIch would have been required withby subsections (a) and (c) shall apply to tax- amended by striking "sectIon 807, pertain- out regard to paragraph (2) and any disable years endIng on or after September 30, Ing" and all that follows down through the counting, exceeds
(B) the sum of the amount of salvage re1990. Any capItalizatIon required by reason perIod at the end of the first sentence
of such amendments shall not be treated as whIch follows subparagraph (C) and Insert- covered taken into account under section
832(bX5XAXI) for the taxable year and any
a change in method of accounting for pur- big "sectIon 807.".
TECHNICAL
AMEN SENT.—Subpara- precedIng taxable year beginning after Deposes of the Internal Revenue Code of 1988.
(b)
(2) Simsscilox (b).—
graph (A) of section 832(bR7) Is amended— ceinber 31, 1989, attrIbutable to losses in(A) IN pzxs.u..—The amendment made by
(1) by strIking "amounts Included In un- curred with respect to any accIdent year besubsection (b) shall apply to taxable years earned premiums under the 2nd sentence of ginning before 1990 and the undiscounted
beginning on or after September 30, 1990.
such subparagraph" and Inserting "Insur- amount of estimated salvage recoverable as
(B) SpEciAl. RULER FOR YEAR WElCH IN- ance contracts described in sectIon of the close of the taxable year on account
of such losses,
CLUDES 5EPTEMBER so, aaao,—In the case of 816(bXl)(B)", and
-
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such excess (adjusted by the discount rate cial enforcement period' means, with re• SEC. 13313. TREATMENI OF PERSONS PROVIDING
SERVICES.
used in determining the amount of salvage spect to any summons, the period—
(a) GiimtAL RULE—Subsection (n) of sec•
recoverable as of the close of the last tax"(A) which begins on the day on which a
able year of the taxpayer beginning before court proceeding with respect to such sum- tion 6103 (relating to certain other persons)
is amended—
January 1, 1990) shall be included In gross mons is brought, and
(1) by striking "and the programming"
income for such taxable year.
"(B) which ends on the day on which
(4) Erp'Ecr ON EARNINGS AND PR0FIT5.—The there is a final resolution as to the sum- and inserting "the programming", and
(2) by inserting after "of equipment,' the
earnings and profits of any Insurance com- moned persons response to such summons."
pany for its 1st taxable year beginning after
(b) EFYECTIVE DArE.—The amendment following "and the providing of other servDecember 31. 1989. shall be increased by the made by subsection (a) shall apply to any ices,",
EntcTIVE DA.—The amendments
(b
amount of the section 481 adjustment which tax (whether imposed before, on. or after
would have been required but for paragraph the date of the enactment of this Act) if the made by subsection (a) shall take effect on
(2). For purposes of applying sections 56. period prescribed by section 6501 of the In- the date of the enactment of this Act.
902, 952(c)(1). and 960 of the Internal Reve- ternal Revenue Code of 1986 for the assess- SEC. 13314. APPLICATION OF AMENDMENTS MADE
BY SIXI'ION 7403 OF RE'.'FNL'E RE(ON.
nue Code of 1986. earnings and profits of a ment of such tax (determined with regard
CILIATION ACI OF 1989 TO TAXABLE
corporation shall be determined without to extensions) has not expired on such date
YEARS BEGINNING ON OR BEFORE
regard to the preceding sentence.
of the enactment.
JULY 10. 1989.
Subpart C—Waiver of Estimated Tax
SEC.
13312. ACCURACY.RELAI'ED PENALTY TO
(a) GEER.*L RULE—The amendments
Penalties

SEC.

13307. WAIVER OF ESTIMATED TAX PENALTIES.

No addition to tax shall be made under

section 6655 of the Internal Revenue Code

of 1986 for any period before March 16.
199 1. with respect to any underpayment to
the extent such underpayment was created
or Increased by any provision of this part.
PART 11—COMPLIANCE PROVISIONS

SEC.

13311. SUSPENSION OF STATUTE OF LIMITA.
lIONS DURING PROCEEDINGS TO EN.
FORCE CERTAIN SUMMONSES.

(a) GENERAL RUIL—.Section 6503 (relating

to suspension of running of period of limitation) is amended by redesignating subsec-

tion (k) as subsection (I) and by Inserting
after subsection (j) the following new subsection:

"(k) ExmsIoN IN CAS! or CERTAIN SUM-

MONSES.—

'(1) IN GENRAL.—If any designated summons is Issued by the Secretary with respect
to any return of tax by a corporation, the
running of any period of limitations provid-

ed in section 6501 on the assessment of such
tax shall be suspended—
"(A) during any judicial enforcement
period—
"(i) with respect to such summons, or

"(ii) with respect to any other summons
which Is Issued during the 30-day period
which begins on the date on which such des-

ignated summons Is Issued and which relates to the same return as such designated
summons, and

"(B) if the court in any proceeding re-

ferred to in paragraph (3 requires any compliance with a snnunons referred to in subparagraph (A). during the 120-day period
beginning with the 1st day after the close of
the suspension under subparagraph (A).

If subparagraph (B) does not apply, such
period shall in no event expire before the
60th day after the close of the suspension
under subparagraph (A).
"(2) DESIGNATED SUMMONs—For purposes

of this subsection—
"(A) IN GENERAL—The term 'designated

APPLY TO SECTION 482 ADJCSTMENI'S. made by section 7403 of the Revenue Recon(a) GERAL RoLL—Subsection (e) of sec- ciliation Act of 1989 shall apply to—

tion 6662 (defining substantial valuation

tion 482 in the transfer price for any prop-

erty or services. For purposes of the preced-

ing sentence, rules similar to the rules of
the last sentence of section 55(b)(2) shall

summons' means any summons Issued for apply."
(b) CONFORMING ANDMKN'IS.—
purposes of determining the amount of any

(1) Paragraph (3) of section 6662(b) is
'(i) such summons Is Issued at least 60 amended to read as follows:
"(3) Any substantial valuation misstatedays before the day on which the period
prescribed in section 6501 for the assess- ment under chapter 1."
(2) Subparagraph (A) of section 6662(h)(2)
ment of such tax expires (determined with
tax Imposed by this title 11.—

regard to extensions), and
"(ii) such summons clearly states that it Is
a designated summons for purposes of this
subsection.
"(B) LIMITATION—A summons which re-

lates to any return shall not be treated as a
designated summons If a prior summons
which relates to such return was treated as
a designated summons for purposes of this
subsection.

"(3) Jurncisu. ENYORCT ?ERIOD,—For
purposes of thIs subsection, the term 'Judi-

(1) any requirement to furnish informa-

overstatement under chapter 1) is amended tion under section 6038A(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 (as amended by such
to read as follows:
"( e) SUBSTANTIAL VALUATION MISSTATE- section 7403) if the time for furnishing such
Information under such section is after the
MENT UNDER CIrrER 1.—
"(1) IN GENERAL—For purposes of this sec- date of the enactment of this Act,
(2) any requirement under such section
tion, there is a substantial valuation missta6038A(a) to maintain records which were in
tement under chapter 1 11—
"(A) the value of any property (or the ad- existence on or after March 20, 1990.
(3) any requirement to authorize a corpojusted basis of any property) claimed on any
return of tax imposed by chapter 1 is 200 ration to act as a limited agent under secpercent or more of the amount determined tion 6038A(e)(1) of such Code (as so amendto be the correct amount of such valuation ed) if the time for authorizing such action is
after the date of the enactment of this Act,
or adjusted basis (as the case may be), or
"(B)(i) the price for any property or serv- and
(4) any summons isued after such date of
ices claimed on any such return in connec- enactment,
tion with any transaction between persons without regard to when the taxable year (to
described in section 482 is 200 percent or which the Information, records. authorizamore (or 50 percent or less) of the amount tion, or summons relates) began. Such
determined under section 482 to be the cor• amendments shall also apply in any case to
rect amount of such pricer or
which they would apply without regard to
"(ii) the net section 482 transfer price ad- this section.
justment for the taxable year exceeds
(b) CONTINUATION OF OLD FAILuREs—In
$10,000,000.
the case of any failure with respect to a tax0(2) LIMITATION.—NO penalty shall be Im- able year beginning on or before July 10,
posed by reason of subsection (b)(3) unless 1989, which flrst occurs on or before the
the portion of the underpayment for the date of the enactment of this Act but which
taxable year attributable to substantial continues after such date of enactment, sec•
valuation misstatements under chapter 1 ex- tion 6038A(d)(2) of the Internal Revenue
ceeds $5,000 ($10,000 in the case of a corpo- Code of 1986 (as amended by subsection (c)
ration other than an S corporation or a per- of such section 7403) shall apply for pursonal holding company (as defined in sec- poses of determining the amount of the
tion 542)).
penalty imposed for 30•day periods referred
"(3) NEr sECTION 482 TRANSFER PRICE AD• to in such section 6038A(d)(2) which begin
JU5TMENT.—For purposes of this subsection, after the date of the enactment of this Act.
the term 'net section 482 transfer price ad- SEC. 13315. (YHER REPORTING REQUIREMIN'FS.
justment' means, with respect to any tax(a) GENERAL Ruu.—Subpart A of part III
able year. the net increase in taxable of subchapter A of chapter 61 (relating to
income for the taxable year (determined information concerning persons subject to
without regard to any amount carried to special provisions) is amended by inserting
such taxable year from another taxable after section 6038B the following new sec•
year) resulting from adjustments under sec- tion:
"SEC. 603SC. IFORMATIO% WITH RF.SPECI TO FOR.

EICN CORPURATIONS

EM.W.EI)

IN

1.5. BUSINISS.

'(a)

REQUIREMENT—If a foreign corpora

tion (hereinafter in this section referred to
as the 'reporting corporation') is engaged in
a trade or business within the United States
at any time during a taxable year—

'(1) such corporation shall furnish (at

such time and in such manner as the Secre

tary shall by regulations prescribe) the in.

Is amended to read as follows:

formation described En subsection (b) and

ment under chapter 1 as determined under
subsection (e) by substituting—

the location, in the manner, and to the

place it appears,

the liability of such corporation for tax

"(A) any substantial valuation misstate-

'(i) '400 percent' for '200 percent' each
"(ii) '25 percent' for 50 percent', and
"(iii) 120,000,000' for '$10.000,000','.

(c) EmcrIvE D*n.—The amendments

"(2) such corporation shall maintain (at

extent prescribed in regulations) such
records as may be appropriate to determine

under this title as the Secretary shall by
regulations prescribe (or shall cause another
person to so maintain such records).

"(b) REQUIRED INF0RMATI0N.—For pur.
years ending after the date of the enact- poses of subsection (a), the information de

made by this section shall apply to taxable
ment of this Act.

scribed in this subsection is—
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"(1) the information described ih section shall be determined by the Secretary in the
6038A(b), and
Secretary's sole discreUon from the Secre-

amended by striking "15 percent" and inserting 20 percent".

quired under paragraph (1).

new subsection:

"(2) such other information es the Secre- tary's own knowledge or from such informa- SEC. 13322. ADDONAL TAX IF NO REPLACEMENT
tary may prescribe by regulations relating tion as the Secretary may obtain through
PLAN.
to any item not directly connected with a testimony or otherwise.
(a) IN Gn*L—Section 4980 ts amended
transaction for which information ts re"(4) JUDICIAL PROCEEDINC5.—The provi- by adding at the end thereof the following
"(c) PENALTY )'oR FAILURE To FU1NIsa INFORMATION OR MAINTAIN REcoRDs—The pro-

sions of section 6038A(e)(4) shall apply with

respect to any summons issued under paragraph (2)(A); except that subparagraph (D)
visions of subsection (d) of section 6038A of such section shall be applied by substitutshall apply to—
ir.g 'transaction or itemS for 'transaction'.
"(1) any failure to furnish (within the "(e) DEnNrnoNs.—For purposes of thts
time prescribed by regulations) any Infor- section, the terms 'related party, ioreign
mation described in subsection (b). and
person', and records' have the respecUve
"(2) any failure to mathtatn (or cause an- meanings gtven to such terms by section

other to maintain) records as required by 6038A(c)."
subsection (a).
In the same manner as if such failure were a
failure to comply with the provisions of section 6038A.
'(d) ENroRCE?ENT op REQVZS1S POR CERTAIN REcows.—
"(1) AGREEMENT TO TREAT CORPORATION AS

AGENT.—The rules of paragraph (3) shall

apply to any transaction between the reporting corporation and any related party

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

(1) Paragraph (1) of section 6038A(a) ts
amended by striking "or ts a foreign corporation engaged in trade or business within
the United States".
(2) The table of sections for subpart A of

"(B) such 8ummona ts not quashed in a
proceeding begun under paragraph (4) of
section 6038A(e) (as made applicable by
paragraph (4) of this subsection) and Is not
determined to be invalid in a proceed!ng
begun under section 7604(b) to enforce such
summons, and

complied,

the Secretary may apply the rules of paragraph (3) with respect to any transaction or
item to which 8uch summons relates
(whether or not the Secretary begins a proceeding to enforce such summoni). If the re-

porting corporation falls to maintain (or
cause another to maintain), records as required by subsection (a), and by reason of
that failure, the summons ts quashed in a

"(1) IN GENERAL.—Subsection (a) shall be
applied by substituting 50 percent' for '20

percent' with respect to any employer reversion from a qualified plan unless—

'(A) the employer establishes or main-

tains a qualified replacement plan, or

"(B) the plan provides benefit increases
meeting the requirements of paragraph (3).
"(2) QUALIFIED REPLACEMENT PLAN.—For

purposes of this subsection, the term quali-

the terminated plan who remain as employ-

ees of the employer after the termination
are active participants in the replacement
plan.

"(B) ASsET TRANsFER REQUIREMENT.—

"(i) 30 PERCENT cusIuoN.—A direct transfer

from the terminated plan to the replacement plan ts made before any employer re-

version, and the transfer ts in an amount
equal to the excess (f any) of—

"(1) 30 percent of the maximum amount
which the employer could receive as an employer reversion without regard to thts subsection, over
"(II) the amount determined under clause
(11).

"(11) REDUCTION FOR INCREASE IN aENE-

FITS.—The amount determined under this

clause ts an amount equal to the present

value of the aggregate increaaes in the nonforfeitable accrued benefits under the terinthated plan of any participants (including

nonactive participants) pursuant to a plan
amendment which—

U) ts adopted durthg the 60-day period

Treasury or hts delegate shall conduct a ending on the date of termination of the
study of the application and administration qualified plan, and
of sectIon 482 of the Internal Revenue Code
"(II) takes effect immediately on the erof 1986. Such study shafl include exaznLa- mination date.
tion of—
"(Iii) TREATMENT OF AMOUNT TRANS(1) the effectiveness of the amendments rRBzD.—In the case of the transfer of any

made by this part in increasing levels of
compliance with such section 482,
"(C) the reporting corporation does not
(2) use of advanced determination agreesubstanttaUy comply in a timely irianner menta with respect to issues under such secwith such summons and the Secretary has tion 482,
sent by certified or registered mall a notice
(3) possible legislative or admintstrative
to such reporting corporation that 8uch re- changes to aastst the Internal Revenue
porting corporation has not so substantially

ITs.—

fied replacement plan' means a qualified
plan established or maintained by the empart Ill of subchapter A of chapter 61 ts ployer in connection with a qualified plan
amended by inserting after the item relat- termination (hereinafter referred to as the
ing to section 6038B the following new item: 'replacement plan') with respect to which
"Sec. 6038C. Information with respect to the following requirements are met:
"(A) PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENT.—Subforeign corporations engaged
stantially all of the active participants in
in U.S. business."

who ts a foreign person unless such related
party agrees (In such manner and at such
time as the Secretary shall prescribe) to au(c) EP?EcTIVE DA.—The amendments
thorize the reporting corporaUon to act as made
by thts 8ection shall apply to—
such related party's limited agent solely for
(1) any requitment to furnish informapurposes of applying sections Th02, 7603, tion
under section 6038C(a) of the Internal
and 7604 with respect to any request by the Revenue
Code of 1986 (as added by thts sec•
Secretary to examine recorda or produce tion) if the
time for furnishing such infor.
testimony related to any such transaction or mation under
such section ts after the date
with respect to any summons by the Secre. of the enactment
of this Act,
tary for such records or testimony. The ap(2) any requirement under such section
pearance of persons or production of 6038C(a)
to maintain records which were in
records by reason of the reporting corpora. extstence on
or after March 20, 1990,
tion being such an agent shall not subject
(3) any requirement to authorize a corposuch persons or records to legal process for ration
to act as a limited agent under secany purpose other than determining the tion 6038C(d)(1)
of such Code (as so added)
correct treatment under thts title of any if the time for authortzing
such action is
transaction between the reporting corpora. after the date of the enactment
of thts Act,
tion and such related party.
"(2) RuLzs WHERZ INtORMATION NOT FUR- and
(4) any summons Issued after such date of
NISHZD.—If—
"(A) for purposes of determining the enactment,
amount of the reporting corporation's liabil- without regard to when the taxable year (to
ity for tax under this title, the Secretary which the information, records, authorizaIssues a summons to such corporation to tion, or summons relates) began.
produce (either directly or as an agent for a SEC. 13316. STUDY OF SECTION 482.
related party who ts a foreign person) any
(a) Ozjq Rui.z—The Secretary of the
records or testimony,

(d) INCREAsE IN TAX P'OR FAILURE TO EsTABUSH REPLACEMENT PLAN OR INCREAsE B-

amount under clause (i)—
"(I) such amount shall not be includible in
the gross income of the employer,
"(II) no deduction shall be allowable with
respect to such transfer, and

'(Ill) such transfer shall not be treated as
an employer reversion for purposes of this
Service in increasing compliance with such section.
section 482. and
'(C) ALLOCATION REQUIREMENTS.—
(4) coordination of the administration of
"(i) lic GENERAL.—In the case of any desuch section 482 with similar provisions of fined contribution plan, the portion of the
foreign tax laws and with domestic nontax amount transferred to the replacement plan
law8.
under subparagraph (B)(i) ts—
(b) REP0RT.—Not later than March 1,
"(I) allocated under the plan to the ac1992, the Secretary of the Trea8ury or hi8 counts of participants in the plan year in
delegate sha1l submit to the Committee on which the transfer occurs, or
Ways and Means of the House of Represent'(II) credited to a suspense account and
atives and the Committee on Finance of the allocated from such account to accounts of

proceeding described in 8ubparagraph (B) or Senate a report on the study conducted
the reporting corporation Is not able to pro- under subsection (a), together with such
vide the records requested In the lnlminOns, recommendations u he may deem advisable.
the Secretary may apply the rules of paraPART Ill—EMPLOYER REVERSIONS
graph (3) wh respect to any tran.acton or
Subpart A—Treatment of Reversions of
item to which the recorda relate.
Qualified Plan Assets to Employers
"(3) APPLICABLE RuLE5.—If the ru1es of this
paragraph apply to any transaction or item, SEC. 13321. INCRF.ASE IN REVERSION TAX.
the treatment of such transaction (or the
Section 4980(a) (relating to tax on reveramount and treatment of any such item) sion of qualified plan assets to employer) ts

participants no less rapidly than ratably
over the 7-plan-year period beginning with
the year of the transfer.
"(ii) COORDINATION WITH 5ECTION 415 LIMI-

TATI0N.—If, by reason of any limitation
under section 415, any amount credited to a
suspense account under clause (i)(II) may
not be allocated to a participant before the
close of
clause—

the 7-year period under such
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"U) surth amount shall be allocated to the favor of highly compensated employees (as
accounts of other participants, and
defined in section 4 14(q)).

II) if any portion of such amount may..: (5) DEYINrrI0Ns AND SPECIAL RiJLES.—FOr
not be allocated to other participants by purposes of this subsection—

reason of any such limitation, shall be allo"(A) NONACTIVE PABTIcIPANT.—The term
cated to the participant as provided in see- 'nonactive participant' means an individual

October 17,. JP$O

'(2) For purposes of this subsection—

'(A) any term used in this subsection

which, is also Used in section 4980(d) of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1988 shall have

the same meaning as when used in such section, and

"(B)' any reference in this subsection to
"U) is a participant In pay status as of the the Internal Revenue Code of 1988 shall be
on any amount credited to a suspense ac- termination date,
a reference tosuch Code as in effect on Jan"(ii) is a beneficiary who has a nonforfeit- uary 1, 1991."
count under clause (i)UI) shall be allocated
to accounts of participants no less rapidly able right to an accrued benefit under the
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
than ratably over the remainder of the terminated plan as of the termination date. (A) Section .404(a)(1)(D) of such Act (29
period determined under such clause (after Or
U.S.C. 1104(a)(1)(D)) is amended by striking
'(iii) is a participant not described in "Or title IV" and Inserting "and title IV".
application of clause (ii)).
tiOn 415.
'(iii) TREATMENT OF INCOME—Any lxcome

"(iv) UNALLOcATED AMOUNTS AT TERMINA-

whO—

clause (i) or (ii)—

(B) Section 4044(d)(1) of such Act (29

"(I) who has a nonforfeitable right to an
TI0N.—If any amount credited to a suspense
account under clause (iXil) is not allocated accrued benefit under the terminated plan
as of the termination date, and
as of the termination date of the plan—
(II) whose service, which was creditable
"(I) such amount shall be allocated to the
accounts of participants as of such date. under the terminated plan, terminated
except that any amount which may not be during the period beginning 3 years before
allocated by reason of any limitation under the termination date and ending with the

U.S.C. 1344d)(1)) is amended by Inserting",
section 404(d) of this Act. and section

"(B) Piys vALUE.—Present value shall
"(II) if any portion of such amount may
not be allocated to other participants under be determined as of the termination date
subclause U) by reason of such limitation, and on the same basis as liabilities of the
such portion shall be treated as an employer plan are determined on termination.

this subpart shall apply to reversions occurrthg after September 30, 1990.
(b) Excp'rIoN.—The amendments made
by this subpart shall not apply to any rever-

4980(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of

1988 (as in effect on January 1, 1991)" after
'paragraph (3)".
SEC. 13323. EFFECtIVE DATE.

(a) IN Gx..—Except as provided in
section 415 shall be allocated to the ac- date on which the final distribution of subsection
(b), the amendments made by
• assets occurs.
counts of other participants, and

reverston to which this section applies.

"(C) REALLOCATION OF INcREA5E.—Except
as provided in paragraph (2)(C), LI any bene-

sion after September 30, 1990, If—

(1) in the case of plans subject to title IV
fit increase is reduced by reason of the last of the Employee Retirement Income Securisentence of paragraph (3)(A)(ii) or para- ty Act of 1974, a notice of intent to termigraph (4), the amount of such reduction nate under such title was provided to parshall be. allocated to the remaining partici. ticipants (or If no participants. to the PenBenefit Guaranty Corporation) before
provides pro rata Increases in the nonfor- pants on the same basis as other increases sion
shall be treated as meeting any alloca-. October 1, 1990, or
feitable accrued benefits of all participants (and
(2) in the case of plans subject to title I
tion requirement of this subsection).
(including nonactive participants) which—
(D) AGRGATION OF PL&Ns.—The Secre- (and not to title IV) of such Act. a notice of
"(I) have an aggregate present value not tary
may provide that 2 or more plans may intent to reduce future accruals under secless than 25 percent ol the maximum
treated as 1 plan for purposes of deter- tiOn 204(h) of such Act was provided to paramount which the employer could receive as be
whether there is a qualified replace- ticipants in connection with the termination
an employer reversion without regard to mining
before October 1, 1990.
ment plan under paragraph (2).
this subsection, and
SUBSECTION NOT TO APPLY TO EMPLOYER
Subpart B—Transfers to Retiree Health
"(ii) take effect immediately on the terrnl- IN.(6)BANKBUPTCY.—This
subsection shall not
Accounts
nation date.
apply
to
an
employer
who,
as
of
the
termi"(B) PRo RATA INCREASL—FOr purposes of
SEC. 13325. TRANSFER OF EXCESS PENSION ASSETS
nation
date
of
the
qualified
plan,
is
in
banksubparagraph (A). a pro rata increase is an ruptcy liquidation under chapter 7 of title
TO RETIREE HEALtH ACCOLINTS
increase in the present value of the nonfor- 11 of the United States Code or in similar
(a) IN GENERAL—Part I of subchapter D of
feitable accrued benefit of each participant proceedings under State law."
chapter 1 (relating to pension, profit-shar(including nonactive participants) in an
(b) AMENDMENTS TO EMPLOYEE RrrI1Mn ing, and stock bonus plans) is amended by
amount which bears the same ratio to the INC0MZ SEcURITY ACT.—
adding at the end thereof the following new
aggregate amount determined under sub(1) FIDUcIARY RZ5P0N5IBILITY.—SeCtion subpait
paragraph (AXi) as—
404 of the Employee Retirement Income Se"Subpart E—Treatment of Transfers to
"(i) the present value of such participant's curity Act of 1974 (29 U.S.C. 1104) is amendRetiree Health Accounts
nonforfeitable accrued benefit (determined ed by adding at the end thereof the followwithout regard to this subsection), bears to ing new subsection:
"Sec. 420. Transfers of excess penston assets
to retiree health accounts.
"(ii) the aggregate present value of non"(d)(1) If, in connection with the terminaforfeitable accrued benefits of the terminat- tion of a single-employer plan, an employer "SEC. 420. TRANSFERS OF EXCESS PENSION ASSETS
ed plan (as so determined).
TO RETIREE HEALTH ACCOLINTS
elects to establish or maintain a qualified
Notwithstanding the preceding sentence. replacement plan, or to increase benefits, as
'(a) GE1i1. Ruu.—If there is a qualified
the aggregate increases in the nonforfeit- provided under section 4980(d) of the Inter- transfer of any excess pension assets of a
able accrued benefits of nonactive partici- nal Revenue Code of 1986. a fiduciary shall defined benefit plan (other than a multiempants shall not exceed 40 percent of the ag- discharge the fiduciary'8 duties under this ployer plan) to a health benefits account
gregate amount determined under subpara. title and title IV in accordance with the f 01- which is part of such plan—
'(3) PRO RATA BENIT INCREASES.—

'(A) IN GENERAL—The requirements of
this paragraph are met if a plan amendment
to the terminated plan is adopted in connection with the termination of the plan which

graph (A)(i) by substituting equal to' for lowing requirements:
'(1) a trust which is part of such plan
'not less than'.
"(A) In the case of a fiduciary of the ter- shall not be treated as failing to meet the
'(4) CooiwiNATioN WITH OTHER PROVI- minated plan, any requirement—
requirements of subsection (a) Or (h) of secsIONs.—
'(i) under section 4980(d)(2)(B) of such tiOn 401 solely by reason of such transfer
"(A) LIMITAn0N5.—A benefit may not be Code with respect to the transfer of assets (Or any other action authorized under this
increased under paragraph (2)(B)(ii) or from the terminated plan to a qualified re- section),
(3)(A), and an amount may not be allocated
to a participant under paragraph (2)(C). LI
such increase or allocation would result in a
failure to meet any requirement under seeLion 401(a)(4) or 415.

"(B) TREATMENT As EMPLOYER cONTRIBU-

noNs.—Any increasein benefits under paragraph (2)(B)Ui) Or (3)(A). or any allocation
of any amount (Or income allocable thereto)

"(2) no amount shall be includible in the
gross Income of the employer maintaining
4980(d)(3) of such Code with respect to any the plan solely by reason of such transfer.
'(3) such transfer shall not be treated—
increase in benefits under the terminated
placement plan, and

"(ii) under section 4980(d)(2)(B)(ii) or

plan.

"(A) as an employer reversion for pur-

'(B) In the case of a fiduciary of a quali- poses of section 4980, or
"(B) as a prohibited transaction for purfied replacement plan, any requirement—
(i) under section 4980d)2(A of such poses of section 4975, and
'(4) the limitations of subsection (d) shall
Code with respect to participation in the
qualified replacement plan of active partici- apply to such employer.
'(b.) QUAIJnED TRAN5PZR.—FOr purposes
pants In the terminated plan.

to any account under paragraph (2)(C),
shall be treated as an annual benefit or
annual addition for purposes of section 415.
"(II) under section 4980d)2B of such of this section—
"(C) 10-Y* PARTIcIPATION REQUIRE- Code with respect to the receipt of asset.e
"(1) IN oEw!RAL.—The term qualifled
from the terminated plan, and
Seétion 415(b)(5)(D) shall not apply to any
"(Lii) under section 4980d)(2)C) of such
increase in benefits by reason of this subsec- Code with respect to the allocation of assets
tion to the extent.that the application of. to participants of the qualified replacement
this subparagraph does not d1srImlnate in plan.
MElrr.—Except as provided by the Secretary,

transfer' means a transfer—
"(A) of excess pension assets of a defined

benefit plan to a health benefits account

which is part of such plan in a taxable year
beginning after December 31, 1990,
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(8) which does not contravene any other
provision of law, aid
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"(C) ORDERING RULZ.—For purposes of this ities for the taxable year to the extent such
s'ct.lon, any amount paid out of a health amounts are not greater than the excess (if

respect to which the plan benefits account shall be treated as paid any) of—
first out of the assets and income described
°(i) the amount determ!ned under sub'(i) the use requirement of £Lbsection in subparagraph (A).
paragraph (A) and Income allocable there(C)(i),
'(2) REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO PENSION to), over
(II) the vesting requftements of subsec- BENEFITS ACCRUtNG BORE TRAN5PTB.—
"(ii) the amount determined under sub(C) with
meets—

tion (c)(2), ?.nd

"(iii) the minimum benefit requirements

of subsection (cR3).

"(A) IN GENERAL.—The requirements of

this paragraph are met if the plan provkles

paragraph (B).

"(2) Ho c0NTRIBUTI0N5 ALLOWED.—Afl ern•

that the accrued pension benefits of any ployer may not contribute after December
participant or beneficiary under the plan 31. 1990, any amount to a health benefits
(A) IN GF!ERAL.—No more than 1 transfer btcome nonforfeitable in the same manner
or welfare benefit fund (as defined
with respect to any plan during a taxable which would be required if the plan had ter- account
scctlon 419(e)(1)) with respect to quall•
year may be treated
a qualifIed trarsfer mtnated imniediately before the qualified in
fur purposes of this section.
transfer (or in the case of a participant who fled current retiree health liabilities for
(13) ExCEPTION.—A transfer des:ribed In s'parated during the 1-year period ending which transferred assets are required to be
paragraph (4) shall not be taken into ac- o the date of the transfer, Immediately used under subsection (c)( 1).
(e) DEFINITION AND SPECIAL RULES.—For
(2) OIILY I TRANsFER PER YEAR.—

count for purposes of subparagraph (A).

bfore such separation).
"(3) LIMITATION ON AMOUNT TRAN5FERBED.—
"(B) SPECiAL RULE FOR 1990.—In the cese purposes of this section—
QUALrFIED CURRENT RETIREE JEALTH LI•
The arnountof exce pe.sion assets which of a qualified transfer described in ubsecmay be transferred In a qalif ted transfer tion (b)(4), the requirements of this para- ABILITiE5.—For purposes of this section—
(A) IN GENERAL—The term qualif led curshall not exceed the amouiit which is rea- graph ae met with respect to any particisnnabiy estimated to be the amount the em- pant who separated from service during the rent retiree health liabilities? means, with
pioyer maintaining the plan will pay taxable ytar to which such transfer relates respect to any taxable year, the aggregate
(whether directiy or through reimburse- by recomputing such participant's benefits amounts (including administrative exment) out of such account during the tax- as if subparagraph A) had applied immedi- penses) which would have been allowable as
a deduction to the employer for such taxable year of the transfer for qualified cur- aely before such separation,
rent retiree health liabilities.
able year with respect to applicable health
'(3) MINIMUM COST REQUIREMENTS.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—The requirements of benefits provided during such taxable year
this paragraph are met if each group health if
sions of subection (c), a transfer shall be p!an or arrangement under which applica(i) such benefits were provided directly
treated a. a qualified transfer if such trans- ble health benefits are pro'ided provides by the employer, and
fer—
'(ii) the employer used the cash receipts
that the applicable employer cost for each
"(I) Is made after the close of the taxable t,xable year during the benefit mainte- and disbursements method of accounting.
y°ar preceWng thc employer's first taxable n..nce period shall not be less than the For purposes of the preceding sentence, the
year beginning after December 31, 1990, and higher of the applicable employer costs for rule of section 419(c)(3)(B) shall apply.
before the earlier of—
each of the 2 taxable years xnmediately pre'(B) REDUCTIONS FOR AMOUNTS PREVIOUsLY
(I) the due date (including extensions) ceding tne taxable year of the qualified SET
AsIDE.—The amount determined under
for the filing of the return of tax for such transfer.
subparagraph (A) shall be reduced by any
p-ecedjng taxable year, or
(B) APPLICABLE EMPLOYER CosT.—Por purcontrIbuted to a health
(II) the date such return is filed, and
poses of this paragraph, the term. 'appilca- amount previously
account or welfare benefit fund (as
"Ui) does not excecd the expenditures of ble employer cost' means, with respect to benefits
in section 419(e)(1)) to pay for the
the employer for qualified current retiree any taxable year, the amount determined by defined
qualified current retiree health liab(litJes.
heaIh liabilities for such precedIng taxable dividing—
year.
"U) the qualifled current retiree health U The portion of any reserves remalning as of
"(8) RUcTIoN I DEDUCTI0N.—The abilities of the empioyer for such taxable the close of Decenibér 31, 1990, shall be allocated on a pro rata basis to qualified current
anourt of the deductions otherwise al!ow- ar determined—
health liabilities.
able under th! chttpter to an employer for
'(I) without regard to any reduction retiree
(C) APPLICABLE HEALTH BENEIITS.—The
tue toxable year preceding the employer's under subsection (e)(1)(B), and
first taxable year beginning alter December
"(II) in the case of a taxable year in which term applicable health benefits' mean
31, 1990, shall be reduced by the amount of there was no qualified transfer, in the same health bn'ef its or coverage which are pro.
any qualified transfer to which this para- manner as if there had been such a transfer vided to—
"(i) retired employees who, immediately
graph applies.
at the end of the taxable year. by
(C)
COORDINATION
WITH
R1UCTION
"(Ii) the number of individuals to whom bcfore the qualified transfer, are entf tIed to
RULE.—Subsection (eXl)(B) shall not apply coverage for applicable health benefits was recetve such beneflts upon retirement and
who are entitled to pension benefits under
to a transfer described in subparagraph (A). provided during such taxable year.
"(5) EXPIRATION.—Ho transfer In any tax"(C) ELECTION TO COMPUTE COST SgPARATE- the plan, and
able year beginning after December 31. Lv..—An employer may elect to have this
(ii) their spouses and dependents.
lit95. shall be treated as a qualified transfer. paragraph applied separately with respect
(D) KEY EMPLOYEES EXcLUDED.—If an em"(c) REQUIREMENTS OP PLANS TRANSFER- to individuals eligible for benefits under ployee is a key employee (withIn the meanRG Assrs.—
tle XVIII of the Social Security Act at y Ing of section 416(i)(1)) with respect to any
"(1) Us or TRA'5FERREfl AssETS.—
time during the taxable year and with re- plan year ending n a taxable year, such em(4) SPECIAL RULE FOR 1990.—

"(A) TN G:ERAL.—S'3bject to the provi-

.

'(A IN GENERAL.—Any. aEsets transferred

to a health benefits aceount in a qualified

spect to individuals not so eligible.

p1o'ee shall not be taken into account In

"D) BEiEFIT MAINTENANcE PERI0D,—For computing qualified current retiree health

transfer (and any income allocable thereto) purposes of this paragraph, the term 'beneshall be used only to pay qualified current f it maintenance period' means the 5 taxable
retiree health liabilities (other than liabil- year period beginning with the taxable year
ities of key employees not taken into ac- in which the qualified transfer occurs. If a
count under subsection- (e)(1.)(D)) for the taxable year Is in 2 or more overlapping
taxable year of the traiufer (whether di- benefit maintenance periods, this paragraph
rectXy or through reunburseinent),
shall be applied by taking into account the
"(8) AMoUs NOT Us TO PAY FOL HEALTH highest applicable employer cost required to
BENE7ITS.—

liabilities for such taxable year or in calculaUng appltcable employer cost under sub-

transfer (and any income allocable thereto) poses of this title—
which are not used as provided in subpara"(1) DEDUCTION UMITATIONS.—NO deduc.
graph (A) shall be transferred out of the ac- tion shall be allowed—
cuunt to the transferor plan,
"(A) for the transfer of any amount to a
"(ii) TAX TREATMENT op AM0UNT5.—Afly health benefits account in a qualificd trans.
amount transferred out of an account under fer (or any retransler to the plan under sub-

(ii) 125 percent of current liability (as de.
fined in section 412(c)(7)(B)).

Section (c)(3)(B).
"(2) EXCESS PENsION. Assrrs.—The term
-

excess pension assets' means the excess (if
any) of—

"(A) the amount determined under section
412(c)(7)(A)(ii), over

be provided under subparagraph (A) for
"(B) the greater of—
(i) IN Gi.,—Any assets translerred to such taxable year.
(i) the amount determined under section
a health benefits account in a qualified
'(d) LIMITATIONS ON EMPL0YER,—For pur- 412(c)(7)(A)(i). or

ciause(i)—

section (c)(1)(B)).

The determination under this paragraph
shall be made as of the most recent valu.
ation date of the plan preceding the quali.
fled transfer.

.(3)

HEALTH BENEFITS Accovwr.—The term
(I) shall not be includible in the gross
"(B) for qualified current retiree health Ii- 'health benefits account" means an account
income of the employer, for Such taxable abilities paid out' of the assets (and income) established
and maintained under section
)'aar. bit
described in subsection (c)(1), or
401(h).
II) shall be treated as an employer re(C) for any amounts to which subpara'(4) COORDINATION WITH sECTION- 4 12.—In
version for purposes of section 4980 (with. graph (B) does. not apply and which are paid the case of a qualified transfer to a healtb
out regard to sub6ectioñ (d) thereof).
for qualified current retiree health. liabU- benefits account—
-

-
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"(A) any aet.s transferred ma p'an year transfer by an employee pension benefit
after the'valuation date for such year (and plan of exeess pension assets to a health
any income allocable thereto) shall, for pur- benef1ts aôunt, the administrator of the
poses of section 412(cX7), be treated as plan shall notify (In such manner aS the
aets in the plan as of the valuation date Secretary may prescribe) eath paiticipant
for the following year, and
and beneficiary under the plan of such
'(B) the plan shall be treated as having a transfer. Such notice shall Include informanet
experience
loss
under
section tion with respect to the amount of excess
412(b)(2XB)(iv) for the first plan year after pension assets, the portion to be transthe plan year in which such transfer burs ferred, the amount of health benefits liabilIn an amount equal to the amount of such ities to be funded with the assets transtransfer (reduced by any amounts trans- ferred, and the amount of pension benefits
ferred back to the pension plan under sub- of the participant which will be vested Imsection (c)(1)(B)), except that such section mediately after the transfer.
shall be applied to such amount by substi'(2) NOTIcE TO sECRETARIES. ADMINIsTRAtuting '10 plan years' for '5 plan years'."
TOR. AND EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONs.—
(b)

C0NP0RMING
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AMENDMENT—Section

401(h) Is amended by inserting ", and subJct to the provisions of section 420" after
'Secretary".
(c) EmcTIvE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to tranifers
In taxable year beginning after December
31. 1990.
SEC. I3326 APPLICATIOr4 OF ERISA 10 TRANSFERS
OF EXCESS PENSION ASS} TO RE.
TIREE HEALTh ACCOUNTh.

Accowrs.—For purposes of this section. tn the case of a qualified transfer (as
EFIT

plan a written notice of such transfer. •A

(2) PENALTIES.—

(A)

•Section 502(cXl) of such Act (29

U.S.C. 1132(c)W) is amended by inserting
'or section 101(eXl)" after "section 606".
(B) Section 502(c)(3) of such Act (29
U.S.C. 1132(cX3)) is amended—

(i) by inserttng 'or who fails to meet the
requirements of section 101(e)(2) with respect to any person" after "beneficiary" the

defined tn section 420 of the Internal Reve- first place it appears, and
nue Code of 1986)—
(ii) by inserttng 'or to such person" after
"U) any assets transferred in a plan year "beneficiary" the second place it appears.
after the valuation date for such year (and
(f) Errcrivi DAIt.—The amendments
any tncome allocable thereto) shall, for pur- made by this Beetton shall apply to qualified
poses of subsection (c)(7), be treated as transfers under section 420 of the Internal
assets tn the plan es of the valuation date Revenue Code of 1986 made after the date
for the following year, and
of the enactment of this Act.
"(2) the plan shall be treated as having a
PART IV—CORPORATE PROVISIONS
net experience loss under subsection
(b(2XB)(iv) for the first plan year after the SEC. 13331. RECOGNrnON OF CAIN BY flISTRIB(rT.
INC CORPORATION IN CERTAIN SEC
plan year In which such transfer occurs In
TION 35 TRANSACFIONS
an amount equal to the amount of such
(a) O!iiu1. Rui.z.—Section 355 (relating
transfer (reduced by any amounts transferred back to the plan under section to distribution of stock and securities of a

420(cXl)(B) of such Code), except that such
subsection shall be applied to such aMount

by substituting '10 plan years' for '5 plan
years'."
(e) NOTICE REQUIREMENTS.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 101

sold to' the distributee at its fair market
value.
"(B) QTMLIFIED PROPERtY—For purposes

of subparagraph (A), the term quailfled
property' means any stock or securities tn
the controlled corporation.
"(C) TREATMENT OF LIABILITIES—If any

property distributed in the distribution re-

°(A) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 60 days ferred to tn paragraph (1) is subject to a libefore the date of any qualified transfer by ability or the shareholder assumes a liabil.
an employee pension benefit plan of excess Ity of the distributing corporation In conpension assets to a health benefits account, nection with the distributionS then, for purthe employer malnt.alning the plan from poses of subparagraph (A), the fair market
which the transfer is made shall provide the value of such property shall be treated as
less than the amount of such liability.
Secretary, the Secretary of the Treasury, not
0(3) COORDINATION WITH 5ECTI0N5 311 AND
the administrator, and each employee organization representtng participants In the 336W.—Sections 311 and 336(a) shafl not

(a) ExcI.uslvE BEwrn REQvIREM.— copy of aiy such notice shall be available
Section 403c)(1) of the Employee Retire- for Inspection tn the principal office of the
ment Income Security Act of 1974 (29 U.s.c. administrator.
"(B) INFORMATION RELATING TO TRANsFER,—
1103(c)(1)) Is amended by Inserttng ", or
under section 420 of the Internal Revenue Such notice shall identify the plan from
Code of 1986 (as In effect on January 1. which the transfer is made, the amount of
the transfer, a detailed accounting of assets
1991Y' after "Insured plans)".
(b) FIDUcIARY DUTIEs.—-Section 404(aXl) projected to be held by the plan Immediateof such Act (29 U.S.C. 1104(a)(1)) Is amend- ly before and Immediately after the transed by inserting "and subject to section 420 fer, and the current liabilities under the
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as tn plan at the time of the transfer.
"(C) AUThORITY FOR ADDITIONAL REPORTING
effect on January 1, 1991)." after '4044.".
(c) EXEMPTIONs FROM PROHIBITED TRAN5- EQuIgEME1rrs.—The Secretary may preAcrIoNs.—Section 408(b) of such Act (29 &cribe such additional reporting requireU.S.C. 1108(b)) is amended by adding at the ments as may be necessary to carry out the
end thereof the followtng new paragraph:
purposes of this section.
"(13) Any transfer tn a taxable year begin.
"(3) DriINITI0N5.—For purposes of paraning before January 1, 1996. of excess pen- graph (1), any term used in such paragraph
sion assets from a defined benefit plan to a which is aiso used jn section 420 of the Inretiree health account tn a qualified trans- ternal Revenue Code of 1986 (as tn effect on
fer permitted under section 420 of the Inter- January 1. 1991) shall have the same meannal Revenue code, of 1986 (as In effect on ing as when used in such section."
January 1. 1991)."
(d) FUNDING LIMrrATI0N5.—Section 302 of
such Act (29 U.S.c. 1082) Is amended by redesignating subsection (g) as subsection (h)
and by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
'(g) Qvurun TiwcsFERs To HEAITH B-

"1) in a distributIon referred to in paragraph (1), the corporation distributes prop'
erty other than qualified property, and
'(ii) the fair market va'ue of such property exceeds its adjusted basis (in the hands
ofthe-distrlbuting corporation),
then gain shall be recogiitzed to the distributing corporation as if such property were

controlled corporation) is amended by striktng subsection (c) and inserting the following new subsections:
"(c) TAXABILITY OF CoP.P0RATI0N ON DisTRIBUTION.—

"(1) IN GENPRAL.—Except as provided in
of 8uch Act
(29 U.S.C. 1021) Is amended by redesignat- paragraph (2), no gain or loss shall be recogLng subsection (e) as subsection (f) and by nized to a corporation on any distribution to
Inserting after subsection (d) the followtng which this section (or so much of section

apply to any distribution referred to tn
paragraph (1).

'(d)

REcOGNITION 0? GAIN QN CERTAIN

DI5TRIBUn0N5

Co,mouzi

OF

STOCK OR SECURITIES IN

CORPORATION.—

"(1) IN GENEBAL.—In the case of a disquall'

fied distribution, any stock or securities tn

the controlled corporation shall not

be

treated as qualified property for purposes of
subsection (cX2) of this section or section
361(c)(2).
"(2) DIsQUAlIFIED DISTRIBuTI0N.—For pur-

poses of this subsection, the term disqualiI med distribution' means any distribution to
which this section (or so much of section
356 as relates to this section) applies if, immediately after the distribution—
"(A) any person holds disqualified stock tn

the distributing corporation which constitutes a 50-percent or greater tnterest In such
corporation, or
"(B) any person holds disqualified stock tn

the controlled corporation (or, if stock of
more than 1 controlled corporation is distributed. tn any controlled corporation)

which constitutes a 50-percent or greater tnterest tn such corporation.
"(3) DIsQUALIFIED sTocK—For purposes of
this subsection, the term disqualif led stock'
means—

"(A) any stock tn the distributing corporation acquired by purchase after October 9,
1990. and during the 5.year period ending
on the date of the distribution, and
'(B) any stock tn any controlled corporation—
•'(i) acquired by purchase after October 9.

1990, and during the 5-year period ending
on the date of the distribution, or

'iii) received in the distribution to the

extent attributable to distributions on stock
described tn subparagraph (A).
"(4) 50-PERcEN1' OR GREATER INTEREST—For

purposes of this subsection, the term

50-

percent or greater tnterest' means stock pos'
sessing at least 50 percent of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock en-

titled to vote or at least 50 percent of the
total value of shares of all classes of stock.
•(5) AGGREGATION Rm.ES.—

'(A) IN GENERAL—For purposes of this
subsection, a person and all persons related

to such person (within the meaning of

267(b) or 707(b)(1)) shall be treated as one
person. For purposes of the preceding sentence. sections 267(b) and 707(bXl) shall be
356 as relates to this section) applies and applied by substituting 10 percent' for '50
new subsection:
'(e) NOTICE OF TEAN5FER or ExcEss PEN. which is not In pursuance of a plan of reor- percent' each place it appears,
(B) PtR5ON5 ACTING PURSUANT TO PLANS OR
ASsETS TO Hwm BENEFITs Ac- ganization.
STON
"(2) DI5rIUBUTION or APPRECIATED PROPER- ARRANGEMENTs—If two or more persons act
COUNTs.—
pursuant to plan or arrangement with re"(1) No'rIc TO PARTIcIPANT5.—Not later
spect to acquisitions of stock in the distrib"(A) IN ONIAL.—If—
than 60 days before the date of a qualified

Octohr 17,
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utin corporation or controlled corporation,
(b) TECHNICAL AMEJwMTs.LSubsectlon connection with an applicable asset acquisisuch persons shall be treated as one person (c) of section 381 is amended by adding at tion, the transferee and transferor agree in
for purposes of this subsection.
the end thereof the following new para- writing as to the allocation of any consider"(6) PuRcsE.—For purposes of this sub- graph:
ation, or as to the fair market Value of any
section—
"(5) CRoss REFERENCE.—
of the asset., such ágreemet shall be bindFor provision providing for recognition of Ing on both the transferee and transferor
"(A) IN GP24ERAL.—Except as otherwise pro.
vided in this paragraph, the term 'purchase' gain In certain distributiois, ser MeCtiOn 355(d)". unless the Secretary determines that such
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
nicans any acquisition but only If—
allocation (or fair market Value) is not ap(1) IN GENRAL.—The amendments made propriate."
"(i) the ba$ls of the property•acqufred In
the hands of the acquirer is not determined by this section Shall apply to distributions
(b) INFORMATION REQUIRED IN CASE OF CgR(1) in whole or in part by referer&ce to the after October 9, 1990,
TAIN TRANSFERS OF INrEREST IN ENT?DS.—
(2)
TRANSITIONAL
RULES.—FOr
purposes
of
adjusted basis of such property In the hands
1
IN Gwziu..—SecUon 1OSO is amended
of the person from whom acquired, or UI) siibparagraphs (A) and (BXi) of section by redesignating subsection (e) as subsec355(d)(3)
of
the
Internal
Revenue
Code
of
under section 1014(a),
tion (f) and by inserting after subsection (d)
'ii) except as provided in regulations, the 1986 (as amended by subsection (a)).
new subsection:
property is not acquired In an eCchange to quisition shall be treated as occurring on or the'(e)following
INFORMATION REQUIRED IN CASE OP
which section 351, 354, 355, or 356 applies, before October 9, 1990 jf
(A) such acquisition is pursuant to a writ- CERTAIN TRAN5'ERS OF INItRE5TS IN ENrIaid
T1
"(iii) the property is not acquired In any ten binding contract In effect on October 9,"(1)
IN GEEAL.1f
190, and at all times thereafter before such
other transaction described In regulaUons.
'(A) a person who Is a 10-percent owner
"(B) CRTAIN 351 EXCHANGES TRtATED AS acquisition,
(B) such acquisition Is pursuant to a with respect to any entity transfers an inPJRCHRSIS —The term 'purchase' includes
any acqjisiion of stock in an exchange to tender or exchange offer fiied wIth the Se- terest In such entity, and
"(B) in connection with such tranFfer,
which ection 351 applies to the extent such curities and Exchange Commission on or
such owner (or a related Person) enters into
before October 9, 1990, or
stock is acquired ir, e%change f or—
(C) such acquisition is pursuant to an an employment contract., coVenant not to
"(i) any cash or cash item,
offer—
compete, royalty or lease agreement, or
"(ii) any marketable security, or
U) the material terms of which were de- other agreement with the transferee,
'(iii) any debt of the transferor.
s'ribed En a written public announcement such owner and the transferee shall, at such
(C) CARRYOVER BASIS TRANSACTI0N5.—If—
'() any person acquires stock, from an- on or before October 9, 1990,
time ai*I in such manner as the Secretary
(ii) which was the subject of a prior filing may prscribe, furnish such Information as
other person who acquired such stock by
purchase (as determined under this para- with the Securities and Exchange Commis- the Secretary may require.
graph with regard to this subparagraph), sion, and
"(2) 1O.pcgr own.—For purposes of
(iii) which Is subsequently filed with the this
tnd
subsection—
"(ii) the adjusted basis of such stock in Securities and Exchange Commlas!on before
"(A) IN GENERAL.—The term '10-percent
the hands of such acquirer is determined In January 1, 1991.
owner' means, with respect to any entity,
iole or in part by reference to the adjust- Si;ç. 133-12. MODIFICATIONS TO REGULATIONS any person who holds 10 percent or more
ISSFID NDER SECTION 30!,'c).
ed basis of such stock in the hands of such
(a) GENERAL Rui.—Subsection (c) of sec- (by Vah)e) of the interests in such entit' irnother person,
before the transfer.
such acqutrer shall be treated as haVing se- tion 305 (relating to certain U8.nsactions mediately
"(B) CoNsTRuCTIVE OWNERSHIP.—Secuon
cuired such stock b' purchLe on the date it treated as distributions) is amended by 318
shall apply in deterrninng ownersnip of
a'ding at the end thereof the following new
as so acquired by such other person.
('1) SPECiAl. RVLE WHERE SUESTANTIAL DIM- sentce: "Regulations prescribed under the stock in a corporation. SImilar prinipJes
shall apply in determining the ownership of
preceding sentence shall provide that—
INUTION OF RISK.—
"(1) where the iuer of stock is required Interests in any other entity.
"(A) IN GEN1RAL.—If this paragraph ap.(3) REI.Arm psoN.—For purposes of
pftes to any stock for any period, the run- to redeem the stock at a specified time or
ning of the 5-year period set forth in sub- the holder of stock has the option to require this subsection, the term 'related person'
paragraph (A) or (B)(i) of paragraph (3) the Ls.suer to redeem the stock, a redemption means any person who is related within the
(whichever applies) shall be suspended premium resulting from such requirement meaning of section 26'Ub) or 707(b)1)) to
óuring such period.
or option shall be treated as rea&onable only
'(B) STOCK TO WHICH SSPENSIoW AP- if the amount of such premium doeS not
P.lEs.—This paragraph applies to any stock exceed the amount determined under the
for any period during which the holder's principles of section 12'13a)(3),
"(2) a redemption premium shalJ not fall
risk of loss with respect to such stock is (di.

r€ctly or indirectly) substantially dimln- to be treated as a distribution (or series of
Ished by—

an option,
"(ii) a short Sale,
"liii) any special class of stock,

the 10-percent owner."

(2) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.—Clause (x) of

section 6724dX1)B) is amended by strking
"section 1060(b)", and inserting 'subction
(b) or (e) of section 1060".
(c) IxFoRMTIoN RIQUIRED IN SECTIoN

distributions) merely because the 8tOCk Is 338h)(10) TransactIons—Paragraph (10) of
callable, and
sectIon 338 Is amended by adding at the end

"(3) in any case In which a redemption thereof the followIng new subparagraph:
premium Is treated as a distribution (or
"(C) INrORMATION REQUIRED To BE FDR-

"(iv) an device limiting risk f]rom any series of distributions), such premium shall N!SHED TI) ThE 5EcRErARY.—Under i-egulaportion.of the activities of the corporation, b taken into account under principles slmi- tions, where an election is made under sub
or
lar to the principles of section 1272(a)."
paragraph (A). the purchasIng corporation
'(v) any other device or transaction,
(b) EFECTTV DATE.—
and the common parent of the selling con(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided In solidated
"(8) ArTIUBUTION FROM ENTITIES,—
group shall, at such times and In
'(A) iN GENL,—Paragraph (2) of Section paragraph (2), the amendment made by sub- such manner
may be provided in regua318(a) shall apply in determining whether a section (a) shall apply to stock issued after tions, furnish as
to the Secretary the foJlowrig
person holds stock in any corporation (de- October 9, 1090.
(2) EXCEPrI0N.—The amendment made by. Information:
termined by substituting 10 percent for 50
"i) The amount allocated under subsecp2rcezt in subparagraph (C).of such para- subsection (a) shall not appiy to any stock
tion (bR5) to goodwIll, or going concern
graph (2)).
issued after October 9, 1990, if—
'(B) DEEMED PURCHASE RULE—If—

(A) such stock is Issued purSuant to a writ- value.

'(i) any person acquires by purchase an ten binding contract in effect on October 9,

"(ii) Any modification of the amount de-

interest in any entity, and
1990, and at all times thereafter before such
'(ii) such person is treated under subpara- L*,uance, or
(B) such stock is issued pursuant to a reggraph (A) as holding any stock by reason of
holding such interest.
Istration or offering statement filed on or
such $tock shall be treated s acquired by before October 9, 1990, with a Federal or
purchsc by such person on the date of the State agency regulating the offering or sale
of securities and such stock is issued before
purchase of the ir,terest In such entity,

scribed In clause (i).

prescribe such regulations as may he neces- filIng.

October 9, 1990.

'(9) REGTJI.ATONS.—The Secretary shall

sary to carry out the purposes of this sub8fcnon, including regulations to prevent the
aoidance of tle purposes of this subsection

"(ii) Any other information as the Secretary deems necessary to carry out the provisions of this paragraph."
(d) EFFEcTIVE DATE.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in

paragraph (2), the amendments made by

the date 90 days after the date of such this section shall apply to acquIsitions after
S'C. 13333. MODIFICATIONs TO EcTION lOGO.

(2)

BINDING

CONTRACT EXCEPTI0N.—The

aniendments made by this section shall not
Subsection (a) of section 1060 (relatIng to apply to any acquisition pursuant to a writ.through t1e use of related persons, pass- 8peclal allocation rules for certain asset allo- ten binding contract In effect on Octobcr 9,
thru entities, options, or other arrange- cations) is amended by adding at the end 1990, and at all times thereafter before such
ments.
thereof the followIng new sentence: "If in acquisition.
(a) EvCT or ALLOCATION AGREEMENTS.—
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MODIFICATION TO CORPORATION
EQUITY REDICFION LIMITATIONS 0%
NET OPERATING LOSS CARRYBACKS.

(a) REPEAL or EXCEPTION FOR ACQUIs!-

liONS 0? SuesmIARIas.—Clause (ID of section 172(m)(3)(B) (relating to exceptions) is
amended to read as follows:

"(Ii) ExcPTio.—The term 'major stock

acquisition' does not Include a qualified

Issued, and stock transferred, after October
9, 1990, in satisfaction of any indebtedness.
(2) ExcEPTI0N5—The amendments made
by this section shall not apply to any debt
Instrument Issued, or stock transferred, in
satisfaction of any indebtedness If such issuance or transfer (as the case may be)—
(A) is in a title 11 or similar case (as defined in section 368(aX3)(A) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1988) which was filed on

stock purchase (within the meaning of section 338) to which an election under section or before October 9, 1990,
338 applIes."
(B) is pursuant to a written binding con(b) EFFECTIvE DATE.—
tract in effect on October 9, 1990, and at all
(1) IN GENERAL,—Except as provided in times thereafter before such Issuance or
paragraph (2). the amendment made by sub- transfer,
section (a) shall apply to acquisitions alter
(C) is pursuant to a tender or exchange
October 9, 1990.
(2) BImING cozrrR.Acr EXcEPTI0N.—The

vldual who is not a member of a retirement
system (as defined in section 218(b)(4) of
the Social Security Act) of such State, poutIcal subdivision, or Instrumentality, except

that the provisions of this subparagraph
shall not be applicable to service performed—

"(I) by an individual who is employed to

relieve such individual from unemployment;
"(II) in a hospital, home, or other Institution by a patient or Inmate thereof;

"(Ill) by any individual as an employee

serving on a temporary basis in case of fire,

storm, snow, earthquake, flood, or other
similar emergency;

"(iv) by an election official or election

offer f lied with the Securities and Exchange worker If the remuneration paid in a calenCommission on or before October 9, 1990, or dar year for such service is less than $100;

amendment made by subsection (a) shall
(D) such acquisition is pursuant to an or
not apply to any acquisition pursuant to a offer—
"(v) by an employee in a position compenwritten binding contract in effect on Octo(i) the material terms of which were de- sated solely on a fee basis which is treated
ber 9, 1990. and at all times thereafter scribed
pursuant
to section 1402(c)(2)(E) as a trade
in a written public announcement on
before such acquisition.
SEC. 13335. ISSUANCE OF DEBT OR STOCK IN SATISFACTION OF INDEBTEDNESS.

or before October 9, 1990,

(II) which was the subject of a prior filing
with the Securities and Exchange Commis(a) IssuANcE or DsRT INsTRUMENT.—
and
(1) Subsection (e) of section 108 (relating sion,
(Iii) which is subsequently filed with the
to general rules for discharge of Indebted- Securities
and Exchange Commission before
ness) is amended by adding at the end
January 1, 1991.
thereof the following new paragraph:
"(11) INDEBTEDNESS SATIsFIED BY IssuANcE
OF DEBT INsTRUMENT.—

(A) IN GENERAL—For purposes of deter-

PART V—EMPLOYMENT TAX
PROVISIONS

SEC. 18311. COVERAGE OF CERTAIN STATE AND

or business for purposes of inclusion of such
fees in net earnings from self-employment,

(c) MANDATORY ExCI.U5ION oF CERTAIN EMPLOYEES FROM STATE AGREEMENT5—Sectlon

218(cX6) of the Social Security Act (42
u.S.C. 418(c)(8)) is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of sub-

paragraph (D);

(2) by striking the period at the end of
subparagraph (E) and Inserting in lieu

thereof ", and"; and
(3) by adding at the end the following new
(a) EMPLOYMENT UNDER OASDL—Para- subparagraph:
"(F) service described in section
such debtor shall be treated as having satis- graph (7) of section 210(a) of the Social Se- 210(a)(7)(F)
which is included as 'employfied the indebtedness with an amount of curity Act (42 U.S.C. 410(a)(7)) is amended— ment' under sectIon
210(a).".
(1) by striking "or" at the end of subparamoney equal to the Issue price of such debt
(d) ErPwc'rlvz DATE.—The amendments
graph (D);
Instrument.
(2) by striking the semicolon at the end of made by this section shall apply with re(B) IssuE PRICE.—For purposes of subparaspect to service performed alter December
graph (A), the Issue price of any debt instru- subparagraph (E) and inserting ", or"; and
(3) by adding at the end the following new 31, 1990.
rnent shall be determined under sections
SEC. 13342. EXTENSION OF SURTAX ON UNEMI'IA)Y1273 and 1274. For purposes of the preced- subparagraph:
MEN'! TAX.
"(F) service in the employ of a State
ing sentence, section 1273(b)(4) shall be ap(a) GziEEM. Ruu.—Subsectlon (a) of secplied by reducing the stated redemption (other than the District of Columbia,
price of any instrument by the portion of Guam. or American Samoa), of any political tIon 3301 (relating to rate of unemployment
such stated redemption price which is treat- subdivision thereof, or of any Instrumentali- tax) is amended by striking paragraphs (1)
ed as interest for purposes of this chapter." ty of any one or more of the foregoing and (2) and Inserting the following:
"(1) 6.2 percent in the case of calendar
(2) SubsectIon (a) of section 1275 Is which is wholly owned thereby, by an indiamended by striking paragraph (4) and re- vidual who is not a member of a retirement years before 1996, or
"(2) 6.0 percent in the case of calendar
designating paragraph (5) as paragraph (4). system (as defined in section 218b)4 of
(bi LIMITATION ON S-rocx FOR DEBT EXCEP- such State, political subdivision, or instru- year 1996 and each calendar thereafter,".
(b EmcTIvE DATE.—The amendments
TION.—
mentality, except that the provisions of this
(1)IN cENntss,—Subparagraph (B) of sec- subparagraph shall not be applicable to made by subsection (a) shall apply to calendar years after 1990.
Lion 108(e)(10) Is amended to read as fol- service performed—
lows:
"(I) by an individual who is employed to SEC. 133413. DEPOSI I'S OF PAYROLL TA.XFS.
'(B) EXCEPTION FOR CERTALN sTOCK IN relieve such individual from unemployment;
(a) IN GENERAL—SubsectIon (g) of sectIon
TITLE 11 CASES AND INsOLVENT DEBTORS.—
"(II) in a hospital, home, or other Institu- 6302 is amended to read as follows:
"(I) Iii GENEIuI..—Subparagraph (A) shall tion by a patient or Inmate thereof;
"(g) DEPosrI-s OF SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES
mining income of a debtor from discharge of

indebtedness, If a debtor Issues a debt instrument in satisfactIon of indebtedness,

not apply to any transfer of stock of the

debtor (other than disqualified stock)—
"(I) by a debtor In a title 11 case, or

I.OCAL EMPLOYEES UNDER SOCIAL

SECURITY.

"(lii) by any individual as an employee

serving on a temporary basis in case of fire.

Wz'rincaw INCOME TAxzs.—If, under
w
regulations prescribed by the Secretary, a

storm, snow, earthquake, flood, or other person is required to make deposits of taxes
imposed by chapters 21 and 24 on the basis
"(Iv) by an election official or election of eighth-month perIods, such person shall
extent such debtor is Insolvent.
"(Ii) DISQu*tI?ItI sTocx.—For purposes of worker If the remuneration paid in a calen- make deposits of such taxes on the 1st
clause (I), the term 'disqualified stock' dar year for such service Is less than $100; banking day alter any day on which such
means any stock with a stated redemption or
person has $100,000 or more of such taxes
"(IT) by any other debtor but only to the similar emergency;

"(v) by an employee in a position compen-

price If—

"(I) such stock has a fixed redemption sated solely on a fee basis which is treated

date.
"(U) the Issuer of such stock has the right
to redeem such stock at one or more times,
or

"(Ill) the holder of such stock has the
right to require Its redemption at ohe or
more times."

(2) CONFORMING AME?mMEIIT.—Paragraph

(8) of section 108(e) is amended by addIng at
the end thereof the following new sentence:

"Any stock which is disqualified stock (as
defined in paragraph (l0)(B)(il)) shall not
be treated as stock for purposes of this paragraph."
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
(1 IN GENERAL.—Except

as provided in

pursuant to section 211(cX2RE) as a trade

or business for purposes of inclusion of such
fees in net earnings from sell-employment.
(b) En't,oYhs WIDER FICA.—Paragraph
(7) of sectIon 3121(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended—
(1) by striking "or" at the end of subparagraph (Dl:
(2) by striking the semicolon at the end of
subparagraph (E) and Inserting ". or"; and
(3) by adding at the end the following new
subparagraph:

for deposit,".

iDlz,iT.—Paragraph (2)
(b) TEcIENIcAL A
of section 7632(b) of the Revenue ReconcilIatIon Act of 1989 is hereby repealed.
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments

made by this section shall apply to amounts
requIred to be deposIted after December 31,
1990.

PART VI—MISCELLANEOUS

PROVISIONS

SEC. 18381. SPECIAL RULES WHERE GRANTOR OF
TRUST IS A FOREIGN PERSON.

(a)

IN Gurwl.,—Sectlon 672 (relating to

"(F) service in the employ of a State definItIons and rules) is amended by adding

(other than the District of Columbia,
Guam, or American Samoa), of any political
subdivision thereof, or of any Instrumentali-

paragraph (2), the amendments made by ty of any one or more of the foregoing

this section shall apply to debt Instruments which Is wholly owned thereby, by an ladi-

at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(f) SPECIAL RuLE Wiizax GRANTOR IS FosZION PER50N.—

"(1) IN otiitasi..—If—
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°(A) but for this subsection, a foreign

person would be treated as the owner of any
portion of a trust., and
"(B) such truss has a beneficiary who Ia a
Unft.ed &ate8 person,

such beneficiary shall be treated as the

giantor of such portion to the extent such
benefictary has made transfers of property
by gift (directly or indirectly) to such foreign person, For purposes of the preceding
sentence, any gift shall not be taken into cCount to the extent such gift wou)d be excluded from taxable gifts under section

(3) methods to Increase compliance with

the provisions of such 8ection and ways
Form 8300 could be simplified, and

(4) appropriate methods to fncrease the
usefulness and availability of information
submitted under the provisioi of such eection.

Not later than March 31, 1991, the Secretary shall submit (.0 the Committee on Way8
and Means of the House of Representatives

and the Commfttee on Finance of the
Senate a report on the study conducted
under this gubsection, t.ogether with such

recommendations as he may deem advisable.
(e) Eyl'Ecnvz D*rzs,—
'(2) Rzui.*'riois.—The Secretary shall
(1) The amendments made by 3ubsections
prescribe such regulaUons 88 may be necessary to carry out the purpoee of this sub- (a) and (b) shall apply to amounts received
after the date of the enactment of this Act
section."
(2) The amendment made by subsection
(b) EFFEcrlvt D*it.—The mendmenta
(c) shall take effect on the date of the enmade by this section shall apply to—
(1) any trust created after the date of the aetnient of this Act.
(3) Not later than June 1, 1991, the Secreenactment of this Act, and
2503(b),

(2) any portion of a trust created on or tary of the Treasury or hs delegate shall
before such date which is attributable to prescribe regulations under section
amounts contributed to the trust after such 60501(d)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1988 (as amended by this section),

date.

SEC. 13352. RETURN REQUIREMENT
WHERE CASH
RECEIVED IN TRADE OR BUSINESS.
(a) CERTAIN MONT.TARY INSTRUMENTS
As CASH.—Subsection d) of section

S1C. 13353. PART B PREMIUM.

Section 1839(e) of the Soda) Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 1395r(e)), as amended by section
6161, is further amended—
TrEn
(1) by inserting "(A)" after "(e)(1),
60501 (relating to returns relating to cash
by adding at the end of paragraph (1)
received in trade or business) is amended to the(2)
following new subparagraph:
read as follows:
"(B) Notwithstanding the provisions of
"(d) C*sH INCLUDES F0RZIGN Curuti,cy subsection (a), the monthly
premium for
MD CERTAIN MoNETARY INSTRUWENTS.—For each individual enrolled under this part for
purposes of this secUon, the term 'cash' In- each month In—
cludes—
'(i) 1991 shall be $29.90,
"(1) foreign currency, and
'(ii) 1992 shall be $31.10,
"(2) tO the extent provided in regulations
"(iii) 1993 shall be $36.50,
prescribed by the Secretary, any monetary
"(iv) 1994 shall be $41.20, and
Instrument (whether or not in bearer form)
"(v) 1995 shall be $46.20.", and

with a face amount of not more than

(3) by striking 'and for each month after
December 1992 and before January 1996"
Paragraph (2) shall not apply t any check after "January 1991" each place it appears.
drawn on the account of the writer fn a fi- SEC. 133&4. PART B DEDUCTIBLE.
$10,000,

nancial tnztgtution referred (.0 th subertion

(b) IIqCRZASE U! PUALTY FOR brrTIOflAL

Section 1833(b) of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 13951), as amended by section

6162, is further amended by striking 'for

DIsREGAJID or REP0RTUIG REuzBnI-r.— calendar years before 1991 and aft 1995,
Paragraph (2) of section 872 1(e) (relating to and $150 for years after 1990 and before
penalty for Intentional disregard) is amend- 1996" and Inserting for calendar years

ed-

before 1991 and $100 for 1991 and subse-

(1) by inserting '605OI," alter '6050H," fn quent years".
subparagraph (A),
(2) by striking "or" at the end of subparagraph (A).

(3) by £triking 'and" at the end of ub(4) by inserting after iubparagraph (B)

paragraph (B) and inserting "or", and
the following new subparagraph:

(C) in the case of a return required to be
filed under section 60501(a) with respect to

any transaction (or related transactions),
the greater of.—
(i) $2&000, or

(ii) the amount of cash (within the mean-

ing of section 60501(d)) received In such
transaction (or related transactions) to the

e,tent the amount of such caah doea not
exceed $100,000, and".
(c) CLAIIcATIon or A ucArio P PROvisiow POHIBIflNG

vAsIo TEcrnIIQtJE8.—

The heading of subsection (f) of eection
60501 is amended to read as followE

'(f) &RUCTURUIO TRANSACTIONS TO EVADE

REPORTING Rcujpjnirs PROHXBITED.—".

(d) SruDy.—The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate shall conduct a study on
the operajon of 8e(ion 60501 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. Such study sh&fl
include an examination of—
(1) the extent of compliance with the pro-

visions of su section.

(2) the effectiveness of the penalties in en-

suring compliance with the provisions of
such section,
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(d) EnECTZVZ D*rs.—Tbe amendments
made by subsections (b) and (C) shall apply
with respect La fiscal years beginning after

September 30, 1990.

OMNIBUS BUDGET
RECONCILIATION ACT

HOLLINGS (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 3033

Mr. HOLLINGS (for himself, Mr.

Hrn;z. Mr. MOYNIR.AN. Mr. MCCAIN,
Mr. PRESSLER, Mr. MCCONiELL, Mr.
GRAHAM, Mr. MCCLURE, Mr. Coirs,
Mr. GssLEY Mr. LEvTN, Mr. KERIIY,

Mr. JEFF0RDs. Mr. DEC0NCDII, Mr.

SIMON. Mr. R.IEGLE, Mr. Baarn..ay, and

Mr. KAsTE1q) proposed an amendment
to the bill S. 3209, supra, as follows:
At the appropriate place, Insert the following:
SEC.

.

SOCIAL SECURITY rRESERV.tnoN ACT.

(a) SEoRT Tims.—This section may be
cited as the Social Security Preservation
ActS'.

(b) DEF1X4ITION or Dsrxcrr.—(1) The
second sentence of paragraph (6) of section
3

of the Congressional Budget and Im-

poundment Control Act of 1974 (2 U.S.C.
622(6)) is repealed.

(2) Section 275(bX2)(A) of the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act
of 1985 (2 U.S.C. 901 note) is amended by
striking out and the second sentence of section 3(6) of such Act (as added by section
201(a)l1) of this joint resolution)".
(C) Soci Sscuazr Acr.—Subsectlon (a)
of section 710 of the Social Security Act is
amended by striking shall not be lncludcd

In the totals of the budget" and Inserting
shall not be included in the budget deficit
or any other totals of the budget".
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Subtitle C—Social Security Trust Fund
Sec. 12151. Eicluion of Social Security

trust funds when calculating

rnaiimum deficit amounts.
Sec. 12152. Soctal Securiy firewall and
point of order.
Subtitle D—Multiyear Budgeting to Ensure
Permanent Savings
Sec. 12201. Multi year budgeting.
Sec. 12202. President's budget to address
out-years.

Sec. 12203. Strengthening the prohibition of
spending before budgeting.
Subtitle E—Credit IUform
Sec. 12251. Credit reforms.
Sec. 12252. Effect on Congressional Budget

S 16041

"(G) with respect to the fiscal year beginning October 1, 1991. $219,000,000,000:

'(II) with respect to the fiscal year bcginning October 1, 1992, $165,000,000,000:

"(1) with respect to the fzscal year bcgin-

nzng October 1, 1993, $86,000,000,000; and

"(J) unth respect to the fiscal year begin-

ning October 1. 1994. $62,000.000. 000; or

with respect to each such fiscal year. such
revised amounts as the Office of Management and Budget shall estimate in Us report
under section 251(a)(2) of thc Balanced

Budget and Emergency Deficit Reduction
Act of 1985 in strict conformance with the
provisions of section 251(a)(1)(E) of that
Act.".
(bi BUDGET ESTIMATES AND DETER MINA-

Act and conforming amend- TIONS.—Section 251(aI(1) of the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Deficit Reduction
ments.

Sec. 12253. Table of contents.
Subtitle F—Budget Timetable
Sec. 12301. Budget timetable.

Act of 1985 t, amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A), by inserting after
'such fiscal year" the following: "(and each
other jiscal year beginning after the date of
Subtitle —Early Initial Grainm-Rudman- the report under this section for which secHollings Reports
tion 3(7) of the Congresiona1 Budget Act 0.1
Sec 12351. Early initial Gramm-Rudman- 1974 sets forth maximum deficit amounts)'
(2) in szbpara graph (C), by striking and'
Hollings reports.
Sec. 12352. President's budget request to use at the end the reof and
(3) by inserting at the end thereof the folGrumm-Rudman-Hollings
lowing new subparagraphs:
rules.
"(E)(i) in calendar years 1991 and 1992,
Subtitle H—Strengthening the Byrd Rule on
estimate the necessary ievisions to the maiExtraneons Matter in Reconciliation
mum deficit amounts (for each fiscal year
Sec. 12401. Strengthening the Byrd rule.
beginning after the date of the report under
Subtitle 1—Budget Submissions by New
Presidents

this section for which section 3(7) of the

Sec. 12451. Requirement for new Presidents

maximum deficit amounts) caused solely

bud gets.

Sec. 12452. Deadlines in years when a new

Congressional Budget Act of 1974 sets forth

by—

"(1) changes in the budgetary accounting

President takes office.
Subtitle J—Repeal of Superseded Deadlines

for credit and in the definition of 'budget

Sec. 12552. DefinUions.
Subtitle L—Codification of Budget Process
Provisions
Sec. 12601. Gender neutrality.
&'c. 12602. Repeal of obsolete provision.s.

enactment of such laws and submitted

a'thority,', and
"(II) economic and technical changes,
Sec. 12501. Superseded deadlines and con- whwh
shall equal-—
forming changes.
"(aa) the deficit in the budget baseline set
Subtitle K—Standardization of Points of
forth pursuant to paragraph (6) of this subOrder
section, minus
"(bb)(aaa) the net deficit increase (if any)
Sec. 12551. Statu1ardj.ation of language recaused by laws (as estimated at the time of
garding points of order.

MITCHELL (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 3046

Mr. MITCHELL (for himself, Mr.

DOLL Mr. SASSER, Mr. D0MENIcI, Mr.
BYRD. and Mr. BENTSEN) proposed an

amendment to the bill S. 3209, supra,

as follows:
At the end of the bill, insert the following
new title:

TITLE XU—RUDGET PROcESS REFORM ACT
OF 1990
.SLI. /200/. ShORT TITLE.

This tUle may be cited as the 'Budget

Process Reform Act of 1990'
SFc. /,/l2. TABLE OF CONTENTS.

TiTLE XIl—B UDGET PROCESS REFORM
ACT OF 1990

Sec. 12001. Short title.
Sec. 12002. Table of contents.
Subtitle A—Deficit Reduction
Sec. 1201. Deficit targets.
Sec. 12052. Discretionary spending limits.

under section 252A(d) or 252B(e)) enacted
after the date of enactment of the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (adjusting for any sequestration), and
"(bbb) the maximum deficit amount a. it
Sec. 12603. Standard izaton of additional er-isted
immediately before the issuance of
deficit control provisions.
report and
Sec. 12604. Codification of provision re- the
"(ii) in calendar year 1993, estimate the
garding revenue estimates.
to the maximum deficit amounts
Sec. 12606. Codification of rules regarding rersions
cach fiscal year beginning after the date
savings transfers between fiscal (for
of the report unler this section for which
years.
3(7) of the Congressicnal Budget Act
Sec. 12608. Technfcal revisions of Gramm- section
of 1974 sets forth maximum deficit

R udinan-Hollings.

Sec. 12609. Codification of precedent with

amounts) caused by only changes in the

accounting for credit; and
rcgard to conference reports budgetary
"(F) estimate the necessary revsion.s to
and
amendments
between the defense. international, and domestic dishou.es.
cretionary spending allocations set forth in
Sec. 12610. Conforming change to title 31.
section 12052 of the Omnibus Budget ReconSubtitle M—Budget Disclosure
ciliation Act of 1990 for each appropriate
Sec. 12651. Debt increase as measure of efi- fiscal year cansed solely by—

cit.
"(i) changes in the budgetary accountinçi
Sec. 12652. Contingent liabilities of the Fed- for credit a,id in the definttion of 'budget
authoñty and
eral Goveriiment.
Sec. 12653. Display of Federal retirement
"(ii) changes in foreco.sted inflation using
tru.t fund balances.
only changes in the forecast of the fiscal
year average of the eseimated gross national
Sec. 12053. Sequester of defense, domestic SubtWe N—Erercjse of Rulemaking Powers product fixed-weight price deflator.
discretionary, and internation- Sec. 12701. Exercise of rulemaking powers.
SEC. 12052. DISCRETIONARY SPENDING LIMITS.
al discretionary accounts.
Subtitle 4—Deficit Reduction
(a) AGGREGATE ALLOCATIONS FOR DIFENSE.—
Sec. 12054. Restoration of funds seques- SEC. 12051. DEFICIT TARETi
The 1eveL of budget authority and outlays
tered.
(a) DEFINITION OF MAXIMUM DErJCIT.—Sec- for fiscal years 1991, 1992, and 1993 for dis&c. 12055. Conforming chanies.
tion 37) of the Congressional Budget Act of cretionary spending within major function1974 ts amended by striking subparagraphs al category 050 (National Defense) shall be—
Subtitle B—Pay-As- You-Go
(F), (G), and (H), and in3erting the follow(lh'A)for fiscal year 1991:
Sec. 12101. Pay-as-you-go provi$ions in ing:
(i) new budget authority, $288,918.000.000.
budget resolutions,
"(F) with respect to the fiscal year begin(ii) outla?) 8, $297,660.000,000.
S.'c. 12102. Pay-as-you-go sequestration,
ning October 1, 1990. $242,000,000,000;
(B)for fiscal year 1992;
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(i) new budget authority, $291,643,000,000, fense) and for all discretionary spending in East and do not include costs that Would be
(ii) outlays, $295,744,000,000, and
categories other than major functional cate- experienced by the Department of Defense as
(C) for fiscal year 1993:
gory 050 as set forth in subsections (a), (b), part of its normal operattons absent Oper(i) new budget authority, $291,785,000,000, and (c).
ation Desert Shield.
(ii) outlays, $292,686,000,000; or
() (1) ADDITION4L TECHNICAL REVISIONS.—
(2) Notwithstanding any other provision
(2) with respect to each such fiscal year, Notwith.standing any other provision of of law, concurrent resolutions on the budget

such revised level as the Office of Management and Budget shaU estimate in Its report
under section 251(a)(2) of the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Deficit Reduètion
Act of 1985 in strict conformance with the

provisions of section 251(a)(1)(F) of that

law, the Director of the Office of Manage- for fiscal years 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995

inent and Budget shall ma.1ce technical rees- under section 301 or 304 of the Con gressiontimates (in addition to those that the Direc- al Budget Act of 1974 may set forth levels
tor may make pursuant to section consistent wflh allocations increased by—

251(a)(1)(E) and 251(a)(1)(F) of the Bal-

(A) the budget authority amounts in sub-

anced Budget and Emergency Deficit Reduc- paragraph (A) and by the composite outlays
tion Act of 1985) to allow increased funding per category consistent with them; and
in the following amounts, and such amounts
(B) the budget authority and outlay
shall be added to the allocations under sec- amounts in subparagraph (B), (C), (D), fE),
ity and outlays for fiscal years 1991, 1992, tion 12052 and shaU not be counted as in- and (F).
and 1993 for discretionary spending within creasing the deficit for purposes of sections
(h)(1) FURTHER ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL REVImajor functional category 150 (Internation- 251, 252, 252A, and 252B of the Balanced SI0NS.—(1) Notwithstanding any other proalAffairs) shall be—
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act vision of law, the Director of the Office of
(1)(A) for fiscal year 1991:
of 1985—
Management and Budget may make techni
(i) new budget authority, $20,100,000,000,
(A) in addition to any other amounts cal reestimates (in addition to those that the
(ii) outlays, $18,600,000,000,
under this paragraph, for each of fiscal Director may make pursuant to section
(B) for fiscal year 1992:
years 1992 and 1993, in the amounts of—
251(a)(1)(E) and 251(a)(1)(F) of the Bal(i) new budget authority, $20,500,000,000,
(i) up to 0.021 percent of the total of anced Budget and Emergency Deficit Reduc(zi) outlays, $19,100,000,000, and
budget authority in the allocations in sub- tion Act of 1985, but solely due to outlays ex(C) for fiscal year 1993:
sections (a), (b), and (c) (together), for fiscal ceeding the amount of outlays set forth in
(i) new budget authority, $21,400,000,000,
years 1991, 1992, and 1993 (together), for de- subsections (a), (b), and (c), resulting from
(ii) outlays, $19,600,000,000; or
fense discretionary spending budget author- changes between outlays estimated for en(2) with respect to each such fiscal year, ity under subsection (a); and
acted budget authority and the spendout
such revised level as the Office of Mamage(ii) up to 0.079 percent of the total of
ment and Budget shall-estimate in its report budget authority in the allocations made in rate assumed in the relationship between
under section 251(a)(2) of the Balanced subsections (a), (b), and (c) (together) for budget authority and outlays set forth in
Budget and Emergencij Deficit Reduction fiscal years 1991, 1992, and 1993 (together), subsections (a), (b), and (c), less any outlays
pursuant to subsections (g)(1)(A) to
Act of 1985 in strict confornuznce with the for international affairs discretionary used
increased funding in the following
provisions of section 251(a)(1)(F) of that spending budget authority under subsection allow
amounts and such amounts shall not be
Act.
(b);
counted as increasing the deficit under sec(c) AGGREGATE ALLOCATIONS FOR DOMESTIC
(iii) 0.1 percent of the total of budget au- tions 251, 252, 252A, and 252B of the BalDISCRETIONARY SPENDING.—TS1Le levels of total thority in the allocations in subsections (a),
budget authority and ouUaysforfiscal years (b), and (c) (together), for fiscal years 1991, anced Budget and Emergency Deficit Con1991, 1992, and 1993 for all discretionary 1992, and 1993 (together), for domestic dis- trolAct of 1985—
(A)for each of fiscal years 1991, 1992, and
spending in categories other than major cretionary spending budget authority under
1993, in the amounts of—
functional categories 050 (National Defense) subsection (c);
(i) $2,500,000,000 for defense discretionary
and 150 (International Affairs) shall be—
(B) in addition to any other amounts
outlays under subsection (a);
(1)(A) for fiscal year 1991:
under this paragraph, the estimated costs of spending
(ii) $1,500,000,000 for international affairs
(I) new budget authority, $182,700,000,000, an appropriation enacted in calendar year
spending outlays under sub(ii) ouUays, $198,100,000,000,
1990 or 1991 that forgives the Arab Republic discretionary
and
(B) for fiscal year 1992:
of Egypt 's Foreign Military Sales indebted- section(b);
(iii) $2,500,000,000 for domestic discre(I) new budget authority, $191,300,000,000, ness to the United States and any part of the
tionary spending ouUays under subsection
(ii) outlays, $210,100,000,000, and
Government
of
Poland's
indebtedness
to
the
(C) for fiscal year 1993:
(c); and
United States;
(i) new budget authority, $198,300,000,000,
(B) for each of fiscal years 1994 and 1995,
(C)
in
the
addition
to
any
other
amounts
(ii) outlays, $221,700,000,000, or
under this paragraph, the amount provided in the amount of $6,500,000,000 for discreAct.
(b) AGGREGATE Au.0cATI0NS FOR INTEPJiATION4L AFFAIRS.—The levels of budget author-

(2) with respect to each such fiscal year,
such revised level as the Office of Management and Budget shall estimate in its report
under section 251(a)(2) of the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Deficu Reduction
Act of 1985 in strict conformance with the

by an appropriation enacted in fiscal year tionary spending outlays under subsection
1992 to purchase Special Drawing Rights (d).
from the International Monetary Fund as SEC. 12053. DiScRETIONARY SPENDiNG LIMiT SE.
part of its Ninth General Review of Quotas;

QLJESTRA TION.

(D) in addition to any other amounts (a) DATE OF FINAL ORDER.—
(1)(A) The Balanced Budget and Emergenunder this paragraph, amounts not to
provisions of section 251(a)(1)(F) of that exceed the following for the Internal Reve- cy Deficit Control Act of 1985 is amended—
Act.

nue Service compliance initiative to be pro(i) in section 251(c)(1), by striking "Octovided to raise additional revenues from in- ber 10" and inserting "November 10'
Internal Revenue Service compli(ii) in section 253, by striking "November
thorlty and outlays for fiscal years 1994 and creased
ance—
15" and inserting "December 15'
1995 for discretionary spending shafl be—
(i)for fiscal year 1991:
(iii) in section 252(b)(1), by striking "Oc
(1)(A)for/'tscal year 1994:
(I) new budget authority, $191,000,000,
tober 15" and inserting "November 15'
(i) new budget authority, $510,800,000,000,
(II) outlays, $183,000,000,
(iv) in section 252(c)(2)(D), by striking
(ii) outlays, $534,800,000,000, and
(ii) for fiscal year 1992:
"October 20" and inserting "November 20'
(B)for fiscal year 1995;
(I) new budget authority, $172,000,000,
and
(i) new budget authority, $517,700,000,000,
(II) outlays, $169,000,000,
(v) in section 257(c)(2), by striking 'Octo
(ii) ouUays, $540,800,000,000, or
(iii)for fiscal year 1993:
ber 15" and inserting "November 15".
(2) with respect to each such fiscal year,
(I) new budget authority, $183,000,000,
(B) The amendments made by this parasuch revised level as the Office of Manage(II) outlays, $1 79,000,000,
graph shall take effect beginning in calenment and Budget shall estimate in its report
(iv) for fiscal year 1994:
dar year 1991.
under section 251(a)(2) of the Balanced
(I) new budget authority, $187,000,000,
(b) SPENDING CA TEOOR V SEQ UESTER.—Part
Budget and Emergency Deficfl Reduction
(II) outlays, $183,000,000, and
C of the Balanced Budget and Emergency
Act of 1985 in strict conformance with the
(v)for fiscal year 1995:
Deficit Control Act of 1985 is amended by
provisions of section 251(a)(1)(F) of that
(I) new budget authority, $188,000,000,
inserting after section 252 the following:
Act.
(II) outlays, $184,000,000; and
(e) BUDGET RESOLUTIONS—
the prior-year outlays resulting from these "SEC. 2524. DISC'RETIONARY SPEVD1XG LiMIT SEQLJESTRA TlOX
(1) HousE OF REPREsENTATIVES.—The Com- appropriations of budget authority; and
"(a) REPORTING OF EXCESS.—
mittee on the Budget of the House of Repre(E) in addition to any other amounts
(1) £SDThIATES AND DrrERMINA77ONS.—The
sentatives shall report a concurrent resolu- under this paragraph, such amounts as the
tion on the budget for fiscal years 1992, Pre.sident designates as emergency require- Directors shall, with respect to each appro1993. 1994, and 1995 pursuant to section 301 ments in a request for appropriations and priations Act—
"(A) deter,nine the aggregate budget leveLs
of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, in that the Congress so designates in statute.
accordance with the appropriate levels of Emergency Desert Shield costs mean those of outlays that may be anticipated as a
budget authority and budget outlays for incremental costs direcUy associated with result of the enactment of such appropria
major functional category 050 (NationaZ De- the sncrease in operations in the MiddZe tions Act—
(d) AGGREGATE ALLOCATIONS OR DISCRETIONARY SPENDING.—TS1Le levels of budget au-
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'(i) for the defense, international affairs, tion 12502 of the Omnibus Budget Reconcil(1) in paragraph (3), by striking "and"

and domestic discretionary categories as set iation Act of 1990 (as adjusted under that
(2) by redesignating paragraph (4) as
forth in section 12502 of the Omnibus section and section 251(a)(1)(F) of this Act), paragraph (5); and
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 in fiscal except assuming such lower leveZ8 in annual
(3) by inserting after paragraph (3) the folyears 1991, 1992, and 1993; and
appropriations Or continuing approprianew paragraph.'
"(ii) for discretionary spending as set tions that have been enacted before the date low2ng
"(4) set forth pay-as-you-go procedurcs
forth in section 12502 of the Omnibus of the report for the entire fiscal year that
Budget Reconc,zliation Act of 1990 in fi.scal are enacted at a lower level, when appro- whereby—
"(A) budget authority and outlays may be
years 1994 and 1995; and
prLations have been enacted covering all
"(B) detennjne whether such Appropria- subcommittees covered by the relevant cate- allocated to a committeefor legislation that
increases funding for ent2tlement and mantions Act causes the aggregate allocation for gory;
budget authority or outlays in section 12502
"(D) assuming that any sequester under datory spending program. within its jurisof the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act section 252B that will be ordered on No2em- diction if that committee or the committee
of 1990 (as revised under that section and ber 15 1&u.s been put into effect before the of conference on such legislation reports
such legislation, if to the extent that the
section 251(alll)(FJ of this Act) to be exceed- snapshot date;'
eL
(3) in section 252(a)(1), by inserting after costs of such legi.slation are not included in
'(2) REPORT—Based on the determina- '251(a)(2)(B),"
following: "and after the concurrent resolution on the budget, the
tions required in paragraph (1), the Direc- having ordered the
such reductions, if any, as enw.tment of such legi.slation will not intors of the Congressional Budget Office and may be required by sections 252A and crease the deficit (by virtue of either deficit
the Office of Management and Budget shall 252B, ";
reduction in the bill or previously passed
each report to the President not later than S
(4) in section 252(a)(4), by strik2ng sub- deficit reduction) in the resolution for the
days after the enactment of an appropria- paragraph (A) and inserting the follow2ng:
first fi.scal year covered by the concurrent

tions Act identifying the amount of any
"(A) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding section resolution on the budget, and will not inbudget authority or outlay excess in any 257(7), the net amount of deficit increase crease the total deficit for the period of

spending category set forth in section 12502 caused by laws enacted after November 15 of fiscal years covered by the concurrent resoof the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act the previous calendar year and before Octo- lution on the budget,
of 1990 resulting from the enactment of the ber 1 (u.s estimated at the time of enactment
"(B) upon the reporting of legislation purappropriations Act, estimating the aggre- of such laws and submitted under section suant to subparagraph (A), and aga2n upon
gate amount of budget authority or outlay 252A(d) or 252B(e)), after taking effect any the submi.ssion of a conference report on
reductions in the spending category neces- sequestration during that period, shall be such legislation (if a conference report i.s
sary to eliminate the excess, and specifying withheld in amounts equal to those that submitted), the chairman of the Committee
by account within the spending categorj the would be sequestered if the appropriate se- on the Budget of the Senate or the House of
budget baseline from which reductions are quester orders under this section, section Representatives (as the case may be) may
taken and the amounts and percentages by 252A, and section 252B were issued on Octo- file with the Senate or the House of Reprewhich such accounts must be reduced ber 1. pending the issuance of final order sentatives (as the case may be) appropriateduring such ftscal year in order to make the under those sections, and shall be perma- ly revised allocations under section 302(a)
reductions required bij thi,s section.
sequestered or reduced in accordance and rev i.sed functional levels and aggregates
"(b) SEQt'ESTER ORDE,t —Based on the nently
with those final orders upon the i.ssuance of to carry out this paragraph,
report the Director of the Office of Manage- those final orders.
"(C) such rcvi,sed allocations, functional
nwnt and Budget issued pursuant to subsec(5) in section 252(a)(4)(B)(ii)—
leveLs, and aggregates shall be considered for
tion (a), the President shall issue a sequester
(A) by striking "order under subsection
purposes of this Act as allocations. funcorder (making reductions uniformly across (b)" and inserting "orders under subsection the
tional levels, and aggregates containcd in
each nonexempt account, and within each (b) and section 252B" and
the concurrent resolution on the budget: and
account, uniformly across each program,
(B) bij striking "2 percent" and inserting
"(D) the appropriate committee shall
project, and activity) applicable to any "4percent'and
report appropriately revi.sed allocations piirspending category in excess of the allocation
(6) in section. 256(d)(1)(B), by striking "2 suant to section 302(b) of this Act to carry
limit for such category 15 days after the en- percent" and inserting "4 percent".
actnwnt of the appropriation Act appropri- SEC. /2054. RE.S7ORA flON OP P1.VDS SEQUESTERED, out this paragraph, and".
SEE. /2/02. PA V-AS-YOU-CO SEQ1'ESTR.4TIO.%
ating amounts in excess of allocation limits
(a) ORDER RESCINDED—Upon the enact(oron November 15, i/the date of enactment ment
(a) REpoRr.—Section 251(a)(2)(A) of the
of
this
Act,
the
orders
issued
by
the
is after June 30 or before November 1 of the President on August 25, 1990, and October Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit
fiscal year for which such Act makes appro- 15, 1990, pursuant to section 252 of the Bal- Control Act of 1985 is amended by striking
priation.s).
"estimating the aggregate amount of re"(c) ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL ASS tIMP- anced Budget and Emergency Deficit Con- quired outlay reductions" and inserting "esTIONs—Under this section, the Director of trol Act of 1985 are rescinded.
AMOUNTS RESTORED.—Any action taken timating the amount of required mandatory
the Office of Management and Budget shall to(b)
reductions under section 252B and
implement the orders referred to in sub- outlay
use the same economic and technical as- section
aggrcgate amount of required outlay re(a) shall be reversed, and any seques- the
sumptions as used by the budget svbmitted terable resource
dvction,
has been reduced or sebi the President for the appropriate fiscal questered by suchthat
(b) MANDATORY REDUCTIONS—The Balorders is restored, revived,
year under section 1105 of title 31, United or released and shall
be available to the anced Budget and Emergcncy Deficit ReducStates Code.
tion Act of 1985 i. amended by adding after
'(d) 0MB ESriM1rEs—Within 5 calendar same extent and for the same pvrpose u.s if section 252 the following new scction:
days after the enactment of any appropria- the orders had not been ssued
"SEC. 2528. EVPORCI.%G PA }.A S. }OU.CO.
tions Act, the Director of the Office of Man- SEC. /2055. CONFORMINC '1IA %CES.
(a) ExPI1rIoN.—5ection 275(b)(1) of the
"(a) FISCAL YE.RS 1992-1995 ENFORcEagement and Budget shall submit to the
Senate and the House of Representatives an Balanced Budget and Emergency Defic2t Re- MENT.—The purpose of this section i, to
estimate of the amount of change in budget duction Act of 1985 is amended by striking assure that any legislation enacted ofter the
inserting "1995'
date of enactment of this section that affects
authority, outlays, or receipts (if any) in '1993"and
(b) MARGIN.—The Balanced Budgct and direct spending or receipts that increascs
each fi.scal year through fi.scal year 1995 reDeficit Reduction Act of 1985 zs the defic,zt in any fiscal year covered by this
sulting from that legislation. Those esti Emergency
Act wiU trigger an offsetting sequestration.
mates shall be made using the same econom- amended—
(1) in section 251(a)(1)(B), by striking
'(b) SEQUESTRATION: LOOK-BACK—On Noic and technical a3sumptions as used by the
budget submitted by the President for the "$10,000,000,000 (zero in the case of fiscal t'cmber 15 of each f.scal year, there shall be
inserting "the margin'
a sequestration pursuant to subi.ction (d)
appropriate fiscal year under section 1105 of yearl993i'and
(2) in section 251(a)(2), by striking to offset the amount of any net deficit intitle 31, United States Code. '
(c) CONFORMING CHANGES—The Balanced $10,000,000,000 (zero in the case of fiscal crease in that fi.scal year or the prior fiscal
1993)" and inserting the margin" and year caused by all direct spending and reBudget and Deficit Reduction Act of 1985 s year
(3) in section 257, by amending paragraph ceipts legtslation enacted aMer the date of
amended—

(1) in section 251(a)(3)(B), by inserting (10) to read as follows:
enactment of this section (after adjusting
"(10) The term 'margin' means zero with for any sequestration of direct spending acafter "and 257." the following: "and after
respect
to
each
of
fiscal
years
1991,
1992.
having made such reductions, if any, u.s may
counts in a prior year). The Dircctor of
and 1993, and $15,000.000,000 with respect
be required by sections 252A and 252B,
(2) in section 251(a)(6)—

(A) by amending subparagraphs (C) and

(D) to read asfoUows:

'(C) in the case of all accounts to which
subparagraph (A) does not apply, assuming
approprtations at the leveLs set forth in sec-

to each of fiscal years 1994 and 1995. '
S,bfith' B—PapAs- Vo,Go

SEC. /2/0/. PA }-A.c-Yoz•.CO PROF/S/OS'S /.V B1/)GLT
RESOLZ T/O%

0MB shall calculate the amount of nct deficit increase, If any, in each such fiscal 7jear
by adding—

'(1) all estimates of the effect of direct

spending and receipts legislation on the def
Section 301(b) of the Congressional icit publishcd under subsection (dl applicoBudget Act of 1974 i,s amended—
bic to each such fiscal year: and
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(1) by 4nsertzng "or Social Security out'(2) tue e..tnw1ed a,nount aJdeflcit reduc- ance piogram established wuler title II of
tion applicable to each suck ftscal jear re- tue Socü1 Secirity Act or the related provt- Zais" after "total budget outZays
(2) b tnserting "(or Social Security rersulting from the prior year's sequ..est ration, sions of ehe Internal Revenue COde a! 1986
if any, a, published in thE Director of 0MB 'S ** the sijrplvj or dficiL toto2s requzred b nue.s to be leza than tine appropriate lei'el of
tJu subsection or in ny otJer surpii ot Social Security revenues/' after 'total rev'final seqizestrcztion report far that year.
'(c) EUMINATING A D,,crr INCREASE—til deficit oLc2 required by th2s W1e
niics' and
ON 7W
CONCURRFNT RF.'SOLUflON
(C)
Action3 to reduce dirtt spending accottnt.s
(3) by adding at the nd thcrrof thfollowBUIXET.—Section 301(a) of thE Congression-

shall be taken in the following order.

eng: in applying this subsection—
'(A)ii) estimated Social Security outluvs
1) by strkig 'and" a.L the end of para- sha!! be deemed to be reduced by (Ae e:cess
fatcreases specified in section 257(1) sIwil be
graph (4);
made.
of estimated Social SecurUy revenues (in"(B) If ad4itional reduetio*s n i,ect 2) bij strtktng tue period a.L tue end of cluding those provided for In the bill, resoluspenthug actounL are required to be made, paragraph (5) an.d inserting a sewuc&on, tion, amendment, or eorfcrence rcport with
the maxntum red uctwn perlni3sibZe under and
to which this subsection is applicdi
(3) by adding after paragraph (5) t.Je fo- rcspect
spctio*3 256(c) (guarened student Ioans
over the appropriate lcvel of Social Security
lowing
new
paragraph&
and 256(f) (foster ca-e aNd o4optwn orntrevenues 3pccified in t m,osL rccetly

"(A) All reductions th avtoatic spending al Budget Act of 1974 is amendeJ—

(6) Social Security outlays, whLeh for agrccd

auce) sh&U be made.

(C) If additional ,d'jctton. in dirrct purposes of this tii.Ze shall be composed of
spending a.Ccount3 are required to be mo4e, outlays of the o'd-age, survivors, and dis-

each remazning nonexempt mandtorp QC- ability insurance program establi.hed under
II of the Social Security Act, nd
count h&1 be reduced bj, the it,,tform per- tiLle
( 7) Social Security revenu, wh.zch for
centage necessary to make £/ze redtctkms in purposes
of thi8 title shall be composed of
dtrect spenthng required except that—
of the old-age, survivors, an4 ds'(i) the medicare program specified in sec- revenues
insurance program estab!vshed under
tion 246(d) shcJl not be redtwed b more ability
tUe II of th.e Social Security Act and the rethan 4 percent; and
of the Internal Revenue
'(ui the u,tiJorm percenL oplicabZe to all Latedofprovisions
1986.
other programi uflLier this paragraph Mall Code
fd) Porn-i oi' 0RDR.—Section 30i1) ü
be inereo2ed (if necessar'i) to a leveJ svffi- amended
by adding at the end thereof the
cien to achieve the required edw2ton ui

to

concurren resolu.LW on the

budget;

'(ii) estimaled SocLal Security revees

shall be deemed to be increased to the e,rteMt

that estimated Socicl Secirity oktlays an'
less (taking into account the effect of Lke

biZ4 resolution, amendment, or conference
report to which this s'baection is being upplttd) than the appropñaLe level of Sociv.1
Security ouUajs in the most recently agreed
to concurrent reoutWn 0* the bv4ge4 and

(B)(i) ctimate4 &cial Securit.i outlays

shall be deemed to be iwreo.sed by the short-

fall of estim42ted Social Seciiity reve*ue3
(3) It shall not be in order in the Senate (iiw.liding Social Security revenue3 prori4.
to consider any concurrent resolu.tion o the ed for in the bill, resolution, amendment, or

fQUowing new paragrap1

direct spending.

'12) For purposes cU' this subsection, ac-

counts sMoil be a.ssumed to be at the level fti

a-s reported to the Senate t.hat would
V'° budget bo.jeline determined under sec- budget
decrease the dtJfcrence bt'tween Social Secution 251(a)(6).
rity revenues and Social Secunty outla.s in
"(dl 0MB Es irs.—WithLn S calendar any
of fiscal ycars covered by tht' concurrent

days after the enactment of an' direct resolution.
spe,iding or rcccipLs ZeØlation. the Thrector

le) COTrr1LT ALLocArlO.ws.—
of 0MB shall aubmU to the Senate and the
(1) Section 302 (aJ(2) of the Congressioiuzl
House of Repre3entalives an e*timate of the Btdget Act of 1974 is am.enthd by inserting
amount of change in Ue deficit in each Social Security outlays," after 'bwiget outftca1 year throkgi fiscal var 1995 resuUing lays,
from that 1egs1aiion. Those estimat.es shall
e2) Scction 3?2ffl2) of the Congreuio,al
be mdc us,ng the same economic and tech- Budget Act of 1974 is amencJ..'d by in,c'-ting
nical a.Stonpon a.s used by the buL get stAb- bfore the period tJe foliowtng, or pro vides
ntted by the President for the G.ppro7)rW.Le for Social Secuiity outlaMs tn ezcess qf the
f?scixl year under section 1105 of title 31. appropriate allocation af Sicial SecurUy
L';zUed Statcs Code.
outlais under subsection (a)'
Sub(it!e C—&:iat &curi44 Trits( Fjnd
(3) Section 302(f112) of such Act is further
LC. 121$!. EYcLV.VOV (P slJeI.4L ECRIfl TRI ST
k'(.V1)S 4WL'N CALt LÀ TI.G M.Lk! ft
DER Lit AMOU%Ti
(a) DErlxmoN op Dr.rrcxr—Section

a"u'nded

conference report with respect to which this
subsection u app'ied) below the appropriate
Level of Social Secuiity reve,uei zpect('d in
the most recently adopted concurrent reolution on the budget, and

(ii) estimated Social Security mvenuPs
shuU be deemed to be r&ued b tJze excess
of c.stimated Social Security oitks (includ'
i,zg Social Security out!ays provuied for in
the bU, resolvtioii. e.mcri4rnent, or confcr-

ence report with repcct to which th zteb3ection u applied) above the cppropriate
ktel of Social Security otaiays spech..1 tn
the most recenUy adopted concurrent rtsoiz.
tion on the bud get.

The chairman of t?e CommiEtce oi tte
Budget of the Senate may file with thc

b adding at the end thcreof the Seiate apprpriaLri'y

fol!owing: In cppl,ing this parzqraph—

(A) etirnated Social Security outio

3(b) of Shall b deemed to be reduced fry the excess

rev iseci alloca ions
under section 302(a) and revis"d functional
tcvcls and aggregaCes to rc,fl'ct the appizca
tion of the precedin sentence. Such rzised

the Congresionr_l Budget and Inpcun4- of es,Limaed Soeial Security revenues (in- allocxtions. ftnctional leves. and aggre.
,nent Contro! Act of 1974 i amended frJ cluding Socal SecuriLy revenues pTorided gvites shall be con.idered as allocations.
for in the bU, re$olutrnn, amendment, or functcrnal levels, and aggr'gates con tai'u'I
strikir.g the second sentence.
(b) SOCIAL SEculzrrz Acr.—Section 710(a) co&ference repori tinth respect fo which this tn the most recently agreed to corwurirnt
of t1u Soctal .SccurUy Act ts anie,ded by paragraph ü apiiHcd) ov the appropriate reso!ut?an on the budget, and the appropr!
striking 'shcll not be included in £?' totals level of Social Security revcnue 3pfelfi.ed in ate Comm!ttecs shall report rvinsed aUo'aof the budg't' and t'iv'rtznc, 'h1l not be the mo.t recenUy adopted concui-ient v'o!u tons pursuant to section 302(b)."
inludcd in tIe budget deficit or any othi'r tion on the budget; and
-(gi LONG-RANGE ACI1.IAFJAL Err,
'(B, estimo fed Soeial S'c.irit, ouJüvs Title
totals of the budget'
II of the Social Sccurity Act is acnd(c) EFFEc-11
D.iii.—The amndment.s shalt be deened incitased fri' the shortfall of ed by a4di1zg at the 'nd thereof the folZou'ing
made bj, aubsectzo,u (a) and (b) shLl cpply esLimalecl &ictal Secvrty re-re1kes (includ- new section
wtth re3pect to fiscal ycar beçthni7ig tciLh ing Social Seciiruy revenses provided for tn
"ACT?JARJAL EtALUA nON OF LEWSL.ITIVN
the bill, regoluton. am.,ui,ne,g or conferftsccl sear 1991.
SFC.
234. (a)1) Th Secretcr' shc2l p-c.
ence
rcport
w:th
re.spct
to
whwh
this
pcraKEC. !ZI2. .S'XIAL SE 1 R!fl 1EWALL A.'D L%7
graph is apptiedl below the appropi ate level pare and transmit to the Commtttee en FiOF ORD
(a) Exctcsiow FROM RF.COYC!UAT!OV PRoc- of Social SecurLLy revenues secjfie4 in the nance of tke Senate an4 the Comrittee on
and Means of the House of Rprcsei1E3s.—&ction 31O) of the Congresswnal most rccently adopted concurrcnt rrsolutfoyi Wcis
atftcs an actuiria1 analysis a.! the 75-ycr
Bt4get Act of 1974
ame,zded by atriking on the bd geL
beginning with 'that contains recvminenda- The Chairman of the Committee on the effect of ipjLslation affecting thc program-s

i

by this title—
tiofl3" and all thai follows through the Budget of the Seiate may file with the es.tshed
'(A) when it appears that sich lpci.slatton
period an4 in3erzng: that changs the od- Seiate appropriately ret' ed alLocatOn.S
aQe, surviz'ors. and dtsability program es2o.b- under subsection (a) and revised functLonal is izkely to be 1wt4-d upon by Lu Con Qress, or
'(B) upon the reqwst of a Member of th.'
li.JLed under title II af the So.al Security levels and aggregctes to reflect tJe app'a-

or t3 financing vAihout reçjri to tion of the preceding sentence. Such revised
w,ethcr such c'zan'es zncrec-e. er'a.sc, or aiocatiois, functwnal Levels, and aggre-

Act

Unztcd State$ Senatc.

"(2) The estimate required fry parac'aph

thaU, at a mtnirnura, dL-spLay the ehange
have no i,npzet on the ofttlays of and ctes sha!l be consdercd a allocaion3, n1)lonc-rang
blanct' tndcr each of the atincome to such pngram.".
functional ievth., and agçregates conta.i,wd
fb) EXCLUSION Of SOCIAL S.ECURITY FROM in the nost recently agreed to cocurrent tcrnatiue sc( of a.sslLmpions used in the

rcsoution on the budget, and the appropri- most recent report of the Btxzrd of T,ii.tee
Congressional Budget Act of 1974 u ate committees shall report revised wloca- purant to section 201 (c112). Each stth
timate shall bcar a certificction bi# the Chief
ameudd by ad4:ng at the end thereof the tzo pursuant to res.bsection 'b).
(f) Porn-r oi 0RDR UNDER SfCI7ON 311.— Actuary of the Social Security AdrninitrzfoLlouzng: 'The concurrent re3oZution ihall
COAGREWONAL Bwxr.—SecUon 301(a) qI
the

no include the outlays and reue*e tot a1. of Section 311(aJ of Ve Con gress;oial Bwtget
the old age. 5UTVitOTS, and diso.bility th3Ur- Act of 1974 is awtended—

tton Q3 to whethe' or not the techntq-ues and

methodology nse fn its prcr,aratiorz are
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generally accepted within the actuarial pro(ii) by striking all after "statement"
fession and whether or not the a.Ssumptions through the period and thserting the foUowand resi4ting cost estimates are rea.onable.
for purposes of subsections (c) and
Upon receipt of an actuarial analysi3 de- (f), the allocation made pursuant to 8ubsec-

scribed in this subsection, the chairman of tion (a) shall constitute the allocation pur.
the Committee on Finance shall file such suant to this subsection. ".
analysi. with the Senatc
(3) Section 302(c) of that Act s amended—
"(b)(1) It shall not be th order in the
(A) by inserting after "for a ftscal year"
Senate to consider any measure or amend- each place U appears the following: "or
ment that wouZd modify the program estab- fzscal years" and
lished by this title (or the revenue pmvision3
(B) by inserting after "for such fiscal
that provLde funding for such program), year" each place it appears the foUowing:

S 16045

(i) SECTION 311 Pornr OP OwER.—

(1) Section 311(a) of that Act is amended—
(A) by striking 'for a fi3cal year";

(B) by inserting "for the first fiscal year"
after "set forth" the first place it appears;

(C) by 8trlldng "budget for such ftscal

year" and tnserting "budget covering such

fz3cal year",

(D) by friserting "for the first fiscal year
covered by the resolution and for the period

thcluding the first fiscal year plus the fol-

lowing 4 fiscal years" after "set forth" the
"orfiscal years".
(A) the Committee on Finance ha.s submit(4) Section 302(f)(1) of that Act ,s amend. second place It appears: and
(E) by strUcjng "deficit for 8uch fiscal
ted to the Senate the actuarial an.alysi. de- ed by—.
year" and nsertzng "deficit for the first
scribed th subsection (a) with respect to
(A) striking "for a fi3cal year' and
such bill, resolution, amendment, or confer(B) 8triking "such fiscal year" each place focal year covered by the resolution".
ence report, or
U appears in the matter preceding subpara(2) Section 311(b) of that Act ts amended
(B) the Senate ha3 agreed by unanrnous graph (A) and inserting the following: "the by thserting after "such fiscal year" each
unless—

consent or by motion described in para- first fiscal year covered by the resoluUon place U appears the following: "(or focal
graph (2) to dispense with such actuarial and for the period including the first fiscal years.I'
analysis.
year and the following 4rscal years"
(I) Brus PROVIDING NEW SPENDING AUDHOR"(2) A motion described th paragraph
(5) Section 302(f)(2) of that Act ts amend- ,rv.—Section 401(b)(2) of that Act ,s amend(1)(B) shall not be considered to be agreed to

ed by—

ed by inserting after "for such fvscal year"
(A) strkng "for a fiscal year' and
the second place it appears the following:
three fifth3 of the membership of the Senate
(B) striking "such outlays or authority" '(or fiscal years)".
duly chosen and sworn, except that such a thserting the following: "the appropriate SEC. 12202. PRESIDENTS BUDGET ID ADDRESS OUT.
motion shall be considered approved upon outlays and authority for the first fiscal
FEARS.
an affirmative vote of a majority of Sena- year covered by the resolution and for the
(a)
PRESIDEN7'
To ADDRF.SS Ourtors present and voting if—
period including the first fiscal year and the Yw's.—Section BUDGED
1105(f) of title 31, United
"(A) an actuarial analysi.s wa.s requested following 4fcal years'

unless U receives the affirmative vote of

from the Secretary more than 72 hours

before the motion ,s voted on (or 24 hours if
such motion relates to an amendment n the
first degree to a biU dealzng with Social Security other than a Committee amendment
or 1 hour if the motion relates to an amendment th the second degree to an amendment
or a bill dealing with Soc2al Security); and

(B) such analysts ha3 not been provided

by the Secretary.".

(e) SECTIoN 303 POINT OF Opj.—Section States Code, is amended—

(1) th paragraph (1) by inserting after
"such fiscal year" each time it appears ¶and
following paragraph (5) by inserting after the
4 fiscal years after that year'
"budget for auch fvscal year" the following:
303(a) of that Act ,s amended th the nuztter
"(for

committees

covered

by

section

(f) PROCEDURES I'OR CONSIDERATION OF
BUDGET RESOL (PTIONS.—Subsectiofls (a)(3)

amended by striking "for a fiscal year".

second 8enteflce of section 1104(b) of title 31,

year ts the first ftscal year covered (for committ ees covered by section 302(b)(1))'

and (b)(3) of section 305 of that Act are

Subtitle D—Multlyear Budgeting to EnAure
Permanent Saving,

(g) REP0Rrs 4ND SUMMARIES OF CONGRES-

SEC. 12201. MULTI}EAR BUDGETiNG.

(a) APPR0PRI4IT Lzvris.—Section 301(a) of

(2) in paragraph (2) by nsertng after

"any fiscal year" the following: "(including
the 4 fiscal years after the fiscal year for
which the budget submftted)' and
(3) by striking paragraph (4) and redesignating paragraph (5) a. paragraph (4).

302(b)(2)) or budget for which such fiscal

SIONAL BUDGET A crjor.'s. —

(1)(A)

Section 308(a)(1) of that Act w

(b) DETAJL OF PRESIDENTS' BUDGETS —The

United States Code, is amended by striking
"fiscal year 1950" and inserting "fiscal year
1990 sttbmitted on January 9, 1989

the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 s
SEC 12203. STRENGTHENING THE PROHIBITiON OF
amended th the matter before paragraph (1) amended—
(i) th the matter preceding subparagraph
SPENDING BEFORE BVIKETING.
by 8triking 'planning level3 for each of the (A)
by inserting after "fiscal year" he folSection 303(b) of the Congressional
two" and inserting "foreachofthe4".
Budget and Impoundment Control Act of
(b) DECLAR,ITION OF PuRposE.—Section 2(2) lowing: "(or fiscal years)'
(ii) in subparagraph (A) by inserting after 1974 s amended by striking the first senof that Act z, amended by striking °each "ftscal
year" the following: "(or ftscal tence.
year
(c) CONcuR.wv7
BuDGz.—

RESOLUTION

ON

THE

(1) Section 301'b.I'3.I of that Act is amend.

years)' and
(iii) in subparagraph (C) by inserting
after "such fiscal year" the following: "(or

ed by striking "for 8uch ftscal year" and in- fvscal years)".
Section 308(a)(2) of that Act ts aniendserting "for any one of the ftscal years cov- ed(B)
by inserting after 'fi3cal year" the followered by the concurrent resoluton"
(2) Section 301(e) of that Act ts amended— inp: "(or fiscal years)'
(2) Section 308(b)(1) of that Act ts amend(A) th the first sentence by strtJcng 7or ed—
each fiscal year' and
(A) by striking "for a fi.scal year" in the
(B) in paragraph (6) by strLlcing "8uch
sentence and inserting "for each fiscal
fiscal year" and n3erting "the first fiscal first
year covered by a concurrent resolution on
year covered by the concurrent resolution'
(3) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 301(f) the budget' and
(B) by striking "suchfiscal year" th the
of that Act are amended by 8trikng "for the
fi3cal year beginning after the date on which 8econd sentence and inserting "the first
year covered by the appropriate consuch Economic Report is recezred by the fiscal
currenL resolution'
Congress" each place it appears.
(h)
RzcONcIUA nON
PROcESS.—Section
(4) Section 301(i)(1)(A) of that Act
310(a) of that Act 13 amended—
amended—
(1) by inserting after "shoj2" in the matter
(A) by 8trikinp "for afiscal year" and
(B) by strf,Jcng "for such fi.,cal year" the preceding paragraph (1) the following: '(for
at
lea.st 3fiscal years)'
first place it appears and inserting 'for the
(2) n paragraph (1) by striking "such
first fiscal year".
fiscal year" each place it appears and insert(d) COMMITTEE ALLOC4TIONS.—
(1) Paragraph8 (1) and (2) of section thg the following: "such fiscal years" and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the follow302(a) of that Act are amended by nsethng

"for each fi3cal year th such resolution" ing:

"To the ertent that a concurrent resolution
on the budget specifies and direct., matters
described
in paragraphs (1), (2), or (4), the
amended—
(A) in paragraph (1) by inserting after "to concurrent resolution shall 8pecl/y and
it" the following: "for the first fiscal year' direct dcfzc2t reduction for the 5 years covand
ered by the concurrent resolution n
(B) in paragraph (2)—
amounts equal to or ieater than 5 times
(i) by inserting after "(2)" the followng: that specified and directed for the first year

after "estimated allocation" each place it
appear&
(2) Section 302(b) of that Act

"for"; and

covered for each committee directed. ".

Subtitle F—Credit Reform
SEC. 12251. CREDIT RRFORMS.

The Congressional Budget and Impound-

ment Control Act of 1974 z, amended by

adding at the end thereof the following new
tiUe
"TITLE XI—CREDIT REFORM
"SHORT 77TLE

"SEC. 1100. This title may be CUed a. the
Federal Credit Refor,n Act of 1990'
"PURPOSES

"SEC. 1101. Th.e purposes of th title are

to-

?1) mea.sure accurately the cost., of Federal credit programs;
"(2) place the cost of credzt programs on a
budgetary ba.ns equivalent to other Federal
spending;
"(3) encourage the delivery of benefits in

the form most appropriate to the needs of
beneficiaries;

"(4) improve the aVocation of resources
among credit programi and between credit
and other spending program,s;
"(5) provIde for the coordinated account-

ing and review of Federal credit pmgrarn
by the Congressional Budget Office and

Office of Management and Budget,'
"(6) enhance the ability of the Committees

on the Budget and the Committees on Appmpriationg of the Senate and the House of

Representatives to analyze and review of
Federal credit program3; and
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"(7) modify the Legislattve and execuLive
budgetary processes to ca-ry out these per-

poses.

"JIEFJNITION,S

"(1) prepayments,
"(XI) forbearance
rights,
"(XII) grace periods,

and

restruclu ring

October18, 1990

into account the factors speci,ficd in section
1102(6;
"(2) estimate the cost to the Government,
or require estimates to be made by the Federal agencies, for changes or modification in

"(XIII) penalties,
"(XIV) recoveries from the Luuidclio.n of the provisions of existing direct loan and
"(1) The term 'Federal agency' ffieens en
loan guarantee agreements that result in inexecutive department, an independent Fed- collateral, and
"(XV) degree of guarantee,'
creased cost to the Government,'
eral establz.shment, or a corporation or other
(ii) the likeli?wod (based on analysis of
"(3) if estinuztes of the cost to the Governentity estabJshed by the Congress Chat is
owned In whole or in part by the United historical data) of deviation.sfros* Ui-s terms m.evit are made by the Director, furnish the
States. The term does not include the Board and conditions of the direct loan or loan appropriate Federal agency with the estimates in a timely fashion:
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System guarantee, including those resulting from—
"(I) changes in the payment schedule,
"(4) require timely uniform reporting from
or the College Construction Loan In.siran.ce
(II) defaults in repayments,
Association.
Federal agencies on the actual long-term
"(iii) delays in repayments,
cost to the Government of direct loans and
'(2) The term 'direct loan' means a dis"(IV) prepayments,
loan guarantees, calculated on a basis prebursement of funds by the Federal Govern"(VI forbearance and restructuring rights, scribed by the Director and consistent with
nzent to a non-Federal borrower under a
IV!)
grace
periods,
this title, and on loan performance and borcontract that requires the repayment of such
"(VII) penalties,
rower characteristics;
funds with or without interest. The term in"(VIII) recoveries from the liquidation of
"(5) in the case of a program for which
cludes the purchase of, or participation In, a
historical data is inadequate to determine
loan made by another lender, The term does collateral, and
"(IX) degree of guarantee; and
the cost to the Government, oversee the denot include the acquisition of a federally
"(iii) w,'iere historical data is not avail- velopment and implementation of systems
uaran teed loon in satisfaction of default
claim,s or the price support loans of the able or adequate, private market analogues, that will make the collection and mainteCorn modily Credit Corporation, For the pur- adjusted to estimate the cost to the Govern- nance of credit data adequate in (he future;
"(6) monitor due diligence debt collection
pose of carrying out this title, direct loans ment.
"(C) The cost to the Government shall not efforts;
may be grouped and treated as a s-mole loan
"(7) assess Federal agency performance,'
as agreed to by the Director end the head of include administrative costs.
"(7) The term 'subsidy accment' mean. the and
the affected agency.
"(8) otherwise study and undertake im"(3) The term 'direct Loan obligation' budget account or accounts into which submeans a binding agreement entered into by silies are appropriated to cover the cost to prorements in Federal agency credit ,nan
a Federal agency for the Government under the Government of a direct loan or loan agement.
'(c) DEVELOPMENT OF ESTJanrs.—
whieh the Federal agency agrees to make a guarantee program,
"(8) The term 'financing account' means
"(1) Lc GENERAL—In developing estimate
direct loan when specified conditions are
the budget account or accounts associated criteria to be used by Federal aç'eniies, the
fulfWed by the borrower.
Director shall, in cooperation with the Di"(4) The term 'loan guarantee' means any with each subsidy account that—
"(A) provides the non-subsidized funding rector of Con gressinnal Budoi't Office—
guarantee, iiuiirance, or other pledge w-ith
"(A) coordinate the deielooinent of accu
respect to the payment of all or a part of the to non-Government borrowers for Governprineipal or interest on any debt obligation ment direct loans obligated on or after Octo- rate data c-n historical performance of loans
and guarantees: and
of a non-Federal borrower to a non-Federal ben, 1991;
"(B) rel jew historical budget dot.i and
"(B) provides direct loan, to borrowers
lender, but does not include the iv,suiance of
deposits, shares, or other withdrawable ac- aid, in accordance with agency loan agree- issue guidelines fo the agencies to follow to
cuunts in finarcial inhitution.s. For the ments, makes claim payments for guaran- develop the best possible broad est.imotc,c of
purposes af carriing out the provisions of teed loans in default and serves as a reserve adjustments that would convert aggregate
this title, loan guarantees may be grouped for agency loan guarantee consmit,ncn(s historica budget data to credil reform account jug.
and treated as a single loan as agreed to by made on or after October 1, 1991,' and
"(C) receives payments of principal, inter"(2) CONS UL TA TJON wmi C(INGR,'3'5. — The
the Director and Vie head of the ajfccted
est, fees, and premiums from or on behalf of Director shall also consult with the chaira2cncy.
"(5) The term loan guarantee commit- borrowers and subsidy payments from subsi- men and ranking members of the Commit'nent' rnei,zns a binding agreement entered dy accounts for direct loans obligated or tees on the Budget and the Commt(ees on
into by a federal agency for the Govern- loan guarantees commilted on or after Octo- Appropriations of the Senate and the House
of Representatives in devc!cping criteria
rncnt under which the Federal agency acos bcr 1, 1991.
to guarantee a locn when specified condi- if an appropriated account includes both under paragraph (1).
"(d) REIJSION OF C'R!TEPJA.—Any change by
tions a—e fnlfilted by the borrower, the direct loans and loan guarantees, the affectler.der, or any other party to the gacrar.tee & agency shc.U maintain separate financing the Director iii the criteria for estimating
developed pursuant to subsection (c) irsy be
ac'count.s for each,
a7reernent.
"(9) The term 'iiquid.oJing account' means made only after consultation with thc Direc"(61(A) The term 'cost to the Go'ari'merJ'
tor of the Congressional Budget Office, and
the buc'qct account or accounts that—
rflenns—
"(A) provides the funding for direct loans the chairmen and ranking me-nibers of the
"Ii) the es(imat'd long-term net ccst to the
Cammiltees on the Budget and Appro;.'aGovernment of a direct loan or loan guaran- obligated prior to October 1, 1991;
"(B) disburses loan to borrowers and, in tions of the Senate and the i-Ic-use of Repretee, calculated on a net present valne basis;
accordance with agency loan agreements, sentatives.
ar4
"(e) ADMIN,SrR_4rJv5 Cos'rs.—The Thrctor
"(ii) the cost to the Government resuUing m&ccs claim payments for guaranteed loans
from any change or nlodLfieation in direct in default for direct loans and guaranteed and the Director of the Congressional
or goranteed loan contract terms that re- loan-s obigated prior to October 1, ISi)1; end Bndgtt Office s.'a11 analrce dffert'nc'es in
"(C) receives payments of principal, inter- long-term adrntnistrO(ive costs for erdit
sults or will resull In additionoi espendilures by the Government or loss of receipts eat, fees, and prcrniums from on or on behalf progrems versus grant programs and, 6
of borrowers for all direct loans or loan months after the date of enczctmnent o,f this
to the Goteriur,ent.
"(B) in determining the amawnt of east to guarantees obligated prior to October 1, title and when arprrjpriate therec.fter, propose changes to Congress for incorporcting
the Government of a dLrrcl loan or loan 1991.
"(10) The tern-i 'Director' means the Direc- admir,istralive costs in the credit reform acguarantee, the estimator shell take into ac"SEC. 1102. For purposes of this title—

count—

ton of the Office of Management and Budget.

"0MB AND CEO ANALYSIS, COORDINATiON, a.h'fl
'(i) any cash flaws to or from the GovernLFi7(W
.nent resulting from the terni.s and condiLions of the direct loan obligation or guar"Sec. 1103. (a) IN Grwt,w., —The Director
antee comrtutmen4 inc-lud4ng those result- shall be responsible for coordinating pstjing from—
males by Federal agencies required by this
"(I) dircct outlays,
title.
"(ii) repayments (of principal or inLerest),
"i'b) ESTIMATES OF COST TO ?WEGOVERNMEPT
"(III) interest payments,
BY THE DJRECTOR. — With regcs'd to direct
"(IV) interest receipts,
loans and loan guarantees, the Director
"(VI fees charged by (or on behalf of) the shaLl—
Government,
"(1) estimate the cost to the Government,
"(Vi) (he term to maturity,
or require estimates to be vzasle by the Feder-

"(Vii) the payment schedule,
"(VliI) defaults in repayments,
"(IX) delays in repayments,

counting process.

DJRLCT LOAN PROGRAMS

"SEc. 1104. (a) AGENCY BUDGET Pgor'os-

AL—For each fiscal year, beginning with
fi-sca.l year 1992, each Federal agency chall

include in its budget proposcl and rumissson to Con gress—

"(1) the planned level of new direct loan
obligations; and
"(2) the estimated cost to the Gevernm.ent
associated with the proposed direct loan obligations,
'(b) DJRccT LOAN OBLIGATJONS.—On or
al agencies, for each new direct loan and after October 1, 1991. a Federal agency shall
loan guarantee or for groups of zirgi,lar new not enter into a direct loan obligation

direct loans and loan p'u.arnntee, taking

unless-—
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(1i an appropriation has been made to tute an oblfgatton of the Federal agency for
(ci Cvn Fmicrna AcnvmEs.—
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th Federal agency for the cost to the Gov- the purposes of section 1501 f titLe
ernment, or

31,

United States Code.

1d) PA YMT o, Cosr ro iw, GOVERN'?2) a limitation ts enacted in an annual
appropiiaJ,ion Act on the use of fnd3 oth- MEN7—The coit to the Government associaterwise available to the Federal agency for ed with a loan guarantee determined under
subaecton (ci shall be paid from the subsidy
the cost to the GovcrnmenL
"(c) Cosr To THE Govwur OF DIRECT account into the financing account at the
LOAN OBLJOATI0N.—
time the underZyng guaranteed loan ts
,,(1)

Esnri oi' cor.—At the time a

direct Zoan obligation is incurred, the Feder-

bursed,

"(1) For the purposes of chapter 11 of title
31. United States Code, and of tzt1es Ill and

Iv of this Act, financing requirements of
Federal credit programs in excess of costs to

the Government paid by a Federal agency
shait be chargeable to a financing account
for each program. Financing requirements
of direct loans or loan guarantees mo4e or
obZigaLe4 on or after October 1, 1991. shizll

'?e) MonrncrzoN.—No Loan guarantee also be treated as obligaLions of the financthat would increase the cost to the Govern- shall be recorded in a budget function entiment (except modifications wzthin the term3 tied 'credit financing activiiies' The Ant uteof a Zoan contract that had already been in- flcieiwy Act shall apply to the financing ac•
cluded in caicuating the cost to the Govern- counts.
ment at the time the aOreement was entered
"(2) Amounts recorded in the budget funcinto) unless the added cost to the Govern- tion entUle4 'credit financing activities'
ment is approp,iated, obligated ouL of exist- pursuant to this subsection shall not be ining subsidy approprtations, or 13 chated cluded—
against the 302(a) and 302(b)a1locations of
'(A) for purposes of determining, in acthe committee making ihe mod &fkction3. In cordance wWi sections 301W and 311(a) of
calcuZating the costs of modifying Loan this Act, whether the maximum deficit
guarantee agreements, the calculation sho2l amount for a fiscal year has been exceeded,
include the current estimates of the loan
'?B) for purposes of other points of order
guarantees present vaZue.
under sectIon 311 ofthsAct,
'lf) REINwp.a1iCE.—Nothf.ng in thi. tit2e
"IC) for purposes of reconcihation under
shall be construed as authorizing or requir- section 310 ofthisAct, or
ing the purcha3e of reinzurance for a Feder.
'?D) for purposes of allocations end
al guaranUe from private in3urer&
points of order tinder section 302 of this Act.

al agency shall obtain an e8ti,nate of the agreement may be modified in a manner ing account& Such financing tranzaction3
cost to the Government of the Loan from the
Director or, at Vie dt.cret ion of the Director,

shcU noJce such an estimate ba3ed upon
guidelines eflabltshed by the Director.
'?2) Bu,xjr rpjrMEJ.-r.—For the purposes

of section 1501 of tit2e 31, United States
Code—

'?A) the amount of an estimate made

under paragraph (I) ahail constUute an obligation of the subsidy account to pay to the
financing accoune, and
"(B) the face value of the direct Zon shall
constitute an obligation of the financing account.
"(di PAYMFNT OF Cosr TO flit GOvw'-

MEJu7—The cost to the Government assoeiat-

ed with a direct loan as determined in sub.
aection (ci

shalE

be paid from the subsidy ac-

count into the finaneing account as the

loan 13 dbur3ed.
"fe) MoDmcArzoIv.—No direcC loan agree-

"ig) EMOIBIZJTY ANn AsJ.swicL—Nothing
?3) Transactions in the financing acin thts tit2e sluzZZ be co,ist rued to change the count
be treaLed as a meani of financaut)mrity or the responsibility of a Federal ing of shall
the Govetnment.
agency to determine the term3 and condi-

rvnt may be modified in a manner that increases the cost to the Government (except tions of eligibility for, or the amount of asmodtfications within the terms of the Zon sl.stance provided by, a Loan guarantee.
"AGENCY PJPONSJBILPF!ES
coneract that had afready been included n
czlcuZating the cost to the Goternment at
"SEC'. 1106. The head of each Federa1
tiLe tm the agreement was entered into) agencp auhorLzed to make or guarantee
vntess the added cost to the Qovernment is loans covered by this tUle shall—
"(1) provide the Director in a tftne2y fa3happropriated, obligated out of existing subsuty appropriations, or, in the case of enti- ton with Wormation about the Federal
Uement accounts, charied against the 302(a)

agency'3 direct Loan or Loan guarantee pro-

and 302(b) aUocations of the committee grams sv.fftcent to enable the Director to
making the modification, in calculating the caicuUte the estimated cost to the Governcosts of altering a direct loan the calcula- ment, or shaU as required by the Director,
t*on shall include the current estimates of estinwi.e the cost to the Government tn accordance with the Director's guidance,
the direct loan's present valu&
(fi Euw:urv AND ASSISTANCt. —Nothing "(2) request annual approprioions, or

AU7WORJZAflON OFAPPROPRL4T7ON

5EC 1108. (a) DIRECT Lou OBLJGArIONR.—
There are authorized to be approprfated to

each Federal agenc' otherwfse auffiori2ed to
make obligations for direct loans, such sums

as may be neceuary to pay the cost to the
Government assoeated with proposed direct
Loan obligations and the costs of administering direct loans.
?bJ

ou GOA1U MITE

CowwirMEvr.—

There are authonzed to be approDriated to
each Federal agency otherw3e authorized to
make guaranteed loan commitments, such
aums as may be necessary to pay the cost to
the Government associated with proposed
in this tit2e shall be construed to change the limitations on fund-s otherw13e availabLe; for loan guarantee commitments and the costs
authority or the responsibility of a Federal the subsidies atribuUzble Lo th&t Federa1 of ad ministering loan guarantee&
"(c) TRF4SORY Nons FINANCING.—1f at any
agency to determine the termi aitd condi- agencij's direct loan or loan puarantee protime the monies available th its financln'
tions of eligibility for, or the amoun2 of as- grams in each fi.scal year:
"(3) camj ouL the Federal agency's direct account are nsitfficlent to enable the head
sistance proi,idcd bp a direct loan.
Loan or Loan guarantee programs within the of the Federal agenci, to dzscharge its reLOAN OrJARANTE.e PROGRAMS
sponsiblities under th13 titLe; the head of a
"SEc. 1105. (a) AGFJJCY Bunozr PROPO- Les3er of—
?A) opplicable approprlation.s Act limita- Federal agencij shall issue to the Secretary of
AL.—For each fiscal year, beginning with
on direct loan obligatlon. or Loan the Treasury notes or other obligation, in
fiscal war 1992, each Federal agencV au- tiOfl3
such forms and deno,nf nations, bearing
commitments; or
thorized to make loan guarantee commit- guanntee
?B) annual appropriations or funds o€h- such maturities, and containing such terms
,nents shall include in its budget proposal el-wise
available to cover cost to the Govern- and conditions, as may be prescribed by the
and submis8ion to Conre3s—
for the program, and
Secretary of the Treasury. Redemption of
(1) the level of new ioan guarantee coni- ment
(4)
maintain
reserve. in a financing ac- auch notes or obUgaton, shall be made bij
mitments; and
count
to
cover
Zoan
guarantee
defauZts,
the head of such agency from monies other"(2) the estimated cost to the Government
associated with the proposed loan guarantee whkh re3er-,,es in the financing account wise available to its financing account or
shall be treated as uninvested funds.
from appropriations made pur3uant to stbcommitments.
section Id). Such notes or other oblf gat ions
"BUDGEThR V TRE4TMRAT
"(b) LOAN GoARA,.rnE.—On or afecr Octo"SEc. 1107. (a) DIRiC7' Lo Co$r IV THE shall bear interest at a tale determined bij
ber 1. 1991, a Federal agency aluzll not guarGo VERNMEbT.—For the purposes of chapter the Secretary of the TTeaIILrV, which shall
aittee a loan un2ess—
"(1) an approprlaiion has been made to 11 of tiue 31, United States Code, and of not be ieu than the average market yield on
t?e Federal agency for the cost to the Got,- titles ill and iv of this Act, in the case of outstandftzg marketable obligaiions of the
any direct loan made by a Federal agency United States of comparable maturities
ernrnen(, or
"(2) a limitation f3 enacted in an annual on or after October 1, 1991, the oo3t to the during the month preceding the date of ssuappropriations Act on the use of funds oth- Government shall be treated as an obliga- a,we of such notes or other obligations. The
erwise avai1abie to the Federal agency for tion of the subsidy account. The cost to the Secretary of the Treasury shizU purchase any
Government shcfl be included in the budget notes or other oblgat ions issued under this
the co3t to the Government.
subsection and for that purpose the Secre?c) Cosr TO TilE GovEPJ,ME,.rr OF Lo&zi function of the direct loan program.
"(b) Lo.v4 GUARA?.TE Cosr TO 171K GOvERN- tary of the Treasury 13 authorized to ue as
"(1) IN GENERAL.—At the time a loan guar- MEN7'.—For the purposes of chapter 11 of title a pubZw debt transaction the proceeds from
antee commitment zs made, the Federal 31, United States Code, and of titk-s ill and the sale of any securities zsued under the
agency shall obtain an estimate of the co3t Iv of thts Act, in the case of any Loan guar- Second Liberty Bond Act, and the purposes
to the Government of the Zoan guarantee antee commitment mo4e by a Federal for which securitzes may be issued under
from the Director or, at the di.scretion of the agencij on or after October 1, 1991, the cost that Act are extended to include any purThrector, shall make an estimate of the cosi to the Government shcfl be treaLed as an ob- chase of such notes or obligations.
to the Government based upon guidelines Ugation of the accoun2 ch.grged with the sub'(di LJQLTWA rING OBuaIrzoNs.—
pro vUled by the Director.
"(1.' LI funk are insufflcfent to hqufdate
sidy payment. The cost to the Government
"121 OBLJOATION.—The amount of an esti- shcfl be incZuded in the budget function of obligations of the financing account inmate made under paragraph (1) shalZ consti- the guaranteed loan program.
curred under subsection (ci, for the purppses
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of tiUes III and IV of thLs Act, the Director
or the Federal agency as designated by the

date of enactment of this title, to liquidAUe
obUgatlons arising from such direct loans

October 18, 11)1)0

"(iii does not Mve the power to commit

the Government financially (but it may be a

Director shaU estimate the level of funds obligated or loan guarantees committed recipient of a loan guarantee commitment
needed to meet those obligations If at any prior to October 1, 1991, including repay- made by the Government); and
"(iii) has employees whose salaries and extime it is determined that fund$ are in.,uffi- ,nent of any obligations held by the Secredent to repay those obligaUons, under sub- tary of the Treasury or the Federal Financ- penses are paid by the enterprise and are
section (C), there are authorized to be appro. ing Bank. The vnobUgated balances of such not Federal employees subject to title 5 of
pria ted such sums as are necessary to repay accounts that are in excess of current need$ the United States Code.
BhaU be tran3ferred to the general fttnd of
(b) POINT OF ORDER.—Section 402 of the
those obltgation&
"(2) To the extent that the resources of the the Treasury. Such transfers shaU be made Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amend

financing account exceed ffiose needed to
Uqudate obligaUons of the account or to
maintain actuarially determined reserve re•
quirements, the excess funds shali be transferred to thp general fund of the Treasury.
Such tran3fers shall be made from time to

from Ume to time but, at least once each
year.
"IMPLEMENTATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 1992
"SEC. 1111. (a) IN GENEp1..—Beginning

with the President's budget submission to

Congress for fiscal year 1992, the President
shall inclu4e in the Budget Appendt.x, an es•
tftne but at least once a year.
"(3) The Director shall nclude detailed de- timate for the cost to the Government, as descriptions of the financial condUion of the fined in section 1102(6), of aU Federal direct
financing account. in the Prsdent's loan and loan guarantee authority by proannual budget submission under section gram and by account.
1105 of tfile 31 of the United States Code.
"(e) Aurnopiz.4noN O APPROPRIATIONS FOR

SAJ.ARJES AND EXPENSLS.—There are auffior-

2zed to be appropriated to the Director such

sums as may be necessary for the salaties
and expenses incurred to carry out the respon.sibilities of the Director under this title.
"TRL4TMEN7 O DEPOSIT INSURANCE AND
AGENCILS AND OTHER INS UR.4RCE PROGRAMS
"SEc. 1109. (a) IN GENERAL.—

"(1) The provisions of this title shali not
apply to the credit and (nsurance activities

Corporation, National flood Insurance In- Appendix.
nessee Vo.Zlei, Authority.

(1) by redesignating subsection (b) as (C);
(2) in subsection (a), by striking "(b)(1)"
and inserUng "(c)' and
(3) by inserting after subsection (a) the following new sizbsection.
"(b) Pomr OF ORDER.—It shaU not be in

order in either the Senate or the House of
Representatives to consider any appropriatwn btU or joint resolution providing continuing appropriations, or authorizing leg"(b) BUDGED COMMIrrES.—At the Ume of islaUon creating or modifying credit prothe Pretident's budget submissiofl to Con- grams that are not subject to appropriation
gress, the Director shall provide the Commit. of credU authority, or any amendment
tees on the Budget of both the Senate and thereto, or any conference report thereon, or
the House of Representative. and the Con. any moUon in relaUon thereto, that progreujonal Budget Office with a document vides new credit authority that does not also
explaining the met hodoiogy u3ed in develop- provide an appropriation for the cost to the
ment of the Director's cost to the Govern- Government of such new credit authority as
ment estimate.3 for direct Zoan and loan required by title XI.".
guarantee programs. Upon request by the
(C) PoINT OF ORDER FOR FISCAL YLAR
Committees on the Budget of both the 1991.—Section 302(f)(2) of the Congressional
Senate or the House of Representatives or Budget Act of 1974 is amended by inserting

of the credit activitie8 of the Federal Deposit the Congressional BudQet Office the Direc.
Insurance Corporation, National Credfi tor shall provide additional documentaUon,
Union AdministraUon, Resolution Trust as required, regarding the cost to the Got'Corporation, Pen.non Benefit Guaranty ernment estimates included in the Budget
surance Development Fund, Crop Ins urance
or to the credit or other aitivitie.s of the Ten-

ed—

after "new budget authority" the following:
"or new credit auffiority". The amendment
made by this subsection shall take effect on
January 1, 1991.

(d) SUNSED OF POINT OF ORDER IN FISCAL

"(C) CONGRESSIONAL BUDGED OFFICE.—

YEAR 1992.—(1) Section 302 of the Congres"(1) IN GENERAL—Beginning on January 1, swnal Budget Act is amended—
1991, the Congressional Budget Office shaU
(A) in subsection (a)(1)—

() by striking "total entitlement author"(2) The Director of the Office of Manage- (nclude a cost to the Government esUmate
direct loan or loan guarantee authority ity, and total credit authority" and insertment and Budget and the Director of the of
provided for n all reported bW.s.

ing "and total entitlement authority";
Congressional Budget Office shali each
EXISTING RFSPONSIBILJ7Y.—Pa ragraph
(ii) by striking "such entitlement authorstudy whether the accounting for Federal (n- (1)"(2)
does
not
eliminate
or
modify
any
responsurance programs, including deposit insur- sbUity of the Congressional Budget Office ity, or such credit authority" and inserting
ance program, should be on a cash basi.. to make cost estimates under the law in "or such entitlement authority" and
(iii) by striking "entitlement authority,
Each Director shall report findings and rec- effect prior to the effective date of this
and credU authority" and inserting "and
om,mendations to the Prendent and the Conpress by September 30, 1991.

titie:

ON CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT
"(3) For the purpose3 0/paragraph (2) the SEC. 12252. EFFECTCONFORMING
AMeNDMEP7
AND
Office of Management and Budget and the
(a) DEFINITIONS.—(1) Section 3(2) of the
Congressional Budget Office shall have
access to aU agencp data that may facilitate Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amended by adding at the end thereof the followthese studies.
"(b) EUWBIU7Y AND AsSISTANcE.—Nothing ing: "The term includes the cost to the Gov(n this section shali be conitrued to change ernment for direct loan and loan guarantee
the responsibUity of the entities that admin. programs, as those termi are defined by title
ister the programs described in subsection XI'
(2) Section 3 of the Congressional Budget
(a) to determine the termi and conditions of
eligibility for, or the amount of assistance Act of 1974 is amended by adding at the end

provided by ffiose entiUe3.

"EFFWT ON OTHER LAWS
"SEC. 1110. (a) FDEP4L AGENCY AUTHOR-

thereof the foUowing:
"(11)

GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED

ENTER-

PRISE—The term 'government-sponsored enterp rise' means a corporate entity created by
,rv.—Nothing in this titZe 8hall be construed a law of the United States that—

as limUing the auffiority of any Federal
agency to enter into agreements to make or
to guarantee loans under statutes that were

in effect prior to the date of enactment of
this tUle or that may be enacted subsequently. All such agreements shaU be contingent
upon meeting the requirements of this title.
'?b) EFFECT ON OTHER LAWS.—7'hlS titze

shall supersede, modify, or repeal any provi-

sion of law enacted prior to the date of enactment of this titZe to the extent such provi-

sion is Inconsistent with this tUle. Nothing
(n this title shall be const rued to establish a

credfi limitation on any Federal loan or
loan guarantee program.
"(c)

CREDITING

OF

COIzcr7ONS.—CoUec-

Uoas resulting from direct loans obligated

or loan guarantees commUted prior to October 1, 1991, shaU be credited to the Uquidating accounts of Federal agencie3. Amounts

"(A)(i) is a Federally chartered organization as provided n stat ute
"(U) is privately owned, as evidenced by
capital stock owned by private entities or
individual3;
"(iii) is under the direction of a board of
directors, a majoraty of which is elected by
pravaee owners;

entitlement authority'
(B) n subsection (a)(2), by striking "total
budget outlays, total new budget authority

and new credit authority" and inserting

"total budget outlays and total new budget
authority';
(C) in subsection (b)(1)(A), by striking
'budget outlays, new budget authority, and
new credU authority" and inserting 'budget
outlays and new budget authority's,
(D) n subsection (C)—

(i) n paragraph (1), by inserting "or" at
the end thereof; and

(ii) b striking "or (3) new credit author-

ity for a fiscal year;'; and

(E) in subsection (f)(1)—

() by striking "year, new entitlement authority effective during such fiscal year, or
new credit authority for such fiscal year,"
and inserting "year or new entitlement authority effective during such fiscal year, '
and

(U) by striking "authority, new entitlement authority, or new credit authoñty"

"(iv) is a financial Ins tituUon with power and ftzserting "authority or new entitlement
auffiority".
(2) The amendments ,nade by this subsec"(I) make loans or loan guarantees for
limited purposes such as to provide credU tion shaU take effect for fiscal years beq2nning after September 30, 1991.
for specific borrowers or one sector; and
(e) BALANCED BUDGET Acr.—Section 255(g)
"(II) raise fund$ by borrowing or to guarantee the debt of others in vnlimUed of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Defamended by
icit Control Act of 1985
amounts; and
"(B)(i) does not exercise powers that are adding t the end thereof the following new
reserved to the Government as sovereign paragraph.
"(3) The financing account or accounts
(such as the power to tax, to levy compulsory fees, regardless of whether such fees are to (as defined by section 1102(8)) and the ac-

so credited shali be available, to the same finance goods or services, or to regulate tivUes of those accounts shall be exempt
from reduction under any order issued purextent that they were avaflable prior to the interstate commerce);
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On or bore:

suant to this part, except to the extent that a

(1) On or before April 30, 1991, the Director of the Congressional Budget Office shaU JanuarljZ7
wouZd result in a reduction in the financfng submit to the Senate and the House of Repamount or amounts.
vsentatives a report—

reduction in subsidies or loan limitaUons

(A) gtvinQ that Offices perspective on—
(i) th.e types of risk that each GovernmentBudget and Impoundment Control Act of sponsored enterprise assumes;
(ii) ways in which the Congress can im1974 is amended by adding at th.e end thereprove its understanding of these risks, and
of the following:
(iii) the risks to the bvdget posed by GovT1TLE XI—CREDIT REFORM
February 1................,..
ernment-sponored enterprises;
"Sec. 1100. Short title.
(B) evaluating the adequacy of current
"Sec. 1101. Purposes.
Government-sponsored enterprise superviSec. 1102. Definitions.
and regulation wUh respect to risk
Sec. 1103. 0MB and CBO ana1ysis coo'di- sion
managenwn& and
nation, and review.
(C) presenting alternative model, of over"Sec. 1104. Direct loan programs.
sigh 4 with particular emphasis on the costs
5ec. 1105. Loan Quarantee progra,n..
and benefits of each aZternative on the FedSec. 1105. Agencij respon.ibiZities.
SEC. 1flJ3. TABLE OP CONTJ%7

The table of contents for th.e Congressional

eral Government and to Government-spon'Sec 1107. Budgetary treatment.
'Sec. 1108. AuLJiori.ation of appropria- sored -enterprise-supported beneficiarfes.
(2)(A) The Director of Congressional
tiOfl3.
"Sec. 1109. Treatment of deposU inslArance Budget Office shall determine and maintain
the cor&fideniaZity of any book, record, or
agencies.
information made avatlable under this subSec. 1110. Effect on other Zaws.

March 1

their views and esti-

mate., to Budget Committees.
Senate Budget Commit-

tee reporLs concurrent
on
re-soluUon
the
budget.
Con gres
completes
action on concur,-en
on
resolutfon
the

Secretary to be confidentiaL This exemption future Federal a.s.stance.
shall continue o apply to any such book,
(d) LEQISLATIVE CoNswrloN.—It jj the
record, or information provided to a nation- sen-se of Congress that if the Committees of
ally recopnzed rating organzation or an- jurisdiction over Government-spon.sored en.other FeLerai agncij.
trpriss in the Senate and the H0u3c of
(iii) Any offict'r of employee of the Depart- Representatives fail to report the legislation
ment of the Treasury shall be subject to the required bij subsection (c) by Septenber 15,
penaUies set forth in section 1906 of title 18, 1991 then the Leadersiup of the Senate and
United States Codes if—
the House of Representatives shall prot4de
(1) by virtue of thts employment of official for eon.sfcteration of and a vote on or in rela-

tiois legislation and

years.

FscaZ year becins and
any initial Order be-

Novew2.erlO

Congressional

comes effective.
Offiee

Subtitle F—Budget Timetable
:3oI. BUDGET TIME TABL1
Section 300 of the Congressional

Budpe
Us

re-

TC.!3.

Novemb&r 15

Office qf Mnnaçenwnt

..

and Budget wie, its
revi.ed reDor to the
President and the Congress. President (ssue,

final order (which becomes effect ye imme-

dLaeLy).
Pre.sdent

November 30

transmft, to

the Congress a detailed

message reganiing the
final order.
General
comphance
SJue
report,
"(b) IN YEARS A Ntw P,uslDti.T TAJCFS

December 15

ComptroUer

..

071'JCL—In years in which a new President
(who had not been President on January 19)
takes office on January 20, the timetable for
th.e Congressional budget process ts a- foZAction to be complehLCongresswnal
Bud et
Office stsbmiLs Us be.

..

Line report to Dudget
Cojnmzttees.

Budget

Act of 1974 is amended to read a-s follows:
partnwnt of Treasury; or
bb) pirsuant to the e,.rcejtion set forth in
"'rIME TABLE
REPORT—

usues

vised report to Offi'e
of Mcnagement and
Bu4Qe and ffie Con-

Januarij 27

Session of the 102nd Congress.

action on

October 1 ....

SEC.

SFr 300. (a) IN GENERAL.—EXcF-pt a. pro-

BUDGED

action on appropra.

reconcthaion lcgslation in odd-numbered

clau3e (U; and
(III he diseoses the materlaZ in any
manner other than—
aaI 1.0 an officer or empZoyee of the De-

CoNoJussIo.v

in the House.
completes
Congress
comDletes

tion to legisZation improving the financial lows:
safety and soundness of Government-sponsored enterprises before the end of the First •Qn or before.-

(b)

bill., may be considered

September30

position, he ha. possession of or access to
any book; record, or information made
ataiZable under this section and determined
by the Secretary to be cor&fidential under

such section 1906.

budget,

Annual Approprtation

tives shaU-.--

(ii) The Depar,nent of Trea3ury shaZz be toexempt from section 552 of title 5 United
(A) ensure the financial soundness of GovStates Code, with respect to anq book, ernrnent-sponsored enterprfes; and
record, or information made available
(B) minimize th.e possiblZity that any Govunder this section and deerinined bi the ernment-spnsored enterprise might require

President si,es initial
order and transm2t., to
the Congres a detclcd

Btidpet request and
committees
submit

th.e case may.i be, cz appropriate, legislation

inent-sponsored enterprise invoZved.

dent and the Co.,gress.

pña1on3 and on the

financial safety and soundness of the Gov- Director to be confidential tinder subparaApril15
graph (A).
ernmeLt-sponsored enterpri,ses,
(c) Srury AlD LEG!s147'-!oN.—lt i th.e sense
(B) assessing the adequaci of lJae existing
regulaori structure for Government-spon- of Congress that th.e Committees of jurisdiction over Governrnent-8ponsored enterpñses
so red enterprises; and
(C) a.sse8sing the isk of financial exposure in th.e Senate and th.e House of Representa- May 15

consistent with the level of coifidnialtty
(3) report by September 15, 199L to the
established for the maeria by the Govern- Senate or the House of Representatives, as

tial report to the Presi-

the President's budget to the
Committees on Appro-

sored enterprise involved.
(B) The Con9ressiona.1 Budget Office shall
1) On or before April 30, 1991, the Secretary of the Treasury shall submit to the be exempt from section 603 of titZe 2, United
Senate and the House of Representatives a States Code, with reect to any book,
record, or information made avaiZable
report—
(A) making an objecLive asscssment of the under this subsection and th'termined by th.e

ment spon.sored enterprise proposals, which
includi—
(A) requiring triple-A ratings for Governthe Secretary to its book.g and records, and
shall promptzy provide cny other inforina- riwnt -sponsored enterprises;
(B) estabU.shing th.e Department of th.e
tion requested by the Secretdry.
(B) In conducLinQ the studies under this Trea3ury as a separate regulator of Governsection, the Secretary may request informa- ment-sponsored enterprlst's for safety and
tion from, or the a.isstance of any Federal soundness; and
(C) imposing regda tory sanctions on Govdepartrncnt or agency authorzzed by law to
supervi.se the activities of any Government- ernmenL-sponsored enterpri8es Mat fail to
achieve a triple-A ratinQ wtthin 5 sears;
sponsored enterprise.
(2) con.suZt with th.e admirastration, the
(C)(i) The Secretarl, shall deerinine and
maintain the confidentiality of anp book, Government-sponsored enterjnue3, cud the
record, or i,formation made avaitable Congressional Budgat Office regarding th.e
under thts 8ecUon in a manner generally administration's proposcis; and

Bud.'et issues iL fn-

timte qI

(a) TREASURY REPORt—

(1) study the admin1trations Govern-

gress.

President submiLs the executive
branch a
bud c,et reqwsL Office
of Management and

tnessage regarding the
(nitfal order.
Con grssonal
Bud qe
Office submits its ree-

Sec. 1111. implementation for ftscal year section in a manner generaZ!'j consistent
with th.e level of confidentiality estabZi3hed
1992.'
SEC 224. (0 VERNME.Vr.SPONSOIWD E.crERPR1E& for the materiaZ bji the Government-spon-

to the Federal Government posed by Governmen 8ponso red enterprises.
(2) (A) Each Governnwnt-spon.gored enterpris,e shall provide full and prompt access to

Action to be completed
Con gressonal
Budget
Office submit., its baseUne report to Budget
Committees and issues
(L initia1 GrammRudman-Hollings
report to Office of
Management
and
Budget and the Con-

Ornct tidcd in subsection b), the timetable for the
Congressional budget process is as follows:

March 10

.....

Budget
Congiessional
Ofhce fssue its initial
Griznzm-Rudman-

Hollfngs repo't
to
O.ffiee of Management
and Dud
Con press.

9et and the
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"On or be/ore.
March15
_....

Action to be completed.'
Pre3ide-nt submits the
ecutive
branch$

budget requesL Office
of Management and

Budget issues its lnl
tat report to the Pres.

dent and the Congress.
President Issues Initial

order and transmits to

ApriJIS.......

the Congress a detailed
message regarding the
Initial order.
Congressional
Budget
Office submits its rees
tir,ate of the Presl

_.....

dents budget to the
Committees on Appro

priation., and on the
Budget request and
committees
submit

their mews and esti

mates to Budget Com.
mit tees.

May I

—

Senate Budget Commlt
tee reports concurrent

—

resolution

on

the

bud geL

May 15........_

completes

Congress

—

action on concurrent
resolution
budget.

on

the

Appmprtation.,

June I

Annual

September30

b1118 may be considered
In the House..
Congress
completes

October 18,

1.9.90

(7) fnsubsection (d)(2), by Insertfng after
President issues an" and inserting 'Along
"A" the first place it appears the following:
with any' and

(10) In section 252(b)(2), by striking "Senate-orLginated' and.
(8) by adding at the end thereof the foUow"August 15 of' and Inscrting "the snapshot

date for the Director's report pursuant to Ing new subsections:
section 251(a) for'

"(e) EXTRANEOUS

RL4LS.—,Upon the re-

portIng or discharge of a reconcilIation bill
gressional Budget Act of 1974 is amended— or resolution pursuant to section 310 In the
(1) in section 202(f)(1), by striking "Febru- Senate and again upon the submIss-ion of a
conference report on such a reconcIliatIon
ary 15" and inserting "January 27'
(2) In section 202(f)(1), by striking "and blU or resolution, the Committee on the
any changes In such levels based on propos- Budget of the Senate shall submit for the
als In the budget request submitted by the record ahst of matena1 onsIdered to be extraneous under subsections (b)(1)(A),
President for such fiscal year'
(3) In section 202(f), by adding at the end (b)(1)(B), and (b)(1)(E) of thi8 8ection to the
instructions of a committee a. provided in
thereof the following new paragraph.
"(4) On or before March 1 of each year (or this section. The inclusion or exclusIon of a
April 15 of a year to which sectIon 300(b) provision shall not constitute a deter,nlnaapplies), the Director shall submit to the tion of extraneousness by the Pres-Iding OffCommittees on the Budget of the Senate and cer of the Senate.
"(f) GENEML Pom'r oF ORDER.—Not withthe House of Representatives a report setting forth the Director's analysis of the pro- standing any other law or rule of the Senate.
posals In the budget request submitted by it shall be in order for a Senator to raise n
the President for the fiscal year beginning 8ingle point of order that several provi8ions
of a bill, resolution, amendment, motion, or
October 1 of that year. ", and
(4) In section 301(d), by striking "Febru- conference report violate this section. The
Presiding Officer may sustain the poInt of
ary 25" and Inserting "March 1'
(b) CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET Acr.—The Con-

(c) TritE 31 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE.—

order a to some or all of the provislonR

Section 1105(a) of title 31, United States agaInst which the Senator raised the poInt
Code, is amended by striking "the first of order. If the Presiding Officer so áustaIn.
Monday after January 3" and Inserting the point of order as to some of the provlswns (including provIsions of an amend•
action on approprta- "February 1'
tions legislation and SE 12352. PRESIDE.%75 BUDGET REQUEST IT) USE nent, motIon, or conference report) agaInst
actwn on
reconcüiation Ieçulacompletes
tion.

Fiscal year begins and
any initial order be.
November 10......................

comes effective.

whIch the Senator raised the point of order,
then only those provisions (Including provisIons of an amendment, motIon, or conferCode, is amended—
ence report) agaInst which the Presiding Of(1) in paragraph (1) by Inserting before ficer
sustains the point of order shall be
GRAMM.RUDMAN-HOUIf4GS R1'LEL

SectIon

1105(f) a! title 31, United States

the period "(and as revised on the date of deemed stricken pursuant to this sectIon.
that budget under section 251(a)(1)(E) of the Before the Presiding Officer rules on such a
vised report to Office Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit point of order, any Senator may move to

Congressional
Budget
Office issues its re

Control Act of 1985) using budget estimates waive such a poInt of order as It applies to
made In accordance with section 251(a)(6) some or all of the pro.'i-sions against which
press.
of that Act";
Office of Management
(2) In paragraph (2) by inserting before the poInt of order was raised. Such a motion
and Budget issues Its the comma "(and as revised on the date of to waive U amendable in accordance with
revised report to the
the rules and precedents of the Senate. After
President and the Con. that budget under section 251(a)(1)(E) of the the Presiding Officer rules on such a point
press. President issues Balanced Budget and Emergency DefIcit of order, any Senator may appeal the ruling
final order (which be. Control Act of 1985) using budget estimates of the Presiding Officer on such a point of
comes effective Imme made In accordance with section 251(a)(6)
order as It applies to some or all of the prodiately).
of that Act' and
President transmits to
(3) by striking paragraph3 (3) and (4) and visions on which the Presiding Officer ruled.
of Management and
Budget and the Con.

November 15....

Movember 30....

December

—

—

Congress a detailed
message regarding the
final order.
Comptroller
General
Issues
compliance

report

Subtitle G.—Early Initial Gramm.Rudman.Hollinga
Reports
SEC 12351. EARLY INITIAL GRAMM.RL'DMAN.IIOL.
LINGS REPORTS

(a)
anced

GRAMM-RUDMAN.HOLUNGS.—The

Bal-

Budget arid Emergency Deficit Con-

"(g) DtTtRMINATION OF LEVEL.5.—For purredesignatlng paragraph (5) as paragraph poses
of this section, the leveb of new budget
(3).
authonty, budget outlays, new entItlement
Subtitle H—Strengthening the Byrd Rtsk on
authority, and revenues for a fiscal year

Extraneous Matter Li, Reconciliation

shall be determined on the basis of estimates
made by the Committee on the Budget of the
RULL—Sec- Senate. '

SEC 12401. STRENGTHENING THE BRD RULL

(a) STRENGTHZNING 2WZ

ton 20001 of the Consolidated OmnIbus

Budget Reconciliation Act 011985 is amended—

(1) In subsection (a)—

(b) TRANSFER OF BYRD RuLE.—(1) Section

20001 of the Consolidated OmnIbus Budget

ReconcilIation Act of 1985, a amended by
subsection (a), is transferred to the end of

(A) by n3erting after "(a)" .the following: part A a! title III of the Congressional
Budget Control Act of 1974, and designated
GENERAL.—",
(B) by InsertIng after "1974"the followIng: a section 313 of that Act.
of August 15 of the calendar year In which
(2) Section 313 of the Congress-lona1
"(whether that biU or resolution ortglnated
such fiscal year begins";
Budget
Control Act of 1974 is amended by—
In
the
Senate
or
the
House)
or
section
254(a)
(2) In section 251(a)(2)(A), by striking
(A) o4ding at the beginning thereof the folof the Balanced Budget and Emergency Def'August 20" and InsertIng "January 27";
lowing
center
heading:
(3) In section 251(a)(2)(B), by strtking icit Control Act of1985'
"EXTRANEOUS MAITER IN RECONCILIATION
(2) In subsection (d) by inserting after
"August 25" and Inserting "February 1";
LEGISLATION '
(4) In section 251(a)(2)(C), by stnklng "(d)" the following: "ExriwrEous PRowS1ONS.—",
(B) strtking subsectIon (b), subsection (ci,
clauses (III) and (iv);
(3) In subsection (d)(1)(A) by inserting and the last sentence of subsection (a); and
(5) Ii section 251(a)(3)(A)(Ii), by strljcing
(C) redesignating subsections (d) (e), (f),
before the semicolon "(but a provision In
"paragraph" and Inserting "part'
(6) In section 251(a)(3)(A)(II)(II), by strik- whIch outlay decreases or revenue increases and (g) as subsections (b), (c), (d) and (e),
ing 'ln the case of an Initial report submit- exactly offset outlay Increa3es or revenue de- respectIvely.
(3) Subsection (a) of the first section of
ted under subsection (a), August 15, and In creases shall not be considered extraneous
Senate ResolutIon 286 (99th Con gre.,s, 1st
the case of a final report submitted under by virtue of this subparagraph)';
(4) in subsectIon (d)(1)(D) by st7-kIng Session), as amended by Senate Resolution
subsection (c).
509 (99th Congress, 2d Session) is enacted a.
(71 In section 251(c)(1)(A), by striking "and" after the semicolon,
"August 15 of' and Inserting "the snapshot
(5) in subsection (d)(1)(E), by strikIng the subsection (c) of section 313 of the Congrestrot Act 0/1985 U amended—
(1) In section 251(a)(1)(A), by striking "as

'IN

date for the Director's report pursuant to pertod at the end thereof and znserting ",' sIonal Budget Act of 1974.
and",'
subsection (a) for'
(4) Section 313 of the Congre8sional
(8) In section 252(a)(1), by striking
(6) in subsection (d)(1) by o4ding t the Budget Act of 1974 is amended—
(A) in subsections (a), (b)(1)(A), and (c),
end thereof the follow1ng new subparagraph.
(9) In section 252(a)(5), by striking 'Wot
'(F) a provision shall be considered extra- by strtking "of the Con gresnonal Budget Act
later than the 15th day beginning after the neous if It violates sectIon 310(f). '
of 1974
"August 25" and Inserting "February 1

October 18, 1990
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(B) In subseci ion (a), bya1rlkng "(d)"and

tn$crting "(b)'

(C) in subsect:on (b)(2)(C), by adding "or'
at the end the reaf,

Subtitle K—Standardization of Point. of Order
OF LANGCAGE R(L4RDINC pomm OF ORD&

SLC. 12551. ST4ND.4RDIZATION

(a)

IN

GENE.—The

Congressional

(D) In subsection (C), by stnking "when" Budgel aiui Impoundmenl Control Ad

(F) in subseclion (c)(2), b, striking 'tJzis year, "; aiui
resolution" and inserting °this subsection '
(B) by striking ", if—" and paragraphs (1),
(5) The lable of conlents for the Congres- (2), and (3) aiui inserting 'thal";.
sional Bui'igel and Impoundmenl Control
(2)(A) in section 302(c), by strikIng biU or
Ad of 1974 is amended by o4ding after the resolution, or amendment thercto" and InItem for seclion 312 (as added by section serting 'bill, resolution, amendment,
12606(c)) the following new item
motion, or conference report'
'Sec. 313. Extraneoij ntatter in rcconcilia(B) in section 302(f)'2), by striking "biU or
tin l'gisZation.
resolution (including a conference report
thereon), or any amendmenl to a bill or resSithtitk I—Budget Ssthmigsiona in New
Ad,ninistrationa
b?C 12451. RkQU!REVE%T FOR NFW PR?SID&%T

olution" and inserting

"bill,

resolution,
cmendnwn4 motion, or conference report";

(C) in section 303(a), by striking 'bill or
reso!uli.on
(or amenthnenl therelo)" and inScctjon 1105(a) of titLe 31, United Slales
'bill, resolution, ameiuinwn4
Code, ü amended by striking 'Febrzary 5 in serting
or conference report'
1986" and in3erting 'March 15 in any year n:otion,
(D) in section 306, by striking "bill or resotn which a new President takes office on lution,
and no amendment to any bill or resJanuary 20, nol having been President on
MDGTh

January 19'

SM 12452. DAOL1%ES Ii VE4RS WREN A NEW
PRESJDEAT TAAS UFFl&
(a) C0NGJESS!0Nv. BUDGET AcT.—The Con-

Qressional Bui'i get Ad of 1974 Is amended—

(1) in section 301a), by in,,erting after

"Apñl 15 of each year" the following: "(or

JLZay 15 in a year to which section 300(b) ap-

plies'
(2) in section 301(d), by slr-ücing 'Febru,ij 25 of each year" and inserting "March 1
of each ycar (Or Aprtl 15 in a year to which
sect?on 300(b) appZies' and

(31 in section 303(b), by Inserting after
'Mcy 15 of any c.Iendar year" the following: '?or June 1 in a year to which section
300(b) app1ies'

(b) BAL4NcED BUD (jET AND EMEROENCY DEn-

ciT CONTROL Ac-r Of 1985—The Balanced

Buiget aiui Emergency Deficit Control Act
of 19&5 t3 amended—
(1) in section 251(a)(21(A),

by striking
October 15, 1987, in the case of fisc.Z year
1988" and ifl3erting "March 10 in a year to
which section 300(b) of the Con crssional
BudgetAci of 1974 appl?es';
(2) tn section 251(a)(2)(B), by striking
'October 20, 1987, in the ca.e of fiscal year
1988" and

olution" and Inserting

"bill, resolutioii,

amendment, motion. or conference report '
(E) in section 311(a), fry—
(i) striking 'bill, resolution,

Subiik' J—RepteI olSuper*eded Deadline.
IZJOJ. SUPERSEDED DJ:4DLI%ES AN!) COJ%FVRM-

provides such new spending authority)';
and

(b) AMkNIJ!.2;NT w TEu OF CONTLNTS.—

Budget and lmpoundmenl Control Act of
1974 is amended by striking the item for section 307 and inserting the following.'Spc. 307. Repealed.

provision of this Act that establishes a poi,nl
of order against an amendme,it aLso estab-

Zuhes a point of order againsl an amend-

menl blween the Houses. If a poinl of qrder

under this Act is raised In one House
agaInst an ameiidmenl between the Houses,
and the Presiding Officer su-slains the point

of order, the effect shall be the same as tf
that Hou-se ho4 disagreed to the amendment.
"(b) EFFECT Of A POINT Of ORDER ON A Biu

IN THE SENATE—In the Senate, if the Chair

sustain3 a poinl of order againsl a bill, the

Chair shall then send the bill to the commit-

tee of appropriate jurfdiclion for further

con.9idration.
(2) The labie of con tent3 for the Con gres-

slonal Budgel and Impoundment Control

Act of 1974 *. amended by adding after the
Item for section 313 (as o4ded by section
12401(b)(5)) the following new item.-

"Sec. 314. Effect of points of order,'
(c) ADJUSTMENT Of ALLOCATIONS AND AoGi>
GATES TO REFLECT CHANGES PURSUANT TO Sec-

nON 310(cL—Section 310(c) of the Congressional Budget Ad of 1974 is amended by—
(1) inserting "(1)" before 'Any committee";

subsection.

"(B) Upon thi' submission to the Senate or
House of a conference report recorn(ii striking bill, resolution, or conference the
mending a reconciliation bill or resolution
report" and inserting "bill, resolution, In
which a committee shaU be d'emed to
amendment, motion, or conference report. have complied with such directions solely btj
(H) in .ection 402va), by—

arzd

401(c)(2))";
(4) in section 303(a), by—
(Al ar,WTdinQ paragraph (4) to read as follows:

"(4) new spending authorty (a defined in

section 401(c)(2)) for aftscal year;",
INC CR4
LB) strik?ng the comma at the end of para(a)
IN
GENERu.—The
Con gresszono1 graph
(5) and thserting or"; and
Budget Act of 1974 i.s amended—
(C) add?ng at the end thereof the following
(1) in section 305, by—
new paragrcpfl:
(A) stnikng subsectwn (di; and
'(6) outla!js,
(B) redesignating subsection (e) a.s subsec(5) in section 4Ola), by striking "(A) or
tion (d);
IB)" both times it appears and i,isert?ng
(2) by repealing section 307; and
''A!, (B), or (D';
(3) n sectwn 310, by—
(6) in section 401c), by striking the ta.st
(A) striking subsection (f); and
(B) redesujnang subsect?on (g) a,! subs'c- entenee.,
(7) in section 401 (2., by striking St'bspction if).

The (able qf co,itent for the Con g,c'siional

"EFFECTS Of POINTS Of ORDER

"SEc. 314. POIN7 Of OIwER AOAJNST
AMENDMENTS BETWEEN THE HOUsEs.—Each

or amend.
tnent" and *nserting 'bill, resolution,
amendme4t, motion, or conference report'
(2) redesigizating subpara graphs (A) and
and
(B) of paragraph (1) as clauses (i) and (ii),
(it) striking or any confereiwe report on respectively;
any such büZ or resolulion'
(3) redesignating paragraphs (1) and (2)
(F) in section 401(a), by—
cs subparagraphs (A) and (B), resptctitcZv;
(1 str,klng "bill, resolution, or conference and
report" and n.serting "bill, rcsolution,
(4) inserting at the eiui thereof the followamcn4nwnt, motwn, or conference report' ing new paragraph:
and
'(2)L4) Upon the rt?porting to the Commit(ii) .triking "ior any anwndntent which tee on the Budget of a recommendation Thai
provides sich new spend?ng authorlt!,)'
shall be deemed to have complied with such
rG) in section 401(b)(1), by—
soLely by virtue of this subsection,
z' striking bill or resolution" and tnserl- d?rections
the chairman of the Committee on the
i;g 'bill, resolution. resolut?on of rat&fica. Bvdget may file with the reporting committion, amendment, ,nction, or conference &'e's House appropriatel,' revi.sed allocareport'; and
tions under sectton 302(a) and revised func(ii) strik2ng (Or any amendment which tional LeveZ3 and aggregates to carrj Out thi.s

nsertzng '-March 15 in years
(.z) striking or any anwndrnent",
when section 300b) of the Congressional
(3) in section 302f)(2), by striking "outEudget Act of 1974 in efect' and
l.'ys or new bt.dçet authority" an.d inserting
(3) &n section 252(a)(jJ, by striking Octooutlavs, nei budget authorUy. or new
hcr 20, 1987, in the case of th fiscal year spcnding authority (a3 defined in secion
19S8" a?,d inserting '?,farch 15 in a year to
which section 300(b) of the Congrcsslonal
Budoet Act of 2974 applies'

Thereof the following new section.

of

and in.serting "W7en";
is amended—
E) in subsection (c)(1), b sinking 1974
(1) in section 311(a)—
"(d)(1)(A) or (d)(l)(D) of section 20001 of the
(A) In the matler before paragraph (1), by
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconcilia- strtking "providing new budgel atthorily
lion Ad of 1985" and inserling ?bH1HA), for such fiscal year, providing new entitLe(b)(1)(B), (b)(1)(D), (b)(1)(E), or (b)(1)(F)' meni authority effective during such fvscal
and
year, or reducthg revenues for such fiscal

S 16051

(1) Part A of Iltie III of the Con gressioaZ
Budget Act of 1974 as amended by section
12401(b), is amended by o4ding at the end

tions (a) and" and inserting -'Subsection";
a ncj

(8) in 5tzon 402(b),

zndu4in," the following

by

virtue of thi., subsection, the chairmen o,f IMe

Committees on the BLdget may file wifl
their ri'pectire 110 uses appropriately r#vsed allocations under section 302(a) and

revised functional leveLs and aggreg(ites to
carry out this subsection.
(C) Aliocdtions, functional leveLs, and aggre'ates revised pursuant to Ui,5 paraqi-aph
shcU be consdered to be allocations, func-

tional levels, and aggregates conta?ned in

the concur-rent resolution on the budget plhrsvant to section 301.
(D) Upon the ftlzng of rein.sed allocations

pursuant to th.s paragraph, the reportij

Committee shall repOrt ret'i,ed aUocatios
pursuant to Sect?on 302(b) to darn) out th
su(section.

(d) REC0NCILIA nON lNSrR U('flONS. —Sec I

310(a)f4) of the Cong-essional Budget Act of
1974 is amended by ?nserting after (3)'• the
following: 'vindlndinQ a directioi to achieve
deficit red ucHonr
12552.

Den .IrI) %S.

(a)

3(2) of U.e

in..sertir.g after C(,ugresso,Lal Budget A.t of 1974 ?s arnrd(but rol lLinUed ed to r-od afo?lows:
'112) BUD&ITA-THORITY.—

(b) PoLvm oF ORDER AG,INST AMeNDME,m

BrWEP TIlE Hotss.—

-(A) iN GE,VERAL—.The t'nn 'budgec auff'or-

ity' mpans the authority pro r-ided by Feaeral

October 18, 19,90
section
401(d),
by striking para(3) in
following: "An amendment shall not be germane unless it complies with the precedents graph (2) and redesignating paragraph (3)
of the Senate, deals with the same subjcct as paragraph (2),
(b) GNAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS,—ThC Balmatter as the matter to which It is germane,
and is within the same committee Jurisdic- anced Budget and Emergency Deficit Contion as the matter to which it is germane", trolAct of 1985 is amended—
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law to incur financial obligations, includ
lag the following

"(1) provisionS 4! law that make funds

available for obligation and expenditure, including the authority to obligate and expend
the proceeds of offsetting receipts or offsetting collections from the public;

?it) borrowing authority, which means
authority granted to a Federal entity to

borrow and obligate and expend the bor-

Subtitle L—Co4ifscoiion o!Budgel Process

Pruthions
SEC 12601, GENDER NEL7&4 LilY.

(a) CONGRESSiONAL BUDGET A cr,—The Con-

rowed funds, including through the issuance
Budget and Impoundment Conof promissory notes or other monetary cred- gressional
trol Act of 1974 is amended—
(1) in section 201(a)(2). by striking "him"
"(iii) contract authority, which means the
inserting "the Deputy Director":
making of funds available for obligation but and
(2) in section 201(a)(2). by striking "his
not for expenditure; and
to perform his duties" and inserting
(iv) offsetting collections as negative fitness
"fitness to perform the duties of the office of
budget authority, and the reduction thereof Director";
as positive budget authority.
(3) in section 201(a)(31—'-

Such term includes transactions classified
as means of financing the deficit.
"( B)

ESTiMATES

OF BUDGET AIITMORfl7.—

Budget authority may he defir,ite (in which

statue specifies the numerical amount) or
indefinite (and, therefore, subject to estimate), and includes contingent budget authority determined to exist.

'?C) L,sm'sno,vs ole BUDGET' AVI7IORITY.—

Any amount that is precluded from obligation in a fiscal year by a prorixion a)' law
(such as a limitation or a benefit formula)
shall not be budget authority in that year.
"(Dl NEW

BUDGST AUTHOPJTY.—The

term

'new budget authority' means, with respect
to a fiscal year—

"(I) budget authority that first becomes

available for obligation in that year. including budget authority Mat becomes available
in that year as a result of a reappropriation,
or

"(iii a change In any account in the availability of unobligated balances of budget au-

tisority carried over from a prior year, resulting from a provision a)' law first effective in that year;
and includes a leg-islated change in the estimated level of new budget authority provided in indefinite amounts by en sting law. ",

(b) EN7TrLEMEMT A (rmroRiry.—Scction 3(9)

of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is
amended to read as follows:
"(19) ENTrTZ,EMENT AUTHORITY. —

"IA) The term 'entitlement authority'
means any provision of law that hag the

effect of requiring the Government to snake
payments (including pay7neflts to any Got,'rnmen.L account) regardless of the amount
of budget authority that may be availabLe to
make those pQyment, including any entitlement authority estimated to exist.
"(B) Except as pro L-ided in subparagraph
(C,, (1 a provision of law that requires the
Government to make payments is limited by

any other provision a)' law to the amount
available budget authority (by providing

(A) by striking "his successor" in both
places it appears and inserting "a ,succes-

Ii) in section 251(a)(1)VA), by striking "(or
as of October 10, 1987, in the case of fiscal
yeas 1988)":

(2) in section 251(a)t2)(B)(iU), by striking

"except Ti-scat year 1988)":

(3) in section 251(a)(2)(B)(iv), by striking
"(except fiscal year 1988)":
(4) In section 251(a)(2)(B)(iv), by striking
the second sentence,
in section 25.Ua)(2)(C)—
(Al by striking clause (iii);

(B) in clause (iv) by striking "For fiscal

year 1989 and subsequent fiscal years. to the

extent that the report submitted by the

President for s',ich fiscal year" and inserting
"To the extent that the report submitted by
(B) by striking "him" and inserting "that the President fora fiscal year": and
Deputy Director":
(C) by redesignating clause (iv) as Clause
(4) in section 201 (dl—
(iii):
(A) by striking "he" and inserting "the Di(6) in section 251(a)(3)(A '(U by—
rector";
(A) striking "be—" and sisbclauses (1) and
(B) by striking "his duties and functions" (11); and
and Inserting "the duties and functions a)' (B) striking "(771) for fiscal year 1990.
the office of Di rector":
1991, 1992, or 1993." and inserting "be":
(5) in section 303(d112), by striking "his"
(7) in section 251(a)(3)(A)(i), by striking
and inserting "the minority Leo4er's":
unachieved deficit reduction shall be
(6) in section 305(b)(2), by striking "his" "The
$23,000,000,000 in the case of fiscal year
and inserting "the minority leader's":
and $36,000,000,000 in the case of fiscal
(7) In section 305(c)(3). by striking "his" 1988 1989,
minus the net deficit reduction In
both times it appears and Inserting "the mi year
the budget baseline for such fiscal year, but
nority leader's":
unachieved deficit reduction shall not
18) in Section 305(c)(4). by striking "his" such
exceed $23,000,000,000 In the case of fiscal
and inserting "the minority leader's":
(9) in section 1012(a)(I), by striking "he" year 1988 or $36,000,000,000 in the case of
fiscal year 1989.":
ar4 inserting "the President":
(8) in section 251(a(3)(A)(ii). by striking
(10) in Section 1014(b)(2)B), by striking
"his" and inserting "the Comptroller Gener- "meuns—(7) for fiscal pear 1988. in the case
of an initial report submitted under snbsecal's":
(II) in section 1014(c), by striking "him" tion (a), October 10, 1987, and in the case of
a final report submitted under subsection
and inserting "the Comptroller General":
(12) in section 1014(e)(I)(A), by striking (c), the latest possible date before its submission; (11) for fiscal year 1989 and subsequent
"he" and Inserting "the President":
(13) in section 1015(b), by striking "his" fiscal years," and inserting "means":
(9) in section 251(a)(6)(D)tl), by—
and inserting "the Comptroller General's":
(A) striking clause (1):
(14) in section 1016, by striking "of his
(B) striking "(11) in the case of fiscal year
own selection" and inserting "that the
1989 and subsec'juent fiscal years—": and
Comptroller General selects":
(C) redesignating divisions (aa) and (bb)
(15) in section 1017(d)2), by striking
"his" and inserting "the minority leoder's": as sut'clause.s (1) and (11), respect ively:
(161 in section 1017(d)(6), by striking
(10) in section 251(c)(Il, by striking "No"his" both times it appears and inserting vember 15 of fiscal year 1988 and on October
"the minority leader's": and
10 of subsequent fiscal years., - and inserting
(17) in section 1017(d)(7), by striking "November 10,":
"his" and inserting "the minority leader's",
(11) in section 251(cfll)(,4), by striking
REpoRrs.—Section "(or after October 10, 1987, In the case of the
(b)
0MB
251fa)(2)(B(ii) of the Balanced Budget and fiscal year 1988),":
Emergency Deficit Control Act Qf 1985 is
(12) in section 251(c)(2), by striking "Noamended by striking "his estimate" and in- vember 20 of fiscal year 1988 and on October
serting "the estimate of the Director of 15 0/subsequent fiscal yrs," and inserting
0MB
"November 15,";
sor",

pro rate reductions in payments, changes in
(c) MIt i'rAP y PERSONNeL FLEXrB!u'rv. —Sec(13) in section 251(d)(3)(C), by striking
eligibility, changes in emplonnen4, or tion 251(d'3flC) of such Act is amended by "October 10, 1987. In the case of fiscal year
through other means), then entitlement au striking "he" and inserting "the President" 1988, or":
1d PROCEDURES ZN TWE Evwr or REcesliwrity does not exist.
In section 251(d)(3)(C), by striking
"(C) For purposes af paragraph (B1, sub- moN—Section 254(a)(411C)(iii) of such Act is "in(14)
the case a)' any subsequent fiscal year,":
chapter 11 41' chapter 13 41' title 31 of the amended by striking "his" and Inserting
(15) in section 252te)(6), by—
United States Code shalt not be considered a "the minority Leader's",
(A) striking subparagraph (A,; and
provision of law that limits entitlement au- SEC 15602, REPEAL Of OBSOLETE PR(J'IS1O.V
(B) striking "(B)Frsc,i.L YeARS gm—isis.—":
thority to the amount of available budget
(a) CoNonessloNAL BUDGeT Acr 07 1974.—
(16) in section 252(a)(6), by striking "the
authority.
The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is fiscal
year 1989 or any subsequent fiscal
"ID) The term 'new entitlement authority' amended—
year"
and inserting "any fiscal year":
mean,s any legislation creating entitlement
(I) in section 301(i)(2), by
(17)
in section 252(a)(6)(F), by striking
authority (or altering existing entitlement
(A) striking "(A)";
"and paid land diversion payments":
authority that was enacted before the date
(B) striking subparagraph (B), and
(18) In section 252(b)(I), by striking "(Or
(C) striking "(C) For purposes of the appliof o4option of the most recently agreed-to
budget resolution, and Includes leyi,sletion cation of subparagraph (By, the" and insert- on November 20. 1987, in the case of fiscal
year 1988)":
that has the effect of changing the estimated ing "(3) The":
(19) In section 252(b)(2), by striking "(or
(2) in section 311(a), by striking "that—"
Level of entitlement authority created in inand subparagraph (A) and (B) through October 10, 1987, In the case of fIscal year
definite amounts of existing law.
Ic) GER,ttz%'ENESs.—Sect ion 305(b)(2) of the "fiscal year 1989;" and inserting "that ex- 1988":
(20) In section 252(c)(2)ID), by striking
Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is amend- ceeds the maximum deficit amount for such
"November 25. 1987. for fiscal pear 1988 or,
ed by Inserting after the second sentence the fiscal year under section 3(7),": and
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In the case of any subiequent fiscal year,
(2) inserting 'REVENUE Esrmiy—(J)"
(7) In sectton 251(d)(3)IC) by striking
before"
before the first sentence.
'Congre3s" and inserting 'Senate and ffi.e
(21) in section 253, by striking '?or Decem- SEC. 1260* CODIFIC.4 TION OF RULES RAGARDINC Hou8e of Repreentatlves
ber 15, 1987, in the ca3e of fiscal year 1988)'
and

(22) in section 254(b)(1)(E), by striking

SA

1.V(S TRANSFERS ftb.r4ELN FISCAL

'EARS

(a) TR.4NsFER.-.--The text of secUon 202 of

(8) in 3ection 252(c)(2)—

(A) in subparagraph (F)(ii) by ztrtking

"in3ofar as they relate to r,ujor function 050
defense)." and inserting ". For the
amount of the estimated deficit for such of part A of title III of the Congressional (national
of this clause, an amendment shaLl
fi.cal year based on laws and regulaUoni in Budget Control Act of 1974 and designated purposes
be considered to be relevant tf It relates to
effect on January 1 of the calendar year in as sectzo'z 312 of that Act
(b) STRENGTHENING Th'E PRornBmoN OF function 050 (natioiwA defenie). ' and
which such fiscal year begin3 as measured
(B) in subparagraph (F)(iW by—
u3ing the budget baseline specified in sec- Cotwr,iio YW-1V YEAR Srnrrs.—Scction 312
(i) striking "22" and inserting "XXII'
tion 251(a)f6) of the Balanced Budget aM of the Con gresional Budget Control Act of
(ii) striking 'resolution, and aU" and inEmergtncy Deficit Control Act of 1985 1974 u amended to read as follows:
"resolution. In The House of Repreminus 23,000,000,000forfi.scal year 1988 or "PROHThIrION OF COUNTING AS SAVINGS TilE serting
ThANFER OF GO VEPJ?M1NT .4CI1ONS FROM ONE sent atives, all'
$36,000,000,000 for fiscal year 1989;'
"and for fiscal year 1988 or 1989, exceed the

SEC. 12603. STANDARnIZA TlO.V OF ADDI TION4L DRFICIT CONTROL PRO FLSIONS

(a) Section 914 of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974 is anunded—.

(1) by amending subsect&on (c) to read as

follows:
"(c) WAIvER.—Sectiofl. 305(b)(2), 305(c)(4),

306, 904(c), and 904(d) may be waived or
suspended in the Senate only by the affirnative vote of three-fifths of the Members, duly

chosen and sworn. Sections 301(i), 302fc),

302(f), 301(b), 310(d)(2), 310(f), 311(a), 313 of
thi3 Act and sections 252(c)(2)(H)(ii),
252(c)(2)(H)(iv),
252(c)(2)(F)(ii),
252(c)(2)(G)(ii), 254(a)(4)(D), 254(b)I1 (E),
254(b)(2)(A), and 2581b)(3)(C)Ui) of the Bal-

arced Budget and Emergency Deficit Con-

PublLc Law 100-119 is transferred to the end

312. Any provision of an appropria- and s not debatable." and inserting "is not
tions Act, regulation, or admintstrative debatable. The joint resolution Is privileged
action that has the effect of transfe.rrtng an fntheSenate."and
(iv) striking "The motion is not subject to
outlay, receipt, or revenue of the United
States from one ftsc6l year to an adjacent amendment" and insertiig "In the Houge of
fisca2 ye'ar when compared to baseline esti- Representatives, the motion Is not subject to
nuiting assumptions (including a law, regu- amendment '
(C) in subpara'raph (H)(ii) by—
lation, or admni.strative action restricting
(i) striking "insofar as theij relate to major
the flow of outlays that would cause such a
tron3fer, such as an outlay cap) shall not be function 050 (national defense)"
(ii) inserting after "in order in the
treated a. reducing the deficit or producing
net deficit reduction in any fiscal year for Senate." the following: "For the purposes of
purposes of this Act or the Balanced Budget this clau3e an amendment shall be considand Emerge.cy Deficit Control Act of ered to be rclevant if it relates to function
1985. '
050 (national defense). and
(c) T4BIJ OF CoIvrEwrs—The table of con(iii) striking "the majority leader and the
tents for the Congressional Budget and Im- minority leader (or their designees)." and
poundme,t Control Act of 1974 is amended fnserting ", and controlled by, the mover
by adding after the item for sect &on 311 the and the majority leader (or their designees),
'SEc.

t,ol Act of 1985 ,nay be waived or su.spended
fn the Senate only by the affirmative vote of
tJree-fifths of the Members, duty chosen and
fo!low'ing new ftem.
sworn," and

(2) in subsection (d) by inserting at the
end thereof the following: "An affirmative
vote Qf three-fifths of the Menibers of the

Senate, duly chosen and sworn, shall be reqtired in the Senate to sustain an appeal of

(iii) striking "ts prirUeged in the Senate

YEAR TO .4NOTHER

except that in the event that the majority
312. Prohibition of counting as sav- leader favors the amendment, motion, or

"Sec.

-

ings the transfer of Govern- appea4 the minority leader (or the minorfty
ment actions from one year to
another.'

SEC

1260&

Le ruling of the Chair on a point of order

TE(WNI(AL REVISIONS OF GRA Mid.
.RI.DVA.V.llOLU.G&

The Balanced Budget and Emergency Defra1.,ed under sections 305(b)(2), 305(c)(4),
306, 904(c), and 904(d). An affirmative vote c1t Control Act of 1985 Is amended—
(1) in section 251(a)(6)(B)—
of three-flfth3 of the Members of the Senate
(A) by striking "and" the last time it apdaly chosen and sworn, shall be required in
t,je Senate to sustain an appeal of the ruling pear8; and
(B) by in3erting before the final semicolon
of the Chair on a point of order rai.sed under
8eCtfoflS 301(i),
302(c), 302(f), 304(b), the following: ", and that subsidies under
310(dh'2), 310(f), 311(a), 313 of this Act and section 8 of the Housing Act of 1937 shall be
sections 252(c)(2)(H)(ii), 252(c)(2)(H)(iv), renewed for equal durations and in similar
252(c)(2)(F)(ii),
252(c)(2)(G)(ii), form to exisUng subsidies'

254(a)(4)(D),

254(b)(1)(E),

254(b)(2)(A),

258(b)(3)IC)(ii) of the Balanced Budget and'
E'nergency Deficit Control Act of 1985"
(b) Section 2 75(b) of the Balanced Budget
Gnd Emeriency Deficit Contro' Act of 1985
Is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (C), by striking the
fna1 word "and'
(2) in subparagraph (D), by strtlcing the
fna period and inserting ";avd' and

(3) by inserting at the end thereof the fol-

lowing new subparagrizph,

(E) the second sentence of section 904(c)
of the Congressional Budget and Impound,.cnt Control Act of 1974 and the final sentcce of section 904(d) of that AcL"
SEC 12104. CODIFICATION OF PROVISION REcARIUNG
REVPNI1E ESTIMA TE.S

(a) REDESIQNAT,0M—Section 201 of th.e

Congressional Budget Act of 1974 Is amended by redestgnating subsectton (f) as subsection (g).
(b) TRANSFER.—ThE text of section 273 of
the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit
Control Act of 1985 Is transferred to 8ection
201 of the Congressional Budget Act Qf 1974
and is designated as subsection (f)i1).

leader's designee) shall control the time in
opposition to the amendmen4 motLon, or
appeaL '
(D) In snbparagraph (H)(iii) by inserting

after "previously amended" the fouowing:
so long as the amendment makes or ma intains mathematical consistencp"
(E) in subparagraph (I), by inserting
"pending" after "House, and the dispositwn

of any'

(F)in subparagraph (L)(ii)(II)(bb)—

(i) by striking "it" and inserting "the

Senate joint resolution '
(ii) by fnserting "House" after "pa-ssed
(2) in section 251(a)(6flJ), by striking
"and" at the end thereof;
(9)Iji section 254(a)—
(3) in section 251(a)(6)(K) by adding
(A) fn paragraph (1)(B), by striking "the
and"at the end the reof, and
(4) fn section 251(a)(6), by inserting after Department of Commerce preliminary resubparagraph (K) the following new sub- ports of actual real economic growth (or any
subsequent revision thereof)" and inserting
pra graph.'
"(L) assuming that spending will be ad- the most recent of advance, preliminary,
jv.sted appropriately for the decennial and final reports of the Department of Commerce of actual real economic growth '
cen.u&'
(B in paragraph (2)(A), in paragraph (1)
(5) in scction 252(f)(2), by striking subof the quoted material, by striking "and
pzragraph (B) and inserting the following:
(B) Upon enactment of a full-year appro- 311(a)" and fnserting 310(d), 311(a),
priaion (including a continuing appropria- 313(b)(1)(B), and 313(b)(1)(E)";
tion for the fuu year) for the account, Uie
(C) in paragraph (2)(A), in paragraph (2)
full nwunt of the sequet ration specified by of the quoted matter, by striking 'and 311(a)
Qe final order, reduced by the sum of—
(except Insofar as it relates to section 3(7))"
"(i) amounts previowsly sequestered, and
and inserting "310(d), 311(a) (except insofar
'?ii sai'zns achieved by such appropria- a-s ft relates to section 3(7)), 313(b)(lh'B),
tion measure when the amount enacted is and 313(b)(1)(E)"

less than the budget baseline for such account,

(D) in paragraph (2)(A), fn the quoted

matter following paragraph f 2) of the quoted

shall be sequestered, except that the sum mater?a4 by striking "resolution" and inshaU not exceed the amount spccified fn the serting 'resolution, but shall suspend any
final order for the accounL '
initial order that wa. Issued under section
(6) in section 25 7(11) by inserting at the 252(a) of that Act tf the final order for the
eid thereof the foflowing new paragraph,'
same ftscal year has not yet been Issued by
"(V) the accounts (or portion.s of ac- the date of the enacnwnt of thi3 joint reso(c) CONFORMiNG CHANGES.—Section 201(f) counts) set forth on the list ertitled 'Ac- lution' and
of the Congressional Budget Ace of 1974 1a3 counts Which Are Mandatory or Which
(E) In paragraph (4)(C), bi, striking the
redesignated by subsection (b)) is amended Have DIscretionary and Mandatory Splits text of clause (i) and Inserting
In the
by—
4nd Are Scored to the Approprtation, Com- Senate, the joint resolution ndcr this
(1) striking 'thjs tiUe and the Congres. nattee' that is attoched to the Scorekeeping ciau3e is privileged. It shall not be in order
zional Budges and Impoundment Control Guidelines for the Bipartisan Budget Agree- to move to reconsider the vote by which U-,e
Act of 1974" and Insertin9 "this Act" and
ment OjApril 14, 1989
motion to proceed to the conideration of
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the joint resolution is agreed to or disagreed

(C) by adding at the end thereof the follow"(12) The term 'deficit excess' means the
amount by which the projected deficit for ing new paragraph:
the fiscal year unil exceed the maximum def"(8) a heading entitled 'Debt Increase as

(10) in section 251(e), by striking "preceding provisions of this section" and inserting icit amount for that fiscal year.
"provisions of this part";
SEC. 12609. COOIPICA TION OP PRECEDENT WITH

(11) in section 258—

after "section 252";
(B) in svbsecton (b)(2) by—

(i) striking '22" and inserting "XXII";
(ii) inserting the joint resolution ia"a,fter

resolution shall set forth the amounts bi,
which the debt subject to limit (in section
A 'D AMENDMENTS BETWEEN HOUSES
3101 of title 31 of the United States Cods
305(c) of the Congressional Budget has increased or would increase in each 0
REbA RD TO CONFERENCE REPORTS

(A) in subsection (a), by inserting "or pro-

vide an alternative to reduce the deficit"

Measure of Deficit' in which the concurrent

Section

Act 1974 is amended—
(1) in paragraph (1)—

(A) by str,king the first sentence: and

the relevant fiscal years.
SEC 12655 CONTINGENT L1.4BIUTIES OF THE PEDER

AL GO ERNNENT.
(B) by inserting after "consideration of
"The motion is highly privileged in the the conference report" the following: 'on
(a) PRESIDENT'S Bur,orr.—Section 1105(a'
any concurrent resolution on the budget"; of title 31, United States Code, is amendea
House of Representatives: and";
(iii) striking The motion is not subject to and
by adding at the end thereof the following
(2) in paragraph (2), by inserting "(or a new paragraph:
amendment" and inserting "In the House of

Representatives, the motion is riot subject to message between Houses)" after "conference
rrt" each place it appears.
amendment";
(C) in subsection (b)(3)(C)(ii)—
SEC. 12611,. CONFORMING CHANGE TO TYTLE ii,

(i) bystrikng "or relevant", and
(a) LIM1T4r7ONS ON EXPSWDINO AND Oeu(ii) by 8tr,king "the majority leader and a4rm'o.—Section 1341(a)(1) of title 31 of the
the minority leader (or their designees)," United States Code is amended—
and inserting ' and controtled by, the (1) in subparagraph (A), by striking the
mover and the majority leader (or their des- final word "or";
ignees), except that in the event that the ma(2) in subparagraph (B)—
(A) by striking "law" and inserting "an
jority leader favors the amendment, motion,
or appeal, the minority leader (or the minor- Act of Congress"; and
(B) by striking the final period and insertUp leader's designee) shall control the time
in opposition to the amendment, motion, or ing a semicolon, and

"(26) a disclosure of contingent liabilities

of the Federal Government, in at least the
detail that would be required if the Govern-

ment were a private enterprise complying
with generally accepted accounting principles. "
(b) CONORESsIONAL BUDGET Ac's' OF 19 74.—

Section 202(f)(1) of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974 is amended by inserting

before the period at the end thereof the following.' "; as well as a disclosure of contingent liabilities of the Federal Government,
(3) by adding at the end thereof the follow- in at least the detail that would be required
appeaL";
if the Government were a private enterprise
(D) in subsection !b)(4), by inserting ing new subparagraphs:
"(C) make or authorize an expenditure or complying with generally accepted account"pending"after "any";
obligation of funds required to be seques- ing principles"
(E) in subsection (b)(7)(B)(ii)(11) by—
(i) striking "it" and inserting "the Senate tered under section 252 of the Balanced C 12655 DISPLAY OF FEDERAL RETIREMENT
Budget and Emergenty' Deficit Control Act
S'RUST FUND BALANCES
joint resolution"; and
(is) inserting "House" after "passed the";
of 1985; or
(a) PRESIDENTT BUDGFr.—Sectton 1105 of
"(D) involve either government in a con- title 31, United States Code, as amended by
(12) in section 256(a)(2), by adding at the
end thereof the following: "For the purposes tract or obligation for the payment of money section 12651(b)(1), Is amended by adding at
of a sequester in a fiscal year, no withhold- required to be sequestered under section 252 the end thereof the following new subsecing from obligation or expenditure shall be of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Def- tion:
made from programs financed through spe- icit Control Act of 1985. '
"(hI In the budget submission transmitted
(b) Lj,vrrArioN ON VOLUNTARY SeRvices.—
cial or trust funds in excess of the sequester
Section 1342 of title 31 of the United States pursuant to subsection (a), the President
percentage for such fiscal year.";
shall prominently display, for the fiscal year
(13) in section 256(f), by adding before the Code is amended—
(1) by striking "law" and inserting "an covered by that budget submission, a headlast sentence the following: "No State's
ing entitled 'Display of Federal Retirement
matching payments from the Federal Gov- Act of Congress"; arid
(2) by inserting at the end there4f the fol- Trust Fund Balances' In which the Presiernment for foster care maintenance payments or for adoption assistance mainte- lowing.' "As used in this section, the term dent shall set forth the balances of the Federnance payments may be reduced by a per- 'emergencies Involving the safety of human al retirement trust fund&"
(b) CONae&sSIONAL BUDOET AcT OF 1974.—
centage exceeding the domestic sequester life or the protection of property' does not
Include ongoing, regular functions of gov- Section 301(a) of the Congressional Budget
percentage,";
(14) in section 275, by adding at the end ernment the suspension of which would not Act of 1974, as amended by section
imminently threaten the safety of (zurnan 12651(b)(2), Is amended—
thereof the following new subsection
"(d) Rca USA TORY Ac'rzoNs.—Administra- life or the protection of property. ".
(1) in paragraph (7), by striking "arid" at
tive actions implementing a sequester for a
Subtitle if—Budget Pl,closwr
the end thereof,'
fiscal year shalt not be effective to the extent SEC. 12651. DEBT 1NCRRASE AS MEASURE OP DER(2) in paragraph (8), by striking the period
that they are promulgated within 90 days of
CIT.
at the end thereof and inserting "; and"; and
the close of the fiscal yea'—";
(a) FzNrnNaa—The Congress makes the fol(3) by adding at the end thereof the follow(15) in section 256(a), by adding at the lowing findings:
end thereof the following new paragraphs:
(1) While the annual deficits, as defined ing new paragraph:
"(9) a heading entitled 'Display of Federal
"(3) MATCHINO R.47Z5.—ExCept as specifi- under current law, appear to be decreasing,
cally provided in this Act, no reduction may the Federal debt continues to increase annu- Retirement Trust Fund Balances' in which
the concurrent resolution shall set forth the
be made to a Federal matching rate to tin- ally by sntficant1y greater amounts.
plement a sequester(2) Displaying the increase in the debt as a balances of the Federal retirement trust
"(4) Sequcsrp,srio,' wrrHIN EACH PROGRAM, measure of the deficit would illuminate this funds.".
PROJECT, OR ,sc-r,vrry.—Administra,tive ac-

tions implementing a sequester for a budget

account shall be limited to reducing the

resources for each program,
project, or activity in that account, and allocating the post-sequester base thereto, To
the extent that formula allocations differ at
different levels of budgetarp resources for a
program, project, or activity, the sequester
reduction is to be taken in a maimer consistent with the program allocation formubud getarg

dA,scrcpancy(b) DeBr INc,p&gsz es Mess UR OF DEncrr.—

(1) Section 1105 of title 31, United States

Code,

Is amended by adding at the end

thereof the following new subs ectlon'

treaties

This

Act and the amendments made by

this Act, other thaui those relating to the ac"(g) In the budget submission transmitted tivities of the executive and judicial
pursuant to subsection (a), the President branches of the Government. are enacted by

shall prominently display, for all fiscal the Congress—

years covered by that budgct submission, a
heading entitled 'Debt Increase as Measure
of Deficit' in which the President shall set
las in the substantive law.";
forth the amounts by which the debt subject
(16) in section 251(a)(5) by inserting after to limit (in section 3101 of title 31, United
"laws enacted by," the following: "treaties States Code) has Increased or would inratified by,";
crease in each of the relevant fiscal pears. '
117) in section 251(c)(1)(A) by inserting
(2) SectIon 301(a) of the Congressional
after "laws enacted" the following: "; trea- Budget Act of 1974. as amended by section
12152(c) is amended—
ties rattfied,";
(Al in paragraph (6), by striking "and" at
(18) in section -252(b)(2) by Inserting after

"laws enacted" the following: "

SubMit. N—Exercise .1 Rs1eaakiag Fwers
EEC 127*1. EXERCISE OPRULEMAKINC POWERS

the end thereof';

(1) as an exercise of rulemaking power of

the Senate and the House of Representa-

tives, respectively, and as such they shall be

considered as part of the rules of each

Honse, respectively, or of the House to which

they specifically apply, and audi rules shall
supersede other rules only to the extent that
they are Inconsistent therewith, and
(2) wIth full recognition of the corustltutional right of either House to change such
rules (so far as they relate to such House) at

(B) in paragraph (7), by striking the any time, in the same niannen and to the
ratified,"; and
(19) in sectIon 257, by adding at the end period at the end thereof and Inserting:"; same extent as in the case of any other rule
of such House,
'here a! the following new paragraph:
and"; and
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TITLE XIII—SOCIAL SECURITY
PRESERVATION
SEC ISQI. SOCIAL SEC L/PJfl' PREStR VA flON 4C1

(a) SHoRr Th—Thi, section may be

cUed as the 'Socia1 Security Preiervatton
Act
(b) DE.rrnrrzoN

OF

DEpzcrr.—41) The second

sentence of paragraph (6) of section 3 of the

Congressional Budget and Impoundment
Control Act of 1974 (2 U.S.C. 622(6)) 13

pealed..
(2) Section

275(b)(2)(A) of the BaZanced
Budgel and Emergencij Deficit ControZ Act

of 1985 (2 U.S.C 901 note) *. amended by
striking ou and the second sentence of section 3(6) of such Act (as added btj aeczon
201(aJ(1) oftMs joint reso1utzon)'
(c) Socw. SEcultlry Acr.—Subsection Ia)
of section 710 of the Social Securtty Act s
amended by strkig sha11 not be included

S 16055

(d) APPUC4T1ON TO OTHER FEDLRiL Li ws.—

For the purpose of 4minuterthg any provt
sion of Mw. rule, or regulation whdz provides premium pay. retirement, Life rnsurance, or any other employee benifi4 which
requires any deduction or contribulion. or
which imposed any requiremenL or Zimitatton. on the ba4is of a raLe ofsalary or basic
pay, the rate of saLary or basic pay payable
after the application of thts &ection shaU be
freated as the rate of sa'ary or bajic pay.

(e) EFnCIIVE DATE.—The provtsion.g of this

section 8halZ take effect on the date of the

en act mend of thts section and shaU appZy to
the first appZzcable pay period of members of
Congress or Executive officers and empZoy-

ees occurrtng on or after October 1, 1990. If
the date of enactment of this section after
October 1, 1990. and the proz'isions of th1
section become appzicabze in the reduction
of pay of members of Congress or Executive
in the totazs of the budget" and *n.erting officers
and empZoyees, all reductions whl.ch
"thall not be ncZuded in the budget deficit
wotZd have occurred 1/ thts section had been
or any other totals of the budgel".
Id) LIFE CII VE 1)4 ii. —The amendments enacted as prov'tded in subsection (b) and
made by subsections (b) and Ic) shall appZy the amount of such reduction shalZ be recov-

for the remaining pay periods for
with respect 10 fiscal years begnnng after ered
Fiscal Year 1991.
September 30, 1990.
TITLE XI V—REDUCTION OF PAY FOR
MEMBERS

SC

1461. lIED VCTION OF P.41 OF NENBEkS OF CON-

Ia) R,ucr,oi, IM PAY.—For each monU
during fiscal pear 1991 in which, by reason
of a furlough or other empZoijnwnt action
necessitated by a 8equestratlon order under
section 252 of the BaZancej Budges an4
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 (2
U.S.C. 902). the total amount a/the pay paid
to any Federal employee is projected to be

less than the monthly eQuwalent of Ow

annual rate of pay esta1hshed for such Federal empZoyee pursuant 10 Uzw, the raic of
py payable to a Member of Congress shaU
be reduced to the rate of pay estabUshed foi

(f) APPLICATIOM TO EXECUTIVE OPflCR$.—

The provu-0n8 of thu section and the com-

putations as they appzy to the reduction

under s-ubsection (b) 8haflappZy to the rate
of pay for the Vice Presden, and any execiitiDe offzcer at a position leveZ V or above of
the Executive ScJ&e4ule under sections 5311
through 5317 of tit2e 5. United States Code
any executive officer or empZoee in the Executive Office of the Presidcnt who on the
date of the enactment of IMs section patd
at a pay rate e.zual to or above the pay rate
for a posiiion a level V or above of the EsecuUve ScheduZe under Sections 5311
throvgh 5317 of tWe 5. United States Code

8C)Z MPmber pursuant to Zaw.
(b) COMPLPTAT1ON or REDuctl PA y.—Th
rate of pay payable to a Member of Con gres3

for any month referred to tn subsection (a)
ShaU be eQual to the antount deternuned b
muZtipyzng the role of pay establ.ghed fov
uh Member pur3uant to Uzw by the per.
centage reported to Con gre. for ,such month

uider ubsectzon (c)'l)(DL

(c) DETLM!N4T1OM or PER CS)4OE FOR

No ltev
than the first day of each month in fwa1
COMPUTATION OF REDLICIL) PAY.—(1)

Year 1991, the Dtrector of the Office of ManQemen and Budget sh.aU—

(A) detcrmne whether, for a ree$on descrtbed in subectzo,z (a), the total amount
of pay pizi.i to an Fedcral employee in thai
month i3 projected to be tess than Ow
monthly equiva1en of the annual rate qI
pay e.tabZi.shed for such Federal employee
pursuant to saw;
(B) estimate the average of the percentages
that would result by dwüiing the mon2hzy
eQutvaJent of the annual rate of pay estabh,thed for each such Federal empzoyee pursuant to Uzw into the totaZ amount prcjected
to be paid such Federal empzoyee for such
month,

(C) aggregate the percentaa deermjned

under subparagraph (B) for Federal empZoees for each agency an4 determine the high.
est average percentcge for any agency; an4
(D) trin.ginjt to Congress a written report
containing the average computed under subparagraph (C).
(2) The Office of Management and Budge

may use a stat.tical samphng method to
make the estiniales ansi dctermination

under paragraph (1).
(3) For purposes of thts sect ion, the term
means an Executive agencl as de-

fined u,Lder section 105 of titLe 5. United
State3 Code.
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